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WINTER'S QUEEN
The National Poetry Press has extended an invitation to aspiring
college poets to submit their manuscripts, typewritten, with the name
address, and college of the author, to National Poetry Press 3210 Selby
Avenue, Los Angeles 34, California. An anthology of the poetry will be
published this spring.
' * * •
Ivies Play actors, dancers, singers in Demand - Scripts for the
Ivies Play, "3 Penny Opera," are available at the library circulation desk
lor any interested students.
•
' * 4 *
Tryouts for One Act Plays — Tryouts for the One-Act Plays will
be held Monday, Feb. 22, from 4:00 to 5:30, and on Tuesday, Feb 23
from 4:00 to 5:3a There will be awards for the best play, best actor',
director and set. The final production will be on March 19.
* » *
••-.."
David Shaber will offer Bowdoin students and faculty a Week-
end Drama Workshop on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, Feb. 26, 27 and




Mr. William N. Robeson will give a talk, "Radio Drama and Docu-
mentaries i The HeyDay of the 30's- and Today," Sunday evening, Febru-
ary 21, in the Balcony Lounge of the Senior Center. Mr. Robeson's talk
is being jointly sponsored by the Masque and Gown and WBOR-FM.
> Professor Louis O. Coxe of Bowdoin College will be one' of four
distinguished poets who will participate in a Poetry Festival Feb 22 as
Sat of week-long dedication ceremonies for the-City of Boston's new War
emorial Auditorium.
Professor Coxe, a noted poet and playwright, will "take part in an
afternoon discussion of Poetry in Drama. Father Francis Sweeney SJ
a member of the Dedication Committee, said the panel' will discus's the
question of whether there can be a poetic speech on the stage today whatform it would take and examples of past success or failure.
Professor Coxe's colleagues on the panel will include Professor
William Alfred of Harvard, Professor Richard Eberhart of Dartmouth
and classicist-poet Robert Fitzgerald.
Professor Coxe is the author of several volumes of poetry and his
poems have won numerous awards. In 1960 he won the Vachel Lindsay
Prize for "The Last Hero." In 1961 Professor Coxe won a Brandeis Uni-
versity Creative Arts Award in poetry. His poem, "Breaking the Barrier "
was one of the winners of the Borestone Mountain Poetry Awards for
i
Suzanne Svcnson, 18, student nurse at Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston, shortly after being chosen Winter House Party
Queen. Her escort was Charles Kahili '65. -
Professor Coxe's many literary works include "The Sea Faring and
Other Poems," "The Second Man and Other Poems," "The Wilderness „ «- ,
-^ , „
SaSgagfflSH—'T' »-'—;»» - •»» Milton Babbitt To Lecture On
The_,Bowdoin College Debating Council today announced selection
of four undergraduates who will tour through Maryland, Virginia and
Pennsylvania during part of their spring vacation to give a series of
exhibition debates before students at five high schools.
Selected for the tour were Peter H. Aranson '65, Portland, Maine:
Brian C. Hawkins '67, Portland, Maine; John H. LaChance '68, Framing-
ham, Mass.; and Gary B. Roberts
'JBB, Levittqwn, Pa.
Professor Thayer, who holds the chair of Harrison King McCann
Professor of Oral Communication at Bowdoin, will accompany the group.
High Schools to be visited include: Richard Montgomery High School,
Rockville, Md., Silver Spring, Md., High School; Wakefield High School,
Arlington, Va.; Walter Johnson High School, Bethesda, Md.; and Wood-
row Wilson High School, Levittown, Pa.
The Bowdoin debaters will base their demonstrations on the nation-
al collegiate debating topic, "Resolved, that the Federal Government
should establish a national program of public work for the unemployed."
Professor Herbert Ross Brown, the Edward Little Professor of Rhe-
toric and Oratory at Bowdoin College, will serve as Chairman for the
final competition of the College's Bradbury Prize Debate.
The contest, to take place Feb. 22 at 8:15 p.m. in Smith Auditorium
on the College campus, will be between two two-man teams of upper-
classmen vying for $120 in prizes. The public is cordially invited to at-
History of Electronic Music
Seven students have achieved distinction as straight "A" scholars
during the first semester of the 1964-65 academic year, Dean of Students
A. LeRoy Greason, Jr., announced.
They are:
Thomas H. Allen '67, Portland, Maine. "°
Charles M. Barbour, III '66, West Hartford, Conn.
Fred E. Haynes, HI '67, Arlington, Va. _
Donald J. Krogstad '65, New Hyde Park, N.Y.
,
Brian R. Murphy '65, Melrose, Mass.
William M. Pennell, II '65, Portland, Maine*
Jotham D. Pierce, Jr. '65, Portland, Maine.
Milton Babbitt, one of the world's
leading composers and a pioneer in
the field of electronic music, will
deliver a lecture Sunday (Feb. 21),
it was announced by Professor
Robert K. Beckwith, Chairman of
the Department of Music.
The lecture, entitled "The Back-
ground and Implications of Elec-
tronic Music," is another event in
the College's expanded music pro-
gram. It will be held at 8:15 p.m.
in Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall.
Admission will be without charge,
and the general public is cordially
invited to attend.
Mr. Babbitt is the recipient of two
Citations by the New York Music
Critics' Circle, a. Ford Foundation
Commission, a Guggenheim Fellow-
ship, the National Institute of Arts
and Letters Award, and a Com-
mission of the Fromm Foundation.
His work in electronic music is
considered one of the few major
advances in the musical world in
this century.
'Tils concern with electronic music
does not involve electric organs or
guitars," according to Professor
Elliott S. Schwartz of the Music De-
partment, "but the sounds produced
by manipulation of complex elec-
tronic components in a 'Synthe-
sizer.'" Mr. Babbitt usually works
with no musical instruments, but
translates his compositions onto a
computer, and from there directly to
a tape recording.
"He works with electronic sounds
in much the same way an artist
works with a brush and pigments,
carefully selecting the proper blends
to create the effects he desires,"
Professor Schwarta explained. -
From 1943 to 1945 Mr. Babbitt
was a member of the Department of
Mathematics at Princeton, and a-
mong his interests is the study of
mathematic relationships in con-
temporary, music.
He has been a member of the
Faculties at the Salzburg Seminar
in American Studies, the Berkshire
Music Center (Tanglewood), and
the Princeton Seminar in Advanced
Musical Studies, and is currently a
member of the editorial board of
the magazine "Perspectives of New
Music."
Mr. Babbitt has had several of
his works recorded, including "All
Set," "Composition for Synthesizer,"
"Composition for Viola and Piano,"
"Composition for Four Instru-





The Twentieth Annual Midwinter
Meeting of
# the Bowdoin College
Alumni Council will be held on
the campus Feb. 25-27, it was an-
nounced by ' Alumni Secretary
Peter C. Barnard "50.
The Council session will start a
busy five-day alumni "weekend"
which will include, in addition the
Alumni-Varsity hockey game, a
Campus Career Conference Senior '
Class Dinner, three athletic events
and two special public lectures.
The program for the Council
meeting will begin with registration
at 2 p.m. Feb. 25 at the Alumni
House, 83 Federal Street. It will be
followed by committee meetings
which, will last into the evening.
The next day will begin with an
informal breakfast. Dr. Daniel F.
Hanley, College Physician and a
member of the Class of 1939, will
welcome Council members and their
wives at a 12:45 luncheon in the
Moulton Union Lounge, He will be
introduced by his old friend and
classmate, Dr. John E.~ Cartland, Jr.
,
'39, of West Hartford, Conn., Presi-
dent of the Alumni Council, who'
will preside at both the Friday and r
Saturday luncheons. t
Following a meeting of the Coun-
.
cil's Executive Committee, the en- 7
tire Council will hold its reguar mid- (
winter business meeting in the.:
Alumni Council Room at the Alumni
,
House beginning at 2:30 p.m. Dr.-
Cartland will preside.
Mr. Barnard said members of the
Council and their wives have been 1
invited to dinner Feb. 26 at Bow-'
doin's 12 fraternity houses. At 8>
p.m. they will attend the Bowdoin-.
Colby hockey game in the Bowdoin
.
Arena.
Council members will have break- <
fast Feb. 27 in the Moulton Union
and return at 10:30 a.m. to the
Alumni House, where they will hear
an informal report by Bowdoin
President -James S. Coles, followed
"
by a question and answer period.
Luncheon will be held at'l p.m; in
the Moulton Union.
.
The Alumni-Varsity hockey game
will begin at 3 p.m. Saturday, with
past members of Bowdoin nockey—
teams battling against the current
varsity squad. Following the game
the Arena will be open for a period
of skating for Council members and
their wives.
Planning sessions for the Alumni
Council's fourth annual Campus Ca-
reer Conference — where successful
alumni offer their knowledge to
undergraduates — will be held Feb.
28, and the conference will take
place all day March 1, concluding
at 6 p.m. with the Council's an-
nual Dinner for the Senior Class.
The five-day period will include
two public lectures. The first will be
by Visiting Professor A. Maurice!
Taylor, who will deliver the second
address in Bowdoin\ annual Tall-
man Lecture Series, "Imagination
and the Growth of Science —
Fields and Journeys," at 8:15 p.m.
Feb. 26 in the Senior Center.
The second public lecture by Dr.
Leonard W. Cronkhite, Jr. "41,
General Director of The Children's
Hospital Medical-Center of Boston,
will close the weekend's activities.
After serving as Moderator of the
Career . Conference panel on
Medicine, he will speak at 8:30 p.m.
Mar. 1 in Pickard Theater on "Trie
,
Psychology of Space Travel."
Starting next week the Bowdoin Orient will publish Classified Ads
and Notices. The charge for this service wiH be one dollar per column
inch, and it wil be available to the Bowdoin-Brunswick community. All
material must be submitted to the Orient office in Moore Hall by 6:00
p\ni. on the Wednesday proceeding the issue in which It will be published.
For those interested in Auto Ice Racing, the 5th Annual Elks Ice
Race will be held on the New Meadows River this Sunday, February 21,
from 10:00 AM. to 4:00 P.M. This six hour endurance race will feature
It curies from 10 states. Admission is free.
ORIENT STAFF AND ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
All present members of the staff of the Orient, and all those interested
in working for the, paper this semester should attend a meeting Tuesday night,
Feb. 23 at 10:00 p.m. at the Orient Office in MOORE HALL.
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"» COMMENDATION
We would like to commend the fifteen or so Bowdoin fac-
where couples .prefer a quiet atmos-Among these was a small group phere Thg officers Qf th , ^^
To the Editor: -
' Your editorial entitled "Hindsight"
raised several thoughts in my1 mind.
It is the general opinion of most of
the students and perhaps pf the
faculty that Bowdoin needs a.
"healthier" social atmosphere. Ne-
gotiatio'hs between the students and
the administration, I hope, are based
on this idea.
Before I present my opinion, I
wish to state my position: I am in
favor of a "healthier" social atmos-
phere at Bowdoin.
The editorial asked why "some
people are, literally, forced into
breaking the social rules because
their fellow students are turning the
first floors into Hell on weekends."
Entertaining dates von the second
floor and thus breaking the social
rules is a passive reaction to the ex-
isting rules. There must be an active
ulty members who took an open stand on one of the most and positive reaction on our part. I
controversial issues facing the country today. In Tuesday's Propose that responsible students
v , v/ , T . . j i . D j try to "clean up" the atmosphere ofNew Wk Times there appeared an .open letter to President ^ fraternity nouses on W€ekends
Johnson concerning the U.S. position in Viet Nam, signed by They should not allow "drunks" or
members of the faculty and administration of leading New Eng- "loudmouths" in the living room
land colleges and universities.,
from Bowdoin. ,*».* ties should enforce this rule. Then
Whether one agrees with their position or not, the fact a lot of the disgusting aspects of the
... .... ... .. fraternity parties could be eliminat-
triat they expressed their convictions in so positive a manner,
e(J
must be applauded. The time has long since passed when the Another suggestion is to create
members of an academic community sufficiently fulfilled their mo»'e comfortable lounges in the
,
. .•, f . . ,. i ' •: -ri .- Moulton Union where couples can
role in society by merely providing an education. I he action dance or socialize presently, prac-
of the Bowdoin group is a recognition on their part that this tically all social life is centered
role must be expanded. '.., around the fraternities. More facili-
ties should be established around
•A TIRING PROBLEM the campus to proyide a different
The question of Campus Chest weekend is an~issue that social atmosphere for Bowdoin stu-
has been frequently discussed On campus, perhaps too fre- dents -
quently. Two facts remain clear. The faculty decided to ele- ™e edit?rial J
interested in the
V L . i . i i i . . i . r. j t problems bothering "Mr. Average
vate the status of this weekend, but at the same time refused to £„_„,„,_ KKan » „«? ,, „ mtmrJjL
..
-. .. i ... , , .,.,..., Jiowaoin Man. Tnis is a misnomer
adjust the college academic Calendar to suit this decision. In
_ there iS n0 such thing as an aver-
light of this it seems to us that the faculty has taken upon it- -&ge Bowdoin Man (unless this lib-
self an inherent responsibility to help the Campus Chest Com- eral education molds us into stereo-
mittee make the weekend a success. The c6nscious Scheduling typed individuals ...).'
of exams right after the weekend is not a way of fulfilling this Student responsibility which' the
responsibility. It seems to us that the postponement of these administration seeks is, l think, a
exams for a few days would be a relatively simple solution to faithful adherence to the present
* • „ ui „ social rules. If this is the case, thena tirins* problem.
.
., .... . , . .w r student responsibility is lacking at
WELCOME BACK ... WBOR /""^ Bowdoin. Last year and again this
t\ r\ u ii \. i ^l- 4 /i year, there were violations of theThe Orient would like to take. this. opportunity t^welcome
SQCial^ ^ ^ administration
,}«° existence its neighbor across the way radio station lhfe is a suffic jent proof tnat stu .
WBOR. Now that there will ;once again indeed be a Bowdoin dents are not responsible, „v.and,
On Radio, it is tn .be. hoped that i ts ope rational-status will iifi^oi^therefore, shoul^-notr^frtfusted^wi
longer duration than its last attempt. Although most of the stu- any liberal social rules,
dents on campus do not possess FM radios and therefore can- We students cannot change the
not tak'e advantage of what the station has to offer, there are status quo by demonstrating in front
many devoted fans of the various programs offered. We will of Massachusetts Hall. We must
change our attitude and conduct be-
fore we a^k for any changes in the
rules. We must demonstrate "stu-
dent responsibility" in the manner
the administration wants. It is ur-
gent Tor us students to realize that,
As a dynamic step forward the Onent this week is enclosing jn whatever we attempt, we must
a current affairs test published by Time magazine. We hope that "play the game" according to their
this will enable each student to calculate his own awareness, and (administration's) rules,
trust that all Bowdoin students will score well on this quiz. Be-
yond finding out how much he knows, each student will also
find himself better informed at the- completion of the test. Good
Luck, and remember you're on the Honor System. ~
especially welcome back the late night program of Bill Margo-
lin, which in the past has proved to be consistently good listen-
ing-.
Z A TIMELY TEST
^There ate definite indications
that the as yet unsubstantiated'
rumor that the new addition to
the Moulton Union will never
be-eemplet-ed- incompletely true.
Wally Counterma n, the only
man who knows the - complete
inside story, has been reluctant
to divulge any information, but
a mysterious figure known only
as "George" has reputedly been
tapped, and from his piecemeal
information the complete sordid
tale has been pieced together.
It seems that internecine
rivalry is at the root of the
whole problem. The Chairman
and members of the Faculty
Committee for the Library
found out, though the secret
was closely guarded, that the
new bookstore plans .to have
comfortable chairs in its paper-
back section, thus enabling the
students to do a little browsing.
Praising the scheme as lauda-
tory; and definitely nvithin the
aims of a small liberal arts,
institution, the Library Com-
mittee suggested, with some
force, that the nature of the
use of the area would naturally
bring it under its jurisdiction.
Well, the Faculty Committee
for the Student Union
m
then
suggested, with easily as much
force, that if the Library Com-
mittee did not mind "its own
business, the Union Committee
would insist upon jurisdiction
.over the -drinking fountain in
the Library. Realizing the na-
ture of the threat, the Library
Committee was willing to make
a compromise, but complica-
tions set in. . "'.,
' One of the members of the'
Union Committee, who also hap-
pens to be a member of the
Faculty Committee for Printing
and Publishing and Reproduc-
tion, noticed during his inspec-
tion of the foreign water foun-
tain sight that said room also
contained a machine which
close-lv^resembled and in fact
smuggled in without notifica-
tion, of his committee. Torn be-
twegjir jo^Jig;|p_th.eyLTniQn Com-
mittee and loyalty to the Re-
production Committee, the dual
member could not decide under
whose jurisdiction the room
ought to be. Realizing that any
hasty, decision would be im-
possible, our mystery man de-
cided to go' into conference
with himself, locked himself in
the Rare Book Room, and has
not emerged since.
AT the preseht^mbment7The^
Union Committee and the Re-
production Committee cannot
meet because of their' missing
member, and the Library Com-
mittee cannot meet .because it
has traditionally met in the
Rare Book Room, and it would
rather not meet than break
tradition. The Librarian cannot
authorize anyone to break down
the door of the Rare Book Room
without permission of the Li-
brary Committee, and it cannot
meet, so it looks like it could
be a long winter.
In the meantime, this same
mysterious "George" mentioned
earlier has been noticed smug-
gling medium rare J hamburgs
but of the Union in those ridic-
ulous bags. Conjecture among
those who know is that
"George" could indeed be the
missing link in the case.
While there is no guarantee
that the .jurisdictional dispute
would be settled upon emer-
gence of the cloistered faculty
member, there is reason to be-
lieve that it' might facilitate,*^*
matters. As a result, this
column would like to offer a
brand new Honda 50, now on.
display at the Union, to any
faculty wife who can fulfill the
following requirements; 1) Not
to have seen your husband for
over three weeks, 2) Remember
if he likes his hamburgs with or
without onions, 3) Be able to
persuade him to come out of a
locked room. There are probably
many of you who can fulfill the
first two requirements, but the
third one is really the most
essential.
It's funny how when Fate
decides to gang up on you, it
really does a job. The whole
solve, and his place filled on his
committees, except that the
resident faculty member in the
Rare Book Room is-also Chair-
man of the Faculty Committee
for Committee Appointments.







SIX — BARBERS — SIX
Make your Travel arrangements early for
best reservations. See
BRUNSWICK TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE
"ON COLLEGE CORNER"
An ATC approied-dependable-traYel agency handling reservation*and
tickets for all Airlines, Steamships, Hotels, Cruises and Tours; May
we lend you a helping hand?
We disagree. Our goals are the
same — better social rules and con-
ditions — but the means to these
ends lie not in playing dead in
front of the administration; rather,
we must show strength of purpose
if we hope to get anywhere.
Doing away with drunks is like
asking everyoneHo follow the daily
rules of "Old Maid." No one con-
dones excessive drinking, controlling
it, however, may be very close to
impossible.
What has happened when the stu-
dents have "played the rules of
the game?" Ninety-nine point nine
percent of each year we have fol-
lowed college regulations to a tee.
The result certainly cannot substan-
tiate the beliefs stated in Mr. Tong's
letter. Bowdoin men have not been






-Cocktail Lounge - Lodging
DINNER 5:45-9:00 LUNCH 11:45-2:00









Reservations Call or Write:
MOUNTAIN COLONY
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On The News.
» »
I abandoned the article originally
intended -for this week's paper in
order' to make some editorial com-
ments- *on a bit of [he news of the
week that I consider very significant.
That piece of -news is not Viet Nam;
its danger is not that immediate, but
it is just as real. f
As of 19 February you will not be
allowed to wear sunglasses in Pas-
saic, New Jersey. I cannot decide
if it is the stupidity or the signifi-
cance of that sentence that is more
startling, but it is true. This past
week the Passaic City Council
passed, unanimously, an ordinance
that forbids anyone over 12 years of
age from appearing in Passaic in
any sort of disguise. This includes
wearing dark glasses, a false mus-
tache, mask, hood or in any way
disguising your face or sex. The pen-
alty is 30 days in jail and-or a $100
fine.
The ordinance also says that no
one "shall enter any business estab-
lishment or private house whose face
and sex shall be so disguised." This
clause is therefore applicable to mas-
que parties and masked balls. From
now on in Passaic you will have to
refrain from wearing your mask
until you are inside your host's
house. New York has a law similar
to this but has a provision to allow
By AI Purola
people to go disguised to a mas-
querade ball if they have a permit.
. .The intent of the '"Njew Jeifey*iw
is clear. "The 'Council is trying to
cut dovn.bn imiguines
-and assaults.
Apparently they have been' present
of late. One often hears of a rob-
ber wearing a Halloween mask or
-fv-siite-stoGking while coram i t ring a
crime, but whoever heard of a crim-
inarwalking two blockTTo his tar1
"
get in a silk stocking? How can the
law possibly be enforced against
those to whom it is directed? In
other words, instead of handicapping
the criminal or serving as a deter-
rent to his actions, it imposes a ri-
diculous burden on the normal citi-
zen. The criminal may be the only
one NOT affected by the ordinance
since he would either, not have the
mask on, or would oe in the midst
of a crime, the prosecution of which
would certainly take precedence
over the misdemeanor. As far as the
criminal is concerned, then, the ordi-
nance is useless unless you happen
to catch the criminal-to-be some-
where between the tree he was hid-
ing behind and the woman he was
going to attack. Even then the dis-
guise charge would be insignificant
next to the attemped assault charge.
While these practical limitations
and oversights are interesting and
substantial, it is the constitutional
validity of the ordinance that should
be'the l»asis of our .concern.
Beyond he slightest doubt . am;
law, regulation or ordinance that
imposes restrictions on "'how a per-
son may appear in public and enu-
merates articles of clothing that
-he- -may- not wear, is in contraven=-
tio-n of the rights guaranteed in the
ConstitutiohT it seems o me clearly
a denial of "liberty" within the
meaning of the 14th Amendment.
The amendment says that "no state
shall deprive any person of life, lib-
erty, or property without due process
of law. . ." (The fact that this is
a city does not make the provision
inapplicable)^
It seems to me that, within the
realm of decency, every person has
the right to be seen in public in
anything he.choses. The deprivation
of the liberty to do this by the Pas-
saic City ordinance is arbitrary, ca-
pricious, and unreasonable and
should be repealed, I would not con-
sider a female impersonator or a
transvestite to be outside the pro-
tection of this liberty.
The defense of a law like this is,
no doubt based on the police power
of the state, and is probably ra-
tionalized in Frankfurteresque terms
involving the balance between the
(Con't. on p. 4)
Zorba The Greek
Reviewed tu Laurencq M. Weirrstein
The sky is dear, the ocean spjtrklinjr. High above, tljfe isi
seems to !X'*.H'(ii'ever stispe1i(le{l(i(v invi>il>!f stritiji-. atid.ii -
mt'-lts-Joiie-'s, care* aw.ty. , ,, ..• • .
This is.the setting for "&3TtJU the„(;reek." directed b.v OU&
'Greece's foremost directors, Michael^ aroyannis., The plot at
aetimi differ strikingly .from what one has been accusforn«d'
of. late, and this alone would make the movie worth seeing.
"can IBM
But there remains much more td th-i.- than it.- imi'iiifrif.-.V
Based on the book by Nfrfeos Ka-zantza'kis. "Zoi'bfj the Greek" buld?
a revelation for all of us. Zorba (portrayed expertly .by Anthony
Quinni knows how to live as very few know how. Living can
truthf tijly be called an art one has to acquire but which few .of us
ever do.
How does one really live? For the answer, watch Zorba sing,
dance; and laugh his way through his stay on Crete. Forget your
own debilitating troubles and put yourself , in Zorba's shoes.
There seems to be no problems which are so great or so persistent
that you cannot take time out to thank God you are alive, or re-
discover creation, laugh boisterously until you cry or love as If
there is no tomorrow.
Alan Bates as Basil, the half-English and half-Greek writer
who hopes to reopen a mining operation in Crete, represents the
modern man. He is shy, introverted and impatient. Basil is used
to the crowd and all the noise, pushing, and scurrying we asso-
ciate with the city mob.
The two men, with different backgrounds and habits, attempt
working together in the hopes of making money. Yet money is
not Zorba's goah it is only an unfortunate necessity Which
when used properly, . buys the real gifts in life. BasiL at first
leery of Zorba's "madness," soon becomes an admirer and then
a partner to the Greek. The plans set by the men do not come
off successfully, but by then we realize that the scene does not
call for tears. Rather, it demands dancing — dancing as one
has never danced before and if you can sing or scream at the
same time, so much the better, ,,»..... . ...
Shrugging off all of one's troubles cannot be one's total an-
swer to life, however, accepting things for what they are and/or
not allowing things to get too burdensome, is the lesson Zorba
leaves us with.
Hour exams getting you dewn ?Then drink, love, dance, and
be merry! Tomorrow is another day — and probably much




DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
PARKVIEW
CLEANERS
If your degree rsin Liberal Arts, Engineer! ngrthe Sciences,
or Business Administration, you may, very well fjnd your
route for advancement at IBM. The marketing and appli-
cation of computers offer opportunity to new graduates in
a variety of ways.
At IBM, Data Processing Systems Engineers study the best
ways to solve customer problems. They find the best
methods and select the best equipment to handle each
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
FREE ALTERATIONS
type of problem. If your college experience has taught you
- to organize information and approach a problem system-
" atically, see IBM. v
An IBM Data Processing Representative shows customer
executives how IBM can help business become more effi-
cient. In selling to business, industry, government, or.
defense, you use your own initiative and individuality. Ad-
' vancement comes as you develop skills acquired in college.
,. Thorough initial training will teachyou the techniques ef
data processing and marketing computers. If you are look-
ing for opportunities to grow, join IBM. Your placement
office Can give you our literature— or make an appoint-
ment with our interviewers. IBM is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.
Interviews February 23
If you cannot attend the interviews, write or visttrtheftear-





Students in the upper half of their class preferred in
all majors. Appointments may be made through the
Placement Office. All Bell System Companies will be




Portland, Maine 04104 IBM
DATA PROCESSING
NEW ENGLANU TELEPHONTSTEtEGRAPH COT
SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE^
NEW JERSEY BELL TELEPHONE CO.
NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO.
BELL TELEPHONE CO. OF PENNSYLVANIA
3|\ Bell System
American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
and Associated Companies
An Equal Opportunity Employe'
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Views On The News . . .
(Con't. from p. 3) |
rights of individuals and the rights
of the -society in general. Justice
Frankfurter wag. glmoskalways will-
ing to compromise a few individual
TkMs for the rights of the com-
niwnitv'^and is y'ue that law is simp*-.
ly an evaluation of interest's, but' in
.this case the record shows a dis-
regard for the- evaluation of the
'inrerests of the American people as
a whole .This country was founded
vi'h the evaluation trat individual
freedom and liberty must be main-
stained. There is no more fundamen-
tal freedom, than the right to be
secure in your own person and this
surely includes the right to clothe
that person without restraint, along
with the right to move it from place
to place at will, and .say with it
what you want. At no time can a
•lav stands that is not in concord with
the provisions of the Constiuion, I
believe this law to be such a law.
As far as the sunglasses are con-*
cevned .it is clear that everyone with
sunglasses is not going to be ar-
reted, f'suspect that the Passaic
Ocunril is ernest and perhaps a bit
.deluded, but not ridiculous. Never-,
theless. the improbability of arrest
Should be no standard for legality.
As the law stands now. any person
in Passaic could be arrested for hav-
ing sunglasses on. This person would
then be required tfl prove that he
•was not in disguise or was not try-
ing to disguise himself. To be forced
to flaunt the law and risk the em.-
,
barrassing .and inconvenient con-"
sequences just to wear sunglasses' or'
Ski goggles is an intolerable Situa-
tion. Sunglasses are as American and
as wide-spread as Coca Cola. Under
the law an actor that plays, Mac-
beth in Passaic is subject to arrest.
Absurdum ad infinitum. The law
gives a legal sanction to Gestapo
tactics.
The cities of our country must be
very careful in passing town femu-
lations. Too often a hasty solution
to a problem will bred more compli-
cations than had previously Men
imagined. Where the citi& go astray,
it is up to the courts to restore jus-
tice. Our tradition of libery has al-
ways been -protected by he .courts,
and must continue tx> be. It seems to
me that cities will not solve their
crime problems by assuming that
everyone in sunglasses, beard, etc^ is
in disguise, or even that some of
them are, because even the most un-
scrupulous criminal has the right








Season Pass — $15.00
<ro»id weekdays and week nights
( njv, gki weekend* at the junior
rate.
Lost Valley Open — Tues.,
Thurs. and Fri. 1 to 10 p.m.
Wed., Sat. and Sun.
9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
MORE SKIING FOR YOl'R
SKI DOLLAR WITH MAN-









BRIAN KEITH — VERA MILES
Note — Admission This
Engagement — Adults 75c








3 STOOGES — NANCY KOVAK
Note — Admission Prices This
Engagement Adults 75c
Child Under 12 — 4#o
All Shows
Due to the Early
READS
Will have a $ A L
PARKAS




£ BEGINNING MONDAY, FEB. 22
SWEATERS
—
25 to 30% Off
PANTS
Were
s42 50 N«w 30.00
Were s2500 Now st8.50
KNICKERS
Were $2000 Now $14.95

















We're very active in the field
of communications, and we're
growing. New technological ad-
vances have broadened areas
of need for good people who
want to develop and who will
become experts in their jobs.
To fill our management ranks
we'll naturally reward those who
can think for themselves, solve
problems, and produce under
pressure.
Make your first move to a
bright management future by
signing up now at your Place-
ment Office, for an interview
appointment. Our recruiting
team will be on your campus
very soon,
Because of our policy of
promoting from within, you
could earn one of our top
management .jobs. That makes
it important that we talk to you.
And im porfarrt that you taflr
with us.
The Bel! System—where peo-
ple find solutions to exciting
problems—matches other com-
panies in benefits, salaries and
working conditions. The Bell
System companies are equal
opportunity employers.
We work in space . .
.
and under the sea . .
.
to provide the world's
finest communications
<D BELL SYSTEM
American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
arid Associated Companies
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NOW!!"U" Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's
Delicious Foods &-Save $$$
NOW ON SALE
BATH Am BRUNSWICKROAD ^, TeJ. 725-754*
DISCOUNT COUPON BOOKS
A $3.00 Value for $2.70
"U" Save 30c
or
A $5.00 Value for $4.25
— Plus —
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS
Hurry! Get Yours Today
Learn To Read
Bowdoin will again sponsor^a spe-
cial reading course. The ,#£0«p se-
lected to conduct this course is Put-
ney Reading, an organization which
has.conducted outstanding programs
at a number T>f 'colleges and secon-
dary schools fn*he" northeast. As
explained by the directors of Put-
rney Reading,
-the goals of this
course are:
To increase" the ^student's effi-
ciency in studying" and learning
textbook materials.
To strengthen the student's ability
to formulate an intelligent approach
to individual school assignments and
to extract information from text-
books and retain it in an organized
manner.
To show the student how to make
more efficient use of his study time,
enabling-him to gain a more thor-
ough grasp of assigned materials in
a shorter time. The techniques of
"speed" reading, while not stressed,
are taught, and students can bene-
fit from them. However, the primary
purpose of the course is not speed




Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it
. . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
*
THE RECORD* OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
Simila# courses have been offered
at-BoVdoin in thf past, and.a large




The course Will begin on February
22 and end on March '26, 1965. After
annnitiai -period of testing and, in-*
terviewing, students will meet five
times a week for five weel^s in small
groups of eight to ten students. The
scheduling of class meetings will be
flexible, and there will be no assign-
ments which extend beyond ihe
time of the class meetings. Much of
the instruction will be based on ma-
terial the students are covering in
their regular courses.
The charge for enrolling in the
program" is $75.00. Financial aid in
the form of loans and scholarships
will be made available by the Col-
lege, and no student should feel
himself excluded from the course
because of financial need. Request
for financial assistance should be
made by any interested student to
Mr. Wilder's office in Massachu-
setts Hall as soon as possible.
Although it is hoped that the
course will be helpful, it is not of-















MAILER^An American Dream S4.95
SHAW—Voices Of A Summer Day $4.95
Author of "The Young Lions"
HERBERT—Ancient Art in Bowdoin
College t Sfi.95
SCHWARTZ—Symphonies of Ralph
Vaugh Williams . $6.50
Many More Titles
x also














UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
VENEREAL DISEASE BRANCH — COMMUNICABLE DISEASE
CENTER
We are going to eradicate syphilis in the United States. _
We need people who- want immediate job involvement, interesting work, an
outlet for creative ideas, and an excellent opportunity for advancement
















Interviews for June Graduates will be conducted on:
MARCH 2
Contact your Placement Office to arrange for an interview






Skiers and hocKey, placers at,
Pickard Field were treated to an'
unusual, sight Monday afternoon a.s
a detachment of .Bowdoin ROTC
Rangers, dressed in combat
fatigues and equipped with MI
rifles, moved out on a reconnaissance
pat rot exercise. "—
At the meeting each Ranger sub-
mitted a patrol order for a re-
connaissance patrol in the general
area of Pickard Field. A patrol order
consists of five main parts': (1) sit-
uation, (2) mission, (3) execution,
<4> administration and logistics, and
(5) command and signal. The patrol
order selected was handed in by
Cadet Robert Benjamin '66. The
objective in this case was to deter-
mine, without detection, if possible,
the enemy activity in an area
scheduled for occupancy by Com-
pany A and B of the Bowdoin
ROTC. The mission was to map out
this area. The enemy forces, for
the purposes of this exercise, con-
sisted of Captain, Robert Ness and
Lieutenant Steve Leonardr The
umpire who set up situations for.
the Rangers was Sergeant Carter.
Captain Williamson was the umpire
for the enemy forces. Naturally, the
mission was accomplished.
At one point Sergeant Carter, to
create a confusing situation for
Jhe Rangers to solve, ordered two
Rangers to run off in two different
directions, one after" another, yell-
ing. "I hate this lousy war; I'm*
getting out of here! I'm going
home!" This was the first patrol-
exercise for the freshmen, and they
learned from, this situation and
others like it that even a simulated






*I knew tht^EifW Tower w&ef, it.
was enly four po-t« in •}, - : *
Few, if anv. Americans Eo*daj "'ran
make that statement — for *he
famed French; landmark was b':ilt
for the Paris Exposition of 1889. Yet
the scene was captured, forever by
painters and photographers of (he
period, and will be available to
Maine residents beginning Friday
tFeb.- 191.
That is the date set for the open-
ing of a one-month exhibition at
the Bowdoin College Museum of
Art, entitled "World Fairs, J 851-
1904." The exhibit shows the feivat
tower in its stages of construction,
in addition. to highlights of ei^ht
of the earliest international fairs.
Tt contains 97 paintings drawings,
photographs and cartoons high-
lighting memorable events of the
great exhibitions.
The Museum will be, open without1 ,
charge. to the general public frorr. 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Sat-
urday, and from' 2 to 5 p.m. on Sun-
days, until March 14.
The display begins with a view of
the great Crystal Palace, designed
by Joseph Paxton for the first
world's fair — the London Exposi-
tion of 1850 — ar.d includes such
other monuments to international
festivals as the Transportation
Building designed by Louis Sullh an
for the Chicago World's Columbian
Exposition in 1893. ">N^
The United States 'in 1876 cele-
brated the centennial of its inde-
pendence with a World's Fair in
Philadelphia, and the enthusiasm
of that event is captured in seleo
tions in the exhibit. Such invemi ns
a$.. eleetric' street'! lights and he'
telephone were shown for the first
time, and the architecture foretold





"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-







. Hallmark Greeting Cards
Smith's Photo Shop





(Closed Monday, Feb. 22 — Washington's Birthday)
Famous Markers'
FACTORY DAMAGED SHOES
Values to 29.95 —10.95 to 14.95
MEN'S LOAFERSy^ .Regularly 12.95 — Just 6.95
MEN'S SUITS, SPORT COATS,
- OUTERCOATS
Regular Stock — 20% Off
BUTTON DOWN AND TAB COLLAR SHIRTS
Regularly 3.98 — 2 for 5.00
LONG SLEEVE SPORT SHIRTS and
SWEATERS
Regular Stock - 25% Off
, MANY OTHER ITEMS ON SALE
A. H. BENOIT & CO.
MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK












w Army Game Tonight
Tonight Bowdoin's Hockey team
will be out to break a school record
i of '7 consecutive victories and to
T ~"T ooost their third place standing in
L
.
In regard to last week's editorial concerning the need of the small college division,
spreading Bowdoin's name throughout the South and West, it Coach Sid Watson's goal-hungry
would be beneficial to send .the varsity baseball team further ptickmen raised their winning; skein
>outh during their spring trip. However this expansion of itin- l0 7 games by virtue of a l'4-2 romp
erary is necessary for a much more important reason than this. over ' MIT and a hard-fought,
The purpose of these athletic trips is to prepare the teams bruising triumph over a stubborn
ror their regular spring schedule, something which is" difficult University of New Hampshire sextets
Ed do in iMaine during the .March thaw. By scheduling games Following a 12-4 win over Amherst,
only.hs far South as Baltimore this purpose has been greatly the ever-improving squad pounded
destroyed by bad weather. Last year, for example, the team was 14 pucks- past a bewildered, to say
only able to play three games of a six-game schedule, spending the least, Tech goalie. , Sophomore
much of the time in motels or traveling to the next city in hopes ste
,
ve Wales led the onslaught with
6i better weather. Considerable time and money was wasted four S°als - ably assist by twin-
in' those Northern areas while schools 'like Colby, Maine, and
Bates were down in' North Carolina and Florida playing every
day. These other teams from the state have more than held
:heir own with Southern baseball powers. Tast year Colby won
the Rollins Invitational and the other clubs compiled 8-1 and
3-3 records, There is no reason why Bowdoin couldn't do the
same.
Bill Allen, arid Benny Soule. Ed
Fitzgerald. Kev Kelaher, Bill Mat-
thews, and Leo Tracy each chipped
in with singletons. In addition Fitzy
and Matt each piled up 4 assists.
Dave Coupe and Dick Ledger, shar-
ing netminding duties, were called
upon to stop only 14 shots,
.Perhaps a bit stale after two
such routs, the bladesmen found
themselves in a real donnybrook
last Tuesday night against UNH.
UNIDENTIFIED BOWDOIN PUCKSTER — From some year be-
tween 1794 and 1962 attempts to retrieve fans' cap as curious Am-
herst goalie looks on. *
Spfld, UM Down Hoopmen
Trackmen Tripped
The Bowdoin basketball, team's
record dropped to 4-12 after two
recent defeats to strong Springfield
The University of Massachusetts
the Maroons and the -Black Bears track teara scored heavily in the
Ar 8-V7 nf the <;amp nerind dp- C« .„„ 1, 1 w j running events to defeat Bowdoinhad too much height and scoring
fi
„ .
It's true that our vacation is shorter than most, but the
extra mileage could be compensated for by leaving after classes
Friday instead of Sunday as we presently do and by returning
on a Monday instead of the Saturday before; classes start on
Tuesday and we d have sufficient time to return without rushing. Benny Soule got the Polar Bears off
In regard to a possible tab of favoring the baseball team ?n tne ri&n t f°ot with an 8-foot
over the lacrosse team if such a proposal went through, lax fans backhander to the right of goalie
must, remember that their sport can be played in any weather^ Colin Clark. Coupe and Matthews-
;
and also that the best lax in the country is played around the
4Tofthffim pTriod
Baltimore area.
Let's replace our present schedule with Duke. U.N.C., Rol- fenseman Tim Brooks "let fly a 40- ""VT "'"*" "Wf," U £"" T"'"6 67-46 last Saturday. Bowdoin pick-
lins. and other baseball powers; if other Maine clubs can beat foot snapshot which Wales somehow p '
me smauei F01ar Beals
'
ed "P 01lly 5 of a possible 41 points
them so can we. When a school is willing to finance a Southern managed to deflect into the upper Lasi Saturday playing against in those five events (600, 1000, m.le,
trip, it should go all out insteadof its present half-way policy. left haild corner.-of the UNH goal. Springfield to a near capacity Win- 2-mile, relay). Perhaps the two best
'-"..--: John pilday, a rough customer ter's crowd, Bowdoin immediately nmes of tne afternoon were -those
~JL
~ »- ».- *
.
-v- all-night, finally got Gov. King's fel] ,, Doints dmvn a f, Pr o,pinff „n ;




' charges on the scoreboard at 2:08 of
M1 U P° S ™ flei bemg u Massachusetts; the former won the
One of the interfraternity athletics' rules which needs ' the second period with & shot on able t0 scor« a field §oal durin8 tne ° mile in 4:27.6 and the latter won the
fimendmsa: is that of* the eligibility rule for Varsity athletes. Pres-, which goalie - Coupe was partially first Six minutes of the game. 2-mnV in 10:04.7. The~highlight of
entry any boy who dresses for one game of frosh or varsity screened. However. Kelaher retali- Springfield displaying a. very effec- the meet, however, was Capt. Gil
sports is ineligible to compete in the league in that respective ated with a quick backhander at tive zone defense, controlling boards, Ekdahl's pole vault of 13' 3/4", which
sport. We contend that this rule, while based on the elimination 4:52 - phil CouRe and Matthews as- and setting up good percentage set a new Bowdoin College indoor
of ringers, is unfair to a majoritv of those ineligible athletes 8islin^ But tnird Period &'oals b^ 6h° tS °n °ffense dominated the record ' Alex Schulten established aser r y t . Bm Bn.an ^ ^^ Houston knQt _. 'first half of play. In fact, Captain new cage record of 59' 11" in theMany boys, especially freshmen, may be trying a sport led the score at 3-3 and set the Dick Whitemore's drives and re- 35-lb weight. John Tarbell led a
without really knowing what part the coach has planned for stage for a 10-minute sudden- bounding composed Bowdoin's only sweep in the high hurdles and fi-
him during the year. He may be just sticking it out until he sees death overtime, offensive threat as we lost' the ball nished third in three other events,
how well he can adjust to the athletic along with his academic At 6:15 of the extra session, fol- numerable times because of -faulty while Ray Bird picked up the other
obligations. After dressing for one or two »ames anchmaybe not lowin§ ke>' sa*es by both goalies, ball-handling. Taking advantage of Polar Bear first. in the low hurdles.
plaving at all, hp deridesto drop rh» spm-? This a.uArnaHrally Leo Tracy passed to Wales to the these floor mist akes, Springfield shot For the second week in a row Max
rnakeshim inedible for the entire iSraterni y e son Or left- . of eoa"e Clark ' and the high- into a id
point
«,^,-U ' u l s j a l j i- 1 , scoring left-wing batted a back- forces cut the deficit to 10 at hallmavbe a boy who stands on the border line between being cut
nande? past tn
°
UNH J^, time 41-31.
stains an injury, 1 he can t regain his past
. t0 send the crowd home happy. The outside shooting of Spring




There should bfe no set rule on these marginalcases, but
the decisions as to their eligibility should be left to discussion
and vote by the \X hite Key members. Instead of being so con-
cerned about the drafting of ringers, they should give some
thought to the enjoyment and welfare of the individual con-
cerned.
the 35-lb weight this time with a
good toss of 47'9V.
The varsity and freshman track





With the opening of the new gymnasium's facilities next
year, squash may replace monopoly and bridge as the school
past-time. The game is ideal for a workout or the guy who
hasn t the muscles or size to star in the major sports. We hone
mat the u hire Key, will supervise the first year of this sport/ collegiate mark of 1^0.1 held by ^the state scoring lead over Colby's
The stage is set for tonight's in- field <46':') allowed them to main
vasion by the always-talented West tain their comfortable lead despite .Saturday for a
Point Cadets. Game time 7:30 p.m. a Bowdoin second half challenge. University. The
In that second half, Whitemore got UMass meet was as follows:
some board help from Steve Ingram 35-lb weight — 1. Schulten <B);
and the outside shooting and hustle 2. Willscher <B.>; 3. Coggiris <B).
of sophomore Bruce Maclean to Dist. 59'H"
come as close as 4 points to the High jump — 1. Mederios <M>: 2.
speedy Springfield club. However Seager <B>; 3. Tarbell <B). Hgt. 5'8"
sistent assault on the Bowdoin their efforts were balanced by the Broad jump — 1. Mederios <M);
College record book, Polar Bear fine shooting of Larry Buell (9-18) 2. Love <B>; 3. Larvey' (M). Dist.
fans had little to cheer about, as a and guard Tom Argir • 10-22) both 21'6 1 4"
talented Wesleyan team dunked of whom scored 24 in the contest. Mile. — 1. Carpenter (M); 2.
the mermen at Curtis Pool^ 60-35. .For Bowdoin, Whitemore had 23 Ramsey <M); 3. Panke (M).T. 4:27.6
Robby's .1:49.1 in the ' 200 free- points and 14 rebounds to lead the 40-yd dash — 1. Sloane iM); 2.
style broke the old New England attack. This effort pushed Dick into Larvey <M>; Tarbell (B). T. 4.7
600 — 1. Gaffney (M»: 2, Ailen
Rob Sets New Mark
Outside of Tim Robinson's per-
with keen interest. Undoubtedly it. will be at least two years Rogers of Williams College. Tim also Pete Swartz with a 20.6 average. <TQJ Thomas (M). T. 1:16.4
before we can field a college team, but the White Key can copped fust place in the 100 free- Wednesday night up at Orono 45-yd HH — 1. Tarbell <Bi; :
sreatly facilitate the organization of .the sport.. First, it can style in" 48.6 to tie his own personal the Polar Bears gave an over-con- Ekdahl (B); 3. Bird (B>. T. 6.0
familiarize the interested boy by providing professional demon- record in that event, while besting
1 fident Maine club a real scare be- Ramsey <M); 2. "Car
strations- and^in struc tion s. and _&econcL by organizing a com-
petitive league on the same chal^nge basis as tennis, it can
stimulate interest in the new sport.' This challenge, along with
the opportunity to increase the basketball schedule with the full-
time use of the old gym at its disposal, will greatly increase the
Tele of the White Key in school activities next year.
IliillMIIMiillPlllltlMIti HHHItffttHtHHMiilllllIllilll IMIItltlllMiMlMitl
I COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK I
* PHONE 729-9896 I
mm M
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720 Sabattus Street, Lewiston
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Jim Van Kennen, Wesleyan's great fore losing 65-58. The victory gave penter (M) ; ; 3. Boal_(Bt, Tyl0:04,l
swimmer. Maine the state series championship 1000 — 1. Panke (M»; 2. (Larson
Harvy Wheeler, Mike Wheeler, with a 5-0 record. It was their fifth <M); 3. Allen (B>. T. 2:24.8 *
Pete Stackpole, and Charlie Gray crown in the last seven years. 45-yd LH * — 1. Bird tB»: 2,
also racked up points for 'the Polar Some real cold shooting was dis- Mederios (M); 3. Tarbell (B). T. 5.8
Bears. Wheeler and Bothner com- played during the first half as we led Shot — 1. Renwick (M); 2. Stock-
bined to take 1-2 in the diving 25-22. However the Black Bears ing «B»; 3. Coggins (B». Dist.
event, Stackpole won the 200 butter- reversed that margin in the second 45.'11V
fly in the time of 2:16, and Gray half 'as they hit an impressive 48': Pole vault — 1. Ekdahl iB): 2.
managed two second-place finishes from the floor. Their uprising was S.idowsky (M>; 3. Murray (Ml. Hgt,
in the 200 individual medley and led by Co-Captain John Gilette, who 13'3 4"
the 200 breaststroke. had 16 of his 19 points in that Mile relay — 1. Mass. T 3:37.8
With a^^3 season 's-
r
ecord to date, second half and soph. gua«l John-
the swimmers journey to Williams- Carr who wound up the night with u lnle Rick Allen chipped m 14 with
town tomorrow to do battle with 18 points, For Bowdoin once again some eflective 0UtSide shooting






" Bears, who up until last week were
the fourth ranked nationally In the
lowest fouls committed, per ^ame.
lost the affair at the foul line.
Mains had 13-21 while Bowdoin s
12-14 was not good enough to pull
the came out after it was tied 50-50
with five minutes left. Left without
*lie early season • scoring punch •.(
Warren and Pease the colla]
defenses have been able to stop
Bowdoin follow up shots and a lack
of defensive hustle has caused the
'flurry of defeats. Let's hope the
team gets back on the winning trail
against Trinity on 4 o'clock, Sat-
urday afternoon.
NOES HARDWARE& APPLIANCES
While In Brunswick Make Us ^^ J^
Your Hardware CEN ER





• FRIDAY/FEBRUARY NUMBER :
VVBOR has announced the election" of William Margolin as Station
Manager. A member of the Class of 1967. he hails from West Roxburv,
?.Iass.
Other new officials of the student-operated radio station include:
Program Director
-t. James J. Dowgialo '67, of South Weymouth, Mass.
Production Director — Alan A. Pollock '68, of South Orange. N.J.
Engineer — Peter Aranson, Portland, Maine.
Sports Director — 1'homas M. Brown '67, of Greenwich. Conn.
Record Librarian — Donald F. Vose '68, of Bridgton, Maine.




AL their last meeting, the Bow-
cioin Publishing Company, the pub-
lishers of the Bowdoin Orient, an-
nounced the election of Thomas H.
Roche '65 as Editor-in-Chief, and
David P. Bottomy '67 as Business
Manager, effective this week.
Fun For Charity^ Weekend
Planned For Campus Chest
ti^KZW >
Dr. Leonard W. Cronkhite, Jr.. General
Director of the famed Children's Hospital
Medical Center in Boston and an expert of
outer space, will present a public lecture on
"The Psychology of Space Travel" at Bow-
doin College Monday I March K
Dr. .Cronkhite. will speak at 8:30 p.m.. in
Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall, on the ow-
; doin campus. Admission is without charge.
and the general public is cordially invited
to attend. .
Dr. Cronkhite's Monday evening lecture
at Bowdoin will follow a day-long Campus
Conference sponsored annually by the Col-
lege's Alumni Association for the benefit of
all undergraduates. Dr. Cronkhite Vill serve
as Moderator of the Medicine Panel, one of
twelve career areas to be explored during
the Conference. ' *
A play by Charles N. Head of Stamford, Centi., has been selected
as the third and final script to be produced in the 30th annual student-
written one-act play contest at Bowdoin College March 19.
His play is entitled "The Lay of the Land." The other entries chosen
for the finals are "The Worshippers," by Todd P. Nolan '6S of New Bed-
ford, Mass.; and "Champagne and Soft Music," by Robert A. Benjamin
'66 of Towaco, V. J. . . «•
. 227 undergraduates-— well over one-fourth the total enrollment —
have been named to the Dean's List "on the basis or their academic
achievements during the rLrst semester of the current college year.
Dean of Students A. LeRoy Greason. Jr.. said the lisr includes 83
seniors, 55 juniors, 29 sophomores, 54 freshmen, and one foreign student
studying under the College's "Bowdoin Plan."
President James S. Coles has announced that Bowdoin has been
awarded a grant of. S6.190 from the Ford Foundation in support of a
Tom Roche, who hails from Rich-
mond Hill, New York, is a govern-
ment major and a member of Del-
ta Sigma Fraternity. A former,
columnist and staff member, he was
the 'Associate Editor of last se-
mester's Orient. A memOeiv of the-
swimming team • during his fresh-
man and sophomore years, a WBOR
broadcaster, and a member, of the
political forum, he' is currently "the
Alumni Seereta'ry of his fraternity.
Dave Bottomy. who is from Cha-
grin Falls. Ohio, is a member of
Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity. A
member of -the business staff of the
*
Orient during the past year and a •
half. Dave is a James Bowdoin
scholar and Dean's List student.
The new editor announced the
following appointments: Michael
Samet '67, of Newton. Massachu-
setts, and John Ranahan '67. of
In the midst oi the gloomy murk
that is called midwinter here in
jhis place called Brunswick looms
a shining beacon, a veritable oasis
in the desert, assistance in a social
calamity. Yes, bridging the wide
gap between Winters and Spring
Vacation lies Campus Chest Week-
end, "this, .other Eden, demi-Para-
-riis-ET
1-
—This~"tS" "\vhat is commonly
referred to as 'fun for charity."
This year the Campus Chest
Committee is putting the accent on
a small, profitable good weekend,
rather Than a large, unmanageable,
cheap, "big" weekend. Since there,
are still classes on Saturday, a real-
ly big weekend is impossible. This.
however, does not eliminate , the
possibility of a good weekend. In-
stead of the mediocre band or con-
ceit program that has been seen
on this weekend in the past, the
Campus Chest Committee, in co-
operation with the Student Union
Committee, is giving financial aid
to^ach house that is having a band
oh Campus Chest Weekend. In this
way the committee hopes to encour-
age more of the men in each house
to4iave dates on this wekend and
to have dates on this weekend and
the" fraternity houses. This money,
which Would otherwise go for sec-
ond-rate entertainment, will be able
to help all of the houses to make
this a truly enjoyable and. enter-
taining weekend. Adding a vigor-
ous.-' House*.Auction program, and
greatlv strengthening the Campus
Chest Raff ie. ;n addition to severe'
sports event.-, etc.. the Committe-
expects to collect just a., much fo:
all the worthy charities it i? con-
nected witli as ft did last year. Wit;-.
the sincere expectation of- exceeding
this figure.
The Campus Chest Raffle this year
contains prizes. Heading the list is
the Honda 50 Super Sports, which
may be seen on the staircase in tha
Union. A S1.00 ticket, for this prize
alone is certainly worth the money
But this is not all! Your SI 'X
ticket 'obtainable from yefur frater-
nity Campus Chest representative
or from .the 'Books; ore < "also en-
titles you to a chance to win _>.
pair of skis, a beautiful sport coa"
and slacks, or any of the oth.e:
great prizes t hat may be found or.
display in the Bookstore window .-
Each fraternity house will be ha' -
ing the traditionally colorful Hot;^
Auctions on Saturday evening. Th-
Glee Club Concert with Westbroo-:
.is also Saturday night. After the
concert, the scene will shift to the
"several fraternity houses for bands,
to have dates on this weekend a:;;
i There is a possibility of a .movie
Friday night — see your represen-
tative for a precise timetable .for"
'
the weekend in the next few days. 1
Therefore: Fire up. ye men o:
Bowdoin. There .is fun to be.hac
on yonder Weekend, of March 6-7
Get, thee to_ a telephone 'and \yrc-'
cure dates for thtserVesi
Promotion Given Whiteside
ROTC Officer
m-alegue to be publish ed to-early fall by the College's Museum of An. Cleaveland, Ohio. .will becom e the
The catalogue will' deal with the collection of Colonial and Federal
portraits owned by the College and housed in the Walker Art Building
on the Bowdoin. campus- The grant is part of a Ford Foundation pro-
gram designed to promdte wider knowledge of outstanding art collection.?
In the United States. Fine-arts museums with distinguished collections
are awarded matching grants to publish illustrated catalogues.
David Shaber, producer, author and lecturer, will present a Weekend
Drama Workshop" in the Stanislavsky method at Bowdoin College Fri-
day through Sunday (Feb. 26-28).
The Shaber workshop will open* with a meeting to discuss general
method exercises and cast parts for short scenes. Rehearsals oi each
• scene will be held Saturday, and the scenes will be performed "on Sunday
Fredric M. Liuo, Acting Director of. Dramatics, said interested mem-
bers of the public are invited to observe the workshop sessions, during
which Mi. Shaber will teach Stanislavsky a.cting.
The Friday meeting to cast students will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the
Main Lounge of Bowdoin's Senior Center. The Saturday sessions will
be held in Pickard Theater from 9 a.m. to noon and 2 to 5 pm. On
Sunday, a final run-through will be held from 9 to 12. and the public pre-
sentations will begin at 2-p.m.. also in Pickard- Theater.
The Skating Club of Brunswick and Bowdoin College will present






The colorful production. "Wind Song." is sanctioned by the U. S.
Figure Skating Association and will feature local club members and
talented visiting artists, such as Paul McGrath of the Commonwealth
Skating Club of Boston, who only two weeks.ago wop. the United States
Jumor Men's title.
Tickets, priced at Si 25, are available from club members and mail
orders may be directed to the Department of Athletics. Bowdoin College.
Two students from PortlahdTTVIaine, have won first prize in the finals
of the annual Bradbury Prize Debate.
—They"are Peter H: Aranson '65 and Brian C. Hawkm- b7. Arairsor.
was a member of the negative team. Hawkins speke for the affirmative
side, which was judged the, winner. Points in the event are given indi-
vidually to the debaters making the Jest argument, regardless o: the
Associate Editors of the paper. Both
are members of Alpha Rho Upsilon
Fraternity and served in- editorial
capacities last semester. Mike is
Rushing Chairman and Recording
Secretary of- his fraternity, --while
John is Steward, and a member of
the varsity swimming team: Steven
Kay '65 of Lawrence. Massachu-
setts, was named Features Editor.
Steve is the 'President of Zeta- Psi
Fraternity, and was a Morehouse
exchange student last year. He has
been a- frequent contributor to the
Orient, and last vear wrote a' week-
ly column from Morehouse- College:
P^eter Blankman '66 is the new
Sports Editor. Pete, who is from
Canton, New York, is a member of
rJelta Sigma Fraternity, the Vice
President of the White Key organi-
zation, and a member of the var-
sity track team.
Appointed by the business staff
to the position of Advertising
Mahager^was Robert Seibel "iwJ. of
FaLrlawn, New Jersey, a member of







The two winners shared the top prize of S80. while the funner-uj
prize of $40 was divided between the two other participants. Jame.- J
Dowgialo '67 of the negative team
affirmative.
The subject was the na-
that the Federal Oovernmei
public work for the tmemplovt
Professor Herbert Ross I
and Oratory, presided Judges
•! the Department oi CI












Committee will sponsor a
duplicate contract bridge
tournament in the Moul-
ton Union Lounge at 7
*"p.m. Sundav (Feb. 23 K
The tournament will be
open to Bowdoin students
and Faculty and staff
members, and their wi\ e-
and dates. The registra-
tion fee will be 25 cen;-
per player..
The United States Army an-
nounced on Jamiary_J2iLJhat_CJapt..
Joe Robert Dickerson had been
promoted to the rank of Major.
Major Dickerson has been on the
Bowdoin College staff since June
ot 1962. He received his B.B.A.
fXQDi the University' of Georgia,
where he was commissioned in 1953.
He served in '.he 4th Armored Cav-
alry Battalion. Austria from 1954-
1355. He then was Tank Platoon
Leader and Company Commander.
2nd. Armor Division. Germany" 1955-
19">7 :- Regimental Adjutant and In-
structor Armor Training Center,
Fort Knox, Kentucky. 1957-1959. He
served in .various other positions.
and attended Armor Officers Ad-
vatic- Course 1961-1902. before com-
::.j to Bowdoin A ceremony was
he'.d \>n February 11 to officially
recogni2e Ins promotion Major
DicHers'on has eceived orders for




The Senior Center Faculty Com-
mittee today released a list ot" the
proposed senior- seminars for 1965-66,
according to Professor William B
Whiteside. Director of the Senior
Center. •Professor whreside noted
that there will be three changes
from this year's policy, all designee
to make the seminar program a.* In-
teresting as possible for .the seniors
First, present junior? will be askec
to indicate their feelings — either
strongly in favor, mildly interested
or opposed — to each cf the -pro-
posed seminars. The committee feels
that through this the seminars wn".
strike- more of a baianr* and .the
problem of overcrowding in ori-
group. while another goes empty.
will be avoided. •
Second, juniors will he asked to
suggest topics of their own. I:
enough interest is shown in a par-
ticular area, the committee will at-
tempt to find a professor to teach
a~semiriar on that subject.
-
Third, juniors will sign up a r
the end of April for both topics,
of next year. Thus, if a student fails
to get his first choice during tne
fall semester he will stand a gooc
chance of getting into his favorite
in the spring semester.
Among the proposed seminars are '
A topic dealing with modem areh.-
-tecture. Prof Stoddard ot the Ar
depa rtment: Structure—ef tft*-
O'eeans, Prof Moulton oi Bh\,,_-,
Civilizations of the Mayas avid Ar-
tccs Prof: Root of Chemistry: The
Poverty Program, a stud.} in nation-
al policy-making Prof Donovan, o:
Governnunt; Urban renewal.' Pro:
Davies of Government
ftlsff The Mmd-Bod^ --:>
PoJs oi Philosophy Philo* ph
in Contemporan Liters un Pro;
aIi Gee ol Ph lescpl It
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To the Editor": * . -
The Orient has changed editors.
This annual occurrence can be de-
duced without looking at the mast-
head by the nature of the "part-
* Last year fit this time all those connected with 'B'owdolo.
College were still basking in tht light sTie^ on this institution"
by the tremendous success of our College Bowl team; Bowdoin
will not again for- a long time, if ever, be engaged in a similar
pursuit, but there is a way to arouse some of the enthusiasm
interest which accompanied last year's trials and practices. Th
THE BOWDOIN PIBUSHING COMPANY
Professor A. P. Daggett. Mr. James P. Grar.grer. Aj* Sn-.l-.a. Sandy Doi*.
Bob Peierson. Pete M surer, ar.d Lorry We'ttiteiti
BEPSSSENTEr TOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
Co!.e*e PuW;s'»ers Re;i'.eser.tat :-ve
NEW YOHS. N. Y.
tlllclCM. Willi II <in.uill(jiuucu juoi ,ivui x "'»'o ""u [imimrj lua
ing shots:' of departing editbrs^A-^fte^ wWefr «ame 4o us through-a+v arfic4e-^n^the feyrt^rire trf
glance at two contributions by the "Concordiensis." the student newspaper at Union College,
'•L.M.W7* in the past two issues is for the formation of a "Knowledge Bowl series, modelled after
bears -this out. the General Electric College Bowl.*'
February, with the exception of At Union, the Knowledge Bowl is "sponsored by' their radio
Winters Weekend has always been station, VVRUC. This example could be followed here, or soma
a dreary month but I hoped L.M.W. alternative arrangement made, but it does seem that hoWeve?
would have found just one good
s 13 EAST 50TH STREET
Published weekly when clams are held durlnj the Fall and Sarin* SnhMtar i?
the students of Bowdoin College. Address news rammonications u> the Editar and sab-
arription communication! to the Business Msnager of the Bowdoin Publishing Com-
pany at the ORIENT Office in Moore Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswink, Maine. En-
tered as aeeond class postage paid at the post office at Bmniwick-, Maine. The •»»•
acription rate for ore year is Five (to' dollars.
EDITORIAL
During the course of the past several months there has
been Considerable Criticism on campus that the President has not
had an ear open to student opinion and sentiment. The mass
demonstration in December was evidence of this discontent. It
has been generally felt that the President ought .to close the com-
munications gap existing between himself and the student body,
rather than leaving such contact to his administrative deputies.
Many students feel that the traditional dinners at the begin-
ning of the freshman and end of the senior years, at 85 Federal
Street, are hardly adequate means of enabling the President of
-the College to guage student sentiment.
It has now become evident that President Coles is taking
several significant steps to correct this situation. 'Since^the be-
ginning of January he has met regularly with' the "Presidents of
the Fraternities, and together they are attempting to arrive at
an acceptable solution to a numberof campus problems, notably
that of social rules. It is hoped that a speedy and satisfactory
decision will emerge as a result of these meetings. Not only
do these gatherings provide a forum for discussion but they
provide the President with a valuable and representative source
of student^sentiment.
-and at the same time are an opportunity
for the President to make his views known. FurtherTnore. dur-
ing the Winter Houseparties Weekend the President visited
several fraternity "social hours" and this gave him another occa-
sion to meet with students and talk to them in a casuafmanner.
The fact that President Coles is giving himself greater exposure
tudent life is something that ought to be commended, and
would se^nv-lo^quiet previous criticisms.
Recently the^tesidentof Union College addressed himself
to the campus by setting aomer^i-^is^views forward in an open
letter in the college newspaper. Aft^r~the-troubles at Berkeley
some time ago. the Chancellor and President of that University
activities there. And in a Newsweek interview several months
ago. Yale President Kingman Brewster said that it was impor-
tant for a college president to know his students and to let them
know him. The action of these men points to a growing trend
among senior academicians to be increasingly vocal on their
respective campuses. With this in mind it is highly pleasing to
note the new WBOR program in which the President of the
College "speaks out.
"
It has often been, said that the role of a collese president
is that of administrator, ambassador, and fund raiser. There is
no question that in these capacities President Coles has perform-
ed admirably. It is encouraging to see him expanding what we
believe to be the fourth role or a President, namely that of
communicating with the students. We applaud the President.
and in so doing we hope also to giv- him the necessary momen-
tum to take greater .steps' forward '" '" '"
In the hope or ©Staining tne view point* or varip
students throu£rhrrjt-rhTer~countTy: the "Orient plans to"t
tides .from numerous school papers. i ne ar
concerning \ ie* Nam was taken fforn Srv
o n
epnnc ar -
P a ^ e n \ e
,eze s.The
Sophian.
Senior Interviews In The Placement Bureau
During Month of March
March
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thing here at Bowdoin before be-
ing. ".
. . damned if I'll send my'SSrT
to Bowdoi nin.the fall." The "irony"
of the past year is that when prog-
ress has been made in several areas
and when so much constructive crit-
icism and suggestion is being offered.
this editor chooses destructive crit-
icism.
Now with* reference to, the speci-
fic "blunders" of the .year. First, I
notice no mention of the unique and
successful Honor System, which has
received praise from students, facul-
ty and colleges as far away as Iowa
State during recent discussions fol-
lowing the Air Force scandal.
.
So
much for the "wasted" effort ex-
pended on this last year.
Second, although we have not sal-
lied forth in further demonstrations
on the Social Rules question, suc-
cessful meetings with the President.
which were the stated condition for
no 'further demonstration" have
been held. These have changed at-
titudes and made real progress to-
wards solutions to the many sided
problems of Bowdoin social life. Also
the Student Council and the Student
Union have been active in these
,areas. See your various representa-
tives for further information.
Third, it is interesting that the
much maligned Chapel Program was
proposed by the students last year
and- as passed by the faculty is
even
-mare liberal than the student
proposal. Consult last year's Orients.
Further, I hope that before "L.M.W."
makes his next-ten. thousand dollar
investment ($10,000.00) he will look
at the terms of the contract. For
rhaprer and verse see the Bowdoin
College Bulletin, p. 73. Many persons
in past years hav* been deprived of
their diploma for failing to observe
this rule. Finally, since in most Cases
parents make this financial invest-
ment perhaps they should have some
say.
Fourth. Campus Chest Weekend
will probably suffer more from 'stu-
dent apathy" evident at house meet-
ings even among those who don't
have hour exams, than from those
who do have them on Monday ar.d
Tuesday. A look at the hour exair.
schedule shows two i2i hour exams
Monday. By the, way Freshmen your
exam is open book so I don': felnS
you'll have to study all Saturday
night. It is good to see some houses




-several years of in-
structive criticism about final exam
scheduling the student Council is
considering a proposal in . use sc-
Kaverford which allows students -.;
schedule their own finals. Somecay
tire Orient may report on it.
Finally I agree with L.M W. that
graduate schools are unrealistic ir.
their cut-off levels, but doub: the
propriety of either student* or ad-
ministration dictating to facukv
that in order to help a Student ?e
into graduate schoci they give •'.'.
students better grades
Last week's answer to Mr Tong's
letter is he final irony. Whether or
not it is fair, it ,is a fact that if
houses are going to abdicate respon-
sibility for rotton behavior of people
on two late breakaways and two par-
which ironically they are accepting
inore and more, no change in socml
rules can ever be expected.
"L.M.W." was read with interest
by many this past year and did ar.
excellent job in spite of the limita-
tions on all editors at the present
time. I hope however, that mv re-
marks will remind the new editor
it were to be arranged it would be an enjoyable addition to th*
present group of campus activities, as well as being pleasingly
"different. Competition between fraternity teams would be a
good start for the program: but the possibilities are virtually
limitless. The time has come to resurrect the College Bowl
mock-up used for practice last year and put it to good use. .
There are those among the uirdergraduates. as well as"
among the faculty, who. despite the dire prognostications aired
in this column last week, believe, that the Moulton Union' will.
indeed be finished in the near future. But these optimists are
not entirely happy, for some of them there are dire consequence*
connected with the opening" of the- new Union.
I refer, of course, to the rumor that a fee will be charged
for the use of the new pool tables to be installed in the new
gameroom. This may not seem serious to everyone, but if you
were a professor who. held office hours while playing pool, or &
struggling student trying to 'see that professor fairly often, ths
seriousness of the situation might be more immediate.
But leaving aside the numerous -innocents who would be
manned by this unwarranted action, there is still the general
issue to be considered. There is not at Jthe moment a single
activity on the campus for which the students have to pay uu
ariAjtjonal. fep. A 14 of the facilities of the college have been.
open to the students without charge, and 'there ts~no reasoa
why this policy should be changed.,We are told that the profits
from the Union are used to subsidize student activities there,
/but then see a plan enter which will tax the students even more.
And, most unfair And unfortunate of all, the regular pool players
are to -be taxed the heaviest, those who have tffe greatest respect
for the tables, and the cues, and even the chalk, and who await
the.coming of the new tables with almost uncontainable antici-
pation, anirl speak of it with a catch in their throats. In the
name of fair play and human consideration, this unfair tax niu3fc
be repealed before it is allowed to become effective.
ASIS Announces Summer
Job Openings For Students
The American Student Informa-
tion Service announces that there
are still more than 20.000 summer
jobs available in Europe to U. S.
college students. The jobs are be-
ing filled on a first come, first
served basis and the ASIS is grant-
ing a S390 travel grant to each of
the first 5,000 applicants..
Some positions pay S400 a memth
with no previous experience or for-
eign language ability required.
Room and board are often includ-
ed. The most requested jobs are
resort work, office work, hfeguard-
i".; solas work, shipboard work.
factory work, child care and cast?
counseling work, farm work arid
restaurant work. • Interesting sum-
mer work not found in the U. S.
is living as a guest of well-to-do
European families in return for
teaching their children English.
Job and travel grant applications
and detailed job descriptions " loca-
tion, wages, working hours, photo-
graphs, etc.* are available in a 35-
page booklet which interested stu-
dents may obtain by sending $2
• for the booklet and aw*-niail pos-
tage' to Dept. IV. ASIS. S1 Ave,
de la Liberte. Luxembourg City,-
Grand Duchy of LuXemtXHU'g
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The death, last' week, of Justice "apportionment case. Baker v. Carr.
Felix- '-Frankfurter. -Jaroaghr to --^n .Frankfurter * warned in. a dissent.




careers in the /history of .American ly rests on sustained public ' confl-
jmisprude'nce Mr. Frankfurter had dence
been a law professor at Harvard for
over twenty years and a member of
this nation's highest court for
- twant-v>three vears. It is. this set;-
vice on the Court that I would non lrom m^clmi
like to comment on.
Appointed m 1939 by President
Roosevelt to fill the vacancy, created
by the death of Benjamin Cardozo.
rankfurter. was .immediately faced
in its moral sanction." Such
feeling must be nourished by the
fact 'and in appearance, from poli-
tical entanglements and by absten-
ifseirTnto the
clash.of political forces in political
settlements."
Frankfurter alwavs thought that
most problems; were better solved
r:aiiKiunci" nuiucu iufij inicu
With boisterous opposition. Much of- by the states arid tried to keep the
riticism was caused by the fact federal government out of them, ii
Craig v. Harney he rejected the
Court's reviewing- of a Texas state
court decision because he considered
that its decision, was adequate and
there was no federal claim. This is
perhaps typical.
^
But while Frankfurter sought to
that Frankfurter was known as an
ardent New Dealer, and had. in
fact, been a formulator of some- of
,
its policies. This criticism soon
j'aded away, however, as Frank-
furter's behavior became known-
Felix Frankfurter was the last in
?, fairly irregular line of Justices
that 'were particularly learned in
the law. in the whole history of the
™""™e lhe role of the SuPieme
court there appear to have «fteen Court in the application of consti-
only four who were real scholars of tutional principles, he never drifted
the law, as such, and who were par- t0 a negative or do-nothing position,
f icularly well versed in the history Perhaps the most characteristic ,
slid tradition of law. They, were thing about the way Frankfurter ar-
Joseph Story, Horace Gray, Oliver rived at a decision on the merits of
' Wendell Holmes and Felix Frank- a case was the way he balanced the
i'urter. This is hardly meant to im- interests on one side with those on
ply that other Court members have tne other in an attempt to find the
been inferior or political, simply most useful result. This practice
that these four were well schooled often annoyed the liberal members
in the law. of the Court for whom there was
Frankfurter was a close friend no compromise possible. For Justice
End long . time admirer of Justice Black and Justice Douglas when the
Holmes. It is more than slightly constitution says that Congress
ironic, however, that the two were snan make 'no abridging freedom of
not really of the same ideological speech it meant that forms' of speech
Stripe. Holmes is generally termed a sucn as movies are basically uncen-
liberal. and Frankfurter was most sor>bl« iKingley v. Board of Re-
definitely a conservative. There is\ gents). Frankfurter, on the other
however, one issue on which they hand, considered it imperative to..
agreed, and for Frankfurter it was strike a balance between the free-
.
probably the most important issue ^oxx^ f speech on the one side and
of all. It was the issue of judicial protection from obscenities and por-
restraint and the .overall role .of nography on -the other. Freedom
the Court. . ' ° .
;
oi speech is never so . absolute as
Frankfurter tfas particularly sen- t0 endanger the' overall good of so-
sitive about the Court's role in the cielv (Beauharnais v. Illinois)
governmental system and always Trie number of cases, in which Mr.
advocated a minimum of action for Frankfurter utilized the balancing
the Court and a large part for the technique is very considerable; There
legislature. When the Court did have iS( however, one group of cases that
en issue to consider, Frankfurter al- showed Frankfurter' to be as abso-
jvays wanted to dispose of it on the mte as Douglas and Black and that
'narrowest possible grounds and leave js m tne cases involving religion,
the more pregnant, constitutional is- Frankfurter believed adamantly in
"sues alone. Even when the Court had t }le separation of Church and State
decided to hear a case. Frankfurter aithough he never quite got around
was often wary. In the famous re- t0 accepting tne incorporation uf
the First Amendment freedoms by
the- Fourteenth Amendment "di-
rected to the stalest. (Gitlow v. New
York). He dissented when the Court
said that public money for the
transportation of Catholic students
was not a violation of the First
Amendment. (Everson v. Board).
He also dissented in cases involving
the release of students for religious
practice during the school day, vot-
mg* sonsrstently -with. Mr. Black,
iZoraCb*.v. .Clausonl, There was- no
'balancing^ to he done here: separa-
tion most be maintained!
Justice Frankfurter was a man
who. was particularly cogniscent of
his obligation as- a Justice of the
Supreme Couff7~He almost seemed
afraid of its awesome power but
never did he betray the trust of- the
people by giving less than maximum,
concentration to each case. While
his conservatism, and go-slow ap-
proach often infuriated the' prevail-
ing liberals. Frankfurter was highly
respected as a man of brilliance and
sincere conviction. It does not re-
quire much broadmindedness to
realize the importance of having
some ideological cleavage in places
as significant as the Supreme Court.
.
This country would have much to
gam by - having another Felix
Frankfurter on the Court.'
le Qn.Beals Island
by. Ken JMeison. '6.5 i * ,
Las; week B '
news' even; '. fthY.
during i-^Lto > ^f j
Mitzvah "Tpda:
came to. the a'fte
'slipped bv
W.)f Us at id.
Bowdoin To Host
Debate Tourney
* The 1965 New England Forensie
Festival will be held at Bowdoin
College March 12-13, it was an-
nounced by Professor AJbert R.
Thayer, Faculty Advisor Jo the De-
bating Council.
Professor Thayer said some 20
colleges and universities from the
six-state region wih" send debaters,
orators and interpretive readers to
compete for four trophies. Ceififi-
cates of achievement will be award-
ed, and a "Sweepstakes Trophy"
will go to the institution with the
highest total, score.
The Festival, sponsored by the New
England Forensic Association, is held
.annually; with member institutions
alternating as hosts.
The program this year will be
separated into four divisions: De-
bating. Extemporaneous Speaking,
Oratory, and Oral Interpretation.
Professor Thayer, Harrison King
McCann Professor of Oral Com-
munication, said the debaters will
use the national * debating- topic.
"Resolved, that the Federal Govern-
ment should establish a national
program of public work for the un-
1 'am a. man-.
ton of historians
and- social scientists'. Qn "November
6, 1964. the finy ofl shire c ommu-
nity oi Beals Island stopped being
armchair critics ot our degenerating
American morality aiid weft I .to the
polls to do something about it. Do
something they diet! -The residents
passed a town law which forbade
dancing in the High School tym
effective "now and forever more."
They condemned using those fae-ili.-
ties for the promotion of integrat-
ed body contact m spite of the
current contaetless dances i. or for
the arousal oi carnal thoughts via
suggestive gyrations.
What is wrong with the law is
not that fts motives are unaccept-
able, but rather that its reasoning
defies all the social progress theo-
ries of the last century. Beals. Is-
sland has simply said '"there will
be no dancing because it's dirty a.nd
it. leads to evil.'' Bang! The cas.&.
is closed with no "ands." "ifs." or
"buts." Sex is evil and"~the town
"won't have anything to do with it.
Plain and simple.
Since I don't live on Beals Island.
I. have to concede, that it's a novel.
if not courageous stand, because
anybody who knows how to handle
kids- these days will, tell you that
blunt. ' unamiotated rulemaking is
the worst possible approach.. In
New York, for example, < where they
really know how to handle kids>
they use the modern. so£ial labora-
tory methods7~They befriend, en-
lighten, and persuade through rea-
son. "No. sex is not evil. In fact
it's a wonderful thing, but its sacred
and' .you must not abuse it. It makes
marriage something special, an ex-
clusive* intimacy of the couple,'' Of
course, the kids think that's flowery
dwarf logic*, but the'y don't laugh or
argue because they have a benevo-
lent sucker as a moral adviser —
they listen and go about their busi-
ness.
Beals Island threw out all this
get - the - confidence - of * your -
delinquent theory .and issued a sim-
ple, arbitrary, non -discussable or-
der: No' dancing because it's evil.
Beals Island's law won't stand. Al-
'bKiaval" ;s a hfi
,'Ott're a Vietnames
ponded GI. but "o<
;i yjni'-gti to the' A;
Or, supporting




























DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
employed."
. Extemporaneous speakers will
choose their subjects from current
topics, while- orators will select sub-
jects of interest to them and oral
interpreters will read selections of
either poetry or drama.
Preliminary contests will begin
March 12. Professor Thayer said,
with semi-finals to take place the
next morning. The finals in each
division will be open to the public
and will be held the afternoon of
March 13.
Other highlights of the program
will include a meeting of visiting-
coaches and officers of the New-
England Forensic Association March
12 at the Alumni House, and a noon
banquet in the Moulton Union
March 13 for participants.—
ready editorials have assailed Its
procedure and bushels j$i letters
ha-ve scorned its logic, "The law is^
unreasonable and unrealistic in
these modern times." and the en-
tics are probably right: but §eals
Island tried* at least.
As incrt-dible as it now may seem,
the Beals Island. law may emerge
a milestone in American history,
and possibly, in all Western Civili-
zation. The violent reaction against
the town's stand to thwart evil
hints thai "Nietzsche's days of "Be-
yond Good and Evil" are on the
horizon. The fact is that "Good
"and Evil" went "out with "sift." and
morality is not only practiced, but
becoming acknowledged as plainly
relative/ "Good and Evil" are terms
' to- simply- designate
"Wfoai's ta it
IIMirinrHtlMlMtlllTIM iHiiiiliiiliittiimiiiMMimiiHniimitinmnm minimum
COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK §
PHONE 729-9S96
FOR THE BEST IN CHOKE
TABLERITE STEER^BEEF
GROCERIES - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
- SHOP AT
LIVERNOIS IGA













is evil to steal
to get fired to collect unem'ploymen
compensation. Or it's evil to en-
force religious , prayers in govern-
ment schools., but it is good fo
the government to. enforce religion?
birth control- -prohibitions. Goo;
and Evil???_ , '
The truth of the matter is tha -
these five examples, of "exception-
to the rule" might disturb its. but
robody is likely to call them hi!>
"They are "expediancies" at be.st
and -errors" .at w-orst '— but no.
evils. We do not . believe in "Goo("
and Evil." " ,
For better or Worse, something
has happened. Since the earlies-
Christian times when Paul wa-
building the Church. Chris' lanir,
lecognized that if you control tin
sexual 'and bodily i impulses of ;
man, and by extention a communi-
ty, you control the man and th<
community. Sexual ' and bodily
control 'is the cornerstone of bin
sense of discipline and the founda-
tion of our -morality, our concep'
of Good and Evil. Carnality and
sexual delight is evil and spiritual
and divine communion is good. Thar
is and hats been the basis of morali-
ty. It' is where disciple, -for us.
started.
But with Scientific -revolution o:-
Darwin, the advent of explanatory
psychology, the American separa-
tion of Church and State, and tht
genera! erosion of Church powei
our sense of "absolute good and
evil," and therefore "sin" has grown
impotent. In our own country, wi
have undergone* an incredible sexual
revolution, relating to our attitude,
it not the longer covert practices
The use of sexual restraints as th»
cornerstone of discipline appears, u
be impracticable. That was thi
seed of our sense 51 good and eyh
That was the founrainhead ot ex-
ternal discipline
Br. us Island's stand has provok-
ed an important question. If." in
fact, sexual activities are now per-
sonal 'beyond good and evil*, ra-
ther than the communities' mora'
business! and if we have lost th<-
cornerstone of our sense of disci-
pline, if "Good and Evil," and "sin
'
are terms relating to acts no longfv
so valued, are we planning to re-
place that cornerstone of oisciplin»T
with "something of Value"?
Of course: it is always dangerou.'
to. think your country is goijig to
pot >as does the .-els-nuhu-o::-'
Moral-Rearmament Youth Bdove-
nien; >. but it is equally dar.iterou-
r.ot to be on the lookout for thamit
CSi<u4t does' not
t rat her >
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Smiths Photo Shop
146 Maine Street. Brunswick
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BUCRO To Coordinate
Civil' Rights Activitfes
To Take A Stand
•by Pete Maurer '66
«
After being tabled for two w^eks
flhd discussed at length, the Bqw-
cioin Undergraduate Civil Rights
Organization (BUCRO) was finally
recognized as an. official organiza-
tion by the Student Council. As a
recognized student activity. BUCRO
.r.ay now appear before the Blanket
Tax Committee' to request funds
lor the coming year.
BUCRO is a recently formed
group whose main function will be




30XDA 50 SUPER SPORTS
Dick Malone's" Honda *
Sport Coat and Slacks (
Benoit's of Brunswick







Loring, Short and Harmon
Oil and Lube Job
Doug's Service Center -
Dry Cleaning - , .
Brunswick Cleaners
2 Albums
Field's Radio & TV
2 Free Dinners
rights groups in a,- "fashion similar
to that of the Inter-Faith. Forum.
"
.Most of the objections* voiced at
the Council meeting concerned
BUCRO's controversial Project '65-
'66. It was felt that Project '65
should be financed through the Ad-
missions Office since it serves an
Admissions function.
The value of the Project was also
questioned and it was suggested
that Project '65, come before the
Council yearly until its use has been
proven.
Charles Toomajian, the - BUCRO
representative at the meeting, said
that "the Project has been unbe-
lievably effective": at -the present
time, 15 men, solicited through the
efforts of Project '65, are now ap-
plying for admission, "15 men that
Bowdoin' would not have seen had
it not been for the Project."
The Student Council also reveal-
ed its plans for a Symposium oh
Student Life scheduled for May 5,
6 Invitations are being sent out
by the Council to 8 men's and 8
women's colleges. Hugh Hefner,
editor of Playboy, and Dean Blaine,
Harvard's chief psychiatrist, have
been asked to serve as keynote*
speakers.
The topics for discussion at the
seminars include: Social Activities
on Campus, Psychology of the Stu-
dent, Drinking, and The College
and Morality.
.At the .next regular Council meet-
ing. Monday. March 1, the Orienta-




Spme two weeks . ago,,-the
Orient received a copy of Am-
nion "Hennacy's autobiography
through the mail. The Book of
Amnion, with an introduction
by Steve Allen, is billed as "the
autobiography of . . . (an)
American rebel, anarchist, pa-
cifist and non-conforming Ro-
man Catholic"* on the jacket
cover.
While Hennacy's prose is
tough sledding for anyone
courageous', or curious, enough
to read through the 473 pages
and seventy-one years the work
encompasses, it is worth the
time and effort put in because,
in Steve Allen's words:
Even if Ammon were mistaken in
every single one of his funda-
mental beliefs and assumptions —
which is true of no man — we
could still learn something from
him because of his love for the
world. Such men cannot be bored.
If they could teach us nothing
more than how to feel a sense of
commitment we should pay them
much honor.
This "sense of commitment"
whether it applies to respecting
proper, authority, adhering to
an Honor Code, or living up to
standards expected of us,
should be deeply engrained in
our moral character, but ap-





peace over war, and* moderation
over radicalism, must be ap-
plauded for its sensible* inten-
tions. Yet the - desire for peace
should not carry a nation into
unrealistic thinking; war has
been and shall always remain
repugnent, but if war cannot
be avoided, then there should
be' no half-heartedness about
our involvement.
However tempting it might
appear for us to get out of
Vietnam and Southeast Asia al-
together, this pull-out is poli-
tically unfeasible and morally
reprehensible. Once the deci-
sion to back -the Vietnamese
was made, there could be no
turning back. Our agreement
to the SEATO Treaty is -now a
matter of record and we must
honor our pledges.
It would appear that we
could learn much from Ammon
Hennacy's philosophy in our
dealings with foreigners. Fol-
lowing through on a chosen
course of action, in spite of a
few setbacks, shows strength
of character and purposes-two
factors necessary if we expect
to stop any further Communist
expansion.
There is no need to sound
an alarm as the Birchers would
ha\je us do, but a deeper
.sens
of duly to- our allies must b
developed. "There will' probabl;
be no more repetitions of uu
late entry^into war as was doffi
in the two world wars, how-
ever, there are other problefi
areas where we have been re
miss.
The most important problen
is NATO.
-Our insistence oj
running the show at all time';
and having our views continu
ally cramed.down the throat.-
of our allies has caused undue
antagonisms. It would be mort
politic of us to treat oul





Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternuy
will dedicate the Kenneth
-C. M,
Sills Library tonight (Feb. 26) dur-
ing ceremonies in the Theta Chap-
ter's 'house at the edge of the Bow-
doin campus.
The library will honor the late
Kenneth C. M. Sills, who served as
the College's eighth President from
1918 to 1952. Dr. Sills, who died
in 1954, was graduated from Bow-
doin in 1901. He was a member oi
Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Stowe House.
2 Free Dinners '
Eagle Hotel
1 Gallon of Ice Cream u
Deering Ice Cream Shop






West Indian Lime After Shave
Conmry .Store-— •
O'.
your single SI.00 ticket covers all
at these fantastic prizes. You need
201 be present to win. . Tickets may
5e obtained from your fraternity.
Campus Chest Committee represen-















With each day, Be: I System
communications become more
important to homes,* businesses
and defense.
You can get in on the begin-
ning of a new era of commun'




Only 30c A String
J Dun lap Street
Behind JiJ ( leaner*
can easily be matched to a
forward-looking job assignment;
You r p rbspects tor "earn ing a
top management job are excel-
lent. Our hanagement jobs are
filled from within— it's policy.
And those who move up are
those who can quickly evaluate
competition, make- sound
decisions, and are fully account-
able for their responsibilities.
We'd like to talk with you
-about career futures we can
offer. Sign up now at your
Placement Office. The Bell Sys-
tem—where people find solu-
tions to exciting problems-
matches benefits, salaries and
working conditions of other
companies. The Bell System









Reservations Call or Write:
MOUNTAIN COLONY




and over the lantj
. . .
to provide the world's
finest communications <
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Winter in Action
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Rangers Go On
Ski Patrol
The Bowdom ROTC Rangers went,
out on a , second reconnaissance
patrol Monday. With a fresh snow
cover on the ground the patrol was
conducted on skis. Freshmen me'm'-
"oft's of the Rangers earned their
berets and ascots on this exercise.
.These will be presented to tnem in
a ceremony at the .opening ROTC
drill m March.
The object of the patrol was to
determine if a battalion " equipped
With Honest Johns, the Army's new
rocket which is capable nuclear fire-
power, delivery to a target, could be
positioned in the woods near Pick-
ard Field. Although a specific site
>vas" not selected, it was decided
that it was possible.
The umpires for the patrol were
Sergeant Carter and Captain Wil-
jiamson.
Sergeant Carter, the umpire for
'he Rangers; ordered each Ranger to
fssume command of the patrol ar
different points with no forewarning'
— a likely situation under combat
conditions^Being placed suddenly
in command in a situation which
/.eeds rapid, positive decisions de-
velops leadership qualities. The
chain of command was dramatically
.•lustrated. ;
Sergeant Carter who is now ad-
visor to the Rangers recently came
to Bowdoin from, the land of the
Eskimos, and has given valuable aid
in teaching military skiing. For a
few freshmen members of the
Rangers skiing is a new experience.
The Rangers is. an excellent oppor-
tunity for ROTC cadets to learn
individual skills such as SCUBA
diving, skiing, judo. etc. "Any ROTC
cadet interested in joining the
Rangers, and taking- advantage-Of
triis opportunity should - phone
Captain Bob Ness, 5B-469 — Senior
Center. ' r ,
' Next Monday the Ranger detach-
ment will be taking to the hills for
some downhill skiing. Also, a port-
able transceiver, the PRC-10 will be
operated to investigate its range
potentialities. ' • - -
And The Raina Game
"t «' \
LOST
Near Senior Center, lady's
PHONE PORTLAND
774-9262
'^Sckakno has activated the south-
ern flank ol a gigantic two-pronged
nutcracker operation now squeezing
the West out o{ Southeast Asia.
This is the objective strategic mean-
ing ol what is going on in that theater.
The narcotic illusion that « 'nuclear
stalemate' and 'Sino Soviet split'
hare dispelled 'the main danger' has
shattered Western Unity and Western





Let us .help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
•Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds cf printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
quest ol China.'
For a fr«# copy of th«
current titue of NA-
TIONAL REV (tW,wrrf» i
to Dept. "CP-7, 150 E. ,









:', Stooaes — Nancy Kovak
Admission Thfe Engagement
Adults 75c — Child I'nder'X? —
40c All Shows
Sun.-Alon.-Tues. Feb. 28 -Mar. 1-2
36 HOURS
with









George Hamilton— Susan Oliver
A GREAT STUDENT SHIP




FUG s/8 CASTEl FELICE
FULLY AIR CONDITIONED
4 sailings each way / Summer 1S65
One of the most pleasant, fun-filled ships
ever to cross the Atlantic offers truly "big
ship" features: Delectable Continental cui-
sine, orientation program, outdoor swim-
ming pool, comfortable cabins, deck space
galore, entertainment, etc. ,
DEPARTURES to Southampton, Le Havre,
Amsterdam .
TO EUROPE: June 16, July 8, August 19*








•Ample space; also some space still available
for high season sailings. For reservations see below.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN GROUP INQUIRIES
SITMAR LINE U.S.A., INC.
New itfland Agents: NEW ENGLAND TRAVEL CORP.
670 Washington Street, ,'klmky, Mass. Tel. 617-235-4900
Gert'emen: I an interested in sailing on the T/y CASTEL FELICE








I have an interested group of
.
Phi Delt Wins Peucinian Cup;
Student Council Cup Goes To TD
.Dean Nathaniel C.^Kendrfck .of
Bowcjoin College Friday awarded
the College's, Student Council Cup.
and Peucinian Cup to Theta Delta
Qhi and Phi Delta Psi Fraternities,
respectively, for their academic
achievements.
The announcement was made at
a special Midwinter' Awards Day
Forum held in the Chapel on the
B6wdoin campus.
The Student Council Cup. former-
ly called the Friars'- Cup, was es-
tablished in 1911. It is awarded at
the end of each semester at Bow-
doin to the fraternity attaining the
highest academic standing.
The Peucinian Cup. established in
1936 in honor of Bowdoin's first
literary social club, is given, "by
alumni of Bowdoin's 12 fraternities
to the fraternity whose freshman
members compile the highest aca-
demic average. ,
Dean Kendrick said Theta Delta
Chi, which has 72 members,* -finish-
ed the first semester, at, Bowdoin
wjth an average of 2.440 in the com-
petition for the Student Council
Icup. Second was Alpha Rho Up-
silon with 2.433, followed by Beta
Theta Pi with 2.429. Sigma Nu with
2.420, Phi Delta Psi with 2.391, and
the Independent's with 2.367. The
All-Fraternity average was 2.317
, and the All-College, average was.
.2.319.
Phi Delta Psi's 23 freshmen won
the Peucinian Cup with an average
of 2.652. Independents were second,
with 2.594, followed by Chi Psi with
2.444, Alpha Rho Upsilon with 2.398.
Sigma Nu with 2.392, and Delta'Sig-
ma with 2.289. The All-Fraternity
freshman average was 2.222, and th
freshman average was 2.222, and the







20 to 25% Off
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Varied Opinions Offered
On Policy In Vietnam
To,, whom are* students listening
for information about' the Vietnam
crisis?- What are some of the stu-
dents' opinions about Vietnam?
"It is too late for us even to con-
sider pulling out of Vietnam," states
an editorial in the American Inter-
national College's "Yellow Jacket,"
Feb. 12. "Let us hope," it continues.
"that all the powers that be will be
sensible enough to avoid the use of
nuclear weapons."
Mr. John McAlister, former mili-
tary advisor to South Vietnam, told
Yale students that "U. S. withdrawal
would be a mistake. However, he
feels that many of the military per-
sonnel presently in Vietnam should
Make your Travel arrangements earlv for
best reservations. See
BRUNSWICK TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE
"ON COLLEGE CORNER"
An ATC approved-dependable-travv^ageney handling reservation? and
tickets for all Airlines, Steamship; Hotels, Cruise? and Tours. May
we lend you a helping hand? . " 7
be sent home because they are serv-i
lng no real purpose. He said that
he was
.
dissatisfied, with the Viet-
nam war, and he stated' that "a.
huge psychological ^-change 'was
needed for success in the guerrilla
war." He blames the U. S,, for fail-
ing to see "that the termites come
from the woodwork and for main-
taining that the Chinese place them
on the house at night."
As a partial solution, Mr, McAlis-
ter would reorganize the military.
He would send only volunteers and
no one of lower rank than a" major
unless he had had a year of train-
ing in Vietnam. As the minimum
length of service, he recommended
two years.
"Might rather than law" and "a
hopeless, lone-wolf Asian policy,"
announced Senator Wayne Morse
of Oregon in criticism of the pres-
ent U. S. Vietnam policy. Senator
Morse spoke to the Yale students
on the same day as Mr. McAlister.
He demanded a^change in policy
and asked for a multi-lateral agree-
ment. He asked why Great Britain




tages — the knowledge gained from
the experiences of some 50 lifetime*
— will be* laid before'all 820 under-
graduates of Bowdoin College Mon-
day (March l).The occasion will
be the Fourth Annual Campus Ca-
reer Conference, sponsored by the
Bowdoin Alumni Council.
Men who have been successful in
The Harriet Beecher
STOWE HOUSE
Dining - Cocktail Lounge - Lodging
DINNER 5:45-9:00 LUNCH 11:43-2:00
FEDERAL ST. BRUNSWICK, ME.
NOES




not fighting in Vietnam. "The ex-
pansion of war into North Vietnam
is an;admis9ion*by the U. S. that we/
cannot win a guerrilla war, in Asia,"-
he continued. Senator Mor.se sees
U. N. negotiation of a settlement as,
4he- only hope,*'
FollowingJjena tor. Morse's speech,
the Yale Political Union voted down
two to- one the resolution' "Resolv-
ed:.The U; S. should withdraw from
Vietnam." "As long as there are
people willing to fight for their own
freedom, we should protect them."
said former Liberal Party chairman
Jorge Dominiquez, '67.
Mr. Stanley H. Hoffman, Harvard 12 different fields will return to the
professor of Government, told Har- campus to give younger Bowdoin
vara students on Feb^9 of his fear "men an opportunitv t0 see the^
that retahatorv bombing of Viet-
nam will only -postpone a nego- Sll?lhties ~ and the obstacle?
~
tiated settlement with the Soviet that await tnem in their chosen
Union." and will "force the Soviet fields.
Union into helping North 'Vietnam." Alumni Secretary Peter C. Barnard
He agreed that retaliation was nee- '50, said that the conference is timed.
essary, but he felt also that the to be as convenient as possible to
bombings were poorly timed be- both students and alumnir follow
-
cause they coincided" with Soviet ing' by a day the conclusion of the
Premier Alexi Kosygin's visit to annual Feb. 25-27 midwinter mee>
North Vietnam. ing of the Alumni Council, the
Alumni Association's governing-
body.
Special arrangements have been
*
made ,to .excuse interested students
from conflicting classes, during panel
sessions they wish to attend. The
conference will conclude with.' the
Alumni Council's annual dinner for
members of the Senior Class.
Participants in the Monday pro-
gram will speak briefly at the begin-
ning' of each panel session, describ-
ing the pros a-nri cons of their par-
ticular fields, and the remainder of
the program will be open to informs.
discussion, with undergraduates en-
couraged to ask questions pertinent






Here's mat the new 2m
Army ROTC pnnHum means ts yiNi
A new Reserve Officer Training Corp* program permit* eeieetatf
•oHege sophomores to be commissioned ae Army Second LiauteaJ
ants in two years. You can do this by:
V
1. Completing a special 6-week summer camp between four «oph*v
omore and junior years.
2. Completing the 2-year Advanced Course at any school offering
the ROTC program.
What are the benefits of Army ROTC training J
Management training for success in civilian or military life}
year include Education, Labor Rela-
tions, Publicly-Held Corporations,
Peace Corps and . Social Services,
Medicine. Law, Government, In-
surance, Radio and Television. Mili-
tary Service, Journalism, and Mar-
keting and Sales.
Three speeches by alumni will ba
additional highlights of the day's
activities, beginning with a 10 ajn.
Chapel Forum talk by William H.
Thalheimer '27, Chairman of the.
Alumni Association's Placement
Committee and Member at Large of
the Alumni Council.
Speaker at the Senior Dinner, to
begin at 6 p.m.. will be Charles T.
Ireland, Jr., '42, President of the
Alleghany Corporation, and a meft-
ber of the Board of Orefseers.
The final event in the long aluflv-
^undergraduate weekend, follow-
ing the Monday Career Cotiferen**
program and Senior Dinner, will be
a public lecture at 8:30 p.m. by Dr.
Leonard W. Cronkhite, Jr.. '41. He
will speak on '-The .Psychology Of
Space Travel."
$40 per month pay while attending the Advanced Course, plui-.
uniforms ; pay and paid travel for summer camps,
• Eligibility for free flight instruction at selected schools lead-
.ing to a private pilot's license,
,
. . .
• A commission as an Army officer, with all of its accompanying
benefits, including higiiexmc_ome, greater opportunity for ad-
vancement and officer status.
• The personal satisfaction that comes from knowing you're 1
trained to assume leadership responsibilities.
These benefits will put you a- step ahead of other college1 graduates'
and will pay off for the rest of your life. You owe it to yourself to
investigate these new opportunities.
For complete information, iee' tha Professor of Military -Science j^Tyour'
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"Appreciates Boxdoin's close re-
lationship with the community."
Brunswick. Maine
Dial 729-3422
NOW!! "IT Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's






A $3.00 Value for S2.T9
"UM Save 30c
or
A $5.00 Value for $4.35
— Plus —
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS
Hurry ! Get Yours Today ;
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Army Ends Bowdoin's Streak At 7
i
The winter sports banquet will be held Wednesday, March
at 6:15 p.m. in the Moulton Union. , .
We probably do not have to remind anyone about the
lv>ckey game tonight. It's Colby, it's the last regular game of
the season, we've got a shot at the number one spot in Division
II of the E.C.A.C. The standings, released Tuesday. showAlid-
dlebury first with an 8-2 record, followed by Norwich. 10-3.
and Bowdoin. 9-3. A highlight of the game will be the in-
dividual scoring battle between Ed Fitzgerald, ranked fifth with
11 points, and Colby's Davey. who leads the small-colleges with
J 3 points. It should be pointed out that even after we knocked
.Army around last. Friday, the cadets were able to beat Colby
<v0 Saturday night,
Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock the varsity will close the
ear with the traditional alumni game. Supposedly, the alumni
will be able to put their greater experience to use against the
i-irsity's sophomores, bu.t in nearly every alumni game we have
seen — in any sport — the graduates just cannot, keep up the
pace. In any case, it will be colorful.
Speaking of hockey, this brings up the confused inter-
fraternity season this year. The lack* of ice time has meant that
several games have had to be cancelled, while others have been
•squeezed in at odd times (e.g.. 7 p.m. on a Friday). The reason
for the cancellations has invariably been that the ice time has
been sold. We realize that thore is a great demand for the use
of the Arena, the only indoor rink in the immediate area. We
..tdso realize that the administration insists on a pioht from the
Arena, and that this means that the college is not reluctant to
sell the ice time in which non-profitable fraternity contests
are scheduled.
We do not object to college control of the Arena: it would
be ruinous to turn any part of the control over to the students.
We do object, however, to the sale of ice time which has al-
ready been set aside for fraternity games. Part of the confusion
has arisen from the elimination of the third game, a. policy
adopted because -too- many skaters were coming to the infirmarv
too late at night with too many injuries. The sale of ice already
,iiven to the .students has
w
not helped matters; however. Things
have settled somewhat now and the finals will be played on
Campus Chest weekend. as,planned.. We hope that the athletic
department and the White Key will get together next year and
work out a schedule that will avoid this year's confusion.
The track teamUi few remaining members will journey to
Lewiston tomorrow to take on the strong Bates squad. Small
tn numbers, the team has had to rely each week on a few out-
st^nding performances, but even .these have dnly been able^to
puff out one victory. The most eye-catching performance ot the
year was turned in last Week at Tufts by Alex Schulten. who
»pt an intercollegiate record with his winning throw in the 35-
Lasf Saturd**- nlgl^'a* .'greatly-
1
improved Bowdoin Polar Bear hoc-
,
key team hosted a rugged West
-Point Cadet sextet in a* tilt which




The- visitors drew first blood at
twelve minutes of the first period
when the Black" Knights'
(
Hansen
found some daylight to the left -of
goalie Dave Coupe. Phil Riley
assisted on. the tally.
With only 16 seconds gone in the
second period Army captain Mike
Thompson rook a drop pass and let
fly a 25 footer on which Coupe was
completely screened by a cadet
cutting across the goal mouth. Later
in the period, Ed Fitzgerald ram-
med one home while stationed a few
feet to the right of goalie Jim
Cowan. The marker followetr~s"orne
heated action which saw Steve
Wales and Bill Allen thwarted on
point * blank shofs. Army made it
3-1 when forward Bart Barry skated
in alone on a Bowdoin defender,
faked a slap shot and skated in on
Coupe nearly unmolested.
In the third period, Barry added
his second goal on a great length-
of-the-rink effort to put the game
out cf reach. Pete Chapman
,
gave
Bowdoin a wry of hope, however,
when, he whipped in a low, hard
shot to the right of Cowan following
a face off in Army territory. The
remainder of the period saw the
Polar Bears just miss on several
excellent scoring bids, as the Cadets
concentrated on defensive hockey.
Post Mortems
First line left winger Steve Wales
learned "that experience counts when
he twice skated in all alone on
Cowart. Both times the eager sopho-
more tried to fake left and back-
hand and both times Cowart stood
his ground to block the shots. . . .
Bill Matthews, who will be playing
his last game tonight, wasn't fussy
about whom he belted to the ice, . .
Dave Coupe was immense in the
Bowdoin goal with 37 saves, many
ch the spectacular side.
Last Wednesday night the squad
dropped a tough 6-3 decision to UNH
at the Wildcats' new rink. The Polar
Bears fell behind at the outset
and spent most of the time trying
to catch up. Bowdoin did manage to
knot the ccunptwice, 1-1 at the close
of the first period, and 3-3 midway
.through the last period. 3l£ve_Wal££.
Army goalie Jim Cdwart stretches in vain for Peter Chap-
man's shot. Phil Coupe and Kevin Kelaher wait for the
rebound.
Basket- Bailers Upset Bates
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pound weight. What makes Alex's achievement more impres-
sive is his own' weight — or !ac.k,nf it. Hal Conr.ollv. the world
Kevin Kelaner, and Sandy Salmela
all sophomores, provided all of Bow-
doin's offense. UNH iced the game
Tolpin sank a 20-ioot jump shot
with one second remaining to pull
the Polar Bears to a 66-64 win
over Bates. The Bobcats had tied
the game at 19:40 after rebound-
ing a missed Bowdoin foul shot,
thus setting up Torpin's winning
basket.
Bowdoin scored first on a three-
point play by Captain Dick Whit-
more, but Bates came back with
three baskets to go ahead. We
quickly regained the lead,. Bates
scored again, and the see-saw
action continued throughout the'
-half, with the score tied five timesi
Whitmore gave us the biggest lead
either team had. 30-26, as he push-
ed m a lay-up* ~witrnhTee~ Bates
players hanging on him. but the
Bobcats scored before the buzzer
to make it 30-28.
Bates scored two baskets in the
opening minutes c: the second half
to go in front, and not until the
7:30 mark did a Tolpin shot from
'the corner pur us back on too, 46-
of the game, hitting 50'-' of his
shots for 21 points, as well as 19
rebounds, the same as. Whitmore.
Overbeck, with 17. Morisse, with 16,
and Landis, with 12. helped the
well-balanced Trinity attack. Whit-
more paced Bowdoin with 29 and
Pease added 16. 3owdoin. 7-12 for
the year, ends the season tomorrow
night at AVaterviile against a Colby
team which narrowly lost to Maiaa
Wecnesdavl
Pcecord-holder, scales 2 50 pounds when he is in 'shape: Alex
T^oea at a little less than 200, a practically uuheard-ui weight
Ear a national hammer throw champion.
We notice that Cassias Lollipop and his Bates Baddies
were absent from the basketball game Wednesday night. Prob-
ably just as well — the odds might have been even this time.
• Congratulations to Dick Whitmore for breaking the 1000-
point mark last jiight. although you would never know it from
the fanfare. We understand that Ken Stone received the game
ball, lights, cameras, and hero-worship when he went over I 000
last year for Colby. It certainly would not have taken college
..rficiais much effort to see that Whit got at least some recogni-
tion. .
on two late breakaways and two par-
tial' breakaways as the Polar' Bear
defense was caught out of position
en numerous occasions. Goalie Dave
Coupe did his best to offset these
lapses with 30 saves. This latest de-
feat dropped the puckmen back to
.5C0 for the season with a 10-10 rec-
ord over-all. 9.-4 in E.C.A.C. com-
petition . .
Beta Over AD 2-0 For 1st Place
In one of the tightest games pi in the third- period after AD had
the" year. Beta won over AD last -akeh out their goalie for a sixth
night 2-0, on goals by Bob Swain attacker.
and John Gazlay. The first period The big game now is the Zete-AD
was scoreless, although AD oir- battle Monday nigh: for second
played the Beta*. Swam scored mid- place. First round ef the p'.ay-cffs
wav through the second period en will in Wednesday afternoon *1:h
a pass from Ruwe Halsey, and Gaz- the number one -.earn playinj sum-



















Last Saturday the Bowdoin Col-
lege swim team journeyed to Wil-
li? mstown. Mass, for an encounter
won by the Williams Emphmen,
63-32. Once again the only bright
spot for the Polar Bears was the
individual effort of Senior Tim
RobinsOn
The long and lean star form
Glens Falls, N. Y., set a new Wil-
liams College pool record in the
300 yd. freestyle with his time cf
1 52.2. He came back a few minutes




Bowdoin's only first-place finishes
cf the meet.
The Polar Bears got second p'ace
finishes from Mike Ridgeway in the
50 freestyle, Harvey Wheeler in the
diving, Pete Stackpole in the 200
butterfiyv and Ed Bailey in the 500
yd. freestyle. Al Hale in the 50
yd. freestyle. Rich Seagrave, in the
200 individual medley .Mike Ridge-
way, in the 100 yd. -freestyle, -Karl
Aschenbach in the 500 vd. freestyle.
44. The teams remained nearly even
until, Howie Pease gave us the big-
gest lead of the nigh:, 62-57. Whit- 1
more scored e:v a -beautiful driv-
ing hook shot to » make it 64-61,
Bates scored a toulshot, and then,
with 18 seconds left, got the re-
bound when Steve Ingram's foul
attempt went off the rim.
Dick Whitmore led Bowdoift with
24 points to go with his rebound-
ing and Bill Russell-type stuffs,
while "Tolpin added 20 points on
some fine outside shots and two
length-of-the-court drives. It was
a team win as we cuthustled a rath-
er sloppy, at times. Bates squacl.
It was a different story last Sat-
urday night as the team lost to
Trinity 84-75. Although the Polar
Bears were playing against a. team
which matched them in height, we
could not take advantage of the
faet and were outrebounded 62-47.
With Howie *Pease hitting from
the outside and Dick, Whitmore
clearing both boards, the Bears sped
to a 12-7 lead after five minutes
of play. Whit then ran into some
foul difficulty, however, and was
taken out to be saved for the sec-
ond half. Despite two steals by
Bruce MacClean, which gave us a
37-29 lead. Trinity, paced by guard
Jim Belior's 17 points, took the
half-time lead, 40-33.
—Trinit v hit three -baskets -to-open
up a 46-38 advantage early in the
second half, but Whit's rebound-
ing and Brian Warren's outside
shooting closed the score to 66-63
after 10 minutes. The turning point
ot the game came with 3:40 re-
maining and Bowdoin trailing, 71-
70 Warren was ejected after a
fight over a loose ball, and we
and Charlie Gray in t lie 200 ,i*d. were hit with a technical. Bob
breaststroke. aarnered third-place Mcrisse sank the foul shot and
finishes to ac_ount for BoWdbhVs Tfinity keut t he ball and scored.
32 poims . :r three poii lead forced Bow-
C:ach Butts rhen trai into a to ul-i - mmitting pr«is.
ford. Mass tothari ind after Re^ ig temporarily tiec





The Bowdoin College freshmaa
basketball team ga ined sweet
revenge over the Bates jayvees
Wednesday -night by trouncing their
intra-state rivals 92 to 76. This
victory avenged ah 87 to 73 defeat
sustained at the hands of this sam^
Bates quintet three weeks ago in
Lewiston.- The Triumph was tha
eighth in -eleven contests for th«
from who will close their season
with a big game at Colby tomorrow
night.
Bcb Patterson was the shining
light for the heme forces with a
tremendous 44-point performance.
Held far below his season's average
an his last rwo games, Bcb regained
his shooting eye. sinking 14 con-
secutive free throws along with his
15 hoops from the floor. He ex-
ploded for 30 points in the second
half, in cue five minute stretch, the
former Medford. Mass. high school
standout scored all 18 of his team's
points while the entire Bates squad
was able to register only ten.
Bowdoin held a slight lead
throughout the contest before pull-
ing away to a more comfortable
margin late in the game. Although
the Bates jayvees leaped to a quick
4-2 lead on hoops by Jim Alden
and Jeff Barclay, the Polar Bear
cubs ran off seven markers in suc-
cession to take an- 11-4 advantage
with scarcely four minutes elapsed.
Bates employed a full-court pre&j
near the close of the half which
enabled them to cut the Bowdoin
margin. However, two quick hoops
^y Kenny Green accounted for the
freshmen's 38-29 halftime lead.
Again using the press, the Bobcats
closed the gap to 43-41 with five
minutes gone in the last half. With
Charley Hews doing a yeoman jOj
o: rebounding and with long passej
breaking up the visitors' press,
Bowdoin moved ahead by a dozen
points with time running out. Pat-
terson's red-hot shooting and John
Ramistella's fine floor work were
mainly responsible for the final
score of 92 to 76 Bab Parker con-
tributed 14 markers 'Anile muscle-
man Hews tallied 11. For the losers,
Alden wis 'he fop point-getter with
2i. Barclay. Ira Mahakian. and
Barclay Donnan re : 16. and
>tlfl - respe>.'.-
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Circular File
On Feb. 26, Anson Mount of Playboy Magazine talked
The Changing Morals" at Smith College. Mount spent
an afternoon at one of the dormitories where he tried to make
Amherst College Faculty Committee
i
Urges Sweeping Fraternity Reform
on by Pete Maurer to perpetuate high school values preferences from among the 8 "Sc-
among themselves." Furthermore, cieties" and, using this interns*
darps wiih tUr** rri,lo All -. ( ' "j "T~ L*r """"
l
" i*T*
s On Wednesday, February 17, the few fraternities ". . . have any con- . . „ :: „ „ ,_, t.
m*1W™ TT g,rl^ . " refuse£d - , Jt was further reported that day preceding Pres. Coles' most re- sistent, frequent institutional forms tlon ' the College would then PIac?mount would spend the rest or the weekend at Smith. 'con- cent meeting with the fraternity beyond 'the faculty cocktail party' the Freshmen in the . "Societies
"
trary to prior plans.
.
If at first you don't succeed ... - presidents, Amherst, a sister "Pen- for bringing together- Tyorkund thereby eliminating the need for
¥ * ¥ ^ tagonal" college, released a Facility social life. Even fewer still have rushing or unitiatWn.
-T-i; • Kj r- i i r- a r •* i committee Report on Student Life significant programs of indepen- The "Society" svstem would alsGmis years i\ew England rorensic restival will be held at calling for the elimmation of fra- dent activities for ^exercising the provide economies now ' unrealizedDowdoin College with Professor Thayer serving as host. The ternities on the Amherst campus, creative literary, artistic, or in- under the fraternity system: for
competition Will be in four categories;, debating, orating, extern
poraneous speaking and interpretive reading. The preliminary
contests will be on March I 2 and the following morning. On the
afternoon of March 13 will be the finals and the awarding of
the trophies. In all. 16 colleges and universities are scheduled
to participate.
*
"*. ¥ * ^ '
On May 22 President Coles will be the guest speaker at
the sixth annual Academic Recognition and Scholarship Pro-
gram of the Maine Teacher's Association. This year's program
will be on the Colby College campus.
* *
It has recently been announced that the fourth annual
Area Young Artists Show of the Bath-Brunswick region will be
held this year in the Walker Art Museum, .May 9-15. This
show is designed to encourage and demonstrate artistic talent
among young people in the area, and is limited to young ar-
tists who have reached their 12th birthday and not passed their
19th birthday by April I. Judges for the show will be three
area artists, Charles G. "Chippy" Chase of Brunswick, James
A. Elliot of West Bath, and ^eapa Bearce of Brunswick.
t-'y.'A-.y.
Judith Cornell, noted sopra-
no, will perform in concert in
the Senior Center March
, 1 2.
The concert, third in the
season's Area-Artist Concert
series at Bowdoin, will be held
at 8:15 p.m. in the Senior
j Center's Main Lounge. Ad-
mission will be open to stu-
dents and season ticket holders
to the Music Department's ex-
panded subscription concert
series. Individual tickets will
be available at $1.25 each at
.
the door or in advance at the
office of the College's Execu-
tive Secretary. •
This year's Campus Chest weekend will be highlighted by
a joint conceit between Bowdoin and Westbrook Junior Col-
lege. In addition to the two glee clubs, the Meddies and "the
Faux Pas" will perform.
"Societies" tellectual abilities of their mem- "each Society' would need only or.-?
The report recommends the bers." good bar <of some legal sort' —
establishment of S "societies" com- Amherst fraternities, unlike those in one of its buildings — thus free-
posed of combinations of dormi- at Bowdoin. do not provide dining ing two or three basement room?
tories and fraternity houses. These facilities:., they do, however, pfo- for other purposes. . . . Goat' rooms
"societies" are envisioned as serv- vide living ' and social facilities, (chapter halls) could be throwr.
ing the * social functions of the Dormitories have from 2-6 students open and made generally more
former fraternities. JFftr- "societies" to a common parlor and "within usable."
would also be expected to provide specified hours and under student- In the Report, the Faculty ,'alsc
specialized facilities hot presently - enforced legislation, women have stated that:
provided by either the College or .been permitted to visit students' "Bowdoin has* erected facilities
the fraternities. rooms in the dormitories." <the Senior Center > to take a'U
"One society might wish to stress In 1963-64, 740 of the upper- seniors out of' fraternities- into -a:-
music by assembling a record col- classmen were active fraternity environment that will 'support the
lection, building a listening room, members: this is only 54 r ; of the goals of the college rather thai:
and a practice room, and providing entire student body. Thirty-six negating or merely tolerating
occasional evening performances, percent. <386i of the students live them."'
Another might develop an active, if in the fraternity - houses. According to President Coles the
thoroughly informal, little theater. The need to provide facilities in statement was taken out of con-
Still another might emphasize in- places other than the dormitories text and does not say what ' the
t'erest iii social Issues or political """was stated as follows:
action by a program of visitors, de- "If the fraternities are too small.'
bates, forums, trips, and public the dormitories are too bleak, or
agitation." I too limiting. At present they per-
• In recommending the- plan, the mit only those activities which can
Faculty committee cited the efforts be ^conducted in a student's own*
oi the fraternities on „ behalf of room. Despite the fact that the
".
. . rushing, pledgmg, initiating, dormitories" are open to women dur-
justifying, dues paying . . .",, etc. ing specified hours, the separation
Under the proposed system, frater- of function between the fraternity
nity energies would be directed to- and the dormitory has continued
ward ".
. .
more mature and reward- co develop. Many residents of dor-
ing activities. . . ."' mitories maintain membership in a
Fraternity self-government at fraternity where they can find the
Amherst was also criticized for be- dance floor, the bar. and the group Foundation, opened
ing -.
. .




By Michael Rice - • -
"Faith, imagination., and intui-
tion are as essential to science as
anythmgr else." With this though:.
A. , Maurice Taylor; Visiting Pro-
fessor of Physics on the Tallmaa
.the second
'Imagination
perpeTuatingThe msfiYuTioh through able in the~dbrmitorie~s:^Meanwhne™and the "Growth of Science
rushing, arranging for parties, "and increasing numbers of fraternity and Journeys! 1 ' The lecture
defending the fraternity against residents apply <at extra cost i for Senior, Center March 3. h.
attack in the student newspaper." a dormitory room in which they
The Committee felt that it had can study .I since most of the fra-
no alternatives in making it,« reeom- teruity rooms, have, had the desks
mehdation since the freshmen, who removed in order to provide up-
are segregated from the upper- stairs entertainment facilities")"?"
classmen and the fraternities for Under the "Society" system, the
a year. ". . . seem to be encouraged incoming Freshmen would list their
Peace Corps^Representative
Recruits Bowdoin Students
A St Mi Sent ill b«
S257, wh ile the fin
summer iviusic chool wilt e made available for any
interested musicians and instrumentalists beginning July 5. and
running to August 21. All- applications Will be accepted at the
Music Department Office. Tuition for the first six weeks will
be $250, and room and board will be
week's expenses will be. an additional $70.
The program includes weekly concerts by the Aeoiian
Players, instruction in various string and woodwind instruments.
and concerts by Michael Rabin.
Professor Alton H. Gustafson. Cha
Yesterday, the campus • was
graced by the very welcome sight of
Ann Gallagher, who has recently
returned fro.n -two years as a mem-
ber of rhe Peace Corps in the
'
Philippines.
She spotce at forum in the morn-
ing, held interviews throughout
Use day. and presented a movie in
level, which is roughly equivalent
to our junior year of high school
'Although Tagalog is the national
language. English. is used extensive;
ly in commerce and government
arid is taught m the schools from
the third grade.




irman o: the Depart-
D. C. where
visory panel of the National Science
ment of Biology has returned hern Washington
he spent two days on an ad
Foundation.
W ith a group of other leading scientist
nation, he reviewed and evaluated proposals





















• j-ng Vohureer i
Ann spent most of

























postponed from February 25 due ::
inclement weather.
Continuing 'on this opening
theme. Professor Taylor stated that
"the power of science derives from
imagination." He went on to illus-
trate, with a thorough survey of the
growth of physics beginning with
Newton and . his. remarkable in-
sight in the development c : r.e"
modes of thought in mathematical
and physical studies, to Benjamin
Franklin, whose study ©f the na-
ture of electrostatics provided ex-
planations basically tenable today
Franklin's contributions, with his
simple theory of positive ana itera-
tive electricity^ were only matchec
by those of Michael Faraday ir
the area of electromagnetism ar.c
fields. The hitter's ability to the*
onze in picturesque rather than
mathematical terms to a remark-
able^, degree provided a wide base
from, which later thi ireticians
were to specify in r .••>-
terms. The work < '. James Cler'rt
Maxwell in relation laws : • -
tromagnetism ; . thi waves
and that o: He: . I :•
Michelson, in fn'rtl : deyel - .-
dnect re
apphed
Hubert S. Shaw. Director of Admissions announced todav
that Milton (Mass.) High School, has won Bowdoin- annua!
Abraxas Award.
The award, a plaque, is presented to the high school whose
representatives in Bowdoin's freshman class maintain the high-
est academic standing during the first semester.
Mr. Shaw said Framingham (Mass.) North Hi»h School
was second. Two schools, Morse High School (Bath. Maine)
and Swampscott (Mass.) High School, tied for third. Daering
I High School' ( Portland. ^Maine.} was fifth.
The award was established in 1915 by the Abraxas So-
ciety, an interfraternity organization, and is now given by the
Bowdoin Student Council. To be considered, a secondary
school must have at least three of iis sraduates enrolled a<







Id Norma J s
•ge in Iloi
of Pan a y. H
the firsi year
Support Campus Chest
The drawing for the Campus I hesl raffle will be held directly
after the (Jlee t'lub conceit (approximately 9:1.">) on Saturday
evening in Pickard Theater. Winners need not be present to
win. Tickets will be sold at the concert until just before the
drawing. Also, House Auctions look bigger and better than
ever this year, and full participation on the part of all the
brothers of all the house- will ht«lp to make thi< weekend a
complete s*uve>>».
Th:- l-;c:









predictions, such as tin
and mass increase in ma
ling at high speeds have
demonstrated ijualitativi
than quantitatively while
is still strongly adhered
strated. in pr. Taylors
most cogent i.i-t •: "
imagination over s
thinking.
A reception : h
The concluding ie<
will be "Waves and Pa
March 8 and ^
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EDITORIAL
This past week the- Portland Evening Express ran a head-
line story stating that Bowdoin may establish a
t
cp-ordinate
women's college in Topsham. The Express wrote that 'Presi-
dent James S. Coles confirmed a report (today) the College is
considering the establishment or a co-ordinate women s col-
lege.'' The implications that the Express intended its readers
to pick trp-are quite invalid. The essence of the whole story is
that when asked to comment in the light of kenyon College's
announced plans to establish-a co-ordinate women's college. and
on rumors that Bowdoin might do the same. President Coles
said, "if a suitable physical plant became available that would
lend itself to such a college. I am sure such an idea would be con-
sidered by the Governing Boards." "And in response. to an-
other question he said that he personally would "be* in favor of.
this, and thinks such a college would do well.
As a direct result of the over-ampiification given his com-
ments by the Portland Express, it was necessary for President
„Coles to emphasize the fact that no plans are presently under-
way by the College to establish such a women's school, and
that such plans are not contemplated in the immediate future.
Furthermore, adding insult to injurs - , the Express said,
"the change would be a big one for Bowdoin. . . Bowdoin
\\fA kp ovA^r^fJ rin r*Hft?*c*!a v^riif^Hi' with W€**T*eri f"> n rh*
y thiit this is tne over-
ire?- • s a "mark <:>: ais-
*s re define casual Cress
.students dress casually.' Tattered trousers, etbows-out sweat
ers. dungarees "and sweat shirts are marks of distinction. This
could
scene.
We at Bowdoin emphatically der
whelming^ mode or 'dress, or th&t such
tinction."' If the Portland paper cr.': ,-
in this m-anne-iv we arc most curious as to how they a: tne Ex-
press dress "casually'' or. a quiet Sunday afternoon- when guests
come to visit. It also might be of interest to the Express to
know that it is a generally accepted fact that men's dress at
many coed schools is no better, and often worse, than that at
Bowdoin and other men s schools
We strongly urge our journalistic neighbors to exercise'
somewhat greater precision in their reporting of at least Bowdoin
news, and we further urge that when they speak of 'some aspect
of Bowdoin student life they refer to a representative sector.
APART. 11 ID
by."'Doiiald P. BrezensRi
{from the rlC. Heights*.
' In -rertMU «fflB« ve fe*V« D*em,it&
JVKioiUilistvP-V'tJ' P£Vfc!B power ^in
the Republic of South Africa pursue,
its apartheid policies with ever-
increasing militancy'. The. govern
-
n-.ent has striven to bring about a
'•separate development" for each of
the racial, groups comprising the
South 'African nation. The propos-
ed steal of this program is the de-
velopment of a Republic of South
Africa composed of "separate Black
.Bantu African 1 . Negro and white
'"nations" loosely federated within
the boundaries of "the republic. Such
a policy, the white-dominated gov-
ernment, claims, is in the "best in-
terests" of each c; the divergent
racial groups, and in the past two
decades the South. African Parlia-
ment has enacted varied and su'o-
stantial legislative measures to ef-
fect -just such a society.
Approximately four million Af-
ricans are now living onNative
tribal reserves — 'land set aside by
Parliament where only Africans
(Bantu natives i may occupy land.
These reserves comprise about
thirteen per cent of the total land
area of the Republic, and yet are
intended to substantially support
a full two-thirds of the South Af-
rican population. The Nationalist
government considers the reserves
to be the "national home" of the
African where he is supposedly
free to establish his own govern-
ment and develop his own econo-
my. Once, outside of the reserva-
tion, however, the African Bantu,
is considered a migratory worker
having no political rights in the
"white nation."
—This^ program might have had a
chance for success while South Af-
rica's economy was still agricultur-
ally based. However, with the ad-
vent of mining and industrializa-
tion, such a program is economic-
ally unfeasible. The subsistence
agriculture of the reserves is "in-
sufficient to support the. Bantu .Af-',
rican population and does not pro-
vide the hard cash necessary to buy
commercial goods. Communal
farming methods are crude and
backward, and over-grazing by
livestock is a persistent problem.
The land area of the reserves is
simply inadequate to support the
population.
When in 1951 a government ap-
-pointed—study—commission^headed-
by F. R. Tomlinson recommended
several extensive measures by
which the government could mod-
ernize the agriculture and substan-
tially improve the economy of the
reserves through limited industrial-
L/ation. these recommendations :::
reform were beater, down by the
white opposition. Employers and
farmers feared that they would
lose the cheap African labor upon
which their prosperity clepenos.
White industry feared industry.
""" (Please turn to page 6*
spe 7
' bv Steve Kay
lilt V, i >fi<
increast";\v;th
who i> able t<
mi (lorn science ami advanced technology
very pa.-sing'day. ami it is only. the alert student
keep up to date on all the current convenient'^.
Dailv News ServiceFor instance, an article from the Chicago
impart.-* news about a "Tiny Cheating Machine Marketed For
Students." Upon investigation, the gadget turns out to be seme-
tiling -no student would want to be without, though his po*se>
iron ti it miff 11f prove eintnirrasjunii'.
The originators of the idea churn that they devised t'r.f.
machine as a study aid. though they were Hot reluctant t( -i.
d-
mit that t he possibility of someone using it for dishonest pur-
poses had occurred to them,
According to the new- story, the device is no larger than a
park. of cigarettes, -is battery powered, and with the push of a
button 'information recorded previously by the student or. a
small roll r>f paoer would pass pleasantly in review before the
students eyes. For a small additional fee. the manufacturer
also provides a .fake wristwateh containing a triggering device,
so that the device can. be. started and stopped- with a flick of thi
wrist. - - - - ----- - —-
—
t— - —•-—-.---
The legitimate uses of this ingenious device are severely
limited by it's design and intent, hut it is not hard to imagine
how it might -be usefully employed without entering upon- a life
of crime. ' Merely use it as the. originators somewhat facetiotts-
$ suggest, as a study aid while doing something else. ;
Unbeknownst, to them, the^two men who gave birth to this
inherently evil mechanism have at long last supplied the ideal
device for the student who wants to get good grades but at all
costs avoid the appearance of studying. If a student wants to
build an image as a sports fan. he merely conceals the gadget
under trie ski tow ticket on his parka and studies from it while
pretending to watch the basketball or hockey game. If it is the
image of an intellectual or cultured person that he wishes to
establish, he merely plants the device in the breast pocket of
his tweed sport coat and uses it while attending the concert or
.
lecture. " -
For those who would rather establish their reputations as
all-around" good guys and bull-session experts, the gadget could
be easily adapted to fit inside the neCk of the "T"-shirt worn
to the fraternity snack table, or to the Union. In this way, the
student could be around and noticeable all of the time, appear-
ing 'to participate "in'the inanities of everyone's study break
discussions, while actually keeping up with his work. _
No longer will students have to ruin their health and eye-
sight by studying late at night in the privacy of their clothes
closets. No longer will students be faced with the choice be-
tween seeming like'a grind and flunking out. No longer will
students have to neglect their studies' to obtain peer approval.
As so often happens in th+> world of science, a great invention
has been happened upon by accident. Thanks to two unsung
heroes, a auiet revolution in American education is about to
b>egtr..
Irifl Club Elects Officers
The following have been elected to the executive committee of the
En t ernational Club
:
President — Sans II Tong '67 (Korean . •«..-
Vice-President — Allan Spencer <BP> i Panama)
Secretary — Daniel Quiney '63 (Italy)
Treasurer — Paul Feyling "65 (Boothbay Harbor. Me.)
The International Club is going to present a panel cLiscti3eio.n on
Different Aspects of Culture" at St. Joseph's College, North Windham,
>Ie . on Sunday. March 14th. The participants we;
Ji-Hong Chang *65 ' Korea >
Gunkatan Kano 'Japan.)
s
Hironu Haruki BP (Japan) .
"Tatsumi Moritsuka BP (Japan)
KC. Hua '66 (Taiwan)
Sang II Tom '67 i Korea i
The Spudnut Shop
OPENING SOON AT
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Near Kings Barber Shop
To the Editor:
I respond to the belittling re-
marks about squash the sport not
the vegetable i in a recent Orient
sports column. Those who choose
to pursue the sport as something
more than an alternative to Mono-
poly will find that squash requires
the qualities demanded by the so-
cilled ma;or sports — sfcUl Sflti
speed, condition and courage.
These who are merely seeking re-
lief from the monotony of Mono-
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-on Thoma* Cornell
>' bj Steven Kay
This article is trie first of a series
"Which will be appearing weekly in
the- Orient, presenting the views of
members of the faculty and adminis-
tration. Both the topics chosen and
the format will remain .elastic in
erder to allow for as wide a range
and as free an expression of ideas
as possible. The specific purpose of
the series is to elicit interesting,
challenging, and controversial opin-
ions about Bowdoin in particular,
as well as about the real world, in
the hopes that this ' channel of
communication 'might provide ideas
for the improvement of both. The
underlying assumption is that
neither is perfect.
Thomas B. Cornell has been with
the Bowdoin faculty as a member of
the Department, of Art since 1962.
He is a graduata^ef Amherst Col-
lege, Class of 1959. and has studied
£t4heYale Graduate School of Art
End Architecture. Among his dis-
tinctions are: First Prize in the all
— New England Drawing Exhibition
at the Lyman Allyn Museum in
New London, Connecticut in 1959;
a Louis Comfort Tiffany Award in
.the Graphic Arts in 1961; and an
award from the National Institute
of Arts and Letters. In a review of
his etched portraits in the New York
Times John Canaday has written,
"The best of the portraits are re-
markable in their combination of
the deliniation of the individual's
features, the interpretation of the
individual's character as history Has
judged it, and the extension of that
character into a type.
.
."
In consenting to give the first in-
terview in this series, Mr. Cornell
has stressed his belief that part of
the artist's role in society ought to
be that of social critic, both in his
.own- work .and otherwise. Perhaps in
the academic community the artist's
unique status allows him to speak
'with more political ease than one
who' has just come to a college and
is working for his doctorate. It is
also his belief that since "Bowdoin
if- not the best of all possible Bow-
itoins" it is educationally wise-, for
him to play devil's advocate and
look at the college with a critical
eye. although he adds that nothing
he is saying is new, but is rather
fairly classic for all- institutions It
thould be noted, moreover, that the
views which follow were ellicited for
this article, and as such are con-
centrated on°ideas for change; while
those aspects of the status quo
which please Mr. Cornell, and
which are numerous, were left out
because of their limited news value.
In order to appreciate Mr. Cor-
nell's evaluation of the various
aspects of Bowdoin it is necessary to
understand his general world view,
including those ideals which he sets
as goals for all men. The key to this
world view is in his use of the word
"tolerance" in its widest and most
complete sense. Tolerance to in-
dividual difference, and tolerance to
new ideas are characteristics that
all men must possess in order to
comprehend-- the- nature of- the
world and of progress. Mr. ^Cornell
defines creativity as "tolerance of
insecurity." which is not necessarily
an admirable characteristic for all
men. Every
,
man must decide to
what extent he. .perhaps perversely,
will reject "security."
What we see now in - this country
is a perversion of the pursuit of
economic security from a means of
personal existence into an end, with
a corresponding lack of values in
other spheres. In their search for
security. Americans have substituted
nostalgia for revolutionary days for
the true revolutionary spirit which
has been the great .wisdom, of
America, with the result that the
revolutionary philosophy has been
replaced with a conservative philoso-
phy more concerned with maintain-
ing the status quo than with prog-
ress in the human sphere.* Al-
though Mr. Cornell recognizes that
economics is of primary importance,
both* of individuals and to the
country as a whole, he maintains
that nien must also be able to inter-
pret the world about them if they
are to be complete individuals, able
to successfully cope with their total
environment.
In Mr. Corner-opinion ,- one of
the- basic faults with Bowdoin is
that it is a reflection of the type of
middle-class conservative philosophy
which has little more than economic
and. social security as its goal. As
such, it stifles the creativity and
mental activity which lead ' to a
more human understanding of the
world. The problem- as he see's it
is caused by three main factors:
the fraternity system, aspects of
the admissions policy, and . certain
curricular requirements.
As he has stated before, Mr. Cor-
nell feels that the fraternities, by
their very nature, stifle the in-
dividualistic tendencies of their
members. This process is begun
,
with fraternity- rushing, where the
herd instinct is encouraged in
those being rushed, and similarity
instead of difference is valued by
the upperclassmen in making judg-.._
ments abdut individuals. This allows
all those concerned to find a count-
erfeit security in the most simplistic
fashion possible by seeking out only
those who are most like themselves.
Once in the fraternity, this artificial
security is never challenged, and
the natural development of toler-
ance is delaped. The much noted
apathy and lack of concern of the
Bowdoin undergraduate can to a
great extent be attributed to the
feeling of security engendered by
the fraternity atmosphere. Mr.
Cornell therefore feels that the
elimination of- fraternities as they-
now exist at Bowdoin is essential
for the more complete development
Gf the undergraduates.
This step alone, however, would
not in itself be sufficient, for the
similarity of students on the cam-
pus is initially fostered by the ad-
missions policy. Bowdoin draws its
students almost exclusively from
families with middle or upper-
middle class backgrounds, from good
suburban high schools or. prepara-
tory schools, and is still concerned
to admit the "well-rounded student."
Mr. Cornell would urge that the ad-
missions policjyJ3£^.Jjroadened. and
that the validity of admitting "well-
lopsided" individuals to make up
PARKVIEW
CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK









ogntecd. He adds, however, that he
has only limited knowledge of ad-
missions work and that someone
like Mr. Mellow, who will be the
subject of one of the next few in-
terviews, would be more qualified
to comment on this particular issue.
Realizing that the admissions policy
is in some measure a reflection of
the curriculum of the college, Mr.
Cornell would urge revisions there
also.
Besides a revision in the strict sys-
tem of required courses to allow
for individual differences in
strengths and weaknesses, he sug-
gests the elimination of grades for
the freshman year. This period
without grades would facilitate the
acclimatization of the freshmen to
•the- -college-,- reee&nzing the' differ-
ence in preparation of the entering
students. In addition, he feels that
the college should give the stu-
dents the opportunity to hear, and
should confront them with, the ex-
tremely liberal points of view which
are now rarely represented on the
campus.
Commenting' in a more general
vein. Mr. Cornell voiced the opinion
that the social atmosphere and
regulations could well afford to be
revised. Consistent with his belief
that a person mus.i be treated as
intelligent, mature, and honorable
k ho i.s ;o be expect id to develop
he-e traits, and that the opposite
elj is true*, lie feels that the
undergraduate must be given more
freedom and bo faced with less
detrimental restrictions in his ,u
-
i .. i lonsrap. tor
.: in - adual
'
be put on
a serious plane. Pie social structure
a: Bowdoin ought not to be based
on the Victorian notion of man-
hood's supremacy and the exclusion
o; women from education, especially
in light oi the fact that women
have won suffrage and equal rights
in this country. The idea of a sister
school in the vicinity of Bowdoin
ought to be considered.
In summation, Mr. Cornell feels
-Cr^A
by Ken* -Nelson
• When- Justice Frankfurter died
'last week. the. nation lost- an opti-
mistic American. For while in his
•pre-judicial days, Frankfurter had
been a great spokesman for the
liberal causes which are now the
ft
trends of the times, on the court
he was frustratfngly conservative.
He believed with ah his heart that
it was the people and their legisla-
ture which were meant to make the
laws, not the court; "and he be-
lieved that liberty lay not so much
in the law, but in the conscience
oi the people.
justice Frankfurter was not alone
in this belief. For some forty years
there was another judge, a judge
who never reached the High Court,
but who was often called "The
Tenth Justice of The Supreme
Court", who shared the belief that
liberty ultimately .found -its pro-
tection in the hearts of the people.
His name was "Learned Hand and
for many years he served*! the
people "with incredible compassion
and wisdom. In these times when a
Presidential candidate can believe
that moderation is not a virtue,
when Jiate groups are reorganizing
themselves to save our "Liberty,"
and when racial revolution is be-
ing kept just this side of violence,
it might be valuable to recall
Learned Hand's monumental and
provocative remarks on "liberty.'' I
am indebted to the Alfred Knopf
Publishing Company and Vintage
Books who have given The Orient
special permission to reprint Learn-
ed Hand's Spirit of Liberty, an
address given during the critical
World War II year of 1-944 to an
audience in Central Park, observ-
.
ing a special "I am an American
Day" ceremony.
"We have gathered here to affirm
a faith* a faith in a common pur-
pose, a cqmmou..convictiou. 'JL com-
mon devotion. Some of us have
chosen America as the land of our
adoption; the .rest have come from
those who did the same. For this
reason we have some right to con-




those who had the cour-
age., to break from the 'past and
brave the dangers and the loneli-
ness of a strange land. What was
the object that nerved us. or those
constitution. no ; 1^' no coun ?'q
.save it. And, -what' is - this liberty
which must lie in the' hearts oi
men and women? It is not tin
ruthless, the unbridled will; it i;
not freedom to do as one like-.
That is the denial of liberty, an'*1
leads straight to its overthrow. A.
society in which men recognize no
check upon their freedom soon be-
comes a society where freedom ia
the possession of only a savage fewj
as we have learned to our sorrow.
"What then is the spirit of liber-
ty? I cannot define it; I can tell
you only my own faith. The spirit
of liberty is the spirit which is not
too sure that it is right: the spin
of liberty i.s the spirit which seel-
to understand the minds of oth< •
men and women; the spirit of
liberty i.s the spirit, which weigh.-
their interests alongside its owi
.
.without bias; the spirit of liberr,
remembers that not even a sparrow
falls to earth unheeded; the spirit,
of liberty i.s 'the spirit of Him \h<
;
near two thousand years age",
taught mankind thai lesson it ha-:
never learned... but has never quilt
forgotten: that there, may be •
kingdom where the least shall !;•.
heard and considered side by sid
with 'the greatest. And -now in'tha ,'
spirit, that spirit of an America'
which has never been, and
r
which**
may 'never be; nay, which neve-.
will be 'except as the conscienc-
-and courage of Americans trreat<
it; yet in the spirit of that America,
which lies hidden in some 'form
in the aspirations of, us, all; in the
spirit of that America for. which
our young men are at this momen
fighting and dying: in" that spirit
of liberty and of America I ,. is ~.
you to rise and with me pled-:-
our faith in the glorious -destiny'
of our beloved country."





wno went oeior'e us. to "this choice?
We sought liberty; freedom from
oppression, freedom from want.
freedom to be ourselves. This we
then sought: this we now believe
that we are .by way of "winning.
What do we mean when we say
that first of all we seek liberty? 1
often wonder whether we do not
rest our hopes too much upon con-
stitutions, upon laws and upon
courts. These are false hopes: be-
lieve me, these are false hopes.
Liberty lies in the hearts of men
and women; when it dies there, rao-
constitution, no law. no court can
save it; no constitution, no law. no
court can even do much to help
it. While it lies there it needs no
Scholastic Standings
Thcta Delta Chi 'placed first i \
the Fraternity Scholastic Standing
lor the 1st Semester. They were;
closely followed by Alpha Rho Up-
.silon and Beta Theta Pi. The re-
sults of Scholastic Standings fol-
low :
.
Theta Delta Chi £440
that in j udging an educational in-
stitution, "tolerance is the one
characteristic that must be en-
gendered in all the undergraduates
if the institution is not to tail in
one of its vital tasks." The hu-
manistic values are. eenamly Mr.
Cornell's primary conceal, and this
concern is adequately reflected In
his discussion of Bowdoin. It these
values are to be transmitted and
creativity fostered, his ., titudes
must be'seriouslj considered.
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Random, foil On Vietnam Situation; Spad| Psychology Topic Of
Playboy'Party At ©hio Wesleyafr * Leonard Cronkhite Speech
- from the Tech (MIT) *
by Jeff Trimmer
Our neighbors up the river took
,
a poll' of various Harvard and Rad-
cliffe students the other day,. The
Harvard Crimson undertook to call
various students randomly in an
effort to determine campus opinion
on the Vietnam situation. In all,
some 30 people were asked for
opinions.
The poll revealed some surpris-
ing or some not-so-surprising re-
sults, depending on your point of
view. Although 40 per cent of
those interviewed favored U. S.
withdrawal from Vietnam, some
weren't so sure of anything. "I
don't know much about Vietnam,"
said a Radcliffe saphomore. "I
thought I did until they started to




thought was wrong". Isn't the Viet
Cong Communist?" Another re-
sponded with "I just don't know;
I'm not sure what we should do."
With all the attention of the na-
tion focused on some recent stu-
dent riots for. free speech, syca-
mores, etc., it was refreshing to read
of one riot without political impli*
cations. The students of North
Carolina Wesleyan College weren't
too pleased with the* food situation
:n their cafeterias and proceeded
to protest with a strike.
Ann Gallagher
_
(Cont. trom p. 1)
Passing , thrpugh .the cafeteria
line led one .directly to the gar-
bage line where full trays of food
were dumped. Speeches and songs
of the "We Shall Overcome" va-
riety gave the students heart. After
two hours of dumping and service
being refused to two German Shep-
herd dogs, the administration ad-
mitted the problem and agreed to
consider the demands of the strik-
ers. Some students thought they
gave in too easily and offered to
protest this, but the more conser-
vative elements prevailed.
One of the fraternities at Ohio
Wesleyan University came up with
a party. Inviting the pledges from
one of the neighboring sororities
to a Playboy party they required
that the girls come dressed for the
occasion complete with bunny cos-
tumes. The pledges managed to
make their costumes except for the
cuffs and collars which the frater-
nity men provided. As part pf
their pledge tasks the girls were
required to serve the
-fraternity
men and their dates.-
There- has been much comment
about the moral decline of today's
college people. In perhaps an at-
tempt for self-regulation the in-'
terfraternity conference at the Uni-
versity of Rochester passed a reso-
lution outlawing sex in facilities
operated by members of the IFC.
The note proceeds with the state-
ments that "student opinion" varied
concerning the university adminis-
tration's- new so-«|U!e« 'bedroom
rules' which prompted ' the .IFC
resolution, but one student com-
mented, 'If you take a girl in your
room you should be able to enter-
tain her any way you see fit'."
There's an article in The Trinity
Tripod, the newspaper of Trinity
College, for the final note. The
British Salvation Army, it seems,
recently suggested tha t the "vio-
lence, illicit sex, gambling and
gourmandizing" of the late Ian
Fleming's James Bond books may
be demoralizing British youth. The
article from the British Salvation
Army's publication War Cry, sug-
gested that, "As most Bond fans
are youngish, it may not be coin-
cidence that the . . . criminal sta-
tistics for England ,^nd Wales
show a nine per cent increase of
indictable offenses, including rob-
bery, murder, anc! other crimes of
violence." .
celebrations for • not _only the
iamily's friends and relatives,' but,
for anyone in the village. De-
pending on the hosts resources the
refreshments may include roast
pig cooked on a spit ilechon).
chicken, fish, shellfish, rice, rice
cakes, mangoes, ' and other fruits
and delicacies.
When questioned about the dif-
ferences between city and barrio
%ife. Ann replied: "Living ; in the
city, where English is spoken and
iife shows many Western influ-
ences. I sometimes felt as if I
were missing much of the Philip-
pine culture. Living in the coun-
try offered a better opportunity
-to—learn—and practice **"» lm-ai
, NEW DISCS
The Allegri Quartet has recorded
impressively for Angel and Mer-
cury, and its stereo reading of
Haydn's Quarters, opus 55, is now
a highlight in Westminster's cata-
log. .(WST 17084) Much of .Haydn's
music is gaining acceptance on
record. Its inventiveness of melody
and form hold continuous
.
appeal
and the three "quarters that com-
prise the opus 55 are no exception.
Here is chamber music that sh/juld
find its way into every collection.
i Cont. on q. 5)
v • by Stephen* Rand
» The gleaming ship is floating on a
black sea in the void of space. With-
in the capsule are five men entomb-
ed for four months between the
Earth and Mars in a space the
size of two automobiles. Their sole
diversions are the multi-hued dials
on the control panels and isometric
exercises involving the • use of a
rubber ball suspended from the
ceiling. The monotony grows, nerves
get more and more frayed, the walls
close in. Suddenly one of the crew
goes beserk and bolts for the escape
hatch. Within a matter of seconds
the life sustaining atmosphere is
sucked out and with it the lives of
five men involved in what was to
be Man's greatest exploratory ad-
venture. The failure — human in-
ability to stand the mental rigors
of an encapsulated existence.
"
' Dr. Cronkhite, a distinguished Bow-
doin alumnus, left no doubt in the
minds Of an impressed audience
that the above science fiction can
indeed become a reality in the
frontier of outer space. He made it
clear that the weakest link in the
space program is man, not the
machines.
The space traveler, forced to live
in, a closed and monotonous system
will be faced with -deprivations of
many types. He will suffer from a
lack of variety, mobility, and chiice.
If 'given some privacy in a birth,
separated from the one- n x; to U
by 15", he may never want to leave
it, anfl may want to**ffeep for 19*
hours a day. The space1 traveler will
find it very difficult to cope with the
omnipresent insecurity which will
mark the voyage.
Another great problem is that of
homosexuality. It appears that even
the most normal individuals may
develop such tendencies if deprived
of their normal sexual needs. Snould
such immoral conduct, according to
our standards, be allowed?
. Or
should there be men and women
together on the ship? A heterosexual
situation, however, would lead to
complications involving the astron-
auts' families on earth. The situa-
tion raises a problem concerning the
type of ethical system which will
exist in a space vehicle. More than
a few space psychologists have
quit the space program due to their
inability to cope with the tremen-
dous ramifications of a reordering of
earth-bound values."
Dr. Cronkhite expressed "grave
concerns" over man's success in
space and he-feels that the cards
may be stacked against us. Yet,
humans have always proven to be
extraordinarily resilient to stresses
of all types and perhaps our fears-
are unjustified. While it is difficult
to reduce the psychological aspects
of space travel to scientific exacti-
tude, empirical data as gathered in
future voyages to the moon and on
space platforms will help consider- ,
i'Wy in the future, more challeng-
ing voyages to the planets.
dialect (Hiligaynom, and gain
understanding of the Filipinos and
,
their customs."' =
To Ann, the sensitivity of the
Filipinos to others was the quality
that most characterized the aver-
age Filipino. She found that they
were careful not to offend any-
one, if possible, and related an
incident about the patience of the
barrio folks. During the raining
reason, the river that crossed the
>oad into the main part of Caba-
:uan had flooded. The bus (really
a truck) on which she was riding
came to the river, and just waited
'or the water to go down.
Ann was on campus yesterday
to recruit possible Volunteers for
*he Corps. It was remarked that
-he was a suitable" recruiter for
3o^doin. She graduated from
Rosemont College in 1962, and
r.ow
.
plans to go to graduate
school. She reels that her two
.ears in the Philippines were two
of the most valuable in her life,
but was happy to* return home,
where. "My -life is my own, and I




















This week the Bell System
recruiting team will be on your
campusT -
They're here to talk to people
who want to' put thei.r educa-
tions to work in thefast-growing,
fast-moving communicationsv
business.
Maybe that includes you.
We're interested in engineer-
ing, business and liberal arts
seniors who have done well and
who expect to keep on doing
well.
„- * "
We want people who are
acquiring the habit ot success.
We can strengthen it.
The Bell System is where
people find solutions to exciting
problems.. Bell System com-
panies are equal opportunity
employers.
If you haven't done so already,
you owe it to yourself to find
cut what the Bell System can
offer you. Sigh up how at the
Placement Office for an appoint-
ment with our representatives.
This might be the week your
future comes into focus.
and under the sea
and over the land .
® BELL SYSTEM
American Telephone and Telegraph Co,
•nd Associated Companies
to provide the world's
finest communications
FRIDAY. MARCH 5. 1965




On The . News- &
m? by .11 Ftfrola
THE SPACE PROGRAM
n im
• In 1961 the United "States committed itself to'lantifng a man
moon by 1970. This little adventure and all of its necessary precursors
will cost the American taxpayers approximately 20 billion dollars; Back
in the late fifties and early sixties when space was more exciting and
enthusiasm was higher, the moon appeared as the loeical goal and the
cost was taken in stride* Today there is talk of breaking that stride
There should not be. .>
The Space Age is. only eight years old and already people are tired
of it and take it for granted. Manned flights are probably still exciting,
but we have not had one since May, 1963. The other events at Cape
Kennedy are either headlines, one day and gone the next; or nothing
to begin with. When there is a failure such as the Atlas-Centaur this
week, the reaction is astonishment and marked disapproval. Comments
]ike this are heard, "Did you see that rocket blow up? Seventeen million
bucks
. . .
whoosh!" Out of context, that is a very expensive fire.
The truth of the matter is, however, that the United States has
made enormous, almost unbelievable strides in the area of space ex-
ploration. One of the most important and most easily overlooked ad-
vances the U. S. has made is in the unglamourous world of administra-
tion. Back in 1958 when the Army launched its 'first successful 'Explorer
satellite, the space program consisted of jealous service rivalries and
lobbying for the direction space funds would take. The Army had
Jupiter and Redstone, the Air Force had Thor and Atlas and the re-
sults were unimpressive.
Soon after this chaotic beginning the space program was co-
ordinated into the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, a
civilian agency. A realistic program for the attainment of the 1970 goal
was the inevitable result. The first stage was the Mercury program.
manned orbital flights that reflected a degree of sophistication hardly
expected of a fledgling space power. The next steps are just as logical":




SIX — BARBERS — SIX
a week. This offers all the possibilities for rfindevous and con-
tinjied weightlessness needed for a trip to the moon.
But while flie popular manned activities, will always be the subject
df the. most attention, the "routine"- flights o^ unmanned ships, are






number of rockets intended to determine someriwng
of the natuJce.-oJE the moon, and the space around it. The Ranger photog-
raphy mission, is toe most- common, yet hardly 'anyone took time out
to watch the launch that, occurred' at* midday. The Ranger rocket of
l*st mdnth intercepted the.moon at'a ''point in space 240,000 miles away
and missed a pre-planned landing spot by only fifteen miles. It radioed
back 7.000 pictures of the moon's surface, the last ones showing an
area of about one city block.
„
In late 1965 a Surveyor rocket will "soft land" on the moon, reach
out with mechanical arms and scoop up some of the lunar surface. It
will then analyse the substance" chemically and radio back the results
of the analysis to the Earth. These achievements are, to say the least,
"fantastic."
The space program has such other diverse elements as Mariner, a
rocket designed to photograph planets. <One is on its. way to Mars
right now). Also there is Pegasus^ an ingenious contraption that studies
nuclear particles in space by recording electric current that runs through
a gas for the smallest fraction of a second. Many of the earlier satellites
were concerned with particles of space and a vast amount of knowl-
edge has been acquired.
There can be no denying the convenience and utility provided by
our system of weather and communication satellites. Many large storms
have been seen far in advance thanks to Tiros and Nimbus and every-
one is familiar with the novelty of continent to continent television
via Telstar. Relay and Syncom.
The point that all of this should make* is that the space dollar is
well spent. I would submit that perhaps we should be a little more
impressed by our space accomplishments. They are representative of
the highest kind of technical know-how and sophistication that man
has ever known. It was only sixty-two years ago that Orvifle Wright
got the first airplane off the ground. The progress has been unparalleled.
There should be little doubt that this progress must continue. Man is
as destined to go to the moon and the plane'ts as Columbus was to
sail to America. If it had not been Columbus it would have been some-
one else,
-a Spaniard, perhaps. If we do not, get to the moon first it
will necessarily be the Russians. Who does it first is of no consequence
save tor historians.
A rocket failure sets back our program a couple of months — but
no longer than Congressional paring of the space budget or a strike of
const ruction workers at Cape Kennedy.' These I consider a very exas-
perating hindrance to an important enterprise. I believe it is time that
our space efforts get ,thc wholehearted support they deserve. The
failures are as inevitable as they are depressing, but the rewards-
promise to be more intriguing- and important than man has everknown beiore. - - . ..
New Discs
.. (font, from j}. 4)
The late Winston C'tmrfhir
memoirs of the Second World W ,£.
are the, basis *of Jack LeViefi's prp.
duction,
, "The, .Finest* Boui'lL" *.t-:.
*>
If you've got the cap...
* ^ i.
Olds has the car!
film'.vsoundtraok. released in -b*d- -
luxe t^'o-record format, welds j
essence' of the film and* Sir Wjir*-
stgn himself. Orson Welles' na/ra-
tion clarifies many of the Church'
activities. Other- elements are ex-
panded through the use of the ac
lual voices of Neville Chamberlain
Presidents/ Roosevelt and Kehnedj
and Sir Winston himself. Numer-
ous photographs and notes makes
this album a rare collector's trib,-
ute.
* * * •
While Leopold Stokowski was re-
cording "Scheherazade," London >
phase 4 stereo process .captured
everything: clarinets smothered u>
harps, bass drums that rattle win-
dows and, of course, Stokowski'*
organic conducting. (London SPC
21005). Actually, what does phas<
4 do? Is it better than, say, Vic-
tor's "Dynagroove?" That depend*
on your phonograph. For example
the bass to this, pScheherazade
never -was recorded. Stokowski h,\-
inserted, instead, a muddy rumb;<
that is probably played on basso
and malfunctioning transistor. Vic-
tor's "DynagroOve" gives simian
results. In other words, this al-
bum's distortion will probably oc
audible on better phonographs. Ac-
tually, the only true clarity of in-
strumental texture is in lie tor.-'
trolled stereo placement'. However
what distinguishes phase 4 stei •
is impressive interplay oh-.'. »•>
-brass, string, percussion ami >.i <
choirs. If the sound was cleaner
the tape splices less apparent., i
music hot so romantically" groan-
ed, this/would have been one >1
'the year's outstanding recordings
Ward Swingle introduces i if
third recording asking:- "Any.'t.t
for Mozart?" 'Philips PHS (SCO
140i. There Should Bet?" TrTP
Swingle group has previously won
'the coveted 'Grammy'' award. 1n.
addition to continuous 'controversy .
for placing Bach on the Top 40
Now if Mozart 'had had access TO
New Orleans 1920 style. "Fine
Kleine Na ht Music" would have
been less .Sine Kleine Bach Mu-
sic." And why not? Take a ldok
on the other side of the coin: most
"third-stream" Jazz sounds like
frustrated Mozart. At least -this—
collection of Mozart sonatas and
fugues progresses with perfect free-
dom and transparency. . *"
Phil's
Men s Store






"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-
lationship with the community.'
Brunswick, Maine
Dial 729-3422
flTfljifSri dream, thi» 4-4-2! Here storms a lean V mean Rocket V-8 . . . 400 cubes, 345 horses,
fuad pots. Goodies like twin acoustically tuned, chambered pipes . . . heavy-duty shocks, front
'md rear stabilizers and 4 coil springs. Result: unique 4-4-2 action and road sense. How many cents?
Lews** priced high-performance car in America designed for everyday driving! This woolly machine
i waits for you at your Oldsmobile Dealer's now. Hurry
t
'BSlOL LE
tktawfeN SfvMm • OaM-at *t»n CupeitfW
i Try a Rocket in Action















Carol Lynley — Jeff Chandler






Carroll Baker — George Maharis
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Apartheid
Cont, from p. 21
* > - - - •
c :>:r.pe;itic:i *roni the' reserves.
^i^r-rer, Df H. P. Venvtfercr. ' then
Minurier of XativeN(fj3irs. disputed
t::.e rnaj)] fincuy-s of the report., and
claimed :hae only minimal gov-
-f.Y.rnent acticyt \\:as necessary
-to
f.chieve a self-supporting. society
for' the Africans. As a result, the
fovemment took little action, and
r.ow there is little hope that the
government will, of its own accord,
*eek to improve the economic plight
of the Bantu South African.
Finding themselves in dire eco-
nomic straits, the Africans are
forced to leave the impoverished
reserves to find employment in the
towns. Conversely, the economy
cf South Africa relies upon the ex-
ploitation of cheap African labor.
and the present white-dominated
government seems determined to
insure that this exploitation will
continue. Legislation has been
."•assed limitirjig, jhe holding; fff.'s frill-
ig and industry to
mites, alone. The Native Labor
Regulation Act makes it a criminal'
eHenst for -an Afrjcaii • to break
;::> contract, and this and other
Jegislatiori effectively prevents the
formation of. African trade unions.
T.:e average cash wage for. an Ai-
rican :.\ aboi.it <_44 a .year, as'cora-
' pared to The average annual wage
of £558
.
earned • by white miners.
And for an African mine worker
to strike^ for higher wages is a
criminal offense., •
The necessity of obtaining indus-
trial jobs has driven about three
..million Africans out of' the,f*e-
terves to permanent residence in
urban areas. Housing is inade-
quate, and the government theory
that Africans working in urban in-
ci.srry are only migrants, and not




Africans are sTill restricted to own-
ing property "only in. the reserves,
f.r.-u consequently Africans still
Cannot .own
.
their own homes in
stay lor no longer than' 72 hours
without further permission. Spe-
cial permits from local labor boards
are required for. an African". to .seek
employment in the cities. Curfew
laws
. are, stricriv ; enforced. The
African must carry his "reference
-bpok" on his person at all times.
and failure to comply with-, this
law- is punished by' 'fine and im-
prisonment. All of- .these laws, di-
rected exclusively at the ndn-white-
citizen, constantly remind him ef
his inferior status in South African
society.
South African education is now'
strictly segregated and the non-
whijte South African receives an in-
ferior education orienting him to-,*'
wards the subservient position he
will fill later in life. Dr, Ve'rwoerd.
commenting on the Bantu Educa-
tion Act. declared bluntly: 'There
is
v
no place for him tthe Bantu
»
in the European community above
the level of certain forms of labor.
. ,
.
For that reason it is of no
avail for him" to receive training
which has as its aim absorption
into the, European community, '.. . .'•'
Education is under strict govern-
ment control and students at the
tribal universities a>'e forbidden to
take any part in politics or to voice
opinion against the .goveiSirf
Freedom of thought and opgtUoit
effectively ..suppressed.. To %fet^i
better than sub-standard and eov
-wnrhenfr oiieftwcfr^ducarfoit trre~ Af»>
rican student is forced to seek his
education
'
outside of* the country.
The non-white- citizen, faced with
such niscTirti'natkirf"," ateo, lacks
-the
political powerM influence govern-
ment .action. Repeated legislation
m the past two decadesflrhas effec-
tively eroded away whatever polit-
ical 'power he had. previously pos-
sessed. v
Only Europeans are eligible to
sit in Parliament or in the provin-
cial councils. All Europeans are
allowed to vote from the age of
eighteen. Native Bantu Africans
have no vote at all, and other non-
whites are allowed to vote only on
separate rolls with a greatly reduc-
ed representation. As a result.
eighty per cent of the people of
the Republic of South Africa have
no political voice in its Parliament,
The most discouraging aspect of
ijf? apartheid problem is the rea-
.
ligation that, while the rest of the
Western world is moving forward
enced, photographer is being sought
hy trre Bowdofh Orient, He .should
have a.t'amera at his disposal; ex-
penses will be reimbursed and a
sum paid for each picture used,
FOR SALE: 1958 Chrysler Windsor.
% Dr. Hardtop. V-8, Radjo, & Heat-
er. Good condition. S225. Dial ext.
511.
&«remia^ Report Blanks to be
out bv parents in support of
!/»fPPlication,s for. financial aid for
1965.-66 may be picked up at *the
-.Student \Aid' Office in Massachu-
setts HajT\between 9:0t) A.M. and
NOON ancl KHLPJtt. arid 5:00 P.M.
Monday through Priday, for return
not later than Tuesday, April 6.
'
::: * *
LOST: Near Senior Center, Lady's
green velour hat. Phone Portland
— 7T4-9262.
South -African government is ruth- and opportunity of the non-white
lessly progressing towards the mi- people under its care. The situa-






j While In Brunswick Make Us
.
.
Your Hardware * CENTER
, 140 MAINE STREET
PHONE 72-38709
,L|£ us help you plan your printing
;
.
*, as" well as produce it . . .
Our,. long experience in producing the following and other
kinds erf printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
.ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE/
PauJ K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
erbari areas. Slums and shanty
testis are still prevalent.
Discrimination arici absolute sep-
arat ion Bi European- and non-.
European facilities is a-_character-
Jstrc feature of South African life.
Bea ches, public buildings, post of-
fices, banks, hotels, restaurants.
theaters — , all are classified or
isr by whites or non-whites. Resi-
dential urban areas are strictly
segregated and government legisla-
te r. sueit as theGfmlp Area's Act
of 1950. has. further acted to. sep-
arate and' isolate the residential
Trg5s"°m"habited bv the,- different
/aces. Irk addition, the. freedom
<<J mo'vement of Africans is re-
•tneteti 3'. L'Hat are commonly
X..O.V:; as "pass laws." An African
needs a special permit to enter an






146 Maine Street. Brunswick
NOW!! "U" Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's
Delicious Foods & Save $$$
NOW ON SALE
BATH *rp BRUNSWICK
ROAIJ *** Tel. 725-7548
SWEET MUSIC FOR TELEPHONE SWITCHING
DISCOINT COUPON BOOKS
A S3/0© Value for S2.70
'X'" Save 30e
or
A 9SM Value for 34.25
— PTiw —
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS
Hurry! Get Yours Today
Add electronics to telephone switching,
and some pretty exciting things happen.
Such .as a fast-action push-button
phone that "dials" numters by a suc-
cession of short, musical tones instead
t' a ler
.
thy seq tence of impulses
Ar : , -: the "Touch Calling"
phone is a new Electror c ^ itofnatrc
Telephone Exchange .developed inde-




General Telephone & Electronics Lab-
oratories contributes the basic support
to the GT&E family of companies for
product innovations such as this. In fact.
basic researches our solid base ktr coo-
tmued
-future growUx
If research is ore cf your goals in life;
you might want to knew more about Gen-
eral Telephone & Electronics. Full infor-
mation is available from your Campus
Placement Director Or write to Genera*
Telephone & Electronics Laboratories.
730 Third Ave., New York, W.Y 10017
GEE
GENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRONICSm mm m..u i xm • tm swwmt^ ihws* omw^ ck ,, 33 >»» • tiii miwm • mu •mnllitalmeOuKiirtCf
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•Colby- End Season 9-10
The Bowdoin Polar Bear h< t st •
squad closed out its 19U4-63 season
on a disappointing nore la's: Fri-
day night by bowing to the 'Colby
Mules in a game which --av. the
r
•men from Waterville take command
ami win handily,
Bowdoin's Ed Fitzgera'.c '.:• the
firs: red light of the cor.es with a,
10-t'ooter from directly in from cf
Colby goalie ""S^lancL. Pc ?r, Steve
Wales and Frarfli Yule assisted
.on the marker at 7:49 c: trie firs!
period. This" was the or.lv scoring
in a -period in which both teams
appeared- to -be. sjyggish. *..
Colby moved ahead with goals by
Winstanley and McLennan in the
first nine minutes of the, second
period bpfore Phil Cottpe fenottrt
the count, assisted by Benny Soul?,
with a rising 30-footer at 9:31.
Goals by Bill Snow and Bill Oates
of Colby preceeded Barry Smith's
score at 18:37, aided by Pet- Chap-
man and Sandy Salmela. 3owdoin
entered' the locker room on the
short end of; a 4-3 score.






tame under .500 ball :::
Jshing with a 9-10 're
record. The squad lost
X":-heastern," and Har
registering its first win.
year by beating Norwich.
:ng losses to Middlebury and Mer-
rimack, the puckmen made a -fine
showing at the Lake Plage Ho
day Hockey Tournament in .losing
to Middlebui,V,4-3 in overtime, and
beating Colby, 6-3. The New Year
was a lot. kinder to the team as
it beat Perm., lost to-' powerful
Providence, and then cSpped seven
straight wins over Colby. 6-3.
AIC, 9-6, U Mass. 2-1. Williams.
2-1. Amherst 12-4. MIT, 14-2. and
New Hampshire 4-3 in overtime. A
Five members of the Bowdoin College Debating Council will demonstrate debating methods at high
schools in Maryland. Virginia and Pennsylvania March 29-April 1. Left to right: Brian C. Hawkins 'St.
John H; LaChance '68, Professor Albert R. Thayer '11. Gary B. Roberts "68. and Peter H. Aranson '65.
Schools they will visit include March 29. Richard Montgomery H.S.. Rockville, Md„ and Silver >prin.>
Md„ H.S.: March 30. Wakefield U.S.. Arlington. Va.: March 31, Walter Johnson H.S., Bethesda, Md : inc
April 1, Woodrow Wilson H.S.. Levittown: Pa.
Dave coupe, and eight sophomores Senior Interviews- During Month Of March
late season slump saw the squad the entire season has to be called March
drop tough ones to Army, 4-2. and
successful, With
New Hampshire 6-3. and a no: -so-
tough-one to Colby. 7-4.
With only two seniors oa the team,
however. Bill Matthews and goahe
the experience
gained this year, the sophomores
figure to make next year's team
ehe of the best in reoent vears.
OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN* MEN*
SPRING '65;rT7
and its, look of leisure
WHITE CABLE
KNIT TENNIS SWEATERS
• Authentically styled with red and blue trim
• Knitted of long wearing washable Orion .
• No moth danger





•.Tough, trim fitting jeans for so many uses, including,
skiing. They know no season.
• Made by the people who wrote the hook on this kind
of apparel — Levi Strauss
"




The Harttord Insurance Group, Conn.
9—Price* Waterhouse & Co.. New York
Commercial Lnion Insurance Group. New 1 ork -
State Street Bank & Trust Co., Boston
1-0—Hamden. Connecticut Schools
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., New York
I 1—First National City Bank. New York
New Britain. Connecticut Public Schools
ft and 12—New England Telephone Co.. Boston
.
.
New Jersey Bell Telephone
New York Telephone Co.
Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania
12
—
Jordan Marah -Co., Boston
15—Fireman s Fund American Ins. Co., Newark. N. J.
f\idder Peabody & Co., Inc., Worcester, Mass.
I 6—Bbston Insurance Group, Mass.
L. S. Weather .Bureau Polar Operations Project
Washington, D. C.
17—The Travelers Insurance Co.. Hartford, Conn.
^ ~~ United Parcel Service. Watertown. Mass.
16—Peat, Marwick. Mitchell & Co., Portland. Mam-
19—
-Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, Hartford. Conn.
; 23, Greenwic h; Conn, Public Schools
<
^
120 MAINE S BRLW'SWK x
Department of the Navy, Washington. D.
Make your Travel arrangements early for
best reservations. See
BRUNSWICK TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE
"ON COLLEGE CORNER"' ;
An ATC approved-dependable-:
tickers fof a". Airlines. Steaxs





Students in the u^per half of their class pre ferreci ; ^
all majors. Appointments may be made through t~e
Placement Office. Aj< Be!j System Companies. v\ : be.
reoresenteo 3« ! n -5"« sweffi from:
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE 4 TELEGRAPH CO*
SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE C3.
NEW JERSEV SELL TELEPHONE CC
NEA YORK TELEPHONE *Q
BELL TELEPHONE GO, OF PEthNSVlVAN \
Bell System
American Telephone and Telegraph Co,
and Associated Companies




Pete 1 Blankman '66
.
Article IV, Section 3 of the bylaws of the White Key states
that "any member who is retained by a varsity or freshman
team after the final cut will be ineligible to play in the corres-
ponding interfraternity sport, for that single season." The rule is
hi the bylaws for a definite purpose — to give those students
who do not have the benefits of regular practice and coaching a
chance to compete against teams of their own caliber.
Last night, however, we saw the only interfraternity com-
petition on campus which allows its varsity, and freshmen to
take part — the 43rd annual track meet. We feel that allowing
these athletes to take part tends to turn the meet into an intra-
squad event,, rather than an intracampus one, and We would like
to see the track meet j^in the other interfraternity sports and
ban the men on the team.
The question, of course, is whether the removal of the
varsity and freshmen would kill the meet, or induce more stu-
dents who sit it out to take Raft. We feel that it would be the
latter. There are few students who can defeat, with just 12 days
practice, a team member who has been training since November.
If those who usually shrug the meet off saw that everyone was
going to have -the same amount of practice, perhaps they would
feel that they had a chance, to win. instead of trailing the varsity.
Admittedly, the performances in such a meet would be
horrible in some events, such as the high hurdles, and some
other events, such as the pole vault, might have to be dropped,
but at least everyone wcjuld have the same chance.
As the meet is set up now. the students who enter stand
little chance of winning, except, of course, in recent years, when
the small size of the teams""has opened up the competition. The
fact that the meet is one of the old traditions rs unimportant';
the fact is. it is-dying. -W-e feel that the elimination of the team
mem be.rs would be the booster
.the meet needs. -
We remember that two years ago, when the football team
was on its way to a 6- 1 record, there, was talk of a post-season
game, if the administration would allow it. Last year, and this
season also, the same kind of talk centered on the hockey team-
Since we ranked high in the standings each year, the chances
for a bid to the E.C.A.C. tournament were not entirely remote,
that is. if the college would alloVv it.'Each time, of course, the
administration frowned on the idea.
We see now that the E.C.A.C. is "thinking serrotrsly of or-
ganizing an eight team play-off in hockey for small colleges.
Since our prospects for next year look good, we would prob-
ably receive an invitation, if we played up to our potential.
Should the college allow' the team to take part? We feel that
it should, if the team indicated its willingness.
t
*__
Let's assume that such a tournament was going to take
place this year, and that Bowdoin; with a 9-5 record for fourth.
had hffn invited Sinrn wp arf in iKp mirlrll^ ^f "ylour t'.xam.v
Frosh 6 - Bal
Over Colby;
'Close At 9-3
by Alan Lasslla '68
The Bowdoin freshman basketball
team closed its season on a happ/
note with a 76 to 64 triumph over
Colby at Waterville. The victory
was particularly pleasing to the
frosh squad since it avenged a pre-
vious 87 to 70 setback suffered at
the hands of the Colby yearlings.
The young Polar Bears finished the
year with an outstanding record of
nine wins against only three de-
feats.
The amazing Bob Patterson paced
the frosh once again with a great
36-point effort. He hit on 11 out
of 17 shots from the floor, while
sinking 14 of 15 foul tries. Before
finally missing from the charity
stripe. Patterson had: dropped 32
consecutive' one-pointers through
the nets over- a three-game stretch.
Patterson's hot hand was chiefly
responsible for Bowdoin rs early lead
as, he fired in 14 of his club's first
16 markers. Sparked by this begin-
ning. Coach Coombs' fine squad left
'the court at intermission with a
41-36 edge over the well-drilled
Colby aggregation.
. ffiie second Half produced more
of the same activity as Bowdoin
gradually pulled away to its final
twelve-point margin, 76-64. Patter-
son netted 17 more points in the
second half, while John Ramistella
chipped in with a like amount for
The contest . 3fuce Locke, Bob
Parker, and John Williams con-
tributed nine rebounds apiece to
pace the Polar. Bears in that cate-
gory. The losers, however, outre
-
bounded the visiting Bowdoin squad
59-57 with Dick Jude leading the
board battle with eleven retrieves.
Jude was also the top scorer for
Colby with 24 while Joe Jabar add-
ed" I4. .
'ths freshmen posted the best
record of all Bowdoin winter sports
squads by registering nine victories
in their twelve game schedule. High-
lighting the season was the' con-
sistently spectacular play of Bob
Patterson. This sharpshooting six-
footer totaled 309 points for ar.
average of 25.8 points per game.











Shown above are five of the six senior members of the varsity swim-
ming: team who will swim in the squad's last regularly scheduled meet
of the 1964-65 season Saturday against MIT. L. to r., William H.
Lynch, Robert S. Lesher. Jr., Captain Timothy J. Robinson, Hubert
S. Shaw, Jr., and Edgar C. Bailey, Jr. Not present for picture was
Shawn W. Leach.
Swimmers Rout Tufts 64-31 As
Rob, Stackpole Set Records
Sparked by another • record
.
by
Tim R-jbinscn/the Polar Bear swim-
mers romped ever Tufts 64-31 Inst
Saturday at Medfcrd.
Robby set his second Mew Ens-
land Intercollegiate record cf_ the
year with an amazing 5:16.1 in the
500-yard freestyle. Pete Stackpole
also shared in the heroics by setting
a new Tufts pool record in th?
200-yard butterfly with a time of
2:15.6.
Other Bowdoin firsts were taken
by Bill Beach in the 210-yard free-
style i 2 06 5> , by -Robinson in-the
50-yard freestvle ( :23.1>. Mike
Ridgeway in the 100-yard freestyle
c53 2>. Bill Lvnch in the" "200 back-
stroke (2:28 4>. and Charlie Gray
in the 2C0 breaststrcke i2:40.8>.
Tomorrow six Bowdoin seniors
wvil end their intercollegiate swim-
ming careers when the Polar Bears
end t'he regular season at home
against, powerful MIT., Captain Tim
Robinson will be missed sorely by
Coach Butts next year. -This year
Robby set New England records in
the 230 and SCO yard freestyles. He
has held the record in the ICO, was
a member of both college record
relay teams, and place in the NCAA
college division champfonships.
Shawn Leach, the current colleges
record holder in the 2C0 yard breast-
stroke and a member of the record
medley relay team, also closes out a
fine career tomorrow, as do back-
stroker Bill Lynch, distance free-
styler-Ed Bailey, butterflyer Hubie
Shaw, and" breaststroker Schuyler
Lesher. ; „
The team close? the'*qason a week
from today with the New Englands
at MITV "
Beta Wins Interfraternity
Track Meet; K Sig Second
the team would have to vote on entering, but the fact that we
would be a seeded team, and thus play at home, would prob-
ably cancel the concern over exams. ' Then, assuming that we
won next -Monday or Tuesday, we would go to Boston for the
finals .March I 2 and 1 5. -
.
How many days of- clashes missed, the usual argument
against post season competition? One. Saturday, the 13th.
Expenses? Small, when the interest sueh a tournament would
generate is taken into account.
w can sec why the team should not be allowed
t<. take part if they so desire. They have played the whole year;
why couldn't the college support them the added two weeks
necessary for the tournament? . $ -
Grapes of the Week Department: to Colby basketball
r v* iiiianis. foi His performance Saturday night, whencoach
he successfully held up the game with his antics. We thought
that a
ship to
ich was supposed to impart some idea of sportsman-
House Hockey Title Game
j








Bird and John Tarbell. won the 43rd
annual interfraternity track meet
last flight by scoring 70 pd'lfis.
Kappa ^ma was second with 55
paints. Zet-a Psi third with 24. and
Theta Delta Chi fourth With 21'.
Bird wen the 40 — and 4-.0-yaixi
dashes and '.he 45-yard low hurdles.
plus seconds in the broad jump and
45-yard
. high hurdles to take the
Dr. Frank N. Whittkr Cup for high
point man. Tarbell wen the 43 -yard
high hurdks, plus a jsacend in the
high jump and lew fturdles; and
a fifth m the 40.
• Alex Schi'.lren. savirif himself for
the I.C.-4, As In New\, rk tomor-
row, pacad Kappa Sigma wt.h :hs'.<
in the discus and 33-pound weigh;
'throw and a Ef:h in the shotput
Freshmarj Doug Maedonald, with
a setjnd in ihfe 49 plus chirr's in




'n>."3 .: :;^n 'ijtuiow i.^ : <fi)g 'p.ng
l\P. ; Adamsr DKE.
45-Yard Hijth
. Hurclies, Terbell, Beta
•in
I
"•: Bird; KeUi MarrfnnalH KSt :
' M.ihnkern. Bii Ekdalil. I'.P. -
High Jimif. .-e-t-t-. PD!' *.• ;",: Tttr-
he!!. Bieia:- Mucsdonald, KS: Ekdahl,
('.P., Reid. BmW ° •
U i Bird. He-;, i ."..".. - : St---ir,r,-. Beta:
Mohnkern. Beta ;.< Field. KS : MtWi!-
2-Mile run. Bon!. TD iU>-.U.ir. Kahili.
KS: Rundlett, Zete: Sudmann, Pj; V,
.
_y It. |)> i
Use; Hex
role V .::. Ekdahi. < ,P. .12'
Mohr.Wn Beta; Caruso, TD.
;:.•..
.
Be- i (Mur-i sor Reid. Si
j:: from KapSa Si
.ir'U up Chi P-:
is week,
met re
v nigh- Kiased a
Colby Downs
Bowdoin 74-68
Z':~.* varsity basketball -earn clos?d
:*-, se^.o-.r. iasj Saturday night with
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>a:e^ three Dl$hta
never ^et — it.^
ii .'.;. the -ante.
. '.:u 43-39. The
md :.- Paced by Pare Swartz's
! Mules beat u^ on the
b ards 73-39 Swar^z :ed Colby with
21 points to ;-> owr 509 for the
season, while Dick wrritmore had
21 for Bowdoin 'Cur only player :r.
Il(
Ttte less a* Whitmore will be
-trea-lj felt next year. In addition
t 1 v-ii sooting, which won the state
: l
j Win- f rebounding often was
rhe ihlj tiing which kept us ia
--.• raJ james, Stere" Ingram and
N 1 j Eur rent ;•;• wilS also bt? miSS-
• "earn returns, how-
ever and with some fine f-feslune^i
p the p;c
tough competition He tallied 8C>
points in his final two games with
a season high of 44 against Bates.
Patterson's shooting was - com-
plemented well by John Ramistella s
playmaking defense, and great
hustle. Bruce Lccke was also an im-
portant cog in the freshman attack
as he produced 11.8 points per con-
test. -Ken Green often came off the
bench to spark the *squad. while
Bob Parker gave the team a deter-
mined all-around effort all the time.
Charley Hej>rs»and John Williams
shared The vital center's* position.
Roger Raffetto. Chuck Roberson,
John Delano. Carroy Ferguson,
George Yancey. Jim Russell. Mark
Petti-, and Jeff ' Cantor each con-
tributed his share fo the winning
cause* Of course, the main need 0:'
the varsity so.uad is tall, strong
beys. We don't believe this freshman
unit will be able to alleviate this
situation. Neither Hews- nor Wil-
liams has displayed the 'qualities a
good college pivctman must have
No one will deny that Hews is big
and strong, but h? lacks finesse
W.iiiams. on -lie ether hand, has
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Circular File
Eaton Leith Resigns Chairmanship;
Will Continue To Teach At Bowdoin
American and British Portraits," a sampling »f portraits by Ameri-
°*n
i_^
Dd Brithh **** <* *»e eighteenth through the twentieth
centuries, wlU be displayed In the Moulton Union at Bowdoin Collegefrom March 9 to 27. s
*"»«*«*
The exhibit is on loan from the Department of Arts and Sciences
of International Business Machines Corporation.
It consists of 20 portraits which represent diverse personalities,
ranging from "William George Dlgge LaTouche," a fashionable Huguenot
banker painted by Gilbert Stuart, to "The Sand Artist," an anonymous
child painted by George Luks.
• » • • . • ,
_
"Wind Song," Brunswick Skating Club's eighth annual ice show will
be presented in the Arena tomorrow and Sunday. Both performances
will be given at 8 p.m. Tickets cost $1.25, and are available at the
Athletic Office, or at the door.
• * « » *
The Masque and Gown is sponsoring a series of informal Crowell
Collection Coffee Hours on Friday afternoons during this semester. In-
structor Fredric M. Litto said the gatherings will offer participants op-
portunities for casual discussion of poetry, drama, art, music, and
literature.
The first Coffee Hour, held this afternoon at 3 o'clock in Room 101
of Memorial Hall, listened to Instructor Donald Adam discuss modern
poetry and read a selection from the works of Galway Klnnell. Next
week's Coffee Hour, Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock in 101 Memorial, will
hear a reading "It Should Happen to a Dog."
Tollman Series Concluded
The limit of this relationship,
the_ idea that one cannot describe
both the location and energy of




ciple" and thus completed the pic-
ture of the effectiveness of de-
scribing energy as both a wave and
particle. As Professor Taylor point-
ed out, "On Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, one thinks of waves;
on Tuesday, Thursday and Satur-
day, of particles. On Sunday you
pray."
The fourth and final lecture of
the Tallman series was presented
on Wednesday, March 10 at 8:15
by Ira Gordon
Continuing the Tallman Lectures
on "Imagination andT7the Growth
of Science," visiting Professor of
Physics A. Maurice Taylor reiterat-
ed his basic theme in "Waves and
Particles," March 8 at the Senior
Center, quoting from Max Planck,
"The pioneer scientist - must have
a vivid, intuitive imagination."
Professor Taylor opened his dis-
cussion of the development of the
.quantum theory and wave-me-
chanics with the work of William
Thompson-Lord Kelvin in thermo-
dynamics. He described how his
work in estimating the age of the
earth was based on the fallacious
assumption of the validity of classi-
cal thermodynamics, disproved by
Becquerel's discovery .of radio-
activity in 1897. The Professor of
Southhampton University, England
contended that Kelvin's error was
due to a lack of intuitive imagina-
tion, in spite of his great skill as
an experimenter.
The application of thermodyna-
mics, Dr. Taylor continued to
describe the complete energy spect-
rum led to contradictions which
implied concentration at one or
the other end of the spectrum —
the so-called "ultraviolet catastro-
phe." Obviously, thermodynamics
was not the answer. .
The fact that all previous work
had assumed that units of energy
could be llmitlessly subdivided was
the key to a new approach. At the
turn of the century, Planck propos-
ed a description of wave *energy
based on a finite unit — quanta —
which satisfactorily cleared up pre-
vious contradictions, and agreed
particularly with Bohr's work with
the spectroscopy of hydrogen.
At this point, Dr. Taylor digress-
ed to bring out that one of James
Bowdoin's papers had described an
experiment he had performed with
the visibility of a candle flame and
accounted for in terms of "parti-
cles" of light — a prophetic impli-
cation of the theories to follow.
The relationship of waves to
particles became more and more in
question with the imaginative
work of Rutherford with the elect-
ron and Compton in X-ray dif-
fraction. This climaxed with the
DeBroglie theory precisely relating
waves and particles at speeds, fol-
lowed by Schroedinger's develop-
ment of wave mechanics to de-
scribe the motion of waves and
particles.
p.m. in the lounge of the senior
Center. Professor Taylor's lecture
was concerned with the evolution of
modern hypotheses of atomic struc-
ture. This final lecture was entitled
"Atoms and Nuclei" and is part of
this year's Tallman series entitled
"Imagination and the Growth of
Science."
In opening his lecture Professor
Taylor emphasized the fact that
many scientific hypotheses are cal-
culated guesses, and that without
them the growth of science would be
at a standstill. Professor Taylor pro-
caeded to explain how our present
theory of atomic structure has aris-
en. Starting with the outer layers of
the atom, Professor Taylor described
Thompson's discovery of the elec-
tron by the use of a gas discharge
tube. Professor Taylor explained
that the hypothesis gained from
Rutherford's experiment was a di-
rect result of great insight applied
to an otherwise disheartening ex-
periment. He pointed out the intui-
tive logic in Rutherford's theory that
the atom was comprised of an elec-
tron cloud and a dense nucleus of
positively charged particles.
Delving further into the realm
of chemical theory Mr. Taylor dis-
cussed "matter" and "anti-matter,"
and the "new" nuclear particle the
meson. Professor Taylor went on
to mention that there are ten
known nuclear particles in exist-
ence.
In closing Professor Taylor left
us great, hopes for the future of
science when he stated "that from
these concepts new flights »of imag-
ination may be launched" to which
no limit can be seen.
Professor Baton Leith has an-
nounced his retirement as Chair-
man of the Department of Romance
Languages at Bowdoin. He will con-
tinue as Professor of Romance Lan-
guages on the Bowdoin Faculty, of
which he has been a member for
29 years. Professor Leith said that
he is resigning his Chairmanship in
order to be able to devote his full
time to teaching.
A native of Lancaster, N. H., Pro-
fessor Leith prepared for college at
the Fessenden School, Newton Mass.,
and Phillips Andover Academy. He
holds an A.B. from Dartmouth Col-
lege and an A.M. from Harvard
University, where he was an In-
structor in French in 1927-28. He
did his graduate work at Harvard
and at the Sorbonne in France. Be-
fore coming to Bowdoin he taught
Romance Languages at Dartmouth
for several years.
Professor Leith has taught a varie-
ty of courses in Spanish, French and
Italian, and is one of the senior fac-
ulty-members at Bowdoin,- where he
was appointed Instructor in 1936. He
was promoted to Assistant Profes-
sor in 1942, Associate Professor in
1946 and became a full Professor in
1949. President James S. Coles ap-
pointed him Chairman of the Ro-
mance Languages Department in
1956.
Professor Leith has served as a
member of Faculty Committees on
the Library, Curriculum, Military
Affairs and Religious Activities.
Since 1946 he has been Bocks Edi-
tor of 'the "Bowdoin Alumnus" and
he has been Faculty Adviser to the
Newman Club for many years.
He has. also been active in the
civic affairs of the Brunswick region.
Last January he was elected Presi-
dent of the Brunswick Arm United
shop Theater plays and has been
a Sunday School teacher at Saint
Charles Church. He is a former
Chairman of the Brunswick Chapter
of the American Red Cross, and has
been an officer of the Democratic
Town Committee.
A veteran of World War I, he is
a member of Kappa Kappa Kappa
and Delta Upsilon fraternities,
serving the latter as an adviser for
many years.
tablished the Eaton Leith Cup,
awarded to that member of Delta
Sigma Fraternity "who by his schol-
arship, character, and humanity best
exemplifies those principles which
Eaton Leith has sought to instill
in Delta Sigma and those princi-
ples upon which Bowdoin College is
established."
Professor Edward Geary of Cornell
University will assume the Chair-
manship of the Romance Language
Fund. He .has taken part in Work- In 1959 an anonymous donor es- Department in the fall.
SPECIAL: The Crisis In Selma
Views On The News
by Al Purola
Reprint Of Amherst College
Study Of Bowdoin:
See Centerfold
There can be no forgetting what
happened in Selma, Alabama last
Sunday. The incident has secured for
itself an infamous chaptsr in the
already gruesome history of tha civil
rights struggle. It was a black mark
oh the American tradition that may
never be erased. It was ths day that
the state police of Alabama charged
a group of passive, defenseless color-
ed demonstrators and hit them free-
ly wi^h night sticks, fists and whips.
It was, paradoxically, a day that the
cause of the Negro most definitely
took a giant step forward.
One of the freedoms guaranteed
to all U. S. citizens by the First
Amendment is the right to peace-
fully petition the government for
a redress of grievances. The Negro
of Alabama has had a grievance for
nearly one hundred years: he has
beeri systematically denied the. right,
to vote. On Sunday, the Negro of
Alabama decided to petition his
government to relieve this denial.
To get to Montgomery, the capital,
the petitioners had just planned to
walk, it is about fifty miles and thi
distance would certainly help
dramatiz ; their plight. Governor
Wallace, on the other hand, decided
that 300 people walking fifty miles
m a state highway would creat
a safety hazard, in this decision he
was probably right: it likelv «
hav; been unsafe. Bur
Negroes about voting rights; he
likes thj situation as it is. Governor
Wallace does not want the power
of the state government to be for-
gotten. It is his bief and he the
feudal lord!
If you turned on the Sunday news
late, you may have thought it was
a Nazi war movie with Errol Flynn.
It wasn't; just some of your fellow
Americans wantonly beating other
Americans.
The marchers had been confront-
ed by the Governor's force, and
when told they could not march and
should go home, they stood there.
They were not singing,- or waving
their arms. They were not disor-
derly; they hardly made a sound.
And yet they were beaten in a most
brutal fashion. Films clearly show
policemen bringing sticks down
again and again on the same vic-
tim. There was kicking and fighting
— and. when the Negro tried to run,
they followed him on horseback.
The rMers were town' vigilantes.
They wore no uniforms but many
carried whips. It was the Sheriff's
Special Posse.
The police had other tricks. They
shot tear gas bombs right at/people.
Aft ABC reporter saw three' beaten
women lying on the street appar-
dling for help. A suite troor-
. r sa • and fired his teas
patience throdgh an attack like this
one, his cause will gain widespread
sympathy and support. Witness
what has happened in cities around
the country this week.
On Tuesday Dr. Martin Luther
King led a march of 1,500 that could
have ended in disaster, yet did not
because Dr. King knows full well
the value of obedience to the law
and of constancy of policy. King has
become the most important of the
Negro spokesmen. He is rational,
consistent, and apparently, the most
charismatic. Roy Wilkins, who has
long been an important leader, got
way out of line Monday by saying
that Negroes will start arming them-
selves jn self-defense. This would
reduce the civil rights struggle to
little more than a gang war.
The Negro's course seems clear: He
must continue to strive for the
equality that is inherently his. He
must demonstrate peaceably and
petition his government to call at-
tention to his grievances, and he
must do these things vigorously and
consistently. But the most important
single thing that the Negro must
do is obey the law. Lawlessness
cloaked in any disguise or in the
name of any moral right is absolute-
ly intolerable. The law must be
obeyed by all; if it is unjust, it must
be brought to the courts.
Under Dr. King's leadership the
Negro has maintained his dignity
and obeyed the -law. If Governor
Wallace continues to say there will
be no demonstrations then there
must not be any. The remedy to
an unjust demonstration ban is,
again, in the courts. No matter how
much Governor Wallace is despised
his directives must not be violated.
The Hegro has a responsibility in
prever idents in
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EDITORIAL
IMAGERY
A frequent question in the minds of Bowdoin men every-
where is "what do other people think of the College?" As
recently as last November the Orient printed an editorial in
which it called for greater communication with the academic
world. At the time it was hoped that an idea of Bowdoin's
image elsewhere could _be gotten. Though such impressions
are generally achieved on an individual basis, and consequently
passed on by word of mouth, the members of the Bowdoin
community ought to be^ especially interested in what other in-
stitutions think of the school.
Recently Amherst College did a comprehensive study of
five Eastern colleges, one pf these being Bowdoin. Some time
ago, two representatives of the Amherst newspaper visited -Bow-
doin, and in the course of their two-day stay interviewed a
number of students, faculty members, and administrators. Their
findings and comments, exactly as they appeared in the Am-
herst paper, are reprinted in this issue of the Orient.
It is hoped that the reprinting of this study will be of in-
terest to all, and will be, in part, an illustration of the Bowdoin
image "abroad." —-
FACELIFTING
Today's issue of the Orient is printed on the new photo
offset press at the Brunswick Record plant. Production on this
press will enable us to put out a better newspaper and the
switch to this process is a significant step in our planned face-
lifting of the Orient.-, The introduction into the past three is-
sues of several new feature articles, as well as certain other
new innovations marked the first step. This week's printing
process is the second step, and a major redesigning of the
Orient, to be published next week, will hopefully complete this
renovation.
Ideally, a newspaper ought to reflect the scenes and moods
of the community which it represents and within which it
circulates. There is no question that in many respects Bow-
doin is very much on the move. A glance at the growing phy-
sical environment is just one example. Th^ Honor System is
another.
We feel that it is the responsibility of a college paper to
keep pace with the campus, and with this in mind it is our hope,
as well as our immediate aim, that the "new" Bowdoin will be
reflected in a new and revitalized Orient.
To The Editor:
In the first of the Focus inter*
views Mr. Cornell has made a valid
point with respect to fraternities.
Self-admittedly, his is not an orig-
inal criticism, but it is worthy of a
place among the considerations of
the inhabitants of the Bowdoin
Community.
It is a difficult task for a mem-
ber of a fraternity to echo an opin-
ion such as that of Mr. Cornell with-
out feeling the pangs of hypocrisy,
but the view from the Senior Center
is an enlightening one in many
respects; a view which has caused
at least one person to re-evaluate
his opinions.
The average freshman at Bow-
doin Is not really average at all. Al-
most without exception he comes to
Brunswick a proven leader both
scholastically and socially. He ar-
rives with an essence of zeal and
energy typical of a young man
eager to further prove himself.
Unfortunately, this spirit is too
often termed "cockiness" and many
fraternities see this as a detriment
to his existence. They appoint them-
selves therefore as vigilante com-
mittees to deflate the freshman and
make a "regular guy" of him.
Thus, the first few months in a
fraternity may be extremely trying
for the freshman and a period in
which much of his self-confidence
may be severely shaken. Granted,
some pass through this period un-
scathed, but many spend an un-
fortunate amount of time trying
to recoup this loss. The loss of self-
confidence leads to an overemphasis
of security and, as Mr. Cornell has
noted, the easiest method of gain-
ing that security-is 4a deviate from
the norm as little as possible. Grant-
ed also, this is in many respects a
personal problem and certainly the
fraternities cannot be held totally
accountable. There are many ad-
vantages to the fraternity system
which need not be enumerated here.
But with respect to the problem at
hand, the houses could do more for
the ' fresliman by ^fostering individ--
ualism and drive rather than
encouraging him to conform to a
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Tony Curtis — Natalie Wood
One of the highlights of last weekend's Campus Chest activities
was the running of the First Annual Tenneson Cup Relays, the only
event to draw campus-wide interest and participation. Credit for the
success of the entire venture must be given primarily to Bob Boyd,
through whose interest, enthusiasm, and organizational ability the idea
became a reality.
Though not every fraternity house fielded a team, those who did
brought along plenty of support, with the result that almost three
hundred people, primary students with a few dates mixed in, were on
hand to witness the races. Each participating house was represented
by a team of four of their best athletes, vying to bring to their house
the honor and. glory which has already come to be attached to the
Tenneson Cup. Warm-ups in preparation for the races had been go-
ing on all year, with varying degrees of frequency, and all the partici-
pants were in top shape. . ..».-.. ... =—
_
:
From the first leg run by the first man for the TD team to the
last leg run by the last man for the Psi U team the spirit of the
crowd was unabated. Though there was a deal of partisanship on the
part of the fans, they were quick to appreciate all good efforts, as well
as to show their disapproval for what they felt, was sloppy running.
Unfortunately, there were numerous occasions which provided them with
the opportunity to express this disapproval. Those athletes who over-
extended themselves and whose bodies revolted at the punishment re-
ceived were treated by the fans in a mixed manner, being on some
sides cheered, on some sides derided, and on some sides laughed at so
hard that the spectators missed some of the ensuing action.
It. is to the credit of the members of all the teams that no man
failed to complete his own leg. Through thick and thin, despite the
bodily aches and pains, each man subdued the inner revolt and ful-
filled his task. In some noted cases, team members were seen to take
over and complete the last final push of the relay usually reserved for
the captain, with an eagerness that truly astonished as well as pleased
the crowd. Such men are the unsung heroes of our own age.
Despite the heat of the contest and the intense desire manifested
by every member of every team, when the relays were over there was
one clear and decisive winner. The members of the team- representing
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity showed the rest of the campus what youth,
daring, and intestinal fortitude could accomplish. Proving that years of
practice at Bowdoin were not essential to success, Beta fielded a team
that included two freshmen as well as two upperclassmen, and proceeded
to run the smoothest a«.a fastest race of the evening. Although the
anchor man of the team rushed from the room after his final effort
and almost did not make It back in time to receive the trophy, the Beta
showing was certainly impressive and is a mark to be aimed at next
year by all the houses.
Unwanted laurels must be bestowed upon the TD house, whose
team was the slowest in the evening of competition, and the Psi U
house, whose team was by far the sloppiest. On the other hand, true
credit must be given to that member of a team who not only spent
the evening at Benjy's after participating in the relays, but was able
to referee the inter-fratemity hockey championships the next day, and
still have energy and desire left for the party at his fraternity, excuse
me, lodge, that night.
But to the outstanding heroes of the weekend must go the final
word. For representing their house so well, for running a superb relay
in magnificent style, and for winning the First Annual Tenneson Cup
Relays, this week's "tip of the mug" goes to Henry Ware Newman, n,
Myles Stuart Schiller, Hector Romeo Arbour, and Pres. John Weather-
bee Tar-bell, Jr., fine representatives of the Beta house Congratulations
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Robert C. Mellow has been a
member of the Bowdoin Admissions
Department since June of 1963. He
prepared at Phillips Exeter and is
a graduate of Harvard College,
Class of 1963. His major field was
English, and he received his MA.
from Middlebury in 1969. In addition
to his admissions work, he teaches
a section of English 2, helps with
track and advises Psi Upsilon. He
has been one of the guiding lights
of Project '65, since its beginning
last year.
Commenting on Mr. Cornell's sug-
gestion about the "well-lopsided"
student, which appeared in last
week's Focus, Mr. Mellow voiced the
opinion that such a student too
frequently has a serious weakness
in some other area of study. While
the Admissions department is not
looking, only for students who are
equally strong in all areas, they
must admit men who are capable
and willing to handle the diverse
challenges of Bowdoin studies. There
are numerous distribiltion require-
ments requiring a broad range of
i academic talents that must be met
in the first two years. "We cannot
admit a boy who is unable or unwill-
ing to meet these requirements. This
would be grossly unfair to him, and
to Bowdoin." He points out that
the need for strong academic talent
in broad areas is vital at Bowdoin
since there are no courses for non-
concentrators through which to
meet distribution requirements as
there are at Harvard, Dartmouth
and Williams.
Concerning the attitude that the
Admissions Department selects only
a certain type of "well rounded" ap-
plicant, Mr. Mellow stated, " I have
the feeling that people believe we
in the Admissions Department can
admit anyone we want. There are






146 Maine Street. Brouwfck
consider in weighing a candidate
for acceptance. We are an admin-
istrative, not policy making group."
He points ouTthat it is the faculty
who determine the course offerings
and requirements which in turn
determine, to a large extent, who
can succeed and be happy at Bow-
doin. "furthermore, the candidates
themselves largely decide the make-
up of the incoming class, because
we can only admit those who apply
and only those who decide to
matriculate become Bowdoin stu-
dents, We have little actual con-
trol over who applies or who comes."
Although, speaking from his form-
er experience as a high school
guidance counselor, Mr. Mellow
would put Bowdoin easily among the,
top 25p colleges ,in the nation, he
feels that there are some desirable
steps that can be taken to create a
'better Bowdoin." He feels that the
present faculty subcommittee re-
viewing distribution requirements
is most important to Bowdoin's
V
READ'S
future, for one of the most desirable
steps in attracting top flight stu-
dents to the College he feels, would
be a renovation of distribution re-
quirements. He feels that the four,
semester science-math requirement,
and our unusually demanding foreign
language requirement are both un-
reasonable for students who have
little interest in these subjects,
especially when they are forced to
compete with pre-meds, science or
language majors in the same course.
He also feels that there sholild be
a greater recognition by Bowdoin
of Advanced Placement courses
taught in high school, through the
granting of exemptions or more lib-
eral issuance of credits. It is Mr.
Mellow's opinion that many second-
ary schools are teaching courses of
college caliber and that this is in-
creasing across the country. He
feels that the general education
function of distribution require-
ments is now being met to a signi-
ficant degree in senior courses in
good high and preparatory schools.
There is also a spirit of freedom
and self-determination among col-
lege candidates, who want to go to
a college where they have more voice
in the direc
from the very beginning. Our cur*








Make your Travel arrangements early for
best reservations. See
BRUNSWICK TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE
"ON COLLEGE CORNER"
An ATC approved-dependable-travel agency handling reservations and
tickets for all Airlines, Steamships, Hotels, Cruises and Tours. May
we lend you a helping hand?
When I was home last weekend, I
went out to supper at a local res-
taurant; but, quite by accident I
must have taken the wrong corridor
because I soon found myself stand-
ing on the edge of a crowded room
where a testimonial dinner was be*
ing held. Since my city is small, it
wasn't peculiar that I knew of the
guest of honor, a man who had
spent much of his life laboring, for
a more diversified community. Testi-
monials please me when they are
brought about by genuine apprecia-
tion rather than fund-raising, and
this dinner happened to be one of
that rarer, honest kind. The speak-
ers humorously recalled the "old
days" ribbed their guest with "in-
side" joshings, and never were forced
to resort to the "canned" stock ad-
jectives like "great," "dedicated," or
^'responsible" which warn you by
their lack of imagination that you
are watching a performance where
inevitably half the audience is
seething with envy and the other
half is irritated that "this guy of
all guys" should be honored.
Listening to the warm, unpreten-
tious tributes that men were paying
to a friend, it seemed to me that the
audience, in their laughter and ap-
plause, was getting more pleasure
out of the evening than their guest
of honor whose embarrassment drove
him consciously deep into his chair.
A genuine testimonial is the audi-
ence's night for there is a comfort
in redeeming, however inadequately,
the debt one incurrs when somebody
does us a favor. In some sense this
is why we speak of eulogies as
speeches for the living — an op-
portunity to ante-up, to show our
appreciation.
Maybe it was because I had just
heard the news of more deaths in
Vietnam, and maybe because the
testimonial dinner had turned my
thoughts toward "obligation" and
"debt" and their perpetual need to
be redeemed but as I sat there, I
grew uncomfortable; not uncom-
fortable in any "world-view" sort of
way, but rather personally uncom-
fortable because at that moment I
(and by extention you) was incufA
ring a debt that couldn't be re-
deemed.
You see, when a man dies for his
citizens of his country redeem his
death by believing that he died to
save something precious. While war
may never make sense to some peo-
ple, and maybe Justly so, when we
do find ourselves in a war, it is in-
cumbent upon the government to
make some sense out of the
declare its importance to
terms so that the dead can to
buried with respect. This is neither
vanity nor irrelevance. The debt we
incur in ordering a man to put his
life In jeopardy, and thereby lose It,
is tokenly redeemed by paying him
the tribute of having died for a
just cause. There is a distinction,
not the least bit subtle, between get-
ting killed in battle and getting kill-..,
ed in an automobile accident: the
soldier has been required to take
that risk, and when he dies in war,
the citizens ought to have the right
to be indebted, to feel that his death
was an involuntary sacrifice worthy
of not Just pity, but worthy of re-
spect. And it is a heinous and dis-
comforting thing when one can pity
but not respect a soldier's death be-
cause it has been reduced to com-
manded waste.
But here we are in Vietnam,
involved in a war that few people
understand for few people know
anything about it. Our government
wraps it in silence. Supposedly, we
are aiding a country against Com-
munist aggression, although that
country is so concerned with aggres-
sion that it has managed to enlist
eight governments in sixteen
months; even though our soldiers
have been Wounded and killed for
two years, not until a few weeks
ago did the President speak of the
bullets pumping their blood into
foreign soil as "war" bullets; not
until a few weeks ago were the at-
tacked allowed to retaliate; but
even more perplexing, in twelve
years no President has found cause
to make a national speech about
Vietnam so that we might know
why America is there and what the
genuine stakes are. Only second and
third string administrators, prodded
by industrious newsmen, have found
time to speak of Vietnam. Frankly,
if that war is important enough to
send more apd more troops in peril
of their lives, shouldn't it be treated
as important? It is impossible to feel
indebted to dead soldiers when their
participation is shrouded in secrecy,
and the most essential judgment
cannot be made because our govern-
ment has chosen to keep silent on
the facts. Are our soldiers to be re-
spected a§ the members of a worthy
mission, or are they to be pitied as
the price of a diplomatic disaster in
which we are biding for time? Are
we to feel Indebted or embarrassed?
Who knows? How can citizens ac-
cord their soldiers any respect when
their presence in Vietnam is
(Continued on page 7)
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EDITORIAL
IMAGERY
A frequent question in the minds of Bowdoin men every-
where is "what do other people think of the College?" As
recently as last November the Orient printed an editorial in
which it called for greater communication with the academic
world, At the time it was hoped that an idea of Bowdoin's
image elsewhere could be gotten. Though such impressions
are generally achieved on an individual basis, and consequently
passed on by word of mouth, the members of the Bowdoin
community ought to be especially interested in what other in-
stitutions think of the school.
Recently Amherst College did a comprehensive study of
five Eastern Colleges,* one of these being Bowdoin. Some time
ago, two representatives of the Amherst newspaper visited Bow-
doin, and in the course of their two-day stay interviewed a
number of students, faculty members, and administrators. Their
findings and comments, exactly as they appeared in the Am-
herst paper, are reprinted in this issue of the Orient.
It is hpped that the reprinting of* this study will be of in-
terest to all, and will be, in part, an illustration of the Bowdoin
image "abroad."
To The Editor:
In the first of the Focus inter*
views Mr. Cornell has made a valid
point with respect to fraternities,
Self-admittedly, his Is not an orig-
inal criticism, but it Is worthy of a
place among the considerations of
the inhabitants of the Bowdoin
Community.
It is a difficult task for a mem-
ber of a fraternity to echo an opin-
ion such as that of Mr. Cornell with-
out feeling the pangs' of hypocrisy,
but the view from the Senior Center
is an enlightening one in many
respects; a view which has caused
at least one person to re-evaluate
his opinions.
The average freshman at Bow-
doin Is not really average at all. Al-
most without exception he comes to
Brunswick a proven leader both
scholastically and socially. He ar-
rives with an essence of zeal and
energy typical of a young man
eager to further prove himself.
Unfortunately, this spirit is too
often termed "cockiness" and many
fraternities see this as a detriment
to his existence. They appoint them-
selves therefore as vigilante com-
mittees to deflate the freshman and
make a "regular guy" of him.
Thus, the first few months in a
fraternity may be extremely trying
for the freshman and a period in
which much of his self-confidence
may be severely shaken. Granted,
some pass through this period un-
scathed, but many spend an un-
fortunate I amount of time trying
to recoup this loss. The loss of self-
confidence leads to an overemphasis
of security and, as Mr. Cornell has
noted, the easiest method of gain-
ing that security is to deviate from
the norm as little as possible..Grant-
ed also, this is in many respects*
a
personal problem and certainly the
fraternities cannot be held totally
accountable. There are many ad-
vantages to the fraternity system
which need not be enumerated here.
But with respect to the problem at
hand, the houses could do more for
-the fTOshman--by---fostermg indlvld -
Perspectives
by Steve Kay
Today's issue of the. Orient is printed on the new photo
offset press at the Brunswick Record plant. Production on this
press will enable us to put out a be^er newspaper and the
switch to this process is a significant step in our planned face-
lifting of the Orient. The introduction into the past three is-
sues of several new feature articles, as well as certain .other
new innovations marked the first step. This Week's printing
process is the second step, and a" major redesigning of the
Orient, to be published next week, will hopefully complete this
renovation.
,
Ideally, a newspaper ought to reflect the scenes and moods
of the community which it represents and within which it
circulates. There is no question that in many respects Bow*
doin is very much on the move. A glance at the growing phy-
sical environment is just one example. The Honor System is
another.
We feel that it is the responsibility of a college paper to
keep pace with the campus, and with this in mind it is our hope,
as well as our immediate aim, that the "new" Bowdoin will be
reflected in a new and revitalized Orient.
ualism and drive rather than
encouraging him to conform to a
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Tony Curtis — Natalie Wood
One of the highlights of last weekend's Campus Chest activities
was the running of the First Annual Tenneson Cup Relays, the only
event to draw campus-wide interest and participation. Credit for the
success of the entire venture must be given primarily to Bob JBoyd,
through whose interest, enthusiasm, and organizational ability the idea
became a reality.
Though not every fraternity house fielded a team, those who did
brought along plenty of support, with the result that almost three
hundred people, primarily students with a few dates, mixed in, were on
hand to witness the races. Each participating house was represented
by a team of four of their best athletes, vying to bring to their house
the honor and glory which has already come to be attached to the
Tenneson Cup. Warm-ups in preparation for the races had been go-
ing on all year, with varying degrees of frequency, and all the partici-
pants were in top shape.
Prom the first leg run by the first man for the TD team to the
last leg run by the last man for the Psi U team the spirit of the
crowd was unabated, Though there was a deal of partisanship on the
part of the fans, they were quick to appreciate all good efforts, as well
as to show their disapproval for what they felt was sloppy running.
Unfortunately, there were numerous occasions which provided them with
the opportunity to express this disapproval . Those athletes who over-
extended themselves and whose bodies revolted at the punishment re-
ceived were treated by the fans in a mixed manner, being on some
sides cheered, on some sides derided, and on some sides laughed at so
hard that the spectators missed some of the ensuing action.'
It is to the credit of the members of all the teams that no man
failed to complete his own leg. Through thick and thin, despite the
bodily aches and pains, each man subdued the inner revolt and ful-
filled his task. In some noted cases, team members were seen to take
over and complete the last final push of the relay usually reserved for
the captain, with an eagerness that truly astonished as well as pleased
the crowd. Such men are the unsung heroes of our own age.
Despite the heat oT the contest and the inteiise^lesire manifested
by every member of every team, when the relays were over there was
one clear and decisive winner. The members of the team representing
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity showed the rest of the campus what youth,
daring, and intestinal fortitude could accomplish. Proving that years of
practice at Bowdoin were not essential to success, Beta fielded a team
that included two freshmen as well as two upperclassmen, and proceeded
to run the smoothest and fastest race of the evening. Although the
anchor man of the team rushed from the room after his final effort
and almost did not make it back in time to receive the trophy, the Beta
showing was certainly impressive and is a mark to be aimed at next
year by all the houses.
Unwanted laurels must be bestowed upon the TD house, whose
team was the slowest in the evening of competition, and the Psi U
house, whose team was by far the sloppiest. On the other hand, true
credit must be given to that member of a team who not only spent
the evening at Benjy's after participating in the relays, but was able
to referee the inter-fraternity hockey championships the next day, and
still have energy and desire left for the party at his fraternity, excuse
me, lodge, that night.
But to the outstanding heroes of the weekend must go the final
word. For representing their house so well, for running a superb relay
in magnificent style, and for winning the First Annual Tenneson Cup
Relays, this week's "tip of the mug" goes to Henry Ware Newman, II,
Myles Stuart Schiller, Hector Romeo Arbour, and Pres. John Weather-
bee Tarbell, Jr., fine representatives of the Beta house. Congratulations
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by John WnnjlMHi
Robert C. Mellow has been a
member of the Bowdoln Admissions
Department since June of 1963. He
prepared at Phillips Exeter and Is
a graduate of Harvard College,
Class of 1963. His major field was
English, and he received his MA.
from Middlebury in 1969. In addition
to his admissions work, he teaches
a section of English 2, helps with
track and advises Psi Upsllon. He
has been one of the guiding lights
of Project '65, since its beginning
last year.
Commenting on Mrr Cornell's sug-
gestion about the "well-lopsided"
student, which appeared in last
week's Focus, Mr. Mellow voiced the
opinion that such a student too
frequently has a serious weakness
in some other area of study. While
the Admissions department is not
looking only for students who are
equally strong in all areas, they
must admit men who are capable
—aad willing to handle the diverse
challenges of Bowdoin studies. There
are numerous distribution require-
ments requiring a broad range of
academic talents .that must be met
,
in the first two years. "We cannot
admit a boy who is unable or unwill-
ing to meet these requirements. This
would be grossly unfair to him, and
to Bowdoin." He points out that
the need for strong academic talent
in broad areas is vital at Bowdoin
since there are no courses for non-
concentrators through which to
meet distribution requirements as
there are at Harvard, Dartmouth
and Williams.
Concerning the attitude that the
Admissions Department selects only
a certain type of "well rounded" ap-
plicant, Mr. Mellow stated, " I have^
the feeling that people believe we
in the Admissions' Department can
admit anyone we want. There are
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consider in weighing a candidate
for acceptance. We are an admin-
istrative, not policy making group."
He points out that it is the faculty
who determine the course offerings
and requirements which in turn
determine, to a large extent, who
can succeed and be happy at Bow-
doin. "Furthermore, the, candidates
themselves largely decide the make-
up of the Incoming class, because
we can only admit those who apply
and only those who decide to
matriculate become Bowdoin stu-
dents. We. have little actual con-
trol over who applies or who comes."
Although, speaking from his form-
er experience as a high school
guidance counselor, Mr. Mellow
would put Bowdoin easily among the
top 25 colleges in the nation, he
feels that there are some desirable
steps that can be taken to create a
'better Bowdoin." He feels that the
present faculty subcommittee re-
viewing distribution requirements
is most important to Bowdoin's
READ'S
SKTSHOP
future, for one of the most desirable
steps in attracting top flight stu-
dents to the College he feels, would
be a renovation of distribution re-
quirements. He feels that the four
semester science-math requirement,
and our unusually demanding foreign
language requirement are both un-
reasonable for students who have
little interest in these subjects,
especially when they are forced to
compete with pre-meds, science or
language majors in the same course.
He also feels that there should be
a greater recognition by Bowdoin
of Advanced Placement courses
taught in high school, through the
granting of exemptions or more lib-
eral issuance of credits. It is Mr.
Mellow's opinion that many second-
ary schools are teaching courses of
college caliber and that this is in-
creasing across the country. He
feels that the general education
function of distribution require-
ments is now being met to a signi-
ficant degree in senior courses in
good high and preparatory schools.
There is also a spirit of freedom
and self-determination among col-
lege candidates, who want to go to
a college where they have more voice
in the direction of
from the very beginning. Our cur-
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When X was home last weekend, X
went out to supper at a local res-*
taurant; but, quite by accident I
must have taken the wrong corridor
because I soon found myself stand-
ing on the edge of a crowded room
where a testimonial dinner was be-
ing held. Since my city Is small, it
wasn't peculiar that I knew of the
guest of honor, a man who had
spent much of his life laboring, for
a more diversified community. Testi-
monials please me when they are
brought about by genuine apprecia-
tion rather than fund-raising, and
this dinner happened to be one of
that rarer, honest kind. The speak-
ers humorously recalled the "old
days" ribbed their guest with "in-
side" joshings, and never were forced
to resort to the "canned" stock ad-
jectives like "great," "dedicated," or
"responsible" which warn you by
their lack of imagination that you
are watching a performance where
Inevitably half the audience Is
seething with envy and the other
half Is irritated that "this, guy of
all guys" should be honored.
Listening to the warm, unpreten-
tious tributes that men were paying
to a friend, it seemed to me that the
audience, in their laughter and ap-
plause, was getting more pleasure
out of the evening than their guest
of honor whose embarrassment drove
him consciously deep into his chair.
A genuine testimonial is the audi-
ence's night for there is a comfort
in redeeming, however inadequately,
the debt one incurrs when somebody
does us a favor. In some sense this
is why we speak of eulogies as
speeches for the living — an op-
portunity to ante-up, to show our
appreciation.
Maybe it was because I had just
heard the news of more deaths in
Vietnam, and maybe because the
testimonial dinner had turned my
thoughts toward "obligation" and
"debt" and their perpetual need to
be redeemed but as I sat there, I
grew uncomfortable; not uncom-
fortable in any "world-view" sort of
way, hut rather personally uncom-
fortable because at that moment I
(and by extention you) was incur-
ring a debt that couldn't be re-
deemed.
,
You see, when a man dies for his
[Jul It/* j t "r Oil nvuvuiiv wl *vt IMH>
citizens of his country redeem his
death by believing that he died to
save something precious. While war
may never make sense to some peo-
ple, and maybe justly so, when we
do find ourselves in a war, it is in-
cumbent upon the government to
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make some sense out of the
declare its importance m
terms so that the dead can be
buried with respect. This is neither
vanity nor Irrelevance. The debt we
Incur in ordering a man to put his
life in Jeopardy, and thereby lose it,
is tokenly redeemed by paying him
the tribute of having died for a
just cause. There is a distinction,
not the least bit subtle, between get-
ting killed in battle and getting kill-
ed in an automobile accident: the
soldier has been required to take
that risk, and when he dies In war,
the citizens ought to have the right
to be indebted, to feel that his death
was an involuntary sacrifice worthy
of not Just pity, but worthy of re- '
spect. And it Is a heinous and dis-
comforting thing when one can pity
but not respect a soldier's death be-
cause it has been reduced to com-
manded waste.
But here we are in Vietnam,
involved in a war that few people
understand for Jew people know
anything about it. Our government
wraps it in silence. Supposedly, we
are aiding a country against Com-
munist aggression, although that
country is so concerned with aggres-
sion that it has managed to enlist
eight governments In sixteen
months; even though our soldiers
have been wounded and killed for
two years, not until a few weeks
ago did the President speak of the
bullets pumping their blood into
foreign soil as "war" bullets; not
until a few weeks ago were the at-
tacked allowed to retaliate; but
even more perplexing, in twelve
years no President has found cause
to make a national speech about
Vietnam so that we might know
why America is there and what the
genuine stakes are. Only second and
third string administrators, prodded
by industrious newsmen, have found
time to speak of Vietnam. Frankly,
if that war is important enough to
send more and more troops in peril
of their lives, shouldn't it be treated
as important? It is impossible to feel
indebted to dead soldiers when their
participation is shrouded in secrecy,
and the most essential judgment
cannot be made because our govern-
ment has chosen to keep silent on
the facts. Are our soldiers to be re-
spected as the members of a worthy
mission, or are they to be pitied as
the price of a diplomatic disaster in
which we are biding for time? Are
we to feel indebted or embarrassed?
Who knows? How can citizens ac-
cord their soldiers any respect when
their' presence In Vietnam Is
(Continued on page 7)
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In the first of 'the Focus inter*
views Mr. Cornell has made a valid
point with respect to fraternities.
Self-admittedly, his is not an orig-
inal criticism, but it is worthy of a
place among the considerations of
the inhabitants of the Bowdoin
Community.
It is a difficult task for a mem-
ber of a fraternity to echo an opin-
ion such as that of Mr. Cornell with-
out feeling the pangs of hypocrisy,
but the view from the Senior Center
is an enlightening one in many
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^ ^ averftge freshman afc Bow.
doin is not really average at all. Al-
most without exception he comes to
Brunswick a proven leader both
scholastically and socially. He ar-
rives with an essence of zeal and
energy typical of a young man
eager to further prove himself.
Unfortunately, this spirit is too
often termed "cockiness" and many
fraternities see this as a detriment
to his existence. They appoint them-
selves therefore as vigilante com-
mittees to deflate the freshman and
make a "regular guy" of him.
Thus, the first few months in a
fraternity may be extremely trying
for the freshman and a period in
which much of his self-confidence
may be severely shaken. Granted,
some pass through this period un-
scathed, but many spend an un-
fortunate amount of time trying
to recoup this loss. The loss of self-
confidence leads to an overemphasis
of security and, as Mr. Cornell has
noted, the easiest method of gain-
ing that security is to deviate from
the norm as little as possible. Grant-
ed also, this is in many respects a
personal problem and certainly the
fraternities cannot be held totally
accountable. There are many ad-
vantages to the fraternity system
which need not be enumerated here.
But. with respect to the problem at
hand, the houses could do more for
the freshman by fostering individ-
ualism and drive rather than
encouraging him to conform to a




A frequent question in the minds of Bowdoin men every-
where is "what do other people think of the College?" As
recently as last November the Orient printed an editorial in
which it called for greater communication with the academic
world. At the time it was hoped that an idea of Bowdoin's
image elsewhere could be gotten. Though such impressions
are generally achieved on an individual basis, and consequently
passed on by word of mouth, the members of the Bowdoin
community ought to be especially interested in what other in-
stitutions think of the school.
Recently Amherst College did a comprehensive study of
five Eastern colleges, one of these being Bowdoin. Some time
ago, two representatives of the Amherst newspaper visited Bow-
doin, and in the course of their two-day stay interviewed a
number of students, faculty members, and administrators. Their
findings ^ajiclvxomments, exactly as they appeared in the Am-
herst paper, are reprinted in this issue of the Orient.
It is hoped that the reprinting of this study will be of in-




Today's issue of the Orient is printed" on the new photo
offset press at the Brunswick Record plant. Production on this
press will enable us to put out a better newspaper and the
switch to this process is a significant step in our planned face-
lifting of the Orient. The introduction into the past three is-
sues of several new feature articles, as wel l as certain other
nevyr,.innovations marked the first step. This week's printing
process is the second step, and a major redesigning of the
Orient, to be published next week, will hopefully complete this
renovation.
Ideally, a newspaper ought to reflect the scenes and moods
of the community which it represents and within which it
circulates. There is no question that in many respects Bow-
doin is very much on the move. A glance at the growing phy-
sical environment is just one example. The Honor System is
another.
We feel that it is the responsibility of a college paper to
keep pace with the campus, and with this in mind it is our hope,
as well as our immediate aim, that the "new" Bowdoin will be
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Tony Curtis — Natalie Wood
One of the highlights of last weekend's Campus Chest activities
was the running of the First Annual Tenneson Cup Relays, the only
event to draw campus-wide interest and participation. Credit for the
success of the entire venture must be given primarily to Bob Boyd,
through whose interest, enthusiasm, and organizational ability the idea
became a reality. I
Though not every fraternity house fielded a team, those who did
brought along plenty of support, with the result that almost three
hundred people, primarily students with a few dates mixed to, were on
hand to witness the races. Bach participating house was represented
by a team of four of their best athletes, vying to bring to their house
the honor and glory which has already come to be attached to the
Tenneson Cup. Warm-ups in preparation for the races had been go-
ing on all year, with varying degrees of frequency, and all the partici-
pants were in top shape.
i From the first leg run by the first man for the TD team to the
last leg run by the last man for the Psi U team the spirit of the
crowd was unabated. Though there was a deal of partisanship on the
part of the fans, they were quick to appreciate all good efforts, as well
as to show their disapproval for what they felt was sloppy running.
Unfortunately, there were numerous occasions which provided them with
the opportunity to express this disapproval. Those Vt-hlptesj who over--.
extended themselves and whose bodies revolted at the punishment re-
ceived were treated by the fans in a mixed manner, being on some
sides cheered, on some sides derided, and on some sides laughed at so
hard that the spectators missed some of the ensuing action.
It is to the credit of the members of all the teams that no man
failed to complete his own leg. Through thick and thin, despite the
bodily aches and pains, each man subdued the inner revolt and ful-
filled his task. In some noted cases, team members were seen to take
over and complete the last final push of the relay usually reserved for
the captain, with an eagerness that truly astonished as well as pleased
the crowd. Such men are the unsung heroes of our own age.
Despite the heat of the contest and the intense desire "manifested
by every member of every team, when the relays were over there was
one clear and decisive winner. The members of the team representing
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity showed the rest of the campus what youth,
daring, and intestinal fortitude could accomplish. Proving that years of
practice at Bowdoin
o
were not essential to success, Beta fielded a team
that included two freshmen as well as two upperclassmen, and proceeded
to run the smoothest and fastest race of the evening. Although the
anchor man of the team rushed from the room after his final effort
and almost did not make it back in time to receive the trophy, the Beta
showing was certainly impressive and is a mark to be aimed at next
year by all the houses.
Unwanted laurels must be bestowed upon the TD house, whose
team was the slowest to the evening of competition, and the Psi U
house, whose team was by far the sloppiest. On the other hand, true
credit must be given to that member of a team who not only spent
the evening at Benjy's after participating to the relays, but was able
to referee the inter-fratemity hockey championships the next day, and
still have energy and desire left for the party at his fraternity, excuse
me, lodge, that night.
But to the outstanding heroes of the weekend must go the final
word. For representing their house so well, for running a superb relay
to magnificent style, and for winning the First Annual Tenneson Cup
Relays, this weeks "tip of the mug" goes to Henry Ware Newman, n.
Myles Stuart Schiller, Hector Romeo Arbour, and Pres. John Weather-
bee Tarbell, Jr., fine representatives of the Beta house. Congratulations
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on Robert Mellow
r - . .-.-• .-, - -4
by John j '—-'
Robsrt C. Mellow has been a
member of the Bowdoln Admissions
Department since June of 1963. He
prepared at Phillips Exeter and is
a graduate of Harvard College,
Class of 1963. His major field was
English, and he received his M.A.
from Middlebury in 1969. In addition
to his admissions work, he teaches
a section of English 2, helps with
track and advises Psi Upsilon. He
has been one of the guiding lights
of Project '65, since its beginning
last year.
Commenting on Mr. Cornell's sug-
gestion about the "well-lopsided"
student, which appeared in last
week's Focus, Mr. Mellow voiced the
opinion that such a student too
frequently has a serious weakness
in some other area of study. While
the Admissions department is not
looking only for students who are
equally strong in all areas, they
must admit men who are capable
and willing to handle the diverse
challenges of Bowdoin studies. There consider in weighing a candidate
are numerous distribution require* for acceptance. We are an admln-
ments requiring a broad range of istrative, not policy making group
"
academic talents that must be met He points out that it is the faculty
in the first two years. "We cannot who determine the course offerings
admit a boy who is unahle or unwill- and requirements which in turn
ing to meet these requirements. This determine, to a large extent, who
would be grossly unfair to him, and ^ succeed and be happy at Bow-
to Bowdoin." He points out that doin. "Furthermore, the candidates
the need for strong academic talent themselves largely decide the make-
In broad areas is vital at Bowdoin ^ of ^ lncoming clas8i becauge
since there are no courses for non- We can only Baadt fa^ wno ^jy
concentrators through which to ^ only tnose wno decide to
meet distribution requirements as matriculate become Bowdoin stu-
there are at Harvard, Dartmouth dents We have little actual con-
by Ken Nelson *
and Williams.
Concerning the attitude that the
trol over who applies or who comes."
Although, speaking from his form-.
Admissions Department selects only
er experience as a high school
a certain type of "well rounded" ap- guidance counselor, Mr. Mellow
plicant Mr. Mellow stated " I have wouM fc Bowdoin^ ^ ^
the feeling that people believe we top K colleg€S m ^ n
in the Admissions Department can
.^ ^ tnere m Kme desiT&h]e
admit anyone we want. There art
^eps tnat can be taken to create a
a number of things that we must-
.bettej. Bowdota." He feels that the
present faculty subcommittee re-
viewing distribution requirements
Js^ most important to Bowdoin'sPhoto Supplies -
Contemporary Cards
Ball Point Pens - . - . •
Hallmark Greeting Cards
Smith's Photo Shop
1M Maine Street. Brunswick
READ'S
SKI SHOP
future, for one of the most desirable
steps in attracting top flight stu-
dents to the College he feels, would
be a renovation of distribution re-
quirements. He feels that the four
semester science-math requirement,
and our unusually demanding foreign
language requirement are both un-
reasonable for students who have
little interest in these subjects,
especially when they are forced to
compete with pre-meds, science or
language majors in the same course.
He also feels that there should be
a greater recognition by Bowdoin
of Advanced Placement courses
taught in high school, through the
granting of exemptions or more lib-
eral issuance of credits. It is Mr.
Mellow's opinion that many second-
ary schools are teaching courses of
college caliber and that this is in-
creasing across the country. He
feels that the general education
function of distribution require-
ments is now being met to a signi-
ficant degree in senior courses in
good high and preparatory schools.
There is also a spirit of freedom
and self-determination among col-
lege candidates, who want to go to
a college where they have more voice
in the direction of their program
from the very beginning. Our cur-
(Continued on page 6) (
When I was home last weekend, I
went out to supper at a local res-
taurant; but, quite by accident I
must have taken the wrong corridor
because I soon found myself stand-
ing on the edge of a crowded room
where a testimonial dinner was be-
ing held. Since my city is small, it
wasn't peculiar that I knew of the
guest of honor, a man who had
spent much of his life laboring for
a more diversified community. Testi-
monials please me when they are
brought about by genuine apprecia-
tion rather than fund-raising, and
thi6 dinner happened to be one of
that rarer, honest kind. The speak-
ers, humorously recalled the "old
days" ribbed their guest with "in-
side" joshings, and never were forced
to resort to the "canned" stock ad-
* Jectives like "great," "dedicated," or
"responsible" which warn you by
their lack of imagination that you
are watching a performance where
inevitably half the audience is
seething with envy and the other
^fjs irritated that "this guy of
all guys" should be honored.
Listening to the warm, unpreten-
tious tributes that men were paying
to a friend, it seemed to me that the
audience, in their laughter and ap-
plause, was getting more pleasure
out of the evening than their guest
of honor whose embarrassment drove
him consciously deep into his chair.
A genuine testimonial is the audi-
ence's night for there is a comfort
in redeeming, however inadequately,
the debt one incurrs when somebody
does us a favor. In some sense this
is why we speak of eulogies as
speeches for the living — an op-
portunity to ante-up, to show our
appreciation.
Maybe it was because I had just
heard the news of more deaths in
Vietnam, and maybe because the
testimonial dinner had turned my
thoughts toward "obligation" . and
"debt" and their perpetual need to
be redeemed but as I sat there, I
grew uncomfortable; not uncom-
fortable in any "world-view" sort of
way, but rather personally uncom-
fortable because at that moment I
(and by extention you) was incur-
ring a debt that couldn't be re-
deemed. , y .
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country, or on
citizens of his country redeem his
death by believing that he died to
save something precious. While wax
may never make sense to some peo-
ple, and maybe justly so, when we
do find ourselves in a war, it is in-
cumbent upon the government to
make some sense out of the
declare Its importance m
terms so that the dead can be
buried with respect. This is neither
vanity nor irrelevance. The debt we,
incur in ordering a man to put his
life In jeopardy, and thereby lose it,
is tokenly redeemed by paying him
the tribute of having died for a
just cause. There is a distinction,
not the least bit subtle, between get-
ting killed in battle and getting kill-
ed in an automobile accident: the
soldier has been required to take
that risk, and when he dies in war,
the citizens ought to have the right
to be indebted, to feel that his death
was an involuntary sacrifice worthy
of not just pity, but worthy of re-
spect. And it is a heinous and dis-
comforting thing when one can pity
but not respect a soldier's death be-
cause it has been reduced to com-
manded waste.
But here we are in Vietnam,
involved in a war that few people
understand for few people know
anything about it. Our government
wraps it in silence. Supposedly, we
are aiding a country against Com-
munist aggression, although that
country is so concerned with aggres-
sion that it has managed to enlist
eight governments in sixteen
months; even though our soldiers
have been wounded and killed for
two years, not until a few weeks
ago did the President speak of the
bullets pumping their blood into
foreign soil as "war" bullets; not
until a few weeks ago were the at-
tacked allowed to retaliate; but
even more perplexing, in twelve
years no President has found cause
to make a national speech about
Vietnam so that we might know
why America is there and what the
genuine stakes are. Only second and
third string administrators, prodded
by industrious newsmen, have found
time to speak of Vietnam. Frankly,
if that war is important enough to
.
send more and more troops in peril
of their lives, shouldn't it be treated
as important? It is impossible to feel
indebted to dead soldiers when their
participation is shrouded in secrecy,
and the most essential judgment
cannot be made because our govern-
ment has chosen to keep silent on
the facts. Are our soldlers^o he re-
spected as the. members of a worthy
mission, or are they to be pitied as
the price of a diplomatic disaster in
which we are biding for time? Are
we to feel indebted or embarrassed?
Who knows? How can citizens ac-
cord their soldiers any respect when
their presence in Vietnam is
(Continued on page 7)
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Bowdoin's Senior Tower Meets New England Provincial
Two Words, One Campus:
flWfht) Sixteen Story Senior Tower and (below) typical four-man suite. (Above)
-\eo-North" Dormitory Row on the old campus.
Kmtimr*r**t**a
THE SENIORS:
"They've Got It Made"«Or Have They?
the bedrooms). Quite understandably when three
u . » — .J„—1 ._. j a _ .
By David Kirp and Frank Greve
"The Center," one senior remarked, "is so
radically different from the fraternities that you
find yourself living a more civilized life." The en-
vironment does have its effect, and it is intended
to. The numerous paintings are a mixture of
daring abstract and more conventional represen-
tational. Some of them are more exciting than
others. The furniture is good—and expensive. The
penthouse lounges offer views of Casco Bay, and
a neighboring airbase. Thee levators are fast, and
efficient. Indeed, the building looks and func-
tions more like a New York' luxury hotel than a
college dormitory.-^ , .
As the senior suggested, the atmosphere af-
fects the attitudes of the students. They Ijke
-the
Center; when we asked about "people who still
think that the fraternities are a better place to
live," there was no response. It has taken the
seniors very little time to. feel at home in their
sixteen story tower, and this has reassured those
dubious administrators who feared that the sen-
iors nught abandon the Center for the old frater-
nal haunts. Indeed, just the reverse has hap-;
pened. "I leel almost like an alumnus every time
* & said one senior; and few do go back.
• I was there was for the Maine game-."
".V u^ one senior wanted to know, "does my
!
rne *hat I can't gat here?" .
Social Hours
Very little, apparently. As part of the induce-
ment of the rtter and as a way of sug-
gestmg'that after all seniors are one cut above
the rest of the college, the social rules for the
center are far more liebred than' they are for the
rest of campus. Women are not allowed in the
dormitories at all. They are allowed in the frater-
nise*—though not above the first floor. In the
Senior Center, however, the students can have
dates in their rooms (though theoretically not in
.
' -»
— ~» ».»«uuuij "I1CI1 ill CC
hundred uiiderclassmenntemonsTrated against the
no-women rule, no seniors were to be found
among the protestors. Grumbled one freshman-
"They've got it made."
The dining room plays a very important part
in establishing an environment. Said one of the
seniors, "where the food in the fraternities has
always been good, this is exceptional." Breakfast
is served from seven to nine and for almost an
hour after that, coffee, juice and doughnuts—
continen tal breakfast-Js available. Students wear
coats and ties and slacks, not dungarees, for din-
ner; they are served by waiters; do not go
through a cafeteria line. Sherry before dinner,
hosted by the director, is not infrequent. As a re-
sult, dinner has become almost an occasion. "You
don't sit down for ten minutes, wolf down a meal
then rush off. Youre at the table for a longer
time here
. . .
it's a relaxed meal. One would not
confuse the meal with gracious living, however-
Bowdoin is too 'stag-ruggedlfor that.
Both seniors and faculty members feel that it
is premature to judge the operations-of the Cen-
ter; they are pleased with what they have seen,
.but have little idea as to the long range effects. -
1 he guest lecture program has begun slowly. It
has aroiisedjegs interest than hoped forr^raors-
have generally not/ ventured to question and
argue with the visitors. "There is not vet the de-
gree of excitement about these activities that we
would like," Professor Whiteside commented
The Center, Director Whitside is quick to
point out, is not soley for .seniors; in fact, when it
was in the planning stages, there was a good
deal said about the seniors being a kind of intra-
college Peace Corps. That, fortunately, has not
come to pass. In fact, the Center is cut off almost
completely from the rest of the campus. Few
members of the administration; or of the admis-
sions office, seemed especially aware of how it is
operating. Sjx months after the seniors had moved
into the Center, the administration is still speak-
ing in the language of the Senior Center Commit-
tee report. A plan which would have made each
senior a counsellor to a freshman was never
adoptedrTfcis might have provided the kind of
activity that would have drawn the seniors back




Amherst has its Calvin Coolidge and Bowdoin
has its Franklin Pierce. In Amherst as in Bruns-
wick, town and college intertwine. Amherst has
hills; Bowdoin does not. This is one theory of how
the Senior tower came to pass. But to continue
with our historical interlude: The college was
founded in 1794 as a natural consequence of the
town being founded in 1704, Bowdoin's first build-
ing is architecturally New England simple and
was. built in 1802. some twenty-two years' before
some errant Williams men wandered over the hill
to think-about Amherst. It now contains the ad-
missions office, the President's office and the
office of the college's three deans. It is about as
large as the Octagon; only square.
Eight dormitories form one side of the campus
quadrant. Nathaniel Hawthorne's, built in the
1«<>\ looks precisely like Coleman, built in 1958
Arch i tecturally, the dorms are all neo-North.
About half-way down to row is the Chapel, in*'
which the college convenes thrice weekly for a
twenty mmute assembly from 10:10 to 1<>:30.
Then, are V.-p.-rs on Sunday evening at .':00
The present library has the Ivy Hall in the
back ot its mind: worn plush seats; the former
apartment of the donor, whose bathroom is now
a faculty office. Discreetly behind the library-, a
new one is being built, which wjll be connected
only in sp.rit to the old one. The latter will be
used, in part, as an Arctic Museum. (Admiral
Peary was an alumnus.)







Out beyond the quadrangle, in* the only com-
plex cleanly removed from it, is the Senior Cen-
ter. It consists of three ultra-new buildings of
reinforced concrete, veneered with brick. The
main building rises 150 feet on tapered concrete
forms, looking slightly like God's own sore thumb
rising from the earth in a vast gesture of ap-
proval. One hundred and seventy seniors, the en-
tire unmarried senior class, live in this dormitory,
open now for the first year. Sixteen students live
on each flooj in 4-man suites, bound by ties of
shared bathrooms. Nine seminar rooms with floor
to ceiling blackboards are located throughout the
center. There are in the building three apart-
ments for resident faculty members and lectur-
ers, including those who teach twelve Senior sem-
inors. An open door policy prevails. There are
three quiet and carpeted lounges, very much in-
terior decorated with bright modern chairs, most
of them inviting but empty.
The Building
Connected to the tower isa two story build-
ing, also in concrete and brick veneer. It houses
a main dining room, seminar rooms and dining-
conference rooms (a Bowdoin idea, where food
and discussion are meant to be ingested simul-
taneously). On the other end of the structure is a
large lecture and concert lounge. This last is dom-
inated by a thirty-foot fireplace, presided over by
a large and very prostrate polar bear lying head
first before it. Down and leather Eames chairs
(cost: $450 each) stud the room; a new Stein-
way is poised mutely in one corner.
1
The Center's director, Professor William B.
Whiteside, Amherst '43, lives in the third build-
ing with his wife, a Mt. Holyoke graduate, and
family. There are three guest apartments and a
banquet room connected to the director's quar-
ters.
Radical Change In A Most Unlikely Place
Senior Center Dining Room
—
A Glamorous Oasis for Students and Faculty
Ungraded Seminars:
Bowdoin Versus
suggested. "Students will never be able to use the
knowledge they acquire in the courses in any
meaningful way."
"If these courses are impractical," Hazleton
declared, "that's fine. They are not intended to
provide a systematic coverage of a broad field.
Rather, they are supposed to introduce students
to a small and isolated problem ; in much the same
way they will be asked to deal with questions af-
ter they have graduated from college."
* Fraternities—97%' -.; '
Instant Social Life,
Physical Necessity
Bowdoin's twelve fraternities are. here to stay,
at least for the moment. This may well be the
best phraseology for the uncertainty. Ninety-sev-
en per cent of all students are members," and
forty per cent live in fraternity houses.
Al! students except independents eat three
meals per day in their houses; the college-has "no
large diniDg hall which would seat the entire
Bowdoin population. No new eating plan is on the
horizon, which would seem to indicate that:fratei
nities will continue to operate in this capacity.
The fraternity is a near-necessity fpr any kind
of social life, largely because girls are not permit--
ted in dormitories at all, These feature bathrooms
in mid-hall, which would make dorm dates a little
difficult. No women are allowed in dormitoKgs,
and only in the basement and first floor of frater-
nity houses. First floor facilities are general!;
number of well-worn leather couches;' lotteries
are run for positions on them for big weekends.
Blind elates and fraternity fix-ups are common
to the point of being inevitable, and- it is a wide-
.
spread legend that social life is based on luck. It
was noted that a waitress in Brunswick's one all-
night diner had been out with, several Bowdoin
men.
The Bowdoin freshman is rushed into a frater-
nity by the time he has been in school for a day.
The wedding is not entirely impromptu or jmpul- .
sive, however, because applicants generally stay
at houses when they visit for interviews. Frater-
nities invariably correspond with freshmen as
soon as they are admitted. Still, the freshman ar-
riving on Friday night has but four meals.' to be
Grad School Draft
The seminar rooms in the Senior Center are
designed with more than studying in mind. Each
senior is asked to take one seminar each semes-
ter—"a striking new form of study"—the Cen-
ter's Director called it. Both seminars are to be
taken outside the senior's major field; one of the
two must be outside the discipline (i.e., humani-
ties, social science, natural science) in which the
senior has studied. There is no grading for-these
courses—only Pass, Fail and Distinction. In the
first semester, no student; -received & fail ir
grade. These seminars are not survey courses;
they are rather, specialized problems: "Richard
Wagner," "Historical Geography," 7IThe€rivTIIza^
.tion of the Mayas." In the course of the semester,
students prepare a paper on the term's work,
which is defended orally.
The relation between the Center and the sem-
inar courses is* an ambiguous one. Officially, the
two are inseparable; privately, the courses .are
termed an "experiment." The program has been
discussed at length among the faculty, many of
whom still entertain doubts about the advisability
of tacking on what hey feel are added distribution
requirements to an already overloaded schedule.
"At a time when the pressure from graduate
schools is increasing," noted Professor Paul Ha- •
zleton, "one college is standing firm against hy-
per-specialization. It is committing large sums of
money to a program in which students are asked
to study problems which have nothing to do with
their major field of interest. It is asserting that,,
by senior year, any student at Bowdoin is capa-
ble of formulating and solving problems in any
field, no matter how little work in that field he
has previously done."
"But the program is an Impractical one," we
BOWDOIN IN BRIEF




Pressures for academic achievement
appear to be strong but not overwhelming. 60-




Lack of a national studen t body and isola
tion of campus from a nearby cultural center
tend to limit college environmen t . Competition
from universities for younger and more energe-
tic faculty members have caused concern and
stimulated administration to explore new
means for attracting teaching talent.
.
.
45% major in social sciences—economics,
government and history most popular.
.
.
Faculty salaries above national average, but
do not approach national leaders. Nearly 90%
of the student body from the Northeast: t%
from Midwest and South.
\
"Why senior year T\we inquired. "Isn't that
really too late? It might seem more reasonable
to assume that a freshman, having taken a
course of this nature, would be better able to deal
with the kinds of problems he is asked to face in
all sorts of courses. He might also feel more con-
fident about taking other courses outside his ma-
jor area."
"We talked about this for some time," said
Whiteside, "but we felt that, if the first three
years are worth anything at Bowdoin, then they
should prepare the student ta do the kind of work
at the seminars demand: We felt also, that
there should be some check on the specialization
before a student graduates from college.; he is
better off concentrating early in one area, then
enlarging his interests later in his College career.
"Have the seminars been a success'"' we
asked.
"When have. the seminars been a success?'' We
two years ago, one alumnus said it sounded 'like
a pipe' to him. It hasn't been that. Some stu-
dents, naturally, got more out of their seminars
than others did. A good many put extra work in
their courses; one senior, for instance, traveled
around New Fngland interviewing railroad'exee-
utives for his report in the American Railroad
seminar
"Have the seminars really excited the 'stu-
dents? Probably not, and this may well be a fault
of the courses. Students also haven't been too dar-
ing in their course selections. They can't accept
the fact that an English major, for example, is
really able to master the material in the course
on relativity, and few of them have. This has
been one of the big disappointments,
"Teachers are generally enthusiastic about the
program. We've been planning next year's courses
and we have more than enough volunteers."
eaten in at most four houses (Meal timeis-'cein--
cident to rush time.) The freshman knows few
classmates, very often pledges with his room-
mate, or where hometown brothers assuage his
bewilderment with 'familiarity. The result is a
very whirlwind courtship, one which the YYesley-
an University paper once described as "cannibalis-
tic and savage."
There is a good de'al of confusion about frater-
'
• nities at Bowdoin Not me student was willing to
suggest that fraterniti \ tx abolish* U and, i
were confident that the faculty sup;-
nities more or less overwhelmingly, Deal
mis- bgrt Shaw :*:. | vi-
tal," and argues. "Th,
'port. '
members if we - i i . .





profess.Ts- far more/ than students a,
realize- are pointedry opposed to the continual]
of fraternities. As one professor put it, "Fraterni-
ties, as they now function—that is, as preeminent
social units and necessary eating facilities—will
cease to exist within five years."
^\
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rtculum, which places great de-
* laands upon the students to meet
k
distribution requirements eyen into
the junior year, causes some of the
best .students to shy away from
Bowdoln In -favor of more liberal
schools like Harvard and Williams
where they can either get credit for
or avoid areas in which they have
minimal interest. "If we changed
our distribution requirements for
the first two years, we would draw
more top students. It Is not the
social life, or fraternity system, or
our geographic location but our
program of distribution require-
ments that keep some of the best
students from coming here."
In Mr. Mellow's opinion, frater-
nities are a good thing here at Bow-
doin. However, he has the feeling
, in talking to students across the
country that Greek letter fraterni-
ties, as a concept, are linked in their
minds with large mid-Western and
Southern schools. It is the feeling
among high .ichool students that
- a school with a strong fraternity
system Is a second rate college arid
Bowdoln suffers from this halo
effect. When he explains our sys-
tem (almost a club system), he
finds that people tend, to accept it.
Mr Mellow feels that fraternities
serve a vital social function at Bow-
doln, which the College cannot, and
should not have to do. He thinks
that the concept of a small living
group is a valuable experience to
students. However, he sees two
serious problems: the first is the
press for conformity that frater-
nities exert upon their members,
and the second Is the grossness
and even violence in fraternities,
especially on off-party weekends.
"The lack of low pressure social life
is the cause for this." Mr. Mellow
strongly feels that something must
be done somehow to increase both
the quality and quantity of activi-
ties in which Bowdoin students can
participate. However, he confessed,
"I don't know what to do about it.
It is a real problem, and we can see
a possible beginning of a solution
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in the Senior Center. It has brought
a great dealjof culture into the
community and has created a civ-
ilized style of living tor the seniors.
Continuing on the ? subject <gf
fraternities, Mr. Mellow feels that
the Senior Center, the reconstruc-
tion of the dorms and the new addi-
tion to the Union are all going to
make it harder and harder for
fraternities to justify their existence.
In the beginning, the fraternities
were formed as literary and cultural
societies, but the College took over
this function. The fraternities then
justified their existence as better
places to room, and to have meals.
It appears that the College' is also
taking over this area. This leaves
the bar and basement as the only
justifications for fraternities, and
these reasons are too weak for con-
tinued support. He is of the opinion
that within ten to fifteen years,
fraternities as such at Bowdoin will
have disappeared, hot because of an
administrative order, but because
fraternity life will not be sufficient-
ly attractive. "It would be inter-
esting to conduct a poll to discover
how many men are in fraternities
because they believe in them or be-
cause the alternative to fraternity
life is presently so horrible. As the
alternatives become more attractive,
fraternities will disappear."
In response to questions about
Project '65 as segregation in reverse,
and the accusation that it ignores
poor whites in the South and in
the slums, Mr. Mellow said that it
was potentially good criticism, and
that no man should be admitted to
Bowdoin simply because of race or
color. All candidates must be ad-
mitted on the basis of their quali-
fications, and for the possible con-
quired- at Bowdoin comfortably?
Will he be able to keep up with
,
the academic demands upon histnbutions which they can make to .-, 7T " \.^ . , _vV_
_...,
time that the school places and
the College, However, when Project
sUJ1 Uw a fuU Me? o^ ^ mB^t
« began, Bowdoin was far behind h valuable contribution to Igwdoia?
In the admission of qualified Negro The first consideration is, of course,
candidates. There were Just two academic, but being merely academic
American Negroes out of a
,
stu- is no longer sufficient to guarantee
.
dent body of 800. Project '65 has admission.
served to catch us up nearly to a in a more general vein concerning
level at which we should be. This possible improvements that would
program is aimed not only at the make Bowdoin a better school than
'Negro, but also visits the slums of it already is, Mr. Mellow corn-
New York and talks with mixed mented, "I would like to see the
racial groups. Only one car went spirit of the Senior Center, of the
into the South last year. He also
-free investigation of the "senior
said that Project '65 will probably seminars and civilized living per-
have served its purpose within the meate into the lower classes, and
next year or two, and will go out into the fraternities." He feels that
of existence as a school visit task there should be more student-
force. Mr. Mellow stressed the point faculty cultural and social relations
tlfat there is a great deal of differ- an(i that this would lead to the
ence between attracting applicants, strong student-faculty relationship
and admitting men. Project '65 is at- that Bowdoin talks about, but too
tempting to get more Negro stu- frequently lacks. There should be
dents to apply for admission, and
greater curricular freedom for a
since Negro students usually come student to become a little lopsided
from poor backgrounds, both educa- after he has shown himself capable
tionally and financially, there is a f solving more general problems,
need for a larger pool from which He would like to see the student
to draw applicants to find a few body take more advantage of Bow-
who qualify for Bowdoin. He adds, doin's "unique Maine position"
of course, that this is equally true through the Sailing Club, the Ski
of all candidates from deprived CiUD ^ the Outing Club. Mr.
Mellow believes that the creative
arts should be incorporated more
into the academic life of the college.
backgrounds.
What does the Admissions De
partment look for in a student ap
plicant? According to Mr. Mellow, He sees> m the increased activities
there is no one set conception. They of the Music Department, a begin-
are looking for 800 individuals and mng of y^ ^^
not just a type. There are three
general questions that an ap-
In closing, Mr. Mellow commented
that the Bowdoin student is NOT
plicant must answer in the minds apathetic. He is harassed. He is re-
of the Admissions Department. Is quired to take too many courses
he capable of doing- the work re- he does not want to take, and is
often loaded down with numerous
term papers, book reviews, etc. If
this time consuming paper writing
could somehow be reduced, while
still maintaining the Integrity of
the course, the student would have
ample time to attend an increasing
number" of cultural events on cam-
pus and make commitments in per-
sonal areas. The pressures to get
a "B" for graduate school through
producing more and more papers in
more and more courses and honors
work leads to a vicious circle of con-
tinual grind. Therefore, we have a
small group of student leaders who
are willing to forego graduate school
to get C's and C+'s, or who are
brilliant enough to get the B's and
still participate in College life. These
pressures tend to make the Bowdoin "
curriculum become a Joyless grind.
A NEW PROGRAM OF INTEREST TO
MEN
It isn't easy to become an officer in the United
States Army. Only the best young men are selected
.
The training and course of study are demanding.
But if you can qualify—and you should find out
if you can—you will receive training which will put
you a step ahead of other college graduates. Army
ROTC training will give you experience that most
college graduates do not get—in leading and man-
aging other men, in organizational techniques, in -
self-discipline and in speaking on your feet. This
kind of experience will pay off in everything you
do the rest of your life.
Army ROTC has a new program designed spe-
cifically for outstanding men who already have
two years of college, and plan to continue their
college work. During your junior and senior years
in this program, you will receive $40 per month.
Want to find out more about the program? Simply
send in the coupon below, or see the Professor of
Military Science if you are now attending an
ROTC college. There's no obligation—except the
one you owe to yourself.
Phil's
Men's Store
78 Maine St. Brunswick
PHIL ROSS '43
Ifyou're good enough to bo an Army Officer, don't settle for loss
nmYlimls
Box 1040, Westbury, New York 11591
Gentlemen: Please send me Information on the new 2-Year Army ROTC Program. I am now a student at
__(college or university) and plan to continue my schooling at
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
OPENING MARCH 22 AT
212 MAINE STREET
BRUNSWICK




















Only 30c A String
7 Dnnjap Street






"Appreciates Bowdoln's close re-
lationship with the community."
Brunswick, Maine
Dial 729-3422
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Commentary
(Continued from page 3) * „
plagued with doubt1 and ambiguity
because our government refuses to
speak seriously and directly of that"
war? *;
. The most we have heard Is that
If Vietnam falls, all of Southeast
Asia will follow. That Is an import-
ant and provocative assumption and
maybe some President will find the
time to elaborate on it because our
actions are not equal to the claimed
risk. After all, If Vietnam is so
crucial to all Southeast Asia, if it
is the key point to stop Communist
aggression, why have we tolerated
eight governments in sixteen
months. If we have put our chips
in with a country which can't
maintain a government for eighty
days nevermind find the willingness
or ability to fight its fair share, why
haven't we taken that country over?
Solidarity is not absurd if the stakes
are so high and the threat is justly
ours? On the other hand, maybe
"saving Southeast Asia" has been a
slogan conjured up to explain our-
selves while we make up our nr.nd?
And maybe, we would like to slip out
gracefully, but have backed our-
selves into an embarrassing com-
mitment? Who knows? Who knows
a single thing about Vietnam when
the facts have been kept secret, so
long. Conjecture indictment, con-
demnation, over simplification such
as this, jingoism, super-patriotism all
run wild because our government
remains mute. But the ambiguously-
missioned casualties still mount.
This* is not to* suggest that our
government must broadcast; every"
step so that it becomes so' news-
responsible that its hands are tied
by verbal commitment. Nor is this to
suggest that our government must
make boiling-point speeches and
policy statements that could only
breed dangerous jingoism and nur-
ture uncompromising ultra-ugly
Americanism; Heaven knows the
effort that President Johnson made
in the last election to warn us, as
Kennedy did before him, that the
atomic equation has rendered the
"big-stick" policy disasterous and
that we must react sensibly to in-
sults and misunderstandings.
However, the desire for sensibility
does not permit silencs, It is a. sad
situation when the President of the
United States cannot trust himself
to spaak frankly to the people with-
out fearing mass alarm or entangle-
ments. That alarm is more danger-
ously nurtured through silence, and
ambiguity breeds doubt. Presently W3
have thousands of troops in Viet-
nam, as well as Navy Patrols, Hawk
missiles, air force bombing wings
(flying totally American missions),,
an advancing Seventh Fle^t, and a
climbing casualty list. How much
more involvement must take place
before the President of the IXf^ted
States is ready* to tell us directly
what is going on In Vietnam?
Maybe I am naive, but since we
are obviously , in a war. and ' men
representing me are under fire, «I
want to respect their perils and
their, loss of lives. I want to know
that I am indebted. But how can I
feel anything more than quizzical
pity when Washington stays mute or
evasive, and the silence casts a
terrible and embarrassing doubt over
our whole participation? Three ad-
ministrations of silence is enough.




SIX — BARBERS— SIX
Views on the News
(Continued from page 1)
"in the Birmingham bombing. Therj
were none in the Evers and Penn
killings. There were none for the
triple murder of last summer.
Will there be for Reverend Reeb?
Will this trial be another example
cf "Southern hospitality"? Will the
police be allowed to repeat their
tactics of Sunday? We will see.
Th3 week's events may be cf
monumental importance in the civil
rights crisis. If 'they are, it will not
be because the conscience of the na-
tion was aroused, for this can have
few tangible results. It will be be-
cause the week has been the stimu-
lation for legislation that is a solu-
tion to the Negro's grievances and
carries with it the commitment and
power of the Federal Government.
Federal guarantee of voting rights
must be forthcoming immediately.




Editor's note: The following is a
light discussion by Mr. Nelson of an
issai that has received recent prom-
inence at Yale University, He hy>
pothesizes such a situation at Bow-
doin.
Highly reliable sources have ad-
mitted that a "Publish or Perish"
protest group has been organized on
the Bowdoin Campus and strategy
meetings are now underway to
formulate plans for demonstrations.
The group is reportedly composed
mainly of dissident English majors
who have been motivated by the na-
tional "Publish or ' Perish" con-
troversy. No spokesman has yet
been namfa.
Sources report that the group will
shortly seek a meeting with Presi-
dent Coles and demand the perish-
ing of insufficiently published
faculty members. It is hoped that
enough momentum will have been
attained that by fall a crisis situa-
tion will have been developed by
the elimination of between fifty to
seventy-five, percent of the faculty.
At that time the group plans to join
the nationwide protest against dis-
missals.
A group member told this reporter,
"The plan is a bit awkward but
Bowdoin's archaic publishing policy
has dictated this procedure since
we have so much catching-up to do.
We^are very hopeful that by late
spring or early summer we will have
moved Bowdoin forward enough to
see some substantial and irrespon-
sible ousters and that by fall we will
be in the swing of the national
crusade."
The source added that several out-
of-state agitators have expressed a
desire to come to Bowdoin in the
fall if a sufficient crisis is evolved.
Unsubstantiated, however, remains
an earlier rumor that successful at-
tempts have been made to infiltrate
the faculty with sympathetic instruc-
tors who will serve as scapegoats
next year. The source promised an
official statement after the meeting
with President Coles.
Letters
Forty-two letters and numerals
Were awarded to members of the
varsity and freshman hockey teams.
Members of Coach Sid Watson's
varsity squad who received letters
include: T Biil Allen, Tim Brooks,
Peter Chapman, Andy Cornelia, Co-
Captain Dave< Coupe, Phil Coupe,
Ed Fitzgerald, Kevin Kelaher, Dick
Leger, Co-Captain Bill » Matthews,
Jr. Bob Pfeiffer Sandy Salmela,
Barry Smith, Ben Soule, Leo Tracy,
Steve Wales, Frank Yule, and
Manager Jonathan Taylor.
Varsity hockey numerals were
presented to Phil Bradley, John
Bonneau, Ruwe Halsey, Dick Lee,
Dave Macomber, Jr.; Bill Morgan,
Jr., Bob Swain, David Twombly, and
Manager Dudley Welch.
Freshman hockey numerals were
presented to the following members
of Coach Danny MacFayden's
squad: Robert Bell, Jr. Doug Brown,
Ted Cronin, John Deupree, Jr., Peter
Holmes, Michael Leonard, Dick
Loughran, Bob Macallister, Bill
Miles, Mike Monroe, Ed Ross, Tom
Sides, and three Managers, Warren
Beckwith, Jr., pavid Edgecomb and
David Kimporfc.
.f
Macallister and Monroe were elect-
ed Honorary Co-Captains of the
freshman team.
He's finding it at Western Electric
When the University of Nevada awarded John
Lauritzen his B.S.E.E. in 1961, it was only the first
big step in the learning program he envisions for
himself. This led him to Western Electric. For WE
agrees that ever-increasing knowledge is essential
to the development of its engineers—and is help-
ing John in furthering his education.
John attended one of Western Electric's three
Graduate Engineering Training Centers and gradu-
ated with honors. Now, through the Company-paid
Tuition Refund Plan, Joha is working toward his
Master's in Industrial Management at Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute. He is currently a planning
engineer developing test equipment for the Bell
System's revolutionary electronic telephone switch-
ing system.
If you set the highest standards for yourself, both
educationally and professionally, we should talk.
Western Electric's vast communications job as
manufacturing unit of the Bell System provides
many opportunities for fast-moving careers for
electrical, mechanicafand industrial engineers,
as well as for physical science, liberal arts and
business majors. Get your copy of. the Western
Electric Career Opportunities* booklet from your
Placement Officer: And be sure to arrange for an
interview when the Bell System recruiting team
visits your campus.
Western Jil<lCtfiCMANUFACTURINQ ANO SURRLY unit of the bell svsTru®
AN EQUAL OPPOMUNITY EMPLOYE*
Phiu ipai manufacturing locations in 13 citiesQOperating centers in many oi these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S.
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N.J.OTeletype Corp., Skokie,
**VE/» ffWMfim.—.M * iw» vAjnfcjmvAiivr,s cannot I
tint with slogans, with oversimplifica-
tion* of camp/ax reality, with neat lot-
mulaetocapttoevutes.Asthedalender
o/ the tradition of the Wit, the con-
eerrative movement must stand ior ex-
oelltnce.Thii means that political Vic-
toria! achieved in shoddywayi are not
Coneervative victorlet, but only insub-
stantialrippleson thestiriaceotevents.
It also meant that the conservative
movement must
Letters and numerals have been
awarded to 35 varsity and freshman
basketball players and team mana-
gers.
Receiving letters were the follow-
ing members of the varsity team:
Richard Allen, Ned dlSntremont,
Steve Ingram, Bruce MacLean,
Howie Pease, Dan Tolpin, Brian
Warren, Captain Dick Whitmore,
Jr., and Manager Edward Partridge,
Varsity numeral recipients were
David Comeau, Chuck Coughlan
Pete Hanson, Brannie Leishman, Jr.,
Larry Reid, Frank Rocque, and
Ronald Rollins.
Receiving freshman numerals
were-John Delano, Carrey Ferguson,
Ken Green, Charlie Hews, Bruce
Locke, Bob Parker, Bob Patterson,
Jr., Mark Pettit, Jr. Roger Raffetto,
John Ramistella, Charles Roberson,
^JlmT^ussellrJohn^WffllamsrGeorge'
Yancey, Jr., and five managers,
Jim Cogswell, Harvey Davis, Scott
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A rumor drifted out of the athletic office early this week
that a proposal to ban all athletes from interfraternity sports
competition was under consideration. The White Key was
rather violently opposed to such a proposal, and we hope that
the athletic office drops this idea before it goes beyond the
rumor stage.
We have pointed out in this column that the interfrater-
nity sports program here is designed to allow those students
who are not on a varsity or freshman team to take part in
regular contests. We do oppose allowing a member of a school
team to play on the corresponding house team. This new idea
to eliminate all members of all college teams from taking part
in all house sports strikes us as ridiculous, however. To assume
that because a person is a good enough hockey player to make
the school team, he is too good an athlete to play house basket-
ball, or even to bowl, makes no sense at all.
This, of course, may not be the athletic office's reasoning.
Perhaps they feel that an interfraternity sport might detract
the athlete's attention from his varsity sport. Or maybe they
feel that the risk of injury is too great, although we feel that
a team athlete is in better shape than the. ordinary student and
is less likely to injure himself.
Whatever the reasoning, we hope that the rumor remains
a rumor. If a student who is on a college team, but does not
play regularly, sees that by staying with the team he loses^the
chance to take part in all interfraternity sports for that season,
he is apt to pass up sitting on the bench in favor of playing for
the house. At a school where nearly all of the. varsity teams
suffer from a lack of manpower year in* and year out, this
would be disasterous.
The topic "Lack of Depth" is a fairly common one at
Bowdoin, so we woni work it over again. We. would like to
call attention to the state basketball statistics released Thurs-
day, however, for they show in one list what we could write
about week after week. On top, in both conference and all
games played, is Dick Whitmore. In. state series games, Whit
scored 47 field goals (No. 1), 29 foulshots (2), 123 points
(0, and a 20.5 average (1). Dan Tolpin is our other repre-
sentative in the top twelve, at number twelve, with 50 points
in five games. In between, there are four Maine players, and
three each from Bates and Colby. It is the same story in the
rankings for all games played, except Howie Pease h.as re-
placed Tolpin and Whit has lost all his first-place finishes,
except average, to Colby's Pete Swartz. Admittedly, this was
a poor year for the basketball team, but the fact that the
statistics show we relied overwhelmingly on one man brings
out the lack of depth problem clearly. We won't even pretend
that we know The" solution; how can you. get studehTs ouj" for
a sport i f they don 't.wan t tcgoout? P
Sports awards winners, left to right, are Alex Schulten, track, Tim Robinson, swimming:, Bill
Matthews and Dave Coupe, hockey, and Dick Whitmore, basketball. Awards were presented at
the sports banquet Wednesday night
Sports Banquet: Awards And Captains
Six athletes were honored, and
captains for the 1965-66 winter
sports season were named at the
sports banquet at the Moulton
Union Wednesday night. Prank F..
Sabasteanski, track coach, served
as the master of ceremonies and
Professor Herbert Ross_Brown of
the English Department was the"
-main speaker.
Bill Allen and Ed Fitzgerald,
both juniors, were named hockey
co-captains for the coming year,
while Howie Pease, alsor.a Junior,
was elected basketball captain.
Michael Harmon, '67, is the new
captain of the rifle team.'
Alex Schulten, who won the 35-
pound weight throw at the I.C.4-A.
meet in New York Saturday, was
awarded the Elmer Longley Hutch-
inson Memorial Trophy, given each
year to the member of the track
team "who has displayed high con-
duct both on and off the field."
The trophy is presented by the
Chi Psi Lodge in memory of Elmer
^Hutchinson, '35.
The Robert B. Miller swimming
trophy for "the outstanding swim-
mer on the basis of his contribu-
tion to the sport" was given to
Tim Robinson. This award was
established by former swimmers to
honor Miller, former college swim-
ming coach.
.
Dick Whitmore received two
awards, the Paul Nixon basketball
trophy for the player who has
made the most valuable contribu-
tion to the team, and the game
ball from the Feb. 24 contest with
Bates when he scored his 1,000th
point.
Bill Matthews and Dave^-Goupe
were co-winners of the Hugh Mun-
xo Jr. memorial trophy, presented
each year to the hockey player
who "best exemplified the qualities
of loyalty and courage which Hugh
Munro Jr. demonstrated at Bow-
doin and in the service of his
country." The award is given by
the family of an alumnus who lost
his life during World War II.
Gil Ekdahl was the recipient of
the John J. Magee interfraternity
track trophy for outstanding per-
formance in the meet.
Varsity, Frosh
w immers Win
Key Conference At Williams
by Alan Lassilo
will get together and make their courses easier.
Grapes of the Week Department: To the major league
baseball teams who are "hard at work" getting into shape in
Florida and Arizona. If they're working so hard, how come all
the pictures we see of them are taken at the beach or on the
golf course?
Captains for next year's winter sports teams include Howie Pease,
basketball, Mike Harmon, rifle, and Ed Fitzgerald, hockey. Ab-
sent was BUI Allen, hockey co-captain.
Fitz, Coupe Selected House Sports
Ed Fitzgerald and Dave Coupe
were named Wednesday to the UPI
All-New England small college
hockey team. The balloting was done
by dbllege coaches and publicists
and sports writers and sportscasters.
Fitzgerald. wVio scored 15 goals
.aid 15 assists this year, was
•elected to the first team, while
Coupe fin: bed behind Middlebury's
• Bn m for the goalie position
rex eh '' f *
Season Ends
Two first period goals were all the
Betas needed to win the interfra-
ternity hockey championship Sat-
urday as they held off Zete for a
2-1 win!
. Bird oppned the scoring for
M t:57 of the first peTkx.
listed by Tom Mick Less thai
Led by Tim Robinson, Peter
Stackpole, and Mike Ridgeway, the
Bowdoin swimmers defeated MIT
52-43 last Saturday in one of the
closest meets of the year. Going
into the final 400-yard freestyle
relay we led by only two points,
and a fine anchor leg by Robinson
enabled us to win the relay and
with it, the meet.
Robinson won the 100-yard free-
style -in addition to his anchor legs
on both relays, while Stackpole won
the butterfly, was second in the
individual medley, and swam on
the medley relay team. Ridgeway
was second in both the 50 and 100-
yard freestyles and also swam on
a relay team.
Harvey Wheeler won the diving,
our only other first, and, Mike
Bothner was second. St. * Peters
paced MIT with firsts in both the
200- and 500-yard freestyles.
The freshmen swimmers, mean-
while, defeated the MIT freshmen
by almost the same score — 51-44
— and almost the same circum-
stances — a close victory in the
final relay.
E. J. Pinsilver continued his
great swimming as he won the
200, 400, and 100-yard freestyle
events. Dennis Scharer won the
50-yard freestyle and Taylor the
100-yard backstroke, our other
firsts. .
period, but Beta managed to hang
on for the victory.
AD won the consolation game
with a 6-5 win over a 7-man DS
team. AD led 3-1 after the first
period, DS scored three times with-
in a few minutes in the second
period only to see AD come back
with 2 goals, and each squad hit
for one goal in the final period.
Representatives from eight col- doin's fraternity system lends it-
Basltetball
KS defeated Zete 40-33 and lie
on over Deki 19 30
I
i
leges of widely varying size and
structure attended the first annual
intercollegiate Key Conference held
at Williams College last weekend.
Bowdoin, Fairfield, St. Michael's,
Holy Cross, Boston College, Prince-
ton, and the University of Rhode
Island in addition to host Wil-
liams College participated in this
informal discussion of each school's
Key Society.
Panel discussions on means of
finance, selection of members, ad-
ministration relations, and school
spirit were conducted at Williams'
spacious Student Union. Prom the
beginning of the discussion it was
evident that each of our Key So-
cieties performed different serv-
ices to the college community. I
soon discovered that the Key So-
cieties at these other colleges car-
ried on a much broader program
ot activities than does the Bow-
doin White Key.
While our White Key is primarily
responsible for governing inter-
fraternity sports competition and
greeting visiting athletic teams, the
Key Societies at other institutions
have a wider scope of activity and
more diversified interests. For exam-
ple, the Holy Cross Purple Key is
totally responsible for the college's
two Parents' Weekends. In addition,
it plays a major role in the school's
Orientation Program. All the Key
Societies have guide services
throughout the year.
The structure of these Key So-
cieties are also quite different from
that of ours. To become a member
of the Key Society, one has to fill
out an application, then be inter-
viewed several times, and finally
be chosen by the senior Key mem-
bers. At some schools a competi-
tion period is also required. St.
Michael's carries tills a step furth-
er and ^eleci-s Its members on the
>n leadership in other school
self quite easily to the selection of
members and usually takes respon-
sibility for tours of the campus.
In addition, our Student Union
committee performs many of the
duties of these Keys.
Despite the diverse programs of
these Key Societies, I believe that
this conference was of value to
each school. For our own purposes
many fine ideas for athletic com-
petition were presented. The Blue
Key of the University of Rhode
Island, for instance, sponsors fresh-
man-sophomore athletic events the
first few days after the fre
arrive on campus in the fall. Com-
petition in- track, football, and soft-
ball would certainly unite the
freshman class
. immediately and
give each of them a chance to get
acquainted with one another be-
fore classes begin.
A student-faculty game would also
be a big boost to school spirit espe-
cially between athletic seasons.'
A
basketball game with members of
all fraternities competing against
a faculty team with each depart-
ment represented should be a huge
success. URI also sponsors a school
Olympics in the spring.
The White Key could also take
a more active part in supporting
the football rallies. Other colleges
have found that the publicity and
subsequent interest in these rallies
was a direct result of the Key So-
ciety's support. Such' an improve-
ment in the spirit of the school
would be more than welcome at
Bowdoin.
On the whole, the exchange of
ideas at this conference was a
very valuable accomplishment in
itself. The representatives at this
Key Conference felt it was worth
continuing. It should be pointed
out that such conferences have
been held in the past, but never
e been any continuity
l ha?
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A photographic review of proposed or recently completed art mu-
seums, drama theaters and concert halls, will be on display in Walker
Art Building beginning today. The exhibit will be here until April 4.
In connection with this display, Brooks Stoddard will deliver a lecture
for Museum Associates entitled "Modern Architecture and the American
Community."
• • •
An original choral composition by William K. Norton '67 will be one
of the highlights Sunday when the Music Department presents a student
recital at 3 pjn. in the Moulton Union.
Professors A. Maurice Taylor, Elroy O. Lacasce. Jr., and Noel little
will take part tomorrow in a meeting of the New England Section of
the American Association of Physics Teachers at Phillips Andover
Academy.
"The Idea of the Balance of Power in Modern History" will be the
topic of a lecture March 24 by Professor Herbert Butterfleld of Cam-
bridge University, England.
Professor Edward Pols, Chairman of the Faculty Committee on
Lectures, said Professor Butterfleld will speak at 8:15 p.m. in the Main
Lounge of the Senior Center. The public is cordially invited to attend.
Four members of the Debate Team will be honored at an alumni re-
ception in Washington over the vacation. Peter Aranson '65, Brian C.
Hawkins '67, John H. LaChance '68, and Gary B. Roberts '68 will be
so honored because of the debate exhibitions they will give at various
high schools during the Spring break.
Oystein Ore, Yale University Professor of Mathematics, will speak
next Monday at 8:15 pjn. in the Main "Lounge of the Senior Center
on "The History of the Theory of Probability." Tuesday afternoon at 3:30,
he will lecture on "Graph Theory" In Adams 202.
The ( ) Players, in association with the Masque and "Gown, pre-
sents a reading of Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf, by Edward Albee.
The reading will be held, at 7:30 tomorrow night in the Beta Theta Pi
Fraternity. Admission is free, and students are urged to bring their dates.
Clayton R. Lewis, Jr. has been
awarded a Woodrow Wilson Nation-
al Fellowship. A Mathematics major,
Lewis has been a Dean's List student
and twice was named a James Bow-
doin Scholar. He is a member of Kap-
pa Sigma Fraternity and has been
active in the Masque and Gown, the
Glee Club, and WBOR.
It was also announced that Gary
C. Brasor arid William J. Fahrenbach
received honorable mention in the
competition.
Pro Musica Presents Tribute /
On Shakespearian
The Concert Ensemble of the New
York Pro Musica, famed for its per-
formances of early music, will
present a special program of Eliza-
bethan selections in honor of
Shakespeare's 400th birthday at
Bowdoin next Thursday (March 25).
The performance, fifth in the
Curtis-Zimbalist Concert Series and
part of the expanded Bowdoin music
program, will be held at 8:15 pm. in
Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall.
Admission will be $2.50 for .adults
and 75 cents for children, and
or in advance at the office of the
College's Executive Secretary. The
program will be open to season
ticket holders to the Music Depart-
ment's concert series and to Bow-
doin students.
Professor Robert K. Beckwith,
Chairman of the Department, will
give a lecture Thursday afternoon
at 4 p.m. in connection with the Pro
Musica's appearance. The lecture is
open to season ticket holders and
Bowdoin students.
The Pro Musica is the only
American ensemble of professional
musicians devoted to the perform-
ance of music written in the cen-
turies before the birth of Joriann
Sebastian Bach (1685-1750). Their
Bowdoin program will feature works
by Morley, Wilbye Dowland and
Gibbons.
The ensemble, recently returned
from a State Department-sponsored
tour of Yugoslavia and the Soviet
Ui.~n, has appeared in the major
musical centers of Western Europe.
.With .the two other ensembles spon-
sored by the Pro Musica (the Motet
Choir and the Wind Ensemble) more
than 80 performances are given an-
nually in New York and throughout
the United States.
The group's library, instrument
collection, and performing exper-
ience have been described as "a
unique American cultural asset." Its
unusual instruments include families
of viols, krummhorns, shawms, cor-
netts and sackbutts, as well as
medieval bagpipe, psaltery, hurdy-
gurdy, vielle, rebec, portative, regal
and a five stop chamber organ.
Under . Musical Director Noah
Greenberg, members play and sing
a wide and vari-colored repertoire:
In addition to the elegant * and
earthy Elizabethan works they will
perform at Bowdoin, their collection*
includes sacred Works that were per-
formed in such cathedrals as Char-
tres and Notre Dame, lusty songs
and dances of 15th century Ger-
many music of Spain and the Low
Countries, and madrigals of the
Italian renaissance.
The Pro Musica and Mr. Green-
berg have sought to carry into vivid
and vital performance the medieval
and Renaissance music that has
been recovered by a century and a
half of European and American
scholarly research.
Efforts to create performances of
this music continue to involve the
Pro Musica in original research and
in the reconstruction of instru-
ments, some of which have not been
"
in regular use for several hundred
years.
Spring Vacation Notice: On Friday, March 26, 1965, classes normally
meeting at 10:30 and 11:30 will meet at 10:00 and 11:00. Chapel will be
omitted. The -tradttionat i«rr~dollar fine will apply - tcrthe^astr class of~
each student before vacation and the first class after vacation, which
ends at 8:00 am. on Tuesday, April 6, 1965. Except in the case of an
emergency, excuses will be granted only in advance.
Students remaining at the College for any part of the Spring Vaca-
tion should sign in a blue book at the Dean's Office.******
Louise Rogers, wife of Bowdoin music instructor John E. Rogers, will
be a featured pianist at a concert of contemporary music Saturday
(March 20) at Queens College, Flushing, L. I., N. Y.
Mrs. Rogers will perform the "Preludes for Piano" of Peter Huse, a
Canadian composer presently doing graduate work in music at Princeton
University. Mrs. Rogers was the first to perform Huse's works in the
United States when she gave the world premiere of his "Preludes" at
Bowdoin College's Concert of American Music last month.
The Queens College concert is part of a Symposium in Contemporary
American Music. A series of lectures, recitals, and panel discussions
Will be held throughout the day Saturday, to be climaxed with the con-





Dr. William C. Root, Charles Weston Pickard Professor of Chemistry,
will represent Bowdoin July 1 at Wroxton Abbey, England, when Fair-
leigh Dickinson University of Rutherford, N. J, dedicates its new center
for Master of Arts students majoring in English literature.
To be known as Wroxton College, the faculty was purchased by the
American institution from Oxford University's Trinity College.
Professor Root will take part in dedicatory exercises at which Am-
bassador Adlai Stevenson will be the main speaker. The program
also includes an international conference on higher education, and a
Dedication Banquet and Ball.
The Student Union Committee is announcing the following series,
of Bridge Tournaments — Moulton Union Lounge — Open to Bowdoin
students. Faculty and Staff members, wives and dates, at 25 cents. Prizes
to be awarded to top student winners.
Saturday, March 20, 1:00 P.M. — Thursday, April 8, 7:30 PJW,
Saturday, April 17. 1:00 PJH. — Monday, May 3, 7:30 PM.
The May 3rd tournament will he the Bowdoin College Interfraiemity
Match.
This evening at seven o'clock in
the Senior Center Lounge, Project
'65 will present an Octet Concert,
featuring the Miss Demeanors from
St. Joseph College, The Colbyettes
from Colby College, and the Med-
diebempsters from Bowdoin. Pro-
ceeds from the concert will be used
to help finance the recruiting to be
done over Spring Vacation.
Bowdoin students will be visiting
predominately Negro high schools
to encourage qualified students to
apply to Bowdoin and schools like
it. There will be three main trips,
with three men on each, covering
the Midwest, the South, and the
Middle Atlantic States. Cities to
be visited are: (Midwest) Akron,
Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Columbus,
and Pittsburgh; (South) Birming-
ham, Memphis, Little Rock, "and
Nashville; (Atlantic) Winston-
Salem, Norfolk, Newport News,
Richmond, Washington, and Balti-
more, In addition, there will be
students and faculty members m
New York City, Philadelphia, and
New Jersev who will be visiting
the
The new Chairman of the Ro-
mance Languages Department will
be Edward J. Geary. President Coles
made this announcement last Wed-
nesday. Professor Geary, who is now
a member of the Cornell University
Facul'y, will join the Bowdoin Fac-
ulty this fall.
.
As Department Chairman, Pro-
fessor Geary will succeed Profes-
sor Eaton Leith, who is retiring as
Chairman hut who will stay on as
Professor of Romance Languages.
A native of Lewiston, Maine, Pro-
fessor Geary is a graduate of Lew-
iston High School and received his
BA. degree in French from the
University of Maine in 1942. A vet-
eran of World War n, he received
his MA. from Columbia University
in 1048 and his PhD. degree at
Columbia in 19:3.
For the second year, Project '65
will be successfully fulfilling an im-
portant and unique role in the
academic ommunlty; by bringing
eneou' and information
Currently Professor of French at
Cornell, Dr. Geary was a teacher at
Mechanic Falls High School in' 1942-
43, Graduate Assistant in French
at the University of Maine in 1946-
47, Instructor in French at Columbia
College from 1950-53. At Harvard
University from 1953 to 1963, he be-
came Associate Professor of Ro-
mance Languages. He was appointed
Professor of French at Cornell in
1963. Harvard awarded him an hon-
orary AM. degree in 1960.
Professor Geary has written nu-
merous publications, among which
are a critical edition of Diderot's
"Le Neveu de Rameau"; a French
reader, "Solitudes: Premieres Lec-
tures Modemes"; and "A Program of
French Studies," which he co-
authored with R. M. Chadbourne.
He has been a member of the
American Association of Teachers
of French: the Northeast Conference
on the Teaching of Foreign Lan-*
gUAge Association of -America
College Entrance Exami;
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WBOR Opera House with Alan Pollock
Music FojfcA Sunday. Afternoon with Keith Jonas
Country and Western Music Time with Hoot More
Music For A Sunday Evening with Ray Lapine '
"Portraits in Sound" with Fredric M. Litto „
News
Light Music for a Monday Afternoon with Paul Johnson
Light Music with Jim Blanford
'Overseas Assignment"
Folk Music with Sam Rettman
Sports News and interviews with Pete Pappas
Jazz with John Isaacs
News
Jazz with John Isaacs
Favorite Classics with Bill Margolin
News
Jazz with Steve Hopkins
Light Music with Tim Hines
Jazz with Red Evers
Forum-telephone interview show with Jim Dowgialo.
Featured guest is President Coles.
Music of Bowdoin College
living Folk with Mike Harmon
News
Living Folk with Mike Harmon
Favorite Classics with Bill Margolin
News
Light Music for a Wednesday^Afternoen~with4»aul-Johnson
Light Music with Keith Jonas
"The Lively Arts"
Variety with Sam Rettman
Music of Broadway and Hollywood with Jim Blanford
Variety with Bob Seibel
News
Variety with Bob Seibel
Favorite Classics with Bill Margolin
News M
Rock 'n Roll with Jack Gazlay ' :
' Life interview Tape
Light Music with Tim Hines
B.B.C. Program v
Folk Forum with Mark Harmon and Paul Karofsky
Comedy with Jim Dowglalo
Jazz with Steve Norris and John Mogabgab
News
Jazz with Steve Norris and John Mogabgab
Favorite Classics with Bill Margolin
Gefrrge Bearce
Editor's note: The following;
"tribute to the late - Prof ssor
George D. Bearce was received
from Bhagawata Prasad Singh, a
member of the Permanent! Mission
of India to the Unit d Nations.




Jazz with Steve Hopkins
Folk Music with Jim Blanford
Light Music with Gary Sargent
Oldies in Rock 'n Roll with Brad Swenson
Rock 'n Roll, old and new, with Bob Butkus
Favorite Classics with Bill Margolin
Music for a Saturday Afternoon
Variety with Bob Seibel
"Me and the Other Three" with Steve Norris, Keith Jonas,
John Mogabgab, and John Williams
Report On rqjq Holds
: Campus
Renovations
The renovation of Maine Hall will
begin immediately uppn the com-
pletion of Winthrop, in the middle
of next month, said Mr. Wolcott
Hokanson, Executive Secretary, this
week, Maine should be ready for
Mane
occupation by the 3pring semester
of 1966 and Appleton will be done
after that. There are no plans to
renovate Hyde HaH In the present
schedule.
The new gymnasium will be decu>
cated at the Commencement
activities, although it is expected
that actual construction will have
been finished for several weeks at
that time.
V^In the Moulton Union, the book
store will be ready by Commence-
merrp time, immediately after which
the entire building will be shut
down for the completion of the
work inside.
Work on the new library, is going
as scheduled and is expected to be
done in time for classes in the fall.
uvers
ROTC drill resumed Monday and
will continue for the remainder of
the year. The ROTC Rangers are
working with the junior company,
which is undergoing a program to
prepare them for Rummer camp.
The Rangers are taking advantage
of this intensified prc^amTrTofdeF
to supplement their own training
program. This program will include
He was so kind, so unpretentious,
so simple, yet so deep and devoted
that we were full of expectations.
During the short span of his life, he
had already given the clear indica-
tions of his varied contributions to
the realms of civilizations and cul-
tures. He was a scholar, a pandit,
an interpreter, in the truest sens=
of the term.
Scholarship was his inborn nature.
He had many parts in his life. From
within "and without, he remained a
scholar and researcher and he
brought a sense of belonging to this
kind of mission. "He was b"rn with
pen and paper" said a very e'ese
neighbour of his childhood. He was
unique in his own way. I did not
know him well enough to. ray some-
thing definitive. Nevertheless his
very personality, the way of
presenting a cultural view, his un-
hurried approach to fundamental
facts of life, marked him out for
the role of a genuine messenger of
cultural interpretation.
The first time I had the 'occasion
of attending his inaugural lecture
on India was at the Union of the
Bowdoin College. In a simple way,
slowly but surely, he began to bring
out even the minutest and finest
points from the traditional cultures
of India, and carried the audienc?
with him on a tour de fo ce of India.
His first and famous bo^k
BRITISH ATTTTUDES TOWARDS
INDIA had already carv d a niche
for him in the world of great orien-
talists. George D. Bearce was the
kind of man that he w^uld have
highlighted the' untouched and un-
discussed aspects of Indian tradi-
tions. His association vith any in-
stitution of learning "was an honour
and privilege for all.
He was in the long' line of authors
and interpreters that his absence
from our midst will be keenly and
intensely felt for a long time. He
was not in the usual run ct the
scholars. There was something
phenomenal and spectacular in his




experience in commanding at the
squad, platoon, and company levels.
On the agenda Monday was com-
pass and map reading, plus terrain
appreciation and twenty minutes cf
squad drill. After having been
transported by an armored person-
nel carrier to two points along the
Androscoggin River, the company
broke up into groups of two, each
group determining its position inde-
pendently by means of a compass,
protractor, and map. Readings were
then taken on an "enemy" oil tank
at each point along the river. In-
format ion adequa te to direct mis-
Cornell Concert
'Outs
by ALBERT L. PUROLA* ,
On Friday, March 12, Judith Cor-
nell, soprano, gave a "song recital
in the concertvhairof the Senior
Center.
The program Consisted of works
by Gluck, Mozart, Schubert, Mahler,
Faure and Poulenc, and was enthu-
siastically received by the capacity
audience. The concert was one in
a series presented in the 1964-65
season.
Mrs. Cornell established herself
quickly and soon showed that she
was capable of some very beautiful
singing. She opened the program
with "O del mio dolce Ardor" by
Gluck and sang it with admirable
precision and security despite the
troublesome rhythms and ornamen-
tations of tht pLce. Her enunciation
was very clear and easily formed.
Despite this strong beginning, Mrs.
Cornell got better as she went along.
By the time she had finished the
songs by Gluck, the soprano had dis-
played a voice of good size at high
G and A flat, and had produced
several stunning pianissimos.
Mrs. Cornell was very much at
home in the three songs by Mo-
zart. She handled the fast passages
of the "Rident la Calma" with great
facility and control, and combined
staccato passages with pianissimos
for a vjry stunning effect. In the
other Mozart works, Mrs. Cornell
sang with great sensitivity. She
seemed to have a special feeling for
the works and produced some fine
extended legato singing with no
visible effort.
The first half of the program was
completed with a group of four
lieder by Fianz Schubert. Mrs. Cor-
nell produced her warmest singing
in the "An Sylvia" and the piece
was very effective." The soprano con-
tinued her sensitive singing through-
out the Schubert but sometimes was
guilty of imperfect attacks. On the
fast moving skips from low G flat
to F flat in the "Auf dem Wasser"
Mrs. Cornell seemed to be occa-
sionally out of tune, but in general,
her intonation throughout the eve-
ning was impeccable.
Mrs.* Cornell returned from the
intermissicn with visible life and
confidence. The second half began
with a group of four songs by Mah-
ler and she provided a very emo-
tional presentation, as well as some
mere beautiful singing. Her phrasing
was never distorted and her control
over long legato lines was never
doubt. The changes of register called
for in the Mahler were notable for
their smoothness. _
Mrs. Cornell clcsed the program
with some French songs by Ppulene
and Faure, one of which attributed
to the latter sounded more like De-
bussy. ' The. soprano clearly' was
not as comfortable in the French
as in the German and Italian, but
her diction was very acceptable. She
showed a food feeling for the music
and used her voice efficiently to give
color to the music. In "Fleur Tetee"
she combined size and passion with
quiet pianissimos quite effectively.
In the two pieces by Poulenc, Mrs.
Cornell handled the difficult gym-
nastics with great facility, and con-
tinued her generally fine and sen-
sitive work. The encore piece was
by Richard Strauss. •
One of the most enjoyable parts
of the evening was the accompani-
ment of Louise Rogers. Mrs. Rogers
is a very experienced, and accom-
plished pianist and has, appeared
at a soloist with several symphony
orchestras.
As the accompanist to Mrs. Cor-
nell, Mrs. Rogers played with great
sensitivity and taste and seemed to
work in perfect harmony with the
singer. Mrs. Rogers' performance
was particularly notable for atten-
tion to dynamics and her sense of
rhythm. She was nearly always bal-
anced with the singer and never
overpowering. Mrs. Rogers kept the
rhythms even and kept Mrs. Cornell
from rushing the tempos, particu-
larly in the Schubert. •
It was in the pieces by Schubert
that Mrs. Rogers was particularly
strong. She proved herself a fine
technician and at the same time ex-
hibited a high degree of sensitivity.
Without her, the evening could not
have been the success it was.
Mrs. Cornell was the main attrac-
tion and she lived up to the occa-
sion in grand style. At her worst,
Mrs. Cornell's voice was a bit edgy
and shrill and she was occasionally
guilty of an excessive vibrato that
came dangerously dose to a wobble
at one point.
At her best, however, which was
most of the evening, Mrs. Cornell
proved to be a highly polished sing-
er. She has a voice of good size and
color and sings with much fluency.
At no time did she seem to strain
and she did not have to concentrate
on technique. She was very familiar
with the music, and sang it with
the sensitivity or passion that it
deserved. It is a very lucky thing
that we can listen to a singer of'
this quality right here on campus.
If there was" one disappointing
thing atxm t the evening. It was the
program. A collection of songs like
this Is fine for Elizabeth Schwarz-
kopf, but Mrs. Cornell Is not a
Schwarzkopf In either specialty or
voice. Mrs. Cornell has trained for
(Continued on page 3)
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silss to the oil depot was thus ob-
tained. The company then returned
to the armory to disperse.
Make your Travel arrangements early for
best reservations. See
BRUNSWICK TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE
"ON COLLEGE CORNER"
An ATC approved-dependable-travel agency handling reservations and
tickets for all Airlines, Steamships, Hotels, Cruises and Tours. May
we lend you a helping hand?
MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE
AMERICAN DICTIONARY . . . . .
WEBSTER'S,NEW DICTIONARY .*.
( ASSELL LATIN DICTIONARY . : .
( ASHELL GERMAN DICTIONARV










WE START OFF WITH A BANG!
LOOK!!
Friday-Saturday-Sunday March 19-20-21
Tony Curtis Natalie flood"""
Henry Fonda
Lauren Bacall
8fywTT»rw.«,C0UNT BASIE and HIS ORCHESTRA I
TtCHKiCOLOr-rmmMkrNMMXMOM
Hilarious Sequei to "Mr. Roberts"
"ENSIGN PULVER"
Gobs of great films to look forward to this sea-
son, . Happy to have you buck
Ti IE MAN
»*
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NEW
DISCS
Publication ah(I circulation of the '^Amherst Report" has
precipitated much discussion as to its application to Bowdoin.
should, have an effect on Bowdoin, even if only as an aid to
self-appraisal. «'
OltBuddy Hackett's new Broadway
musical, "I Had a Ball" can be en-
Joyed three different ways.'" •'".'
First: the Broadway cast album ED- N0TE: The following is a copy of a letter sent to The
wnat relevance it has for us is yet to be, determined, but there featuring Richard KUey, .Steve Ro- Washington Post by Pres. Coles, similar to one sent to the New
i be little question that this document will, and certainly 1^ ™* *eJ"Ti^M *£*uS5 York Times, with regard to their stories on thfe Amherst Report.
ild. w pfftw nn P«,^„,» „,„„ :* „„i ;J C « no* ^> for«et Sam," Hackett's
clairvoyant, personality — plus crys-
tal ball. The words and music to this
hit are by Jack Lawrence and Stan
Freeman, the team behind the clas-
Tothe Editor:
Without attempting to assess the worth of fraternities in
general, or at Amherst or Bowdoin in particular, there are some
worthwhile points to be garnered from the Amherst Report in
regard to fraternities and their relation to the general college cast"
In the Washington Post of Sunday, 21 February, an article
sics — "Tenderly," "Poor"People of ^y Leslie Cheek III, reporting a new proposed program at Am-
l*aris" and "Sunriss Serenade." in herst College, refers to the Bowdoin College Senior Center Pro-
addition, Mercury's first "original gram in a manner which produces a distorted impression of the
recording is full of color fraternity system as it exists at Bowdoin College, and the sup-
community. One of the conclusions of the report is that Amherst P lctures, stories and some sharp port which the College gives it.




°- <ocs ffl0) Your article describes the Amherst proposals, and adds
the fraternity system with a system of "Societies," The reasons ij^^hS^raSSiMtete'be that "Maine 's Bowdoin College has erected buildings to take all
offered for this recommendation indict the Amherst Adminis- danced discotheque fashion (Philips seniors out of fraternities."
tration, though certainly unintentionally, of allowing, and in
some instances hastening, the deterioration and demise of what
once were viable institutions.
PHS 600-166). This is, not the case. The new Bowdoin Senior Center was
The Bobby Scott Quartet and built to add a new dimension into the undergraduate experi-
euest Michel Legrand present "I ence. With respect to college seniors, their interests and matur-
Had a Ball" in version three. Even ity are such that Bowdoin has introduced a new program de-
though the Scott jazz version out-
The manner in which this was accomplished was very simple, does itself at times, it still makes signed to meet their psychological and sociological needs, as
Start with the attitude that fraternities are' at best something for solid listening.' (Mercury SE identified in many careful and^thorough^studies, notably those
that has to be tolerated and at worst a negative force with in
the college. Then build dormitories but do not consider how the
problem of incorporating freshmen into the activities of the col-
lege might be solved through the fraternities. Continue to try to
"seek desperately to wean students from their houses into more
mature forms of independent expression and activity," and limit
active interest in fraternity reform to such mechanics as con-
densation of rushing and "assuring that all students who wished
to join a fraternity would be accepted as members by some fra-
ternity." Most important of all, allow faculty relations to de-
teriorate to the point where fraternities are considered "institu-
tions that bore, embarrass, or offend large numbers" of the
faculty. When all this has been accomplished, condemn them on
as many grounds as possible, and move to eliminate them.
under the direction of Nevitt Sanford. This Bowdoin program
provides new integrated living, learning, andVsocial facilities
for the entire senior class. The response of Bowdoin Seniors
to the Program indicates the validity of the premises upon
which it has been based.
The unoWgraduate residential college must continually re-
assess its position and adjust old forms to new needs. Each
featuring four of Locke's Suites for college must do that in terms of its own particular situation,
Three and Pour Viols. Performing undergraduate attitudes, norms, and conditions. At Bowdoin
is the Elizabethan Consort
.
under the fraternities provide the vehicle for smaller social, cultural,
Dennis Nesbitt, and Margaret Field- and disciplinary units for the underclassmen, leading them na-
Hyde's famous "Golden Age Singers." turally into the pioneering program for Bowdoin Seniors. The
Nineteen-year-old harpsichordist, pogitive contributions which the Bowdoin fraternities can and
60995).
* * « • »
Milton's references to music's
sweetness may have been in con-
sideration to the strains of Matthew
Locke. The vocal and instrumental
music of Milton's contemporary is
the subject of a Westminster album
Roger Pugh, realized the music and do make are well recognized by the College. . They are of par-presents it here in an extraordinary
fashion. Pugh has become a most ticular value in the rapid assimilation of Freshmen into the
brilliant exponent of early English College culture, which results in part from the early pledging
music. (Westminster WST 17082). program in practice at Bowdoin.
* • * * • Bowdoin's recognition of the importance of the total college








the Maternity system is impossible only where American Boys," the Chad Mitchell the College depends to a remarkable degree upon the continuallybad situations have been allowed to get worse, and where the Trio is at it again. And'clalming to
"division between 'work' and 'social life'," which is to say between &* "Cowboys and Indians," here are
the fraternities and the college, is allowed to widen irreparably
It may have occurred to someone by this point that there
may be a better way to run a college. There may also be a better
way to run a fraternity, but improvement and changes must be
sincerely and actively encouraged by the college. Progress within
the New Christy Minstrels. The "All
American" group, however, wins
There is much more to the Amherst Report than discussion hands ^down. Chad Mitchell corn-
about fraternities, and much more* that has some bearing on the blnes a variety of style that the
environment at Bowdoin, but it must be recognized that while MinstreJs have yet to approach. In
Amherst rejects the label of "fraternity college," Bowdoin fits
preeminently within this category; so that all of the recommen-
dations in the Amherst Report concern fraternities here. The
extent to which they can measure up and adapt to desired and
desirable changes for the college will, and certainly should, de-
cide the question of their relevance in the future. The oppor-
tunities open Ib^Bowdoin fraternities especially as opposed to 8°° Dylan's "With God on Our
their opposite numbers at Amherst afforded by their unique slde
"
position and many natural advantages will be obvious to anyone"
who reads the Amherst Report, and the shame will be if they do
not, and are not encouraged to, capitalize on these opportunities
and advantages.
the ancient "Cherry Tree Carol,'
Mike Koblick is recorded in the
most moving song to come out of ;
the folk era. Civil Rights steps aside be the most active champions of
for criticism in the song "What Hat Russian folk music ^ stm con.
Should I Wear," while irony is sel-
drm presented with such force as in
increasing stature and strength of fraternities on the Bowdoin







tinue to tour* the free world and
record their native music. In a re-
cent trip to Japan the old "Sakura,"
Meistersinger with Jess Thomas, a
stereo Pelleas et Afelisande, a new
St Matthew Passion, A Magic Flute,
but nothing new by the Beatles.
Cornell
Cont. from p. 2
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kindV of printing for -
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS-^ POSTERS ,-•—STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
Now the Indians have some good the Japanese Cherry Blossom Song,
tunes, "Sweot Betsy from Pike" was arranged by conductor Serge
and the like. Their singing and Jaroff and is now featured in the
'
stomping contains nothing more album "On the River Don." (Decca opera and this listener felt a bit
serious than "My Last Gold Dollar 710105). The "Sakura" sounds cheated in not hearing at least one
is Gone." However, only the truly strangely Russian surrounded by a of the "standard" soprano arias. It
absurd can save songs like "Corn "Siberian Vagabond Song" and, a is true that they are not commonly
Whiskey" and "Three Wheels on familiar name to readers at War and sung with a song group, but it la
My Wagon." The Indians lose again. Peace, "Borodin." being done more and more frequent-
(Columbia CS 9103). The first two months of '66 have ly and an exception would have been
• * * • made recording history with Maria good in this case.
The Don Cossack Chorus seems to Callas' Carmen, a stereo Parsifal and Arias like "Vissi d'Arte" from Tos-
ca or "Un bel di vedremo" from




familiar to the audience. It would
be nice if we could hear Mrs. Cor-
nell perform these before the end
of the year. Actually it would be a
pleasure to hear Mrs. Cornell sing
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NOW!! "IT Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's
Delicious Foods & Save $$$
NOW ON SALE
BATH » T BRUNSWICKROAD Al TeL 725-7548
DISCOUNT COUPON BOOKS
A $3.00 Value for J2.70
"U" Save Me
or
A »M Vafan to HJU
— Pisa —
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS
Hurry! Get Yours Today
J
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EDITORIAL
. At yesterday affernoorf s faculty mee.ting.'the fattrlty voted
to recommend approval* to departmental changes in Music,
Psychology, Physics, and Military Science. These recomrrren-'
dations now go to the Governing Boards for official approval.
Though the faculty has no real role in the final determination
of these changes, it serves as a useful forum in analyzing the
proposals, and as such the Governing Boards ought to accept
the recommendations in much the same form as they emerge
from the hullabaloo on the third floor of Massachusetts Hall.
Past experience has shown that generally these proposals have
been accepted and enacted in this way.
Yesterday's action with regard to Music, Psychology, and
Physics involved changes in courses. However, in the case of
Military Science the essence of the discussion was the continu-
ance of the entire ROTC program at Bowdoin. Though there
was considerable speculation that the faculty might not be in-
terested in continuing the program, it turned out that but for
a single man the faculty voted to keep the program, as well
as institute the new two year program, in addition to the exist-
ing four year plan. If this lone faculty member was dissenting
for dissenting reasons alone we do not know. But it seems
that as long as the program is not compulsory, every student
ought to have the opportunity to participate in ROTC if he so
desires. To exclude the program would have been a violation
of the concept of a liberal arts institution. The approval given
by the faculty to the two year program will make it possible
for sophomores, who had no interest in ROTC during their first
two years at Bowdoin, to enroll in the program at a later date.
In a sense this is the same as making most courses available to
students at anytime during the four years of their course of
study. Now if a student wishes to take ROTC only during his
last two years, he may do so. The decision on the part of the
faculty, to recommend that students be allowed to do this, is
to be commended, as are all proposals designed to broaden
educational opportunities.
In voicing approval of such action, however, it must be
remembered that the faculty power of recommendation "is not
limited to academic considerations. A responsibility exists to
include non-academic areas in recommendations which are
generally designed to improve the situation of the whole col-
lege. Building proposals are brought before the faculty, as well
'
as the ever-pressing question of social rules. In these two areas
this responsibility has been fulfilled, because the faculty has
indeed considered them and has made recommendations. The
physical expansion program currently underway is evidence of
the nature of recommendations in that area. Past action of
the faculty with regard to social rujes is indeed a fulfillment of
the responsibility, but it is a fulfillment that is out of context
with the "liberal'' tradition of recommendations in other non-
social matters. In these other matters the faculty has been
guided by the value of the proposals themselves and their ad-
herence to the liberal arts tradition. It' seems clear that their
feelings on .social rules are swayed not upon these factors, but
rather on considerations of Alumni pressures, .opposition of
some medical authorities, and uncertainty of the possible reac-
tions of the Governing Boards.
Letters To The Editor




- ^ . j. .„,„ here for psychological health) : Foy
At the beginning, of the ttlrmpil There has been much discussion .
_
about soci^^uIesVthe President, ;in the preceding two issues,of-The ^
Ko^er said, to jne some ^.ears
Council, and, t,he President of tha 0rient, (in botb;of trie Fociis inter- °* >
A basic and extendable policy
,
College decried the laox of com- r „,«a*„„j m-j *« seems to me . Is not to get in-'
'
munition between the student* views with Messrs. Cornelfand
Mel-
^^^^^ -^
and administration. Now by agree- low) concerning not the role" of the
Ing to work.in secret with the Presi- fraternity system per se at Bowdoin,
dent on the social ,rules (for the but rather the role of the' individual
time being as they claims the Pres-
^ ^ fraternity; moreover m h* P™ ««_
(their) i,
letter-to-the editor last week, Mr.
Wentworth firmly stated a position
on the initial loss of security and
(arid I' am notrspecifldally aiguing
you know nothing. And the unfor-
tunate part for those who do not
idents Council has reversed itself
completely in this matter.
Indeed, if the Presidents Council
had intended to sabotage its own
cause, it could not have found a the resulting norm of conformity
better way. It has cut itself off from
a source of new ideas and moral
support for their activities. At the
same time it has allowed the cam-
"which is both apathetic and per-
sonally unrewarding," to the Bow-
doin Freshman. Mr. Mellow and Mr.
pus to return to apathy about the Cornell leveled their criticisms at
social rules. In short, at a time when
discussion could be mutually rein-
forcing, it has been cut off.
As the semester progresses, the
time for action is running short.
different aspects of this personality
diffusion problem within fraterni-
ties, but, I believe,, came to much
the same general conclusion as Mr.
Wentwofth stating that present
Any propyls must be brought be-
conditionS are lacking in
fore the faculty before the last fac-
ulty's desire for a quick spring exo
dus. Moreover, there seems to us no
several areas.
norance tends to and finally does
justify mutual ignorance, creating,
I feel, a highly selective, inflexible,
and probably, as far as the indivi-
dual is concerned, unfair normative
structure." Although Mr. Kohler's
comment was made in a somewhat
different context, the point remains
— if you don't know what you are
doing (and if it involves any poten-
tial personality damage) don't do it.
Unfortunately orientation chairmen
do not regard this tenet.
The second point of this discus-
sion, that of the problem of role
In writing here the assumption is diffusion, is focused on devising an
vahd" reason" forkeeping secret the that these gentlemen's aforegoing orientation devoid of psychological
"specila project" which the council
is working on, whatever it may be.
Since the secrecy is thus damaging
to its cause and seemingly needless,
we would tell the Presidents Coun-
cil to reconsider its stand.
Sincerely,
comments do indeed reflect upon a stress. Fraternities have based their
real problem which I term person- programs on the thought that by
ality or (and more accurately) role having the pledges demonstrate re-
diffusion. It is further assumed that spect for, the members, perform pet-
this role diffusion is due to ac- ty chores, and rather laboriously and
tivities on the fraternity level, and unpleasantly learn a given amount
is to be considered exclusive of gen-, of fraternal knowledge, they would,
eral psychological health. From this by some obscure (and certainly, un-
Raymond Lapine '66 statement of assumptions my argu-
ment is that the Bowdoin orienta-
tion system is designed to
To the Editor:
To complain about misquotations
is to play a losing game. And when
a friend sent me recently a copy of
the Amherst student newspaper
which quoted me on the Senior Sem-
inars, I could only wince. At that
distance it was hardly worth trying
to correct.
But the republishing of the story
in the current Orient is more trou-
bling. I have some responsibility to
your readers: so I must c'eny those
preposterous remarks attributed to
me.
1) integrate the freshman into the
fraternity meaningfully
2) and simultaneously have the
freshman internalize in some
personal fashion the real pur-
pose of fraternities, (whatever
the personal conception of that
real purpose may be).
defined) process, fall into a realiza-
tion of what a-fraternity is all about.
I have already indicated that there
is no causal relationship between
these goals; and therefore orienta-
tion programs, partially due to this,
lack of clarity, become an unneces- <
sarily laborious and aversive process
in which a limited body of knowl-
edge is assimilated and in which
only a limited number of freshmen
.
re-integrate at the end of the pro-
gram rather than settling into the
The argument continues that the more prevalent apathy. The far„-
system fails and results in an un- reaching benefits of such programs
favorable restratification of personal which promulgate these results- cor-
values by substituting less worth-
while group norms and thereby pro-
ducing role diffusion. To clarify any
Bad reporting can be painfully
-ambiguous interpretation of that
amusing when it appears a couple
of hundred miles away. At home, it
becomes too embarrassing to let pass.
Sincerely yours,
Paul Hazelton
term, let it be denned as the break
down of social and personal values
related with mental and metabolic
disparities and dubious.
-Any corrective action must begin
with a realization of what the pres-
ent orientation programs fail to
—tri a matter of time a new proposal fo r revised socia l rules,
as prepared by the President's Council and President Coles,
will be brought before the faculty. No matter what the result
of the vote will be, it would be most unfortunate if that vote
would be the result of a "yes" for the sake of a "yes," or a 'no
'
for the iake of a "no." We strongly urge each and every
faculty member to consider the proposal on its merits and with-
in the context of a liberal arts education. We hope for a vote
based on these merits, and not on overshadowing pressures.
To the Editor:
In response to the recent action of
the administration in terminating
the scholarship aid offered by the
college, as a form of punishment,' I
would like to offer this examination.
accrued in life, as the partial loss of acc,ornP»sh on both group and in-
a sense of purpose in life, and as dmdual levels. They must realize
the loss of "ego synthesis" (or loss that Pro«ra»is such as these based
of sameness and continuity in the on aversive control are more than
life cycle). The argument ascribes P°tentially harmful to an indivi-
the failure of the system, and the dual
'
s equilibrium and that such







rve* nelther the cause
and or poorly devised orientation bl tne rratermty or the individual'"
programs. The argument concludes Nor does il serve the more important
goal of integrating a new class, into
the house. Fraternities, in short,
must become more responsible for
their activities, for legally and mor-
ally they are liable for any poten-
tial and usually irreparable person-
with a statement of limitations.
The iinplications of these assump-
tions and arguments are wide-rang-
First, such a punishment effects in&- aj:iA mav be dealt with on sev-
and sets a precendent for only 3<K/( eral levels °' analysis types. This
of the student body. It cannot help letter takes one analysis type, a ^ h-J^T
psychologically based one, and deals
-The redesigning of this week's Orient would have been
impossib le without the aid-of Thomas Cornell, Robert Bannis-
ter, and the entire staff of the Brunswick Publishing Company.
but be inequitable among that 30
In the future it could force some superficially with only two aspects
students to leave school, and it
would punish the parents of those
students who are able to stay, not
the person who is the offender. The
time has gone when financial aid
offered -to men on a basis nf
I have no specific ideas to offer for
1 , »,%. -~j- ~r t ~i certain success in this second goal
1 ) the roots of freshman insecurity „, ir, t „
<^^v» u b^
of integration, since I regard such
a process as personal and function-
ally interdependent between the
Freshman and the house-at-large.
But, thereJs an effective method -to^
and the resultants: normative
.conformity and role diffusion
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merit alone, but now is offered, in *" discussing the first point, I predictably achieve control over the
principle at least on a basis of am led to examine the fraternity first goal of learning about the fra-
need. That means that .parents who orientation programs. The first week ternity. Such a method, termed "a
must limit. their budgets to send of Bowdoin for the new Freshman positive reinforcement theory of
their sons to school are in effect begins as a week of investigation — learning," permits, under ' proper
assessed a fine. If a student who discovering what the place is all stimulus control, one to learn a
Is not on aid commits an offense, he about. Much energy and especially given amount of knowledge effec-
recejves social probation; if a stu- commitment is expended on begin- tively and gracefully. Although, the
dent on financial aid commits a ^ fraternity relationships. This utilization of this method of learn-
misdeed of the same magnitude he commitment is basic in explaining ing does not insure or make any
can be doubly punished. In an age and deriving any potential pathology claims about the realization of orien-
where a college education is looked from either social or psychological tation's second goal, a limited meth-
upon as a necessity I think much lev*ls. Then orientation: the Bow- odology is probably better than none,
more care should be used in the doln solution of how to make a and in making pledging more pleas-
future in issuing this form of secondary school senior into a col- ant and efficacious this methodology
punishment. After all, because a lege freshman, and with this transl- would allow for closer association
man is on aid,1 that- does not make u°n results a great deal of unca- with the upperclassmen In the house
him and less susceptible to the thectable aggression — a common than at present and could poten-
frailties whieh flesh is heir to, prelude to role diffusion. Fraternities tially provide a better stimulus sit-
and should not make him more in conducting their orientation pro- nation for integration (via subtle
vulnerable to punishment. I do not grams clearly have two goals in mechanisms) into the house. The
propose that scholarship students be mind: the' first is for the pledge to basic advantage of considering such
treated as special cases, nor do I 1earn "necessary" facts and songs of a theory is that it precludes any
condone rash acts on their part, fraternal and college lore, and the role diffusion and thereby entirely
What I do object to is double second (tacitly presumed to pro- av0ids the issue of psychological un-
punishment to a small part of the ceed from achievement of the first health,
student body. S *1 ) ^ for the freshmen to ifiterna-
If any member of the- administra- lize the more worthwhile aspects of
tion, faculty, student body, or any a fraternity and learn how it can
one with an interest in the well potentially be meaningful, Let me
being of the college agrees that a state that the specific orientation
thorough re-evaluatlon of such program in which I participated and It is indeed gratifying to see stu-
punitive measures is in order, I several others besides, failed in both dents respond to Orient, and its fea-
would appreciate their signature on B°&ls, For this failure they deserve tures. It will be our policy to continue
a petition to this effect which I nothing but censure and obliquy: supplying both controversial and
am circulating, for any actual or potential damagp thoupht provoking articles. We hope
they die to any individual the cor,- Uiat the student body will continue
Sincerely. elusion would b<- abolishment of to respond as thev have this past
E M Ficagerald 6( these programs. To clarify thp ooin* week The Editor
Sincerely,
R. E. Michener *68
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*
Edward Pola has been a member of
the Department of Philosophy since
1949, and chairman of that department
since 1954. He spent his undergraduate
years before World War II at Harvard,
where he took his A.B. degree, and then
returned to Harvard after the war to
take an A.M. and Ph.D. This year he is
theHecturer in Philosophy 11-12, Intro-
duction to Philosophy and also gives a
Senior Seminar in the Mind-Body Prob-
lem and Philosophy 32, Contemporary
Philosophy. His writings have appeared
in The Sewanee Review and the Thilly-
Wood History of Philosophy., In 1963
he published' a book, The Recognition
of Reason; another book, a critical study
in Whitehead, has been finished and
should appear early next year. Towards
the end of 1964 a poem of his, "For
John Kennedy of Harvard," was includ-
ed in the anthology Of Poetry and Pow-
er: Poems Occasioned by the Presiden-
cy and by the Death -of John F. Ken-
nedy.
Commenting on the calibre of Bow-
doin students, Mr. Pols remarked that
it has noticeably increased but while
there has been a proliferation of B stu-
EDWARD POLS
losophers believe that* the Really Real
is that which is empirically testable
and one cannot truly "know" a deeper
reality. The intensification of scientific
endeavor has led to a great insistence
that all things are ultimately intelli-
gible in terms of inanimate nature.
Pols is in agreement with Michael
Polyani's belief that "the responsible
choices of man, his moral and aesthetic
ideals, have no legitimate ground and
our deepest convictions lack all theore-
tic foundations in today's naturalistic,
non-metaphysical philosophy."
The ^basis of this debate lies in the
problem of reason and its limitations.
If one- asserts that philosophy can have
more than a critical function, one as-
serts that reason may be able to derive
on concrete grounds a valid meta-
physics. But to determine the limita-
tions, of reason involves reason and thus
the problem seems hopelessly reflexive.
Professor Pol's formidable book The
Recognition of Reason, deals directly
with this subject.
The author calls for no less than an
expansion of reason which will allow
it really to assess its own limits. In
effect, one gets outside the frame-
work within which science works in
order to make judgments about that
framework. Dr. Pols calls the abrupt
advance in reason's self knowledge Radi-
cally Originative Reflection: Radical
because it is concerned with reason's
whole footing in experience, originative
because it produces an awareness and"
understanding that was not there be-
fore, and reflective because reason'
comes to see and understand the ele-
ments of the world rather than merely
making use of them. Dr. Pols writes
"The mcrst deep seated effect of our
reflective exercise lies in its being a
release of creative and responsible auto-
nomy." Dr. Pols system allows room
for free choice as well as an ethic re-
lated to true knowledge. His ethics
would entail a coalescence of the ra-
tionalist school with its desire' for uni-
versal with the empiricists whose em-
phasis is on affective satisfaction.




* by- Ken Nelson ' ,
dents
,
the number of A student s h a s no t t),e tradition of- speculat ive philosophy
The newspaper headlines have been
so grim these past few weeks that it
is somewhat difficult to turn one's
thoughts to theoretical problems. Yet
alongside the obvious recent crises, a
kind of history is being written just
miles from the Bowdoin campus. For
the last several weeks the New Hamp-
shire legislature has been debating
whether to forbid "subversive" speak-
ers from appearing on the University
campus. The issue at stake is not so
much a limitation on free speech, as
it is a question of whether we have
learned anything * from nearly two
hundred years of American history.
Censorship is admittedly a very old
practice. The Book of Job was suppress-
ed for questioning a just God, Socrates
was executed for corrupting the youth,
the- Christian Commonwealth scoured
libraries, Diderot ran into exile, Hitler
lit a bonfire; in the United States we
J
have had our share of suppression from
ousting Mark Twain from Massachu-
setts to removing the Communist Mani-
festo from the sales counter, from
blacklisting screenwriters, to purging
public libraries of certain political ex-
ercises. And while the condemnation of
ideas and books has often been the
work of selfish men, here in America,
suppression has just as often been the
remedy proposed by good and intelli-
gent men concerned with the immediate
conditions of their society. .
While many of those who are fighting
against the New Hampshire proposal
argue that forbidding "subversive"
speakers to appear is a denial of free-
dom of speech, I would respond that the
real issue is the stature of American
democracy itself. It is a question of
how much faith we have in democracy
as being government by discussion, in
+h£ concept that democracy "has no dog-
ma, but is hospitable" to all dogma," to
borrow Ernest Barker's phrase.
It cannot be argued that for the Uni-
versity to forbid subversive speakers
from using its facilities, the Univer-
sity has denied free speech. The right
to speak freely does not guarantee that
one will have a podium or an audience;
just, as an individual may refuse to
open his living room to George Lincoln
Rockwell, or a printer may refuse to
manufacture hate literature, so too, a
University may. refuse to open its. audi-
torium to a "subversive" speaker. Free-
dom of speech does not compel people
to listen to or aid the speaker.
The senselessness of the New Hamp-
shire proposal is that it admits that we
are still afraid of ideas, that we are still
unsure of the long history of Ameri-
can political discussion where every
theory, even the most mundane, is as-
saulted and dissected in the theater of
everyday debate. It fails to remember
that. Americans are nurtured in- notiti--
bate arid with loaded audiences could it
muster substantial hard core strength.
It seems somewhat silly to drive other
groups to. the security and illusions of-
fered by the darkened meeting house,
instead of welcoming them into the
arena of unrehearsed challenge where
they must face mass and unrelentless
assault.
But of all the objections to the New
Hampshire ban, none seems to me more
serious than the realization that such
a law evokes a false and deceptive sense
of security. To publish a list of sub-
versive speakers is to proclaim that
those not on the list are not dangerous,
that the ideas espoused by those on the
list are disasterous to our society, but
the ideas espoused by those not on the
list are harmless to our society. There
are few people who would deny that
such a legitimate listing of- good and
evil would help us realize a great so-
ciety much faster and easier than our
present system of public discussion. But
few of us are ready to surrender to a
legislature the final decision of com-
posing such a list because their con-
ception of "subversive" need not be
ours. The compiling of such a list may
certainly be easy, but the accuracy of
such a list is obviously to be question-
ed. For exactly what is a "subversive"
doctrine?
In the last few years, "subversive" is
a label that Jias been tossed around
with no little flourish by our right
wing super-Americans. Is a "subver-
sive!* speaker in fact one from the Com-
munist party, or the Socialist Party, or
The NAACP, or the Anti-Defamation
League, or the ADA? The right wing
extremists have continuously' rejected
all those who. disagree with them as
"subversives" and "pinkos," What are
the attrTDute's of "subversive" ideology
that' will mark the New Hampshire
exiles?
Are Hght wing extremfsfts'themselves
-
'-• "suliversp-e?" "They champion free-
dom of opinion, but limit the freedom
of the press. They demanded freedom
of ' expression, but denied Rockefeller
freedom of expression. They uphold
freedom of choice, but brand any alter- •
tive to their propo s al s a s communis-nati no
tic or "soft." They' demand-freedom of
ideas, but ask, "What are our schools
for if not the indoctrinatior. against
Communism?'-' They demand freedom
of religion, but deny freedom* from re-
ligion. They proclaim freedom of print-
ing, but practice book banning. They
demand freedom of opportunity, but
deny freedom of access. WHI right wing
extremists, these saviors of liberty, be
excluded from the University as sub-
versives? Or does the legislature feel
that extremism in the much boasted
"cause of liberty" is harmless?
increased markedly. -Mr. Pols pointed
out that the very best high school talent
is still and perhaps inevitably drawn to
a few universities of great prestige that
have very large financial resources that
may be used for awarding scholarships.
Professor Pols is a philosopher in
the metaphysical camp and he writes
"Since I claim that philosophy is prop-
erly a mode of knowing that aspires to
become wisdom, I make common cause
with the metaphysical tradition." His
format in Philosophy 11-12 is relat-
ed to the problem that has plagued
contemporary philosophy — the con-
flict between the speculative and analy-
tic philosophers. This problem, which
involves the nature and role of philoso-
phy, has ramifications in all areas of
human endeavor and is therefore of
considerable concern to all.
Until comparatively recent times,
philosophy was the arch science whose
function was to unite all the sciences
beneath it in comparatively few axioms.
Philosophical knowledge, called meta-
physics, was to provide such First Prin-
ciples. With the mushrooming of
sciences, the ability of philosophy to
unify the sciences has beeh called into
question by many. Analytic philoso-
phers, disavowing philosophy's role as
an arch science, considers science per
se to be the only real knowledge while
they consider their own endeavor to
have a merely analytic or critical
function.
The usurpation of philosophy's claim
to "highest" knowledge has also led to
a dichotemy between thought and ac-
tion. Not having knowledge of univer-
sals, one can act only according to one's
feeling, and one's values are merely
relative to one's milieu: There are no
highest principles on which one can
base an ethical system - " or at least





with "its holistic approach rather than
engaging in the fragmentary inquiries
of the analytic philosophers. Primarily,
he is trying to get at things concretely
starting from the heart and working
outward. His book is one of a series
entitled Philosophical Explorations and
the editor of that series, Professor
George Plochmann, said of The Recog-
nition of Reason. "Here is plainly a
book to be read with pleasure and
studied with attention."
Proceeding to more mundane items,
Professor Pols is also chairman of the
Committee of Lectures and Concerts.
He .feel's, that this year has been a
very rich one in respect to cultural
events
-
"and there is little justification
for complaint. He explained that in se-
curing lecturers, his committee tries to
seek out not only men who have already
arrived but those who are on their way
up; not only did we have Linus Paul-
ing this year but also Malcolm Dia-
mond, an important theologian at
Princeton.
Concerning social regulation, Dr. Pols
pointed out the need for continued dis-
cussion between faculty and students.
He disapproves of the herd-like parties
which are so characteristic of our big
weekends and he would Tike to see them
broken up. Mr. Pols said, "Both frater-
nity members and students seem to be
agreed that the big parties at the
fraternity houses are too big, too noisy,
and too much given to drink — henee
the wish, to withdraw to quieter sur-
roundings. Have the students consider-
ed making any compromise proposals
designed to eliminate this condition?
What is wrong with eliminating the
bars-^jL favor of smaller .parties which
then mlvht make greater use of the
other rooms in the 'house? The Senior
Center gets along without a bar, and
this seems a natural complement to the
rule that permits wony -i. in the up-
. tains li roo
cal arguing, and that it is in the open
confrontation of ideas and not in the
act of suppression, that we purge our-
"
selves of repugnant ideology. Oppres-
sion concedes that we cannot argue,
that we cannot refute; yet, ironically,
when time has drummed away our
fears.'or our fathers' fears, we manage
to find the agility to argue and discuss
the once heinous proposal and we find
that it is always more than vulnerable
because vulnerability is the blemish of
any idea.
Some argue that to suppress an idea
is only to make it more dangerous be-
cause suppression drives it underground
where we can neither cheek upon its
momentum, nor assault its weaknesses.
For the most part, our tradition has
been to suppress only the most extreme
doctrines, and the" groups which are
forced to go underground must eventu-
ally emerge back on the surface to gain
any real political power. When they do
emerge they are confronted at last in
broad daylight; but the weakness is
that all ideas must eventually be con-
fronted, and to delay the confrontation
is but to allow it to be better organized
and to develop more hard-core because
k has not been subjected to immediate
scrutiny. The John- .Birch. Society went
underground on its own because only
there, in secret, meeting with sec-
ret memberships, in u -c. ae
Long ago, Moliere wrote, "They are
the more dangerous in their wrath be-
cause'they use, against us the. weapons
-we-reverer -and—because-- their—passion,..
.
for which they are commended, prompts
them to assassinate us with a conse-
crated blade," Frankly, I am worried
that the New Hampshire law: is pre-
pared to mark only the enemy on the
left, and to provide not only the podium
for right wing defenders of liberty,
but also the badge which says, "I am
not on the 'list,' so I am not dangerous."
Winston Churchill quipped that demo-
cracy is the worst form of government,
except for all the others. And it is true
that one may grow concerned with some
of the ideas which are forever coming
to light and maybe government by dis-
cussion is a rather prolonged and ex-
hausting method of disposal. Bu t the
New Hampshire law of suppression
hardly seems like a safety device. Its
elimination of open discussion and its
faith in the labeling system .sounds too
much like the procedures crj the right
wing extremists who an exactly
the people I would like to s cataloging
lists oi good --J evil men. Suppression
in any form leads but to d ioh. The
legislature of New Ham, - ;ght to
i law a; >:gnanl
under open i <nc
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ViewvOiv*The News
by Al PURQLA- .'• ,
: The disturbance in Selma last November 1, 1964, or less than'50%
week over demonstrations and vot- of those persons voted in the Prun-
ing rights caused reaction of various dentlal election of 1964.
sorts all over the country. There Section B defines "test and device"
were other demonstrations in other as anything requiring a person to
cities and there were innumerable show that he can read and write1 or
newspaper editorials expressing vary- to establish that he is a good
ing degrees of shock at the events moral character, among other things.
and varying proposals. " The problem immediately becomes
In this column last week I sug- that in an effort to remove some
gested that, a continuing effort be oMBb absurd voting tests for Ne-
made to demonstrate and to obtain^groes,Nhat include gems like re-
legislation that would provide a solu- quiring verbatim recitation of the
tion to the voting denials. I also Constitution and reading in foreign
mentioned the importance of obey- languages, the Government has come
ing the law and of respecting the dangerously close to outlawing legiti*
authority of the states. mate requirements and to infringing
This week, with celerity reminis- upon the states rights to determine
.
cent of the New Deal, President what those legitimate requirements
Johnson proposed a bill to guaran- are. In fact if the proposed law
tee voting rights and went to the passes, it will in effect eliminate vot-
Congress himself to announce the ing requirements',
bill. He has given all indications The Supreme Court has held
that he is planning to wield all his previously that voting requirements
influence to get this bill through the are indeed a prerogative of the state.
Congress in the shortest possible It has suggested that for intelligent
time. It is very admirable that the use of the ballot, stipulations on
President should apply the weights residence and literacy may not be
of his office to a speedy solution of unreasonable.. Clearly the Southern
the problem. states have abused this right in pre-
Prompt action is one thing; and venting Negroes from voting; and
recklessness is another. The bifl this legislation will secure the vote
that the President sent to the Con- for the Negro. But do the ends Justi-
gress in the face of all the pressure fy the means? In a constitutional
created by the Selma incident raises system can* we afford to disregard
some very serious questions of legal- the correct procedures that have
ity. On the face of it, the Federal served us for 175 years for relief
Government appears to have,stepped from this particular problem? I sub-
beyond its constitutional limitations, mit that we cannot. Before the
I am fully aware that this column Congress makes this the law, and
may now and then seem like a dis- there is little doubt that they will,
course in constitutional law, but the it must amend it to say that it is ap-
facts in this case cannot be denied, plicable only where discrimination
The law was the subject of much has been shown by a judicial or
editorial comment in today's papers, other inquiry. Does the fact that
Our Constitution has two provi- less than 50% of the people voted or
sions that seem to come in conflict were registered show that there was
here. They are Article I, Section 2 discrimination? Obviously not since
which allows that the state leg- that was the case in Alaska, and
islatures shall determine the voting they are not noted for their segre-
precedures in their own "states gationlst bent,
and the Fifteenth Amendment which it is clear that if the Congress does
says that the right to vote shall not not^modify the act, the Court likely
be denied on the grounds on the will. The Congress has the authority
basis of race or color. It gives the to pass legislation that will prevent
Congress the power to enforce its denial of the franchise to Negroes
provisions with legislation. because of their race, but it does
On the surface, it may appear that not have the authority under the
these two provisions conflict; it is Fifteenth Amendment to compel
my opinion that they do not. The the State of Ohio to allow an im-
new law is based on the Amend- beetle to vote after he had failed
ment and seems to be well within their acceptable literacy test. It is
the designated powers of the Con- this part of the law that I find
gress. At least the idea of the law objectionable. The whole civil rights
and its basis seem to be legitl- problem has caused many people to
mate. It is the actual provisions of behave irrationally but the Presi-
the new law that seem to be ques- dent and the Congress have a very
tionable and perhaps beyond the great responsibility to stay above
Congresses Power. the irrational. Certainly the Presi-
The new law is exceeding com- dent and his legal advisers can find
plex and lengthy. It is comprised of wording and provisions to achieve
thirteen sections and covers a varie- their purpose without Jeopardizing
ty of possibilities. It is Section Three, the rights guaranteed to the states.
A and B of the law that are in
doubt. This Section says that no per-
son shall be denied the right to vote
on account of failure to pass any
test, or device in any state In which
less than 50% of the people of elig-
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Stefania Sandrelll — Saro Vnx
NOTE —Matinee 1:45 P.M.
Erenings One Show Only at
7:30 PJM,
Admission Prices This
Engagement 90c At All Shows
Two Bowdoin students, Richard Hoen of West Chester, Pa., and Ken Slosberg of
Gardiner, Maine, protest police treatment of Negroes in Selma, Alabama. They are ex-
change students at Moorehouse College in Atlanta, Georgia.
The demonstrators called for increased federal action in Selma and the arrest of
Selma (Dallas County) Sheriff Jim Clark.
The two students were demonstrating with the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee. SNCC chairman, John Lewis said, "Students like these are the backbone
j of the Southern Movement. We call for increased activity on college campuses across
the country in taking a public stand to support our drive against racism."





• In a new, stronger cloth — made with Fortrel and
"cotton, for longer wear.
• Three wanted colors.
• Slim, trim styling, designed to fit, pre-shrunk to stay
that way.
• Sizes 29 to 38.
• Just $6.98 —a great value.
JUST ONE OF THE NEW IDEAS FOR SPRING '65
AT BENOFTS
!
A. H. BENOIT & COMPANY
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Speaking Out
by Laurence Wbinstein -
a freshman) casually strolling along
Crusader^ of our day are oftenghosta." The poor could be easily
However, perhaps the biggest-Joy ignored and looked down upon as Ignored —and, were— because they
could wield no political power) lock-
ing unity and organized numbers
in his. Bermuda shorts. Now let us .to -be derived from Spring's . ap-,^^ tooUsh ^^ they m fw
not chastize such spirit, for Spring pearance is the echo to eager feet . ;-
la certainly coming, but it remains 6$ Monday afternoons. Yes, this unrealistic goals. Not so wim ]af!AAs& money.
doubtful if it had arrived as of last week was the Spring debut for the Michael Harrington — his crusade why now in 1966 must we face
Saturday night. And Just Jn case R.O.T.C. ^Department, and although against poverty In the United States the problem of poverty when after
any were disappointed with Miss
Chatterly's antics during those pro-
found ninety-eight minutes, the
State Theater in Portland guaran-
tees that "Fanny Hill" will be most
entertaining this weekend.
Now that students will be out-
doors more, enjoying the warmer
days, what will be said about the
Union addition? A beautiful piece of
architecture indeed, but who forgot
the windows? Other than the pos
they contained themselves to the
Cage for the most part of the after-
noon, we have no fear that cadence
will soon reverberate throughout
the campus. This is of course de-
pendent on faculty opinion which
was supposedly taken yesterday on
the merits of the program, but let's
hope that the faculty upholds
R.O.T.C. to at least some degree.
Spring fever has to be given an
outlet somewhere, and the drill field
can no longer be successfully avoid-
ed, however distasteful It may be
to some who would like to think
that poverty cannot exist in a
democracy characterized by "limit-
less" riches,
One-fifth of our population is
considered poor by standards set
by the Federal government. One-
quarter of the young in the United
States are raised in poor families.
sible explanation that it is a fallout is Perhaps one of the better places, 0tie ^ya ask, how can these people
It must be admitted that Spring
is finally coming to the Bowdoin
campus, even with yesterday's dire
prediction for snow, which happily
has not materialized. Last Saturday
evening, while heading for Sills
Hall to take in Lady Chatterley's
escapades, some students spotted one
eager freshman (he must have been
shelter, the only sensible reason for
this situation came to me when a
senior remarked that one side of
the new library was almost all glass.
This observation does not appear
valid, from what one can see
beneath Hubbard Junior's veils; but
If it is this campus has come to a
sorry state when it allows discrimin-
ation among its facilities. If the
Captial Campaign supplied glass to
the library why not the Union also?
Berkeley fought for rights of the
students; Bowdoin has skirmished
concerning improvements in its
social dilemma; but not even a sign
of concern over the future architec-
tural condition of our campus. -At
least it appears that a committee
would be in order to delve further
into the situation.
Humor has Is limits however, and
the R.O.T.C. program should be
applauded for its efforts.
But conclusive proof of Spring's
presence is always Spring-cleaning,
and the Grounds and Buildings De-
partment has surely taken tremen-
dous steps in this area. The past
week has seen the Winter's dirt
removed from our streets and walks,
the lawns deprived of their leafy
cover; and, thank Heaven, Cleve-
land Hall's front yard roped off.
Let's hope some grass manages to
take hold now.
Calm down though; Spring is here
but Hugh Hefner is not. He re-
gretfully cannot lecture here this
year, and he would not even con-
sider sending a secretary in his
place.
be Ignored if they are so numerous?
In a land grounded deeply in
capitalism, the government (up
until the 1980's) did not think it-
self empowered to regulate the dis-
tribution of our society's products.
This changed because of a depres-
sion and one may wonder how long
so many years we were able to over-
look the Appalachlas across the
nation?
The simple truth is poverty costs
money. Cities are now being pushed
into difficult economic straits be-
cause welfare programs are con-
tinually widening in scope and
depth. The tremendous waste of man
hours caused by the poor being un-
employed also costs money in the
sense of lost opportunity. Govern-
ment transfer payments have placed
another heavy burden on the budget
which means higher and higher
taxes for all.
The best action in the long run
which could be undertaken would be
the uplifting of the poverty-ridden
to near or on par with present
middle class standards. Industry
taken to develop if it had not been
for the economic standstill.
Wealth was (and still is) unevenly
distributed. Those who controlled
accesses to money were the political-
ly powerful. "Money speaks" in
politics and the absence of this re-
source means a great restriction on
political influence. The poor obvious-
ly had no money to effect political
schemes and thus became "political
A message of importance to sophomore men
Ifyou've got what ittakes
to be an Army Officer
you may qualify for this new
on campus training program
A new Army ROTC program starts this
coming Summer for sophomore men who apply
prior to May 1—only 3,000 applicants to be accepted
If you're a sophomore now attendnnronrtjf'
offer Army Officer training—or you plan to transfer to one of these schools next
Fall—you may qualify for the new two-year Army ROTC program.
This new program—designed especially for college men who have not taken
Army ROTC during their first two years— will commence with six weeks of
field training this coming Summer, beginning June 14. Then you'll have
on-campus training during your junior year ... six additional weeks at camp
during the following Summer . . . and more on-campus training during your
senior year. Even flight training is offered at some schools. -
ROTC training is really a process of learning to organize and direct others—
to be a leader. Consider how important this ability can be to you throughout life;
yet, to acquire it you will spend relatively little time in the ROTC classroom.
You'll nhtflin valnahlft junior management experience . . .'a fulfo and rfcn?r
social welfare programs would have wouW ^en haVfe a broader consumer
market, money could be redirected
from the present social welfare
plans, health among the poor would
improve considerably as would their
education, etc.
The money needed to complete a
project of this magnitude may ap-
pear staggering at first thought, but
upon further consideration, the
actual expenditures used to raise the
,
condition of the poor would be no-
ticeably less than the money which
will be used up If no action is taken.
There is no need for a great
humanitarian spirit to sweep over
the public before a plan mentioned
above could gain acceptance. Mr.
Harrington made It clear In his
lecture March 4, that ridding the
land of povertyjtad uplifting the
poor makes good, hard economic
sense. Agreement to this plan for a
"Great Society" demands no group-
ing of idealists in order to carry
public "opinion.
Probably the biggest obstacle to
Michael Harrington's plan lies In
the budgetary aspects of the
crusade. The government has shown
great caution In allocating enough
funds for effective programs be-
cause our industry is still geared
mainly for military defense. If, as
Harrington says, "peace breaks out,"
en this flnnnr.in.1 problem will no
campus life . . . extra spending money ($40 per month during your junior
and senior school years, and even more during Summer traininjjf7\. and »
whep you graduate, an Army Officer's commission as Second Lieutenant.
Then you'll normally spend two interesting years on active duty, often
abroad with opportunities for travel.
Talk to the Professor of Military Science on your campus about this
opportunity. Ask him to describe this new short program in detail.
Or send in the coupon below for complete information. There's no obligation
involved, and you'll not be subjected to any "hard sell" recruiting effort.
The kind of men the Army wants can decide for themselves if this new
opportunity is right for them.
If you're good enough to be an Army Officer,
don't settle for less. Sign up now for Army ROTC.
Send in this coupon for more information on this new two-year on-campus Army Officer training program.
U.S. Army ROTC, Post Office Box 1040, Westbury, New York 11591
Please send me complete information on the new two-year Army ROTC program. ) understand there
is no obligation involved.







I expect to complete my sophomore year on,—_ ,—
_
While I am not now attending a school that offers Army ROTC training, I am planning to attend the folic i
"school that does next Fall: College or University: :—i
:-365
longer be a hindrance to ending the
shocking poverty in this country.
fe .' -d ; .
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PAOE EIGHT THE BOWDOINf ORIENT
Aschenbach, - Butts \ Honored
Although college hockey rates only a few lines in Sports
Illustrated, the Boston newspapers are giving a great deal of
space to the NCAA championships at Brown this weekend.
Many of the sportswriters feel that this could be the year when
eastern hockey finally makes itself felt. With the high quality
of eastern play this season, they optimistically say that it would
not be too great a surprise to see Boston College or Brown
win the title.
Well, we'd be surprised. There is probably no other sport
in which, one section holds such an overwhelming superiority
over another. In the 1 7 year history of the tournament the East
has won but twice —-in ]£49 with B.C. and in 1954 with the
so-called "Cinderella" RP1 team which skated just two lines
and three defensemen but managed to beat Minnesota 5-4.
Since 1952 the championship game has been an all-western
affair every year except 1954, 1961, and 1962. The only rea-
s6n the eastern teams made the title game in '61 and '62 was
that tournament officials pitted West vs. West and East vs.
East in the first round. In *6T, St. Lawrence defeated RPI 6-4,
but lost to Denver 12-2 in the championship. This, incidentally,
was the Denver team which finished 30-1-1 and was called
"the strongest college hockey team in history" by many sports-
writers. (This was also the team on which George Konik, an
All-American defens^man his junior year, could not make the
Pioneers' first line his senior year.) The following season it
was Michigan Tech which belted the East, this time Clarkson.
7-1. In 1963 the tournament returned to the old West vs. East
first round games, and in both '63 and '64 it was an all-West
final.
The traditional explanation for this commanding western
dominance, of course, is their use of Canadians. But when it is
realized that both St. Lawrence and Clarkson have relied on
eastern Canadians for years and have still not won the NCAA
crown, this argument loses some of its force. It is weakened
further when one realizes that Michigan State comes east every
Thanksgiving for three games with St. Lawrence and Clarkson,
and has yet to go home without at least one win, despite the
long trip and the three games in three nights. This year, in fact,
the Michigan team won 2 and lost I With a team of I 7 players
from' Michigan and Minnesota; 2 from Canada.
We don't think that thisargument over the use of Cana-
dians is important. The EaSt rarely beats the West, whether
it's American easterners or Canadian easterners. The western
superiority is probably due more to their size and ruggedness.
North Dakota, for example, has four 200-pounders on its
team this year; Michigan State, which finished far out of things
in the Western Collegiate Hockey Association, started a 6'3",
2 I 5 -pound center on its eastern trip. For some reason, the West
always is bigger, be it Pee Wee, high school, or college hockey.
The Russians and Czechs nave shown that speed and
stickhandling can overcome the size difference by whipping
the roughhouse Canadians in the world championships this
week. But unless the Americans change to pro rules and allow
checking all over the ice, we probably won't develop the heads-
up, expert stickhandling play of the Europeans, and size will
continue to be the deciding factor in these East-West cham-
pionships.
* * * *
Despite the small-size of the college, it provides, on the
whole, good athletic facilities. One place it has fallen down,
however, is in regard to the rifle team. We realize' that this is
not a major sport, but it does have a college team, and that









rundown building next to the town youTtr
ciub. ! he room has tin sheeting on the side walls, an unpro-
tected ceiling, a pulley system which is "ancient, broken-down
and has been repaired 1,000 times," according to a team
member. The town won't fix it because it doesn't use JU the
college can't repair it because it doesn't own it. The athletic.
department did try to get a range included in the new athletic
bujlding, but it was dropped from, the plans. Since the college
is represented in intercollegiate competition, and since there no
doubt are students and faculty who would take advantage of
shootin« facilities, we feel that the college should take a look
at the problem. If we're going to spend millions of dollars on
new buildings, why not provide for all students?
Grapes of the Week Department: Fred Bail and Brian
Murphv. lacrosse co-captains,, haven't been able to get lockers
at the ,-ym. There is a great lack of space, of course, but things
seem a little out of whack when varsity athletes cannot get what
student who work out once a week or less can get.
hind Williams and Springfield, the
winner and runnerup.
Tim Robinson flniiihed second In
the 200-yard freestyle to his nemesis,
Duff Tyler of Trinity. Rob was
Uon forx lte opening game against
Villanova orKMarch 29." With six
returning starters- and help from'
last year's 9-1 frosh club the Polar
Bears will be trying to improve on
last year's successful 9-4 record.
Captain Ned d"Entremont along
with Junior southpaw Bob Butkus
will be the mainstays of the mound
corp; both finished with 3-1 records
last year. Last year's Cubs are ex-
pected to round out the hurlers with
FRIDAY, MARCH 19, 1965
Baseball Team
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;-.. i Spring Season -
Th0 Bowdoln College swimming Wheeler finished fourth In his *-
team completed a mediocre year with specialty. \a veteran baseball squad has been
.
nudlocr, pert^nc ta the New ^CSSSi'S! «*»*•**- °°*° ta **¥
England small college champion-
nexfc yeftr
.
s swimming team. Karl,
ships at MTT last Saturday. The one of- the "crew-cuts," competed In
Polar Bears finished 7th, well be- the 50, 100 and 300-yard freestyle.
Charlie Butt, head coach of swim-
ming and soccer, has been elected
President of the New England In-
tercollegiate Swimming Association.
Coach Butt, who is also Director
of Bowdoin's Curtis Swimming Pool,
caught in a faster time but the served last year as the Association's
judges ruled that Tyler had touched Vice President. A member of the
out the Bowdoln captain. Tim also Bowdoln Faculty since 1961, he has
managed a third place in the 500 conducted numerous clinics for
freestyle. swimming coaches. In his first year
Pete Stackpole captured a fourth at Bowdoln he coached the Polar ^mce McLean in the role of relief
place in the 200-yard butterfly, a Bear swimming squad to an unde- _
wifche
fine performance for a sophomore, feated season and second place in
The "crew-cut" mermen also garner- the New England Championships. expected to see some duty. Juniors
ed points from the sixth place 400- A graduate of Springfield College, Dick Beaupre and Norm Roby are
yard medley relay team of Bill where he received an M. S. degree also shooting for starting roles.
Lynch, Bill Beach, SLackpole, and In 1956, Coach Butt was named to The lnfleid wU] De anchored by
Mike Rldgeway. The 400-yard free- the All-American soccer team in
,.,_,_,,. ^ , .r ,i
style team of Karl Aschenbach. 1952 and 1953. In 1960-61 he was the veterans third baseman Paul Malloy.
Robinson, Rldgeway, and Beach took recipient of the Coach of the Year second baseman BiU Matthews and
catchers Dick Condos and Fred
Harlow. Chances are that one of the
catchers will also see some action in
right field when he's not behind the
. plate. The big question marks In the
infield are shortstop and first base
due to the graduate losses of Dave
Bayer, last year's leading hitter, and
Harry Silverman. Vieing for the
shortstop position is veteran Bob
Harrington and last year's frosh SS
Pete Pappas. At.first base it's a wide
open affair between sophomores
Paul Newman, Dave McNabb.and
Rick Allen along with seniors Bob
Ness and Steve Bloomberg. "Soph
Andy Cornelia will be backing up
Matthews at second.
The only returning outfielder
from fhe '64 club will be leftflelder
Tom Zilinsky, but both Butkus and
Condos will be seeing some action
in right field to take advantage of
their good bats. Prime candidates
for the centerfeld post vacated by
last years captain Dave Fitts will
be senior returnee Berle Schiller and
speedy Jim MacAllen who will be
returning to the diamond after last
year's layoff.
The team will play 19 games this
fifth place, while diver Harvey Award in soccer.
Lose To BUlrac.
Schulten: Cage Record
Last Saturday the indoor track
season came to a close as the Bow-
doin varsity and freshman teams
lost to Boston University. The score
of the varsity meet was 64-48 while
the freshmen lost by 66-43. Bow-
doin's IC4A champion Alex Schulten
broke his own cage record by almost
two feet with a toss of 61 '8" in the
35-lb weight. Other Polar Bear first
places were won by John Coggins
in the shot, Andy Seager in the high
jump, Pete Beaven in the 1000, and
Oil Ekdahl in the pole vault. In
the freshman competition Steve
Norris won the 35-lb weight, Doug
MacDonald won the high jump,
Charlie Hews took the shot with a
fine 45' 8%" effort, and Corny
Caruso won the pole vault. Boston
University's fine freshman hurdler,
Hemery, took the highs in 5.8
seconds and tied the cage record of
5.5 seconds in^the- lows. B. U. won
both relays in the identical times of
3:345. The varsity summary:
36-Jb wt — 1. Schulten (B); 2. La-
vangie (BU) 8. Willscher (B) DU.
61' 8" (cage record)
High jump — 1. Seager (B); 2. Her-
man (BU); 3. Tarbell (B). Hgt. 5'
10"
Broad jump — 1. Johnwn (BU); 2.
Love (B) ; S. E. Herman (BU) Die.
21' 11 1/4" (meet record)
Mile — 1. Toner (BU); 2. Starkui (BU)
:
3. Kahili (B) T. 4:52.2
40 — 1. Johnson (BU); 2, Herman
(BU); 3. Segal (B) T. 4.7
600 — 1. Lothrop (BU) ; 2. Field (B);
3. Katchpole (BU) T. 1:19.2
HH — 1. Herman (BU) ; 2. Ekdahl (B);
3. Tarbell (B) T. 6.2
2-mile — 1. Starkui (BU) ; 2. Newman
(BU): 3. Boat (B) T. 10:08.7
1000 — 1. Beaven (B) ; 2. Toner (BU);
3. Kahili (B) 2:27.7
LH — 1. Herman (BU); 2. Tarbell (B);
3. Ekdahl (B) T. 5.6
Shot — 1. Coggins; 2. Stocking (B)
;
3. Lavangie (BU) Dia. 45' 2 1/2"
Pole Vault — 1. Ekdahl (B) ; 2. Blatt
(BU); (no third) Hgt. 12'
Relay — 1. B.U. T. 3:34.5
The freehman summary
:
35-lb wt — 1. Norris (B); 2. Baiton
(BU); 3. Hew* (B) Dli. 40' 8 3/4"
High jump—«»—tr MacDonald (B); 2.
Robinson (BU) ; 3. Lyon (B) Hgt 6' 4"
Broad jump — 1. Farley (BU) ; 2. He-
mery (BU) ; 3. Carven (BU) Dis.
21' 9 1/2"
Mile — 1. Stripe (BU); 2. Grove (BU) ;
3. Sudmann (B) T. 4:52
40 — 1. Finer (BU); 2. MacDonald (B);
3. Hemery (BU) T. 4.7
600 — 1. Finer (BU) ; 2. Farley (BU);
3. Craven (BU) T. 1:18.3
HH — 1. Hemery (BU) ; 2. Soule (B); 3.
MacDonald (B) T. 6.8 —
2-mile — 1. Stripe (BU); 2. Bowden
(B); 3. Rundlett (B) T. 10:57.4
1000 — 1. Farley (BU); 2. Finer/ (BU)1
3. Sudmann (B) T. 2:36.2 —
—
LH — 1. Hemery (BU); 2. Soule (B)
3. MacDonald (B); T. 6.5 (equals
cage record)
Shot — 1. Hews (B) : 2. Charron (B)
8. Norris (B) DU. 45' 8 1/4"
Pole Vault — 1. Caruso (B). (only entry)
Hgt. 9',
Relay - 1. B.U. T. 3:84.5
KS Wins House BB Title
Eight players scored for the Kappa
Sig's Tuesday night as they routed
Beta 60-37 for the interfraternity
basketball championship and their
13th win without a loss. Pete Qulgley
had 13 points and Ron Shone 12 for
KS, while Bob Giard scored 11 and
Spencer Smith 10 for Beta.
KS raced to a 14-5 first quarter
lead and upped the margin to 30-12
at the half. The second half saw the
point winning margin.
In the consolation game Thursday
night Zete took a 17-7 ftrtt quarter
lead and increased that to 32-16 at
the half, but Deke came back to
narrow the final score to 55-43, Zete.
Bill Dugan had 14 points and Dave
Soule 10 for Zete while Jim Coffin
led Deke with 15 and Charlie Roscoe
added 10.
spring; opening its season with a
five-game southern tour.
The 1965 schedule: —^-
March 29 at Villanova, 30 at
Loyola, 31 at Baltimore.
April 1 at Upsala, 2 at Upsala, 15
at Amherst, 16 at Williams, 17 at
Wesleyan, 24 Northeastern, 28 at
Maine, 30 at MTT.
May 1 Colby, 4 Bates, 7 Springfield
8 Trinity, 11 at Bates, 12 New Hamp-
shire, 19 at Colby, 21 Maine.
Tune into WBOR on Monday
night when Captain d'Entremont
will be interviewed on Sports Rourid-






DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The -itv lacrosse team will open
ts 196* hedule with a six-dav tour Bowling Standings





. le for Coach 2. SN 9
tad 3. KS 28 12
Hofstra, 30 at Stet 4. Zete ., 214 104
1 si* Dickinson U...M 5 Deke 194 84
6 Psi l> 23 17
:»-:phi, 2 Opei 7 DS 13 19
, 8 Beta 13 23
PPP 13 27
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Semi-finals of the annual Wilmot Brookings Mitchell Interfraternlty
Debating Tournament will be held April 22 at 7:30 pjn.
Andrew O. Loeb '66 of Forest Hills, N. Y., President of the Inter-
fraternity Debate Council, said semi-final contests will include Alpha Rho
Upsilou at Zeta Psi and Theta Delta Chi at Delta Sigma. The debates
will be open to the general public. *
Lawrence Sargent Hall, Professor of English Is the editor of "A Gram-
mar of Literary Criticism," published Monday (April 12) by Macmlllah.
"All literary analyses and judgments," he states, "are primarily and fun-
damentally problems of definition." Seventy-four essays in this collection
help define the terms of critical thinking.
Professor Hall, Chairman of the Department of English earned his
PhD. at Yale. He is the author of "Hawthorne: Critic of Society" (1943),
"How Thinking Is Written" (1963), and the novel "Stowaway" (1961).
Christopher L., Smith of .Fairfield,' Conn., has been elected President
of Theta Delta Chi Fraternity.
Other officers elected include:
Vice President, Leonard J. DeMuro, Jr. '66, Bar Harbor, Maine.
Recording Secretary, Charles E. Gould, Jr. '67, of Kennebunkport,
Maine.
Corresponding Secretary, William Margolin '67, of West Rqxbury,
Mass. *
Treasurer, Warren A. Sinsheimer, III '68, of San Luis Obispo, Calif.
Herald, Ronald J. Sidman '68 of Milton, Mass.
Lt. Samuel A. Ladd, Jr. '63, and
son of Bowdoln's Placement Direc-
tor, was personally chosen by Gen.
John F. Franklin, commander of
the Berlin Brigade, to lead an honor
guard reviewed by Mayor Block, of
StiegUta, West Berlin, on the ere
of his retirement. The ceremony,
a traditional one for retiring may-
ors, was held January 12, In the
Hall of Honors, West Berlin. This
was" the second time Lt. Ladd was
chosen by Gen. Franklin for this
honor for a departing mayor. His
unit is A Company, 2nd Battalion,
6th Infantry, stationed In West Ber-
lin.
• •**»•
Dean of the College Nathaniel C. Kendrick presented the Franklin
Delano Roosevelt Cup to Andrew J. Seager, son of a South African mis-
sionary from Bechuanaland, in special ceremonies trt arBowdotn Forum
two days after the 20th anniversary of President Roosevelt's death. Pro-
fessor Daniel Levine of the Bowdoin History Department spoke on "FDR."
The famed piano soloist Robert H. Roberts is scheduled to give a
recital in the main lounge of the Senior Center at 8:15 pjn, on April
20. That afternoon at 4:00 pm., Professor Beckwith will give a
lecture, 'The Piano Sonata." Tickets will be sold at the door for $1.25,
$.75 for children, and season ticket holders for the Bowdoin 1964-65 Artist
Concert Series will be admitted free.
• »•••
On April 17 a new art exhibit will open at the art building, entitled
"The Philadelphia Tradition.^ The show is made up of 38 paintings,
dating from the colonial times to the present, were all done by Phila-
delphia artists. "i
The Bowdoin College International Club will hold an "International
Day" tomorrow, April 17.
-Sang D Tong '67, President of the Club, said events will start at 2:30
p.m. with a soccer game against other Bowdoin students.
An International folkslng will be held at 7 p.m. In the Moulton Union
Lounge, to be followed by an informal dance for club members, members
of both soccer teams, and invited guests. Refreshments will be served.
Important Notice to Members of Classes 1967 and 1968
Applications for dormitory assignments are available in the
office of the Placement Bureau, Banister Hall. It is requested that
applications he completed and returned as soon as possible. Before
that time those planning to live. in the dormitories should select
their roommates for next fall. Those planning to live at home or




Fraternity stewards, presidents, and others to be concerned
with rooming assignments in the fraternities for the members
of the classes of 1967 and 1968 should make these assignments
now. It is inoperative that full occupancy of the fraternity houses
be scheduled before^ members leave the campus in June. Those
responsible should submit their list of residents to the Housing
Director in the Placement Bureau as soon as possible.
In requesting dormitory assignment it should be remember-
ed that Maine Hall will be withdrawn from use for renovation.
The freshman class to be admitted this year of course will be
housed according to College policy in the dormitories.





by Michael F. Rice
Project '65 as a program to en-
courage qualified Negro and other
possibly culturally-deprived stu-
dents to apply to Bowdoin may face
some radical changes in its future.
This picture has come into view
since the completion of the Project's
spring trip through the Midwest,
Southeast, and Deep South.
According to Robert Mellow of the
Admissions Department, and adviser
to Project '65, the need for the pro-
gram will decrease as the schools
visited by Bowdoin students each
year become acquainted with Bow-
doin and continue to advise its stu-
dents about applying to the College.
However, Mr. Mellow stated that in
this case, problems might develop in
the "assimilation of these students
and that Project '65 could evolve in-
to an organization which would be
responsible for attacking this prob-
lem, perhaps along the lines of the
BUT or "Big Brother" programs
through '.he fraternities. He added
that he thought that "the under-
graduate who is interested in visit-
ing schools and talking to students
might not be the same ones directly
interested in the problems of assim-
ilation of culturally deprived stu-
dents."
As a closing thought on the future
of the Project Mr. Mellow suggested
that its ideas might be extended to
- a program to encourage applications
from students from rural Maine. ,
When queried on this same topic
of the future of Project '65, Cb-
Chairman Steve Kay '65, who head-
ed the Southeastern trip, responded
that he himself was not prepared to
travel in the future unless the Proj-
ect received direct financial aid from
the^dmissions Department. All of
its money this year came from stu-
dent and faculty contributions and
the Blanket Tax, involving some
$1100. Kay stated that students
in the project had performed func-
tions, such as visiting schools in
areas that Admissions people had
already ..covered, and had thus over-
lapping responsibilities of the Ad-
missions Department. Another
difficulty to be considered was the
lack of scholarship funds specifical-
ly earmarked for students who
might become interested in Bow^
-doin--
serious financial problems. Since
Negroes and other students in the
areas visited were specifically in-
terested in the possibility of finan-
cial aid, Kay felt he was not able to
be particularly encouraging in this
area.
Co-Chairman Ed Bell '66, who
went through the Midwest, had si-
milar opinions regarding the finan-
cial and administrative situation.
Another aspect he suggested war-
ranted consideration for the future
was a program more concentrated
in a specific locality rather than the
students trying to cover effectively
a large territory each trip. He en-
visioned this possibility as one de-
signed to encourage Negroes in rural
areas to consider continuing their
education, ' rather than specifically
recruiting applicants to "Bowdoin. A
program in which several represen-
tatives of the College would visit a
town for a week- or so and become
well-acquainted with the schools,
students, and parents through vari-
ous meetings and talks. That the
purpose of this would be to encour-
age students to continue their edu-
cation who ordinarily might not
lends itself to expanding participa-
tion to schools other than Bowdoin,
Including women's colleges to in-
terest students in the whole range
of higher education.
This program, Bell said, "might
be worked out through local chap-
^T
Six Time Presidential Candidate,
Norman Thomas To Speak Monday
Norman Thomas, former Socialist
candidate for President and long-
time crusader for civil liberties and
world disarmament, will deliver the
1965 Delta Sigma Lecture at Bow-
doin.
Mr. Thomas will speak in Pick-
ard Theater, on Monday (April 19)
at 8:15 p.m. on the topic "What Are
the Answers?"
.
has, for more than 35 years, brought
distinguished visitors to Bowdoin for
lectures and informal conferences.
His April 19 address will be Mr.
Thomas' second Bowdoin appearance
as Delta Sigma Lecturer. Other lec-
tures in the series have included
Mary Ellen Chase, George Lyman
Kittredge, Alexander Meiklejohn,
Eleanor Roosevelt , Hodding Carter
Sheldon M. Krems '67, Chairman
of the Lectureship Committee of
Delta Sigma, said the public is
cordially invited to attend both the
lecture and a reception which will
follow it. There will be a brief ques-
tion-and-answer period before the
reception.
The Delta Sigma Lectureship, a
gift to the College from , the fra-
ternity, has been described by the
President of the College as "a sym-
bol of the growth of intellectual in-
terest among the undergraduates,"
Established at the suggestion of




Mr. Thomas has campaigned for
the Presidency of the United States
six times on the ticket of the Social-
ist Party, which he joined because
he believed it was "the only organ-
ization realistically facing the prob-
lems of war and the need for eco-
nomic change."
A native of Marion, Ohio, and son
of a Presbyterian minister, he was
graduated in 1905 as valedictorian of
his class at Princeton University. His
early career included service as As- -
slstant Pastor of Christ Church in
Brit district
(Continued on Page 7)
Orientation Committee Report
Released By Phil Mclntire
(Continued on Page 2)
The following is the text of the
report of the Student Council
Orientation Committee's Report,
Submitted to the Student Council. It
has been printed In the Orient at
this ttane in the hope that it will
promote wider discussion before the
Council votes to accept or reject it
at their meeting. Campus-wide or
faculty opinions will be considered
valuable in the discussion of this
debatable subject
The . principles of the Bowdoin
fraternity orientation system have
been batted around for so long that
this committee feels that the issue
has become almost hopelessly ham-
strung. Almost every self-appointed,
self-respecting expert, it seems, can
see only the trees and no forest,-
For this reason, the committee feels
that the time has come to stand
back and look at the whole program
and especially its relationship to
fraternities.
Several observations made by the
committee this year reveal problems
that must be approached by frater-
nities in general and orientation
committees in particular.
First, over ten freshmen this year
depledged from their original frater-
nity. Several joined other frater-
nities; others remained "indepen-
dent." If the phenomenon of "de-
pledging" becomes excessive, only
one conclusion is evident; some-
where in the process of rushing and
initial orientating these freshmen
are being steered in directions
which they later regret. Whatever
the social pressures forcing these
few freshmen, even unconsciously,
to Join the wrong fraternity are un-
fortunate for both the fraternity
and the student involved. These ten
freshmen, while they were still in
their originally chosen houses, add-
ed little more than mere quantity
to the fraternities. For their own
part, their wrong decision caused
them unhappiness. The unhappiness
is multiplied in the cases of fresh-
men who finally discovered that they
did not want any fraternity at all.
As a result of feeling forced into a
fraternity experience which they
really regret, some freshmen rebel
(Continued on Page 6)
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(Continned from Page 1)
ters of the NAACP or NSFNS (Na-
Pund for Ifegro
Students)".
Andy Seager '66, as the leader of
the Deep South trip, also experi-
enced misgivings about covering so
much territory, and felt that con-
centration might be worthwhile to
improve the Project, and added that
the reception he and his colleagues
received was quite friendly and co-
operative, including schools ranging
from a middle-class predominantly
white nigh school in Little Rock to
schools in Mississippi and Alabama.
COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK
PHONE 729-9896
720 Sabattus Street, Lewiston
PARKVIEW
CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
FREE ALTERATIONS
"
Make your Travel arrangements early for
best reservations. See
BRUNSWICK TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE
"ON COLLEGE CORNER"
An ATC approved-dependable-travel agency handling reservations and
tickets for all Airlines, Steamships, Hotels, Cruises and Tours. May
we lend you a helping hand?
The Harriet" Beecher
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• ENJOY BOTH SUMMER STUDY AND
RECREATION
Earn degree credits in the stimulating climate of
Maine. Graduate and undergraduate courses at Orono
and Portland. Outstanding faculty with nationally
known visiting lecturers. Conferences, institutes, work-
shops, assemblies. '
MODERN DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS
Special recreation and entertainment programs, Tours.
Summer Arts Festival: concerts, lectures, exhibitions.
Summer playhouse with professional productions of
Broadway musicals. Centrally located to lakes, moun-
tains, and seashore.
• 12 WEEK SUMMER SESSION, JUNE 21 -SEPT. 10
Four 3-wetn MMfons, Thrtt 6-we«k mwIom
For dealM MwmtJon write toi
DIRECTOR Of SUMMER SESSION
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Chicago 90, 111.
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Sometimes a man shouldn't ask'
certain questions. Sometimes a man
just doesn't have the right to ask
certain questions. But some men
ask them anyway, and' It's like a
clout on the head. Just when you
think that the old human race has
really made some strides since it
poisoned Socrates, some man comes
along and asks a simple question in
a too, too quiet voice, and you feel
clouted. Socrates? Yes. Socrates.
It happened yesterday and this
morning; before the ink dries, it
will happen again. George Steiner
asked the question in Commentary'
"I wonder what would have hap-
pened if Hitler had played the game
after Munich, if he had simply said,
'I will make no move outside the
Reich so long as I am allowed a free
hand inside my own borders.' Da-
chau, Buchenwald, and Thresiend-
stadt would have operated in the
middle of 20th-century civilization
itil the last Jew in reach had
been made soap. There would have
been brave words on Trafalgar
Square and in Carnegie Hall to au-
diences diminishing and bored. So-
ciety might, on occasion, have boy-
cotted German wines. But no for-
eign power would have taken action.
Tourists would have crowded the
Autobahn and spas of the Reich,
passing near but not too near the
death-camps as we now pass Por-
tuguese jails and Greek prison-is-
lands. There would have been nu-
merous pundits and journalists to
assure ir that Dachau had pleasant
walks. And the Red Cross would
have sent Christmas parcels.
"Below his breath, the Jew asks
of his Gentile neighbor: 'If you
had known, would you have cried
in the face of God and man that
this hideousness must stop? Would
you have made some attempt to
get my children out? Or planned
a skiing party to Gamisch . . .?
"Men are accomplices to that
which leaves* them indifferent."
Steiner clouts hard; hideousness
thrives on silence. He reminds us
that it was only twenty-five years
ago that 6,000,000 people were drag-
ged out of the villages and cities
of Europe to the torture rooms and
gas chambers and open trenches —
yet, no cry went up, no neighbor
shouted that the horror must stop.
And while Allied bombers constant-
ly flew above the railroad tracks on
which we knew the sealed boxcars
traveled, no bomb was ever dropped
to hamper the annihilation. One
ought not ask the question.
"Men are accomplices to that
which leaves them indifferent."
While Sterner is a Jew and the
question he asks falls on a certain
people at a certain time, the point
cuts across time and place. If we
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES ^FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIVERN0IS IGA
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 725-7122
ever change the Pledge again, may-
be we ought to add his phrase, it
will be a valuable reminder.
The next time somebody says to
me, "Andy Goodman had no right
to be in Mississippi," I will answer,
"Men are accomplices to that which
leaves them indifferent." And I will
say that again and again to "Why
did the people march down Con-
gress Street? Or sit in at the coun-
ter? Or why did the priests and
ministers and rabbis leave their
homes to chance brutality in Selma.
Or why doesn't everybody just mind
his own business and let them
handle it?"
I am told that a Selma, Alabama
can never be turned into an Ausch-
witz. I believe it — because, in
America we have learned to march.
(Yes, we are surely too slow.) Al-
though it may take too many Andy
Goodmans and Medger Evers, al-
though it may take too many police
lynchings and white juries, eventu-
ally somebody finds the courage to
stand up and say "this hideousness
must stop," and eventually some-
body finds the courage to follow,
and eventually the group marches
down Congress Street or busses into
Alabama, and the horror has an
enemy. Yes, we are surely too slow,
but at least jsome do not sit forever
in silence.
Maybe there will come a time dec-
ades and decades from now when
another era of people will look back
upon these years with that same
incomprehension with which we now
look back upon the witch-hunts.
(Continued on Page 4) ;\_
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WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOR BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars at Very Low
Prices, with Very Low Pay-
ments, at Very Low Interest






Last Sunday evening in Pickard
Theater Rev. John McLaughlin, SJ.,
delivered the first in a series of
three lectures sponsored by the Stu-
dent Council and entitled "The New
Morality of American College Stu-
dents." The topic treated in this
first lecture was "The Contempor-
ary Sexual Crisis," a discussion of
the shift in moral emphasis, includ-
ing consideration of the Playboy
ethic.
Father McLaughlin addressed
himself to the topic by first stat-
ing that he did not believe that
there was indeed a moral revolu-
tion taking place in this country
today, but that the movement
could be more adequately described
as an evolution. His reasons for this
belief are that a true revolution re-
quires overthrow of one system and
establishment of another, and that
in the field of morality, while old
concepts may be being discarded,
no new set of standards has been
erected to take the place of the
old. What we have is a failure on
tha part of those propounding th?
old View of morality to either make
their standards specific and con-
sistent enough, or to make their
views relevant to the new genera-
tion. Tha effect is to create a par-
tial vacuum which results in a
search for* new and more meaning-
ful standards.
Unfortunately, there are inter-
ested third parties, such as the
management of Playboy Magazine,
who offer and glamorize a new ethic
for their own benefit. Their motive
is financial profit, not an interest in
establishing a consistent and de-
pendable moral standard. Moreover,
Father McLaughlin maintains that
Playboy ethic, or the recreational
I
view of sex, leads only to segmen-
talization within the individual, as
well reduction of the love partner to
the status of a thing, thus elim-
inating the possibility of establish-
ing a relationship based on the
worth of the individual as a human
being.
Three short films were shown
along with the lecture to develop
and illustrate the points made. The
first film was by the French direc-
tor, Truffaut, emphasizing the psy-
chological aspects in the develop-
ment of human sexuality and the
types of love relationships, from
the merely physical to the mature.
The second dealt criminological as-
pects of sex, and the possible results,
of fixation at the various .levels of
psycho-sexual development. The
third, shown last as a very adept
utilization o'f the "tease principle,"
was entitled "Goodbye Victoria" and
featured footage of the Playboy
Club in New York and interviews
with the Bunnies, as well as re-
marks by current writers on the
sexual mystique such as Helen Gur-
ly Brown.
Following the lecture and films,
general discussion was continued in
the Senior Center Lounge, where a
number of interested undergraduates
conversed with Father McLaughlin
until a v:ry late hour.
In his following lectures, to be
held in Pickard Theater this Sun-
day evening at 7:30 and the fol-
lowing Sunday evening, ths 25"h,
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1955 HAhtEY DAVfDSON '74' Motor-
cycle. Excellent Mechanical Condition.
New tires and chains. Mew dark blue
and white lacquer paint job. Extras,
including:: windshield, Fibrea-las aaddle-
baga, rear hamper, and extra lights.
Make Offer. For picture and informa-







Three undergraduate colleges offer students from all parts of
the United States an opportunity to spend their junior year in
the stimulating environment of the University's Washington
Square Center. Small classes; new residence halls.
Program open to students who are recommended by the deans
of the colleges to which they will return for their degrees.
Washington Square College of Arts and Science
School of Commerce School of Education
Director, lualar Yaar la New Tar*
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
KMSM C KWa Building, WashlUftM S««arl, NX, N.T. 10001
"pieaie »and me tha brochurt JUNIOR YEAR IN
NEW YORK and the catalog for
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Voices of moderation (Civil Right*
Div. ) : Bertrand Russell in a letter
to the Committee to Defend Resis-
tance to Ghetto Lite, April 6: "Noth-
ing more clearly indicates the hand of
oppression in America than the in-
dictment ol American radicals tor
having instigated [1964's Harlem,
Bedford-Stuyvesant] riots." (Those
indicted having been caught hurling
bricks at police and giving neighbor-
hood seminars in m
For a free copy of the
current itiae of NA-
TIONAL REVIEW, writ*
to Dept. CP-2, 150 E.
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In this issue we are printing the report and proposed pro-
gram of the Student Council Orientation Committee. The pro-
posed program is designed to last for four weeks, is similar to
last year's, and includes signs and, beanies, delayed initiation,
and increased participation by house advisors and members of
the faculty. The report suggests a yearly examination of the
program, and the "imposition of sanctions on fraternities who are
instituting programs wholly unreasonable up to and including re-
quiring them to cease Orientation and initiate immediately.'
The report further examines the question of de-pledging
and "problem pledges," pledges who refuse "to sacrifice even
a modicum of time or effort in gaining admission to the frater-
nities." The report blames the large number of de-pledgings on
rushing practices and the initial stages of the Orientation pro-
gram, but does clear the Fraternities of the charges of undue
excess or of jeopardizing the self-respect of the pledges.
.J r
It has been evident for some years now that the entire
Orientation program needs overhauling. Last year's program
nth the removal' of signs and beanies, and a shorter period ^1
four weeks, was an unsuccessful attempt at adjusting the program
to the needs of both the fraternities and the freshmen. Though
the shorter time period was a worthwhile improvement, the re*
moval of the traditional freshman "garb" and the factors as-
sociated with this removal necessarily encouraged the "attitude
that fraternity membership' is a 'take it or leave it,' casual pro-
position." The new concept of de-pledging adopted by 10
freshmen has unfortunate similarities, to the rising American cult
of "if things don't work out we can always get a divorce." If
this attitude is allowed to prevail here at Bowdoin then the time
is not far away when people will begin to say that if frater-
nity problems don't work out, the fraternities can always get a
"divorce" from the college, that is to say, cease and,desist.
0KrY/.> already?





Letters To The Editor
It is most certainly a mistake to assume that Orientation
problems end at initiation time for the simple reason that a fresh-
man's attitudes toward his fraternity continue well beyond that
time, and in most instances his attitudes are shaped not by an
ego inflated during rushing, but rather by the nature of his inte-
gration into the fraternal society and his attendant reactions to
this new social involvement.
Past experience has shown that Orientation and early first
semester pressures have~combined to limit the freshman in Tris
extra-curricular activities so much that many freshmen are. re-
luctant to venture out into any activity or sport. Often this re-
luctance evolves to indifference and as a result there is a critical
"manpower" shortage in many campus activities and sports.
Though we agree that in certain respects Orientation must be
strengthened, we also feel that the program ought to be tailored
in such a manner as to enable the freshmen to have more free
time and then hopefully as a consequence thereof become some-
what more committed to campus activities. Needless to say,
this task must be shared by the Administration and the Faculty.
Unquestionably the Orientation program ought to be ex-
amined annually and we feel that this is a prudent suggestion.
But the imposition of sanctions against delinquent fraternities
is another matter altogether, at least theoretically. Fraternities
in general are standing in the path of multi-lateral attack and
have-little to gain, much to hang on to, and everything to lose.
It is the collective responsibility of the fraternities to develop a
meaningful and workable Orientation program, and the indi-
vidual responsibility of each house to carry out this program.
The possibility of extinction ought to serve as adequate sanction
- to any and all fraternities. , —-^ ,
To the Editor:
I feel that the article in the last
"Orient" reporting the results of
the New England Intercollegiate
Swimming Association Champion-
ships is incomplete, inaccurate and
somewhat unjust. The author re-
ferred to the Bowdoin swim season
as "mediocre" and he also called
the New England? Meet effort a
"mediocre performance." On be-
half of the swim team, I would like
to refute both statements.
The author of the article failed
to point out that the Bowdoin swim-
mers finished the season with a
•very respectable "4-4 record, better
than most of the other winter
sports teams. The only losses were
to perennial powerhouses Williams,
Wesleyan, Amherst, and Springfield.
It is a tribute to Coach Charlie
Butt's ability that the squad evened
its record in the final dual meet
with a very hard-fought and thril-
ling victory over MIT which re-
quired superlative performances
from all team members. It should
be mentioned that this year's team
had a larger roster than any of the
previous three years and it equalled
or surpassed the previous squads in
spirit and desire.
As for the showing in the New
England Meet, the article neglected
to report the college records that
were broken and the personal best
times that were recorded by most
of the squad members. It would
havr been interesting, for example,
to note that the times of the sixth-
haps can be taken as an indication
of Faculty sentiment about ROTC.
The tabling motion was defeated by
about a ratio of 2 to 1. Thus,
closer to one-third of the Faculty
present and voting, or about 25 of
the Faculty, are opposed to ROTC
at Bowdoin rather than one as
you state.
On the question of the two-year
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II BAST MTH STRBBT NEW TORE. N. X.
place medley relay of Lynch, LeachT
Stackpole, and Ridgeway, and the
fifth-place freestyle relay <of Rob-
inson, Beach, Aschenbach .and
Ridgeway were the best carded by
Bowdoin since the talent-laden
team of 1963 which finished second
in New England. Both divers, Mike
Bothner and Harvey Wheeler, dove
in the finals, a tremendous accom-
plishment for a team which hadn't
placed a diver in the New England
finals in three years! Harvey placed
fourth and Mike seventh, overall.
Sophomore Pete Stackpole lowered
John Halford's 200 yard butterfly
college record from 2:12.1 to 2:10.4
in the trials. He placed fourth.
In short, I think the swim team's
record represents a fine job done
by a squad whose determination
made up for any lack of ability. It
seems to me that this team was
worthy of a more appropriate ap-
pellation than "mediocre."
Sincerely,
• Tim Robinson '65
On behalf of the President's
Council, I would like to reply to
Ray Lapine's letter which appear-
ed in your last issue. In his letter,
Hay stated that he felt that the
Council, by not fully publicizing its
meetings concerning the social
rules with President Coles, had re-
versed Its own demand for more
communication with the student
body and administration. He added
that he felt the Council had un-
necessarily cut itself off from a
source of ideas, and In short had
allowed the campus to return to
its state of apathy, thus sabotaging
Its original cause. Mr. Laplne also
implies that the case might be that
the administration has stalled the
activities of the Council, in hopes
of escaping Into the summer.
First, I would like to say that
the original Intent of the Council
was to be satisfied that something
significant would be done to re-
design the present social condl-
Political Forunx
To Sponsor Civil „ , ,
Rights Leetiges ; v
The Political Forum announced
that It will sponsor a series of pub-
lic lectures by three prominent civil
rights leaders April 18, 20, and 21
In the Union Lounge.
Alan Gartner, Chairman of the
Boston Area Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE), will speak April
18 (Sunday) at 3 pjn.
Harry O. Boyte, Special Assistant fe^
to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., will
•peak April 20 (Tuesday) at 8:15
pjn.
Norman Hill, former Program Di-
rector of CORE and currently a
staff representative for the AFL-
CIO, will conclude the series April
atf*(Wednesday) at 8:15 p.m.
Mr. Gartner will discuss "Civil
Rights in the North" Mr. Boyte's
topic will be "Civil Rights in the
South." Mr. Hill will discuss na-
tional aspects of the problem.
H. Benjamin Fisher '65, PresldentT "
of the Political Forum, said the
public is cordially invited to attend
all three lectures.
Mr..Gartner, who has served as
national treasurer of CORE, was
born In New York City. He is cur-
rently a history teacher at New-
ton (Mass.) High School He is an
alumnus of Antioch College and has
done graduate work in history at
Harvard.
Mr. Boyte, a resident of Atlanta,
Ga., wasatppointed in 1963 as Spe-
cial Assistant to Dr. King, President
of the Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference. A native of Char- 1
lotte, N. C, he served for many
years as manager of the American
Red Cross in Greater Atlanta. He
is a former Chairman of the Board
of Directors of the Greater Atlanta
Council on Human Relations.
Mr. Hill, who lives in Washing-
ton*, D.C., Is a graduate of Haver-
ford College. He has been a staff
representative for the AFL-CIO's
Industrial Union Department since
last September. He was CORE'S
Program Director for "the two pre-
vious years.
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To the Editor:
The editorial of March 19th had
a rather garbled account of the
Faculty's voting on the question
of ROTC. There was no vote di-
rectly on whether or not to re-
tain ROTC. However, there was a
vote on a motion to table the ques-
tion about the new two-year ROTC
program. This tabling motion was
made in order to allow considera-
tion of the retention of ROTC. The
vote on the tabling motion per-
tions of the College. We promised
that if we did not feel that satis-
factory steps were being taken, we
would continue to pursue the is-
sue. Since November, the Council
has. had many significantly enlight-
ening meetings with President Coles,
and Deans Kendrick and Greason.
These discussions from the start
have been mutually fruitful, and
much has been accomplished. Not
only have both groups been able
to identify the multiple social prob-
lems at Bowdoin (which run con-
siderably beyond the second floor
ideas), but they have been able to
discuss solutions which would reap
the most immediate, and far reach-
ing benefits. At this point I must
say that the men discussing the
Interests of Bowdoin on behalf of
the student body, the Presidents,
are elected by Individuals who rep-
resent collectively the ideas, sup-
port, and Interests of the College.
Each President knows fully what
these Ideas are, and he Is not rep-
resenting himself, but his frater-
nity group. We have not been in-
sensitive to suggestions and ideas
which have been expressed. We can
and do use them, but what we can
not do is hold open meetings of the
student body for a discussion of
all the points of social life. I re-
peat, the Presidents are elected by
you, and are working with your
ideas. For the interests of con-
venience only we few can attend
and take part in these meetings.
We are not shrouded in secrecy:
PROCTORS NAMED
Proctors for 1965-66 were an-
nounced today by Dean Greason.
Named were: :—
Richard H. Bamberger; John V.
Bonneau; Andrew J. Cornelia;
Robert H. Doran, Jr.; Peter L. Han-
son; Robert B. McKeagney, Jr.;
Peter G. Pappas; Robert H. Pfeiffer;
Walter Rowson, III; and Joseph D.
Tttlow.
Commentary
(Continued from Page 1)
And maybe they will shake their
heads in dismay, or snicker at what
will surely look then like sheer lu-
nacy.
But let us also hope that they
will sea that In this decade a turn-
ing point was reached, that a few
brave citizens and a shrewd Presi-
dent made the rest of us understand
that we must be accomplices no
longer. And maybe it will be said
of this decade that they were the
Americans who indelibly remember-
ed that the substance of liberty
is not just freedom, but also out-
cry. Maybe this will be said.
we are working out ideas and plans
which are not at a stage we feel
is complete. If we were to return
with the discussion's points every
week, the college would turn into
a mass debating society, and those
at the meeting would fear express-
ing themselves frankly when faced
with possible public derision, and
the meetings would turn Into chess
games.
In terms of concrete results, the
discussions have resulted in a
change in the design of the new
addition on the Moulton Union,
which will be, we feel, noticable.
In terms of our discussions, I can
only say that we who have spent
untold hours In discussion among
ourselves, and with the President
and Deans, and who have worked
hard for five months in a study of
social conditions which have span-
ned several decades, are at the
moment satisfied. We are thermom-
eters you must read; we repre-
sent you, and reflect your ideas. If
we are satisfied, you must be sure
that we are making progress.
John Tarbell, Jr., *M




. by J&hn Hanahan
Daniel Levine has been a member of
the Bowdoin History Department since
1963 when he came, here after teaching
three years at Earlham College in Rich-
mond, Indiana. He graduated from An-
tioch in 1956, received his M.A. from
Northwestern in 1957, and earned his
Ph.D. from Northwestern in 1961. As
an undergraduate student he was a
Woodrow Wilson Fellow. Here at Bow-
doin Mr. Levine works actively for
Project '65, and the Bowdoin Under-
graduate Civil Rights Organization.
In a Forum speech this past Wednes-
day, Mr. Levine made the seemingly
radical statement that Franklin Roose-
velt was a conservative in his policies.
When asked to comment on this state-
ment, Professor Levine explained that
he had used shock treatment to dispell
ideas of Roosevelt being a radical
socialist. On the contrary, F.D.R. was
deeply involved in the reform tradition.
He took the Progressive ideas and put
them into national domestic politics
and established the issues about which
domestic politics have revolved ever
since. Mr. Levine stands by his state-
ment that Roosevelt was a conserva-
tive rather than a radical in that he
wanted to preserve traditional Ameri-
can institutions.
—Continuing in ^he po litica l field, Mr.
Levine stated that while there is very
little right wing radicalism in the facul-
ty, there is a sizable amount of con-
servatism both educationally and politi-
cally. He would like to see a growth of
political awareness and activity on the
part of the student body. The problem
among Bowdoin students is that there
is a virtual unawareness that the world
exists. This is due to the prevailing at-
mosphere at Bowdoin, the type of stu-
dents, and the lack of any mature re-
action on the part of the student body
to the events of the world. The world
/
our situation, and that it is certainly
not our only alternative.
Another of the progressive -steps
which the college is taking can be seen
in the curriculum changes in the
Economic and English Departments,
and in the proposed changes in the
History Department. Also Bowdoin will
soon be considering the non-Western
world in the Social Sciences and Hu-
manity courses.
When asked about non-concentrating
courses mentioned by Mr. Mellow in a
previous Focus, Professor Levine said
that outside of the sciences, this is not
a particularly pressing problem. He
does think that there. should be good
courses in the Philosophy of Science,
and in the History of Science. These
should then be countable towards ful-
filling requirements, but should still be
difficult, thought provoking courses,
and would be valuable for the science
majors. He does not like the term "non-
concentrator," because it implies easy,
"gut" courses.
The "well-lopsided" student was an-
other subject that Mr. Levine com-
mented upon. He said that "the most
important change needed at Bowdoin
is an appeal to a far more diverse stu-
dent clientele." We have got to be di-
verse in many fields. He stated that he
is quite happy with the faculty and
administration, but is unhappy with the
student body because he feels that it
comes from the traditional economic
and social groups from which Bowdoin
has drawn for many years. The stu-
dents are very competent in their work,
but do not have enough to teach each
other through daily contact. Compared
to other schools, the student body here,
is much less enthusiastic.
"Admittedly, it will be hard to change
this because Bowdoin has" created an
image which draws a certain type of
'student, and the circle continues'." Sir.
Levine feels that Project '65 has been
a conscious wrench to try to get bright
students of all races and social classes
to consider BowdOin. When asked about
Project '65 getting a large, diverse
group of students, he replied that it
.should concentrate, on its one joiuasL
exists and if students do not get in-
volved now, they never will. They will
wind up being the passive citizen.
Turning now to the academic field,
Mr. Levine feels that the school is mak-
ing many changes in the right direc-
tions. In discussing the educational
value of the Senior Center program,
he stated that the Seminars have a
great deal of benefit for the seniors.
He likes the idea of seniors taking
seminar courses that are not related to
their major field. The Center is a good
thing because it also separates the
seniors from some of the inanities of
undergraduate life.
It has been said that the Senior
Center has in reality created two col-
leges; one for underclassmen, and one
for seniors. Mr. Levine feels that this
is probably true, but would not like to
see the seniors brought back into the
system from which they have escaped.
He would rather see the underclassmen
brought into a Senior Center atmos-
phere. This could possibly be done by
creating more residence centers which
are not divided into classes. About one-
quarter of the college would live in
each center, i There would be a small
library provided for each building. This
would be something like the Yale Col-
leges, and would have many connec-
tions, both academically and socially,
throughout the entire group of centers.
He feels that some aspects of the Am-
herst Report are fairly meaningless for
defined. Other groups with other in-
terests should do the same thing in
their fields of interest. This would then
bring Bowdoin to places where it has
never been, or never been heard of.
He also said that Project '65 is not
entirely devoted to diversity, but also
is working to help a social revolution.
The revolution being the integration
of higher education, amrof society in
general.
Before we began pur discussion of
social rules and the Fraternity system,
Mr. Levine said that he is not an ex-
pert in the field,~but that, In general
he finds himself on the side of those
desiring change. He attended a school
where there were extremely liberal
social rules, and likes it that way. He
feels that there should be large areas
of student life which the college should
stay out of. "How the student spends
his spare time is his own business and
not the. college's."
To him, the most striking thing about
the entire Fraternity question is that
it is often discussed unofficially at
Faculty cocktail parties at the Union
or in the paper, but as a subject for of-
ficial discussion the topic is almost
taboo. He dislikes Fraternities and
would like to see them gotten rid of.
He also, said that it may be that the
alumni do not really care about the
perpetuation of- fraternities, and cited
Williams College as an example where
alumni contributions have gone up
since the demise of frats. It is his
opinion that a surprising number of
faculty members are openly skeptical
of the system. It seems that there are
many students on campus who belong
to fraternities only because there is no
real alternative.
Fraternities have numerous effects
that are hard to measure. The effect
upon students applying is an example.
Admissions men often find themselves
immediately on the defense when asked
about the fraternity system. The rush-
ing procedure is both cruel and super-
Winthrop Ends, the first of three dor-
mitories to be remodeled at Bowdoin
College, marks a new chapter in its his-
tory of service to Bowdoin men.
The President announced that resi-
dents of Maine^Ends, the next dormi-
tory scheduled to be rebuilt, moved in-
to Winthrop on .the last day. of spring
vacation.
Workmen of the George A. Fuller
Company of Boston and New York be-
gan the complete renovation of Win-
throp last August when they removed
the entire inner structure, leaving just
the original ' red brick walls and the
roof., It has since been reconstructed
with plans designed by architect Hugh
Stubbins and Associates of Cambridge,
Mass.
The old building's exterior has been
restored to its original appearance, de-
signed by Samuel Melcher in 1822,
while its Interior reflects the structural
and planning revolution of the twen-
tieth century.
From the outside, Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, one of Winthrop's earliest
residents, would have little trouble
identifying his old dormitory. But
once on the inside the poet would hard-
ly recognize it 'as the place where he
used to live.
^Fbe Hf-ed bricks on the outside look
much as they did when the building
was new, but the combination tile and
cement interiors are of modern deriva-
tion. The original small-paned win-
dows of Longfellow's day • have been
restored, and for privacy at night the
students will close new white shutters
"like the ones he us<
similarity ends.
With funds provided ^rom its $10
million Capital Campaign, the school
has created an interior atmosphere in
Winthrop as modern as the College's
unique Senior Center, which was com-
pleted last fall.
Winthrop, the College's second oldest
dormitory, has served as home to more
than 8,000 Bowdoin men and been re-
modeled three times since its doors first
opened. In its early years it was called
New College, but was renamed in the
1840V for John Winthrop, first Gover-
In the early days of the Ends, stu-
dents developed loyalties to the sections
in which they lived. Lively rivalries
arose between opposite Ends of a dor-
mitory — and even between the Ends
of separate dormitories. The heights
which competition reached in Winthrop
and spirited campus pranks^ by its resi-
dents resulted, one historian recalls,Tn
its Ends once gaining the nicknames
"Sodom and Gomorrah."
When the current Bowdoin students
move into the remodeled dormitory
Monday they will have the opportunity
to carry on Winthrop Erjds' tradition
in new surroundings of fire resistant
construction, sound-proofed, lighted
and decorated so as to be more condu- t
cive. to study and more pleasant to live
in than ever before.
As in the past, the Ends will continue
to exist as separate units. Seven men,
including a student proctor, will live
on the first floor, and eight men will
occupy each of the three upper floors in
each End. The building will have total
living space for 62 students.
The entire living area is designed as
two-room two-man suites," with one
room used for study and the other for
sleeping quarters. Specially designed
study desks, chairs and a combination
lounge chair-day bed make up the fur-
nishings in the study rooms, and built-
in dressers and closet space are fea-
tures of the bedrooms.
For safety, the building's stairways
serve as indoor fire escapes or "fire tow-
ers," separated at each end from the
mitory by metal fire
doors. The towers serve also as part
of the building's overall design for
noise isolation by tending to keep
sounds of traffic on the stairs from
reaching into study areas.
Other features include, two reception
rooms located on the first floor of each
End, radiators with individual heat
control, a master heat control for the
entire building based on outside weath-
er conditions, fire resistant doors on all
rooms, tile floors, and circular recessed
ceiling lights throughout.
President Coles said nearly all resi-
nor of Massachusetts Bay Colony.
Like all dormitories in the early
years, Winthrop was divided in the
middle by a flre wall, creating for all
purposes two buildings under one roof.
A student lived in either the North End
or the South End, and the collective
name Winthrop Ends evolved.
dents of "Maine Ends took corres-
ponding rooms in Winthrop Ends dur-
during the change of dormitories.
One suite jn-the newly renovated build-
ing will be set aside for temporary use
as a display room, which will be avail-
able for inspection by visitors to the
campus.
ficial. What happens to the student
afterwards — the way the social at-
mosphere is pressed upon them, is also
cruel and a direct result of the frater-
nity system. There is a basic disrespect
for the individual. It is unconscionable
for a college to allow this. The frater-
nities at Bowdoin interfere with an ex-
cellent academic program. They are
not just private groups which choose
their own friends, but official parts of
the college, and the college is respon-
sible for their barbarisms.
"The college should eliminate frater-
nities root and branch." The providing
of some attractive alternative is just
a first step in so doing. It is within
the coercive powers of the college to
do anything it wants with the frater-
nities. Many people in the administra-
tion see the faults of the fraternities,
but they want reform and not destruc-
tion. He feels that his opinions are in
a minority, but that it is time that the
problem was officially discussed.
In closing, Mr. Levine said than an-
other pressing difficulty at Bowdoin is
a severe lack of communication. De-
partments have very little to do with
each other; there are gulfs between
faculty and students that are much
greater than at many other schools;
there are gulfs between the faculty as
a unit and the administration as a unit;
and there are gulfs between facultj
groups and student groups. In speak-
ing of possible solutions to this prob-
lem, he mentioned some of the ways of
communication at Earlham College.
There was a large opinion board upon
which any member of the college com-
munity could post ideas and sugges-
tions. A new advising system would
also solve many of the faculty-student
communication problems. Every fresh-
man should be assigned to a faculty
member (not connected with frater-
nities, for this is often too impersonal)
for the first two years. After the stu-
dent has chosen a major field he then
moves to a field advisor. The present
field advisor program may be adequate,
and may not need change. However,
every student should have an interest-
ed person to whom he can turn for ad-
vice and help.
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Even more distressing than the
fc
meri^who feel pressured into fra-
ternity membership, however, are
the freshmen who declare their
eagerness to become members of
their chosen fraternity but who are
unwilling to sacrifice time and en-
ergy to that goal. These men repre-
sent a larger percentage of the
"problem pledges" than those al-
ready mentioned. The problem that
these men present — the oft-recited
.ack of desire-is so fundamental to
the welfare of fraternities that the
' c - oi.mi ttee wishes to devote much of
this report to observations and
suggestions to resolve the problem.
Quite simply the problem is the
flippancy with which freshmen who
have accepted the pledge pin of a
house treat their orientation and
their fraternity. On an alarming
number of occasions freshmen
threatened to quit their fraternities,
even, in several cases, after less
than a week's trial. Invariably their
excuse was their refusal to spend
even an admittedly reasonable a-
mount of time in preparation for
membership in the fraternity. This
committee recognizes, of course,
that in several instances the fra-
ternities were guilty of excesses;
but these excesses were quickly
corrected. For the most part, this
committee found through unsched-
uled pledge interviews and unan-
nounced visits to houses that no
program on campus was so exces-
sive or unreasonable as to jeopardize
in the least way a student's self-
respect, moral convictions, or in-
tellectual conscience. While the
student may have spent at least an
hour a day in the Union, many of
these same students complained
when their fraternities demanded
even one half hour a day of study
on fraternity material. As a result of
requirement*' bf the fraternity, the
immediate and occasionally final
reaction on the part of these pledges
was to threaten to quit. And to*
avoid the' stigma of a depledglng
m their houses, 'orientation chair-
men and house presidents were
forced to plead with the pledge to
remain with the program. This
phenomenon, it seems, reverses the
normal role of candidate and elec-
torate. For the house to plead with
the pledge is illogical and unfortun-
ate. It is the pledge who should be
willing to devote time and effort
toward acceptance by bis fratenrty,
not vice-versa. Fraternities 'by their
nature stand for some greater unity
than mere casual dormitory living.
For all the merit in breaking arti-
ficial barriers betwern freshmen and
upperclassmen, it should not be
forgotten that/until the pledge re-
ceives, hiir fraternity pin, he is
still only a candidate. And this is
i only normal procedure for admit-
tance to any group-service clubs,
church membership, or even the col-
lege itself. Certain "standards must
be met by any group; a feeling for'
the' institution must be nurtured
through a study, of the history and
personality of 'that organization.
It is necessary that prospective
members acquaint themselves quite
thoroughly with their chosen com-
rades. Moreover, It Is the opinion of
this committee, after much discus-
sion with students and faculty mem-
bers, that ultimate membership in
an organization becomes more
personally rewarding after the
candidate has offered his whole
heart to the endeavor.
Why, then, this unwillingness of
so many pledges to dedicate them-
selves to the prerequisite program
for acceptance by their fraternities.
For the sake of brevity, we will
suggest three possible causes of the
problem which were received by
the committee; we would emphasize,
however, that the committee does
nqj; necessarily agree with all of
these suggested causes* ~
In the first place, perhaps the fra-
ternitfcs themselves are failing to
provide a stimulating enough at-
traction to their pledges to evoke
dedicated interest. This is a prob-
lem of inherent weakness in a
house, and lack of energy on the
part of the pledge is an under-
standable consequence of lack of
vitality within the fraternity. This
problem the orientation program
can never solve.
Secondly, however, perhaps the
freshman arrives at Bowdoln with
a preconceived notion that frater-
nity membership is only an honor-
ary degree which can be had merely
for the asking. While Bowdoln
fraternities are dedicated to pledg-
ing any freshman who sincerely de-
sires the fraternity experience^ we
have not yet reached the state when
all freshmen are arbitrarily appoint-
ed to a' fraternity. The attitude that
fraternity membership is a "take It
or leave it," casual proposition "may
have resulted from statements by
administration and/or admissions
officers; or it may be the natural
consequence of the often irrespon-
sible and unjust 'practice of fault-
finding, so much in the vogue, which
seems to surround fraternities today.
But, in the third place, there are
many who are convinced that part
of the explanation of the flippancy
of the freshmen Is that they have
not recognized the difference be-
tween "a fraternity" and "their
Fraternity." This Is the problem
that arises when fraternities be-
come too standardized. While the
diversity and versatility in Bowdoin
(Continued on Page 7)
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PHIL ROSS '43
EUROPE FOR LESS
Travel in a group with other U.S. college students. All
expense low cost trips by t'tip or plane. - '
HA'P'NY (College Cred ): 52 days — 15 countries —
$1199. AROUND THE WORLD: 52 days — 10 coun-
tries -— $2595. ADVE1 JTURER: 47 days — 10 coun-
tries — $1072. BUCCANEER: 62 days — 10 countries
(inc. Greece) $1296. VAGABOND: 46 days 14
countries (inc. Russia) $1198.
Write for free information! American Youth Abroad,
44 University Station, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414.
Let us help you plan your printing
j
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
message of importance to sophomore men
Ifyou've gotwhat ittakes
to be an Army Officer
you may qualify for this new
on campus training program
A new Army ROTC program starts this
coming Summer for sophomore men who apply
prior to May 1-only 3,000 applicants to be accepted
If you're a sophomore now attending one of the 247 colleges and univers, - taat
offer Army Officer training-or you plan to transfer to one of these schoo $xt
Fall-you may qualify for the new two-year Army ROTC program.
This new program
-designed especially for college men who have not taken
Army ROTC during their first two years-will commence with six weeks of
field t-aining this coming Summer, beginning June 14. Then you'll have
on-campus training during your junior year ... six additional weeks at camp
during the following Summer ... and more on-campus training during your
senior year. Even flight training is offered at some schools.
ROTC training is really a process of learning to organize and direct others-
to oe a leader. Consider how important this ability can be t< you throughout life-
yet, to> acquire it you will spend relatively little time in the I OTC classroom.
You'll obtain valuable junior management experience ... a fuller and richer
campus life . .
.
extra spending money <$40 per month during your junior
and senior school years, and even more during Summer training)
. . .and,
when you graduate, an Army Officer's commission as Second Lieutenant.'
Then you'll normally spend two interesting years on active duty, often
abroad with opportunities for travel. '
Talk to the Professor of Military Science on your campus about this
opportunity. Ask him to describe this new short program in detail.







"? be **«*•* to ™y "hard sell" recruiting effort.The kind of men the Army wants can decide for themselves if this new
opportunity is right for them.
If you're good enough to be an Army Officer,don t settle for less. Sign up now forArmy ROTC.
Send in this coupon for more Information on this new two-year on-campus Army Officer training program.
U.S. Amy «OTC, Post Office Box 1040, Westbury, New York 11591
Please send me complete information on the new two-year Army ROTC program. I understand there










While I am not now attending a school that offers Army RO i C training, I am planning to attend the following
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^fraternities is admirable and stereo-
:
types in general tend toward stag-
nancy, if a candidate is asked to
identify himself with a particular
house, thetfe must be something in-
.dividual and „ .unique about the
house, at least so far as the pledge
is concerned. Otherwise, he might
just as well join Appleton Hall,
An orientation program must
face squarely these suggested causes
of the problem of pledge attitude
and participation. It must provide
a sensible program that will inspire
.the pledge to devote time and ener-
gy toward acceptance by his chosen
house. Where pledge desire is ab-
sent we have suggested several pos-
sible causes. Now we must make
suggestions to be considered in the
new orientation programs and dis-
cussions.
First, and most crucial of all,
those fraternities that are weak in
any area will find thpfr pledges
more dedicated if they will begin to
strengthen their* weaknesses now
In attempting to strengthen their
houses, the freshmen and Sopho-
mores can probably be the most ef-'
fectiye, since they* carf continue
policies to revitalize their fraterni-
ties. No stronger attraction for
pledges exists than an inherently
versatile and vital house.
Second, pledges should be made
to realize that membership in their
fraternity is an honor; they should
understand that when they accept
the pledge pin they also accept re-
sponsibilities and duties. Just as
the pledge should come to expect
benefits from his fraternity, so the
fraternity should expect a reason-
able standard of conduct and a
valuable contribution from their
pledges. Before he ever Joins a fra-
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^
ternity the freshman should under-
stand that by his decision he at-
tests to hte willingness to conduct
himself according to the standards
of excellence demanded by his fra-
ternity. 'Men who are not willing
to be active fraternity men and,
those who are self-admittedly not
desirous of fraternity experience,
should be denied the privilege; the
fraternity is more than a pro forma
proposition. Only those men who,
after consideration of both the ben-
efits and responsibilities of mem-
bership, sincerely desire the experi-
ence should be allowed into a fra-
ternity. In this regard it may be
advisable for some student organi-
zation to prepare and publish a
pamphlet, to be sent to incoming
freshmen, setting forth the con-
cepts of the fraternity system and
explaining rushing and orientation.
Third, no house should be denied
the right to insist upon its unique-
ness and its particular excellence.
In this .respect, it is expected that
houses will initiate effective and
responsible orientation programs so
as to accentuate the individual
character 6f the house.
Fourth, the orientation programs
should be conducted with a mini-
mum of force and direction from
outside the houses and a maximum
^af consultation and cooperation
with other student bodies and ad-
visors. The position of the Student
Council Orientation Committee
should be clarified: This committee
is primarily a consultative body.
But, when punishment for infraction
is required, the committee, so long
as it remains operative, must reserve
the right to enforce any sanctions.
We would hope that Administration,
Faculty, and Dean of Students, re-
specting the competence of student
action in abolishing physical hazing
and in instituting this new orienta-
tion program, jwill continue to oper-
ate through the more 'acceptable
channel of the Student Council
Orientation Committee. Otherwise
the committee is only a fuune.
'.Fifth, even' a potentially success-
ful orientation program is doomed
if It is administered by1 irrespon-
sible men. It is about time that
fraternities recognize the importance
of their orientation chairmen to
their fraternities.
This report has been prepared
after much serious deliberation and
concern. In spite of much opinion
to the contrary, there still are some
responsible men on the Bowdoin
campus who believe in the value of
the 'fraternal institution. More-
over, there are men who are in-
volved in the debate concerning the
validity of fraternities. The Orien-
tation Committee joins these men
in the optimistic hope that frater-
nities, under their own initiative,
can resolve most of the problems
facing them. Where problems linger
in the orientation programs we must
admonish that the time for any
necessary reform is now.
The Bowdoin Orientation Program
1965 .
The objectives of the Bowdoin
Orientation Program are to further
the freshman's understanding and
appreciation of the purposes of
Bowdoin College and his fraternity;
and also to assimilate him as quick-
ly as possible into the scholastic,
physical, and social parts of his
fraternity and the College. Bowdoin
College having faith in its fraterni-
ties and the maturity of their
Orientation Committees places the
responsibility for drawing up and
carrying out a mature and respon-
sible program to 'achieve these ob-
jectives in thfe hands of these com-
mittees. The following should be a
guide in drawing up these programs:.
1) Freshmen will leifn the rudi-
ments of .the history and ptfr-
poses of Bowdoin and their
fraternity as well as traditional
"
' songs with the help of broth-
ers in the house.
2) Fraternity advisors and other
faculty will be available and
willing to help in carrying out
house programs.
3) Freshmen should be given a
chance to develop an under-
standing of the operation of
their fraternity by working
both for house committees and
. for their houses' physical bet-
terment. This appreciation
and understanding is vitally
necessary if the fraternities are
going to continue under the Se-
nior Center Plan.
4) Initiations should occur four
weeks from beginning of pro-
gram. However,* individuals
may be denied initiation at
this s,time if their conduct
merite it.
5) Beanies and signs shall be
worn by freshmen during the
program.
6) Fraternity Orientation Com-
mittees should take an active
interest in the freshman's
scholastic > progress during his
entire first term and counsel
him using specific systems of
scholastic "help where neces-
sary.
7) To ensure opportunities for
further improvement of the
Orientation Programs the prob-
lems of Orientation will be ex-
amined yearly by the Orienta-
. tion Committee heads of the
houses, the Student Life Com-
mittee of the faculty and Stu-
dent Council Orientation Com-
mittee meeting in joint session.
8) The Student Council Orienta-
tion Committee is authorized
to impose sanctions on frater-
nities who are instituting pro-
grams wholly unreasonable up
to . and including requiring
them to cease Orientation and
initiate immediately. This com-
mittee's decisions are liable to
appeal to the full Student
Council. ...
Norman Thomas
(Continued from Page 1)
and a pulpit at the American Par-
ish in East HarlemT ^
During World War I Mr. Thomas
RADAR THAT SEES LIKE A FROG
Now there's a new radar system which,
like the frog, can see everywhere with-
out motion. It does three jobs simul-
taneously: searches the entire sky for
missiles, pinpoints the location of tar-
gets already spotted, and sorts out real
missiles from decoys. All in less time
than it takes to blink an eye.
It's done by steering the radar beam
electronically, and is the result of de-
velopment work for missile defense by
the scientists of a GT&E subsidiary.
Producing a radar system as versa-
tile as this is the result of the ever, in-
creasing emphasis on research by the
GT&E family of subsidiaries— research
that stands as our solid base for future
growth.
If you intend to take up any branch of
communications as a career, General
Telephone & Electronics is a good place
to start. Information is available from
your Placement Director. Or obtain de-
tails by writing to General Telephone &
Electronics Laboratories, 730 Third
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
genera£telephone& electronics
no mmm .. ht.wm • sm sukwmks em* ti C*« . 33 urns • CT»E GTK Gmni T*ftaM Omcwi C*. toMatc Bkok • Lnfan Bkm • Mow ten
took a definite anti-war stand and
was active in the American Union
Against Militarism. He founded and
edited "The World Tomorrow" and
was one of the organizers of the
Civil Liberties Bureau, which be-
came the American Civil Liberties
Union.
Mr. Thomas took a leading role in
many struggles involving the rights
of free speech, free assemblage and
picketing. He helped organize the
Southern Tenant Farmers' Union
after calling public attention to the
plight of sharecroppers.
i World War II he urged a peace
based on cooperation of free peoples
and rejection of vengeance and im-
perialism. Since then he has cam-
paigned for world disarmament —
with international control and^n-
spection.
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Lacrosse Team Wins One,
*
%
* £ " , "
Loses Four On Southern Trip
CHAMBERLAIN
Whether or not Wilt Chamberlain's
statements were distorted by Sports
Illustrated — and it is hard to believe
that they were, since the magazine
points out that there are ". . . thorough
editing sessions at which the athlete
can make sure that this is what he
wants to say . . ." —[ he does make some
good points. First, says Chamberlain,
"Where else but in professional bas-
ketball do you get 1) owners, 2) players
and 3) coaches all knocking each oth-
er?" And, of course, all three groups
knock the referees. .
Criticism, when it is reasonable, is
important in sports; how will the
leagues improve themselves unless their
drawba
c
ks are pointed out? But "_the_
constant sniping that goes on in pro
basketball is, as Chamberlain claims,
bush.. Granted, the refereeing is poor
at times, atrocious at other times, but
it has been this way for years. Instead
of trying to find a solution^ the players,
coaches and owners just fire more cri-
ticism. Surely, this does not help mat-
ters; it probably only worsens them
since the referees are likely to be more
eager to get back at those teams which
have been blasting them.
Basketball is a tough sport to referee,
perhaps the most difficult. Look at
hockey, however. The situation is simi-
lar — two teams, small in number,
playing fast games in relatively small
areas, with plenty of opportunities for
illegal actions. The similarity ends
there, for the remarks that occur in
basketball just do not take place in
hockey. Read the Montreal Star and
its Stanley Cup coverage; the colum-
nists are complimenting the referees on
the fine jobs they are doing. Rarely
does a coach complain ; he knows he is
likely to be called in by the league
president if his comments get out of
line. Basketball should grow up, and
the league officials should start crack-
ing dowiLon jthis^constant criticism of
the referees and other teams by the
owners,
* The Bowdoin varsity lacrosse squad
met some rugged opposition on its
spring swing into the New York-New
Jersey area and dropped four of their
first five contests. Coach Nels Corey's
team is feeling the effects of the loss
of eight fine seniors from last year's
squad, which compiled Bowdoin's best
lacrosse record ever. Inexperience at
the midfield position and in the goal
has cost the Polar Bears many a goal
already this season.
Hofstra was a most inhospitable
guest, dealing the Bowdoin squad a
13-0 setback in their first outing of the
season. The Polar Bears had a difficult
time functioning as a team, being un-
able to mount any semblance of a potent
attack.
Bowdoin's woes increased as Stevens
walloped them 15-6 the following day.
With the score tied 3-3 after the first
period, Stevens erupted for five goals
against a single tally for' the Polar
Bears and pulled away easily. Junior
John Tarbell from Bridgewater, Mass.
was Bowdoin's top scorer with three
goals while co-captain Fred Bail, senior
Chris Emmet, and sophomore attack
man Drew Spalding added one each.
The Polar Bears lone triumph was
registered against Farleigh-Dickinson
University, 9-6. Their domination is
best shown by the fact that they out-
shot FDU 31-12. Co-captain Brian Mur-
phy, junior Bill Baxter, and sophomore
"Bucky" Teeter each contributed a, pair
of goals in the winning effort.
The last two contests were much like
the initial two. Adelphi pummelled the
Polar Bears 14-2, .and C. W. Post
trounced them by a 13-6 count. The
final tally shows 23 goals for Bowdoin
and an overwhelming total of 61 mark-
ers for the opposition.
Nevertheless, there were some posi-
tive points gained from this spring ex-
cursion. The game competition against
such fine lacrosse teams has added to
the experience of the youthful Bow-
doin lacrosse squad. The team is be-
ginning to work together and should
improve as the season wears along. The
next two tests for ihe'Pblar Bears will
be Saturday at Nichols and Wednesday
at the University of New Hampshire.
Their first home appearance will be





The smallest track team in Bowdoin
College history, 17 men, lost the first
meet of the outdoor season to Amherst
last Saturday by a score of 81-68. The
Amherst team, which had trained in
Florida during spring vacation, com-
pletely dominated the running events.
They won every race, from the 100-yard
dash to the two-mile to effectively offset
Bowdoin's superiority in the weight
events. Schulten, Ingram, and Mc-
Cutcheon sj^ept the discus, and Ingram,
Stocking, and Willscher took all three
places in the hammer. Alex Schulten
did not compete in the latter event be-
cause of an injured hand. Dave Stock-
ing won the javelin for the Polar Bears
and took third in the shot put, which
John Coggins won with a good toss of
45' 6". Pete Good, with a minimum
amount of training, ran two fine hur-
dles races. He won the 120-yard highs
in 15.6 seconds»and finished second in
the 440-yard intermediate hurdles.
Other Bowdoin first place winners were
Branny Leishman in the pole vault and
Andy Stager in the high jump. The
summary:
Hammer — 1. Ingram (B) ; 2. Stocking
(B); 3. Willscher (B). Dist. 155'
83/4 " ,
220 — 1. Gates (A) ; 2. Bird (B) ; 3.
Gutkowski (B). Time 22.7
440 — 1. Gates (A) ; 2. Allen (B) ; 3.
.
McCashin 4A). Time 50.8
880 — 1. Bancroft (A); 2. Foster (A);
3,-Allen (B). Time 1:58.9
Mile -— 1. Johnson (A) ; 2. Kurland
(A); 3. Bancroft (A). Time 4:43.5
2-mile — 1. Johnson (A); 2. Kurland
(A); 3. Rea (B). Time 10:25.0
440-IntP hurdles — 1. McCashin (A) ; 2.
Good (B); 3. O'Loughlin (A) Time
57.3
120-high hurdles — 1. Good (B) ; 2. Far-
~ ley (A) ; 3. Ekdahl (B) Time 15.6
High jump — 1. Seager (B) ; 2. tie,
Strang and Drury (A) Height 5'8"
Broad jump — 1. Farley (A) ; 2. Leish-
man (B); 3. Drury (A) Dist.
20' iy2 "
are complaints, they should be made to




Chamberlain's article - is
sure to kick up a storm in the league.
Its timing could not have been worse.
How could he possibly allow his derid-
ing remarks about Dolph Schayes' abil-
ity as a coach to be published when the
76ers are fighting Boston? Schayes
claimed he did not read the story, but
he no doubt heard about its contents.
Something like this must do all kinds
„of wandera for jr_ team's jnprala..,^;^-
If Wilt is dissatisfiedVwhy doesn't he
get out? He won't have any financial
worries, if his list of income is accu-
,
rate. What a boxer he would make,
with his strength and reach, I can see
Cassius trying to talk his way .out of
the ring when Wilt starts chasing him.
THE $31.6 MILLION FARCE
How could the Houston Astros so
completely blow the construction of
their new stadium? With all the scien-
tists and engineers and architects they
employed, they forgot to ask a ballplay-
er what kind of background is best for
catching fly balls. The idea of stretch-
ing a giant tarpaulin across the roof
doesn't sound too practical, and paint-
ing it would mean putting in artificial
grass. Unless the Astros want to lead
the league in fractured skulls, all their
games will have to go at night. Some-
body — maybe all the people who feel
baseball is meant to be played in the
day — must be having a horselaugh.
GRAPES OF THE WEEK
to the Holy Cross school officials,
who hired basketball coach Jack Dono-
ku% of New York City's Power Me-
morial, and then piously declared
that there were "no strings" attached
(i.e. Donohue did not have to bring .
Lew Alcindor along with him). Dono-
hue's first public statement? He hopes






Baseballers Win 2, Lose 1 In South;
Open New England Season v-
BASEBALL TEAM STARTS FAST
The varsity baseball team opened its
New England season yesterday at Am-
herst, after completing a 2-1 southern





On March 30, the team lost to Loyola
11-8, but came back the next day to
defeat the University of Baltimore 6-1.
The final game was a 4-2 win .over
Upsala.
Junior Bob Butkus, an All-Maine
selection last year, took up where he
left off, hitting 5 for 11 (.456) and
pitching a two-hit game against Balti-
more, sending down 14 batters in a
row. Sophomore Mo Viens gave up only
two earned runs in eight innings of
relief, pitching three perfect innings
to save 'the Upsala game, while Jeff
Withe yielded four hits and no earned
runs in his four innings of relief.
Senior Ned d'Entremont threw five inn-
ings of one-run ball against Upsala.
Bill Matthews, second base, also hit
.456 on the trip. Catcher Dick Condos
and shortstop Pete Pappas hit .400,
while Bob Harrington was .333.
The Bears swept the "Little Three"
last year and hope to repeat in a
scheduled 17-game season.
THIS WEEK
Varsity Baseball: at Williams, April 16;
at Wesleyan, April 17.
Freshman Baseball: Hebron, April 21,
3:00 P.M.
Varsity Lacrosse: at Nichols, April 17;
at New Hampshire, April 21
Freshman Lacrosse: at New Hamp-
shire, April 21.
Varsity Track: Vermont, April 16, 1:00
P.M.
Freshman Track: Exeter, April 21,
4:00 P.M.
Varsity Tennis: at M.I.T., April 22; at
Springfield, April 23.
Freshman Tennis: at Hebron, April 17;
Deering, April 20, 2:30 P.M.
Varsity Golf: at AIC, April 16; Wil-
liams & M.I.T. at Williamstown, April
17; at Lowell- Tech, April 23.




Zete, second place finishers during
the regular season, defeated first-place
ARU in the bowling championships
Wednesday, 3-1. Sigma Nu, beaten by
ARU in the first round, took a 4-0 for-
feit from Deke for third place.
SWIMMING
Wednesday night the oft-postponed
swimming meet was finally held, with
Beta the winners with 41 points, 24 of
those coming in their two winning relay
efforts. Kappa Sigma finished second
with 28 points, Chi Psi had 23 for third,
and Delta Sig took fourth with 17.
Pole vault — 1. Leishman (B); 2.
100 — 1. Farley (A) ; 2. Bird (B) ; 3.
MacMillan (A) Time 10.1
Discus — 1. Schulten (B); 2. Ingram
(B) ; 3. McCutcheon (B) Dist.
143' 8y2-
.
Javelin — 1. Stocking (B) ; 2. Drury
(A) ; 3. Dukes (A) Dist. 165' 8*
Shot — 1. Coggins (B) ; 2. Rokozak (A)
;
3. Stocking (B) Dist. 45' 6"
HoprStep-Jump — 1. Farley (A); 2.
Leishman (B) ; 3. Love (B) Dist.
42' 10*




Alex Schulten has been elected Cap-
tain of next year's varsity indoor track
team and Doug MacDonald has been
elected honorary Captain of the past
season's freshman squad.
A member of the AU-American track
team and national collegiate hammer
throwing champion, Schulten was re--
cently awarded Bowdoin's Elmer Long-
ley Hutchinson Memorial Track Trophy.
During the indoor season just ended,
Schulten won the IC4A championship
in the 35-pound weight and broke the
meet record in that event in the Con-
necticut Relays. In a meet against
Tufts, he hurled the weight 64' 6-3/4"










Approval Given Social Code
/Proposals To Go Before Faculty,
President and Deans Enthusiastic
"The Maine *Seene*' a one-man
exhibition of paintings and prints
by Leo Meissner of Cape Elizabeth,
will open at the Union, May 1.
Dohovan D. Lancaster said the
show will continue through Com-
mencement and will close June 15.
It will be open to the public with-
out charge.
The exhibit by Mr. Meissner, one
of Maine's most versatile artists, will
Include eight oils, four mixed media
and six wood engravings.
The four paintings in mixed me-
dia, all of which are glazed, include
one of Mr. Meissner's famous "Milk-
pods." This is one of a series of
Maine's equisite wayside plants at
seed-time when thousands of fluffy
parachutes release themselves to
carry their seeds away to fertile soil.
Beaumont Newhall, the world's foremost authority on the history of
photography, will deliver a public lecture next Monday (April 26).
Mr. Newhall, Difector^of George Eastman House in Rochester, N. Y.,
will speak under the auspWiif-the Associates of the Museum of' Art at
8:15 p.m. In Smith Auditorium, Sills Hall.
• • • » • * »
President James S. Coles announced the appointment of Billy W.
Beed as an Instructor in Speech in Bowdoin s Department of English for
the 1965-66 academic year.
Mr. Beed, a native of RusseUvUle, Ark., prepared for college at Tread-
well High School in Memphis, Tenn. He received a B.S. degree cum laude
from Memphis Stat* University, Memphis, in 1962, and an A.M. from the
University of Michigan in 1963. He is currently working on his doctoral
dissertation at Michigan.
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity announced the election of G. Calvin Mac-
kenzie '67, of South Byfield, Mass., as President.
Other new -officera of the fraternitv include ^ice^President, Hobert
Initial approval' for a new social
code has been given by President
Coles at a meeting of the Fraternity
President's Council this past Wed-
nesday. As a result of meetings
between the Council and the Presi-
dent, the Council submitted a re-
port to the President discussing va-
rious aspects and dimensions of un-
dergraduate life at Bowdoin. Not-
ably the report includes a Code of
Responsibility, "outlining the re-
sponsibility of the fraternities to the
college, the individual's responsibili-
ty to his fraternity, and each stu-
dent's responsibility to the college."
At the meeting held Wednesday
night the report was received with
general approval by the President
and the Deans of the College. (The
report is reprinted in the Orient
for the general information of the
student body.) '
Final details and specific regula-
tions governing social lift,remain
to be worked out in the course of
the next week, but in view of the
principles within the report there is
every assurance that they will be
more liberal than at present. (The
Orient has learned that the pro-
posed new social rules and parietal
hours will be somewhat similar to
those now in effect at the Senior
Center.)
When the report is in its final
form each of the houses will con-
sider it for final approval before it
is submitted to the faculty.
Plans are to publish the final
report in^booklet form and present
it to each incoming class as a com-
panion to the Honor System booklet.
Preface
It is the purpose of this paper to
present the views of the Council of
Fraternity Presidents on the direc-
tion that Bowdoin College should
take, outside the immediate sphere
of the classroom, i£-she is to rea-
lize her potential as a residential
liberal arts education. The central
part of this paper will deal with a
Code of Responsibility, outlining the
responsibility of the fraternities to
the college, the individual's respon-
sibility to his fraternity, and each
student's responsibility to the col-
lege. With this Code as a philoso-
phical base, and with a discussion
of the present and future role of the
fraternity system at Bowdoin de-
termining the framework, recom-
mendations for improvement and
Changes within the college will be
made. This task is undertaken with
the belief that a college community
is the best place, perhaps the only
place, to create ideals and then live
up to them.
Fraternities at Bowdoin
Because Bowdoin has been in
modern times so much a fraternity
college, and because extra-curricular
affairs center around fraternities for
almost the entire undergraduate
body, it is imperative to begin a
discussion of changes in thaf sphere
wiith a discussion of fraternities.
Their traditional role on this cam-
pus need not be exhaustively detail-
ed, but it is well to note that they
provide dining, rooming, and social
facilities for students, facilitate the
integration of each freshman class
into the college, and also serve well
the Admissions Department and the
college as a whole by entertaining
sub-freshmen throughout the year.
Without digressing into a defense of
fraternities, it is sufficient to say
that the fraternities have been an
integral and effective part of the
Bowdoin campus, and offer a prom-
ising vehicle for change within the
college.
With the loss of fraternities at
Williams and publication of the
"Amherst Report" it becomes in-
creasingly obvious that neighboring
institutions similar to Bowdoin find
it impossible to work within the
framework of the fraternity system.
This should serve as a warning to
both the fraternities and the ad-
ministration
. at Bowdoin. Bare
toleration of fraternities, as "at Am-
herst, is bound to have a deleterious
effect on the entire college. Even
the type of cooperation between
fraternity and college which has so
long existed at Bowdoin is not sul*
flcient to meet the demands of
progress. Separation between the
two in thought or approach is no
longer feasible. Only a complete
harmony and integration of the
aims and goals of the fraternities*
with those of the college will allow
Bowdoin to develop in the proper
manner, and it is this development
which should be the primary con-
*
cern of all those involved.
The following Code of Responsi*
bility has been devised to make ex-
plicit the role that the fraternities
and each of their individual mem-
(Continued on page 6)
E. Swain '67, of Hlngham, Mass.; Treasurer, Thomas H. Cranshaw '67,
of Augusta, Maine; Secretary, Robert E. Levasseur '67, of Sanford, Maine;
Steward, Anthony L. Moulton '67, of Limerick, Maine; and House Man-
ager, SteyenP. Heinrlch '67, of Lexington, Mass.
• • • • y. • »,
ARU and Delta Sigma won the semi-final round of the Mitchell de-
bate Thursday night. The topic was the eugenic approach to the im-
provement of mankind. Ray Lapine and Berle Schiller debated for ARU,
which defeated the Zeie team of Joe Porrino and Steve Kay. Delta Big's
John LaChanoe and Ernie Guile won over TD's Chris Hanks and Bill
Norton. The finals will be held next week at the union.
College juniors who wish to use the summer before their senior year
to prepare for post-graduation Peace Corps service now may borrow up
to $600 to help pay their senior year school expenses. Loan repayment
may be deferred until after Peace Corps service has been completed.
The loan program, announced today by Peace Corps Director Sargent
Shriver, is the product of an agreement between United Student Aid
Fund, Inc. (USA Fund) and the Peace Corps Volunteers FuncL a non-
profit foundation established by the Peace Corps National Advisory
Council. *
^
Interfaith Council announced that Dr. John F. Wilson, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Religion at Princeton University, will deliver a lecture in the
Senior Center May 9.
Dr. Wilson will speak at 8 p.m. on the subject, "Church and State in
the American Context." The public is cordially invited to attend.
Professor Elliott S. Schwartz of
the Department of Music has been
chosen a recipient of the 1965 Amer-
ican Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers (ASCAP) Award in
Composition.
Dr. Schwartz, who is Composer-
in-Residence, is one of 12 compos-
ers of serious music across the na-
tion to receive the award. The prise
is based on the quality of composi-
tions written during the previous
year, their publication, and the
number of times they were perform-
ed.
' A member of the Faculty since
September, Professor Schwarts has
been one of the country's most ac-
tive young composers. His "Pas-
torale" was performed by the Chica-
go Chamber Orchestra in Septem-
ber.
Norman Thomas Urges
End To Viet Nam War
by Pete Maurer
Speaking Monday under the spon-
sorship of Delta Sigma, Norman
Thomas six-time presidential can-
didate on the. Socialist ticket, de-
manded an end to the war in Viet
Nam and called upon the people cf
the U. S. to ".
. . give up the notion
that the United States must play
policeman in other peoples' wars."
Mr. Thomas accused bo:h the
U. S. and the North Vietnamese of
violating the 1954 Geneva Agree-
ment, which din* away with the
French rule in Indc-China and es-
tablished the present boundaries of
Southeast Asia. He called the pres-
ent conflict a "cruel war" which is
in the process of escalation, e proc-
ess which is decreasing 'Russia's
unwillingness to flght."
"We are not fighting (in Viet
Nam) for Liberty," he said, "we're
fighting to maintain a list of shaky
dictatorial governments."
The recent surprise attack on the
Danang Airbase demonstrated the
apparent popularity of the Viet Cong
who disappeared into the native
population after the attack. In Mr.
Thomas' .view, "The President is
wrong when he thinks that the
war can be settled from Hanoi."
The U. S., he said, was "barred by
history as & successor to the Im-
perialists from helping Africa an'l
Asia." Communism grows out of
disaster; and, as long as Com-
munism can pose as a "friend of
nationalism," the U. S. will con-
tinue to "lose face" in Southeast
Asia.
In speaking about the tactics
presently in use in Viet Nam, Mr.
Thomas warned the audience tha'
another war ", , .would damn us in
the eyes of the world."
On the subject of war per se, Mr.
Thomas said, "scientists (through
their technological advances) have
made
.it possible for us to commit
a collective act of suicide in the
name of Liberty.
. . . Peace is a
necessity."
To achieve this end, he called for
universal disarmament under in-
ternational control, a "strong, com-
petent United Nations," and an ex-
panded war of poverty to encom-
pass th3 entire world.
Calling for an end to the assess-
ment fight in the General Assem-
bly Mr. Thomas flatly stated that,
'at the moment when we need the
U; N. it is very weak"
In sp;aking on domestic matters,
he praised the War on Poverty as a
"beginning" and asked for a "re-
thinking" of the
. principles of em-
ployment and the utilization of man-
power in the e?mination of slum
conditions, rather than in defens3
work.
On Civil Rights. Mr. Thomas crit-
icized his own 'generation for its
hypocrisy and called the Declaration
of Independence a "monstrous hyp.
ccrisy" since its provisions were not
meant to cover the Negro. He con-
tinued " 'Liberty and Justice for all'
is a lie"; the people of the U. S.
must make the statement true.
"The right-to-vote laws should
be an end to legislation
, . . the
rest," he said, "is up-to us: we must
bring a bit of fraternity to people
who have had no fraternity in the
past."
Mr. Thomas was presented by
She'ly Krems of Delta Sigma, who
referred to him, in his introduction.




by Michael F. Rice
Completing the Bowdoin Political
Forum's lectures on Civil Rights
in the United States, Norman Hill,
Staff Director of the Industrial
Organizations Division of the AFL-
- CIO, spoke Wednesday evening at
the Moulton Union on the future
directions that the civil rights move-
ment is taking.
The former Program Director of
the Congress of Racial Equality based
his talk on the idea that the civil
.
rights movement has been shift-
ing its goals 'future directions
to which it is and must be going,"
from specific issues of desegrega-
tion to attacking more general social
and economic problems of the
Negro. Among these he included
employment, better housing and
"quality integrated education."
This shift in emphasis may use as
a dividing line 'the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, as the climax of the attack
on surface aspects of segregation
and discrimination. However, the
Haverford graduate pointed out
that this division could also be
considered to stem from Dr. Martin
Luther King's campaign in 1963 to
desegregate public facilities in Birm-
ingham, Ala., which evolved into
a broader attack on Negro social
and economic problems in the South.
The importance of this approach.
Hill said, was illustrated, in a nega-
tive way, by the riots in the Negro
ghettoes of New York, Rochester.
Philadelphia, and Chicago this past
summer. Here, actual segregation
.was not the issues, but rather basic
economic and social frustrations fac-
ing the Negro in finding a job. a
home, or in de facto segregation
in schools. Thus CORETs major goal
today is 'fair and full employment"
as a means of combatting these
social evils and up-grading all the
\
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Whitesiide Comments On Boyte Speech;
Fr. McLaughlin Speaks 'On "New Morality"
Tuesday evening, Mr. Harry boyte
spoke about "Civil Bights in the
South," On Wednesday, he visited a
by Todd Nolan of , these systems has no truly
Laughlin approach to the "con-
temporary sexual crisis" seems to be
prompted by the lack of this es-
sential philosophy.
Father McLaughlin presented a
Last. Sunday in Pickard theater ri*°?>u8 ^d <**JPly-«fcflned PWlo-
number of classes of Professor Wil- <*e *"* John McLaughlin, 8J., sophy for establishing, or dlscover-
Uam Whiteside. When questioned save the second in his series of lng, the absolutes necessitating
about Mr. Boyte, Professor White- three lectures entitled "The New specinc moral actions. Father Mc-
slde commented: "He delivered a Morality of American College Stu-
prepared speech In Moulton Union dente " His main topic for the eve-
in which he stated the philosophical nin» ** sexaal control and the
ideas behind the Civil Rights move- channelling of sexual desires into
ment. In informal discussions and creative fields.
In the class periods, he was even Referring to his definition of sex-
more interesting, because he spoke uality as encompassing various levels mm The Young Americans" which
•in moving personal terms of the (emotional, Intellectual, spiritual as graphically showed the lack of
position of Southern white liberals well as physiological). RcV, Mc- creative commitment to society
as they become Involved in the Laughlin proceeded to show his Whlch afflicts many youths today,
movement. He told of his loss of audience that unless we exercise j^e fl^ g^ showed how many
friends and the difficulties encount- rational control over our sexual youths feel this and are attempt-
ered by his family. Mr. Boyte Is a drives and channel them Into some mg ^ contribute their talents to
man of great courage, as are other creative order, such as social work SQme constructive, rather rather
Southerners, both white and Negro, or art, the result Is destructive to than merely hedonistic, activity,
who are working for the rights of the integration of all experience Into Following the program In Pick-
the Negro." the evolution and growth of the ^d Theater an informal discussion
Mr. Boyte spoke of the Increasing total individual. was neid ln the g^o,. Center
tensions among the Negroes ln both Last week Father McLaughlin Lounge. It lasted until five o'clock
the North and the South. They are showed that today we are not Monday morning,
no longer looking to the whites for witnessing a true morality revolu- This coming Sunday ' Rev. Mc-
leadership as they have done ln tlon, Rather We are experiencing a Laughlin will give the final lecture
the past. On the contrary, there is "state of drift" which will ultimately in his series. We hope that the
Increasing tension between the races, lead to an interlorization of the turnout will be even larger than
He told Professor Whiteside that he ethical and moral systems with last week's. It is very seldom that
had to hope, even when it did net which we are familiar and which we are given the Intellectual
look very promising, because only have been externally imposed upon stimulus which Father McLaugh-
a hopeful person can work effective- us. The Judeo-Chrlstlan influence lin has "brought -here in the past
ly. which has been the primary source two weeks.
, During their conversation, Pro-
fessor Whiteside learned of the
great faith of Mr. Boyte which
keeps him going despite the odds
against his work.
As Negroes have ' become , more
impatient with the whites, and as
they show that they don't care what
whites think of them just as long as
they get their rights, there is a
great danger Of the forementioned
tensions continually flaring up.
Professor Whiteside said that "we
must have a great deal of patience,
because our chickens are coming
home to roost. For over 100 years,
we whites have Ignored the Negroes,
but no longer can." He further
stated that, "the inter-race rela-
tions call for a cooperative ap-
proach. There must be a feeling
of community, which I feel is com-
ing about slowly. The next ten
years will be rather difficult in the
field of race relations."
Once more speaking of Mr. Boyte,
Professor Whiteside called him "a
man of considerable quality who has
had the courage to pay the price of
m uvuwmu "'"" " T|r***^ vmc TTCnjT*/
movement. We need more of tlJs
type of man, and we should all
respect him very highly."
College Honors Wilbur Snow,
Poet Receives Alumni Award
The Wilbert Snow, noted poet,
teacher and former Lieutenant
Governor of Connecticut, has been
selected as the first recipient of
the Distinguished Bowdoin Educa-
tor Award.
Alumni Secretary Peter C. Barn-
ard said the award will be pre-
sented to Mr. Snow, Professor
Emeritus of English at Waskyan
University at the annual campus
meeting of the Teachers' Club
April 24: Professor and Mrs. Snow
will be the guests of honor.
The new award was established
by the Alumni Council to recognize
'outstanding achievement ln the
field of education." It consists of
a framed citation and a prize of
1900. All alumni in any area of
education are eligible with the
exception of those on the faculty.
'Internationals'
Celebrate
The Bowdoin International Club
began its yearly International Festi-
val with a soccar game against the
Bowdoin All-Stars. The game was
spirited and friendly on both sides.
The International Club scored the
winning goal early in the first half.
(Bo Hedlund of Sweden secret').
The International team had the
moral support of young ladles from
Colby, Bates and UMP. Mrs. Coles
presented the International Club
Cup to Ike Aklhduro, the captain.
The evening program of Inter-
national folksinging and dance was
held in the Moulton Union lounge.
There .ware approximately 90 people,
including Mr. and Mrs. Coles, mem-
bers of the faculty and their wives,
and guests. Mr. Philip Wilder offi-
cially started the program. Some of
the outstanding performers Includ-
ed Tom Beaman W, Ablm Ogun-
sula V7, and Gun Kano, BP. As
guest performers were Mrs. Thomas
Riley and Hlroshl Ohishi.
The folksinging' program was or-
ganised by Alien Spencer, Vice-
president, who concluded the
with Latin American songs. Then
refreshments were served during
which foreign records were played.
The sandwiches were generously
donated by the ladies of the Unl-
versalst Church.
A magna cum laude and Phi
B„ta Kappa graduate of the Class
of 1907, Professor Snow received
his AM. degree from Columbia
University and was awarded an
honorary degree by Bowdoin in
1926V
Before joining the Wesleyan
faculty, he taught at New York
University, Bowdoin, Williams Col-
lege, the University of Utah,
Indiana University, and Reed Col-
The second part of the evening
consisted of an informal dance dur-
ing which prizes were given. Hlroml
Harukl and his date won the Uim-
.
tnation dance. (The DDor Prize, an
LP record of love songs, was award-
ed to Mrs. Philip Johnson's 6-year
-
eld.) One of the features of the
dance was that many foreign rec-
ords were played.
The Club wishes to express its
gratitude to all those who made this
Festival a success.
lege In Portland, Ore. For a year,
ln 1911-12, Professor Snow served
as Reindeer Agent and teacher of
Eskimos ln Alaska. He once said
he liked teaching because it gavv.1
him a chance for 'variety."
Always Interested in education
at all levels, he served as a member
of the Middl.town, Conn., Town
District School Board for more than
25 years, most of that time as
Chairman, a position to which he
has recently been re-elected.
In 1965 Middletown named its new
elementary school for him in rec-
ognition of his long campaign for
improved educational facilities in
that community.
Since his retirement Mr. Snow, a
long-time friend of the late Robert
Frost, has continued writing poetry
and has lectured throughout the
United States. His most recent
book is "The Collected Poems of










Dining - Cocktail Lounge - Lodging
DINNER 5:45-9:00 LUNCH 11:46-2:00
FEDERAL ST. BRUNSWICK, ME.
Wonder and amazement seem to be the dominant themes
as each of the college's new building projects is completed. First
there was wonder and amazement that the Senior Center is
so comfortable, so well furnished, and so luxurious, and now
there is wonder and amazement that Winthrop Hall, or rather
Ends, has been so successfully transformed into an extremely
desirable residence. There is little doubt that this wonder and
amazement will continue as the Union, and the Library, and
the Gymnasium, and Maine Hall, and Winthrop Hall, and
Appleton Hall become completed. But some of the wonder, and
some of the amazement concerns the policy that is channeling
Bowdoin funds into these physical additions while neglecting
the very area that is essential to the continuing vitality and
growth of the college.
One can not help but wonder at a program so concerned with
physical improvement that no steps are taken, when funds
beyond expected goals are received, to reduce the gap that sep-
arates Bowdoin from comparable colleges in the area of faculty
salaries. One can not help but express amazement that after
raising nearly thirteen million ^do llars Bowdoin finds itse lf
with funds barely sufficient to maintain its present inadequate
salary level. It is impossible for Bowdoin to continue to be
among the best men's liberal arts colleges, or to conceive of
being the best, when she earns salary ratings from the Ameri-
can Association of University Professors at the "C" level.
She can not continue to induce the best men to come here,
nor assure that they will stay here if both decisions have to be
made in spite of the pay scale. It is expecting too much.
No one is going to argue that the present faculty is not first
rate, or that the new men being hired are not first rate also,
but increased competition will eliminate the possibility of either
case being true if Bowdoin does not adopt a positive policy
toward the pay scale. As big colleges and state universities
begin to be able to offer more money to their faculty members,
and as the shortage of college teachers increases to the stage
of acuteness, Bowdoin will find that its "C" level pay scale will
be able to attract and keep only men on the same level. At
present Bowdoin has a bargain, paying less than the best prices
for some of the best men in their respective fields, and un-
doubtedly saves a significant sum on faculty salaries, but it
would be shortsighted not to recognize that the days of the
academic bargain are soon to end, and that continuance of the
present policy will eventually result in a staff that is adaquate
hut not much more.
Bowdoin must begin to raise the entire faculty pay scale if
she is tp be in a position to compete with comparable colleges.
She must be able to offer comparable starting salaries. She
must be able to allow for progression on the pay scale at a
rate which makes it worthwhile for a good man to stay rather^
than move elsewhere. She must be so financially attractive that
the best men wi ll want to come here antt make their^caTeers
—
here. She must eliminate the tension between the financial
factor and the other factors which have succeeded so far in
making her attractive.
Perhaps Bowdoin can continue to compete with comparable
institutions despite the disparity jn faculty salaries. Perhaps
she can continue to attract the best men for less money. Perhaps
she can afford to lose for financial reasons those good men who
do start their careers here. Perhaps her other attractive features
will continue to balance her insufficient pay scale. Perhaps
Bowdoin can maintain the present level of faculty excellence
without changing her policies on faculty pay. Perhaps, but
don't stake a college on it.
[OOKS are remarkable creations
of man. Nothing else he builds
ever lasts. His structures crumble,
monuments fall, nations perish, even his
civilizations decay and die —
and new ones are conceived and grow.
The world of Books has recorded the
happenings again and again in the words of
the great and not so great . .
.
living on young and fresh, challenging









Campus Ghest Report Given;
Houses Pass Constitution Change
It was announced at Monday's
Student Council meeting that tha
Faculty had approved a proposal,
effective Immediately, which would
allow any student having three
semester exams in a row to re-
schedule them with the Dean's
office.
In a motion passed by the Coun-
cil, all organizations which are
authorized to come before the
Blanket Tax Committee for funds
will now be required to come be-
fore the Student Council for re-
approval every two years.
The Council also approved, on
the recommendation of Dick Dief-
fenbach the appointment of Paul
Morrlssey '66 and Walt Rowson
'67 as co-chairmen of next year's
Campus Chest.
In his report to the Council,
Committee Chairman Dick Dicf-
fenbach announced that Campus
Chest netted $2070 for charity this
year. The total receipts were
$2718.64, and expenses amounted to
$647.16. The Honda raffle netted
$667 and the house auctions
brought in a total of $1244,30. The
breakdown of the individual houses
is aa_jQllows: A.D. $157; A.R.U.
$118(65; Beta $100; Chi Psi $204.00;
Dtfta Sigma $23.90; D.K.E. $100.90;
Kappa Sigma $45.10; Psi U. $100.00;
P.D.P. $7525; Sigma Nu $73.25;
T.D. $7520; Zete $169.95.
Paul Morrlssey, one of next year's
chairmen, said that Campus Chest
1966 would tentatively include a
"Slave Auction," and some profes-
sional entertainment on Saturday
night.
It was also felt that the date for
Campus Chest was the b.st' and
will be retained for next year.
Tha Council approved the report
cf the Orientation Committee and
set the date for the' election of
new officers for Thursday, 29 April,
at 7 p.m. in Conference Room B.
To date, 8 houses have passed the
Amendment to the Student
Council Constitution calling forCthe
election of a Sophomore and a
Freshmen delegate to the Council
from each house.
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(ACP) — Claude Debussy's Pelleas
el MelUande hast an aura of in-
comprehensibility about it, the same
feeling one gets from Verlalne or
Renoir: distance and vagueness.
What Debussy has done is merge
the symbolistic Maeterlinck drama
(1893) with musical impressionism.
Since the two elements are in per-
fect compatibility, it seems difficult
to separate them. The drama is
symbolic enough, but Debussy's
music provides no real insight into
either the symbolism or Into the
opera's lack of popularity. (Actually,
Schoenberg's full length Symphonic
Poem on the same subject is equal-
ly as obscure.)
Obscure, maybe, but Debussy's
Pelleas is not unwanted. Ernest
Ansermet's new London recording
testifies to that. "Solid" is a word
that does not apply to Debussy's
music, but it must be considered in
describing the fine cast necessary In
making such a recording possible.
Included are Cornllle Maurane as
Pelleas, Erna Spoorenberg as Me-
llsande and George London as Gol-
aud. The chorus is of the Grand
Theatre Geneva; the orchestra is
of the Suisse Romande, (London
OSA 1379).
s „
*Tnere 1s one -thing that Johnny
Cash seldom records: a second-rate
album.. "Ride this Train," for
example, has yet to And a peer in
the country-western field. Although
"Orange Blossom Special" does not
fall in the same category, it sounds
good enough to be a real success.
If variety can be considered a key
to an all-around performer, one
must consider Johnny Cash. Here
ranges Bob Dylan's "Don't Think
Twice, It's All Right," "All of God's
Children Ain't Free," with the tra-
ditional "Danny Boy" and "Amen."
(Columbia CS 9109)
Echoes last a notoriously short
time. Deutsche Grammophon, how-
ever, has helped remedy the prob-
lem with a fine little collection of
Barogue "Echo Concertos.'' Never
has such an innocent musical prob-
lem been so enjoyably resolved. If
you take the genius of Haydn and
Vivaldi how could you not help
coming up with some unique solu-
tions in capturing and maintaining
echoes? Haydn donates a Diverte-
mento and Vivaldi a Double Violin
Concerto to this acoustic phenome-
ndn. Although Mozart is not con-
cerned .with the topic, he's includ-
ed anyway. The Lucerne Festival
Strings are under Rudolf Baum-
gartner. (DOG 8LPM 138 947)
Eugene Qrmandy has a problem:
he believes Tchaikovsky is the ne
plus ultra of composers, and all
music must be performed under the
Tchaikovsky principles, be it Bach
or Hmdemith, Ormandy's^ach has
already gained fame as Philadel-
phia's biggest headache., but now
he Is attacking Aaron Copland, the
"Fanfare for the Common Man,"
(1942). Copland's 'Tanfare" is two
minutes of brass, gongs, and drums.
It could be the greatest goose-flesh
experience in music if only the Fan-
fare could turn around and attack
Ormandy. Adlai Stevenson's narra-
tion of the "Lincoln Portrait" Is
apathetic; Ives "Three Places In
New England" could have just as
easily been musical portraits of
Kenya. Ormandy cannot conduct
American music. (Columbia OS
6684)
-4-
THE WAR ON POVERTY:
a message to the Nation [$ college students.. ~
Inspiring causes have always fired the
imagination of students.
Today the United States is committed
to the greatest humanitarian cause in its
history — a massive counterattack on tjfie
causes of poverty, which are robbrag.
35,000,000 Americans of the opportuni-
ties rrfost of us are free to pursue be-
cause we had the advantage of a decent
start in life. That start has been denied
to one-fifth of the nation's people. Thir-
teen million of them are children.
This is a moment in history for the
fbrfunate to help the least privileged of
their fellow citizens. You can help this
summer,. or for a full year if you choose,
as a volunteer in the War on Poverty.
In July and August, 30,000 volunteers
will be needed in their own communities
to assist four- and five-year-old children
of the poor through Project Head Start
Child Development Centers. Thousands
more are needed to live and work among
poor families by enlisting in VISTA, the
domestic Peace Corps.
In Head Start, volunteers work side-
by-side with teachers, social workers,
doctors, and other professionals to, give
pre-school children advantages which
can change the patterns of their lives.
Many of these children have never held
a doll, never scribbled with crayons.
Meager environments have blunted their
curiosity. Some are spoken to so rarely
that they are unable to form sentences.
Head Start volunteers will read to chil-
dren, take them on outings to zoos and
parks, organize creative play for them,
and help build the security and self-
confidence they need to succeed in
school. The rewards come when a with-
drawn child begins to ask questions or
responds to the affection for which he
has been starved. Withoift such help,
many of these children would be headed
for school failure and the poverty cycle
which trapped their parents.
Many young people who are 18 or
older and can serve for a year enroll for
training in VISTA— both to help others
and to enlarge their own capacities tor
teaching, social work, or. careers in so-
ciology, economics, law, and other fields.
Home base for VISTA volunteer groups
can be a city tenement row, a struggling
farm community, an Indian reservation,
a migrant labor camp, or a mental hos-
pital. Volunteers may counsel school
dropouts, organize recreation programs,
tutor children who are behind in school,
explore job opportunities for the poor—
in short, do whatever is needed to help
people find their way up from poverty.
Volunteers become respected members
of the communities where they work^
The pay is nominal — living expenses
plus $50 a month paid at the end of serv-
ice. But the opportunities are great: you
can help pave the way for an America m-
which the democratic ideal is big enough
to encompass everyone.
Will you lend your abilities to people














Yes, I want to help the War on Poverty!
Please refer me to Head Start programs which will be operating in or near
(location). -this summer.








III, Dennis P. McNabb and David P.
McNabb, have signed up for the
new two year ROTC program which
will be presented at Bowdoin Col-
lege in conjunction with the regular
four year program.
The new two year ROTC program
now makes it possible for college
sophomores with no prior Military
training to obtain ah Army com-
mission upon completion of their
degree requirements.
All that is required is that the
sophomore be enrolled in a four year
college with an ROTC detachment
to complete his degree requirements,
and attend a preparatory six-week
summer encampment before begin-
ning his junior year of study.
The Army will hold two summer
camps this year — both at Fort
Knox near Louisville, Kentucky. The
first camp begins June 13 and ends
July 24. The second camp runs
from June 20-July 31. Each camp
is set to handle 1500 cadets. Prior
to attending the summer camp ses-
sion, each student will be given a
medical examination and a personal
interview. At camp the cadets will
receive some 264 hours of instruc-
tion and training, with particular
emphasis on physical conditioning,
marksmanship and leadership de-
velopment. Cadets will be paid
\
$78jOO monthly, or about $lltuo lor
the six week period, plus travel ex-
penses.


























VAfter &v£ral yeSti bi debate, heated argument,
and protest it seems that thef long struggle to achieve
a degree of understanding between the student body,
the administration, and the faculty on the question of
social rules is about to -end. None of the interested
parties in this issue can claim any grand victory over Dew sir:
the other. Ratherthe college can claim a victory over » has come as a creeping surprise
itself in bridging the wide gap of misunderstanding tS^^JS^STt JK
aOOUt SOCial/mesthat previously existed. The turn- gresslve age of Ranger 9 and James
ing point iif-this^femma seems to be a report sub- Bond - **"> exist and think in *
mittecI by the Fraternity President's Council to Prist tt"*££ttSt
dent boles, and especially a Code of Responsibility trained thinking.
that is Outlined in this report. In our frantic, lost and confused
The- Council of Fraternity Presidents is to be
^Sa«^thf^f^SSt £
commended for its efforts on behalf of the student a peppiiL wherone^reaHzes^the
body, and for submitting what is a basically realistic abundance of uninformed college
report. Though it is obvious that certain inclusions
-f™**
11
*?. then one cannot help but
_* «„ v.- ii } , 1 ,, ,• I, „ Infer that the college press Is a
were politically" necessary and "practically" un- significant outlet, a b7am of hope m
realistic, there is much in the report that ought to be the darkness of dispair. it is through
seriously considered by students and faculty. Until J^™ "* that l ™lcs my sentl
"
this time "fraternities have been an integral and ef-
m
!!V
" Iw T nama ta nnnfant _.„,Aj^i-
_± + tt t> , . , ,V 1 «. Recently I came In contact with
fdctive part or the Bowdoin campus, and they do offer ft student who seems to pass au-
the most promising vehicle for change within the col- thontative judgments on civil rights






,,/. . •> comparable to Judgments given by
the key role that the fraternities played in the piayboy Magazine to the love sick
achievement of new social rules. ™ale - The only thmg that truly dis-
1 .
>
ef the aew CeOege library
Is under way on the Interior for a facility which will doable the
useable space of Hubbard Hall, which it replaces.
'Pops' Tickets To Go On Sale
The Music Department has announced that tickets for
TheTeport states'quite correctly that separation TtZl^'^S^ZSSt B°.rdoin Nig,ht u- mc PJ** a" l^%^T^h^ty u^K^f«T««« +u« 4f««4-«««:*,. i 4.U 11 1 ±1. Li. or academic or logical reasoning W1 go on sa e this Monday, April 26. Tickets will be sold inbetween the fraternity and the college in thought or connected to these statements and
approach is no longer feasible, and that only a com- appeals, in spite of aii, a statement
'plete harmony and integration of aims and goals be- £*J^^^-1
tween them Will allow Bowdoin to develop in the prop- mine is the problem of stating my Senior Center in the event that they
er manner. But We feel that "the College" is not slde before a value Judgm-nt is in their fraternity. Each fraterni
meant to include only Mass Hall, but also the faculty,
m£* * t^tUTamnot arguing
the governing boards, the alumni, and the friends of the po™ tfCivS w5Js™ut"ithe? is arranged on the basis of 5 persons to a table, and the price
the college. Communication with these groups and the ways in which civil Rights scale is $3.75-$4.25-$4.75.
a degree Of Understanding between them is absolutely £SUJ**h^*; MS° 1H 'k** Un
* Professor Beckwith of the Music Department announced
necessary to the effective formulation and operation ST^SiS 7tL mu/of that "fbtJ*** haL^een determined by the drawing of lots
Other innovations conservatism. I am a moderate. If V^"^ afternoon. The results of the drawmg are as follows:
l n m a vprn ^u ncit i n D ia
lots to the fraternities and the Senior Center. Fraternity mem-
bers may buy tickets in the usual manner through their houses,
and seniors may buy tickets in this way also, or through the
wish to sit with Seniors not
b ty and the Senior Center
must hand in lists of those persons desiring tickets, and as soon
as all the lists are received the tickets will go on sale. Seating
of new social rules, as well as any
that will come up in future years. x2£«£5 F* mod^rate *fft!stt;mi , . \ , J , , ,, j. . •. , and If Rightist, I'm moderate Right-lhe report goes on to say that "fraternities at ist. i support any doctrine, idea or
Bowdoin have been and can continue to be more than institution as long as it is favorable,
just convenient units for the college, but they must iS! lfcrlTmlnat€'f!!gate " dif"i.icn j.1. • u •"""* ut_, .l- • -vi ' * i criminate. I respect the good in
fulfill their, basic obligation; they are a preferred Goidwater as weii as the bad. i am
mode at present, but they must adapt and assume the for Johnson. Period, i acknowledge




r j. , . • !• i" in' . * , Dut I dont care for Black Nation-
tne consequence of being unessential. The first re- aiism. i endorse anti-poverty, medi-





^ 3mc™^ servii* its T^V^XTZrT^ZTnemberS." "ThlS IS Sr^OOd pomt and It milSt be re- James Baldwin and Dick Gregory
membered that the "fraternity" is not a real entity in and wonder about a. c. Powell, i
itself, and therefore the real' responsibility lies with ZEZi&SLSSZZ
the individual members in their relationships with why miss Mississippi and miss Ala-
one another, and the type of atmosphere that is gen- bama were not in the "n*1 ten. My
anted within each house by its members. EL*2£E£ SSlfS^S
As soon as the new social rules are finalized and and wut chamber?ain should be
put into effect their success or failure will be largely, judged with tne exhaustion of every
and almost- PXrlnsivplv rlprprminpri" hv rho w«Mr in PDSS -ble angle and opinion. Then andim di ost exc u ely, aece minea oy tne ay in only then ^n we leave the , e
which the student body understands and effects the of "bush" thinking,
responsibilities placed on it. And what is most essen- There is the point made by per-
tial, as the report states, "is that the college accept ente^Sw? uonfcLrstand th ^
the responsibility of the students and the fraternities Rights Sm^Ssm - that the
1. Sigma Nu
2. Delta Sigma




7. Delta Kappa Epsilon
8. Phi Delta Psi
9. Kappa, Sigma
10. Chi Psi
11. Beta Theta Pi
12. Alpha Rho Upsilon
13. Alpha Delta Phi
Make your Travel arrangements early for
best reservations. See
BRUNSWICK TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE
"ON COLLEGE CORNER"
An ATC approved-dependable-travel agency handling reservations and
tickets for all Airlines, Steamships, Hotels, Cruises and Tours. May
we lend you a helping hand?
as a reality Within which the Ultimate Objectives Of deaths that result are senseless and
the college can be reached." accomplish nothing, uttie do they
—
* We congratulate the Fraternity President's be°the ordy mint fhTbroS^much
Council on meeting a difficult challenge in an admir- needed worw-wide attention to the
able way, we applaud the President of the College 2HL ^vT!""1* JST^£ „ i- i • iA. r\ *i • ill i . . pressure on officials — officials whofor helping the Council arrive at a workable solution otherwise would piay uu roie of
and for giving his approval to the proposed Changeo, oundmen, as they havj done for
and we are relieved to see that there still exists an ,
decades
-
effective channel of communication between the stu- J&\2USL!™iS
dents and the administration. We strongly urge that attending Bowdoin come from states
the proposed new social rules be brought before the such ** wy°miIi« where the pzreen-
faculty and governing boards with all due dispatch, !£ZSZXZESZZ^
and we once again urge that these groups consider the empted from participating m the
changes on their merits and in light of the report sub- Negro rwolution in- America, thus
mitted by the fraternitv presidents, and that swift ap- LToX^AmS^T
proval be given, and that the "traditional" forces Who come shocked and even fear the
have tried in the past to thwart the "full development things otners of tneir rafe w111 d0
of social maturity as an integral part of the liberal £T1E ZSTHTZS^
arts ideal be defeated. Indeed,
-this opportunity to s°und value judgment? it is not
"make the entire undergraduate career a more mean- enou*h for so™ p^e to be nar-
ingful experience in terms of
-social and intellectual Z^Ztft^Z^^l
development and maturity," ought to be enthusias- with them who just might want to





In essence I say if you have any-
thing worthy to say, then let the
whole colkge world in on it. But
gentlemen please
. , . let's not be
"bush" in the ways in which we
PnbJUhed weekly when cUimi «r« held during the Fall and Spring Semeeur by arrive at r,nr nnininne
ih* iwdenu of Bowdoin College. Addreu new, comraon.cilion. lo Ihe Editor end .ob- 3mVe C 0UT °Plnlons -
•rriptlra eommnnicetioiu to Ac Buiineu Manager of the Bowdoin Publi»hing Com- Matthew Thomas
eanr »t th» ORIENT Office in Moofe Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunawirk, Maine. En- (Exrhancr^ Rturfent
arwl M aetond eUaa peaUge paid at the po*t office at Branawirk, Maine. The aob- iwuiwig. Oiuaeni
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Athern P. Daggett has been a mem-
ber of the Government Department
since 1932. He is a graduate of Bowdoin,
Class of 1925. He received his Ph.D.
from Harvard in 1931. From 1925 to
1927 he taught at Lafayette College in
Easton, Pennsylvania, where he was a
member of the English Department.
Professor Daggett taught here from
J930 to 1931, and rejoined the faculty
in 1932. He was a member of the Coun-
cil of the American Society of Inter-
national Law for three years, 1940-
1943; and the President of the New
England Political Science Association
from 1956-1957. He became head of
the Government Department in 1952.
Fraternities and Social Rules
"The Fraternities are serving a use-
ful purpose. They furnish the pattern
upon which we have based a great deal
of college life at Bowdoin." So Pro-
fessor Daggett began our discussion on
Fraternities and social life. He con-
tinued: "They gave a place in which
to feed the undergraduates, and to room
a great many of them." He feels that
the Fraternities are good because they
acquaint the undergraduate with the
college. They have the potential to offer
a program of support and help for the
student. It is recognized that there is
a need for smaller groups than just the
college community, and the fraternities
serve that purpose. At Williams all they
are doing is substituting different small
groups in the place of the fraternities.
They can continue to serve Bowdoin
if they take advantage of the help
which the school gives to them.
Such help can be seen in the build-
ing of the new wing of the Union, and
the Senior Center. An atmosphere is
developed in the Senior Center, „which
it is hoped, that the frats will try to
assimilate. They have the capability
to bring the Senior Center atmos-
phere to the three underclasses. They
have the potentialities of congenial
living that provide for growth and
development in this field. The frater-
— *
• - -
like the Moulton Union and the Senior
Center, and by establishing certain
ground rales for their use."
nities can accomplish this, and must to
justify their continued existence. At
the Senior Center, considerable em-
phasis has been placed upon the dining
facilities for entertaining guests.
Fraternities can plan guest nights
along the same line. They could help
.
sponsor the lectures at the Union, and
arrange for informal discussions at
the Houses following the lectures. The
Wesleyan Fraternities have activities,
similar to those sponsored by the
Senior Center.
One of the great contributions of the
Senior .Center is that it recognizes
that the main purpose of the college
is intellectual. This attitude could be
accepted by the fraternities.
"The problem of House Party
excesses is actually one of self 'res-
traint. A recognition that this does not
contribute to the fraternity, the school,
or, in the long run, to the individual
could help to solve the problem. It is
sacrificing long-range happiness and
permanent values for transient pleas-
ures, which is quite often self-defeat-
ing." \
Another serious problem that has to
be faced by the fraternities is that of
Orientation. The orientation practices
need to be carefully examined. The
fraternities that misuse this period
will discover that they are threatening
their own places in the community.
Orientation must be made to fulfill the
needs of the fraternities. Professor
Daggett also mentioned the problem of
discrimination in the fraternities, but
feels that this is no longer a problem in
the Bowdoin chapters,
Commenting on the social rules. Pro-
fessor Daggett said: "Obviously an ef-
fective and natural social life is a neces-
sary part of any college community.
You can not leave this part of life
alone." What part the college should
take is subject to debate. "My experi-
ence has been that you can count on
the undergraduates to find opportun-
ities on their own initiatives. The col-
lege should assist them with facilities
Student Body
Turning now to the subject of the
student body, Professor Daggett feels
that the college has not repeated past
patterns at all. If the college can con-
tinue to get the very best students from
the state of Maine, this would be a
great asset. We have continued to draw
from the state more than our sister
colleges, and is greatly strengthens us
to have these students here. We draw
not only from the cities of Maine, but
from the entire state.
In attempting to attract this type of
student we are meeting a kind of com-
petition that did not exist before the
There is a greater cnmpgt.itinnwafr.
among colleges for Phi Beta Kappa
students than for athletes. Scholastic
Aptitude Tests and National Merit ex-
aminations have made it easy for col-
leges and universities outside of the
State to spot these good Maine students
and to offer them attractive opportun-
ities.
At the same time we are reaching out
more and more for a wider selection
horizontally in geographic area, and
vertically in the type of student. Project
'65 is ah example of this. The very wide
and carefully planned itineraries of the
members of the admissions office also
show this spreading out effect of recent
years. "We are trying to retain the best
from the old patterns while trying to
reach out."
Professor Daggett said that the
faculty reflects a wide background, both
geographicly and educationally, and
this is becoming increasingly true. The
welfare of the faculty has been of
major concern of all the Presidents of
the college as he has known it.
Senior Center
When queried about the Senior
Center, he responded that he was ex-
tremely enthusiastic about the entire
program. He feels that the idea of
seminars is very useful and has proved
to be fruitful. Before the program was
established he was in support of the
idea of having seminars related to the
major field of each student, but the.
final decision was in the other direc-
tion. He now strongly supports the
scheme as it is, so as to give it a fair
test. The idea of surveying a course
not connected with one's major field
puts the emphasis on post-graduate life,
and not on graduate work.
Professor Daggett feels that the pur-
pose of a liberal arts college is two-fold.
It should prepare a student well in the
field from which he will earn his living;
and it should prepare him so as to be
able to fully enjoy his life. The seminar
program is helping to fulfill this pur-
pose.
"I was deeply fortunate to be in the
first group of professors to give
seminars, and was completely satisfied
with the students, because they caught
onto the purpose of the scheme very
well." He does not believe that the
markings of the seminars will hurt the
students in getting into graduate
school, because the marks were com-
pletely different than the A, B, C sys-
tem and are not to be averaged into a
students accumulative average. A grade
of 'Distinction' would certainly help a
student, while a 'Pass' would not injure
his changes. He does think, however, a
mark of 'Satisfactory' should replace
that of 'Pass.'
Civil Rights and Project '65
Changing gears, we next discussed
the Civil Rights movement and Project
'65. AccOrding^fb^ Professor Daggett,
"the social rights issue is the para-
mount issue before the American pub-
lic, and the essential issue is over the
right to vote. If this right is secured
and used, it will bring political power
to bear upon the problems." He was
very much impressed by Harry Boyte's
account of how his group has tried to
heal the breech between the races that
the recent events have opened. "He is
trying to bring reconciliation about
through genuine forgiveness." Mr.
Boyte, who spoke, here last Tuesday, is
the Special Assistant to Martin Luther
King. .•'.-.
—
Professor Daggett had several com-
ments to make aboqt Project '65. Al-
though he has not hajd personal contact
with those students who came here this
year ' through the program, he does
feel that its | objective, to find negroes,
who have a great deal of talent? and to
give them an education that will make it
possible' for them to use this, talent, is
a necessary one in solving the Civil
Rights question.
The problem for the Negroes is that
of adjustment to a totally new environ-
ment. It is equally important that we
whites should also learn how to accept
and aid these individuals. This is a
very di fficul t task for u s to face , but
Let's hope that student apathy has
not made the Bowdoin man unaware
of some of the latest happenings on
campus. They may yet be snowed by
the new Senior Center, the new Win-
throp Ends, and the many other recent
architectural achievements; but are
the students aware of the new sound
on campus? This sound is presented
Tuesday evenings by Jim Dowgialo, on
his WBOR program entitled Forum, and
the discussions over the past month
have run the gamut from Project '65
to the ROTC program to the Amherst
Report. But the WBOR staff seems to
worry that few students are tuning in
and listening to the prograw, with its
stirring Vivaldi theme song, and there
is talk that FM might soon go down in
the Bowdoin annals as* "frequently




When questioned about what perspec-
tive faculty members look for in a col-
lege, and whether Bowdoin is meeting
these needs, he answered that there are
four major things for which a faculty
member is looking: 1) An able student
body, 2) adequate tools for the aca-
demic trade, i.e. good library resources,
new labs, etc., 3) satisfactory working
conditions, and 4) able and stimulating
colleagues.
He said, "it seems to me that we are
constantly engaged in trying to improve
ourself on all of these points." The
work of the Admissions Department, the
greatly increased book-purchase pro-
gram, and the new Library facilities in-
dicate constant improvement in the
first two categories. He feels that the
'•olleg* offers excellent working con-
ditions, as seen in the teaching load
per faculty member, and by the ad-
ministration's help in the Senior Sem-
inar Program. Finally, the college is
always searching for and getting able
faculty members. "We are on the right
road, and that road leads straight
ahead. We should follow it as far as we
can."
Orient Changes
Professor Daggett, who is closely as-
sociated with the Orient, had some
comments upon the future of the paper.
He sees a great need on the Orient's
part for people who will have a great
interest in the paper, and would remain
on the staff for at least three years. He
mentioned that before World War II
there was a four year program. In the
first year, the students were reporters.
Eight sophomores were then chosen in
the second year to be New Editors. Four
Juniors were selected as Managing
Editors, and two Seniors were the
Editor-in-Chief and the Associate
Editor.
"The present activity pattern of the
college would not allow this. The chief
Dowgialo's program is informative,
well-executed, and interesting. Only
last week Major Fleming informed his
radio audience that a college student
is not automatically exempt from the
draft. By law, only the top fifty per-
cent of a college's enrollment is exempt,
so maybe the ROTC program has some
advantages after all. And just this week
President Coles, in his discussion with
Dowgialo concerning the Amherst Re-
port, stated that a freshman's social
problems are all solved, after he has
endured orientation and entered the
hallowed halls of brotherhood. So it ap-
pears that we have no social problems
on the campus now, and this is certain-
ly heartening news.
Remember now, Tuesday nights at
91.1 mc. on your FM dial will prove
worthwhile* and it is even an audience
participation program.
But Forum is not the only smack of
newness on campus. Those guys walk-
ing around with smiles on their faces
can only, mean one thing — Operation-
Match has taken effect. These lucky
students eagerly await the returns from
a concern in Boston which has chqsen,
through the use of an IBM 1401 com-
putety the-perfec t^ date forv^^anyone?
Preferable characteristics for the op-
posite sex have been sent in to Opera-
tion Match over the past few weeks,
and satisfaction is almost uncondition-
ally guaranteed by the Boston group.
There is one shortcoming to be attri-
buted to the operation however, for
such girl's schools as Radcliffe, Welles-
ley, and Pine Manor are included in
the massive search for dates; but
where oh where is dear old Westbrook.
Nevertheless, the smiles remain, and
a new song is in the air — "My God
How the Honeys Roll In." But the dead-
line for entering requests is past now,
so those unlucky ones who missed out
will just have to grin and bear it.
A new fad also — bleached blonds.
But do not think for a minute that it
refers to honeys. Let's just hope the
freshmen contain this phenomenon to
the class of '68. After all, in a few
weeks the class of '69 will be on
campus for a look-see, and we do not
want to discourage them so soon. The
waiting list surely is not that long.
And hold off those dreams about the
brand new pool 'tables in the Union
next Fall. The word is that they will
be no drain on the Capital Campaign,
for the students will pay for them. The
days of free pocket billiards seem to
be gone, and pay we must — fifty cents
an hour is the rumor.
problem is that students do not stick to
it if they d<\not make it to the top with-
in a year.' The old system greatly re-
lieved the burden from the Editor, but
it required a willingness to stick with
it; more than we have at present."
In Conclusion, Professor Daggett
spoke briefly about the Government De-
partment. He said that there would be
no major changes. Thev »re discun^nu-
ing the Administratu-° L&/w coursed but
starting a course ir- m? American
Presidency. This course will be in line
with the increasing emphasis on the
political process and the I -esidents
position in it. The course will, however,
deal with the many aspects of the office.
SOCIAL RULES
(Continued fr«m page 1)
"hers should play within the college
community.
Fraternity to the College
In the broadest terms possible,
the responsibility of the fraternity
,
Is to further the general alms and
goals of the college. This may be
• merely a matter of feeding and
housing men and providing social
facilities, or it may be the adminis-
tering of a big brother program for
freshmen, or sponsoring interfrater-
nity sports, or providing a meeting
ground for faculty and students. But
as awareness of the importance of
the time that a man spends away
from classes Increases, the scope of
fraternity responsibility also in-
creases. The concept of the ade-
quate fraternity as an eating club
and social unit has long been out-
dated, and In its place stands the
ideal of an institution well fitted
to enhance the program offered by
the college.
Concern shown by the college for
the total college experience of the
students places squarely on the
shoulders of the fraternity the re-
sponsibility of providing for its
members an environment that is in-
tellectually stimulating as well as
socially mature. One part of this
is. its role as an organized and en-
thusiastic center directing the ener-
gies of its members into worthwhile
extra-curricular activities. Still an-
other part is the familiarizing of
each new member of the fraternity
with his own responsibility to' his
house and to his college.
The fraternity fulfills Its respon-
sibility only in so far as its atmos-
phere is conducive to the growth
of its members In those areas which
the college deems important. Fra-
ternities at Bpwdoin have been and
can continued to be more than just
convenient unite for the college, but
they must fulfill their basic obliga-
tion; they are a preferred mode at
present, but they must adapt and
assume the total responsibility that
Is required of them or face the con-
sequence of being considered un
essential. The first responsibility of
the fraternity is to serve the college
by correctly, adequately, and suffi-
ciently serving its members.
Responsibility of the Student
to the Fraternity
Each student, when he chooses a
fraternity for his undergraduate
years, forfeits a part of his indi-
vidual liberty to the welfare of the
Phil's
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group. A part of fraternity life Is
participation In a working democra-
cy, where any opinion may be ex-
pressed but decisions are made ac-
cording to the will of the majority.
In exchange for the advantages and
benefits of fraternity life, each stu-
dent has the responsibility of living
up to the rules and regulations'' of
his fraternity and of assuming his
share in the activities of the house.
In a more positive sense, each stu-
dent has the responsibility of work-
ing for the Improvement of his fra-
ternity and the development of the
members within it, of turning back
Into the fraternity those intangible
benefits which he has derived from
it. A member is also not Just an
individual within a fraternity, but
has the added responsibility of al-
ways being a representative of that
fraternity, and must act so as to
bring honor and credit to it. Be-
sides the responsibility that he thus
incurs indirectly to the college
through his fraternity, each man
also has a direct responsibility to
the college.
Responsibility of the Student
to die College
Just as responsibilities are in-
curred by membership within the
fraternity, so responsibilities are in-
curred by membership within the
college. The privilege of attending
college and gaining all the benefits
which are a part of education car-
ries with it an obligation that is
binding upon all in attendance. The
most necessary and negative part of
this obligation is again the agree-
ment to abide by the rules and
regulations of the institution, and
to fulfill the basic requirements de-
manded.
But again there is an equally lm-
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portant positive side of this re- ment between students and admin-
sponsibility, that of working for Che istration on what is or « not ac-
improvement of the college and ceptable behavior, then those pat-
serving in a positive fashion as its terns of behavior which the college
.representative. Ideally, the harmony believes acceptable must be adhered
between the fraternities, their mem- to by its students, for the actions
bers, and the college will be such of the students' ands, their' conse-
that service to any part of the tri- quences reflect directly on the col-
chotomy will be service to all. The lege. The policies of a college are
aim of education in the residential determined out of a concern for the
liberal arts tradition has always well-being of its students and the
been in this direction, but* rarely college as a whole, and the student's
has it ever been explicitly sought, responsibility is to live up to the
and still more rarely achieved. standards it sets.
One of the largest gaps in think- This is not to say that a student
ing at present time between stu- ought to subordinate his will en-
dents and administration concerns tirely to the college, for constrictive
the area of morality. Perhaps the criticism, opposition, and desire for
greatest hindrance to the elimlna- change are essential for the growth
tion of this gulf which divides many of both the students and the college,
colleges Into the two disparate fac- There are, moreover, means within
tions has been a failure on the part the college to work for improvement
of the students to realize or appre- and change in line With one's own
ciate the public position of the in- beliefs. Nor should a person' for-
stitution. Especially with the at- sake uncritically his personal ethics
tention being given to the "moral hi favor of those supported by the
crisis" which the nation is supposed college. He should, however, realize
to be going through, the colleges thftt as a student at a college he
and universities of the country are does nave those basic responsibili-
being looked to to provide leader- ties already outlined, and must
ship and guidance in questions of regulate his own behavior accor-
morality. It is a part of their re-
sponsibility to society to uphold the
dingly. With the realization of both
the position of the college and his
common morality and not to eon- own responsibility, the student is
done, explicitly or implicitly, any-
weakening of the moral structure.
able to place his own views and
those of the college in the proper
Even with an appreciation of this Perspective and to function within
position, there Is often a failure on tneir boundaries,
the part of the students to recog- The College
nize the responsibility which is a What is essential is that the col-
part of being within the college. As lege accept the fact that the respon 1-
students, their responsibility is to sibility of the students and the
forego the prerogative of acting in fraternities is a reality within which
accordance with a personal morality the ultimate objectives of the col-
which is not desired by nor desir- lege can be reached. This means
able for the college. If there is in- that the college as a whole, ad
deed a degeneration in the agree- ministration, faculty, students, an
fraternities, is concerned with the -
same goals and must integrate its -
activities so as to best be able to g
achieve them. Existing institutions
t
«
and traditions must be strengthen- ^
ed,
. .and extended where advisable. ,
There is no separation possible be- *
*'
tween the welfare of the college
and the welfare of its students, for
the two are only facets of the larg-
er whole, each a necessary comple-
ment of the other. To speak of the
needs of one interfering with the
needs .of the other is to fail to un-
derstand their intimate connection.
The college is set up as an institu-
tion to provide education in the
broadest sense, and the students are
here to receive and participate in
that education. Whatever means
are deemed necessary to bring this
end about In the best possible man-
ner are the legitimate and necessary
concern of all those Involved. With
all these things in mind, the Code
of Responsibility, the role of the
fraternities, and the aim of the
college as a united whole, we would
urge that the efforts of the students,
fraternities, faculty, and adminis-
tration be utilized in implementing
the following recommendations.
Student-Faculty Relations
Bowdoin has been very fortunate
in that the dining arrangements in
the fraternity houses have always
been conducive to discourse among
students and between students and
! faculty members. Unfortunately,
the traditionally good relations be-
tween the faculty and the frater-
nities has become more and more
strained as elements of the faculty,
sometimes unfamiliar with the
unique way in which the fraternity
system functions at Bowdoin, have
(Continued on page 7)
A new Reserve Officer Training Corps program permits selected
college sophomores to be commissioned as Army Second Lieuten-
ants in two years. You can do this by
:
1. Completing a special 6-week summer camp between your soph-
omore and junior years. .




What are the benefits of Array ROTC training?
• Management training for success in civilian or military life.
t"' ' • %
• $40 per month pay while attending the Advanced Course, plus
uniforms ; pay and paid travel for summer camps.
• Eligibility for free flight instruction at selected schools lead-





• A commission as an Army officer, with all of its accompanying
benefits, including higher income, greater opportunity for ad-
vancement and officer status.
• The personal satisfaction that comes from knowing you're
trained to assume leadership responsibilities.
These benefits will putyou a step ahead of other college graduates
and will pay off for the rest of your life. You owe it to yourself to
investigate these new opportunities.
For complete information, see the Professor of Military Science at your
school, or send the coupon below.
U.S. ARMY ROTC
Post Office Box 1040 Wtttbury, New York 11591
Gentlemen: Please send me information on the 2-year ^my
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voiced opposition, or worse, shown
indifference t9 the fraternities. The
fraternities haw not been entirely*
.
blameless to thii " • respect, , but
nevertheless a positive attitude must
be adopted towards them If they
are now to successfully fulfill their
responsibilities. We therefore rec-
ommend that every effort be taken,
both by the administration and the
fraternities, to acquaint new faculty
members with the fraternity system
and its role at Bowdoin. We also
wish to stress the Importance of
faculty help and guidance for im-
provement within the fraternities.
Only full
i interest and, support in
this manner will enable the fra-
ternities to grow in the proper di-
rections.!, (Perhaps to better accom-
plish this; growth mote \ structure
could be given to the present or-
ganization^ of fraternity I advisors,
along with encouragement to the
faculty for involvement on a less
formal level. The vehicle is pres-
ent, and waits only to be properly
utilized.
College Support \
Along these same lines, we recom-
mend that the administration ad-
dress itself directly to the proMein
of improving undergraduate oppor-
tunity for growth and development
within the fraternities. Tiie good
results already evident from the
heightened attention given the se-
nior year through the Senior Center
Program should point the way to
•extension of this to the other three-
quarters of the undergraduates. Am-
hfrst was forced to condemn her
fraternities after years of! seeking
"desparately to wean stbdeits from
their houses into more mature forms
of independent expression and ac-
tivity." At" Bowdoin w* have
-the
opportunity to work within the fra-
ternity system and must lake ad-
vantage of it if we are not Anally
to reach the same exclusion as the
Amherst Report. .-*.'. ,•. -,"
Social Life
Oissatisfaction
-In the area of so-
cial life at Bowdoin stems from
three factors which, While ultimate-
ly related, may be treated separate-
ly. These thre^ factors are: the rel-
ative geograpjiic Isolation of the
college; the lack of variety in the
social activitiei offered; and the ab-
sence of any opportunity to meet
socially with |>ther people in quiet,
private surroundings conducive to
conversation and formation of ma-
ture relationships.
The physical location of the col-
lege can not be .changed, and so
the isolation orthe college commu-
nity is in some sense bound to con-
tinue. However, the many cultural
opportunities offered on campus
tend to reduce) the detrimental ef-
fect of this Isolation considerably,
as does the increasing mobility of
the students. Establishment of a
sister school toi Bowdoin would be
one more step in making the total
environment more natural, and we
urge that such a step be seriously
considered.'
PAOJB SEVEN
The second factor is one to which
the Council of Fraternity Presidents
will apply itself, in an effort,
through increased cooperation and
planning among the various frater-
nities, to provide more variety in
social activities both on house party
weekends and on off weekends. With
more coordination among the fra-
ternities and full utilization of their
facilities, the tastes of all the un-
dergraduates as to type of band,
THE SUMMER MUSIC FESTIVALS
at N^w^ort, Rhode Island
,|
GEORGE wbjsj Presents" the" 12th Annual .
'
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NEWPORT FOLK FOUNDATION Presents the . . . I
NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL
party, and atmosphere for »the
weekends can be suited. Also, with
increased communication, different
types of tnterfraternlty extra-curri-
cular ' activities will be fostered:
There*wtll be a conscious and con-
certed- effort made to take advan-
tage of the opportunities which
have so long been neglected.
A part of the problem associated
with the third factor will be eased
when the new addition to the Stu-
dent Union is completed, for there
Will then be rooms more conducive
to socializing, either with students
and faculty members or with dates.
But in order to offer a valid alter-
native to large group activities, in
whatever form, more extensive faci*
lities for quiet and private social-
izing will have to be made avail-
able. We therefore recommend
that the current social privileges be
extended to include living areas in
the upstairs part of the fraternity
houses. In this way, space readily
available would be able to be utiliz-
ed when a change from large group
activitity is desired. The full de-
velopment of social maturity which
is an integral part of the liberal
arts ideal would be much enhanced
by the opportunity for social inter-
action within small groups, in per-
sonal surroundings. Because all of
the fraternities either do now have
or can be arranged to have study
or living rooms which are not also
used as bedrooms, we feel that ex-
tension of social privileges to living
rooms in the upstairs part of the
fraternities is well within the
bounds of societal standards. We
further feel that the Code of Re-
sponsibility outlined and the ma-
turity of the students will prevent
abuse of this privilege.
Conclusion
The possible areafe outlined for
growth, both of the students and
of the college as a whole, present a
challenge to the entire complex
which is Bowdoin College. Only a
unified recognition of these areas
and a concerted effort on the part
of the students, the fraternities, the
faculty, and the administration will
result in complete realization of the
full potential of the college. The
'opportunity is present to make the
entire undergraduate career a more
meaningful experience in terms of
social and intellectual development
and maturity, and it should be seiz-
ed with enthusiasm by all those
genuinely Interested in the welfare
of Bowdoin College.
NORMAN HILL
(Continued from Page 1)
interrelated social factors of the
problem.
* Re'ating this notion to organized
labor he represented, Hill em-
phasized that labor and the civil
rights movement have mutual in-
terests in the goals of fair and
full employment. Organiz.d labor
would benefit by an increase in
membership through employment
encouraged by the civil rights move-
ment and conversely Negroes could
benefit from union-sponsored re-
newal projects in cities as a means
of upgrading social conditions and
providing employment.
In closing. Hill recognized the
great contributions made by stu-
dents in th> civil rights field, but
mature leadership was always es-
sential and he hoped that these
young people would continue to
work and become such leaders.
r ROTC
(Continued from page 8) '
, Each cade): ,in Uie Advanced
ROTC program recjftres a $40.00
inonthly stipend during the college
sessions, plus uniforms, text books
and other necessary supplies.
This program is not designed to
replace or alter the present four
year ROTC program. It will sup-
plement it by opening new avenues
for students who want Army com-
missions.
The new program was made pos-
sible by the ROTC Revitalization
Act of 1964, and Is aimed at helping
the Army stay abreast of Its In-
creasing requirements for college
trained officers.
Students interested in more in-
formation about this program
should contact Lt. Colonel Vassar,
Professor of Military Science (PMS),
in Rhodes Hall before May 1, the










ENJOY BOTH SUMMER STUDY AND
RECREATION
ees 3s:
Earn degree credits in the stimulating climate of
Maine. Graduate and undergraduate courses at Orono
and Portland. Outstanding_faculty with nationally -
known visiting lecturers. Conferences; institutes, work- |
shops, assemblies.
• MODERN DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS
Special recreation and -entertainment programs, Tours.
Summer Arts Festival: concerts, lectures, exhibitions.
Summer playhouse with professional productions of
Broadway musicals. Centrally located to lakes, moun-
tains, and seashore.
• 12 WEEK SUMMER SESSION, JUNE 21 -SEPT. 10
Four 3-week sessions, Three 6-week sessions
For detailed information write to:
DIRECTOR OF SUMMER SESSION
Box 5A University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
^THURSDAY • FRIDAY • SATURDAY • SUNDAY • JULY 22-23-24-25 %
Folk, Blues, Gospel, Country and Traditional Music
performed by outstanding artists
write:
For Tickets and Program Information on
:
.
Afternoon and Evening Concerts and Workshops
.
NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL
g. NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND
For Accommodations, write Newport^Chamber of Commerce
Newport, Rhode Island




SIX — BARBERS— SIX
FOR SALE
1J55 HARLEY DAVIDSON '74' Motor-
cycle. Excellent Mechanical Condition.
New tint and chains. New dark Mae
and white lacqaer paint jok. Extras,
including-: windshield, Fiarerlai amddle-
baga, rear hamper, and extra lirhts.
Make Offer. For pictare and informa-
tion ate: Jack Gailaj, 14 C Senior
Center, Ext S12.








Enjoy the grand-old, brand new
Boston Statler Hilton
with its fresh $5,000,000 face-lift!*
And refreshing faculty-student room rates!
Beautiful new facilities! Historic tours! ,
Special Arrangements for



















'•Appreciate* Bowdoin's close re-






Gentlemen: Please send me full information about
your special facilities and prices for Students and I











Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds) of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI&ETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
























Sean Conoery — Gert Probe
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BASEBALL
The yarilty baseball team, off to its
finest start in years, faces a couple of
rough games within the next week.
Tomorrow they play Northeastern at
home, while next week they go to
Orono for a contest with Maine. We
know little about Northeastern, but the
Majne game should be a tough one.
Last year the Black Bears surprised
a lot of people by going all the way to
the finals of the NCAA tournament. On
their southern trip this year they won
four of the five games they, played,
outscoring their opponents 43 to 19
and stealing eight bases along the
way. Pitcher Joe Ferris, the most valu-
able player at Omaha last spring, is
back apd struck out 14 in the eight
innings he pitched in the south. Tom
MUrphy threw seven innings and came
away with a 0.00 earned run average.
Beyond these two, however, Coach
Butterfield lacks pitchers with experi-
ence.
But, despite the traditional lamenting
of the coach, Maine looks strong, and
will provide a good indication of how
far Bowdoin can go this year.
Junior Bob Butkus is leading the
hitters with a .428 average on nine hits
in 21 times at bat. The combination
pitcher-outfielder has also driven in
three runs and scored three himself.
Bill Matthews, who has two RBI's and
has scored twice, and Fred Harlow,
eight RBI's and six runs scored, are
hitting .400 with eight hits in 20 at
bats. Bob Harrington is 7 for 19 (.373)
.with nine runs driven in and five
scored. Tom Zilinsky was six for 19, a
.315 average, with five RBI's and five
runs, before his injury.




The varsity baseball team raji - its
record to 4-1 the past weekend with
wins over two of the "Little Three"
colleges, Amherst and Wesleyan. A
scheduled game with Williams Friday
was rained out. The two wins increased
Bowdoin'a undefeated string against
this group to six straight.
The Bears opened their three-day trip
by collecting 17 hits in a 16-3 romp
over Amherst. Ned D'Entremont pitched
the entire game, giving up 10 hits and
five bases on balls, as well as striking
out seven. The big inning for us was
the seventh when we sent 12 men to
the plate, collecting eigfit runs on
seven hits.
Fred Harlow led the team with a
triple, home run and single to drive in
six runs and score four himself. Bob
Butkus, playing in the outfield, had
three hits while Paul Mulloy drove in
three runs with a double and single,
both in the seventh inning. Tom Zilin-
sky, who suffered a torn leg muscle oh
the trip and will probably be out for
the rest of the season, had three RBI's
on two singles and Paul Newman had
three hits.
On Saturday two Wesleyan pitchers
gave up 17 hits as we won 9-5. Once
again the seventh inning was the big
one, as we scored three runs to take
the lead after Wesleyan had managed
to go ahead 3-1 in the sixth. Four more
runs in the eighth put the game away.
In the seventh singles by Newman
and Billy Matthews, a double by Bob
Harrington, and a hit by Butkus gave
us three runs and a 4-3 lead. In the
eighth singles by Zilinsky, Dick Con-
dos, Newman and Matthews, followed
by Harrington's second triple of the
game, gave us four more.
Butkus gave up 12 hits, struck out
nine and did not walk a batter. Harring-
ton paced the hitters with four RBI's
on two triples and a double. Matthews,
Zilinsky, Condos, and Newman each





Bowdoin- 030 020 802 — 15 17 2
Amherst 000 200 100— 3 10?
remont and Condos;
field, Russ (8) and Greenblatt.
Bowdoin 000 001 341 — 9 17
Wesleyan 100 002 020 — 5 12
\*
SCHULTEN
Alex Schulten added some five feet
to his previous best in the hammer
throw as he hit 201'3" last Saturday
^against UVM. Alex goes to the Penn
^telays today where his competition in-
cludes Art Croasdale of Harvard, the
defender, and Tom Gage of Cornell.
Croasdale's winning throw last year
was 179'10" so unless he's added 25
feet, we look for Alex to win. He and
j
Coach Sabasteanski will return tonight
.
in time for the meet against New Hamp-
shire tomorrow.
Alex, of course, is- off to a much
better start than last year and will
no doubt improve as the weather warms
up. This year we hope the college will
see fit to provide him transportation
to the NCAA finals. If the school is
so interested in spreading its name
across the country it seems the least
it could do would be to support some-
one who does such a fine job.
Last year Alex's parents made it
possible for him to take part in both
the large — and small — college
championships on the West Coast. Even
after his victory there, the most the
college did was to pay for his trans-
portation to the AAU finals and the
Olympic trials. Alex paid his own room
and board. Admittedly, we are not a big
athletic school. It is not as if an entire
team was asking for support, however;
ft is just one athlete and one coach.
And after all, how many NCAA cham-
pions has Bowdoin had ?
Freshmen
Although Ray Bicknell's yearling
baseball squad failed to win in its
first game, the outlook could brighten.
The Polar Bear nine dropped its first
game of the young season to the Gor-
ham varsity 4-3 despite the steady hurl-
ing of Bob Patterson. The starting club
has Jim Burke at first, Roger Rafetto at
second, Charley Belanger at short, and
Bob Parker at third. Bob Giard in right,
Dave Soule in center, and John Ramis-
tella in left comprise the outfield. Doug
Brown handles the catching chores.
Pitching hopefuls besides Patterson in-
clude Bob Corey, steady Jim Burke,
Scott Farnum, and tall John Williams.
Tomorrow the team journeys to Exeter
for its second regular tilt of the season.
THIS WEEK
Varsity Baseball: Northeastern, April
24, 2:00 P.M.; at Maine, April 28;
M.I.T., April 30, 2:30 P.M.
Freshman Baseball: at Exeter, April
24; at Maine, April 28.
Varsity Lacrosse: Wesleyan, April 24,
2:00 P.M.
Freshman Lacrosse: at Exeter JV,
April 24; Hebron, April 28, 3:00 P.M.
Varsity Track: New Hampshire, April
24, 1:00 P.M.
Freshman Track: New Hampshire,
April 24, 1:00 P.M.
Varsity Tennis: at Amherst, April 24;
at Bates, April 27; Colby, April 29,
1:30 P.M.
Freshman Tennis: South Portland,
April 28, 2:30 P.M.
Varsity Golf:, at New England College,
April 24; State Series, April 29,
1:30 P.M. •




The Bowdoin track team evened its
spring record with a decisive 85-63
victory over the University of Vermont
at Whittier Field last Saturday. Easily
the outstanding performance of the
meet was NCAA champion Alex Schul-
ten's record-breaking throw of 201 feet,
3 inches in the hammer. Schulten's
effort was a considerable improvement
on his 1964 best of 196' 10". It estab-
lished new meet, Bowdoin College,
Whittier Field, and state collegiate
records. Only two American collegians
have ever thrown the 16-pound ham-
mer farther than Alex did Saturday,
John Lawler of Boston University, the
national collegiate record holder at
213' 10", and Ed Bogdonas of West
Point. Schulten intends to compete in
the Penn Relays on Friday and then
fly back for the duel meet against New
Hampshire here Saturday.
The Polar Bears surprised Vermont
by winning every race from the 100 to
the 2-mile with the sole exception of
the mile. Tom Allen came from be-
hind to win- the 440, and came back
later to take first in the 880. Ray Bird
won both sprints, running the 100 in
10.4 seconds and the 220 in 22.8 seconds.
Considering the soft condition of the
track, the latter time was outstanding.
Ted Boal finished with his usual strong
kick to win the 2-mile handily. Pete
Good again won the high hurdles, but
was nipped at the tape in the 440-yard
intermediates. Branny Leishman, Tim
Love, and Andy Seager swept the
triple jump and Schulten, Steve In-
gram, and Mike McCutcheon did the
same in the discus. Seager and Dave
Stocking repeated last week's victories
in the high jump and javelin. In the
latter event Babe Arbour took third
place in his first competitive effort with
a fine throw of 159' 10". The summary:
Hammer — 1. Schulten (B) ; 2. Ingram
(B) ; 3. Willscher (B) Dist. 201' 3"
Pole vault — 1. Mayland (V) ; 2. Fyles
(V) ; 3. Leishman (B) Hgt. 12' 6"
High jump — 1. Seager (B) ; 2. Ekdahl
(B) ; no third Hgt. 5' 6"
Shot — 1. Stickney (V); 2. Stocking
-
-(B) ; 3. Coggins (B) Dist, 43' 10 1/2"
Broad jump — 1. Nolan (V); 2. Love
(B) ; 3. Leishman (B) Dist. 20' 10 1/2"
Mile — 1. Stowell (V) ; 2. Haskin (V)
;
3. Rea (B) Time 4:45.5
440 — 1. Allen (B) ; 2. DeCesaris (V)
\. Domba l (V) Time 52.1
100 — 1. Bird (B) ; 2. Matthews (V)
3. Nolan (V) Time 10.4
120-yd HH — 1. Good (B) ; 2 Mayland
(V) : 3. Matthews (V) Time 15.6
Over UVM 85-63;
95-30 To Exeter
880 — 1. Allen (B); 2. Higgs (V); 3.
Haskin (V) time 2:08.3 . .
230^- L Bird <B); 2. Nolan (V); 3.
Matthews (V) Time 22.8
4*40 Int. hurdles — 1. DeCesarW (V) ; 2.
Good (B) ; 3. Tripp (V) Time 59.6
2-mile — 1. Boal (B) ; 2. Ashton (V) •
3. Kibbe (V) Time 10:38.8
Discus — 1. Schulten (B); 2. Ingram
(B) ; 3. McCutcheon Dist 146' 11"
Triple jump — 1. Leishman (B); 2.
Love (B); 3. Seager (B) Dist. 40'
21/4"
Javelin — 1. Stocking (B); 2. Griffin
(V); 3. Arbour (B) Dist. 170' 8 3/4"
Mile Relay — 1. Vermont Time 3:42.5
Exeter Over Freshmen
The freshman track team opened its
season on a sour note Wednesday as
they lost to a powerful Exeter squad,
95-30. The Cubs could win only four
events as Exeter took every running
event from the 220 to the 2-mile.
Charlie Hews led the freshmen with
wins in the shotput and discus, estab-
lishing a meet record in the latter, and
a second in the javelin. Doug Macdon^-
aid won the high jump and Mort Soule
took the 100 for Bowdoin's other two
victories. -
The summary:
Shotput— 1. Hews (B) ; 2. Krause (E)
;
3. Hane (E) Dist. 52' 7 1/4"
Pole vault — 1. Localio (E) ; 2. Francis
(E) ; 3. Caruso (B) Height 10'6"
Broad jump — 1. Sawhill (E) ; 2. Ran-
dall (B) ; 3. Tedelty/ (E) Dist. 20'
3 1/4"
High jump — 1. Macdonald (B) ; .2.
Maclvor (E) ; 3. Kennedy (E) Height
5*6*'
Discus — 1. Hews (B) ; 2. Vang (E) ; 3.
Morgan (E) Dist. 140' 6 1/2" (meet
record)
Mile — 1. Coburn (E); 2. White (E) ; .
J. Summerfield (E) Time 4:43.3 __
440 ^- i; Lewis (E) ; 2. Williams (E)
5. Green (E) Time: 51.5 (meet
record)
100 — 1. Soule (B) ; 2. Sawhill (E) ; 3.
Foster (E) Time: 10.6
120 HH — 1. Simpson (E) ; 2. Bastille
(E); 3. none Time: 15.9
880 — 1. Lacey (E) ; 2. Kirk; 3.
Anderson (E) Time 2:04.7
22(
JZ.},\
r^LiE) 'l Bright (E); 3 -
2-Mile — 1. Romano <E) ; 2. Kemp (E)
;
3. McCarthy (E) Time 11:20.8
Javelin — 1. Sawhill (E) ; 2. Hews (B)
3. Lane (E) Dist. 163' 2 1/2"
Lacrosse Team Beats Nichols 10-1,
Loses 8-6 To UNH
The Bowdoin varsity lacrosse squad
split a pair of games, crushing Nichols
last Saturday 10 to 1, then losing a
tight one to the University of New
Hampshire 8 to 6. Their season's record
has now advanced to two victories
against five defeats.
A great defensive effqjA combined
four goals and an assist to pace UNH.
Bill Allen and co-captain Fred Bail
were the leading scorers for the Polar
Bears with two goals apiece. Bowdoin
goalie Bob Dakin stopped 15 shots,
while Al DeCarlo made 16 saves in the
UNH nets. The Polar Bears open their
home season Saturday against Wesley-
with a potent attack was/the weapon an. The game is slated for a two o'clock
used to subdue a big, strong Nichols start at Pickard Field.
squad. Veteran defensemen Curt Chase,
Dick Forte, and Dan Ralston consistent-
ly disrupted Nichols' passing attack and
held the losers scoreless until the final
minutes of the last period. Meanwhile,
Bill Allen scored four goals and one
assist to lead the assault on the Nichols
goal. The Polar Bears grabbed the lead
almost immediately and controlled the
action throughout the contest. Bob
Dakin did a fine job in the Bowdoin
nets.
Frosh Lacrosse
Coach Watson's lacrosse squad, one
of the largest in many seasons, drop-
ped a hard fought 9-5 decision to UNH
Wednesday after yielding 5 goals in
the last 5 minutes of play. Dick
Loughran, who scored 4 markers, Ted
Sandstrom, and Charley Gianaris on
attack, Jim Georgitis, who added the
fifth tally, Horace Sessions, and Rusty
McMullen at midfield, Ned Ross, Ted
A six-goal outburst in the opening^Charron, and Dana Gallup on defense,
period made the UNH victory possible, and Mike Leonard in the goal all
Bowdoin chipped away at the margin, started for the frosh. Perry Melzig Don
but couldn't quite catch the Wildcats Murinson, and Jeff Richards also saw
Wednesday afternoon. Pete Ballo had considerable action at midfield.
Freshmen Tennis Opens With Win
The Freshmen took six'of eight sin-
gles matches and all four doubles to
score a 10-2 tennis win over Deering
High, Tuesday.
Singles: Neilson (D) defeated Gold-
farb 6-1, 6-1 ; Miller jB) defeated Bur-
rage 6-3, 6-4; Haskell (D) defeated
Barnhart 4-6, 6-2, 6-2; Thompson (B)
defeated Tartianian 6-3, 6-1; Fortune
(B) defeated Chase 6-3, 6-3; Tartncw
(B) defeated Blumenthal 6-3, 6-3; Ber-
ry (B) defeated Shilling 6-1, 6*1; Gar-
nick (B) defeated Capozza 6-1, 6-3.
Doubles: Goldfarb and Thompson
(B) defeated Neilson and Burrtge 1-6,
6-3, 6-1; Miller and Barnhart (B) de-
feated Haskell and Fortune 7-5, liV*p\
Berry and Tartnow (B) defeated Ch^e
and Blumenhtal 5-7, 6-2, 6-1; Collier
and Winkeller (B) defeated Shilling
and Capozza 6-2, 3-6, 6-2.
1Socjial Problem Forum
s, Ay esleyan To Attend
Monday night at 7:00 the drawing for Senior Center rooms for the
Claw of 1966 will be held. It will take place in the Main Lounge of the
Center: \
A
A Concern-Dance* Is to be the entertainment foitn Friday night at Ivies.
The program ^rill begin with the Marvels, a group'simllar to the Kings-
men. A Folksong with Joe and Eddy will follow, and then Jay and
the Americans yrill provide more music for dancing. The Marvels are




Raymond Bird '66 has been elected the new president of the Student
Council; the new vice-president is Robert Boyd '66, the new secretary-
treasurer is Jerald Cantor '66.






"Problems of Mexican Development" will be the title of a lecture
given by Dr. James F. Tiernex currently Assistant Representative for
Mexico and Central America fir the For,^Foundation. He will speak at
7 pm. Sunday, May 2, In the Senior Center!
J
A
Dr. Charles H.i Foster, Visiting Professor of English Will lecture this
evening on "Beyond Concord: David A. Wasson, Critic of American
Culture." He will speak at 8:15 pari. In the Main Lounge of the Senior
Center.
M S. P. Rand
Foe u
-twa: days next week, com-
mencing^ on Wednesday, May 5,
Bowdoih will host a Forum con-
cerning
. the social problems and
pressures on college Students. To
take place in the Seniqr,..Cent|er, the
discussions will be panel oriented
with group participation encouraged.
Whereas in the past roost discus-
sions of this nature haVe baen
viewted rather narrowly W tprms of
social rules and parietal hours;- the
Bowdoln Forum hopjs to,: broaden
the discussions to include the rea-
sons for and the more subtle
aspects of these social problems.
The colleges invited to participate
in the Forum, which face difficulties
similar to those at Bowdoin, are
Amherst, Williams, Wesleyah, Col-
gate, Dartmouth, Trinity, Union,
Hamilton, Wesleyan, Connecticut
College for Women, Smith, Vassar,
Bennington, Wellesley, Westbrook,
and Colby Jr.
The schedule of events will be-
gin on Wednesday when Miss Alice
Johnson, Dean of Freshmeii at Con-
necticut College will deliver an ad-
dress. This win be followed by a
panel discussion including Dr
. Gra-
ham Blaine and Rev, John Mc-
Laughlin, who has delivered a high-
*
ly controversial and articulate series*
lectures on "The New Morality
of American College Students." The
discussion in the Senior Center
Lounge will include audience parti-
cipation. Ion Thursday aftjernoon
the seminars will be held between
1:30 and 4:30,1 each chaired by a
student and including representa-
tives fromj the invited colleges and
Bowdoin.jThe final event will be an
address Thursday evening by Dr.
Blaine of Harvard's Department of
Mental Health to be followed by an
informal discussion of the individual
seminars,
) , i . ; \
The planning committee, head-
ed by Steve Putnam, |has decided on
five seminars, each of particular in-
terest to undergraduates. They
range in scope from the problem of
excessive drinking tot the role of
the college regarding morality in
which Bowdoin's Honor System and
newly proposed Student Respon-
sibility Code will bi thoroughly dis-




and the need for increased variety
ir. social activities will be considered.
The "Psychology of the Student"
panel will probe for the « more'coy-
erted desires and motivations of
the students. Such questions as "Is
the liberalization of social rules and
increased sexual freedom all the stu-
dents desire from the College Or
should there be as well a commensu-
rate I increase in the quality and
tone \of undergraduate social life"
will try to be answered.
Of ^specfcri interest to us wim&e
the rationale behind the abolish-
ment of fraternities at Williams and
the drastic changes propounded by
tha Amherst Student Life report.
That report calls for an end to the
extant dichotemy between class
"intellectual life" and social life
^whieh new exists through^he dis -
establishment of fraternities and
the resurrection of more fully in-
tegral "societies." The relevance to
Bowdoin and her often discussed
problem of intellectual apathy ap-
pears strong.
It is sincerely hoped that this
Forum will give Bowdoin, as well as
all the attending colleges some
fresh insights and approaches into
the problems now facing us in this
period of transition. The Senior
Center Has been added to give a
new and more mature dimension to
the Senior's Life. Whether the ideals
and hoped for excitement of the
Center has been thus far" infused
into the lower three classes might
be evidenced by the interest taken
in this progressive venture and the
attendant ideas to emerge from it.
The French Department will present two modern French fUrns on
the campus Sunday (May 2). The program will be held at 8:30 pm. in
Smith Auditorium.
"Le Mariage de Figaro," a new color movie, is the first film produc-
tion of the classic French comedy by Beaumarchais. "Eugene Atget" is
a short film exhibition of still pictures taken by the noted early 19th
century French photographer. 4
Studfent Council/
j . f • *
Approves Code
At the last meeting before the
election of* new officers, The
.Stu-
dent Council, approved /the 9 -point
report of the Student Council Social
Committee andy'jpassed a motion by
Alpha Pho Upsilon and Delta Sigma will compete Tuesday (May 4)
in the finals of The Wilmot Brookings Mitchell Interfraternity Debating
Tournament, which will be held at 8:15 pm. in Smith Auditorium.
Alan Neuren, '68 has been elected President of the Young Democrats.
Other Officers elected by the Young Democrats include: Vice Presi-
dent, Marc R. Rose '68; Secretary, John H. Michelmore '67; Portland
District Coordinator for state convention, Bruce L. Bushey '67.




ATTENTION DORMITORY APPLICANTS! Those desiring dormi-
tory room accommodations for Fall 1965 must make application and re-
turn forms to the Placement Bureau, Banister Hall, by May 3. No assign-
ments made without roommate. '**""
S. A. Ladd, Jr., Director of Housing
JOINT PROJECT — Upper Park Row bordering the Bow-
doin campus will get a new surface in the first major street
construction of the year for Brunswick. The college and town
are sharing expenses of the project, which includes reconstruction
of the road bed and new curbing. i Hinckley photo)
calling for the election of ORIENT
Fraternity Reporters by "each of
the houses*. ' \ ,• - ~
The Social 6ommittee, Report, ac-
cording toj; Co'mmitteJ Chairman
Bob Boyd, is iiesigned*to serve along
with the; Prei'#en$s^!e©unars Code
of Responsibility^'a&d£ the Student
Council's Social Life Forum as part
of an overall effort toward social
"betterment" on Campus.
The first point of the report calls
for the establishment of two separ-
ate fall weekends : one would be a
full houseparty. Weekend, similar to
Hamecomin3; the other would be
devoted entirely- to Alumni and
Initiations.
The second point urges the ac-
ceptance of the Presidents' Council's
Code of Responsibility, which .ap-
peared in full in last week's
ORIENT.
The third point : proposed the
establishment of a College-subsidized,
bus service between; Bowdoih and
Westbrook and other- neighboring
institutions..
The fourth and fifth points sug-
gest that the fraternities, in an
effort to provide more varied types
of entertainment on party weekends,
pool resources and plan cooperative
efforts through the Student Union.
The sixth point of the Com-
mittee's Report recommends a meet-
ing between the President and the
presidents and house managers of
the various fraternities to discuss
the adaptation of the upper^fioors of
the houses to the requirements of
the new social rules.
The seventh and eighth points,
respectively, call for the increased
publication of CoHege actrvities on
the campuses of neighboring schools
and an effort, on the part of the
student body, to help freshmen
secure dates.
The ninth, and last, point of the
Report institutes a yearly review of
the above proposals by both the
Student Council and the Faculty.
The Student Council Social Com-
mittee consists of Bill Allen, Bob
(Continued on Page 2)
;Glee Club, Boston Tops'
Combine For Ivies Concert
Tickets are now- available for stu-
dents, alumni and friends of the
College for "Bowdoin Night at the
Pops, which will be held in Sym-
phony Hall, Boston, on Thursday
evening. May 13. The affair is the
traditional spring musical high-
light of the Bowdoin Club of Bos-
ton, which supports the College's
scholarship program.
Students may buy tickets in Gib-
son Hall until noon, on May 3, or
may order them from Paul Revere,
Jr. '53 of 35 AgawaVn Rd„ West Ac-
ton, Mass. 01780, telephone COlonial
3-4739. Mr. Revere is in. charge of
tickets for alumni.
1 The entire main floor and choice
first balcony seats have been re-
served for Bowdoin. Floor tickets are
available at Gibson Hall. Balcony
tickets may be purchased from Mr.
Revere.
Prices are $4.75 (tables with five
seats,, $23.75); $4,25 (tables for five,
„$2L25), and $3.75 (tables for five,
$18,75), Balcony seats are $3,75 each.
Alumni should send reservations
and requests for information to Mr.
Revere before May 3. The reserva-
tions will be allocated on a first-
come, first-served basis and tickets
will be mailed after May 4.
Hundreds of Bowdoin alumni, un-
dergraduates, their families " and
friends are expected to attend "Bow-
doin Night at the Pops," which be-
gins at 8:30 p.m. The Glee Club.. will-
perform with the Boston Symphony
"Pops" orchestra under the baton
of Arthur Fiedler. The occasion will
be the 18th combined Glee Club —
' Pops" performance.
Appearing with the Glee Club
again will be the Meddiebemps^ers.
,
The Glee Ciub will be directed by
Professor Robert K. Beckwith, and
the Meddies by Jeffrey Rutherford
'66.
The Glee Club will sing "Rise
Sons of Bowdoin;" "Glorious Ap-
polo"; ' Festgesang an die Kunstler,"
with Brent Corson '68 as accom-
panist: "Do-Don't Touch-a My Gar-
ment," with baritone Theodoie
Davis '67; "The Boatman's Dance,"
Roger Hinchliffe '66, tenor; "Rich-
ard de Castre's Prayer to Jesus';
and "Entrance and March of the
Peers" from "Iolanthe," with accom-*
panists Brent Corson and Frank
Tonge '67.
The Meddiebempsters will offer
several of their popular selections,
including "A Lovely Way to Spend
an Evening," arranged by Stephen
Hays '61: "When Frances Dances
With Me"; and "I Married an
Angel," arranged by Dana Randall
•57.
The concert will conclude with the
"College Medley," sung by the Glee
Club accompanied by the "Pops"
Orchestra.
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The Art Department has announced the following coupe
changes, which do not appear in the present college catalogue.
.
• ART COURSES TO BE OFFERED IN THE FALL OF
1965 AND SPRING OF 1966
i*** * : •"' « '. f ; '•- .1 ,*
Tirst Semesters -
1. General Introduction to the History and Appreciation
of Art.
Mr. Stoddard. MWF 11:30
Open to all undergraduates, and to Freshmen with the
permission of the instructor.
3. The Art of Antiquity.
5. European Art of the Renaissance.
Mr. Beam. TTS 9:00
Open without prerequisite to Juniors and Seniors. Open




Fundamentals of Composition. —^—
Mr. Stoddard. MWF 9:00
Prerequisite: The permission of the instructor.
Second Semester:
2. Continuation of course 1.
Mr. Beam. TTS -11:30
Prerequisite: At 1.
4. The Art of the Middle Ages.
Mr. Stoddard. MWF 9:00
Open without prerequisite to juniors and Seniors. Open
also to Sophomores who are taking Art 1, 2 con-
currently.
6. European and American Art of the Seventeenth and
Eighteenth Centuries.'
Open without prerequisite to Sophomores who are tak-
• ing Art 1 , 2 concurrently.
Mr. Beam. TTS 9:00
Open without prerequisite to Juniors and Seniors. Open
also to Sophomores who are taking Art 1 , 2 con-
currently. j«
2. Continuation of course 1 1
.
Mr. Cornell. MTW T730 to 3:30
.
Prerequisite: Art 1 1 or the permission of the instructor.
STUDENT COUNCIL
(Continued from Pare 1)
Boyd, Bob Mitchell, Dick Van An-
twerp, and Steve Putnam.
At the request of ORIENT Editor
Tom Roche, the Council approved a
motion calling for tha election of
"fraternity ORIENT Reporters" to
"report news of the fraternities and
help recruit newsmen."
According to Roche, this system
would help to:
— Get more Campus participation
in the ORIENT;
— Have men in each fraternity
working to recruit people for
-the-H
— Stop domination by one frater-
nity.
The Council also approved the
date of May 20th for the annual
Multiple Sclerosis Drive and re-
quested all interested houses to hand
in a list of participants at the next
meeting.
There were fourteen Council
members present at the meeting;







A former member of the Bowdoin
Faculty who is an expert on Mexi-
can and Scuth American affairs will
return to Bowdoin this Sunday (May
2) to deliver a. lecture on "Problems
on Mexican Development"
Dr. James F. Tiern.y, currently
Assistant Representative for Mexi-
co and Central America for the Ford







The; world premiere of "a compo-
sition by Professor ^iott - S.
Schwartz will be* played by The
Aeolian Chamber Players as the
highlight of their concert next Fri-
day (May 7).
The new work, "Soliloquies," was
written for flute, clarinet, violin and
piano in two large movements, and
commissioned by Bowdoin for per-
formance by the Aeolians.
The concert, final event in the
College's 1964-65 Curtis-Zimbalist
Concert Series, will be held in the
Main Lounge of the Senior Center
at 8:15 p.m. Individual tickets, at
$2.50, are^avaHable in advance-at-
the office of the College's Executive
Secretary, and will be available at
the door. Children's tickets are 75
cents.
In addition to the premiere per-
formance, the varied program will
include music .by contemporary and
classical composers.
The Aeolian Chamber Players,
who performed a series of popular
summer concerts at Bowdoin last
year, will return for another series
of campus concerts this summer.
They will also serve as faculty
members at the new Summer School
of Music, for which they have been
interviewing prospective students
during a current nation-wide tour.
The Aeolians include Lloyd Green-
berg, clarinetist; Gilbert Kalish,
pianist; Lewis Kaplan, violinist; and
Thomas Nyfenger, flutist. They will
be honored at a reception following
the concert.
Professor Schwartz will deliver a
pre-concert lecture.May 7 at 4 p.m.
in the Senior Center. He will ex-
plain how "Soliloquies" was written
and offer an analysis of its struc-
ture.
Recently honored as one of 12
composers of serious music across
the nation to receive the 1965
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers (ASCAP)
Award in Composition, Professor
Schwartz has been one of.the coun-
try's most active young composers.
The May 7 program will include
"Sonata in G Major," for flute and
continuo, a work in four movements
by the early 18th century composer,
Leclair.
Four other 20th century compos-
ers will also bs represented in the
program. Their compositions will
be "Largo," for violin, clarinet and
piano, by Ives;
"Density 21.b ( l' for
Perspectives
ty Steve Ray
In 1959, Dr. Tiemey b.came Pro-
gram Associate in International
Training and Research with the
Ford Foundation. He has spent th
past several years in Mexico and
South America, where part of his
responsibility has been to travel ex-
tensively, surveying and reporting
on programs supported by the Foun-
dation.
He has contributed articles to "Po-
litical Studies," and "American Po-
litical Science Review," and in 1957
wrote "Some Approaches and Con-
cepts Used in the Teaching of In-
ternational Politics." -™
Dr. Tierney's fields of study in-
clude comparative government, in-
ternational law and relations, and
political theory.
solo flute, by Varese; "Choros Num-
ber. Two," for flute and clarinet, by
Villa-Lobos; and "Suite for Violin,
Clarinet and Piano," in four move-
ments, by Milhaud.









Dad! Mom! Please . . . lead the way
to the litter basket Use car litter
bags, too. Make it a family project to
keep streets, highways litter-free,
KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL
Published at a public service In coop-
eration with The Advertising Council.
NOES HARDWARE& APPLIANCES








Only 30c A Straw
7 Deals* Stress
afeatai J«W
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES — FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIVERNOIS IGA
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 728-7122
Once upon a time there was a farmer 'who was very proud
of the vegetables that he grew. He said that no one grew better"
vegetables anywhere* or gave his vegetables as much care as
he did. This farmer was also fortunate, because he had rich
soil, worked to keep it that way, and therefore never had to add
costly minerals. So it worked out very happily that the farmer
was growing vegetables to compete with any and spending less
money on his soil to do so.
But the farmer was set in his ways, and as the years went
by he continued following the same policy, working the rich
^otl^butTTot adding tire costly minerals^ Other farmers tilled
soil as rich as his, and worked as hard on it, but also added the
costly minerals to insure an even better crop. Farmers with soil
less well endowed made up for their deficiencies by adding
iarge ^amounts^tjninerals, thus insuring themselves a crop to
compete with the others. It soon became evident to the farmer's
family that he could not hope to continue to grow the best vege-
tables unless he was willing to put the money into the soil that
the other farmers were, so they urged him to change his policy.
Our farmer, however, was not interested. He knew that he
had good soil. He knew that he was growing good vegetables.
He knew that he could continue to do so without using his money
to enrich his soil. So he did other things, like build stronger
trellises for his tomato plants. And other things, like remodel
the inside of his hothouse. And other things, like build a silo for
the storage of his entire potato crop. All this building made
him feel as if he were solving the problem, but while it improved
his farm, his soil was not enriched by any of these activities.
The difference between his vegetables and those of the
other farmers was not immediately evident, any more than the
fact that the soil they were tilling was not far superior to his
own. His crops were still as good as ever, but somehow they
just were not the best anymore. In fact, they were not able to
compete favorably with those of comparable farmers. The farm-
er could not understand how the other farmers got better crops,
when he had a new trellis, and a remodeled barn, and a new
silo.. It never occurred to him that he had not seen fit to pay
the price to make his soil more fertile, and that by being satis-
fied with its adequacy had fallen behind
D
the competition.
i! Friend farmer is still out there tilling his soil §nd grow-
ing his vegetables. Only now he finds that he has to work twice
as hard to grow vegetables that will stand up to the competition
at all. He finally began to add the long needed minerals, but
finds he has a long way to go before his soil is nearly as. fertile
as the other farmers'. Besides, the minerals have become-more
costly, and the other farmers are still adding minerals to their
soil as fast as our hero, so it does not look like he will ever
catch up.
The people who knew the farm when it was one of the best
often talk about it in a reminiscent way. They wonder aloud,
and to themselves, why the farmer did not add the minerals
when it would have done some good, and what his farm, and
his vegetables, would have been like if he had. They all agree
that he could have continued to produce the finest crops avail-
able if he had attended to the soil when he had finished building
and remodeling. They wonder, and buy their vegetables else-
where.
Moral: Soil and silo have the same letters, but do not







BLACK SHORT SLEEVE ... $2.95
CREW SHIRT ; . $1.95
COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK
PHONE 729-9896
m Sabtttu Street, UmizUm
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News
h AlPuiola
- There are some things in-.thto
^orld that you Just can't take" seri-
ously. This Is one of my "Rules to
Live By," and I have discovered
something that falls admirably
within' this qualification It Is Bob he te Prob*bly °n« of the most nar
Jones University — yes, that's right
and draws, its faculty members pri-
marily, from its graduates* Bob
Jones insists that the tiniest facet
of his thought by the law of the
school. Problems arise here because
row-minded men East of the Inter-
national Dateline. In 1953 a numBob Jones University. This distin- •
guished institute for advanced study toer of the faculty quit because of
i- , 1i, . . . Rnh .InnM hlmcnlfin backward thinking is, however,
excruciatingly real.
All I know about the place is
what I read In the New York Times
this past week, but that was fright-
ening enough. Bob Jones Univer-
sity is a "college" of 3,500 students
located in the town of Greenville,
South Carolina. It is a material
manifestation of fundamentalism.
It Is a school whose every course is
built around fundamental Christian-
ity and the Bible. It is a school
where objective intellectualism is
fought off like the plague.
Bob Jones University is a college
founded and run by three genera-
tions of Bob Joneses. It is entirely
religious and is composed of Bap-
tists, Methodists, Presbyterians and
Episcopate. The Ideals are those
of conservative Christendom. The
graduates are trained to do battle
with the "liberalism, alcoholism and
evolutionary teaching" that Bob
Jones has decided infest the Ameri-
can culture. The training is com-
prised of the Gospel according to
St. Matthew, et al, an dthe Gospel
according to Bob Jones.
It is the Jones family that started
Bob Jones, himself.
While standard textbooks are us-
ually used, every course gets much
use from the Bible, and mcst inter-
pretations are religious. In the li-
brary hangs this monument to
fundamentalism: "The purpose of
Bob Jones University is to axalt the
Lord Jesus Christ. The teaching of
Bible, mathematics, science, litera-
ture, music, speech, and art, and all
ether subjects is incidental to this."
Compare this with 'The Offer of the
College."
Students at Bob Jonas are very
tightly regulated and have swal-
lowed the Bob Jones line. They are
Informed at the outset that griping
will not be tolerated at the school,
that the school belongs to God, and
that it is the business of tha Uni-
versity where the students go and
with whom they associate. There-
fore students are not allowed to
talk to newsmen and are not al-
lowed to purchase any goods direct-
ly from a company that the school
does business with. This is appar-
ently aimed at keeping Bob Jones
Jr. in his Mercedes-Benz. Students
are encouraged to remain on cam-
the undertaking of curing America's pus where they may not: dance, play
ills, and they are still trying. The
eldest Jones started the college and
his son and grandson have carried
it on. There is much about the col-
lege and its policies that defy belief
for a typical "twice-a-year" north*
ern Christian. The curricula and the
lectureships are pretty funny. The
catalogue defines Psychology 402 as
"the application of Biblical princi-
ples to the diagnosis and treatment
of problems." Anthropology is "a
Christian Interpretation of the prob-
lems of evolution and human ori-
gins," while the course in compara-
tive religions is impartially define!
as "anevangelical study of the mod-
ern cults in the light of the super-
iority and finality of conservative
Christianity." (Emphasis added). Do
you suppose this suggests that they
might not be entirely open-minded?
People like Maj. Gen. Edwin Walk-
er frequent the campus to conduct
stem conferences un suclr
Intellectual topics as "The 'Presi-
dent — Ignorant or Untruthful?"
It seems as though it would be tough
to fare too well In such a discus-
sion if you were the subject.
It is probably past time to re-
port that Bob Jones University is
not accredited by any institution
cards or listen to jazz on the radio.
If they see someone doing this and
do not report it, they are subject to
dismissal for disloyalty. Males, both
student and faculty are forbidden
to be in the area of the pool when
the girls are using it. Also, married
students are informed that they
would not be aliowed to stay in
school if their wife was seen out
of her own back yard in slacks. It
sounds as if the "social climate at




There are no Negroes at Bob
Jones because fundamentalists be-
lieve the Bible ordains the separa-
tion of the races. 4There are a few'
Northerners%t Bob Jones and they
are dedicated religious nuts. One
fellow from Ft. Wayne transferred
from the University of Indiana and
says that the academic- standards
are higher at Bob Jones. Could' he
possibly be^ lidding? He does hot
mind the strict rules because he
eays "when you are Christian there
are some things you accept." Tap-
ping his Bible he adds, "Now when
I lock at politics or government or
anything, I look at It in the light
of the Word." That is simply pre-
posterous. This following Incident
is not only totally absurd but fun-
nier than hell. A lecturer from Vir-
ginia described as a "leading scien-
tist" tcld the student body that the
creation processes of the world end-
ed atJhe close of six days and the
earth cbuToTnot be more than 10,000
years old. When asked about radio-
active dating methods that show
the earth- to be over two billion
years eld, the lecturer replied that
"scientists mistakenly assume that
God has never accelerated radioac-
tive decay rates." I bet Drs. Mayo
and Root never knew that.
I have brought up this issue be-
cause it is my experience that many
Northerners are completely un-
aware that places like Bob Jones
University exist in America today.
It is extremely unfortunate that
they do tecause these hotbeds of
archaic thought and dogmatism can
ohly serve to stifle the forward look-
ing intellectualism that has served
us so well in science, math, litera-
ture, journalism and art. No impor-
tant contributions can come from
an institution that denies unre-
strained inquiry, that supresses in-
dividual dignity, that wallows in ig-
norance and that spends the whole
day trying to exalt some inconse-
quential deity that may very well
be net worth exalting.
It is time to divorce religion and
education once and for all. Preju-
dice in religion is tolerated but it




With the end of the school year
tnry
,
twenty-three days away, the
coming year should be given an
incr.asing amount of thought, said
President Coles at the Forum last
Monday. Though little seems to
be happening, the President cited
the war .in Viet Nam, riots at
Berkeley, the theft of exams at the
Air Force Academy, and the use
of heroine by students as examples
of the growing disruption.
Dr. Ccles continued by saying
that the colleges have achieved an
unrealistlcally high standard by
striving for superior education.
Even though the contemporary stu-
dent is more industrious, he is
overly willing to demonstrate 4iis
independence and uniqueness. The
typical college girl dressed in
dungarees to "look as dirty as pos-
sible" clearly reflects the stu-
dents' need for a closer relationship
with faculty members. At Bow-
doin, the president sai<L..T the.
challenge is being met with the
Senior Center Program and th?
Major Meetings. He suggested that
fraternities institute a similar sys-
tem whereby each stud.nt might
receive more personal attention both
from other students and faculty
members. This problem is made
clearer by the alarming rate of
college dropouts. Even though the
college should try to h°lp the stu-
dent body develop its^ful potentia',
it "cannot forget that its students
are human beings."
Forum Talk
Famed* -expert on the*?h4Btory of
phoiograpHy 'Beaumont „Newhal!
delivered a lecture surveying the
development of photography as a
visual art under the auspices of
the Associates of. the Museum of
Art, Monday evening. Entitled "The




Director of George Bmtmtn House
in Rochester, N. Y., emphasized
that "too little attention has been
paid to photography as a visual
art."
Beginning the series of slides
used throughout, Mr. Newhall point-
ed out that photography as a
process of reproduction was the
culmination of an artistic drive
towards verisimilitude which began
with Renaissance painting. The
camera obscura, which included the
optical elements cf modern camera,
cannot be tolerated in education.
This country has too much at stake
to let the generations of tomorrow
be disfigured by the monstrosity of
Christian fundamentalism.
was the next step as a device for
reproducing by drawing exactly
what is seen.
With Daguerre's invention of
chemical photography in 1839,
minutely detailed, accurate repro-
duction was possible. At first, the
process was used mainly as an aid
to painters in making studies for
work in bther media, including
Gaugin, Monet, Toulouse-Lautrec
and Daumier.
Slowly, and with many false
starts, photography began to take
its place as an art. Renouncing
posed setups and "tricks" which had
developed, such people as Emerson,
who at the turn of the century be-
gan to portray the "truth" of which
it was capable. In the early 20th
century, the renowned Stieglitz's
work formed a transition from the
early period to the modern. • Like-
wise, Edward Steichen studied new
areas of vivid, realistic, yet some-
how abstract photography. With this
"Does he mean it? Ts he fooling?
Is he really overruling
Every'ADA appeaser ? ***'
Has he crossed it. jii*tlike Cae.saV?
Has lie harkenet) hark to Harry?
I Has he borrowed from Our Barry?
Has he finished lonhiog Kennan?
Has he finally read Lenin?*'
For o itmm copy of th.
currtnt iitW of NA-
TIONAL IEVIEW. writ.
10 Dtpl. CM, 150 E.
33 St.. N. Y. 16, N. Y.
Outfitter To Bowdoin Men
NEXT TIME YOU'RE
Make your Travel arrangements early for
best reservations. See t
BRUNSWICK TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE
"ON COLLEGE CORNER"
An ATC approved -dependable-trarel agency handling reservations and
tickets for all Airlines, Steamships, Hotels, Cruises and Toon. May
we lend you a helping hand?
Drop in and browse through Benoit's. Take a look
at our new selections, of apparel. Try some on. We
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• BERMUDAS — in India Madras
• TYROL SHORTS — in Fine Corduroy
>0 SHIRTS — Navy, Green, Maroon
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A. H. BENOIT & COMPANY*
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Editor's note: rri flieseflast
four issues of the: ORIENT we
are giving, a number* of Seniors
an opportunity to reflect on
their ftwr years at Bowdoin.
Not only will this give Seniors
by Paul Lapointe
It finally, se^ms that -a4 long overdue spring is ar-
riving on the Bbwdoin campus. Evfdence of this k
'
seeji bylhe Bowdoin <4golf club".on the iCfall, the sun
bathers on thejquadrangle, and the vernal flocking to
the beaches of Mere Point. Whether this springtime
exuberance is the result of a will too withered by the „ may have ^ colnc,dentai but hope-
• woes ot a wearisome winter, or is due to anxious an- that in the April ie issue of the fu ,iy win be informative and
tlCipatlOn Of Ivies and the summer Solstice is a moot Orient, four different Viewpoints interesting toMhe campus com-
point. Bermudas are once again the rule and every appeared on the roie and p'ace of munity. \
fraternity volleyball court gets a thorough daily fraternities at Bowdoin college, it
workout. Yet for many the irony of this somniferous is dennltelv beneficial- that such
springtime is that they have a giant gruy cloud, in varying °Pinions are voiced '<* they
the form of exams and papers, effectively eliminating are clearly important if the frater
"
their potential prostration Wth the soft shine of t^ZZR^*
rjn-i . , ... . observers, such as Mr Levine, see
IniS Spnngtime ebullience IS not confined by apy no reason for the existence of Bugle\ He was a James Bow-
means to the individual Undergraduates. Recently fraternities, while others, such as doin Scholar, and a member of
T^We Saw-several faculty members playing Softball On John^TarbeTl, the Writer of the tlu basketball- leant -frr two





that there is still "something" left in our higher of the orientation committee Re- It ^ a typlcai February week-




wh0 have actlvelv participated end at Bowdom. The rain began looked are the relaxed s "*1 rules -
the new Social Codes and n«?fpn«ihlv tipw CUnial in the system, who are clos3 to it, Friday night and continued aU day Though I have no reliable statisticsISXfhSafS nJwIv 1 and who realize its strengths as well Saturday. Saturday night the bas- to support my theory, I would ven-Allies, IS a IUnner inaication Ot this. JNewly ap- - -
weaknes<!M u,,,^^^ ketballteam lost another game and ture to estimate that a greater per-
nrove^anges^^partmente^rKhcourses. (such as 1ft SgSttBSHaiSg
Paul, Lapointe is an English
major and a member of Psi Up-
silon. An Alfred J. Sloane
Scholar from Greenfield, Massa-
chusetts, Paul is a Meddiebemp-
ster, a Dean's List Student, and
was Co-Editor-in-Chief of the
almost nobody had a date. Sun-
day was so foggy that three Chi
Psi's got lost on their way to break-
fast and they only lived on .the
third floor of the house. It was
_. . .^ »« «. Ww«w. continuing and realize
tne Art Department changes published in today's that some change have to be made
Orient), and the mushrooming building going- on in order to improve and strengthen




' P"ition at Bow -
and Faculty are not totally immune from emotions as- Anyone who thinks that the As-
sociated with springfever. Or is it just that we rec- ZlZT7r^lT3sT win TZ^Z^^Z toHZ
Wm^JSSSWSSr we are suffer- SSsSaSa* BStMfi-WZS zZttfZXZ
centage of this year's class is plan-
ning to get married In the near fu-
ture than in arty previous class. The
mortality rate of this epidemic has
alsoVsubfreshman'weekend] and become astronomical on some floors
many of us left Bowdoin in despair of tne Tower -
The effect of the Senior Center
ing, both physically and academical- fog got thicker. Why
world I ever decided to come to five vears - The senior's particlpa-
Spring has always been the Season for a pre- 'L^J^J^.S^^ Bowdoin after that weekend is' be- "on & fraternity affairs depends
ponderance of worthwhile lectures and this year has SF^^SSJ " ™ ~ *>nd ™ But * «*- and '«* *» **~J*5*i »?*-«*to new
no exception. Norman Thomas and Father ^uations and demonstrate that TJJ2itt£X££ SfflS^tSJJ&S-
ughhn are just two 'of the many notable lee- ™nZ win 2Z f°E££L 2? ^Zi^JSfftmlX cern fOT the ?*fi or ori,enta*r








- «. I am aware tha/this state- Programs to be instituted after they
McLaughli ZT Sn *E!5f they SvrST3e i^mmZ m "^ ,OT tlon
turers c w TucSve Z^£s£f*S m\ 1 ^ t ?* T CHS ^TXTrSZ n»
will sponsor the long awaited forum on Social Prob- ?ffiL2Jfl»3 X.TK ZttSLVZ ^£$&ZZ£%lems On college Campuses. This forum Will attract "uchhea SSttKmS!! myself up "as" a'-typlcar "senior" nor night, I was the only senior present
3SSff2SS5 i
rom 2S! ^olle*ei and m7sa.gaeK^^ y^-m r&zzttssr^
^attend *
WOrthwhlle exPenence for a11 KS^p^E^ lA^SZST^^ " "
^ffl-demonstrate ffiat Ihe students
A fr""^4 redu^to» year.
from the 'traditional economic and °/ ™}}*'e, *° ** btaf
k and wbite





the flr8t flve ,ettm of
of bringing diversity, change and the" a,Ph*bet ln an »»tempt to ln-
aDDeal to Bowdnin Oniif><rp dicate educational prowess. But the
intellectual endeavoV reflected by the fraternity, system is simply go-
these rigid symbols represents only inK to become a three year com-
a minute fraction of what has be- mitment rather than the four year
treated with the respect worthy a
visiting foreign dignitary who comes
as the lone representative of his
isolated country. As the senior year
gradually becomes separate and dis-
tinct from the fraternity experience,
But there are other clouds that threaten to de-
tract from the "warm" atmosphere around campus.
As the thermometer shoots upward from day to day
as the season progresses, so are faculty temperatures to revitalize the fraternity sys
also on the rise over the question of salaries. The tem wiU not be an easy task - nor
building and modernization program Can, Will, and T^&lmT^^t to?j2 come affectionately "known a7"the association that existed prior to this
must move On, but the College must Come to grips that will require the time and effort c°mPlet* educational experience." I ^im^X^teTXZl
with this pressing problemrThe 'Colteffe continual!
v
of tne members of a11 the fr^- do
!l
ot d<fy formal eduC8tion or J
mn,'«^,'«/a *. -T ^ • v>v/nv,St tuuwimoiiy tiftO* as well as thp coor -ration nf intellectual pursuit until it createsmaintains that its salaries compare favorably with ^^^g^g^j^ an ivory tower intellect increase in the incoming freshmanwill be no
d what
meant when
living to learn. The most reward- l saia mai cowaom waa ideally
ing aspect of my college experience suited to me uitunately refers to
has been my contact with faculty the cliche opposing the small college
and fellow students outside the con- and the large university. Bowdoin
fines of the classroom. To be sure, has Biven me every opportunity to




uic auininisira ion ana tfi'facultv "«»j
—
wjh\.i ramm nmui uu : _.-. :
-
^—
Other Colleges. But the point is, as a member of the It will require planning, persuasion no contact w"h the modern world. Particular difficulties after this ini-
Administration recently told the Orient, "Bowdoin ™ZZeT£Z*f«VV°Z l^e^TS, STZ£Z£ » SSS 2*&
i
******
salanes are better than at many other schools, but are %£F*&f1ttZ ™£££&ZZ TpTdS ™* ** and «—^
not equal tO those Schools With Which We like to think accompUshsd by fiat from on lives 'earning how to live instead of J
set out to do. What I i
we are in competition." Hopefully Bowdoin will high'" but win ccme 'from buUdin ? l e n -
"
soon undertake a major study of faculty salaries and &«22tt£SS£
as a Consequence Of SUCh a Study effect necessary developments and interests being co-
l^tnerwise Old bOl nas been most benevolent in indicates. If the members of each I recall vividly that day in English chose . and J"81 by virtue of sheer
ff&nting US at long last a few beautiful SDrine daVS fraternity house strive to create a 2 when my instructor called me a numbers, I'm sure that many of the
This Weather, COUpled with the aDDroarh nf Tvi^ (fnr place they w111 *• Proud of . «»- bastard - but " didn't influence my Jne
experiences Ive had could not
tim fol,r fK SKSi. i
ml^pTOBCR 01 IVies lo - demlcaiiy, socially, etc., so that it decision to major in EngUsh. At the have taken place at any other in-tUflateiy tne entertainment problem has been is an asset to the coll-ge rather time I intended to major in math, stitution. I never would have
Straightened OUt) and the Contemplation Of a lone than a PowiWe liability, the entire D™in« this first year in the se- dreamed that my college educa-
Vacation for Underclassmen and a rathPr nprmanont system wU1 ^'^ invigorated with mor Center, I have become even "on could be paid for
without any
„„ 1.. f g*
lu« ua8Sni n, a ne permanent a feellng of ec2omplishment and more convinced of the value of this exPense to my parents. Nor couldVacation IOr seniors, has managed to pick Up Spirits success. personal communication. The Se- I have suspected that the summer
all around CampUS, and if nothiner else Will at least rt ml«ht °e comforting to pass off nlor Center is a success because it aftef my graduation from Bowdoin
brace mOSt DeODle for the tPrminal Mknf«fl,«,J rli the Wea of revitalizing ths frater- encourages seniors to become re- would be spent touring Europe withui<xw ub p op IO n terminal tnbUiatlOns Of nlty system as a good but idealistic acquainted and to realize that a the Meddles on an all-expense-paidMay ana June, in any event though, OUr present Cli- dream. This h-wever, is just what class consists of more than their USO tour. Granted, these are the
matic Conditions make it Seem as if We are indeed in tnose who want to abolish the Particular fraternity delegation. And most parsonal of reasons for making
system would like. It will not be last year, who would have Invited my fours years at Bowdoin "the best
easy, and it will be frustrating, but a faculty member to lunch at his four years of my life." But I leave
it must be done if a fraternity sys- fraternity house? The Center opens in June with the sincere hope that
tem at Bowdoin is to exist. There UP s° many new avenues, of easy I will someday be in a position to
is no doubt that the talent for communication between seniors, un- help someone out as much as I Iwve
organizing and beginning the job derclassmen, and faculty that had been helped in these past four
is present at Bowdoin. The Orient not existed before. Not to be over- years.
,
is one forum for the expression of
suggestions, and the fraternity
No. 8 houses, Student Council, and Com-
mlttes of Fraternity Presidents are
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community within which it exists, foundation of our society. It is a
The students of Bowdoin are the Vital and necessary "element of any
enly ones who can make the fra-
^u^on tnat purports to prepare
ternlty system survive. Hopefully,
, m „ . .„ off ._
the administration and faculty wUl 1*°^ for "* outside world **
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system whether met or ignored
Is a vital element of any educa-
tion. Contrary to the opinions cf
some faculty members, I do not
believe that an education can be
found only in the class room or in
the texts. Nor is an education
realized solely through protests,
marches and sign carrying. Both of
these are excuses for the real
essence of an education, which is
the hardest part of it, the working
together with people of different
and opposing opinions to create
to improve themselves. There is a definite purpose and
Fraternities serve certain specific place for fraternities at Bowdoin,
functions such as feeding, housing if they are willing to take up the
and providing social arrangements challenge presented to them by a
for most students. Thesa are valu- changing environment. First steps
able functions, but could be provided are being taken, as evidenced by
for by a commons or some other John Tarbdl's letter and the report
form of impersonal centralized of the Orientation Committee. The
system. Instead th2 real strength material and talent is present. The
of fraternitias afc Bowdoin is in necessary element is desire, and this
the performance cf these func- only the student can provide.
^tLafffi^'yrtft.^att aomsthlng that will be beneficial
•artptfon rau fw one year ii Fiiro (W) dollar*.
^^
to the people involved, and to the
tions ln a unit run by and de-
pendant upon its members. It is a
capsule form cf the requirements
of working and living together to
get things done which is the
Robert M. Farquharson '64
University of Chicago
Law School
618 A, 1005 E 60th St.,
Chicago 37, Illinois
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Nathan Dane II graduated from Bow*-
doin in' 19^7, after which he spent a
year in Greece at the American School
of Classical Studies. Returning in 1938
to the University of Illinois he received
his M.A. in 1939, and his Ph.D. in 1941.
For a year he was an Instructor at
Oberlin College in Oberlin, Ohio, and
then served in the United States Army
from 1942-1946. After leaving the serv-
ice he came here, and is now the WinkT
ley Professor of the Latin Language
and Literature, a chair held previously
by Dean Nixon and President Sills. Pro-
fessor Dane became the head of the
"ClassicsIDepartmenf nrl9Mr
Classics 14, 18
The first point that Professor Dane
wished to discuss, and to clear up, was
the misunderstanding among certain
people about the dropping of Classics
±4 and Classics 18. "There are,two*rea-
sons for these courses being dropped,"
he said. "They are; a shortage of man-
power to keep up with the increased
enrollment in Latin 7, and the promise
on the part of the Department to give
,two Senior Seminars every year." He
further said that the "astonishing en-
rollment" in the Latin course has made
it necessary for it to be sectioned.
"There are more students taking ad-
vanced Latin, and majoring in Latin at
Bowdoin than at any New England col-




Nathan Dane 11 EN TARY
by-Hen Nelson
the wider academic opportunities now
offered to students . ~
He does, however, feel that not all
the changes have been for the good.
About the drive to get into graduate
school he commented: "I regret the in-
evitable stiffening attitude towards
The Student Orientation Program re-
port which was .released last week by
Phil Mclntire is an especially interest-
ing study, not so much for what it says,
but rather, for what it reveals. While
on the surface it seeks to evaluate the
orientation program and make sugges-
tions which would supposedly better it,
the report is also an attempt to streng-
then the fraternities themselves. This
is an understandable goal since the
position of Bowdoin's fraternities is
blemished with ambiguity. First, there
is the national trend of jeliminating col-
lege fraternities; second, the sub-
stantial damage which the Senior Cen-
ter has caused both economically and
spirit-wise; and third, there are ob-
vious pockets of dissatisfaction with
the fraternities among some students
and faculty members. All these factors
contribute to the feeling that one just
can't know what is in store for the
system.
The key which indicates just how
serious the threat of elimination ap-competitions to get into graduate
school. The competitive spirit in aca- pears lies in three of Mclntire's sugges-
demic matters has reduced the possi- tions. First, he chide.' th> "self-ap-
bility of pure intellectual enjoyment.
This is truly unfortunate. I feel that
students entering college are better
prepared in a strictly academic way,
but are actually intellectually and so-
pointed" critics of the system. Second,
he declares that it ought to be made
clear to incoming freshmen* that they
need not join a fraternity, but savor
the fruits of Appleton Hall. And third,
it should also be made clear to fresh-
men receiving a "bid" that it is a
cially immature." He said that this
When asked about the student body, can be seen in an increase of indivi-
Professor Dane criticized students who dual student unhappiness.
grow beards, mess up their hair, etc. Still another change that has been
just because they think they are non- 'for the worse has a direct relation to Privilege to he a fraternity member and
conforming. "These oddballs conform the social situation. This has been a freshmen ought to keep that in mind
-. to such an extent that they lose their change- in the physical -appearanee of to encourage zest. t :
—
J
individual identity. Their society is the students. It is Professor Dane's
narrowed by exact 'rules' that must opinion that, "the deterioration in the
be followed." He then commented on
the plea for a greater geographic dis-
tribution of students. "I am not im*
pressed by these arguments, because I
feel that the suburb of Boston produces
appearance and dress of both the stu-
dents and their dates at House Parties,
sporting events, college sponsored acti-
vities, etc., has occurred because the
young people today have lost the won-
very much the same type of student as derful ability to just have fun, and take
the suburbs of Chicago, New York, San refuge behind what they call non-con-
Francisco, etc. I do, however, favor a formist cynicism." He described the
diversity in background, which can in- Ivies ot the 30's, which were a great
elude representatives from rural, urban, deal more formal. Tuxedoes and formals
The suggestions which Mclntire
makes are not answers to the problem,
but they clarify the problem like no
other report to date: the fraternities
don't need more regulation — they
simply need a "housecleaning." The
years in Appleton Hall if he doesn't
appreciate the fraternity system is to
ask the student to underwrite his own
..social liquidation. The college ought to
have alternate and comfortable facili-
ties which truly rival the fraternity
system and allow the student who
wants "out," an out that is not a penal-
ty; and the fraternities ought not to be
burdened any longer with^ indifferent
members.,
It seems to me that if the Student"
Council wants the self-appointed critics
^become silent, it ought to be promot-
ing an effective alternative. If frater-
nities truly have a unique and essential
value to the college, then they should
easily stand the force of competition;
if they, have jio~ meaningful role, then
they will fall with the competition.
Presently however, they have many
members who are members because
there is no other choice, short of self-
imposed hermiting. It seems truly self-
righteous and silly to tell members to
"shape up or ship out" when there is
no meaningful place to "ship" to.
We continually hear how essential
the fraternities are to Bowdoin. That
is as illuminating as the girl who says
that basically the civil rights crisis is
-a—social problem. What is obvious is
obvious. The fraternities are essential
because there is nothing else. If the
Student Council spent time and evolved
a genuine alternative, then the frater-
nities would go into '
-action^-on—thei r
own because they would need new
tricks — competition and not regula-
tion is what in the final analysis stimu-
lates excellence.
Before the covert talk of fraternity
elimination develops into an overt
indifferent freshmen ought not:. JQin^_.rtrJve,_it_seems only Jair to -give* -the
the dissatisfied undergraduates ought fraternities a real opportunity to clean
and suburban areas. As far as attract-
ing students of different racial back-
grounds, and foreign students, Bow-
doin has done, and is doing quite well."
His concluding comment on this sub-
ject was: "Undergraduates are the im-
were the vogue, the weekend lasted for
three days, and since it was more than
orgy it was something looked forward
to." He asked: "What is wrong with
being. a little formal? Why must we
to get out, and»the fraternities ought
to be made up of only those who ap-
preciate their membership.
The truth of the matter is that fra-
ternities will not be able to clean out
the "dead wood," and dissidents will
not be able to leave until the school
ies as an al-
run every House Party like a Grotto?
portant thing here at Bowdoin. Work- What makes Bowdoin men so special „m„m-„ <;' t i J VV
:«- ....-4.U 4.l- • x- * i.u i. ii. L i l iL& • -i i * • provides iir.st-cla.ss faciliting with this group is a most satisfac- that they can break both civil laws and
laws of common decency, and then think ternatlve to the fraternity facilities,
that they can get away with it?" He That means a real alternative, not a
tory experience."
Faculty
told me that he would favor the pas- fictional alternative. As it stands now,
Turning to the faculty, Professor sage^f/the new social rules if he could to suggest that a student spend three
Dane stated: "Bowdoin has been very
fortunate to attract energetic young
faculty members, but I am fully aware
that young academicians find it* in-
creasingly difficult to identify them-
selves with an institution with the same
degree of loyalty that existed thirty
years ago. Pressures for security have
led to a much higher degree of mo-
bility in the academic profession. This
be assured of an improvement in the
behavior of the students. He does not
feel that the college should condone
immoral acts, and thinks that there
may be an increase of such acts with
the new rules.
Social Rules
Continuing the discussion of social
life, Professor Dane expressed the sen-
out the deadwood, and it seems only
fair that the indifferent members be
Kiven the chance to get out. The col-
lege has a long standing affiliation with
the fraternity system and there is lit-
tle reason to take such a drastic step
as total elimination. There is enough
room at Bowdoin lor both the frater-
nity and„ non-fraternity man, but for
the benefit of the entire college com-
munity neither should be treated as
an outcast.
responsibility in this * field of self-
government." Another point he made
about the entire social question was
that, up to now, we have totally neglect-
ed the feelings of the parents about the
situation. "After all, they are footing
the bills, in most cases, and should
therefore have, at least, the opportunity
Senior Center
Rapidly changing pace, we next dis-
cussed the Senior Center and its ef-
fects upon Bowdoin. He said that
at first he was opposed to the Seminar
program, but "I now feel that exposure
to the seminars" on the part of the stu-
dents is good. This program has turn-
ed out -to be qu/te exciting, and I am
has both advantages and disadvan- timent that "most of the problems deal- to express their opinions. They should giving ft n*y*tull support." He thinks
tages as far as the vitality of an in-
stitution is concerned." It is his
opinion that many of these younger
men have lost the joy that was found
in teaching at one time.
Changes Since 1930V
As Professor Dane is an alumnus,
the question of changes since the
1930's naturally came up. This inquiry
also led into our discussion about the
social rules and social life. He said:
"There have been less change than
we like to pride ourselves upon, 1 but
I quite frankly believe that a large
majority of the changes have been in
the nature of improvements. I am
proud to have been a product of Bow-
doin's 'Golden Ages' in the 1930's, but
I am well aware of the fact that nostal-
gia and sentiment aacount, in large
measure, for regarding them as the
good old days." In commenting upon
the changes for the good, he mention-
ing with the social rules stem directly
from the injudicious use of alcohol.
We go in for gang drinking, which
leads to many of the destructive actions
on the part of students." He feels that
reform in this field is a prerequisite for
an improved social life.
When asked how he would solve this
problem, Professor Dane stated that
"some of the problems concerned with
the drinking could be remedied by mak-
ing Bowdoin coeducational, or co-ordi-
national with a sister college in the
immediate vicinity. The sooner this
happens, the sooner this problem will
clear up. It is my opinion that the
daily contact with women will solve
many more problems than it will
create." He said that when the Senior
Center was being planned, he suggest-
ed that the school should go coed. It
is his feeling that "the newly-proposed
social rules changes will not work. I
do not feel that the students can prop-
ed both the physical improvements and erly take upon themselves the great
also be given some assurance that the
-environment is something of which
they approve."
Fraternities
He believes that the fraternities can
have an important part in developing
a more favorable life. "As long as col-
lege policy towards fraternities is fa-
vorable, the opportunity for their con-
tinuance is very good, provided that
they do not commit social and academic
suicide first. They can have a healthy
existence but their entire future de-
pends solely upon the students, and
not the faculty or administration.
When queried about what the frats
could do to improve themselves, Profes-
sor Dane responded: "All that is need-
ed to really provide a favorable social
atmosphere is a pride, on the part of
the fraternities, in their own actions.
If fraternity parties did not turn into
drunken brawls, they could be a fine
experience for all the students."
that th^Center will produce a situa-
tion in the academic field in which the
Junior Class will assume leadership.
He further said, "I am not sure why I
feel that this will have a beneficial af-
fect, but I think it will. The Junior
year is the year in which college life
finally begins to mean something. The
distribution requirements are out of
the way, and the student can begin to
obtain a full enjoyment in his chosen
field of concentration."
In conclusion, Professor Dane said,
"In the academic field, Bowdoin has an
advantage over large universities in
that decisions about this area are not
irrevocable. The student has an oppor-
tunity to make errors and to* change
ideas about his future. I think that
college is the place to make this kind
of error, because one cannot afford to
once out in the world, and our system
of changing majors without the chance
of being dropped from school makes
this possioie."
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Save this official test form—and take part
in an extraordinary CBS News broadcast,
"The National Drivers Test," May 24, 10-11
pm edt, on the CBS Television Network. See
your local listings for the exact time and sta-
tion in your area.
This exciting broadcast, first of its kind,
uses spectacular photography to test your
driving judgment -right in your living room.
You watch high-speed head-on collisions—
staged by experienced stunt drivers—as
they develop and occur.
In another dramatic part of the test, you
are again in the driver's seat. As you drive,
you are faced with a number of potentially
serious driving hazardsland asked: "How
many did you spot?" "-.
During the broadcast you'll answer ques-
tions which test your driving ability. The cor-
rect answers will beshown and you 'I I be given
the opportunity to compare your score with
that of typical drivers in other parts of the
countryas well as with your family's and your
neighbors'.
How good a driver are you? Watch "The
National Drivers Test," May 24, 10-11 pm
edt, on the CBS Television Network.











































1. List the number of driving








1. a. b.c.d.. .... .
2. a. b. c. d
TOTAL
SCORE
This test form was printed fpr your conve- "The National,Drivers Test" is produced
nience in marking your answers, totaling by CBS News in cooperation with the
your score and comparing it with those National Safety Council and sponsored by
of vour family and your friends. Shell Oil Company.
CHINOS
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BATH ROAD 443-3921
OPEN ALL YEAR
DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Let ua help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kind* of printing for Bowdotn men can show you abort
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE







NOW!! "IT Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's
Delicious Foods at Save Ml
NOW ON SALEAm AT MtUNSWK*BOAD AI
DISCOUNT COUPON BOOKS
A tUI Yah* far ft.1t
"U* SsvsMb
A *M vases fsr Hit
OTHBB VALUABLE COUPONS
Hurry! Gat Yours Today
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with Jim Hughes
ALUMNI HONOR WILBERT
Well, tHtpweek has certainly been
* a busy one lor the Admission's
Office, and probably one in which
all Angers were crossed. You see,
April IS found four hundred and
forty-five acceptances being mailed
to the prospective class of 1969, but
only two hundred and fifty are
really wanted. This method of
projected returns has worked well
in the past they say, but what if
it should backfire? As of Wednes-
day this week, one hundred and
fourteen of these acceptances had
already been turned down, and if
at least that many more roll in by
May 3, which is the deadline,
everything will be fine. Otherwise,
" we might just find the cost of a
large tent added to the current
budget. Then we could really be
proud of the architectural diversity
found on our campus.
However, there might be enough
space next fall without a tent.
That df course will depend upon
how many students have filled their
quota of chapel attendances this
year, for the Dean still says that
offenders will not register in the
fall. And none will be exempt sup-
posedly; not even conscientious
objectors.
For all those who were disap-
pointed with this year's Winter's en-
tertainment, which consisted of two
groups, good news is at hand. Ivy's
will present three singing groups in
the gym,- and as fir as Ijuantity is
concerned, this is certainly an im-
provement. Some claim it better
be, since the total price is three
thousand bucks.
The more serious minded reader
might have taken in last Sunday
night's concluding lecture by
Reverend John McLaughlin, and
some even "marathoned" it,
as he described those weary-eyed
students who kept the discussion
on pre-marital love lively till the
wee hours of Monday morning.
Father McLaughlin was quite ada-
ment in his opinions on "sexual
abstinence," but happily he was
far from dogmatic. While he hoped
to stimulate thoughts on the sub-
ject, which he certainly dia, he
admitted that mass conversions were
not expected —at least not until
after Ivys.
,
Those undergraduates who study7
late into the night should be con-
tented now, for May is National
Tavern Month, and as the advertise-
ments state, "A good time to drink
a toast to your favorite bartender
... for doing so many things so
well. Why not stop in tonight?"
Now you can even drink that toast
up till one o'clock A.M. since
Norm's does not observe Daylight
Saving Time. Good luck you mid-
night oil burners.
HONORED BY BOWDOIN ALUMNI — Wilbert Snow (right), noted poet, teacher, former Governor
of Connecticut and member of Bowdoln College Class of 1907, receives first Bowdoin Distinguished
Educator Award from Professor Albert R. Thayer *22, Faculty Member of Bowdoin Alumni Council.
Award, presented during campus meeting of Bowdoin Teachers Club, was established by Council
to recognize "outstanding achievement in the field of education."
Phil's
Men's Store
78 Maine St. Brunswick
PHIL ROSS 43
A NEW PROGRAM OF INTEREST TO
MEN
It isn't easy to become an officer in the United
StatesArmy. Only the best young men are selected.
The training and course of study are demanding.
But if you can qualify—and you should find out
if you can—you will receive training which will put
you a step ahead of other college graduates. Army
ROTC training will give you experience that most
college graduates do not get—in leading and man-
aging other men, in organizational techniques, in
self-discipline and in speaking on your feet. This
kind of experience will pay off in everything you
do the rest of your life.
Army ROTC has a new program designed spe-
cifically for outstanding men who already have
4wo years of college, and plan to continue their
college work. During your junior and senior years
in this program, you will receive $40 per month.
Want to find out more about the program? Simply
send in the coupon below, or see the Professor of
Military Science if you are now attending an
ROTC college. There's no obligation—except the
one you owe to yourself.
Ifyou'i* good enough to bo an Army Officer, don't settle for less
ARMY ROTC
Box 1040, Westbury, New York 11591
Gentlemen: PImm tend me Information on the new 2-Year Army ROTC Program. I am now a ttudent at













WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOB BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars at Very Low
Prices, with Very Low Pay-
ments, at Very Low Interest
See SHEP LEE at
ADVANCE AUTO SALES
INC.
24 Franklin St. :







"Appreciates Bowdoln's close re-































Ceenlnf May 12 for ONE WEEK
GOLDFINGER
with
Seaa Cennery — Oett Ferge
/
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Pro Basketball
Now that the Celtics have finally
wrapped up their seventh consecutive
NBA championship a good percentage
of the student body can get back to the
night-time grind. Dolph Schayes' (or
is it Wilt Chamberlain's) Philadelphia
76'ers, with a break here and there,
managed to give Red Auerbach's crew
their biggest scare in a long while.
With the possible retirement next sea-
son of Tom Heinsohn and Willie Naulls
and the definite absence of K. C. Jones
after the '67 season Boston no doubt
will be hurting. But as long as there is
the cigar-smoking Auerbach to get the
ballplayers and the bearded Bill Rus-
sell to get the rebounds the Celts should
keep winning. Two factors seem to
eliminate Philly next year — the re-
tirement of slick Larry Costello and
the attitude of the genial Chamberlain.
The latter's famed article in a national
magazine caused teammate John Kerr
to comment "It's great if you like
science fiction." Lastly, Schayes seems
to be feeling the effects of the Stilt's
questioning his ability since 76er own-
ers are looking for a new man.
Faculty Softball
The Bowdoin College faculty soft
ball team has been challenging the dif-
ferent houses on^ eampus in recent
weeks. Thus far the boys, relying upon
a burning love for the game to com-
pensate for any deficiencies in ability,
have fallen before Sigma Nii, Deke,
and Zete. The next tilt is scheduled
for Sunday afternoon at 2 :30 against
Pii U. The squad is, thirsting- for vic-
tor
,
and this could be the week.
Baseball: College . .
.'
Last Saturday, the varsity baseball-
ers nipped Northeastern 2-1 behind the
fine hurling and timely hitting of Ned
d'Entremont. The Polar Bears drew
*first blood when catcher Dick Condos
singled in Fred Harlow in the fourth
inning. NU came back in the top of
Wesleyan Routs Lacrosse Team, 16-3;
Freshmen Beat Hebron, 8-0
A strong, well-drilled Wesleyan la-
crosse squad overpowered Coach Nels
Corey's Bowdoin team 16 to 3 in a la-
crosse match Saturday at Pickard
Field. The resounding defeat was" the
Polar Bears' sixth in eight contests this
season.
John Burt proved to be Bowdoin's
main problem all day as he scored seven
times and assisted on two other tallies.
Bob Barton and Bob Dyer added an-
other seven between them. Wesleyan
jumped to a 4-1 lead after the first
period, increasing thejr advantage to
five markers at halftime, blanked the
Polar Bears while adding a quartet of
goals in the third canto, then finished
strong with a five-goal barrage.in the
last quarter.
The only bright spots for the home
forces were tallies by sophomore Drew
Spalding, co-captain Brian Murphy, and
junior Bill Allen. Bob Dakin had five
saves, Charlie Barbour one and Dave
Stockford one.
Top scorer for the Bears is Allen
with seven goals and four assists in
eight games. "Droop" Spalding has nine
points, co-captain Fred Bail has eight,
and Bob Mitchell, six.
Frosh Victory
The Freshman lacrosse team won its
first game of the season Wednesday as
they defeated Hebron, 8-0.
Charlie Gianaris led the Cubs with
four goals, while Ted Sandstrom added
three and Jim Georgitis one. Dick
Loughran and Russ McMillan each
had assists. The Hebron goalie was
called upon for 25 saves while Mike
Leonard had nine for Bowdoin
i
Maine Slips By Bowdoin, 3-2;
Freshmen Lose Twice
the sixth to knot the cou n t before d'En-
tremont's.line single to left plated soph
Pete Pappas in the seventh. Steady Ned
recorded his second win of the season
allowing but 5 hits, 2 base on balls, and
1 earned run. Five NU batters were re-
tired via the strikeout route.
. . . and Majors
Finally, the New York Mets blew a
chance to become the first Met team
in history to play .500 ball. Now 6-8 on
the year, Casey's charges led the Hous-
ton Astros 2-1 last Tuesday at the
Astrodome going into the last of the
ninth. With one- on and one out, Casey
summoned from the bull pen Dennis
Ribant (who?; who promptly retired
the first man to face him but walked
the second. Ribant then ran the count
to 3-2 on Eddie Kasco, who was pound-
ing the ball at a .000 clip. However,
Kasco lined the next pitch over the
head of Joe Christopher who had
trouble judging the ball. Final score,
Mets 2, Astros 3. No excuse Joe, it was
a night game.
The varsity baseball team lost a
close 3-2 decision to the Maine Black
Bears Wednesday at Orono, as Dave
Ames outdueled Bob Butkus.
Maine could manage only five hits
and one base on balls off the slants
of Butkus, who also knocked in both
of our runs. Ames was just a little bit
tougher, however, as he allowed but
four safeties, giving up only a single
walk from the sixth inning on.
Second baseman Bill Matthews led
off the Bowdoin half of the first with
a triple. Butkus' sacrifice fly to left
scored the first run of the game. In
the third inning, Matthews' attempted
bunt sacrifice forced Jim MacAllen at
second. After Bob Harrington reached
base on an infield error, Butkus
grounded to short, but Maine missed
the double play an6" Matthews scored.
Maine, the defending Yankee Confer-
ence champs and national third-place
finishers, finally tied the contest in
the last of the fifth with two runs re-
sulting from an error, a single, a
fielder's choice, and Ames-' single. The
Black Bears scored what proved to be
the winning run in the seventh as Sones
doubled and came in oh Ames' ground
ball. »
Catcher Dick Condos paced Bowdoin
with two hits, while Sones went three
for three to lead his team. The win
pushed Maine to 6-2, while Bowdoin is
now 5-2 . : ' :
Freshmen
The Maine freshmen launched a 22-
hit attack Wednesday as they defeated
the Bowdoin frosh 18-5. The summary:
Bowdoin 100 310 000— 5 9 7
Maine 325 133 Olx—18 22 2
Four unearned runs aided Exeter
Academy in a 5-2 victory over Bow-
doin's Frosh Saturday afternoon.
Bowdoin opened the game by scor-
ing a run in theusecond when Richy
Benedetto reached base on a fielder's
choice and tallied on a single by Nick
McConnell.
In the seventh, Doug Brown walked,
went to third on a Ramistella single





The Bowdoin varsity track team suf-
fered its second loss'of the spring sea-
son to the University of New* Hamp-
shire at Whittier Field last Saturday
by a score of 81-63. The Polar Bear
freshman team lost 97-46. New Hamp-
shire showed great quality and depth
in the distance races. The mile time
was 4:19.6 and the two mile was run
by Jeff Reneau in 9:47.9. In the former
event Don Dean set a UNH record. As
usual Alex Schulten won both the ham-
mer and the discus, the former with
an excellent throw of 195' 5 1/2" and
the latter at 149' 2 1/2". Branny Leish-
man won the triple jump and placed
second in the high ^ump, broad jump,
and pole vault. John Coggins regained
his f&rm in the shot to win that event
with a toss of 45' 31/2", and for the
third week in a row Dave Stocking won
the javelin.
The outstanding performer in the
freshman meet was. Charlie 1 Hews. He
won the shot, discus, and javelin, and
took second in the hammer. Mort Soule
won the 100 and lost by just a step in
his first attempt at the 440-yard inter-
mediate hurdles. John Keating took
second place in both the 440 and 220.
The summary of the varsity meet:
Hammer — 1. Schulten (B) ; 2. Willscher (B)
;
3. R. Dean (UNH) Dist. 195' 51/2"
Pole vault — 1. Meyer (UNH); 2. Leishman
(B); 3. Smith (B) Hgt. 11' 6"
Shot — 1. Coggins (B); 2. Stocking (B); 3.
Valicenti (UNH) Dist. 45' 31/2"
Broad Jump — 1. Johnson (UNH) ; 2. Leish-
,man (B) ; 3. Doherty (UNH) Dist. 21' 7 1/4"
Mile — 1. D. Dean (UNH); 2. Estabrook
(UNH); 3. Dunn (UNH) Time 4:19.6 (UNH
record)
440—1. Pink (UNH) ; 2. Allen (B) ; 3. Hall
(UNH) Time 51.0
100 — 1. Meyer (UNH) ; 2. Bird (B) ; 3. John-
son (UNH) Time 103
120-yd. HH — 1. Johnson (UNH); 2. Good
(B); 3. Doherty (UNH) Time 15.6
880—1. Dunn (UNH) ; 2. Estabrook (UNH)
;
9. D. Dean (UNH) Time 1:58.9
220 — 1. Meyer (UNH); 2. Hall (UNH); 3.
Allen (B) Time' 23.1
440 inter, hurdles — 1. Pink (UNH) ; 2. Good
(B) ; 3. Doherty (UNH) Time 58.0
2-mile — 1. Reneau (UNH); 2. Wellman
(UNH); 3. Estabrook (UNH) Time 9:47.9
Triple Jump— 1. Leishman (B); 2. Johnson
(UNH); 3. Love (B) Dist. 41' 3"
High Jump — 1. Spurway (UNH) ; Leishman
(B) ; 3. Ekdahl (B) Hgt. 5' 6"
Discus — 1. Schulten (B); 2. Ingram (B); 3.
Coggins (B) Dist. 149' 21/2"
javelin - 1. Stocking (B) * 2. Ii
Doherty (UNH) Dist. 164' 7"
Tennis Team Over Bates. Loses
To Colby; Freshmen Bow
Golfers Lead
State Series
Bowdoin took a single point lead over
the University of Maine Thursday in
the opening ofJState Series play at the
Brunswick Golf Club.
The Polar Bears collected 20 points
to Maine's 19, Colby's 11, and Bates' 4.
In Match play, Bowdoin defeated
both Bates and Colby by 6-1 scores but
lost to Maine 4-3. Maine defeated
Bates and Colby by identical 5-2 scores
and Colby defeated Bates, 6-1.
Bowdoin and Maine tied for low total
strokes at 592, with Colby third at 609,
three places dividing points on a six-
four-two basis.
Bowdoin: McDowell 84-1, Weiners 81-2,
Baxter 86-2, Purola 87-2, Smith 93-3, Suvalle
88-2, Neary 84-3, Total 592.
The varsity tennis team won its
opening state series match Wednesday
at Lewiston as they defeated Bates 7-2.
The Bears lost only one match each in
the singles and doubles, as seven of
the nine matches went in straight sets.
The' summary:
Singles: Steve Hecht (BO) beat Bee-
be 6-1, 6-1; Spencer Smith (BO) beat
Dodge, 6-4, 6-0; Hugh Hardcastle (BO)
beat Blank, 7-5, 6-3; Garfield (BA)
beat Cy Allen, 7-5, 6-3; Sandy Salmela
(BOj beat Herzog, 6-4, 8-6; Steve Wales
(BO; beat Heckman, 5-7, 8-6, 6-2.
Doubles: Hecht and Smith (BO) beat
Beebe and Dodge, 6-4, 6-1; Hardcastle
and Allan (BO) beat Garfield and
Blank, 7-5, 6-3; Fredericks and Hark-
ness (BA) beat Salmela and Wales,
9-7, 1-6, 6-4.
A pair of extra game wins in the
doubles enabled Colby to score an upset
victory over the tennis team, 5-4,
Thursday at Pickard Field courts. The
win and loss put the teams in a second
place tie with 1-1 marks in State Series
play.
Singles: Hecht (B) beat Williams 6-1, 6-0;
Smith (B) beat Dunnell 8-6, 8-6; Hardcastle
<B) beat Jansen 6-1, 6-0; Marshall (C) beat
Allen 6-4, 6-3; Eagle (C) beat Salmela 6-2,
6-4; Barrie (C) beat Wales 6-3, 7-5.
Doubles: Hecht and Smith (B) beat Wil-
liamson and Dunnell 6-4, 6-2; Eagle and
Marshall (C) beat Hardcastle and Allen 6-4,
10-8: Barrie and Jansen (C> beat Salmela
and Wales 9-7, 7-5.
Freshmen
,
South Portland High trounced Bow-
doin Freshmen 9-0 in a tennis match
here Wednesday afternoon.
Singles: McGrath over Goldfarb 6-3, 6-4;
Powers over Miller 6-1, 6-0; Libby over Barn-
hart 6-0, 6-0; Whitney over Thompson, 6-0,
6-1; Anderson over Fortune 6-6, 6-3, 6-3;
Lewis over Partnow 6-3, 6-2. (All winners
South Portland).
Doubles: McGrath and Powers (SP) over
Gcldfarb and Thompson 6-4, 9-7; Libby and
Whitney (SP) over Fortune and Partnow
6-4, 6-2; Anderson and Lewis over Collier and
Berry 8-0, 6-0.
The summary of the freshman meet:
Hammer — 1. Burns (UNH); 2. Hews (B); 3.
Towle (B) Dist. 140' 1"
Pole vault — 1. Tucker (UNH); 2. Caruso
'(B); 3. Bell (B) Hgt. 11' 6"
Shot — 1. Hews (B); 2. Burns (UNH); no
third Dist. 46' 11/2"
Broad jump — 1. MacDonald (UNH); 2.
Chrissnton (UNH); 3. Randall (B) Dist.
20' 4"
Mile — 1. Estabrook (UNH); 2. Springgate
(UNH); 3. Towle (B) Time 4:46.5
440 — 1. Young (UNH); 2. Keating (B>; 3.
Clark (UNH) Time 52.6
100 — 1. Soule <B>; 2. Tucker (UNH); 3.
Fogg (UNH) Time 10.6
120-yd HH — 1. Townsend (UNH); 2. Mac-
Donald (B); 3. Upham (UNH); Time 16.4
880 — 1. Chrisenton (UNH); 2. Estabrook
(UNH); 3. Haller (UNH) Time 2:04.9
220—1. Tucker (UNH); 2. Keating (B); 3.
Young (UNH) Time 23.3
440 inter, hurdles — 1. Townsend (UNH) ; 2.
Soule (B); 3. Upham (UNH) Time 58.4
2-mile — 1. Cook (UNH); 2. Springate
(UNH); 3. Teschek (UNH) Time 10:29.3
Triple Jump — 1. Upham (UNH); 2. Randall
*B); 3. Tucker (UNH) Diet. 35' 10 3/4"
High Jump — 1. Tostevin (UNH); 2. Clark
(UNH); 3. Randall <B) Hgt. 4' 10"
Discus — 1, Hews (B); 2. Bums (UNH); 3.
Townsend (UNH) Dist. 137' 41/2"
Javelin — 1. Hews (B); 2. Young (UNH); 3-
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Alpha Delta Phi has elected Timothy F. Brooks '67 of Milton, Mass.,
as President. Other newly elected officers are: Vice President and Student
Union Committee Representative, Michael A. Wartman '67. Recording
Secretary, John G. Keating '68. Corresponding Secretary, David A. Hind-
son '68. Treasurer, John O. Parker, Jr. '66. Senior Member at Large.





* * * * * * *
Bruce A. Burton '67 has been elected President of Psi Upsilon. Other
newly elected officers of Psi Upsilon are: Vice President, Joseph D. Titlow
•67. Secretary, Stephen W. Wales "67. Treasurer, William A. Wieners '67.
This year's Ivies weekend should
prove to be worth while for all
members of the College community.
The weekend will actually start on
Thursday night with the Pops Con-
cert in Boston. In the Sargent
Gymnasium on Friday night, from
9:00 until 1:00, one of the most
interesting and diversified pro-
grams to hit Bowdoin in a long time
'wijl take place. The show will be
opened by the Marvels, a quickly
rising Rock 'n Roll group which lias
played back up for Just about all
the big names. They recently cut
their first record. Joe and Eddie,
a colored folksinging group, will fol-
low the Marvels. They are loud





'~^T~ ('Her exciting entertainment. After
. Joe and Eddie, Jay and the Ameri-
cans, a very wild Rock n Roll
Peter W. Stackpole '67 of Melrose, Mass., has been elected President group wiu come on. The show
of Delta Kappa Epsilon. Other newly elected Delta Kappa Epsilon officers vvU1 close ag it began, with the
include: Vice President, Gary D. Comstock '67, Recording Secretary, Marvels. During the Concert the
Lloyd B. Thompson, III '68. Corresponding Secretary, Dean M. Milliken Ivies Q,ueen will be chosen and the
'67. Treasurer, Tommv J. Walz '67 and William C. Miles '<68. Wooden Spoon, which is given to
-





awarded. There will be a coffee
hour in the Walker Art Building
Saturdav morning at 10:30. The ex-
Robert Geddes heads the list of new Alpha Rho Upsilon officers. hjbR js interesting.. and well worth
Also elected were vice-president, Mark Harmon; recording secretary, Frank arr effort to se^cThe^afternoon
Tonge; corresponding secretary, Joseph Hartswick; treasurer, Ira Gor^ be taken up «*>y Traternj_tt_
don; and the student council representatives, Dan Quincy and Sid Frank.
Joe And Eddy Spotlight Ivie&
« Boston Pops, Beach Parties, Marvels.
Jay And The Americans
John P, Raleigh, Jr. '66 has been elected President of Sigma Nu. Other
officers elected by Sigma Nu"include: Vice President, Gregory E. Muzzy
'67. Recorder, David G. Millay '67. Student Council Representatives.
Robert B. McKeagney, Jr. '67 and Alan M. Fink '68.
Chi Psi's new officers are: Number one, Bert Kendall', number two,
Joe Vumbacco; number three, Brian Hawkins; number four, Mark Pettit;
student council representatives, Jim Goldfarb and Bill Hoar.
parties. Saturday ifight,"at 7:00 in
Pickard Theater, the Three Penny
Opera will be performed. This is
an excellent production and highly
e-njoyable. The House Parties Sat- .
urday night should be well attend- weekend. Countless hours have been weekend- The Ivies ednimittee is
ecj. -. spent arranging entertainment and headed by the Junior class Presi-
Much work has been put into this planning a potentially excellent dent, Karl Aschenbach.
Student Council Social Forum
Delta Sigma's new president is Skip Smith. The other officers are:
vice-president, Fred Toll; recording secretary, Bob True; corresponding
secretary, Dennis McCowan; and student council representatives. Marc
Garnick and Jim Salem.
Kevnoted Bv Dr. Blaine & Alice Johnson
j j
Last night saw the conclusion of with what their t nstituents want
the two day Student Council Spring and stop reproduo ng all the for-
Fcrum on Undergraduate Social lcrn activities handed down in the
Life. Representatives from 11 dif- book cf ancient precedents, the
Tom Allen. Other officers include: vice-president, Paul Fergus; secretary, ferent colleges were on Campus for flight from the campus every week -
Kappa Sigma's list of new officers is headed by their new president
Peter Sack; treasurer, Paul Newman; and student council representatives,
Bob Patterson and Paul Newman.
Phi Delta Psi's new president is Dick Pike. The other new officers
are: vice-president, Byron Whitney; secretary, Bob Saunders; treasurer,
Dave" Huntington; and student council representatives, Jim Gessner and
Dave Huntington.
Zeta Psi's new officers are: president, Roger Manring; vice president,
Rick Allen- corresponding secretary, Dick Caliri; recording secretary,
Jean Mason; and student council representatives, Dave Scule and Dick
Bamberger.
The U. S. Department that Gary C. Brasor has been awarded an
educational exchange grant for graduate study in France under the Ful-
bright-Hays Act. Brasor will study 20th Century French Literature with
the Faculty of Letters at the University of Bordeaux.
ATTENTION CLASS OF 66
Election of Senior (enter representatives to the Student Council will
be held today in the Inion lobby from 9 a.m. until midnight.
Music by Chopin, Schubert and four College students will be per-
formed Sunday evening (May 9) during a student recital. The program
will be held at 7 p.m. in the main lounge of the Moulton I nion. A re-
ception will be held following the recital.•••«**
"Honest to God : Some New Theological Approaches" will be the title
of a lecture to be given next Tuesday <May 11» by The Very Rev. Martin
C*D'Arcy S.J., noted Catholic theologian. Father D'Arcy will speak at
8 15 p.m. in Utt Main Lounge of the Senior Center.
the event. end will continue . Everyone
The keynote address was given knows what is not. wanted, but it
Wednesday by Dean Alice Johnson takes an active imagination to dis-
of Connecticut College for Women, ccver what is."
Dean Jonnson, speaKing on "the \
Fine and Liberal Art of Student
Yesterday afternoon was devoted
Rebellion," emphasized the necessity
for student leaders to realize in ad-
vance what their -responsibilities_wi!L
be when concessions have been
made. She ncted, in particular, the
B;rkeLy demonstrations and the
failure of Mario Savio to prevent
the pretest from degenerating into
the "Dirty Word" Group.
Dean Johnson also criticized the
failure of most educa'crs to take
positive" action en student demands.
Too cften, "beyonl insisting tha:
rebellion is bad business, little ac-
tual is taken; rather . . the col-
lege authorities retreat hastily, ac-
qnieKf e promptly to the most glarm<:
Student demands, and form faculty-
gtudenl committees. . . ,"
She also stressed the lack of stu-
dent concern for ethers and Mi
reason for failure of most honor sys-
tems which are M more honored
in the breech than in the- observ-
ance " ' . . The honora'o'e words,"
sh. said, "are up front primarily
for parental consumption."
In concluding. Dean Johnson said:
'Social activities on the campus
are in sorry disarray; the mam
ingredient lacking is 'fun' , . , Un-
til student leaders come to grips
to a series of five seminars chaired
—
v
by Bowdoin students and panelled
by delegates from the various col-
leges represented at the Forum.
The "Social Activities" seminar
was chaired by Student Council
Vice-president Bob Boyd and includ-
ed Deans Gardner of Williams,
Heath cf Trinity, and O'Brien of
Westbrook, Prcf. Boland of Bow-
doin, and representatives from Col-
by. Jr., Wesleyan, Williams, Whea-
ton, and Trinity
The "Housing and Transjxirtation
i f Guests'' seminar was conducted
bv former Delta Sigma President
(V nn Hu key, and included " Dean
S.'vrr.' ar i I Dartmouth and Prof.
Dane ol Bowdoin
The 'Psychol | : via -'
.\ a:- .ed i;\ Hs o t ik ks and inciudec.
Dr Blame of Harvard and Dean
Colpitis cf Whea n as well as rep~-
1 1 seir.iuves from Bowdoin. Whea-
fOJQ, Wesleyan, Connecticut. Dart-
mouth, and iTinity
A.D President Tim Brooks
Chaired the "Drinking" seminar
and was assisted, by Deans Dunlop
of Bennington, OBnm of -West-
brook, Heath of Trinity, Gardner of
Williams, and Johnson of Connecti-
cut, and Prof Jerry Brown of Bow-
doin
Tlie concluding seminar. "The
(Continued on page 3)
Commencement
Speakers Named
President James S. Coles has an-
nounced that four seniors have been
selected to deliver ' traditional stu-
dent Commencement addresses at
the College's 160th graduation exer-
cises June 12.
They are Gary C. Brasor, Louis A.
Fourcher, Donald J. Krogstad, and
Jonathan C. Raymond. Chosen as
alternate speaker was Philip C. Mc-
Intire.
The four seniors, selected by the
Faculty Committee on Student
Awards, will compete for the Good-
win Commencement Prize, which is
awarded to the author of the best
Commencement Part. This is a prize
of .$200, the annual income of a
fund established by The Rev. Daniel
Raynes Goodwin. D.D., of the Class
of 1832.
All five seniors- selected by the
committee have been Dean's List
students and all have compiled dis-
tinguished undergraduate records.
Brasor, who is majoring in French,
is a member of. Phi Delta Psi Fra-
ternity and a graduate of Fairhaven
High School and Deerfield Academy
Last year he was a participant in
a student exchange program with
Morehouse College in Atlanta Ga
He has been a contributor to "Hie
Quill.'' and a member of the staff
of the 'Orient."
Fourcher is tktee a
Fairhaven High School u ci a mem-
ber of Phi Delta Psi A Psych
major, he has been aCJ IvejJ
bating Council and also .,: ipal !
::: lasj voir s Morehouse exchange
Krogstad, a graduate of New HVd •
Park Memorial High School is a
member b1 < ..
ring in Biology A
dom Scholar, he has ho. n
"A" student and was elected .
year to Phi Beta Kappa, national
h»norary fraternity for th
tion and promotion of scholar
Raymond, a graduate of N
(Continued on page %\
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v The crisis in the Doriftiican Re-
.
public has caused considerable com-
ment on the general state of the
U. S. foreign policy. That crisis fol-
lowed closely behind some of the
most serious encounters in Vietnam.
Despite Johnson's guarantees that
that war was not escalating it was
plain to all Americans that things
were getting very serious. Still our
commitment there, while nebulous
at best, was understood to b^ com-
plete and final.
The Southeast Asia situation has
gotten progressively worse and at
present over' 40,000 American troops
are in that peninsula. Every day
we are exposed to pictures of
wrecked bridges and rail lines and
to reports of the previous day's
successful air raid. Yet the war
gets no closer to a completion. Hun-
dreds of Americans have lost their
lives and the financial aid is very
considerable. Complicating the mi-
litary situation is the fact that
Cambodia has broken off diplomatic
relations with the United States.
Many people had thought Sihanouk
represented the only possible hope
for a negotiated settlement on Viet-
nam. Cambodia had proposed sev-
eral conferences to settle the issue
but when the U. S. accepted, Siha-
nouk, apparently trying to pacify
the Chinese Communists, would
allow the South Vietnamese to at-
tend because they did not speak for
the country. This is the general
type of problem that the Southeast
Asia situation presents.
It seems now that the only course
the U. S. can follow is to encourage
some peace settlement in the Viet-
nam civil war. Johnson has shown
sincere interest in this, but arc the
bombing raids helping our position?
Are the raids valuable? They are
basically prolonging a war that we
cannot win and that must inevi-
tably end in a peace settlement.
Johnson must do, more than indi-
cate willingness to talk to anybody
anywhere, he must try to organize
a conference. Red China must ob-
viously be present and as a foot-
note, it is^time we woke up to the
reality of recognition of China.
South Vietnam has been ineffec-
tive in the war because they have
no stable government. A negotiat-
ed peace should make provisions for
the formation of a sound govern-
ment in Saigon. The United States
is in no position to dictate the type
of government to be formed and
this is what Johnson is afraid of.







"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-
lationship with the community "
Brunswick, Maine
Dial 729-3422
But the'United States"; while in orle'
sense the protector of the free
world, should hot assume that it is
the guardian of all the world's non-
communist peoples. We have no-
where,_near_ the assets to undertake
such a chore. Our , essential task
must be to promote peace and co-
existence, and basically I feel that
this is Russia's position, too. But
the aggravations in South Asia have
begun to involve Moscow as well as
Peking. It is the 'policeman brink-
manship' that has characteristically
marked Johnson's foreign policy and
effectively eliminated the detente
that more or less existed before. The
uprisings involving the United
States have made the peace much
more perilous than it ought to be.
The Dominican Republic conflict
is unfortunately another example of
'policmanship' gone asunder. The
administration in trying to do what
it should, i.e. protect or evacuate all
the Americans there has transgress-
ed all of the foreign policy goals of
this country for Latin America in
the last 50 years. While there is
reason to fear another Castro-type
regime in the hemisphere, there was
apparently no evidence that that
possibility existed in the Dominican
Republic. Instead of doing the ob-
vious, which would have been to in-
voke the O.A.S., Johnson decided on
unilateral intervention and has sent
over 20,000 troops to the island.
This is very similar to something
T. R. might have done — but is
hopelessly out of place today.
The peace settlement is shaky at
best and wiH be a long time before
elections are held, but the U. S.
must withdraw its unilateral forces
and contribute to the O.A.S. effort.
While domestic support for John-
son's policies there has been con-
siderable, I am of the opinion that
world opinion can only go against
us.
Some of the underdeveloped and
backward nations ci Central and
South America are bound to soon be
involved in political upheavals as
the people have become more aware
of their plight. This is particularly
true in Haiti and Venezuela. The
United States policy to such de e cp-
ments obviously cannot be what
was in the Dominican Republic.
wfliic rresioent
prcvel particular adept at unify-
ing forces at home, especially labor
and business and has been presi-
dent through a period of unpa-
ralleled economic strength, I sub-
mit that his foreign policy decisions
have suffered. While there is no
question that Johnson wants an ex-
tended peace, he has felt compelled
to overstep his bounds in terms of
U. S. action abroad. The foreign
policy must be altered so that the
precarious peace can be made se-
cure. The magnitude of this prob-
lem is immeasurable, but something
might be gained if the U. S. showed
more restraint in its military actions
abroad.
M & G Presents
."4
Three Penny Opera
•"The- Thre/ Penny Opera," th£
hit pfejf Which producer! the song
'Maqk the Knife," "will be present-,
ed twice by the Masque and Gown
fcr- ths annual Ivy Weekend.
The musical will be staged in
Pickard Theater on Wednesday
(May 12Lat 8.15 jun., and on Sat-
urday (May 15) at 7:30 p.m. Ad-
mission for the general public will
be $150, in advance at the box
office, or at the door.
The box effice, inside^ the front
entrance of Memorial Hall, will be
cpen from noon to 5 p.m. beginning
Monday (May 10).
"The Three Penny Opera," set in
Victorian England, presents a
kaleidoscopic visw cf persons and
events that has kept both sid.s of
the Atlantic entertained sine? it
was written by Bert Brecht and
put to music by Kurt Weill in
Germany in 1928.
Captain William D. McCluskey
of Topsham will be play director,
with music direction by Instructor





It is doubtful whether the new
library building will be n.ady for
delivery to the College before
September. To move into the new
library and create working order by
the time fall arrives will be a
major work task. Much planning
and preparation is now being done.
The reading rooms, for instance,
will be used to consolidate collec-
tions now partly in the Etacks,
partly under the Chapel, and partly
in ether areas of the building
difficult to reach easily.
The Library will be closed for
general use from June 11 till
September 21. Interlibrary-loan
service to other libraries will be
c?ntinuedr and books nsedei by the
several institutes for use in the
ether buildings on the campus will
be issued to the director of an
institute or his representative, en
bloc, if possible. Students returning
in the fall may of course charge
out bocks for the summer.
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS
itinued
Biolcgy. A James Bowdoin Scho'ar,
he has appeared in numerous plays
staged by Masque and Gown and
several oratorical contests.
He is an Undergraduate Research
Fellow and has been active as a
member of the staffs of the ' Orient"
and WBOR-PM.
Ilclntire, a graduate cf G eru
Falls Higrr~§che61, is a member of
Psi Upsilon Fraternity. He is major-
ing in Government. He has been a
James Bowdoin Scholar and last
year was co-editor of "The Bugle."
He has been chairman of the Stu-
dent Council Orientation Commit-
tee and was a. member of the fresh-
man tennis team.
There are certain disinterested parties who would like to
see the method for choosing rooms in the Senior Center dras-
tically revised. There is no correlation between those who.were
unfortunate enough to draw one of the last choices and those
who are complaining. Even though those who di d not have the
luck to draw a good number are condemned to a year of gazing
at nothing but the ugly middle of a pine tree and its equally
ugly neighbors, they are not complaining. They cannot see the
ocean, they cannot see the mountains, they will never see a sun-
set or sunrise without its being filtered through the branches
of those scrawny pines. They may never recover from the
trauma and social stigma of living below tree-top level, but they
are remaining stoically silent. It is therefore out of the purest
motives, and with an intense desire to alleviate the lot of these
downtrodden few that this protest is raised against the in-
humanity of Bowdoin Roulette.
Let us look first at the moral side of the issue. The college
is weakening the moral fiber of "every undergraduate, perhaps
even the alumni, when it sanctions, condones, and permits this
blatant form of gambling, the Devil's device for idle hands.
Who can estimate the corrosive effect this type of behaviour
might have-on the naive, pliable freshmen? Who can conscience
the reinforcing effects it might have on the hardened sopho-
mores, or the experienced juniors? Gambling is the type of
thing that could easily lead to drinking, and the college does
not want \o place itself in the position of having fostered and
nurtured such a tendency.
Next let us look at the moral side of the issue. There may
very well be men here who are conscientious objectors, and be-
lieve that gambling is morally wrong, unconscionable, and ob-
jectionable. They should not be forced to participate in the
illicit lottery which passes itself off as a fair means of deciding
who will room where.
And while we are on the subject of fairness, let us look at
the moral side of the issue. Is it fair, in the true sense of the
word, to place every one on the same level, and give them an
equal chance of obtaining a desirable room? Is not this rather
a confusion of equality with egaUty, or vice versa? To be truly
fair there ought to be some systim of preference made for as-
signing rooms which all could agree to as reasonable.
For instance, everyone would agree that men who have
worked for the newspaper ought to have first preference, or if
they refused to be quite that reasonable certainly no one could
object to giving fraternity presidents first preference, on even
men who are officially of the class ahead of the one with which
they will graduate. '
In the name of reason and fair play, injustice must not be
allowed to prevail this year. One year of idiocy is more than
enough. The assignment of rooms as made must be discarded
d_Q4£ jot the three criteria, suggested above used in the re^
issignment of rooms. Personal interest must not enter into de-
father the InterestsnoFTiuman ity, de-
cency, democracy, and the alma mater must be invoked. Save
the downtrodden unfortunates, the silent stoics, those unde-
served miserables condemned by fickle fate to an almost sub-
terranean existence. Heed this disinterested appeal.
KING'S BARBER SHOP
NEXT TO CAMPUS
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SIX-- BARBERS — SIX
Make your Travel arrangements early for
best reservations. See
BRUNSWICK TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE
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An ATC approved-dependable-travel agency handling reservations and
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Many"student complaints at Bow-
dolh are a result of its location -p
Brunswick. They say it's isolated
and it is. They say the weather
is horrible Arid it is. They say the
social life is limited and it is. But
by Ken Nelsqn,
w
I can't complain about these. I'm
from Skowhegan where the weather
is worse and the town is smaller
and more isolated than Brunswick.
The nearest thing to Skowhegan is
Colby College. Think of the poor
Colby students, they have to go to
Skowhegan for dates (even though
they are co-ed). So I've come to
the big city with the torrid climate,
to go to school.
Under these circumstances I can
only complain about Bowdoin. And
believe me I do complain. I com-
plain about exams, professors, meals,
rules, and everything else there is
to complain about. But when I look
back on my four years at Bowdoin,
I see only the bright spots. I have
repressed, or least laughed at, my
"academic achievement (or. lack
Commentators, have: developed
countless phrases to ' dapict the
relentless pressure that respon-
sibility exerts on the President of
the United States — phrases which
there of) during my sophomore
year; but I remember Ivies Week-
end. I have forgotten the six losses
in football that year, but I remem-
ber that we- beat Colby, 13-12. I
remember only the guys I have
spent a good deal of time with over
the past four years and with whom
I have become intimately acquaint-
ed. These fellow studsnts will
probably make up the greatest part
of my reflections in later years.
I don't think I'll be at home in
any land or any age but I'm sure at
home in the Senior Center at Bow-
doin. In my four years I've had the
opportunity to see Bowdoin grow
and become modernized. New build-
ings have been erected and old ones
repaired. Bowdoin, al: hough tradi-
tion oriented, is slowly becoming
acclimated to the modern way. But
Bowdoin is lacking in something.
Spirit! There is a lack of interest
4 at Bowdoin. The only true example
of spirit over .the last four years
that included the majority of the
students was the fine support and
recognition of the College Bowl
team. However, hardly anyone
turned out to see the Bowdoin-
Maine game in '63 and there was
no welcoming committee for the
^state champs. Even the march on
Mass. Hall this fall lacked spirit.
One of the reasons for its apparent
failure was student apathy. Nels
Corey resigned in order to try to
shock the college and students into
reality and to stimulate interest in
the college, but I'm sure Coach
Kosty will be fortunate to have
thirty football players next year.
The extra seating capacity in the
new gym will allow all the Bates
fans to come to the Bowdoin-Bates
basketball games and they'll out-
number us 5-1 instead of the usual
3-1. Also I haven't seen an inspiring-
rally since my freshman year. Sure-
ly something has happened to that
old Bowdoin spirit.
Bowdoin students are apathetic
towards the college and the college
lacks interest in them. The college
fails to recognize individual ability
and individual achievement. Many
students still don't know that Dick
Whitmore scored- over 1,000 points
in his career and holds the Bow-
doin record for point production.
Yet he achieved it on his home
court. Alex Schulten's feats have
been headlined in the papers yet
Bowdoin doesn't seem to recognize
his ability or his achievements.
Bowdoin's apprehensiveness towards
its students in general nearly kept
us from entering the College Bowl.
For once the students were inter-
ested and now the administration
pats itself, on the back for its
remarkable achievement. The ad-
ministration also needs some en-
lightenment.
My four years at Bowdoin have
produced many fond memories. A
literal arts education at Bowdoin
is one of the finest in the country.
There are unlimited extracurricular
activities for the development of
the well-founded, multi-phased stu-
dent. And the professors are some
of the most learned in their fields.
Yet even with these fine qualifica-
tions most of the professors take
a great interest in their students
and their is no air of impersonality.
-A Bowdoin
tion of students and professors that
is unmatched anywhere.
The greatest moments in a man's
life occur at college and I feel that
I have had my share. I might have
had more someplace else, but I feel
I made a wise choice in 1961. In
years to come I'm sure I'll look back
and wish I were here at one of our
weekend blasts, but right now I'm
locking forward with the greatest
pleasure to June 12th.
range from "the awesome burden"
to "the loneliest job in the worM."
But one doesn't need words today
to understand the price a man^ays
to be President. For nothing attests
to the heaviness of the burden quite
so clearly as a single picture of the
President's face; Lyndon Johnson
has been President of the United
States only a year and a half, yst
the toll is frightfully obvious. His
eyes are now half ringed with a
thick black shadow, sharp lines have
deepened to his temp!es, and his
jowls seem to slip thinly in sx-
haustion.
He has confided that judged by
the long run, he wants to be deemed
a great President. What is most
remarkable is that if the man's :x-
tericr has been ravaged by the^r—
sponsibility, the interior has been
strengthened; he is almost fully
changad. Decried as a man of con-
sensus opinion who follows th->
prevailing wind, his record seems
scarce'y to- warrant the label. The
man who was supposed to be eager
to settle for half-a-loaf has da-
manded and received the full loaf
almost all of the time. The t-x cut.
the rail settlement, the vigorous Civil
Rights stand, the nerving N;w
Orleans campaign speech, Vietnam,
and now the crisis in the Dominican
Republic are all issues which shew
a man acting decisively yet reason-
ably, calling the shots as he sees
them. Of course, the accuracy cf
his judgments will be assessed only
by time,* and that seems enly sen-
sible sinc2 the judgments have been
made with the longer view in mind.
In some sense the President has
'displayed -an unexpected historica'
awarenass. Maybe it is because he
was schooled in thi Roosevelt era
and he has - seen how some of
Rccsevelt's short sighted blunders
have ccme hom3 to blemish the
record; Johnson is acutely awarj
that history reveals rather than
conceals the errors of expendiency,
and has realized that "greatness"
in the long run must endure the
harsh, and often unfair, criticisms
President are distinguished from his
positions as majority l?ader in that
he is new a man who is striving for
the right answers in the long run.
On the day John Kennedy was
killed, and after we had listened to
the new President speak, a friond
of mine commented, "They killed
Cocrates and gavs us Babe Ruth."
Surely the remark is too polomic,
too unfair. Yet, it reminds us that




as President, and that trie time
has long since come when w* must
stop deriding the speeches and start
judging the actions. The man of
words is dead and the man of ac-
ticn is President^ and we must eval-
uate our President on his own mer-
its and not expect to hear words
borrowed from a dead man's mouth.
Instead, we must ask ourselves
whither those decisions tailored
for the long run interests, these de-
cisions which have so sapped the
man who has made them, are in
fact the best decisions for the long
run?
' If there is any single thing which
reveals the President's view of long
run decision making, it is that he
mistrusts the "atomic equation."
For while he accepts the fact that
all-out war is suicidal on account
cf the bomb, he also recognizes that
the threat of the bomb cannot and
must not throw us into paralysis.
Communist expansion also recog-
nizes the atomic equation. The
Communists have proceed 2d on a
step-by-step basis, gambling that we
won't intervene because of the
threat, or we won't intervene until
thay have time enough to be firmly
entrenched in the newly claimed
land. The President knows that in
the long run, conquest does not
know satiety, and that at some point
conquest must be challeng2d. And
his instantaneous action in the
Dominican Republic reveals his un-
wi'lingmss to play ball by the rules
when alone we have been playing
by th2 rules and getting hurt. As
we have learned in Vietnam, it—is-
better to go to the talking table in
a position of power. And it is better
to go to the United Nations on the
Dcminican Republic when W2 possess
it, rather than when the Commu-
nists possess it. Cuba reminds us
that enemv sell is hard to get back.
The President's aims may not al-
ways be- eloquently spoken, but in
foreign affairs his actions are be-
ginning to bespeak his alms very
clearly: America will stand up
against Communist aggression — not
because it's chauvinistic or because
muscle-flexing feels good — but be-
cause if we don't, in the long tutt
we will wish to heaven we had. The
Judgment is reasonable; let us hope
it is right.
SOCIAL FORUM
(Continued from Page 1)
College and Morality" was under
the guidance of Steve Kay, the
author of the "Code of Responsi-
bility," and was composed of Dr.
Blaine, Deans Koory of Colby, Jr.
and Smith of Bennington, Rev. Mc-
Loughlin of Fairfield, and Prof. Mc-
gee of Bowdoin.
Because of the curtain of press
silence imposed to preserve the at-
mosphere of freedom, details of the
seminars and lectures were unavail-
able for publication.
The concluding lecture of the
Forum was delivered by Dr. Graham
Blaine, Harvard's Psychiatrist. For
fear of being misquoted or quoted
out of context, Dr. Blaine asked that
his lecture not be publicized.
Dr. Blaine's speech, however, was
concerned with three psychological
problems facing students — "the de-
pendence-independence struggle,"
the search for identity; and the
sexual conflict and the "new moral-
ity."
The Social Life Forum was held
under the auspices of the Student
Council, and was organized by the
Student Council Social Life Com-
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la mentions the fact that Bob Jones
basis^cf its financial income, its~
equipment and its academic
V The Student Council Spring Forurn oh Under-
graduate Social Life was held ,on campus yesterda^,
andior -750 Bowdoin students it might well be said, ^SSli *4^ a, S^ Z2$?£ k'rlr'lobt li « .m*** & «*, us «„ „-
"believe it Or not." today at Bowdoin College is doomed unaware of your capacity for gross fer that it is not because it could
mu in i_ ,,/ j -. , , , to hecome extinct. It will eventu- distortion to believe that the faculty not be. The college catalogue givesine i^orum brought administrators and Students any ^ phased out unless radical team was still searching for its first another side:
from many leading eastern Campuses SUCh as WeS- ch*1*65 are made in its program, victory, that the team is °or"Prised B0D Jon£ lty on tne
~~
]
Tirii' ^n • -j. xttL l rT* *' lr* The program Ts iundamehtally of dunderheads unacquainted withleyan, Williams, lnnity, Wheaton, Bennington, Con- sound but a lack of emphasis in the subtleties of tha sport, and that
necticut College for Women, Colby Junior, Colgate, ***»& areas « r«ason for the you are obliged to patronize such
_~ ,:
°
. TT . .
,
, T . « « t^ above assertion. I will explain these benighted creatures. Allow the facts,
Dartmouth, and Westbrook Junior College. Dr. faults and the needed antidotes.
Graham Blaine from.Harvard and Dean Alice John- J2L*5 £* lles ln *? m™:agement of the program. The offi-
son from Connecticut College were featured speak- cers are capable and enthusiastic
ers. The representation from each sehool was im- ^StZ!tSSSTiSZ
pressive, excluding Bowdoin. Except for the Bow- <iet officers. Many of these seniorsj*
_t» • , • ,i . ., who are the cadet officers reallvdoin participants in the seminars there was no un- beIieVe in the program. Yet they
dergraduate participation to speak of. have not had ingrained in them
T jj'i- j. ii ii i T^i • i t i the confidence to lead the other
In addition to the talks by Blaine and Johnson, cadets. They can not break from
Mr. Editor, to speak on our behalf.
Item: Easter Sunday; DKE over-
comes an early six to nothing
deficit to win 12-9.
Item: 23 April; neither Zeta Psi
nor the faculty was able to field
a complete team. Zeta Psi lent
two very adept players to the
faculty team which won 5-3. The
faculty immediately returned the
players since the fraternity plain-
ly needed their services.
standards could make necessary
adjustments to qualify in any
educational association, region-
al or national. It is our sin-
cere conviction, however, that
the type of institution which we
operate can accomplish more for
the cause of the "Lord Jesus
Christ by not holding organic
membership in any educational
association.
The faculty of the school is not
limited to Bob Jones graduates, but
rather come from such diverse in-
featuring On the part of Dr. Johnson SUCh comments the ^tmMy relationship of good Item: 25 April; a grotesque prank stitutions as Princeton, Carnegie,
it l t • L j I 1 j natured casualness. They carry this on' the part of the ruling gods, Northwestern, Yale, Penn State,
as one baby is bound to lead to another, there were attitude with them to the drm field
five seminars; these seminars were "Social Activities £ (ordei„ior Se cadets t0 .^ect' their officers the officers will have
On Campus," unquestionablv a well run and meaning- to change this attitude. Their at-
ful meeting, - "Housing and Transportation of ^hS"i*™ 2LZZZ.
Guests — Facilities for Social Activity," a seminar slackness is transmitted downward
which was interesting, totally unattended by specta- p^rS/^J^^Ss1^
tors, and one which because of the nature of its sub-
ject matter, tended to go off on a number of unre-
and some very fine fielding, Temple and many others. Purola
brought Sigma Nu victories in also takes an uncalled for swipe at
both ends of a doubleheader, 8- those "few Northerners" who are
3 and 5-4. "dedicated religious nuts." There
Item: 30 April; the faculty engaged are more than just a few — over
a team comprised of some of the fifty frcm the state of Maine; I
college's most able and creative
students and emerged with a 2-1
victory.
lem the officers must be fair but to Item: 2 May; the faculty team won
the letter of the military code. If the second game of the double-
feV un kjii « iiumuci ui iuc a cadet is negligent then he must header 2-1 after losing the first
lated tangents, - - "Psvchology of the Student" a semi- !* rem,
ind
,
ed of this m a true mm- game e-i.
,
*
3*j»- • >s tary fasmon - "No excuse, sir," Plainly, Mr. Editor, the picture re-
nar that apparently had difficulty in determining should be his answer. The result of vealed by these facts is not a
Where it was p-nino- "Drinkinrr nnH rriP frJIorro " tnis type of Procedure will be an portrait of the New York Yankees,wncic gumg, limiting d a me UOliege, lngrained reSpect by the cadet for nor, however, is it one of the New
another experiment in tangential deviation, — and his officer and himself provided a York Mets!
'The College and Moralitv" a SPminar whfch was certain amount of diplomacy is used We choose to ignore with Olym-iiie ^yuii dim iviuidlliy, d &enu ar_WlU<;n W with this strictness. plan scorn the general tone of your
highlighted by a Comment from Dr. Blaine to Father Emphasis shculd b3 put en the miserable little snippet,, and we
T/-iVi« M\r.T m,~ui,,„ „„„„«„„:„„ 4-u „i j military doctrine and it should be shall continue to dedicate ourselvesJOhn McLaughlin Concerning the relevance and aCCU- adhered to with a greater degree of to an ideal (mens sano . . . etc.)
racy Of Statistics, Which because Of the restrictive na- strictness - The ranger program at" which transcends measurement of sure of his facts: "There are no
fll „n f f i i l j* -i.1 j . ,. Bowdoin College is very good, but mere victory and defeat, distracting Negroes at Bob Jones because fun-UUre 01 me WllOle IOnim With regard 10 news media, the lack of knowledge that the ca- ourselves from this aim only when damentalists believe the Bible or-
we are unable to reprint here.
think one should meet several of
them before you give them a label;
and since when is it the policy of
any American to label other free
Americans as "nuts," simply because
they think differently than he does.
Personally I feel that the entire
tone and taste of the article was
very poor. To ridicule and slander
in a public newspaper the honest
viaws cf individuals is reminiscent
of both Communist and Facist hate-
sheets.
There is-one assertion--made-by-;-
Purola that is untrue, and should
never have been made by a cons-
cientious individual without making
fr det has about the program hurts a greater ideal, that of Truth, needs dains separation of the races." Such
m, « , ^
its population. More merit should our defense and support.
IJie purpose 01 the b Onim Was tO enlighten the be awarded for these extra activities Sincerely,
Bowdoin community as well as the participants on ££,££ inTe^t,IS
a statement, even though it is made
through ignorance, demonstrates the
gross negligence of the entire ar-
ticle. Through such carelessness
people may be hurt, and I hope Mr.
Purola thinks twice before he writes
his next column. There are Ne-
groes at Bob Jones. There are no
restrictive clauses against non-
whites. Fundamentalists do not be-
UndergradUate SOCial problems. But apparently the organization therefore will create Daar Sirs:
organizers of thp Forum watiIpH fn incnrv> fViaf nnfh an outslde interest and the popii-. Mr. Furola's article in the "ViewsUl iliz OI Uie r Oni W ntea tO insure that noth
: latlon of the pro-ram will grow, on the News" section of your news-
lng Would be held back by the participants and COn- The ROTC rifle team is another paper on the subject -of Bob Jones
sequently the Press was barred and as of this print- ZTmrnSU^T. "- TmSC'S'Tt
ing not SO much as a formal Statement has heen is- Wlthin the classroom itself there prompted me to go talk to one of lieve in the separation of races —
EUCd Thh ".rrrm ^nmrivriat immV in lio-1-.t nf tU„ f~..i If J™1*" fEUlt tha ...^ ^atlv "T ^ends In. Brunswick, Maine, if you'd like conclusive proof, lustt LU
"
AniSBCCmsSOmewnat-ifOffle-ffl-Hgn OI tneiact hurting the program. The mmtary who will be attending there this ccme down to either of Brunswick's
that no real Conclusions- Of the Forum can be publish- ulstructors- « capable as they are, Fail. A* the same time I also bor- two fundamental Churches, and see
aH anrl nonfoinhr fV,««« ™*« ' • i. li ^T enough ^sight to see the rowed the University Catalogue. As Negroes and Whites worshippingea, ana Certainly there Were Some interesting effect that their treatment of the a result of these actions I have God together. As for Purola's con-
thoUghtS established. If the informativp asnppr*; nf mentamv of the cadet ^U have on come to the conclusion that Purola elusion, when he refers to God as
^ n n^ ,. ^
ciuui«wuve«peu!.ui the program; Bowdoin College has made the classic mistake of us- "some inconsequential deity that
tne t Onim Were directly and exclusively aimed at the happens to be very selective in ing the New York Times as an om- may very well be not worth exalt-
Participants it Was an admirable SUCPPSS* hlir if irwn« d™ *** its students from high niscient source, (something I discov • Ing," I feel that this illustrates thatpMUU1HUU wdbdilda dDi Ce , DUt II It Was school candidates. The average ered after a year of college debating the whole article was an attempt
aaaitlOnally intended to leave in its Wake SOme Valu- Bowdoin College student happen^ that should not be done). I'm glad by a non-Christian to criticise a
able information and new ideas nn unHprcrraHnaro on be«ialrly bflght ' ThCn wny^' the that Purola at least admitted, "All Christian Institution, which to par-dui murilldUO d a la O Unaergraauate SO- military program on the freshman I know about the place is what I aphrase Abelard, he has not th?
Cial Hie tor the benefit Of non-participants, it Was a and s°Pnomore level &eared to the read in the New York Times this Faith to comprehend.
disaDDointinp- failure Rnf at th* eamo fi*v,n fK« fn l] me"tahtv °f t a Junior hi«h sch°o1 Past week," but as a columnist for In short Bob Jones University isppointing i iU e. BUt at the Same time, the fail- student. U the program wants to a paper should know - this can not condemned by Purola because it
Ure Of more people tO attend the Forum Was also a be a succ«ss„then ll^ nave to be- be the basis for a fair, open-minded teaches certain things that he
dkannninrmenr cornea challenge to the individual, unbiased article of the type that the doesn't believe. From this firstaiSdppo t t. It will have to come closer to the Orient usually publishes. premise we have him striking out
,
Surely one Of the reasons for a VerV aPDarent let-
reality °f """tary life. This pro- I'd like to clear up a few facts in all directions with pleas for us
dnwn of enrhiiQiacm fo>. ,Mo Pfw ,m , \t \ gram £» JS T!,^ **"? that that Were falsdy Pres«nted in the to condemn, in turn, what he hasOOW OI enthusiasm tor this t C rum Was the recent a grade school student could pass recent article. Bob Jones Urdver- defined for us as "wrong " He ac-





"'s an insult to sity is not limited to the four de- cuses Bob Jones University of
Q n^ ,nncnn„ nflv rtl TT !
«»WWW a»UW
^g«, the intell gence of a Bowdoin Col- nominations mentioned in the ar- narrow-mindedness, ignorance, prej-
ana Consequently the Forum, at least from the BOW- le*e cadet wh0 has Prepared him- tide - in fact there are ever 100 udlc^ low standard extremism
doin undergraduate point of view, was quite anti- gttfSf«Zag tSS^TJSTZJLZ ZBtUm«Ufl
Climatic. Furthermore, SOme Of the participants COm- ^"T to4 °|?e of an indifferent at- that were labeled "pretty funny," certain inconsistencies between the
Plained that in general the dismissiofla wpw mnm n^ L SC *^ *? '.E5 pt0F^ mUSt and We were urged to lau«h at - "ticle and what really does exist,pidlli a n n a SCUSSlOns ere more 01' challenge the student and to do this don't exist - Psychology 402 is not and also in the light of what he
less reiterative, rather than original, in nature. How- £n™^nce
come up to hfe level ot to~ ? ** catal(«ue - when Mr. puro- (Continued on page 6)
ever, the exchange between participants, of the vary- The program at Bowdoin college thb
ing philosophies behind these ideas, was .valuable and ***VZZ&TS t &CW\rT\r\TKl A AnTPKTTit was interesting to observe the different ways in individuals m charge or the pro- MJ\JW L/v/llN &L t)K H |\J
which each school interprets any one social standard. SSS^Z^'^T^t
And it is herein that the only real value of the p°rtunity should not be denied the
Forum lies. There .was clearly a long span in the in- 5F£ w£S £SL£\£
terpretation given social norms by such schools as lege student ta "^ program these
Bennington and Westbrook, Dartmouth and Bowdoin.
improvemente
"™*f made
We have many times urged that Bowdoin begin to ^Kenneth payson -es
move in the direction of Dartmouth and Benning-
ton, and if the Forum served to help the Bowdoin
participants alter their views* and normative social




In support of the premise that
the college experience must involve
a search for Truth, even in the
outlook, then it was indeed worth the large amount of world of sports - x shouJd 1Uce t0
planning and work that went into it, and would seem HA'SEtS Ztl^X,
to defend itself against a prevalent consensus that
^JJJ""
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James M. Moulton graduated from
. the University of Massachusetts in-
1947, after which he spent a year at
Williams as a teaching fellow. He re-
ceived his graduate degrees from Har-
vard and taught at John Hopkins in
Baltimore, Maryland for a year before
coming to the Biology Department in
1952. Since that time he has been a
Guggenheim Fellow and Fulbright
Scholar at the University of Queens-
land in Australia, and has done grant-
supported research work on underwater
sound. This summer he is to attend a
symposium, near Vienna, Austria, spon-
sored by the Wenner-Gren Foundation.
Professor Moulton is one of fifteen par-
ticipants from Europe and the United
States attending this symposium, which
will deal with animal communication.
ROTC
Professor Moulton is a member of the
faculty committee which drew up the
ROTC report. On this subject he com-
mented, "The faculty has voted for the
two-year program in addition to the
four year program, which Congress has
made available so that students
can take up the program after the soph-
omore year. My own feeling is that the
program is a definite asset to the aca-
demic~situation for many students, for
it enables them to earn a military com-
mission in the context of an excellentj
academicisituation, and produces a good
officer from the viewpoint of the Army,
am the practical point of view the
Army now offers ROTC scholarships for
either two or four years for a rather
substantial amount. Although the schol-
arships obligate students for a longer
period of military duty, their merits far
outweigh this obligation. I am some-
what prejudiced in favor of the ROTC
because I was in the program, and had
a happy experience in the military. T_he_
kind of training which the military sup-
rseful in one's civil career."
—
Research Programs
He next spoke about the Undergrad-
uate Research Fellowship Program
which is offered to the student body.
He said, "The greatest thing that has
come out of our encouragement of sci-
ence in recent years has been the op-
portunity it has provided for the under-
graduates here to become involved in
research, and also for the faculty to
work with them. This is mutually satis-
factory, and in our department it has
been a wonderful thing. The simple fact
that there are more requests for oppor-
tunities than there are opportunities
has been one of the most marked
changes at Bowdoin since I have
been here." He continued, "We have
opportunities for ornithological , re-
search at Kent Island under Dr. Hunt-
ington, we have other summer research
opportunities, in the department, and
opportunities during the academic year.
The latter are under grant support of
various kinds, as well as under the col-
lege's own research fellowship pro-
gram. In late April seven major stu-
dents gave papers on their research at
a meeting at the University, of Rhode
Island which was attended by under-
graduates, graduate students, and fac-
ulty from New -England colleges and
universities. The Bowdoin men gave
outstanding presentations. This experi-
ence at this level is something that will
stand them in good stead in their pro-
fessional life. ,r
Biology Department
Professor Moulton, continuing in a
similar vein, discussed the Biology De-
partment, and some of the changes that
have occurred, and some that are plan-
ned. "Our program has recently under-
gone iarge changesrthat have enhanced
the program. Two younger men, Dr.
and social life. Professor Moulton com-
mented, "I was a fraternity advisor for
several-years.—I—have 4e\t since -I-
h
ave
Summer is nearirig/and with it the-
dilemma of finding those ever-elusive
summer jobs. Indeed some have the
Howland and Dr. Nussbaum, have been
brought into the -department to broaden
the program. This has widened our course
offerings considerably.-Our physical plant
has certain inherent difficulties which
can be solved as funds become available.
Some of these are laboratory and library
space, which are presently used very close
to capacity between research projects and
the courses themselves. Our building is
old, our lack of a passenger elevator and
the breaking up of the second and third
floors with short staircases introduces
some real problems of manipulation and
janitorial services. One can hardly evalu-
ate usage of rooms in a science labora-
tory by the hours they are occupied by
bodies. There must be space to contain
equipment, there must be preparation" of
laboratory set-ups, and there must be
some feeling "by staff and students that
individual research projects will be' un-
molested for long periods of time. The
further development of our marine fac-
ilities, for which we have hoped, is per-
haps our largest open question. It can be
a great asset to undergraduate research."
When asked about the new construc-
tion on campus, and what it indicates,
been here that the social pattern is un-
fortunate because it has its peaks and
its valleys. Concomitant with this have,
been the restrictions on party space and
decorum. My general philosophy is to
have great confidence in young people
and their ability to regulate themselves.
I do not assess this from knowledge of
the general student, since I cannot
know them all but from those in my de-
partment, and they strike me as being
the best of citizens. I hope that we will
find a better social climate here over
the next decade; no matter by what
means' it occurs, whether by creating
better social rules, or by establishing a
girls college nearby, or by whatever
means. The most important thing I do
here at Bowdoin is working with stu-
dents, and I don't see how I can do this
adequately and not have confidence in
their ability to deal with life by the
time they come to my attention. I don't
feel that my most useful role was as a
fraternity advisor because of the time
element. That is, I feel it takes a great
(b.l of time to do this job well, and I
found that this time I deemed neces-
sary diluted my, academic role and my
-responsibility- to my family. I have,
however, always enjoyed the informal
kind of advising that goes on."
He continued on this subject, " I was
a fraternity man, president of Lambda
Chi Alpha at the University of Massa-
chusetts, and felt that my fraternity
had a definite place in my college career,
even though no great attachment has
carried over into present life. I suppose
that there are other arrangements
which could supply the same type of
fellowship, but I have not met them yet.
Academic life would be sterile" in
their absence. 1 have a great deal
of faith in fraternities. They have
problem licked already, or more aptly,
they have had it licked for theni, as
this year's junior ROTC delegation pre-
pares to march happily away to camp.
And who wants a plusher job than get-
ting paid to go to camp in the sum-
mer? Others shall most likely wander
the autobahns of Europe, gaily spread-
ing Bowdoin's reputation as they travel,
and surely there will be the usual
delegation of lifeguards and busboys.
But what has happened to the modern
entrepreneur; the self-made business-
man? Look closely and there are still




Two ambitious Juniors, who have
passed up .their chance to go to sum-
mer camp, are now hanging their
shingles about campus — "Hanging
Five." The name might be way out.
but they" claim their, surf boards are
the best, and they will be on Fire Is-
land, N.Y., this summer; in the rental
business. Another enterprising Junior
intends to hawk popsicles and cone*
during *his vacation, and while this
might not be so original as renting surf '
boards, it shows the same Bowdoin
spirit.
But one job which the approach of
summer has brought right-to- Bowdoin
waff evident Tuesday ^morning. The
chore was to spray all the trees around
campus with insecticide, but more than
insects fled before the white plumes of
chemicals as' people realized that the
stuff was not simply rain. A necessary
task no doubt, but what if Rachel Car-
son -should bear? Maybe anotheiMec-
he commented briefly, "It is such a good
feeling to see these buildings being im-
proved and used fully both in the sum-
mer and school year. I think that Bow-
doin is the best academic institution there
is, and our construction program is an
indication of this fact and our intention
to keep it that way. The building pro-
gram is tremendous, and I hope that
eventually we will be able to modernize
all the old buildings."
Student Body
Turning now to the subject of the stu-
dent body, Professor Moulton said, "This
life I lead keeps me in contact with stu-
dents in the sciences, and I know that
our students stand fully equal with those
of other institutions. The fact that our
students are admitted to graduate schools
with relative ease shows this. My per-
sonal feelings is that the student body
is top-notch and has been since I have
'been here. I have the utmost confidence
in them, and in all their endeavors; this
means academically, socially, and char-
acterise. It comes as a bitter pill when
a student soils things with an injudicious
act. I think that the students could police
themselves more. The Fraternity Presi-
dents recent report reflects this spirit."
Faculty
Speaking next about the faculty, he
stated that, "Since I have been here, the
faculty has become a less coherent group
than it was in 1952. I think we might
advantageously have some faculty
seminars. This trend is not good, partly
because when a major problem occurs,
you have to make acquaintance with the
faculty before you can deal with the
problem. This I regretr-but it is because
of our faster way of life, which I hope
is more productive." »
Social Life and Fraternities
When queried about the fraternities
played a very impurtaut part at BoWr
'
doin. In the hearts of many alumni
they are the seats of tremendous loyalty.
There is something basically difficult
when an academic person tries to assess
the life of the fraternity house. In sev-
eral regards the fraternity i:i, and
should be something different from the
ordinary form of daily academic situa-
tion, and it will not necessarily be a great
stimulus of academic thought. I don't
mean that they should be anti-academic,
though."
Changing Importance of College
Professor Moulton wished to speak
about a change he has noticed in his col-
lege experience over a number of years.
He said, "The change that I sense at this
level is that college is becoming a way
station on the way to further education.
College does not hold the position it once
did, but it is gratifying to see the loyalty
to the college that our alumni retain
after they leave the school. It is partic-
ularly heartening in our situation of a
small college in a limited community
that the alumni do keep in contact. It is
very important for both faculty and stu-,
dents fro ,ke.ep in contact with other*
schools and situations. The Morehouse
exchange has been very successful, and
it is my hope that it will spread out to
more institutions."
Professor Moulton's concluding re-
marks were on the Science requirement.
"I can not imagine an educated man not
having experienced the atmosphere of
the laboratory, or not having exposed
himself to mathematics and the labora-
tory sciences. I am perhaps too old fash-
ioned to understand the point of view
which insists that people should neces-
sarily work at what they greatly enjoy.
I think that the recent Amherst Report,
and to some extent, our own curriculum
changes reflect a tendency to modernize^
ture would be added to the already
overflowing schedule. The subject?
Possibly "A Silent Summer."
Monday night was not silent how-
ever, as the Juniors chose lots for
rooms in the Senior Center next year.
After much ado, the consensus seemed
to be that all rooms should be on the
fifteenth floor, for how does one snow
a date with such commonplace view as
trees and rooftops from the lower
floors? But why this sudden depend-
ence on the view, and similar condu-
cive atmosphere? The undergraduates
seem not to have needed extras in their
pursuits, so why should the fourth
floor seniors complain.
And with summer's appearance, it is
time again to build up .a glowing tan
for Ivys, as seems apparent from the
number of people taking in the rays,
lately. But how does one_ explain sue!
color to parents, , upon arriving home
with the evidence of hours spent in th*
sun being quite apparent? "But mom,
I did study some. . . ."
As a final note: be on your best be
havior this weekend, for two house;
are having subfreshmen on campus
And these boys will all be here nex
fall, gxcept for one who is just cominj
along for the ride. He already turnec
down his acceptance.
curriculum along a line of least resis
tance, rather than along the line of in
creasing quality among its products,
think that whatever improves the stimu
lation that your curriculum provides i
to be applauded and 1 have come to fee
that the Senior Seminars are probabl;
an important step in that direction,
do not foresee myself ever believin
that education can be adequately pn
vided as a buffet for the gourmet."
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* ARU Wins
Mitchell Trophy
- by Michael F. Rice
The Wilmot Brookings Mitchell
Trophy for interfraternity debate
was awarded to Alpha Rho Upsilon
Tuesday evening for its perform-
ance against Delta Sigma in the
finals of the competition. Debating
the affirmative of the resolution
"Resolved, that law should permit
doctors to withhold the means of
sustaining or initiating life when in
their Judgments (a) a newborn
child will never be able to take care
of his most elementary needs or (b)
when an older person- is incurably
ill and in such pain as cannot be
alleviated and requests in trie pres-
ence of court-appointed witnesses
the termination of his life . on
earth." were Raymond E. Lapine '66
and Berle M. Schiller '65 of ARU
opposing Sheldon M. Krems '67 and
John H. LaChance '65 of Delta Sig.
The cases were based on three
abstracts of actual situations in
which "mercy-killings" were a pos-
sibility, two involving defective ba-
bies and one an older person dying
of cancer. The affirmative case was
centered on the idea that the pres-
ent situation allows no choice, while
the negative contended that persons
perhaps could not make rational or
sound judgments under the circum-
stances.
The judges, Sanford Cousins,
Athern P. Daggett and C. Warren
Ring awarded the decision to the
affirmative by a split decision.
"> TO THE EDITOR ,
(Continned from pare 4>.
.would have, us feel, I *think' that
each and every one of these above
descriptive phrases must be applied
*to anyone' who starts but with onh/ *
a very little knowledge and makes
it into a bad thing.
Gary Roberts '68
Promotion ceremonies were held this week for Sgt. King Carter of the R.O.T.C. de-
partment who was promoted to the rank o f Sergeant Major, the highest non-com-
missioned officer rank in the Army. Above, Lt. Col. Vassar officiates at the promo-
tion ceremony.
If youVe got the cap...
A digger's dream, this 4-4-2! Here storms a lean 'n' mean Rocket V-8 . . . 400 cubes, 345 horses,
quad pots. Goodies like twin acoustically tuned, chambered pipes . . . heavy-duty shocks, front
and rear stabilizers and 4 coil springs. Result: unique 4-4-2 action and road sense. How many cents?
Lowest prired high-performance car in America designed for everyday driving! This woolly machine
waits for you at your Oldsmobile Dealer's now. Hurry!
BS^QLDSMDBILE




Look to Olds for the New!
OlrfuwU. DnWen • G—*iat Motor* Cofponrtion
Ed. Note: The following is Mr.
Purola's reply to Mr. Robert's letter.
"«
» • -
While Mr. Robert's letter was not
the type I would have expected from
a Bowdoin Student, I will have to
assume he is sincere.
Nearly all intelligent people recog-
nize that the New York Times is a./
reputable source of information. If
it made a mistake on a particular
fact, it is regrettable. But if a Times
article cannot be used as the source
of another article, what is to be
said of the Times article itself? The
paper's significance is such that it
must use the utmost care in print-
ing any story. If Mr. Roberts feels
that the article was so grievously
wrong, why doesn't he write to their
editor. The address is Arthur H.
Sulzberger, Chairman, 229 West 43rd
Street, New York, New York. I am
not convinced that they erred.
The quotation on accreditation is
the epitome of the obvious and of
rationalization. Any college with $28
million in assets could clearly make
the adjustments to become accred-
ited — but the point was and is that
it is not now accredited. And fur-
ther, they don't intend to make the
necessary adjustments because that
would involve discarding some of
their peculiar disciplinary Ideas. And
the whole idea; of their cause being
Jesus Christ is exactly what I ob-
ject to in an educational Institution.
I did not say that the faculty was
limited to Bob Jones' undergrad-
uates, but I think the fact that 134
out of 160 instructors had , some
traiinng at Bob Jones justifies the
word "primarily."
Mr. Montgomery, the New York
Times reporter, said after visiting
the campus, that there were no ne-
groes at Bob Jones. I do not have
his address.
As for my non-Christian attack,
since when is any institution or any
dogma above criticism? And were
Abelard still alive, I would be happy
to tell him that answering Faith
with a capital P is probably the
worst ihlbiUng factor in attaining
comprehension of anything.
shown that any inconsistencies do
exist. He did not attack some of my
remarks that reported things blat-
antly absurd. He argues from his
own personal convictions, which
unfortunately seems to overlook the
better part of common sense.
"Views on the News" is not a col-
umn meant to be at all times fair,
open-minded, and unbiased. It is a
personal commentary on current
news to which I always sign my
name. The opinions therein are sole-
ly my own, and will continue to be
so. Thank you for your interest.
Al Purola













Haley Mills — John Mills
James MacArthur
STARTS WEDNESDAY, MAY 12
FOB ONE WEEK — 7 DAYS
GOLDFINGER
with
Sean Connery — Gert Probe
Note — Admission Prices This
Engagement
Children — 75c All Shows
Adults $1.25 All Shows
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LETTERS
* (Continued from page 6)
To the Editor?
Re Mr. Nelson's article oh Viet-
nam: Instead of talking about what
has happened "In the past wh^ no£*
'tea little morV»ricerned* about
what is happening today in Russia
and Red China? As bad as were
the' sins of Hitler's Germany worse
are the crimes still being commit-
ay by the Communists. vOr
are'you numbered among the naive
gullible, well meaningers who are
agitating and picketing for us to
get out of South Vietnam and leave
the dear Commies alone?
Let's march against our number
one problem.
Whitfield B. Case '28
LACROSSE
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stanzas were played. The Bowdoin
frost} grabbed the lead in the first
extra period; but tgafti MIT rallied
to everr mattecs before Gfanaris's'cle-
ciding goal. Dick, Loughran, Ted
Sahdstrom. and "Rusty"* McMullen
contributed the other goals to the
winning effort.
In their victory over Tufts, Ihe
Cubs took a 5-0 lead at the end of
the third period, then coasted to an
easy win. Loughran tallied four
times, while assisting on two other
goals. Gianaris netted two markers,
as Ned Ross and Sandstrom added
one goal apiece.




My new store Ut
212 MAINE STREET, BRUNSWICK,
has these services to offer you:
• HOURS: 6:30 A.M. to 11 P.M. Daily. Open
Sundays 6:30 A.M to 11 P.M.






• FUND RAISING PROGRAMS FOR CHURCH,
CIVIC, FRATERNAL OR YOUTH GROUPS.
• FREE DELIVERY ON LARGE ORDERS.
__ For Prompt Service Dial 725-5696
_
'. Any Time Is Spudnut Time
The Harriet Beecher
STOWE HOUSE
Dining - Cocktail Lounge - Lodging
DINNER 5:45-9:00 LUNCH 11:45-2:00
BRUNSWICK, ME.FEDERAL ST.
NOES HARDWARE& APPLIANCES
While In Brunswick Make Us WW%







BOWDOIN CHARMS $2.00 and up
also
WEDGWOOD CHINA
Mai Morrell, Director of Athletics, congratulates Richard J. McGee of Fairfield as
Football Coach Pete Kosty looks on. McGee was named Assistant Football Coach
the past week.
Malcolm E. Morrell, Director of
Athletics Tuesday night announced
the appointment of Richard J.
(Dick) McGee of Fairfield, Maine,
as Assistant Football Coach.
McGee, honored by the Maine
High School Coaches Association
last month as Maine's football
"Coach of the Year," is currently
head football coach, assistant prin-
cipal and athletic director at Law-
rence High School in Fairfield.
His Lawrence High gridiron team
won eight games last fall, losing
only one — a close decision to John
Bapst of Bangor, the state Class B
schoolboy champion.
McGee has been a teacher, prin-
cipal, coach and recreation director
since receiving his B.S. in Educa-
tion degree in 1954 at the University
of Maine, where he was a letterman
end for three years and a Dean's
List student.
He was one -of the founders and
has served as President of the Pine
Tree Football Conference, a strong
Class B league. He has also been
President of the Kennebec Valley
Athletic Conference, Kennebec Val-
ley Coach of the Year, and a mem-
ber of the executive boards of Cen-
tral Maine Basketball Officials and
the Waterville Y.M.C.A. Youth
League.
His coaching experience includes
11 years as a head football coach,
two years as a head basketball
coach, two years as a head base-
ball coach and three years as a
head coach of track. He has also






by T. E. Eliot
Varsity Baseball: Trinity, 2:00 pjn.,
May 8; at Bates, May 11; New
f
Hampshire. 2:30 p.m., May 12.
Freshman Baseball: UMP, 2:00 p.m.,
—*-- May 8; New Hampshire, 2:30
p.m.. May 11.
Varsity, Lacrosse: at WPI, May 12.
Freshman Lacrosse: at St. Paul's,
May 8; at Kents Hill, May 11.
Varsity Track: State Meet at Bates,
May 8.
Freshman Track: |>ortland-Morse,
3:00 p.m., May 12.
Class of '66 Elects
Monday, the following stu-





Varsity Tennis: at Colby, May 8; at
Happy
Tvlame, May 1 It New Englands
A READING BY
THE ( i PLAYERS
At The Delta Sig House
FRIDAY, MAY 7
7:00 SHARP










150 Maine Street, Brunswick
725-7082
Freshman Tennis: Exeter, 3:00 p.m.
May 8; South Portland, 2:30
pjn., May 12.
Varsity Golf: State Series at Maine.
May 11; New England* at New
London, Conn.. May 13 and 14
Freshman Golf: at MCI, May 8; at
Colby, May 10.
THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT
IS LOOKING FOR A BELL
RINGER FOR THE COMING
ACADEMIC YEAR. ANYONE
INTERESTED SHOULD CON-
TACT mt "BECKWITH OF
THE DEPARTMENT.
New Meadows Inn
BATH ROAD " 443-3921
OPEN ALL YEAR









Dad! Mom! Please . . . lead the way
to the litter basket Use car litter-
bags, too. Make it a family project to
keep streets, highways litter-free.
KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL
PubliriMd at a public larvica in coop-
ention wit* Iks AdvartlsMif Council.
PARKVIEW
CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK








146 Maine Street. Branawtek
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Basebalb Team' Wins ,One, Loses Two
The,-, varsity Baseball » team, off to
: ©rife of"^ti best- starll£fti ;yWrsf;ran Into'
'- *ome trouble the past two. games' and
Wasi sidetracked in, its jeffor^t, to win the
state title. ' * •
Last Friday Bobby Butkus led the
Pular Bears to a T0-3 romp over MIT
as he collected two triples and a single
•The summary:
"Bowdoin" j 360 -003 31^-lD. i3 A
MIT* «. - 010' *20O -090-, 3"* 8 1-
The four errors the team made Fri-
day wejre an indication of what was to
come, for on Saturday Colby took ad-
vantage 'of our mistakes to score a 9-2
win in states series play. The Mules
Con.dos got three hits and Pappas two,
our otrly hits besides Mulloy's-sing1 :
The •summary : "4 "
Bowdoin-" 000 000 101-2 6*5
Colby 022 700 000-9 12 • £.
It was the same old story Tuesday —
errors — when Bates scored four runs
in the ninth to down Bowdoin 4-1. A
and drove in three runs. Bob Harring-
ton added a triple and a single to the
13-hit attack, while Pete Pappas had
two hits and three RBI's and Bruce
MacLean a triple. *
Sophomore Jeff Withe gave up three
runs on six hits in five innings, and
junior Dick Beaupre allewed but two
hits and no runs in four innings to
pick up the win*.
Bowdoin opened the scoring in the
first when Butkus tripled home Har-
rington, who had been hit by a pitch.
P'red Harlow then singled, Berle Schil-
ler was hit by a pitch to load the bases,
and Pappas' single drove in two more
runs.
In the sixth, Harrington's single
drove in Paul Mulloy. Bob then scored
on a wild pitch and Butkus, following
his second triple, came in on an error.
In the seventh, a walk to Pappas, bunts
by Paul Newman and Mulloy loaded
the bases. Beaupre's sacrifice fly scor-.
ed one run and Butku.s brought in two
more with # single.
MIT scored in the second when Ma-
zol'a and Ben Gikis had back-to-back
hits, a triple and a double. In the
fourth, Mike Ryba and Gikis, both of
whom had gotten on due to Bowdoin
errors, came in on a double by Rich
Papenhauser.
made five hits in a big fourth inning,
but what hurt most was Bowdoin's
three errors.
Colby scored first in the third when
Ken Reed walked, Harrington got on
through an error, Pete Haigis drove in
one run and Bill Snow's sacrifice fly
brought in the other.
Then came the fourth — Kimball
singled, Phillips got on by an error,
Manforte walked to load the bases,
Reed singled to score Kimball and Phil-
lips, and then Manforte came in
when Ed Berube reached base on an-
other error. Reed crossed home on a
single by Haigis. Singles by Snow, and
Pete Lardieri and the third Bowdoin
error brought home Berube, Haigis, and
Snow.
Mo Viens then relieved starter Ned
D'Entremont and shut out the Mules, as
did Bruce MacLean, who took over
when Viens went out for a pinchhitter.
. Bowdoin finally scored in the seventh
when Paul Newman reached base on a
fielder's choice, stole second, and came
in when Paul Mulloy singled. The other
run came in the ninth, inning when
Pete Pappas drove a home-run over the
right-field fence, the only extra base
hit of the game. ' . ._^__
pair of doubles plus four Bowdoin er-
rors gave the game to Bates.
Bob Butkus nursed a 1-0 lead for
eight innings, but in the ninth, only
two outs away from the win, gave up
doubles to Randy Bales and Mark
Schulkin, tying the score. Steve Eg-
berg got on by an error, and another
error allowed Jack Pickard to get on,
Schulkin scoring the winning run. Bill
MacNevin reached base on another er-
ror and Egberg scored. Butkus then
gave up his only walk of the game, and
a wild pitch allowed Pickard to come in.
The Bears scored in the second when
Pete Pappas tripled to left and was
driven in by Dave McNabb's single, ^
Bob Harrington, Bob Butkus, and
Fred Harlow all went hitless. Dick
Until the Bowdoin collapse in the
ninth the game had been, as tight a
pitcher's battle as one could want.
Krzynowek gave up both Bowdoin hits
and its run, while walking one and
striking out three. His reliever, Walen-
ski, the winner, walked one, struck
out two and gave up no hits. Butkus
walked cnly one, struck out eight, and
allowed only four hits.
The Bears, now 0-3 in state competi-
tion play Springfield this afternoon and
Trinity tomorrow, at home.
The summary: ;
Bowdoin 010 000 000-1 2 5
Bates 000 000 004-4 4 2
Golf, TennisT—Frosh Baseball
Maine tied up the state series golf
matches Tuesday as they scored 17
points to 16 for Bowdoin. The over-all
total stands at'36 points each; Bates is
third with 19 and Colby has, 17.
The summarv:
-— Maine — Lafaaise,^=178r Ladd,r 3^81rTolev
1-87; Viger, 3-82; Martin, 0-93; McGowan,
1 -93 ; Blue , 2-87; Strokes, 0-596 . Team-
points, 17.
Bowdoin — McDowell, 0-84; Wieners, 1-
84; Baxter, 3-82; Purola, 2-83; Smith, 1-
85; Neary, 0-94; Sewall, 3-84; Strokes, 4-
602. Team points, 16.
The varsity tennis team lost only one
singles match and one doubles as they
trounced Bates 7-2 Wednesday.
The summary:
Singles .— Beebe (BA) beat Smith, 6-2
4-6, 6-4; Steve Hecht (BO) beat Dodds, 6-0,
6-2; Phil Bradley (BO) beat Blank, 6-2, 6-2;
Hugh Hardcastle (BO) beat Garfield, 6-2,
6-2; Cy Allen (BO) beat Herzog, 6-4, 4-6,
6-4; Roger Hinchcliffe <B> beat Heckman,
6-4, 6-3.
Doubles — Hecht and Smith (BO) beat
Beebe and Dodds, 6-2, 2-6, 6-3; HardcasUe
and Bradley (BO) beat Blank and Garfield,
6-2, 6-3; Fredericks and Harkness (BA) beat
Piatt and Kendall, 6-0, 6-8, 6-1.
Over MCI
Bob Patterson's fino pitching and
Bob Giard's timely hitting led the Bow-
doin freshman baseball team to its first
victory of the season Wednesday, de-
feating Maine Central Institute 4 to 1.
^oach Tiay Bicknell's forces looked
much shtrper than in their two losses.
*.<=#?
Freshmen
Last Friday the freshman tennis team
defeated the. University of Maine at
Portland, 8-2. The summary:
Singles, — Goldfarb, B, -beat Robertson,
6-2. 6-0; Ginn, UMP, beat Thompson, 6-4,
0-6, 8-6; Fortune, B, beat Karam, 6-0, 64;
Miller, B, beat Cushman. 6-2. 6-0; Collier, B,
beat. Coleman, 7 T 5, 6 4; Qass, UMP, beat
Haves, 6-3, 6-3. —
Doubles — Gcld.'arb and Thompson, B,.
beat Robinson and Ginn, 2-6, 6-2. 8-6; For-
tune and Parthow, B, beat Karam and Cote.
8-6. 6-4; Miller and Collier, B„ beat Cush-
man and Cowman, 6-2, 6-3.
The freshman golf team downed the
University of Maine 3-2 Wednesday.
The summary:
Barbour.(M) beat Reed, 5-4
Smith (B) beat Nason, 4-3
Small imj beat Rounds, 1 up
Bettman <B» beat Nadeau, 3-2
Cameron (B) beat Adams, 3-1
Patterson was hurling a four-hit
shutout until he surrendered two hits
and a run, in the ninth inning, bu\,
finished strongly by getting opposing
pitcher Bill Fiske to rap into a double
play. Giard, Patterson's batterymate,
delivered two extra base hits to drive
in three of Bowdoin's four tallies.
The Bowdoin frosh started quickly
with a run in the first inning on singles
by Richie Benedetto and shortstop
Charlie Belanger and a double by
Giard. The lead was increased to three
runs in the third as Benedetto again
reached on a base hit to start the rally.
After Belanger walked and cleanup
man Doug Brown fanned, Giard con-
nected with a slow curve and belted
a triple to deep right-centerfield. Pat-
terson knocked in the final Bowdoin
run in the fourth inning after Roger
Raffetto had singled and stolen second
base.
Patterson sailed through the first
eight frames without allowing an MCI
man to re'+ch third base. Then Ted
Taouette opened the ninth with a single,
moved, to second on an infield out, arid
scored on Rogers' sharp single to cen-
terfield.
Patterson struck out seven and walk-
ed five while enroute to his first vic-
tory of the season. Fiske also turned
in a creditable performance, allowing
eight hits, walking two, and whiffing
eight- Bojvdoin hitters. The freshmen
will face their toughest stretch of the
year in the next six. days as they play
four games.
Bowdoin Defending Against MIT.
MIT Track Over
Varsity, Frosh''
The Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology scored a double -track victory
over Bowdoin Saturday, beating the
varsity 81-60 and the freshmen 92-41.
In tne varsity meet MIT'S almost com-
plete supremacy in the running events
overcame a similarfJowdorn superiority
in the weight events. MIT swept the
880, mile, two-mile, and triple jump.
Ray Bird was the only Bowdoin man
to win a running event; he tool$ the
100 in 10.4 seconds. Branny Leishman
and Gil Ekdahl took first and second in
the pole vault, an event in which MIT
entered no competitors. The Polar
Bears swept all four weight events.
Alex Schulten led the way in the ham-
mer with a fine 196' W/2 " effort, fol-
lowed by. Steve Ingram and Max
Willscher. Mike McCutcheon came up
with his best throw of the year 144' 3"
to take first place in the discus, Schul-
ten and Ingram taking second and
third.Xoggins, Stocking, and Willscher
swept the shot, and Stocking (172' 6"),
Ingram, and Arbour did the same in
the javelin. McCutcheon's discus throw
and Steve Ingram's third place finish
in the high hurdles were the two best
personal efforts of the day. A strained
muscle kept Pete Good out of the lat-
ter event.
Charlie Hews continued to improve
in the shot and discus. He put the shot
47' 5" and threw the discus 144' 8".
Hews also won the javelin by default
and^ took second in the hammer. Mort
Soule won two events: the 100 in 10.4
and the 440-yd hurdles in 59.4. The
only other Bowdoin victory in the
freshman meet was that of John Keat-
ing in the 440.
The freshman track team lost a tri-
angular meet Wednesday to Hebron
and MCI, scoring 39 points to Hebron's
84 and MCI's 42. The summary:
FRESHMEN LOSE TO HEBRON, MCI
The freshman team lost a triangular
meet Wednesday to Hebron and MCI,
scoring 39 points to Hebron's 84 and
A"lv-/1 o **£.. v/Ilvc again, llic Iraiii Wpa ICC1
by Charlie Hews, who won the discus
(145'8") and the shot (56' 10"). Mort
Soule took the 100 <10.4), and 220
(22.8), and picked up a second in the
220 low hurdles. John Keating was the
only other freshman winner as he led the
440- with a time of 53.9.
Lacrosse Team Romps After 2 Losses;
Freshmen Win Twice ~
Coach Nels Corey's varsity lacrosse
team took out all its frustrations Thurs-
day at Pickard Field as it slaughtered
New England College, 23-5. It was the
third win of the year for the team as
against eight losses.
Drew Spalding paced the attack with
two goals and four assists. Brian Murphy
had four goals and Bill Allen and Bob
Mitchell each added three, as the entrie
team saw action. Goalie Bob Dakin has
seen rougher afternoons.
One of those afternoons car.ie last
Saturday as the varsity lost to a strong
MIT team, 10-3. Art Van Walsborg head-
ed the victors with three goals, while
Brian Murphy, Bill Allen and Droop
Spalding tallied for. Bowdoin.
MIT took a 2-1 first period lead, added
two goals in both the second and third
quarters and finished with four more in
the final frame. Dave Driscoll scored
twice for Tech and five more players
added one each. Bucky Teeter and Allen
picked up assists for us.
Tuesday afternoon at Pickard Field
the team lost to Tufts, 7-3. The Jumbos
grabbed a quick 3-0 first period lead, add-
ed one in the second and three more in
the fourth.
Once again the Bears just could not
get their offense started, as they man-
aged a total of only seven shots, includ-
ing the goals. Bill Allen had two goals
and Bob Mitchell got the third. Bob
Dakin and Charlie Barbour shared a busy





Charlie Gianaris's goal with sixteen
seconds left in the second overtime
period gave Bowdoin's freshman la-
crosse team its first victory in history
over a college opponent, a 5 to 4 tri-
umph over the MIT Engineers, Satur-
day. On Wednesday Sid Watson's squad
resoundjnjgrly defeated the Tufts fresh-
men 8 to 3 to extend its current un-
beaten string to three games.
Gianaris's clutch goal, his second of
the contest, resulted from a quick shot
which just beat the MIT goalie. It
climaxed a tight struggle which was
tied many times. Bowdoin took a 1-0
advantage, but MIT knotted the count
at 2-2 at the halfway point. The En-
gineers gained a short-lived one-goal
lead in the third period before the
Cubs sent it into overtime. Under la-
crosse regulations two five-minute
(Continued on page 7)
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Circular File
Unreal!" - Stubbins; "Fantastic!" - Coles
"The
. . . .Thing's Sinking!" - Willy
Beauford T. Chestnut, the world's foremost authority on Aroostook
County watercress, will deliver a public lecture oh Monday, June 23.
Mr. Chestnut, Director of the Eastern Maine Watercress Growers
Association, will speak under the auspices of the Political Forum at 700
a.m. in the Curtis Pool. The public is cordially invited to attend.
*t *
* * * * •
Interfalth Council announced that William H. Johnson, Assistant
Professor of Religion at Bob Jones University, will deliver a frcture in
the Senior Center kitchen May 2.
Dr. Johnson will speak at 8:00 a.m. on the subject "Religious Over-
tones in Books by Maxwell Kenton." A short illustrative film will ac-
company, the lecture. _. ___. ,...,,', - : - ' -
,
Brunswick, Me. — It was report-
ed today that Brunswick may soon
become the east-coast tourist mec-
ca. Reports filtering in from im-
peccable sources close to the high-
er-ups at Bowdoin College indi-
cate that the Cenozoic sands under-
lying the College's $2 million
Senior Center are beginning to
shift. If the report proves true,
Bowdoin will be the proud owner
of the world's only sub-sub-sub-
sub




President James L. Cole announced the appointment of John Cle- sub-sub-sub-sub-sub-basement. ^
land as Instructor in the Department of English for the '65-'66 academic
year. Mr. Cleland prepared at Hill school, and has earned the publish-
ing industry's coveted "Fanny" award for his first novel. The "Fanny" is
given to the most wholesome first novel by anyone anywhere.
One of the most outstanding lecturers in the country will be speak-
ing at Pickard Theater, it was announced today by the Faculty Com-
mittee on Guest Lecturers.
He has been received by the heads of all the major nations for his
monumental achievements and is the only man to have been awarded
both the Pulitzer and Nobel Prizes two years in succession. Crackers
and cider wlU.be served, along with a film. The public is cordial
Professor Wolfgang Mozart, of the Department of Biology has been
chosen a recipient of the 1965 Modern American Dentists Chiropodists
Authors and Publishers (MADCAP) Award In Composition.
A member of the faculty since September, Dr. Mozart has announced
that he will be leaving at the end (Jfclhe year.
• • * *
. *
.
Mr. Albert L. Bater. noted music interpreter, will offer his views on
the Brilliant young German musician, Wolfgang "Print Von Umlaut
and his latest composition, "Dis 1st ein shtick," Sunday May 16 at
10:00 pjn. in the lounge of the heating plant. Mr. Bater! whose'most
recent work was an article entitled "Examination of the preludes and
fugues and pianissamos in R.M.P. Humphrey Lewis-Grentzer Spvacke's
epic tonal and atonal poem "Ecccccch," hails Mr. Umlaut as one of the
"real up-and-cbmers in the classical field. He has .the unique ability of
combining exquisite polyphonic variations built upon a regimented .tub-
tonal A-flat production with superbly delicate contrapuntal elements. His
monothematicism is above reproach."
Professor John Hamilton Woogestraat will deliver an address en-
titled "Is the Speech Teacher a Misnomer?" nr Smith Auditorium Satur-
day, May 22, at 7:00 pjn. Professor Woogestraat recently had published
his novel Lincoln and the Gettysburg Address: Attitudinal Meanings
Conveyed by Intonational Contours. All speech students must attend or
else make a recording explaining why they will not be able to be ther>
*...*' V • * • «
Rumor has it that the Duke "of Edinburgh will speak to the PoliticalForum Tuesday night in the Senior Center. The Prince's subject will be
work, and how to avoid it. The rumor that Governor Reed will fight
Floyd Patterson for the right to meet the winner of the Clay-Liston
bout remains a rumor, however.
• • • * *
.
'.
HELP STAMP OUT COMMUNISM!
Yes, you can help rid our nation of this plague. The Orient is plan-
ning a series of hard-hitting, devastating articles designed to unmask the
Communists on this and other campuses across the state.
And YOU can help. Simply send all contributions to the Bowdoin
Orient, Moore Hall, Brunswick, Maine.
* • • • .
Monday night at 7:64 m.p., the drawing for the owner of the Senior
Center will be held. Admission is free, so please pay at the door•-"'••
• » • •
.
,
227 undergraduates - well over one-fourth the total enrollment -
have been notified of their failure in Physical Education I-II Director
of Physical Education, Melvin Q. Sabaassteeannskey. Esq. said the listincludes 88 Seniors, 55 Juniors, 29 Sophomores, 54 Freshmen and one
foreign student studying under the College's "Bowdoin Plan
"'
* • • •
. •
Jean Paul Satre MacKey announced that French 3-4 students may
pick up their hour exams that were tajcen on October 31 1964 if thev
still want them. ' ' J
Transylvannia. University, located in Chagrin Falls, North Dakota
is offering a couree in bloodletting and witchcraft which is supposed to
give students an insight into sophisticated after-dinner entertainment
When first built, the College was
warned that the Senior Center, af-
fectionately referred to as "Babel"'
by the students, was on shaky
ground. Disregarding all warnings,
the College went ahead building to
greater heights.
One night in mid-October, omin-
ous rumblings were heard a* the
Center." In the morning people
were amazed to see that the
Center was- in the hole. Realizing
the tremendous import of the oc-
currence, the College was quirk to
capitalize on such a windfall and
began setting up souvenir stands
and conducting guided tours
through the now-descending shaft.
The inhabitants of the Center
remained unconcerned. They con-
tinued their daily activities despite
the tower's 10 -degree lean ' to the
left.
At its present rate of descent, the
Center should hit rock bottom in
a few years. The College, however,
is not dismayed: it 4s planning to
turn the Center complex into a
bomb shelter as part of its public
service policy.
ine College Geology Department
has established an observation post
on what used to be the ground,
floor in Order to study, first Tiand,
the stratigraphy of the Brunswick
region. Except for a few koprolites.
the Center is built mainly on gla-
cial droppings, so the search should
prove quite uninteresting.
In order to fully cover the mo-
mentous descent of the Senior
Center, the College News Service
has moved its offices to the Center.
thus enabling it to give hourly
press-releases on the tower's prog-
ress.
To celebrate the disappearance of
the Center, the College has com-
missioned a well-known composer,
whose name has not yet been of-
ficially revealed, to write a special
score entitled "Mazeltov." Accord-
ing to reliable sources, the sym-
phony for jack-hammer, glass har-
monica, and sump pump sounds
faintly remininscent of "Nearer My
God to Thee."
Religious Pressure Forces
Bowdoin To Co Co-Ed
It's Too Late Now!
Professor Donald Adam has had so much trouble with his Volkswa-enbus as of late, that he had a complete overhaul done on it. DeeGee added
a new muffler guaranteed to save 15% on gas, new points and plugs
guaranteed to save 25% on gas. a new transmission which saves him 30'/
a new fuel pump that saves 30'/, on gas, and a new cooling system guar-'
anteed to save 20% on gas. Now poor Doc Adam has to stop every 30
miles to ball out the extra gas.
• » * 6 „
Would you like to be excused from
the Chapel requirements for the
next two years? In another excit-
ing contest from Mass. Hall, this
is the first prize. All you have to
do is identify the man in this pic-
ture. The first correct answer re-
ceived at the Orient will be award-
ed the grand prize. Only those stu-
dents who have fullfllled their
Chapel requirements for this past
year are qualified.
Speaking of The Scarlet Letter,
Hester, how's your A?
Bowdoin College, always a leader
in educational innovations, as ex-
emplified by the Senior Center
and the Honor System, will be the
scene of even more startling in-
novations this fall. In keeping with
the tradition of the "need for Bow-
doin as a Christian college," 89%
of the student body, some 717 stu-
dents, will not be permitted to
register this fall because of their
deficiency in chapel and vesper at-
tendance.
In addition, the entire class of
1969, including all 450 who received
acceptances April 15 and who all
indicated their intention to attend
Bowdoin, have been sent notices of
rejection on the grounds that in-
vestigation into their religious back-
grounds has revealed a drastic
lack of regular attendance at serv-
ices of their own faith.
Upon the publication of this
statement, an administration spokes-
man Issued the Tollowing state-
ment:
| "The action of the College in re-
cusing to register students whose
flagrant and premeditated disregard
for both the traditions and regula-
tions of the College, is the only
one which can be taken consistent
with th*e aims of the" College. To
undertake the education of stu-
dents and effectually promote vir-
tue and piety' these students re-
fuse to acknowledge the help and
guidance of God' would be hypoc-
risy,"
"The College wishes it made
clear that this decision has been
reached with great reluctance and
only after lengthy deliberations
upon the part of the faculty and
Governing Boards. Furthermore, the
action is not being made without
some hardship to the College itself.
Since the substantially reduced stu-
dent body will greatly diminish
the funds available to the College,
the faculty, in a noteworthy show
of faith and confidence In the fu-
ture of this institution, has voted
to reduce its -own salaries 25';. A
moratorium in hiring new instruc-
tors and purchases of ' books for
(Continued on page 2>
Prof. Favors
Loose Morals
Professor Henry S. Terile spoke
this past Wednesday evening on the
New Sexual Morality on the Col-
lege Campus. To begin his argu-
ment, he stated that, "There has
been a definite change over the
past decade concerning morals on
the campus Ten years ago there
was a great deal of liscense in con-
nection with both the injudicious
use of alcohol, and with indiscreet
sexual behavior." It is Professor
Terue's opinion that today's col-
lege students no longer worry about
such worldly matters.
In expanding this point, he spoke
of several members of the Class of
'69, with whom he has had inti-
mate contact. It seems that these
students, both females and males,
have repeatedly reassured Profes-
sor Terile that their only interests
are in their studies. He noted
achievements in the fields of ana-
tomy, biology, marriage relations,
astronomy, and numerous other
courses with mixed groups of stu-
dents similar to those mentioned
above.
It is his contention that the new
morality is, in essence, a movement
back to the Victorian Era. In his
examples he made reference to
many of the authors of the time,
who are well known as symbols of
the age. Among the authors men-
tioned were Thomas Hardy (Tess of
the JVUrbervilles, and Jude the Ob-"
scure>, whose novels pictured the
virtues of the younger generation
of the period: Sigmund Freud,
whose great work on Association
aptly expressed the feelings oi the"
age: and Lord Byran. whose Don
Juan did so much to bring about a
greater appreciation of the beauties
of human life, and human love.
Professor Terile bacb d . his
assertions with some verj
sive facts-concerning collfgi
(Continued on pajre 7
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CHAPEL STORY •
(Continued from page 1 )
iheHlbrary collection has also been
" voted."
"Additional ^expenses which the
College will Incur as a result of the
firm and- resoIuWstand^ it-has taken
will result ,from the < first • rewriting
of the catalogue in 25 years, since
the Chapel has obviously ceased to
be "a symbol of Alma Mater to
thousands of Bowdoin men.'"
Theadministration statement was
promptly followed by a report by an
ad hoc committee of the faculty
and students advocating changes in
the present situation to ease the
problems caused by the action.
Among its recommendations is the
discontinuance of the renovation of
the dormitories. Maine Hall, pre-
senting a solid, imposing facade
but possessing a hollow interior,
would be left as a monument.
A second committee, composed of
all those who felt they should have
been on the first, but were not ask-
ed, came up with a plan of its own.
The class of '69, to be recruited
this summer, will be the first co-
educational class in the history of
Bowdoin College. This changeover
will be made with, only slight altera-
tions in physical plant. In the
dormitories, the fire-walls originally
separating each of the "ends" will
be rebuilt to separate male and fe-
male quarters. Four of the twelve
fraternities will be turned over to
sorority chapters, which will require
very little change in the appear-
ance of the houses, unnoticeabb in
some.
The Admissions Office has also
presented a proposal to perpetuate
the established traditions of the
College. Project '66 will be created,
which will seek to encourage re-
ligiously-deprived students to apply
to Bowdoin. Thus, next Spring Re-
cess, undergraduates will acquaint
high school students with the
wholesome, sober, Christian atmos-
phere of Bowdoin. Its efforts will
be
, concentrated in the Bible Belt
of the Midwest and South.
Repercussioni^aused by the de-
cision to expel these studentAhave
already begun ^o be felt. Almost im-
mediately, * word was received that
'Bob Jones University, Greenville,
S. O, was severing all academic
ties with Bowdoin, including ac-
ceptance of transfer and graduate
students or the hiring of instruc-
tors associated at any time with
the College. This was based, ac-
cording to a Bob Jones spokesman,
on the "apparent rejection of fun-
damental Christian principles by
Bowdoin College, as evidenced by
the decidedly un-Christian behavior
of the student body, in not recog-
nizing the finality and superiority
of conservative Christianity."
On the part of the student body,
the immediate reaction was the
distribution of a "We Protest"
broadside, enumerating the abuses
of the chapel program. The frater-
nities then voted unanimously for
a mass demonstration to march on
Massachusetts Hall. Leaders claim-
ed a turnout of 760, while a re-
liable "source put the figure closer
to 37. All the demonstrators appar-
ently were students who have ful-
filled chapel-
-attendance * require-
,ments. The students actually affect-
ed seem to have felt no great neces-
sity to stay around and have left
campus. One was reported mutter-
ing over and over as he walked to-
wards the Stowe Travel Agency,
"Just think how great this will look




The Great Northern Polar Bear
likes cold water.
French red wine will have a
crimson tint to it this year.
NE5D CASH? Send your old gold
to me, G. Finger, c/o Box 007,
Cactus Station, Nebraska. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed or else.
SALE
Famous makers' higher priced white dinner jackets —
brand new, in regulars, shorts, and longs. Limited
It can now be reported that Ivies
1965 will be the last Bowdoin week-
end to be governed by the stringent
social rules that are in effect for
three-quarters of the college. Quite
by accident this reporter learned
that the administration is making
final plans to overhaul and abso-
lutely revolutionize the present pro-
gram so that Bowdoin next year
will boast the most modern social
environment on the East Coast. In
a company report that appeared
last week in the Journal, it was re-
ported that the Advance Warning
Signal Corporation of Chicago is
under contract to produce a pio-
neering detection device for use "in
a small New England liberal arts
college." This reporter, playing a
hunch, called Advance and discov-
ered that the college described is
Bowdoin and that the device is
just part of an amazing electronic
system to be installed this summer.
The vice president-promotion de-
partment at Advance, obviously un-
aware that the program is still
confidential, sent me an outline of
the forthcoming changes as devel-
oped by the college, the electronics
company, and a New York Public
relations firm ; the program manual,
disguised under the title, "Swing
Just So, Sweet Harriet" can be sum-
marized by the following innovating
points:
1. Two months before changes are
announced a series of sex lec-
tures are to be held which will
expose the rotten practices of
todays youth. (Swinging cele-
bates should be used in order
to establish rapport — keep the
administration out; use profes-
sional agitators only — PR
man's accepted suggestion).
2. Recruit ten students who love
regulation (sponsor essay con-
test on the virtues of an honor
system; your ten most enthusi-
astic endorsers are your men).
Plant them in sex lecture au-
diences; arrange that they dine
with lecturers. They will become
disgusted with the horrible abvss
of immorality that their cronies
have fallen into, and they will
want, to do something :
Is "too late." Inspired by the
honor system, they will agitate
for a committee — A CODE
COMMITTEE is formed.
3. CODE COMMITTEE report finds
that students are a disgrace to
the college. CODE declares that
students have no right to be a
disgrace to college. SOCIAL
CODE proposed by CODE COM-
MITTEI to Student Council.
SOCIAL CODE passed unani-
: mously outlawing social immor-
ality anywhere, anytime, by any
student upon penalty of separa-
tion. To be policed by students.
Administration congratulates
students for initiative and con-
cern.
4. Hold elections to elect 48 stu-
dent morality watchdogs. Have
electee sign pledges of celebacy.
Sponsor essay contest: The evils
of carnality.
5. Install 250 dialless red hotline
phones in dormitories, quad-
rangles, football fields etc., for
use in reporting social rule in-
fractions. Phones connect simul-
taneously with President, Dean,
and Public relation director,
1 through central switchboard
which pinpoints crisis area. Lift-
ing receiver at site of mishap
flashes all campus lights for 240
seconds to announce offence,
activates ultra-high whistle
which in turn releases blood-
hounds to hold offenders at bay,
and sends small missile flares
into air to mark disaster area
in case of inclement weather.
6. From Advance Warning Signal
Corporation 25,000 warning de-
vices are purchased. The device,
the size of a half dollar, is at-
tached to every piece of furni-
ture in dormitory and fraternity
rc;rro, chairs and sofas- especial-
ly. When body touches furniture .
device starts time clock. If after
five minutes weight is still exert-
ed on furniture piece, stereo-
phonic sound system is activated
with the voice of Boris Karloff
reading excerpts from sex lec-
ture speeches and student es-
says. If after thirty seconds no
response to warning is recorded,
i the entire college sound system
siiyaietLjaruLaJ»A annou
er informs students that suspi-
cious activities may be going
on in room such and such. De-
vice at this point activates clos-
ed circuit television camera in
suspicious room and the picture
is flashed simultaneously to
Electronic Central as well as
The Presidents, Deans and Pub-
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It is always disillusioning to find that there is not much in-
terest in something that one feels is very worthwhile. In the
finararticle last year it was stated >that the worth of the pro-
gram would be measured by the response and interest of the
students. According to this measure the program is of worth
only to those directly involved and concerned with the grebling.
This feeling was supported by the appearance of only four hun-
dred undergraduates last Sunday evening to hear a report on
the program. It would seem that the school has wasted its mon-
ey and effort in arranging and supporting the program, as well
as having noted speakers on the subject appear on campus, and
address the college community. Despite these activities, and
the warm response given the lecturers, there were only four
hundred undergraduates interested enough in the problem to
attend a meeting dealing with the college's role in this area.
It is heartening, however, to learn that the efforts of the
students in this area have neither been effective nor unrecog-
nized. The project has been deemed a success, and many people
-are looking forward to its continuation next year. The success
of the program is perhaps best illustrated by the fact, ironic
by nature, that the school will be limited in the number of stu-
dents participating in the program because of the number of
other schools which have expressed interest in the same or
similar programs.
It is also heartening to see that those students who are in-
terested are genuinely interested, and have worthwhile ideas
about the scope of the organization on the campus. Those in
attendance at the meeting decided that rather than become
affiliated with some national group or other, the needs of the
students would be better served by maintaining the indepen-
dence and autonomy of the local group, which could then co-
ordinate all the various activities on the campus. There will
also be expanded activities in other areas as well as a cen-
tralization of all information of relevance to the program from
other similarly interested schools, in pur own section as well
as in other parts of the country. It was voted that no informa-
tion .from foreign countries or Canada would be accepted.
Concrete plans are now being made for further meetings,
and there was a meeting held last Sunday for all those in-
terested in helping to plan the upcoming meetings. The time
and place of further meetings will be announced shortly. In
the meantime it is urged that each of the four hundred who were
in attendance at the meeting bring a friend to the next meeting,
so that we can have full attendance from the campus. This will
not work if the friend you bring was also at the last meeting,
2^^^^«^1SQ^232£^:
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so be careful and be a little discriminate. Shoddiness at this
stage is sure to find its counterpart as we progress, and can not
be tolerated in later stages.
Perhaps there are good and logical reasons why there were
only four hundred students at last Sunday night's meeting, be-
sides lack of interest. Perhaps this is not one of the most
pressing as well as interesting problems facing the country to-
day. Perhaps the students on this campus would rather com-
plain about their isolation from the world than become involved
and interested in and informed about one of its primary con-
cerns. If a group is utilized only by those students who have
already shoAin an interest, it will be utilized only by those stu-
dents who have already shown an interest. They will benefit, but
the rest of the students on campus will have forfeited a genu-
inely exciting and interesting opportunity. It is. to be hoped,
with all sincerity, that this unfortunate circumstance will not
be the case.
Charles Coleman of Wheadlesville,
Indiana holds the worlds spindling
record at 223 1/4.
The American Association of Brunswick, Maine has a larger
Publishers report that in the first population than in the spring,
four months of 1965 most news-
papers were printed on newsprint.








orrhagica purpura is not contagious.
The Bolivian Agricultural Depart-
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^ Horror/
.We are: horrified ,j*t the growing -amount of violence on
campus^ and especially 'at the refusal of" (Stfeens to Sterne to the
To The Editor
fti DeevEdior, '
Da 'dear Mr. j0d%. I wood jus like
td'say dat I am in one-hunred ,*%"
rfU ot persons » dis.re*. rA. recently ., ta „i8„, wc Served gjfig, *5ft£*$'fc
several members of the Bowdoin community being assaulted between da 2) agreemend wit Mr.
by the Brunswick SS Police agents, just outside the left perime- ' Pays00 '*5 sugestion dat we strenthen
ter. These hapless students were lawfully engaged in the trans-
porta t ions! liquid survival matter when they swarmed in upon
by the blue, and helplessly assaulted and disarmed of their
the R.O.T.C. pogram here at Bodin.
I tink we hava to doo dis to watch
out for da rotten pinkies and eom-
mies and udder bad guys aroun.
I noticed like he said dat a lotta da
guys aroun* here jus don't seem to
take da R.O.T.C. seriosly very much.
I don't unerstan especialy sines we
have to watch out for the rotten
meditation quadrangle and were caught by the campus dogs plnkies and commies and udder bad
and dragged off to some unknown spot (rumors report that guys aroun. I like da rifle team
there have been strange noises coming out from under the foun- BanR ' bang - RifLs are ^ood since
dation of the new gym). This reign of horror must come to a
matter. Furthermore there have been a number of strange dis-
appearances around the area of the Chapel. Reportedly a
number of chapelly delinquent students tried to get near the
grinding halt, and we strongly urge everyone, everywhere, and
in every circumstance to help hold back this fast rising right
wing movement on campus, which, if it is not checked, will lead
us all to a non-utopian end. Church and state can never be
compromised and violence can not and must not be substituted
for compromise. So there.
Disbelief
We strongly question the point made by last week's lec-
turer on that extraordinary point. He has attempted to lead
us to believe that the point he made is that which he intended
they help us to kill the rotten
pinkies an commies an udder bad
guys. Bang, bang, boom, crash,
ROAR. A librel-arts college is jus da
place to start learnin about these
army tings. I betcha we're gonna
have another war pretty soon to.
Bang, bang, rat-a tat-tat. That'll
give me an Mr. Payson a chance to
start shotin down dos rotten pinkie3
an commies an udder bad guys.
Where's dat gonna leave all da rest
Bowdoin has been my home for
the past four years .excluding, of
course, those short periods during
the vacations when I scrambled back
into the sticks to catch my breath
of use guys? You're gonna miss all and get away from the fast moving
da fun. Even if there ain't any war social life hare at Bowdoin, and so
you still can have fun in the army I will have to be as fair and open-
cause they give ya guns an bullets an minded as I can in appraising and
to make, but the essence of his dialogue was neither. Though nives an flamming flame throwers recounting some of the memories
— ain't dat rite Mr. Payson sir. You which will always come to mind
know wats a lotta fun to — in connection with Bowdoin.
marchin. Stomp, stomp. Jus da ud- Even before I arrived hers in the
der day when I was in the libry fall of 1961, I began meeting Bow-
tryin to read some words I could doin men, men who were already
hear the familiar ROARING Of what I was to become, or so I hoped
orders as the R.O.T.C. units march- at the time. The spring of my high
school senior year saw me invited
to a sub-freshman weekend. Never
having heard the term, "sub-fresh-
man" bsfore, I naturally assumed
we do not condone absurdity, the dilemna which he posed to us
was necessarily an acute one, and one with which we shall
probably never have to come to grips. But .nevertheless it is
exceedingly important that we at least misunderstand the verbal
'point de vivre' of this man. To believe, per se. is to believe
without relevance, and to believe without relevance is just about
as bad.
Curiosity
ed thru the canter of campus. Gosh
it looked like fun. All dem guys wit
guns an uniforms an stuff like dat.
I wish I coulda been wit dem. I was
wit dem for a while though until I that it was used in reference to very
We are most curious to know just what point is to be gain- flunked otta da R.O.T.C. in my promising and charming guests. It
ed from the abolition of the Board of Trustees and its replace- ^P* 1"" 1* vear - T^'8 the onlv thin took about a year for me to dls-
.1., r- uc , r.L/- ai * can '1 uherstan, Mr. Payson sir, cover my error. Then, during thement by the f acuity Student Death Committee. And we were why do you wanna make all the summer cf the same year, several
further surprised to learn that Massachucetts Hall is being mpved R.O.T.C. stuff hardar for guys- lik j » other fellows traveled all the way
to a new permanent location on Kent Island^The resignation of J me ^° wanna stay in the pogram? from some impressive city ( I laterdj ri , j r\ r. ,". , i im" T • ' Former R.O.T.C. Private found out that it was Bangor) toPresident Lolds. and Deans Landrink and-Gleesome is an- First Class, my little town, just to invite me to
other mystifying matter. We strongly urge these men to recon-
sider because we seriously question the political leanings of
the .new. president, Pierre LePoncho. and the two new deans,
Sgt. Edward P. K. (Knuckle) Xnose, and Miss Patricia "Pat"
M. 1. Kann. Though the new triumverate promised fewer
classes and more liberal everything, they have yet to indicate
Dan Dorman visit their frat house during rush-
— ing period. Whan I arrived, and had
my" luggage carried in by twelve
tendencies, great, toothy smiles, all of whom
where? I am no gung-ho flag wav-
^heir views on the extension of campus night-time parking to ing nut - but enough is enough. The
IMH «-.
,
TV n™.. b.n fa*, 12 , 1 tnVOI . m is <nU^^lrZ^T^S,
To the Editor:
Your leftist leaning
have gone far enough. How long do knew my name, I concluded that I
you think ycu can go on duping certainly was in a school where I
good AMERICAN citizens every- was wanted and liked.
After pledging to the Zete house
at 9:00 p.m. of the first night (As
you can sea, I played hard to get)
I was sure I had it mafe. This was,
unreasonable because it doesn't give the library grinds t'me to Lefty Stevenscn back in '56. If you c f course, because tha word "orieni
move their cars out in time. Any administration must come to do not exercise some restraint in tion" was also unknown tome.
grips with this problem first.
THE
BOWDOIN J. ORIENT
YOUR paper how can we freedom Three days later my formal
lov:ng citizens ever expect to get education began. I found out that
any justice from political south- Howie, good old Howie, was some-
paws such as Earl Warren and his thing called the "qrientation chair-
Volume xcv Friday, May 14, 1965 Number 10
THE STAFF
boys? Our great ship of state is
listing heavily to port and a bunch
of crazy Texans are not going to be
ab!e to right it. And speaking of
the right, you have been much too
generous to the conservative crack-
pots who are steering our stupid
*%:EtMJER Beal* .
, - * ' ' ' "
problems are dealt with very gen-
erously and fairly. I have known
several fellows who have been forced
to leave other schools because they
lacked funds and weren't dean's
list scholars. This is not so at Bow—
doin. Our man with the purse
strings, the people who work with
him and the college in financial
matters are worthy of the highest
praise and will always have my
respect. This I must assert in spite
of Mr. Wilder's saying that some
of his happiest college memories are
of times spent in the chapel.
In that same year, I made an-
other great discovery, and a very
traumatic one. I realized that I am
not a genius, that most dean's list
students aren't either, and that to
get off the dean's team and onto his
list required a lot of hard work.
The remaining two years of my
career at Bowdoin brought en-
lightenment in many diverse areas.
I don't think I will ever forget tha
way we had to complain until we
finally got rid of that #3 sand-
paper, which constituted our toilet
tissues in Coleman Hall. I don't
know where they ever found sucrrar^
quality paper as we had then,
certainly not in the stores for it
couldn't possibly sell on the open
market. At any rate, Delsey Deluxe
came in, the sandpaper went out,
and Coleman Hall sighed with
the pleasure. With the whet-
ting of my thirst for knowl-
edge, I determined to become more
observant of life and my environ-
ment. In some ways I was greatly
rewarded by the changes wrought in
me by an intellectual atmosphere.
I found, for example, that the best
drinking fountain on campus is in
the men's room of the Moulton
Union. This fountain sends out a
particularly full column of ^ool
water in such a way that it can be
consumed without any unwanted
gulps of air, which, we know, tends
to fill one prematurely while drink-
ing. Becoming observant had its
bad features though. I began notic-
ing a strange breed of crawling
monster in many buildings. Natural-
ly my curiosity led me to capture
cne of thesa things and to discover
its identity. It was what is com-
monly known as a silver fish, and
phobia about them. I have found
them in Gibson Hall, the library, the
union; they run in and out from
under the rug in the Peucinian
Room, and in Coleman Hall in the
lewest level, they run rampant. In
two years I have killed one hundred
thirty-eight, missed twenty-four,
and complained about all of them,
but to no avail — they still persist.
There must be a way to get rid of
them, but it Is probably expensive
;
thus, in order to include a con-
Associate Editor







Thomas H. Roche '65
Sports Editor
Peter E. Blankman '66
Board of Editors
Ranahan, Kay, Blankman
man, and that his real name was
'Mr. Howard Hinckly Dana, Junior,
Sir, from West Barrington, Rhode
Island, Sir, and don't you forget it.'
"
As you can see, this is a very long
name and learning it took me quite
a while, particularly since I had
country on a suicidal course down to learn about fifty other similar structive suggestion in this column,
blind man's bluff. Anytime that you names along with his. I was full of l 9™$°** to make the Janitors aware
are. ready to pull your head out of enthusiasm is spite of being a fresh- of ">e Pr°blem and issue eacn of
its proverbial hiding place and face man "fink" and managed to learn
the important issues squarely, I will everything about the school except
be much relieved. People such as where my classes Were being held;
General Potshot Walker, Gunnem this didn't really matter, though,
down GoMwater, and where's my because I was initiated anyway,
water gun Millar, are threats to the After a semester of learning on
great Socialist movement in this
the higher level I still flunked liberal-arts college, like Bowdoin, is
miserably crumbling nation of ours. math. 11 and was consequently ad- the Possibility of becoming acquaint-
And your mushy stand toward the vised at registration to take math. ed wltn faculty members who are
moderates of the middle is most 12. of course, I paled at the sug-
distressing. How can you possibly gestion. Still having a great fear
cf the administration and thinking
that I had to take a math course,
I murmured meekly "math. 14," hav-
ing gottsn the "word" that it was
a "gut." That course was so easy messv thing which has to be given
wagon, buster, or you'll get it. Lilly antj so interesting that Professor anc* which really doesn't represent
livered chickens like you in our Korgen observed me on one oc- the acquired knowledge of the stu-
rotten society are the venom of the casion jumping out the window in dent; but if one becomes idealistic
earth and you and everybody els.* rcstacy. During the rest of the- tncuBn to disregard the grades, a
gotta just get out. And just don't semester we became such good pals &ood graduate school is but a nice
you forget the words of the great that he flunked me draam. Somehow, the student here
Jane Austen, "What dreadful hot ^nd so, at the end of my fresh- has to transcend the bad points
weathsr we have! It keeps me in a man year
'
t had learned that "gut ab3ut grade-getting to enjoy
lend any support to these gut'ess
slobs who are neither here nor there.
Moderation is cowardice, cowardice
is moderation, and so what?
Ycu better get on The Band-
them a rubber mallet, with which
they may combat and perhaps keep
down the number which make it up
and out of the drains. Perhaps the
greatest reward which can come as
a result of attending a firje, small.
interested and interesting, both in
course work and extra-curricular
activities. This, unfortunately, takes
valuable time from the work load
and may lead to poorer grades. Many




continual state of inelegance
Sincerely,






THE BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COWAN Y
Professor A. P. Daggett, Mr. James P, Granger, Asa\Smith, Sandy Doig.
Bob Peterson. Pete Maurer, Lorry Weinstein, Tom Roche,
Dave Bottomy, and Keith Brooks
To the Editor:
I wcu'dn't line a barrel full of
dead fish with your newspaper.
Sincerely,
Luigio Sanitario
courses" are easy for some students, benefits of getting them. This is
that fraternity brothers actually accomplished in many cases by tak-
do fight with each other, that not ing courses with .really good pro-
all the other fellows in other fra- fessors, who stimulate both personal
ternities are "finks," that guvs who and professional interests in stu-
wear gray T-shirts^ play sports, dents who then attend lectures be-
To the Editor:
cause they want to, not because they
are afraid hot to. This then, can be
the reward, the grade as a consequ-
ence, not a precedence.
Pcur years have contained too
Pablished weakly whan clauei are held daring the Fall and Spring Semester by
use atadeata of Bowdoin College. Addreaa new* commiinicatiuns to the Editor and sub-
scription remraonic»iiun_» to the Business Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing Com-
•eny at the ORIENT Office in Moore Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine. En-
ured aa —toad daaa paatage paid at the poat office at Brunswick, Maine, The sub-
teription rata for one yaar is Five (16) dollars.
that it takes a lot of time to hitch-
hike to all of the girls schoo's in th_>
East, and that I should have studied
mora.
Sophomore year was the year of
great enlightenment. I discovered many good and bad experiences for
I would. Please send as many m,. wilder. At this point I would me torecord them all here, but they
copies as possible. like, very seriously, to say that we were all worth having, even sliding
Sincerely, are certainly fortunate to be at- int0 home plate on a motor scooter.
Mrs. Luigio Sanitario tending a college where financial









» fey Steve Kay .V
TVje interview below took place in the
basement of the Moulton Union, a room
Whiik was used, mt il the recent Spring
Recess, by Dr. Adam as an occasional
conference room. Dr. Adam projected
himself into the proper mood for the in-
terview by enlisting a student in a game
of pool.
K: Would you mind talking with me
about some matters of grave con-
cern facing the college and the
world at large, and perhaps ex-
plain your fascination for the
game of pocket billiards, Dr.
Adam?
A: Why, Steven I would be glad to
talk with you as soon as we can
...
: agree on one fundamental matter.
The game I play is not pocket bil-
liards, but POOL. The name
"pocket billiards" is an euphemism
coined by salesmen of pool tables
and equipment to make the game
seem attractive to housewives,
grade school students, and octo-
genarian Sunday School teachers.
You will do both of us a service
if you call the game by its real
name. A
K: As you imply, sir, the game has not




liberal education. They also repre-
sent the more frightening possi-
bilities of factionalism. Conceive,
if you will, of the magnitude of in-
ternecine warfare should the fra-
ternities begin to compete against
one another. The ancient and re-
vered war between the students
and the faculty 'might be supplant-
ed by an inter-fraternity competi-
tion. The very thought is appall-
ing. The' only course open is to
pass an ordinance prohibiting the
fraternities from supporting their
own pool ta'bles. Remind me to
bring that up sometime.. Eleven
across.
But the second floor of the frater-
nities have come under a great
deal of . .
.
I am very much distressed to have
to admit that you are quite correct,
but I urge you to remain undis-
mayed since this distorted image
is plainly the work of those ene-
mies of learning whose .vile denun-
ciations represent a breadth of
folly which can only make the sen-
sitive mind boggle. Jane Austen's
more affluent heroes retire after
every dinner party to the billiard
room where their behavior is ex-
emplary. Willie Hoppe achieved
the status of an American^iero.
But „even in tuxedoes "mmpy"
Lassiter and "Eddie the Bear" are
considered unfit models for our
youth. The latest popular expres-
sion of this national blindness to
the intellectual world found its
voice in a dunderhead named Pro-
fessor Harold Hill, "The Music
Man," who had the unmitigated
gall to suggest that "any boob can
shove a ball in a pocket!" Need I
say more? Can we take seriously
the testimony of a ninny who dafts
to sing
"1,2,3,4,5,6, pockets in a
table mark the difference between
a gentleman and a bum."
Fourteen bafl in the corner.
Steven, there is no price which one
can equitably assign to this game.
Like all of nature's great gifts,
pool is a thing of the spirit, not
measurable in monetary terms, itsr
devotees are not to be bought, nor
its pleasures measured in the crass
terms of the financial world. I am
certainly saddened by the thought
of a hastily imposed protective tar-
rif placing this game of games be-
yond the reach - of many of your
fine colleagues. Seven ball in the
side. Nor can I face with equani-
.
mity the prospect of having to sub-'
scribe additional funds for a pur-
suit so closely allied with the most
fundamental aims and goals of^a
truly liberal education. Seven all
the way down. Nonetheless; reali-
ty and its fiscal d emands -must
those who .find this a puzzling
phrase, but you. a regular partici-
pant in the contests, the tests of
human mettle xajMiied on' in this-'
room, are fully aware of the mani-
fold advantages this social inter-
course and friendly competition of-
fer a man. This exercise, pitting
The second floors are no different
from any other floors as far as
most of us are concerned. You
will find that if the students choose
to hide their pool tables on the
second floor we will find them as




Well, the Administration seems . . .
As far. as I. know. Steven, thepres-
ent, Administration has not declar-
ed its position on 'this particular
man against man, on totally equal
grounds, armed only with nearly
round balls and an almost straight
cue, forcing the participants to
call upon each unit of courage, vk
siort, and control of nerves, is the
very essence of the civilized con-
flict. Seven ball in the side. If
we can initiate a plan whereby the
participants can partake'of a glass
of sherry between racks we shall
matter of college policy. I have it
on good authority, though, that the
late President, Mr.- Sills, did, in
fact, make his views "clear. He
once declared that the Union was'
the one place "where the College
officially encourages dissipation
and vice.'' Hut let me urge you
not to be too harsh on a gentleman
^
r
and scholar whose many virtues
K:
K: I have heard that the. remodeled A
Union will have a new
A: A new pool room. Twelve ball cross
corner. Yes. Steven, a new pool .
room. I have seen the plans and
discussed the appointments of the
hall with those in charge. Glorious
new tables without popcorn ground
into the cloth, equipped with auto-
matic score counters to eliminate
the great host of backs strained by
reaching for those colored beads
strung irregularly over the present
tables. Seven ball in the side. The
college has, in a laudable example
of insight, chosen to continue and,
in fact, expand this most central
aspect of liberal education. Seven
ball cross side. The new tables
may even have beds covered with K:
a cloth colored "Sahara Beige" or
,?°.me such geographically exotic A:
hue. This should go far to elimin-
ate that pallor which has for years
characterized the complexions of
those who sacrifice the beneficial
rays of the sun to pursue this most
worthy activity.




somehow be served, and if funds
are not available from ordinary
sources, nor the more widely rec-
ognized aspects of the college ex-
perience elastic enough to absorb
the cost of this endeavor, then let
us demonstrate the savoir faire,
manners, up-bringing, in short the
good grace, to accept the dictates
of those in charge without more
fuss than we have in other, if less-
er, setbacks. Seven in the corner.
Now about the activities of the col-
lege ...
To what do you think I have been
addressing my remarks, young
whippersnapper? The recognition
of the massive^benefits to be de-
rived from this game is one of the
hallmarks of a progressive institu-
tion, and the College has fortunate-
ly chosen to align itself with the
finally indomitable forces of good.
It is impossible to overestimate the
manner in which steps like this im- \
press the influential members of
the learned fraternity throughout
the country. Seven ball cross bank.
Darn. And you should point with
pride to the firmness with which
your college faces the challenges
of the future and took its stand
with scarcely a quiver.
And now that the Amherst Report
has ...
Emerged with an impact which can
only be described as catacylsmic
for those institutions which had
not previously taken steps to as-
sure for their students the benefits K
of the truly-liberal education. The
report calls for changes to con- A;
tribute to the "civilizing effect" of
the college experience. There are
K:
A:
have reached a heretofore uni-
magined plateau of civilized be-
havior. We shall, in fact, have
approximated the genteel life of ]<
the Regency. How civilized, my
young fellow, can one be? A
K: Ah, certainly. Then you feel that
the Senior Center contributes ...
A: Some of our finest pool players, but
then one can only expect that the
experience, of four years will have
to tell in a pursuit so dependent
upon the skill of the players. Seven
ball- combination. This is not to
deprecate the skills with which
many of the freshmen arrive on
campus. Still, the finest player
^
here is a gentleman who has en-
joyed the advantages of four years
of the local' liberal education, sev-
eral months in the service of his
country, and a period as a teacher
of children so young as to be ig- y-.
norant of his skills. His maturity
and judgment have conspired to
raise him to his present state of
eminence, and only a mental block A:
against the seven ball stands be-
tween him and true greatness.
Three ball in the side. Four ball
in the corner. Should the Senior
Center install its own pool tables,
five ball all -the way, the result
could be little short of catastrophic
to thequality of the game here. Six
ball cross bank combination.
Where would the players in the
Union turn for leadership and ad-
vice? Seven ball straight in.
Darn. One shudders to think.
Speaking of fraternities, sir, as an
advisor do you
,^| .
The fraternities, Steven, represent
many fine, no . . . wonderful as-
pects of the college's offer of a
will have to serve to diminish our
disappointment on thits one partic-
ular. Six ball back here. Ahh.
. . ;
And the athletic program . . .
We have achieved the proper em-
phasis with the lone exception that
the admissions office seems to dis-
criminate against those sub-fresh-
men who show likelihood of mak-
ing the All-New England Nine-Ball
team.
_
Let me change the subject to in-
ternational affairs. About Viet-
nam . .
.
You are quite right in your as-
sumption about the Vietnamese.
Some of our finest players are for-
eign students, since the language
of pool is international, represent-
ing a bond which transcends na-
tional boundaries.
Certainly. Before 1 ask a few final
questions I'd like to thank you
for
. . .
You're entirely welcome, Steven. I
am only sorry that you chose so to
limit the boundaries of our discus-
sion. I should have enjoyed talk-
ing with you about some of the
other topics which seem to^have
such a solid hold on the imagina-
tions of the students at the Col-
lege. Or I'd have liked to discuss
any of the literary subjects which
provide conversational fodder, as
it were, for the mealtimes at the
several fraternities. Nonetheless,
Steven, it would certainly be an
infringement of your academic
freedom for me to dictate the
course of this exchange. In anj
event I must now attend to othet
matters, so if you will excusi
me. ...




Fit, Quality, a sense of Fashion...
...these make a man look well dressed. The very things
that set Lee tapered slacks apart We now have a wide
selection of Lee slacks in continental models (no belt
loops, no cuffs) and classic models, (with belt loops and
cuffs). Available in the latest colors and fabrics. San-
forized, color fast completely washable.
From
$4W T° $795 PER PAIR
READS' MEN'S
at
Casco Bay Country Store
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.A Sociological Epic
There has been much talk on
campus recently over the possibility
of establishing a sister school in
Topsham. Whether or not such ac-
tion would improve the intellectual
atmosphere around here is ir-
relevent; what is important is the
fact that a sister school would let
loose upon the unsuspecting Bow-
doin students a horde of husband-
hunting and pleasure-seeking fe-
males. Admittedly, this sounds good,
but if we examine the matter more
deeply we will find that numerous
problems will no doubt arise. These
problems must be brought into the
open so that we will know what we
are in for.
One of these problems will be that
of the oversexed college girl. The
issue is not whether the" Bowdoin
student will be able to concentrate
on his studies with a nymphomaniac
on the prowl; the big question is
how this poor girl can be saved
from her environment. Let's face it,
she wouldn't get much help around
here. And after all, we are above
all this cheap physical stuff by now.
An examination of a typical case
will show the dangers of the college
environment upon a girl who has
gone wrong. The study I refer to,
of course, is Amanda Moore's classic
sociological novel, The Yes Girl,
published by Tower Publications of
New York. In her epic investigation
of the wayward college girl, Miss
Moore traces the effect of society
upon the individual and shows that
the way humans behave is largely
determined by their relations to each
other and by their membership in
groups.
Diane, the heroine of the book, is
a voluptuous young college student,
(a type we would no doubt And at
our sister school) yet one who is
afraid of men. She has been dating
Sam, the ambitious editor of the
college newspaper, but is unsure
*
whether or hot he likes her a lot.
(Continued on page 8)
Talke
with Jim Hughes
Phyllis: Please come off your high
horse and return unto me. Life is
empty and is also a void without
you. All is forgTvehTEloise.
The - following letter was inter-
cepted In transit last Spring, and
since its contents are so relevant to
this particular weekend, It has been
printed in full. If the Writer wou'd
came to the Orient office, the
editors would be more than glad to
return his letter. It Is assumed that
the author was a snbfreshman last
Spring, but the signKore was illeg-
ible.
Sunday, May 17, 1061
Dear Mother & Father,
Mother, I told you that this was
the wrong weekend to visit Bowdoin
University. They had invited me for
the last weekend, and were very
surprised when I showed up Thurs-
day .afternoon. But the fellows here
were quite nice about the whole
thing. As they knew I was very em-
barrassed to have arrived a week
late, they tried to make me fesl




As I said, I got- here Thursday.' Im-
mediately the men in the fraternal
organization which I was visiting,
I believe the name was Phi Beta
Kappa, decided to take me to Bos-
ton. I was quite thrilled, as you
know how limited my opportunities
to travel have been. We attended a
concert in honor of Bowdoin, and it
was very impressive. The funny
thing though was that while every-
one kept referring to "pops," no-
body drank anything but alcoholic
beverages. This bothered me some-
what, as you probably realize, but
I did enjoy the music very much.
One of the young men was even so
kind as to let me accompany his
date back to the University. Her
name was Judith, and she was
quite nice. Evidently her date had
become ill, for she mentioned that
he had passed out, but when I ex-
pressed my concern she said he
would be fine in the morning. I
think he rode back in the luggagj
compartment of the car, but he did
not seem to mind.
Friday turned out to be" a fine
day, and I walked around the cam-
pus while the men at Phi Beta
Kappa tried to find another frater-
nity for me to visit. They thought
that would give me a broader view
PARKVIEW
CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
FREE ALTERATIONS
of college life, and I agreed with
them of course. But all the other
groups on campus seemed unwilling
to infringe on the rights of my
first choice. Phi Beta Kappa, so
I remained there. I was still with
Judith Friday evening (actually
everyone called her "Stella"), for
her date was feeling badljt yet, and
I went to another concert with her.
This one was at the University, and
there was dancing. However, Fri-
day night was not too enjoyable, for
Stella didn't want to waltz, but kept
speaking Of the "monkey" and the,
"fish." Maybe she simply liked
animals, but I was quite confused
about the whole thing.
Saturday morning dawned bright
and cheery, but everybody slept late
and.. I was alone until noon. Then
I discovered that we were going to
a beach party, and I was quite
excited. The weather was very good,
and most of the students were in
their Summer attire, but I felt it
only proper for me to keep on my
tie and jacket (after all I was only
a guest), so it was rather warm
on the beach. Once again there was
much imbibing, but I had forsesn
this and had some lemonade with
me. Stella had left early that morn-
ing. Evidently she lives on a farm,
for one fellow said that was where
she belonged. I should have told
her about our farm I guess* but
I failed to think of It.
I must tell you about Saturday
night though, for it was quite un-
usual. Supposedly it was a dance,
but I've never seen such goings-on.
Everybody jumped about like th?y
were crazy, and the whole affair
resembled a riot to me. One couple
was even jumping around on the
top of a table, and I don't see how
they kept fr,om falling off. I believe
they were both inebriated. As no-
body seemed to be noticing me, I left
early to go to bed. I had had quite
a full three days, and felt my sleep
was most important.
So you can both see what kind
of a visit I had-.-It- was very illumin-
ating, but I do not think that Phi
is the Tight place-tor^
me, even though they were so nice.
When I told them this they were
very disappointed, but they gave
me a list of ten other fraternities.
They said any one of them would
prove mutually more suitable. I
thought this very kind of them, and
am now looking forward to attend-
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, PROF. TERILE
(Continued from Pa^e 1)
lty. He said thj|t while there are
fewer virgins graduating.from col*-
lege than ten.'jjears ag(\ this Is due
\i$ the fact triat there are' guite a
* few mere non-virgins entering .col-
lege. It is his feeling that college
has a moderating affect on sexual
relations. In support of this state-
ment, Professor Henry S. Terile
^showed a chart which was produced
by Dr. James I. Dolittle. This chart
mathematically proved that if the
conversion from virgins to non-vir-
gins continued in college as rapidly
as it does before college, only .0021-
5739% of those girls who graduate
from college would be virgins. The
present figure of .00315739% shows
that the college experience has a
definite moderating effect.
In conclusion, Professor Terile
spoke about the strange phenomena
of consent under the influence. He
completely destroyed the imaginary
grounds for any such idea. He said
that this "nasty" thought crept into
the minds of administrators after
a "wild" faculty party in a small
rural college. It seems that two of
the professors' wives and two other
professors were involved in a little
game, and when caught in the act,
they pretended that" they were
heavily loaded, and were not re-
sponsible for their acts. From this
rather colorful incident, the entire
false idea that the students would
think of doing such an immoral
act was spread by lower elements
of the college community.
It was noted that during this part
of the speech that two history pro-
fessors, and the wives of two math
professors left the room rather red
facedly. There was no apparent ex-
planation for this rather hasty de-
parture on the part of these four
people. None of them could be
found afterwards for comment.
Professor Terile's final words were
of praise for today's college stu-
dents. He said that he wished that
he were capable of doing the same
things of which many of the more
versatile students were capable.
Needless to say, Professor , Terile's
speech was acclaimed as the best of
the recent lecture series.
Pyramid Mystery Solved !
!
Krasaifqsky Supports D,ean
Ed. Note: This article was written
for the Orient by Jyan K. Kasa-
nosky. Since his last literary mas-
terpiece (Orient, January 15), Ivan
has been a changed student. He
has finally learned lhe_ dean's
name, and has overcome his
terrible homesickness. His latest
effcrts have be.n in a much more
constructive field, as can be seen
:
irViha .following article.
May 1st is a rather important
date in the history of the world, for
this day marks the celebration, in
spring festivals, of the goddesses of
fertility of India and Egypt. In
1889 the Second Socialist Interna-
tional designated it as the holiday cf
radical labor. Because of this it has
been a very important day for the
people of the USSR. —
However, this notoriety has com-
pletely overshadowed another great
date in tha development of modern
man, May 3rd. I realize that every-
one must be asking themselves
what in the name of Vladivostok is
important about May 3. First of all,
it is the birthday of the great
statesman, Claude G. SteinkMtlich-
burg. Secondly, and much more im-
pdrtantly, it is the annual celebra-




is the most .advanced
religion known to the thinking men
of jthe world, ForVthMje^son, it is
highly *deubtful that anyone at
'Bowdoihl* except for ,a" select </ew,
who I hava 'taken into confidence,
realize the importance* of this reli-
gion.
It has come to my attention, after
an extremely sacrilegious act com-
mitted against euHughest object of
devotion, that it is time that the
moral fibre of this community
needs some strengthening. I will, for
the first time, make public some
of the beliefs of ZZstZ. It is the
fervent hope of those involved in
ZZstZ, that those responsible for
a small sign with the . words:
"Green Hornet Construction Com-
pany," will, through the Honor
System, openly repent for their
most sinful behavior last May 3.
You may be asking, what sin
was perpetuated by these foul per-
sons. It was that of the desecration
of an alter of the ZZstZ God. Let
me explain. Each May 3rd," at 11:C0
p.m., it is the duty of every member
of ZZstZ to build in th> open air,
an alter to God. This alter must bs
constructed of the largest stones
available. Another point is that the
alt2r must remain standing for at
least 3 days. One might question
how these alters are built by just' a
few persons, but this is really no
problem. By saying the words ZZstZ,
zZstZ,
o
ZzstZ, ZZstz, zzstZ, and zZstz
in the proper order, and with the
correst pronunciation, each person
present acquires the strength of
four grown men. Therefore, the'few
. of us present ' trjat historic " eVejnihg
were easily able to construct, our
.alter. The. alter of ZZstZ must be.
build to certain specifications, which
will' not be enumerated for obvious
reasons.
It required a time period of
approximately—4^-i seconds^or us
to construct our alter. We then
"proceeded to have our annual de-
votional service. The rites of 'this
service must be kept strictly secret
among those of our sect, therefore,
I am sorry that i will be unable
to tell you exactly what went on
during this time. However, I will say
that since we are a mixed group
(Continued on page 8)
WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOR BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars at Very Low
Prices, with Very Low Pay-
ments, at Very Low Interest







Make your Travel arrangements early for
best reservations. See
BRUNSWICK TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE
"ON COLLEGE CORNER"
An ATC approved-dependable-travel agency handling reservations and
tickets for all Airlines, Steamships, Hotels, Cruises and Tours. May









"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-




BATH ROAD - 443-3921
OPEN ALL YEAR
DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
NOES HARDWARE& APPLIANCES
ile, In Brunswick -Make Us _..__.




"AFTfe so many year* of the rhetoric
of Liberal abstractions, of contain-
mentand coexistence andconvergence
and appeasement our verbal armor
is rutty. Until the President relates
his acts to a fundamentally changed
strategic posture and perspective,
until he initiates the shift from a
passive strategy of containment and
retreat to a forward strategy of re-
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Dining - Cocktail Lounge - Lodging
DINNER 5:45-9:00 LUNCH 11:45-2:00
FEDERAL ST. BRUNSWICK, ME.
NOW!! "IT Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's
Delicious Foods ft Save $$$
NOW ON SALE
BATH AT BRUNSWICKROAD Al TeL725-7SM
This card
will save you money
on Summer vacation
DISCOUNT COUPON BOOKS
A UM Value far $2.70
"U" Save Me
or *
A I5.M VahM for J4J85
— Ptas-
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS





(Get one free from vour S.M.O.C.)
CHARLES A. MILLS
ZSS Maine Street, Bnmewkk, Maine
Bowdein Collage
Your Sheraton Man on campus has afree Sheraton Student ID
Card for you. (If you're faculty, ask for a Faculty Guest Card.)
With it you'll get discounts on room rates at Sheraton Hotels
and Motor Inns all over the world. Even in single rooms. (With
two or three in a room, you save even more.) Good Deal.
Get in touch with your S.M.O.C:
V95 Sheraton Hotels& Motor Inns
See Italy.
(the way nobody else will)
Ask your travel agent to tailor your trip to yourown taste and pleas-
ure. Or write to the Italian State Tourist Office, Dept. I (E. N. I.T >
nearest you: 626 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.; St. Francis
Hotel, San Francisco 2, Calif.; 203 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, IU.
./ -\
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'e . that, the -fol
lowing story is true, but we'll
pass it on anyway. It seems that
last year during football season
one of the stars of the Univer-
sity of Maine team burst into
tears on the bench before the
Bowdoin game. The coach was
shocked, "What on earth (or
words to that effect) have vou
The Bowdoin baseball team con- loaded single., How the bases got
tinued in its fantastic slump the loaded when nobody had any booze.-
past week as they lost twice and is quite a question, but we have
won but onee. witnesses. Anyhow, we scored some
Friday the Bears lost to Spring- more runs in the fourth and sixth
_ field 5-3 as the _ visitors—puL-their—innings.
-^ ; .
five hits to good use and scored - Trinity made their big effort in
more runs thanWe did. the eighth when they put together
Springfield opened the scoring in lwo hits . two walks, and two er-
the first inning when a walk, singles rors for 'ive runs. Jeff Withe re-
by Jerry Snow and George Animal, lieved Dick Beaupre, who had taken
an overthrow from the outfield and over for Bob Butkus in the seventh,
Tom Bohan's sacrifice fly yielded and stopped Trinity. Mo Viens
three runs. Bowdoin scored in the Pitched the last inning,
fifth when a single by Dick Con- The summary:
dos was followed by a walk to Pete Tr^ity 000 000 150-6
Pappas, who was forced by Fred Bowdoin 430 101 00x-9









got to cry about?" he asked.
"You're the star of one of our and ISnatius st - Augustine. Ned
hoc + t „„„ ;„ v , D'Entremont then bunted to loadbest teams in yean, You're the
^
bases but tne Springfield pitcn .
handsome, rich, and have just er got out the next two batters.
been voted the most popular guy
in the senior class. What's






Apparently unawed by Bowdoin's
small but dangerous track combine,
the University of Maine swept to
victory in the State Meet at Bates




two games because players slid didn't help much. dissipate the energies of his forces
into what they ' thought was The summary: in the loneer distance races, wily
third base.
After Springfield had scored a
run in the seventh, Bowdoin came
back with a run on a hit by D'En-
,
termont, an infield out and two wild




run ni the ninth to wrap it up.
,
' Once again, the loss may be' trac-
under-
ed to poor fieiding. D'Entermant, er,
plays d'Entremund. uh, . . . Bowdoin's
While we're at it
stand that Colby still
some of its baseball games in pitcher gave up only five hits but
a cow pasture. We also under- the rest of the team made six er-
stand" that they've had to call rors ' or as they say in Texas ' airs
The first place award went to Ace Animal for his spec-
tacular shot of the Bowdoin-Bates baseball game. Ace
used a Furshligger 220-TS camera with a speed of f
1/000 at 100 meters. The film was toilet paper from
Coleman Hall.
5 2
Polar Bear coach Frank Sabastean-
ski plotted to surprise Maine, Bates,
We can't forget Bates. Last
fall when they. were being beat-,
en by Bowdoin, their quarter-
back took off tjti airmen d Tu n
.
He was hit and fumbled as
three Bowdoin players closed
in. Seeing another Bates guy
Springfield 300 000 101-5
Bowdoin 123 456 789-3 9 6
and Colby by concentrating on a
Saturday the Bears managed to few events, i.e. on the hammer and
get back on the winning side as they discus. Coach Sabasteanski, utterly
blasted Trinity 9-6 on 14 hits. unscrupulous, even took big frosh
Bowdoin led off the scoring as weieht man, Charlie Hews, on the
they struck for four runs in the triP ' to "Practice" (translate: to
first inning, perhaps the most scare the other competitors). Char-
colorful inning of the year. Ignatius lie "Practiced" by warming up with
St. Augustine, utterly fantastic out- the varsity men . Putting the shot
standing near the
.
ball, the fielder> led ff with 690-foot homer Past 51 fee t and hurling the di^us
quarterback yelled "Pick it over the third baseman's head. 16° feet (five feet more than the
up!" The other replied "Pick it' Marvin Gross then slammed a bunt winning throw). Although momen-
up, hell: I didn't drop it'" , * down the third base line with his
tan,y disconcerted by Maine Coach
batting helme't, and beat it out Ed stvrna's suspiciously casual de-
. We also heard, from Florida for an unbelievable double taking cision to limit ace runners Spruce
that a vaunir jrirl asked oup of a snortcut to second through the
a "d Ballinger to one event (lest
thP InTJLf f!? • / Pitcher 's mound - Di<* Condi, who "they tire in the hot sun), Coach Sa-e wandering students, "Are
is now hitting & lmy .690 then' basteanski determined to follow
you an Amherst man" "No," was cleverly placed his head in the way tnrough with his pre-meet strategy,
the answer, "a horse stepped of a pitch, and men were on first Unf°rtunately, Maine and Bates
on my face " and second. Fred Harlow tripled to pUed UP an unexpected superiority
—r~ drive in two more runs and then in the running events, outscoring
The Spring Sports Banquet came in when Claude Ball leaped Bowdoin 51 to 28 to 6. (In this
will be held next Thursday, Mav int0 the ca tchers path of vision,
9A Q t R-Qft ;„ +u„ r'r.: o tnus se 'ting up a passed ball.20, at 6.30 in the Lnion. Sen- Bowdoin^ again in the sec .
ouslv. ond when Pete Pappas hit a bases-
^s in the meet Colby i,s taKen
as a negligible or non-existent
factor.) Bowdoin's 6 points came
from second-place finishes in the
100 and 220 by gallant sprinter Ray
Bird, who gave Maine's John Bu-
teau two yards at the start of each
race. Tom Allen joined Pete Good
on the disabled list by pulling an-
other muscle in the 440. Coach Sa-
basteanski was vindicated for his
earlier strategy by the fine showing
of the Bowdoin weight men. Alex
Schulten won the hammer, but re-
turned to the class of fallible hu-
mans when he could only manage
a mere 188'2 I i ;VSteve Ingram took
third place with his best throw
ever, 169', 3M:". The biggest upset
and best personal effort of the day
was Mike McCutcheon's great dis-
cus throw of 155' 5" which put him
two feet ahead of defending cham-
pion Amie Delaite of Maine. Schul-
Second place was awarded to S. Bagg for this great
ac tion shot of^a Bowdo in—Lac-ra
for the clarity of his work, got the picture with a
chrome-plated (a ten house 125, using superspeed film
and a B.T.B. telephoto lens smeared with vasoline.
COMMENTARY
(Contniued from page 2)
BOOK REVIEW
(Continued from page 6)
lie Relation man's house. Elec-
tronic Central sends student
watchdog to police area.
7. CoHfige announces that Students
can have women in dorms with-
out time restrictions.
8. College announces that the ad-
dition to the Moulton Union is
not a bookstore, but the home
of Electronics Central.
9. Ten original members of the
CODE COMMITTEE travel
throughout the country under
college auspices preaching the
Ervin Schlump was awarded third prize for this action
photo taken with a Martin "69," shatter speed, 12507.
Pictured is a recent Lacrosse game between Mount
Hump Academy and the Westbrook Freshmen team.
One night in early September the
two are sitting in Sam's car dis-
cussing the weather 'when four msn
attack them. Sam is knocked un-
conscious and Diane ravished.
Diane, however, instead of revolting
at the idea, finds that she likes it,
and is driven into a life of sin.
The evil in society, symbolized by
Rix Kilpatrick, does not let her
forget her past, and even when she
turns to Professor Fred Wright for
Help, she is rejected by Mrs. Wright,
who finds them in a compromising
situation.
To cut a long story short, however,
Diane marries Sam and, after a few
incidents with Rex and Greg, is
helped to a full understanding of
.
virtue of musical chairs,
ten and Ingram were third and 10. Merit badges awarded at gradu-
fourth with their best throws of ation to most dedicated "depu-
the season, 152' and 150' 9", respec- ties of the law."
tively. Andy Seager reached a per- Yes, first came the honor code
sonal mark of 6 feet in the high for those who needed help beingjump, but lost to Bowditch of Bates honest. Now comes the social code -sex . *nc? ,love through the patient
on the basis of fewer misses. Only for those who are social disgraces
other points came from fourth place Well be such angelic human beings
finishes by John Coggins in th; shot that maybe bv next Ivies we can
and Branny Leishman in the pole have Thought Code and become
vault. Final score: Maine 72. Bates Amerira-e first nn..H,wo(innn i
64, Bowdoin 26, and Colby 14
, c 's first co-educational nu-
dist college.
KASANOSKY
(Continued from page 7
1
here in Brunswick, the service is
much livelier than in Vladivostok.
This service lasted approximately
4', hours, and then we proceeded
to have a festive celebration party
for the 69th Anniversary of the
founding of ZZstZ. This party took
powers, it was discovered that who-
ever carried out this unholy work
also had' the nerve to put two small
stones on the alter.
actions of Sam.
Miss Moore writes clearly and
vividly, portraying each of her
characters with depth and under-
standing. We are forced to sym-
pathize with Diane, who has been
driven into her condition by the
forces of society, symbolized by the
"hard, impersonal, vacant faces" of
the four ravishers. She is more
than a mere nymphomaniac; she is
a person who proves conclusivelyWe of ZZstZ cannot condone such tnat soclal relations are at tne
sinful actions, and we therefore foundation of both motivation and
effer our complete support to the control, and that only a daep, mean-
Dean in any investigation he may
want to carry out against these
place in a dormitory room, and at persons. We. are also sure that the
For this astounding, action-packed photo of a recent
track meet between Bowdoin and Gorham State, Claude
G. Schnplt was awarded fourth place in the contest. He
used a Maganux 182, which has a shudder-speed of
1/15,000.
he tnd of the party we all made a
short pilgrimage to the alter to
pay our final tributes for this year.
When we arrived at tha alter, w"
were all deeply shocked to find a
^pil light burning atop it and to find
a sign from some GrL en Hornet
Construction Company. Since one of
cur members has certain unusual
D^an will look upon the construc-
tion of our alter in a favorable light
His views on the Chapel regulations,
etc. assure us that h? would support
such religions fervor as demon-
strated by the members of ZZstZ
The Australian Yakfuzz is dying
out because of a lack of yak.
ingful relationship can overcome the
horrors of a one-night stand.
Thus, men of Bowdoin, the lesson
is clear. If you want to be tor-
m-nted by fee'ings of guilt, if you
want td feel responsible for driving
some poor girl over the brink, then
raise your voices in favor of 'the
tstaollahnunt of a sister school
But if you are here to get an educa-
tion, then reject this temptation to
sin and degradation TK- Yes Girl
could happen to you.
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Circular File f Keating Calls For Revival OfAmerican Two
-Party S
Two sophomores who wrote papers on one of the world's most diffi-
cult problems have been chosen by the College's Department of Govern-
ment as recipients of the Horace Lord Piper Prize.
Professor Athem p. Daggett, William Nelson Cromwell Professor of
Constitutional and International Law "arid Government, said the two
winners are Robert W. Boyd *66 of Yarmouth, Maine, and David F
Huntington "67 of South Andover, Maine.
* * * * *
"
* *
"Blake: Poet, Printer, Prophet," an unusual exhibition of art work
by the noted 18th century poet and artist William Blake, will open at
the Museum of Art tomorrow.
*
* ."*.-' * « » ,
Neal G. Bornstein, '68 has won the Hiland Lockwood Fairbanks Prize
Speaking Contest. He was selected by the judges for his speech "A
Physician's Moral Obligation to Society."
Senator Carlton D. Reed, Jr., President orthe Maine Senate will
represent the State of Maine and Governor John H. Reed at Bowdoin
College's 160th Commencement June 12.
Senator Reed will speak briefly at the Commencement Dinner in
Bowdom's Hyde Athletic Building .immediately following' graduation
exercises at the First Parish Church.
In a speech yesterday before a full
house in Pickard Theater, former
New York Senator Kenneth B.
Keating called for the revival of
the two-party system through a
Republican Party with ' a mean-
ingful purpose and compelling
candidates."
Senator Keating praised the two-
party system as ".
. .
tne system that
has enabled the United States to se-
cure the blessings of liberty and
prosperity for more people than




. . combines the best of majority
rule with the protection of minority
ystem
rights!41
The Senator said that this system
was in grave danger nationally'and
that its survival is necessary not
only for the survival of the Repub-
lican Party, but also for the future
of the federal structure. The one-
party system, he said, leads to "un-
controlled paternalism and. at worst,
uncontrolled despotism."
Locally, the two-party system is
on "weak ground," as evidenced by
the South. There, one-party rule'; ac-
cording to the former senator,
".
. .





anny for millions of Negroes."
'Too much power," Keating said,
"unchallenged for too long, ... re-
sults in political' apathy." Com-
fort leads to habit, which., in turn.
leads to inertia which, in the end,
yields to "lifelessness of mind"
which is "the marking of a govern-
ment in trouble."
Senator Keating said that "the
re-emergance (of the Republican
Party) depends upon the ability to
change with the times, to adjust
Kenneth B. Keating
political sights to new targets
ffor) -new-re
proaches.
He said that America is faced
with a "new breed of Americans"
which "looks for leadership from a
new breed of politician." This new
group — the product of the post-
war Baby-Boom — is not, in the
Senators words, "a convinced vot- day.
the Senator said, to develop a new
ideology to provide "a choice for
the American people on election
ing bloc"; they are an urban, subur-
ban oriented group which ". . - re-
jects the worn phrases and the
stereotyped opinions* of their elders."
It is the job" of the Republican Party.
The lecture was jointly sponsored
by the Political Forum and the
Young Republicans. Ben Fisher, the
president of the Political Forum, in-
troduced Senator Keating.
New Orient Editor Chi psi Announces New
Orientation Program
Jodi Hooke Elected Ivies Queen;
Stocking Wins Woodeh«*-$poon
Miss Jodi Hooke of Short Hills,
N. J., is the 1965 Ivy Queen and
David W. Stocking of Williams-
town, Mass., has been elected the
most popular member of the junior
class.
Miss Hooke reigned over the week-
end as students paused to celebrate
Ivies.
Selected by judges from amon-?
candidates nominated by Bowdoin's
12 fraternities and its Senior Center,
Miss Hooke is a freshman at Skid-
more College in Saratoga Springs,
N. Y. Her father is a member of
the Class of 1938. Other Bowdoin
graduates in Miss Hooke's fami'y
include he\ three uncles and her
brother, Robert L. Hooke, Jr., who
graduated in 1964.
Her escort was Harry L. Chen, a
member of Alpha Delta Phi Frater-
nity.
Miss Hooke was crowned during
intermission ceremonies at a cam-
pus concert-dance featuring the
Mar-Vels, Joe and Eddie, and Ja >'
and the Americans. She was pre-
sented with a silver cup by Karl
L, Aschenbach President of the
Junior Class and Chairman of the
Ivy Committee.
Another highlight of the weekend
was the award
-of the "Wooden
Spoon" to David Stocking, Each
year since 1875, the junior class has
elected one of its members to
receive the Wooden Spoon as- the
most popular and respected junior.
Stocking is a member of Beta
Theta Pi Fraternity, which he has
served as Vice President, and is
majoring in history. A varsity letter
winner for two years in football and
track, he will be a co-captain of
the 1965 football squad. Last season
he was named to both All-Maine
footbalL teams, won honorable men-
tion on the United Press Interna-
tional All-New England small cohere
squad and was named to the Am-
herst All-Opponent team. A center,
Stocking was awarded the Winslow
Robinson Howland Memorial Tro-
phy for sportsmanship and the-
greatest improvement as a football
player.
He is a member of the Student
Judiciary Board, which supervises
the Honor System that was inaugu-
rated last fall.
Judges who chose the Queen
were Instructors Donald G. Adam of
the English Department, Anthony
L. Bascelli of the Romance Langu-
ages Department, and Brooks W.
Stoddard of the Art Dipartment,
Ed. note: The following is the pre- It is with the purpose of attain-
amble to the Chi Psi Orientation ing success in its program that Chi
Report. They have decided to make Psi has decided to extend its period
their program last an entire se- of orientation to a full semester, it
mester, and have already gained is felt - that this extension, will be
approval for their plans. The spe- advantageous to the incoming stu-
cific points of the program are not dent, not only In his academic en-
being printed for obvious reasons, deavors, but also in his knowledge
and appreciation of his "college and
The Orientation Program I out- fraternitv.
Peter E. Blariknyin
lined herein] is meant to avoid the Academically, the critical period
shortcomings of the programs used for the Bowaoin freshman is the
in past years. Its endeai'or is to first few weeks of the school year
*V fulfill the objectives of the onen- Freshmen, faculty and even parents
The Bowdoin Publishing*<£om- tation program brought forth in haw raised many complaints
pany has announced the election^of this year's Orientation Committee against fraternities for the pressure
Peter E. Blankman *66, as editor^- Report published by the Student that is applied to the freshmen in
.
in-chief of the Orient, effective at CSu/icil and to make all the correc- those first few, and' very important
the start of the fall semester. Pete, tions^tfofcl were suggested therein, weeks-wnere the freshmen are,- and
whp comes from Canton. New York, This is a large order, and it is felt should be. solely concerned with
has been a contributor to both the by the brothers"of.^hi Psi that the getting off to a good start in achiev-
Orient and the Bugle and has been fulfillment of this rask cannot be ing the scholastic proficiency that is
the sports editor for the newspaper realized in the designated period of expected of them. For many a
during the present semester. He has 4 weeks. The Committee's Report freshman being away from home
served on the executive committee was quite perceptive in pointing 6Ut and completely on his own' is
of his fraternity, Delta Sigma, and the faults in the present system 'and^nough of a hindrance to his stu-
has been a member of the varsity its suggested considerations for the dies^without the increased pressure ,
track team. He is a past vice-presi- "new" programs ''seemed quite ac- from "fraternities' intensive orienta-
dent of the White Key. curate. The committee also seemed tion requirements. The extended
Further appointments to the to realize the emmergence of new program will allow the orientation
Orient 'staff* will be made in the and more serious problems with committee more time to present the
fall. each succeeding year. In realizing required material and will give it
The Bowdoin Publishing Com- the enormity of the tasks with a chance to introduce other essen-
pany has also announced the win- which fraternities are faced, can it tial information that is often
ners of the Bowdoin Orient Prize be sincere in its hope for improve- overlooked because of the lack of
for lQeS.^VTlie prize is awarded to ment and still wish to reduce the time. This is beneficial to both the
members of the Orient staff for available means for fighting these fraternity and the pledge It re-
outstanding contributions during problems? In making the period of lleves the tension on the freshman.
the past yea*. The winners are: Orientation even shorter than in so that he may devote more time
Editorial — Thomas H. Roche '65, past years, it appears that the Com- to his studies, and it gives the fra-
Peter G. Maurer '66 and Laurence mittee is sending David to face Go- ternity an ODport unity to teach the
M. Weinstein '66; Sports — Peter liath without so much as a sword, pledges more about its functions
G. Pappas "67; and Business — and in the same breath is asking offering the pledge a longer and
Robert F. Seibel '68. him to behead the giant. (Continued on pare 2»*
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deeper view of the fraternity. It
will reduce the number of "de-
pledges" who feel they were forced
and pressured into Joining the
wrong fraternity. Also it will lead
to better house officers in the fu-
ture through the greatter knowledge
and understanding of the house
that will be gained from the ex-
tended learning period.
In the same view, it is no wonder
that freshmen show an unwilling-
ness to devote time and energy to
proving themselves worthy of be-
coming members of their respective
fraternities. Too much is expected
of them all at once, and as a con-
sequence they rebel and don't wish
to do anything. This results in the
phenomenon referred to in the
Orientation Committee's Report
where the roles of the candidate
and electorate are reversed and the
fraternity ends up pleading with
the pledge to remain with the pro-
gram. A program of longer dura-
tion and reduced pressure will give
the freshmen nothing to rebel




m On Leave Next Year
The Committee's Report stated:
Certain standards must be met
by any group; a feeling for the
institution must be nurtured
through a study of the history
and personality of that organi-
zation. It is necessary that
prospective members acquaint
themselves quite thoroughly
with their chosen comrades.
Moreover, it is the opinion of
this committee, after much dis-
cussion with students and fac- -
ulty members, that ultimate
membership in an organization
becomes more personally re-
warding after the candidate has
offered his whole heart to the
endeavor.
It is hard to believe that the Com-
mittee expects a freshman to ac-
complish all this within a 4 week
period while still maintaining scho-
lastic proficiency in a new and
strange environment.
The extended period also enables
the freshman to better acquaint
himself with the social aspects of
his fraternity. It oifers him a bet-
ter chance to find out before it is
—too late Just what all the brothers
are like and whether or not the so-
President James S. Coles an-
nounced today that eight members
of the Faculty will be on leave
during the 1965-66 academic year.
On sabbatic leave for the full
year will be Professor Edward Pols,
Department of Philosophy; and As-
sociate Professor Gordon L. Hie-
bert, Department of Chemistry.
On sabbatic leave during the sec-
ond semester will be Professor
Athern P. Daggett, Department of
Government and Legal Studies;
Professor Eaton Leith, Department
of Romance Languages; and Pro-
fessor Burton W. Taylor, Depart-
ment of Sociology.
Granted leaves of absence for
the full year were Professor James
A. Storer, Department of Econo-
mics; and Assistant Professor L.
Dodge Fernald, Jr., Department of
Psychology.
Professor William C. Root,
Charles Weston Pickard Professor
of Chemistry, will be on leave of
absence during the second semester.
Professor Pols will hold a Pul-
bright Fellowship at the Univer-
sity of Florence in Italy, where he
will work on his forthcoming book
on the philosophy of art. He said
^tie Hopes also to work at "I Tattf,"
the villa left to Harvard University
by the famed art collector and art
historian, Bernard Berenson.
Professor Hiebert will continue to
serve: as^Sclehce Supervisor for the
United States Agency for Interna-
tional Development (AID) in India.
Professor Hiebert travels through-
out India visiting and serving as ad-
visor for chemistry institutes for
Indian chemistry teachers. The in-
stitutes are staffed by AID-sup-
pcrted American instructors.
Profeosor Daggett, who is Bow-
doin's William Nelson Cromwell
Professor of Constitutional and In-
ternational Law and Government,
plans to continue his studies of in-
ternational law and organization.
He expects to do much of his work
in the Harvard University libraries.
Professor Leith hopes to return to
France for travel and study.
Professor Taylor plans to travel
in Europe. During his last leave, he
studied European prisons, and dur-
ing this leave he may study the
prisons of Scandinavia. The re-





At least 53 graduate schools
throughout the United States and
Canada will be represented at Bow-
do in this summer, when graduate
students from each will partici-
pate in the first Homological Alge-
bra seminar of its type in the
country.
Professor Dan E. Christie, Chair-
man of the Bowdoin Mathematics
Department, said the graduate stu-
dents will spend eight weeks at
Bowdoin studying under Professor
Ernst Snapper, renowned Dart-
mouth College mathematician. He
will be assisted by a^orps of post-
. doctoral mathematicians represent-
ing research centers from Bowdoin
to Berkeley. * .' ?. .'
The Bosvdoix^Mathematics De-
partment is sponsoring the "Ad-
vanced Science Seminar in Homo-
logical Algebra," with the support
of a $72,630 grant from the Na-
tional Science Foundation (NSF)
uTThe hopr EhaVit wuT be a step
toward easing the nation's critical
shortage of top-level mathemati-
cians. Homological algebra is be-
coming increasingly important in-
abstract algebra, in topology, and
in various other fields.
Forty-eight of the graduate stu-
dents will receive financial sup-
port from the Seminar. Others are




OPEN ALL YBftft " ••
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DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
rial atmosphere is -one ~DT which
he would be happy. It gives the
fraternity a chance to prove to the
freshman that it is a worthwhile
organization with merits of its own
which make it unique from the oth-
er houses. In return it will stimulate
a new vitality and unity within the
house to strive for these merits
since now it will be necessary to
prove their worth instead of hav-
ing freshmen accept it without real-
ly knowing the houses, as has been
the case in the past. On the other
hand, it gives each and every fresh-
man a greater opportunity to show
his ability to accept responsibilities
and duties and that he is capable
of living up to the standards of
conduct that will be expected of
him.
To be successful a program of
orientation must be taken seriously
and at a rate which gives its par-
ticipants time and opportunity to
think about its meaning. It cannot
be thrown at its subjects in a hap-
hazard fashion as something that
everyone wants to be rid of as soon
as possible and claim to be effec-
tive. The extended program, how-
ever, will give both the fraternity
and the freshmen a better look at
each other. This program will give
the freshman a more extensive
knowledge and a better- understand-
ing of his fraternity which will
eventually make him a more pro-
ductive part of the whole and bring







If you've got the cap...
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A digger's dream, this 4-4-2! Here storms a lean V mean Rocket V-8 . 400
\ horse
quad pots. Goodies like twin acoustically tuned, chambered pipes .. . heavy-duty shocks, front
and rear stabilizers and 4 coil springs. Result: unique 4-4-2 action and road sense. How many cents?Iow»f price* h^-pejfermance car in America designed for eueryday driving! This woolly machine
Witts for you at your Otdsmobile Dealer's now. Hurry!
u»*™
(dldsmobile
Trf Rocket in Action ..
.
Look to Old* for the New!
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Reflections
After four, yean, Bowdoin calls
to mind a confused mass of thoughts
and memories which have not had
time, to settle, it- is not so very
long ago that the Class 67 '65 heard
Prof. Herbert Ross Brown welcome
them at the traditional smoker.
Pledging began with a talk by
Professor Whiteside. That night, he
said that no matter how large this
part of our career at Bowdoin looked
then, it would appear vanishingly
small in retrospect. It certainly does
now, although it didn't at the time.
The Homecoming project repre-
ented hours of work at night that
could have been given over to study.
However, I'm glad they weren't.
Surely a paper mache fight must
have some place in the offer of a
liberal arts college to its students!
Homecoming was an event in Old
Winthrop, Room 3D. I was just about
by Don KAogstadi
*»-••. m
to go to bed when there was some
noise in the bedroom — and I knew
nobody was in there. Lo and behold,
the dogr opened and an alumnus
came out 'saying that he was from
the Class of '16 and had just climbed
up the fire escape Cthat was thl
way they used to do' it") to see
how things were. 'Mind If 1 look
around, son?" #
At Christmastime there was" an
amusing and somewhat naive ques-
tionnaire from the alma mater of
the year before. It began "Now that
you come to grips with the priv-
ileges and obligations of college
life. . . ."
.Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paid K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
M0ULT0N UNION BOOKSTORE
Watch For Book Buy
June 3 & 4
Excellent opportunity to turn unwanted
books into cash before leaving campus.
- TEACH -
IN THE
FOOTHILLS OF THE BERKSHIRES
Would you like to teach in the beautiful Har-
lem Valley region of Dutchess County?
If you would like to teach in a school district that
offers many recreational and cultural advantages, you are
urged to contact Mr. Myron Rindsberg, District Principal
for the Wehutuck Central Schools. The telephone num-
ber is 789-4672 in die 914 area OR you may write to Mr.
Rindsberg in care of the Webutuck Central School, Ame-
nta, New York.
This school district, which is situated in fine skiing
country on the Connecticut border and within a reasonable
driving distance of both New York City and Albany,
boasts of salaries ranging up to $10,000, depending on
experience and preparation.
There are several openings for teachers of grades K-6.
WE URGE YOU TO APPLY QUICKLY!
As a sophomore, I was manager
of the football team which won
only the Colby game, 13-12. One of
my jobs was to have the extra point
tee for the point after touchdown.
When Bowdoin had scored the sec-
ond time, I became so excited that
I forgot all about the tee, and Nels
had to call a time out to get the
tee on to the field.
Research began on my project
two days after finals last June.
However, the first attempt was a
dismal failure. I spent three weeks
trying to isolate s certain com-
pound, by column chromatography.
To see where it was, a strong light
was periodically shone on the col-
JRmn. An examination of the litera-
ture revealed that this compound
decomposed when exposed to visible
light!
Last fall represented the com-
pletion of the cycle. Not only was
this the final year, but the Presi-
dent of the Class who. spoke at the
Dedication, Gerry Giesler, was the
old Co-Chairman of that Homecom-
ing project and paper mache fight,
and the fraternity advisor. Profes-
sor Whiteside, was the Director of
the Senior Center.
Senior year in the Center has
been the brightest point in four
years. The chance to do extended
independent work and to simul-
taneously indudge in such areas of
study as the music of Wagner and
personality theory makes this year
an authentic adventure.
For a man who is doing research
trying to localize a reaction between
cytochrome b and cytochrome c,
there is an opportunity to talk with
Linus Pauling — who. determined
the structure of cytochrome c.
This spring, there was a social
life forum. Unfortunately, many
people were not aware of the rea-
son for calling together this group
and evaluated its effectiveness any-
way. For a long time, people have
been calling for a new approach,
but all students or faculty had
suggested is an extension of paristal
hours. This forum, as well as the
meetings of the Presidents' Coun-
cil with President Coles have been
to seek an effective solution. The
success of this forum has not been
determined. It will be evaluated in
the actions of next year's Student
Council.
The most important part of these
years has been the recognition of
problems; they are not yet solved.
The Senior Center is an attempt to
fulfill the need for preserving the
The alumni of Dartmouth College recently received a letter and a
pamphlet concerning their Alumni Fund Campaign for 1965. The im-
port of the appeal is not for Dartmouth alone, and bears repetition here.
In the letter from the chairman of the Campaign, President Dickey
of Dartmouth is quoted as saying that "if there is any priority which
we honor as the top priority it is the area of faculty personnel. This is
the most competitive area in our business today. . . . We have reason
to believe this situation will become more acute. If we intend to be as
good as we say, this is the area in which we have no alternative but to
compete andho nonsense about it."
The letter then amplifies this point, states that "Part of the pro-
ceeds from this year's Alumni Fund will go directly into faculty com-
pensation," and then proceeds to the appeal. The amount to be set aside
for improving faculty compensation is better than one-fifth of the
projected goal of the drive.
» The pamphlet accompanying the letter is entitled "Why It Matters,"
and is written by Mr. Leonard M. Rieser, Dean of the Faculty at Dart-
mouth. Dean Rieser first explains why there is concern to be competitive
on all levels of faculty salaries, and then cites two specific examples,
one of a man hired from another school, and one of a man advancing
within the structure at Dartmouth. In describing the interview with the
first man, a full professor and department head Trtr a state university,
the point of the pamphlet is made clear.
"Salary was scarcely mentioned," Dean Rieser writes, "for we both
knew that our offer had to be consistent with his present situation and
in relation to the kind of strength he could bring to Dartmouth.
I can report to you that this teacher will join us next September.
Our offer was a strong one, combining a good salary and significant
benefits. Our capacity to make such an offer is essential because he, and
men like him, combine those very basic qualities as a scholar and a per-
son which make them so important to the College."
In describing the discussion with the second man, a talented pro-
fessor within the College who had a good offer elsewhere, the point is
much the same. Dean Rieser writes, "He knew, from our earlier discus-
sions, how much we cared. We didn't discuss salary because we had
made it clear that he was one of those to whom many of us looked for
leadership. We did not expect him to play this role at Dartmouth at
a sacrifice."
The import of the entire pamphlet and the accompanying letter is
summed up by Dean Rieser jn the last paragraph of the pamphlet,
which tells the story not only for Dartmouth but for any college that
hopes to maintain or improve its standards. \.
"There is no question that as long as we are willing to make the
extreme effort to recruit and to retain men of this calibre, we must be
prepared to provide the compensation required. The annual Alumni
Fund, by providing unrestricted resources for our faculty compensation
budget, can make the critical difference in our ability to attract and"
hold at Dartmouth those very rare teacher-scholars whose contributions
determine what Dartmouth will be in quality and spirit."
liberally educated man, in spite oT
heavier major work and earner spe-
cialization. The forum was more a
search for suggestions than any-
thing else. But, suggestions were
needed.
The nature of education onca
seemed very clear, it was accumu-
lating and being able to use facts
from courses. An expanded program
of lectures and concerts has made
it impossible to define education this
narrowly. Perhaps, someday, the col-
lege experience will envelop the
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Lette'rs To The Editors
'
Three weeks from tomorrow another group of Bowdoin
men wijl pass from the^aflks of the overseen to the pverseers. Tq gj .SJJ* the truth "of the matter had to be report in the past?' tyould Com-
Theirs have been changing years ferr Bowdoin; the College Bowl.r The present academic year is determined by what the Bureau munists»spbnsof an unattended and
the Senior Center, the Senior Program, championship athletic rapidly drawing to a close. Before proceeded to do in the subsequent largely rhetorical social conference
teams, and an explosive building and renovation enterprise, it does, I want to express my own months. If the Bureau
discontinued as their principal contribution tD
only benefited men in college at the time, but their worth will
be reflected in the experiences of Bowdoin men for years to
come.
appreciation and, indirectly, that of activity in contradiction to its Bowdoin life? Would Communists be
have been highlights of the past four years. These new and many others, for the fine calibre of stated purpose, then most surely unable to spend $600 bequested them
WorthwhileTinstitutions antTevents in Bowdoin life have not the Orient during me semester how the Bowdoin Student OpTnion by an over-pledged fraternity? Cer-
concluding. The balance that has Bureau was a politically motivated tainly not! Indeed, Bowdoin men
been obtained by the reporting of fraud. .
.
may be Justly proud of their im-
news and the expression of opinions I am now writing in the Orient's potent student government; for
has been on a responsible, realistic last issue of the year. Prom the every sign of Student Council
and reasonable level. In short, the time of the election until now, the apathy, inefficiency, and enthrall-
Orient has been properly conceived Bowdoin Student Opinion Bureau ment with trivia is further evidence
as an organ presenting both facts has not uttered a Whimper. that Rsd activities have not yet
and views, through such features as Sincerely, reached our Maine haven,
the Circular Pile on the one hand Joe Hartswiclc Sincerely,
K. William Clauson
the other. To the Editor: >
This has by no means always been At colleges throughout the nation: Dear Mr. Purola:
Aside from the role of the students in these innovations,
a great deal of credit must be paid to others. The President,
the Deans, and the Administration as an entity, have helped
greatly in establishing an Honor System, revising the curriculum, a
.
nd editorials and feature stories on
planning the building program, making certain necessary aca-
demic reforms. The participation of Dr. Bixler, former Presi- the case in the past. Often the Berkeley, Antioch, Yale, NYU, etc. I read your article against Bob
dent of Colby College, in the Senior Program this year has been Orient was a one-sided vehicle for student concern over school admin- Jones University in the Bowdoin
an outstanding contribution to our school. And the overall at-
mosphere generated by the Senior Center and its program is a
great tribute to the work done by its director, William B. White-
side, and his ever-gracious wife. The present Seniors are aware
of the success of the Center, and are grateful for having had
Mr. and Mrs. Whiteside as their hosts and mentors.
Events off campus have also left their mark on this Bow-
doin generation. We have seen a President struck down and we
have seen a new one emerge in his own right. We have seen a
highly controversial presidential election, and the implications
of it were very much felt on the Bowdoin campus, as recently as
the Political Forum elections last week. We have seen our coun-
try enter into a bloody and frustrating war, and at the same time
we have seen our country experience an unprecedented prosperi-
the expression of the personal opi- istration seems to be greatly in- Orient of April 30. I regret very
nions of a few. All too frequently creasing; in fact, only recently, much that there is anyone at Bow-
it considered its main function one several national magazines have doin College who is so small in his
of giving the coaches and athletic done revealing articles on this new thinking that he would write such
teams a difficult time. The contrast campus interest. Is this evidence cf an article against this fine Chris-
provided by the present Orient is the modern student's maturity or, tian school. You are really attack-
gratifying. This in turn derived as the P.B.I. charged in the case of ing all Christian schools,
from an intelligent conception of Berkeley, of Communist infiltration I feel sorry for people like you
the function of a college newspaper, into higher education? I, as a form- who do these things, but I am
I hope this conception and tradition er member of the Student Council, aware that Satan is busy. The fact
will be passed on to those who sue- would like to firmly deny the exist- that you criticise Bob Jones Uni-
ceed you. ence of any Communist activity versity is positive proof that the
Sincerely your, whatsoever in the Bowdoin student emphasis of the University upon
Philip C. Beam. government. (That there is activity the Word of God and militant evan-
Chairman, Department of Art f any kind in the Student Council* gelism is needed today as never
, I am not prepared to defend.) before.
Dear Mr, Editor: j.n oraer t adequately disprove No matter what you say or do,
I for one don't believe the college the presence of our own "Red- God is still on the Throne and I
dares remove from school every Menace" one need "only examine hate to think of the terrible judge-
ty. And we continue to sec" our country struggle through the student deficient in chapel attend- the major pieces of legislation to ment you are going to receive from
«rr«f«C f „™klo™ „f ;*e k„„;fo„- fkof ~t rwi D- k» j i u ance " come before the council last year. Him for your attitude towardgreatest problem or its heritage, that ot L-ivil Kights and Liber- \r \a\m*m rnanerm ,., ,., „ . * ^w «*. i„*i„„t*.. .
_,. . f
William Clauson would Communists preoccupy them- Christianity. - ,
ties. 1 his particular problem has struck home most dramatically EDITOR'S NOTE: Dean Greason selves with discussion of Mercy Your article will not harm Bob
in the form of the Morehouse Exchange Program, and Project sa,d ,n Forum thIs »»mlng that Hospital's "Snowflake Under Star- Jones University. God is good to
•(.z t u . .... J • a. l r ..• M i three or four students have come light Dance" at the Eastland Motor turn men's disfavor into glory of65 To have participated ,n these marks of our tune, either phy- to ^ to telk about thelr ^ ^ WouJd g^JH Hmit His name.
sically or ideologically, has been a significant part of the Bow- delinquency and he replied tBat he their political influence to April There are many students from
Join experience. « «• -©did not know for certain what the support of a bill which passed in Maine at Bob Jones University. Our
result would be. The decision on congress last January? Would daughter happens to be one of
each case will be made by the Fac- communists suspend every meeting these "dedicated religious nuts" who
ulty Committee and will be based jn time -for "The Man From is enrolling there in September. I
on each individual's presentation of U.N.CL.E?" Would Communists con- know she will be praying for you.
his case. The Dean said that those tent themselves with an Orienta- Sincerely,
.
students who received notices in
But it would be most fallacious to paint an entirely rosy
picture of undergraduate life at Bo.wdoin. As we near the end
of this academic year we find Bowdoin entangled in a number
of disturbing problems. The controversy over chapel regula-
tions has reached an emotional peak. It is our feeling that the February and made an attempt to
premise behind the reasoning of the administration is correct; ,ulflU the «•*«""* w«* aU
.i . . ., . , , . r i i i i right. Those students who ignoredthat is, it the students themselves formulated and agreed upon the notices may ^ ,n trouble; he
new rules, they are consequently obliged to observe these rules, does not know since the final de- Due , to the lack of substantial
tion Report nearly identical to every Mrs. Harold D. Page, Brunswick
_ .
•
_ ,. tion from the college for failure
Stlldent CjOUnCll to attend the required number of
chapel-forums over the last two
In arriving at this conclusion we wish to make it very clear that
we are not necessarily giving our approval to the chapel pro-
I we most defrnitery gnd~unequivucal ly do not
with the form of punishment proposed by the administration in
dealing with chapel attendance violators. Suspension from
cision will be made by the Faculty
Committee.
semesters.




And due to a genera l mi
standing on the part of the stu-
dent body as to the enforcement
of the rules,
of this year an
organization was formed at Bow-
doin called the Bowdoin St.ud.nt
school for such a violation sets dangerous precedents and is Opinion Bureau. It was headed
totally unreasonable. The administration should work with the * Don °°ldsmith and under the The Student Council feels
that
i ,. i-Lii i ii guidance of the Government depart-
students to devise a system which will stand as a reasonable ment . (This group undertook an
compromise between college and student, and at the same time extensive series of political polls
during the presidential "campaign.
The function of the organization
an agreeable means to effect this system can be arranged.
The question of faculty salaries has been raised several
times this semester and the Orient has previously called for a
review by the College of 'this pressing problem. In spite of all
that is said, many faculty members are underpaid in relation to
salaries paid by other schools, and consequently the question
of allowing building improvements to precede wage increases is
a recurring one.
was purported at that time to. ex-
tend beyond Just politics.) In the
October 2 Orient a statement of
its function appeared from which
I would like to quote briefly.
"The Bowdoin Student Opinion
Bureau is a non-partisan student-
A .- run organization recently foundedA prevalent consensus is that if the present to ^m the lunctlon f lnvestigat-
trend continues Bowdoin will become, because of the departure ing student opinion on all relevant
this Is a year of transition to a
fully recognized policy on chapal-
forum attendance.
And we ask, on behalf of the stu-
dent body, that the Recording
Committee waive the stated penal-
ty of denied registration (or sep-
aration from the college) for
the Spring semester of 1965 only.*
Thereafter, we agree that this
policy's implementation shall be
received without further protest
by the three upper classes.
of many able teachers to higher paying institutions, an ultra- lfiSUes botn Political and non- This request applies solely to those
subject to dismissal be required to
attend before Thanksgiving _re-
cess, a regular semester's require-
ment of chapel-forums plus the
number by which they are cur-
rently deficient.
w—mmmmmmmmmmmmm^
THIS WILL BE THE LAST
ORIENT UNTIL NEXT FALL.
WE OF THE STAFF WISH
YOU THE BEST OF LUCK
ON YOUR FINALS, AND
HAVE A PLEASANT SUM-
MER. SEE YOU IN SEPTEM-
BER
political, both campus and non
academic point of view; fi9mpw^ . »
II relegate Bowdoin to the "This fall the work of the Bureau
If Bowdoin likes to wiU deal primarily with the election,
however, in the winter and spring it
will branch out Into other field's of
interest."
During the campaign I had oc-
casion to express my doubts about Volume XCV
the "non-political" nature of the
modern ghost town, at least from the
and also that the flight of good men will gc
status of a top-rate second class school
think of itself as a first class institution, it must pay its faculty
first class salaries.
And finally the students must confront themselves with
their own shortcomings — shortcomings which affect the whole
Bowdoin community. The essence of these problems is the age Bureau in the Orient. These doubts
old question of student apathy. This indifference has mani- were based on Kytni factore Pirst
£ , . ,, , , , , . , cf all I was amazed at the rapidfested itself on campus in a number of ways, two of which we ^ coincidental emergence of inter-
choose to discuss here. Extra-curricular activities have long had est in student opinion Just in tim_»
a serious manpower problem. On athletic teams this has been for a P°utlc*l election, especiallynil I
_i _i- t i when the political sentiments of our
reflected by too many average and mediocre performances. In country and our student body were
other campus activities this personnel problem is reflected in generally known. Anyone the least
either a poorly run and uninteresting activity, and often the acqu*Hit*eT with politics knew that
,..,, • • l i -n the sentiment was heavily againstdomination of that activity by one particular group. The most Ooldwater , Therefore, it could have
recent instance of this can be seen in the Political Forum and the been possible to coup quite a piece of
Young Republicans. Last night former Senator Keating said E"^^.^,^!!*^ tWs §enU '
that the Republican party must turn towards a realistic con
frontation with the demands of the future
ested Republican liberals cannot sit back and assume that some- when I saw Goldsmith personally
one else is policing the ranks of their party. Such apathy, he ****** , * ,trge„ *» *"* ^e
j j ii li l j l- finl>i . . results of his poll at the Gold-
contended, will enable the leadership or IV04 to remain in con- water rally in Portland.
trol. At the recent elections of the Political Forum and the in this light, the non-political
motivations in forming the Bureau
(Continued on page 7) come into serious question. But
men currently subject to separa-
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ment and publicizing It.
This was not necessarily the case,
He said that inter- ^t my 8USpiCions were strengthened
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Ed. Note: t/nfci£ wow, oW Focws inter-
views have been with members of the
faculty and administration. For the
closing Focus of this year it was de-
cided to do a man who is as much a
par^of the college campus as any mem-
ber of the faculty. We feel that it is
time to inform the student body about
one of its best friends, Wally.
Wallace R. Kelley came to the Moul-
ton Union as a part time worker in the
fall of 1959. In 1960 he began regular
work as a man on the evening shift.
In 1963 he became supervisor of this
shift. For 25 years previous to his com-
ing here, Wally owned and operated a
florist shop in the Lewiston-Auburn
area. In 1959 he and his wife, who is
also a florist and still does some floral
wedding work on the side, decided to
retire.
*
They moved, with their daughter, to
Bailey Island where they have lived
since. When asked how he came to work
in the Union, Wally said, "I first came
in here cold turkey. I wanted to wo'rk
in the athletic department giving rub-
downs, but wandered into the Union. I
met Mr. Lancaster and before I knew it,
I had a job working behind the foun-
tain."
Since coming here six years ago, Wally
has met almost all the students who
have come and gone, which is more than
most others around campus can say. The
question of changes in the student body
was naturally asked. His reply" was,
"We've never had much trouble with
students over the years. The students
of 196,0-61 were physically larger,,and
at times would get rather . boisterous,
but as a general rule they really never
caused any trouble. You can get along
with quite a few boys by just working
with them instead of against them. If
I have ever had to caH a boy down for
some reason, he has always been back
within an hour to apologize for what he
did. This is especially, true for the fresh-
men, who come up here not really know-
ing what is going on. They are some-
what lost, and need a helping hand. This
is one of the purposes of the Union.
The boys at Bowdoin are real gentlemen.
When they come into the fountain they .
keep in line, and there is no pushing,
etc. This has been true since I have been
here. I have never had any trouble with
a Bowdoin boy since 1959. I feel that
this is also true for the entire crew."
Next questioned about his work Wally
replied that, "I enjoy my work here
very much. You will not find a better
crew, or a better boss to work for. Work-
ing with younger people helps to keep
you feeling young. It also keeps you on
your toes. When I see the young guys
around I just wish that I was their age,
and knew then what I have learned in
the past couple of years."
Talking now about the differences
that he notices in the various classes, he
commented "freshmen, when they come
here are lost for a few weeks until they
get over their being alone and finally
learn the ropes. There is not too much
difference between the sophomores and
the freshmen. However, the sophomores
know what is going on. When a stu-
dent becomes a Junior he begins to
think about the future, and because of
this matures a great deal. The" seniors
are a group entirely in their own. They
have made it through three years of
college, and they know what they are
going to be doing. They are no longer
as actively interested in studies and col-
lege life generally. This is the reason
why I think that they built the Senior
Center. That is, because the seniors
should be in a group together because
of common interests."
The extension to the Union, and the
remodeling of the inside came into the
discussion. Wally Said that he did not
know all of the plans at the moment.
COMMENTARY
by Ken Nelson
Several weeks ago I reprinted in this
Commentary «olumn a speech delivered
in 1944 by Judge Learned Hand be-
cause I felt that his words — although
more than twenty years old — had
a special relevance to the issues of
the moment. Obviously, many members
of the college community agreed be-
cause I received a great deal of com-
ment on the reprint. Although Learned
Hand is One of the most important and
eloquent justices in American history,
his name is unknown to most people —
and that is the way he wanted it.
Although he wrote many an important
decision, and although he came to be
regarded as the "tenth justice of the
Supreme Court," no library catalogue
card bears his- name ; except for the
tiny book containing his Harvard lec-
tures in 1958 and a collection of his
addresses entitled The Spirit of Liberty,
this brilliant man always avoided print-
ed recognition. He took his credo from
his mentor Justice Holmes: I learned
in the regiment and in the class the
conclusion, at least, of what I think the
best service that we can do for our
country and for ourselves: To see so
far as one may and to feel the great
forces that are behind every detail . . .
to hammer out as compact and solid a
piece of work as one can, to try to make
it first rate, and to leave it unadver-
tised. " : -' _'
^
However, hard Learned Hand tried
to leave his work unadvertised. he
didn't quite succeed; word of mouth
has spread his name, and fortunately
so; for, the collection of his addresses
is a magnificent volume which reveals
the incisive mind and eloquent tongue
have followed the victory already
gained.
"And so, as we renew our mutual
fealty, it is fitting that we .should pause,
and seek to take account of the mean-
ing of our costs and suffering. Was not
the issue this: whether mankind should
be divided between those who com-
mand and those Who serve; between
those who use others at their will and
those -who must submit; whether the
measure of a man's power to shape his
own destiny should be the force at his
disposal? Our nation was founded upon
an answer to those questions, and we
have fought this war to make good that
but that the new union dining facilities
will be on the lower level in the rear of
the building. There will be one large
dining room with private, small dining
rooms around it. Two of these dining
areas will be located where the pool
hall was. The pool room will be- below
the present dining room. The kitchen
will be entirely new, and because of this,
we will be able to' offer a greater variety
of food."
Queried about what he feels the ef-
fects of. the Senior Center in the seniors
from the rest of the college, he said "The
Senior Center has not drawn the seniors
away front the Union. We see as many
of them around as we have in past years.
As- a matter of fact, beginning next
year, the Union will be much busier be-
cause it will handle many of the ban-
quets now taking place at the Senior
Center. This building was made for the
seniors, and it should be so."
In the course of six years, Wally has
seen many things happen. In reminisc- - and the wisdom which seems to en-
ing about these years he spoke about a Tture~and endure simply beeause- the
few of the funny things that have hap- man did "see so far as one may and
pened June day three students walked
up to the fountain and informed me that
there was a guy in the main lounge
swinging on the chandelier. Well, I ask-
ed the Union proctor, for two of them
feel the v great forces."
The, following address was given to
the second "I am an American Day"
audience gathered in Central Park, New
lived in the Union at that time, to go in York, during the final days <1f World
and- try to calm the guy down who was
swinging on the chandelier. He went
into the lounge and asked the swinger
what he was doing. From above came
the-reply, 'swinging on the light.' Need-
less to say, the proctor soon corrected
the situation." Another experience which
^happened a couple of years ago was,
"Two students were sitting at" one of
the long tables pushing the salt shaker
from one end to the other. Dora came
out and told me what was happening so
I went in and stood beside the two boys.
Pretty soon I asked them if they were
having fun, and they replied 'yes.' So I
asked them if they did it at home, and
again the reply was 'yes.' I told them
that they weren't at home so they better
knock it off, and they did. One of the
two is now studying at Tufts Medical
School, and was one of the most popular
boys in his class."
When asked about the fraternities,
he commented that, "Fraternity life is
much more individual and personal. A
boy gets a chance to know a number of
other boys quite well. He learns to live
with those he both likes and dislikes,
which will help him a lot. Fraternities
are something to which men belong with
more than a token feeling. When they
come back to the school after gradua-
tion they have a place to go. We feel
that when they do come back there first
stop is at the Union, and the second
stop is at the fraternities. They come
here first because they know there will
be someone here whom they will know,
and who will be friendly."
This led into the final subject that
War Two. It is reprinted here by per-
mission of Vintage Books, publishers of
The Spirit of Liberty from which the
address is taken.
"We meet once more to attest our
loyalty, and pledge our allegiance. In
the year that has passed we have lost
much and we have gained much. We
have lost that great captain, to whose
foresight, courage, and sagacity it is so
largely due that we still stand a free
people. We have lost thousands and tens
of thousands of our youtb-who fell in
battle; we have the wounded to care
for, and the bereaved to comfort, so
far as comfort is possible. Against all
this. we and our Allies have utterly
brought down our most dreaded enemy;
victory is more than half won. At this
moment, solemn and momentous, we
have no sense of jubilation; we know
that our troubles are not at an end; we
know that the punishment of our ene-
mies, however just, is no guaranty of
our safety, even after the other victory,
which with confidence we expect, shall
answer. For ourselves and for the pres-
ent, we are safe; our immediate peril
is past. But for how long are we safer
and how far have we removed our peril?
If our nation could not itself exist half
slave and half free, are we sure that
it can exist in a world half slave and
half free? Is the same conflict less irre-
pressible when world wide than it was
eighty years ago when it was only na-
tionwide? Rights know no boundari .,
and justice no frontiers; the brother-
hood of man is not a domestic issue.
"No, our job will not end with the
sound of the guns. Even in our own
interest we must have an eye to the
interests of others; a nation which
lives only to itself will in the end per-
ish; fal.se to the faitluJLjyiil^hjjveL,
and pass to the oblivion which is its/
proper receptacle. We may not stop
until we have done our part to fashion
a world, in which there shall be some
share of fellowship; which shall -be
"
better than a den of thieves. Let us
not disguise the difficulties; and, above
all, let us not content ourselves with
noble aspirations, counse ls of perfec-
tion, and self-righteous advice to others.
We shall need the Wisdom of the svi-
pent; we shall have to be content with
short steps; we shall be obliged to give
and take; we shall face the strongest
passions of mankind — our own not
the least; and in the end we *hall have
fabricated an imperfect instrument.
Rut we shall not have wholly failed;
we shall have gone forward, if we bring
to our task a pure and chastened spirit,
patience, understanding, sympathy, for-
bearance, generosity, fortitude, and
above all an inflexible determination.
The history of man has just begun; in
the aeons which lie before him lie limit-
less hope or limitless despair. The
choice is "his; the present choice is
ours; it is worth the trial.
"Therefore as we now pledge alle-
giance to our flag, shall we not see it
as more than a symbol for those alone
over whom it waves? Shall we not be-
lieve that, be we never so prosperous,
and safe, and contented, we shall have
failed to grasp its meaning, and shall
have been truant to its promise, except
as we strive to make it a signal, a bea-
con, a standard, to which the best hopes
of mankind will ever turn? In confi-
dence that you share that belief, I now
ask you to raise your hands and repeat
with me that pledge."
Wally talked about. That being the pur-
pose of the Union. He said that there
are many reasons for having a Union
on any campus. "Here," he said, "the
Union serves as a meeting place for the
entire student body. It keeps the boys
closer together and keeps them on the
campus much more- than if there were
no Union. As it is, the boys do not have
to go off campus when they want a
snack, or something to drink. Also they
do not have to interrupt their studies for
any great length of 4ime. Our prices are
very reasonable and the food is "good.
Next year the Union will also serve the
purpose of supplying meeting rooms for
manv of the campus organizations."
\J
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Late News; and Weathef
by San^y Doig % , '
As final exams draw nigh, the
Class of '65 prepares to leave Bow-
doin for the last time. Many of the
now-familiar facas will be absent
in the Fall. Unfortunately, this last
statement applies to a good many
of the faculty as well. The reasons
for their departure are many, but
an ever-increasing percentage are
leaving out of deep-seated discon-
tent with the college.
Their complaint is with their
wage. Many of these men are good
— very good — and their success
is no secret to 'the other institu-
tions with which Bowdoin likes to
compare itself." It is also no secret
to a growing number of institutions
with which Bowdoin would never
compare itself, but more and more
of these latter schools are finding
it easier and easier to lure away
pur "top-rated" faculty. Their suc-
cess is grounded in a disturbingly
simple formula, — offer the man
more money. ' <
Nor are those leaving simply the
materialists. The wages they are
leaving for are not outrageously
high. According to one member of
the faculty, many of the "new hopes"
at Bowdoin have left for a salary
of less than $10,0CO| which is not ex-
orbitantly high for a man who has
completed some seven years of
schooling at. the college level and
has- two or three years of job ex-
perience. The number who have left,
and the discontent of those who
remain, are straws in the wind
which this college cannot afford to
ignore.
Bowdoin claims to have "atmos-
phere." Ask some of the faculty
wives what they think of Maine at*
mosphere from late October to late
April. And the "college community"
is not a phenomenon exclusive to
this school alone. Tradition? Tradi-
tion buys notoriously little at the
local markejt. (And prices at that
local market are, by the way, high-
er than In most areas of the coun-
try.) Bowdoin does have many ad-
vantages, but the exodus of faculty
in the last few years should Indi-
cate that these are simply not e-
nough to balance those afforded by
a fatter paycheck.
And the administration, so it ap-
pears, will not even consider th3
issue. According to a number of
faculty who have spoken to me, it
was announced at a recent meet-
ing of the "permanent" faculty that
salaries would not even be discussed
before 1967. True? Perhaps not com-
pletely, but the administration has
made no move to correct such dan-
gerous "hearsay" or to answer to
the inquiries of the ORIENT. But it
does go on building.
The campus will be beautiful.
Even handsome granite curbing is
being installed on Twelve Rod Road.
New lawns are being prepared
around Wlnthrop "Ends." These,
plus the several new- buildings, will
make the campus as beautiful as
(Continued on page 7)
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Now! For Seven Big Days
A FEMALE
TOM JONES!




"BOY 10 FEET TALL"







Save this official test form—and take part
in an extraordinary CBS News broadcast,
"The National Drivers Test/' May 24, 10-11
pm edt, on the CBS Television Network. See
your local listings for the exact time and sta-
tion inyour area.
This exciting broadcast, first of its kind,
uses spectacular photography to test your
driving judgment— right in your living room.
You watch high-speed head-on collisions-
staged by experienced stunt drivers—as
they develop and occur.
In another dramatic part of the test, you
are again in the driver's seat. As you drive,
you are faced with a number, of potentially
serious driving hazards and asked: "How
many did you spot?"
During the broadcast you'll answer ques-
tions which test your driving ability. The cor-
rect answerswilroeshown and you'll be given
the opportunity to compare your score with
that of typical drivers in other parts of the
countryaswell as with your family's and your
neighbors'.
How good a driver are you? Watch "The
National Drivers Test," May 24, 10-llpm
edt, on the CBS Television Network.
/









1. a. b. c. d.
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2. a. b. c. d.
























10. T. F. ..
ll.T.F. . .
12. T. F. . .
13. T. F. . .
14. T. F. . .
15. T. F. . . D
C. PERCEPTION
Hazards Alertness
1. List the number of driving
hazards you have seen




1. a. b. c. d. . .
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This test form was printed for your conve- "The National Drivers Test" is produced
nience in marking your answers, totaling by CBS News in cooperation with the
your score and comparing it with those National Safety Council and sponsored by
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PROFESSORS ON LEAVE
(Cqnttoaed from P«C* 8)
Professor Fepiald will be a Vlsit-
lng Professor at Cornell University
this summer, next year, and next
summer. .
Professor Root, who in recent
years has taught during the first
semester at Bowdoin, will use the
second semester next year for re-
search in connection with his
long-time interest in criminology
and in conjunction with one of
the courses he teaches at Bowdoin.
Professor Storer plans to work
for the Bureau of Commercial Fish-
eries of the Department of the In-
terior, where he will do economic
research.
EDITORIAL—- (Continued from page 4)
. * • » , ,
i ' * x i ' ' *
Young Republicans, personalities reflective of "the leadership :df
1964" manipulated themselves into control of these two organi-
zations, simply by taking advantage of the apathy of their
ideological opponents. This control will continue until May,
1966. Hopefully enough pressure can be brought, at least on
the leadership of the Political Forum, to continue the bi-partisan
traditions of that organization. And if this bipartisanship does
not appear, its non-appearance will hopefully disperse some
apathy next May when nevrelections arc^telth^Fh^Ghr Pvt plan
to require freshmen to join some activity on campua may well be
a good way to scatter some apathy r— now.
Thus, after four years it becomes clear that the Bowdoin ,-
experience is so much more than a routine academic training.
The things we have learned -have their value in our lives. But
the experiences we have undergone are the real essence of what
is alleged to be the four best years of our lives. This year ends
as one of dynamic innovation clouded by traditional redundan-
cies; hopefully once we pass into the ranks of the overseers we
will be able and willing to help Bowdoin overcome some of
these burdens that she has placed upon herself.
.
And we are
just as hopeful that those who remain will constantly seek to
solve problems and institute reforms which accurately reflect the
times in which we and Bowdoin College exist.
LATE NEWS
(Continued from page 6)
'
any old grad could hope. for. 'And
Bowdoin, though well endowed; Is
not lavishly so,' It simply hasn't the
money for both a massive, simul-
taneous building program and in-
crease in faculty salaries. The ad-
ministration is obviously committed
to the former, but we would feel a
bit more assured if we knew why
the interest in this one area to tha
exclusion,, of the other.
Was Bowdoin such an eyesore that
this beatification is necessary to
secure top-notch entering classes?
Perhaps, but if so, we should like to
• hear more on this subject, for many
of my classmates were directed to-
ward Bowdoin by former faculty of
*the college. Many faculty now, levy-
ing Yoh&hlgher paying jobs, frankly.,
would not do so. \. . **-
I am not at all certain that this
column Is justified. It is predicated
on lengthy conversations with many
of the faculty and on my own hy-
parconcern with establishing Bow-
doin unequivocally as one ot the
top men's schools in the country.
If the administration can refute
every charge made here, and those
made previously in the ORIENT,
nothing could make me happier. But





212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
THE WAR ON POVERTY:
a message to the Nation 9s college students* . .*
Inspiring causes have always fired the
imagination of students.
Today the United States is committed
to the greatest humanitarian cause in its
history— a massive counterattack on the
causes of poverty, which are robbing
35,000,000 Americans of the opportuni-
ties' most of us are free to pursue be-
cause we had the advantage of a decent
start in life. That start has been denied
to one-fifth of the nation's people. Thir-
teen million of them are children.
This is a moment in history for the
fortunatelo help the least privileged of
their fellow citizens. You can help this
summer, or for a full year if you choose,
as a volunteer in the War on Poverty.
In July and August, 30,000 volunteers
will be needed in their own communities
to assist four- and five-year-old children
of the poor through Project Head Start
Child Development Centers. Thousands
more are needed'to live and work among
poor families by enlisting in VISTA, the
domestic Peace Corps. .
In Head Start, volunteers work side-
by-side with teachers, social workers,
doctors, and other professionals to give
preschool children advantages which
can change the patterns of their lives.
Many of these children have never held
a doll, never scribbled with crayons.
Meager environments have blunted their
curiosity. Some ire spoken to so rarely
that they are unable to form sentences.
Head Start volunteers will read to chil-
dren, take them on outings to zoos and
parks, organize creative play for them,
and help build the security and self-
confidence they need to succeed in
school. The rewards come when a with-
drawn child begins to ask questions or
responds to tbe affection for which-he
has been starved. Without such help,
many of these children would be headed
for school failure and the poverty cycle
which trapped their parents.
Many young people who are 18 or
older and can serve for a year enroll for
training in VISTA— both to help others
and to enlarge their own capaciiies for
teaching, social work, or careers in so-
ciology, economics, law/and other fields.
Home base for VISTA volunteer groups
can be a city tenement row, a struggling
farm community, an Indian reservation,
a migrant labor camp, or a mental hos-
pital. Volunteers may counsel school
dropouts, organize recreation programs,
tutor children who are behind in school,
explore job opportunities for the poor—
in short, do whatever is needed to help
people find their way up from poverty.
Volunteers become respected members
of the communities where they work.
The pay is nominal — living expenses
plus $50 a month paid at the end of serv-
ice. But the opportunities are great: ypu
can help pave the way for an America in
whicb the democratic ideal is big enough
to encompass everyone.
Will you lend your abilities to people











Yes, I want to help the War on Poverty!
Please refer me to Head Start programs which will be operating in or near
(location) - this summer.






Home Address_ — I
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Sports Banquet
FRIDAY, MAY 21, 1965
-. -Tom Zilinsky received the newly were elected iacTosse cQ-capraihs.'
established Francis S. Dane Base- Allen, an attack man, was the top
ball Trophy and Alex Schulten re- scorer for the varslty> while Mitch "
ceived the Leslie A. Claff Track
ell added half a dozen goals from
his midfield position.
Wiener;sChamp
The varsity golf team retained
Although the track season is over
for the teams in Maine, it is just
moving into high gear qn the West
Trophy^aL the sprirjg^sppj^ban^ Phn Bradley m, was elected *ap-
--jts-rtrte series championship
quet Thursday night. tain of the 1966 tennis team and
Zilinsky, a three-year letterman Jim OoM'"* was chosen honorary
Ccast and in the South. With the big on <*>** Danny MacFayden's var- J
aPtaln of this vear's freshman
meets coming up, the times and siTv baseball squad, played left field
team>
distances are Improving rapidly, ln 1962 **& a**1" in 1963 - wh«i he
indicating another winning 'team was named to the All-Maine team,
when the United States and Russia He was switched to center field this
clash this summer — if, and this is year and was a kev member of the
a big if, the AAU and the NCAA team dwplte a torn leg muscle that
are able to settle their fight. If the kept him dut of a few sames- Zi-
NCAA continues to boycott AAU linsky has als0 been an °"tetand-
sanctioned open events, the fine ,ng Suard on *>olar ^^ football
college athletes, such as Alex team
'3
-
and was named to both All-
Schulten, will not be able to take Mame Bridiron squads last fall,
part in this international com- Schulten, who was Captain of
petition, for it is the AAU meet C°ach Frank Sabasteanski's spring
which decidesthe U. S. team.




week as it held off a strong bid
by Bates. The Polar Bears finished
with a four-round total of 68 points
while Maine had 65 and Bates,
which scored 22 points in Mon-
day's final round at Waterville,
ended with 64. Colby was last
with 19.
Randy Baxter had the low score
of the day, a 73. Bates' Al Fleury
and Maine's Tom Lahaise had 74's,
and Bates' Walt Lasher, the 1964
individual champion, a 75.
Bates beat Bowdoin 5-2, Colby
7-0 and Maine 4-3, while Maine
by
the NCAA's insistence that the U. S.
Track and Field Federation must
sanction open competition (meets
in which both collegiate and club
athletes may participate), while the 35-P°und weight. In a meet against
AAU, which has always had sole
sanctioning obligations, maintains
that it cannot allow multiple sanc-
tions of these meets. The r.sult of
the fight, of course, is that the
athlete, the most important man in
the sport, is being hurt by the of-
ficials. The quarrel has already
meant that some college vs. club
meets have had to be cancelled, that
previously committed teams have
had to withdraw from some me:ts,
such as the Texas Southern Uni
versify Relays, and that^sperrevents
in a largely college meet, such as the
Penn Relays, have had to be call-
ed off.
Up till now the club athlete hah
been hurt the most because he has
had limited opportunity to compete
whereas the collegians have had
their dual meets. The situation will
Wednesday afternoon the lacrosse
team visited Waterville for a game
with the Colby club, the first en-
track team this 7ear~a^vvUl" "be c°unter *f
tween the two in hist°rv
. The"pola7 Beare Deat'colbyl-l
Captain of next season's indoor The Mules - wno orgar»zed their The team's scores:
track team, is an Ail-American club this year with the help of Bow- Phll McDowell 81, BUI Wieners
hammer thrower who holds the na- ?°in and Harvard - showed that 77 R^y Baxter 73 M p^ia 86>
tional collegiate title in that event, £2 ?a™ ™" to learn as tnev Dick Smith 84, ' Mike Suvalle 84,
and Jack Neary 85.
Tuesday afternoon sophomore
Bill Wieners pulled an upset as he
won the state individual champion-
ship at Augusta with a 36-hole
score of 78-78-156.
Walt Lasher of Bates, the de-
fender, led the morning round with
a^-74 but dropped to 84 in the after-
with Jim Hughes
.
Things are wrapping up for the
Summer at last* One more day of
classes, and Tew seem to be com-
plaining about that. Except of
course the impending finals, which
are scheduled in the traditional
Bowdoin way; helter-skelter. There
is a solution in sight though. Re-
member those ambitious young men
from Cambridge who used a com-
puter to seek out perfect couples?
Well, rumor has it that the same
concern has approached the Ad-
ministration with a novel idea. They
intend to reprogram their IBM
1401 computer so as to match stu-
dents with finals, instead of with
fiancees. However, the school is
quite hesitant, for it fears that too
much tradition is already fading
from the campus; but if the new
method can guarantee at least some
as well as the IC4A crown in the went down 12
"2
-
the University of Vermont last
month, Schulten hurled the ham-
mer 201 ft., 3 in. — a distance
achieved by only a handful of other
American collegians. In March
Schulten was awarded Bowdoin 's
Elmer Longley Hutchinson Memo-
rial Track Trophy.
The captains for next year's
spring sports teams were also an-
nounced at the dinner.
Baseball co-captains will be Bob
Butkus '66 and Dick Condos '66.
Butkus was^an All-Maine selection
last year as* a pitcher and led the
Polar Bears this year. Condos, a
catcher-outfielder, was one of the
leading hitters on the team.
Bill Allen '66 and Bob Mitchell '66
Bowdoin scoring was well split up,
with Brian Murphy and Bill Allen
doing great work up front and Dan-
ny Ralston ahd Dick Forte spark-
ling the defense. The next game
between the two will be next March,
with games after that to become a
regular affair.
Bowdoin's freshman lacrosse squad noon and finished in a tie for sec-
concluded its finest season in his- ond with Randy Baxter. Both had
reverse itself in the coming weeks
because of the AAU championships
In which the club athletes will
compete for the trip to Europe while
the collegians are forced to sit it.
out. The only way the college
zlColby Ovei*—
Bowdoin In BB
tory by beating Hinckley 5 to 2
Wednesday. The victory gave the
frosh its first winning season. Their
final rccora, which included two
triumphs in three games over
collegiate foes, was five wins
against three losses.
Bowdoin jumped to a 5-0 lead
in the first half before Hinckley
got on the scoreboard with a goal
„ a few seconds before the end of
the half. Jim Georgitis put the
Cubs into the lead with his sixth
goal of the season in the initial
quarter. Charley Gianaris netted a
pair in the second, and Perry M.lzig
and Rusty McMullen contributed one
goal each. An oddity of the game
was that , only one penalty
downed Bowdoin 4-3 and Colby 6-1. mix-ups in the schedule, it seems
a possibility.
For those who are really disap-
pointed with the thought of finals
though, there is still a way out.
The only qualification is that the
person must subscribe to the New
York Times, via the Union, and he
must not have paid for it yet.
These fortunates have received
post cards within the past week
informing them to pay up or for-
get about finals. Now whoever
thought up this method of dun-
ning must have been asleep, for
the obvious result is — forget about
finals.
Anyway, the ROTC department
was awake when~they scheduled
their exams for the morning of
the twenty-seventh. They know that
nobody studies for such fiascoes





said in last week's Orient), and
a the Clay-Liston fight is on the
Softball, Volleyball eveninB of the twenty-sixth. There
* must be something to the Army
Intelligence System after all, for
how did they know when and where
the fight was to be even before the
fighters themselves knew.
The end of the year is also ac-
centuating the strife between our
academic Departments, for with the
new library opening next Fall, Mass.
Hall is going to the highest bid-
Championships
A three-way tie in league B of
the interfraternity volleyball compe-
tion has caused considerable interest
in the sport. Finishing the season








y tlMiS^ .**?"' closed calIed a*ainst the frosh in the en" Sigma Nu, and perennial powerhouse d«"~ The" trouble is that"most De-
DJta Sig remained deadlocked even Partmente think they
athlete would be able to compete
is if he quit his school team. Any *e ^1^™*?°%* £ " "^fT • *. w* ^ents y should be
school which defies the NCAA and losl *° str°ng Colby 8-0. The Bears Dick Lougnran was the leading ; ; considered first for occupancy, and
sends representatives to the AAU ended the vear with a 6-6 record, scorer for the season, chatting up after a doub,e elimination round. It ^ declsion wlll m06t likely ^^
punished by ppnn.lt.ii>R Including five straight defeats in 18 points on a dozen goals and six was then decided, by virtue of a highly controversial. Maybe the
ranging from reprimand to loss of
^
taie ^erles Plav - Colby wound up assists. Gianaris ha'l t:n goals from flift of a coin, that Delta Sig would easiest solution would be to leave
NCAA membership. G~° ln the state and 15_5 overall, his attack position. Ted Sandstrom,
We feel the NCAA is at fault in ?ood„in.ougn to ** considered for Georgitis, and McMu'len followed
in the scoring parade. Mik: Lsonard
was credited with 113 saves in the
eight game season.
the fight because it is. the aggres- the NCAA tournament
sor The AAU is not blameless; Bob Butkus had one of his rare
it has botched a number of amateur bad ^s M he R*ve up 11 hits
events. The NCAA, however, by its and ei«ht, nn^ before being re-




ln tne **fth bv Mo Vtens -
no one but the athlet=s it supposedly * ™Ull* brought his record to
is trying to protect. Its claim that
6
;
2 " he Stowed only three hits,
the USTFF must sanction all meets aU s^gles, struck out seven and
is ridiculous since that organization ****** one - ^^ PaPP** "^ two of
does not even represent a large our hits - Paul Newman the other.
number of athletes, among them . ?
olb/ f00"*1 once in the first,
the clubs, the NAIA. the armed J*
1*5
*? "* third and five more ln
forces and the strong California the «"*>• Bowdoin, for about the
Junior colleges. The NCAA's boy- f,rst time tbJs vear- Plav«l error- straight over the Bowdoin frosh
cott of AAU meets will hurt only ba^' but [t *JMat help as Colby Wednssday, 6 to 5. Colby's six run B running away as Beta' ended
pounded out 13 hits; rally overcame a 5 to leal Bow- with 4-1. In the first round of the
—
—
doln had built up by the third playoffs, Sigma Nu continued its
former who has an excellent chance inning. dominance while whipping the
of making the U. S. team, Alex Jude, a hard-throwing ri~ht- league A entry, Kappa Sig, by a
Schulten. hander, blanked Bowdoin for 6 1/3 score of 3-1. Beta and Zete were
itself — and the United States. The
NCAA, simply because the AAU
won't play by NCAA rules, picks up
its ball and goes home, forgetting
that the AAU still has another ball.
We will be able to send a team
abroad, but it will probably be
beaten by the Russians for the first
time in history, a fact mads even
more humiliating in the ligTit
Qf the incredible trouncing we gave
them last summer. Many or our
" team members will be only the
second or third best in the country
since an examination of perform-
ances this spring shows that the
great majority of leading times and
distances have been turned in by
college athletes, the same athletes
the NCAA-wants to keep at home.
What makes this particularly close
to us is that Bowdoin has a per-
Frosh Baseball
A great relief Job by Dick Jud?
and six unearned runs highlighted
the comeback by the Colby fresh-
men, who were winning their second
tak; the number one spot in quest tne Departmental offices where they
«* i*« flf*v. .t™i„M m«. „„j *w„* now are, and give the ancient build-of its fifth straight title and that . ' .°. . .. ...
ing to the students. Many possible
Sigma Nu and Bete would tangle mes immediately come to mind,
for the second position. In league such as "Massachusetts a la Go
A action, ARU was on top with a Go," or a "Mass. Lounge" for those
spotless 5-0 tally, while Kappa Sig weekends when fraternities cannot
obtain chaperons. Some might
took second at 4-1.
slmply enj()y quiet contempiation
Zete and Kappa Sig represent beneath the shadows of its past
league A in softball, having beaten inhabitants, so at least the building
AD and ARU jn games played to will not go to waste in the event
brLak a four-way tie. Each team
closed with 3-2 records. Unbeaten
in five games, Sigma Nu took league
there is a draw between Depart-
ments.
So enjoy those Summer months,
and look forward to returning to a
campus rid of its host of bulldozers
and workmen.
The government has stepped into innings on only one hit. Coming in locked in a scoreless tie when the
the fight oncst but was able to ob-
tain only a temporary peace. It
does not say much for the intelli-
gence Of the leaders of the two
organizations when the President
has to enter the dispute in order
to patch things up. A settlement
could be reached if the NCAA would
only realize that its stand is not
hurting anyone but the country and
its own image. A settlement shculd
be reached because the present sit-
uation may prove ruinous to Ameri-
can track and fleM. A settlement
must be reached or else the United
States will become a second-c'ass
track power.
with the bases full in the third inn- rains came, thus washing out the
ing, Jude set down 16 straight contest in the fourth inning. White
batters before allowing a walk in
the eighth inning. Richie Benedetto
finally broke the ice with a single in
the ninth, but Jude retired CharliJ
Belahger to end the game. Jude













"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-



























Make your Travel arrangements early for
best reservations. See
BRUNSWICK TOUR & TRAVEL SERVICE
"ON COLLEGE CORNER"
An ATC approved-dependable-travel agency handling reservations and
tickets for all Airlines, Steamships, Hotels, Cruises and Tours. May
we lend you a helping hand?
The Harriet Beecher
STOWE HOUSE
Dining - Cocktail Lounge - Lodging
DINNER 5:45-9:00 LUNCH 11:45-2:00
FEDERAL ST. BRUNSWICK, ME.
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Circular File Conway Emphasizes Various
War On Poverty Opportunities
A one-month exhibition of the work of Eliot Porter, one of the world's
leading color photographers, opened today at the College Museum of
• Art. The exhibit is entitled "Color Photographs of Maine and the West."
Marvin S. Sadik, Director and Curator of the Museum, said the show
will include 60 color photographs selected by Mr. Porter, who arranged
the exhibit at the 'request of the College.
The public is invited to attend the exhibit in the. Walker Art Build-
ing. The Museum is open from 10 ajn. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday,
10 • to 5 on Saturday, and 2 to 5 on Sunday.
.
Mr. Porter, who lives in Santa Fe, N. M., summers at Great Spruce
Head Island off the Maine coast and more than half of the photographs
in the show weie taken in the Penobscot Bay region of Maine.
Eleven members of the Class of '69 are the recipients of four-year
ROTC scholarships covering tuition, fees, and books, in addition to a $50
monthly stipend. Given nationally, the ROTC scholarships are avail-
able to high school seniors who have demonstrated high scholastic apti-
tude. •
The awards are made on the basis of the applicant's SAT scores and
class standing.
The recipients, who upon completion of college will be expectedfto
serve the minimum ROTC committment plus two additional years on
active duty, are: Robert Blackwood, Alfred Decicco, David Fennimore,
Olen Johnson, Berkeley Merchant, George Mouradian, James Novick, Law-
rence OToole, John Ryan, Judson Smith, and Greg Wilkes.
In addition,, Wilfred Vachon, *67 was awarded a two-year scholarship
offering the samf benefits as the four scholarships.
The ROTC Department also announced that four students have
enrolled in the new two-year ROTC program. They are: David and Den-
nis McNabb, Walter Rowson, and Bailey Stone. Having spent the sum-
mer at Fort Knox, Ky., the four are now taking advanced ROTC courses
and will be exempt from the first two years of the program.
Dr. Hans Rosenhaupt, Director of the Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation, will speak in Wentworth Hall at the Senior Cen-
ter Oct. 13 at 8:15 p.m,„ Dr. Rcsenhaupt, who will be a guest at the
Senior Center, will outline the opportunities and challenges of graduate
study and college teaching.
The. Foundation offers one-year, expense-paid scholarships to attract
nd womenira the profession onrollegeTeacHini . Eligible 76T nbm-
ination are seniors and graduates of outstanding intellectual promise.
Since 1945, when the Foundation was established, 17 Bowdoin stu-
dents have received Woodrow Wilson Fellowships. Last year over 11,000
college seniors and graduates were nominated to compete for the grants,
and 1,395 were chosen as Fellows.
This year's award winners will receive full tuition and fees for the
graduate school of their choice plus a living stipend of $2,000 and de-
pendency allowances.
by Nat Harrison
Jn a Tuesday evening lecture at
the Senior Center, the first of five
concerning "The War On Poverty",
Mr. Jack Conway, Deputy Director
in the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity, discussed the new era of
widespread economic availability re-
sulting from President Johnson's
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.
Mr. Conway, who for many years
.
was associated with Walter Reuther,
said that the problem of poverty in
the U.S. was of prime concern in
JoRhson's scheme when he became
President in 1963. The fact that in
the most prosperous nation in the
world nearly 35 million Americans
w.ere living without the basic com-
forts of life was intolerable. With
this in mind he put through Con-
gress his Economic Opportunity Act
by October of 1964, allocating 783
mfilion dollars for 12 distinct areas
of activity, and naming Sargent
Shriver Director of the Office of
Economic Opportunity, designed to
implement the new program.
For the disillusioned and dispos-
sessed high school drop-out, from
16 to' 22, the Act offers two programs
designed to help the poorly educated,
unemployed post-war loabies nowT
flooding the unstable labor market,
where the unemployment rate for
this age group is a disturbing 15 to
20%. To counteract this the Econom-
ic Opportunity Act has established
the Job Corps, a program through
which young men with serious edu-
cational, medical, and social defi-
ciencies leave their homes to spend
a year or less at one of the 65 con-
servation centers set up throughout
the U.S. Here they receive medical
care, clothing, educational and tech-
nical skills, and social contact, while
Jack Conway
working on various conservation
projects There are already 15,000
members of the Job Corps, and an
additional 35,000 are expected by
next June^ Job Corps graduates
move on to assume private jobs or
join the military.
' Another program is the Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps which serves the
same purpose as the Job Corps, ex-
cept that it is a stationary organiza-
tion, its members participating in
work-study projects in their own
neighborhoods. These projects, which
now have a total of 200,000 enrollees,
are sponsored by local groups, such
as the YMCA, a church, or a union.
For successful high school students
there is the Work-Study Program,
aimed at increasing the availability
of a college education. This Septem-
ber 82,000 students from low-income
families began participating in the
program in which they hold good-
paying jobs at their particular
school.
Described by Mr. Conway as "the
biggest single challenge" facing the
Office of Economic Opportunity, the
problem of 16 million citizens living
in economically run-down areas is
another very real concern. Rural
poverty, Mr. Conway said, is usually
characterized by general economic
decline of an area with the! result
that the young get out leaving the
elderly to live and struggle in mis-
erable isolation. The Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity, therefore, makes
high risk loans to owners of small
farms as well as to owners of small
businesses in the hope that they will
expand and thus relieve unemploy-
ment in the area.
The migrant worker represents
another economic group that has
faced chronic instability for many
years. Under trie new program 20
million migrant workers from the
Southwest, the Midwest, and the
East Coast will receive health care,
education, and some technical train-
ing.
One of the most promising aspects;
of_ the Economic Opportunity A> t is
the VISTA program, Volunteers In
Service To America. Like the Peace
Coi psrVISTA members, now number-
ing 1500, are placed in reservations
and slum areas to help the poor
organize an effective attack on the.
difficulties imposed by thei en-
vironment.
Mr. Conway expressed great en-
thusiasm for the Community Action -
Program, which hp feels Kf>t^ th«»
Donovan D. Lancaster, Director
of the Moulton Union at Bowdoin
College, today announced the ap-
pointment of Harry K. Warren of
Concord, N.H., as Assistant Director
of the College's newly expanded
social, recreational and service cen-
ter.
Mr. Warren, who began his new
duties today, has been associated
with International Business Mach-
ines—Corporation since 1952. Since
Maifcto of 1964 he has been branch,
manager of the IBM Concord office,
which has product marketing and
service responsibility for the entire
State of New Hampshire.
Union Dedication To Be
Held Saturday Morning
Harry Warren
John Esposito was awarded the Almon Goodwin Phi Beta Kappa
Prize in June. The $75 prize is presented annually to the highest rank-
ing member of Bowdoin's junior class. Espcsito also was elected to Phi
Beta Kappa at the chapter's annual Commencement meeting.
Eight seniors who graduated in June were also elected to member-
ship in Phi Beta Kappa. They were Richard Andrias, Clayton Lewis, Jr.,
William Lynch, Philip Mclntire, Jotham Pierce, Jr., Jeffrey Prince, Gerald
Rath, and Jonathan Raymond.
Charles Gray, Jr., '66, was awarded the Teachers College Book Prize
of the Teachers College of Columbia University at the close of the 1964-
65 year.
The award, a book, is presented to a junior "displaying constructive,
intellectual interest in educational issues." The winner is selected by the
Department of Education. '
(Please turn to page 7)
Dedication exercises for the en-
larged and renovated Moulton Union
will be held Saturday at 10:45 a.m.
The principal speaker will be Nelson
B. Jones, Director of the University
of Maine's Memorial Union Building
and a former President of the As-
sociation of College Unions, Inter-
national.
President James S. Coles will pre-
side at the ceremonies, which will
be held on the new terrace of the
College's 37-year-old social, recrea-
tional and service center. In case of
inclement weather the program will
be held in the main lounge.
Other speakers will include A.
Shirley Gray '18 of Chicago, 111., a
Bowdoin Trustee and Chairman of
the Governing Boards Committee
in charge of the $500,000 expansion
project; Donovan D. Lancaster '27,
who has directed the Union since it
opened; and Dean of Students A.
LeRoy Greason, Jr. The Invocation
will be offered by the Rev. Joseph
C. MacDonald '15 of Wilton, Maine,
a member of Bowdoin's Board of
Overseers.
Following the exercises guides will
be on hand to conduct guests * on
inspection tours-' of the building,
which has been enlarged and re-
modeled to complement Bowdoin's
academic objectives by unifying
undergraduate activities which in
the past have been housed in scat-
tered sections of the campus.
The project, which included con-
struction of some 16,000 square feet
of new. space, was also designed to
keep pace with Bowdoin's decision
to increase enrollment by 20 per
cent, to improve the Union's ser-
vices to students, teachers and
alumni, and to provide working and
meeting space for undergraduate
organizations.
The new building includes in-
creased facilities for lectures and
conferences, a modern cafeteria and
separate snack bar, a new kitchen
and pantry, additional game facil-
ities, television rooms, a general
student activities work room, a new
campus information center, im-
proved facilities for the Union Book-
store, College guide service, offices
for a variety of undergraduate or-
ganizations, and an all-college tele-
phone switchboard.
The Union enlargement and other
recent campus construction, in ad-
dition to increased endowment for
support of instruction and financial
aid to students, were made possible
by alumni and other friends of the
College through Bowdoin's $10 mil-
lion Capital Campaign.
Economic Opportunity Act apart
from any previous social welfare
program. With this plan any com-
munity that can organize itself for.




by Michael F. Rice
Just as each fall brings new faces
of freshmen to Bowdoin, additions
and promotions in the Faculty bring
changes to the campus. Marking
this, President and Mrs. James S.
Coles welcomed 14 new faculty mem-
bers at a reception at the President's
House Sept. 21.
The faculty members honored in-
cluded Dr. John C. Rensenbrink,
Asst. Professor of Government, who
was a member of the Faculty in
1961-62, and Mrs. Rensenbrink;
Capt. Radcliffe G. Mitchell, Jr.,
Asst. Professor of Military Science,
and Mrs. Mitchell; A. Myrick Free-
man, m, Asst. Professor of Econom-
ics, and Mrs. Freeman; John E
Sheats, Asst. Professor of Chemistry;
Dr. Barry M. Mitchell, Asst. Profes-
sor of Economics; Burton Rubin,
Asst. Professor of Russian, and Mrs.
Rubin; Myron W. Curtis, Director
of the Computing Center and Lee-
turer in Mathematics, and Mrs.
Curtis; Irving D. Fisher, Visiting
Lecturer in Government, and Mrs.
Fisher; BUly W. Reed, Instructor in
Speech, and Mrs. Reed; Dr. James
G. Carnathan, Instructor in Psy-
chology, and Mrs. Carnathan; James
E Fisher, Jr., Bowdoin '62, Instruc-
tor in English, and Mrs. Fisher;
Robert E Knowlton. Instructor in
(Please turn to page 2)
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an attack on poverty *?U1 be suBt
sicfized by the Federal Government.
The^Gommunity Action Program, of
which l^r.- Conway- is ifoe director,
has 345 million dollars to work with,
and so far every major urban com-
munity with over 500,000 people has
adopted such an attack on poverty.
Included in this, program are nu-
merous social welfare services, such
as the Headstart project, which
helps underprivileged pre-school
children make the transition to pub-
lic education, and the Foster Grand-
parent Program which combats the
loneliness of old age by matching
elderly people with abandoned
babies. Besides these there are re-
medial education projects as well as
assistance to neighborhood centers.
All of these projects included
under the Economic Opportunity
Act, together with the Housing Act,
the Man Power Training Act, and
the Economic Development Act, in-
dicate the increased governmental
concern for the problem of poverty.
Actual economic opportunity, Mr.
Conway feels, will come when both
the public and private elements of
American society come together to
think and act collectively on the
problem of educational and econom-
ic improvement. In any case Mr.
Conway declared that the Office of
Economic Opportunity in the future
will be dedicated to "uplifting the
skills, knowledge, and general edu-
cational level of the entire popula-
tion of this country."
reau of Commercial Fisheries in the
Department of the Interior. Profes-
sor L. Dodge Fernald, Jr., former
head of the Department of Psychol-
ogy will be- on leave as 'a Visiting
Professor at Cornell University. Pro-
fessor McGee suceeeds Professor Ed-
* ''**; w*rd Pols, "recently awarded a Ful-
% by JACK CART1.AND sano, Bowdoin ,'58 and University of -November 5-7, and the final secunar brignt scholarship at the University
, The first in a series of six grad- Wchigan Law School '61. Not only ^J* a discussion of
uate school seminars was held on were the. graduate programs under
First Graduate School Seminar
Held Friday; Law Profession Discussed
Friday evening, September 24 in the which itiese men studied represen-
., . T „ . .. _ „ tative of a wide variety of thoseMain Lounge of the Senior Center.
program in the social sciences on
November 12-14. It should be stressed
that while these seminars are a part
of the Senior Center program, they
of Florence. in Italy, In connection
with research on his forthcoming
book on the philosophy of art.
Additional changes include promo-
available in law, but each engaged KB_Jaen_tQ_the_enUre college, and
tion of U members of the Faculty.
-of this program is to in a totaW^UTerehtkind of prac-
allow undergraduates to talk to re-
cent Bowdoin alumni about the var-
ious graduate programs which are
offered in their field. This program
of seminars is designed to comple-
ment the Career Conference, which
is sponsored by the Alumni Coun-
tice. Peter Mone is at present work-
ing for a lobbying firm in Chicago: ^^^^ "of these oppor
Peter Brown is employed by a large
tun j t|es
Wall Street law firm, and Frank
Marsano is doing general practice
in Belfast, Maine.
It is intended that the same var-
it is hoped that any underclassmen Promoted to Professor was As-
who have decided upon their field sociate Professor of Biology James
M. Moulton, PhJ>
Promoted to the rank of Associate
Professor were Asst. Professors L.
Dodge Fernald, Chairman of the
Department of Psychology; Dana
W. Mayo, Ph.D., of the Department
FACULTY
(Continued from pace 1)
cil- each March. These sepnnars iety which was brought to the law Biology, and Mrs. Knowlton; and of Chemistry; and Jonathan D.
have a more specific purpose than panel shall continue in the future Richard J. McGee, Asst. Coach of Lubin, Ph.D. of the Department of
to help the undergraduate decide seminars. The next in this program Football, and Mrs. McGee. Mathematics,
upon a career. Their purpose is is planned for the weekend of Octo- Also, several new department Promoted to Asst. Professorships
to help those who have already ber 8-9-10, and is to deal with heads have been appointed for the were Instructors Clifford R. Thomp-
chosen their field decide what kind careers in business. The format shall coming academic year. TRey are son, »Ph.D., Romance Languages;
of graduate program they should follow that which was used for the Professor Samuel E. Kamerling, Donald G. Adam, Ph.D„ English;
seek in order to realize the aims of law seminar. The informal discus- Chemistry; Professor Paul G. Dar- John L. McEntaffer, Ph.D, Mathe- (
their career. The seminars are to sion followed by a question and ling, Economics; Professor Alfred H. matics; Charles A. Grobe, Jr., Ph.D.,
provide a forum for these recent answer period shall be held on Fri- Fuchs, Psychology; and Professor Mathematics; and Walter R. Boland!
graduates to assess the schools they day night, October 8, in the Mitchell C. Douglas McGee, Philosophy. MA., Sociology,
attended in their field, the programs Room on the second floor of the Professor Kamerling succeeds As- Rounding out the change, Robert
under which they continued their Senior Center Lounge Building scciate Professor Gordon L. Hiebert, C. Mellow, Associate Director of
education, and how a Bowdoin edu- (Wentworth Hall) at 8:15 p.m. who is on sabbatic leave working for Admissions, will also serve as an
cation relates to these schools and Throughout the rest of the week- the Agency for International Devel- Instructor in English during the sec-
programs, end there will be many opportunities opment in India.- Professor James ond semester. Mr. Mellow, who has
The first of these seminars was to meet with any of the graduate A. storer, previous Chairman of the been a member of the admissions
Economics Department, is conduct- staff since 1963, taught a course in
ing economic research for the Bu- English during the last semester.
ANYONE INTERESTED IN
WRITING OR WORKING ON










concerned with the profession of representatives to discuss any as-
law. The moderator for the discus- pects of the field perhaps not cdv-
sion was Professor Athern P. Dag- ered in the Friday night seminar,
gett, chairman of the department Other seminars which are sched-
of Government and Legal Studies, uled to be included in this program
The members of the panel were are Medicine, October 15-17, a dis-
Peter Mone, Bowdoin '62, Univer- cussion of the Ph.D. program in the
sity of Chicago Law School '65; sciences and math on October 27-31,
Peter Brown, Bowdoin '61, Columbia a seminar on graduate study lead-
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-Views On The New;
by Conn, Hickey
As the 1965 collegiate football sear
* son began
'
last weejc, millions of
students, across our great nation,
poured ontd the campuses of their
choice. Many of us here at Bowdoin
will mdurn our return to this closed
and isolated society, grudgingly don-
ning once again our cloaks of
celibacy. In a short while however
our focus will readjust and most of
us will become completely immersed
in this very small and very untyp-
ical world of ours. House spirit
sparks up. A Winning eleven will
link us to our college. Slowly but
Cumberland Theatre
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
WEDNESDAY — OCTOBER 6th
2 Evening Shows
6:30 P.M. & 8:30 P.M.
fso SCARY-WE BAKE YOU TO COMK











surely the outside world fades away
and Bowdoin becomes the center of
the Universe. Orientation will soon
become an explosive issue. A new
student crusade against the admin-
istration will arise. The Seniors will
unite against such injustices as the
present limitation on dining guests.
I am not belittling, but how does
all this fit into the cosmos? It does
not take a very ingenious observer
to see that our "dear Alma Mater"
is not much like the real world. I
first noticed this as I peered out
from the top floor of our new con-
ning tower (which incidentally
wouldn't have been a bad if un-
original title for this column). As
the view is limited to Cumberland
County; it was only a moderately
enlightening experience. But none-
theless it posed serious questions to
my pious attitude towards the im-
portance of Bowdoin College. This
summer I followed up my original
observation with extensive research
and came to some truly heretical
conclusions.
Whereas every other column in
this hallowed Journal is dedicated
to righting the wrongs of dear old
Bowdoin, the New England Bigot
will be a modest attempt to bring
to the Friday night reader, a little
perspective as to the world he lives
in. Just a small reminder that Joy
and sorrow tan "also be found out-
side the ivy walls". . \, -'
The title came from my predeces-
sor, Al Purola, a native of Ohio. He
held very sftarp^pinionS about many
things and one of them was Teligion.,
In bne of his- more tontroversial
columns, he ruthlessly assaulted one
Bob Jones University of Greenville,
South Carolina. The president of the
University's student council (Presi-
dent Robert Jones, by name,) wrote
a Are and brimstone letter to the
editor attacking poor Al as a New
England bigot. In spite of his indig-
nation he admitted that he felt
sorry for Al and was planning to
pray for him. (Lucky Al, saved in
the clutch.)
I use the phrase for two reasons.
First, because of my similiar New
England heritage. Secondly, because
I feel this exchange of pleasantries
somehow typifies Bowdoin's igno-
rance of the outlying world and
the latter's ignorance of it. This can
be abstracted even further into the
universal problem of understanding.
One which the printed word can do
much to correct.
Hay neville
Now let us change our focus to
Hayneville, Alabama. At this mo-
ment twelve White Jurists (selected
from a predominantly Negro Coun-
ty) are deciding on a Manslaughter
indictment against Thomas Cole-
man. On August 20th of this year,
Coleman allegedly shot and killed
Jonathan Daniels, a young Episco-
pal seminary student from New
Hampshire. He is also charged with
critfeallywBuriding the Rev. Rlcrif
ard Morrisroe, a Catholic Priest
from Chicago who was also a Civil
Rights worker* Th£ shooting 'took
p!ace inbroad daylight in downtown
Hayneville. It should have been an
open and shut case., It" isn't!' ' • - .
t Richmond Flowers, Alabama At-
torney General, implied that Al Lin-
go, who is head of the state highway
patrol, and who personally led the
investigation, found some witnesses
who have since perjured themselves.
Lingo became involved when Cole-
man, a, special deputy Sheriff, tele-
phoned him after the shooting.
A local solicitor represented the
state at the Grand Jury hearing,
but when Flowers discovered that
some witnesses for the prosecution
were purjuring themselves for the
defense, the Attorney General's of-
fice took over the case.
Monday, Flowers asked Circuit
Juc'ge T. Werth Thagard to post-
pone the trial until the state's star
witness, Fr. Morrisroe, could recover,
and until several young Negroes who
witnessed the shooting could be
produced. They are presently "afraid
to return to Lowndes County."
(Flowers himself was protected in
court by three armed aides, as his
life had been threatened in connec-
tion with prosecuting the case.) He
also pointed out in his motion that
Lingo had so far refused to submit
a report to the Attorney General's
office concerning his investigation.
Thagard (who the New }£ork Trib-N
une perceptively describes as "a
peppery little whi^e-haired man")
not onfjFdehted the motiof^ wtthyu^ :
an explanation but also removed
Flowers from the case? The nest
day, Thagard^jemoved tfoe cSse^froin
'
the Attorney General's, Office alto-
gether, placing it again in the hands
of the local solicitors. •» ,. « ,
Coleman's plea is one of self-
defense. He claims that Daniels had
a knife and Morrisroe a gun. He will
probably be acquitted.
Morrison was shot in the Back.
Both men had been released from
jail, it's doubtful that the sheriff
gave them each lethal weapons.
It seems that Thagard is bent on
netting an all time low in the ad-
ministration of Southern justice.
Donovan Proposes
Scholarship Program
Professor John C. Donovan, for-
merly the nation's first full-time
Manpower Administrator, this week
proposed a national scholarship pro-
gram to ease the great shortage of
professionally oriented personnel in
the manpower field.
Dr. Donovan said the scholarships,
which could come from public and
private resources, would encourage
college and university students to do
more of their graduate work in the
manpower field.
As Chairman of the New England
Manpower Advisory Committee, Dr.
Donovan will submit hia-scholarship,
proposal in Washington today at
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The young bucks of America
go clean-white-sock in the
new crew Adler calls Adlastic
Meet the revolutionary crew of 65% lambswool plus 35% nylon with spandex for
100% stretch. Up and down. This way and that. That's Adlastic with the give to
take on all sizes 10 to 15 and last far longer and fit far better. Size-trp-Adlastic in
28 clean-white-sock colors. Clean-white-sock? The now notion wi^h it even without
the wherewithall. Whatever, get Adlastic at stores where clean- ^^i
white-sock is all yours for just one young buck and a quarter.
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Letters TV The Editors Table Talk
Money Well-Spent?
, with Jim Hughes ' '-
Here we are on" Campus again,
and as usual, a new class Is In our
In the past few years there have been several changes at
the college which could be called remarkable and, in the light of
160 years of stagnation, surprising. The most noticeable, of
course, are the new buildings — the Senior Center, the Haw-
ticket on which was scrawled
"illegal parking." To top this off,
when I returned to pick up my mail,
I had a bill for "Car Registration
thorne-Longfellow library, the gymnasium. Behind these are ^ _ $5 .. rhe colncidence was m.
changes which the students often .view as more important
the modified chapel requirements and the new social rules
To the editor: ' „ . etc., etc..We were promised frater-
This letter concerns a subject' nlty lot ploughing services, and to
very dear to my heart It this time my'mlnd these are a farce, and only
— that of student parking, ' a very limited attempt has been
This morning while parked in made by the college to. carry out
what is presumably a parking 4ot in this obligation. Usually ploughlng mi^t.
However, this year t^e murky
front of Wintnrop, I received a is reserved a good two days after the
mlst of ««& rushln«' wnich "S"*"*
snowstorm. In short we receive *
nvel°1* the freshmen, was supposed
nothing for our $10 but the priv- to * *one - Or at least to have
ilege of telling people we're from abated somewhat. The freshmen ar-
Bowdoin. a fact any dolt could as- rlved a dav early "° » te have tln»e
certain with all the stickers we have to think = they were enlightened by
furiating. As far as I am concerned, to litter up our windows with. I do the Administration in reference to
our unique system; and they were
I will have to pay $5 for nothing, not expect a reply to this note.
The difference between the two types of change lies in their ABSOLUTELY NOTHING. This to Bowdoin is notorious for disregard- even compelled to visit at least three








latter two alterations came mainly as the result of continuous is something else. myself do not make it a habit of in-
a^PPed earlier than ever before. It
student pressure. Origins of the changes aside, the fact is ******* coles said last year that dulging in petty, meaningless dis- ^JrZ^L^^^Z
that Bowdoin has taken some large strides towards entering th* registration fee was for main- Putes over childish issues, and I Z^t^^iS&^^
Z
the 20th centuryIn the past few years. . tenance of coUe*e **"* The «* "ould not have *?*"* *ou about SZXht sSmle rUin? w^l
f
F J
visible improvement is the parking this except that I don't think I
PT1Qay mgnt ta Peae
.
usm g il
We look at those changes, and smile, and say "isn't progress lot at Wintnrop—in which we can- have ever been quite so irritated' in become a thin& of the past. Simply
great?" but during the time we are congratulating ourselves for not-park. The main* road through my two years at this rural haven as send the bids by mWL R5VP -
choosing such a progressive school, we are bothered by one campus is like a proving ground for when I saw that phony ticket. I feel
An<
question. Does all this change mean an improvement in the col-
lege? If we were to examine the social rules alone, the answer
would be yes, but we are examining more than the^social rules.
We are looking at all this shiny construction and all this ex-
pansion and wondering if perhaps somewhere along the line the
student is getting gypped.
new car springs. It is as bad as all it had no justification being there; perclassmen to attend Chapel now,
the other "roads in this state. There I feel that the college is inconsistent The days of Physical hazln& seem
has not been any improvement on in authorizing its use. Either stu- once again at hand te they llghtly
that road from the $10 per student dents have parking privileges or they
of last year. But of course they haven't. If they haven't, then a $10
trample over the pious class of '69,
for our new class seems to be under
plough the house lots after each fee is unreasonable, because we get
the ""P"*581011 that they can all fit
snow storm. They do it after each nothing for our money, a New Eng
is packed down and then the Job is 1 boundaries of New England though
at best poor. Before this ridiculous iperhaps not of civilization, should
fee went into effect, my house lot he acquainted with. If I receive a
was ploughed out immediately after becond ticket, which I understand
the storm and sometimes during if carries with it a $5 fine, I think I
We have always thought that the principal purpose of storm all right — about two days !and principle of thrift that Bow-
college was books and professors and learning. NeW buildings after the storm when a11 the snow doin, being they say, within the
are nice to look at and work in. They snow the alumni and.
because they seem ;to denote progress, may be used as a lever
to pry contributions out of hesitant graduates. The doubts
arise when we lool* at all this construction and then look at
the limited numbeii of courses, as well as the low salaries
and comparatively high rate o^ turnover of our professors.
Is all this money being spent in the best possible way? When mately 12 to 15 cars. That's a total
a college spends mjillions of dollars in construction, it had of $120-$150 a year for ploughing
better be certain that it is not doing so at the expense of its that is worth less than $50 at the
students and professors. Unless Bowdoin can show that it in- most. Thus it seems that this system
tends to improve scbolastically. as well as architecturally, we. is highly ridiculous.
it looked particularly heavy.
In the house there are approxi-
would rather forfeit my privileges to
maintain a car "beneath the dear
old pines" and all that
than pay it. -
nonsense,
feel the money has been ill-spent. Right now the system is similar
to a luxury tax '— discriminating
against those who have cars, which
is un-American.
-My main question is how can you
(the College) justify the $10 fee if
the students receive nothing for it.
Or is this just another Bowdoin-
type farce? I, like most other stu-
into their allotted section. Perhaps
they heard that Chapel attendance
is now being enforced, for how else
can the student 'body be crammed
into that hall of 19th century Ro-
manesque revival if a few students
are not kicked out each year to
,
make room. Seems that somebody
miscalculated though, for it still
seems a bit stifling. The crowd that
is.
But if the Chapel's style is Ro-
manesque revival, how does^ one
classify the Gallery Lounge in the
new Moulton Union? It looks some-
what like a converted dining room,
but possibly its plastic couches do
serve a purpose. After all, the floor
is checkered also.
Rumor has it though, that funds
are soon forthcoming to redecorate
the gallery. For cigarettes have gone
Myr.on/W. Curtis, Director of the UP to 35c in the vending machine






There must be something about the word "traditional"
which makes college authorities regard it as sacred. The above
editorial points out that two of the maior changes in the last
,
few years, the social rule* and the chapel requirements came *S£ SJT- TiT? ^ Said M°nday in Forum that the cut-passinS ** "*>r°nt on * the
about nrincinallv hera,.** «r,„W c annlL „ V beneflt 1S received > but what prescence of a computer does not • •?>• and the Book Store is under
^VSS^^^S^^^t^ST^ PTT has been received from the $1° ot' mean that Bowdoin students - orders not to seU cigarettes by theon the administration. It seems that as long as the complaints last year? Nothing but a ridiculous becoming only digits in an imper- carton. There must surely be somefrom the students are sporadic and not loud enough to wake yellow ticket which appears to have sonalized atmosphere
anyone or, heaven forbid, bring the college some poor puJiliVity heen^written by a-six,yftar nifl .chiid
things remain as they always have been. With all the woods surrounding
,- c «h„-«„ +1,0+ *u 1 if l ... this "last outpost" there should bois obvious that the only way to accomplish anythingIt areas to park in near the classes and
around here, is to start early and keep chipping away until some- not down on Coffin St (which
one in Mass Hall listens. We have several complaints about the incidentally showed a lot of plan-
college, and we will present them all in the! next few weeks, and ning and forethought in placing
then probably go through them again, hoping that repetition the parking areas down there),
will accomplish what reason does not. I hope that a more workable solu-
Complaint number one concerns graduation. Each June
WOn ^ be reachedt0 «* farcical
this wheezy old ceremony is held in the First Parish Church, and
each June the seniors ask "why?" The stock answer is because
it is traditional to boil alive and shove and push at the Church.
This, we feel, is less an answer than it is evasion of the issue.
The computer, he said, is a nec-
essary part of today's society be-
cause of its ability to collect and
pass on great amounts of informa-
tion. An example '"of the computer's
usefulness this year was the crea-
proposed use for this obvious addi-
tlbn to Union's coffers, and if the
aim is not to renovate checkerboard
square, some explanation seems in
order.
As a final note. Hold on to those
situation.
tion of numerically balanced classes, beanies freshmen. Last Friday night
The computer may also be used as some of the local younger set
a file for each student, recording seemed to have a craving for them,
grades, or perhaps the number of
Sincerely,
Virgil H. dimming
cuts. Mr. Curtis believes that stu-
Possibly it would be helpful if the
'67
The following letter was addressed
The next answer is that moving the ceremony would cost too to the Dean of Students:
much — two sites would have to be set up (in case of rain),
chairs would have to be rented, two sets of tickets would have to Dear Slr -
be printed, etc. Well, the college had better start thinking about * am mitia8 this little note as a
spending the money, because by the time the large class of '68 result of a college ticket l received
graduates, the Church will be too small to hold everyone
f0r V"**"* in the Provided lots &
front of Wintnrop Hall. Believing
Answer number three is that the alumni pledges have not that there was some mistake in-
bee\ completed, and that to move graduation now would volved, I hastily brought it to your
mean dipping into the college's capital. We say dip. Graduation offlce an<* there was horrified ,to
is important, and most of us would like to have our relatives learn-that students cannot park le- Volume XCV
see it. They will not be able to unless the ceremony is moved. gaUy any*^re ln the ^cmity of the
dents will be able to make use of Admissi°ns Office explained to the
the recording facilities of the com- Brunswick teenagers that a beanie
puter in approximately 15 courses, is not necessarily a ticket of admis-
The computing center, located in sions to the College. For the beanie,
the searles Science building, con-
^th its qualntly embroidered '"69."
(Continued on page 7) must have something to sit upon.
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Answer number four is that there is no place to which the f
lassrt™"*- since a» * the former- f*£Mf%™£




°?e\h&ve^ been assSant editor ,.,




"f* ***** SPOBTS tD,TOR
late afrom™* r»r ovAnino- »k,.. +k u 4. u u u \_
,
driven mto the Pavement or been business managerternoon or evening, when the heat would be bearable, uttered by ominous warnings of advertising managerAs for sites—how about in front of the Museum, or perhaps fines and suspensions for anyone circulation manager
Whittier Field? There seems to be no reason, beyond expense - caught parking there. Which leads
'
and the college will have to face that in a couple of years
for not moving graduation from the First Parish Church.
The Bugle Mess
me to one query: How can you pos-
sibly justify a $10 registration fee
when, in fact, the student receives
none of the benefits promised him
in President Cole's letter of last
year, announcing the fee raise? "In-
creasing costs of maintaining col-
There appears to be no hope for the Bugle coming out lege driv^" is as I remember, the
before Homecoming. Maybe we jjst should have said there phrase he "^d- Th^ only improve-
appears to be no hope for the Bugle. The last report we have ments x ^^ s^n are the new park-
said that the publishers are still waiting for copy and that ^
lots m lront 0I Winthrop, which
they are under no o ligation to fin>h th« yearbook now since !?^ T" ^ ""* "^ Mw
the contract calls f r copy in April. Editor for the Bugle ! T?* ^ H^ ampus' 0n ^ other
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Thomas A. Riley
by JOHN Ranahan
Thomas Riley graduated from
Bowdoin in the class of 1928. He
received advanced degrees in Ger-
manlstic Studies from Yale, where
he received his Master's, and from
Harvard, where he received his
PhD. He has been the author of
many articles on German Literature
and textbooks published in this
country and in Germany. Three of
these texts are already out, and a
fourth is about to appear. He was
awarded a Fulbright Fellowship to
Austria in 1954-55. Three years later
Professor Riley was a Guggenheim
Fellow for another year in Austria.
He has been a member of the Bow-
doin staff since 1939. For ten years
before coming here, he taught at
Smith College. He has been head of
the German Department for the past
three years.
Aims of Department
Opening the interview, Professor
Riley commented on the aims and
War I this has no longer been true.
But it seems to me than Germany
and the United States are growing
closer together. Germany is prob-
ably our most helpful ally in world





It is impossible. It is simply impossible, upon returning
to Bowdoin in the quiet and grace of Autumn, with the feeling
of true homecoming dominating, and anticipation of an exciting
and challenging year vying with knowledge that it will be the
last, to write anything but words of praise and happiness. This
are Germany's most helpful ally. The ranRe of emotton8( coupled with the desire to give to Bowdoin's
past German election of September Class of 1969, in this their first issue of the Orient, perhaps their
19 proves that point. We need the .last glimpse of pure, unalloyed, positive journalistic enthusiasm
German intelligence and physical *or tne school of their choice, forbids any mention of the prover-
hi'il "flu "
strength in Europe to support us. "'•
We can no longer depend on France ^o there wil1 be no mention in this column of the restriction
or England for help in world affairs." P
Iaced on &uest3 in the Senior Center. There will be no ex-
pression of shock or horror that the educational ideals so fre-
Gennan-American Ties quently and eloquently expressed concerning the new Senior
Concerning the affect of America Center program have been quietly subverted after barely a
on Germany, he commented that,. year's trial. The ghosts of such expressions as "gracious and
"There has been a tremendous in- leisurely dining," and "free exchange of ideas" will not be
fluence upon the Germans because dra££ed forth to sully the joy of autumn.
" of the closeness of American-Ger- No howl, nor even yelp of protest will be heard from this
pete, at any time, with the best at man ties in the past twenty years, quarter. Even extreme provocation could not evoke so much as
Smith." One can speak of a present day a suggestion of the prevailing attitude toward the change,
As for changes in the student body thorough-going Americanization of strongly negative though it might be. Discontent that steps of
here, he said, "I haven't seen much
Germany, which has many good economy should be taken with only one year, and a first year athopes of the German Department. . ^ \. ^ „.. i sides, as well as certain unhappy *u»* -_ k--,«- i j- i u ,.,,„/.
,,„ . ,. „_.,.. , !T
H
u, change through the years. Students , . _. " " *~ that as basis for so radical a change in so cherished a Bowdoin
"It is the ambition of the German ,_ T * ' j * sides. The good sides are the
always seem to stay students; young,
alive, vital, and lots of fun. If there
^l^^"^!: * any change, it is that the present ??*?*? * lhe__neW *55
college students seem a little more
mature because they have lived
more; they know the world better,
background includes literature, phi- _. . . .
,
. .
_„T_ „., . This is because our world is more
prosperous, and students live a more
complicated life."
Department to be a vital depart-
ter the German language and at the
same time gain a broad view of the
whole German background. This
institution as free guest privileges will not be voiced.
losophy, political make-up, and econ
omy of the nation. The Department
hopes that if a student gets well
acquainted with one country, he will
find it much easier to become ac-
quainted with other countries from
then on. We like to experiment, and
at the moment we are experiment-
ing with a radically oral approach
to German. The Department is do-
ing this to see how students like
this approach, and to see how ef-
Importance of Language
Next questioned about the prob-
lems faced by educators in the field
of foreign languages, his response
was, "Except for the lack -of teach-
ers, there are no real serious prob-
lems facing the world of language
teaching. It is a wide-open f happy
modern German economic prosperity,
Nor will any finger point to the highly probable results of
on the part of German business this new policy. No one in a generally euphoric state would
community. This was learned from say that Seniors will save their guest tickets and not invite un-
the United States. The unhappy derclassmen to dine with them, or that Seniors, in the same vein,
results are that Germany is less will take their dates to the fraternity houses -on football week-
German, it is becoming bland, in- ends, or that Seniors will be more hesitant to visit their respec-
ternational, less interesting as it tiye fraternities knowing that they are imposing a financial bur-takes™ American habits, American den which they are unab]e tQ Mwi&te &nd & socia , debt which
they are unable to reciprocate. The fraternities will manage
Fraternities under the -added financial burden somehow, and there is a good
Wishing to speak next on frater- chance that the Senior Center kitchen budget will balance, even
nities, Professor Riley said that, "I though they have allowed for almost the same volume of guest
am a great admirer of the Senior traffic as last year. And if it is discovered that other factors are
Center and all that it entails but at contributing to the deficit,' the regulation can be lifted next
the same time I feel that the pos- year and only ohe class will have suffered. And the fraternities
world. The United States has awak- sibilities of future .developments of can handle it for a year.
fective it is to speak a language
ened to the need of absolute mas.
the fraternities, in a constructive But since this column . g dedicated to accentuating the posi-from the yery beginnings f study in tery of forei^n lang Not on,
way, are challenging. We may see in
t , and none of thoge other ^ eoncernin/the g
P
uest
it. We believe that students should the conventional languages of the present system a renaissance of restrictions will be uttered, there only remains to mention thatnever forget that German is a liv- w_ni,„», n~™a„ «t,j o™„i«,h h,,* £ood fraternity life that other col-
... .,_ ....
French, German, and Spanish, but ^ may^ fa^^ ^ a meeting is being arranged to discuss the non-problem. It ising language with a living, breath-
ing nation behind it."
. Difficulties Faced
Continuing ifein»_he
everywhere in the colleges and uni-
versities of the United States, lan-
guages never heard of a few years
back are now being taught. The
nited States has come to realize
depends on whether the under- to be hoPed tnat < the meeting soon to take place between the
graduates accept the challenge. The powers that be and the powers that don't be will, in the common
fraternities must become' more than parlance, "produce more light than- heat," kill the proverbial
se matters not mentioned
spoke of some of the changes he has are able to make themselves more above- unnecessary.
tWw* m u» too,.™™ „f n»™»n the dangers of isolation and the 4_ t_„__t.._ 1 „_„ _,„ u ' . 'noticed in the teaching of German
since the beginning of his teaching
career. "Looking back at 1939 I
cringe a bit in horror because of
the Nazi years and the long war
years, which made the teaching of
German very difficult to handle.
Only recently, say in the past ten
intellectual they will harmonize
more with the purposes of Bowdoin and Red China ' Pl
'
otess6r ™eV said, newspapers. This is just what the
College. Several of the fraternities
"
I support President Johnson's United States Department is strug-
need of knowing other peoples; not
just a few, but all peoples. Language
teaching today is one of the great
fields of American endeavor. The e alreadv Pointing the way." policies completely. I am an inter-
i
Moral Revolution nationalist. I travel a great deal and
This led to a question dealing a"1 verv conscious of the American
importance of language has budded





"This has led to the only major with the present revolution of image abroad, and aware of the
years, has the teaching of German Problem we face; a serious lack of morals that is occurring on college difficulty facing America in world
become a normal, everyday field of well-trained teachers even in the campuses today. He observed that, affairs T haye a great dea , Qf ad ,
teaching. As you know, Hitler came conventional languages. The realiza- "There is much more freedom in . WtthiI1BtWl „nv
to power in 1933, and in every min- tion of the importance of languages morals and there is much more
mirauon Ior ine wasningion go -
ute of the next she years, we Ger- has caused the entire field of educa- sexual liscense. This is true, I think,
ernment and its struggles to meet
man teachers knew that a war was "0n t0 stress language, and this has because there is much more money these needs, despite the criticism
approaching. The years from 1939- caused a serious shortage since there today. It is a money problem. This from people who are not very well
45 were especially nerve racking, are simply not enough teachers to problem will solve itself because founded in their judgments. Not only
tense years for us. In the ten years
which immediately followed the war,
Germany struggled to regain eco-
nomic stability. All of this was re-
flected in the problems a German
teacher had during these years.
be had. Language teaching is an each generation finds the solutions
exciting field because it leads to to its own problems. The older do * spend the summers traveling,
travel and to an acquaintance with generation cannot solve the problems but in the past twelve years, I have
the whole world. The revival of for today's youth. Our youth In spent three outside the country,
languages will lead to more and the blundering way of all genera- I'm always aware of political situa-
more teachers. It is one of the live- tions, will And the answers for it- tions abroad and of their relation
self." to American affairs. I feel that no
The closing inquiry of the inter- one can Judge International affairs
view was about the serious world unless he knows foreign languages,
Turning now to the influences problems ^n the news today. These can talk with foreign people in their
iermai » With my yearly that
Germany and the United States include Viet Nam, India-Pakistan, own tongues, and can read foreign
have had on each other, Professor
Riley stated that, "Germany's great
Since 1955, the teaching of German llest ot *" academic fields.
has been a great joy. This is due to
a constantly growing respect within
the United States for Germany and
German Influence
visits in the summertime to Ger-
many I take great pleasure in see-
ing the constant improvement in
the German morale and the Ger-
man economic life."
influence upon the United States
was in the past century. It was
much greater .than any other for-
eign language nation until World
War I. This does not include GreatSmith vs. Bowdoin
Asked what the biggest change he Britain or Ireland, which both have
has seen since he began teaching, a common heritage with the United
Professor Riley replied, "I expert- states. Most Americans don't realize
enced a great shock in changing that the German language body
from Smith to Bowdoin because the within the United States has always
girls, on the whole are better lin- been the largest foreign unit. With
guists than the men. At the same them they brought their language
time, a great number of the men and culture. Even today In New York
are excellent students and it is a City, the German language body is
Joy to work with them. Men are the largest. The influence of Ger-
more original and imaginative than many is upon American thinking
the girls. It is in the female nature and literature, especially in the past
to speak languages "fluently. Yet century. The roots of American cul-
Bowdoin always has had some very ture have deep German connections,
fine language students who can com- along with the English. Since World
COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK
PHONE 729-9896
720 Sabattus Street, Lewiston
Agent Bob Boyd Rm 4B S.C.
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The Viethairiese' VJ& is: beginning
to suggest that a traditional respon-
sibility of the American citizen is
undergoing a landmark change: the
citizen is no longer being persuaded
to support his country's military pol-
icy because in the interest of com-
plete government control the aloof
tactics of cold war diplomacy are
being utilized in hot war.
.
While the government is doing
little to refute the voices of dissent,
it is doing even less to arouse the
passions of support. The war in
Vietnam is a dangerous step away
from war with the Chinese Com-
munists; our government has sought
to challenge Chinese expansion
without enlarging the stand into a
direct confrontation. In order to
walk this tightrope efficiently the
government has assumed absolute
control of war policy and has done
everything possible to make sure that
that control is not diminished by a
patriotism-engulfed public. Emotion
is not being drafted.
That segment of the academic
world which has been most vocal in
its opposition to the intervention
policy has been left shadow-boxing.
Its newspaper ads, its talk-a-thons,
its scathing editorials go by un-
answered. But it hears no answer
* from Washington,^ hdt beoause' the
government cannot" respond, but be-
cause the government does not want
to contend with the militant and
even genuinely patriotic right wing
voices that would surely be aroused
by the exchange. The government
cannot chance igniting the fuse of
public passion that would not only
give substance to right-wing ideol-
ogy, but also could stampede us into
inflexible commitment or vicious
confrontation. In order to retain
full control, the government has not
sought rigorously the support of the
people.
Thus, the traditional methods of
explaining the cause are avoided.
The horrifying newsreels of Nazi-
like atrocities are not shown and
the public is not given an answer to
the question of self-determination.
Nor are the intelligence reports
transformed into frightening speech-
es or mushroomed into doomsday
forecasts to rally support. Control
demands that the country be un-
stirred. Instead of calling up the
reserves, the draft is expanded so
that homes will not be broken and
a too-great sense of urgency instilled.
While a hundred and twenty
thousand soldiers dig in to fight,
the country lays in peace nourished
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BfiEF
GROCERIES - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIVERNOiS IGA -V
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 725-7122
By the most bountiful year in Its
history. The United States fs at
war without feeling at war. It is
not accidental.
If there Is something eerie about
the moment, it is probably that we
are not accustomed to being so
blatantly neglected during crisis. A
war is underway, yet the govern-
ment Js ^either electrifying our
sense of Justice nor activating our
contempt for the wicked. Unless we
have been tapped for Induction, we
do not participate.
The great problem Is that if even
in our more thoughtful moments
are minds grasp the purpose of the
war, our spirits don't feel it. Emo-
tion is absent and emotion has long
been a vital civilian responsibility.
No stirring speeches, no feeling of
urgency, no hideous stories give us
that emotion which shores up our
OPPORTUNITY
FROM GERMANY
We are seeking student—sales
representatives to sell hand
made, custom tailored ski & cas-
ual wear. Guaranteed sales
through remarkable prices and
services. Reply immediately to:
ANMAR-OBERBAYERN, ATTN:
Hart, Postlagernd Fostamt #2,
8500 Nuernberg, Germany
sense of rightness and defines our
moral posture.
Instead we are without the com-
fort of rightness and we find our-
selves uncomfortably bewildered. Wo
read the growing lists of dead sol-
diers and find ourselves feeling pfty_
instead of respect, sensing sorrow
instead of Indebtedness and there
•Is a weird awkwardness. Death on
the battlefield ought not be treated
like death on the highway," but we
have little choice. To feel sacrifice,
one must feel purpose.
This is the condition that must
emerge when aloofness or silence is
brought to bear so that control is
assured. In a decade of awakening
rightwingism, maybe unfettered
control is a policy of sane self-
protection.
On the other hand, democracy is
government-by-discussion and un-
fettered control assaults the very
heart 6f government-by-discussion.
m
To Ignore both the dissenter and
the supporter is to flaunt the dia-
logue which bridges the gap between
the people and the power. It is to
determine the civilian- feeling o'l
participation' and to give rise to the J
feeling of invisibility. But • beyond
all things it destroys clarity and
evokes bewilderment and bewilder-
ment may be the most alien of feel-
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High schools in- several New, England states are 'being invited to en-
ter teams- in















.A •Professor Albert R. Thayer, of Bowdoin's Ehglish Department Fac-
ulty. Advisor tP the Forum, said the topic will
-
be, "Resolved, that the
United Nations should establish a permanent military force."
There will be novice and senior
(
division^with each school permitted
to enter two speakers in either or both divisions, on opposite sides of the
argument. The two divisions will be divided into separate* panels of six
to ten, debaters each. Speakers will be allowed 12 minutes to make their
presentations.
Professor Nathaniel C. Kendrick, Dean of the College, will be the
guest of honor Wednesday, Oct. 6, at a reception to be held for him by
the Bowdoin Alumni Association of New York and Vicinity.
The Bowdoin Alumni Council recently announced that Dean Ken-
drick will be the 1965 recipient of its Alumni Award for Faculty and Staff,
which is presented annually for "service and' devotion to Bowdoin."
The National Federation of Music Clubs (NFMC) and the American
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (ASCAP) announced Aug.
17 that Bowdoin. College had won a first. place award u> a nation-wide
competition among educational institutions for the performance and




LODGING, DINING, AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS POSTERS STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W.
."'Bowdoin, which^wag cited lor its "distinguished se/vice and achleve-
mente. in behalf of American music, ll is one of only six" winners «noV is
the only New England college prMinJversity tojrecehre an award:
,
The award included a''$50ff'prize and an Award of Merit. The award
was the second honor received by Bowdoin's Department of Music from
the NFMC this year. For its activities last February, American Music
Month, the College received the Federation's Special Three Star Award
of Merit in the 1965 Parade of American Music.
More than 300 teachers, students and professional geologists are ex-
pected to attend the 57th annual meeting of the New England Intercol-
legiate Geological Conference Oct. 8-10.
Professor Arthur M. Hussey, II, Chairman of Bowdoin's Department
of Geology and Organizer of t,he Conference, said those attending will
include professors and undergraduates from colleges in New England,
neighboring provinces in Canada, New York- and Pennsylvania; state and
federal survey geologists, and representatives of exploration firms in New
England and Canada.
Three plays by Eugene O'Neill, each portraying a different period in
the playwright's life, will be produced at Bowdoin during the current
academic year.
The O'Neill trilogy will be the feature of the 63rd season of the
Masque and Gown, Bowdoin dramatic club. "Ah,
-Wilderness!" will be
staged in November, "Long Day's Journey into Night" in February, and
"The Straw" in May.
Welcome Bowdoin Freshman!
Our I 5 years of experience in serving the travel needs
of Bowdoin men will be helpful to you in planning your
holiday vacations such as our annual Bowdoin Bermuda
Week in the Spring.
Early reservations for Thanksgiving and Christmas
flights essential. Why not. stop in and talk over your travel
plans with us soon.
H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
9 Pleasant Street Brunswick, Maine
Bruce H. M. White '22 725-5573
* COMPUTER
(Continued from page 4) V
tains, six machines.,. Data is proc-
essed by ;a key punch machine,
vhicir operates somewhat like "a
typewriter, information fsom tfte-,
cards ,is stored in trfe disk file. The",
main computer, ah* IBM 1620, com-
piles the information from trie file
and uses it in making schedules,
etc. The results are typed out much
like a teletype.
The computer will report the er-
rors made by the person working
the machine if the language it is
fed is mechanically unintelligible.
Noted Critic
Speaks Monday
The third in a series of lectures
made possible by the Edith Lansing
Koon Sills Fund will be held Mon-
day.
The speaker will be Dr. Helen
Gardner, distinguished British lit-
erary critic and scholar, who is
Merton Professor of English Litera-
ture, Elect, at the University of Ox-
ford. She is a Fellow of the British
Academy, member of the B.B.C.
"Critics" panel and author of sev-
eral well-knowr critical anthologies.
In a special interview concerning
the literary merits of Lady Chatter-
ly's Lover by D. H. Lawrence, Dr.
Gardner has said that "it is a very
remarkable book" and that "certain
passages of it have very great mer-
it". At this point the question -of
Lawrence's constant use of four let-
ter words was brought up. Dr. Gard-
ner commented, "I don't think any
words are brutal and disgusting in
themselves; only if they are used in
a brutal and disgusting context." She
later added, "I think *his intention
in using those four-letter words was
to make us feel that the sexual act
was not shameful, and the word
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Bears Vanquish WPI 40-8, Tufts 140
P. Sauk, MacMleii. ¥iens Stand Out
Tom Donald
"An enthusiasm and conviction
about the values of sport for the
college community is strongly in-
dicated," This is what Delaney
Kiphuth, Director of Athletics at
. Yale, had to say on the new gym
in his dedication speech. Kiphuth
hailed Bowdoin in its effort to
preserve "the ideal of amateurism
in American athletics." These points,
and indeed all of" Mr. Kiphuth's
speech are obviously true. Skipping
the oratory for a while, however,
we.'d just like to say we're glad to
see that Bowdoin has finally got
around to placing the athletic de-
partment on as high a level as the
academic.
We like the idea of the once-a-
week intramural basketball player
having a place to "shoot-em-up"
where he doesn't have to compete
with Howie Pease for rebounds.
We're glad Howie's got a new 2000-
seat gym to play in instead of that
bandbox called Sargent Gym. May-
be now people will realize that
squash is not that stale old pie
Wally cheerily hands them in the
Union but a game played with a
small racket and ball.
/We don't know what the College
plans to do with those dungeons
downstairs, but at least no one will
: ever attempt to play handball_there
again. We like the idea of^Link,
the trainer, having a new room in
which to work over wounded jocks.
We're glad that there are now sep-
arate
,
visiting team facilities into
which the Bates- b-ball coach can*
.
retire after a particularly tough
night on the sidelines. Thus we
must conclude that the $1.4 million
was well spent and that the gym is
a valuable addition to the campus.
The White Key football season
swings into action next Wednesday
with two games at Pickard. Many
houses are getting in pre-season
workouts. Delta Sig, Phi Delt,
i Beta have been observebT
going at it with determination on
the practice field.
-In glancing over our "Fall Sports
Information Book" which the good
offices of the News Service have
given us, we happened to notice
that this year's football squad
numbers some 18 sophomores, or al-
most half the total number on the
roster. Granted, not all of these
will make us forget Paul Soule, but
such performers as Horace Sessions,
Mort Soule, Jim Georgitis, and Ken
Anderson are already contributing
greatly to the Bowdoin effort. With
experience (and in some cases a
certain number of C's), these 18
sophomores could form the nucleus
of a really great team of the fu-
ture.
Paul Soule set a jiew career rush-
ing record with 101 yards ."gained
in 20 carries against W.P.I, as
the Polar Bears defeated the En-
gineers 40-8 in the season opener.
With a rush weekend crowd of 2000
on hand, junior quarterback Mo
Viens tossed four touchdown pass-
es, completing 12 of 13. Split end
Jim MacAllen was on the receiving
end of five aerials for 72 yards, in-
cluding two touchdowns.
In addition to establishing the
new record, Soule caught three
passes, one for six points, scored
twice, and returned a kickoff 34
yards. Tommy Allen, in picking
up 24 yards receiving, also hit pay-
dirt with a Viens pass. Sopho-
more signal caHer Charlie Belanger
added the final tally late in the
fourth quarter when he hurled a
48 yard pitch to Bruce MacLean.
Mort Soule kicked four conversions
through the uprights.
Defensively, Jim Dayj Dave
Stocking, and Wayne Burton spark-
ed the interior of the Bowdoin line.
In the backfield, MacAllen, who
was going both ways, picked off two
Worcester aerials.
White Key
Beta Theta Pi fraternity is the
1964-65 Interfraternity sports cham-
pion 'according* to results released
by the White Key. Beta dominated
the league by winning a record-
breaking total of six of the nine
events. It was victorious in football,
hockey, swimming, golf, volleyball,
and sailing to record a total of, 35
points. -
.
Zeta Psi finished in the runner-
up spot by virtue of its victories in
softball and bowling. Kappa Sigma,
the interfraternity basketball cham-
pion, placed third With 15% points.
The rest of the league was far be-
hind this powerful threesome. Alpha
Delta Phi, Chi Psi, Delta Sigma,
and Sigma Nu deadlocked for fourth
place wltn~~flve point^eacTT
The winner in each of the nine
sports received five points, which
the second-place finisher picked up
three points. The third and fourth
spots were worth two and one,
respectively. The final standings are
as follows:
1. Beta Theta Pi
2. Zeta Psi
3. Kappa Sigma




8. Alpha Pho Upsilon
9. Delta Kappa Epsilon
10. Theta Delta Chi
11. Psi Upsilon












NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
• Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc.
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Onion Sings
Desserts — Beverages
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure!
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENIJ — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juice, Vegetable, Salad, Rolls & Beverage
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. — 725-5543
Booters Drop
Opener, 1-0
The 1965 varsity socc«r opened
their season with a 1-0 loss to Low-
ell Tech last Saturday. Keeping up
a fierce attack, the Bear booters
controlled the game but were un-
able to pierce the Tech defense for
a tally. Coach Charlie Butt cited
halfbacks Sandy Salmela and Charl-
WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOR BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars at Very Low
Prices, with Very Low Pay-






ie Powell as having turned in out-
standing performances. Ike Akin-
duro was the sparkplug of the of-
fense, hustling the whole game at
left wing.
Co-Captain Cy Allen was
and did not dress for the game, but
able sophomore Jeff Richards came
off the bench to replace him. Both
Allen and Bill Miles, a starting
sophomore halfback who was also
unable to play last week, are expect-
ed to see plenty of action tomorrow
against Wesleyan.
Paced by the Sotile brothers -and
by glue-fingered Jim "MacAllen, the
Polar Bears went on £o vanquish
their second straight opponent,
dumping Tufts, 14-0. The defeat
of the Jumbos saw Mort Soule
come into his own as a halfback.
Picking up 101 yards running back
four punts, Mort also scored once
on a four-yard end. run. Paul
Soule, stymied in the first half,
turned on the speed and gained 94
yards in the final two periods. Mac-
Allen raced 29 yards with a Mo
Viens pass to the end zone. The
Viens-MacAllen combination also
clicked on a pass conversion.
Viens threw for 48 yards, com-
pleting five of ten attempted.
Promising sophomore fullback Sesh
Sessions was the second leading
Bear ground gainer with 20 yards
in six carries. Tommy Allen con-
tinued to improve as a punter, aver-
aging 33 yards per kick.
Stalwart defense cinched the out-
come. Three times the alert Bear
linemen pounced on Jumbo fumbles.
Co-Captain Dave Stocking, who was
the spearhead of the Bowdoin all
day, recovered two and sophomore
Jim Georgitis one. MacAllen was
again active in the secondary, in-
tercepting an errant Tufts pass!
The big play came late in the final
half when Bowdoin stopped a de-
termined Jumbo bid to go over from
inside the Bear five yard line.
NOTED CRITIC
(Continued from page 7)
used in its original sense- therefore
was not shameful either."
Dr. Gardner arrived on campus
Thursday for a five-day visit, during
which ^he^wffi^tay^t the Senior
Center.
"Riddle: How can you tell
a Great Society man from
an old fogey? Answer: Ask
him to identify 'U.S. Grant.'
If the answer is 'a Civil
WfIT ftftormV h b' a rt j-ji-Ji'WjijJ
o.f.; if he says 'a federal
subsidy,' he's a G.S, for
sure
"
I *"' ° ''•• c°py °' *'"
current issue of NA-
TIONAL REVIEW, writ*
to D.pt. CP-5, ISO E.




[1] Do they have
a 4th of July
in England?
(Answers below)
Did You Know That Some Airlines Are
Already Booked For Thanksgiving
and Christmas?
Make Your Travel Arrangements Now For
Best Accommodations Come See:




















Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.49
No bigger than a pack of gum—but packs
the punch of a big deal! Refills available
everywhere. Unconditionally guaranteed
Made in U.S.A. Get it at any stationery,
variety, book store!
INC.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
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Helen Gardner Speaks On T. S. Eliot;
Renovated Moulton Union Dedicated
Roy Hibyan has been elected President of the Student Union Com-
mittee at Bowdoin College for the 1965-66 academic year. Hibyan is a
member of Theta Delta Chi Fraternity.
Other new officers include Vice President, Michael Wartman, Alpha
Delta Phi; Steven Mickley, Beta Theta Pi; and Gregory Muzzy, Sigma Nu.
Other members of the Committer include Gary D. Comstock, Delta
Kappa Epsilon; Elliot Hacker, Alpha Ttmx^lpsilon; Charles Head;-T>hi
Delta Psi; Robert MacAllister, Psi Upsilon; Howard Munday, Chi Psi;
James Roy, Jr., Delta Sigma.
Also, Thomas Watson, Zeta Psi; John Whipple, Kappa Sigma;
Mwindaace' Siamwiza, independent delegate; and Roberi Pirie, Senior
Center delegate. .
Ten seniors, chosen on the basis of their high academic standing,
have assumed Undergraduate Research Fellowships.
They are David Brewster, John Esposito, Palma Hays, Jr., William
Heath, Jr„ Carl Hopkins, David Lander, Andrew Loeb, John Morrison,
Howard Pease, and Richard Sharp, Jr.
The Undergraduate Research Fellowship Program was established
in 1959. Under its terms ten fellowships may be awarded annually to
highly qualified seniors in all three major divisions of the curriculum:
the Natural Sciences and Mathematics, the Social Sciences, and the
Humanities.
Each Fellow participates, under the direction of a Bowdoin Faculty
member, in a research project in which the Faculty member is indepen-
dently interested. The purpose of the program is to engage the Fellow
directly' and responsibly in a serious attempt to extend man's knowledge
in his field of interest and competence. — . -,—
Professor L. Dodge Fernald, Jr., of the Department of Psychology Is
-the author of a new manual designed to help the beginning student un-
derstand present-day psychology.
His book, '.'Experiments and Studies in General Psychology," dem-
onstrates some of the chief methods which have led to the discovery of
facts and the formulation of theories in psychology.
The book, published by Houghton Mifflin Company of Boston, is in-
tended primarily for use in courses where laboratory apparatus, space,
and hours are limited.
There are also a number of case studies in the book, involving sta-
tistical methods, testing, and treatment of behavior disorders.
Director Of Maine's Union
Delivers Principal Address*
President Coles is shown speaking Hi dedication exercises last Saturday for renovated
Moulton I'nioh. Seated (I. to r.) are' the Kev. "Joseph ('. - MacDonald of Wilton, an
Overseer: Nelson B. Jones, Director of l'niversity of Maine Memorial I nion BuildinR,
principal speaker; A. Shirley (iray of Chicago, a Trustee and Chairman of (Joverning
Boards Committee in charge of $500,000 expansion project; Mr. Lancaster, Director
of the Union; and Dean of Students A. I.eKoy (.reason, Jr.
The Director of the University of
Maine's ^femo«al . Union Building
said Saturday society's growing com-
plexity "seems more and more to
transform, people from individuals
to statistics or numbers."
In an address prepared for dedica-
tion exercises for the enlarged and
renovated Moulton Union, Nelson
B. Jones said:
"The outcropping of riots, protes-
hand on our congested and growing
campuses the "stresses and inter-
ferences seem to be rapidly increas-
ing and the larger the place the
greater the problem. Quantitative
aspects rather than qualitative ones
seem to get the attention."
President James S. Coles of Bow-
doin presided at the ceremonies,
which included addresses by A. Shir-




The Edith Lansing Koor. Sills
Lecture presented Doctor Helen
Gardner as this year's noted lady
lecturer, who spoke on '"T. S. Eliot
and the English Poetic Tradition".
Doctor Gardner occupies a profes-
sorship of English a.z Oxford Univer-
sity and has the reputation of being
one of the institution's most dis-
tinguished -women educators.
Miss Gardner is well-acquainted
with her lecture's subject, for sh
was a personal friend of T. S. Eliot.
in addition , to having published a
critical work about his poetry. The
Art of T. S. Eliot.
Miss Gardner's lecture began with
the statement that.T. S. Eliot de-
cidedly enriched the English poetic
tradition by the creation of his Four
Quartets, which represent the fin-
ished product of many years' ex-
perimentation with his style. The
success of his experimentation, she
said, resulted from his severe self-
criticism and introspection, as well
as with his: intense interest in words
as mediums of thought rather than
emotion. '•» -
T. S. Eliot objected to the mere
' finery of ' language in verse that
characterized the literary spirit of
the time into- which he was born.
He attempted to enlargeri the poetic
tradition to encompass his views
but was not successful unjtil the pub-
lication of The Lovesong of J. Al-
fred Prufrock. This poem reveals
his sincere feeling that a poet is
"responsible to language".
Professor Fernald is on leave from Bowdoin this year to serve as
Visiting Professor at Cornell University.
The secdnd in a series of five lectures on the government's "War on
Poverty" will be presented Monday evening by Stanley H. Ruttenberg,
Manpower Administrator for the U.S. Department of Labor.
The public is cordially invited to
attend the lecture, which will be
given at 8:15 p.m. in Wentworth
Hall at the Senior Center.
Mr. Ruttenberg has been Special
Assistant to the Secretary of Labor,
Director of the Research Depart-
ment of the AFL-CIO, Director of
the Economic Policy Committee of
the AFL-CIO, and Director of the
Department of Education and Re-
search of the CIO.
The "War on Poverty" addresses
are being given by leading develop-
ers and administrators of the new
program who will be on, ; campus
during the next two months to par-
ticipate in the College's Senior Cen-
ter Program. In addition to their
public lectures, the visitors live in
the Senior Center and hold informal
discussions with students.
tations and demonstrations may be
related to the fact that individually
we are becoming less and less able
to control our environment, and
similarly those who are concerned
with institutions such as colleges
find it more and more difficult to
give adequate attention to the in-
dividual."
Mr. Jones, a former President of
the Association of College Unions,
International, said that "at every
doin Trustee and Chairman of the
Governing Boards Committee in
charge of the $600,000 enlargement
and renovation project; Donovan D.
Lancaster '27, who has directed the
Union since it opened; and Dean of
Students A. LeRoy Greason, Jr. The
program also included an Invoca-
tion by the Rev. Joseph C. Mac-
Donald '15 of Wilton, Maine, a
member of Bowdoin's Board of
Overseers.
In Prufrock as in all his other
(Continued on page 2)
'Results of Fraternity Scholastic






On October 18, seniors planning to participate in career inter-
views with industrial and professional firms and those planning
teaching careers should obtain registration forms at the office of the
Placement Bureau, Banister Hall.
These forms must be returned before any interviews may be ar-
ranged. Do not delay returning the forms if picture is not ready.
These may be attached to the registration form later.
It is important that completed forms be returned by November
23, before Thanksgiving recess, for processing before December inter-
views.
S. A. LADD, JR.
Placement Director
(Continued on page 7)
The following is the report of the
Student Council Rushing Commit-
tee. An editorial on the report ap-
pears on page four.
Although It may be too early to
be optimistic, the committee feels
that this year's "rushing program
was successful. The quota system,
instituted to reduce the discrepancy
in size among fraternities, was not
as obviously successful as in the
past. However, this is not to say that
the system was in any way a failure
Obviously, the rapid steps .in past
years can not be repeated indefi-
nately. It is certainly not. the objec-
tive of the committee to have all
houses alike, even numerically
Furthermore, the statistics can not
show the damage that might have
occurred without the quota system.
As far as the limited bid is con-
cerned, the pressure seemingly on
the freshman to pledge early (over
five-sixths by Friday midnight) may
have been caused by several things.
First, the changes in the times allot-
ted to rushing by she administra-
tion—namely, until Thursday noon
rather than Friday and, starting
again at 4:00 p.m Friday rather
than 5:00 p.m. This resulted in more
free time for the freshmen to talk
over the fraternities among them-
selves and to prepare to visit the
houses Also, the extra hour before
dinner <an extremely important
time period i forced out more bids
than usual
A second factor which may have
sped up pledging could Iwve been
the three-house card system, new
this year. However it is to be noted
thai the objective of the cards was
to enable the freshmen to see more
houses, not to delay pledging. It, m
fact, did accomplish this, even with-
in the short time period. If the
speed » of pledging itself is deter-
mined to be at fault, an observa-
tion period <e.g. 5:00-7:00 p.m.)
without bidding would be a possibil-
ity.
(Continued on page 2)
Independents 2.561 32
Phi Delta Psi 2.531 52
Alpha Rho Upsilon 2.500 66
Beta Theta Pi 2.494 75"
Delta Sigma 2.475 61
Delta Kappa Epsilon 2.461 70
Sigma Nu 2.436 60
Kappa Sigma 2.384 69
Theta Delta Chi 2.374 73
Alpha Delta Phi 2.346 60
Chi Psi 2.282 57
Psi Upsilon i. 2.253 59
Zeta Psi 2.186 78
S12
All Fraternity Average - 2.392
All College Average — 2.399
Results of the Freshman Frater-
nity Standings for the 2nd Semester,
1964-1965.
Members
Phi Delta Psi 2.574 23
Independents 2.550 10
Chi Psi 2.426 17
Delta Sigma 2.425 18
Sigma Nu 2.303 19
Alpha Rho Upsilon 2.281 22
Alpha Delia Phi 2363 19
Beta Theta Pi 2.188 20
Kappa Sigma. 2.156 16
Psi Upsilon 2.134
Theta Delta Chi 2.041 ~.i
Delta Kappa Epsilon 2.031 ih





Average — 2 248
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Dean Greason Discusses
us ing ms
- ~by Nat Harrison r~_
An old Joke holds that it Is the
responsibility of the college presi-
dent to win football games for the
alumni, provide liberal social rules
for the students, and to find park-
ing spaces for the faculty. After
meeting student demands for better
social rules, it appears that Bow-
doin's administration may have to
deal with student complaints con-
cerning parking as well.
Campus construction together with
the increase in the number of cars
on campus have brought some
changes in the school's parking reg-
ulations. No longer is student park-
ing permissible in the vicinity of
Adams, Sills, and Cleaveland Halls,
while the parking lot behind the old
library has been replaced by a well-
landscaped entry to the new library.
These new restrictions, however,
have been met by continued student
parking privileges around the Union
and behind the new gym.
In an interview this week Dean
Greason told the Orient that the
new parking restrictions do not cre-
ate an ideal situation and that there
is faculty concern for student com-
plaints. He does feel, however, that
the administration is justified in
the new rule concerning Adams.
Sills, and Cleaveland. These parking
areas are now reserved for members
of the faculty and staff, many of
whom must drive further than stu-
dents and thus have priority in
parking spaces. Furthermore, last
year when both students and faculty
did park in this area, the traffic
problem became more and more con-
fusing, and many were forced to
park on the grass in front of Cleave-
land Hall. With regards to library
parking the campus architect felt
that a parking lot would destroy the
over-all appearance of the new li-
brary.
Complaints have also been voiced
concerning the ten dollar a year
registration fee, in that not enough
is being done, in the way of road
improvement, to account for the
fee's existence. Last week letters to
the editor of the Orient deplored the
fact that the main drive through
campus is in such bad shape. How-
ever, the necessities of construction
and dorm renovation prevent any
improvement in the road.
Bowdoin's parking problem seems
to rest on the argument that rather
than spoil the campus itself with
numerous and perhaps convenient
parking lots, students should walk
a little extra distance to classes and





Professor Elliott S. Schwartz, a
prize-winning composer, said Thurs-
day that persons listening to sym-
phonic music should not try to hear
everything at once.
Professor Schwartz made his sug-
gestion in an address prepared for
the first in a series of seven lectures
sponsored by the Women's Commit-
tee of the Portland Symphony Or-
Khestxa
,
Thn l ectures, presented , by- of course, will be gratefully
(Continued from page 1)
- The absence of fines for exceed-
ing the quota, and of any serious
"dirty rushing" complaints speak
well for the individual rushing
chairmen.
,.
Other facets of the program which
seemed to work out well were the
letters sent out to each freshman
over the summer, and the exclusion
of freshmen from the rushing cen-
ter itself. There was, - however, a
room set aside for their general in-
formation.
The lack of any depledging, to
date, points toward the success, at
least superficially, of the program.
Any "suggestions for improvement,
Professor Schwartz and Professor
Robert K. Beckwith, Chairman of
the Department of Music, are being
held- at the Portland Art Museum.
They are designed to acquaint- the
listener with some of the master-
works for orchestra, and to help him
to listen to the music intelligently.
Professor Schwartz said most lis-
teners try to hear everything at once
and become discouraged when they
don't. The listener becomes bored
and blames the music, Dr. Schwartz
said, because he is unable to admit
—or perhaps is unaware—that he is
simply confused.
"The average listener is so used to
thinking of music as an accompani-
ment or social ornament to some-
thing else that he has never learned
to concentrate on music as a self-
sufficient total experience," Profes-
sor Schwartz said. Music, he added,
"is made tip, simply, of sounds, pat-
terns of sounds, collections of simul-
taneous sounds, all moving through
time and thru their pulses, beats
and contrasting durations, articula-
ting the passage of time."
The title of the lecture series is
"Symphonic Music from Bach to
the Present." Succeeding lectures
will cover the orchestral music of
the late Baroque through early
Haydn; Classical Period: Haydn,
Mozart and early Beethoven; Bee-
thoven and the early Romantic Pe-
riod; the late Romantic Period and
Impressionism; contemporary or-
chest ral music and a summary lec-
ture.
received.
The necessity of a flexible program
is essential for accomplishing the
serious task of carrying all frater-










(Continued from page 1)
works, Eliot borrowed heavily from
his predecessors. Miss' Gardner'
called Eliot ah "echoing' chamber"
for ideas and -senses. What he ab-
sorbed from other authors he^allowed
to reverberate through this "echoing
chamber" until they finally emerged
in his poetry.
Eliot's own feeling concerning this
borrowing are summed up in his
epigram that "bad poets imitate,
good poets steal; bad poets mutilate,
good poets enlargen".
Miss Gardner compared Eliot to
Pope and Milton, and then, with
sweeping verbal gesture, asserted
that they were the three great lit-
erary poets of the English language.
She employed as her criteria for
comparison the sensibility to lan-
guage * and artistic self-conscious-
ness that all three possessed.
Eliot was quoted with "Poetry is
an escape from emotion, not for it,
from character, not for it". Eliot
constructed all his poems with this
quotation in mind, continued Miss
Gardner. He recoiled from the vapid,
the meaningless, and the hypocriti-
cal, and circumspectly he examined
his inheritance from the Romantics.
Though he expelled much of the
cant of the Romantics, never did
he lose their intensity or spirit of
imagination.
~
Miss Gardner mentioned that Eliot
had the habit of remodeling and
reflnishing each of his poems end-
lessly; they were never ever quite
ready for publication, though pub-
lished they were. Often, she said,
poems would grow from the frag-
ments left over from some com-
pleted poem; as a matter of economy
Eliot saved, all loose scraps which
might be later assembled into a
complete poem.
The rhythms of the twentieth
century prevail thru ughout Eliot's
poetry. The. beat of the gasoline
motor can be detected in several of
his poems, in otfiers, the monoto-
nous clickity-clack of the train.
Rhythms invariably suggest the
mood and content.
Recapitulating her main theme,
Miss Gardner labeled Eliot "a mas-
ter .of.
.




SERVICE REPORTS 1 1,
Ed. Note: Appearing in this cohjmn
are news items sent to us vis the
Collegiate Press Sendee. This will
become a weekly feature of the
Orient.
FROM AMHERST . .
.
Students at Amherst College are
protesting a new set of parietal
rules, including a so-called "rat-
fink" clause which makes all resi-
dents in each dormitory respon-
sible for reporting violations of the
social code.
Student protest has taken the
form of college-wide discussions and
letters to the student paper, the
Amherst Student. About 100 stu-
dents have not handed in signed
honor code cards, by which a stu-
dent indicates he is willing to
abide by the social code, including
the "rat-fink" clause.
The student council is organizing
a poll of all students on the social
hours issue and is encouraging all
dormitories to elect representatives
to a student inter-dormitory council,
which is in charge of formulating
the social code.
Along with the exclusion of the
"rat-fink" clause, students are de-
manding a extension of the hours






The University of Michigan is
embarking on an experimental pro-
gram with the U. S State Depart-
ment to send graduate students to
study in war-torn Vietnam.
The students are to bridge a 20-
year . gap in educational coopera-
tion between the United States and
South Vietnam ,as an "intellectuai
peace corps."
One University of Michigan stu-
dent and four from other American
universities have been selected to
receive the academic fellowships for
a year's study at the University of
Saigon, Saigon, South Vietnam.
Dr. L. A. Peter Gosling, director
ot the University's Center for South
and Southeast Asian Studies, said
the program is a new attempt by the
State Department's Bureau of Cul-
tural and Educational Affairs to
place American students overseas.
"Government officials have felt
for a long time that the Bureau
-should involve the universities and
make use of their experience, teach-
ing and selection of students for
overseas study," Dr. Gosling said.
Dr. Gosling said he was amazed
at , the numbers of excellent stu-
dents who applied for the new fel-
lowships evidencing a keen desire to
study in Vietnam.
"In setting up the program, I
suddenly realized that it has been
impossible for students to get to
Vietnam for the last 20 years," he
pointed out.
"There simply was no way for
interested students to do it. The
foundations were keeping away be-
cause of the changing political de-
velopments, and no program en-
couraged scholarly pursuits between
the American student and the Viet-
namese people."
The University of Saigon originally
(Continued on page 3)
his poetry
, he could combine the
physical surroundings with the feel-
ings to produce an artistic entity.
$*&*










150 Maine Street, Brunswick
725-7082
OPPORTUNITY
For a future with a well
known Midwest Manufactur-
ing Firm. We are now offer-
ing exclusive distributorships
for a patented product. No
competition. Factory trained
|
personnel will assist you in
setting up a tried and proven !
advertising and merchandis-
ing program, 1 00 r r mark
up. Investment guaranteed.
Minimum investment
$1,000. Maximum $14,000. \
All replies confidential. For
information write Director of
Marketing, P.O. Box 14049,
St. Louis. Missouri 63178.
United Marketing Company
6286 Bartmer Avenue





"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-









146 Maine Street, Brunswick
-V
Did You Know That Some Airlines Are
Already Booked For Thanksgiving
and Christmas?
Make Your Travel Arrangements Now For
Best Accommodations Come See:




Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
.
,
Our long experience in producing the following and other
i kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
J






720 Sabattus Street, Lewiston
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Tower Talk
by Jack Cartland
*There has been considerable com-
ment about the limitation of guest
privileges at the Senior Center,
There was an article about It in the
Orient last week, and on Tuesday,
October 5, and this morning Oc-
tober 8, there have been meetings
between Mr. Lancaster and elected
representatives of the Senior Class.
What finally is a result of these
meetings is however of more signif-
icance than to just the senior class.
There are ramifications of this pres-
ent policy which affect the members
of all the classes.
By limiting the number of guests
that may come to the Senior Cen-
ter, the senior is forced to make a
choice between using his guest card
for his dates, or for inviting under-
classmen fraternity brothers over
for dinner. And since one weekend
beginning on Friday night and end-
ing on Sunday noon uses up over
half of the guest allotment for the
entire semester, the choice is ob-
vious. As a result, the senior is







"MAN WITH THE GOLDEN
„ ARM"
Bonus — Friday and Saturday
"BLOOD ON THE ARROW!"
ships made* with underclassmen In
previous years, and prevented from
introducing the underclassmen to
the atmosphere of the Senior Cen-
ter. One could argue that all the
senior has to do is go back to his
house for an occasional meal. This
is lopsidedly unfair to the houses,
and it is true that the food and the
atmosphere at the center are better
than is found at most houses. Thus
while underclassmen can have as
guess at their fraternities men from
other houses, once a student is a
senior, he is prevented from hav-
ing his own fraternity brothers.
This can only serve to separate the
senior from his fraternity.
The married senior is as cut off
from the center as are underclass-
men. While the Senior Center pro-
gram tries to include these seniors
and their wives at special occasions
(on the average of once a month or
so), this misses the point. The
married senior should be able to
eat at the center in a more informal
way, to be with the men in his
class, socially, and intellectually, as
well as nominally. Dining at the
Senior Center is supposed to be an
hVe-r*! arpact of the educational
ex-er'ence. This arpect Is at pres-
ent almost entirely denied the mar-
Fresh Coffee & Spudnuts
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
at
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
rled senior, except at the expense
of another who is not married.
The most serious point to be
made Is that once the meals on the
guest card have been used
-up, the
senior will turn to his fraternity
house. It is in this aspect that the
entire student body has a vested in-
terest in this problem. The burden
of this problem can
-fall only on the
fraternity houses, and this can
cause only chaos, resentment, and
insolvency. It cannot be emphasiz-
ed too strongly that each fraternity
has a necessary Interest in seeing
that this policy be changed. It Is
the houses that shall suffer the
mast at the continuation of hand-
ling this problem ifi this way.
The problem that exists is a valid
one: the Senior Center kitchen lost
money last year. The cause that
has been stated is the excess num-
ber of guests that were fed there
(a number around 6000 is quoted).
The solution that has been pro-
posed and which is presently in ef-.
feet is unrealistic. The projected
number of guests under this policy
could not conceivably be less than
a little over 5000. This difference
will not wipe away any deficit;
while not solving one problem, this
policy has created many more.
There are however other sugges-
tions which might help solve both
the financial as well as the social
aspects of this problem.
M..st obvi"u>';\ there could be
rvransed a way in which each fra-
ternity house and the Senior Cen-
ter could trade meal credits, and
at the end of the month, a financial
account could be compiled with the
imbalance being charged either to
now independent can you Be?
That's the question. Independence from what, and for
what? It's essential to know. Whether you're a teen-ager
or an adult, your freedom depends on it. Chains drop and
horizons are unlimited for those who find the spiritual
basis of life. Hear this public Christian Science lecture,
"How independent can you be?" by THOMAS 0. POYSER,
a member of the Board of Lectureship of The First
Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Massachusetts.
Christian science lecture
"HOW INDEPENDENT CAN YOU BE?'
' by
THOMAS O. POYSER, C.S.
of Dallas, Texas
Member of the Board of Lectureship of The Mother Church,
The First Church of Chrut, Scientist, in Boston, MMMchiuetti
FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST, SCIENTIST
288K MAINE STREET, BRUNSWICK, MAINE
THURSDAY, OCTOBER. 14, AT 8:00 P.M.












the house or to the center, depend-
ing on which is due. This would
help to integrate rather than sep-
arate the classes, •
Secondly, married students could
be issued their own. guest. card, al-
lowing them to eat at the center
for so many meals. This could pet-
haps be purchased by them at a'
nominal price. This would allow
them to eat spontaneously and in-
formally with their class, and not
he a caloric burden upon someone.
The idea of a guest card as a
method of limitation will work.
There is however a basic inequality
in the way it is at present carried
out. There are varying prices
charged for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner. \vt when one has a guest
for any meal, it is one meal, one
punch. And as was pointed out
above, this could conceivably use up
half one's ticket in one weekend.
Perhaps it would be realistic to
have one number on the ticket
equal one day's meals." This still al-
lows for only three Friday to Sun-
day weekends per semester, which
isn't too extravagant. If the use of
the card was limited only to dates,
and was put on the basis of one
punch per day, a much more sen-
sible and equitable system would be
in effect.
These are only some possible solu-
tions to the problem. What is im-
portant is that it be realized that
there is more to this problem than
just the financial aspect, and that
a solution of only one aspect can
only serve to aggravate the others.
COLLEGIATE PRESS SERVICE
(Continued from page 2)
requested the State . Department to
set up a program enabling American
students to study there.
The students elected for the* pro-
gram- are interested in researching
topics ranging from the social
sciences to the humanities, Dr. Gos-
ling said. They will spend 10 months
at the University of Saigon, possibly
extended periods if they wish. The
graduate students will be housed at
the University. The $3,000 academic
fellowships will provide for their tui-
tion, study and living expenses.
Dr. Gosling foresees the students
may play important roles in rela-
tinns Between the people of Vietnam
Rosenhaupt To
Speak Wednesday
Dr. Hans Rosenhaupt, Director of •
the Wocdrpw. Wilson Rational Pet
lowshlp Foundation, will speak in
Wentworth Hall at the Senior Cen-
ter Oct. 13 at 8:15 pan. Dr. Rosen-
haupt, who will be a guest at the
Senior Center, will outline the op-
portunities and challenges of grad-
uate study and college teaching.
Dr. Hans Rosenhaupt
Meanwhile, faculty members at
Bowdoin have been asked to select
nominees for the coveted Woodrow
Wilson National Fellowships by Oct.
31. Philip S. Wilder, Assistant to
the President and Bowdoin's Wood-
row Wilson Campus Representative,
said faculty nominations must be
submitted to the Foundation's Re-
gional Chairman, Professor H. R.
Rouse of Tufts University.
The Foundation offers one-year,
expense-paid scholarships to attract
men and women to the profession
of college teaching. Eligible for nom-
ination are seniors and graduates
of outstanding intellectual promise.
Since 1945, when the Foundation
was established, 17 Bowdoin students
have received Woodrow Wilson Fel-
lowships. Last year over 11,000 col-
lege seniors and graduates were
nominated to compete for the
grants, and 1,395 were chosen as
Fellows.
and the United States. "We have
virtually no social scientists who are
well trained in Vietnamese studies
per se, who have known firsthand
the Vietnam language and culture,"
he said. "Except for the experience
of the military, we have not had





LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
# Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc. —
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Onion Rings
Desserts — Beverages
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure!
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juice, Vegetable, Salad, Rolls & Beverage
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. 725-5543
This year's award winners will re-
ceive full tuition and fees for the
graduate school of their choice plus
a living stipend of $2,000 and de-
pendency allowances.
Dr. Rosenhaupt has been the Na-
tional Director of the Foundation
since 1958 when the program ex-
panded from 200 annual awards to
its present size. The expansion was
made possible .by a grant of $245
million from the Ford Foundation.
Another grant in 1962 brought the
total contributed by the Ford Foun-
dation to $52 million.
Dr. Rosenhaupt directs the coun-
try's largest private fellowship pro-
gram devoted to recruiting and sup-
porting potential college teachers
for their first year of graduate study*
As National Director, he is respon-
sible to a 15-member Board of Trus-
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'T^the BagCir, * -'.talk above a, whispfer without *in- eh- the only 'show' at Whittier Field.
,; The report made byv^he Rushing Committee to the Student Enclosed^ the partially completed purring annoyed glances, is now stj. Even during beiter tmies, the band
Ctflincil this week, reprinted on the first page, claims that the list of mms to ^ j^^ on the open t0 adj ining stacks and study adds a great deal of color and humor
program was successful. At his appearance at the Student Coun- Bates College campus this year. We areas and the second floor through to our Fall, Saturday afternoons,
cil meeting committee chairman Bill Hoar pointed out that the cordially invite any of your students the well tnat one^ to be study ; ^ & shame lt would ^ if the
lsfsues of the quotas, the cards, and the general timing of the who wish to attend to do so. We
— —tii k 4. u * _*u i t ju -i i.v r „,in ihu« »,„„ i„f^^^i „„ *« lu ing in one big happy room. In addi- Students, alumni, and faculty couldn'tprogram will have to be further evaluated by not only this year s, will keep you informed as to the ***
but also next year's, committees. We question the committee's rest °f *he Program when^the con- tion - the plumbing is so thoughtfully get their Saturday afternoon chuc-
feeling that this year's program was successful, not because of ""nations are made. constructed that the flushing of a kle.
a lack of depledging, or absence of fines for exceeding the quota, All Alms will be shown at the toilet reverberates across the stacks, One might now ask what this all
j)r complaints of dirty rushing, but because of^he failure^of the Bate5 College Little Theatre at 7:00 making; a delightful punctuation has to do with a simple cal cut.
three-house card system. and 9:0° P-nuStudent admission is
We thought that the three card system was an attempt to
slow down the rate of pledging. Only a few years ago it was
rare that a house closed Friday night; several, in fact, remained
open until Sunday evening. This fall over five-sixths of the
freshmen had pledged by Friday midnight. It is apparent that
if the three card system was aimed at slowing Dledging, it failed
miserably.
The rushing committee's report, however, claims that the
system was not meant to delay pledging, but only to make each
freshman see at least three houses. In this, says the committee,
the system was a success. This is absurd. Granted, all the
freshmen had to see three houses, but dozens of them visited
the required number simply to pick up the necessary cards.
They, knew which houses they wanted to join; the cards were
mark to one's Ec reading. ' Here goes; whether or not we like
25 cents. No id. cards required.
Saturday, October 9th-"Sweet Bird l "" not desP°ndent - however. In to admit it, there is an atmosphere
of Youth." Screened and directed sixty years, the Hawthome-Long- of student apathy at. Bowdoin.
by Richard Brooks, based on the fellow Library will be outgrown, Getting band members to come to
play by Tennessee Williams. Star- and Bowdoin can look forward to one rehearsal a week is often diffi-
ring Paul Newman, Geraldine
Page, Shirley Knight and Ed Beg-
ley. Color.
Saturday, October 6th—"The Broth-
ers Karamazov." Directed by Rich-
ard Brooks. Based on the novel by
Dostoyevsky. Starring Yul Bryn-
ner, Maria Schell, Clair Bloom,
Lee J. Cobb, Richard Basehart.
Color.





of the Mary Deare," starring Gary
Cooper, Charlton Heston, Michael
Redgrave. Color.
cult. There always seems to be
something else for them to do. Until
this year freshmen and sophomores
could be excused from one cal,
which isn't the most pleasant way
to spent an hour, in order to prac-
tice for the band, which for most
band members is much more fun.
This year is a different story, for
the two lower classes no longer
have this privilege, and apathy
strikes again. They don't feel that
they can afford to spend the time,
or have too many conflicts, etc.
I don't really mean to needle the
In the Polar Bearings column of
last week's Orient, there was praise
for the Athletic Department's com-
ing of age at Bowdoin. It seems to
me, however, that in- this "coming
of age" the department has missed
much of the maturity it now be-
Saturday, November 6th—"Murder, lieves that it has. For a "traditional"
She Said" based on the novel by number of years, it has been the
Agatha Christie, starring Mar- policy of the department to allow an Athletic office, but I do .wish that
garet Rutherford, - Arthur Ken- excused cal cut per week for all thev would consider re-establish-
nedy, and James Robertson Jus- underclassmen who actively par- ment of past practices ^concerning
tice. Black and White. ticipated in the college band. Under cal cuts - If a student doesn't get
Sincerely, . the reorganized program, this mto tne band as a freshmen, he
- Priscilla Clark privilege has been denied the band, seld°m will in the next three years.
,
with a rather telling result Number- & is a strange phenomena, but it is
ed in this year's band are four true tnat most Dand members seem
freshmen and eight regular sopho- to ** in il for four years. There are
; mores. . few exceptions.
Although this years' organization Some of the old privileges given
is larger than it "has been in a to band have, remained the same.
simply an inconvenience to be gotten out of the way as quickly Saturday, October 23rd—"The Wreck
as possible. The fraternities had the same attitude. Why
should they spend time showing a freshman around if he planned
to join someplace else?
The problem, then, is to find a system which will make rush-
ing more than the scrambling race it is now. The administra-
tion, could .decree that there be no sub-freshmen weekends and
no summer rushing, but any attempt to enforce such action
would be laughed at. In both cases, the fraternity member could
claim that he was merely talking to a friend from his hometown,
and that rushing was not involved.
What is needed, then, is an examination of the whole rush-
ing system. The semester plan, we feel, is too wearying on
e both the freshmen and the fraternities. Imagine trying to carry To the Editor
the present system, which nobody seems to enjov, for an entire
semester. • n Present
«r iT Pi
—




—for a moment his blueprints for' theWe would hke to jee a program which uses fully the week BawMxi metropoUs Jfr take a bikebetween the arrival of the freshmen and the start of classes. ride about campus, he would find number of years, its composition is We are allowed into all games free.Hushing could begin Thursday night, but bids would not be al- himself confronted with a frustra- mUch different than has been the for home games we receive ticketslowed until bunday evening. As part of the three card system, ting anomaly: he could not bicycle case in the past three years. Usually for our dates . and transportation
each freshman would have to attend at least one meal .in each of onto campus. With his eye to the there are a greater number of is Provided for us through the
three houses, thus- preventing the walking in, picking up the' future, President Coles has ordained freshmen and sophomores, but in the Blanket Tax. However attractive
card, and 'walking out which went on this fall. Admittedly, this that curbs be constructed solely to space of one year this process has tnese mav be . the -v do not draw
will have no effect on those who are certain of the house they repel the automobile tire, not sloped reversed. This year the two upper underclassmen into the organization
want, but it may help those freshmen who are uncertain. or Provided with sufficient ramps classes comprise the majority of the as wel1 as one cal cut Per week -
The flaw to a-11 this, of course, is that it smacks of control'
f°r the Qbsolescent bicvcle tire
-
This band, but within two years these I feel "that within the next few
hv M;.s« H ttll Mn h,„i f « ,.m n | d wel come thi" en c roac hment In
mav be st
»
uare thinHing - b"t couldn't men will have passed from the i,n- years, that ur
we slant gradually into the future? dergraduate scene. If the present tastlc surge in student interest for
Sincerely, - trend continues, and there is every participating in the band, that the
Michael Morris indication that it will, within a few school will begin t,o question whether
years there might possibly not be a the money allotted for the band is
Bowdoin Band' worth continuing an organization
Maybe to those in charge of the °* ^ men - II does not seem too
Athletic Department, this would Probab!e - Gentlemen and gentle-
make little- difference, but (and I wome" °f the Athletic Department,
don't mean this to be a par-on-the- <Please think what you are doing,
back letter) I feel this would be a and wnat tne lonS rftnge results of
major catastrophy on this campus. yoUr new Program will be. I'rii, sure
The Bowdoin football team has not tnat a11 Bowdoin men will graduate
always been as popular among stu- in Perfect physical shape, but I'm
Upon entering thro-igh
. ..tha-dento as it is now, and
the administration into what is, and should remain, a fraternity
matter. Unless the Student Council and the Rushing Committee
take action on plans to slow pledging, however, the administra-
tion may feel that it must step in in order to avoid having rush-
ing turn int<> an acceptance by mail farce. This, we feel," would
be a major mistake.
The Bugle, etc.
The Bugle is three-fourths finished and will be ready by
Thanksgiving, according to. the editor. The delay — their word,
not ours — arose because the pictures of one section were lost
and there was general failure to get things in on time. There








--"*~*nta it is doubt- not sure of the future of my organi
...
, . , ,\
uci bronzed glass doors (Rumored to
are.no editors and no advisor, although the filling of the posi-
tions is being worked on. The affair resembles a Kafka tale —
the deeper you go. the stranger it gets
. years worth ( Bowdoin ^^ of stM^ fm ^^
c in to keep out the cold.), one gets the has often been the band that puts
To the Editor:
It appears that the exquisite taste
and careful planning shown in the
"expanded and renovated Moulton
Union" is only to be exceeded by
exquisite taste and careful plan-
ning shown in the construction of
the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library.
ful that the interest evident today ^tion. Now that you have come of
run $2000 apiece) which, with four win continue unless the team is a a«e as an integral part of this cam-
doors, comes out to about three consistant winner, in the lower ebbs pus - think maturely and act so.
We also received
which he points out that he is the assistant to the editor, not impression that the proliferation of
.
the business manager, as the "inaccurate and vulgar" Orient lounges in the Union has spread to
labelled him. Our apologies, although the switch in titles does the Librarv The North and South
Manager of the Band
not switch responsibility.
THB
BOWDOIN A ORIEN r
Reading Bays, with their easy
chairs, foot rests and coffee tables
gives the impression that the Li-
brary was planned as a good place
to take your date, rather than a
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William Root graduated from the
University of California at Berkeley
in 1925. Traversing the country, he
did his graduate work at Harvard,
where he received his Ph.D. in 1932.
He joined the Bowdoin Faculty In
the Fall of that year. He has done
a great deal of work on pre-Colum-
bian Metallurgy, as he Is officially
on the faculty for one semester a
yea/. The rest of the time Prof.
Root spends on his research. Be-
fore opening any serious discussion,
he said, "I'm one of the few people
on the faculty who doesn't have an
automobile. For this reason, my
favorite city Is Venice, where there
aren't any cars. Oh yes, while at
Harvard, my roommate was Sam
Kamerllng, but I came here two
years beliore he did."
Pre-Columbian Studies
When questioned on how he be- two elementary chemistry courses
came Interested in pre-Columbian next Fall. One will be for those
New England Bigot




an intellectual stimulus*, I don't be- . .^^^ m tne- I^na"on
Jjeve they will ever do too' much
8r WPP°rt
°
f foreign ^ **
The fraternities here are unique
among college fraternities, because
any one can get Into them if he so
desires. Early rushing Is a good
thing because it keeps the fraterni-
The public's role In he, form ti assassinate* Hitler.) Result? We won
suppor o policy has
always been a disputed one. Some
William Root
the war, destroying Germany In
de_
the process, and surrendering East-
bate the current Issues and help ern Ear°Pe to Russian control. But
guide the President. Others feel that victory as an end in itseU "nadlaeen
emotion is the responsibility of the achieved. But time marches on and
ties from becoming" typed"andl keeis ?
tlZen
'
t0 rt^01^ sl»PPort any the problem of what to do with the
the, very similar in make-up, ^n^^TX^^ ™^'*^~ «~ *°~
Less Suspicious dares oppose us. (This could be wasting millions and lives and
The next inquiry was about to- called the Good guys versus the Bad billions of dollars razing Germany,
day's world situation. Dr. Root guys stand.) The Constitution says1 we spent more billions building her
said, "I am against the present that the Chief Executive shall have lnto a strong nation again
_
Today
policy concerning Vietnam, but I charge of international relations. In .w ~j„.u t u«„i, ..u-.*. 4.x. x. +wj 4U , , , . » tne same Germans that we oncedon t think that there is much this case, the people's role is to pass
chance of changing it. I feel that judgment every four years on the hated m flercelv are today our
we have got to become less sus- President's success or failure. closest ally. The overwhelming per-
picious of the Soviets in Interna- centage of her contemporary lead-
tlonal affairs. It seems to me that Formation of Foreign Policy ers were M ^^ twgnty yearg —
every time there is a revolution, we ^g formation and exection of
blame it on the Communists, where foreign policy is a complicated and
it is often merely a nationalistic unexact undertaking. A man can
movement. Santo Domingo is a devote his entire life to studying one
good example. It is in human na- area of the world and still not be
ture to revolt against tyranny, and
Attitude Towards Communists
One of the present Administra-
tion's problems is the popular atti-
tude towards Communism. There
are many areas where it is in our
sure what the "correct" answer is to
studies, Pr,of. Root responded, students with a good, working ^^Z^"SSTaS -^ any given problem there ' But ' fsU "
.
'While at Harvard, I worked in a knowledge of chemistry, and the regimeg that f f
"Can lible as il may be
-
a Profession's national interest to ally ourselves
laboratory next to, the Peabody Mu- other will be for beginners. What I
s are ar rom demo- solution. has a better chance of sue- with one Communist nation against
seum where they had a lot of stuff would really like to see is a one
cratlc
'
J do not have anv real s0" cess than the citizen's. Can the
another Such g
"
the case m South
which had been smuggled out of year science course at this easier lution for the Vietnam crisis, but majority be expected to be so versed





to ask me to analyze some of the mentary level, few are taking it just spreading ourselves
metals, and I've been doing it ever for a laboratory requirement. They
world It would ^
all over the
to our own in-
polittcs that they can decide better would be just as disadvantageous
than the experts. This is a Repub- to Russia as to the U. S. to have
/-






not a Democracy. The proper Red china conquer or even invade
chemists who does this type of try, Biology, or Physics. There real- terest to be a httle more cautious time for the voters to make their India por ^ reasQn we ^ wQrk_
work, they keep sending me the ly should be something for non- uefore spreading ourselves too thin." decisions is during elections. If, with
stuff. Most of my publications have science majors/'
_
In the closing moments of thein- the advantage of hindsight, the
mg wlth the Kremlin to end the
been on this subject." ^ a side comment, Dr. Root said, terview, three subjects came into P *5"1306 disaPProves of a diplomatic
war of liberation 4n Kashmir,
Tunbaga "When Cleaveland Hall was con-
Asked to enumerate a little on structed, Dr. Kamerling and I de-
this work of his, he spoke in rather signed the entire inside facilities,
general terms. "The use of mefal
by the pre-Columbian Indians of.
South America was almost entirely
confined to the western edge of the
continent, where the Andes pro-
vided an abundant supply of gold,
and it has turned out rather well
Hope of Department
"The aim of the department
lege
ac-
cording to Prof. Root, "is to give mented, "I am definitely in sym-
our students as good a preparation pathy with any project
as possible for graduate or medical
silver, and copper, -and smaller
school Qne of 0Ufc problems is the ^at will bring about more coopera-
the discussion; Project '66 faculty S?' ? T™* ^ administra - subtl >' >*rhaPs - but never never-
salariP, 9„ rf f h« f 7Z 7 *" °Ut ° f °fflCe - But at the tlme theless in coordination! This, thees, and t e future of the col- f high policy decision, the situation
anti-Communist populace of our
country finds hard to understand.
Red hating is'literally a business for
many Americans; any form of
cooperation with, any Communist
invariably mean.s we're being hood-
wined.
is almost invariably tpo confusing,
too subtle and too secret for the
public to be able to pass intelligent
On Project '66, Prof. Root com- judgment.
Project '66
or group
amounts of platinum and tin. The
first objects of metal were probably two of the c
made on the Peruvian Coast and in
Columbia, and each of these two
regions developed a distinct type of
Columbia was
Secrets
One can ask why the people are
not better informed about THEIR
senior seminars, which have cut out tl0n amonB the races. I'm glad to foreign policy? Why. must so many
nee more Bowdoin students inter- things be secret? The Cuban Mis-
What I would like to see is to have ested in this type of work, for they sile crisis is a clear example of high
the seminars count towards the di- have usually been pretty apathetic P°licv decision without popular con-
vision requirements. Chemistry ma-
based on gold, and the gold-copper
alloy called tumbaga. That of Peru
was based on gold, silver, copper,
and bronze. The processes used in
each region were much the same,
but the emphasis was entirely dif-
ferent. The variations in local
styles within these two metallur-
gical region.^ are .sufficient to dif-
ferentiate the meialwork of the va-
jors <especTaIT\ pr'e-med istudents'
have so much Physics, Math, and
Biology to take that their schedules
are really jammed up; to take two
more courses away from them,
makes it that much worse."
towards social rnnscinnsnPK,s "
Kmotiortai Support
If, in the present situation in
Vietnam, the public was asked for
t one can imagine i
»*" emotional support, the hate





Changes he lias seen since 1932, lit
said, 'Since that time, the Bow-
rious tribes although the technical doin student body and faculty has American Association of"university
processes are the same for all." gotten so much larger, and Bowdoin „ , .- .
Professors has been adopted bv thp
Faculty Salaries
He then spoke of faculty salaries,
"President Coles has done a great
deal for faculty salaries, and I'm
sure he intends to increase them,
but the building program has slow-
ed this process down. The program
for promotion suggested by the
tum to the Russians if President
Kennedy had appeared on national
television, put the facts before » the
people, and asked for public debute
of the alternatives, -before he acted
Half-Scale War
The United States is presidently
enaged In a half-scale war in Viet-
nam. What is the purpose oi thi;
or any other war? War is not any
end in itself, but rather a means to
Red China, North Vietnam, and
the Soviet Union. Each is Jitrh f inp
fur a different r
we oppose all th
mean.'; or energj
quer is one of
weapons in
a , , bui : -




:ontinued, "I am now wo
on a theory stating that the knowl-
edge of metals came across the Pa
cine about 400 A.D. I'm trying to
. , ..
, .
J 6 and those in the fraternity to which
check this by comparing the works
ol
,
the American Indians and those
of Southeast Asia and China. Noth-
ing definite has been shown yet, but
as a- result of my studies in this
field I find myself spending my
ou: givmi
mend their" "
has added many more buildings.
One used to know'almost all of the C0,lege ' This sa*s that aIter t^ee »
end It is nothing more and noth-
He co rking
student5 b ^ u no longer lrue; years, an Instructor is promoted or lng less than an instru">ent of
. ,
'
. t . . , foreign policy, to be used only when
the only students you are acquaint- his contract is not renewed. In . . . ,
„. ..•..„
,
needed, and to be limited appropri-
ed with are those * your classes, generali the fialaries are as good „ ^^ Waf ,s ^^ ^.^ &
can be expected; but not as much failure of the diplomats to resolve
you are an advisor. One used to
_.
know the entire faculty because as we wouId like ' II is trufe that a
confllct of '"te^sts through peace-
there wasn't such a great distinc- some departments have turnover-
i
tion of departments. The College men, but this is not entirely due to
.
..j., wi- to the military for a necessary show do so without loslne face is cer-
should develop a program m which salaries. When these men come of forPP
y a 60 uno i i g i ,
faculty members can get together t. .n tainly not the popular view of vie
lerences
Victory
If Americans become dedicated w
the idea of "victory'" m Vietnam
it will be disastrous to our nation-
al interest. What is victory in thif
is unacceptable, the diplomats turn case? Getting out as soon as we car.




where I work on various museums
Changes in Chemistry
can become ac-
here, they know that they will only-
War a Political Tool tory, but it could very well turr
Keeping in mind that war is mere- out to ** the wisest solution to th»
ly a political tool, to be turned on conflict. But if American emotioi
quainted with the new members. As stay a year or two ' and then move
for changes in the students, I feel °n. TMs can be seen in the defi-
Turning next to the changes that that they are still pretty much the nite turnover in English instructors.
„




istry DeDartment and to Dossible Breat deal of enthusiasm, but by the , ,. .
tTO enect or ^^ n g a - evil North Vietnam, such a solutloid2jnr»."tZFZi^™ ft. a-» ».m to vh.ve ">- «™*< - *<•«* - —
>
Z'TT^m'JiS": - <- "«»**»>* °~ ^rt=-
Root .pued, -we „ now .hta, M much „( - it . Th«y b^ome n,„re « " . g»d m.n we try to Wd ^ - >" «>. »-« >««R ^ ^
.h. fmhmen, ,„ one •-., wh,« %£>£,«£» gg*"* "" * """ wulr. li .Tln^ n pu«" »U1 he » ttKked <.»„ « *.
used to take an entire vear Or- seldom nave little inspiration to , . . .——-, . ., or
ganic Chemistry begins in L continue striving." Bowdoin'* Future feeling. Since national interest is stroyed. One never compromises witl
_ . .
4J
Speculating on the future for an idea not comprehended by the the devil.
fraternities masses, a hate campaign was waged
„,. , . , .
Bowdoin, Prof. Root feels that, . .. KA
&
„ . ^ 7\Wishing to comment upon frater- and the government illustrated to
nit-ies here at Bowdoin, Prof. Root "Within the next ^ ten years there lhe populace the MORAL necessity
observed, "I haje been an advisor will be an introduction of graduate of a declaration of war As a result
fraternity for twenty years, work here. We will certainly give of these necessary but unfortunate
Spring semester of the elementary
course. The principle reason behind
this acceleration has been the gen-
eral acceleration of high school
chemistry coursea. Chemistry has
expanded so much in recent years,
that we must keep pace, or drop
far back. Another change that has
taken place is thai the i>eniors are
now doini; spei ial projects instead
ot taking regular courses
''
to
and less in-There seems to be less
terest in the national organizations.
The fraternities <n b< lng
mqi e Iocs od; I
rhmk thej will ev<
iii any great lo I
that fraternities are useful ...
ing experience, and in developing
that. "We are going to try to offer responsibility among students. As
Master's, if not a Ph.D
»me -rm-




If we are to exist in the sann
world with the Communists, w>
need a full realization ana com
prehens • \
Future Ideas
As for future changes, he stated
like
A While
lng thought was, 'Though
been here for 32 years I still
he place, and am glad I came."
wi
able -The allies even
help a German
•AGE SIX THE BOWDOIN ORIENT FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1965
COMMENTARY
by Ken Nblson *
The mult! million dollar Bowdoin
anstruction program is nearly com-
ieted and few would question' that
le major projects have emerged as
osolutely remarkable achievements,
iowever, tEeJe-is one area of the
DDstructlon program that has met
ith something less than fond ap-
"oval— the face-lifted Moulton
nion. In order to find out Just what
le student reactions are, I asked
veral seniors to write down their
ilhloiis. Since their responses were
>th pungent and candid and since
u-aphrase might dilute their exact
ntiment, I am reprinting here a
lection of their letters. Names
ill be released only upon indig-
ent:
ear Sir:
I am happy to see that the book-
ore is finally a bookstore in name
tfy now that the college has felt
impelled to satisfy the needs of
le Brunswick community. I am of
jurse referring to the fine collec-
on of china and crockery that is
>und in the- better section of the
ookstore. The store is now moving
i the right direction; however, my
oly suggestion is that there is still
x> much space wasted on books,
ewspapers, and magazines that
light be better used for hubcap
isplays, batteries, tire changing




I think that it is pretty sneaky of
be psychology department to be
sing students as subjects in the re-
ently built rat-maze called the
loulton Union. However, I do eager-
.- await the installation of electric
rids and response levers.
Sincerely,
B. P. Skinner
Many thanks to thai; greatbene- T!H8 .*•*" hftS seen a change on
factor of the college, Cornelius P. ** *»***» camwi*: » break with
Lounge Ibr.his donation of the many' ^^^ vJMh "*» have far
-
elegant and vital rooms in the reachm* effects "** repercussions.
For this week a student query has
not gone unanswered, Only last Fri-




I am thrilled at the success of the
to the EditorB" stated that "*™*oto
new underground dining complex te notoriou« for disregarding the
because it only proves what we have wtehes of her students " But this
long beheved: that human beings week ** youngest member of the
can live without sunlight and fresh
air for prolonged periods of time.
Sincerely,
John L, Lewis, UMW
Dear Sir:
Administration came forward to re-
gard these wishes, and to take a
stand.
Steve Putnam, of the New Moul-
ton Union, informed this writer that
I enjoyed the Union more when cigarettes are no longer sold by the




tion had been asked in the "Orient,"
because of the abrupt change over
last year's procedure. It seems that
The designers of the new Moulton there is now a new contract be-
tween the Union and the vending
machine company which, prohibits
such sales. The reason is quite ob-
vious, for such a provision doubles
the vending machine profits while




I am thrilled that my two great-
est architectural triumphs are now affecting only the students in an
standing on the Bowdoin campus, adverse manner. Thanks should go
The reactions to the new Union have to steVe for nls interest though, and
been almost as heartwarming as hopefully he shall not stand alone
those which I enjoyed some fifty in his intention to clear up any mis-
years ago with the construction of understandings on campus,
the heating plant. ——^_^^_^__«-_^_^_^___
Sincerely, pansion. The manager told me that
Sidney Woodbe it is only a trial program and that
Dear Sir: If the students don't like the present
I do not understand the furor set-up, the books will be removed,
over the bookstore's inventory ex- Sincerely,




-\ - '. ' .'|j.
,
However another misunderstand-
ing concerns the Bowdoin parking
ticket, which is turning into a col-
lector's item as the supply rapidly
dwindles. The misconception, which
also appeared in last week's "Orient,"
is that they are scrawled upon by
six-year-olds. This is grossly inac-
curate. Every morning there is a
lineup at Rhodes Hall, and the
Grounds and Buildings men receive
their daily allotment. There is no
quota system though, as seems to be
the habit with most police organiza-
tions. The only requirement is that
these men distribute all their sub-
poenas before they leave for the
day. At least the system gives them
a shorter work day.
A sigh of relief .was heard last
week when the student body was in-
formed, via a special chapel, that
the new computer will not turn stu-
dents into impersonal numbers on
a punch card. For, it was pointed
out, a person's name must always
be looked up to find his number in
order to find his punch card. Simi-
larly, one must still locate the door
in the Union in order to check the
number In order to Identify the
room. Good luck.
Don't hold on to your beanies*
this week freshmen, but you can*
hold on to your grades. Evidently
there-will be no four-week freshman
grading period this year. B was.
thought thit such a shock, s*$sooh,„















Note — One Evening Show
7:30 p.m. — Matinee 1:45
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• AIR — SEA — BUS TICKETS and HOTELS •
Individual and Student Group Travel
*
H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
9 Pleasant Street ^ Brunswick, Maine
725-5573
NOW!! "U" Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's




A $3.00 Value for $2.70
"U" Save 30c
or
A $5.00 Value for $4.25
— Plus —
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS
Hurry! Get Yours Today
MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE
The Moulton Union Bookstore carries a large
selection of books relative to the series of lec-
tures being given on the poverty program in
America. These include a book by jDaniel P.
Moynihan and the national best seller: Manchild
In The Promised Land, by Claud Brown.
Zero in
on theworld





Have The Times delivered every morning
at low college rates.
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~~~
CIjj&ULAR FILE
(Continued from page 1) , ; .
The Departrnerit >of Music reports that members of four musical or
ganizations elected officers for this year at th? end of the 1964-65. aca-
demio year, k y *?% , <-',' '*'*: .'*' * •/
Offiqjrsvof the Gleg Club 'will* include, President, Robert' Oocfci, Jr.;
Vice President, Roger Hinchliffe; Manager, Lawrence Abrams, III; Li-
brarian, Charles Stone; Assistant Librarian, Calvin Whitehurst.
John Ranahan was elected manager of the band. Charles Blumen-
thalis the band director.
(
.' *?
Officers of the Meddiebempsters will continue to serve. They are
Manager Robert Cocks and Director Jeffrey .Rutherford.
Elected director of the Bachelors was Thomas Pierpan. Manager
will be Edward Leydon.
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
New .officers, of the Political Forum are, President,. Joseph* Hartswick;
Vice President, John Williams; and. Secretary-Treasurer, Chester Freeman,
Jtie Forum's faculty . advisor is Professor ^JohnC. Donovan of trie De-
partment of Government. f'
,
«' '
The 11-ma'n Med<neberripsters-made an eight-week European tour for •
the U.S.O. and the Department of Defense this summer. The entertain-
ment tour for TJjS. servicemen in the European Command was the ninth
such trip in the history of the group.
Members who made the trip include Dana Blanchard, Jr., '67, Robert
Cocks, Jr., '66, Steven Haskell, '64, William Harrison, '66, Cyrus Hooper,
'66, Paul Lapointe, '65, Peter Merry, '67, Kent Mohnkern, '68, Jeffrey
Rutherford, '66, and Frank Tonge, '67-
QT
The Newman Club announced the election of Edward Leydon, as
President. Other officers include Vice President Michael Harmon;
Corresponding Secretary, Charles Assini, Jr.; Recording Secretary, Robert
Levasseur; and Treasurer, William Mone.
Michael Harmon was elected President of the Young Republicans.
Vice President is John Ranahan; Secretary-Treasurer, David Huntington.
Elected to the executive committee were Jonathan Fine and John Hoke.
PARKVIEW
CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
"FREE ALTERATIONS"
"STORAGE FACILITIES"
Applications by Bowdoin College students for U.S. Government grants
under the Fulbright-Hays Act must be filed by noon Nov. 1 with Assis-
tant to the President Philip S. Wilder, Bowdoin's Fulbright Program Ad-
viser.
Information may be obtained from Mr. Wilder about the program,
which involves grants for graduate study or research abroad in 1966-67,
or for study and professional training in the creative and performing arts.
The 1965-66 College concert series will open Oct. 12 with a special
cello recital by Dimitry Markevitch in Wentworth Hall at the Senior
Center.
This concert, open to students and season subscribers only, will fea-
ture all six suites for cello by Johann Sebastian Bach. The special re-
cital will be given at 8:15 p.m. in the Senior Center, and not in Pickard
Theater as originally announce^. . . ' •
Mr. Markevitch, one of the world's greatest cellists, will open Bow-
doin's Gurtis-Zimbalist Concert Series Oct. 14 with a recital in Pickard
Theater at 8:15 p.m. Performing on a 1790 Stradivarius, he will include
works by Ysaye, Kodaly and Hindemith in his Oct. 14 program.
Season subscriptions will be on sale until Oct. 9 and may be obtained
by mail from the Office of the Executive Secretary, Getchell House, Bow-
















. WBOR FM offers excellen
coverage in news of the world, na
tion, and Maine, as well as com
plete coverage of the weathei
sports, stocks, commentary, &&'
business news — all through th
facilities of United Press Interna
tional and its world-wide news ser
vice. Five-minute news summarie
on the hour, headlines on the half
hour, fifteen minutes of news ii
depth at 1:00 pm. and at 10:00 pjrj
. .
. WBOR FM broadcasts news o
Bowdoin College through th
facilities of the College News Ser
vice.
. . . WBOR FM puts the world o
music in your home — classicaJ
jazz, folk, country and western
Broadway, rock and roll, and ligh
vocal and orchestral pieces. Th
music library also contains a larg<
selection of comedy records, Bowdoii
College Songs, Christmas ant
religious music, and music fron
other lands.
. . .
WBOR FM will offer an ex
change of ideas from undergradu
ates, faculty members, and foreigi
students at Bowdoin College, am
from residents of Brunswick ant
the surrounding communities.
. . .
WBOR FM will offer live play
by-play coverage of all Varsit;
Football Games, as well as of majoi
hockey and basketball games. Oa1
announcers for these games are mei
with personal acquaintance anc
contact with the players.
Phil's
. Men's Store
78 - AfairrerStT- ' ^ranswlclc
FLASH ONE-TWO-THREE-FOUR BEFORE CHANGING
The Sylvania Blue Dot Flashcube is an
other example of how GT&E keeps grow
ing through constant research and swif
response to the changing needs of tht
public.
If you're looking for a young, aggres
sive company with no limit to its growth
you may wish to view GT&E in the ligh:
of your own future
GEE
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONIC^
Vhat new development will make indoor
)hotography four times as much fun for
he nation's millions of camera fans? The
iew Blue Dot Flashcube, developed by
GT&E's Sylvania subsidiary for use with
the new Kodak Instamatic cameras.
Pop one on and you're ready to take
four-flash pictures without changing
bulbs!
The Sylvania Blue Dot Flashcube revolves
after each shot, bringing a fresh Blue
Dot flashbulb into position, with its own
built-in reflector. *
With this latest of many important in-
novations from GT&E, millions of home
photographers will get the great shots










[2 1 A storekeeper
had 17 TOT Staplers.
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(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.49
No bigger than a pack of gum -but packs
the punch of a big deal! Refills available
everywhere. Unconditionally guaranteed.
Made in U.S.A. Get it at any stationery,
variety, book store!
INC.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11 101
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C PolarBearings
* % Tom Donald '68
Unfortunately, there is nothing
much worth mentioning in Bowdoin
sports circles following Saturday's
debacle at Whittier. The soccer team
gained its first victory of 1965 and
the cub hooters started off on the
right foot with a win Wednesday,
but all week the Bowdoin campus
has been pointing toward tomorrow
when the gridders face a stiff test
against th^Lord Jeffs. Bowdoin has
beaten Amherst only once in thir-
teen years of competition, and in
i960, when we did come out on top,
the score was a close 7-6. It should
also- be notefl that the Jeffs have a
string of 18 consecutive home wins
against all opponents.
Glancing through the newspapers
c uflr football opponents is always
ruightenlng and the Amherst "Stu-
dent is no exception. Evidently the
entire campus down there considers
tomorrow's tussle with the "push-
overv Bears a sort of warmup action
for more significant future contests.
One day while we were loitering
around- the Orient office, an out-of-
breath WBOR station manager
named Bill Margolin came hustling
in yelling, -'"You gotta tell all the
people about the broadcast!" It
seems that six-man WBOR is send-
ing a six-man "remote crew" (which,
.
in Margolin's words, is so remote
that they're rarely seen) down to
Amherst to put the contest on the
air to "all those people out there in
WBOR-land." The golden tones of
Bowdoin's own Curt Gowdy, Chief
Announcer Al Lassila, and "color
man^ Paul Psoinos will be ' heard
Cards* Contain Bowdoin Aexial Attack,
Top -B^ars 2343$ footers Even Record,
starting at 1:45 p.m. Saturday; *
ARU and Kappa Sig loom as the
teams to beat in League A of the
infraternity football competition,
ARU getting the nod by dint of an
upset over Zete Tuesday. As usual,
Beta will dominate League B action,
though Delta Sig looked good with a
win over Deke Wednesday.
PAT ON THE BACK
This week's PAT ON THE BACK
goes to Horace Sessions, but not too
hard, because we don't think any-
one should do anything to crosq
sophomore behemoth. "That big
mother," in the words of one Wes-
leyan lineman, consistently led the
Bear defensive rush. At one point




38 First Downs 37
325 Rushing Yardage 306
387. Passing Yardage 268
712 Total Yardage 574
237.3 Av. Yds. Per Game 191.3
67 Total Points 31
56 Passes Attempted 49
34 Passes Completed 22
1 Had Intercepted 3
15 Punts IB
30.5 Punting Average 25.7
6 Fumbles 6
4 Fumbles Lost 5
17 Penalties 9




















The Bowdoin Varsity Soccer team
recorded its first victory of the young
season, and its first victory over Wes-
leyan, here Saturday morning, by a
score of 2-1. Since the soccer rivalry
began in 1961, Wesleyan has tasted
victory on each meeting up until
now.
The Polar Bears went out in front
at the beginning, With halfback
Brannie Leishman and right wing
Jeff Richards combining for the first
score, with Richards getting credit
for the goal.
Bowdoin made it 2-0 later as
Swen Neilson scored on a penalty
shot.
Tony ~ Peterson tallied with less
than five minutes remaining to pull
his team within one, but it was not
enough, as the Black and White
held,pn.
Coach Butt 'called the victory a
good team effort with both clubs
having several good scoring oppor-
tunities. Butt singled out goalie Bob
Bagley as playing an exceptional
game and saving a penalty shot.
Butt also gave credit to defensive
stalwarts Charlie Powell and Sandy
Samela.
The victory brings the Polar Bears'
record to an even 1-1, having sus-
tained an opening game loss to
Lowell, 1-0. Next Saturday the soc-
cer club will travel to Springfield
for a game with the tough Spring-
field team. Coach Butt feels that'
Bowdoin will have to be considered
the underdogs in this contest, as
Springfield has one of the best teams
in New England.
Powerful backs and a hard-
charging defensive line sparked
Wesleyan to a 23-13 victory over the
Polar Bears Saturday. Stymied on
the ground, quarterback Mo Viens
was forced to go to the air, lofting
24 passes. * Although he completed
13 for 142 yards, the Bears could
produce only one score via the
aerial route, a 20-yard pitch to Jim
MacAllen. Mac pulled in nine
tosses for 124 yards.
Mistakes caused by the ^tenacious
Cardinal defense cost the Bears two
touchdowns. A poor center pass
and a Wesleyan charge led to a
short punt by Tommy Allen. Mo-
ments later a red'ihirted Card end
was standing in the end zone with
a 39-yard pass. In the third period
a Wesleyan linebacker grabbed the
ball out of the air and, picking up
some good blocks, lumbered 78 yards
to a touchdown.
Paul Soule, who garnered nearly
all of the total Bowdoin rushing
yardage with 48 in 15 carries, scor-
ed the first tally with -a two yard
plunge. His brother Mort then kick-
ed the point. Prom then until the
closing minutes of the final quarter
when Viens hit MacAUen for six
points, the game was Wesleyan's.
Standouts on the Bowdoin defensive
line included Co-rCaptain Dave




Bear QB Mo Viens barely manages to get
defensive charge.
off a pass under Cardinal Lash FrVeburg
In a game practically dull with
goals the Bowdoin freshmen crushed
Pryeburg Academy 7-1 in their first
soccer game of the season. With an
experienced forward line taking ad-
vantage of its less skillful opponents,
It was mostly an aggressive game.
The key to the high score, though,
was the powerful containing game
of the half-backs; this trio, led by
Dave Knight kept the ball in the
Pryeburg zone most of the game.
Planked by Sandy Irvin and Hugh
Fischer, Knight's fantastic dribbling
accounted for the wide spread of
goals scored from all sides of the
field. Full-backs Racklin and Moran
played an impressive game, some-
how keeping away from the usual
American practice of blasting the
ball to the opposing fullbacks, by
making shorter passes to Knight
and occasional dribbles through the
Pryeburg forwards. Individual goals
were scored by forwards John Prit-
chard, Ned Brown, hustling Bob
Petrie, and one of Pryeburg's more
skillful fullbacks.
Brandenburg scrambled his way
to three goals, the last one being
most probably the game's best goal.
Right-wing and game captain Wil-
liams did a beautiful job crossing
the ball across the goal and setting
up numerous goals. Bob Ives, though
hurt early in the game showed some
good moves and should be seen in
the scoring column soon, hopefully
before the rest of the team does. It
was a game of high scoring and
jome promising play, but there was
a lack of teamwork and cohesion
which Coach Crimmins along with
Varsity coach Butt must correct
before our Freshmen meet a good
seam.
Split end Jim MaeAUen
Wesleyan oornerbacker.
hauls one in despite rather strange defensive moves on the part of the
Tune In To WBO# At 1:45 P.M.
Saturday For Live Coverage
From Amherst. 91.1 On FM Dial
OPPORTUNITY
FROM GERMANY
We are seeking student sales
representatives to sell hand
made, custom tailored ski A cas-
ual wear. Guaranteed sales
through remarkable prices and
services. Reply immediately to:
ANMAR-OBERBAYERN, ATTN:
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Dean Kendrick, Treasurer Town, College Seek Renewal
Mclntire To Retire June, '66 Of Goodwill After Weekend Clash
1923 and his Ph.D. in History at
Harvard in 1930. He studied in
London and Vienna on a Traveling
Fellowship in 1925-26 and then be-
gan his Bowdoin career as an In-
structor in History.
He was promoted to Assistant
Professor in 1928, became an Asso-
ciate Professor in 1932 and was ap-
pointed' a full Professor in 1946. In
the latter year he also became Act-
ing Dean of the College, and he was
appointed Dean in 1947. In 1959
Arrests Made In
Bombing Incident
Two 17-year-old Brunswick High
Dean Kendrick
Dean of the College .Nathaniel C.
Kendrick and assistant treasurer
Glenn R. Mclntire will retire next
June 30 after a combined service
of 74 years, according to an an-
nouncement by President James S.
Coles.
President Coles said "In the re-
tirement of Dean Kendrick and Mr.
it was meant for them, challenged from upper Federal Street.
the two freshmen. A fight broke out The- two students, hearing the
in which one of the freshmen re- crowd talking about how a couple
ceived a concussion and the other of college kids had just been beaten
had his face badly bruised. up, and thinking that it was their
Four members of Delta Sigma friends, returned to the Delta Sig-.
School students were arrested nad come to the dance about quar- ma house. Three carloads of Delta
Thursday afternoon by Brunswick ter of ten. Two of them, a sopho- Sig's and a carload of Deke's went
village police in connection with the morp and a freshman, went in, while to the Center, picked up the pair of
bomb-throwing incident Sunday the °*>her two, another freshman college students, who had just come
night, in which three Molotov cock- and a senior, returned to the cam- out, and returned to the campus,
tails were heaved at Delta Sigma Vm - followed by several cars from the
rioan vr»nZ.inC 1 " r*m^L and Delta Kappa Epsilon fraterni- The latter two returned to the town.Dean Kendrick was named Frank -.- -«-- -»
ties. The two were released on $200 Recreation Center about half an The town cars stopped on Maine
bond each and face possible $i,000 hour lftter to pick up their two street, heading downtown, and a
fines, three years in prison, or both, friends, 4but found that the pair had number of teen-agers got out. Mem-
Sgt. Lawrence Joy and Officer not come out yet - They wefe stand- bers of both Delta Sig and Deke
Dea > & member of the Don»nic Vermette made the arrests
ing in front of the Center talking rushed towards the locals, who re-~
American Historical Association and following the week-long investiga- ™
hf a fouP of PerhaPs 20 to 30 turned to their cars-except one,
a member of Psi Upsilon Fraternity. tion -
high school students approached (Continued on page Z)
He joined the fraternity as an un- Both college and town officials
dergraduate at Rochester and stated that eve/y effort was being
served for many years as an advisor made to restore good relations be-
to Bowdoin's Psi Upsilon chapter, tween the school and the town, and
He has been active in a variety noted that any further trouble
of professional and civic endeavors, would be dealt with quickly and
He has been chairman of several severely.
Munsey Professor of History and in
1962 he became one of the first
Honorary Members of the Bowdoin
College Alumni Association
Kappa Sigma Cuts Ties
With National Fraternity
regional and national committees Dean of Students A. LeRoy Grea-
on education and during World War son, jr ., met with student and fra-
il served as field representative for ternity leaders early in the week
the State War Chest drive for the and urged them to ask the students
Mclntire,"Bo^n CoTegT iTTosing T~^&1 War ,Pund camP*ign, the to remain away from the area ofU.S.O., and other war relief agen- the trouble. He said that he, as
.cies. He has also served as chairman wen as high school officials, . are
to Wow them."" Ea'ch "has °f the Community chest - member making efforts to stop further trbu-
two able and faithful officers, who
have made friends of all who have
come
made significant contributions to
Bowdoin's development; each has
left his mark on the College."
Dean Kendrick, who holds the
chair of Frank Munsey Professor of
History, has been a member of the
Bowdoin Faculty since 1926. A na-
tive of Rochester, N. Y.; he pre-
pared for college at East High
School in Rochester. Before grad-
uating from high school, he served
in 1917 with the French Army as a
member of the American -Field Ser-
vice.
In 1921 he received his A.B. de-
gree from the University of Roches-
ter, were his grandfather, a mem-
ber of the original faculty, had
served as Acting President. His
father was a faculty member there
for 44 years in the field of Classics.
Professor Kendrick received his
M.A. from Harvard University in
(Continued on page 2) ble by talking with any high school
and local teen-agers who may be
involved.
The nearly week-long feud began
last Saturday night when two Psi
Upsilon freshmen attempted to en-
ter a dance at the Brunswick Rec-
reation Center. After being told that
the dance was for high school stu-
dents only, the two went outside For tne tnird time in recent his- lege concerning this type of .prob-
and began talking between them- tory, a Bowdoin national fraternity lem facing fraternities had been
selves. One of them, in referring to chapter has severed its ties from adeQualely spelled out in a Resolu-
a Bowdoin student, allegedly used ,. ,. , „ ^ tion of the Governing Boards in
..
... „ „ , l. its national organization. On Oc- ,„„„the word "nigger." Several Bruns- .„ , „ lQC, .. , . 19*>2:tooer 6, 1965, the undergraduate
"It is the policy of Bowdoin Col-wick youths, overhearing the re-
mark and apparently thinking that
b
members of the Alpha Rho Chapter




of Kappa Sigma voted to resign
from the national Kappa "Sigma ^mP 1^' should be completely
Fraternity. According to Tom Allen
house president, this action was
the
free
to choose its members from among
all the students who have been ad-
taken because of unwritten racial mitted t0 the college, without re-
Circular File
striction as to race, creed, or color.
It is also the Policy of the College
to permit early pledging and initia-
tion of the freshmen."
membership restrictions which dele-
gates to the national conclave this
summer refused to vote out of ex-
A new student activity has been istence Members Qf ^ local chap .
in the act of formation the past ters ^ fQJ. ^^ years ^ ..It is not consisten t with the high
three weeks. It is, in actuality, a se€king the removal of these re- ideals of good faith, .honesty and
continuation of a program started
strictions
.
straightforwardness, which a fra-
two years ago by the Chi Psi Lodge. p^^ A1]en stated that ..since ternity shouid cherish , for a na _
| At that tune they started a Big we see no hope of ft change
-




other Pr°gram °n a ™<-h<* »mited tional fraternity policy in the fore- force its local chapter to evade,
Jean Garrigue, an award-winning American poet, will give a reading ,ve1, and with tne graduation of ^a^g future, we feel we can ho flout, or obstruct in .any way the
of her own work Monday as a participant in the New England Poetry Cir- ,y seniors . the program lost steam. i ^ger in good consC jenCe remain policies of the institution where it
cult.
However, a great deal of enthusiasm
has been shown from other aieas
a part of the Kappa Sigma Fra- Js located.
Professor Louis O. Coxe said the reading will be in the Mitchell Bal- ."~ ™
™4L,T£ "X.'", T™ ternlty" "The College expects any national
cony Lounge of Wentworth Hall at the Bowdoin Senior Center at 8:30 ™ tne campus. This plus the interest rhe a(jUon on tne pm the lQc&l fratenmy whkh £annot ,ete
p.m. The public is cordially invited to attend. that still remains at Chi Psi has chapter took effect irnmecUately, al- good faith permit its Bowdoin chap-
Miss Garrigue is the author of "Country Without Maps," a volume Provided a central core of workers though .Jia JKord-has beeB-received-ter-te-rtide-by these policies-to
of poems recently published by The Macmillan Company; and three other for the new - expanded program. from the national organization yet. withdraw its affiliation. The College
books of poems, "The Ego and Centaur," "The Monument Rose," and "A The new program is open to all "Our problem has existed for hopes that such a withdrawal will be
Water Walk by Villa d'Este." Her work has appeared in many anthologies Bowdoin students who have an in- years," Allen reiterated, "We have found unnecessary"
of modem American verse and has been pubUshed in "The New Yorker," terest in this type of work. The tried hard in vain to get the policy When asked about the implemen-
"The New Republic," "Hudson Review," "Kenyon Review," "Poetry," "Vir- group will be working with emotion- changed, especially in the past five tation of these. policies. Dean Grea-
glnla Quarterly Review" and many other magazines. ally deprived children from the third or six years, at the bi-annual con- son replied that each year a Faculty
> * .. to eighth grade level. Each college claves." committee reports to the Faculty as
Professor Philip C. Beam, Chairman of the Department of Art, has student participating will be re- What the new designation of the a whole, on any restrictive conditions
been appointed consultant for a Dook on famous American painter Wins- quired to spend a. minimum of one local fraternity will be has not yet existing in the various- fraternities
low Homer that will be published next year by "Life" Magazine. hour per week at the school of his been decided, although there is a and tries to aid the local chapters
Dr. Beam will advise, assist with editing and supervise a special sec- little brother. Anything beyond this feeling in thehouse that some nom- in resolving these problems
tion of picture essays in the book, which will be titled "The World of is left up to the students interest, inal connection with Kappa Sigma The Dean also reiterated ..is
Winslow Homer." and the amount of time he feels that be maintained.
TnT Book. IJ'ivisioii uf ' Life" li preparing the book on the Maine paint- he can spend with his little brother
er as part of a forthcoming series of volumes on great artists of the
world. The text will be written by James Thomas Flexner, a noted author-
ity on American art.
^
Dr. Beam, a leading authority on Homer, will have a book of his own
published next February entitled "Winslow Homer at Prout's Neck."
(Continued on page 7)
statement of his Farum talk of v
The action on the part of the tober 11, that the best hope and re-
There will be a general meeting undergraduates had the full sup- spon.sibility for solutions to the var*
of this organization this Wednesday port of the alumni organization, i: loua problems facing V
night at 7:30 in Conference Room was reported. tennties lies with the una^runn:, sites
B of the Moulton Union. All inter- When reached for comment. Dean themselves.
ested parties are cordially invited of Student^ a. LeRoy Greason stated The Kappa Sigma house advisers
to attend. that the basic position of the Col- were unavailable for comment
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WEEKEND CLASH
fContlnued from page 1)
.
,
who was caught aijd Waten—and
; aped ,a.way. The College students
Went" back inside their hpuses, and.
the crowd which had gathered was
"'broken yp by the "polite.
* Sunday night at approximately
nine o'clock a man stepped out of a
car which had stopped in front of
the Delta Sigma house and threw a
Molotov cocktail at the fraternity.
The bomb, made from a Coke bottle
filled with gas, landed in the yard,
failing to explode. Several minutes
later, a second car went by and an-
other Molotov cocktail was thrown
into the Deke yard, this, too, failing
to ignite, Three members of Delta
Sig, who had seen the bombing at-
tempts, were standing on the DS-
Deke boundary when a car went by
and a third bomb was thrown, land-
ing about ten feet from the stu-
dents. Again, the bomb failed to
explode. All three were subsequently
taken by the police to the station.
An armed group of approximately
150 students gathered quickly, but
filtered away within an hour.
Monday night was quiet, with the
police questioning several youths at
the station.
Tuesday night Delta Sig called
the police, who told the house that
they had been tipped that a raid
was scheduled for that night. Again,
a crowd of students gathered rapid-
ly, but dispersed when no attack
was made.
At 12:30 Wednesday night two
firecrackers were exploded on cam-
pus and someone yelled that the
Delta Sig house was being bombed.
A group of from 75 to 100 students
poured towards the house, but found
that there had been a false alarm.
Several steps have been taken by
both the town and the college to
insure that future incidents .will not
occur. The Recreation Center has
planned an expanded program of
activities for the teen-agers, es-
pecially on Saturday nights; police
plan extra patrols on the campus
area; high school authorities have
talked with many parents; the col-
lege has hired a night watchman;
and the Recreation Center and high
school have been declared out of
bounds for college students. Both
sides have stated that the major
concern is not what has happened,
but what might happen in the next
few weeks. Both sides, as has been
pointed out, are trying to find a
solution to the problem.
WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOR BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars at Very Low
Prices, with Very Low Pay-
ments, at Very Low Interest

























- %} .* * .• .' * * '•• ?
by -Lorry Weinstein * '
If 6omeohe asked you what was
Mississippi's greatest problem today
the most likely answer would be the
do-or-die fight between the segre-
gationalists and the integrationalists.
Now what if someone asked you
what was the second greatest prob-
lem?
The answers would vary but it is
our purely objective opinion that
the second worst problem is the state
of prohibition which exists in Mis-
sissippi.
Prohibition? Didn't that go out
of fashion some thirty years ago?
Well, no and yes. It all depends how
you define prohibition and who you
are in Mississippi that counts.
Prohibition strictly speaking is
total abstinance from any liquored
spirits and according to Ole Miss
law, if you're caught with the fire-
water you may face a Jail sentence
and a fine. But nothing is absolute,
fellers, and if the sheriff is seen
snitching a drink, well, we didn't
see him-, did we?
The same sort of "justice" applies
to the college campuses throughout
the state. Everyone knows it isn't
legal to drink but everyone seems
to do it and nobody ever seems to
get themselves arrested.
However, Ole* Miss law officers do
keep one, eye open just in case
Negroes, suspicious-looking white
strangers, Jews, Catholics, and other
"un-Americans" happen to cast a
hungry glance towards the contain-
ers holding the favorite American
way to obtain Instant Paradise.
They say the fashion these days
is to keep at least two hidden fce
boxes full of hard liquor downstairs
in tie basement somewhere or else
your name doesn't even get close
to the social register, baby. Obtain-
ing the stuff requires some simple
suave moves starting with brib-
ing the local police officials, taking
back roads to the Ole Miss state
border (driving the main routes
would be a little bit too obvious even
for the policemen unless, of course,
you happen to know the governor
personally), and carrying lots of
green paper to hand over to the
Louisiana merchants who rather
conveniently carry your brand of




Do the state officials want to lift
the prohibition laws so everyone
can get sotted legally? There's not
much chance of that because 1.)
the Louisiana merchants would put
up such a fuss you'd be able to hear
their screams in Maine; 2.) the
Mississippi bootleggers would holler
even louder; and 3.) the state would
lose three and one-half million dol-
lars in the process.
The revenue from liquor sales is








For a future with a well
known Midwest Manufactur-
ing Firm. We are now offer-
ing exclusive distributorships
for a patented product. No
competition. Factory trained
personnel will assist you in
setting up a tried and proven
advertising and merchandis-




AH replies confidential. For,
information write Director of
Marketing, P.O. Box 14049,
St. Louis, Missouri 63 1 78.
United Marketing Company
6286 Bartmer Avenue
St. Louis, Mo. 63130
GRANT FOR BOWDOIN COLLEGE — Travelers Insurance Companies of Hartford, Conn., have present-
ed Bowdoin College with $600 grant. Shown during presentation are (1. to r.) Thomas P. Riley of Riley In-
surance Agency, Brunswick; Dr. James S. Coles, President of Bowdoin; Frank W. Nee, chairman of man-
agement committee in companies' Portland offioe; and Donald S. Erikson of Portland, a 1900 Bowdoin
graduate now employed by Travelers.
KENDRICK, McINTIRE
(Continued from page 1)
of the Brunswick Recreation Ad-
visory Committee, and chairman of
the Finance Committee of St. Paul's
Episcopal Church, and Chairman
of the Rotary Club's Rotary Foun-
dation Fellowship Committee.
Dean and Mrs. Kendrick, the for-
mer Lucy Hawkins Higgs of Raleigh,
N.C., have two children, Thomas R.
of Washington, D.C. f a graduate of
Amherst College; and .Mrs. Neal
the nine-percent sales tax on any
item sold "the sale of
,
which is pro-
hibited." Any time a bottle of liquor
changes hands the bottle must have
a stamp on it showing the sales tax
has been paid. If you don't bother
with the stamp and get caught,
you've made a sale which is illegal
twice over.
The remainder of the $3.5 million
comes from a special tax on whole-
salers who pay the fee 'and then go
about distributing the "illegal"
booze.
Mississippi is a good place to live
in; they take care of their own and
will take care of you, too, unless you
happen to be un-American, in which
case, there's always Louisiana or
forty-eight other states.
McNabb of Rochester, N.Y., a grad-
uate of the University of Rochester.
A native of Waterford, Maine, Mr.
Mclntire is a graduate of Bridgton




School in Boston, and a 1925 cum
laude graduate of Bowdoin. He was
a partner in a Maine timberlands
and lumber firm until 1932, when
he was appointed Bowdoin's Acting
Bursar. He was named Bursar in
1933 and Assistant Treasurer in 1956.
Mr. Mclntire, upon whom Bow-
doin conferred an honorary Master
of Arts degree in 1953, has been
Treasurer of the Bowdoin Alumni
Association since 1945. He has
served on committees of the Eastern
Association of College and Univer-
sity Business Officers.
Long active in governmental and
civic affairs, Mr. Mclntire is a for-
mer member of the Maine House of
Representatives and is also a for-
mer member of the Maine State
Standardization Committee. He is
currently Treasurer of the Town of
Brunswick and has served the town
in the past as Chairman of the
Board of Selectmen, Chairman of
the Brunswick Charter Committee
and Chairman of the Town Finance
Committee. He is Vice President of
the Brunswick Savings Institution.
Mr. Mclntire is a former President
of the Universalist Church of Maine
and a former Treasurer of the Gen-
eral Sunday School Association of
the Universalist Church. He has
served as a lay preacher in Maine
churches for many years.
For ten years he served as Trea-
surer and a Trustee of Bridgton Aca-
demy and he is a former Treasurer
of Bowdoin's Chi Psi Chapter House
Corporation.
Mrs. Mclntire is the former Mar-
guerite G. Pearman of Boston, Mass.,
a graduate of Tufts College. They
have three children, Justin "G. of
North Harpswell, a graduate of the
University of Maine; and Mrs. E.
Eugene Colby of Cincinnati, Ohio,
and Mrs. Pierre G. Richard of Led-
































720 Sabattus Street, L^wiston
NOW!! "U" Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's







A $3.00 Value for $2.70
"U" Save 30c
or
A (5.00 Value for M-25
— Plus —
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS
Hurry! Get Yours Today
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by Jack Cartland II
Rosenhaupt Discusses
^ttenberg Presents
' Tonight is Its* second In the se-„
ries of graduate school seminars
sponsored as a part of "the Senior
Center Program. At 8:15 p.m. in the
Main Lounge of the Center, five
recent graduates of Bowdoin shall
serve on a panel to discuss career
opportunities. in medicine. This pan-
el discussion is to be held on an ex-
tremely informal basis, and is open
to the entire college. Professor
Whiteside strongly urges that any
underclassmen who are considering
careers in medicine attend this sem-
inar and talk with as many of these
men as possible.
The five; men who are to serve on
the panel come from a variety of
medical schools and each are in-
terested in a different field of med-
icine. Dr. G. Raymond Babineau,
Bowdoin '59 and a graduate of Har-
vard University School of Medicine,
igan
;
.Djr. Biin'kmap established his
practice in Portland where*he is on
the staff of the Maine Medical Cen-
ter.
The panel also includes two mei>
who have not yet graduated from
medical school. Mr. John Goldkrand
graduated from Bowdoin in 1962
and is now a fourth year student at
Tufts Medical School. While in his
fourth year, he is doing his sub-
internship at Beth Israel Hospital.
Mr. Edward Garick is a Bowdoin
graduate, class of 1959. He then
went to Yale where he did grad^
uate work in classics. After teach-
ing for a short while, he entered
the Boston University Medical
School where he is now a third year
student.
These men will not only be on the
panel tonight, but shall be guests
qi the college for the entire week-
is in the process of finishing his end, enabling all who want to talk
psychiatric residency at Strong
Memorial Hospital in Rochester,
New York.
Dr. Alan W. Boone graduated from
Bowdoin in 1958 and went- to Mc-
to them on a more individual basis
to do so. Thus this weekend shall
give all underclassmen who are
planning careers in medicine an
opportunity to talk to these recent
Gill for his graduate training. He graduates in terms of more imme-
is now in the final stages of his
residency in internal medicine at
the Royal Victoria Hospital in Mon-
treal, Canada. *
In 1954 Dr. Carl A. Brinkman
graduated from Bowdoin and went
to Yale University Medical School.
After doing further work in neuro-
surgery at the University 'of Mich-
diate relevence to them than might
otherwise be available. *•
—o—o
—
Would anyone Who has any sug-
gestions for possible solutions to the
problem of guest limitation please
give them to Karl Aschenbach, who-
is heading a committee to work on
this problem.
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF •__
GROCERIES — FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
UVERNOIS IGA





Speaking before an unfortunately
small audience Wednesday evening
at the Senior Center, Dr. Hans
Rosenhaupt, Director of the Wood-
row Wilson National Fellowship
Foundation, discussed the opportu-
nities awaiting Bowdoin graduates
in college teaching provided by
Woodrow Wilson Fellowships. These
highly coveted scholarships finance
the first year of graduate study for
those college graduates who "give
serious thought" to becoming_college
teachers. Dr. Rosenhaupt pointed
out, however, that a recipient of
such an award is under no formal
obligation to become a professor
and is free to enter any field he
wishes.
As Director ofdhe Wilson Fellow-
ship Foundation since 1958 Dr. Ros-
enhaupt stated that Bowdoin win-
ners of Wilson Fellowships have
performed above par in their grad-
uate work". Bowdoin has had 17
winners since 1945, the most recent
being Clayton R. Lewis, Jr. '65, now
continuing his study of mathematics
at Princeton, who are presently
teaching at Amherst, Tufts, Brown,
Columbia, Queen's College, Massa-
chusetts, and other school. On the
Bowdoin faculty Professors Free-
man, Parkus, Levine, and Johnson
are former Woodrow Wilson Schol-
ars.
No professor today, Dr. Rosen-
haupt contends, need swear a "vow
of eternal poverty." In , most in-
stances a young man or woman just
out of graduate school can get a
college teaching- position paying
$5000 a year or more. This repre-
(Continued on page 6)
YES
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Did You Know That Some Airlines Are
Already Booked For Thanksgiving
and Christmas?
Make Your Travel Arrangements Now For
Best Accommodations Come See:




We are accepting airline book-
ings for over the Thanksgiv-












Serving Bowdoin Men for
15 Years —
'Manpower Problems
' Monday .flight at the Senior Cen-
ter Mr. Stanley Ru tten berg, Man -
i power Administrator for the tl. ,S.
Department of Labor, gave the sec-
ond in a series of five lectures con-
cerning the present administration's
"War on Poverty." In citing the
vast steps which have 'been made
during the past few years in this
area, Mr. Ruttenberg" stressed the
need for a continuance of an "ag-
gressive, active manpower policy"
by the Federal Government.
Mr. Ruttenberg discussed cer-
tain factors which have increased
the need for a sound - allocation
of men and resources in our econo-
my. The basic factor is the tre-
mendous growth of population
which has begun to pour fresh
manpower into the labor force at an
increasing rate. In fapt this in-
crease is so overwhelming that now
80,000 new jobs and job opportuni-
ties must be created by the economy
each year to keep unemployment
just at its present level. More-
over, the vast technological ad-
vances being made in the produc-
tion of our goods have begun to re-
place workers at the rate of 2%
million per year. By the end of the
decade this number could reach 4
million. Clearly this situation pre-
sents a problem of considerable
proportions. . '. \,
,
Despite this potential strain* on
our economy, however, the Adminis-
tration has been able to keep in
step with these problems. In the
decade of the 1960's unemployment
has actually decreased. The econo-
my has expanded % as fast in the
1950's as it is now prospering in the
1960's. We are creating the jobs,
allocating human resources and
skills in spite of the population ex-
plosion. t j
Mr. Ruttenberg cited three major
reasons for the present trend to-
ward prosperity. First, we have, for
the first time, an aggressive policy
of tax cutting. ' In 1961 and 1962
the administration passed a* mod-
erate tax cut which reduced corpo-
rate taxes 2 Mi %. In addition public
works programs were ^accelerated to
the point of one billion dollars. In
1963 and 1964 another instrumental
tax cut, this time affecting primar-
ily the individual, was instituted.
Secondly, the administration has
undertaken a fiscal policy designed
tc maintain a certain ease of loan-
able funds in the banking system.
These two factors have produced
great changes. The resulting flow
of resources and capital heightened
the level of the economy to a point
-
which it has not reached in fifteen
years. The most important factor.
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON^IRILL
# Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc.
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up





212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
"FREE ALTERATIONS"
"STORAGE FACILITIES"
says Mr. Ruttenberg, la the aggres-
sive manpower policy created by the
various cabinets of the government
and by certain legislative acts in-
cluded in President Johnson's "War
on "Poverty" .Program, This policy
is concerned with three problems,
which must be met and solved con-
tinuously if the economy is to re-
main prosperous. The first Of these
is the need for job creation and ex-
pansion. The new workers pouring
into the labor force must have
jobs. Secondly, the need for in-
creased corporate funds is a key
factor in keeping up wage rates and
augmenting the purchasing power
of the laborer. Thirdly, and most
important, some system of educat-
ing and training new and old work-
ers is vital in view of the increas-
ing trend towards technology and
science in our society. Examples of
the administration's efforts are the
National Defense Education Act, the
Manpower Development and Poverty
Act, and the Area Redevelopment
Act. The effectiveness of these and
similar programs is illustrated by
the number of skilled laborers aris-
ing from impoverished areas of the
country. Mr. Ruttenberg pointed
out that at least % of the economic
growth of the United States is at-
.
tributable to the education, skill
and ingenuity of the American la-
borer. Thus the importance of this
educational aspect of the manpower
policy is clear.
Despite this success in educating
and allocating the manpower re-
sources of our nation, Mr. Rutten-
berg points out that much still needs
to be done. The number of 18 year
olds entering the labor force in
1965 is 1 million more than that of
1964. Many of these, high school
or college dropouts, need to be en-
couraged to return to -school or else
educated in some skill or trade so
that they can become useful citi-
zens. The increasing proportion ot
uneducated non-whites who are
unemployed is also an important
problem. Mr. Rutterfberg mention-
ed that 19% of our unemployed
have had less than an 8th grade
education. Such acts as the Man-
power Development and Training
.
Act have begun the task of educat- -
ing these people.
Thus though the present admin-
istration's aggressive and clear-
sighted policies, the national econ-
omy is immersed in a great pros-
perity. Many problems still exist,
but they should and can be solved.
Proper education and training of
the unemployed judicial allocation
of the workers to„suitable jobs, and
an overall aggressive manpower po-
licy are essential for the solution
oi these problems. Mr. Ruttenberg
said that "We must make the un-
employed person not a wasted asset
of our economy, but a potential





For Your Evening Dining Pleasure!
In Addition To Our Traditional
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ENTREES FROM $1.75
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beanie is not necessarily ,a tie- if-
ket-ofjkdmissions to the College. •*
* For the beanie, with its quaintly •
embroidered "69," must have
something to sit upon.
It now appears that the under-
* The last thing* we thought we wouid see wa& a Bowdoin
student||tudyin#;-Vithv o*£e' h*nd taking not*s 'arid the other
-gripping ,4 wrench. The University of Mississippi— yes, we'
could see, & student there, rn an area swept by racial violence,
carrying a weapon with him. We could see's studentjn a large seemed t0 deal s0 cruelly with the
city carrying a weapon. Our mind boggled, though, at the idea Hawthorne-Longfellow Library was
that here, in Brunswick, Maine, dozens of college students would efeeded ln tastelessness only by
. 1 ., , ,, ... , , . , , _,.. the similar trash that appeared
feel it necessary to group together With books and clubs. This,
concerning the renovated Mou]ton scored sentence had more substance
however, has been the scene at several fraternity houses the past Unlon ^^ letter was a Jiointlsss to it than even I dreamed of. For
several nights, and it all seems completely out-of-place, jeremiad, the product of a shallow some of the "local younger set"
A feud has begun and the thought of violence hangs over anc; Vain individual, who is less- surely lack something, and if it is
the campus. The student can shake his head and laugh, for the than-witty at his most witty and not heads, it is definitely that corn-
gang movie tinge, the sounding of alarms, the call to arms, the possesses nothing that
rushing to the house, lend a comic touch to the whole affair
The trouble is that the tension which could result in bad beat
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1965
JDjraft May Take**
College Students




Last week's anonymous letter that
ings for members of. both sides outweighs any humor in the
situation.
The issue of who is at fault is, we feel, a moot point. Neither
side is blameless;, the college>student, no matter what his reason
for attending, should realize that high school functions are
^bme ireshmen and sophomores
may hot 'be able to flhlsfl college
before being drafted,
-according to
a Pentagon official recently inter-
viewed by the Collegiate Press Ser-
vice (CPS).
The selective service officer said'
that as the draft quota rises,
' boards probably will not be able'
to give deferments for longer than
resembles mon sense which is attributed to a year. . . . They probably will not
perception or even the application the upper extremity. let the 19 _ or 20-year old sophomore
of tnoueht - I. and I feel the same is true for flnish college before being caUed fQr
The communication's anonymity most Bowdoin students, like to feel
betokens the character of the writ- that when I left high school I also
military duty." Last January 5,400
meant for high-schoolers, while the teen-ager must realize that written the letter
an unthinking phrase is no reason to start a fight. The student
er, who, if he had thoroughly ex- left behind the petty trivialities of men were drafted, while the Depart-
amined the library's new enclosure a high school mind. These include ment of Defense expects to induct
and contrasted it feature for feature rumbles, cop-hating, "teen-age 36,450 in November,
with the old, would have never pride," and now Molotov cocktails.
However, the past weekend indicates
Graduate5 students are also io^
The blame for the publication of that a few Brunswick teen-agers hope danBer of being drafted, Defer -
may point out that a fight is a worse offense than attending a this piece of tripe falls not upon the to reimmerse us in such glories, ments for both undergraduates and
dance, but the teen-ager will reply that it was the college which writer, of course, but upon the They do not seem to realize that graduate students may be given only
began matters on the mall Saturday night. The issue, then, Orient. Our newspaper should adopt we have outgrown them as play- to those whose field of concentra-
is how to stop the feud before more persons are injured. the policy embraced by most other mates, and would rather they con-
ti xrve^ the at nal
•
What frightens us fs the thought that some student who newspapers of good rePutation, tain their antics to their own crowd. • ^
had nothing to do with the incident will walk downtown some






night, perhaps next week, perhaps next month', and be beaten up ^^ *
& W1*itCT feelS that his is a thorn in their side
'
and that a"d "^ StUdentS may reCeiVe '
by some revenge-seeking locals. Homecoming is next weekend
ideas are not worth signing his they must prove themselves superior, deferred status, but humanities ma-
Zt n
e
."l* Zt lri,nl0nHh! WLa,kS hlS date t0 herr°0tn ™th last ™*'s le"er, why should have certainly succeeded, for whatname to, as apparently was the case if that was their wish, then they jors are especially vulnerable,wi week' tter _late at night. The problem facing the campus, it seems to us, we have to read them? student would have had the inge- ™e «ulckest way to be marked
is not one of a full-scale attack onji fraternity house, but rather Stephen Thompson '69 nuity to make a Molotov cocktail for mdu<=tion is to be delinquent un-
incidenl involving a handful of Wdehts; land in a Coke 'bottle at that). I der the selective service regulation.^
just hope that since they have prov- — for example, by failing to notify
en their aptitude in guerrilla war- youf board of cnange o[ ^^
fare, they will sit back and rest on within the allowed ten days.
To maintain student deferment,those laurels.
Bowdoin is quite content to offer .the selective service calls for "con-
as much to Brunswick as she does tinufty of program, full-time sta-
Both the college and the town are attempting to restore good
relations- between Bowdoin and Brunswick. Several steps have To the Editor:
been taken already (see main story). We hope that, they are
successful, and that the incidences not flare into a year-long TT^^r ** *°wdoin" ~ a
A-
u
f Wo t 1 +U..+ ,u ., ,, . catchy title of a series of Forumfight. We feel that the wisest measure the college student can lectures> especially t0 freshman
take is to realize that it is not his responsibility to see that the eager to learn about the unique
townies are taught a lesson. That responsibility lies with fraternity system at Bowdoin Dean lts veTy existence>. ^d the tus, and normal progress." Students
their parents, their high-school authorities, and, if necessary, Greason gave the first enlightening
schoGl does not demand any r*- must notify their local boards of





if l«t their fuHrtirne status,
see thaMie refrains from any action which may inflame an al- the goal of these lectures was to
weekend was an exan>Ple of what The New England office of the
ready tense situation. If someone is to blame
, let it not be a talk of the concern which exists
Brunswick has to offer in return, it American Friends- Service committee
" pro and con fraternities and to sug-
might be better in the future if tne has announced a program designed
gest constructive criticisms to im-
T°Wn Simply refrains from reciPr°" t0 Provide information for students
prove the fraternities. Sounds good
Catmg
' who wish to qualify M conscientious
-but, ironically, the Dean forgot Sincerely, objectors (CO). A recent Supreme




generalities which" amounted to quirement for CO status, which may
nothing in a speech totally lacking To the Editor,
be panted to anyone who holds




The Dean seemed to avoid savins „
p got e off to an life mi6 the same place as a bellefy g unusually good start this year .on ln God m in the ,lfe
college student.
Levine Attacks Fraternities
In Forum Talk Today
by B.
J. Markki
Professor Daniel Levine of the the students are forced to sell their *^^ S.fTtw?hT^ ltS anti-administl-ation campaign. dox religionist.'
History department lashed out personalities. j
against fraternities in Forum this He asked, why does Bowdoin do
morning, calling J;hem anti-educa- - so poorly in several academic
tional and causing conformity achievements, such as Woodrow
against studies. Wilson fellowships? This, he said,
Professor Levine expressed a dis- ir, because of the fraternity system.
example, he stated that the frater- m the three weeks that we have
nities must eliminate the real in- been here, we have left to stone un-
ternal problems themselves. What turned in the search for administra-
ihternal problems, asks the bewil- tive mistakes. Take the Union for
Under the 1-A-O classification,
persons who object to carrying
weapons or being trained to kill
reshman? Maybe the Dean example. week's t ^V^ "* T** ^^ && "^
will explain them? No such luck. He there was one column and two ,1
C°mbatantS *»* m ""^ Pl&Ced
like towards "groups" and said^to He'Vald £*1£2^ th6n ^^ ** T I**™"* ^ ^^ enUrely t0 deVaStatin' fU^hlaiTinXmeT^thThe
students that "you are socialized prejudice and silliness, it is unfortu-
Cann0t te °nly an eatmg house or lne unfinished structure. People
to put the intellectual to death; nate that the freshman is almost
you have been pressed into groups forced to join a house
so that any of your own ideas, if
different, have been surpressed."
a dormitory armed forces is morally objection-the fraternity can are complaining about the lounges ui
„. me SS room 2**S5 «nS?
Professor Levine stressed that
Plement ^ currlculum
-
rh&t 's nice They blame the administration for
there should be a real choice, that
_What ^ pray teU; rm lost basic desi8" flaws '
serve in mental in-
stitutions, hospitals, or charity or-
ganizations. It is illegal to refuse
Of interest locally is the an-
He feels that institutions at a an independent can have a "nor-
The cnallenee exists
-
offers the Early last Spring when the plans to register for the draft
college can reinforce or break down mal social and sexual life " He ex-
Dean
'
t? discover "w^ing ways were not yet formalized, the student
the natural conformity of groups, pressed hope that in the future
for men t0 live ^^^ Solids body was asked for its comments
,
and that fraternities at Bowdoin the independent will be the most
good t0 the ear
'
but il means noth
-
and suggestions concerning the pro- avaiIable t0 Bowdoin student, about
remforce, to the detriment of the respected and most influential stu-
mg! ^constructive criticism can posed Union. The plan was taken the Naval Res
"
Officer Candidate
educational process. dent on campus, primarily because
be spOUted 0Ut by &nybod^ *«***» alound to s^e of the fraternity program nSSSSTSS™?
The root of Professor Levine's op- they will receive a better education. the other lecturers in tnis series^ houses - lt was shown to the Presi- LeGendre has been /nnointorV the
position to fraternities is the rush- Professor Levine concluded by
take 5tronger stands and ofler con " dent 's Council
.
and was available commandant's local renrLenrative
ing system here at Bowdoin. With- urging those freshmen dissatisfied structive suggestions towards im- for examination in Don Lancaster's and will -xrtR . " r^„„ "!,
'office. The administration realized neeess
W
ary TZS?. Ss addresl
and phone number are 33 Meadow-
brook Road, 725-2994.
Commander LeGendre points out
that over 500,000 college graduates
cut any contact with classes, teach- with the fraternity system to con
ers, and the educational process, sider the life of an independent'
THB
Name withheld by request that the students had ideas about
,
—
what they would like, and was will-
The ORIENT will publish ing t0 change the plans if any re-
BOWDOIN 1 ORIENT
all signed letters. If the writ- sV°™Me ideas were forthcoming
er wuhe, hi. name withheld, *£ ™; ™™ »» nothing to ^^tTenterS 7rZZ




° one was ^T' programs following graduation and
viding adequate reason is giv-
en. No unsigned letter will be all
Tho TTr><^ i „ that the service "can absorb only aThe Union is now constructed and cmo ii „„,. „* , t u \.
Volume XCV Friday, October 15, 1965 NumWrH published.
PeUr E. Blankm an r —
John P. Kanahan
:::::::. f^LZLZ t the Editor.-
. David P. Bottom 7
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BUSINESS MANAGER „.._ „..
ADVERTISING MANAGER- „
PHOTOGRAPHER
_ Dave Wilkinaen flin__ nt _,„„„„
Nowt ataff: Nat HarriaMi. Ken Green, Jack Cartland, Dick Meraereaa, Steve Thomp- '"PP*"1' manner,
•M. B. J. Markd. Store Rand, Kip Horabarrh. Ronald Mikolak. Dave SaHiraa, As a final note. Hold On to
Alan Ij»«ila, Earl (otter. ..
Cire-Ution SUf: Star. Barron. Roliy. P.rtane. Jadd RobMa. thMe ****** ^nShmen. Last
the cynical witticism that the H T^ °f ^ "^^
studentry is so capable of produc- *^ ^ ^ "&V&1 PT°gr&m
ing will not changfits design
enabl
f f
the ^^ to receive a
* w ara n. commission at graduation without
Conn Hickey interference to his college studies
THE BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Prafaaaai A. P. Dactrett, Mr. Janes P. Grancer, Pate Maarer.
Larry Weiaatein. Pater Blankian. Dave Batteaqr.
arriaeiai
aw at tko ORIENT Ofllea in
rata far •
the Fall and. Sarin* 8—eater br
Maaaaar of the Bowdoin PnhHahrn« Caaa-
Uaioa. Baawiaan dllaaa. Bmn*-ieh. Maaaa.
aahl at tha aaat office at Br—awkfc. Main*. The
1. Flra (SS)
Friday night some of the local
younger set seemed to have a
craving for them. Possibly it
would be helpful if the Admis-
sions Office explained to the
Brunswick teen-agers that a
"Theue is no room m tha John
Birch Society'* conspiracy theory ol
history for misplaced idealism, intel-
lectual error, the lures ol power, the
weaknesses and vanities ol men.
These are the elements always pres-
ent in society, which, whan they get
the upper hand, corrode a well-con-
stituted social order and bring about
its decay. These are the elements
ol the iatablished Liberalism
against which
American con- (for a free coay ol (he
currant iaiue of NA-
TIONAL REVIEW, write
to Peer. CF-6, ISO E.
35 S«, N. Y. 16, K Y.
OPPORTUNITY
FROM GERMANY
We are seeking student sales
representatives to sell hand
made, custom tailored ski & cas-
ual wear. Guaranteed sales
through remarkable prices and
services. Reply immediately to:
ANMAR-OBKRBAYERN, ATTN:
Hart, PosOagernd Postamt #2,
IM* Nnernberr, Germany
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h John Ranaman
want to learn more about them and new gym), ate, mainly ; service
am attending this present series of changes^ They might possibly have.
forums with great interest." an effect upon the attiudes of the
•" Asked about Dean Greason's state- students, but not nearly^as.mucjlas
ment -about the future^df frateroU thg Senior Ceoter." - .
'"
tie's, Mr. Hodgkin feejs ^that /'One ... > Senior; Center?' ' '$
way in which 'fraternities "can be Elaborating on the results of the*
"saved is if there* is more informal Senior Center, he said that "A num-.
away from this. The furthest we contact between faculty and stu1 ber of the faculty have *be£n very.
will go is probably to the extent of dents. The vehicle for this can be pleased with how their -seminars
p Douglas-1 Hodgkin
the Socialism in the European coun-
tries. If we went beyond this we
would lose some of the democratic
ideals of our country. Once this line
is passed, which marks the loss of
some of our freedoms, there might
be a reaction. There is the danger
of becoming a 1984 society, but hope-
fully we can resist it. The greater
danger is that this change" is so
gradual that most people do not
realize it. Once these things are es-
tablished, it is difficult to get rid of
them. Sovie^ Russia is now shaking
off some of its central government
control, but it will never shake off
all of this control."
Faculty Salaries
The next two subjects that came
the fraternities. Another problem turned out. This is a program which
here is the smallness of the houses, is receiving enthusiastic faculty sup-
At Yale, each of the various col- port, but since most teachers teach
leges had 300 students or so. The because- they enjoy the work, I,
type of activities sponsored by each doubt if their attitude will change,
of the colleges would not work here It does, however, give us a chance
because of lack of facilities. Large to immerse ourselv#s to* a specific
houses would drain manpower from subject of interest to ourselves. I'm
gene'ral campus activities. As for a looking forward to my seminar as I
specific idea to help the fraternities, think it will give the students a
why not have more faculty mem- chance to grapple with a specific
bers come into the houses for in- topic."
formal hours of talk and advice? Non-Appeasement Policies
You could have some kind of idea Turning to the realm of'world af-
beforehand that will be discussed, fairs, he gives his support to John-
You should tend towards Senior son's policies' "because it seems to
Center activities, but don't overdo me that you must deal from a posi-
it, for one must relax at times. As tion of strength. You can't appease
far as the drinking problem goes, it those who are trying to take over
is a universal college problem and country after country. Therefore.
^^'J? ?e_.g°Venirnfnt. and ™ *L^\^^?l™™J™}tyJ*: not tne fault of the Maternities. I we need a strong military build-up
am not ready to condemn them for If that is necessary, and I think
-Douglas Hodgkin is a graduate, of*
Lewiston High School, and a grad-
uate of Yale University, where he
^received his B.A. in 1961. He re-
ceived his M.A. from Duke Univer-
sity in 1963, and is working on his
Ph.D. from the same place. He
hopes to get in this Spring. His
hobbies are photography and ob-
serving political affairs.
Asked why he came to Bowdoin
to teach, Mr. Hodgkin replied, There
were two reasons, the location, which
is near my home town, and because
Bowdoin is a good institution at
which to begin a teaching career. I
will be leaving here at the end of
this year because this has just been
a temporary job, and I realized this
when I came here. I do, however,
like the place and would like to
stay.
Two-partyism
Mr. Hodgkin's chief interest lies attachment grows towards the party laries and fraternities. On the first,
in the field of political parties. When in office. People hesitate to rock Mr.* Hodgkin commented briefly, drinking or for roudy behavior -ms tnat it t
asked to comment upon the status the boat and tend to stay with the "Salary was not the primary con- may from the stereotype , be the of North Vietnam show that we
of the two party system to the party in power." sideration for me when I accepted reason why ^ time is snort for mean wnat We My j dont want t0
United States, he said, "The two Innovations Needed here. I like the work so much that fraternities here and elsewhere. An- see us in an appeasement policy and
party system will emerge again. Commenting further on this sub- the pay doesn't come in as a pri- otner fleld wnlcn couM be a boori we should resist tfte Communist
Throughout our history we have had ject, Mr. .Hodgkin stated, "Looking mary thought. This is my second to tne nouses nere ls in the fleld Qf tide
*
Where ever we can We cannot
this system and there are forces at the historical pattern we see that year of teaching, and I am receiv- social welfare activity. This takes however blame everything on Com-
.
which seem to bring us back to it. until 1964 both parties_have_ been ing good pay. ft is more than many a great deal of time .. but can be - raunism . to ^ emerging countries
Some of these forces are, favors not moving in a leftward direction. This other schools I know of." afforded. The primary "purpose for there is a great deal of unrest for
done, voters reacting more strongly has been a problem for the Repub- Fraternities us is to cram some knowledge into gaining better conditions. The orig-
against the failures of the 'In party', lican Party, for it looks like a tag- Cm fraternities, he said, "I can't your heads and to teach you how inal unrest is not the fault of the
and economic down
.
turns. There along. The Democratic Party has help talking about them in terms of to think. To do this you need time Communists, but they are always
seems to be something that restores been following the ideas of Frank- my lack of experience with them, to think." willing to take advantage of this
the system." lin D. Roosevelt, but in a more re- One of the things that kept me Student Change? unrest. We must be cautious and
_
Future Of GOP fined manner than did F.D.R. It now from coming to Bowdoin as an un- Asked about the changing face of we must be careful that the Corn-
Continuing on the future o\ the pin-points a specific area such as dergraduate was the seeming em- Bowdoin, Mr. Hodgkin replied, "I munists do not take over."
Republican Party, he said, "Al far man-power, education, etc. The Re- phasis upon fraternities. I went to came when the change was already Asked to comment upon Dr. Roots
as the Republican Party is con- publican Party is now just tagging Yale and there the fVaterniti.es are in progress. The great question is,, statement in last week's Focus about
cerned, it will be the second party, along and will remain the minority only social clubs. They are exclusive are the students going- to change ""being less suspicious of the Corn-
To destroy^ party, something dras- party. What it must do is to innq- and they suffer from typology. On along with all the physical changes? munist, Mr. Hodgkin said, "In our
tic has to happen in the country, vate; come up with new approaches the Bowdoin scene, the fraternities The environment does have an ef- dealing with any nation we must
The last major party we lost was to the problems. The incumbant seem like the colleges at Yale (ex- feet upon the -people living within have at least a grain .of suspicion,
the Whig Party, which was due to party is committed to a pattern of cept for Seniors here and freshmen it. That is the primary effect of the They are going to be looking out for
the events leading up to the Civil solving problems and cannot inno- there). The Colleges at Yale were Senior Center. There will be a bet- their own good, as we are. To the
^War.The degree to which the Re- vate. I have no idea what the ideas more or less like the Senior Center, ter discussion of problems; there degree which this suspicion -works
publicans can throw off the Gold- of the GOP may be, but it must be The connection is that the frater- will be a more serious and mature against us, it is bad. To say that
waterites, the faster they will come something new." nlties can be similar, to small Se- attitude on the part of the students, anything which benefits Russia is
back." Leftward Movement nior Centers. They can never have However, it is true that today's necessarily bad for us is ridiculous.
"There is a theory that says, when Next questioned about the steady the number of speakers, hut they seniors are more serious than in We shouldn't push them into a
a minority party is in such a small movement that our government is certainly can have academfc pro- years passed; it is difficult to say corner where they have no place to
minority, as the Republican Party making to the left, Mr. Hodgkin grams. My attitude towards the which comes first, the chicken or go."
now is, the problems of big govern- responded, "Big government and Bowdoin fraternities is very favor- the egg. The Senior Center is the Bowdoin Student* '
ment will work against them. All big government spending is. here to able, to the contrary of my opinion primary change, Whereas the other The closing question of the in-
the people of the country are stay. I can't see how we could move in my senior year in high school. I changes, (the library, Union, and tervlew was about his attitude to-
77 Z~1 . .77 77 777, 7~77 7! , ""TTT wards Bowdoin students. Mr. Hodg-French toast, sitting nearer the middle of the table, felt ^ replied ..j am certalnly pleased
that the whole problem could have been avoided if the college with many of my students for they
now had the psychologist in its midst that it had planned to hire are generally alert. It only takes a
this year. Varying opinions concerning the reason why there m1™"™171 of explanation for them
was no such man present on campus were easily reconciled, since to grasp what rm taJkinS about.
everyone present willingly accepted the interpretation offered
to the classro°m ^ s«*m too
by the objective coffee-sipper. To wit: The salary offered by 22 tT?T X T *
., ,/ ~ . Vf. . ™ :* * usually get what I say on the exams,the colfege was insufficient to attract a fourth-rate man, never We don>t }tm ^ controversy over
mind a first-rate man, or at least one of sound mind, which would subjects. As far as getting stirred
After-breakfast conversations, especially in the Senior Cen- be nice in a guidance counselor, and if they offered a salary up over world or national affairs
ter where the opportunity for the exchange of ideas is optimum, sufficient to attract a first-rate man, he would be better paid I haven't seen evidence of a great
often provide a good indication of exactly what, besides drinking than three-fourths of the present faculty. Result? Scratch one deal of interest on the part of the
Perspectives
by Steve Kay
and sex, since everyone is usually too tired to discuss either of psychologist.
these topics, is on the mind of the undergraduate. If the reader Having progressed beyond cocktails and psychoanalysis the
students. As a matter of fact, I don't
remember much concern on the part
place in which you could see this
concern would be at the informal
level. Since I haven't had much ex-






undergraduate, or feels he already knows, he is requested to co iors of sidewalks on campus, with some asserting their pref-
turn immediately to Mr. Hickey's column, -The New England erence for red asphalt, while others defended black, and still
Bigot, which purports to be about the real world. Otherwise, others maintained a case for the crushed stone or worn grass perience at this" levVl.TrealTy c
read on.
-^ variety still commonly seen. This turn in the conversation soon make any comments on the apathy
As this correspondent joined a table already livid with dis- led to a dead end, and^wo of the less hearty souls at the table of the students find myself very
cussion on the morning in question, the topic became immediate- used the lull to excuse themselves, mumbling something about sympathetic to the students' points
ly obvious. Conjecture was being expressed by the gentleman work to do. of view. I realize that they are very
with the remains of once-delicate fried eggs on his plate that Those left revived the topic of the psychologist, which led busy and "" Vfnlins, to help them
what euphemistically has been termed the "weekend activities" to a fu]I discussion of faculty salaries too long and repetitious to "
m"Ch M l can
'
n wasn 't *°° long
by one member of the administration was really a matter of repo rt here. ^The outcome of this last discussion, voiced as the
*** 1
_^
S * StUdent myself
"
fraternity X attempted to subvert fraternity Y under the guise informal meeting broke up under the grateful eyes of the bus-
of external agents, and not really a dispute between the aca- boy, was, true to form, of an optimistic tone. It was concluded
demic community and the real world. If the reader feels that that no matter how bad the situation becomes, even if the Car-
the real world just mentioned has some intrinsic appeal, he is negie Corporation Report is right and there will be a demand
-requested to turn immediately to Mr. Hickey's column, The New for approximately twice as many teachers with doctorates as cll^en
England Bigot, which purports to be about the real world. win be available by 1970 (less than five years away, you know) week frorn today, if any studem
Otherwise, read on. Bowdoin is too good a school, and too smart to not change its is interested in participating in the
Objection to this initial hypothesis was then expressed by policies before then. And even if it doesn't until 1970, extreme band for the remainder of the foot-
the conservative looking fellow eating soft-boiled eggs at the panic will set in and do much to help us catch up, or at least not Dal1 season, he is asked to arrive
right end of the table. He felt that the altercation had in- lose more ground. As each of the men departed from the dining about 4:0° Vm next Friday at Gib-
indeed been fomented by external agents, but that they were not room with this optimistic thought warming the cockles of his £on HaU for the scneduled rehears-
really members of the surrounding community, but rather com- heart, one or two could not help but think that if someone had **". At **"* t,me he ^ Rain *"





cal action groups. He backed up his "outside agitator" theory ulty salary level at an institution a little upstate, to whom we l*^ c^r^and doughnutevuTbe
by citing the political leanings of speakers sponsored by frater- do not like to compare ourselves, is now equivalent to that at served to all/those signing up for
nity X in the preceding year. ., Bowdoin. tne band.
'Sit-In ' Smoker
The College Band invites all in-
terested studeats, especially under-
<-
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ROSENHAUPT
(Continued from page 3)
sents a considerable advance over,
faculty salaries of the' past. Dr.
Rosenhaupt himself began his teach-
ing career at Oak Park Jr. College
in 1985 at $1000 a year, which, de-
spite the greater dollar potential of
that era in comparison to the Six-
ties, made life far from comfort-
able. Furthermore, Dr. Rnenhaupt
maintains, a professor's life al-
though not always dramatic is sel-
dom dreary, and that the satisfac-
tion of such a challenging occupa-
tion must be experienced person-
ally to be understood. The appar-
ently inevitable controversy con-
cerning "publish or perish" is gen-
erally overstated in the academic
world by the events at California
and a few other schools, when in
fact many institutions, according
to Dr. Rosenhaupt, will promote
faculty members regardless of their
publishing records. Finally, the more
,
"sophisticated" institutions, in Dr.
Rosenhaupt's opinion, will not over-
look a man with exceptional teach-
ing capacities merely because he
does not; have his PhD.
:
Speaking specifically of the Wood-
row Wilson Fellowships, Dr. Rosen-
haupt said that the selection com-
mittee is not deterred by less, than
perfect grades, but is strongly in-
terested in recommendations and
the personal interview, in which the
applicant's academic curiosity is
probed. Besides, these requirements
the candidate must also present a
written statement concerning his
intellectual . development. Incident-
ally, the deadline for faculty nom-
inations this year is October 31 and
all applications must be submitted
by November 20. Final selection and
notification will be in March.
In the question and answer per-
iod following his talk, Dr. Rosen-
haupt, commenting on the relatively
small number of Bowdoin seniors
awarded Woodrow Wilson Fellow-
ships, made a rather candid analy-
sis of Bowdoin's academic environ-
ment. As the personal interview is
such an important aspect of the
selection process, those students
from an intense intellectual atmos-
phere where academic affairs are
perpetual subjects of conversation
appear to have an edge on applicants
from the "strong silent type" of in-
tellectual atmosphere characteristic
of Bowdoin. Nevertheless, Dr. Rosen-
haupt feels that Bowdoin, consider-
ing the competition of the New Eng-
land area, has held its own in pro-
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TROPHY WINNERS — Two fraternities and an outstanding scholar-athlete were honored at the recent
Awards Forum. L. to r., Peter W. Stackpole '67, President of Delta Kappa Epsilon, which won Harvey Dow
Gibson Memorial Trophy for showing greatest improvement in academic standing; Dean Kendrick; James
W. H. Lyon '68, winner of Orren Chalmer Hormell Cup for combining outstanding scholastic honors with
participation in freshman athletic competition; Director of Admissions Shaw; and Richard S. Pike '67,
President of Phi Delta Psi, which won Student Council (best house average) and Peucinlan Cups (best
freshmen average) for its members' academic achievements.
Fresh Coffee & Spudnuts
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
at
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
Debate Council Releases Assignments
The Debate Council has released
the following assignments for de-
bate -tournaments in the following
weeks:
Amherst College, November 5, 6;
affirmative, John H. Lachance;
Gary B. Roberts; negative, James
E. Blanford, Matthew R. Pinous.
Queens College, November 5, 6;
affirmative, David L. Kimport,
Tommy J. Walz; negative, Howard
R. Barnhart' John L. Hoke.
State Meet at Colby, November
11; affirmative, George N. Bowden,
Richard S. Pike; negative, Brian C.
Hawkins, Tommy J. Walz.
Greater Boston Forensic Festival
at Stonehill College, November 13;
affirmative, Michael A. Fasulo, Wil-
liam S. Faraci; negative, Robert E.
Nash, Virgil H. Logan.
University of New Hampshire,
Home, October 28; affirmative,
Richard M. Ingerowski, Johnathan
D. Parsons, and Bruce G. Blaisdell,
Rodger C. Carsen; negative, Ken-
neth E. Ballinger,. Jr., Michael F.
Rice, and Lewis C. Johnson, Theo-
philus Parsons, Jr.
New Meadows Inn
BATH ROAD . 443-3921
OPEN ALL YEAR
LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
Phil's
Men's Store







"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-










Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
,*, cuts in time and save you money. ».
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
': THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
Likes the way natural-
shoulder suits and sport
coats of 55% Dacron*
polyester, 45% worsted
wool hold a press
—
rain or shine. In great




Better Thing! (or Better Living
. . . through Chtmittru
Convoy Coat
From Loden Frey of Bavaria comes out out-
standing Convoy coat. Warm 95% new wool
melbofr— with 5 (/'r other fibres for durability.
Warm, rich 95 % wool — 5% nylon plaid
lining. Camel, wine, and dark green.
$38.00
A. H. BENOIT & CO.
.120 MAINE STREET 726-5382 BRUNSWICK
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(Continued t^rom page 1) * •'-
*
Five Officer Training Corps seniors have been designated DUtinguish-
*%d Military Students in recognition of\hlgh scholastic standings and
* ROTC , status
.
-
># \ i » »# *' -
> Winners ofDMS awards are Cadet Major Edwin D, Sell, CadetVapt./
Robert W. BOyd, Cade.t Capt. Willjfcn R. Dugan, Cade* Major Ridwrd.'E.
• Legei, and Cadet 2nd Lt. Francis B. Swenson, Jr. * •" ' •*
John French Jias been elected Chairman of the Student Judiciary
Board for the 1965-66 academic year.
Other members of the Board include Edward McAbee, Jr. '66, Robert
Pfelffer '67, David Stocking '66, and Joseph Titlow '67.
* * * * - » *
Max Willscher '67 has been elected President of Theta Delta Chi Fra-
ternity.
Other new TL\ officers include
:
Vice President, Wayne Abbott '67; Recording Secretary, William Bech-
told '68; Alumni Secretary, Stewart Newell '68; Corresponding Secretary,
Christopher Hanks '68; and Herald, William Norton '67.
» * i • * *
Bowdoin will sponsor a concert in Portland Jan. 24 by the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, the famed Symphony's first appearance in Portland
in 23 years.
The concert, which will be held in* Portland City Hall Auditorium at
8:15 p.m., will feature the first American performance of Cart Ruggles'
masterpiece, "Sun Treader." The Orchestra will be led by guest con-
ductor Jean Martinon, Music Director of the Chicago Symphony Orches-
tra.
Professor Robert K. Beckwith, Chairman of Bowdoin's Department
of Music, said the Jan. 24 Portland concert will be held in conjunction
with a Bowdoin Institute on Carl Ruggles. The Institute will be held







SIX — BARBERS— SIX
^V^SHTNGTO^ DC,, (CPS)-jStu-
dent groups across the country are
planning anti-war activities one'am-
puses'and '.n communities1 *as part
of a two-day' protest Oct. 15 and 16
against the war in Vietnam.
The "National Days of Protest,"
called by the "National Committee
to End the War in Vietnam," will
consist of activities ranging from
campus teach-ins to civil disobedi-
ence at military induction centers.
The demonstrations are being or-
ganized by local committees to end
to war^a^d by local chapters of
groups /such as the Students for a
Democratic Society, Du Bois Clubs,
and the Young Socialist Alliance.
The national committee was or-
ganized during the "Assembly of Un-
represented People" in Washington
in August to provide a clearinghouse
for information for the various
groups protesting the War in Viet-
nam. In its call for the Oct. 15-16
protest, the committee declared that
"unless we leave the confines of the
usual government channels, we shall
not be heard. The war shall con-
tinue. The last world war taught
us at least one terrible lesson, that
silence is affirmation, that inaction
is assent,"
15. 'Mass demonstrations, civil dis-
obedience, and anti-draft projects
are*predkted for Saturday, Oct. 16.
Campuses; which will protest in-
clude Berkeley, Wisconsin, Wayne
State, Buffalo State, Los Angeles,
and Michigan.
The form of the Oct. 15-16 pro-
tests will vary with local organiza-
tions. Most campus activities will
involve teach-ins on Friday, Oct.
BOULDER, Colo. (CPS)—The
University of Colorado's "bltcluln"
last week (Oct. 7) drew 2,800 stu-
dents who didn't want to be "fold-
ed, spindled, or mutilated."
The planned "Bitch-In On the
Multiversity," which had received
administrative support down to cof-
fee and donuts, directed student
complaint toward the "proper chan-
nels."
Of the 2,800 students present when
the event got under way at 10 pih.,
only about 200 stragglers remained
until 4 a.m. when the last "bitcher"
had his say.
At certain points throughout the
evening, the affair threatened to
turn into a circus, with effect mea-
sured more in terms of oratorical
adeptness than actual complaints.
Reason, or the word most frequently
heard throughout the evening, "re-
sponsibility," was quickly restored
by a hard-core group of 50 "student
leaders."
According to this group, the pur-
pose of the entire evening was to
find out if student opinion existed
on questions of educational reform,
academic freedom, and administra-
tive control, as they felt it did. They
were searching, essentially, 'for a
"mandate for action.''" i
..
'
V They dismissed all critics.who felt-,
the eveniflg was an administrative
plot to try and level off student pro-
test 'jy giving, it a vocal "letting-Off-
of-steam."
The actual bitching procedure was
in itself protested by several stu-
dents. When they entered the room,
they were given an IBM card with a
number, and their speeches, timed
five-minute complaints, were called
out by number. This seemed to
many, a gross example of every-
thing wrong with today's "multi-
versity": the IBM machines even
controlled their protests.
Specific complaints ranged from
philosophical examinations of so-
ciety and the place of the student
in the world to denunciations of the
showers in the dorms.
WASHINGTON (CPS)—Every
school is having its parking problem
and American University is no dif-
ferent. University officials feel the
problem is so grave, in fact, that
they have computerized it.
"Officials say the new system will
allow the business office to compute
within 24 hours a list of parking
offenders. Disciplinary letters will















Don't look now. But a keen machine called Toronado has designs on you. Out to get you
with a new way of going—front wheel drive—that puts the traction where the action is!
Extra .stretch-out room for six. (Flat floors, you know.) Full-view side windows.
DrafNfree ventilation. Many other swinging etceteras! Like we say, Toronado has
designs on you. Or is it the other way around! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW !
STEP OUTFRONT
11^66
...in a RocketAction Car/
TOAONADO • NINCTV F ICHT OCLTA H DYNAMIC U • ICTSTAA At • CWTUSS • f »5 • Y1ST4 CAUISt A ST4AFIAH • 4 4 1DLDSMOBILE
CAIAT TIAIC TO 00 WHIAl TME ACTION » . . . Ml VOUA LOCAL AUTHOKIICD OlDSAIOSILf QUALITY DCAICK TSOAV!
data processing system and will be
mailed to an offender within 24
hours.
According to the parking and traf-
fic regulation office, "any student
who receives three or more parking
violation tickets during a school
year will receive the following dis-
ciplinary actions:
"Three violation tickets—a warn-
ing letter.
"Pour violation tickets—a 30-day
















or tacks 31 memos
to a
bulletin board.







Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.49
No bigger than a pack of gum-but packs
the punch of a big deal! Refills available
everywhere. Unconditionally guaranteed.
Made in U.S.A. Get it at any stationery,
variety, book store!
INC.
Long island City, N.Y 11101
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Again this week the Bowdoin
.
sports picture is gray. The grid-
ders have now lost two" straight and
will be cast as the underdog against
Williams tomorrow. The soccer
team dropped a tough 3-1 decision
to Springfield; even the„ freshman
football eleven lost (and to-Worces-
ter of 'all teams!).
Maybe it's only that the extra-
curricular combat Saturday night
overshadowed the action on the
playing fields. It's probably more
"interesting anyway to watch a no-
holds-barred contest than one hin-
dered by such rules as pushing off,
shoving, and unnecessary rough-
ness. ••!•"
Keeping it in the family, Bowdoin
track coach Prank Sabasteanski is
taking his wife along as team nurse
to the United States pre-Olympic
squad. The pre-Olympics. which is
day. First, Beloit has a better team
than Knox."
The prize gem of the week comes
from The Gamecock, which is the
official organ of the University of
South Carolina. The following is
reprinted in full:
Through Dreamy Eyes
by Merle, A Girl
HE is the guy who site at the
front table and orders a double
serving of everything.
HE has short hair; broad shoul-
ders, and usually a pug nose.
HE walks across campus with
his head held high and an air of
assurance.
HE may be a freshman, a soph-
omore, a junior, or a senior.
HE is a BMOC and has a right
to be.
, HE is praised one-* week and
cursed the next.
HE has a job to do and it is
never shirked.
,
Gritfjdfers Lose Second Straight ,
*
To Amherst In Thriller; 21-13;
Booters Drop 3-1 Decision
Fitz Scores Lone
Goal vsiGvmnasts




Bears Wound Jeffs Early
designed to help prepare athletes
for 1968, is being held in Mexico
City this week. Doc Hanley, who
is one of two team medics, and
nurse Barbara will pay special at-
tention to the medical aspects of
the games, such as the effects of
altitude and climate oh individual
performances.
Sabe and his wife are no strang-
ers to foreign competition. A year
ago they both were in, Ghana as-
sisting their Olympic squad. Of
course. Doc was team doctor in
Tokyo for the 1964 Olympics.
Charlie Butt and Herb Coursen
will head the first squash clinic to
.
be held ;Qctober 19 at 4:45 _p.pi.
Then on November 10 JacK . Bar-
naby, coach of the Harvard team,
will bring some of his players along
for a more advanced type of in-
struction. Director of Athletics Mai
Morrell told us that he hope., to
start ladder tournaments around
November 15. These will be on
either an interfraternity or indi-
vidual club basis. The idea, he said.
is to build towards a meet with
teams .^uch as Harvard or Tufts.
In last .veek's Orient, the question
of, a weekly cal cut for members
oi the band was raised. A couple
Qf days -ago we attempted to get a
few answers from Mr Morreli. Ba-
sically, his positioii, which is shared
by the members of the coaching
staff, is that it is defeating the pur-
pose of cal to give a cut for any
reason not academic or medical. It
is hoped that his meeting with trie
band director will produce a work-
able solution, because as Mr. Rana-
han pointed out last week, these
ragtag bluccoats do provide a lot
of humor and comic relief at half-
time.
As we mentioned last week,
browsing through other schools'
newspapers is always good for a
laugh, especially when we've run
out of material for this column!
_
The Knox Student of Knox College
in Knox, Illinois, which is a bit re-
dundant, came through with a
fundamentally brilliant analysis the
other day. "These are reasons for
Knox's 41 to 7 loss to Beloit Satur-
TEAM STATISTICS
Bowdoin Opponents
HE practices at least two hours
a day and is in bed by ten each
night in preparation for a pos-
sible sixty minutes' work.
HE is the student who comes
to school before all others, has
the sorest muscles in town, but
seldom tires of trying to do better.
HE often walks around with a
crutch, a sling, or a bandage —
but without complaining.
'
HE's proud of being a part of
the University and HE tries to
make its name stand for some-
thing regardless of the odds.
All HE asks is that we, those
who sometimes cheer and often
The Bowdoin Polar Bears took on
a highly rated soccer squad from
Springfield College last Saturday,
and their efforts were thwarted by-
three first half goals. Although the
Bears were able to boot one through
in the third stanza, it was not
enough, as the hos.ts held on to* a
3-1 lead.
According to a couple of varsity
players Springfield "was not nearly
as tough as we had expected. Ex-
cept for the first few minutes, we
battled them all the way. We had
trouble getting started."
Coach Butt concurred that his
Bears played a good game, and that
he was not disappointed with the
showing. Charlie said, "We had a
4ot~of scoring-opportunities -but-
couldn't finish them off." Butt
on a disputed play, with Bowdoin
^oalie Bob Bagley be'"" pushed into
the net. Candidate for 11-New Eng-
land honors Greg Bessone kicked
the second goal a few minutes later,
and Jerry Wilkinson booted home
out r ail 1 o riolcl J «j-U .Lead singled out , ght haifback sandy
Samella again as one of the game's
Coming from behind to defeat the The Bears came back from the
outstanding players, as well as right
lagging Bears, the Lord Jeffs of kickoff to drive to the Amherst five, wing "Ike" Akinduro.
Amherst roared ahead to stay in Three plays on the ground picked The first score by Springfield came
the fourth quarter by scoring three up as many yards. The situation
tallies, making the final score 21-13. was fourth and two and Coach P.
The Jeffs gained their 19th consecu- Kosty responded by sending in Mort
tive, home victory. Soule to attempt a field goal. The
With only 3:15 gone fr. the open- kick proved wide. ~ ~. ~
ing stanza, tornerback Bucky Teeter Three plays later Amherst went
picked off an errant enemy flanker ahead as Ryan hauled one iir and number three just after that. The
pass and dashed 25 yards to the went 75 -to score. The conversion Bears got on the scoreboard as Ed-
end zone. Mort Soule added the was good and the score was 14-13. die Fitzgerald tallied on a feed from
conversion and the score was 7-0. With little time left on the score- Charlie Rosenburg.
jeer stan* behind him and sup^» The <Jeffs ^unchejd. a second-quarter board, Viens threw one jpto the arms The Bears have some tough games
port him drive, but their attack stalled on of enemy defender Doug Shepard, coming up as they face a tough
the Bowdoin 12. The Bears preceded who returned it to the Bowdoin Williams team this Saturday at 1
to march 88 yards in 17 plays with eight. The Jeffs went over in four p.m. there in preparation for the
QB Mo Viens plunging over for six plays, the last a two-yard plunge State of Maine series next week,
points from the one. Soule missed hy Ron Hoge. it'll be Bates next Wednesday in
the point and at halftime the score McNabb led the Bowdoin ground Lewiston and Colby at home on
was 13-0. Fullback Dave McNabb, attack, picking up 72 yards in 12 homecoming. Both Bates and Colby
who was a standout in the offensive carries. The Jeff defense held spec- are undefeated in action so far,
tacular Bear halfback Paul Soule with Colby havfng tied Springfield
HE's n University of South Ca-
rolina Fighting Gamecock — a
football player.
Is HE asking too much?
All we can say to that is who's
kidding who? The same issue had
a new version of the old go, team
go rah-rah headlines. It read and backfield all day, was the big gain-
er in the Bowdoin touchdown drive,
picking up 47 yards in the fullback
draw play.
The third quarter was unproduc-
tive, neither team moving the ball.
At 1:31 in the final period Jeff
halfback Bob Ryan swept for .21
yards and the first Amherst touch-
down. The kick was good, making
the score 13-7.
this is true: "Cocks Beat State!"
We were glad to see that ex-
Bowdofn grid coach Nels Corey's
new charges fronvHotchkiss School
opened their season with a win over
Suffield
This week we start something
new. We're going to go out on the
limb and play oddsmaker. Here
they are.
Dartmouth over Brown. The Big
Green squeaked past Peen last
Saturday but they should have
enough to whip faltering Brown.
Princeton over Colgate. Both
teams won a week ago, but the
Tigers' strength, as shown by
their 38-27 victory over Cor-
nell, should win out.
Maine over Connecticut. The
Black Bears lit into UNH last
Saturday 48-13 while UConn
was getting beaten by UMass
20-7
to 33 yards in 17 attempts. Viens l-l. Coach Butt indicated that in
connected on 10 of 15 aerials. Jim years past soccer teams at Bowdoin
MacAllen caught four for 39 yards have not fared well in the State of
and Paul Soule two for 33. Paul also Maine series, but that this year he
ran back a. Jeff kickoff 39 yards. is hoping for an improvement.
Frosh Eleven
Downed By WPI
Coach Sid Watson's Polar Cub
eleven were downed in the initial
clash of the season last Saturday,
22-8, at the hands of the Worcester
Academy preppers.
The much lighter (tonnage-wise)
Bowdoin boys, who have only been
The Huskies may have practicing a few weeks, played sur-
51 First Downs 50
438 Rushing Yardage 519
503 Passing Yardage 382
941 Total Yardage 901
235.3 Av. Yds. Per Game 225.3
30 Total Points 52
72 Passes Attempted 66
44 Passes Completed 28
2 Had Intercepted 5
23 Punts
. 18
29.3 Punting Average 26.3
7 Fumbles 11
4 Fumbles Lost 7
25 Penalties 11
224 Yards Penalized 91
beaten Yale, but not Maine. prisingly well while the undefeated
Trinity over Colby. The Mules hosts were handling the pigskin, but
don't have the power to beat a couldn't seem to click when the sit-
very good squad from Hartford uation was reversed. The only Cub
this year. tally came in the fourth canto when
Bates over Middlebury. The Mid- recently-injured signal caller Larry
dies are in the midst of a bad Niles came from the sidelines to
season and the Bobcats have pitch a point-getter to end Greg
grown teeth this year. Wilkes.
Bowdoin oVer Williams. The sta- Mentor Watson reports that the
tistics and all other predictions locals boasted no "stars" either of-
don't forecast a victory for the fensively or defensively, and that
hungry Bears tomorrow, but we everyone played on virtually the
think they're going to fire up same level: The Baby Bear running
and take the Ephmen. attack was in bad need of polish,
PAT ON THE BACK according to reports, and, according
This week's PAT ON THE BACK to the coach, "has a long way to go."
goes to Nurse Barbara of the In- The frosh eleven next takes the
hrmary Who would have thought -field on Friday, October 22, against
that the lady in the white uniform the Colby yearlings on the Pickard
who asks you your name and tells surface. With two additional weeks
you to sit and wait is probably right of practice and experience under
this minute saying the same thing iheir belts, the Cubs hopefully will
to some of America's biggest jocks, be fired up for victory."
/
Bowdoin vs Williams With
Lassila, Psoinos, Margolin
On WBOR At 1:15 Tomorrow
THE
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Prof. Wilson of Harvard _
To Speak Jame^ Bowdoin Day
A »" Mve of Tennessee and a cur-
rent l ident of Concord, Mass.,
Professe Wilson holds the S.B.
(1930) and S.M. (1931) degrees from
Princeton University, the A.M.
(1932) from Harvard, and the Ph.D.
(1933) from the California Institute
of Technology.
He came to Harvard in 1934 as a
junior fellow in the Society of
Fellows. He was appointed Assist-
ant Professor in 1936, Associate
Professor in 1939, and Professor in
1946.
Professor Wilson was awarded the
American Chemical Society Award
in Pure Chemistry in 1937 and the
Society's Doyle Award in 1962, and
E. Bright Wilson, Jr.
Professor E. Bright Wilson, Jr., a
distinguished Harvard University
i >mist, will be the principal speak-
er * Oct. 2SToh James TTwdoin Day,
the College's annual scholarship
convocation.
Kenneth J. Boyer, College Editor
ind Chairman of the Bowdoin Fac-
ulty Committee for the exercises,
said Professor Wilson will speak on
the subject "Science and the Future
of Man." The exercises wil be held
at 10:30 a.m. in Pickard .Theater,
Memorial Hall.x-
Professor Wilson, whose field is
the structure of molecules, became
Theodore William Richards Profes-
sor of Chemistry at Harvard in
1947. Since then he has held Gug-
genheim and Fulbright fellowships
and has conducted research for the
Department of Defense.
won a Presidential Citation in 1948.
He is the author of "Introduction
to Quantum Mechanics," with Linus
Pauling, in 1935; "Introduction to
Scientific Research," in 1952; and
^Molecular„ Vibrations." with-ff: 11,
Cross and J. C. Decius, in 1955.
Professor Wilson is "a member of
the American Chemical Society, the
American Physical Society, the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences, the'
American Philosophical Society, the
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences and Phi Beta, Kappa.
The James Bowdoin Day cere-
monies will signal the beginning of
Parents Weekend, sponsored an-
nually by the Bowdoin Fathers* As-
sociation. The ceremonies were
established in 1941 in honor of the
earliest patron of the College,
James Bowdoin HI, to confer rec-
ognition upon undergraduates who





Roy P. Hibyan, ""President of the
Student Union Committee, has in-
dicated that the finishing touches
are being made this week on the
new Game Room which is located on
the lower floor of the Moulton
Union. The brand new recreational
facility, which includes four billiard
tables, a straight rail table, and a
ping-pong table, is scheduled to be
in full, supervised operation on
Wednesday morning, October 27,
1965. A striking tangerine covering
will accentuate the billiard tables,
and there will be a number of high-
seated game room chairs placed
strategically throughout the room for
spectator comfort.
Once the doors are officially open-
ed to the Bowdoin College com-
munity, the completed facilities of
the new game room will be available
for use, at a small charge, from
Monday through Saturday (9:00
a.m. to 11:30 p.m.) and on Sundays
(12:30 p m, to 11:30 p.m.) Not only -
Judy Collins Here
Saturday Night
is the 60c per hour billiard table
and 30c per hour pingpong table
charge consistent with a standard
practice throughout New England
Colleges, but also, and more im-i^
portantly, it provides supervised
operation and^maintenance of the
game room which, in turn, means
continuous care and repair of the
equipment itself and a greater One happy result of the pheno-
availability of table time to the menal renewal of interest in tradi-
entire student body, the faculty and tional folksong that has occurred in
Bowdoin Alumni. the past several years has been the
Chess games and bridge decks emergence of a whole crop of
will also be available through the promising young folk singers whose
Game Room Supervisor, who will be love and knowledge of their
Mr. "Wally" Kelly during the day-' materials has been matched only by
time and Mr. Arthur Nelson in the the astonishing technical profici-
evenings. On Sundays, the game ency and ease of execution they
room will have student supervision, bring to its performance. To this
The Student Union Committee category belongs Judy Collins, whose
cordially invites the entire College clear, fresh beauty, gamine manner.
Community to view and to use the and vivacious stage presence —
new game room facilities at its though decided assets on the stage
convenience. or concert platform — can scarcely
explain the increasing regard in
which she is coming to be held in
folk-music circles,
Miss Collins is in many ways the
epitome of what's best about
modern folk singing. Of small
artistic import, but by happy cir-
cumstance she is pretty, too.
In Judy you can find a fine ex-
ample of the intellectual and musical
integrity that has been brought to
play in the folk song field by some
members of the new generation.
Folksong captures the human
experience at its most dramatic,
(Please turn to page 6)
BRUNSWICK, Maine—The third in a series of five lectures on the
federal government's "War on Poverty" will be presented Monday eve-
ning (Oct. 25) by Jack Howard, Director of the Neighborhood Youth Corps.
The public Is cordially invited to attend the lecture, which will be
given at 8:15 p.m. in Wentworth Hall at the Senior Center.
Mr. Howard is the first Director of the Neighborhood Youth Corps,
established in 1964 in the Department of Labor to operate the Work-
Training Program of the War on Poverty.
As a former Special Assistant to
the Under Secretary of Labor, he
was active in the planning and
operation of the Manpower Admin-
istration during its formative first
year.
Prior to his latest assignment, Mr.
Howard played an important role
in establishment of Apprentice In-
formation Centers under sponsor-
ship of the Department of Labor.
The centers are designed to en-
hance the apprenticeship opportu-
nities of young men.
The "War on Poverty" addresses
are being given by leading develop-
ers and administrators of the new
program as part of the College's
Senior Center Program. In addition
to their public lectures, the visitors
live in the Senior Center and hold informal discussions with students.
Chi Psi Frosh Make First Attempt
Since 1949 To Put Beanie On Chapel
Mr. Jack Howard
A former Visiting Prolessor on the Tallman Foundation has been
appointed Minister of Finance in Norway's new coalition government.
Dr. Ole Myrvoll, who came to Bowdoin as Visiting Professor of Eco-
nomics for the spring semester of 1962, assumed his cabinet post under
a four-party coalition which won a majority in recent elections
A member' of his nation's Liberal Party, Dr. Myrvoll is a leading
economist and banking authority He served as Minister of Prices and
Wages in a short-lived coalition government in 1963.
(Please turn to page 2)
by B. J. Market
A most complex design, devised
over a twenty -seven day period, to
place a freshman beanie on the
highest spire of the chapel came
within one inch of success last Sun-
day. A group of Chi Psi pledges
developed a plan of attack that
would make Rube Goldberg blush.
An intricate arrangement of ropes
and wooden beams, havering forty
feet over the -nearest Moor, was
used to support the leader of the
group at the highest vent In the
spire. The arrangement tok twelve
trips to the chapel to complete. The
pledge at this dangerous position
could stick his hands and wrists
through the vent, approximately
twehty-one feet from the top of
the spire. The beanie was to be
placed on the lightening rod at the
spire's top by a series of attached
poles, manipulated by the student
towards that uppermost point. He
was directed by other pledges of
Chi Psi who were stationed at the
foot of the chapel.
The chapel proved to have many-
obstacles. For instance, locked doors
necessitated a key (Shame on the
Administration! What if a si
had an .urgent need to pray in a
religious environment — and the
chapel doors were locked?) Having
procured a tool to enter the chapel,
the group next found it was neces-
sary to shimmy up a roue to the
balcony in order to get near the
"spire of desire." Achieving the
spire, two members of the crew-
then began to climb several ladders
leading to the chapel's music-making
chimes. Finding themselves next to
fhe chimes, Shey saw only two
crossbars about ten feet above in
an otherwise empty sixty-foot spire
They also met the biggest obstacle
of all. an enormous amount of bird
excrement that would require 8
•novel on the next trip.
The ingenious mind of the leader
of the crew than began to produce
the final stages of the attack Ac-
quiring a strong tentoot beam,
notched so that it could be mounted.
he envisioned a 'ladder" to rest
against the Inside of ' the spire.
Climbing on the structure of the
chimes and shimmying up a rope
tu the crossbars of the spire,* the
leader mi puH the beam
above 'hat it rested
against the inside oi 'he spire only
ironi the highest vent to
bars. The leader stood precariously
at the top of this leaning beam,
forty feet above the chimes <a fall
would result in an improvisational
efilai^lAn *^" *-V»« /.Wirrtoc\ hoinr* obi**
to stick his hands out the vent. He
then used the shimmying rope for
a second purpose. The eighty-foot
rope was' strung out the spire, so
that it nun? in front of the larger
vents next to the- chimes. A mem-
ber of the crew stationed 'here at-
tached the rope i the pole on
which ::. *anie *' oulri be placed.
The ieaat r hen he rope
slowlj un i] - lad reached
his hands P • eanie on
he pole, he slowly c ie
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Margolin Explains
^Purposes Of WBPR
To the Readers of the % lege," and since the College has
Bowdoin Orient: decided thaWt is in Bowdoin's best
A number of years ago an officer Interests that Bowdoin-on-Radio
of"WBOR-FM wrote that the pur- not malte any mention of donors
pose of the station was threefold: in recognition for their contribu-
1) To inform and entertain the tions towards the operation of the
college community; station — thus virtually assuring
' 2) To give Bowdoin students an no others means of sorely needed
opportunity to become familiar
with radio techniques; and
3) To publicize Bowdoin College.
WBOR FM does not operate to-
day with these goals in mind.
First and foremost, WBOR FM is
a radio station — one of the
thousands that are licensed by the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion and that operate subject to all
WHAT? ME WORRY?
revenue — WBOR FM has embarked
upon a vigorous campaign to make
the residents of the surrounding
communities aware that the sta-
tion exists as a 'non-profit, educa-
tional, public service not only to
the College but also to them. This
campaign has been very successful,
as witnessed by the phone calls,
letters, and comments from residents
of Brunswick, Richmond, Topsham,
CIRCULAR FILE
(Continued from page 1)
Dr. Myrvoll has been Professor of Economic Theory at the Norwegian
School of Economics and Business Administration. In addition to teaching
classes at Bowdoin in 1962, he gave a series of three public lectures on
the subject, "A Profile of a Scandinavian Economic System."
its rules and regulations. Since the
station, owned by the President and Bowdoinham, and other communi
Trustees of Bowdoin College and (Please turn to page 5)
financed by the Blanket Tax, has
been denied the use of the term
"the Official Voice of Bowdoin Col-
NOWIP'U" Can Enjoy,
ALL of Mario's
Delicious Foods & Save $$$
* NOW ON SALE
ATBATHROAD BRUNSWICKTel. 725-7548
DISCOUNT COUPON BOOKS
A $3.00 Value for $2.70
"U" Save 30c
or
A $5.00 Value for S4.25
— Plus —
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS
Hurry! Get Yours Today
Freshmen and sophomores will have a chance to compete Monday
(Oct. 25) in trials of the annual Edgar Oakes Achorn Prize Debate.
Professor Albert R. Thayer of the Bowdoin English Department salcT
the preliminary contest will be held at 7:30 p.m. in Room 117 of Sills
Hall on the campus.
A two-man team representing each class will be selected from the
trial debate to compete tor a total of $80 in prizes at the finals, which will









NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
-
H**~ 9 Instant Service •
Clara Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc.
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
. French Fries — Onion Rings
''
Desserts — Beverages
For"r Your Evening Dining Pleasure!
In Addition To Our Traditional
The topic, selected as the intercollegiate debate subject for the 1965-66
academic year, is "Resolved: that law enforcement agencies should be
given greater freedom in the investigation and prosecution of crime."
Each contestant will present an argument on some phase of either
the affirmative or negative side of the question at the trials. He will also
be asked to refute counter arguments. , -
Faculty advisors for the competition are Professor Thayer, Faculty
Advisor* to the Bowdoin Debate Council, and Billy W. Reed, Instructor
in Speech.
DINNER MENU —.POPULAR PRICED .,: ..
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juice, Vegetable, Salad, Rolls & Beverage
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
Member F.D.I.C. 63 FEDERAL ST. — 725-5543
Let Us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
. . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE





PATIQUE applies directly over old finishes. Scraping
orpaint removal and its usual mess can be forgotten.
Simple instructions in/ kit help you achieve unique,
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To the finest detail our Natural Should-
er Benbrooke model vested suit meets






- PIZZA KING -
CALL IN YOUR ORDER - TEL. 725-6824
42 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
SPAGHETTI — MEAT BALL SANDWICHES
ITALIAN
SANDWICHES PIZZA PIE
FIVE WINNERS THIS WEEK (OCT. 22-28)
Each Winner Gets A Free Pizza!
JERRY BEREJXA DAVE HINDSON
ROBERT DAKIN HENRY NEWMAN
CHARLES ROSENBERG
Winners Bring In Thii Ad To Get Your Free Pbia
Watch Bowdoin ORIENT For New Winner. Each Week
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1965 THE BOWDOIN ORIENT PAGE THREE
KING'S BARBER SHOP
.* NEXT TO C/tfWPWS
Bowdoin's Favorite Barbers /
SIX






CALL 782-7864 * *
Headline:
Jbr that slimmer, trimmer fit...
"417 V-Taper" Sport Oxford by
Van Heusenf younger by design
Text:
Traditional M^lf" styling combined with
new "V-Taper". This Van Heusen sport
shirt sheds that billowing "blousy" look.
Gives you a truly fine fit. Makes you
look slimmer, trimmer.' In all colors -
lights, darks, brilliants and muteds. .
A sparkling addition to our "^17 V-Taper"
collection-and your wardrobe. $5«00
PARKVIEW
CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET * "BRUNSWICK




-Did You Know That Some Airlines Are
Already Booked For Thanksgiving
and Christmas?
Make Your Travel Arrangements Now For
Best Accommodations Come See:





78 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK






John Lauritzen wanted further knowledge
\
li^M&i^l




He's finding it at Western Electric
When the University of Nevada, awarded John
Lauritzen his B.S.E.E. in 1961, it was only the first
big step in the learning program he envisions tor
himself. This led him to Western Electric. For WE
agrees that ever-increasing knowledge is essential
to the development,of its engineers—and is help-
ing John in furthering his education.
John attended one of Western Electric's three
Graduate Engineering Training Centers and gradu-
ated with honors. Now, through the Company-paid
Tuition Refund Plan, John is working toward his
Master's in Industrial Management at Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute. He is currently a planning
engineer developing test equipment for the Bell
System's revolutionary electronic telephone switch-
ing system.
If you set the highest standards for yourself, both
educationally and professionally, we should talk.
Western EleCtric's vast communications job as
manufacturing unit of the Bell System provides
many opportunities for fast-moving careers for
electrical, mechanical and industrial engineers,
as well as for physical science, liberal arts and
business majors. Get your copy of the Western
Electric Career Opportunities booklet from your
Placement Officer. And be sure to arrange for an






27 /1» * B.fl I6.W
„ ™*ta of sturdy cotton
poplin with
All season coats 01 ^"^ . t ijnings.
«*Bowsaw- •«*
Sizes 34 to 46.
®W&Sfertt ElCCtriC MANUFACTURING and supply unit of the bell system
AN CQUit OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYES
Principa' r-arufa;t>jnng locations in 13 citiesZOperating centersjn many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S.
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N.J.GTeietype Corp,, Skok e, III., Little Rock, Ark. "General Headquarters, New York City
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
A
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The first arflendment to the-fede'ral Constitution guarantees
that Congress shall make no law which abridges the right to-
freedom, of speech, the right to protest governmental action has
been an accepted tradition in the United States, and any attempt
to limit that right would surely be called dangerous and con-
trary to our democratic principles. The government, of course,
is run by the representatives of the majority, but the strength
of the country rests on the ability—and the right—of the minor-
ity to disagree. Granted, these protests may not stop legislation,
but they will as least focus attention on any attempt to ram
through unnecessary or harmful bills, and, even if the bill is
passed, causes the enactors to think twice about double-dealings.
The minority, with its right to disagree, assures us of an aware,
as opposed to stagnant; government. *
Thus, any statement which says that "anti-Vietnam demon-
strations have gone too far runs the risk of being labelled "anti-
Constitutional," as well as "un-American." A war, no matter
what the kind or who the enemy, is a result of government
policy, and the government itself has guaranteed the right to
protest its actions. After all, should the right of free speech
pertain only to matters which the administration has approved?
The government may wish to minimize discussion of certain in-
cidents, but our system will not allow it to decide for us suitable
topics of conversation. Indeed, so strong is our tradition of free,
speech, the government would not dare dictate to its citizens.
The problem, then, becomes one of determining when the
right of free speech' intrudes on the ability of the government
to run effectively. Justice Oliver Wendall Holmes, speaking for
the Supreme Court in a 1919 decision, said that "the most strin-
gent protection of free speech would not protect a man in falsely
shouting'nre in a theatre and causing a panic . . . The question
in every case is whether the words are used in such circum-
stances and are of such a nature as to create a clear and present
danger that they will bring about the substantive evils that
Congress has a right to prevent." The case in which Justice
Holmes was delivering the- Court's opinion involved the c i rcu la - Bowdoin's fratern i ties may or may
Letters To The Editor
To the Editor:
Irr last Friday's Orient Professor
Levine was reported by B., J. Markel
as attacking fraternities for being
anti-educational and urging the vir-
tues of the independent life. I would
like to suggest that in his Forum
speech Professor Levine has identi-
fied a serious problem, but has not
directed our attention to the cause.
Manush. Unfortunately this play
was only printed In a, smaU private
edition and along with the" other
works of Mamiih ft has been lost.
However the following* lines from
this, play have bee^save.d.
Ein faljepded Stein, wenn es man
*
auf, dem Kopf schfigt, tut ihm
weh.
Naturlich, wenn man ein stahl
Hut tr*agt, fuhlt er es nicht.
Daher soil man stahle Hute tra-
gen!
. ,
In English this is. translated:
A falling stone, hitting one on the
head, causes pain.
Naturally one does not feel it if
he wears a steel hat.
Therefore one should wear steel
hats!
During the 16th and 17th cen-
turies these lines, spoken byTl char-
acter named Neurodnik, were used
as the basis of a philosophical move-
ment called the Neurodnikian Move-
ment.
This movement became very pop-
ular during the 17th century through
its propagation of the philosophy
of the avoidance of pain and the
seeking of pleasure. (Masochism
came into its own as a reaction to-
this philosophy.) But since Manush
was a playwrite • and reputation has
it somewhat of an artist, the move-
ment became very literary and ar-
should be fighting in Viet Nam is tistiCi drawing only small numbers
of minor importance. We claim to from the intelligencia. And during
IS fj
- N




be fighting for freedom, and those
very people who want to fight this
the German religious revival of the
19th century, Papal pressure forced
•tion of certain documents which, according to the prosecution,
constituted an attempt, in the sense of the Espionage Act of
1917, to cause insubordination in the armed forces and to ob-
struct their recruitment. The Court held for the prosecution.
Although more recent decisions have tended to minimize
the significance of the "clear and present danger" doctrine,
Justice Holmes raised an interesting point. That is, does the
first amendment to the -Constitution mean complete and absolute
freedom of speech, or is there, as Justice Holmes felt, a line over
which the citizen should not step? We feel that there is a line,
and that the recent spate of demonstrations against United
States policy in Vietnam have crossed that line.
We do not object to the demonstrations because we happen
to favor administration policy, and think that the demonstrators
fail to see the importance of the United States making. a strong
stand against the Communists. This would be denying the demon-
strators the right to disagree which law and tradition have given
them. We object because we feel that the demonstrators have
stopped being mere noisemakers, buf have begun taking steps
which hinder the effectiveness of the government's position and
which infringe upon the rights of other individuals. To wit: the
objective of the marchers at Oakland was to talk with soldiers
t a military base and possibly seek to influence them to disobey
orders. This, of course, smacks of treason.
The problem seems to be that the demonstrators who take
H-
:
*>ntage of our freedom to protest are unwilling to fight to
...
>4 \; that freedom. They oppose our action in Vietnam; they
military service; they oppose war. They seem to forget
Jhat lew men like war, unless the personality of man is changed,
the problem will probably always be with us. (A second problem
is that few persons who support a policy will voice their approv-
*i'
l is usually the negative side which does all the yelling).
».e ad thought that the demonstrators served a useful
pii.po,. i that they called administration attention to the fact
that the war was not supported by everyone, and forced the
government to consider other.possibilities. Now, however, we feel
that the marchers have crossed from "constructive criticism"
to destructive rabble-rousing, and we feel that unless they can
revert to discussion, arguing and letter-writing, instead of active
interference,, they should shut up.
THB
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not be guilty of the charges made
fay Professor Levine. I have not been
on campus long enough to attempt
a judgment But I would object If
Professor Levine were to extend his
charges to all fraternities. First one
must recognize that the character
of a fraternity directly reflects the
characters of its membership. If
members want to conform, the fra-
ternity will enforce conformity. But
if members want a different kind- of
experience, a fraternity is capable
of providing it. There are frater-
nities on some campuses which offer
stimulating educational programs,
both on a formal and informal level,
as an integral part of fraternal life.
It is true that such fraternities are
usually, but not always, without
national affiliation; they are usual-
ly located on large campuses and
draw members from a large and
diverse stuflent body. These frater-
nities attract as members individ-
uals who are seeking the kind of
intellectual and social experience
they can offer. They exist only be-
cause there are students on these
campuses who prefer diversity, chal-
lenge, and stimulation to the con-
formity of the typical fraternity.
Professor Levine's plea to Bow-
doin .students to throw off the yoke
6f oppression is likely to fall on deaf
ears for Bowdoin students probably
do not feel particularly oppressed
by their fraternities. The kind of
change in Bowdoin's intellectual and
social climate that Professor Le-
vine would like to see is more likely
to be caused by a change in admis-
sions policy which changes the char-
acter of the student body over time
than by any change in the frater-
nity rushing system or by Forum
speeches.
A. Myrick Freeman, III
Assistant Professor
war the most appear to be objecting
^ the movement xmxleTground, wher
to freedom right here at home. The it has remained until quite recently.
John Birch Society and other right currently Neurodnikianism, now
wing groups look patriotically and called Neo-neurodnikianism, is en-
reverently at the constitution. But joying an unprecedented upsurge in
doesn't this same constitution guar- popularity. Indeed, the Southern
antes freedom of speech , the right, California branch looks upon Heinie
of peaceful assembly; and the right as a pr0phetic figure while concen-
to petition the government for a trating on the literary aspects of the
redress of grievances?
I, like most Americans, favor free-
dom in Viet Nam; at the same time,
movement. The Cambridge (Mas-
sachusetts) group, however, while
not completely ignoring the literary
however, I am for freedom here, ln^p^ puts more emphasis on the
these United States. When someone movement's ethical values, trying to
tries to tell me what I can or can Uve ^ Heinie wanted us to. Indeed,
not say, or think; or insults me, it seems to be carrying hedonism
throws paint on me, or tries to fire to extremes never before deemed
me from my job because I say it, I possible by the human being. . .
am not free. We in Northern New England,
We, in the United States, have the while participating to the utmost in
obligation to guarantee the right of the good hfe ^ Iorrnulated by the
all Americans to petition the govern- Neo-neurodnikian Movement, be-
ment for their grievances, by dem- lieve> like our coupes on the
onstrations, teach-ins, or whatever WeM Coast that the inteiiectual
peaceful means may be thought of
,ife also j.M its place in ^ty
next. Without these basic rights We feel tnat with the synthesis of
life in the United States will be no
different from that in Portugal
the two, hedonism from the East,
and intellectuality from the West,
North Korea, or Hungary. Freedom we wiU ^ doing our part ^^^
is also the freedom to disagree and
no matter what the cause, this in-




As a retired Protestant minister,
aged 83, I do not know whether I
should address you as Dear Sir, or Dear j^to,.
by your Christian name. Anyway,
here goes. *
As a student who had to work his 1
the goal of the ideal society that
Heinie Manush so obviously desired.
If you desire more information





There has been much controversy
on this campus lately in reference
to the faculty and such issues as
way through college and theological hiring> firing| salaries
_
and promo .
school, I never could afford the lux-
ury of a college fraternity
But I have a
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To the Editor:
During tije past few days the
mass media communications outlets
have given a lot of attention to the
demonstrations of last weekend, and
with only small exceptions, the pub-
licity has been bad. The marchers
have been called everything from
'reds' and communists to "A rag
tag collection of the unshaven and
unscrubbed," (Time, Oct. 22) they
have had paint and eggs thrown at
them, and some have been assault-
ed. And all of this abuse has been
in the name of freedom.
Whether or not one thinks we
tions. It is significant that tradi-
tional Bowdoin apathy appears to
very sympathetic nave been overcome in many cases
feeling for the boys who never made and students are giving voice to
they were their convicti0ns. I have long be-
lieved that the best judges of teach-
ers are their students, and that these
students should be allowed to exert
some official influence on the afore-
mentioned issues.
Details of a plan being implement-
ed at Yale University to permit of-
ficial student opinion to become
more influential were reported in
last Friday's New York Times. The
Yale plan would allow "Academical-
ly high ranking students" to submit
"a written appraisal of the strengths
and weaknesses of their education-
al experiences in lectures, discus-
sions, and seminars, upon gradua-
tion."
Chief criticisms of such a plan
are usually that professors will not
feel completely at ease knowing
that they will be judged by their
classes; that students will not be
Jews, Negroes, or just plain country
boys like myself who had no in-
fluence and pulled no weight.
We worked our way and went to
college and divinity school to get an
education, not for social reasons
nor for status.
We are how paying the price.
What is the answer?
I have lived in Maine since I re-
tired in 1953. I love Maine.
I have many friends in the col-
lege and outside. But the opposition
between Town and Gown was never
brought before me until recently.
I regret it and wish I could re-
solve the difficulties.
Sincerely,
Dr. Walter S. Swisher
To the editor:
In Old Vienna, near the end of
the 15th century, a play called Der free to criUcize due to a fear that
Bastard (The Bastard) was written
by a Hungarian named Heinie
their grades will be subsequently
affected, and that students will give
(Please turn to page 6)
V
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The column is pl&nted this* week
— not offensively so, but it does
seem somehow better to admit that
it is in part a trial balloon to see
vhat the reaction is to an idea
which is new to most of us. It
all came about on Monday night
when President Coles came over
to the Center for dinner. And
though most of the dinner conver-
sation was pretty informal and con-
cerned with the usual trivia, this
particular story began when Ken
Nelson asked the President what
the next big project on the agenda
for the college was. Mr. Coles
answered that the next greatest need
was for an addition to the art
museum. He then went on to say
that he had been giving some
thought to some less immediate
plans for the college for the next
10-15-20 years. The President stated
the problem in reference to the
theory that a college must always
be meeting new challenges, reach-
ing toward new goals, because if it
remains stationery, it stagnates. A
college, he said, must have this
vitality if it expects to have a
dynamic faculty and student body.
Many colleges equate vitality with
sheer growth in numbers in the size
of the student body. And while there
is a case to be made for this, it is
not, said President Coles, for Bow-
doin. An increase only in numbers
is too pat an answer to offer any
creative challenge. What had been
informally discussed though
some trustees and overseers was
the possibility of Bowdoin expand-
ing its range of educational op-
portunities to include the offering
of the graduate degrees of AM.
and Ph.D. in the liberal arts.
The thought of it was pretty
startling; from a men's college to
a university in one short sentence.
It was pointed out that the Math
Dept. is already offering an AM.
degree, both through its summer
programs, and during the course of
the regular academic year to 10
special graduate students. The two
concepts are not however compar-
able. The President went on to"ex-
plain that while the' undergraduate
college would remain at about 925
men, the graduate school should
have between 300-500 students, mak-
ing the total enrollment somewhere
around 1400. The idea was still diffi-
cult, to grasp, perhaps because it
was unexpected. The more usual
rumors had been for the college to
build a coordinate college for wom-
en, possibly in Topsham, in this 10-
15-20 year period, something along
the idea of Harvard-Radcliffe or
Brown-Pembroke. The idea of
tranforming the college into a uni-
versity was somewhat less well-
known.
As the thought came into sharper
focus, it appeared to be more and
more unattractive for three pretty
obvious reasons. A change such as
this would destroy the feeling of a
small men's college, a trait that is
proudly, and almost uniquely, Bow-
doin's. It is a feeling which must be
discerned, not defined. And yet it
is as obvious in the loyalty of the
alumni and their financial support
of the college, as it was among un-
dergraduates in their almost un-
animity of feeling during the town-
gown Molotov cocktail incident two
weeks ago. WoiflcTthis feeling be
lost if a graduate division were
added to the college? Probably, for
a graduate school is of necessity a
place of almost total anonymity
devoted entirely to scholarship,
tttcn flivntr tlla.ll tlllo
now.
Secondly, while a small college
can exist in a rural community, it
is not so for a top university. To
attract both a student body and a
faculty who are dynamic, a univer-
sity must almost always be near an
urban, cultural center. What can
Bowdoin or Brunswick offer in the
area of consistently good theatre,
symphony, art, ballet, or sports such
as are available in Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, Washington, Chicago,
San Francisco, or many other places
around the country? The comparison
is ludicrous.
And finally, the cost of establish-
ing a graduate school of a quality
which would make it worthwhile
would be prohibitive. President
Coles estimated that it could be
done for a Amimtun"
!
of'fl5*mlliion,
and it could possibly cost as much
as $30 million. And would even this
much money establish a top gradu-
ate school, when there would have
to be an increase of at least 50
faculty members, a research library
of 3-4 million volumes, and entirely
separate dormitory and social
facilities?
For many years Bowdoin had a
medical school as apart of its educa-
tional program. Sometime in the
lS20's the trustees realized that the
quality of the school had declined
somewhat, and that it would take
a great deal of money to improve
and maintain its standards. The
other alternative was to discontinue
the school, which is what they did,
before it became an educational
liability to the college. The same
reasoning is still viable — a poor
graduate school is worse than none
President Coles was right, a col-
lege must always be meeting new
challenges, reaching toward new
goals. And it is equally true that
there is a shortage of good gradu-
ate schools in all fields. But both
problems do not necessarily have the
same solution as they are applied to
Bowdoin. There are other alterna-
tives open to the college than either
to stagnate or become larger and
more diverse as a university. More
courses could be offered to under-
graduates, new major programs
could be developed, a greater em-
phasis could be placed on the
creative arts. The college could set
up programs which would enable
students to study in Europe on a
more significant scale than is now
done. Or the college could establish
a coordinate college for women.
There is an accute need in Maine
for a good women's college, and
there is an accute need in Bruns-
wick for women. The establishment
of such a college would certainly
provide a worthy challenge to the
college, the faculty, and to the, stu-
dents. And such a college would
contribute significantly to the Bow-
doin undergraduate's education by
Ailing an obvious void in the life of
the student as it exists now.
Controversy over the fraternity system at Bowdoin is not
without precedent, but as Professor Levine pointed out last week
in chapel, rarely has the problem been discussed or debated
formally and officially. Professor Levine gave the second speech
in the current series in Forum aptly entitled "Fraternities at
Bowdoin," and though the report of this speech in the Orient
last week left little besides the spelling of his name undistorted,
it would be unfair to omit deliberate discussion of this speech
as compensation for the accidental damage done to it.
It would also be unfair to characterize either Professor
Levine or his speech as anything but anti-fraternity, nor did he
attempt to convey any other impression, which was somewhat
refreshing. The rest of the speech, especially for those who
have been associated with fraternities for any length of time,
was not so refreshing, with the total effect resembling a lecture
to a room full of meat-eaters by a dedicated and enthusiastic
vegetarian. Without delving into the fraternity problem as it
exists, or as it was presented, an analysis of the speech reveals
that there are two pivotal points that must be settled before any
common ground of agreement can be reached, or any argument
for or against fraternities successfully mounted.
The 'first point involves a clarification of the "life of the
mind" as set forth by Professor Levine. It must be shown to be
either true or false that to contribute to the life of the mind an
activity must be obviously and directly involved with the life of
the mind. That is, that an activity must be discernibly intellec-
tual, or related to intellectual matters to be of value to the life
of the mind, this pofntcarls into question the value not only of
Table Talk
with Jim Hughes
An interesting letter in last
week's Orient, but Mr. Hickey seems
to have missed the point. Although
some of the Union criticism might
have been expressed with poor
taste, the criticism itself seems
valid. Few people are decrying the
architecture or outward appearance
of the new Union, but rather the
small internal changes. The plans
were open to comment last year,
true, but did they mention the
charge for the now nonexistent
game room? Did they include this
year's changes in the cafeteria, or
the expansion of our china selection?
One might have concerned himself
with the thickness of a particular
wall last Spring, but who was to
know that 15c glasses were to dis-
appear over the Summer months.
But we may all be appeased, for
the addition of a certain book to
the shelves will certainly bring
droves of students to the Union,
The New York Times refers to it as
the "Princetonian Girl-Hunter's
Guide," and it might soon replace
the Brookie mug book. Published by
a group of Princeton students, this
survey of women's colleges in the
East contains helpful tidbits on
where the girls are and what the
girls are where they are. A good
buy for one dollar.
Do you notice yourself sleeping
fitfully on Monday afternoons; wait-
ing to be dragged into consciousness
by the sound of military cadence? If
so, you may relax, for ROTC cadence
(Continued on page 6)
some of the seemingly less meaningful activities in the frater-
nities but the role of intercollegiate and inter-fraternity sports,
as well as the entire physical education program. Whether the
definition of the life of the mind arrived at is narrow or broad,
it must then be applied to the entire educational process to see
if. this definition involves any conclusions about the present^
system which seem unjustified or unwarranted, or which those
who accept the definition are unwilling to accept.
The second point deals with what Professor Levine feels is
the one aspect of fraternities that must be eliminated, no matter
what other constructive changes are made; the definitive essence
and root of the fraternity evil, Rushing. Here it must be shown
to be either true or false that the elimination of rushing would
alter the content or activities of the undergraduate groups as we
know them. In addition, it must be shown that if there are indeed
activities which fraternities engage in which do not conform to
the accepted definition of the life of the mind, or, as has been
alleged, they at best have no negative aspects but. do not engage
in any activities which do add to the life of the mind, that other
groups can be organized on other bases to overcome this detri-
ment. If this point is taken as trivial, no argument in terms of
fraternity and anti-fraternity is relevant, but discussion should
proceed in the direction of change within the present structure.
* * . * * * * *
As an aside, Professor Levine's call for a valid alternative
to the fraternity life in the promotion of a viable independent
existence made it painfully clear to anyone who did not know it
before that the decision to remain outside the fraternity system
on a campus that is a fraternity campus involves no small amount
of strength and most often sacrifice. At present the life of an
independent is that of a man on the outside looking in. That it
should not be this way is clear, but it is grossly unfair. for any-
one, for whatever good reasons, to represent the decision to be-
come an independent as at present a valid alternative to frater-
nity life to an incoming freshman class with virtually no knowl-
edge of the social reality at Bowdoin. It is infinitely more easy
to move from the fraternity to independent existence than it is
to move in the other direction, and a decision made after acquain-
tance with fraternity life is usually a more personal decision,
made with full cognizance of the reality of the situation to be
entered. A decision of such magnitude should be made by the
student, not for him.
Station Manager William Margolin at the WBOR record turn-tables.
WBOE
(Continued from page 2)
ties, and also by the addition to
the staff of several persons who are
in no way academically connected
with the College.
Bowdoin-on-Radio certainly ranks
as the most active organization on
campus, and as such requires super-
vision and attention far beyond
the normal broadcast day of al-
most 12 hours. The biggest problem
facing WBOR FM is the shortage
of those qualified personnel who
are willing to spend a few hours of
each and every day in the station
proper in order to maintain smooth
and efficient broadcasting opera-
tions.
WBOR FM has come a long way
in the last few years. It has reached
a point of very high quality, and
has taken a number of important
steps:
1) A professional engineer —
rather than a student — has
been hired (at a nominal year-
ly fee which equals his average
salary during a one week
period)
;
2) Six persons from the area have
volunteered their services, not
necessarily as disc jockeys. The
donation of their time has
taken much of the strain away
from the student members of
the staff;
3) A younger (i;e., freshman and
sophomore) staff has been
recruited to ensure capable
performances and management
in the years to come;
4) More record companies have
been contacted for their pro-
motional materials, so vital to
a station that has limited
funds.
5) Plans have been made to
broadcast hockey and basket-
ball games. Broadcast of the
football games has met with
very enthusiastic response.
However, the station must rely
on the College for financial
support, without which broad-
casts of these games will not
be possible; and
6) A news department, whose sole
job it is to edit and deliver the
two fifteen minute daily news-
casts, has been set up; in all,
WBOR FM reports almost 90
minutes of the latest in world,
national, and local news, sports,
stocks, weather, commentary,
and Bowdoin College news.
WBOR FM still has a long way to
go before it reaches its full capacity-
Increased interest in it, however,
has been the most welcome and
valuable donation that the station
has to date received — gratefully
and with no repercussions. -
On October 22, 1965, it might be
stated that the purpose of this sta-
tion is threefold:
1) To inform and entertain the
listening audience, be they
Bowdoin College students or
residents of any of the neigh-
boring communities;
2) To give Bowdoin students and
any other interested persons
an opportunity to become
familiar with radio techniques;
and
3) To be a public service to Bow-
doin College and to the neigh-
boring communities.
WBOR FM does operate today
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** moving and powerful: it distills hu-
-
.




' i "',,- sjwge? reside* in his ability Lo ren-
,«, • * ,•_ •>
t
. der* ^ptxific and immediate .that
.
* which, is * relatively general • and
somewhat fixed by tradition. He, in
effect, re-creates the spark that
initially triggered a song. And it
is this spark which now distinguishes
Judy's "Workr~ w~~
In reporting on the Newport Folk
Festival, Time wrote of Miss Collins
that other -artists there might have
sung well but "none did if with more
urgency or passion than the slight
blond girt • Judy Collins only
proved in Newport what her legions
of album buying fans have known
for some time — that she is a major
contender for the feminine folk^
music crown, second only to Baez
among today's flock of urban folk
stylists and perhaps first to lived
the songs before learning to sing
them."
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judgments . biased inv favor of the
professors, who' give higher grades
or less work, tinder the pl#n pro-
posed
. at .Yale, tfce students,' who
subrrjit such .appraisals; will not be
affected by pressures of current
academic life (grade^in particular);
nrofessors wfjl know that only a
small percentage of their students
r rrre Tnosnntel tigent ~ana~hope fully
most mature) will be judging them;
and it is hoped that the "academical-
ly high ranking students" at Bow-
doin will have the maturity and re-
sponsibility to judge fairly and give
only constructive criticisms.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1965
Such a program will put more
emphasis on the effeetfvtihess ofjp
•pKgfcessor's. teaching p^formance. I
hope that. BoWdoin students will
«ee the benefits of such a plan and
'
actively support it's irnpl#fneri"ration
ana trial over a period of a* f few
years. I' also hope that the ad-
ministration and faculty of this
college will consider this proposal
seriously (with modifications per-
taining to Bowdorn specifically if
necessary i and help bring about use
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(Continued from page 5)
has, departed our campus. While
Harvard marches against Viet Nam,
Bowdoin decides that its ears are
too peace loving to be ^disturbed by
the army. And if the shuhd of
marching feet proves irritating also,
possibly the barefoot soldier- will
eaving the Stowe Agency
laily for Portland, Boston
md New York City at 6:30
i.m., 9:20 a.m., 12:50 p.m
,
t:55 p.m. and 8:09 p.m. r .
The 1966 Bowdo7rT^BerT
fnuda Week which is spon-
sored each year by Stowe
Travel will be held March
27 to April 3. Call 725-
5573 for further informa-
tion.
— Serving" Bowdoin Mer
come of age. Byt no matter. Go
back to sleep Bowdoin.
While one tradition disappears,
another arises - the psychic faculty
member. For. our professors have
taken jrnipon themselves to decide
that beanies and signs are de-
:':.::!'.. anrj must therefore go. They
rtjig'hi try something new though.
Throw caution to the winds and
.. k | freshmai whal he thinks pj
the situation Further yet: loek
through their auk's and see•what.-
- tnnrl-;ii( inories itTrinttrchrcfto tire ir
(id beanies, ,
The beanie has brought students
to chapel though, as major efforts
have been made to crown the
Chapel spire. And if that lightning
rod was not in place; chances are
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Look-, great "rr place,
an;, time in a wrmkle-
hgh'mg pripiin raincoat
'•- Da< ron * poly-
ester, 35 '. combed
, .niton. fan hlarlt
mtited plaids at fine
stores everywhere.
*Du Pont s registered
trademark.
The young bucks of America
go clean-white-sock in the '
new crew Adler calls Adlastic
Meet the revolutionary crew of 65'. lambswool plus 35', < nylon with spandex for
100 % stretch. Up and down, This way and that. That's Adlastic with the give to
take on all sizes 10 to 15 and last far longer and fit far better. Size up Adlastic in
28 clean-white-sock colors. Clean-white-sock? The now notion with it even without
the wherewithall. Whatever, get Adlastic at stores where clean-
white-sock is all yours for just one young buck and a quarter.
tfi
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:
"To watch; crowds of students,
throw themselves in front of troop
trains and blockade military bases
are sights that leave much to be
desired. These actions are wild dis-
tortions of the kind of protest
activities that proved so successful
in the civil rights movement, but as
they are being used now, will serve
only to expand and deepen public
support of the war policy.
The basic purpose of the sit-in,
the boycott, and the tie-up is to
draw attention, to force those around
you into looking at you. It is a
method to assure an audience so
that grievances will be heard effec-
tively. But, that is only half of the
mechanics.
What the peace demonstrators do
not seems' to understand is that once
they have an audience, they have to
have something to say and they
have to say it persuasively. It is
not enough to proclaim that they
do not like what is going on when
their listeners know of no alterna-
tives. A protest must do more than
stop traffic; it must suggest rem-
edies.
The civil rights protests were
effective because they involved acts
of disobedience that not only drew
attention, but also explained what
was wrong. The placards that called
for "Equal Rights" or demanded
"Stop Police Brutality" were self-
explanatory placards that reached
out for the consciences of people
beyond the area of protest who
could be rallied into support. In
the civil rights moVeihjBBt, it*was the
nuisance of the disobedience that
made tthe demonstrations newsr
worthy, but it was the message of
the* demonstrators tnat becarne
"copy." , '
' ' •-*
To brin^ a distorted and half-way
imitation of .these tactics to the
foreign policy issue is absurd. Throw-
ing oneself in front of troop trains
or waving placards that read "Get
Out Of Vietnam" or burning draft-
cards is a program no more effective
than stopping people on the street,
shouting "I don't like Vietnam" and
then walking on. It answers no ques-
tions, it argues no cause, it makes no
effective use of its own nuisance.
Plainly, it is a program that geti
attention and then does nothing
with it. These peace demonstrations
are protests without persuasion
and in refuting a foreign policy of
one's own government, a policy that
has been proclaimed an effort to
ourb communism them persuasion
is absolutely essential. The public
has -to, be persuadetftnjrt. tlie govern-




ing their interests and that, kind of
chore is not done" with- "persuasion -
less" tactics, or 'with' HoHywooc?
stunts.
No activity of the demonstrators
is as self-liquidating as the recently
announced plan to paralyze the
draft. It covers the dissentors with
the shroud of unpatriotism, in-
gratitude and even cowardice. It
deflects the focus of attention from
the issue of war in Vietnam to the
issue of "softness at home," What-
ever the moral implications of our
intervention in Vietnam, the dissen-
tors have evaporated foreign moral
issues. Most Americans believe it
wrong, fundamentally wrong to re-
fuse to serve the country, and by
defying the government in such a
haughty manner, the demonstrator
"This Message is brought to vou through the wholehearted support of the public
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have planted the kiss of .death not
/only upon their .activities, but upon
the issue of Vietnam as a whole
Wie^drafV fouling . advoeats have-
changed the question from Vietnam






- It ^impossible to say who*is"'reJ'
sponsible for such incredibly stupid
tactics. But the tragedy of it all is
that if there are 'effective alterna-
tives to the present policy, they will
not be given any weight by the
public. Herein lies the great error.
If the professional academic com-
munity truly had answers that it
intended to be heard and acted
upon effectively, then it should
never have spent itself with news-
paper advertisements (which looked
like announcements from Abercrom-
brie and Fitch > or teach-ins. If it
truly wanted to change public
opinion, it had to reach the public
directly, it had to play controlled
politics as politicians play it — at
the Rotary Club luncheon, the
Chamber of Commerce meeting, at
the Platbush Culture Club. These
may not be wholly pleasant chores
for a professor; but they spell the
difference between being a political
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Edd Byrnes — t'ris Noel
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The Bowdoin freshman soccer
team defeated Hebron 2-0 kpits
second game of the season. Al-
Today begins a big sports week- s^ team traveled to Williams jjjg ^^ had more experl
end which features five home tilts, to play a highly rated group of enced ^ more ^^ p^ns ^
The gridmen will at last face an Ephmen. As expected, the Polar g&me WM yery^ dufi tQ Bow
opponent over which they can be
***** tra"ed *l n*1"*™' ** ** doin's lack of teamwork. The teamHWV the second half proved to be a big
assured of superiority. Colby has surprise _ our tenacious soccer
lost four straight since whipping men SC()red tnree ^~ £ the last
Norwich in their opener, the last of half to overtake Williams and #&
which a 20-6 rout by Trinity. The by tfle upset score of 3.2 Tom Brown
soccer team will be opposed by a M^ th ___. nn -11 aione « he
strong Mule combine in a contest ^kecfin The 1st two Bowdoin
WaS m0re dlSJ°Snted than B0Wd0in 'S '
that should have plenty of excite-
™*
nnt 7 ™, at** cfutlwslc" The °utstantUn*^ <* the *ame -1
however, was goalie Pete DeTroy;
though in the records he had only
Coach Butt heaped praise on the n saves> , ne broke up far more
again relied heavily on its halfbacks.
Bob Ervin, Dave Knight, and Hugh
Fisher played more fullback than
they did halfback as they helped to
suppress the Hebron attack, which
it meets the Blue harriers tomor- ^
row. The striders have been badly
scores, bu it was S an Guto ki
ment. The booters have shown im- who taUied the winnlng goal
provement in tipping Williams last
Saturday and tying Bates Wed- entire team for its
"
effort but singled
^\T^oLT their out goahe Bobby Bagley %s outstand- box and the corners of the goal thanhands full t morrow. ing ^^^ in their usually fine d , , defenseAn undermanned cross country ^^ ^f^^ were Bran . ,J "•«*Jtoond ^




_"„,_, due t0 tne s°B?y ground and the
soddened ball. There were few good
ou.n-nin U*r M two starts an, ^'S^SiS £*£££ S^^SrS^Tj^„ .. «,4 r„«. »„ „i„„ ~~ wnn t>ip trouble getting started, Hebron oftenColby promises to give no letup. The thiS time all the luck was not
Cub booters take on North Yar- theirs The Bears dominated the
mouth Academy this afternoon. Al- entire game against tough Bates,
though stopped by Colby Wednes- but were only able to gain a tie M
day, the frosh kickers showed good Qnce again Bowdoin had the ^lk of
potential in downing two Maine the scoring opportunities but. just
prep schools. Sid Watson's freshman couldn>t get the ball through .
gridders will oppose, the Baby Mules Rat.s hari taltpri a »* ipari on Rj>nrivB e n u icen l o lead Kanay
which was gratified near tne end
beating the Cubs to the ball. But
experience finally made itself felt
in the two goals scored. Ned Brown
made the first one with a beautiful
shot at a fantastic angle from the
side of the goal. This shot restored
gh.
some confidence in his teammates.
in another contest this afternoon. Karlexex .s goal> but three -minutes
Although they loot the opener to ^^ mi&^ m „ *ff«™ »**» ff.-wing BU in t,
Worcester, the Cubs have had two lndirect free kick to end the scoring
weeks of practice to polish their at- and knot the game Butt praised the
tac^-
.
entire half line of Salmela, Gutowski,
Colby stalwarts include end Steve- Leischmani and SOphomore Bill Miles
Freyer. who has caught 27 passes fQr their desire and speed during
for 366 yards and one score. Half- the game Hp als0 mentioned that
backs Dick AuBe and Dick Grtfnore, thig was tne ^ showing of
Williams cut into the center with
the ball on an offensive rush and
slapped the ball into the nets.
"Williams Romps
Over Polar Bears *
* *•. ,»
Outmanned and -outgunned from
jthe- start, Bowdoine le$t - its third
consecutive game Saturday before
the offensive power of Williams,
42-13, The Bear difense "could not
contain the enemy attack, either on
the ground or in the air. The Eph-
men picked up 279 yards rushing,
412 in total yardage. Bowdoin could
only manage 237 in total.
The Ephmen opened the game by
c'riving 56 yards in 12 plays, climax-
ing the march with a nine-yard
scoring pitch from quarterback
George Cannon to wingback Lee
Comforts. Paul Soule gathered in
the ensuing kickoff and returned it
84 yards to the end zone with Mort
Soule kicking the conversion.
Cannon came right back to hit end
Pete Richardson with a 14-yard
aerial to score. At the end of the
first period the Bears were down
14-7. Early in the second period
Bear signal-caller Mo Viens drove
57 yards to a score, connecting with
Mort Soule for the final ten. Mort
missed the conversion and the score-
board read 14-13.
Prom that point on Williams took
charge. Two touchdown drives late
in the second period put the game
almost out of reach of the rapidly
tiring Bears. In ten plays Cannon
moved Williams 90 yards, with a six-



































i' Delt 0-3 x
Two surprising upse. 'ere seen
this week on the Pickai 1 grounds.
Sigma Nu managed to pull r >. ' a 16-7
toppling of heavily-favored Coppa
Sig while Psi U fired up and oared
past a stunned Beta squad, 22-12.
Delta Sig and Beta provided inter-
frat football fans with the most
exciting contest of the week. The
team from 259 Maine managed to
come back to deadlock the Betas
after being down 19-7 at the half.
This week also saw the Zetes win
two to drive back up to .500 and
back into the League A race.
Lose To CoFby
The freshman booters in their
who ^iay not play, are the leading Bowdoin SOCcer team in five years first contact with another college
team had unusually bad luck Wed-
nesday as they lost to Colby"2-l.
A.M. at Pickard Field will be the Although Bowddin played a supe-
scene of soccer battle between bur rior 8ame ' the Bears could not *eem
Bears and Colby's Mules. Colby this to *et an attack off the ground. The
year has one of the top teams in one score came when tne forwards
Mule %round gainers. Bill Loveday




This Saturday morning at 10:00
games have clicked on completions
at a rate of 48';.
The Bowdoin-Colby rivalry, which
the College bills as "one of the old- "New England according to Coach crowded the opposing goal and Tom
est in the nation," began in 1892. Butt s0 this encounter will be an _ Nelson managed to shuffle it in.
The Be^rs have the. advantage, tak- Qtner chp ,ienge for the Wack and With the score tied up the game
ing 40 of the 72 contests, including wnite could have gone either way. In the
the last five straight. Tomorrow's ] last few minutes of the game when
game marks the opening of the first
rROS«5 rfllTMTRV an overtime seemed inevitable, Col-
Colby-Bowdoin-Bates series, which LKUhtvCUUN IKY by put & second one by tne defense
replaces the old Maine State Series. The Bowdoin Cross-country team and goaHe Bowdoin used more
If we beat the Mules, the winner of hi its two showings so far, has not, teamwork in this game than in any
next week's confrontation with Bates to say the least, fared too well. Two other but viijmtma^ could not
will take home the football as a weeks ago at Amherst the team was score on it «Sandy .. Ervin droppe£l
souvenir of victory in the series. nearly shut out, losing 16-46, and back into a center fullback position
Last week we didn't come out too last week dropped a similar 18-41 and did an excelJent job Gf break.
badly in picWng the easiest games decision to Williams. mg up CoU)y playSj coUecting loose
we could find. Four right, one wrong Amherst runners Kaye, Ditmar, baUs and putting them up the mid.
for a handy percentage of .800. As Cushing, and Kurland crossed the d je .<Mwindy .. siamwjza j^ Bob
far as tomorrow goes, here they are. finish line before Bowdoin #1 man Petrle playing left.wlng alternately
Maine over Rhode Island. After last Ellis Boal could cross. The decision ^^ well getting the ball down to
week's coast over UConn, the was wrapped up when Amherst the Mule goal, but there cub for-
Black Bears should have no placed sixth and seventh men. wards were stafemated in their at-
trouble with the Rhodies. Other Bowdoin finishers besides tempts to receive passes an(J shQQt
Colgate over Brown. The Raiders Boal were: Rea, 8th; Rundlett, 10th;
were humbled by Princeton Sat- Bowden, 12th; Gary, 13th; Ethridge, spots to kill the Bears' hopes. Bow-
^ urday, but the Brownmen have 15th; and Drake, 18th. den finished 12th again; Cary, 13th;
nothing left. In the Williams meet the Bowdoin Drake, 14th; and Ethridge, 16th; to
Dartmouth over Harvard. The trio of Boal, Rundlett, and Rea round out the places.
^ /
toughest pick of the week, this finished five, six, seven, but Wil- This Saturday the Bears' harriers
is a Virtual tossup. We like the hams' Barbington, Orr, Lux, and will host Colby in a dual meet start-
Green, especially after last week's Maynard captured the first four ing at 11:00 A.M.
35-9 rout of Brown.
final 34. Wing sliced in from the
three following a march of 45 yards
just before the halftime gun. At
the break it was 28-13.
A fumble recovery began a 78-yard
drive by Cannon to paydirt, Wing
picking up the tally from nine yards
out. Another Bowdoin fumble result-
ed in the final score. Recovering on
the Bear 27, the Ephmen went the
distance in two— plays, Jake Van
Dykenerunning it over from- the 20.
Both teams emptied their benches





"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-
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We are seeking student sales
representatives to sell hand
made, custom tailored ski & cas-
ual wear. Guaranteed sales
through remarkable prices and
services. Reply immediately to:
ANMAR-OBERBAYERN, ATTN:
Hart, Postlagernd Postamt #2,
8500 Nuernberg, Germany
New Meadows Inn
BATH ROAD " 443-3921
OPEN ALL YEAR
LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.n\
Princeton over Penn. Both clubs
won Saturday but the Tigers with
Charlie Gogolak will triumph to-
morrow.
Columbia over Rutgers. The Lions
whipped Yale 21-7 last week and
will beat the New Jersey boys in
their home field tomorrow.
Cornell over Yale. Cornell showed
a tough defense in tying Harvard
3-3 Saturday, while the faltering
Ells lost again to Columbia.
Bowdoin over Colby. The Bears are
going to break the 13-point jinx
<in ail three Jogses, we've com-
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u/Lq ! LIBERAL FRINGE BENEFITS WHILE YOU TRAIN
J^IaS . PROMOTION OPPORTUNITIES TO OVER $20,000
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED 4
Just file your application by Nov. 12, 1965
to start your career July 1, 1966
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION FILL IN COUPON BELOW AND
MAIL TO
NEW YORK STATE BANKING DEPARTMENT







Or contact Banking Dept. offices in Albany, Buffalo, Rochester or Syracuse
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College Honors Scholars On James Bowdoin Day;
E. Bright Wilson Speaks At Ceremonies Opening Parents Weekend
Bowdoin Day
Bowdoln College today presented
awards to Its outstanding scholars,
a cup to a leading scholar-athlete
and a trophy to a top member of its
ROTC.
Presentation of the annual awards
by Bowdoin President James S.
Coles came during James Bowdoin
Day exercises in Pickard Theater,
Memorial Hall. The ceremonies are
held each year in memory of James
Bowdoin HI, the College's earliest
patron and son of the former
Massachusetts Governor for whom
the College was named.
Recipient of the James Bowdoin
Cup was Thomas H. Allen '67. The
Cup is awarded by Alpha Rho
Upsilon Fraternity to the student
who attained the highest scholastic
average among all varsity lettermen
during the previous year.
The General Philoon Trophy was
presented to Richard E. Leger '66.
A gift of Major General Wallace C.
Philoon, USA, Retired, a member
of Bowdoin's Class of 1906, the
Trophy is given to the senior who
has compiled the best record at
ROTC summer camp.
A Bowdoin senior and four of
last June's graduates who achieved
grades of A- or better in each of
their courses during the 1964-66
academic year were awarded copies
of "Puritan Village" by Sumner
Chilton Powell, the book which won
the 1964 Pulitzer Prize in History.
The five are David E Brewster '66,
Donald J. Krogstad '65, Brian R.
Murphy '65, William M. PenneU,
II, '65, and Jotham D. Pierce, Jr.,
'65.
Allen, Brewster and 51 other stu-
dents currently enrolled at Bowdoin
were cited for outstanding scholastic
achievement and were presented
honorary James Bowdoin Scholar-
ships. To be eligible, a student must
have completed at least two semes-
ters of work at the College and
maintained a high grade average
throughout his Bowdoin career.
Following presentation of the
TO SING AT BOWDOIN OCTOBER 30 — These are the Brunswick Chamber Singers, who will
present a concert in Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College, Oct. 30 at 8:15 p.m. Fifth from left in
front row is their Conductor, Ruth Ring Harvie. The new group was organized last January by
Brunswkk-Bath area residents interested in performing good music on a professional level.
awards, a Student Response was
given by Raymond E. Lapine '66. -
Allen, son of 'Atty. and Mrs.
Charles W. Allen, has compiled an
impressive record at Bowdoin. Hold-
ing varsity letters in football, winter
track and spring track, he has been
a James Bowdoin Scholar for the
last two years. Last year Allen was
awarded Bowdoin's Orren Chalmer
Hormell Cup, presented annually
for outstanding achievement in
academic work during the freshman
year while participating in competi-
tive athletics. He also won the
Goodwin French Prize in 1964 as
Bowdoin's best scholar in French.
Allen is president of his Bowdoin
fraternity, Alpha Kappa Sigma.
Leger is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest J. Leger. A Cadet Major in
the Bowdoin ROTC detachment, he
was outstanding Bowdoin College
Cadet at the encampment held this
summer at Fort Devens in Ayer,
Mass. Recently honored as a Dis-
'arents Day
Program
10:00 a.m. Soccer vs Bates
10:10 aJn. Special Parents Day For-
um. Professor H. R. Brown. Stu-
dents without 10:00 o'clock classes
welcome.
12:30 pm. Cross Country vs Bates.
1:30 p.m. Football vs Bates.
tinguished Military Student, he has
also won ROTC academic achieve-
ment wreaths for the past two years,
and lettered in varsity hockey for
the past two seasons as a goalie. He
is a member of Delta Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity.
The James Bowdoin exercises
marked the start of the College's
annual Parents Weekend, sponsored
by the Bowdoin Fathers Association.
The Friday schedule also included a
After the game the Bowdoin Fathers
Association will hold an informal meeting of officers and directors of
reception at the Moulton Union, the Association and freshman foot-
All parents and their sons, and all
members of the Faculty, are cor-
dially invited to attend.
8:15 p.m. Pickard Theater in Mem-
orial Hall. The Brunswick Cham-
ber Singers. Open to season sub-
scribers and Bowdoin students.
Others may purchase tickets at the
door: $150.
ball and soccer games.
Saturday highlights include class
and campus tours, a special forum
program, the Association's annual
meeting, a luncheon, the Bowdoin-
Bates football game, a varsity soccer
game against Bates, and a concert
by the Brunswick Chamber Singers.
(Continued on page 3)
Prof. Wilson
The principal speaker at the con-
vocation was Dr. E. Bright Wilson,
Jr., Theodore William Richards
Professor of Chemistry at Harvard
University.
Discussing "Science and the Future
of Man," Professor Wilson said the
world "desperately needs legal,
political and social organizations
capable of handling the applications
of science, and able to grow and
adapt to the violent rates of change
we are now experiencing."
Professor Wilson noted that, after
an almost dormant period of near-
ly a million years, "the human race
Has"suddenly"iKgun to~ proliferate
explosively in numbers, wealth, in-
ventions and knowledge. Science,
which has an even steeper growth
pattern, is intimately connected
causally with this run-away situa-
tion.
"We directly or indirectly owe
much if not most of what is good
in modern life to science, and yet,
for almost every desirable develop-
ment, new evils and disadvantages
are introduced. Living as part of an
explosion is exhilarating, exciting,
challenging and exceedingly dan-
^
gerous.
"Can man control his own in-
creasing control over nature? What
is the solution? Is it less science or
more science? I think it is more
science plus more of many other
things, particularly political and
social science. ...
"We need to change over, for
example, from economics based
essentially on a steady state model
to one applicable to a situation
where last year's statistics are out of
date as a guide to this year's prob-
lems.
"If we cannot develop these new
institutions fast enough, it is easy
enough to prophesy a disastrous end-
ing, a catastrophe which might occur
in many unforeseen forms." .
The Associates Program of the Bowdoin College Museum of Art,
which took over the program of the old Brunswick Film Society this year,
still, has tickets available for this year's film series.
Single tickets for the eight-film program are $5.00 and may be pur-
chased at the Museum, located in the Walker Art Building on the Bow-
doin campus. The price of the ticket also entitles the holder to a mem-
bership in the Museum Associates.
The films will be shown at 6:45 and 9 pan. in Smith Auditorium,
Sills Hall. Museum Director Marvin S. Sadik said the 6:45 showing is
filled, but tickets remain for the 9 p.m. showing.
The next film on the program, "The L-Shaped Room," starring Leslie
Caron and Tom Bell, will be shown Sunday, Nov. 14. The first film, "A
Knife in the Water," was shown Oct. 10.
^ In addition to admission to the films, Museum Associates receive
invitations to the previews of all major exhibitions and complimentary
copies of all catalogs published by the Museum during the year. Associates
also have access to the art reference library, the College pointing rental
service, special programs, lectures and seminars, and receive a discount
on all purchases at the Museum Sales Desk.
Other films scheduled for the year Include "Raisin in the Sun," Dec.
5; "Stagecoach," Jan. 9; "Bom Yesterday," Feb. 6; "Citizen Kane," March
6; "Day of Wrath," April 10; "Treasure of the Sierra Madre," May 1, as
well as various shorts with some of the films.
Further information about the program is available from Mrs. Lynn
Yanok at 725-8731, Ext. 276.
"Ah, Wilderness!", a comedy in three acts by Eugene O'Neill, will be
presented by the Bowdoin College Masque and Gown Nov. 6 and 8 in
Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall.
The Nov. 6 performance will start at 7:30. p.m. and the Nov. 8 pro-
duction at 8:15. No seats will be reserved and all tickets are $1.50. Tele-
phone orders for the tickets will be taken by the College Information
Center at 725-8731, Ext. 375. Tickets may be picked up at the Moulton
Union until an hour before curtain time, and after that at the theater
box office,
v
Between the two performances, the Masque and Gown will present
a lecture on O'Neill by Elliot Norton, widely known Boston drama critic,
en Nov. 7 at 3 pjn., also in Pickard Theater. The public is cordially in-
vited to attend the lecture by Mr. Norton without charge.
"Ah, Wilderness!" is the first of three O'Neill autobiographical plays to
be presented at Bowdoin during the current academic year.
In February and May, Masque and Gown will present the later auto-
biographical plays by O'Neill, 'Xong Day's Journey into Night" and "The
Straw."
« • * * • *
The first meeting m a series of four programs entitled "Ways of Wor-
ship," sponsored by the Brunswick Area Council of Churches, will be held
Sunday, Oct. 31, at 7:30 p.m. in Sills Hall. The speaker will be the Rev.
George Bullens, pastor of the Methodist Church of Lewiston.
The purpose of the series is to present distinctive emphases of the
respective denominations. At each meeting, following a 30-minute pre-
sentation by a guest speaker, time, up to an hour, will be given for ques-
tions and discussions. „
The schedule:
Nov. 7 — "First Church of Christ, Scientist" — Miss Frances Pray,
Christian Science Practitioner.
Nov. 14 — "The Conservative Baptist Association of America" — The
Rev. Henry S. Harding, pastor of the Berean Baptist Church, Brunswick.
(This meeting only will be held in the Faculty Lounge of Mass Hall),
Nov. 21 — "The Roman Catholic Church" — The Rev. Leopold Bru-
nelle, SM., Pastor of St. John the Baptist Church, Brunswick.




Friday, November 5th, the Student
Union Committee will present the
first in what they hope will be a
series of concerts and dances by
name groups on off weekends.
The committee has been fortunate
enough to engage The McCoys, a
group of four young men from the
Midwest, and Little John and the
Sherwoods, a five man combo which
has been labeled America's answer
to the Beatles. This outfit calls the
Northeastern ' part of Massachusetts
their stomping grounds. And stomp-
ing grounds it is. Invariably, week
after week turn-away crowds come
to watch and dance to their fabu-
lous sound. Recently, they have
been touring with The McCoys.
The meteoric success of The Mc-
Coys' big record "Hang On Sloopy"
has made them the group to watch.
Rick Zehringer is the lead vocalist,
lead guitarist, and spokesman for
the group. He also does their mu-
sical arrangements. Randy Zehrin-
ger is the drummer, possibly the on-
ly drummer in the world who stands
(Continued on pofe 6)
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Daniel P Moynihan, a distinguished political W and former
Assistant Secretary for Policy Planning of the U.S. Department of Labor,
« Will five the fourth Icu^ series of five lectures on the ieders^ government's
"War on Poverty" at Bowdoin Nov. 3. «•*>*• - - *
.
' Mr. Moynihan, who is currently associated with the Center for Ad-
vanced Studies at Wesleyan University, will speak at 8:15 p.m. in Went -
worth Hall at the Senior Center. The public .is cordially invited to attend
his lecture, which will be entitled "The War on Poverty, the Negro Crisis
and the Future."
Co-author of the award-winning book, "Beyond the Melting Pot,"
Mr. Moynihan also wrote a government report which heavily influenced
President Lyndon B. Johnson's now famous speech at Howard University.
The report showed that persistent unemployment is destroying the struc-
ture of the American Negro family.
Amherst Report on Fraternities
Discussed, by Betas; Pjrppgsals Made
Early in 1965, a committee made
up of members of Beta Theta Pi
met to discuss and analyze the Am-
herst Report on fraternities. The
ensuing discussion brought out that,
while the Amherst situation is 4
markedly different from that at
Bowdoin, there was still a need for '
examination of the Bowdoin fra-
ternity system. What follows are
Mr. Moynihan was chosen for the post of Assistant Secretary of Labor the reSults of that series of discus-
in 1963 by the late President John F. Kennedy. He has taught at Syracuse
University and several other institutions of higher learning.
The Army, according to a release from^the ROTC Department, is
currently studying the possibility of making parachute training available
to qualifying ROTC Cadets.
. As presently envisioned, volunteering Advance Course Cadets would
be sent to "Jump School" at Ft. Benning, Georgia, Immediately following
Summer Camp at Ft. Devens.
Prior physical conditioning would be necessary since "Jump School"
has recently been shortened from six to two weeks and starts on the
assumption that the candidate is in superior physical condition.
In addition to tra\ JL pay, participating Cadets would be paid at the
rate of $120 per month plus $60 a month "jump pay".
• ••••* a
A REMINDER FOR SENIORS!
All seniors planning to participate in the career interviews with busi-
ness firms or those planning a career in teaching should obtain registra-
tion forms from the Placement Bureau at once.
These forms must be returned as soon as possible for processing and
in order to discuss your program with Mr. Ladd, the Placement Director,
Banister Hall.
-Chester Freeman'
, ed Chairman 07 the new Bowdoin
Undergraduate Civil Rights Organization.
The purpose of the new organization is to coordinate all student civil
rights activities on the Bowdoin campus.
Other officers include Secretary, Reed Winston '68, and Treasurer,
Anthony Moulton '67.
Faculty advisor to the group is Professor Daniel Levine of the De-
partment of History.
The final debate in the Achom Debate contest will be held Wednes-
day, Nov. 10, at 8:15 p.m in Smith Auditorium. Results of the trials are,
team of the class of 1968, John Hoke and John LaChance, and of the
class of 1969, Richard Ingerowski and Jonathan Parsons.
Trials for juniors interested in the Stanley Ptummer's ($65) and for
seniors interested in the Class of 1868 Prize Speaking contest (970) will
be held Nov. 0. Register in advance at 116 Sills Hall,
• * * 4 <f 4 4
Sten G. Luthman *66, a native of Stockholm, Sweden, has been elected
President of the Bowdoin College International Club. Luthman is a for-
mer Bowdoin Plan Student.
Other officers include Vice President, Joseph B.MJE. Ndang of West
Cameroon, West Africa; Recording Secretary, Philippe Conard of
Avranches, France; Corresponding Secretary, Johannes H. Gerson of The
Hague, Netherlands; and Treasurer, Maarten J. Brolsma of Schoonhoven,
Netherlands. All are Bowdoin Plan Students.
The Bowdoin Plan students are enrolled at Bowdoin under the Col-
lege's program whereby each of its 12 fraternities provides board and
room for a foreign student while the College remits tuition.
The International Club, open to American as well as foreign students,
sponsors a varied program designed to promote greater understanding
among nations and increase the effectiveness of contacts made possible
by the presence of representatives of other countries on the Bowdoin
campus.
The club's faculty adviser is Philip S. Wilder, Assistant to the Presi-
dent and Foreign Student Adviser at Bowdoin.
sions. While this is by no means
intended to be a complete list, it is
hoped that these particular propos-
als will lead to others of a specific
nature; and that the end product
will be a rather complete picture of
the needs of Bowdoin's fraternities.
Fraternity Advisors
1. An advisor should be a socially
integrated member of the frater-
nity. That is, he should share in
occasional meals at the fraternity
house and should participate to
an extent in the social and extra-
curricular life of the house.
2. He should be an academic coun-
selor. Every fraternity should
have enough advisors so that any
student at any time will be free
to seek guidance without in any





contact at the earliest possible
moment, no freshman should
register for his first semester
without first consulting with an
advisor assigned to him by
the house. His registration
card should require this ad-
visor's signature,
b. The advisor should continue to
work with the student through-
out the student's career at
Bowdoin.
In recognition of the task of ad-
vising, and the considerable re-
sponsibility involved, a house ad-
visor should be compensated for
his services. With the help of
the college, a fraternity should
be able to pay for professional
services and not simply ask for
"THAT WAS THE WEEKEND that was:
The Baby Lett came out to play, as
expected, and there was the Senile
Lett tottering forth delightedly to
greet them — new comrades to man the
rickety old barricades as they have not
been manned since the popular front
days of the 30's. In 1965, however,
popular front has become Pop Front.
The orders went out: cool the draft.
Tear up your^card. Lie Down. Fake
faggotry, drug
addiction, foot- For ° ''«• "W of »•»•
ball knee. Kicks, «"•"» '»«• of NA.
^TIONAl REVIEW, writ*
|lo Dept. CP-7, 150 E.
35 St., N. Y. 14. N. v.
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favors. Because advising is one
area where academic and fraterT,
nity life can converge, its impor-
tance should not"be underestimat-
ed.
. In addition to house advisors,
each willing member of the fac-
ulty might be invited to Join one *
of the houses as an associate. In
this capacity the faculty member
would spend what time he could
at the fraternity house simply for
the sake of conversation, etc. with
the members of the house. In
this way the close working rela-
tionship which is supposed to ex-
ist between students and faculty
at a small college would become
a reality-
Educational Function of the
Fraternities
We would like to explore the pos-
sibility of the fraternities shar-
ing with the college the sponsor-
ship of lectures and concerts. This
might be done with outside speak;
ers or within the college itself.
For example, the houses might
sponsor talks by Bowdoin faculty
members, student recitals, panel
discussions, or any number of si-
milar endeavors.
Fraternities could gladly provide
eomfortable roormr andTheals^for
visiting lecturers and performers
at the college in hopes that this
would be a broadening experience
for both. Although the Senior
Center now fulfills this function,
there seems to be little, rationale
for limiting the experience of
meeting and entertaining " guests
only to the senior class.
Social and Recreational Function
of the Fraternities
It appears tha,t the fraternities
already fulfill this role adequately.
With the adjustment of the social
rules to a more realistic standard,
what was previously a rather
stagnant social atmosphere has
been significantly improved. The
Debate Council, the Student Union
Committee, and the White Key
have done much to provide recrea-
tion of varying sorts for Bowdoin
students.
2. One area which may be explored
is that of campus wide entertain-
ment. Other than on housepar-
ty weekends there is little for a
student to do outside the frater-
nity houses. Although the new
Union is a help, this is hardly
sufficient. It might very well be
possible for several houses to get
together and hold a large dance*
-
in the gym. There appears to be
little reason why an Inexpensive
concert could not be held on
weekends others than those spon-
sored by the Student Union. At-
least there are many avenues to
(Continued on page 3)
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The Interfraternity Council, wishing' to add at "least a mod-
icum of its own good cheer to Parent's Weekend has recently
released the news that a new stance has been reached in regard
to fraternities. One spokesman contacted stated that the new
policy has been formulated to maintain the integrity of the
group in light of the general profraternity attitude by the ad-
ministration and particular speeches in Chapel of officers of the
administration. After due deliberation, without fear or regret,
the Interfraternity Council announces that its official policy
shall henceforth be anti-fraternity iii nature, and.all its public
utterances shall reflect this* bold posture.
In rationalizing this great leap into the future the lead; *
of the organization have argued that only in an atmosphere Oi
peaceful disagreement can any real dialogue be achieved, and
that with both administration and fraternities adopting pro-
fraternity policies the result had so far been merely warlike
agreement. With the administration unwilling to correct the un-
healthy situation, the Interfraternity Council pursued the only
fruitful path open to it and declared their anti-fraternity posi-
tion.
The Interfraternity Coyncjl will .soon be adopting measures
and taking action consistent with its total commitment to its
new anti-fraternity policy. However, those wise heads in charge
are not so foolish to allege that all of the elements within the
fraternity are bad, just as the administration in its pro-frater-
nity stance is not so foolish as to allege that all the elements are
good. Therefore, while pursuing its anti-fraternity policy and
pressing for the ehrantnatioTToi fraTefiiities the UouVcTTnai de-
"
cided on three items which, in "all fairness to their foe, ought
to be maintained. •
The first of these is the- names of the different fraternity
houses. After all, what's in a name? A rose by any other name,
and so on.
'
Besides, Greek letters look so cute over
-the doors,
and those flags really brighten up the campus.
The second of these is rushing. After all, how much differ-
ence can one day's activities affect the whole year? A rose by
any other name, and so on. Besides, it is only one very insignifi-
" cant part of the greater fraternity problem, and where so much
else is to be taken^ away, there is no reason to be completely
merciless.
The third item to be left as it exists is initiation. After all,
what could be wrong with a little reverence for tradition? A rose
by any other name, and so on. Besides, wearing robes is good
practice for those who are planning to enter upon an academic
career, and it would be unfair to deprive them of this advantage.
With these few minor exceptions, the Interfraternity Coun-
cil is out to root out fraternities by every means possible. The <
administration will have to be ever on the alert if it hopes to
implement its pro-fraternity stance or prevent the Council from
bringing about the elimination of fraternities at Bowdoin. How-
ever, now that the air has been cleared and the Interfraternity
Council and the administration are back on opposite sides of the
fence it should be a little easier to see exactly how the dialogue,
made possible by the new peaceful disagreement, progresses.
Representatives from both sides have agreed to the utiliza-
tion of an impartial International Inspection Commission, com-
posed of delegates from twenty-two neutral nations, including
Erewhon and Shangri-la, to prevent the possibility of a sneak
attack. Optimism on both sides has never been greater.
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be explored along this line
thinking. • - »•*
The Future of the Fraternities
1. Fraternities have long been a
strongly established institution at
Bowdoin; we like to think that
they still are. m order to justify
their existence, however, the fra-
ternities must continue to progress
at a rate equal to that of the
college. There are several areas
which must be investigated and
updated If the fraternities are to
attain this rate of progress.
2. The first of these areas is orien-
tation. Orientation is a tradi-
tional thing and like most tradi-
tions it is hard to change. Al-
though the prevalent system of
orientation at Bowdoin does have
its good points, it often appears
that we are trying to orient the
student of the 1960's with methods
more germane to the 1940*8. Each
succeeding freshman class is bet-
ter prepared, more intelligent,
and more sophisticated than the
one before it. Each year the
freshmen are more reluctant to
endure the System and eac. year
the upperclassmen are mort re-
luctant to employ it. Unity, loy-
alty, and group consciousness are
not things which can be forced
upon a person. They must be
developed over a period of time
in which the avenues or commu-
nlcation between freshmen and
upperclassmen are opened wide.
J. The second area which the fra-
ternities must explore Is their re-
lationships with the larger na-
tional fraternities^ If the national
fraternity allows the local unlimit-
ed autonomy in choosing its
members, deciding upon its poli-
cies, and expending its funds ju-
diciously then there may very
well be a healthy relationship be-
tween the two. If, however, the
national fraternity restricts the
local chapter in its membership
policies, or if it demands large
sums of money for "administra-
tive, purposes" from the local
then perhaps the relationship is
not as healthy as it might be.
.
The final area which the frater-
nity ought to explore Is that of
their relations with the adminis-
tration. During the past year a
series of discussions was under-
taken between the fraternity
presidents and the President of
the College. Aside from the spe-
cific goals which these meetings
achieved, they also served to
educate both the administration
and the fraternities as to the
problems that each faces. Dis-
cussions of this type ought to be-
come a permanent fixture. There
is much that the administration
can do to advise the fraternities
because its perspective is so vastly
different from that of the stu-
dent. By the same token there
is much that the student body
can suggest about such things as
curriculum changes, social affairs,
facilities, etc. If the administra-
tion and .the fraternities are to
work together in an attempt to
continually improve the college,












James Bowdoin Scholars as they listened to the opening address
given by Raymond Lapine. These men maintained an 86 or better
average in their courses. v
Guest speaker, E. Bright Wilson, Jr., delivering address to James
Bowdoin Scholars at this morning's convocation In Pickard Thea-
ter. Mr. Wilson's speech dealt with the challenge of science in
today's world, and followed the presentation of certificates and
awards to Bowdoin's outstanding scholars.
COLLEGE HONORS
(Continued from page 1)
JAMES BOWDOIN SCHOLARS
1965-1966
Thomas Hodge Allen '67
Barry Joseph Batorsky '68
Warren Irving Beckwith, Jr. '68
Stephen Andrew Bickford '68
James Henry Bishop '68
John Allen Bleyle '66
Ellis Ballard Boal '66
Neal Gerald Bornstein '68
David Paul Bottomy '67
David Emmert Brewster '66
Bruce Lawrence Bushey '67
Richard Paul Caliri '67
JohnDoble Cary '68
Donald William Day, Jr. '68
John Louis Esposito '66
Alan Marvin Fink '68
Edward James Finsilver '68
Arlan Frank Fuller, Jr. "67
James Stanton Gessner '68
Morgan Kennedy Grover '66
Christopher Howard Hanks '68
Samuel Henry Hartman '66
Peter TYancis Hayes '68
Fred Elmore Haynes in *67
David Alan Hindson '68
Gerald Earle Jellison, Jr. '68
Robert David Jones, Jr. '68
David Lloyd Kimport '68
Raymond Edward Lapine '66
Stuart Alan Lawrence '68
Robert Ernest Levasseur '67
Douglas William Lister '68
James William Holtman Lyon *68
Edward Armstrong McAbee, Jr. '66
Roger William Manring '67
Steven Phillips Mickley '67
William David Mone '67
William Allan Parent '66
Peter Charles Partnow '68
Mark Robert Tilghman Pettit, Jr. 68
Stephen Peter Rand '67
Campbell Cary Rea '67
Michael Frank Rice '68
Judd Robbins '67
Gary Benjamin Roberts '68
Thomas Carlton Rounds '68
Floyd W. Rudmin '68
Ronald Jeffrey Sidman '68
James Whitman Smith '68
Bailey Stillman Stone '68
Richard Joseph Taylor '68
Robert Goward True '68
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1 The Orient Poj * ' t, • *
• Two weeks ago Yale University announced that its Execu-
tive Committee of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences had endorsed
a report proposing that written evaluations by a select group of
students be considered when decisions are made on candidates
for permanent^ faculty appointments. The committee's report
t
contained several recommendations, but the one which caused
the most interest was the one that said graduating seniors in
honors programs and graduate students who have finished their
work would be able to submit critiques on the teachers. What
it all means is that some day the student may have a say about
which junior faculty members are retained and which are fired.
The special committee was formed as a result of the furor
last spring when associate professor of philosophy Richard J.
Bernstein was denied tenure. Many of his students, and a num-
ber of sympathetic faculty members, attacked the decision, say-
ing that Bernstein was an excellent teacher. Several protest
meetings were held, including a day-long silent vigil in front of
the office of President Kingman Brewster, Jr. Although Bern-
stein did leave (and is now teaching in Israel), Brewster ap-
pointed the special committee to consider ways of improving
the system of deciding who is to be given tenure.
The Yale report called attention to similar projects at other
campuses across the nation. The City College of New York
will also have s t u d
I
en ts^gradlng fac u 1ty ^nembehl the~purpose
here, however, will be to show each professor where his teaching
is weak, rather than to attempt to influence the granting of ten-
ure. At Williams, the Committee on Appointments and Promo-
tions operates with consideration of the student opinions known
to its members.
On the other hand, faculty reaction at several other small
******* * 9*^'£*&&i9tAa&
3$ 9
colleges, such as Amherst, was that the size of the schools made
student feelings about professors easily felt by the administra-
tion without the necessity of written statements. It was also
pointed out that at times students tend to go a little overboard
(e.g., the Harvard Freshman Course Guide).
The main argument advanced by the students for having a
say about their faculty is that no one else has the advantage of
their front-row perspective. The alumni have no personal con-
tact with, the professors save an occasional meeting at Home-
;
coming or Parents Weekend. They must rely to a great degree
on the administration, but even the administration depends on
interdepartmental gossip or bits and pieces picked up from a
lew students for its information. At least we have yet to see a
Dean sitting in the back of a classroom observing a professor.
The point, then, is that the persons who are in the best posi-
tion to know whether a professor does a good job in the class-
room are the students. Sadly, they have little influence in de-
ciding whether a professor stays or goes. We would like to see
this change. The students do have opinions about courses and
professors and, despite what some college administrators may
think, are able to pinpoint strengths and weaknesses with a can-
dor — and accuracy — that the faculty and administration
sometimes lack. We think that their opinions should be listened
to and even taken into account when decisions on the faculty
are made. The most effective way in which to make their voices
heard, we feel, is through an organized, written statement. The
hope that the students may, in the future, have an influence in
the selection of faculty is the reason the Orient will launch a
student-opinion poll on faculty and courses within the next two
weeks.
Seniors will remember that a similar poll was made in the
spring semester of 1963. It was criticized, naturally, as subjec-
tive, unfair, poorly organized, and distorted. Perhaps it was,
but it at least made several professors squirm and did show
that there were some courses which were pretty unanimously
judged poor, and others which received exceptionally high rat-
ings.
The poll, however, should not be a .witch-hunt. We are
aware that the results will be based somewhat — perhaps to a
great degree — on the students' individual reactions to their
professors, rather than to the quality of the course. We will
try to separate the course — that is, the text, the outside read-
ing, organization, etc. — from the professor, but we realize that
a complete separation is impossible. In some cases, the worth
of the course depends entirely on the caliber of instruction. In
other instances a promising subject may be dragged down by
inferior lectures. What we hope to obtain is serious indication
of how Bowdoin courses and professors are viewed by the upper
two classes. We hope for levelheaded replies, for if the admin-
istration is to take into account student opinion, than that opin-
ion must -be set down in an honest and objective fashion. We
realize we may be asking too much, but the student should rea-
lize that some honest answer; may help keep the good professors
that our revolving-door faculty policy allows to get away.
To the editor:
I am amazed at the criticisms of
Bowdoin which creep so subversive-
ly into our student newspaper. I
wish at this time to answer the
most common criticisms point by
point:
Faculty Salaries: Why should the
faculty be well-paid? A life of sac-
rifice, dedication, even occasional
starvation, should serve as an in-
spiring example to students destined
for more mundane business careers.
Furthermore, several of the faculty
members, particularly the younger
ones, enjoy teaching. Why should
a man be paid for what he enjoys
doing? If Colby has passed Bow*-
doin in terms of faculty remunera-
tion (as the current' AAUP figures
assert) why should we fulminate?
We should rejoice in the success of
a sister institution.
The New Gym: why should there
be complaints about the creation of
a large new facility which cannot
function adequately because no one
has been added to the staff? If the
Bowdoin student thought about it
he would see how challenging it is
to learn wrestling or squash with-
out any coaching. Apathetic stu-
dents fail to recognize that a col-
lege exists to challenge its students,
and certainly Bowdoin's attitude to-
wards its new gym has added chal-
lenges to the lives of its sons.
Parking: A few considerations
seem to have escaped the Bowdoin
student. First, the college has man-
aged to preserve the superb stretch
of greensward on which the Chem-
istry building majestically looks out.
The beauty of the patch has been
enhanced by the quaint and charm-
ing "NO PARKING" signs spaced
at random intervals along the road
way. Switching from aesthetic* to
practical considerations, the new
parking area between Winthrop and
Adams holds more water than cars,
a fact which should comfort those
worried about the drought. The
college has farsightedly built a reser
consonant with the challenge theory
adumbrated above and insures that
provided a book is there, it won't
be snatched away by somebody else
because somebody else won't be ahte
to find it. Furthermore, in regard
to the number of martini mixers,
shot glasses, beer mugs and other
bar room accoutrements featured in
the store, there are not to be con-
strued as an invitation to alcoholism
bestowed by the college (whose store
this is) upon its sons. Instead, the
mingling of books and beermugs
(some wits have called it a collision)
is an injunction to recognize the
"total environment" concept initiat-
ed by the Senior Center. The stu-
dent is reminded in the bookstore
that there should be no discrepancy
between social and intellectual pur-
suits. The ideal imaged here is the
student who sips on his Budweiser
while meditating over his Heidrig-
ger, who holds his Poland Spring
Gin while pondering his Huckle-
berry Finn.
Fraternities: While I, along with
all rational Bowdoinians, advocate
the "total environment" concept, I
do not agree with those who con-
demn Greek letter societies because
they fail to provide a decent climate
for student maturation. The stu-
dent needs an escape from the class
room, a place where he can relax
and be grubby, obscene, slovenly,
anti-intellectual, a place, in short,
where he can be himself.
Faculty Turnover: It is true that
the faculty has changed 55% since
1962. This; however, is not cause
for alarm but for celebration. Such
a statistic proves that we are
pumping new blood (rather rapidly,
it will be admitted, although hard-
ly, as some wags have averred, in
the nature of an emergency trans-
fusion) through the veins of our
corpus academica. Such a turn-
over means that every three years
(or less) we. have over 50% worth
of new ideas innundating the 50%
of old' ideas which managed to.
•ding, dryiv and desperately, to the
campus. No, rapid' turnover keeps
Bdwdoin a Inoving* place,
t
and' herfts
keep the movers busy — an impor-
tant though often overlooked Bow-
doin contribution to the National
Economy. We must not forget that
there are many eager young gradu-
ate students waiting behind the
brick and/or ivy of their graduate
schools for the chance to spend a
two year apprenticeship here amid
the restful rocks and refreshing
pineneedles of our state. Having
had a chance to relax among us
after the rigors of graduate school,
they can then move on to profes-
sorships amid the mundane pre-
cincts of lesser institutions.
Class Size: Some critics of the
college have asked whyf in this
''small liberal arts college," classes
are often so large, why there are so
many lecture courses where the stu-
dent has no opportunity to partici-
pate in discussions. Part of the
criticism, of course, is easily dis-
posed of when one recognizes that
some of our academic departments
are quite small. The history de-
partment, for example, has only
four full time members. Obviously
small classes are impossible with
only four people to cover Countless
Centuries.—And—thety how. many
Bowdoin students want small
classes? Do they take advantage
of those they have? The real rea-
son for large classes, however, is that
most Bowdoin students are going
on to graduate school. Wouldn't it
be a terrible let-down for a student
who has spent four years in small
and stimulating seminars to step
into a large and impersonal lecture
hall where he is suddenly merely a
number on a seating-chart? Bow- '
doin has so structured hia education-
al experience that he will be spared
this trauma.
I am sure that men of reason
and good will agree with what I
say. we are blessed with leader-
ship whose wisdom is not always
visible at first glance. But when
one sweeps his eyes from the sub-
terranean lounges to the skytop
slumber rooms, from the rare im-
ported curbstones to the marble
Washstands, he recognizes the irre-
proachable insight on which our
leadership has seized. Buildings are
what count. Faculty and students "
merely come and go (although ad-
mittedly most students stay here
longer than most faculty members).
Buildings, however, remain, and will
remain like Ozymandlas' leg, to shel-
ter generations of Bowdoin men —
soldiers, statesmen, and poets — as
yet unborn. Obviously it is of no.
account to us that Washington and
Jefferson lived at some remote point
in past history; what matters is
that we the living can visit Monti-
cello and Mount Vernon — it is
they and not their builders which
have, after all, survived.
Name withheld by request
Critibisms And Letters
In the past few weeks we have received several letters
critical of the administration and each asked that the writer's
name be withheld. We have compiled with that wish, but re-
luctantly. The Orient columnists state their views with their
names attached; why should any student who has criticism or
praise be timid about putting his name on his letter? We will
'>ntfnue to withhold names, but only if a sound reason is given.
Letters from students who simply do not want their names in
print will not be considered.
voir system into an otherwise un-
used area of the campus. Finally,
some have argued that the $17,000
spent to improve the narrow and
meaningless stretch of pavement
near Searles might have been em-
ployed with greater effect, for pro-
viding a reasonable increase in fac-
ulty salaries or for adding men to
the new gymnasium complex One
.forgets that this project was car-
ried out IN COOPERATION WITH
THE TOWN OF BRUNSWICK. It
was a gesture of good will and the
improved relationship with the town
which the gesture engendered is
manifest for all to see.
The Bookstore: The students miss
the point here. There are few
books, admittedly, but those which
are there have been tucked away
so that only students who really
want them can find them. This is
THE
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KetinithP^ Freeman
Kenneth Freeman was graduated
from M.I.T. in I960 with a Bachelor
of Science in Science and Human-
ities. He received his Master's from
Yale University in June of 1962.
and is now working on his Ph.D. at
Yale. He is engaged in research on
the history of philosophy, especially
Greek Philosophy, and the problem
of the nature of living things. Mr.
Freeman came to Bowdoin last year
and became an advisor to ARU at
that time. At the moment he has no
real hobbies because most of his
spare time is, spent on his doctoral
work. However, on September 15th,
a baby girl was born to the Free-
man's and Mr. Freeman said that




Freeman's interest in the
fraternities helping you; if not, how
could they be changed to be more
effective. Some intensive discussion
about this question about why stu-Fraternity system was made obvi- -•"""' »•*» i«w«y «««( u »m —»•»
ous by his becoming a fraternity ad- dents are here would be good, and ^
raduate to be able to do when he
visor last year. When asked to wouH turn UP a multitude of rea-
gets fl,3t? After answering this we
comment about the frats, he said, sons - This may not seem to be true
must ask how
*° so about achiev-
"I wish you, that Is, you collectively because students do not readily ex-
ing tnis goal We can not i xxst s&y
as fraternities, would examine the Press their reasons" for going to
that he should have a liberai arts
question of what you want to be coUe*e ~ at least - n°t to one an-
education
-
because I think there
The fraternities should be places of other - Since Jt to n°t talked about,
are certain things a student should
^selfexamination; they-ahould ask everyone assumes that everyone I
to do when he leaves here,
Last week's column was concerned partmen't to teach all the courses
'
,
with the idea- that President Coles which, up until this year, had been
or a general lack of questioning j^ promoted, that Bowdoin ought required for all majors; that there
on the Bowdoin campus, Mr. Free- to develop into a university, giving is not enough money to hire a la-
man said, It seems to me that Bow- graduate degrees in the liberal arts, crosse coach; that a student cannot
This, said President Coles, was one major In Spanish, Italian, or^Geol-
way to keep the college alive and ogy, to name only a few obvious
stimulating. The idea seemed ques- areas; that after building all those
tionable when first heard, and seems squash courts, there is no one in the
even more so now. athletic department to teach it;
Anyone who doesn't think that that since 1W2 there has been a
there Is enough to do with the pres- m% turnover in faculty. Thus the
ent college, that there aren't chal- college of the present has enough
lenges to overcome and goaJs to be *° challenge it, and the college of
attained under our present set-up, tne Mure even more. In a report
is gravely misreading our present of the Carnegie Foundation issued
situation. In the November issue of last year - they predicted that by the
"The Atlantic", there is a large sec- academic yea/ 1969-70, 37,500 new
tion devoted to colleges and their faculty members will be needed,
problems. One article, "The Plight of while onIy B^000 people are expected
the Small College" by W. Allen
'
Wallis, President of the University
of Rochester, is of particular rele-
vence to Bowdoin. As the theme of
his article, President Wallis writes
"I do not expect small colleges to
disappear like the little red school-
house. I simply expect them to dis-
appear from the top quality brae-
doin is the kind of place that ques
tions about the importance of educa-
tion and the importance of a small
college, liberal arts type of educa-
tion should be asked. This Is the
type of school at which the prob-
lems about specialization and the
student's desire to step into a
graduate school should be raised.
Is it possible that we can have to-
day a liberal arts education as it
was originally conceived. Another
factor influencing this problem is
that we are getting students of
many kinds an<J who come here
for many reasons, which are not
always intellectual."
Continuing this topic, he stated,
"What do we want a Bowdoin
to get their doctorate degrees. Of
these, fewer than half will enter
teaching, leaving not even 10,000
men for 37,500 positions. How is
Bowdoin to compete' for these men?
The issue of faculty salaries is
admittedly an old saw, but one which
is nevertheless valid. The ratings of
the AAUP cannot be so idly tossed
kets." As the quantity of applicants cff merely because they rank Bow
increases, the quality of the enter- doln Iower than the administration
_
jxer
what part they play in the life of else te nere for the same reason. I
Bowdoin College?, what function susPect that a generation or two
can they serve?, and whether they a*° this was true. One went to
are doing It? Are the fraternities coUe*e because he wanted to be a
really serving the needs and desires cultured, liberal gentleman. Because
of the students?" -
He continued, "One of the things
this college is most proud of is a
self-study program it carried out
a number of years ago. The frater-
nities should now Institute such a
program, of self
-study. I'm not sure
you students will know all the
questions to ask, and even if you ask
them, you will surely not know all
the answers, One of the things you
should do is go to faculty members
for assistance in raising the proper
questions and in attempting to
answer them. I don't share the
ing classes shall greatly increase
atso.-TWs, -together with the highesuch as to be able to think clearly.
This lack of questioning is" not Just 1ua,ity of high school preparation
of this tradition, the colleges have
retained the atmosphere that every-
one here is here for the same
purpose. There may be some prob-
lem once this plurality of reasons is
exposed to reconcile them into liv-
ing together in an harmonious way.
The big problem I see In the frater-
nities is that none of these ques-
tions are being asked, or when they
are asked, it is done so very "in-
effectively."
The Philosophy Department
Changing subjects, Mr. Freeman
talked about the Fhilosophy De-
confined to the students, for I
sense, perhaps wrongly, that, for
the most part, faculty members
here are not asking these questions.
They ask questions about what
courses should be added or dropped,
or how can we change the distribu-
tion requirements. This assumes
that we know the answers to the
questions I asked above, and that
all that must be made are only
minor changes. I dont mean to
criticize the competence of the Bow-
doin faculty, but it seems to me
would like. Nor can one ignore the
^acVthai the salaries of a college
in WatervUle, with which we do not
like to compare ourselves, are rank
for rank equal with Bowdoin. And
the old stand-by that "This year
we were in a bind and had to freeze
salaries, but next year there will be
big raises" is the kind pt excuse
that even the Red Sox don't dare
means that colleges must upgrade
what they are able to offer their
students. President Wallis feels that
only a university, such as Roches-
ter, is able to do this.
Here are two challenges which it
would be far more worthwhile for
Bowdoin to pursue: to become "top use any more.
quality"; and to meet the ever in- There are then a variety of chal-
creaslhg* needs of undergraduate lenges that face the college in its
education, to prove that a small col- immediate future that are of far
lege can offer the same benefits as greater significance than to Justify
a large university, and many more the building of graduate schools in
.
besides. And though it would be the sand. The business of education
that even if the program is running harder to meet these challenges than is a function of the faculty and the
' students within the limits of the
curriculum; it is not a function of
**B»» partment and some of aims of us ' including the faculty. When wefhat —. .. . ji i«-_i ....
ex. ome view expressed by
change. I think that fraternities,™ £ ^T°\ STJSS
groups vejy similar to the frater- S£LJ "*, !f* "T"
nities, an? necessary for the social
P
*„ T ,? * "^ tn ™ "**"-
wpif»~ „f *h » J , ! graduate's life. We don't expect allwelfare of the Bowdoin students, cf,,^,,** »-^ . ,
tt,~ Ar~~„ i . , J students to become professionals andThe dorms certain y do not provide >~ ,. * *.*.-.
»«>»""
aH„,„ *« «-,*-!* Lu _.„,. 9* to g0 on t0 gradate school. Philoso-
perfectly, we should still be asking
questions. We are involved in an
educational experience and we
should be willing to learn — all of
it would to slap together a second
rate graduate school and dump it
on top of an undergraduate college the buildings on a campus. By work-
discover that we aren't doing every-




Freeman concluded his com-
which is not in the "top quality
brackets", it would be far more
worthwhile.
The superficial glow of prosperity
which is reflected in $10 million
worth of new construction tends to
hide a far more serious problem.
mg in these areas, Bowdoin can re-
fute President Wallis' claim that
there shall soon be no good, small
colleges. Bowdoin can show that
excellence is not necessarily a func-
tion of size. And Bowdoin can show
that an active student-faculty dia-
namely providing adequate salaries logue is a more worthy justification
to attract and keep a top rate fa- of the place of a small college, than
z-znrrM a?s5=*7=~a r.vss sjirsl-jS~ =£i==5=Zs&s&zs^ ^=froiy=: srszzzfsz «-.-_«»-«*-*— - ~=r~k




- **** ™*n V°U are angry, doesn't
supply more familiar acquaintance*™* f?T hTT* d<\ *? u™" me&n V°U *"!«•» or that >™
and social activities. I believe that Tv hut ^t .tT hU0S " ^ ^^ d°Ubt °n the Value of
a student's social life is vitally re- ?S L 0t„££ f? manner the subjects in "uestion - « *». of
toted to his intellectual life
Mf "^J"**"™* *«* p™<*- course, leave this possibility open
The Essential Problem
There is definitely a problem fac-
ing the fraternities. Mr. Freeman
feels that it "is how do you fulfill
this social need without having
institutions that do so act as a block
or brake to the intellectual workings
of the school. I'm glad to see this
question being raised around here,
for the Union, have made the entire 0:t. 25, 1965).
student body extremely proud of the To paraphrase what someone said
physical facilities of the college. But once, not too very long ago, ".
it is a cruel jokex>n students when There will always be a place for
you point out these buildings as a Bowdcin as a small, liberal arts col-





(ioin 's ^^ and lege " ^ I**"™* «" whefe?
gain an intellectually and emotion- reaffirmation open to one who cues
gn°re there aren>t Mediocrity or excellence? We do
enough men in the Sociology De- have a right to know.ally satisfying over-view of the
world. One can be Interested in this
function of philosophy wanting to
become a Philosophy major. We of
the department try to combine these
two functions in our courses."
tions.
Bowdoin Undergraduates
On this subject he commented,
"Bowdoin students are as capable
and as bright as any of the students
I taught at Yale. You are not
as glib nor as smooth as the
Thought And Reason
Asked what results can be achieved
but I'm disturbed that it is being by taking Philosophy, Mr. Framan Yalies were, but I don't think this
asked almost exclusively by the commented, " I suppose that some- is detrimental. You are not nearly
faculty. Students are, on the whole, one who majors or minors in as willing- to take risks, to say
conservative. They don't like to see Philosophy should come out of the things which sound strange, or to
changes and if a strong movement course with the ability to think leap into the unknown. You do work
for change does come from the clearly, to look for sets of principles, as hard, and I'm not sure what
faculty, I'm afraid that the stu- and to reason according to these causes this difference. I am speak-
dents will become reactionary, and principles. I also think that thlsjng of the student body generally.
Just sit on dead center. Perhaps is the general purpose of a college for certainly there are imaginative,
the experiences at Amherst and education. When a student leaves creative students at Bowdoin."
Williams will prove me wrong, for here, he should be able to distinguish
there the changes were initiated by between good reasons and Just emo-
the faculty and they appear to have tional appeals. But I don't mean
that a student should come out of
school as a cynical person. It is
difficult indeed to think about
moral problems, to think in terms
of
question of Bowdoin's salaries is a Cong with financial aid seem to mf
.question about Bowdoin's future to have merely symbolic value m
ability to compete with Wesleyan, best, and at that their symbolic
Williams, Amherst etcetera. The significance is dubious. But teach-
problem
;
the students should be ins, circulating petitions, and public
concerned with is the present, for picketing seems to me quite ap-
they are now in school, and won't propriate expressions, and, more
be here in five or ten years. I would importantly, attempts to com-
certainly not approve of faculty municate beliefs and feelings, I arr
members using the students to keep happy to see these people, and think
this issue alive, but as I said, I am it would be awful if there wen
people who had these serious doubt-
and reservations, and were afraic
to let these doubts be known.
I am, of course, pleased to se*
the counter-expressions which hav«
Faculty Salaries
a good chance of success."
Fraternities As Helpers
Questioned about what the frater-
nities can do, he replied, "It seems
to me that the question that the
students
•Why am
am I at Bowdoin?' The significant
way of asking this question is,
'What am I getting out of this
Place?', or 'Am I accomplishing
what I had hoped to?' Are the
grateful for the concern shown on
the students' part.
An American Right
Turning now to the recent anti-
Viet Nam demonstrations, Mr.
Freeman remarked, "Whatever your occurred. This kind of heated publk
opinion about- the situation in Viet debate, while it might not seen
Nam is, I don't think you should immediately fruitful, will, I arr
condemn the people holding these sure, prove health}' in the long runMr Freeman was asked to speak demonstrations. lb has been in the Viet Nam Is averv special kind ot
of the talk circulating around tradition of America that when one war. because American men artcampus concerning faculty salaries, disagrees with the government, he being asked to die for a piece of
11 th h
firSt PtaCe
' * **" °an expres5 "* disagreement public- land which seems quite unrelated
what one ought to do or ought Z™ L ^ fRCUlty mem" ,y "^ P01" 1 a flnger at these ^°^e - to us - In Korea, there was at least








thC preSent t0 CaU them Communist lead, or to a close connection to Japan, but in
that doesn't mean it can't be done,
,,
*„„ „JV f°7T ^^ ?ay they "* "0t acUng m the na' Vlet Nam ' even this obvious <**-
and although a great deal of emo- ~ ((! If ^he students business, tional interest is completely wrong, nection is lacking. Also the type of
tion is involved in these problems, ^ Z^h h ' g'ateful for II * Precise»y »n the national in- warfare being fought is complete!,
it doesn't mean that they are on^ £™S « ? < >* "* ** ^ * 'U0W "^ demonstra- diffe™*. - it
emotional and can't be discussed " ™ !, ?.T \ !
* egitimate con - tions
-
! wou]d n°t condone any and would even count as a victory
General Proble™ I , /J ^ ab°Ut What &U mHhods for tWs expression. - I am not surprised tow^"r.n* TxiczrLTsT^ zzx&zzvz :r -^ — - *
seems unclear what
see many











Continuing the College's current
series on The War on Poverty in
America, Jack Howard, Director of
the Neighborhood Youth Corps,
spoke October 25, at the Senior
Center on "Youth and Poverty,"
Mr. Howard, a former Special As-
Mr. Howard brought out, practically
equal to- the number unemployed.
The gap lies in training and educa-
tion. For this, the anti-poverty pro-
gram includes several measures to
alleviate this gap. First, the Voca-
tional Training Program to train
youth for realistic, available jobs.
The Manpower Development and
sistant to the Undersecretary of La- Tuning Act, which precedes the
bor, first emphasized, since the War on poverty js also along this
Neighborhood Youth Corps was a Une Mr Howard predicted that
little over a year old, the program the teaching f modern skills would
was "basically new. basically grop- fe emphasized more pn the two-year
ing, and subject to change." college level.
The entire anti-poverty program Another major goal, besides mere-
has heavy emphasis on youth, be- ly flying j bS , is to keep young,
cause, the former writer for the San potentially unemployed, low-skilled
• Francisco Chronicle stated for four peopie in school and out of the job
main reasons; the first that youth marfceti emphasizing in training
is the most effective place to attack programs that high school is no
the cycle of poverty, families which
ionger a sufficient end-all in educa-
have lived at subsistence levels for t i0n .
several generations. These prob- rhe spec inc work programs direct-
lems are, the target of the Head- ^ at youth are the Job Corps, the
Start pre-school program, the high youth Corp.,, and the Work-Study
school work programs and Work- program. The Job Corps, centered
Study in college. on residential work camps concen-
The second is the logistical prob- trating on conservation and public
For The *







by John Ranahan band is to provide halftime enter-
Pictured above are band members tainment, and the majority of the
Dave Edgecomb, Bill Norton, and people In the stands seems to feel
John Ranahan. This was taken that the band does supply this type
during the Colby game, and was of service. It is simply impossible
part of a band performance that for such a small band to sound and
r\JA%r* A *nA K seem to give some alumni a great look like the one-hundred piece bandIMOV. 4l alia O deal of grief. The complaint is that the alumni and other persons have
the band is not dignified enough and been comparing it to reeently. And
that it should try to add more pol- I feel that it is just tough if the
ish to its performances. Just the adults at Saturday games (who come
thought of 20 to 25 people in a band from Bowdoin) can not remember
makes dignity and polish out of the what the band was like, if there was
question. If the school and the a band, when they were here. The
alumni are interested in having a avowed purpose of the Bowdoin
better band it is about time that Band is to give everyone something
they were willing to give it a hand, to chuckle about, because this is




(Continued from page 1)
lem. One-half of the population of recreation facilities projects. They
the U.S. is 26 or younger, and thus also act ^ training centers for skills up while performing. When need-
are a major factor in the unemploy- needed by the many high school ed, he also plays bass guitar, piano,
ed labor force. The lack of oppor- dropouts involved. and harmonica.
tunities for unskilled labor, the tra- rhe youth Corps involves work- The group's bass player is Randy
ditional entry jobs of 'youth is a training programs at the high school Hobbs. The lead vocals on their
third reason. Statistically, a man level 15.21, in which 100,000 people Bob Dylan type material is done by
can expect to change job and skills were aided with work in public ser- him. Several times, the organist
6 times, and the acquisition of new vice ^ weu ^ alleviating social and acknowledged comic of the
v^killsjisjherefore a need of youth. and economic problems associated group, Ronnie Brandon, has let his
The last reason is the tremendous with poverty. love of cars lead him into racing
depopulation of rural areas, aggra- 1<he work-Study program pro- competition.
vating the job market in urban vldes mainly on the basis of need, This dance is an experiment in
areas. meaningful work as well as aid them off weekend entertainment. The
To remedy, these problems, cer- in tnelr C0Uege expenses. success or failure of these'programs
tain deficiencies in social and However, Mr. Howard concluded, depend on you. If these concerts ;
cor-
-what are we training people for, are to continue we need your sup
out
- unless we have jobs for them." port. —-
—
New Meadows Inn
BATH ROAD . ^
OPEN ALL YEAR
LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
economic conditions must be
rected, Mr. Howard pointed
These include the lack of jobs, in
adequate education, an equal op-
portunity in education, and the fact
that the average person does not,
obtain a permanent job till the age
of 30, in many cases.





"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-











The only thing not changed on
campus since the war is human
nature. Competition for admission
is fiercer; undergraduate temper
more excitable. This special
Atlantic Supplement discusses
students in revolt; the fate of
the small college; academic
freedom; why some students
tike drugs — why others drop
out; problems of college for
Negroes; do women learn any-
thing; faculty pressures and
privileges; free speech and
much, much more.
Did You Know That Some Airlines Are
Already Booked For Thanksgiving
and Christmas?
Make Your Travel Arrangements Now For
Best Accommodations Come See:




COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK
PHONE 729-9896






NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
• Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc.
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Onion Rings
Desserts — Beverages
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure!
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juice, Vegetable, Salad, Rolls & Beverage
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House *
CUMBERLAND THEATRE
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
JF; 1 V-^ rn^J




63 FEDERAL ST. — 725-5543




Matinees 1 :45 p.m.
Evenings ONE SHOW 7:30 p.m.
PRICES THIS ENGAGEMENT *
Matinees $1.50 Tax Included
Evenings $2.00 Tax Included
J
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Statist of The In fraat of New Qfmmmm
The College Bookstore
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIVERNOIS IGA
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 725-7122
If you ever work at a desk, you need
SishtiLisM*
The famous SIGHT LIGHT optical principle provides
an abundance of diffused, glare-free light ... all on
your work, not in your eyes. Eye strain and fatigue
are eliminated. This new SIGHT LIGHT desk lamp
has slim, trim lines . . . keeps your desk uncluttered.
Take your choice of ten modern decorator colors.








Counts on jackets of




Belter Things lor Belter Living
|
. , , through Chemistry
.
<£i£.ika <J\\otLL










Eddy Byrne — Chris Noel
Sun.-Mon.-Tues. Oct. Sl-Nov. 1-2
SHIP OF FOOLS
with
Vivien Leigh — Simone Sljnem
Wed.-Thurs. Nov. 3-4





Evenings One Show 7:30 \ m.
ADMISSION PRICE Tt IS
ENGAGEMENT
Matinees fLM Tax Included
Evening* jZM Tax Included
Tickets Now On Sale At
Our Box Office
#r
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1965
Gridders Drop Colby 28-21 To Break Losing Streak;
Soccermen Win two, Gain Chance For State Crown
'*
Although outrushed and outpass-
d, the Bowdoin gridders managed
> come out on top In last Satur-
ay's Homecoming duel with
olby by a score of 28-21. A crowd
{ 6,000 watched this the first of
ie Colby-Bates-Bowdoin series,
fhich supplants the Maine State
Thampionships.
Both teams scored once in the
jst period, with the Bears draw-
<»g first blood. The first time he
ot the ball, quarterback Mo Viens
aoved the team 45 yards in five
Jays, with Paul Soule banging
tirough the right side from 13 yards
>ut for the touchdown. Soule also
icked up the key play in this drive,
-, 24-yard pass from Viens. Viens
lien hit sophomore Charlie Belan-
cer, who got a regular shot at
talfback with the injury to Tom
tflen, in the end zone for the two-
joint conversion.
Jim MacAllen fumbled on the
Uolby 29 and the Mules took over.
Jn the second play from scrimmage
ignal-caller Bill Loveday pitched a
ateral to Tim Radley, who hurled
i pass to Jim Lambert that was
complete for- 66 yards to the Bear
our. Dick Aube tried twice and
»nged over from the two. The
pass for the point was good and the
«ore at the end of the first period
vas deadlocked at 8-8.
In the second stanza Viens drove
38 yards in nine plays with key
passes to MacAllen, Mort Soule,
*nd Ken Anderson. Mort took the
scoring pitch from 23 yards out.
Belanger tried a rush for the con-
version but failed.
In the third period the Bears
chalked up another tally, following
up a 27-yard kickoff return by Paul
Soule with a nine-play march of
S3 yards. Dave McNabb romped 27
yards in the big play of the drive.
Viens climaxed the series by hitting
MacAllen for six points from the
nine-yard line. Mort Soule missed
the point, but hit the upright on the
button. The score was now 20-8.
In the final period, a Belanger
punt was blocked and the Mules took
the ball at* the Bowdoin 21. Loveday
drove the team to the one where
Aube crashed in. Loveday kicked the
point to make 20-15.
In the ensuing kickoff, Paul Soule
ran it back to the Bear 28. Viens
stayed mostly on the ground, using
Soule in particular, to march 72
yards in 14 plays to paydirt. Key
passes to Anderson and Mort Soule
kept the Mules off balance. The
key factoA was a pass interference
call against Colby which gave Bow-
doin a first and goal situation at
the Mule ten. Paul Soule went the
ten yards in three plays to garner
the touchdown. Viens skirted left
end for the two points.
Halfback Lambert scored the third
Mule tally on a short run up the
middle. The two-point conversion
try was no good, and the subsequent
try for an onside kickoff also failed.
As the horn sounded, the score was
26-15.
Alan Ayer (70) and Jim Day
game- was thc-ftrst-in- the new
(61) form the "pocket" for quarterback Mo Viens against Colby. The
Beat Colby, Maine
- In State Tilts
by Dick Mersereau
The Bowdoin varsity soccer team
had Its eye on its first State of
Maine title in a long while, when
It remained undefeated through half
of its Series play. Hosting highly-
touted Colby, the fired up Bears
played their best game of the year
and beat the Mules, 2-0. They fol-
lowed that win up with a convinc-
ing 6-1 romp over Maine on Wed-
nesday. These two past wins,
coupled with an earlier tie to Bates,
put the Bears in the thick of the
battle for the Maine title, with a
2-0-1 record. Overall, Bowdoin has
compiled a creditable 4-2-1 mark.
The real test begins this Saturday
as the Bears play tough Bates again, >
followed by games with Colby and
Maine next week to round out the
series.
The Waterville crew grabbed the
lead in the second frame following
an interception by Dave Iverson of
Colby. He snatched the ball on his
own 30-yard line and galloped to
the Bowdoin nine before being
stopped. After an incomplete pass,
Cooper's five-yard rush, and an in-
terference call against the host
Cubs, quarterback Wooden barrelled
over from the one-yard stripe to
put the visitors on top, 12-7.
Bowdoin came snarling back after
halftime, but got only as far as the
Baby Mule six before losing the
pigskin via a fumble. Later in the
third period, the Cubs had another
threat stifled when Iverson inter-
cepted a Parmenter toss in his own
end zone.
It wasn't until late in the final
quarter that diligence paid off for
Sid Watson's eleven. "The Cubs com-
bined reverses to backfleld men
Walt Simmons, Walt Abernathy, and
Dom Femino with a couple of
swing-pass patterns for an upfield
grind of 75 yards and an eventual
six-pointer.
A first-down, goal-togo situation
arose on the invaders' three-yard
line. On the first play, Tim Rogers
lost a yard on an end sweep. Sim-
mons then carried the ball for three
successive plays and finally hit pay-
dirt. Parmenter's placement was
blocked this time, but the damage
had already been done, as Bowdoin
Cub Botilers Beat Hinckley, NYA
by John Pritchard
The cub soccer team, going into
double overtime, defeated Hinckley
2-1 in their closest game of the
season. Hinckley had a good de-
fense centered around big-footed
fullbacks ; this coupled with a well -
rounded team game Bowdoin the
toughest prep school competition
yet encountered. However, cub
halfbacks playing their usual game
held Hinckley's offense off. They
scored their one tally on a penalty
kick incurred in a goal fine con-
fusion. Bowdoin's first score was
an unbelievable shot made by for-
ward John Pritchard. It was a big
kick from outside the penalty area
in the general direction of the goal
which, surprising the goalie more
than anyone, went right over his
head into the nets. Outside this, the
play was not concentrated on either
goal and the equality of the two
teams was characterized by the
last minute score made in overtime.
Ned Brown made the goal with a
first-time^tap to the corner from
closeby the post.
nabbed a 13-12 lead with very little
time remaining.
The victory levelled the frosh
squad's record at 1-1. They have
been outscored by their opponents,
34-21.
The freshman soccer team tromped
over a very poor North Yar-
mouth squad compiling a final score
of 5-0. Though some of our numer-
ous goals were good, the high score
largely due to their inept play-
ing. The fullbacks were not very
hard pressed and Pete DeTroy did
not have to make many saves. The
forwards took advantage of this
situation to make four out of the
five goals scored. Halfback Dave
Knight scored the other one on a
penalty kick. Mwindy Siamwiza
similarly scored only on an indirect
kick which the goalie batted in
himself. Other goals were scored by
John Brandenburg on a rebound,
Bill Williams on a rush into the
center, and Bob Petrie.
Outside of the scoring column
Ted Reed and Sandy Ervin both
played good solid games. The cubs
controlled the ball almost through-
out the game and in the second and
third periods showed extraordin-
arily good passing. Because of the
Bowdoin dominance there was more
than usual substitution which how-
ever, did not noticeably affect the
attack.
In the Colby game, Charlie tto-
senberg broke the scoring ice in the
first period with a score, which was
followed in the final stanza by Cy
Allen's insurance tally. Coach Butt
felt that it was the best game the
Bears have played, and singled out
Hans Gerson, the inside left, and
again the entire half line. Butt al-
so mentioned that the two co-cap-
tains, Allen and Ed Fitzgerald,
sparked the team with spirit even
before the game began.
Bowdoin completely dominated
the Maine game, winning 6-1. In
fact Maine's only goal came on a
penalty shot. The half line was
great again, along with Branny
Leischman, inside right, and Bill
Miles, who shackled Maine's top of-
fensive forward for the whole sec-
ond half.
The Maine State Title goes up for
grabs this Saturday at 10:00 a.m. at














A first-quarter extra point boot
by quarterback Dick Parmenter
turned out to be the winning margin
for the Bowdoin freshmen in last
Friday's 13-12 triumph over the
Colby frosh. Parmenter, who kicked
off, punted, and added fine passing
to the Cub cause, was instrumental
in the win. -
The Cubs got rolling in the first
period and capped an upfield march
with an 18-yard TD pass from
Parmenter to right end Bob Mc-
Guirk. Parmenter added the game's
only PAT to put the locals in front,
7-0.
Colby struck back minutes later
wnen quarterback
backfleld mate Don Cooper clicked
for an aerial tally which encompass-
ed 73 yards. The score was 7-6,
Kappa Sig 39 Chi Psi 7
Zete 47 TD 13
Beta 39 AD 21
Deke 26 Phi Delt 9
Final Standings
League A League B
Kappa Sig 4-1 Delta Sig 4-0-1
ARU 3-2 Psi U 4-1
Zete 3-2 Beta 3-1-1
Sigma Nu 2-3 AD 1-3-1
Chi Psi 2-3 Deke 1-3-1
TD 1-4 Phi Delt 0-5
Final Point Totals
League A League B
Kappa Sig 132 31 Delta Sig 139 40
ARU 54 48 Psi U 95 64
Zete ' 97 122 Beta 127 70
Sigma Nu 54 70 AD 74 90
TD 54 98 Deke 66 95
Chi Psi 58 88
The regular season of interfrater-
nity football ended this week as
Delta Sig, the only remaining un-
beaten club in both loops, and' Kap-
pa Sig copped the conference crowns.
In the crucial contest that eliminat-
ed Beta from the playoffs and as-
sured Delta Sig and Psi U of tour-
ney berths, the determined League
B champs downed an undermanned
Psi U, 28-0. Kappa Sig overwhelm-
ed Chi Psi, 39-7, to clinch first in
the other league. Second place is
undecided, however. ARU and Zete
tied with identical season records
of 3-2. In a playoff game Thursday
the two clubs tied, 13-13.
The playoffs start next week with
the number one team in one league
alated to contest the second team in
the other Tuesday. The final round
and consolation games are scheduled
for Wednesday.
Kappa Sig led both conferences
in defense with a rock-ribbed unit
that gave up only 31 points in five
games. Delta Sig was second with
48. In offense. Delta Sig edged out
Kappa Sig for the honors, 139 to
132. The Betas were third with 127.
Jim MacAllen (81) breaks up Mule pasa attempt from his left
cornel-backer position. As split end, Mac fumbled after being hard
; upon haultmrln a Viens atrial and this sparked a subsequent
Colby touchdown. He redeemed himself later with a six-pointer
in the final period, which increased his total in the New England
scoring race. The overall leader is fullback Tom Carr of Bates,
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"Ah, Wilderness!" To Be Presented; Prof. Noel Little To Place Library
Critic Norton To Discuss O'Neill Cornerstone In Saturday Ceremony
and Monday evenings, Nov. 6 and 8. ' •
The Saturday performance will
start at 7:30 p.m. and the Monday
production at 8:15. No seats will be
reserved and all tickets are $1.50.
Telephone orders will be taken by
the College Information Center at
725-8731, Ext. 375. Tickets may be
picked up at the Moulton Union
until an hour before curtain time,
and after that at the theater box
office.
Two other O'Neill autobiographical
plays, "Long Day's Journey into
Night"' and "The Straw," will be
presented by Masque and Gown in
February and May, respectively.
Mr. Norton, drama critic of the
Boston Record American and Sun-
day Advertiser, has served the Bos-
ton theater-going public as a critic
-dean of Boston f"r more than 30 years. He_JKaa_
drama critics, will lecture at the awarded drama criticism's most dis-
College Sunday, Nov. 7, at 3 pjn. in tinguished prize, the George Jean
Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall. Nathan Award, for his daily reviews
The public is cordially invited to during the 1963-64 theatrical year,
attend the lecture without charge. Mr. Norton spoke at Bowdoin in
Mr. Norton's address will deal with 1960 at the finals of the Maine high *
the autobiographical plays of Eu- school play contest. He was also at * '
gene O'Neill, and will be given in Bowdoin last fall to review the first Professor Noel C. Little, Profes- and books will be placed under the area in the Hawthorne-Longfellow
conjunction with the O'Neill play, performance of "Decoration Day" by sor of Physics and Josiah Little, new stone floor at the main en- Library are named in his memory.
"Ah, Wilderness!", being presented Louis O. Coxe, Bowdoin's Pierce Professor of Natural Sciences, as trance of the building. Among the pro^g™ Little was graduated from
by the Masque and Gown Saturday Professor of English.
Elliot Norton
well as senior member of thje Bow- contents will be books by Mr. Har-
doin faculty, wijl lay the corner- well and President Coles," as well as Bowdoin in 1917 and .has beer} a
fti^.!-!.!.^ stones of the new Hawthorne-Long- a book by James Bowdoin in, earli- member of the college's faculty since
fillip! §1$ ^Uow Library in ceremonies to be est patron of the college, published 1919. ,
K'+SS' ^^^^^^^SS^i-'i^^^i^MiS^^I^^'it SJS hAlrf at 10-30 arm Satnrriav Ahtpnri- in 1W7 A rnnv nf th*> niirrpnt r>rir>nf The new librarv named for Na-e curre Or ent ry,
along with a copy thaniel Hawthorne and Henry Wads-
the student literary worth Longfellow, both members of
contains the play the class of 1825, was constructed
Library Committee of the Govern- "Decoration Day" by Professor Lou- at a cost of $2.5 million. Presently
The Strong Vocational Interest Test will be offered in Sills 17 on Mon- ing Boards and the Faculty Li- is O. Coxe. the library occupies 60,000 square feet
day, Tuesday, and Wednesday afternoons from $:00-5:00 the week of brary Committee. The placing of the cornerstone of a total of 80,000 and has a book
November 15. Test time: approximately 45 mfn. No charge for Sophomores; The new library replaces Hubbard will mark the second such ceremony capacity of 407,000 volumes. The
others, $1.50. Registration in advance is not necessary. No tests may begin Hall, which will be retained for for Professor Little. Sixty-three remainder of the building houses
after 4:00. future use of its stack area. The years ago the dedication of Hub- temporary offices of the adminis-
• '. * # » * • * Hawthorne-Longfellow library has bard Hall saw six-year-old Noel tration.
a capacity of approximately 575,000 Little deposit documents in the cor- Residents of the Brunswick-Bath
President James S. Coles announced this week that an Alfred P. Sloan volumes which, when added tp the nerstone of that building. Professor area are invited to an Open House
National Scholarship has been awarded to Michael A. Fasulo, a member Hubbard Hall capacity of 200,000, Little's father, Dr. George T. Little, at the new library Sunday after-
of the freshman class. will bring the capacity for library a graduate of Bowdoin's class of noon. Guided tours« will be conduct-
Bowdoin's Sloan Scholarships, provided by the Alfred P. Sloan Foun- holdings at Bowdoin to % of a mil- 1877, was the college librarian from ed from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. Refresh-
dation of New York, are renewable for the full four-year undergraduate lion volumes. 1883 until his death in 1915. The ments will be served in the Paul
course for students who maintain records of high academic achievement. A box of significant documents bibliography and card catalogue Nixon Lounge on the third floor.
The program is aimed at identifying and assisting students who appear
destined for leadership roles in society.
leadership.
William Doppmann, a distinguished concert pianist and a favorite of
Maine audiences for years, will present a recital at the College Sunday, \\vi l*fls III \ 1 111)111
1
Selections of scholarship winners are made by the participating col- Nov. 7, at 8:15 p.m. in Wentworth HaU at the Senior Center.
U
' "
leges and universities. The institutions are asked to choose Sloan scholars
. flu, concert, part of the College's expanded Concert Series, wjll be n
, p rp
on the basis of academic excellence, personal integrity, and potential for sponsored by the Bowdoin Music Club. Single tickets at $L50 are available T Una LiaiTipaigll 1 O
in advance from the Office of the Executive Secretary at Bowdoin, and
may also be purchased at the door.
Mr. Doppmann, who is pianist-in-residence and Associate Professor
of Music at the University of Iowa, has performed on the Bowdoin campus
on several past occasions. His last Bowdoin appearance was a year ago as
a member of a quartet which performed the world premiere of "Divertis-
sement" by Ross Lee Finney, the famed American composer-teacher. The wiH be presented tonight in a high-
work was commissioned by Bowdoin for performance at the dedication of ^ht of tnc sixth annual faL1 con
-
the College's Senior Center. As an undergraduate at the University of fef
encfc of Bowdoin's Alumni Coun
Michigan, Professor Doppmann had studied composition with Mr. Finney.
Mr. Doppmann was a co-founder and pianist of the Concert Arts
Chamber Players, who gave a series of concerts at Bowdoin during the at a dinne *" f°r members of the
summers of 1961 through 1963. His wife, Camilla Doppmann, who also has Councn and Directors and Agents of
been a member of the faculty at Iowa, was cellist in the group, as well
as cellist in the quartet which performed the premiere of "Divertissement"
Mr. Doppmann's Nov. 7 Bowdoin program will feature Chopin's Sonata by the Class of 1917 and its aRentl
Edwin H: Blanchard of Jackson
Heights, N.Y. The Class of 1917 and
Mr. Blanchard have won the award
each year since he became Agent
five years ago. The standings are
figured on the basis of both total
given and percentage of the class
contributing. Last year 85.7*^ of the
63 members of the Class contributed
a total of $12,115.
Winning the Class of 1916 Bowl
were the Class of 1915 and its Agent,
Francis P. McKenney of Deerfleld,
Mass. The 1916 Bowl goes each year
Nine finalists have been selected to participate in the annual Alexander to that class whose record in sup-
Prize Speaking Contest, which will be held on Dec. 6 at 8:15 pjn. in Pick- port f tne Ahunni shows the great -
ard Theater, Memorial Hall. The public is cordially invited to attend. est improvement over the preceding
' Chosen as finalists after a trial competition were Bradley Bernstein vear ^r McKenney brought the
Be Made Tonight
- Ten awards to outstanding par-
ticipants in the College Alumni Fund
cil and Alumni Fund.
The awards are to be announced
the Alumni Fund, and their wives.
The Alumni Fund Cup was won
BOWDOIN'S FfRST WESTERN ELECTRIC SCHOLARSHIP
WINNER—Judd Bobbins, a junior, has been awarded Bowdoin's
first Western Electric Fund Scholarship. L, to. r., Dr. James S.
Coles, President of Bowdoin College; Robbins; Charles W. DeBell
of Andover, Mass., Asst. Works Mgr. at Merrimack Valley Works
of Western Electric in North Andover; and A. F. Strawlas, College
Relations Representative for company in New York. The scholar-
ship, for the 1965-66 academic year, is part of a Western Electric
program which makes grants to both engineering and non-engi-
neering schools. Bowdoin was awarded a '^Liberal Arts or Science
Scholarship," with the recipient selected by Bowdoin and the Col-
lege receiving an . accompanying grant-in-aid." Under its current
Aid to Education Program, the Western Electric Fund is providing
196 scholarships to Ml colleges and universities throughout the
nation as one demonstration of Its deep interest in American edu-
cation.
No. 2 in B flat minor, and the "Goldberg Variations," by J. & Bach.
Robert Doran, Jr., and Bill McAllister have been appointed Co-Editors
of the 1966 edition of "The Bugle," the College yearbook.
Business Manager for the 1966 'Bugle" will be Sidney Frank.
Other editors and staff members include: Activities Editor, Michael
Suvalle, Fraternity Editor: Michael Samet, Faculty Editor: Lendall Smith,
Senior Editor: FVank Jenkins, Sports Editor: Steven Kaplan, Social Edi-
tor: Douglas Green, Photographer: David Wilkinson, and Assistant Pho-
tographer: Keith Jonas.
Business Staff: Neal Bornstein, Howard Zetlan, Stephen Kataineck,
and Bill Dreyer, Jr.
(Continued on page 2) (Continued on page 2)
PAGBTWO THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
circular ftus;
(Continued from pagel)
m, Brian^ Hawkins '07, Richard Ipg^wsk^W, DavlcLKimport '«8, Virgil
Logan, Jr. "erf* * . ~ *
, ,
Also, Jonathan Parsons, "68^Harvey Prager/60,, Daniel Qulncy "68,
ado* Gary*Roberts *A. r* m trib *
V . •-• "V c. * r * ; .-.'' , *- **"j
. The finalists will be competing for a 160 first prize and $40 second
prize. » K.
Eastman Kodak Company of Rochester, N.Y., announced Wednesday
that it has made a special grant of $5,000 to Bowdom College under the
company's 1965 educational aid program.
R. W. Miller, Vice President of Eastman Kodak and Chairman of the
Company's Committee on Aid to Higher Education, said Bowdoin was
selected as one of the institutions "in which the Company has a particular
Interest and which place primary emphasis on the liberal arts."
"We believe," said Mr. Miller, "that this type of institution has an
important role in our system of higher education, and our special grants
are Intended to encourage and support this rote."
Expressing the College's gratitude in behalf of its Governing Boards
,
and Faculty, President James S. Coles said the unrestricted grant "is of
great value not only for its significant financial assistance, but. also for
the encouragement which it brings to our efforts to provide the best pos-
sible educational opportunities for Bowdoin's students, consistent with the
needs of these times."
Bowdoin is one of 15 liberal arts institutions selected for the special
grants, part of Kodak's $2.4 million program of aid to education this year.
• » • • • »
The College ROTC unit today announced the appointment of Ed Bell
as Battalion Commanding Officer. Bell holds the student rank of Cadet
Lieutenant Colonel.
Also announced was the appointment of Cadet Major Dick Leger as
Battalion Executive Officer.
The Battalion staff includes Cadet Major Peter Johnson, Cadet Capt.
Robert Boyd, and Cadet Capt. Peter Maurer.
Lt. Col. William P. Vassar, head of the ROTC staff, also announced
these company officers:
Company A—Commanding Officer. Cadet Capt William migan it
Platoon Leader, Cadet 2nd Lt. Brad Swenson, Jr., and 2nd Platoon Leader,
Cadet 2nd Lt. Jonathan Taylor.
Company B—Commanding Officer, Cadet Capt. Allen Hale, 1st Pla-
toon Leader, Cadet 2nd Lt. Charles Gray, Jr., and 2nd Platoon Leader,






The Student Union Committee announces a series of Duplicate Bridge
Tournaments. They will be open to all Bowdoin students, their Wives,
dates as well as faculty and staff members and their wives with a $.25
entry fee.
The tournaments will be held in the Mbulton Union on Saturday
afternoon:
Saturday, November 13—1 :30 pni.
Saturday November. 20—1 :30 pm.
Saturday, December 4—1:30 p.m.
Saturday, December 11—1:30 p.m.
A schedule of tournaments after Christmas Vacation will be posted
later.
Players should report before the scheduled start to Insure a prompt
beginning. Those players with no previous experience in playing duplicate
bridge should report one-half hour In advance for an informal explanation
and.demonstration of duplicate bridge.
'
"Prizes will be awarded by the Union Committee through the Union
Bookstore.
* * • » • •
William H. Perks of Worcester, Mass., has been elected President of
the Bowdoin College Fathers Association.
Other officers elected at the organization's 20th annual meeting in-
clude: 1st Vice President, Charles E. Gamper of Irvington, N.T.; 2nd Vice
President, Richard E. Webb, Esq., OM, New York, N.Y.; Secretary, Ed-
ward E Langbein of Brooklyn, N.Y.; and Treasurer, Herbert E. Mehlhorn
of Brunswick, Maine.
Mr. Perks succeeds former Maine Executive Councilor T. Tarpy Schul-
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A new way to decorate
Just like on TV. No stirring or thin-
ning. Doesn't driprrifrToFspatter
like messy ordinary paints. Spreads
easily with brush or roller. Ideal
for ceilings too. Dries in 30 min-
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720 Sabattus Street, Lewiston
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1965
ALUMNI AWARDS
(Continued from page 1) * *
.
> *
Class from 26th place In 1863-64 to
dfif'place in 1964^65, the 50\h Re- *
union year for the Class, when mem-
bers gave a total Si $9,280. •''*.»»
yhe dais of 1929 ^Participation^
Trophy -was won for the second-
time in three y£ars by the Class of
1960 and its Agent, Richard H.
Downes of New York City. The
Class of 1929 Trophy is awarded each
year to that one of the ten most
recent graduating classes which
achieves the highest percentage of
participation in the Alumni Fund.
Last year, 56.4% of the members of
the Class of 1960 contributed to the
Alumni Fund.
The Class of 1956 and its Agent
Paul S. Doherty of East Longmea-
dow, Mass., won the Robert Seaver
Edwards Trophy, Presented for the
first time, this Trophy honors the
late Mr. Edwards, who was Class
Agent and Class Secretary for the
Class of 1900 for many years. It goes
to that one of the ten most recent
graduating classes which achieves
the best dollar performance in the
Alumni Fund, based on the highest
percentage of dollar quota attained.
The Class of 1956 raised $1,913, or
77.7% of its dollar quota in the 1964-
65 Alumni Fund.
Mr. Blanchard and Mr. Doherty
were also among six recipients of
annual Decade Leader Awards, in
honor of those Classes and Class
Agents finishing first among Classes
within their ten-year^ graduating^
period. Other Agents cited were
Robert M. Cross- '45 of Brunswick,
Class Agent for the Old Guard
Classes and Secretary of the Alumni
Fund; Richard S. Thayer '28 of
Newmarket, Nil.; Dr. Ross L. Wil-
son '40 of Menlo Park, Calif.; and
Robert Whitman '45 of Winchester,
Mass.
BIG BROTHERS
All students who have signed up
for the Big Brother Program should
report to Charley Toomajian's office
on the third floor of Massachusetts
Hall Tuesday morning between 10
and 11 o'clock to receive there little
brother assignments. It is important
that the program begin next week.
£u±ta JWotd




Fresh Coffee & Spudnuts
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
at
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
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"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-
lationship with the community."
Brunswick, Maine
Dial 729-3422
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Daniel P. Moynihan, former As-'
sistant Secretary of Labor, and now
at the Center for Advanced Studies
at Wesleyan University presented
the fourth in the series of lectures
on the War on Poverty, November 3
at the Senior Center.
Speaking on liberty and equality
in relation to the anti-poverty pro-
gram, Mr. Moynihan made clear
that the problems of the Negro
.minority are getting worse. The
march of urbanization has "dis-
astrously affected the family" as a
viable social unit. There is "great
evidence that the proletariat is bur-
geoning in the Negro population
more than the white."
"Equality," emphasized Mr. Moyni-
han, "is not looked at sympathet-
ically. Whites will not accept it any
more." Resistance is apparent in
the labor movement, and in "back-
lash" in the Conservative activity in
New York. *
"Crime in the streets in equated
with the Negro," as is the fear of
working-class mob violence. . . "We
are becoming more successful
(economically), not egalitarian."
What is needed is repeal of public
misunderstanding of the Negro prob-
lem; the Negro is oppressed by local
governments, communities, and is
unlike the problems which have
faced other minority groups. The
Jew was a dangerous economic com-
petitor. The Irish were a dangerous
nuisance rather than a competitor.
They were forced into slums, similarr
ly to the Negro. In New York City,
the Negro population increased from
8% in 1960 to 125% today. This
results in a situation where 44% of
children born in Harlem are illegit-
imate. The pressures of inequality
have affected the Negro to the ex-
tant that the destruction of the
ego, psychologically, of the Negro
male, is a real problem, aggravated
by such situations as cliches in the
portrayal of the stage Negro.
"We have been mistaking the na-
ture of the Negro experience; we
have been trying to eliminate dis-
crimination, assuming that pressure
will get the Negro into the 'club.'
~'
:
GENERAL VISITS BOWDOIN COLLEGE—MaJ. Gen. Frank H. Britton (second from left), Deputy
Commanding General of Second U.S. Army, visited Bowdoin College ROTC unit Tuesday, Nov. Z.
Next Jan. 1 Second Army will assume responsibilities of current First Army, with new area covering
13 states and 91 College ROTC units, including Bowdoin's. Top Bowdoin ROTC cadet officers are
shown being introduced to General Britton as Lt. Col. William F. Vassar (at left), head of Bow-
doin ROTC, looks on. Students are (L to r.) Maj. Peter Johnson, Capt. Peter Maurer, Capt. Robert
Boyd, Maj. Richard Leger, and Lt. CoL Ed BeU.
Thus, equal opportunity is much
more necessary than "the spirit of
tokenism." The structure of the
Negro family must be looked at, in
(Continued on page 6)
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For a future with a well
known Midwest Manufactur-
ing Firm. We are now offer-
ing exclusive distributorships
for a patented product. No
competition. Factory trained
personnel will assist you in
setting up a tried and proven
advertising and merchandis-




All replies confidential- For
information write Director of
Marketing, P.O. Box 14049,
St. Louis, Missouri 63178.
United Marketing Company
6286 Bartmer Avenue
St. Louis, Mo. 63130
Did You Know That Some Airlines Are
Already Booked For Thanksgiving
and Christmas?
Make Your Travel Arrangements Now For
Best Accommodations Come See:




NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
• Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc.
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Onion Rings
Desserts — Beverages
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure!
In Addition Jo Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juice, Vegetable, Salad, Rolls & Beverage
COCtfTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House





Feels great, looks great
in his classic shawl-
collar tuxedo of 55°fe
Dacron* polyester, 45%
worsted wool. Wrinkles
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. Jn an ^i^iaJ*^Uer, IhU jtear we su&g&l^rtiie. possibility
that- the money invested in the building boom on campuajaUiay
^iave been ill-spent. We noted that while new buildings are nice
to look at and work in, the principal purpose of college is books
and professors and learning. We wondered if perhaps the mil-
lions of dollars going into construction was not spent at the
~ expense~of the college's students and professors.
Last week Jack Cartland pointed out several problems which
the college must solve in order to avoid the fate suggested by W.
Allen Wallis, President of the University of Rochester, who fore-
sees the disappearance of small colleges from the top "quality
brackets. Bowdoin's problems, according to Jack's column, in-
clude not enough men in the Sociology department to teach all
the courses which previously had been required for majors;
no lacrosse coach; no major available in Spanish, Italian, or
Geology; the 50% turnover in faculty since 1962. The list, of
course, could also include the question of fraternities, faculty
salaries, class size, parking,
... ad infinitum.
The college administration has an answer, and a sound one,
for the critics of its policy. It notes that the college could not
afford to better both the academic and physical sides of the col-
lege at the same time. Improvements in many of the academic
areas of the college, such as faculty salaries, were made three,
four, and five years ago. The past few years have been devoted
to construction. The explanation appears logical—after all, the
college does not have unlimited resources and cannot get so far
into debt that it could never recover.
The construction, however, is nearly over. All the new
buildings are up, with only the renovation of Appleton Hall left.
The college can now turn to the academic side and devote its
resources to doing something about the criticisms which have
cropped up this year. The question is not whether the school
Learned Sir: or phenomenological-ontologlcal
Your recent communication from meaning of Manush has wholly es-
the Neo-neurodnikian Movement caped them - °nly empirical, analy-
provides a further demonstration of tic» linguistic logic-Choppers COUld
To the editor:
Your October 22 editorial on free
speech, and the .demonstrations
against "the war in Vietnam con-
'
tains a disturbing inconsistency. You
begin by endorsing the right to free
speech but insist that a line must
be drawn so that people do not
shout "Ore" in a crowded theater.
Up to that point, I agree totally
with your stand.
However, you then decide that the
recent protests against the admin-
istration policy inj^outheast Asia
have passed the fine of permissa-
bllity. Yoyr objection is based on
the fact that some anti-war demon-
strators have urged non-compliance
with the draft and with military
orders.
This is only a part of the protest
being made. When you say that the
demonstrators "oppose our action to
Vietnam, oppose military service, and
oppose war", you are confusing three
different positions which represent
separate forms of protest. Some peo-
ple in the demonstrations oppose
each of the things you mentioned.
This does not mean that all the
demonstrators oppose all three of
them. You should answer separately
the claims of each of these three
distinct groups. Once you do that,
you will find untenable your blan-
ket condemnation of the free speech
of all the people involved in recent
demonstrations.
The UJS. government in the Nu-
remberg trials of Nazi leaders, de-
fallen in Maine. There is no sen-
tence in it which does not display
the ignorance and peurility of mind At least, not exactly.
characteristic of the entire Neo-
neurodnikian Movement which, as
you no doubt realize, is no more than
a contemptible off-shoot or by-blow
will turn to these issues-the administration realizes the prob-
the low State to whiCh ach<*usWP
lems and recognizes the fact that with the construction out of and Philosophical sensitivity have
the way there is no handy excuse for crying lack of funds.
The question, then, is where to begin, and this is where a
poll can play an important role. The Orient questionnaire On
courses and instructors, discussed here last week, will be dis-
tributed to all juniors and seniors by next Friday. A poll in-
tended for sophomores, similar to the one to be given to the
upp»r two classes, is also being planned, and, hopefully, will be of the True, or Continental, or Old-
underway within a Week. This issue of the Orient contains a poll neo-neurodnikian Movement. I shall
conducted by Jim Hughes, in which Bowdoin students are asked P°int out only a few errors of fact
to comment on a letter which appeared on this page last week. and interpretation.
These polls are not being run for the pleasure of those who
^work on them, nor are they attempts at searching for someone
or something to dump on. They are being run so that the admin-
istration, which faces a multitude of problems in the next dec-
ade, will have some idea of how Bowdoin students feel about the
college. If the polls are taken seriously by the students, we see
no reason why the administration should not take them seriously.
The students, for their side, are always complaining about the group was known as Minnesingers,
college authorities—here is a chance to bring those complaints apparently from their frequentation
into the open. The administration, for its side, complains of an establishment whose proprie-
that the students seldom seem to know where they are going or
what they want—here is a chance for them to see student com-
plaints all at once, and to learn what bothers the students the
most. Both sides, we" feel, can benefit, and the winner in the long
run will be the college itself— its courses, its administration, its
faculty, and its students.
fail to understand what must be
understood if Neurodnikianism it-
self is to be understood: The Frag-
ment does not mean what it says!
The recent work of Professor T.
Owlmirror (Heine der Grosse und
seiner Kreis, Leipzig, 1882) has made
it clear that Der Bastard was writ-
ten not by a single individual, but
by a group or tribe of poets who
flourished in the Wachau region in
the late fourteenth century. This
tor had a reputation wider than it
was high, a certain Minne von Melk.
(Cf. Owlmirror, op. cit., m, 2, 487.
Also D. Wasserblassekopf. Minne die
Mucher, Jena, 1806.) A careful read-
ing of The Fragment which has
come down to us shows beyond doubt
Beneath the surface, which is
where we must always go, there are
no indications of hedonism in the
words of Neurodnik. The real mean-
ing, which I have not time fully to
elucidate, is existential. It has to do
with the way we are flung, pitched,
tossed or dumped into the world
("es . . . tut ihm weh"; Cf. Owlmir-
ror, ibid, n, Index 3, on "Weh ist
mir"), and with the imperviousness
of mind (some authorities would, in
the second line, substitute Kopfe for
Hute, though ve must admit the
grammatical difficulties here) of
those who fall to recognize the Be-
ing of Nothing (the line in question
should read ". . . ftihlt er Nichts"),
the way Nothing makes holes in
Being (Cf. Ortsend von Braunsch-
weig, The Falling of the Stone Down
into the Oround of Being, Freeport,
1965), and, above all, or perhaps
below all, the way in which Nothing





* that it is a late product of an older
A story in the Brunswick Record yesterday called attention oral tradition: note the painfully ^
ment> needless t0 say
' * spur
to a project being undertaken by three students to help impover- obvious influence of Old High Ger-
ished Mississippi families. Andy Seager, Carl Hopkins and Ted man; tne subtle difference in verbal
Boal organized a drive to collect clothing and books after hear-
and rhythmic texture from line to
ing about the needy conditions of the children of Negro farm
workers in a speech here by Thomas Allen, NAACP New Eng- S
land regional director. So far, the three have collected 1300 books
and some clothing. The problem is how /o get the donations to
Mississippi over Thanksgiving vacation. We urge anyone who
could help, through contributions or perhaps the loan of a car,
to contact one of the three.
THB
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line, the recondite and inconsistent
of imagery, the crude use of
stahl Hut" where a fifteenth cen-
tury author would have said "Stahl- The '""owing is ait excerpt from
helm" (Cf. A Hugenberg In Der * ,etter received by a Bowdoin stu-
Montag, January 1934). Even in ig- dent who thought that the com-
norance of years of specialized ments would interest Orient readers,
scholarship, all of which proves con- l note in the Bowdoin Orient that
clusively that Der Bastard was not some of vour Journalists do not ap-
written by Heinie Manush but de- prove ot the prohibition laws in
veloped and ramified over many Mississippi. Out of his deep knowl-
years by a guild of wandering min- edge of Mississippi conditions the
strels (each of whom took the name writer reports that Ole Miss stu-
Heine Manush in reverence for their dents sneak down back roads to the
probably mythical founder), any real nearby Louisiana state line to buy
scholar would recognize the nature hquor. Poor old Mississippi. When a
of this composition merely by read- provincial pinhead wearies of him-
ing the text. This can be illustrated **' and /his home conditions, he
by a remark that has become famous can alwavs feel superior by sneer-
in Manush-Neurodnik studies; the lng at Mississippi. The hell of it is
very first words spoken by Profes- that most of wnat they sneer at is
sor Jaroslav Hudak upon reading a detestabIe and true, but the sneer-
version of The Fragment found ing itself is busyhodyish from as far
written in Old Church Slavonic in away M Maine. Somewhere between
a dry well near Brno was, "This here and there - P°ssibly even on the
smells 'like a liederkranz to me." Bowdoin campus, is an evil more
But the errors of scholarship are suitable f°r a Bowdoin writer's at-
as nothing compared to the absolute tentIon than the stupid liquor laws
insensitlvity of the Jejune interpre- down here Specially since Missis-
tations put forward by the Neo-
siPP'ans have the sound common
neurodnikians. Obviously they know sense to even Pretend to enforce
nothing of the only vital work done
them *> they 're onlv le«al curiosi-
ties
in Western philosophy since Thales:
that of Husserl, Heidegger, Jaspers, Bern Keating
Bultmannj Mftgeltoy, etc. The true , , f 0r».nvtUe , Mississippi
creed that it was the responsibility
of civilians and soldiers to disobey
the orders of their government when
those orders run contrary to their
moral judgment. The U.N, has sub-
sequently endorsed this doctrine and
the West German army has given
its soldiers the right to disobey
orders which are morally repugnant
to them. I do not believe that this
doctrine should 'be discarded as
merely as rationale by which the
U.S. was able to try the leading
Nazis.
Following the dictates of the
Nuremberg trials, it is the respon-
sibility of all Americans to object
to and even to obstruct the actions
of their government when those ac-
tions are felt to be morally repug-
nant. I believe that this is the basis
on which many people have been
opposing war, the draft, and the
Vietnamese war.
Your editorial unfairly puts to-
gether all the people who have been
protesting in recent demonstrations.
Despite all your flowery rhetoric in
favor of free speech, your editorial
advocates the unconstitutional cur-
tailing of that right. You advocate
a dangerous curtailment of the first







A newspaper reports events. It can
criticize or editorialize, but its main
function is to tell what's happening
or happened.. Only the editor can
decide what should be printed and
what should be censored. Thus,
Professor Beam, whose talk in Forum
last Monday began with "these re-
marks are off the record and will not
be reported in the Orient." was step-
ping outside his bounds as a subject
of a possible newspaper article. An
individual making news cannot
manage the news.
Professor Beam's speech was a
forum, which is by definition "an
open discussion in public." A speaker
at Forum is expressing views that
can be heard by the entire student
body and faculty — and outsiders if
they wish to listen. It is the Orient's
duty to inform the public concerning
Forum. I have not reported Professor
Beam's speech, in respect of his de-
sire to be "off the record." But in the
future no faculty member or stu-
dent should expect to be able to
manage the news he is creating.
B. J. Market
tContlnued on l»age V











Jerry Brown graduated from Har-
. vard College in 1958 with a Bachelor
of Arts, received a Bachelor of Di-
vinity from Eastern Baptist Theo-
logical Seminary in 186t, Master ot
Art from the University of Penn-
sylvania in 196i; a Master of Art
from Princeton in 1963, and a PhD.
from Princeton in 1964. He joined
the Bowdoin faculty last year, and
became an advisor to Beta Theta
Pi Fraternity.
Place Of Religion
As a member of the Religion De-
partment, Mr. Brown was first ques-
tioned about the relevance of a re-
ligion course in a liberal arts col-
lege. He replied that "there are
two ways to look at religion, as
there are two ways of looking at
art You can teach art as a tech-
nique — sculpture or painting — or
you can examine the work of art as
a human phenomenon. In religion
you can teach about man's proper
relation to God, or you can attempt
to understand the phenomenon of
religion as it presents itself in vari-
ous times in history. The former
is properly done in religions institu-
tions, the latter we do here at Bow-
doin. I sometimes say it is the pur-
"The fraternities' biggest problem is
extending a man's education outside the
classroom."
graduates shape the fraternities? " I
think it is as essential for the facul-
ty and the college to be receptive
to the students as fraternity men,
as it is for the students to be re-
ceptive to the faculty. The biggest
problem facing the fraternities is
extending a man's education outside
the classroom. I think one of the
better points of the Amherst Report
was that it pointed to the rather ar
pose of the Department neither to
convert nor subvert students."
"The Department should neither con-
vert nor subvert students."
Study Of Religious Life
Continuing on the same topic, he
f
said, "The essence of religious life
is the God, and men's relationship
but God is not an object open to
examination in the tradition of a
liberal arts institution. The religi-
ous life, however, is such an object,
and it is this which we study here.
A liberal arts college ought to make
religion an important aspect of its
curriculum offerings. Bowdoin does
this and possibly there is a need
for more opportunity for this study.
Religion courses have been popular
here, amazingly so for an elective
course."
Uncial nature of the classroom, In
which the student is always in the
position of being judged. Students
and faculty should know each other
as persons. We have talked a lot
about the students' environment
since I've been here — most of the
time it has to do with the physical
environment. But the most im-
portant parts of the environment
are the students and the faculty.
I'd like to see the fraternities cul-
tivate this environment, and extend
it beyond the classroom. I think
this is the wrong time to be doc-
trinaire about the system and am
in sympathy with Dean ©reason's
open stance as witnessed by his
Chapel speech and his article in
The Alumnus. The report printed
by the Orient last week concerning
the Beta's discussion of the Amherst
Report should lead to a constructive
discussion about fraternities."
distribution requirements, courses to
be offered, admissions, etc. The lib^
era! arts college is being seriously
challenged now by many critics who
say that the four-year college is
becoming only a preparation for
graduate school. I radically disagree
with this view, and feel that a liberal
arts college must stand on its own
merits. Primarily I am citing per-
sonal experience. The most crucial
time of my education came during
my four years at Harvard, and I
am very much opposed to a highly
professionalized undergraduate life.
If this develops in place of the lib-
eral arts college, it will indeed be
unfortunate." 3
Conceptual Orientation
Following this same vein of
thought, Mr. Brown said, "It is a
mistake for a college to become
subject matter oriented, rather than
conceptually oriented. It is a mis-
take for a freshman to come here
with the idea of just acquiring facts.
Men should feel ignorant when they
leave here, through having been
exposed to many different fields of
study. It is here that Bowdoin can
show its real wealth. At a small,
Jiberal arts college, the personal
The decade of the sixties is Just
about halt over and It is already
more than obvious that historians
will label these ten years the "Dec-
ade of the Cause." There are now
more than a hundred recognized
causes listed on the Big Cause
Board out at UCLA, not to mention
the thousands of other protests
which are being promoted by the
lesser Cause Exchanges throughout
the country, in. fact, with so many
people now involved in the adding
or destroying of one thing or an-
other, if one doesn't become a card-
carrying member of a cause, any
cause, before the decade is over, he
faces the awful possibility of hav-
ing to explain to his children Just
where he was during the sixties.
Up until very recently the Bow-
doin student suffered with the mal-
ady of being causeless because he
attended a school that has always
been conservative, and sometimes
even apathetic. Bowdoin has not
been fertile cause territory. On the
few occasions that a Bowdoin stu-
dent has aired a grievance, it has
not been a grievance on behalf of
the downtrodden and the weak or
the neglected and voiceless. No, the
Bowdoin protest has been a selfish
contact which makes for true educa-
tion can be effective.'
protest demanding modern social
rules or less chapels, stronger fra-
ternities or less cal classes.
But the days of the selfish pro-
test are over at Bowdoin because a
dynamic and altruistic student
movement is steaming into action
heralding a cause that chants de-
cency and Christian charity. The
students are demanding a 1*
wage for faculty members.
The student group is called
SAVNTEG, The Student Associa-
tion to Voice and Negotiate Teach-
ers' Grievances. The fundamental
purpose of SAVNTEG is to Improve
the financial condition of the teach-
er by representing him in negotia-
tions with his employer.
SAVNTEG recognizes that the
teacher should not take time out
from his Intellectual activities, (his
study, his manuscript writing, his
lecture preparations) and dirty him-
self in the mean business of salary
disputes and contract talks. SAVN-
TEG further believes that teachers
have little ability in this area of
capitalistic self-interest. Therefore,
agents of SAVNTEG emerse them-
selves an hour each day in the
pages of the various college salary
reports and whenever SAVNTEG
discovers that their charges are not
doing as well as the faculty mem-
bers of the colleges with which
Bowdoin does or does not like to
compare itself, SAVNTEG agents
immediately call the situation to the
attention of the administration
through either an open letter or a
newspaper editorial.
(Please turn to page 7)
"The student should stimulate the teach-
er, as well as the teacher stimulating the
student."
Fraternities
Turning to the subject of frater-
nities, Mr. Brown commented,
"When I came to Bowdoin I was
opposed to the fraternities. I had
chosen college with no fraternities.
However, I didn't feel that it was
fair to condemn them until seeing
what they were all about. Since
becoming an advisor to Beta, I have
come to feel that the fraternities
have real potential for becoming
lively and beneficial arms to the
college. I think it would be a mis-
take to whitewash them. The great
number of persons within the fra-
ternities who are willing to do some-
thing about their problems amazes
me it is possible for them to be-
come* hopelessly anachronistic, but
it is also possible for them to look
to the future and become an im-
portant part of a man's college life.
I And that the fraternities are re-
ceptive to the academic life and
feel that there Is a wide open chance
for them, but it is up to you stu-
dents."
Pursuing this topic farther, he
said, "It is impossible to look at
the fraternities as a separate en-
tity Do fraternities form the un-
dergraduates' life, or do the under -
The Bowdoin Inferiority Complex
When questioned if there was
some aspect of Bowdoin life which
disturbs him, Mr. Brown responded,
"My pet peeve is what' I call the
Bowdoin Inferiority Complex, which
I think is implied every time I see
or hear the phrase 'the colleges to
which we like to compare ourselves.'
I hear this phrase from every level
of the college community. A good
inferiority complex is beneficial, for
it keeps you striving to better your-
self, but I feel it is absolutely ridic-
ulous to think that Amherst, Wil-
liams, Wesleyan, and some of the
other colleges have already reached
the ideals for which we must strive,
and ridiculous to think that we are
floundering around in the backwoods
of Maine. We should set our own
goals and strive for them, and then
let these lesser institutions catch
up with us. This Is why I'm so en-
thusiastic about the Senior Center
program. It shows that we can be
a leader and not a follower. I
would like to see this same atmos-
phere carried over to other aspects
of Bowdoin life. We have something
to be proud of, but should not be-
come cocky."
Senior Center Atmosphere
Mr. Brown was then asked to ex-
plain how this could be done within
thi fraternity system. He safd,
'ThL, can be done by creating a
lively community of all those who
have an important stake in the col-
lege. The community should be con-
cerned about the liberal arts college,
where its future lies, and what Bow-
doin can accomplish that's- worth-
while. I feel that Bowdoin should
aspire to be the best liberal arts
college in the United States, for this
is really the only worthwhile ideal
ta attempt to attainr -This can^e
done when the faculty talks about
Senior Center
Speaking on the Senior Center's
success, he stated, "I am sure that
some aspects of the Senior Center
program are successful. I'm sure
that the seniors have a new pride
in the way they live, and that the
Senior Center has afforded the type
of contact between faculty and stu-
dents which is ideal for schools like
Bowdoin. I am also sure that we
can't rest on our laurels, and that
we will have to reappraise the pro-
gram, change it, and Improve It.
Faculty Salaries
The next question asked con-
cerned 'faculty salaries. Mr. Brown
replied, "We must be honest and
say that to measure the quality of
faculty only In terms of salary is
rather crude and inaccurate. The
students do have a legitimate in-
terest in the quality of teachers
they have. I am also sure that there
isn't a faculty member alive who
doesn't want to make more money,
but from the standpoint of the col-
lege it is a matter of getting the
best possible faculty. The whole
problem is an administrative one,
and it is up to the Governing
Boards to determine the type of fa-
culty they want. I personally hope
that the Boards will want to attract
and keep the best possible faculty!
You cannot say that salary figures
are irrelevant to the problem, but
they are not the only factor."
Bowdoin Undergraduates
Closing the interview, Prof. Brown
talked of the Bowdoin student. "I
think they are stimulating. I taught
at Princeton and find teaching Bow-
doin students much more interesting.
There is only one type of individual
here that really bothers me. He is
the man who really doesn't aspire to
do much of anything; he is satisfied
With Parent's Weekend behind
us, we can look forward to only one
more appearance of the school band,
and this must surely bring sighs of
relief to all. For while our band is
colorful, and therefore laughable,
last weekend revealed all too plain-
ly that Bowdoin and Bates are equal
in at least one respect—their half-
time shows. However, some initia-
tive on the part of the band leader-
ship might bring to light quite a
few students who would be willing
to participate in a serious marching
band. The idea could at least be
looked into, and hopefully by next
year we shall have wiped out the
last remnant of similarity between
the bears and the panthers.
However, rehearsals for any band
might prove difficult in the future,
for the Gibson music building is at
present being cut off from the rest
of the campus. The creeping wall
which now encircles it seems to
stem from an intense feeling of
Jealousy which has sprung up be-
cause of the new library. Our music
department can simply no longer
stand to gaze at such majestic fa-
culties. They feel left out, and
therefore a wall was decided upon
to shield them from the neighbor-
ing complex. Could there be any
other reason for such elaborate
stonework?
Bowdoin is not the only place
a-bullding though. A new Holiday
Inn is scheduled for erection on the
Bath Road, and it might even be
finished by next Fall. Its social
rules have yet to be decided on
though.
Social rules bring to mind sur-
veys and polls, and such were under
to get his C, and do nothing else.
He Is a sort of vegetable. I would
like to know why he is as he is. I
don't think that this Is the "typical"
Bowdoin student, but this type of
individual does exist here and I
wonder why. It Is just as important
for the students to be stimulating
to the teachers, je It Js for the
discussion in last week's Orient.
While the proposed Orient student
poll on faculty and courses might
prove enlightening, it cannot hope
to serve as any semblance of a stu-
dent review board of the same fa-
culty and courses. Hopefully the
Administration realizes that this
poll is simply a sampling of student
opinion. A real review board, com-
posed of selective students, has yet
to be realized. It is only when such
a board is instituted that the Ad-
ministration can allow itself to be
swayed by student opinion.
—o-o
—
A letter appeared in last week's
Orient which seemed to say a great
deal. In fact, it seemed to sum up
what many have been trying to say
all year. It is the hopes of this writer
that those who read the letter (page
four-^signed anonymously), or those
who will try to read it now, will fill
out the following questionnaire and
place it in the box marked "Table
Talk Poll" at the Union Informa-
tion desk. Those results that are
obtained will" be presented in a fu-
ture issue, Please deposit the ques-
tionnaire by Friday, November 12.
teachers to be stimulating to their
students,"
TABLE TALK POLL
Having read the anonymous let-
ter in the October 29 issue of the
Orient, I have the following feel-
ings:
1. It was a good-natured at-
tempt at humor, and had no
real significance.
2. It was another malicious and
uncalled for criticism of our
College.
3. It was a critical survey of
Bowdoin, in a satirical way,




4. It was a true picture of Bow-
doin College.
5. Other-
Note: Circle which reply suits
you, and feel free to comment.
I am: a student
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Now that we -find ourselves sur-tifled its replacing one course per
rounded by November, it has be- semester?
come suddenly apparent that many The limitations of such an ar-
of our seminar projects are due bitrary and brief questionnaire are
within a month. Perhaps we are now obvious. These 30 seniors may or
in some sort of position to take a may not represent an accurate
look at the program itself, and see cross-section of the men involved
what sort of general response the in this program. The questions are
program has elicited from seniors, not specific enough to differentiate
An informal poll seemed the best a student's reaction to the professor
way to see if some sort of concensus and the material and format of the
had been established. So, two men seminar itself. And perhaps the final
were arbitrarily selected from each justification of the seminars won't
seminar, and asked four questions: be evident until the final projects
1. The amount of previous knowl- have been turned in and the oral
edge they had about the subject be- reports delivered. Yet such a poll
fore beginning seminar work; 2. Did is a valid way of gauging senior
the program fulfill their expecta- reaction to the program at this
tions? 3. Had they ever done any in- point in its development,
dependent work of this sort before? "Most men said that they had little
and 4. Did they feel that their re- previous knowledge of the subject




LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until ll:00»p.m.
ticUmted, and many emphasized
the value of this approach*While
the program requires that at least
one seminar be taken- from- outside
.one's major division, most seniors
felt that the lack of previous knowl-
edge of the subject made the pro-
gram more stimulating. There was
some dissent to this view though by
people who had done some work in
the area of their seminar. One per-
son wrote
-"I assumed that the sem-
inar would presuppose a basic ac-
quaintanceship with the field under
study; but since everyone was not
similarly qualified, I felt that the
seminar was at times too superficial
and general." This problem though
could not have been unexpected.
Most students who found that the
seminar did not fulfill their expec-
tations were those who already had
some previous knowledge of the sub-
ject. And since the tendency of many
of the seminars is to gear the work
to the level of the most unacquaint-
ed students, the others are some-
what bored. Thus the varying de-
grees to which the seminars ful-
filled the students' expectations
seemed dependent upon the answer
to the question of previous knowl-
edge of the material.
The same correlations was found
to exist between the degree of pre-
vious knowledge and whether or not
'"the program justified its replace-
ment of one course in the seniors'
curriculum. Of all men (six) who
felt that the program was not jus-
MOYNIHAN LECTURE
(Continued from page 3)
Tj
tSfled in- this way, only one had' no
previous knowledge 6f the Subject p
of his seminar. There were however
many comments about- the' varying order that dire consequences, such
.'"amount* ©f work required for the <as violence^and rtotingr "We have*
different seminars. Whiles .no. one gt'ven the Negro liberty without
complained that they were over- equality."
burdened, many felt that the scope Possible changes with may be
of one or two of the seminars made necessary to alleviate this problem
didn't <-"*» «*- ««i—i«- ° include tne carrying out of the
course
thusiastic about the entire7concept,
and felt that they had more inter-
est in the seminar than they did in
any regularly structured course.
The Seminar Program then seems
to have worked out quite well this
justify their -replacing a
But. most were quite en-
Principles of the New Deal, ^earning
to make the economy work, sustain-
ing policies which have made our
industrial systems successful. This
is a key to economic equality of the
Negro.
This new crisis is moving into
semester. Most people are satisfied urban affairs, from issues of liberty
if not stimulated by the work they to equality. These are not the same
are doing, and feel that the program tnln&- "Since Locke, appeals to li-
certainly justifies its place in the berty have been against govern-
curriculum. The most specific source ment, while equality has called for
of dissatisfaction comes from people government intervention. There_Js
who are participating in a seminar a conflict between the two. Liberty
in which they had some previous nas more prestige, while middle-
knowledge, for it was then that it class equality has moral weight."
was felt that the program was not Thus, "Equality is fundamental
sufficiently stimulating, but too to democratic society." Lacking
often merely superficial and boring, equality, the Negro lacks liberty. A
There was also expressed concern major element of the civil rights
over the variation of work required movement has been that the white
for different seminars, and that per- middle-class has seen the problem
haps this ought to be leveled, if any through mass media, but as long as
meaningful way to do this could be the^^novement concentrates on lib-
found. And so perhaps when the erty it will continue to be success-
professors who are giving seminars ful, but the equality disparity is
meet again, they can give thought getting worse.
to these two points about which
student reaction to the program
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Charles W. Stone *67 of the
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity has
been named as the 1966 chair-
man of Bowdoin Bermuda Week
according to an announcement
this week by the H. B. Stowe
Travel Agency.
Bowdoin Bermuda Week will
be held during the spring vaca-
tion next year from Saturday,
March 28, to Sunday, April 3.
In all students from 200 Ameri-
can colleges, private and prep
schools will sign into Bermuda
during the "College Weeks."
The basic cost of the trip will
be approximately $165 and it will
be possible to finance the trip.
All reservations should be made
early with a minimum down pay-
ment of $25.00 by January 15.
Bermuda Week consists of
beach parties, cruises, dances,
jam, Jazz and calypso sessions.
There will be moonlight dances,
swims and strolls and a special
cocktail party for Bowdoin men
and their guests.
This will be the tenth year
that the Stowe Travel Agency has
sponsored the Annual Bowdoin
Bermuda
f
Week. For further in-
formation contact Charlie Stone
ITERe Beta House at 14 McKeen
St, or by calling the Stowe
Agency. 726-5573.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1965 THE BOWDOIN ORIENT PAOE SEW
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COMMENTARY
(Continued from pa*e 5)
'Recently SAVNTEG agentsT^-
nounced that Bowdoin teachers are
paid less than> Colby teachersf The
ftew? was shocldng, outgone agent
remarked that he -felt that" SMTN-*
TEG's quick detection of the injus-
tice and its immediate demand that
something be done about it was
mainly responsible for preventing
the exodus to the Waterville cam-
pus. And the agent saw In the calm
and rational manner with which
the -faculty greeted the news posi-
tive proof of the confidence that the
Bowdoin faculty has in SAVNTEG's
ability to rectify the situation.
SAVNTEG's policy is not merely
to petition for higher salaries, but
also to harrass the exploiting em-
Friday-Saturday
-Sunday










ployer. Whenever the college builds
a new road, buys a new truck, or
repairs an old sofa, SAVNTEG,
agents immediately add up the costs,
compute6 the five percent, interest
talue and then write an. editorial
exposing just.; tivw^najfo money
eould have, been added instead to
,teachers' *salaVles 1 This clever tech-,
nique puts the burden of proving
sound spending squarely upon the
employer.
It would be misleading to imply
that SAVNTEG has received total
faculty support. Even SAVNTEG
officials admit.' that there are still
a few teachers who insist on nego-
tiating their own salaries directly
with the college and in private. One
teacher, in fact, was so blunt as to
say that it was none of the stu-
dents' "damn business" what he was-
paid, and that he was a big enough
boy to talk with the boss by himself.
SAVNTEG officials dismissed him as
a Cause-Hater.
WhUe the Student Association to
Voice and Negotiate Teachers'
« LETTERS
(Continued from page 4)
To the Editor: ;,-,-"-'
"""
Among the "new* offers of the
college" tendered in the first* series
of fall forum programs, the -"new
look" of the physical "education de-
partment was "noticably lacking.
Grievances may have some setbacks
in the coming months, it should
succeed because its cause is noble
and its timing—the mid. sixties-
perfect. Its greatest problem is the
problem that confronts all welfare
groups: controlling the pride and
independence of the unfortunates
so that they can be helped
effectively. But if STVNTEG can
do this, it would not be surprising
to see Faculty members march into
the next college commencement
singing "Happy Days are Here
Again.
' Let us all hope that the
teachers will only allow themselves
to be saved.
Rather than allow It to be supposed
that this deplorable oversight was
• premeditated on soiw^erson's part,
I shall dd my "best to alleviate it
briefly. ,"'*'"• "'*-,
Any sophomore at Bowdoin can
te^ you that the system df physical
,education has >: changed drastically
this year. The freshmen, however,
will- notice no change for "the pro-
gram, as revised, should make them
feel at home. It is precisely the
same sort of compulsory, strictly
regulated gym instruction which
they have Just left in high school —
or thought they'd just left! Yes, the
Bowdoin toddler regresses to the
state of having his sports chosen for
him by his teachers. But wait! This
urchin of nigh two decades of age is
credited with some degree of respon-
sibility. Although he is not capable
of choosing, learning, 6V playing
games voluntarily, he assumed to be
capable of borrowing, stealing, or
buying equipment. A squash racket
may cost more than a biology text
but, after all, which is the more irn^
portaht? A man needn't pass 'Bug'
to. graduate «- he must pass, 'cal'
!
' I find the apathy of the two un-
derclasses in the face* of the im-
plied insult of compulsory physical
education classes appal ling#However-,
it is not surprising. By' the time brie
has gotten "motivated '-enough; to
"
speak out one Is probably a Junior, *
and doesn't give a ifang any more.
Here lies the crowning irony. Upon
becoming a junior one is suddenly
recognized as a rational being. In
a twinkling, we are old enough to
participate in athletics when, where,
and if we wish. Truly, a great
awakening touches the untram-
melled soul of the incipient junior.
May this fire of wisdom from on
high touch the minds of others with
the paraphrase of the ancient adage
— "Though you lead the young
buck to the waters of athletic pro-
ficiency, and .though you force *his
stubborn head beneath the wave, if
he will not drink, the high purpose,
thus foiled, is not his but your own!"
Richard Spear '68
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Laurence Oliver — Carol Lynley
What'll the
other guy do?
You never can be too sure. That's
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ity^bocqermen IKFrosh Bobters Slump;
:: Defeat ColbyTo Take State Title Lose, Tfe In Fu&l Tilts
by Dick Menerean
The Bowdoin College soccer team
clinched at least a tie for the Maine
State title by equaling Its previous
fonnance against Bates and
Colby, in action this week. The
Bears repeated a 1-1 tie with tough
Bates last Saturday, and then went
on to squeeze by Colby, 3-2. With
Bates having lost to Colby already
this year, and with a record in the
Series of 3-0-2, Bowdoin needs only
a tie or better this Friday against
lowly Maine, to clinch its first State
championship in a long while. Al-
though the Bears took the measure
of the state schoolers 6-1 in the
first round, Coach Charlie Butt is not
taking them lightly. "They're al-
ways tough on their own small field,"
Butt remarked.
The Saturday game was tough all
the way, but the Bears had the
statistical edge in a big way. Bow-
doin outshot the Batesmen 38-r7,
but only one went in. Steve Mickley
set up Dave Mather for the first
score of the game in the second
half, as Bowdoin took the lead. But
Bates did not die, as Gary Gottlieb
tied it up a few minutes later.
Ironically, it was Gottlieb who An impressive Bridgton Academy
LJBates goal hv the crew scored in each quarter^ast
other 1-1 tie, earlier in the season. _. , . . , . .: ~, . ^1,
_*, ,. „ . „ „ Friday to defeat coach Sid WatsonsIn the all important Colby game
Wednesday, the Bears fired up early frosh footballers, 34-16, in a Pickard Bates took the lead in the C. B. B.
and hung on to a 3-2 margin. Cy Field grid match. series by downing Bowdoin last
^
Allen, assisted by Ike Akinduro, The invaders tallied on their first Saturday on Parents Weekend here.
"SL^^S^Lif* thC ** of downs ln tne mitial ***<* on 10-°- The»Bobcate have won six ofBears off to a 2-0 lead, before Terry
Eagle scored on a penalty kick for
a SO-y^-P1"5 run
-
quickly indicat- seven games, the Bears three of
Colby. A goal by Branny Leischman inS the probable trend of the ball- seven starts. The home club still
made it 3-1, but Eagle came right game. The extra point was no good, came away holding the edge in the
back with his second penalty score They scored two, more times before rivalry since 1892, whipping the-
Tom Brown drives in on Bates goalie, who managed to come op
with the save in the 1-1 tie. Bowdoin later defeated Colby to







The freshman hooters met their
toughest opponents of the year to-
day in a game with the University of
New Hampshire freshmen. The New
Hampshire team had every advan-
tage as they held the cub line score-
less and tallied up five of their own
goals. They brought up a small
squad, which, however, drew from
more total freshmen than Bowdoin 's
overall enrollment. New Hampshire
reflected this, but as varsity coach
Butt mentioned after the game, they
were in better shape and were
better ball-handlers than Bowdoin.
It was a game lacking coherency
and teamwork; the Cubs were al-
most helpless by the end of the third
quarter when the score had reached
4-0. Since goalie Pete DeTroy was
out for the rest of the season with
a broken hand, the team was not
optimistic before the game; but,
goalie Dave Forsburg did a terrific
job filling in on a spot he had not
played for two years. He made 21
saves all game. The five goals that
were scored were either good plays
on New Hampshire's part or leaks
in the Bowdoin defense.
On Wednesday November 3,',the
Bowdoin freshmen met and broke
the 11 game winning streak of a
strong Kent's Hill soccer squad on
the Varsity field. The two teams
held each other off to a 2-2 score,
giving the Bowdoin team a final
season record of 4-1-2. The team
exhibited greater spirit In the
second half and closing minutes of
this game than in any previous
match.
The cubs followed the kick-off
with an Immediate goal which ap-
peared to leave Kent's Hill stand-
ing still. Bob Ives made the goal on
a very fine follow-up when rushing
towards the goal. The other legiti-
mate score was a highly accurate
shot leaving the Cub goalie helpless
and tying the game at that point.
A confusing melee before the goal
was caused by a corner kick made
by Bill Williams and during which
one of their players headed the ball
in for Bowdoin. The ball passed
across several heads, however, and
the goal was attributed to Tom Nel-
son. Their second goal was a penal-
ty kick; it was the last of the game
because of the tough defense offered
by both teams.
Sandy Ervln in particular :
Lewiston crowd in 38 of 69 tilts, -
Tom Carr, the incomparable Bates
fullback, gained 119 yards in 29
carries on the ground despite the
of the day to make it tighter, 3-2.. the Cubs got on the scorecard in
During the last few hectic minutes, the second quarter,
the Bears were* able to
r
-.-stave Off Dom Femino charged over from
several Mule scoring bids, to take the one-yard line for the first Bow-
the big step to the title. Coach Butt dom six-pointer, capping a 45-yd.
singled out Branny Leishman as out- upfield march. A "keeper" by QB fact that the Bl^r defense whlch
standing in both contests, while he Dick Parmenter and a pass to end ir,efit„+„,, c . , ,. zL
felt fullbacks Pete Johnson, Eddie Bob McGuirk preceded Femino's
U*ltuted
*
*"** lmwp to St°P the
Leyden, and Charlie Powell per- touchdown. Parmenter's placement thundering Cat back, keyed on him
formed exceptionally well in the was good for the extra point, and almost every play. The 226-lb. senior
Colby affair. the locals trailed, 20-7. netted all but 15 of his team's
Not only is this year to be remem- The Bears picked up another pair total yardage gained on the dbered for the title; it marked the of markers in that same period on „ . _,
first year in soccer history that Bow- a safety as Bridgton halfback Campo ™ **
CUT SCOred a touohdown
-
doin has beaten Colby in both out- was tackled in his end zone, lessen- * up the soccer-style field goal,
ings of one season. The defense ing the margin to 20-9. Md handled Bates' punting,
has been superb this year. In eight Bowdoin suffered through another An interception of a pass from
games the soccermen have given up BA touchdown in the third frame quarterback Mo Viens set up the
only 11 goals, and three of them before retaliating with its second only && ^y. John hyons icked
were on penalty shots. So, in effect, and final TD in the fourth quarter. „„„„-„„„,, .»,*«,«, IZ
only an average of one goal a game This one followed a 27-yd. drive
one off on
.
^ B«ar 27 at 2:16 of the






second stanza. Taking the ball on
Jaunt and an interference penalty in seven of nlne plays, Carr finally
the Cubs' "favor. Sure-handed end sliced over from the two. Bob
McGuirk was on the scoring end this Thompson's soccer-type kick was
time, snatching an eight-yard aerial QQ .
from reserve quarterback Russ Cum-
nungs. In the final period, Carr got loose
Bowdoin lost not only the ball- over ri«ht tackle for 22 yards to the
game, but also the services' of half- Bowdoin five. The interior wall held
back Mike Weare for the rest of the Bobcats to four yards in three
the season. The starting back was tries, so Thompson trotted in to
injured late in the game and boot a field from the one.
sustained a fractured leg. Penalties and a strong Cat defense
The defeat dipped the frosh record nullified two Bowdoin threats,
to one win, two losses. A run-in to- When Carr kicked out of bounds at
day with the UMaine freshmen at the Bear 44, Paul Soule and Charlie
Orono gives them a chance to even Belanger banged off tackle in two
their seasonal mark. plays to the Bates 35. Viens and
Belanger took the ball to the 21 for
another first down, but the Cats
held and took over on their 14 when
Soule was stopped for no gain on
fourth down.
Belanger took a screen pa^ Viens
and romped 54 yards to the Cat 16
early In the' final quarter following
the field goal, but fumbled away
the ball two plays later, it the last
offensive move by Bowdoin.
In an obvious move to key on
Carr, the Bear interior wall pinched
in to stop him over the middle.
Quarterback Boles retaliated by,
sending the big back outside where
he showed skill and agility in addi-
tion to power. Paul Soule and
Belanger were the workhorses of the
Bear backfleld. Viens, rushed hard
by the fast-charging Cat line, threw
Kappa Sigs Romp
To Inter-frat Crown
Alpha Kappa Sig emerged as the
interfraternity football champions as
their club thoroughly thumped an
outclassed Delta Sig. Faced with the
loss of three starters, the small, but
determined combine from the big
white house next to the Center
found that from the beginning their
luck had run out, to the tune of
51-2. Directed by Bob Butkus and
sparked by Dick Beaupre, Bob Pat-
terson, Roger Raffeto, and Jordan
Shubert, the KS attack rolled over
the stunned Delta Sig defense,
which had been the second best in
the league.
Delta Sig reached the playoffs by
downing Zete, 20-6. Kappa Sig had
no trouble with Psi U, 35-0 in the
other semi-final. Zete won the con-
solation game over helpless Psi U,
24-8. The animals from Harpswell
Street wound up with the season's
best won-lost mark, 6-1. Delta Sig
came in at 5-1-1 with Zete and Psi
U both turning ln identical 4-3
slates.
up the season with an excellent per-
formance, as did half-backs Dave
Knight and Hugh Fisher. The team
could indeed be grateful to Coach
Crimmins, who had never before
coached a soccer team, and Manager
Bill Feraci for their hard work
throughout the season. Varsity
coach Butt showed a special inter-
est in this ballclub because, as he
safd, they had more talent than any




95 First Downs 97
809 Rushing Yardage 1091
882 Passing Yardage 700
1691 Total Yardage 1791
241.6 Av. Yds. Per Game 265.9
121 Total Points 125
128 Passes Attempted 112
73 Passes Completed 51
7 Had Intercepted 8
34 Punts 33
1069 Yards Punted 941
31.4 Punting Average 285
20 Fumbles 16
11 Fumbles Lost 7
33 Penalties 22
324 Yards Penalized 189
Mort Soule intercepts a Bates pass as Jim MacAUen looks on.
The interception stopped a Bates drive, but Bowdoin was unable
to turn it into a score.
Each Monday Night On W BOR at 9:30
Nov. 8, 15, 22 College Officials
Discuss Their Respective Functions
Call In Questions at 725-8731 Ext. 210
Charlie Belanger bolts 54 yards with a tereen paw in the fourth
quarter of the Bates game. Note shocked Bates fans.
three interceptions and saw
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"Winner Takes Nothing," "Population Bomb,




Calling upon elaborate and color-
ful imagery, the Honorable Ellis O.
Briggs, LL.D, delivered an extra-
ordinarily captivating lecture con-
cerning certain dilemmas facing the
United States in foreign affairs to-
day. Much of his talk, given at the
Senior Center on November 10, was
tied up with his fundamental dis-
trust of the welfare state approach
to foreign affaire and his desire to
see the U.S. stem the progress of the
aggressive and vindictive Commu-
nism of Red China.
Mr. Briggs, a Dartmouth gradu-
ate, entered the foreign service in
1965 and in 1960 was appointed a
Career Ambassador, His numerous
ambassadorial posts have included,
among others, the Dominican Re-
public, Uruguay, and Greece, and by
the many and complex questions of
international politics.
The futility of the space race, the
difficulties of the Atlantic partner-
ship created by DeGaulle (whom
Mr. Briggs compared to a wood-
pecker, chipping to pieces the poten-
tial strength of the alliance), and
the "population bomb" resulting in
a "winner take nothing" situation
were three dilemmas to which Mr.
Briggs made reference. He elaborat-
ed, however, on the Alliance for
Progress and what he termed the
"lengthening shadow of Red China"
in conjunction with American in-
tervention policies.
The Alliance for Progress, as Mr.
Briggs sees it, is "Pandora's box
with welfare state handles", which
grew up out of the combination of
an American guilt complex and an
respectable image of Uncle Sam in
Latin America. Such an approach to
Latin America, in Mr. Briggs' opin-
ion, is ineffective in that too many
restrictions are placed on our mone-
tary assistance, which in the end
creates more problems than it solves.
With respect to the "lengthening
shadow of Red China", Mr. Briggs
sees the U.S, policy as one seeking
to check the aggression of an ideol-
ogy that seeks to destroy everything
which Americans hold dear. The
Communist Chinese must be thwart-
ed In Vietnam to prevent a com-
plete domination of Asia. The prob-
lem of Indonesia, "dreadful thorn"
in the side of the TJB. is another
instance where America must take
a definite stand in determining how
much abuse it is, going to take from
Sukarno. Generally^Jipwever, "Red
Dan Boxer, left, and Tom Allen, new officers of Junior class. T>m
Brooks was unable to make the picture.
his retirement in 1962, he had served
under six Presidents. A resident of
Topsfield, Maine and Hanover, New
Hampshire, Mr. Briggs received an
Honorary Doctorate of Laws from
Bowdoin in 1959.
Speaking of the nature of foreign
policy dilemmas, Mr. Briggs said that
unlike ordinary circumstances in
which a dilemma involves two
choices, problems facing diplomats
are often burdened with a multitude
of choices, none of which is satis-
factory yet all of which are rele-
vant to the issue in question. It is
unfortunate, he feels, that Ameri-
cans so often want problems of
foreign policy and their possible
solutions spelled out precisely, when
there are in fact no pat answers to
intense crusading spirit. The Al-
liance, he feels, is merely an exten-
sion of the welfare state, which he
described as an animal with an
"insatiable appetite", a great bur-
den to American taxpayers, shower-
ing the public with a "concatena-
tion of utterly idiotic Slogans" from
its "inflamed tonsils". The Ameri-
can guilt complex, which results in
the belief that all the troubles in
Latin America since World War II
have been caused by the U.S., stems
from a basic ambivalence in our
foreign policy, one that embraces
both "eager fraternalism" and "out-
raged paternalism". The guilt com-
plex has led, consequently, to the
development of the crusading spirit,
anxious to present a new and more
China is not invincible, much less
invulnerable."
Concerning Latin American af-
fairs, Mr. Briggs considered the Bay
of Pigs invasion premature, an ex-
ample of "increditable ineptitude"
on the part of the Washington pol-
icy-makers. "Even if it had been
jiuccessful, Castro would havt be-
come a martyr and as soon as the
US. withdrew its support, his suc-
cessor would not have been able to
remain in power. Mr. Briggs does
feel, however, that the U.S. je-
deemed itself in the missile con-
frontation 18 months later.
The crisis in Santo Domingo,
which occurred in a country that
has never been able to govern Itself
(Continued on page 3)
Elliott Schwartz To
Tom Allen has been elected Presi-
dent of the Class of 1967. Other of-
ficers are Vice President, Tim
Brooks and Secretary-Treasurer,
Dan Boxer.
Allen, an English major, has -com-
piled an impressive record at Bow-
doin. Holding varsity letters in' foot-
ball, winter track and spring track,
he has been a James Bowdoin Schol-
ar for the last two years. He was
recently awarded the James Bow-
doin Cup, given annually to the
student who attained the highest
scholastic average among all varsity
lettermen during the previous year.
Allen was awarded Bowdoin's Or-
ren Chalmer Hormell'Cup for out-
standing achievement in academic
work during his freshman year while
participating in competitive athletics.
He also won the Goodwin French
Prize in 1964 as Bowdoin's best
scholar in French. Allen is president
of his Bowdoin fraternity, Alpha
Kappa Sigma.
Brooks, an Art major, Is president
of his fraternity, Alpha Delta Phi,
He holds a varsity letter in hockey
and won numerals in hockey and
tennis his freshman year. He "nas
been a member of the Ivy Weekend
Committee at Bowdoin.
Boxer, a Sociology major, is a
Dean's List student at Bowdoin. Jle
has been secretary of his fraternity,
Alpha Kappa Sigma. His freshman
year he won numerals in winter »nd
spring track. He was awarded the
Sewail Latin Prize for compiling f*T
best Latin record as a sophomore,
and has also been a member of the
Campus Chest Weekend Committee.
The final lecture in the Senior
Center's "War on Poverty" Series
will be given Nov. 15 by Mitchell
Sviridoff, Executive Director of Com-
munity Progress, Inc., of New Haven,
Conn.
Mr. Sviridoff will speak on The
War on Poverty in the Local Com-
munity." His address is scheduled
for 8:15 p.m. in Wentworth Hall at
the Bowdoin Senior Center. The
public is cordially invited to attend.
Mr. Sviridoff is the chief profes-
sional architect of the "New" New
Haven, a city widely acknowledged
as one of the most advanced of
American communities in both urban
and human renewal accomplish-
ments.
Give December O'Neill's Inner Life And Its
Force, Topic of Norton Speech
Mitchell Sviridoff
Charles G. Wing, a member of Bowdoin College's Class of 1961, will
lecture at the College Tuesday, (Nov. 16), on the subject of Oceanography.
The lecture is scheduled for 4 pm. in Room 202 of the Mary Frances
Searles Science Building on the campus. The public is cordially invited
to attend.
Mr. Wing is currently completing work on his doctoral degree in the
Department of Geology and Geophysics at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. He has been a summer research fellow at the Woods Hole
Oceanographlc Institution in Massachusetts. j
• • • • » . •
Two senior members of the Bowdoin ROTC will be awarded citations
for having been members of the "Best Company" at Fort Devens 1965
ROTC Summer Camp. The two being cited are Ralph Johnson and
Charles Allen.
The "Best Company" award, which was received by the members
of Company A, is determined by a cumulative point* score based upon
weekly staff ratings, instructional committee ratings, and points won in
athletic competition.
* • • • • •
Casting for two plays to be offered in December and February by
the Masque and Gown will be held next week.





(Continued un page t) *
Concert Series
Separate premieres of two new
works by Professor Elliott S.
Schwartz of the Bowdoin College
Music Department will be performed
for concert audiences in Lincoln,
Mass., and Portland, Maine, in De-
cember.
On Dec. 5 the premiere of "Sere-
nade" for flute, double bass and per-
cussion will be played by the Hartt
Chamber Players at the DeCordova
Museum in Lincoln. The evening
performance will be a part of the
Museum's Concert Series.
Two nights later, on Dec. 7, the
second new work, an orchestral
piece entitled "Music for Orchestra,"
will be performed by the Portland
Symphony Orchestra under the di-
rection of Conductor Arthur Ben-
nett Lipkin.
"Music for Orchestra'' will be per-
formed a second time later this sea-
son at the University of Massachu-
setts in Amherst by the University
of Massachusetts Symphony under
the direction of Conductor Ronald
Steele.
A new book, edited by Prolessor
Schwartz and Barney Childs, a fa-
culty member at Deep Springs Col-
lege in Deep Springs, Calif,, will be
published in 1966. The book is titled
"Contemporary Composers on Con-
temporary Music" and contains over
30 original and reprinted essays by
composers starting with composers
in the late 19th century through to
today.
by Stephen Thompson
In conjunction with the weekend
performances of Ah, Wilderness!,
the Masque and the Gown engaged
Elliot Norton, noted Boston drama
critic, to enlighten a Sunday after-
noon crowd about the creator of the
M. & G.'s present endeavor, Eugene
O'Neill.
Mr. Norton's lecture emphasized
the Illness, grief, and regret that
hung over O'Neill's life and how the
combination of these forced ONeill
to turn inwards and try to explain
his meagre existence. No writer ever
revealed so much of himself or
background as O'Neill, for he al-
ways attempted to analyse his every
emotion mrelation to his family.
Feelings of guilt and remorse
plagued the playwright from the
beginning of his life, for his mother,
in giving birth to him, was racked
with such pain that her doctor
administered to her doses of mor-
phine that not only allayed her
indisposition but also were sufficient
to effect her addiction to the drug.
The pitiful state into which she de-
generated weighed heavily upon
ONeill, for while he deplored' her
weakness and suffered the familial
discord that resulted from it, he also
felt a deep guilt since It nad been
in giving birth to him that she be-
came an addict.
From events such as were depicted
in Long Days Journey into Night,
ONeill became disenchanted with
Christianity, since he could not
reconcile the pathetic misfortunes of




theology. Prompted from reading
Nietzsche, O'Neill adopted an atheis-
tic philosophy, but he was forever
searching for a replacement for God
to give substance to his existence.
The old God, he maintained, had
been destroyed by materialism, and
that man needed a new God to ease
his fear of dying.
In 1908 O'Neill entered Princeton,
a venture that ended in failure.
Though his collegiate experiences
never cropped up in his plays, con-
trary to his usual policy of flaunting
his inadequacy on the stage, he
harbored a good deal of shame for
his lack of success.
After a brief tenure of reporting
for a New London newspaper, G'Ncui
contracted tuberculosis and was
forced to retreat to a sanitarium.
During his convalescence he reau »
great deal, concentrating the most
on classical authors; it was after
ingesting this literature of the an-
cients that he decided to become a
playwright, and one of his most
successful plays artistically was
Morning Becomes Electra, modelled
on classical motifs.
It was not until 1916 that one of
his plays were produced, Bound East
for Cardiff, the first note-worthy
product of his early drama. In 1920
he Introduced to Broadway On the
ilortaon, for which he won the ftTW
of his Pulitzer Prizes, Between 192C
and 1934 he created thirty plays,
one of which was Ah, Wilderness'
In Ah, Wilderness! O'Neill roman-
fCeot





& The oldest dormitory at Bowdoin
College now has the newest interior.
The complete interior renovation
of Maine Ends, built In 1808, has been
finished, and students have moved
Into the dormitory from Appleton
Ends, the next dormitory scheduled
for remodeling.
Maine Ends is the second of three
dormitories to be remodeled with
funds provided from the College's
Capital Campaign. Renovation of
Win throp Ends was completed last
March, and work on Appleton Is
scheduled for completion by Com-
mencement next June.
Workmen of the George A. Pul-
ler Company of Boston and New
York began the renovation of Maine
Ends last April when they removed
the entire Inner structure, leaving
just the original red brick walls and
the roof. It has since been recon-
structed with plans designed by
architect Hugh Stubbins and As-
sociates of Cambridge, Mass.
The exterior of the old building
has been restored to its original
appearance, and. the red bricks look
much the same as they did when
the building was new '157 years ago.
The original small-paned windows
have been restored, along with new
white shutters similar to the ones
used in the original building.
The building has been remodeled
a few times since its doors opened.
Fire gutted the interior In 1822 and
again in 1836, necessitating complete
renovation each time.
Like all dormitories in Bowdoin's
early years, Maine was divided in
the middle by a fire wall. A student
Seager Wins Awards
Andrew Seager of Maun, Bechua-
naland, South Africa, has been se-
lected as one of ^senior and grad-
uate African students to, win the
"African Scholarship Program of
American Universities (ASPAU)
Achievement Award." The winners
were chosen from a field of more
than 400 candidates.
Seager was also selected to attend
the Mohonk Consultations with For-
eign Students at New Paltz, N.Y.,
Nov. 25-28 during the Thanksgiving
recess. The Consultations bring to-
gether a group of about 20 foreign
students for discussion about their
responsibilities now as students and
after their return to their home
countries.
lived in either the' North End or
the South End, and the collective
name Maine Ends evolved.
CIRCULAR FILE
(Continued from P*ge D
OPPORTUNITY
For a future with a well
known Midwest Manufactur-
ing Firm. We are now offer-
ing exclusive distributorships
for a patented product. No
competition. Factory trained
personnel will assist you in
spfh'ng up a trfed and proven
advertising and merchandis-




All replies confidential. For
information write Director of
Marketing, P.O. Box 14049,
St. Louis, Missouri 63 1 78.
United Marketing Company
6286 Bartmer Avenue
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Hurry! Get Yours Today
Kranes will take, place Sunday, Nov. 14 and Tuesday, Nov. 16 tjom 3 to
4;30 pjn.- and from 7 td 6:30 p.m. in Room lpl,
Memorial Hall, in. the
basement of Pickard Theater. The reading wilj be.offered .Dec. 10. ,
Casting for Eugene O'Neill's
iSLong D#'s Journey into Night," scheduled
for performances February 12 and 14, will take place Wednesday, Nfr. yj
and Friday, Nov. 19, from 4 to 5:30 pm. and from 7 to 8: 3<r pan. in
Room 107, Memorial Hall.
Both plays call for five actors, three men and two women. Playbooks
for the O'Neill play and scripts for Mr. Kranes' play are available for
preliminary reading in the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library.
An 80-page catalogue, designed by famed artist Leonard Baskln,
has been published by the College in conjunction with an exhibition of
Renaissance and Baroque medals opening today.
The catalogue contains 82 reproductions of pieces which are part of
the Salton Collection of Renaissance and Baroque Medals and Plaquettes.
The exhibit, open to the public without charge, will be on display at the
Museum of Art until Dec. 31.
The reproductions in the catalogue for the Medal Show were made
from photographs taken by John McKee, Instructor In Romance Langu-
ages. Thirty-five enlargements, all 30 inches square, of the medal photo-
graphs will be circulated for exhibit to museums throughout the country by
the American Federation of Arts. Mr. McKee, a widely known photo-
grapher, made a motion picture, "Princeton Contexts," which won first
prize in its class in the 1962 San Francisco International Film Festival.
* • . * • *
*
A show of watercolor and oil paintings by Andre R, Warren is now
on display in the Gallery Lounge of the Moulton Union. The show will
run until Dec. 20.
Most of the 18 paintings in the show depict the New England scene
and has been done over the last 10 years by Mr. Warren. Many are land-
scapes or seascapes of the Maine coastal region.
Mr. Warren, who has been painting about 20 years, is Assistant
Superintendent of Grounds and Buildings at Bowdoin. He is a graduate of
Levis College in Levis, Quebec.
This is the second show at the Moulton Union for Mr. Warren,
who studied with Professor Carl N. Schmalz, a former member of Bow-
doin's faculty in the Art Department.
Paintings by Mr. Warren have won prizes at the Five Island Art
Show.
The Edgar Oakes Achorn Prize Debate has been won by the College's
sophomore team.
Professor Albert R. Thayer, faculty advisor to the Bowdoin Debate
Council, said sophomores also took two of the three individual prizes in
the annual competition between members of Bowdoin's first and second
year classes.
The winning debaters were John LaChance and John Hoke.



























Dick Bogarde — Sarah Miles
Note — One Evening Show Only
at 7:30 P.M.




Elvis Presley — Mary Ann Mobley
PARKVIEW
CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
"FREE ALTERATIONS"
"STORAGE FACILITIES"
BE A BERMUDA COMMUTER
ENJOY A GO-GO-GOING GOOD TIME WITH
A BRITISH TWIST.
Jet yourself down to Bermuda and join hundreds of other col-
lege students during College Week in the spring for fun-filled
days and moonlit nights. Enjoy a get-acquainted rum swizzle
party, dancing, cha-cha, beach and pool, tennis, cycling, indoor
and outdoor games, a delightful hotel with meals.
CHARLES W. STONE '67
STUDENT CHAIRMAN OF BOWDOIN BERMUDA WEEK '66
For further information and reservations see Charlie Stone or
a Stowe Travel representative for Bowdoin Bermuda week to
be held during the spring vacation.
.^^.^^.Lnuuuuiuunimini ui, i......»Mt»,»^m
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What's. New4 'George?,
FOREIGN POLICY




Communist infiltration. Fob. this
reason, Mr. Briggs supported Presi-
dent Johnson's 'decisions to send the
Marines. He had but two objections
:
• the TJ.S. forces should hav£ been
empowered to establish order as
well as to evacuate U.S. citizens;
and that the U.S. ambassador to the
Dominican Republican should have
been listened to more caref ully, his
opinions given greater attention by
the Washington bureaucrats.
The American citizenry, Mr.
Briggs concluded, must recognize
the fact that every new government
that arises throughout the world
will not necessarily be fashioned
after VS. ideals. With this in mind,
Americans must accept the com-
plexities of foreign policy dilemma*,
"Psyched up for a big weekend?" 'But what about the big frat with the understanding that the
asked Ralph over a cup of tea. party Saturday night?" queried definite
solutions cannot always be
"Yes, I won't be under the pines ^^ sque(aing ^ lemon ^ specifically outlined,
this Saturday night," garbled George
from behind his doughnut. "I'm on
envy
"
Weve got Bms statlon wag"
the wagon to Boston this after- on and Hand's Volks loading up at
noon ." the Brook; and Tom's taking his





"I'm crossing the bridge to Cam- UP w11" a contingent from Bates;
bridge where the action must be." 8°. even though The Fox finked out
Ralph spit his tea and choked his and went home, we still should have
doughnut, "To Harvard???" a couple of dozen blind dates at the
"Yeh, I've got a hot shot buddy House." He sipped his Salada con-
there who's got a REAL date lined tentedly.






Thursday, November 11 also lnc'
ed the following: Douglas W. L
*68, "CroWoads in Educatioflf
Jetjtives";*Gonn B* Hickey V ', -
temational Relations and .
Security"; John L. Hoke ' .'/'
Passion to -Belieye''' ; ,*Gr *y S, F.
.
erts '<J8, "The Relevant.* tf A>-s<
'
Peter R. Beaven '66,1s the Win- Truth"; Mark J* Wihl- Ji* 88; v
ner of tfte 1965 Hiland Lockwood Baby, Run"; Jean F. Masor -
Fairbanks Prize Speaking Competi- "Wisdom of the Young"; Eklwa
tion. Discussing "Alice and the Hip- Fishman, "The Pliers of Hi
pies", Beaven was awarded the prize The Fairbanks Prize Fund x
of thirty-flve dollars by the three tablished in ; 09 by Captain
judges, Mrs. Elinor Graham, an Nathaniel Pi irbanta^pf B?
author; George A. Erswell, Jr. '47 of memory of us
1
son, Hiland
Brunswick; and Robert E. Hart '49 Fairbanks Vb. Income fro
of Brunswick. Presided over by Pro- is used for various pub
'








Any student interested in
graduate education in business,
for either an M.B.A. or Ph.D. de-
gree, is invited to meet with
Dean S. A. Pond of the Stan-
ford Graduate School of Busi-
ness on November 30, 1065. Ap-
pointments should be made'
through Mr. Samuel A. Ladd, Jr.
The M.B.A. Program, in particu-
lar, is designed for majors ii<























NORTHLAND PRO HOCKEY STICKS
$3.95 - $5.25 (Fiberglass)
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRU
# Instant Service #
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc.
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Onion Rings
Desserts — Beverages
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure I
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPUt '3 PRICED.
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juice, Vegetable, SaUd, Roils St Beverage
CrtfMCT4Jt LOUNGE.
BR-
The young bucks of America
go clean-white-sock In the
new crew Adler calls Adlastic
f ....
Meet the revolutionary crew of 65% lambswool plus 35% nylon with spandex for
100% stretch. Up and down. This way and that. That's Adlastic with the give to
take on all sizes 10 to 15 and last far longer and fii far better. Size up Adlastic in
2$ripaft.whH»-80ck colors. Ciean-white-sock? The now notion with it even without




t^r :/.,-; yoi-ng suck *)<) a quarter.
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The Orient Poll, Revisited
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1965
before." (Oruengeslcht, Beschwibct
aber nie Blan, Munich, 1718. Tr. by
Mueller, 1894).
And, thgn there Is that masterful
work of Doctor Schmerzengqjrat, Die
Oeschlchte des Hedonisms (Leipzig,
1899) with -which a man as learned
as Hen- von Sud-freihafen must be
familiar. In the seventh volume,
"Hedonismus in dem Anfang des
neuen Zeit" two complete chapters
are devoted to the explanation of the
unique pecularitles of the Neurod^
nikian Movement, which is also
described as being the most in-
fluential hedonistic movement of the
16th and 17th centuries.
We are also familiar with the
scholarly work done by Jaroslav
Hudak, and indeed with the third
chapter of his book Manush and the
Neurodnikian Movement (Prague,
1831) wherein he describes his
search for -Manush's original manu-
scripts. But rather than finding the
manuscript in the old dry well near
Brno, he seems to have been led
badly astray; for he exclaimed at
that time, apparently with much
disgust "This smells like Lederhosen
to me!" Someone had obviously
thrown an old pair of pants down
the well which, partially decomposed
to the editor: but also blamed Manush's followers, because of the dampness, Hudak'e
faculty, no member of the administration, no alumnus - is in T^H T*^ °ther C0UegeS mentionlnS the Neurodnikian Move- nearsightedness mistook, at first
ii * -.. . . „ V UU1I1US m and universities try to take the ment by name for larce __tl. glance, for papyrus. 'as excellent a position to judge. Yet, as things stand now, the financial burden off the student, "T * " „ ^ ™U We must commend Karl Dunkel-
student has no way to express his complaints, aside from the Bowdoin appears to advocate the ^
nurcnJ»emonstrations. Herr Pro-
gl&s Peuersohn von Sud.freihafen
grumblings over coffee in the Union. contrary.
In our Oj c»hi;' 29 issue we promised a student opinion poll
on faculty suxti -;ou..i -•>. The questionnaire, drawn up by Steve
Kay, Jack C*u^ ami-Pete Blankman , has Jbeen completed
and will be distributed Monday to students in the upper three
classes. The n!!ed-in questionnaire will be collected Wednes-
day, with the results to be published in our first issue after the
Thanksgiving vacation*
Our purpose in conducting an opinion poll on instructors
and courses is to indicate to the faculty and administration cer-
tain trends in the students' attitudes toward the curriculum.
Our hope is that the poll's results will have an effect on the
way some courses are presented.
The question we have been asked by several students and
professors is "why have a poll at all? Isn't it a little presump-"
tuous to have students rate the faculty?"
Obviously, we do not think so. The point we made in an
earlier editorial was that the persons who are in the best posi-
tion to know whether a professor does a good job in the class-
room are the students. No one else — no other members of the
feasor Klugenkopf goes so far as for his valiant efforts to discredit the
• *?T. m C. NeUr?nik!aJ1 ,m0Ve: Neo-neurodnikian Movement. AH weWe think this should change. We think the student should mg the school, that the cost of a me,lL for tlie morttl ">*""** ot cansay is that wehope hivdll begin
Students are aware before enter-
iiik m n i ma in r
.
" s ma no ne wil
i way to make known his feelings, for who else
-has as Bowdoin education, in addition to '
Aust«an People which, coming
to broaden ^ scope and tum a
—
' —
to a head m the antl-Church from the lies and fallacies of Lud-
have




normal expense of food and
demonstrations"* nL
have opinions about courses and professors, and we think those i°^
ing
'
U necessarily *Sh. But the '
the Tnfamo^s Tto
"W"** ai*d its vain search for
fringe expenses, normally cut to a ™rj° ° , „ ini u tut- vggUe metpphysical ladders an<TR>=—"
minim,,™ -» ..^wf.^f tm^ ^ kish attacks °n Vienna in 1683.opinions should be taken into account by a professor when he is .
X
planning his course, and by the administration when it is de- **T!*2*1. exorbitant -
ciding on the faculty
wards the eternal truth of the Neo-tZIZ'IZT™ "T' "T" °! But Herr Klugenkopf (op. clt.) ZZZZZ1TZZ " Ub" u* W1,: etw
'
Union food. Union pool, supplies at „ J .. „ T„T neurodnikian Movement's hedonistic
osr-rrni™ -lioSKass ^ frtrtfK„„ cailed the Neurodnikian Movementthe rjnToh Twokstore; and football *"*
f J""
1^'"" approach to m (cf Def Wahrbeit
tickets for dates ar„ lust a f«, «# ^daemonistio rather than hedonis- ^ Wahrheit 1st Wahrheit tet, Ham-
tic; this may indeed, be closer to bur^ 1969 b ^^ &^
the feelings of Manush himself. But
„ musfc J
Klugenkopf was only a single voice ^ Hm *~ ^SSL,
with
rising above the clamour. Such in his metaphysical search for
the
The poll, If course, will have its faults and these should e ^ ew of
be taken into account when examining the results. First and the
"
other "^ of colle8e" thftt are















' J" anyone been genluses of the tlme M Hobbea
his opinion, and naturally that opinion will be based to a great Sf A
"P£ ***» lD&rmaryt late" s^^. ™»± and Locke opposed ^SJ^r S S * ^
extent on the student's personal reaction to his instructor rather V friend f °f^
^
COmi>laining ever word (except the a's, an's^d ^n ^ h J?*^** .
+v,„„ v..„ : * n i. i i.- x iL
iiwiiwi iai nu raui
ot ^ Upset stomach, stumbled *h«'o thaf >,« ™.t ~. . t written word, has been led far astraythan his intellectual reaction to the course. By asking the stu- through those hallowed doors, past^ SLS^ZJ^SJ^ ta hfa attempt to ****** «dents to judge courses and instructors separately we hoped to the welcome mat, into an ample SJJSfS^LZ?! ^ Neo-neurodnikian Movement. Hisminimize this personality factor, but we are aware that a hospital bed. When he left, after SIST 7, T J ™?>T' conscienUous attempt to find noth-
course cannot be completely separated from the professor. We procuring a court order, he was Moment and tteve T*^"1 ingness m fee "othlngnMs thathope that when the student is ranking the course, he will try feeling fine and dandy, particularly f—.,,,,. S «* «« ^J7 , ?. *!" envelopes his entire existence (if, in-
+« f„~~~*- us„ __«_i.: i_ ii j. . . . . . . * _i i .t.-i- -_ .. . .... *ciuug hi ii as euaaemonistlc is h_j __. M_ „ ,.,
«n», «^«», .. — « te^ one can call a life concernedto forget his reactions to the professor, and when he is ranking about this fine "service provided by ridiculous " (in
-TDerSegerU 37*
the professor, he will judge the man on his teaching ability alone the coUe&e". A few days later, upon No 8 August 28 1698)
a nH n«f «r, !,,•<, ««-»—1.-*„ receiving a note from home, he
with nothing existence) is bound
and not on his personality. '^'^^ ^ ^L* ^^ th ^^
to be a failure unless he will rec-
nearly had a recurrence of his mal- Herr von Slld r„lhaf(M, „K„ . <*&&> the necessity of the truth
Secondly, we realize that the worth of the poll depends on ediction. Indeed he was upset! En- * «^ ^7 w rdl k i7 ^at is to be found m all that
the quality of the response of the students. If they recognize closed in. the letter was an inci- Neurodnik are m* in the l
that can not to ta &ny way> "anner,
s
or form doubted, especially that
which is so factual as to be dogma:




259 Maine Street, Brunswick
+u 4. \u ii • I ,1 -~~— " —^ '">'*'"« ' ;, " ~* -— -1 "•"" e ut not lithat the poll is an opportunity to make constructive criticism, dental reference to the |60 infirmary hedj0nistlc but rather
and not simply a chance to dump on a particular course or in- biu his Parents had received; twenty unfortunately however in the 16th
structor, then the poll will be significant. We hope that no °f
,
those hard-earned bucks were and 17th centurles j^^ ^
professor would continue in his same old ways if the students
desi«nated f°r Payment of doctor's Heidegger were not as influential as
judged those same old ways ineffective. We also hope that the
vWte
^
oun"I« » f&ct to four, ^ Me ^^^^ existentiallsm M
student realizes that some honest answers may get results, and !!£ ^ Uda
Itt8urwMe or no,
a phUosophy was not yefc f0rmulatedi
will subdue his inclination to be overly harsh simply because stomach is ha°X Towec'laterf Tt at le&St n0t ta presenfc ** tenns-
he received a low grade or because he hates the professor's guts. home, it is no wonder that earlS I?- the, phUosophers' ***««». and






others of the mtelligencia, not in To the Editor:
Third but connected to the above, the importance of the L^/^^^f^ J?™ ^ least bi* ^rned with present The college-aged students of thepoll will depend on the size as well as quality of the response.
^fJolSlt the^fuTaT wh?n
day m0deS °f thought
' ****** United States have been badlyA course which was taken by 50 students, but is only ranked by ever malady strtkT^ou? in"
Neurodmk 's words *° »» hedonistic, criticized in recent months for their
half-a-dozen, will not have significant results. We would like nn„ary needs you!-not" your sick" f* ^
memb€r *" the **** seems attltude toward tne Vietnam issue,
to see 100 per cent response, but do not delude ourselves with ness, your financial support! Am I £ u t^, ,,0ur Ood, « we can This criticism has resulted from the
the possibility.^ We will just say that only the results in which wrong in advising my friend to
, h
h&Ve °ne
' ? Baa1' "* Wa un,ortunate wide-spread pubUcity
at least 50 per cent of those who took the course replied will be vomit his guts out in his room S?,
phUosophy resembles that of given to the small, noisy minority of
published. This will undoubtedly bring down the number of rather than face the possibility of ^^^P1^ we don't worry students who have been opposing
results, but to publish one or two replies would be entirely mis- monetary ruin? If I am, let me hear
e morning after the night
^
(Continued on page 6)
leading. The responsibility lies with the student — if he ever your cryl
hopes to see improvement in those courses he is always com- B
"cen^y. it came to my ear that
plaining about, then it is up to him to see that he makes his *u<tdatB> "Participating ta the win-
feelings known. If he sits back and takes it, he has no one t **
8CS8lon of CAL> were told *° buy
blame but himself.
THB
Fourth, we realize that the poll has not been drawn up in
accordance with strict psychological-test standards, nor have
we followed basic groundrules, such as making each student fill
out the poll without consulting others.
Fifth, the results of the poll will probably indicate several
courses which are judged excellent, several which receive poor
grades, with a vast mass of courses in the middle range. This
' middle range may indicate sharp disagreement or acceptance with-
out approval or disapproval! The results which demand a clos-
er examination are those at the opposite ends of the spectrum.
We claim, then, only this: the results of the poll will indi-
cate student attitudes towards faculty and courses, and not
whether the students are capable of impersonal or accurate
judging. We hope for honest replies. We know that the faculty
and administration will recognize the limitations of the poll, but
hope that this will^ not prevent a clot
a squash racquet—plain and simple,
another needless expense.
It is Impossible to live at Bowdoin
for two months without reaching
the possible misconception that col-
lege services for the student entail
an unnecessary added cost.
Dick Mersereau '69
BOWDOIN1 ORIENT
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To the Editor:
In reply to the letter from Karl
Dunkelglas Peuersohn von Sud-
freihafen in last week's Orient, we
of .the Neo-neurodnikian Movement
would like to explain more fully the
tnu background of our society.
Herr Professor Klugenkopf, rector
of the faculty of Catholic Theology
at the University of Vienna, in his
book Der Temfel Manush (Vienna,
not only &clcno>wl€c!$€ci Mjmusti
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' Si Albert F. Gihimn HI
by John Ranahan _// * V' w
New England Bigot
by Conn Hickey
Albert Oilman received his Bach-
elor of Science degree from North-
western University In 1962, he re=
ceived Master of Arts degrees from
the University of Montana in 1958,
and from Indiana University in 1962.
He received his PhJD. from Indiana
University in 1963. He Joined the
Bowdoin faculty in the summer of
1963, and is active in the Episcopal
Church in Brunswick. Eschewing
bridge, squash and fishing, his chief
There will be a general swell of
desire for individual freedom from
a coersive state.
~
from an insurance company than
from Social Security. The latest
figure I have is that he will pay
$3.26 in for every dollar he will
get back from this system. I don't
think that this will be a very
popular program in the future. This
is typical of the Federal Govern-
ment's programs. The Social Security
debt is estimated between three
hundred to six hundred billion
dollars, which is larger than the
so-called "National Debt." I say so-
called because it should" include the
entire national encumbrance and
not just the bonded debt. The gov-
ernment has nearly three times the
National Debt in other areas."
1966 Off Year Elections
Asked to predict the general out-
come of the coming elections for the
Congress, Mr. Gilman responded,
"If Republican leaders do not call
other Republican leaders racists,
bigots, extremists, war mongers and
socialists, I think the Republicans
will pick up some seats in Congress.
Usually the out party picks up
twenty to forty seats, but I wouldn't
hazard a guess. It depends upon the
leadership of the party whether or
hobby is politics; he is the State
Chairman of the Young Americans
for Freedom and of the Republican
Conservatives of Maine.
Right Wing Conservatism
In the 1964 Presidential Campaign,
Mr. Gilman was an outspoken sup-
porter of Barry Goldwater. When
asked to comment upon the future of
the Conservative Movement in the
United States, he replied, "I am
optimistic that the forces of in-
dividual freedom (essentially what
conservatism is) are mustering, and
growing. I would be no less involved
in politics even if I thought freedom
was^ losing out to collectivism. The"
use of the expression right wing is
a misapplication from French and
Italian politics. The spectrum is not
from left. Communism, to right,
Fascism. I think it is a matter of
whether government should be re-
stricted. The Conservative believes
that government serves a purpose
in society, but that the government
should not be coextensive with
society. I have never known a Lib-
eral who really wants government
to be restricted."
Desire for Freedom
Pursuing the topic further, he
continued, "When enough people
have had their rights taken from
them, there will be a general swell
of desire for individual freedom
from a coercive state. For example,
people whose homes and businesses
have been taken by urban renewal;
farmers who can not plant what
they want to; and businessmen who
have to hire men to keep govern-
ment records. Just this past Wednes-
day I learned that three Negro
lawyers are going to bring suit
against the Federal Government for
trying to destroy their legal prac-
tices, which they have built up over
a number of years, by providing free
legal services under the War on
Poverty Program. More and more
people are getting their toes stepped
on, and they don't like it."
Change or Bankruptcy
Despite this fact, it is usually ac-
cepted that people will not bite the
hand that feeds them. When asked
how he expected people to bring
about this change, Mr. Gilman said,
"There is a great chance that this
Joy ride will end. This country would
not be the first to go bankrupt, or
default on its debts, by cavorting
in fiscal matters, as we have been
in the last decades. Either people
will become fed up with the shrink-
ing of their liberties, or the country
will go bankrupt. In either case
this trend will be reversed. We are
at the stage now where a young
not it will come back. If they keep
squabbling it is possible that the
party will not assume an essentially
different ideological position from
the collectivism centralist Demo-
crats. If this is to be the attitude
of the Republican Party, It may very
well die, as did the vacillating Whig
tween* Seniors three years ago as
compared to today's. There is now
a more mature attitude toward
scholarship. This is Just an intuitive
feeling; there is nothing to which
you can point, but I feel it to be
true."
Student Body and Fraternities
Turning to the students in general,
Mr. Gilman said, "Though some
people say Bowdoin students tend
to be graceless, I think it is really
that Bowdoin students tend not to
be as phony as the students at some
other colleges. In other words, they
are more real. This. is mistaken for
a lack of sophistication."
This led to a discussion of the
fraternities. He feels that, "there
ought to be a future for fraternities
at Bowdoin. One of the weaknesses
is that almost everyone is a member.
Therefore the loyalties to the groups
tend to be weaker than they other-
wise would be. They should not be
destroyed, because self-constituted,
private social organizations are a
fact of American life and college
students should learn to live with
them and in them. It may be a con-
dition of life at Bowdoin that the
As for these phony pacifists, they
only use pacifism as a cloak for
subversion
. . .
man, twenty years old, can set a
more beneficial retirement pr^ :
Party, which offered no essential
opposition to the Democrats on the
question of slavery a century ago."
Continuing in the same vein of
thought, he said, "When the parties
become so similar, the minority
party serves no real function. This
was the reason for the rise of the
Republican Party. It differed from
the Democrat Party on the central
issue of the day, namely slavery.
It may be that a new party will
arise over a number of years. On the
other hand, both parties have gone
through long drought periods be-
fore, and maybe the Republican
Party will pull out of the period it
is in. It is impossible to predict
what is going to happen. It could
go either way, only time will tell.
In any event, a two-party-system
is not an intramural discussion
among people who agree as Roraney,
Lindsay, Tupper, Johnson, Kennedy
and Javits agree. If the two parties
assume essentially the same ideolog-
ical positions, then to incant the
magic words 'two-party-system' is
to invoke an Orwellian fraud."
Senior Center
Turning now to questions about
Bowdoin, Mr. Gilman was asked the
effects of the Senior Center pro-
gram on the students. He replied,
'To the extent that it has given
the Seniors one last chance, in
college, to learn about subjects out-
side of their particular fields of in-
terest, and to the extent that it has
created a more mature attitude to-
ward scholarship, it is quite a
success. Also, I think it has forced
the Junior^ In the fraternities to
assume r •.;:*.)
is good. Ve
majority of men belong to frater-
nities, and if this is so, this prob-
lem can not be solved. It is, how-
ever, a most notable weakness. Any
organization which everyone can
join without effort tends not to be
valued by its members. I think the
^intellectual activities*—of—the"
fraternities are the natural ways for
young men between 18 and 21, with
a heavy work load, to relax and let
off steam. This is not to say that
I condone drunkenness and debauch-
ery. But water fights, over-drink-
ing and loud talking are a natural
reaction to unnatural pressures. This
is not a monastery."
Foreign Policy
Next questioned about American
Foreign Policy, Mr. Gilman stated,
"I believe in an American Foreign
Policy that serves American interests.
It is in our national interest to be-
gin' to contain Communism, and
eventually destroy It. While our in-
volvement in Viet Nam might signal
the beginning of such a foreign
policy, I'm afraid, judging from the
Administration's pleading for nego-
tiations with those gangsters, it is
not the beginning. On the other
hand, with liberals in control, per-
sons committed to the destruction
of Communism have to take what
they can get. As far as the draft
card burners are concerned, I hope
it won't be tolerated by the Courts.
Actually I am opposed in principle
to peace time conscription for about
the "same reasons Daniel Webster
For sixteen years one of the most and they are not going to do any
controversial issues in American business that doesn't bring them
foreign policy has been our attitude profit. Trading will increase our
towards Red China. The first dis- Gross National Product,
pute is over recognition. The second t^ ehainct „,,, long range
is over her membership in the results f a trading policy, however,
United Nations. Both concern a ^ far more significant. What is
government policy which was formu- our Iuture with China ten or
lated more than a decade ago and twenty or forty years from now?
which remains unchanged today, How does our trading policy affect
despite major alterations in the this future?
political situation. __When the Communists came to
A policy which attracts less public poWer chma^ a ^^^ aad (Us.
attention is the United States em- organized collection of peoples whose
bargo on all Red Chinese- trade. This means of production had been de-
was brought into the news last Vasted by the Japanese in World
week by the conspicuous absence of War t^. In slxteen s^rt years
Americans at the Communist Chin- despite major setbacks, her economy
ese Canton Trade Fair. All the has gro^ fantastically. If China
major states from both East and continues to grow militarily and
West were represented; but because economically at even somewhat less
of a military decision made at the than the present rate, she will be
time of the Korean war, U. S. inside of thirty years, our military'
businessmen are forbidden to trade and economic equal. That's a father
with a nation that governs a frightening thought considering our
quarter of the Earth's population, present degree of compatablllty. Our
Assuming that our government attempts to destroy the Chinese
has not simply forgot about his em- Communists since 1927 have succeed-
embargo, what is the reasoning be- ed only in Incurring the hate of
hind the continuation of this policy, six hundred million citizen-soldiers.
thirteen years after the war? First. To destroy American power is one
Washington claims that trading with of Mao's primary goals. This is im-
Chlna would Increase and reinforce possible for him now because we
her war potential. And second, the hold the military edge. Someday we
government hopes that If no one won't.
trades with Peking, its economy Negotiating trade agreements both
will spontaneously collapse, a revolu- m the public and private spheres
tion will erupt, and Chiang can once" would have three political effects
again mount his white steed and vro<:yr . ^ JTIZ"
_»_j_ ^.i, t . , , FIRST: One of the present prob-parade onto the mainland. . me . _. . . Z ,lems in Smo-American relations is
The present policy accomplishes that there is a great lack of under-
nelther of 'these goals. China Is, standing on both sides. There Is -
whether we like it or not, already currently no place where we can sit
doing two-thirds of its foreign trade around a table and talk. Our only
with the non-Communist world, dealings are indirect, and concern
None of our powerful allies Is only the areas of conflict. Finding
currently following our example. a common basis for discussion and
Britain, France, Japan, and West agreement would be a beginning In
Germany are trading with China the easing of tensions
extensively. lifting the U. s. em- eW¥Wn , . .
ho„„ „„„,. _ . . SECOND: A lesson we havebargo would affect American goods . _ . , * _ " .
._,„ Tf ic H„,.kff„i »u *. fi, u learned from the Soviet experienceonly. It is doubtful that the absence
,„ f¥w> . , u . . „ ! : ,
_, . ,
..is that the only good Communist is
of our goods is seriously affecting a .. . ' * . J^"""""""'1 a fat one. As Russia has developedChinese economic strength.
a degree of economic prosperity and
When the parties become so simi-
lar, the minority party serves no
real function.
was. It is the law, however, and
regardless of what, perambulating
persons may tell us, I still think St.
Peter was right when he said 'sub-
mit to every ordinance of man . . .
and honor the king.' In other words,
there are a lot of laws I don't like,
but If we don't go about changing
them In a civilized way, we have
chaos."
Pacifism
'.> of leadership. This
i
- difference be-
The subject of pacifism ra
the discussion ab#hu> tirr-
What about her war potential? If personal comfort, she has become
China was able to wage war against increasingly reluctant to risk her
us for two years in Korea at a time growth In a major war. China, on
when she had NO economy, she the other hand, presently has very
now could, after a period of great uttle to losei and ls therefore very
economic growth, wage at least an reckless in its International deal-
equally successful campaign, whether lngs It ^ possiwe that the only
we trade with her or not. hope for peaceful co-existence lies
If nothing can be lost by trading in every state, Communist or non-
wlth Peiking, what can be gained? Communist, feeling too content to
First is the area of hard cash. No risk all It has earned In a war.
private business concern deals in THIRD: Economic interaction al-
International trade unless It can ways creates a certain amount of
make a profit. The Idea that any political interdependence. The more
trading with a Communist country the nations of the world depend on
Is going to be to our economic dis- each other, the more they will be
advantage is foolish. It ls the private willing to make small sacrifices for
corporations that dp the bartering (Continued on page 6)
mented, "As far as true pacifism is why these people gravitate to larger
concerned, Western Civilization has institutions. At these schools, there
considered it from time to time for is a less well-defined purpose for
several thousand years, and has the existence of the institution. Any
invariably rejected It as a doctrine, institution which attempts to have
It is a heretical parasitism. Not all purposes, tends to have no pur-
everyone has a moral right to be a pose. This makes it easier for these
pacifist. No father with seven seditious people to gain Influence,
children, for example, has a moral Students for a Democratic Society
right to allow a killer to enter the and like groups are really a small
house. As for these phony pacifists, minority of college students. SDS is
they only use pacifism as a clock for reputed to have only 3,000 members,
subversion, demoralization of our On the other hand, Young Ameri-
troops in the field, and for the cans for Freedom has ten times
evasion of their obligations as that many. Since these YAF con-
citizens. The courts will have to servatives do not lie down in front
decide whether a person is a -real of troop trains, they do not make
pacifist or not." headlines. The disruptive element In
Revolution on Campus college society Is just a small, noisy
Asked why Bowdoin does not seem bunchf
—
to be wrapped up In the revolution lu&hiness
sweeping college campuses today, Closing the Interview, Mr. Gilman
Mr. Oilman said, "Bowdoin is said that his pet peeve was nothing
blessed with a level-headed student peculiar to Bowdoin. "It is peculiar-
body when it comes to conspiracy to college faculties and their wives
and sedition, as are many other on most campuses. It is really ai-
rmail institutions. If I wanted to most amusing how gushy they are
work actively to destroy this country, when a Nobel scientist, a member ot
a* an intellectual. I wnuld flnri my nmptf»n PftmmnnlKt fnrvntg «^d
wM fertile grounds at r Inrge uni- supporter of the Communist line for
his is of th reason years, comes to campus,"
PAOE8XX THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
LETTER
jr (Continued from pace 4>
mlttee for the Defense of Vietnam.
•This new student committee has no
m ^y
— » ' ———- association with any extra-party
.the American defense; of Vietnam- * political organization of either the,
*> Consequently; Young Republicans, riBht °r the Jeft. Our sole purpose
* V^ung, Democrats. atflndepenifattr' 1? *° gSfc EOllege student* in a
, > have come -together to form the new
concertedj^rcgram
-.. of responsible,
* bi-partisan National Student^Com- ^fn " , support of A""^*1•
,
resistance to Communist aggression
in Southeast Asia.
Specifically, we will engage in a









Bcnus Friday and Saturday
"HYSTERIA"
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1908
_* —
—
level. First, our committee intends tional program to show the American effort to dominate all of Southeast
to distribute and, xollect petitions people that the, new^tudent radicate ^Asiaw ,
supporting the United States defense do not speak for bur generationJn^ Wg believe that the eause of ^he
of Vietnam. The "enclosed, petitren, their irresponsible bpposition to oiir- fag* rests clearly with Communist
can serve as a* guide line to those country's policy in Vietnam. ^ leaders in Hanoi, Peking, and among
campuses on which no petitionsre , If* you have any questions as to the yiet Cong. ,,*:..
presently being circuited. At Jhe any phase of ofir committee, please
end of November', we plan to ah- feel free, to write us, or to call the
nounce nationally, the total number individuals in Washington whose













American commitment to the people
of South Vietnam.
Secondly, ve are urging college
campuses, especially during the
period from November 22 to Decem-
ber 10, to engage in a series of rallies
supporting American policy m Viet- prank Keating
Yours truly,
Tom Kane, President
School of Foreign Service
Georgetown University
(Democrat) FE 7-3300 Ext. 564
nam.
Thirdly, we plan to distribute edu-
cational materials to college cam-
puses explaining this country's posi-
tion in Vietnam.
Fina '$' we urge students on your
President of the Yard, Georgetown
University, (Republican)
FE 7-3300 Ext. 349
Jay Parsons, formerly associated
with International Voluntary Ser-
We believe that the so-called
"peace demonstrators';, who are op-
posing our- role in Vietnam are en-
couraging the Communists to con-
tinue their aggressive actions in
South Vietnam and, in turn, all of
Southeast Asia,
We believe that the overwhelming
majority of young Americans join
us in supporting the efforts of ou*»
government to oppose Communist
aggression in Vietnam.
camputvs to send Christmas cards vices in Vletnam
to our soldiers in Vietnam. You can Tom Pauken/ National Chairman
address these cards in care of the CoUege Young ^publicans
World Affairs Forum, Brigham NA g^gQO
Young University, Provo, Utah. The
cards must reach Brigham Young Jay Wilkinson, President, Yale
by December 1, if our soldiers are Political Union, (Democrat)
to receive them on Christmas Day
We wlcome your cooperation and
atsistan e in this bi-partisan, na-
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
IT'FRNOIS' IGA







"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-
latior.hip with the community."
9runswick, Maine
Dial 729-3422
ONE IN EVERY CROWD
- The man who manages to look
well dressed in casual wear
You've ei : ' him.
He's obviou '••' vr.for
table — bul t. : c: —
in a loort jy<l , jr. i
slacks lhat w ;: H*.th
the cul the li .>.-.- :
thority of a hi:e tut m
our large selection —
those ar? the k»n< ? ?m
sport coats am' s'arks
you'll see. Choo.=e funo
ricK tweeds — Blazers
— and imported H*i;-






KINGSRIDGE BANGORE WHIP CORD SLACKS .







A. H. BENOIT&CCL Maine St., Brunswicl
NEW ENGLAND BIGOT
(Continued from page 5)
*
= ___-__^
the sake of continued good relations.
The European Common Market has
explicitly proven this to be true.
Our present embargo is obsolete
and anachronistic. It is a wartime
embargo that has never been lifted.
It is not accomplishing the ends it
purports to. A major re-examination
must be made. It is true that the
American people would passionately
react against such a switch If a
sudden turnabout were made. But
Allen Williams, National President
Association of International
Relations Clubs
PETITION OF THE STUDENT
COMMITTEE FOB THE DEFENSE a gradual and quiet "unleashing"
OF VIETNAM
We believe >that the war in Viet-
nam is part of a general Communist
Smiths Photo Shop






of American business would over-
come these this problem. Nor would
non-recognition hinder a change.
Neither Japan nor West Germany
presently recoghlae^Jhlha, but both
of them carry on extensive trade
with her. It is time we faced the
fact that the Chinese Communists
are not only here to stay, but will
someday become a wbrld power
Si£±ta jy[oksL




— New Meadows Inn
BATH ROAD 443-3921
OPEN ALL YEAR
LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
PIZZAS THIS WEEK
The Following May Present- This Ad For Free







- PIZZA KING -
42 Maine Street, Brunswick 725-6824
WATCH BOWDOIN ORIENT EACH WEEK FOR NEW WINNERS
"ll
Recipe for Skiingjuprgmp!
Take the world's most exciting ski area.
Add two new daredevil runs.
Season with a generous amount of
lifts (6) and lodges (countless).
Then top off with Stein Eriksen (in person).
Voila!
(THAT'S SUGARBUSM FOR ''OU ALWAYS SOMETHING TO WHET A SKIERS APPETITE.)
„
SUGARBITSH
the ski rtsort with *oiit*ti:w, for everyone











In bis column last week Jim
Hughes made some comments upon
the band, which I feel are rather
unfair and quite unbased on the
facts governing the situation. It
seems to be the thing to do among
those who are 'in'; that is, to
criticize the marching band. The
performance of the football team
left much to be desired, but I won't
bother to discuss this.
Being in the band, I am undoubt-
edly biased to a more favorable
opinion of the organization, but I am
not blind to "a certain number of
facts, which Jim does not have at
his disposal. First, there are about
170 musicians in this school who
play instruments that could be
utilized in a band; second, there was
a band smoker October 22, at which
there were NO non-band people
present; third, at the beginning of
this school year there was a plea
for additional upper class band
members, but NO one responded to
this plea; fourth, it is much easier
to sit back and criticize an organiza-
tion, than -to join it, and participate
in it; and fifth, at the end of last
year's season there was an attempt
to form a serious concert band.
-The attempt lasted two weeks be^
cause of a lack of student Interest.
Fresh Coffee & Spudnuts
Makes
Any Time Spudnut Time
at
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
Again this year there will be* an at-
tempt made to form a concert band,
but I can safely predict that it will
follow the pattern established last
year. This ig a school which does
not like to break traditions, and I
would certainly not suggest that we
should.
The band leaders pleaded all sea-
son for more participation, and If
we would have gotten any results,
the atmosphere of the band might
have appreciably changed, but we
didn't get enough response to war-
rant any change. I think that there
were two main reasons for this.
There Is a lack of school instru-
ments available for students Who
would like to participate in the
band, and, there is a general lack
of student Interest in participating
in an organization which makes
demands upon their time. I may be
wrong in my latter assumption. If
I am, we might see an enlarged
band next Fall, for we are going to
purchase, somehow, a number of
instruments before that time. The
Blanket Tax Committee was unable
to grant us what we asked for, and
I understand why. Most student
organizations have been asking for
more money recently, wid ItrtruXR"
possible to meet 'all these demands.
There are, however, other sources
of money, which we are in the
process of tapping. If and when we
get this money, it will be spent
largely on instruments.
Next Fall will then prove whether
my assumption above is correct, or
not. We will probably have a number
of instruments, (it should be men-
argument. I honestly feel that the
large majority of students, faculty,
and alumni like the band Just the
way it is. I admit that at times .the,,
.band got carried away, but nothing
to compare* to some of the antics of
the' band Just two years, ago. It is
my opinion that' the . quality of
music increased markedly this past
season, as did the quality of march-
ing. I have said before that it is
ridiculous to expect twenty or so
people to go out on the field at half-
time and give a precision marching
show. It would resemble last year's
ROTC freshmen group which was
water-ballooned, at times, from Hyde
Hall. We act as twenty people would
if they were requested to give a show
on three days of practice. We admit
this, and say it is Impossible to
otherwise under present circum-
stances.
If Jim wants to lead a student
tidal wave of band reformation, I
O'NEILL LECTUBE
(Continued from page M
-^ «__
ticlzed; none of the characters' rep-
resAted anyone, in has own -house-
hold, thoiigb. a/ew were drawn frorn
am all for him, and will Join his
movement for I marched in a large
high school band, and know what
it is like. But I warn him that he
will have to recruit at least 50% of
all the qualified musicians here at
Bowdoin before he will be able to
present an organization which will
march, play, and act like a good
big band should. I sincerely believe
that this is impossible, but I do wish
Jim the very best of luck in his
endeavor.
neighbors that lived next door to
their summer place in New London.
Some - critics state that O'Neill's
plays are melodrama disguised as
tragedy, and that " the playwright
;
had no sensitivity for literature. In-
deed it is true that O'Neill lacked
literary clarity, for he continually
groped for a precise expression of
his feelings. He was no intellectual;
he thought with his feelings. All his
plays are a study of people trying
to comprehend the shortcomings of
human existence, as he himself
struggled to understand and to
articulate.
tioned that It is not a particular
hardship for a student to bring a
trumpet, clarinet, > flute, piccolo,
harmonica, etc. to school with him
in the Fall).




Read The New York Times
Have The Times delivered every morning
at low college rates.




WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOR BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars ai v cry low
Prices, with Very Low Pay-
ments, at Very Low Interest






Did You Know- That Some Airlines Are
Already Booked For Thanksgiving
and Christmas?
Make Your Travel Arrangements Now For
Best Accommodations Come See:





John Lauritzen wanted further knowledge
He's finding it at Western Electric
A ie - . f: --' J. irsity of Nevada awarded John
Launuer, I" I '£.E. in 1961, it was only the first
big step in the learning program he envisions for
himself. This led him to Western Electric. For WE
agrees that ever-increasing knowledge is essential
to the development of its engineers—and is help-
ing John in furthering his Education.
John- attended one of Western Electric's three
Graduate Engineering Training Centers and gradu-
ated with honors. Now, through the Company-paid
Tuition Refund Plan, John is working toward his
Master's in Industrial Management at Brooklyn
Polytechnic Institute. He is currently a planning
engineer developing test equipment for the Bell
System's revolutionary electronic telephone switch-
ing system.
If you set the highest standards for yourself, both
educationally and professionally, we should talk.
Western Electric's vast communications job as
manufacturing unit of the Bell System provides
many opportunities for fast-moving careers for
electrical, mechanical and industrial engineers,
%
as well, as for physical science, liberal arts and
business majors. Get yoi:- ropy of the West
Electric Career Opportu" ! e's booklet from v
Placement Officer. And I e to arrange tc
interview when the Bo m recruiting 1
visits your campus. '.
Western E/ectrit
*N tQU«l OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYFP
Principal n , - . m S3 .' 1 1 e
^
Engineenii&Research Ct '.«r, Princeton, N.J.
MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF Til t :ll systfk*
JOperai. i'g cent
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This fall the Bowdoin athletic champs displayed an offense
teams have enjoyed their share deep in talent and a steadfast
of success, but have also been defense.
relegated the gloom of defeat. It So to all those athletes who
was a season of ups and downs, sweated hard and bled their
highlights and low points. Here best, and came out either on top
are a few of them. or tasting the bitter fruit of
Undoubtedly* the biggest jock defeat, we of POLAR BEAR-
news to hit the campus this fall INGS congratulate you all on a
was the state championship that Job well done,
the soccer team brought back to
Bowdoin. Compiling a 4-0-2 rec-
ord in State Series play, and a
6-2-2 mark overall the booters
managed to whip huge UMaine




4341 In Filial Tilt
The Bowdoin Polar Bears evened
the season mark in the final contest
last ' Week by "routing Union, 43-21
at Whlttier. The gridders racked up
36 points before the New York club
could even get on the scoreboard.
Paul Soule was the individual
standout in this last game of his
college career. Soule set three rec-
ords, scoring three touchdowns to
put his three-year mark at 122
points. Paul wound up with 612
yards gained on the ground this fail
to bring his career output to 1,696,
a record. Soule's total of 135 carries
also breaks a college mark. Mb
Viens also inked his name in the
record book, equaling a 1961 mark
of ten scoring passes in a season.
Union quarterback Tom Hitch-
cock, reputed to be tops in the East
SCORES: Bowdoin 40, W.PJ. 8; Bowdoin 14, Tufts 0; Wesleyan 23, Bow- in his class, could not pierce the
doin 13; Amherst 21, Bowdoin 13; Williams 42, Bowdoin 13; Bowdoin defense until well into the
Bowdoin 28, Colby 21; Bates 10, Bowdoin 0; Bowdoin 43, Union third quarter when Coach Pete
Fullback Dave McNabb (41) has his best day Saturday, rushing
113 yards in 10 carries.
FINAL FOOTBALL STATISTICS
21.
It may sound like ancient news,
scores and Colby twice. Both but last Friday the highly touted • r-
limes the Bears met Bates the Bowdoin soccer team scored a con- _ „ ,
teams deadlocked in identical 1-1 vincing 5-0 victory over lowly Maine. McNaDb
battles. Little Three opponents A victory of this sort to wrap up the M goule
Williams and Wesleyan were season usuaUv eoes unpraised, but ^ n
topped by the '65 powerhouse. in this case Uut 8ener^y faUs Bell
i? i„ „„„c~„ i.„„.. „ „* tu apart. This year the soccermen are _LaJy season losses came at the T J^ .. , ^ . ^ Sessions
, , T „ ^ , , champs, and the Maine shutout as- ...hands of Lowell Tech and pow- „ . II .. , .. _ . . Allen
•.y.i Q-...-....J5.11 _ sured t^e team of Ite 3*st crown in ^m£ua^ltmeviv Springfield. — ttje= Benedetto-
RUSHING










































D, e Mather and Charlie Ro- doin. There have been ties, but never J?LJ




otching three goals apiece. The win brought the Polar Bears' Vien_
Ed Fitzgerald, Steve Mickley, ^^^ record to 4-0-2, and the over-
Branme Leishman, Tom Brown, $ se*5011 a*1* to 6"2-2' which is
Sa» i.v Salmela, and Cy Allen also "* beat ever ™«>rd«i by a *
r
scored two markers each. Goalie Bowdoln team -
-Roh Bagley recorded two shut- ^^T^^ZTS TTf. mance, Coach Butt pointed out the











outstanding team spirit that was






























measure of success in racking up the fact that every member who" "»« .
a .500 season, bowling over such was with the team at the start, was p - Soxiie
traditional rivals W.P.I., Tufts, with it at the finish. Butt reserved MacAllen
and Colby, and a new opponent, most of his praise for the seniors M - Soule
Union. Losses were handed to and the two senior co-captains— Vlens
Bowdoin by Wesleyan, Amherst, Eddie Fitzgerald and Cy Allen, who
Williams, and Bates. It was in- dld a terrific job all year in main-
-
teresting to note that Colby, tainm« *• enthusiasm that *he
M*cLean
vanquished by the Bears, de- team had bulIt UP' ^^





doin two weeks ago. The Mules f *» 5 « 2* *"" LlaC
x oa x /, Sandy Salmela, Ray Bird, Stan Gut-
rM5ian*«T
managed to get 39 points on the kowskl Brannie^^ ^ Bm STATISTICS
scoreboard before the Cats could^ for .^ outstanding per. Bm^tM KT <
even tally a point. This game, formance, and added that they 118 p^t Downs
coupled with the chain of events "were the best half line that had 1122 Rushing Yardage
preceding it, serves to deadlock ever played for us or against us." 971
the first annual C.B.B. series, Butt was optimistic about next 2093
each of the three teams pos- year's team, but cautioned that its 261.6
sessing identical 1-1 marks. Now success would rely on the enthu- 164
no one will take home the tro- slasm and off-season conditioning
phy, unless the powers that be of the undergraduates who did not






















Ten senior gridders made
ing this year, the Bowdoin soccer
team will have to form a new core
final appearances in college Sat- of sophomores and juniors. Butt ex-
urday against Union. Ends perimented with next year's forward
Barry Smith and Jim MacAllen, line during the Maine game, and was
tackle Alan Ayer, guards Wayne pleased with the performance.
Burton «and Jim Day, centers
Dave Stocking and Dan Ralston,
quarterback Ralph Johnson, and
halfbacks Paul Soule and Ed
Bell wound up their careers ver-
sus the Dutchmen. Six of these
were regular starters through-
out the season and all participat-
ed greatly in the Saturday
clashes. Could be hurting next
year!
The cross country team was
generally considered an all-
around disaster area. Led by
Ted Boal, E. T. Rundlett, anc
Cary Rea, the harriers ran into
a lot of difficulty this season,
mainly in winning meets! Tal-
ented freshmen and plenty of
veteran sophomores should help
next year's squad, however, ac-
cording to Coach Frank Sabas-
teanski.
The fall interfraternity foot-
ball competition ended with the
emergence of powerful Kappa
Sig as champion. Overwhelming
Delta Sig in the playoffs, the
Passing Yardage
Total Yardage


































































Kosty began emptying his bench of
reserves. Hitchcock turned in 27
completions for 232 yards, but near-
ly all of them came against the
scrubs, who did not enter the game
until it was on ice. George Laporte,
who is third in pass receiving na-
tionally, has been averaging ten
receptions a game, but the Bear

















Paul Sou** intercepts Union pass M Jim M^Altrti looks
30 The Dutchmen fumbled early in
3 3 the first period on their 33 and Alan
_$ Ayer began the first scoring drive
_U by recovering it. Paul Soule hit for
four, Ed Bell lost a yard off tackle,
but Viens picked up his own fumble
and wound up with a 19-yard gain
to the 11. Soule then skirted right
end for the score. Jim MacAllen
caught the two-point conversion pass
to make it 8-0. • - —
—
Soule climaxed a 66-yard drive by
banging over from the one in the
second period. Soule and fullback
Dave McNabb sparked the Bear
running attack on this march,
breaking away repeatedly. Viens
again hit MacAllen for the two
points.
Jim Georgitis set up the next
Bear score by falling on a Union
jj
fumble at the 13. Ralph Johnson
2
then came into the game to hit
Soule in the end zone for his first
scoring pass of the year. With 41
TD seconds remaining in the half Viens
6 passed to MacAllen for the fourth
2 six-pointer. Barry Smith kicked the
1 ball through the uprights to make it
2 29-0. The drive started when the
1 Bears took possession on their own
45. Johnson lofted one to MacAllen
1 good for 38, sent Bell left for four,
and then hit MacAllen again for
eight. Viens then came in to hurl
the six-point pitch.
In the third quarter Horace Ses-
sions, heretofore used sparingly In
the offensive backfleld, bulled his
Av
- way across from the four to put the
30-6 score at 3$_o. The Bears had march-
M* ed 66 yards, getting fine help from
McNabb and Soule and the combi-
nation of Johnson and MacAllen.
Upon reception of Smith's kickoff
at the 12 Dutchmen halfback Jim
Williams read his fine blocking well
and romped 88 yards for Union's
first score. Albert Hrdlicka kicked
the point. Johnson wound up the
Bowdoin scoring in the final stanza
when he passed to sophomore Ken
Anderson from 15 yards out. Paul
Soule was the workhorse on the
drive of 62 yards in 11 plays.
With 12 minutes remaining, Hitch-
cock engineered an aerial attack
that carried the Dutchmen 73 yards
in 12 pass attempts, ten of which
were complete. On the third down,
with the ball on the Bowdoin five,
the vaunted signal-caller faked a
pass and handed to Jim Ramich,
who went off tackle to score on the
only running play of the series.
Williams then intercepted the ball
on his own 38 to the march to the
final Union tally. Hitchcock went
the distance with three passes,
pitching to Sam Dill for six points









President James S. Coles announc-
ed Tuesday that the National Sci-
ence Foundation (NSF) has granted
Bowdoin $19,600 for support" of an
"Undergraduate Research Participa-
tion Program" in Biology.
The program, which will begin
next June, will be an enlargement
of one currently in effect at Bow-
doin. Professor Charles E. Hunting-
ton of Bowdoin's Biology Depart-
ment will be in charge of the pro-
gram.
Professor Huntington said the
grant will support ten students as
undergraduate research participants
for the summer of 1966 and eight
for the 1966-67 academic year. The
students will pursue independent
studies in areas of biological re-
search currently being investigated
by faculty members of the Biology
Department.
The summer program will Include
students from Bowdoin and other
colleges and universities. Students
who have just completed their
freshman jear, jb jeelLjs sopho-
mores, Juniors and graduating se-
niors will be eligible for the sum-
mer program. The academic year
project will be only for Bowdoin
sophomores, juniors and seniors.
Professor Huntington said the aim
of the program is to give under-
graduates experience in conducting
research on their own. "We want to
give potential scientific investigators
as much independence in research
as they are willing and able to
assume," he said.
Professor Huntington said the
students will be expected to turn In
reports on their original research
and some of the reports might be
published as in the past. The pro-
gram will also be incorporated into
any honors programs in which th~e
undergraduates are engaged.
A current undergraduate research
program in Biology includes five
students, as did the past summer
program. The summer participants
receive a stipend of $600 for ten
weeks and the academic year parties
ipants a total of $200, as will stu-
dents under the 1966-67 program.
In addition to such NSF-supported
programs, Bowdoin maintains its
own Undergraduate Research Fel-
lowship Program. Established by the
College's Governing Boards at the
recommendation of the Faculty in
1959, this program assists up to ten
highly qualified seniors annually in
working with faculty members who
are pursuing independent research
projects. The Fellowships are award-
ed in all three major divisions of
the curriculum: the Natural Sci-
ences and Mathematics, the Social
Sciences, and the Humanities.
NSF-supported undergraduate re-
search programs in Biology have
been conducted at Bowdoin, since-
1960.
Participants for the forthcoming
summer program wiH.be announced
some time after the March fc ap-
plication deadline, Professor Hun-
tington said. Participants in next
year's program will be announced at
a later date.
In addition to Professor Hunting-
ton, two other professors from Bow-
doin's Biology Department will work
with undergraduates Oh research
projects. Professor James M. Moul-
ton is doing research in Acoustical
Biology which will be a part of the
program, and Professor John L.
Howland will work with students in
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CURTIS STRING QUARTET TO PLAY AT BOWDOIN COLLEGE — This is the famed Curtis
String Quartet, which will present a concert in Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College, Nov. 22 at
8:15 p.m. Left to right: first violinist JasCha Brodsky, second violinist Geoffrey Michaels, cellist
Orlando Cole, violinist Max Aronoff.
""Curtis String Quartet Concert^
Continues Chamber Music Series
SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS:
COLLECTION OF THE ORIENT POLL ON FACULTY
AND COURSES WILL BE MADE TUESDAY NIGHT
AT THE FRATERNITIES. PLEASE LEAVE FILLED-IN
QUESTIONNAIRES AT THE HOUSE MAILBOX.
SENIORS:
FINAL COLLECTION WILL BE MADE WEDNESDAY
MORNING.
Allan W. Cameron, an Instructor in the Department of Government
at Bates College, will speak at Bowdoin tonight at 7 p.m. on "American
Policy in Viet Nam."
The talk is sponsored by the International Club and will be held in
the Moulton Union. The public is cordially invited to attend
Mr. Cameron spent last summer in South Viet Nam on a joint State
Department-AID project, working in Vietnamese villages. He has also
travelled extensively in Western Europe, Chile and Panama.
Lea Ferbwzo '67, has been named Editor-in-Chief of the College
literary magailne, "The Quill."
Ferlasao, an English major, was the winner of the College's Hawthorne
PrUe last spring. The prize is awarded to the author of the best short
story in a competition open to members of Bowdoin's three upper classes.
Ferlame, a member of "The Quill" editorial board during his sopho-
more year, has also been active in Masque and Gown, the College's
dramatic society. He is a member of Beta Theta Pi Fraternity.
Named to the editorial board of -The QuilT were: Jim Hughes '67,
Peter Beaven '66, David Brewster *66, Wayne Beilly '67, and John Deapree,
Jr. It.
Faculty Advisors to the publication are Professors Thomas B. Cornell
of the Department of Art and Herbert R. Consent, Jr., of the Department
of English.
(Continued on page 2)
The Curtis String Quartet, famous
throughout Europe and America,
and familiar for more than 30 years
to Maine music lovers, will appear
at Bowdoin College Nov. 22.
The performance, second event in
Bowdoin's 1965-66 Curtis-Zimbalist
Concert Series, will be given at 8.15
pin. in Pickard Theater, Memorial
Hall, on the Bowdoin campus. Sin-
gle tickets at $3 are available in ad-
vance from the Office of the Exec-
utive Secretary at Bowdoin, and
may also be purchased at the door.
The audience is cordially invited
to attend a reception for members
of the Quartet at the Bowdoin Se-
nior Center immediately following
the concert.
Pounded in 1927, the Curtis String
Quartet is one of the oldest and
most highly regarded chamber music
groups in the United States. Three
of the original members, violist Max
Aronoff, cellist Orlando Cole, and
violinist Jascha Brodsky, are mem-
bers of the present quartet. Geof-
frey Michaels, a distinguished Aus-
tralian violinist, recently Joined the
group.
The Curtis Quartet has given more
than 2,500 concerts, touring through-
out Europe and the United States.
They also form the nucleus of the
faculty of the New School of Music
in Philadelphia.
The Quartet has performed at the
White House and at the silver jubi-
lee of King George V. In 1954, the
Quartet was awarded the Philadel-
phia Art Alliance Medal "for dis-
tinguished contribution to the arts."
In the summer of 1961, the musi-
cians served as quartet -in-residence
and taught at the International In-
stitute of Music held on the campus
of Inter-American University in
Puerto Rico. During the summers of
1962 and 1963, they were quartet-
in-residence at Pennsylvania State
University.
The distinguished musical group
first came to Bowdoin more than 30
years ago, through the efforts of
(Continued on page i)
Offices To Move
Tlie general administrative of-
fices of the College, now housed
in four separate buildings, will
move to a central location in
Hawthorne -Longfellow Hall on
Saturday, Nov. 27. All offices
will open Monday, Nov. 29..
Hawthorne-Longfellow Hall ad-
Joins the new Hawthorne-Long-
fellow Library. It -has its own
separate entrance from Park
Row, at the west end of the
building. All telephone num-
bers will remain the same.
The office of President James
S. Coles will be on the second
floor, along with the Assistant to
the President, the Dean of the
College, the Dean of Students,
and the Director of Student Aid.
The Admissions Office will be on
the first floor. The Business Of-
fice, Including the Assistant
Treasurer, Bursar, and their
staffs, will be Just one floor be-
low, via a stairway from the first
floor lobby. The third floor will
house the Offices of the Execu-
tive Secretary and his staff, in-
cluding the Alumni Secretary,
the Secretary of the Alumni
Fund, the College Editor and the
Kd>t<HT of the Aliimnm
YAF Elects Parsons Chairman,
Mike Harmon Vice-Chairman
Meeting at Alpha Rho Upsilon
Fraternity House, the local chapter
of Young Americans for Freedom,
Incorporated elected officers for the
coming year Monday night.
Jon Parsons 69, of Chi Psl, was
elected Chairman on the first bal-
lot.
Other officers of the Chapter who
will hold office for the coming year
are: Mike Harmon of ARU, Vice-
Chairman; John Williams of Psi
U, Recording Secretary; and Ches-
ter Freeman of ARU, Correspond-
ing Secretary.
Young Americans for Freedom
was founded at a conference In
Sharon, Connecticut on September
9-11, 1960. Over 100 delegates,
representing 44 colleges, universities
and communities from 24 states,
met to form a vehicle through
which students concerned with
growing government and decreasing
personal liberty could work to stem
the tide of collectivism. The prin-
ciples of the organization were
spelled out in a summary known as
the Sharon Statement.
Commenting on the organization
of the local chapter. Parsons said.
"All young people should join with
us because here is a real opportu-
nity to make a contribution toward
achieving stability and progress in
both government and our economic
life The socialistic program of
bigger and bigger government, more
and more controls, and less and less
individual freedom must be stopped.
Membershipvin YAF is how the stu-
dents of Bowdoin can join in this
fight to preserve the integrity of the
individual."
Parsons went on to note the for-
mation of a campus organization
known as Young Americans to Op-
pose Communism <YATCO and ex-
tended an invitation to members
of this organization to join with
the national organization of YAP
in a program to promote individual
liberty.
Professor Albert F. Oilman la
faculty advisor to the group.
V
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CIRCULAR FILE — (Continued from pa*e 1)
A geology guidebook edite£ by a Bowdoin professor has been called
•'/"major contribution to the geology of Maine" by Professor Marland P.
Billings of the Harvard University Department of Geological Sciences, a
former President of the Geological Society of America,
*
The 116-page "Guidebook" for Field Trips in Southern Maine" was"
edited by Professor Arthur ,M .* Hussey, n, Chairman qf the College's
.
Geology Department, and published In conjunction with the 57th annual
New England Intercollegiate Geological Conference, held at Bowdoin re-
p. cently. Professor Hussey was" the Conference Organizer.
Professor Billlngs.T^ho attended the conference along with more
than 300 teachers, students and professional geologists, praised the book
in a letter to Bowdoin President James S. Coles. In addition to editing
—^he book,
;
Professor Hussey redrafted most of the illustrations for it,
and conducted two of the field trips for the conference.
The book details the ten Add trips taken by people who attended the
conference and the geological make-up of the areas visited. The trips
were conducted by Professor Hussey and 12 other geologists and geology
professors from New England, New York State and Hawaii
The Student Union Committee is sponsoring a series of five Contract CURTIS
Bridge lessons by Mr. Joseph Kamin^ THus program is limited^ to twenty^ (Continued from page p
undergraduates who have designated their interest by signing*up In the the late Mrs. Sue Winchell Burnett.
Union id advance. ** v*" '•-&* ' Mrs. Borriett/* herself a* ceTflst of
• Lessons will be
t
neia on Sunaay evenings from 7:00 pm.-9:00 p-m. note, was. the widow of the* late
November 21, Decenfber 5 and 12, and January 9 and 16. In the Gallery
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The Stowaways, a folk-singing group composed of four Bowdoin
students, won first prize in a recent intercollegiate "Hootenanny" Contest
in Merrimack, N. H. •
The quartet, all members of Delta Sigma Fraternity, received top
honors over four other entries from University of New Hampshire, Rivier of the New School of Music. Many
Professor Charles T. Burnett, a.
faculty member*at BoWtttan'fbr 42
years until his death in 1946. Mrs.
Burnett died in August, 1962.
Mr. Aronoff is a faculty member
of the Curtis Institute of Music In
Philadelphia and founder-director
College, St. Anselm's College, and New England College.
Established last year, the group now includes Shelly Krems *87, leader
and guitar player; Jim Cogswell '68, guitar; Harvey Davis '68, guitar and
banjo; John Rutherford '69, bass; and Don Carlin '67, the group's business
manager.
HH1HlimHH1lllHLiminmnm,nmW nm.c„„, ,......,. .
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On The Peering Menu
Phil's
Men's Store
78 Maine St. Brunswick
PHIL ROSS 43
of the Country's outstanding viollsts
have studied under him.
First Violinist for the quartet, Mr.
Brodsky Joined his colleagues at the
Curtis Institute after notable Euro-
pean tours. He teaches violin and
chamber music at the Institute and
at the New School of Music.
The second violinist, Mrs. Mich-
aels, Is a Curtis Institute graduate
who has appeared in numerous solo
concerts and with leading orches-
tras in his native Australia.
Mr. Cole is a faculty member at
the Institute and New School of
Music. As a solo artist he has ap-
peared in recital, with orchestra,
and on radio and television in the



















COME NEXT SPRING, Charles W. Stone '67, chairman of Bow-
doin Bermuda Week for 1866, invites YOU to one of the world's
longest lasting, most expensive, party — with a guest list of some
6,000 students.
It wiO be BOWDOIN BERMUDA WEEK for 1966 daring the
college's annual spring vacation.
The week will feature dances, beach parties, barbecues, cruises,
entertainment, swimming, sailing, sunning and the annual College
Week Queen Contest
FOB RESERVATIONS for a truly memorable spring holiday
please contact Charlie Stone at the Beta Theta Pi or the H. B.
STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY, 9 Pleasant St, which for the past 10
years has sponsored the annual Bowdoin Bermuda Week.
FROM $165.00 TOTAL COST
OUR SKI CONSULTANT IS
- 5 FREE
PIZZAS THIS WEEK
The Following May Present This Ad For Free
Pizzas During the Week Nov. 19-25
KEN BALLJNGER — TOM BEAMAN
ROBERT GEDDES— JIM MacALLEN
WARREN SINSHEIMER
ITALIAN FOOD SHOP
- PIZZA KING -
42 Maine Street, Brunswick
WATCH BOWDOIN ORIENT EACH WEEK
725-6824
NEW WINNERS
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New England Bigot
by Conn Hicjcey
Starting rumors has long been good and healthy college sport,
which is one of the ways in which the college community closely
resembles the real world. But readers this week are invited to
participate in an "answer game," much in the tradition of the
"answer record,"- though hopefully not quite so painful. The
answer game is squashing rumors, and just to get things going a
few examples of rumor squashes will be given here.
The very title of the new game leads us not so subtly to
squash the rumor that a man had been hired to coach squash full-
time. This is not only untrue, but devilishly malicious, in light
of the rolling terrain in the squash courts and the lack of per-
sonnel in other areas. However, a man has been hired as full-time
Rumor Squash Coach. In the off-season he will coach freshman
Rugby. =»
Turning to more serious matters, it is not the case that Pen-
tagon Officials have classified Steve Putnam'sZgOMJtion at the Union
as ZXB3958(T,TH,S), or, in layman's termsTwS to the defense
of the nation. Rumors to the contrary notwithstanding, §teve will
be leaving for a tour of duty with the Armed Forces on Saturday.
A companion rumor that Steve will enter the service as a Chief
of Staff has been denied by reliable confidential sources as definitely
unsubstantiated at this time, though the source also refused to
deny the possibility of its occurrence at some later date.
The Orient Poll has caused a rash of rumors which can not
be dealt with in depth but can only be listed as rumors that are
infinitely squashable. In descending rank of seriousness, the ru-
mors to be squashed are
:
h)- Certain-Professes
selected undergraduates at local nightspots.
2) Certain Professors have been seen in compromising posi-
tions dangerously near the box for completed questionnaires.
3) Certain Professors have been seen attempting to replicate
a childish scrawl on forms of a highly suspicious nature.
4) Certain Professors are making plans to accompany Steve
Putnam on his exodus.
5) Certain other Professors refuse to be intimidated and will
do no more than pack their bags in readiness.
6) Certain journalists connected with formulation and tabu-
lation of the poll can be bought for a price realistic for even the
most poorly paid Professor.
7) The same journalists can be reached in more scholarly, less
capitalistic ways. '-^
Nov that everyone knows how the game, ia played, lets all go
out and play Sqi
The Conservative Movement, as
described in last week's FOCUS, is
constantly seeking to increase in-
dividual libertiesi by restricting
government action. It is dedicated
to keeping the government out of
economics so that business will have
complete economic freedom. But If
we examine what the conservatives,
as leaders in Industry, are doing with
this freedom, we And an unresolvable
contradiction.
One of the most interesting areas
in this constant war between Big
Government and Big Business has
been food packaging. Organizing
and directing the conservative drive
to prevent any federal legislation in
this area is the Grocery Manufac-
turers Association, the coordinating
organization of the $80,000,000,000
food Industry. (With this amount of
fiscal resource, the lobbying power
of the G.M A. is extensive, to say the
least.) On the other side of the
controversy are the few and scatter-
ed consumer organizations and
publications. The dispute presently
centers around a bill, known as the
Truth In Packaging Bill, which is a
proposal of Senator Hart's aimed at
ictlng the consumer from
deceptive packaging and labelling of
food products.
In a free and democratic society,
not have to worrk about marketing
<&*7^'-^?" ': 'mx&Mf
"Nightmare, anyone?
The Republicans lost every
important election in the
country with two excep-
tions. In both ot these, the
Republicans won only af-
ter belittling their own
partyand seeking]andwin-
fi?£** if-.*—*-*.doraemen/ .-«,„»» u... .» ma.
n |RjOMM*VIEW,wt<l«
-such as we hopefully have and such
as the Conservatives demand, the
values of any proposed law should
be debated, not -only in Congress,
but also among the future subjects
of that law, the populace, which
receives its information through the
faithful reporting of the news
media. Government-by-discussion.
This process absolutely demands
that the news media is free from
government restriction, control, or
censure. -
f
In most cases, the G.M.A. does
reforms proposed in Congress by
consumer interests, because its own
80 billion dollar lobby is strong
enough to convince a majority of
Congress that anything that is
detrimental to the food industry is
also detrimental to the legislators.
But late in 1962, as the consumer
testimony at Senate Subcommittee
hearings on food packaging piled up,
the industry realized that the facts
concerning its deceptive methods of
packaging were so conclusive, and
consumer Indignation so great, that,
If the public became aware of the
extent of the problem, the Bill would
have an excellent chance of passage.
Atlffls point the G.MA. changed
its strategy. A few months before a
second set of hearings began in
March of 1963, G.M A.'s President
Paul Willis laid it on the line in
a speech at the Television Bureau









BATH ROAD , 443-3921
- OPEN ALL YEAR
LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
OPPORTUNITY
For a future with a well
known Midwest Manufactur-
ing Firm. We are now offer-
ing exclusive distributorships
for a patented product. No
competition. Factory trained
personnel will assist you in
setting up a tried and proven
advertising and merchandis-




All replies confidential. For
information write Director of
Marketing, P.O. Box 14049,
St. Louis, Missouri 63 1 78.
United Marketing Company
6286 Bartmer Avenue
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Rock Hudson — Leslie Caron
There are other areas
with ski schools.
And other areas with learn-to-ski weeks.
And other areas with
well-known ski instructors.
But only Sufiarbush has
>
Stein Eriksen.
(THAT'S SUGARBUSH FOR YOt) ALWAYS SOMETHING TO STAY AHEAD OF THE PACK.)
SUGARBUSH
the ski resort with something for everyone
Every week a Stein Eriksen "Learn to Ski Week"
except Dec. 20-24, Dec. 27-31 and Feb. 21-25. For further information
write Sugarbush Valley, Warren 20, Vt.
He told hte audience that hfevh*^
met with sixteen top management?
peopfe from national magazines.
"We wanted to discuss with them
the facts *of life, covering' advertise
ing-media relationships," he said.
He reported that he had' suggested
to the publishers "that the day
was here when their editorial de-
partment and business department
might better understand their In-
terdependency relationships as they
affect the operating results of their
company; and as their operations
affect the operating advertiser —
their bread and butter." The
magazine people, he continued, had
understood. They had begun to run
articles to create "a favorable public
attitude" toward food advertisers.
He regretted, however, that he could
not say "similar nice things about
the relationship of our advertisers
with television." Television stations
received, he pointed out "about
65% of their advertising revenue
from GMA members." These ad-
vertisers, he said, "have seen some
television newscasts where they
seemingly took great delight In






"Appreciates Bowdbin's close re-











Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
. . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • -POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
• Instant Service #
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc. f
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Onion Rings •
Desserts — Beverages
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure!
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
*
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juice, Vegetable, Salad, Rolls & Beverage
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. — 725-5543
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CIRCULAR FILE — (Continued from pare 1) The Student Union Committee Is sponsoring a series of five Contract
A geology guidebook edited by a Bowdoin profeseojfhas been called Bridge lessons by Mr. Joseph Kajnin. This program to limited^ twenty
a "major contribution to the geology of Maine" by Professor Marland P.
SUllngs of the Harvard University Department of Geological Sciences, a
former President of the Geological Society of America.
.The 118-page "Guidebook for Field Trips In Southern Maine" was
edited by Professor Arthur M Hussey, %, Chairman'"of the Collegers
.Geology Department, and' published in conjunction with the 57th annual
New England Intercollegiate Geological Conference, held at Bowdoin re-
cently.. Professor Hussey was the Conference Organizer. *
Professor Billings, who attended the conference along with more
than 300 teachers, students and professional geologists, praised the book
in a letter to Bowdoin President James S. Coles, in addition to editing
U»e- book, Professor Hussey redrafted most of the illustrations for It,
and conducted two of the field trips for the conference.
The book details the ten field trips taken by people who attended the
conference and the geological make-up of the areas visited. The trips
undergraduates who have designated their interest by signing up In the





Lessons will be neia On Sunday evenings from 7:00 pm.-9:00 pa.
November 21, Decembw 5 and 12, and January 9 and 16 iff the Gallery
Lounge of the Union.. '
. *




The Stowaways, a folk-singing group composed of four Bowdoin
students, won first prize in a recent intercollegiate "Hootenanny" Contest
in Merrimack, N. H.
*'
The quartet, all members of Delta Sigma Fraternity, received top
honors over four other entries from University of New Hampshire, Rivier
College, St. Anselm's College, and New England College.
Established last year, the group now includes Shelly Krems "67, leader
and guitar player; Jim Cogswell '68, guitar; Harvey Davis '68, guitar and
were conducted by Professor Hussey and 12 other geologists and geology banjo; John Rutherford '69, bass; and Don Carlin '67, the group's business
professors from New England, New York State and Hawaii manager.
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On The Deering MenuLliimiimimimmummi.. i 1 1... ...,.,,,... ... 1V
Phil's
Men's Store
78 Maine St. Brunswick
PHIL ROSS '43
CURTIS
(Continued from page 1)
the late Mrs. Sue WincheB Burnett.
Mrs. Burnett, herself a cellist* of
note, was the widow of the late
"Professor Charles *T.
, BurnettC ; a
faculty member at Bowdoin for 42
years until his death in 1946. Mrs.
Burnett died in August, 1963. ,
Mr. Aronoff is a faculty member
of the Curtis Institute of Music in
Philadelphia and founder-director
of the New School of Music. Many
of the Country's outstanding vlollsts
have studied under him.
First Violinist for the quartet, Mr.
Brodsky joined his colleagues at the
Curtis Institute after notable Euro-
pean tours. He teaches violin and
chamber music at the Institute and
at the New School of Music.
The second violinist, Mrs. Mich-
aels, is a Curtis Institute graduate
who has appeared in numerous solo
concerts and with leading orches-
tras in his native Australia.
Mr. Cole is a faculty member at
the Institute and New School of
Music. As a solo artist he has ap-
peared in recital, with orchestra,
and on radio and television in the





















COME NEXT SPRING, Charles W. Stone '67, chairman of Bow-
doin Bermuda Week for 1966, invites YOU to one of the world's
longest lasting, most expensive, party — with a guest list of some
6,000 students.
It will be BOWDOIN BERMUDA WEEK for 1966 during the
college's annual spring vacation.
The week will feature dances; beach parties, barbecues, cruises,
entertainment, swimming, sailing, sunning and the annual College
Week Queen Contest.
^FOR RESERVATIONS, for a truly memorable spring holiday
please contact Charlie Stone at the Beta TheU Pi or the H. B.
STOWE,TRAVEL AGENCY, 9 Pleasant St., which for the past 10
years has sponsored the annual Bowdoin Bermuda Week.
FROM $165.00 TOTAL COST
:
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OUR SKI CONSULTANT IS
5 FREE
PIZZAS THIS WEEK
The Following May Present This Ad For Free
Pizzas During the Week Nov. 19-25
KEN BALUNGER — TOM BEAMAN
ROBERT GEDDES — JIM MacALLEN
WARREN SINSHE1MER
ITALIAN FOOD SHOP
- PIZZA KING -
42 Maine Street, Brunswick









IN ADDITION tO MOUNTING BaftD-*
INQS, JIM WILL BE HAPPY TO tHS*
CUSS ANY SKI PROBLEMS OR QUES-
MAYHAYE.
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OOK8 are rem.rfcabk oe**hn»
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New England Bigot
by Conn Kicjcey
Starting rumors has long been good and healthy college sport,
which is one of the ways in which the college community closely
resembTes^he real worldT But readers this week are invited to
participate in an "answer game," much in the tradition of the
"answer record," though hopefully not quite so painful. The
answer game is squashing rumors, and just to get things going a
few examples of rumor squashes will be given here.
The very title of the new game leads us not so subtly to
squash the rumor that a man had been hired to coach squash full-
time. This is not only untrue, but devilishly malicious, in light
of the rolling terrain in the squash courts and the lack of per-
sonnel in other areas. However, a man has been hired as full-time
Rumor Squash Coach. In the off-season he will coach freshman
Rugby.
Turning to more serious matters, it is not the case that Pen-
tagon Officials have classified Steve Putnam's position at the Union
as ZXB3958(T,TH,S), or, in layman's terms, vital to the defense
of the nation. Rumors to the contrary notwithstanding, Steve will
be leaving for a tour of duty with the Armed Forces on Saturday.
A companion rumor that Steve will enter the service as a Chief
of Staff has been denied by reliable confidential sources as definitely
unsubstantiated at this time, though the source also refused to
deny the possibility of its occurrence at some later date.
The Orient Poll has caused a rash of rumors which can not
be dealt with in depth but can only be listed as rumors that are
infinitely squashable. In descending rank of seriousness, the ru-
mors to be squashed are
:
~ 1) Certain"Pr6feTs6rs have been seen courting The favor of
selected undergraduates at local nightspots.
2) Certain Professors have been seen in compromising posi-
tions dangerously near the box for completed questionnaires.
3) Certain Professors have been seen attempting to replicate
a childish scrawl on forms of a highly suspicious nature.
4) Certain Professors are making plans to accompany Steve
Putnam on his exodus. —*-
5) Certain other Professors refuse to bi intimidated and will
do no more than pack their bags in readiness.
6) Certain journalists connected with formulation and tabu-
lation of the poll can be bought for a price realistic for even the
most poorly paid Professor.
7) The same journalists can be reached in more scholarly, less
capitalistic ways. [ !^
-^—Novr that everyone knows how th«tgam^ it played, fete all go
out airplay Squash theRw^ So** Lock.
r^'- 1 "
The Conservative Movement, as
described In last week's FOCUS, Is
constantly seeking to Increase In-
dividual liberties by restricting
government action. It is dedicated
to keeping the government out of
economics so that business will have
complete economic freedom. But if
we examine what the conservatives,
as leaders in industry, are doing with
this freedom, we find an unresolvable
contradiction.
One of the most interesting areas
in this constant war between Big
Government and Big Business has
been food packaging. Organizing
and directing the conservative drive
to prevent any federal legislation In
this area Is the Grocery Manufac-
turers Association, the coordinating
organization of the $80,000,000,000
food industry. (With this amount of
fiscal resource, the lobbying power
of the G.M A. is extensive, to say the
least.) On the other side of the
controversy are the few and scatter-
ed consumer organizations and
publications. The dispute presently
centers around a bill, known as the
Truth in Packaging Bill, which Is a
proposal of Senator Hart's aimed at
protecting the consumer from
deceptive packaging and labelling of
food products.
In a free and democratic society,





Important election in the
country with two excep-
tion*. In both oi these, the
Republican* won only al-
ter belittling their own
partyand seeking andwin-
mtgthoerf |h(kwilvry^













LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
OPPORTUNITY
For a future with a well
known Midwest Manufactur-
ing Firm. We are now offer-
ing exclusive distributorships
for a patented product. No
competition. Factory trained
personnel will assist you in
setting up a tried and proven
advertising and merchandis-




All replies confidential. For
information write Director of
Marketing, P.O. Box 1 4049,
St. Louis, Missouri 63 1 76.
United Marketing Company
6286 Bartmer Avenue
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Bock Hudson — Leslie Caron
There are other areas
with ski schools.
And other areas with learn-to-ski weeks.
And other areas with
well-known ski instructors.
But only Sufiarbush has
Stein Eriksen.
(THAT'S SUGARBUSH FOR YOU ALWAYS SOMETHING TO STAY AHEAD OF THE PACK.}
SUGARBUSH
the ski resort with something for everyone
Every week a Stein Eriksen "Learn to Ski Week"
except Dec. 20-24, Dec. 27-31 and Feb. 21-25. For further information
write Sugarbush Valley, Warren 20, Vt.
such as we hopefully have and such
as the Conservatives demand, the
values of any proposed law should
he debatedmot Tmly in Compress,
but also among the future subjects
of that law, the populace, which
receives its information through the
faithful reporting of the news
media. Government-by-discussion.
This process absolutely demands
that the news media is free from
government restriction, control, or
censure.
,
In most cases, the GMA. does
reforms proposed in Congress by
consumer interests, because its own
80 billion dollar lobby is strong
enough to convince a majority of
Congress that anything that is
detrimental to the food Industry is
also detrimental to the legislators.
But late in 1962, as the consumer
testimony at Senate Subcommittee
hearings on food packaging piled up,
the industry realized that the facts
concerning its deceptive methods of
packaging were so conclusive, and
consumer indignation so great, that,
if the public became aware of the
extent of the problem, the Bui would
have an_excellent chance of passage.
At this point the G.M.A. changed
its strategy. A few months before a
second, set of hearings began in
March of 1063, G.M.A.'s President
Paul Willis laid it on the line In
a speech at the Television Bureau
of Advertising's annual convention.
He told*: his audience that he had
met with sixteen #top management
people from national magazines.
"We wanted to discuss with them ,
I the facts of life 1»Vering advertis-
ing-media relationships* he, said.
:
He reported that he had suggested
to the publishers "that the day
was here when their editorial de-
partment and business department
'
might better understand their in-
terdependency relationships a« they
affect the operating results of their -*
company; and as their operations
affect the operating advertiser —
their bread and butter." The
magazine people, be continued, had
understood. They had begun to run
articles to create "a favorable public
attitude" toward food advertisers.
He regretted, however, that he could
"
not say "similar nice things about
the relationship of our advertisers
with television." Television stations
received, he pointed out "about
65% of their advertising revenue
from GMA members." These ad-
vertisers, he said, "have seen some
television newscasts where they
seemingly took great delight In
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Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
. . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
# Instant Service #
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc.
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Onion Rings
Desserts — Beverages
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure I
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juice, Vegetable. Salad, Rolls & Beverage
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. — 725-5543
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Paradox:, College Operates Jn .Red;















































































and B. J. Markel
While reading through the Novem-
ber issue of the Bowdoin Alumnus,




for the fifth time in the
past six years. .-. Bowdoin has end-
ed a fiscal year in the red." Our
first thought was that perhaps the
college was finally running out of
money and might have to close down
for a few years to regroup forces
and raise more dollars. The
thought was only fleeting, however,
for we realized that no respectable,
well-established, self-supporting lib-
eral arts college was going to fold
because of a few years in the red.
To reassure ourselves, though, we
hiked across campus to Massa-
chusetts Hail and asked if we could
see the books. Here, then, is what
we found.
First of all, the college is in no
danger of bankruptcy; it is not even
exceptional in its rate of increased
spending. A United States Office of
Education survey reported that
higher education costs between
1962 and 1964 had risen 28 per cent,
to a total of $9.2 million. The same
per cent of increase had been reach-
ed between 1960 and 1962. Bowdoin's
operation expenses reached $4.7
million in 1964-65, a 175 per cent
jump over 1963-64, and $105,644 more
than income. Estimated expenses for
the college in 1966-67 are $5.1 mil-
BOWDOIN
THE

















""• Da»M P. Bottom?
"'
Robert Soibcl
PHOTOGRAPHERS n„. wiiw ."" "**"*
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lion, a rise of less than 9 per cent
In two years.
Several factors accounted for the
Jump in expenditures at Bowdoin
during the past year. Most obvious,
perhaps, was the increase in educa-
tional and general expenses, due in
part to the recent construction ex-
pansion and in part to the growing
size of the student and faculty
bodies.
Total cost of plant operations and
maintenance was $559,000, as op-
posed to the 1963-64 figure of
$442,0C0. The cost of instruction
and related activities rose from
$1,068,030 to $1,328,000, while the
amount spent on scholarships and
aid went from $361,000 to $446,000.
Other items, and their differences,
include student services (+$27,000),
physical education and athletics
(+15,000), public exercises (+5,000),
general institutional (+25,000), de-
velopment, alumni and publica-
tions (+46,000), general adminis-
tration (+6,000), and miscellaneous
(+9,000). The total increase in the
"educational and general" category
was approximately $600,000. from
$3,072,000 to $3,667,000.
Expenses In several other areas,
such as research grants, the cafe-
teria, the centralized dining service,
and the bookstore, brought the ex-
penses of the college to $4,702,946,
nearly $700,000 more than the 1964
total. A major factor here, though,
wag the $114,000 spent on the Senior
Center dining service, which, of
course, had not existed the previous
year. Although a slight excess of in-
come over expenditures existed on
the $4 7 million figure, appropria-
tions for such Items as loan funds
To the editor:
It, was very considerate of the
college administration to extend Its
financial aid program to the town
of Brunswick for the work done on
Twelve^ Rod Road last summer. Yet
perhaps the regime in Massachu-
setts Hall could now demonstrate
a little consideration for the stu-
dents that must cross Twelve Bod
Road every day to reach one half
of the fraternity houses on campus.
Both sides of the road, but es-
pecially the side on the Mall, are
covered with a particular brand of.
clay that has the ability of becom-
ing an instant, swamp at the on-
slaught of even the slightest drizzle.
In fact, so pleased was the con-
tractor with his discovery of this
clay that he covered many of the
paths on the Mall with it.
Last year was bad enough when
Ve had to wade to classes through
the puddles that formed on those
pathways, but now we are confronted
with the opportunity of walking on
something resembling the floor of
a pig sty. With the approach of
winter we can only look forward
to five solid months of this mess,
instead of the once or twice a week
To the editor:
I retract my statements concerning
the infirmary In my letter to the
editor In last week's Orient. It
seems that after looking very deep-
ly into the matter, that the infirmary
has a working agreement with the
insurance company. So, if the insur-
ance company agrees to standard
charges for doctor's services and
dispensary charges, there is no
cause for worry by a student who
remains unaffected financially. And,
by the way, college Insurance or
some other form of coverage, to
required by the college to protect
the sick individual.
Richard Mersereau, '69
If the college can afford $18,000
toward the construction of the new
road, it can surely afford the de-
cency to supply nearly one half of
its students with a proper system
of walks across the Mall to the
fraternity houses!
P. Johnson '68
and funds restricted for plant ex-
penditures, brought the college
$105,000 into the red.
The primary source of income for
the college was tuition and other
student fees. The total brought in
here reached $1,730,000, a rise of
about $300,000 over the 1964 sum.
Endowment and other fund income
adtfed $1,240,000, alumni contribu-
tions were $453,000, and miscellane-
ous, $209,000. The total Income in
the "educational and general"
category was $3,600,000, compared to
the 1964 figure of $3,085,000. Be-
search and other grants added
$373,000 (compared to $341,000 in
1964), centralized dining service
$339,000 ($372,000), the Senior Center
dining service $104,000, the cafeteria
$105,000 ($108,000), the college store
$130,003 ($113,000), and other in-
come $35,000 ($27,000). Total income
was $4,724,293, as opposed to 1964's
$4,047,961. As pointed out, this left
a slight surplus until special ap-
propriations put the college Into the
red.
Undoubtedly, the strangest aspect
of the college's financial report was
the fact that although Bowdoin
finished in the red for the fifth
time in the past six years, its re-
sources increased. In 1960, the
market value of the college was
$23.3 million; it presently stands at
$32.5 million. The value of the
plant has increased from $8 million
to $18.5 mi'lion. During the past five
years, the net excess of general
operating expense over correspond-
ing income has been $221,000. During
the same period the book value of
the funds of the college have in-
creased $4.5 million. The deficit for
the 1964-65 year was met by selling
securities that had been purchased
with unrestricted money functioning
as endowment.
As noted above, estimated ex-
pense for the year 1966-67, when the
size of the student body has reached
its goal of approximately 950, will be
$5.1 million, a rise of $400,000 over
the past year. The college estimates
that income will be $4-8 million,
even taking into account an addi-
tional $137,000 which will come from
the hike In tuition (up from $1750
per year to $1900, starting next
September). In order to reach a
balanced budget, the $300,000 differ-
ence wiU have to come from un-
restricted gtfts from alumni
To the Editor:
In the past year, a situation has
been allowed to develop which could
well add to Bowdoin's reputation as
a non-athletic college. An estab-
lished sport at Bowdoin, with prac-
tice due to begin in three months,
is as yet without a coach; and with
an impressive manifestation of ad-
ministrative procrastination, no so-
lution is yet visible. The purpose
of this letter, then, is to bring the
situation to the attention of the
k
that immediate
action will be forthcoming.
Upon the resignation of Nels Co-
rey in November, 1964, the college
was faced with the obvious need to
fill his position as head coach of
two varsity sports. Last spring we
approached Mr. Morrell concerning
action to be taken towards the hir-
ing of a lacrosse coach for this
year. At that time, we were told
that no action had been taken in —rj-
deference to Nels' remaining
through the spring season. How-
ever, we were assured that definite
action would be taken during the
summer, and that more information
would be available in the fall. Men-
tion was made of the proposed ad-
dition of two dual-purpose men to
handle football, wrestling, squash,
and lacrosse.
In early September, we again ap-
proached Mr. Morrell, but were in-
formed that, due to his illness, he
had been unable to work on this
matter However, we were again
assured that he would act on this
concern, and that he would make
recommendations to the Visiting
Committee, which would meet No-
vember 6. We met again with Mr.
Morrell on November 9, and were
informed that a busy cross country,
soccer, and football season had pre-
vented his acting on this matter.
However, Mr. Morrell impressed up-
on us his sincere desire to obtain
a qualified man for this position,
but that no conclusive action could
be taken pending approval by the
Governing Boards in their February
meeting.
Because of the Spring Tour, it is
necessary to begin practice about
the middle of February. In light
of the progress made in the past
twelve months, we fail to see how
a satisfactory solution to this prob-
lem can be reached in the short
time they've allowed themselves. It
is our hope that through Immediate
action a qualified man may be
found to coach one of the estab-




: Bill Alien and Bob Mitch-
ell are co-captains of the 1966 la-
crosse team.
foundations, industry, and other
sources.
Thus, to sum up all the figures,
what we have is a picture of Bow-
doin operating consistently at a loss,
while at the same time Increasing its
endowment and plant value. The
Problem appears to be, as one ad-
ministrator said. "... the college
has no offsetting income which will
balance the Increasing money spent
on buildings and the increase in size
of the student body."





Reginald L* Hannaford' < m **
When the Semto Center1
' was first .becoming an "essential parUpf .the
discussed, it was stressed by the educational as ,wtell the social life
administration that this was not of the college. Thus came the Beta
the first step in eliminating fra- proposal, and now the T.D.'s spon-
ternities. It was, in fact, argued soring a lecture on Sunday (Mr.
that the success of^he Center was JBtoddard on Modern Art)^ Because
,
Reginald Hannaford received his (such as Dorothy Day), Quaker pec- future lay in helping people not
AJ3. degree from Harvard in 1956. lflsts (such as Bayard Rustin) as killing them.
He entered Harvard In the class well as significant numbers from False Pacifists
of -54 but was a "college dropout" nearly every other major Christian Asked to comment upon the re-
Z^ZTZZ^^TL ?!SS^ 1!I2S*L!I 2* «*C*^^tn*"** ^**m****+**mm the fraternises need strength andmore ana junior years. Part or the St. Francis, John Woolman and of many young people who espouse fraternitv svstem Yet it
wZJToHL CdtslaS ^^ Niemller is neither heretica, pacifism. Mr. Hannaford replied ^llTaZ PLwon^
^kwooX' ^ainT oart T the Ttt" TlS^HT^ that h« would ^"^ if he thought fraternmes from the center: whatbackw ods Ma ne, p of to he gospel of this world," he went that any substantial number of those is surorisinK is the raoiditv withtime he attended Union Theological on to say, "strikes me as much demonstrating against the war were whtTSHreWta^ l*iSeminary in NYC as a special stu- closer to an indefensible position, doing it to avoid serving their fel-
dent. At the end of the two year Although I do not qualify as Mr. lowmen-even dying for them. But
period out he got married, returned Oilman's hypothetical father
The first affect of the Center on
fraternities was the liberalization of
the social rules. While there had
was obvious support in this process, it is essential
that seniors be a source of leader-
ship and take the initiative in main-
taining strong ties with their
houses.
And so we come to the question
of guest privileges between the
fraternities and the Center. As
been much pressure for this change, presented by the Central Dining
of he went on to say "most of the
to Harvard, and got his degree while seven, I happen to think the best pacifists whom I know have Klven
his wife worked full time and he defense for my five children is to much of their lives to helping others 72 '"T -THE Z ""^ TTh TT^ °V T 1u ™ uuu «
.™+«*rf ™„* »<» #~. *k„ a , . * . ,
uve w n ipm ui it was not until the same rules had serv ce, the origina p an. thought-worked pert time for the American work for peace. If it comes to a either at no oav or subsistenrp u , „ ^ «. ^ * , , . '*••"•
wiu m.
»~«~ ""UB
"" " c uipz im, p y o i ce been successfully used in the Center lessly conceived and approved ac-
matter of my having to lay down wages through such organizations for almost a year that the ad- cording to a rule o? expediency.m
vL




T"^ m not m il for ministration accepted such changes achieved a degree of unacceptabllitv
child, woman, or man-nay child of themselves. The Quaker who burned for the fraternities. Now the frater- which was truly monumental. Mr.
*v,Vt^
yW°^' himself to death outside the Penta- nities are being pressured because Lancaster then agreed to consider
see that killing another man-per- gon is the symbol of- the way those they do not fit in with the concept any alternative proposal presentee
chance another father is allowed, young people feel, rather than the cf a total educational environment, to him. The Senior Center Coin-Idem twimt my chlJdren to appear picture of the cowardly punk that which is the, primary idea of the mittee ' has come- forward with a
before their Judge and Maker with some people are attempting to center experience. The critics of plan which allows for 20 non-colleue
t^rSer
1^ °" ^ * Paint " the fraternities who claim this how" ^uests and 5 underclassmen per
Vietnam ever, fail to see that the evolution senior per semester. But in reality
A Just War Concerning the question of the of the meaning of fraternities which this is only half a solution. Grant-
Asked If he thought that pacifism war ta Vietnam, he said, "there is has been going on for the past eight ed that 20 non-college guests per
was the only justifiable Christian a real need for a ^^ rate historical or ten years has not yet stopped, semester is a realistic limit, the
background on the Vietnam war. The fraternities have moved from senior is still virtually divorced from
I confess I don't have It myself., being detrimental to the education
-Committee,
pacifist Quaker social service or
ganization. His undergraduate con
itand on war, Mr. Hannaford said,
no—that he had studied too much
logy to dismisTThe possibfiTty~
of a "Just war" theory of a Chris-
his fraternity, and from contact with
barrassments to the American posi- essential neutrality. As the process 600 underclassmen, this means that
tian's duty. While he could not ac- tion - Im disturbed at certain evi- of redefinition continues, they are each underclassman may eat 1.8
centration in philosophy "cured him
oept it hlmselfi he thought that it dence rve read that we have put making a few tentative steps towards (Continued on pare 6)
of philosophy" (he took Wittgen- was ft defenslble position. As de- ourselves in the position of con-
stein seriously) and, besides, he
vei ped by Augustine and Aquinas tinning- the 'colonial' tradition in
said, with a wife and child to sup- thls idea holds tne ^^ c&n Vietnam; that is, supporting a small
port he couldn't have gone onto
^ht ^ the ^^g is just and the upper and middle class, who live off
graduate school immediately any-
raeans py which the warfare is car- th* lw«e D'»""t claee. For Instance.
ity of the North Vietnamese people ment would not be towards big
are mad, or that the vast majority weekend but would be aimed at
are like us. I would try to meet war small, informal groups. These
way. Instead he took a job teach-
ried on ^ jugt ^^ Umitatlon8
ing English at the Oakwood School. prohlblt( f0r instance, both fighting
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.-one of the a
'
war to ^ ^^^^ ^ ^
Quaker .co-educational boarding bombmg of mmen and chmen or
schools. He taught there for five other non-combatants. Mr. Hanna-
years. For four of those ^years he ford remarked that he found it im-
was also a part time adjunct lee- possiMe to think of an H-bomb war
turer in the department of Child ln^ of ^ Just war theory
Study at Vassar College where he
"tried to teach Vassar girls how to And HIUer?
teach English." Mr Hannaford for a Mr- Hannaford agreed that selec-
time considered teaching teachers tive killing of a single individual
rather than English. He entered the h&d come to seem right to a one-
Harvard School of Education and tune Pacifist, Detriech Bonhoffer
worked on his Master's during the aaA thftt the existence of men like
summers at Oakwood and received Hitler certainly made a strong case
his Ed.M. In 1981. He misread the tor a 1^ war position. At times Mr.
with peace, force with love."
% Vassar
Completely changing the subject,
the next question asked was to com-
pare Bowdoin men with Vassar wom-
en, as students that is. He replied,
"You are strangely alike in one re-
gard because you both lack the other
houses would come up with some
new ideas about social affairs."
Formation of Houses
Pursuing the subject, he said;T
should think that the best way to
do this would be to allow a group of
students willing to form a co-opera-
tive to do so. The best way would
sex nearby. At both col eges there . t„ h„ 2 v. ^ ,
....... be to have a sign-up sheet for stu-
dents who want to try- this—idea
is a fairly unhealthy social atmos-
phere in which you have to make a
f.. .. . *'?*
. L
verv much. There would be xfo as-
big thing of each date. You just . * „ . „,„„_,„ . ,K _ k£VZ
I do know that the land reform
measures adopted by the govern-
can't have the type of dating which
allows meeting a large number of
girls rather casually. At Harvard it
used to cost thirty cents to take a
girl to tea and English muffins and
find out what kind of girl she was.
As for Bowdoin men as students, I
signing of students by the adminis-
tration. I think it might exist cur-
rently with the present fraternity
rushing system, in which case you
would have students elected to mem-
bership but I'd have no mumbo-
jumbo and immediate full member-
Harvard catalogue and instead of Hannaford said that the acts of ment ^tQn
~~ ^ ^ ^ ""*WW for thoge haye
taking six courses in education and certain racial bigots sitting in some J^J b tbe DieT regime w^ 2* * real/efward ln ^rung men ^ ^ such ft ahoptnjawt house
two in English, did it backwards governore' mansions in the South ^ rm dl&turbed fcne ?«« »' "» ~"°n* ^ would appeal to the somewhat more
with the result that he ended up h^ brought to his mind unpacifistic SJTS^TSSJwT ™ ManvTmv"Z £Zj?having taken most of the courses thoughts, but he was always brought na_ .. .. -d , ij? t learn - ny » m fleld *™ mter'
offered in Old and Middle English, up short by the realization that the ?" J^=T 3Sta?US "^ ? ^^ * *"* ^^^
Since that left him knowing quite evil wasn't in the mind of that sin- jETi**lin direct c^trao^ fOT "?'^ ^^^ *^^ -







the Blrls were m"ch
students lived before the construe-
about teaching teachers how to him and what worse things would ™ * *J^™*£ we d"d not T\ ?» £. ?*f t T* , «<>" °f Colem,« and Moore Halls,
teach he got a research fellowship they do if you changed only the allow free elections for fear we would
, u FT. Si JF° The only problem of the fraternities
in linguistics to study at Oxford man at the top and not their hear^. Hi^E^EL^S! 2SS £* TtSJF\l * ** «*> " ** ^^ T*University where he received his He said his personal model was he dteUlrbance are shared ^^^J^tJ^^JZ
BIAtt in 1963. Mr. Hannaford ioined work of those Quakers who operated T " ,. _Z ,_ , . Know - tne anwvtlc vlewpomt or
self-reliant and socially mature stu-
dent. There is even an historical
parallel in the boarding houses
around campus in which Bowdoin
the Bowdoin staff in the fall of 1963 » much of the "underground rail-
by people who are in favor of con-
tinuing the war. This isn't a paci-
co-operatlves could correct this. Co-
ops are anything but an untried
system. Colleges and universities all
In last week's Focus interview, Mr. out Jews from Hitler Germany even
Albert Gilman spoke out strongly ° P^J* for these •* with their tWng £ worries me ^ ^ ^ •
about the war in Vietnam and !^'.,f u
™d Christians his-
,DevU Theory , tnafc holds ^ tne ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^
men versus the sympathetic under-
> Theta road": free the slave but love the ' lone Vacift an"dn7n-
standmB
,
* women; the ldeftl ct>1 -
twuo ™ u i moP,i.M „„h >,oc slave owner He Dointed also to the fc P051"011 ai - Pa l lst "^ o
-
lege would be a co-educational one."Delta Chi. He is married and has i y er. p & hftye reftSon fe leased Co-oneratlve Hm**
five children. actions of the German and Danish * d . . ^ _._ .
p i owes
oacifists in hidine and smuarilnB e ^ e present u -s> Mr. Hannaford decided that every-
Pacifism P^^Z^^TJ "1**1** Policy is taking an interest in econo- tWng that could ^ ^ about frft.
mic reform, agriculture, etc. The
someone, so he wished to talk about
. that h
pacifism. When asked to comment *rica^
h£e ™* t« cJs^doT "* gt>0d Communlst U a dead a co-operative house. He explained,on these remarks, Mr. Hannaford,
J£^^ ^ey?n?C nK laws Communist, will prevaU and all „A co.operatlve house to a sociala pacifist, said first of all he was nt mean <****<* 'wro g s. ^ ^ reverSfrd „ ^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^
somewhat puzzled by Mr. Oilman's
.
Love of One's Country A Way out flve men who would do most of their
reference to pacifism as "heretical Continuing on the subject of pac- Questioned as to whether there is own housekeeping, for instance,
parasitism." He suggested that Mr. iflsm, he stated that "In all this, a practical way of withdrawing from even their own cooking on a rota-
Gilman was either "speaking very heing a pacifist is no way inconsis- Vietnam Mr. Hannaford responded, tion schedule. I would make It a
loosely—say, equating heresy with tent with an active love for one's "As long as we think of the United three-year program with Freshmen
not agreeing with Goldwater" or pountry." He said he would favor States' forces for us as being * allowed to live in the co-op house
"reveaUng a certain ignorance of the a period of universal service for peace keeping force, I'm afraid not. the first year. (I wouldn't have any
history of Christian theology." He every young man and young woman. The trouble is there are no troops dorm members.) The best way to do
went on to point out that while The work could take the form of from the traditionally neutral coun- this would be to establish two or
pacifism was often more honored as a much extended Peace Corps. Vista, tries. If we withdraw, and in our three at the same time which could naford spoke of the practical side-
an ideal that as a practice, it had etc. In our own country there is place. 'a contingent of troops from combine to field athletic teams, etc. money. "There is the problem of
been recognized from the apostolic much work to be done if we are to neutrals were wll'ing to step ln. I i w0Uld hope that there would be a physical facilities. One way would
times onward as one of the two uck the problem of poverty for vast suspect there might be a chance. I minimum of administrative centrali- be for the college to buy a sub-
possible Christian positions on war numbers of our fellow Americans, obviously am not happy at a pros- ration; I wouldn't buy through the stantial old house near campus to
—the other being "the Just war." Abroad the needs are greater still." pect of a blood bath after we leave centralized dining service, for in- house the men. The old Phi Delt
Mr. Hannaford pointed out that not Mr. Hannaford made the point that any more than I am about the blood stance. The only thing I'd like the buUdlng might have been used this
only could one find pacifism set. the giving of self for helping others bath we are now engaged ln. We college to do would be to took at the way. It is gone but others are still
forth as the Christian Ideal in the ^ the natural American way; the are definitely In a fix and this, is a menue, after the fact. These unite available. It could be lots more like
Bible and in the Church Fathers work being done in helping the way to get out of It. but It will have could work better and more econom- a house than the present fratemi-
but one could find It manifested in sick, the oppressed, etc. right now to be soon. The Devil Theory Is icaUy than the present fraternities ties with their larger numbers can
the Uves of Christian men and worn- by servicemen stationed in Vietnam rapidly taking over, and we could and provide the valid alternative of manage. You wouldnt have to re-
en Cown through the ages. In our is an example. He suggested that get into a full scale war. You must which Prof. Levtae speaks. Very model the entire downstairs Into a
day one finds Catholic pacifists the army has a future—but that the assume either that the great major- clearly the emphasis of entertain- (Continued en page §)
over the country have them and they
work.
Third Alternative
Concluding the Interview Mr. Han-
X
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meals per semester at the Center,
and that; each senior* may eat 5
out of approximately ' 100 norj-
breakfast meals with his fraternity
brothers, about one every two weeks.
At a time when fraternities need to
be as uniiled as possible, the accept-
ance of this proposal would in no
meaningful Wiv bridge the gap be-
tween seniors aid their fraternities
which has results from the ad-
ministration's shorts^hted policy.
The afrvpt&nce of this jroposed plan
would further mean that +he Senior
Class is willing to allow thk divorce
to exist; that for the sake oi a few
more non-college guests, the seniors
are willing to substantially weakm
the ties of the entire student body.
The obvious solution to this problem
is an exchange system between the
fraternities and the Center, a solu-
tion so often discussed as not to
need amplification. The Class Com-
lofedmlttee has allow to stand the
Recuse from the Central Dining. Ser-
vice that such a system would in-
volve "too much bookkeeping." This
excuse is, nothing but^a screen ft*
a Slothful,; incomp*etence which is
willing to perpetuate an error In
order to avoid coming up with an
intelligent solution, an error which
can only serve to divide the college.
And the Senior Class, by accepting
the Committee's proposal, is yielding
kfi just such a divisive policy.
The fraternities - are trying to
respond to this new pressure which
is being brought to bear on them
in a way which is meaningful both
to them and to the college. Let
the senior help the • fraternity to
become an essential educational as
well as social part of the college —
don't let us isolate the fraternities
nid hasten their extinction at Bow-
________________________________________________
doi*.. if the administration wants A spur of the moment decision Mississippi farm families
to castrate the fraternities, let's not by two Bowdoin seniors has resultei Thanksgiving weekend.
stand there and hand them the in a huge collection of clothing and A month ago Andy Seager and
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talk ' at Bowdolft by Thomas Allen,
Field. Director of the J*AACP in
New England. Allen was outlining
the needs of. the children of Negro
^Jarm workers In Mississippi, and as
he talked* Seager felt something
could be done to help. Hopkins had
the same idea, and the drive was
started.
A third senior, Ted Boal, wanted
to assist and the three students se-
cured the use of a room in Bruns-
wick's First Parish Church as the
collection depot for the "Maine to
Mississippi" drive. Since then ap-
proximately 1,500 books and a large
amount of clothing has been collect-
ed.
Transportation of the items is
still a problem, however, Seager
said. The students are willing to
take the books and clothing to
Mississippi themselves if they can
secure a vehicle large enough before
Thanksgiving weekend. Although
they have received some cash dona-
tions, they do not have enough to
rent a car and trailer, or a truck.
Seager said the Portland Chapter
of the NAACP might be able to
deliver the books and clothing, al-
though no definite arrangements
had been made yet.
The items will be distributed in
the Greenwood
, Miss., area . Mrsr
Alice Blackwell, secretary of the
Greenwood Chapter of the NAACP,
responding to an inquiry by the
Bowdoin students, said there Is an
urgent need for food, clothing, and
books In the area.
The donations came from Bowdoin
undergraduates and residents of the
area. Students and faculty members
at Brunswick High School donated
over 400 hardbound books, paper-
backs and other reading material
and the Brunswick School Depart-
ment gave a large number at text-
books that iren no longer In use.
The Jtrst Parish Church donated
m to heh> with tnm
-US-
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ers. . . i- Vfhy'no large*worship like
the last ode?" -„'-'•->"
"We have not been tAd" *
NEW ENGLAND BrGOT
(Continued from page 3)
•#>A
"Is this worship?" he asked.
"Indeed It is," was the reply. "We
have gathered to worship ourselves;
Once upon a tone, in ancient
times, there existed a community of
men gathered together for the com-
mon pursuit of self-aggrandieement.
No favor was small enough for ""* the ^dividual gains which we
these men to act upon, and no Idea n°Pe to make. We shall pray for
was large enough for them to think progress, for fulfillment, and above
upon They lived in a truly demo- all for the projection of our egos."
cratic atmosphere: all spoke their "Do you worship this way often?"
minds, and none was swayed by the continued young Tom Tell,
thoughts of others. Indeed they "Only when we are told to," was
were characterized by the Hobbeslan the casual reply,
ideal of the bestial supremacy of
"
l see," said Tom as he extracted
the individual against all contrary himself from the crowd and moved
consideration relating to the com- on -
mon good. Woe to the visitor who After quite a time had passed
sought to understand their inimical with little seeming to happen, Tom
ways. y came upon many small groups of
Such a person was Thomas Tell, fellows in heated argument. Mov-
Young Tom Tell wandered into this ln8 from one to the other, he over-
fellowship one day, and noticing a heard different queries being made
friendly looking fellow, asked the as to when the next worship would
name of the establishment. be held. Each fellow seemed to
"Why this is Microland," exclaim- have a different prayer to be an-
ed the fellow, as if some great ig- swered though, and all were indig-
norance had been shown on young nant over the neglect being shown
Tom's part. their prayer. However, everyone
"Ah, of course," muttered Tom, agreed on one thing, and that was
'and moved along. that self-interest was going unful-
Soon, however, he was engulfed ruled. Stopping at one group, Tom
in a great flow of excited fellows, asked what the problem' was.
Unable to control his progress, Tom "Nothing really. We're just pray-
was swept along in a frenzy of dis- mg." said one fellow,
cordant currents until the mass "But why so many different pray-
halted before a huge temple-like *
structure.
i
The crowd surged for-
ward and back in its excitement,
and Tom suddenly became aware of
the odd placards which thrust above
the crowd. One said "Uberte!
Egalie! Praternite!," while another
pleaded "Don't Tread on Me." A
bearded fellow was crying "Peace!
Bread! Land!," while above the en-
tire throng, emblazoned upon the"5
temple's pediment, was the phrase
"Caveat Emptor." And beneath this
august inscription, the Immortal
Leader gazed in marble splendor.
His smile was warm; his motto
brief. "Divide <te Conquer" were* his
words.
A bit confused, Tom turned to
one of the fellows:
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The ""next day a small sparrow
whispered in each fellow's ear that
a worship was to be held. When
Tom arrived at the worship how-
ever, he was dismayed to find only
three fellows present. Upon ques-
tioning the sparse attendance, he
learned that the sparrow had failed
because fellows could not respond
to any outside stimulus. They would
not act unless they felt their own
welfare at stake, or unless forced to
do so.
"Perhaps an eagle," murmured
one fellow "Never a sparrow."
Even those few present had come
only to say that future worships
should be banned. Individual pray-
ers were the better way to seek
complacency."
Stunned, young Tom turned to
leave, and then noticing that one
of the fellows was lingering behind,
he approached him. Seeing that
this was an Elder Fellow, Tom ad-
dressed him cautiously:
"Sir, why is it that these fellows
of a truly democratic spirit, char-
acterized by the Hobbesian ideal
of the bestial supremacy of the in-
dividual against all contrary con-
siderations relating to the common
good, refuse to worship together in
the common acknowledgment of the
overriding importance of the com-
plaisance of one to each other?"
bellowing out stories that were
critical of- this inclustry." And he
/Ipseahls remarks with a' question:
"What can you do additionally that
will influence your advertiser
,
to
spend more of his advertising dollar
with you?"
Throughout 1962, the packaging
hearings were consistently treated
as Important news. After the Spring
of 1963, the problem suddenly be-
came a dead issue to the nation's
news media. Since Willis's speech
"You seem to have answered your
own question young Tom," replied
the Elder Fellow.
"But if that is so, why is Micro-
land as it is?" continued Tom.
"Well, let us answer that question
by posing another," said the Elder
Fellow "When did you first be-
come aware of Microland, and
when do you think you shall find
otherwise?"
"I became aware of it when I
entered the community, and I shall
find otherwise when I leave, "an-
swered Tom very quickly.
"But the question is rather when
did you enter, and when shall you
leave," the Elder Fellow added.
"The answer is that you entered
Microland when you became aware.
You shall leave only when you die."
And with those words echoing
in his ears, Young Thomas Tell
moved on.
there have been only two television
-references to the 'Bill or the hear*,
ings (both NBC). .Senator Hart was
informed at thai time, that, his
several scheduled television appear-
ances were canceled. On the radio,
only the labor-sponsored commenta-
tor, Edward P. Morgan, has given
news on the subject. And quite un-
derstandably, the- "popular" maga-
zines have been either silent on the
matter or in complete favor of the
status quo.
Whether or not Truth in Packag-
ing is a Good or Bad bill is no
longer the issue. The point is that
Big Business, which is so eager to
restrict the enforcement capabilities
of the Federal Government, is not
willing to restrict Its own powers,
however unethical or harmful to our
political system the* exercise of
those powers may be.
It is an unfortunate fact that in
the Twentieth Century, advertising
has become an evergrowing monster
which consumes billions each year.
This is a fact of life and very
possibly one about which we can do
nothing. But when the leaders of
American business choose that, for
their own selfish purposes, they will
use this monster to control and
censure the nation's entire news
media, one can do no less than de-
nounce it as one of the most shame-
less power plays in our time.
With this one exception,
GT&E provides total communications
NOW!! "IT Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's
Food* & Save***
Small boys have an edge on us
when it comes to communicating
with non-humans. General Tele-
phone & Electronics makes this
concession to outside experts.
In all other areas of communi-
cation wehave an edge, telephon-
ing, teleprinting, telemetering,
telewriting and data transmission.
And, of course, radio, TV, stereo
and military electronics.
Our 30 Telephone Operating Com-
panies serve areas in 33 states.
Most of the equipment and com-
ponents are manufactured by
Automatic Electric, Lenkurt Elec-
tric and Syrvania, all members of
GT&E's family of companies.
With so much revolving around
GT&E, it is small wonder that we
have become one of America's fore-
most corporations.
We're interested in having you
know still more about our activi-
ties in total communications So
fweVprep«reda^bok^onCrT*E
that you can obtain from yout
Placement Director, of by writing
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Hoopmeh Open
With Clark .
Alleii, Pfeiffer '66 Grid Leadfefs;





•* * "/ -' - .' Cliu-l^ Unlyerelty ls#'th^ flrtt op-
Halfback TOmmy'VUen and tackle ,Center halfback Charlie Powell' poneht on the Bowdoin College var-
Bob Pfeiffer have been elected co- and right halfback Sandy Salmela slty basketball slate for the' 1985-68
captains of the 1986 Bowdoin foot- have been elected co-captains of season. The Polar Bears host Clark
ball squad the 1986 Bowdoin soccer team. Both DfiC - * to th» first game to be played
Coach Pete Kosty, who announced Powell and Salmela were members m Bowdoin's new gymnasium.
otr the election at the 1985 of the outstanding defensive unit The contest will open an 18-game
team's break-up dinner, also pre- that gave up only eight goals season for Bowdoin. In addition to
eented Bowdoin's three annual foot- througout the season. Bowdoin won the regular schedule, Coach Ray
ball trophies to Paul Soule, Jim Day, its first State Series championship Bicknell's Polar Bears will particl-
and Dave Doughty. Soule, a hall- in soccer this fall, finishing the pate in a holiday tournament at
back and co-captain of this year's season wi^h a 6-2-2 record overall. American International College in
Polar Bear squad who smashed six >At the team's break-up dinner Springfield, Mass., Dec. 28-30. Other
Bowdoin rushing and scoring during Coach Charlie Butt also presented squacfs invited to play in the tour-
his three-year varsity career, was Bowdoin's annual George Levine nament are St. Michael's, Colby,
awarded the William J. Reardon Memorial Soccer Trophy to left Maine, Coast Guard, Trinity, Spring-
Trophy. The Trophy is given to a fullback E1 Leydon. Butt praised field, and host AIC.
senior who has made an outstand- Leydon as the top defensive mem- Nine home contests are set for
ing contribution to his team and ber on this year's squad and said Bowdoin's new gym, according to
Bowdoin as a "man of honor, cour- his aggressive play was invaluable Malcolm E. Morrell, Director of
age and leadership." Day-, a senior to the team during his three years Athletics. The gym, completed last
guard who was a mainstay of the on the varsity. summer, has a basketball seating
Bowdoin line both on offense and Freshmen Dave Knight, a center capacity of 2,500.
defense, won the Winslow Robinson halfback, and Bob Ervin, right
Howland Memorial Trophy. The halfback, were elected honorary co-
award is presented to the varsity captains of the 1965 freshman soc-
footbaH player who has made the
'
cer team. ' /
"most marked improvement and In behalf of the entire squad, co-







of aggressiveness, cooperation, en- with a silver serving tray as a
pr ng
thusiasm for the game, and fine memento of the state champion- Jan- 8 Williams, 12 at Maine, 15
sportsmanship." Doughty, a soph- ship squad. Speakers at the dinner Brandeis.
omore end, was presented with the included Prank F. Sabasteanskl and Feb. 4 at Coast Guard, 5 at Wes-
Wallace C. Philoon Trophy, which Professor Donald G. Adam of the leyan, 9 at Colby, 12 MIT, 16 Maine,
is~g4ven tQ-a~nonrletter Winner who Department of English- Master of ^18 at Trinity, 19 at Springfieh
Bob Pfeiffer, coach Pete Kosty, and Tommy Alton
ceremonies following 1965 4-4 season.
Varsity Swimming Frosh Cagers To Run, Press
Tlie Bowdoin varsity basketball
schedule
:
Dec. 2 Clark, 4 Tufts, -8 at New
Hampshire, 11 Amherst, 15 at MTT,
has made outstanding contributfon Ceremonies was co-captain Ed Pita- Bates, 26 Colby.
to the football team.
Other awards made to members
of this fall's varsity and freshman
football teams Included the presen-
tation of four tickets to the Army-
Navy football game in Philadelphia
Nov, 27. This year's ticket winners
were Maurice Viens. jur.tor quar-
terback, Bob Blackwood, freshman
guard, Dick Parmenter, freshman
quarterback, and Pfeiffer. The tic-
kets are donated annually by Ma-
jor General Wallace C. Philoon,
Ret., an Overseer Emeritus of Bow-
doin and a member of the Class of
1905. General Philoon is a former
football captain at Bowdoin and
West Point. The tickets are award-
ed to a non-senior lineman and
back from the varsity squad, and
a lineman and back from the fresh-
man team.
Co-Captain Dave Stocking of
Williamstown, Mass., presented
Trainer Mike Linkovich with a
plaque in behalf of the ten seniors
on this fall's squad. In behalf of the
entire squad, Soule presented Coach
Kosty with the football used in last
week's Union game, which Bowdoin
won 43-21.
Speakers at the dinner included
professor Nathan Dane II, Chair-
man of the Bowdoin Department of
Classics, and Coach Kosty. Master
of Ceremonies was Harry G. Shul-
man, District Correspondent for the
Portland Press Herald, Evening Ex-
press and Sunday Telegram.
gerald. March 1 at Bates.
Co-capUins-eiect Sandy Salmela and Charlie Powell flank Coach
Charlie Butt, mentor of 1965 state champion squad.
Hockey Opens
December 1
The Bowdoin hockey combine
opens its 1965-66 season at Harvard
Dec. 1. The Polar Bears, w,ho play
one of the stiffest schedules in the
East, will entertain Middlebury In
the first home contest of the season
Dec. 16. Coach Sid Watson's team
will play a total of 16 games this
season, plus a Christmas Invitation-
al Tournament at RPI and the tra-
ditional Alumni game.
Dec. 1 at Harvard, 4 at Dart-
mouth, 10 at MIT, 11 at Army, 16
Middlebury, 28-30 Christmas Tour-
nament at RPI.
Jan. 7 at Amherst, 8 at Providence,
13 Colby.
Feb. 4 Norwich, 5 Williams, 12
Massachusetts, 15 Merrimack, 18
Northeastern, 19 Connecticut, 24 at
Colby, 26 at New Hampshire.
March 4 New Hampshire, 5 Alum-
ni.
Participants in the Christmas
Tournament will be Bowdoin, West-
ern Ontario, Middlebury and host
RPI
Day.taft, rami Senle, and
their awards.






Varsity swimming team opens its
1965-66 season Dec. 11 with a home
meet against Springfield College.
In addition to nine dual meets,
Coach Charlie Butt's mermen will
compete in the New England In-
tercollegiate Championships and the
NCAA College Division Champion-
ships in March.
Of the nine regular meets, four
will be home contests at Bowdoin's
Curtis Swimming Pool.
The complete varsity schedule:
Dec. 11 Springfield.
Jan. 8 at Trinity, 15 Connecticut:-
Feb. 5 at Wesleyan, 12 Williams,
19 at MTT., 25 at Massachusetts, 26
at Amherst.
March 5 Tufts, 10-12 New England
Intercollegiate Championships at
University of Connecticut, 17 NCAA
College Division Championships at
Normal, 111.
Butt's freshman swimming squad
will compete in the following 11-
meet schedule:
Dec. 3 Cheverus, 8 at Hebron, 10
Deering, 11 Springfield.
Jan. 14 at Bangor, 15 Morse.
Feb. 4 Portland, 5 Exeter, 9
Hebron, 19 at M.I.T., 25 Brunswick..
Indoor Track
For the second season in a row
Coach Frank Sabasteanski's Bow-
doin track squad will face the big-
gest indoor schedule in the history
of the College.
The complete varsity schedule
include:
Dec. 4 at M.I.T., 11 Holy Cross.
Jan. 8 Colby, 15 K of C. at Boston,
29 BAA. at Boston.
Using a style of play new to Bow-
doin College basketball, Coach Bee-
zer Coombs' freshmen cagers will
try to better last years' 9-3 mark.
The squad of 30, which will be
trimmed to 15-20 after Thanksgiv-
ing, has been working since Novem-
ber 1 in preparation for their open-
er at Colby on December 10.
Like the varsity, the frosh will be
employing a faster brand of bas-
ketball this year with emphasis on
a running offense and a pressing
defense. As in most freshman
sports, the success of the team will
depend on just how well its mem-
bers, playing together for" the first
time, can accustom themselves to a
new system. With five weeks of
practice the squad should be ready,
at least physically, to play this race-;
horse style of basketball.
The team has good depth and
height. Center John MacKenzie,
tallest man on the team at 6'5", is
backed' up by HanJc Hubbard, W.
Forwards Mike Princl, W, and
Dick Downes, 6', should combine
with MacKenzie to supply strong
rebounding, while Bo McFarland,
Andy Neher, Ben Pratt, and Ken
Rowe supply depth at guard.
Although the season has not yet
begun, the team has already been
beset with injuries. Bif Sutherland,
a guard, has been plagued with
ankle miseries, and forward Pete
DeTroy broke his hand in soccer.
Their return is expected to help the
team.
Feb. 5 Vermont, 12 Massachusetts,
19 Tufts, 26 Bates.
March 5 IC4A at New York, 12
Boston University.
720 Sabattus Street, Lewiston
FOCUS
(Continued from page 5)
huge dining hall, for instance. I'd







scription of being an Impersonal
brick-faced building. If this doesn't
faced one:^ Hyde—which i&nt yet
scheduled for gutting could be re-
seem possible I'd settle for a brick-
built with two mch units, one in
each end. Maybe even without tak-
ing money from other much need
college physical and capital improve-
ments by securing a low-interest US.
government loan to be repaid from
student fees. If I were a student at
Bowdoin I would certainly like tht
option of a third alternative, and
not have to choose between being a
fraternity member or the lonely life
of the independent. I suspect that
there are many who feel this way
and I'd like to see the college give
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Morehouse Plan To Continue; ~ Student Unim ~ Kamber Calls For U. S.
To Present Folk .
An Interview With Participants Cmcert nis Saturday Withdrawal From Vietnam
For the past three years, Bow-
doin has taken part in an exchange
with Morehouse College in Atlanta,
Georgia. Morehouse was established
right after the Civil War as a gram-
mar school, high school, and college
for Negroes. It was only thirty
years ago that Morehouse dropped
the high school and concerned itself
entirely with College level work.
Now Morehouse ranks as one of
the top Negro colleges in the coun-
try..
The exchange program was orig-
inally set up4?y Phillip Hansen, '64,
and David Bayer, '64, in an attempt
to establish some sort of an under-
standing between Morehouse and
Bowdoin. It was a week-long ex-
?e in the Spring. For the last
two years, students have been ex-
changed for a semester.
This year, it will be possible to
send three students to ' Morehouse
and have three Morehouse students
at Bowdoin. This will be in the
Spring semester, 1966. Juniors and
sophomores with the consent of'
their parents will be considered.
Juniors must also get the consent
of their major departments. Short-
ly after the Christmas vacation, in-
terviews will be held with all inter-
ested applicants. The exchange
students will be selected by a fac-
ulty-student committee.
Bowdoin men who have been to
Morehouse and are still on campus
are: Richard Hoen '67; Ken sios-
berg, '67; Ted Boal, '66; Carl Hop-
kins, '66; Steve Kay, '66; and Char-
lie Toomajian, '65. In the follow-
ing discussion, Hopkins asks Slos-
berg and Hoen about the Morehouse
exchange program.
HOPKINS: How
. do you think
Morehouse and Bowdoin compare
academically? ,
SLOSBERG: There isn't any
question that Bowdoin is on a high-
er academic plane than Morehouse.
However, some of the courses were
very good. The students helped me
to see the good courses and I took
them, finding that they were as good
as anything offered at Bowdoin. The
The Student Union Committee,
in an attempt to provide the campus
community with an interesting off-
weekend program, * will present a
folk concert on Saturday, Decem-
ber 11 from 10:00 to 12:00 p.m. to
be held in the new Guest Dining
Room in the lower level of the
Moulton Union.
The Committee announces that
for the second weekend in its off-
weekend series of entertainment
they will present the folk singing
groups of "Tom and Ann" and "The
Stowaways." Admission will be 25c
per person.
Tom Beaman and Ann Cunning-
big difference was that
.
the work
load was much less at Morehouse.
HOPKINS: Where does the value
of the program he?
SLOSBERG: It lies in the basic
fact that tliis is a direct contact
and immediate communication be-
tween students, it gave me a new
perspective on a culture that I knew
little about. I found that many of
the Morehouse men had never had
much contact with Northern whites,
and I found it valuable to be in a
position of relating to individuals in
this situation. Dally conversations
with roommates and the guys down
(Continued on page 9)
Circular File
Virgil H. Logan, Jr. '69, was awarded the $60 first prize in the Col-
lege's annual Alexander Prize Speaking Contest for his Interpretation of
a selection from "Lord of the Flies" by William Golding.
Winner of the $40 second prize was Bradley A. Bernstein '69.
Awards for winners in the Alexander Contest are provided from the
Income of a fund established in 1906 by the Honorable DeAlva Stanwood
Alexander, LLD., of Bcfcvdoln's Class of 1870. The competition, "for ex-
cellence in select declamation," is open to Bowdoin freshmen, sophomores,
and juniors. There were seven finalists in this year's competition.
George S. Schuyler, widely read columnist and author, will speak at
the College tonight on "Civil Rights."
His address, sponsored by the Bowdoin Political Forum, will be given
at 8:16 p.m. in the Mitchell Room of Wentworth Hall at the Senior Cen-
ter. The public is cordially invited to attend.
The author of two novels, "Slaves Today!" and "Black No More,"
Mr. Schuyler has also contributed to three symposiums, "Behold America,"
"What the Negro Wants," and "The Future of the American Negro,"
which he edited.
• •*••**,
Two books by Professor Roger Howell Jr., of the Department of
History will be published early in 1966.
A 1968 Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Bowdoin, Dr. Howell's book
"Newcastle upon Tyne and the Puritan Revolution" will be published by
Oxford University Press.
He is also the editor of another forthcoming book of abridgements
and selections from the works of nineteenth century historian William
H. Prescott, called "The Conquest of Mexico and Other Writings." The
book will be published by Washington Square Press as part of a series of
"The Great Histories."
Two of Professor Howell's articles on seventeenth century history
were recently published in English Journals. "The Career of Dr. Robert
Jenlson" was published in the "Journal of the Presbyterian Historical
Society," and "Early Quakerism in Newcastle upon Tyne" appeared in
the "Journal of the Friends Historical Society."
• «•••*•
Four seniors have been selected to participate in an undergraduate
chemfetry research program during the current academic year. The pro-
gram is supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation
(NSF).
Professor Dana W. Mayo of the Department of Chemistry, Director
of the Program, said the participants will be Malcolm W. Cass, Jr., Alan
C. Clark, Morgan K. G rover, and Edward A. McAbee, Jr.
Meanwhile, President James S. Coles of Bowdoin announced that a
similar NSF grant has been awarded to the College to continue the
program through next summer and the following academic year. The
new $8,400 grant will be used Xo support four research participants in
the summer and four during the 1966-67 academic year.
(Continued on page 2)
ham comprise the first duo. Tom,
a member of the Bowdoin Student
body, accompanies Ann on the 12-
string guitar. Ann, who attends
Russell Sage, has been singing with
Tom for over a year. During the
summer,v_tney sang in the Pough-
keepsie, N. Y. area and received an
invitation to play at the New York
World's Fair.
On the same program will be
Bowdoin's own Stowaways from the
Delta Sigma house. This increasing-
ly popular group was formed only
a year ago, and through their fine
talents have realized a rapid rise
In notariety. The Stowaways have
performed at many High Schools
in the northern part of New Eng-
land, and as well at a host of fra-
ternity houses both here at Bow-
doin and on other campuses in the
northeast. Beyond this, they have
appeared on Channel 8's 'Talent
Spotlight', and they came away with
first prize in a college folk singing
contest just last month which was
held in Merrimack, N. H.
The Student Union Committee
hopes that the success of this event
will foster more off-weekend activity.
Prof. Kamber, (standing right), opens Vietnam discussion.
The idea was "the United States
must get out of South Vietnam";
the speaker was Professor Gerald
Kamber of the Department of Ro-
mance Languages; the place was the
Mitchell Room of the Senior Cen-
ter, where an often heated discus-
sion of U.S. policy took place Thurs-
day afternoon.
Professor Kamber, who openly
criticized U.S. policy in his forum
talk last Wednesday, opened the
discussion by repeating his main
points—the United States is fight-
ing a war which represents a take-
over of South Vietnam by a govern-
ment without popular support; the
United States is backing a man who
has admitted he admires Hitler; the
United States will spend between
$9 and 10 million fighting the war;
all this has given rise to the repi-
tition of McCarthyism, that is, don't
say anything or you'll have the
American Legion on your necks.
Professor Kamber pointed out
that President Johnson admits that
75 percent of the populace is for
the war, meaning that 25 percent
oppose, a large figure. The United
States is hurting the Vietnam peo- H
pie, countryside, and organization,
and the only thing to do is with-
draw, Kamber continued. He said
that we have a small standing army-
while the Chinese have mil}ions
they can threw into the battle. He
concluded by noting that the Mon-
roe Doctrine is a valid concept, that
Vietnam is to the Chinese what
Cuba is to us. "We will accomplish
nothing there."
Professor Daniel Levine of the
History Department noted in a re-
ply to a question raised by Profes-
sor Albert F. Gilman of the Mathe-
matics Department, that there is a
distinction between the anti-war
feeling of the thirties and when the
war actually began. Gilman had
asked if the American opposition
to entrance into the war did not
serve as a precedent for the cuf-
(Contlnued on page 3)
College Plans Extensive Activity
Over Christmas Holidays
Christmas holiday activity at the
College this year includes frater-
nity parties for area children, con-
certs and carol services, a nation-
wide radio performance by the
Chapel Choir, and a Maine televi-
sion appearance by the Bowdoin
Bachelors.
The Chapel Choir, under the di-
rection_ of Professor Robert K.
Beckwith, Chairman of the Music
Department, will be featured via
tape on the NBC Radio Network's
"Voices of Christmas" Series Dec.
21 from 10:06 to 10:30 p.m.
The Bowdoin Bachelors, an un-
dergraduate double quartet, will be
seen Dec. 15 on WCSH-TV, Chan-
nel 6, in Portland. The Bachelors'
performance will be featured on the
"Weekday on 6" program from 1
to 1:30 p.m.
On the campus, the annual
Christmas Concert for the College
Community will be held the same
day, Dec. 15, in the Museum of Art
at 8:15 p.m. The concert will be
given by the Chapel Choir under the
direction of Professor Beckwith. A
highlight of the evening will be a
reading of "The Christmas Story"
by Professor Athem P. Daggett,
Chairman of the Department of
Oovernment and Legal Studies.
Marvin s. Sadik, Director of the
Museum, said the current exhibit,
"The Salton Collection of Renais-
sance and Baroque Medals and
Plaque ttes," will be on display for
the evening.
Bowdoin's annual Christmas Carol
Service will take place Dec. 16 in
the College Chapel at noon, with
President James S. Coles presiding.
Again the Chapel Choir, directed by
Professor Beckwith, will perform,
along with the Bowdoin Brass Choir
under the direction of John E.
Rogers, Instructor in Music. Or-
ganist for the program will be Mal-
colm W. Cass, Jr. '66.
Another musical event will be the
Brunswick Choral Society Concert
in the Chapel next Sunday, Dec. 12,
at 8:15 p.m. The Society will sing
the Christmas Oratorio by Camille
Saint-Saens and a festival of
Christmas Carols. Admission to the
concert is $1.50 for adults and 75
cents for children.
Several fraternities wiU hold
Christmas parties at their houses
for area children.
The holiday season on the cam-
pus was ushered in recently when
the Student Wives and Student
Union Committee held their annual
Christmas Decorating Party ,n the
College's newly-expanded Moulton
Union. Married seniors and faculty
members, and their wives, together
with other members of the senior
class, held another informal decor-
ating party in the main lounge of
Wentworth Hall in the Senior Cen-
ter.
A Joint Christmas Concert by the
Bowdoin Glee Club and the Pine
Manor Junior College Glee Club
was held on the campus last Sat-
urday.
At the Dec 15 Concert the Choir
will sing a varied program of
Christmas music, including "Nautus
Nobis Hodie," a 13th Century hymn;
"Veni, Veni Emmanuel," a Gregor-
ian Chant; "As Joseph Was A'
Walking," arranged by Vaughn Wil-
liams; "In the Bleak Mid-Winter,"
by Hoist, arranged by Alan D.
Bernstein '59 of New York City;
"In Dulci Jubilo," by Praetorius;
and five Appalachian Carols, ar-
ranged by Stephen E. Hays '61 of
San Francisco, Calif.
The program for the Dec. 16
Carol Service includes the Chapel
Choir singing "The Coventry Carol,"
arranged by Bernstein, and "In the
Bleak Mid-Winter." The Brass
Choir will play "Angels O'er the
Field," arranged' by Davison,
The Christmas Recess begins aj,
noon Friday (Dec. I7», with classes
resuming Jan. 4. 1966.
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p, .Cowan of Bellport, N.t.,"a Bowdoin graduate and
.former gwtnagtar at The Cjtf^'. ls one.of 13 . individuals>bo Ire t'r*iB*
ko ^develop internatynalh. acceptable, recommendations .regarding qua%.
.
tities and units of radiation and ratlioae-tivity.
*
•
Dr.. Cowan, a evuft laude member of' the Class of 1928, 'has been'
elected to membership on the International Commissi^ on Radiation
Units and Measurements iICRU)*for a four-year term.
Commissions principal objective is to develop internationally
Curtis Series To Continue With
Rampelj Yeyron^LaeFOix .Concert
accepiaDie recommendations regardinTquahtities and units of radiation
and radioaqjivTfy. procedures suitable for the measurementTand applica-
tion of these quantities, and physical data needed in the application of
these procedures.
Dr. Cowan is currently the head of the Health Physics Division of
Brookhaven National Laboratory at Upton. N.Y. The Laboratory is oper-
ated by Associated Universities, Inc., which holds a contract with the
Atomic Energy- Commission for research and development of the peace-
time aspects of nuclear physics. 4
ATTENTION SENIORS!
Senior Interviews in the Placement Office are now in progress and
others are scheduled between now and the Christmas vacation.
If you have not yet obtained registration forms hi the Placement
Bureau please do ^promptly, Those who have forms slmuld return them
at omt- in order thai you may be considered for interview appointments.
S. A, Ladd, Jr., Director of Placement
L,: 't ol 8ow.do.in College's.- undergraduate
' " :












-'•• Richard. P/Ca!ir 61. Theodore E.
'





•>•, Beware: K Leydon '66. Carv N. Mack
'Ci an< r; •:. . :- •. • &$
m 1961, have recorded tiiree albums. Their
'
' pressed b.\ RCA Victor, was 're-
'
*







-- ind e nt'
-
mrti |d vrrnnrrnvrtti the" Dean's secretary aTter
Parents; consent will h f> necessar; Interviews-^thi
Hil! be held inVannar*
President
>pa Eps >n announces- officer., for
Vice President William K Poiro!
'Recording
.Secretary Michael E Osborn
Cotresponding Secretary
-Lloyd B. Thompson
Alumni Sei retary—Michael R Leonard
Chaplin
-William S Faraci
House Manaeer—Petpr v Sorarfue
Senior Reprpsentative—C. Jeffrey Haunton, Samual H. Hartman
Beta Sigma of Beta Theta.Pi announces election of new officers.
President—Robert E. Swain






Sgt.-a* -arras—Kent W. Mohnkern
Social Chairman
-Lawrence K. Reid
Scholarship Chairman—Donald S. Munnson
Athletic Chairman > White Keyi L Bruce Locke
Editor of the lye—Leslie A. Ferlazzo
Rushing Chairman—Robert E Swan.
Steward—Charles W. Stone








Sophomore—Gary A. Taylor. L Bruce Locke







The College Chapel Choir will be featured coast to coast on .the NBC
Radio Network's "Voices of Christmas" Dec 21 from 10:05 to 10:30 p.m.
Professor Robert K. Beckwtth, Director of the Choir and Chairman
of Bowdoin s Music Department, said the entire program will be devoted
to Christmas songs by the Choir.
The broadcast will be one in a series of 15 nightly Christmas music
programs by NBC. The "Voices of Christmas" series Mill start two weeks
before Christmas and run through f'hristmas I)av Scheduled for per-
formance cm the series are choirs from the Naval Academy, CniversiU
of Colorado. M Luke's Boy's Choir of New Vork City, the New England
( onservatory of Musi* and other,
Professor Bcckwith said a tap* made reeeniry by the ( hoir ha-s r>eeii
sent to Ve» ¥4rk for tne broadcast 7 he program will be made available
!'• ifFHiated radio stations across the country. Maine radio
stations he program Include WCSH in Portland, WLBZ
in i
/„^FOI^M AT B0WD0IV ~ Th* *orld-famed flute and keyboard dir . Jean-Pierre Rampaiand Robert \cyron-Lacroix will perform at th e College F>ec. 13 as par- t the College's Curtis-/imbalist Concert Series. Their concert will be held in Pickard Theat' .iemorial Hall at 8 15 pm
Tiie famed flute and keyboard
duo of Jean-Pierre Rampai and
Itobert Veyron-Lacroix will appear
at the College Dec. 13 as the third
event in the College's 1965-66 Curlis-
Zimbalist Concert Series.
The performance will start at
8:15 p.m. in Pickard Theater, Me-
morial Hall, on the Bowdoin campus.
Single tickets at $3 are available in
advance from the Office of the
Executive Secretary and may also
be purchased at the door.
The Rampai and Veyron-Lacroix
Duo was formed in 1946 and made
its American debut in 1956 at the
Library of Congress in Washington,
D, C. In the following years the
French artists have won wide
acclaim on coast' to coast tourr
this country.
Flutist Rampai is consir! a one
of- the worlds leading jsters of
his instrument, altr ^h he was
over 20 before h* ^cided to take
the flute serio'
. Planning to be
a physician
.ie completed three
years in ntoical school before en-
rolling it the Paris Conservatory,
when he won the Conservatory's
T ,i Prize five months later.
Rampai has since performed as
soloist and chamber musician
throughout Europe, including all
major festivals.' and toured all over
the world. He has recorded more
works than almost any other living
flutist, and France has awarded him
six Grands Prix du DLsque, in addi-
tion to naming him her premier
"virtuose."
Veyron-Lacroix also studied at
the Paris Conservatory, where he
became proficient in a number of
instruments, choosing as his special-
ties the harpsichord and the piano.
While still a student, he set a record
by winning an unprecendented five
First Prizes.
One of Europe's outstanding
harpsichordists, he has performed
throughout the continent in recital,
chamber music, and with orchestra,
and is a regular guest at most major
festivals from Granada to Edin-
burgh. His recordings of works for
harpsichord have won three Grands
Prix du Disque.
Cornell To Address Grolier Club
In New York December 21
Professor Thomas Cornell of the
department, of Art will address a
meeting of the members of the
Grolier Club in New York City Dec.
21.
The meeting will be held at 8:45
p.m. in the Grolier Clubhouse at 47
East 60th St., in conjunction with
the opening of an exhibition, "Amer-
ican Illustrated Books, 1945-1965."
Professor Cornell, one of the
country's outstanding young artists
in drawing and printmakmg, will,
speak on visual perception in book
illustration.
The Grolier Club is an associa-
tion of book lovers, established in
New York in 1884. The purpose of
!
'" club is tne promotion of the
ol literature boi - ting,









Professor Cornell has been a mem-
ber of the Bowdoin faculty since
1962. His prints were cited last year
by New York Times art critic John
Canaday as "exceptional for their
seriousness and solid depth." He
has just finished an edition of prints
for the International Graphic Arts
Society, and a- show of his work.-,
recently opened in the Santa Bar-
bara, Calif., Museum of Art An-
other show will open in January
at the University
-of--- Nebraska
Museum of Art m Uncoln, Neb.
ProftESOT Cornell has had notable
one-man shows at Los Angeles
Santa Barbara, Yale University!
William;, College, and Bowdoin His
works hav,. been Included in numer-
ou exhibitions throughout the
country ai the Brooklyn Museum
Contemporaries Galler} m New
York, DeCordova Museum m Lin-
coln. Mass., the National Institute of
Arts and Letters in New York,* and
others. Works by Professor Cornell
are included in J. Rosenwald Collec-
tion in Philadelphia, the Grunwald
and Vincent Price Collections in Los
Angeles, and most major museums.
Born in Cleveland, Ohio, Profes-
sor Cornell received his AJB degree
at Amherst College in 1959 and
attended Yale University School of
Art and Architecture. He won first
prize m th t. i960 AlUNew England
Drawing Competition at the Lyman
Allyn Museum in New Loudon,
Conn., and first prise for dialing
at the New Haven Winter Show
In Connetfticul the ^une year
In 1901 l u» Wius awarded a Louis
Comfort Tiff«i} Award, and last
year he was the recipient pf a
coveted 12,500 \rw from the Na-
tionaJ Institute of Arts and Let
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$*' Bo-wcfyiii-- Purchase^ Restmanecu
Speedometer For Teaching And Research









Sixty-eight Students from 18 high-
schools m four states will, take part
Saturday, Dec. 11, in the College's
36th annual Interscholastic Debate
Forum.





* Professor ..-Alton- H. Guiitaf.s^n, - ,1 . -
Chairman, of the Department of * - ' ' *
Biology, has been elected to the
Board of Directors of the National
Association of Biology Teachers
(NABT). (
The competition will be divided ^lessor Gustafson will, be Di-
into Senior and" Novice .divisions-****, of_NABT.. Region I (New
with panels of six to ten debaters England) for a two-year term br-
each. The schools will be allowed Bmn,n




sions, and each speaker will be al-
lowed 12 minutes for his or her
presentation.
Certificates of participation and
honorable mention will be awarded
in each division, and trophies will
be given to the schools achieving
i he highest, number of points' in
each division,
Professor Thayer said Bowdpin
faculty and staff members will
assist in judging the contest, .and
presiding over the panels.
This year's debate topic will oe^
"Resolved, that the United Na-
tions should' establish a permanent
military force."
The day's program will, begin
with registration between. 10:45 and
12:P0 pm. in the MpHlton Union




FouhCed in 1938, NABT its the
only national association specifical-
ly organized to assist teachers in
the improvement of Biology teach-
ing, its objectives. are to encourage
research in biological education,
plan and administer projects for
the improvement of biological pdu-
catitiji, and make available to teach-








monthly newsletter, and sponsors
the nationally recognized Oytstand
ing Bw logy Teacher Award pro-
gram
A •:. • v< i Brockton Ma I
'
• GustafsOn us a graduate, f-
tne Umverslty of-Massachusetf : i
was,, iward* d M A , and Ph.E I .
at Harvard University. He was a
member of the ia.uitv at Wiiliarn.--
fr
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NEW RESEARCH TOOL AT BOWDOIN — J Peter HJrschman,
'66, operates Tlroton magnetic resonance spectrometer as Professor
Dana \V. Mayo of Chemistry Department looks on. Instrument,
which measures resonance of protons, is being used in teaching
and research at Bowdoin.
to results obtained
jrrrr.—nr
Room, at which Bowdoin vffll bo host
to Forum participants and one
faculty representative from each of
the competing schools.
The debates, in Sills and Adams
Halls, will begin at 2 p.m. At their
conclusion there will be a break for
refreshments, and at 4:15 certificates
-,'" " •::;') -v. a, - .iiu; .'. ., Ai .:..
s
e,.:i
Dean.it Williams- for two ;. ai (n! 1 lie ri.t.- • :
he j .ncd the Bowdoin (aculn in the Mlu
1946 '- Michigan
To look at the instrument, you are refernn
wouldn't think it was one of the from one.
most significant single advances in "By having worked with this in-
the history of organic: chemistry. strument, our students will be more
You wouldn't be impressed with at home when they get to graduate and trophies will be^ presented in
its size. When covered, its two sec- school or medical school," he said,
tions look like they might be a desk The spectrometer will be made
,and a typewriter table. And even available by Bowdoin for use by-
uncovered, you would never guess students and faculty from Colby,
that its current value is $32,000. Bates, Nasson, University of Maine
The instrument is the College's in Portland, and Gorham State
newly-purchased proton magnetic College,
resonance spectrometer. The pur-
C mmuni-t exp
',::'. no
Smith Auditorium. Sills Hall, by
Bnwdoin's Dean" of Students, A I/»-
Roy Greason, Jr.
Mao Tse-tun
and John E. Sheats, are using -the
spectrometer for research projects.
F.ufessor Mayo Is using the in-
strument to determine the structure
Housed hK£ laboratory in Cleave- of compounds isolated from coal-tar
chase, with the aid of a National land j^U on the Bowdoin campus, products, and to determine the
Science Foundation iNSF) grant, the instrument consists of a magnet stiucture of naturally-occurring
gifts from alumni, and the coopera- approximately the shape of a three- molecules which have certain
tion of the manufacturer, Varian foot cube and a block of electronics physiological reactions in animals.
Associates of Palo Alto, Calif., about tne S]& 0I an average desk. Professor Butcher is using the
makes Bowdoin one of a handful
-rne laboratory must be kept at a spectrometer to determine the
of schools of its type across the constant temperature to assure energy differences between particular
country to have such instrumenta- consistent and accurate findings molecules, and Professor Sheats is
tion available for its students. rrom {he instrument. using it to determine the structure
Professor Dana W Mayo of the Professor Mayo and two other of certain molecules which he Is
Department of Chemistry, who was mem bers of the Chemistry Depart- using in studies of reaction
in charge of installing the spectro- Inent Professors Samuel S. Butcher mechanisms.
meter, said the instrument will be .
an integral part of the chemistry
&AMBEB ON VIETNAM
i Continued from page 1)
rent sit'ua'iofi; he said that the
is always a certain percentage w
want t i . iay out.
Prefe-cr Irvine disagreed with Urv
Jklr„JKaj2]taLahQUl the -Monnjc D' 1 ;"''• :
trine. Be said that the public de- '•' • and .we repr
bate is rrt the wrene ba-is there Ma '. .' we
is no such nation as South Vietnam in . » if n ,; -
.t is merely a military demarcate in i vei th< he;
line, and we are there a! our riw . p"f ', .. : Willfi
request. Nevertheless, even thoueli • . ':'<•• ry D<
the rhetoric is wrong, the po'iry of the meeting to
cp'- sition to Communist expansion * •• av-rp a .<
is a legitimate aim Our pohcy.- he raised thai
miiniained, is working aiairu-l this hip., a gent,ra






curriculum and an important tool
for faculty and undergraduate re-
search.
The spectrometer measures the
resonance of protons. One of its
more specific and valuable uses is
to aid in the determination of the
structure of organic molecules.
"It is almost necessary to have a
spectrometer of this type now,"
Professor Mayo said. "Many be-





"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-
lationship with the community,'
Brunswick, Maine
Dial 729-3422
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
• Instant Service •
l
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc.
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Onion Blags
Desserts — Beverages
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure I
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juice, Vegetable, Salad, Rolls & Beverage
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. — 725-5543
SKI SHOPS
Where will you be "when the snow flies'
our L k! shop is
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IN PLAT READING AT BOWDOIN — Two Brunswick actresses,
Linda Dyer (I.) and Pamela Morgra^e, rehearse scene from "All
Sight Diner," new play to be given preview reading by Masque
and Gown tonight. Author David A. Kranes is member of Bow-
doin's Class of 1959. Performance will be held in Pickard Theater
at 8:15 p.m. Tickets at $1 will be available at the door.
Masque And Gown To
Preview New Play Tonight
A xit;w,play, sched
ary" production at the Yale School
of Drama, will be given a preview
reading tonight by Masque and
Gown, the College's dramatic club.
The reading of "All Night "Diner"
by David A. Kranes is scheduled for
8:15 pjn. in Hckard Theater, Me-
morial Hall on the campus.
Kranes and his director will at-
tend the performance in prepara-
tion for casting and rehearsing the
play ~at New Haven. Tickets for the'
reading at $1 will be on sale at the
box office before the performance.
Kranes, a resident of Belmont,
Mass., is a 1959 graduate of Bow-
doin, where his one-act play, "The
Son," won the playwriting contest
in 1958. "The Son" was expanded
to full-length and produced at
Yale last spring at the end of the
author's second year as a student
at the Yale Drama School.
"All Night Diner" is a psycholo-
gical study in two* acts. It involves
TOtmjr
couiftry to get "married and the
waitress at the diner where he stops
for a cup pf coffee.
Almost continuous action prevents
the traveler from continuing his
Journey. The two principal
characters are drawn together by
the terror of a young thug, who
is crazed by the loss of his expen-
sive car and his girl, and by the
possibility that they Sre being held
prisoners by a murderer disguised
as a state trooper.
The production will be under the
direction of Professor George H.
Quinby, Bowdoin's Director of
Dramatics.
Reading the play will be two
Brunswick actresses, Linda Dyer
and Pamela Morgrage, and three
Bowdoin students.
Bowdoin students in the cast will
be William C. Bechtold, Albert S.




Modern Man for his
pleasure ano
To All Our College Friends





Bowdoin College "Big Brothers,"
who have taken ,a special interest
in helping junior high school boys
for the past two years, have ex-
panded their program to include
hoys JronLBrunswick's^ elementary
schools.
On returning from the Thanks-
giving recess, eight boys from dif-
ferent elementary schools, with dif-
ferent backgrounds, interests and
problems, met their new Bowdoin
friends for the first time.
Started two years ago by Chi Psi
fraternity, the Big Brother pro-
gram was planned to encourage boys
in their school work, teach them
the value of education, and to help
them wherever possible in school
work, athletics orf developing their
own personal interests.
Twenty-two Bowdoin Big Broth-
ers have been at! the junior high
school all semester. Each spends an
hour a week at the school with his
"brother," sometimes helping with
studies but more often discussing
sports, current events, school af-
fairs, hobbies or whatever most in-
.
terests the younger student-
Friendships
That is the "formal" part of the
relationship. Prom there it is up to
parents' coh-
sent, how the friendships develop
out of school.
Younger brothers have attended
Bowdoin athletic events, had din-
ner at fraternity houses, toured the
campus, visited science laboratories.
Freshman, Howie London, gives council to "Little Brother" at
Brunswick Junior High School. Program recently expanded to
area elementary schools.
Bowdoin participants represent future, having in common only a
all academic classes, a variety of desire to work with and help young-






LODGING,. DINING "AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.n\
Recipe for Skiing Supreme:
Take the world's most exciting ski area.
Add two new daredevil runs.
Season with a generous amount of
lifts (6) and lodges (countless).
Then top off with Stein Eriksen (in person).
Voila!
(THAT'S SUGARBUSH FOR YOU ALWAYS SOMETHING TO WHET A' SKIIR'S APPETITE )
SUGARBUSH
the ski resort with something for everyone
Every week a Stein Eriksen "Learn to Ski Week" except
Dec. 20-24, Dec. 27-31 and Feb. 21-25. For further information
write Sugarbush Valley, Warren 22 Vt
The young students are also a
cross section of ages and interests,
but most are in the program be-
cause they have asked to be.
Heading up the program as stu-
dent leader , is, John P. Ranahan.
The adviser is Charles R. Tooma-
jian, Jr., administrative assistant to
the dean of students, who was presi-
dent of Chi Psi when that frater-
nity originated the program two
years ago.
Toomajian had originally plan-
ned to take part as a Big Brother
the first year, but after helping to
organize the program he went to
Morehouse College, Atlanta, Ga., as








A Summer Job In Germany?
The H. B. Stowe Travel Agency in coopera-
tion with Lufthansa German Airlines offers stu-
dent summer jobs in Germany in the summer of
1966. Application forms may be obtained at the
Stowe Agency.
ALSO STOWE TRAVEL FS OFFERING
• reservations for the 1966 Bowdoin Bermuda Week during
the spring vacation. See Steve Charlie Stone '67 for full
• Maine College Week in Nassau also during the spring vaca-
tion. See Bob Swain '67 or Harold Davis '66 for informa-
tion.
• reservations for student travel, tours and study ororrmms
to Europe for the summer of '66.
THE H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
9 PLEASANT STREET 725-5573




Between 10 a,m.-2 p.m.
4 pjtL-7 p.m.
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
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Stoddard Opens TB lectures,
n
by Stephen Rand
Thefca Dflta CKi aligned itself to
the *, avant-garde in fraternity jife
la||; Sunday when it sponsored the
lecture "Trends, Trivia, and Con-
temporary Art" delivered by Profes-
sor Stoddard. Partially in response
to Dean Greason's dictum "Create
or ^>erish," T, D, has inaagerated a
middle-brow lecture series open to
the College Community. This first
presentation was far from trivial.
Mr. Stoddard, a member of the
Art Department, first acquainted
his audience with the wellspring
of contemporary art's violent re-
action to the simple photograph.
The artist who painted simply to
reproduce a natural scene was
usurped by the camera and there-
fore had to find a mode of expres-
sion uniquely his. Prom this neces-
sity has come all the movements of
the last century: impressionism, ex-
pressionism, surrealism, op, pop,
dadaism.
Cezanne, a French impressionist of
the late 19th century, used flat
intensities and tones to produce
canvasses which are now considered
proto-cubist. Picasso, whose prodi-
gious career began at the opening
of the 20th century, fragmented
traditional form and then construct-
ed the form from its fragments.
John Marin, an American Water-
Jorist, went beyond ^icasstr ~wair
broke up a scene's structure with-
out putting it back into any sem-
blance of the original.
In Europe, masters like Kandin-
sky, Mondrian, Klee, and De
Chirico, gave this "nouvelle vague"
great impetus. Kandinsky, one of
the founders of the non-objective
school, replaced recognizable subject
matter with pure form. Mondrian,
who began as a traditionalist,
evolved to completely eliminate the
superfluous in*order to reach the
subject's essertce: I *Klee, *a Swiss,
tried to catpure Jhe full mystery -of
art* in presenting what EM San
Lazzaro has called "an enchanted
universe." Most of these men were
associated with the Bauhaus which
was founded In IMP to briJtiy
architecture, sculpture, and painting
into closer harmony.
By the end of World War II,
New York became the world center
for the important modern art
movement, abstract expressionism.
De Kooning, the leading representa-
tive of this group, is known for his
canvasses which are at once both
chaotic and sensitive. Prof. Stod-
dard observed that his lagubrious
portrait of Marilyn Monroe was
"embryonic and organic." Mother-
well, another member of the New
York School, is known for his
monumental two-dimensional free
form shapes, while Jackson Pollack,
known for his drip painting techni-
que, was the first action painter.
He brought a new spontaneity into
art which made more tenuous the
* t •" PACgB FIV*
relationship ' between artist and contemporary art forms, is - derived, art house for "real" people,
clnvas and further- attvqrcedp the rfrom surrealism. Although many Other contemporary trends are
work from ite. viewers. Pollack's think the comic strip characters Of kinetic and optical art. "Op" art, Mr»
"existential dea^a rt at the height of Lichtenstein, the soupcans of Stoddard believes, is merely a clever '
his career further reflected his WarheL^ and the car carcasses of device to^atch trfe viewer'? eye but
somev%rt^lhilistic approach to art. Chamberlain r&iculous,-«*there" is a in doing* so "may givtf'sev'eYfe eye.
Counter 'movements^ to'* the ab- rationale* behind this seeming'- strain even to the most jaded. The
stract expressionist ban wagon are absurdity. In making life larger than illusion of movement is created by
surrealism and flguratism. Dali, one life, the pop-artists are trying to various color combinations and line
of the best known of the former make the viewers aware of our patterns. Kinetic Art, which in-
school, has been widely exhibited society which to these painters is eludes all types of art constructions
and rather recently was at the industrialized^ madness. The humam which move by ^eehanleal meansr—
Huntington Gallery in New York, figure has. been reintroduced but can create interesting aesthetic de-
His canvasses are often immense in a grotesque form. The plastic signs but some of it is-absurd and
and his technical brilliance is not flowers and plants which adorn self-destructive. One machine was
less so although some have called many homes are a kind of pop art created only to destroy itself at its
into question the profundity of but they are exactly representative debut at the Museum of Modern
his artistic vision. Wyeth and of what the pop-artists are rebell- Art in New York and another had
Baskind are noted for their more ing against ironically. Claus Olden- the sign "If my plug is in, pull it
realistic works which are still able burg has designed and built a pop- Out — if my plug is out, put it in."
to give a personal and unique slant
to the subjects portrayed. Wyeth's
"Christina's World" borders on the
photographic but yet is inexplicably
richer and somewhat eerie.
Pop Art, the most voguish of the
Smith's Photo Shop



























Bowdoin 's Favorite Barbers
SIX — BARBERS— SIX
Phil's
Men's Store
78 Maine St. Brunswick
PHIL ROSS '43
With this one exception,
GT&E provides total illumination
General Telephone & Electronics
brightens just about everything
you can think of not under the sun.
Buildings, ball parks, golf courses,
airports, highways and byways.*.
and, of course, the home.
We do it with over 6,000 differ-
ent kinds of lamps produced by
Sylvania, a member of GT&E's
family of companies. One lamp so
small that you can pass it through
the eye of a needle. And another,
in the form of flexible tape, that
can be twisted and coiled.
And we're casting new light on
light itself. Including a new red
phosphor for color TV picture
tubes that makes pictures far
brighter.
In creating new ways to use light,
GT&E is contributing to the safety
and convenience of the total com-
munity.
We're interested in having you
know more about GT&E. So^we've
prepared a booklet that you can
obtain from your Placement Di-
rector, or by writing General Tele-
phone & Electronics, 730 Third
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
GEE
GENERALTELEPHONE& ELECTRONICS
/30 THIRD AVE NY. 1001? • GT&E SUBSIDIARIES General Telephone Qptralmg Cos. in 33 siares • GTSE Uboiawrtes • GT&E Internaiioni! • General Teleolwrw Directory Co, • Auwmalrt Ikv.m lenkgrj Elennc • Syfcanta Ifenrtc






^T few weeks ago ye promised J« uqdertaHe a student poll
iaculty and courses. Our purpose was \o indicate to the
administration and faculty certain trends in the students' atti-
tudes towards the curriculum; our tope was that the poll would
have an effect on the way some courses are presented. Our basis
for launching the poll was our belief that the student is in the
best position to know whether a professor does a good job in
the classroom, and we thought that there should be an oppor-
tunity for the student to express his views formally rather than
over coffee at the Union.
Thus, with hopes high and 700 polls in hand, we trekked
over the campus, leaving questionnaires wherever we went, prom-
ising to collect them shortly, tabulate the results and publish
the findings in the pre-Christmas issue. Well, this is the pre?
Christmas issue and you will notice that there is nary a poll
result in sight. The reason, very simply, is that there was such
a surprising — and, for us, lamentable — lack of response that
we did not honestly feel the poll results were significant.
We dislike having to break our promise to publish the re-
sults, but we dislike even more the idea of presenting findings
which were based on less than 19 per cent of the polls distrib-
uted. That's right — 19 per cent, or less than 135 responses
on a campus which, if the complaining about courses and pro-
fessors is any indication, would welcome gladly the opportunity
to help improve, if not eliminate, the deadwood.
We cannot understand the disinterest shown and see no ex-
cuse — the polls were out for a week, they were not long and
complicated, they offered the student a chance to comment on
his major program and the school in general. Yet only a small
FOREIGN STUDENTS AT BOWDOIN — President James S. Coles welcomes a group of foreign
students, all studying under the Bowdoin Plan. L. to r.: President Coles; Maarten Brolsma, The
Netherlands; Philippe Conard, France; Johannes Gerson, The Netherlands; Johan Nortier, The
Netherlands; Thomas Gunnarsson, Sweden; Ake Hanunarstrom, Sweden; Karl Hoiberg, Norway;
Swen Nilsson, Sweden. [
Bowdoin Plan Continues Effort To
Bring Foreign Cultures To Campus
percentage bothered to r.eply and to judge, perhaps unfairly, Foreign students from three con- Delta Sigma Fraternity. A member engineer and will study at the Royal
The Bowdoin Plan has been wide-
ly copied at other colleges and uni- national Club at Bowdoin. soccer team at Bowdoin. He will
versities. It is now in use at some Johannes Hein Gerson from The return to Holland next year to take
70 other institutions throughout the Hague, Netherlands, plans to con- up pre-medical studies at Leiden.
tinue studies in physics at a univer- There are also three former Bow-
sity in The Netherlands after hie doin Plan Scholars who intend to
from the effort that apparently went into the answering, only a Nnents are studying at the College of the 1965 soccer team at Bowdoin, institute of Technology in Stock-
fraction of those replying thought carefully about their grading. this vear w a result of a uni(lue he te graduate of Christian Lyceum holm ift|r Ws year at Bowdoin
We see no reason why we should hold up for general examina- plan established 18 years ago through in Gouda, Holland. After his year Levamrer




students cared enough about to judge. ateS ' Royal MiUtary Academy in Holland
Norway, 1S a qualified English Teach-
• w,„min.;»i n. i » j j. i x- *.li * ,„ , The program is called the Bowdoin in preparation for an army career, er in the Norwegian School System.We still think that student evaluation of the faculty and cur- plan ^ since ^ ^^ ^ He fc stU(Jying ^ ^^ at He is 22 and a recent graduate of
nculum is important and should become a part of Bowdoin. Ap- 1947 over 170 students from countries Bowdoin, and speaks French and Levanger Teacher Training College
parently, a general poll of the campus will not work because of all over the world have come to German, in addition to English in Norway. He is studying English
student disinterest. Two systems have come to our attention and Brunswick as Bowdoin Plan Schol- and Dutch. " at Bowdoin to broaden his experi-
both could be applied here. At Wesleyan* a student committee ars. . Philippe Conard of "Avranches, ence and further* qualify him to
for regular student evaluation of courses has' proposed that all A cooperative effort by the Col- Minche, Prance, is being sponsored teach in Norway. He is sponsored
Wesleyan students draw up critiques of courses and professors, lege and its fraternities; the Bowdoin by Zeta Psi Fraternity. Twenty years by Alpha Kappa Sigma,
presumably at the end of the semester. The critiques would plan offers full tuition scholarships old, he is studying English, a subject Johan Willem Nortier of Alblas-
thus provide each instructor with a critical examination of his to as many M 12 foreign candidates which he plans to teach. He is a serdam, The Netherlands, is spon- .—
—
teaching ability and the value of his. course. The critiques would each year ' and each fraternitv at graduate of Lycee Littre in Avran- sored by Delta Kappa Epsilon. He
also be made available to persons involved in tenure and promo- the College sP°nsors one student ches and a member of the varsity is 18 and a recent graduate of
tion decisions. The system would have to operate for at least by
providing his room and *****- soaxe team at Bowdoin. He is also Rotterdamsch Lyceum in Holland,
three or four years, however, before the critiques could be ac-
cepted as representative of student opinion. At Williams, Phi
Beta Kappa will submit a report on junior faculty members to
the administration and senior faculty members. The report will nation.
be used as a guide for future tenure decisions and will not be There are ten Bowdoin Plan Stu-
available to the student body. dents at Bowdoin this year, two year at Bowdoin. He is sponsored graduate from Bowdoin. Sten Gustaf
Of the two systems, we favor the Williams idea, with modi- of whom attended the College under by Theta Delta Chi and was a mem- Luthman of Stockholm, Sweden, and
fications. Any attempt to institute a system similar to Wesley- the plan last year - Bowdoin also ber of the varsity soccer team at Kuo-Chu Hua of Taipei, Taiwan,
an's here at Bowdoin would run into the same problem which has three re&ular undergraduates Bowdoin. He is also Corresponding Free China, are seniors this year,
faced the Orient poll — student disinterest. As for the Williams who are former Bowdoin Plan Secretary of the International Club. Sang II Tong, a native of Koica
proposal — why limit it to Phi Beta Kappa members 9 Graduat- Scholars - Thomas Eric Wilhelm Gunnars- whose parents now live in Japan,
ing cum laude is not a guarantee that the student would be able f
Jf" AT^^^ a a5-year-°ld son te a 20-vear-°ld student from is a junior.
to, or even want to, judge the courses and faculty objectively ! f
U
f • ?T Came™°n ' f^™- ^^ He ****** ** • An extension of the Bowdoin.PlanWo mnnU „ .. K ... I L' 7 u tuveiy. Afrlca fe ln hls second year M a languages te well a his u is u Language Fellow Programe uould rather see a committee of perhaps ten or fifteen Bowdoin Plan Student. He is spon- Swedish. He is sponsored by Psi Teaching Fellows are JSHeseniors who would meet during the week between the close of 60red by Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity Upsilon. He plans to be a research Bowdoin annually from Treig^
nnal examinations and graduation and draw up a report for the -and is majoring in history. Mr. chemist and will continue his studies countries to conduct aural-oral
administration. How the committee would be chosen and who Ngoh completed one year of studies in Sweden at Chalmers University classes in their native tongues. In
would do the choosing are problems which would have to be in history, geography, literature and of Technology in Gothenburg or the addition to teaching they may 'en-
worked out. We feel that the senior class itself would probably economics at the Cameroon College University of Lund after his year at roll in two courses of their choice
be able to select a balanced panel ; the administration might want of Ajrts and Science ^fore coming Bowdoin. Language Teaching Fellows for
a say in the matter but that wou-ld be defeating the idea of hav- t0 B°wdoln - Ake Rolf Hammarstrom is from the curent academic year include
ing a student committee for evaluation. Regardless of how or Another second vear Bowdoin Sveg, Harjedalen, Sweden. He is Andre-Jean Beziat and Philippe
who, we think that it is important that for the improvement of
P'an SCh°l" h 24-year"old JosePh sponsored by Chi Psi Fraternity, and Egginton, both of France; Ekkehurd
the college the students should have a sav in the matter of «,.??"* ? ^ ^TTi "2 *" ^ &t °halmerS Uni" mUge and Hans Werner Tautz '
faculty and curriculum. T , ' f * * ?? vers1^ of Techno^ ^ Gothenburg both of Germany; and Gladstonejournalist, and has been editor of a after his year at Bowdoin. He is 20 McCarthy, Jr. '66, a Cuban refugee
THE - 5 -
bi "week,y newspaper in West years old and hopes to be a scientist now living in Flushing N Y
.
Cameroon. He has attended jouma- some day. His fields of interest are Aside from the Bowdoin Plan
RHlji 7T^.OTXT ?* r\DTC\TT hS? seminars in Lagos ' Nigeria ftnd mathematics and physics. He speaks Students and Fellows there are alsoOUW 1JIJ11N >£ URlhN 1 ™ AT ^ ,HC SPCakS ^ SlX langUageS ' in addiU0n * "» four ™™ studen s at B^-do^writes fluent Enghsh and was a native Swedish. under the African Scholarship Pro-'
The third Swedish student who gram
-of American Universities.
'
member of the Bowdoin
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PHOTOGRAPHERS Dave Wilkinann, Laurence Weinstein
News »t«ff: Nat Harrison, Ken Grewt. Jack Cartland, Dick Mersereau, Steve Thomp-
varslty
Number 20 soccer team..He is Vice President of is a Bowdoin Plan Scholar is Swen Andrew J. Se&gn^t M&wtechu-
Bowdoin's International Club. He Walter Nilsson. He is 19 and is analanri <Wh hh™ 1 rv.\
*u-r k. uiankman ic c^,,^,,™,, K„ nhi r^n r^. t^_ J . i nu, bouth Afnca, and Ibukun
John p. Kanahan s sponsored by Phi Delta Ps, Fra- sponsored by Sigma Nu. He speaks Akinduro of. Ondo Western Nigeria
:
.
tnToiaio ter"ltyV , u .
<*rm™ "* **«»ch as well as are seniors Abimbola Ogunsofa of
D.vid P. Bouomy Maarten Jan Brolsma is an 18- English
'
and Swedish, and was a Ibadan Nigeria is a lunior and
E5.SS H^T^ZZTZZ r1^ ^80^'8 VarSity «~ ^—e^Ton ^rmwia^folland. He-te bemg sponsored by team. He hopes to become a civil Choma, Zambia, is a freshman.
aon. li. J. Markel, Steve Hand
J Alan Lassila, Karl < uUer.
Kip Horshurgh, Ronald Mikulak, Dave Sullivan,
( irrulation Staff: Steve Barron, Roland Fortune, Barry Chandler
THK BOWIMJIN PUBLISHING fXiMPANV
friifesaor A P. Daggett. Mr. Jame* P. Granger, Pete Maurer,
Lorry Weinatein, Peter Uiankman, Dave Bottomy.
Poblnh^d »»ckly when clause* are held during the Fall and Spring Remeater by
iwdoin f oll'ge. Address news rnmniunicalions to the Editor and sub-
liom t«. the Kusinens Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing ' om-
m Mnultun I n»in, Bowdoin ( ollege, Brunswick. Maine.
!
• p..«tK?f paid at !hr tint office at Brunswick, Maine. Tha
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James Hodge graduated from
Tufts in 1957 with a major in Eng-
lish and a minor in French. Prom
there he went to Pennsylvania
State University and received a
Master of Arts degree in Compara-
tive Literature in 1960. At this time
he minored in German. In 1961, he
received a Ph.D. in German, with
a minor in Comparative Lit. He
joined the Bowdoin faculty in June
of 1961, «nd became an Associate
Professor in the German Depart-
ment in September of 1963. He is
an advisor to Beta Theta Pi Fra-
ternity.
Hodgepodge
This past Monday, Prof. Hodge
delivered one of the most enjoyable
Chapel-Forum speeches of the year.
He called his talk Hodgepodge, and
used a nonexistent Franz Kafka
novel called Der Misch-Masch to
comment on certain aspects of the
Bowdoin community. When asked
about this, he replied, "The reason
for the Hodgepodge story was be-
A Graduate School—Why Not?
The academic year to date has be receiving the best salaries, but
to which he can faU back. A liberal
seen much student cmcism . pa. they are also far from the worst.
The next topic that Prof. ^^J^^^-^-r^^^-n^ than usual, imt there is 'Student dissent on ** subject
mpnunnwi in n«ir«wi» «,«. fwSy^ w reierence.
*~
evolves from the fact that we wante Uo ed in »**•«•«« **
Faculty-Student Relation. *****
«"* * the plctUre - We n°W our college to be ranked with "the
possibility of a Graduate School at jJJ J^J about^acult7-Stu- ***** "**»* ^ween two of our ^ and this ^ necessitate
Bowdoin. Speaking in depth about dent relatlons p,^ Hodge repiled> society's most significant holidays, higher salaries in the near future,
this, he said, "The sentiments ex-
"i«m not sure exactly what faculty- and as Thanksgiving and Christmas Our faculty is at present very cap-
pressed in my Forum talk were not student relations are, but If the are bound together by an aura of able, but it is the future which
always mine, but this subject has students feel that the relations are "thankfulness," it might be well to we worry about (sending our sons
been brought "up and the Orient re- failing, they must feel It is because examine the Bowdoin situation in to Bowdoin in the fall),
ported that President Coles, in some the faculty is withdrawing. It might that light . • Some will surely mention student
casual remarks mentioned the pos- be said that the pressures of the Fust of all, perhaps we should apathy, and while prevalent, most
sibility of Graduate study. There profession are greater now than in look at the new library not only professors will say that the situa-
are a number of problems that the past and that these pressures as a setting for an expensive glass tion seems no different from any
must be solved and a number of take up more of the teachers' time, facade, but as an intellectual haven other school. We have the Senior
questions answered about a grad- There should be a certain amount of much superior to its austere pred- Center though, and along with it
uate school. The problems of ex- distance between faculty and stu- ecessor. The books might be the a chance for our upper class to
penditures, staff, library and re- dents just for self-preservation. If same, but the atmosphere seems gain more from their college ex-
search faculties,' and physical ac- ther* is no distance' between the much more conducive to study, with perience. There is also present at
commodations would have to be two, they cease to exist as separate the abundant supply of lounges Bowdoin the student —
teacher
met. Some questions that must be bodies. This is no longer a world in and carrels. And Hubbard Jr. relationships which size often
asked are; How fast can we ad- which one can follow a perfect seems also to be Ailing a previous hinders at other institutions. Also,
vance? How many graduate de- Socratic system. From a practical vacancy on the campus, for more the Administration will sponsor any
partments will we have? What kind viewpoint, the criticisms may spring and more lonely girls seem to be worthwhile student project. While
of staff is necessary? Will we need from tne neglect of Individual pro- taking
advantage of this new apathy may be present, the paths
facility. away from it are many.
men who are experienced in grad-
uate school teaching? If so, can we
get them? If we do develop grad-
uate studies, can we advance slow-
ly enough so as not to hurt the
quality of education offered? What
kind of students would we attract?
How many students of the caliber
of those studying at Amherst, Wes-
leyan, or Bowdoin would come here
for graduate work? How many
alumni, who have been at graduate
school would now assess a large
percentage of the present staff as
competent for graduate teaching?
Also, while a "union break" might Maine might be rustic, backward,
now entail descending to a sub- and sleepy, but it is also a beauti-
terranean level through some ful state. The Bowdoin campus
maze-like passageways, the final indicative of that beauty, eyen con-
goal seems worthwhile. Even the sidering its architectural hodge-
same menu acquires new character- podge.
istics in the softly lit dining area, So let us be thankful in this thank
-
which might be described as "subtle ful season. "Goodwill toward men"
luxury." And it is not true that go the words, and possibly the New
faculty salaries tend to make dining Year will bring some of those much
in this new complex economically discussed changes. Merry Christmas
impossible. Our professors might not Bowdoin.
'Based on things I've heard from stu-
"Everyone here wonders whether he
is getting a liberal. arts education, and
if not, whether it is better .that he
doesn't." *
cause it is safer to use a story-form
to make comments than to make
direct statements about this or that.
I let the audience draw any con-
clusions it desires. However, the talk
was intended to be humorous and
was not necessarily intended to at-
tack everything in sight, although
a satire of this type does tend to
give that impression. I wanted to
look at certain areas of conflict
today, and at some in the future."
A Gh-ls' School—Why Not?
The first of these subjects men-
tioned in Hodgepodge was about a
girls' school in the immediate vi-
cinity. Commenting on this. Prof.
Hodge said, "It certainly is desir-
able, but not likely. I feel that a
girls' school, whether located on or
off campus, would add a dimension
to the classroom that would be bene-
ficial to both students and faculty.
It would also add a similar dimen-
sion to the social atmosphere, and
would not be just a date pool. This
dimension is abstract and difficult
to define, but there would definitely
be a difference between the present
classroom atmosphere and the at-
mosphere if females were present.
Their presence would improve the
intellectual atmosphere on campus
in more ways than harnessing the
language."
He continued on the same subject,
"Bowdoin, being In its geographic
location, certainly feels the lack of
the metropolis and its advantages
to the educational process. There
is a freedom among educational
and non-educational people, there
are coffee houses, museums, book
stores, more cultural activities such
as the opera and symphony, and
there are girls. The only one of
these that I can imagine transferred
here is the girls' school. It is un-
likely because of the considerable
amount of spending that would be
needed for increasing the staff,
providing adequate accommodations,
and additional classroom space. It
might even require an entirely
separated campus because of the
traditional feeling that Bowdoin
should be a men's school. Thus
would mean buildimr a sister school
and thi-> is unlik* [
If the percentage is large, it would *"* ^J^JL^J^^there something wrong with the un- '
be very encouraging; If not, why? dergraduate atmosphere? If there is,
Woujd the graduate school effect can it be defined?"
the major program? Would it
change the undergraduate curricu-
lum?
fessors, who refuse to make them-
selves available to their students.
On the other side, there are a
great number of faculty members
who make themselves available to
their students and those students
needing help most do not take ad-
vantage of the professor's offer. A
professor is a sounding board and
can only be p!ayed when played
upon. Students must bring their
problems to his attention, and when
they do, he should be happy to re-




We are now engaged in a war lose. How long it will take I do
in Vietnam, a war that can not not know. I may not see the end
be consumated to our advantage, myself. But I expect my children
Yet it appears as if we will not will." s
leave and admit that we were wrong The Vietnamese, It appears, are
in becoming involved in the war. not going to stop fighting no matter
Assuming that we will not leave what happens within the United
Vietnam except as victors, people states, and apparently no matter
'
have asked "What good are the how many bombs the United States
demonstrations against Vietnam do- iets fall over their country. If this
ing? We are not going to leave, ^ true, then the demonstrations aredents. It is hard to separate a so






* a *** doing no harm. But are they doing
"/ feel that a women's school, whether
located on or off campus, would add
a dimension, to the classroom that
between faculty and students."
Student Life Committee
Professor Hodge is a member of
demonstration it convinces the North any good? Are there any positive
Vietnamese that pressure at home aspects of the anti-Vietnam demon-
strations? I think that there are.will forte the United States to with-
of their fighting, causing more world that all of the people in the
American casulties, and prolonging united States have not been carried
the war. Are not the demonstra- away by our armed might and. the
tors thus harming their own cause?' - manifest-destiny that seems to have
At first glance, this appears to be gripped our land; that there are
In this
would be beneficial to both students tne student Life Committee and ^L^^^.^ *9^ For one thing they are showing the
and faculty."
was afiked tQ explain its workings.
A Liberal Arts College—Why Not? "The committee used to be one very
Speaking next about the liberal large group. It now elects an exec-
arts college, and the challenges fac- utive committee which meets more
ing this institution of education, often than the full committee, it
Prof. Hodge commented, "We now discusses problems and recommends a °-uite convincing argument against still some moral people
have an enviable program, academ- meetings of the full group. The lhe demonstrations. Yet there is
country, people who realize that we
ically. and have an attractive phys- full committee usually has lun- one ma Jor factor that P™^ who in the United states are not the
ical plant when compared to many cheon meetings, an inovation of the arBUc in tWs wav don 't teke ™°
only people on the globe have cer-
other small, liberal arts colleges. 'Dean of Students. Since the student
consideration. This is that the Viet tain unalienable rights.
We seemed to be poised on the body is made up of over ninety per- Cong ' backed b>' tne Nortn Vlet" w e claim to be in Vietnam to
brink of making a big decision. Some cent fraternity men, the committee namese - are not going to stop fight- protect the freedom of the people
people believe that liberal arts col- concerns itself mainly with the inS under any conditions. Accord- living there. Yet both we and they
leges will eventually become prep problems of the fraternities. It is
schools for graduate schools. Many open at all times to suggestions
colleges are trying to avoid this about Improving the student atmos-
fate, but here at Bowdoin the ques- phere."
tion is two-fold. If we should add a Undergraduate Atmosphere
ing to James Cameron, a British know that this is not, true. If we
correspondent who just returned were really for freedom, we would
from a visit to North Vietnam, in agree to having elections, agree to
an article in the Boston Herald on the stipulations of the 1954 Geneva
Dec. 7. 19G5. and I quote: "What is agreement. There would be no need
girls' school and/or a graduate He had one question that he c'uiu' clear in this lunar landscape for American troops, since all that
school would such a change imply wished to pose to the students. It of North Vietnam is that the people the North Vietnamese seem to want
a loss of character? On the other is "based on things I ve heard from have a totallv unshakable deter- is free elections, which could be
hand, if we do not change, will our students and faculty: I'd like to ask mination to win the war. on their held .without our armed presence.
students, in Increasingly large per- is there something wrong with the terms Not t0 make *" end of it. They warn the people of South
centages. go to specialized schools? undergraduate atmosohere? If there or flnd a way out of u - or conclude Vietnam to be able to choose their
If so, then the college will itself is, can it be defined? Does it have an aKre<,ment
' about it. They have leaders without their having to be
become a specialized school aimed to do with the nature of the facul- thc "^ordinary and rather im- okayed by some state department
at preparing certain students for ty, the students who come here, or P»,SS1V* nerve to insist upon win- official in Washington. Th
certain graduate schools. Everyone the geographic location? If so. can nme "• * ' namese ha\e been fighting lor
here wonders whether he is get- any of these cartses be proved? "Victory, however, has a strict freedom for close to twenty
ting a liberal arts education, and if There are a consistent number of definition, which is the implemen- and the> are not going to sto
not, whether' it is better that he students who are dissatisfied with tation of the Geneva agreement of Many people are concerns
doesn't. A liberal arts education has the school, but nothing can be done 1954. which requires a Vietnam the balance of power in As:.
to supply enough specialized infor- until a definition oi the problem is united tuider popular elections and they forget the rest of the
mation so that an individual can made." the elimination of all foreign troops Do the\ he large nu
succeed in his chosen profession Closing the interview, Prof. Hodge from both t la • ^outii and tjie nortn." communist hal we have tn
and at the same time gain enough stated his pet peeve. "I dislike being And in a Cam- our immora ? We --
general information so as to be called at a semi-unreasonable hour eron in D hav< .
aware of what is gouig on in the of the night to have an appoii coun
world It should give him points of inent made, and then I
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Four Students Spend Thanksgiving
•In Sb^th On "Maine to Mississippi Drive"
.While the majority of Bowdoin to destitute farm families,
students went home for Thanks- They left Brunswick at noon
giving, a minority of four made a Tuesday, Nov. 22, in a 1966 Ram-
long, tiring but , satisfying trip to bier, loaned by Frank H. Ozzella of
Mississippi, where they gained new Bath, pulling a rented trailer. Twen-
inslght Into civil rights problems, ty-four hours later, 'they called
Seniors Ted Boal and Carl Hop- Clarksdale (Miss.) NAACP presi-
kins, and underclassmen Mark dent Dr. Aaron Henry from Ten-
Freedman and John Keating spent nessee to let him know they
their Thanksgiving vacation deliver- wouldn't reach Clarksdale until ap-
ing locally donated clothing and proximately 2 a.m. (Dr. Henry was
books to Mississippi for distribution the contact for the Bowdoin men
suggested by NAACP. New;England at Dr. Henry;s- dragster*^ The rigbls trial; ft KuKJw? Klan men$
Region^ Director Thomas Allen, c^hes will be distributed through ber was n trial for beating a civil
whose October talk at^ Bowdoin tbelccal "Freedom House", to needy ^^^ worker and threatening Tedfc
sister with a knife (The man was
the first coljvic-
sparked the clothing and book col- applicants. They had breakfast with.
.lection.) *lthpugh*Dn Henry ad- a .Baptist minister and' talked to
vised the mep that ft midnight cur- numerous people.in f the. neighbor*- convicted. It
was,
few was in effect in Clarksdale^ and, hood. They learned that darksdale tlon in the history *of civil rights
would be enforced against civil schools had been segregated until cases in the town).
rights workers, they decided to push the present year and that the high
on. Stopping only for gas, the group school still had but two Negro girls
arrived in Clarksdale about 2 a.m.
as expected and avoided local au-
thorities by spending the remain-
der of the night on the outskirts
of the town where they slept on the
roadside.
Boxes Of Clothes
They started out again at 7 a.m.
and delivered 20 boxes of clothingtumumuwu.im.








enrolled. They were also shown the
results of protests against civil
rights workers—a bullet embedded
In a piano of a private home, and
were told of other similar incidents.
"It was pretty shocking," Hopkins
said.
Clarksdale's Freedom House has
a large library so the 1500 books
from the Brunswick area were tak-
n to Greenwood, along with the
maining 20 boxes of clothing. The
wdoln quartet's Greenwood con-
tact was out-of-town and the Items
slated for distribution there were
left with a Catholic missionary
group, who also invited the Bowdoin
pen to Join them for Thanksgiving
dinner. At the mission, the Bowdoin
.delegation was impressed by the
(work done there—adult education
program, Project Headstart, and
medical aid projects.
To Greenville
In Greenville, the Bowdoin men
met a distinguished Bowdoin alum-
nus, Hodding Carter, editor of the
Mississippi Delta Democrat, and
found % more progressive atmos-
phere than in the towns previously
visited. "The town seemed very lib-
eral . . . much progress has been
made ... the schools have integrat-
ed themselves," Hopkins said.
Keating's father, Hopkins said,
told them about the violence and
alienation of local civil rights work-
ers caused by COFO (Council of
Federated Organizations) voter reg-
istration workers in 1964. They wore
beards and dungarees and were
dirty, Keating told them, and con-
sequently alienated the very people
they allegedly came to help. (COFO
is now defunct in Greenville).
We set out to ruin
some ball bearings and »
failed successfully
Some of Hopkins comments con-
cerning the trip and the group's
Their deliveries completed, Boal, -
atutude on lt are; <Tm awfully
Hopkins and Freedman accompa-
glftd we m gQ ratner tnan snip
nied Keating to his Greenville ^ stufl_we met some wonderful
home, where they spent the night.
fc and made ^^^^ {or Bow.
Friday, Ted and Mark went on to ^ , got an ldeft for a Chrlst_
Meridian^ where Ted'&- sister was mas pr sprUlg proJect . from one M.
appearing as a witness in a civil low m clarksdaie a minister, the
Rev. Cooper. He said his church
had been badly burned and he hoped
*»
m
to get it rebuilt by February. Per-
haps it's too idealistic, but If we
wanted to help build a church, at
least we know about it now . . . We
wanted to talk to these people and
see how they felt, and we did bring
"
some constructive help. We didn't
. try to change anybody's mind—you
*
can't—but it was a very realistic
experience. We students became
very close as a group after having
had practically a continuous con-
versation for five days. I think it
would be a good idea to continue
this type of project; some of the
conditions there are pretty appal-
ling."
The Bell System has many small, automatic
telephone offices around the
country. The equipment in them
could operate unattended for
ten years or so, but for a problem.
The many electric motors in those offices
needed lubrication at least once a year. Heal
from the motors dried up the bearing oils,
thus entailing costly annual maintenance.
To stamp out this problem, many tests
were conducted at Bell Telephone
Laboratories. Lubricant engi-
neer George H. Kitchen decided
to do a basic experiment that
would provide a motor with the
worst possible conditions. He deliberately set
out to ruin some ball bearings
by smearing them with an
icky guck called molybdenum
disulfide (MoS2 ).
Swock! This solid lubricant, used a certain
way, actually increased the life expectancy
of the ball bearings by a factor
of ten ! Now the motors can run
for at least a decade without
lubrication.
We've learned from our
"failures." Our aim: investigate
everything.
The only experiment that can
really be said to "fail" is the
one that is never tried.
Bell System
American Telephone £ Telegraph and Associated Companies
OPPORTUNITY
For a future with a well
known Midwest Manufactur-
ing Firm. We are now offer-
ing, exclusive distributorships
for a patented product. No
competition. Factory trained
personnel will assist you in
setting up a tried and proven
advertising and merchandis-




All replies confidential. For
information write Director of
Marketing, P.O. Box 1 4049,
St. Louis, Missouri 63 1 78.
United Marketing Company
6286 Bartmer Avenue
St. Louis, Mo. 63130
NOW!!"U"CanEnjov
ALL of Mario's
Delicious Foods & Save $$$
NOW ON SALE
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A S3.M Value for $2.70
nr save 30c
or
A 85.M Value for S4JE5
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS
Hurry I Gut Yours Today
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MOREHOUSE _
k (continued from paje 1) "
the hall made a constant dialogue
which was,,invaluable.
t *HOPKIN»: , Were- you active &
Civil Rights?
SUOSBERG : I would say yes, with
the reservation that this does not
mean that I went out in the streets
and demonstrated every day. Since
Atlanta has become much more lib-
eral than it was five years ago,
there is no real need for sit-ins and
pickets. I was interested in plan-
ning committees and in the theory
of "Where to go from here."
HOPKINS: Was Morehouse active
in Civil Rights?
SLOSBERG: No. Although I
found many active students, many
were not. We must consider again
that Atlanta has changed. A few
years ago the whole student body
demonstrated against one of the de-
partment stores in Atlanta. Now,
however, the students have their
course work to worry about. I also
noted that many of the Negroes at
Morehouse who were from middle
class backgrounds were less inter-
ested in direct action. But the main
point that I would like to emphasize
is that we often have the miscon-
ception that all Negroes are neces-
sarily active in Civil Rights. When
we have a Morehouse man at Bow-
doin and he doesn't show as much
interest as we expect, then we don't
understand it. If we want an ac-
HOPKTNS: How can we improve
the Morehouse Program in the fu*
ture?
SLOSBERG: The program is
what the individuals make it.
HOPKINS: Do you think that it
would be worthwhile to exchange
with other schools in the South?
White schools for example?
SLOSBERG: I think that white
students in the South do have a
pretty good idea about what the
North is like. But I was surprised
at how many of the Morehouse stu-
dents had not had contact with
schools in the deep south which
definitely would benefit from on ex-
change.
HOEN: I think that an exchange
with some of the white schools in
Mississippi would be extremely in-
teresting. But I feel that there
would be fewer differences than
there were at Morehouse.
HOPKINS: Do you mean more
subtle differences?
HOEN: Yes, regional attitudes
rather than cultural and ethnic dif-
ferences.
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HOPKINS: How can we improve
the progrlm with Morihouse theW
HOEN: We need to have "more
Bowdojn men aware of the ^ore-
house, men. In order to meet inure
of the men that edme up,"wVneed
to exnmd the program to six or
seven students. I <also feel thift
Bowdoin men should get to know
these men, not as Civil Rights work-
ers, not as social activists, but as
ordinary guys. Some of them will
have different cultural backgrounds
and we should try to understand
this.
HOPKINS: Would you like to say
anything about the white students
in the university complex?
HOEN: There were very few
white students there. As a matter
of fact, there were no permanent
white students on campus. Just
four exchange students.
HOPKINS: Doesn't this 'mean
that Morehouse is in effect a segre-
gated school?
HOEN: Deflinitely! It is segre-
gated in the reverse sense. Although
there are no white students clam-
moring to get into Morehouse, it is
still a segregated, Negro school. Our
exchange program was the reverse
"token" integration.
HOPKINS: How do you feel about
your semester at Morehouse?
HOEN: I think that it was a dem-
onstration that I feel the impor-
tance of making integration work
It was also an effec-







The National 'Science Foundation
(NSF) has granted Bowdoin College
$11,900 for support of an "Under-
graduate Research Participation
Program" in mathematics, Bowdoin
President James 8. Coles has an-
nounced.
The program, which will begin
next June, will be an enlargement
of one currently in effect of Bow-
doin. Professor Dan E. Christie,
Chairman of the Department of
Mathematics and Wing Professor of
Mathematics at Bowdoin, will be
in charge. |
Professor Christie said the grant
will support six undergraduate re-
search participants for the summer
of] 1966 and five for the 1966-67
-academic year. A current NSF-
supported undergraduate research
program in mathematics includes
Ave students. Last summer's pro-
gram had four participants.
This year's five participants are
all senior mathematics majors.
Three students on new grants are
Ellis B. Boal, Northrup Fowler, in,
and John O. Parker, Jr. Students
continuing work from previous
grants are Palma W. Hays, Jr., and
Mark E. Christie.
Each student is working with an
, FREEDMAN
(Continued from page 7)
suit rather that a compliment, It
was not possible for Senator Ken-
nedy to travel- around South'*Amer-
ica withou| - getting spit upon.
Indonesia nb longer has diplomatic
relations with us, and even in
Southeast Asia, the battle area,
Cambodia has dropped relations. No
country wants to feel that when-
ever it does something that we
in the United States don't like, that
we will send troops to enforce our
wishes.
The demonstrations have shown
the people of Vietnam and the rest
of the world that all of the people
in the United States are not
hypocrites; that there are some
•people- in this country -who desire
the freedom of the jflejnamese tc*
choose their own 'form of govern-
ment; that some people are more
concerned ,.with" reaf freedom than. •
the image of communism ground out
by the American propaganda ma-
chine. ' ' .
The demonstrations have shown
that all of the citizens of this
country do not feel that the United
States has the right to send troops
to fight in an internal war in some-
body else's country. Perhaps we will
not pull out of Vietnam, and it ap-
pears as if we will not; but at least
a few people in the United States
have gained the respect of the rest
of the world by showing their dis-
approval of Johnson's Immoral War.
individual member of the faculty on
programs of mutual interest to both.
5 FREE
PIZZAS THIS WEEK
The Following May Present This Ad For Free
,
Pizzas During the Week Dec 10-17
PETE BLANKMAN — CAL MacKENZIE
PAUL PSOINOS — CHARLES ROBERSON
ROBERT WRIGHT
ITALIAN FOOD SHOP
- PIZZA KING —
42 Maine Street, Brunswick 725-6824
WATCH BOWDOIN ORIENT EACH WEEK FOB NEW WINNERS
WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
F"R BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars at Very Low
Price*, with Very Low Pay-
ments, at Very Low Interest
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" "SCHOLAR HINTS DRUG Faked Jesus'
Death. Berkeley Calif. - VPI.
Jesus may not have died on the
cross at all, but rather may have,
beeri'ted^a drug that put Himjnto a
utrance and tooled His Roman guards,
^saya a leading research anthropolo-
gist' tomtnerttinn on a recent book
that suggested that the vinegar
passed to Jesus on m sponge might
really have been auch a drug.'—
MilwaukeeJour-
__
"For a fr#« copy of thr
currant iitu* of NA?
TIONAl MVtEWrwrHa
»o Dept, CM, 150 E.
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Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and ether
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
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Made to our specifications by a fa-
mous maker. Self-contained portable
stereo phono with four-speed VM
changer, dual channel precision am-
plifier, 3 sound controls! Front







6-transistor with push-butt6n opera-
tion, remote control mike. Earphone,









World's smallest Panasonic radio. Slide
rule dial, earphone jack. 6 transistors, 1
diode. Uses 3 pen lite batteries. 7x3x3"
13.95
Come to Friendly Squaw Mountain
On Beautiful Moosehead Lake
Open Dally) 9 ajn. to 4 pjn.
3,000 ft. and 2,000 ft. T-bar^ifts.
5 trails. Ski Instruction daily
10-12 a.m., 2-4 pjn. Base Lodge.
Ski Shop.
Come for the Fun of It or Just
for the Health of it
Snow Reports: Phone 695-2556
SQUAW MOUNTAIN





Sleep switch-wake-up alarm. 7 solid
state devices, ZVi" speaker. Telechron





Records without external mike. Fully
transistorized. With remote control
microphone, personal listening at-
tachment, batteries, full reel of tape
and extra empty spare reel. Fast for-



















B & D Power Tools
Skil Saw
Ram Power Tools
THINK OF GIFT SHOPPING
NOW




58 Maine Street, Brunswick — 729-3152
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Bowdoin is most fortunate in
that-it has just acquired a mul-
ti-million--4pllar athletic facili-
ty in the form of a new gym,
locker rooms, exercise rooms,
offices, and countless other
heretofore unknown benefits.
The Athletic Department, es-
pecially the Director, Malcolm
E. Morrell, has been backing
such a project for approximate-
ly 15 years. Claiming, and
rightfully so, that Sargent Gym
constituted a rape of students'
athletic potentialities, the De-
partment has finally had their
wishes acceded to. Mr. Morrell
and all those who pushed the
project obviously deserve a
great deal of credit, as the
manifestations of these hopes
attest.
.
As one examines the Bowdoin
athletic situation at greater
length, however, several glar-
ing deficiencies are readily evi-
t: One can cite the lack of
by;8te
Tom Donald '68
sight on the part of the College.
It must be remembered that
when* it comes to policies con-
cerning hiring practices and
appropriation of salaries, neith-
er Mr. Morrell nor any other
member of the faculty has any
say. They must accept the rul-
ings handed down by the Presi-
dent and the governing board
of the College.
It appears that the ruling on
the above four cases reveals a
program of part-time help now,
full-time coaching sometime in
the future. It is argued that
the high cost of the new facility
makes employment of new ath-
letic faculty prohibitive, at
least now. We contend that
this stand is unfair, not only to
the students, but also to the
present staff, who must stretch
their talents to the limits of
their abilities in order to equal
the demand. Sportsmanship
and the other qualities hopeful-
ly instilled through participa^
a full-time squash coach. A
custodian is employed to clean
the new courts each week, but
as yet- no truly qualified mem-
ber of the Department has been
hired to teach the finer points
of the game to the many willing
students. It is true that Herb
Coursen provides coaching on
a part-time basis, and undoubt-
edly he is fully qualified, but
the fact remains that he is part
of the Department of English,
not Athletics.
Another matter is that of
wrestling. Again the same sit-
uation exists. Probably one of
the best-equipped mat rooms in
the Northeast is in the bottom
floor of Sargent and yet no one
has ever seen it. The same
holds for the popular new sport
of gymnastics which Bowdoin
is only now recognizing. Many
students are not even aware of
the fact that its school owns a
trampoline, much less where it
is or how they could take ad-
vantage of it. As of now, its
use is limited to one or two
pole vaulters and divers. .
The spring season is ap-
proaching and Bowdoin does
not yet have a lacrosse coach.
Practice is slated to begin at
the end of February, which
leaves two months to find a
solution to the problem.
The tendency, in light of
these developments, is to heap
full blame squarely on the
shoulders of the Director, Mr.
Morrell. The head of a De-
partment is always a natural
scapegoat for anything that
goes wrong. That attitude in
this case, however, is unfair
and it is wrong. Much to his
credit, he has done extremely
well with the limited resources
at his disposal. Competition is
furious in the squash ladder
tournaments, part-time instruc-
tion in wrestling will begin
soon after the holidays, and the
possibility is good that a la-
crosse coach will be selected
within the very near future.
Mr. Morrell has accomplished
what he could to alleviate these
problems, caused not by his ac-
tions, but in fact by those of
the administration.
The fundamental root of the
problem here is not a lack of
planning on the part of the De-
partment, but a lack of fore-
tion in Bowdoin athletics are
nurtured not through mere as-
sociation with a sparkling
shower room, but under the tu-
telage of a qualified man who





Coach Charlie Butt's freshman
swimmers came away victorious in
one of two meets with local sec-
ondary schools, beating Cheverus,
66-23, and losing to Hebron, 50-45.
In the home tilt with Cheverus,
Scott Staples, Dick Spencer, John
Ryan, Paul MacArthur, and Marc
Williams each took two first places
apiece. In the meet with the Green
from Hebron only Staples managed
to turn this trick.
Bowdoin places versus Cheverus:
200 yard medley relay — won by
Bowdoin (Ryan, MacArthur,
Spencer, Staples). Time 1:53.3.
200 freestyle — 1. Williams. Time
2:15.9.
50 freestyle — 1. Schulte; 2. Samp.
Time 24.6
200 individual medley — 1. Ryan.
Time 2:24.4.
Diving — 1. Fenimore; 2. Campagna.
100 butterfly — 1. Spencer. Time
59.8.
100 freestyle — 2. Rhodes.
100 backstroke — 2. Workman; 3.
Nelson.
400 freestyle — 1. Staples. Time
4:46.6.
100 breaststroke — 1. MacArthur;
2. Blaisdell. Time 1:11.7.
400 freestyle relay — won by Bow-
doin (Williams, Workman, Pen-
ton, Schultz). Time 4:22.2.
Bowdoin places versus Hebron:
200 freestyle — 1. Staples; 3. Wil-
liams. Time 2:03.7.
50 freestyle -» 2. Schultz.
200 individual medley — 2. John-
son; 3. Blaisdell.
Diving — 2. Campagna.
100 butterfly — 1. Spencer. Time
59.0.
100 freestyle — 2. Schultz. Time
54.3.
100 backstroke — 3. Workman.
400 freestyle — 1. Staples. Time
4:50.3




The frosh trackmen dropped a
tough one Saturday, losing to MIT.
by four points. The Bears lost the






Captain Howie Pease looks forward to a Tough schedule of oppo-
nents with basketball coach Ray Bickncll. Bowdoin has dropped
its first three games.
Coach Sid Watson with co-captains Bill Allen and Ed Fitzgerald
ponder ways to achieve victory over Dartmouth. They found the
answer in hustle and determination, overwhelming the Big Green
3-1.
Alex Shulten, Bowdoin's All-American weight man, gets set for a




Coach Ray Bicknell's varsity caf-
ers were defeated twice last week
as the 1965 season got underway
Thursday's game, the first in Bow-
doin's new $15 million gymnasium
saw Clark University of Worcester
Massachusetts, come on strong ii
the closing minutes to dump thi
locals, 63-55. On Saturday, it wai
the towering Tufts Jumbos whc
emerged victorious, 90-72.
The Clark clash, loosely playec
for the most part, was a low-scor-
ing, defensively-accented contetf
which showed a 24-24 halftime tally
Neither team came alive offensivelj
until after the mid-game break.
In the second half, the Bowdoii
hoopmen compensated for a sligh
height disadvantage with good de
fensive maneuvering, as well nt
sharp shooting in spots. It was vir-
tually a nip-and-tuck ballgame unti
the very end, when Clark pullet
away with a minute and a hal
showing on the clock. In that- in
terval, a two-pointer by Brian War
ren was the only Bowdoin score.
Howie Pease was top man all th
way for the Bears, snatching
game-high 17 rebounds, leadin
Frosh Hockey Team
Wins Four Straight
The freshman hockey team has
compiled an impressive 4-1 record
in games and scrimmages so far
this season. The team opened with
a disappointing 7-1 whipping at the
hands of a strong Harvard sextet,
but then rebounded with impres-
sive victories over Lynn English
5-2. Waterville 6-1, Edward Little
9-0, and Lewiston 2-1.
Coached by Danny MacFayden,
the team's consistent players in-
clude Joe Dane in the nets; Jim















Ervin, and Jeff Harrison, defense;
and Bob Ossoff, Pete Hardy, Bob
Petrie, Ken Martin, Bob McGuirk,
Tim Sullivan, and Steve Abbott on
the front line.
Bowdoin scorers with 14 points, an«
contributing a fine floor game. Dan
ny Tolpin was the only other Bea
in double figures with 10. and War
ren had nine. —
Murin and Barys of Clark ha
18 and 17 points, respectively, t
pace the visitors' attack. Bowdoi
led in "field goal' shooting with 2
for 56, compared with Clark's 2
for 74, and in foul shooting per
centage, .500 to .450.
President Coles delivered' a speec
before the game, urging faculty an-
student support for the team an
welcoming townspeople who foi
merly had to be turned away du
to lack of space in the Sarger
Gym.
The Bears hosted a much tallf
Tufts squad on Saturday (averag
height of starters. 6'4") and th
size factor proved decisive in th
90-72 loss. Pressing defense and
double figure output by three play
ers enabled Bowdoin to remain i
contention throughout the closely
contested first half and a portio
of the second, however.
Bowdoin cut down the Jumbc
42-36 halftime margin to 58-55 ear'
in the second half, but a quick ru
of seven points put it away for tl
visitors, who controlled both back
boards.
Tufts outrebounded the Whit
60-37, and outshot them from tr
floor, 38 for 76 as opposed to 31 f(
78.
Superior height and good seconc
half rebounding enabled tl
scrambling Wildcats from the Un
versity of New Hampshire to vai
quish an outmanned squad fro
the Pines Wednesday, 99-73, in
contest played In UNH'S turn-o
the-century bandbox. Coach Ri
Bicknell's charges left Durha
owing a 0-3 season mark. Bowdoir
"tall men" Brannie Lelshman, Dl>
Smith, and Howie Pease just cou
not cope with the lanky Cats, who
roster shows three men over 6*5
The UNH defense managed to soh
the Bowdoin press-run-shoot seti
early and their extra inches ma*
the difference after the mid-gan
intermission.
Pease led the losers with 20 poim
while sophomore Bob Patterson ai
senior Brian Warren netted 16 ai
10 markers respectively. Dick Sml'
hustled and popped in 8 points,
fellow who goes by the name
Tom Home led the Wildcat scorii
punch with 21. Joe Drinon ai
Steve Seay got 17 and 11.
Seniors Warren with 18 poln
Brannie Lelshman with 10. alo:
with junior Larry Reid, 14, spark
the Bowdoin scori ngpunch, Di
Smith a'so gave a good account
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Icemen Dumped At Harvard, 9-2
JTofej,' Tracy Mare; Leger Spinas H)uL
Given three men, numbered 1, 2,
and 3, and given three women,
numbered a, b, and c, and asking
iachjoian _and each woman to rate
each other in order of preference
as a mate and then juggling the
results mathematically—you have a
pretty fair example of what can
happen when pure mathematics in-
vade the social sciences. You also
have, just on paper, fortunately, a
totally unrealistic situation headed
straight for connubial chaos.
Professor Leonard Gillman, chair-
man of the department of mathe-
matics at the University of Roches-
ter and a visiting lecturer at Bow-
doin College this week, hastens to
assure all within earshot that he
still has his first wife, and his
tongue-in-cheek talks for the non-
mathematically minded neglect to
say whether he applied his mathe-
matics to the problem of choosing
her in the very beginning or wheth-
er he trusted his luck the way the
rest of. us do.
But his "How To Choose A Wife"
lecture does demonstrate a variety
of possible problems in applied
mathematics, and even if the au-
"7TTpn?p~lsfr7~gparpa ^matKpmatifa.lly
He tries to give each anan his first
choice of wife, since it is the man
in our society who usually does the
proposing, and he tries to make
each woman weigh the advantages
of accepting immediately against
'holding the other men on a string
and hoping for a better marriage
proposal later on.'
He even tries to arrange a solu-
tion to his problem where, when all
is said and done and a, b, and c
are wed to 1, 2, and 3, nobody will
predictably want to make a change.
(If changes are predictably in the
offing, then the solutions cannot be
considered 'stable' and the mathe-
matical part of this whole thing
becomes rocky. The social part does
too. Prof. Gillman adds.)
Stable Solutions
And so, exploring the possibilities
for 'stable solutions' and 'patterns
of preference' and even enlarging
the participants to number four
men and four women, Prof. Gill-
man skillfully and amusingly works
out solutions whereby everyone gets
a marriage proposal eventually, even
the "last one, the woman who
squints, who's been sitting home and
fcntivflng all this' time."
In their opening .contest, the Bow-
doin hockey team absorbed a 9-2
whipping at the hands of Harvard
December 1. Despite the fact that
the Crimson" managed to flick nine
shcts past Goalie, Dipk Leger, solace
and hope for the coming season can
be taken from the total of 50 saves
that the senior netminder managed
to accumulate. In contrast, the
anemic Bear offense could test the
two Ivy goalkeepers with only 16
shcts. Steve Wales and Leo Tracy
notched the* two White goals, with
Phil Coupe. Pete Chapman, and
Wales each picking up an assist.
Eric Rosenburg, Ed Zellner, and
Pete Waldinger paced the Cam-
bridge combine • with two scores
apiece- Defenseman Bob Pfleffer
and .scrappy Chappie were each
banished to the "sin bin" for





Burke, Garrity, Fredo, Gonzalez,
Rosenburg, A. Smith, Zellner, Mil-
ler, Price.
Bowdoin G-Leger; D-Yule, Tracy;
L-Pitzgerald. Allen, B. Smith.
Spares—MacComber, Brooks, Mor-
gan, Wales. Chapman, Coupe, Pfeif-
fer, Cornelia, Soule, MacAUister,
Sides.
FRJ&Kt, DECEMBER* id, 196S*
AllJVIaine Soccer
- aw *
: -'v - :
Four /mejpbers of Bowdoin'y state
•championship, softer, squ£d have
been named to the 1966 All-Maine
team. Three other Polar Bear
booters were selected for the second
team. The two squads were chosen
by State Series coaches at a meet-
ing of the Maine Intercollegiate
Athletic Association.
Named to the first team were
goalie Robert Bagley '66 fullback
Edward Leydon '66, halfback and
Co-captain elect Sandy Salmela '67,
and forward Johannes Gerson, a
Bowdoin Plan student.
Named to the second team were
halfback and Co-captain elect
Charles Powell '67, forward Brannie







Representatives from the Army
recruiting program and the Selec-
tive Service, as well as members
the situations Prof. Gillman chalks
on the blackboard are fascinating.
As he tries to marry off 1, 2, and 3
to a., b. and c he hits situations
that are 'totally unstable' among
the six possible ways to manage the
pairing (or 6 to the 6th power, he
reminds, his listeners).
Part Of The Game
Most people, with even the most
limited living experience' ean pre-
dict the difficulties Prof. Gillman
runs into as he tries to make his '
numbered men and lettered women
Join in marital bliss. But the point
of his lecture is to show how mathe-
maticians state problems, formu-.
late mathematical models, and then
attempt to solve those problems—
not concoct a magical recipe for
living happily ever after—so if his
'mathematically unstable' solutions
appear headed for the divorce
courts for certain, that's all part
of the game.
Prof. Gillman tries to make
everybody as happy as possible only
when you're trying to arrange
the most stable marital situations.
Crossing out letters and numbers
as he goes ("It's fortunate that
mathematicians can work with let-
ters and symbols and not have to
marry people off to discover 6table
systems," Gillman admits,) the
mental fun progresses as the au-
dience begins to understand the ab-
stract problems that Gillman is ac-
tually dealing with.
And by the time it's all over, and
everybody is happily and safely
married off, another concept has
been quietly introduced; no longer
is the mathematician being viewed
conventionally as a man or woman
with a head for figures, formulas,
and working out their income tax,
but as a person who can achieve
the degree of concentration needed
to follow through on a moderately-
involved sequence of arguments.
Whether this understanding is as
useful as a set of guide lines for
actually choosing a wife would have
been is beside the point—most of
the people in Prof. Gillman's au-
dience were already married any-
way I
BOWDOIN RIFLE COACH ANT) CAPTAIN — S(ft. 1/C John D
i >>arh of Bowdoin Collet- rifle team, and Capt. Mike Har-
iif Bradford i'a . art* prt paring for next racH at MIT.
: I >^h ir.itii .4 postal match rictorj over St
Mm-., is member o( Bowdoin's ROTC staff U*r
\Ir^ Dorothi li Harmon lit ,1 1 \mm St., Bradford
of the Bowdoin College community,
will participate in a forum on "The
Student Vis-a-vis the Military" to
be held at Bowdoin Tuesday (Dec.
14).
The forum, which will begin at 7
p.m., will be held in the Chemistry
Lecture Room in Cleaveland Hall
on campus. Although intended
mainly for sophomores, anyone in
the College community is welcome
within seating capacity.
The forum is primarily to answer
student questions and provide In-
formation on any and all aspects
of the college student's position in
regard to military service.
Major Richard S. Fleming of the
Department of Military Science at
Bowdoin will be moderator for the
forum. Major Fleming said the
forum was planned in response to
to many inquiries the department
has been receiving about the var-
ious possibilities and probabilities
affecting college students during
the current build-up of forces.
The forum panel, which will
chiefly answer questions from the
audience, will include Mrs. Helen
T. Bean, Clerk of the Bath Selec-
tive Service Board, who will talk
about the draft and answer ques-
tions concerning induction and de-
ferments; and Lt. Peter Smith,
Army Recruiter for Northern New
England, a college graduate and a
graduate of Officer Candidate
School, who will discuss the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of OCS.
Members of the College commu-
nity servmg on the panel include
Dr. Daniel F. Hanley, College Physi-
cian, who will answer questions
about the avenues open to pre-
medical students; Charles H. King
'64, a member of the present senior
class at Bowdoin and a former
enlisted man in the Army, who will
talk from the enlisted man's stand-
point; and Richard B. Lyman, Jr.
'57, Instructor in History, who was
commissioned from the Bowdoin
ROTC program and has now com-
pleted his military obligation.
What's New,
George?
"Christmas at Bowdoin. Sort
of gets you right here, doesn't
it Ralph?" asked George point-
edly.
"Yea, George, but the Christ-
mas spirit just isn't like at
hon c with Mom, Dad and me
inyr'ing carols each night be-
*
.it dinner."
Charlie Butt, coach of the 1965-66 edition of the Bowdoin swim
team, reflects on the coming: season with Captain Ken Aschen-
bach at Curtis Pool.
g&siste
BOWDOIN SKIERS — Bnire Found (I.) and Carv Rea, both
juniors, are co-captains of (he Bowdoin College skiing team. The
suuad will open i!s season Jan, 9 in the Kraneoma, N. II,, Nordics
jt Cannon Mountain. ' bound is son uf Dr. and Mrs. (iVorge 11.
I >und oi k.,iix.i S » fUi Krarsttce, V II Hea. Ls son of .Mr. and
Mrs lajji*:, lu-4 Jr., of Amplhif] Farm) Cartersville, Va,
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Interview Season Arrives; Charles Foster Edits Donovan x ge ]\few Head
Seniors Urged To Register
The Placement Bureau advises
seniors planning to use the services
of the Bureau during the forthcom-
ing interview season that all
registration forms must be com-
pleted in advance of company
visits. Already a number of organi-
zations and business firms have
interviewed seniors interested in
several types of opportunities. It
is important that those who are
planning to enter service register
and take the interviews for a num-
ber of companies have advised the
Bureau that offers will be made
to qualified candidates regardless of
service commitment or plans.
The following companies are
scheduled to visit the campus:
January 10 — International Business
Machines Corp, United Parcel
Service, and Phoenix of Hartford
Insurance Companies.
January 11 — Central Intelligence
Agency, F. W. Woolwdrth Co.,
The Warner Brothers Company,
and National Life Insurance Co.
January 12 — Star Market Co.,
Boston Gas Company, Prudential
Insurance Co. of America, and
Depositors Trust Company.
January 13 — The Connecticut Bank
& Trust Company, S. S. Kresge
Company, and Fireman's Fund
American Insurance Companies.
January 14 — Johns-Manville Pro-
ducts Corporation, Jordan Marsh
Company, The Travelers Insur-
ance Company, and First National
Bank of Boston.-
January 17 — McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Kidder, Peabody & Co.,
Inc., and R. P. Burroughs Com-
pany, Inc.
January 18 — State Fai-m Mutua'
Automobile Insurance CompahyT"
The interview schedule will con-
tinue immediately following mid-
year examinations. The firms call-




Dr. Charles H. Foster, a Visiting
Professor of English at Bowdoin In
1964-65, is the editor of a new book
of writings by a distinguished Bow-
doin man of the 19th century?*.
The title of the book is "Beyond
Concord, Selected Writings of David
Atwood Wasson." Published by
Indiana University Press, it is a
collection of essays, not previously
printed, by Wasson, an important
but surprisingly long-neglected New
England transcendentalism Profes-
sor Poster put the finishing touches
on the book and on his introduc-
tion for it during his year at Bow-
Of Government Department
Professor John C. Donovan
was named Executive Assistant to
Mr. Wirtz when the latter was ap-
pointed Secretary of Labor In
September of the same year. Profes-
sor Donovan was appointed Man-
power Administrator in March,
1964.
In his post as Manpower Adminis-
trator Dr. Donovan coordinated and
directed all of the Department of
Labor's activities in the manpower
area, including the Office of Man-
power, Automation, and Training,
the Bureau of Employment Security,
and the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training. He was also respon-
sible for the implementation of the
Manpower Development and Train-
ing Act.




Wasson, who attended Bowdoir
from 1845 to 1847, was a friend of
Ralph Waldo Emerson and a vital
force in 19th century American
philosophical and religious move-
ments. After leaving Bowdoin, he
attended Bangor Theological Sem-
inary and later was a minister in
Jean Martinon, renowned Music Director of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, will be guest conductor of the Boston Symphony Orchestra
when that famed musical organization appears in Portland Jan. 24.
The concert, sponsored by the College, will be held in Portland City
Hall Auditorium at 8 : 15 p m. and will be the first Portland appearance of
the Boston Symphony in 23 years.
Individual ticket prices range from $4 to $6. Reservations and ticket
information are available by mail or telephone from the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine 04011. The telephone num-
ber Is 725-8731, extension 261. Tickets are also on sale in Portland at
Cressey & Allen and Benoit's.«*«***
The College has received a bequest of $7,000 under the will of the
late Dr. Charles S. F. Lincoln, a graduate of the Class of 1891.
Under the terms of the will. $2,000 of the bequest will be used to
augment the Kappa Scholarship Fund established by Dr. Lincoln with
gifts during his lifetime. The ncome goes annually to assist a deserving
student, preferably a member of the Kappa Chapter of Psi Upsilon Fra-
ternity.
In addition to the $7,000 to the College, Dr. Lincoln also bequeathed
$5,000 to the Psi Upsilon Chapter House Association. Known unofficially
as "Mr. Bowdoin College" and "The Grand Old Man of Psi Upsilon Fra-
ternity," he died in Brunswick last July at the age of 95. He had been
a former medical missionary and teacher in Shanghai, China, and a for-
mer College physician.
* * * • * » a
The Federal Government requires every person who is not a citizen
of the United States to report his address to the Government each, Janu-
ary. The Government has printed cards which non-citizens use to report
their addresses. The cards are available at Post Offices or Immigration
and Naturalization Service Offices.
The law requires that these cards be filled out before January 31 of
each year.
. • • * * * • •
Seniors, Juniors, and sophomores will compete next Wednesday eve-
ning, Jan. 12, in the, trials for the College's annual Bradbury Prize Debate.
The preliminary contest, designed to select four finalists, will be held
in Room 117 of Sills Hall on the Bowdoin campus at 8 p.m.
A panel of Judges will choose two teams of two men each for the
finals, which will be held Feb. 21. The winning team in the finals will be
awarded $90, with $50 going to the second team.
President James S. Coles has announced the establishment of a
scholarship fund in memory of Dr. George W. R. Bowie, a member of
Bowdoin's Class of 1930.
The fund, to be known as the "George W. R. Bowie Fund," was es-
tablished with a bequest of $3,000 from the will of the late William R.
Bowie of Brunswick, Dr Bowleg father.
Mr. Bowie, who died last summer at the age of 88, had lived in
Brunswick since hisj retirement in 1943. He was a former United States
customs officerXJ
«, • * • * » » , *
Gregory E. Muzzy '67, has been elected President of Sigma Nu Fra-
ternity. The fraternity also announced the election of these other
officers: Vice President, Donald C Ferro '68; Secretary, R. James Russell,
III '68. Steward, David P. Edgecomb '68.
(Continued on page 2)
Groveland, Mass., and Boston.
A profound and original critic of
Thoreau, Parker, Carlyle, and other
contemporaries, he diverges from
the Concord transcendentalists and
complements them in many ways.
As the essays in Professor Foster's
book show, Wasson ventured far
beyond the thinking of his era In
his dialectic, in his sense of the
past, and of tragedy, in his re-
cognition of evil, and in his
modern awareness of the individual
and society as reciprocal opposites.
Dr. Foster currently is Professor
of English at the University of
Minnesota and Director of Graduate
Work in English, positions he held
from 1960-64 before his year at
Bowdoin.
Professor Foster is the author
of two earlier books in the field of
New England literary and in-
tellectual history, "Emerson's Theory
of Poetry," and "The : Rungless
Ladder: Harriet Beecher Stowe and
New England Puritanism." He is
also the author of numerous articles
and since 1958 has been an editor
of the New England Quarterly.
Professor John C. Donovan has
been appointed Chairman of the
Department of Government and
Legal Studies, effective Feb. 1, 1966,
according to President James S,
Coles.
Professor Donovan; who served as
the nation's first full-time Man-
power Administrator, retired from
government service to accept ap-
pointment as Professor bf Govern-,
ment at Bowdoin last February. In
June he was appointed DeAlva Stan-
wood Alexander Professor of
Government at the College.
As department chairman," he will
succeed Professor Athern P. Daggett,
who will be on leave of absence dur-
ing the second semester of the
current academic year. Professor
Daggett is William Nelson Crom-
well Professor of Constitutional and
International Law and Government.
Professor Donovan has continued
to serve his state and nation in a
variety of advisory capacities. He
is Chairman and "public member''
of the New England Manpower Ad-
visory Committee and an ex-officio
member of the National Manpower
Advisory Committee. He is also a
member of the Maine Advisory Com-
mittee of the U. S. Commission on
Civil Rights.
Before joining the U. S. Depart-
ment of Labor in 1962, Professor
Donovan served as Administrative
Assistant to Senator Edmund S.
Muskie of Maine. Professor Donovan
became Special Assistant to the
then Undersecretary of Labor W.




presented with the Labor Depart-
ment's Distinguished Service Award.
He was cited for his "outstanding
contribution in achieving the na-
tion's manpower goals through
exceptional creativity ability, and
leadership. . .*" . :
He is a member of the American
Political Science Association and has




political processes. He is the author
of "Congressional Campaign : Maine * '
Elects a Democrat." a widely" ac-
claimed case study of the successful
1956 election campaign of Frank
M. Coffin. Professor Donovan's
articles have appeared in "American
Political Science Review," "World
Politics," "School and Society,"
"World Affairs Quarterly." and many-
other publications.
To Speak Mondax
Professor John C. Donovan will
give his inaugural lecture as De-
Alva Stanwood Alexander Professor
of Government Monday. Jan. 10,
His subject will be the War on
Poverty, a program which he help-
ed to develop during his years in
Washington. Professor Donovan
served as the nations first full-
time Manpower Administrator prior
to coming to Bowdoin a year ago.
The public is cordially invited to
attend his lecture, which is en-
( Continued on page 2}
National Science Foundation Awards
$75,000 To Academic Year Institute
The National Science Foundation
iNSP) has awarded Bowdoin $75,000
for support of a 1966-67 Academic
Year Institute (AYI) for secondary
school teachers of mathematics.
The AYI program, fifth in six
years for Bowdoin, is being planned
under the direction of Professor Dan
E. Christie, Chairman of the Mathe-
matics Department.
Registration in the program, as
in previous ones, will be limited to
ten participants who may become
eligible for Master's degrees after
completion of the AYI work, which
requires attendance in courses at
Bowdoin during the regular school
year, in addition to preliminary
summer studies on the campus.
Participants in Hie program ar?
eligible for stipends of up to $3,450
plus dependency, books, and travel
allowance for the full year program.
Last spring and summer Bowdoin
conferred MA. degrees on 21 teach-
ers who completed graduate studies
in mathematics at the College,
either in the AYI program or by
attending four. Summer Institutes.
Requeste for further information
and applications to the program
should be made to the Director,
Professor Christie, c o of the
Mathematics Department
The NSF has allotted a total of
$10H million dollars w Bowdoin
and some 50 other colleges and
universities across the nation to
support Academic Year Institutes in
science and mathematics during the
1966-67 academic year Approximate-
ly 1,600 secondary school teachers
will spend a year working towards
Master's degrees as a result of the
program.
Professor Christie said the Insti-
tute will be conducted in four phases
including a six-week pre-Institute
summer program, a three week pre-
liminary session in September to
assist, participants in preparing for
formal courses, and two semester*
of course work.
The Institutes are planned and
conducted by the various institutions
accepting trie grants and are de-
signed to help teachers improve
their capabilities by a year's study
on a full-time basis Faculty mem-
bers who teach the Institute courses
are chosen for competence m their
fields and skill as teachers.
-V




Exempt From State Sites Tax
DONOVAN
(Continned from page 1)
CIRCULi*R FILE
(Continued from page 1)
In the past there has existed a
nebulous understanding as to the
applicability of the fetate Sales and
sales to schools, as defined in the
law, are
, nontiurable except . when
with respect to * activitiesUse Tax op purchases made by***
various student managed activities, wlucl* aTe mainly' commercial
enterprises.according to James P. Granger,
Controller. as I understand your question,
To clarify the college's position it is whether purchases made by the
with the Bureau ^rf Taxatiomrfiiir college from the proceeds of your
State of Maine, a ruling was re- student activities fee would be con-
quested from them to solidify and sidered exempt under the statute.
confirm our belief that Bowdoin was I understand from your tetter conducted by Professor Donovan as
not subject to the Sale or Use Tax. that a charge is made to eachMu
Their letter of ruling exempts our
titled "The. Poverty Program: Prob-
lems, Prospects/arid Politics.* It is
scheduled to begin af 8:15 pjn. in
Wentw|»rth Hall at the Senior
Center. ...
r
^ k v ,.
"/. £
His address Monday will climax
a series of five public lectures given
during the first semester by leading
administrators and developers of
the War on Poverty. The series was
held in conjunction with a Senior
Seminar on the Poverty Program
The Bowdoin Department of Military Science is planning a1 weekend
trip to Port'teevens, Mass., sometime in early spring. The trip fc, de-
slfned to acquaint* students' with the working* of the Army and Army




All students interested in applying Tor the two-yettx R.6.T.C. Pro-
gram are advised that tlie> have until March 1 to file the 'necessary
papers. * *" *'
. .
'«"
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dent by the college to cover certain
student managed activities from student activities, that the funds
Sales or Use Tax because none of derived from such charges are col-
our activities are considered to be lege funds, and that any disburse-
"mainly commercial enterprises." It ments made from such funds are
might be well to know that we are made by the college itself, in short,
not exempt from sales made by any any sales to be paid for out of such
of the student activities, continued funds are sales to Bowdoin College.
Mr. Granger. i further understand that there is
Consequently, student activities no basis for considering any of
may specify to the various vendors the activities involved to be "main-
ly commercial enterprises."
Under these circumstances, we
consider that sales to Bowdoin
College which are paid for by the
college from the proceeds of the
student activities fee are nontax-
able as are other sales made to the
college.
I believe Mr. Cummings pointed
out to you that, while the above is
part of the Senior Center Program.
with whom they transact business
that they are exempt from State
Sales and Use Tax. The College's
exemption number is 10008.
The letter of ruling follows:
Dear Mr. Granger:
I am replying to your inquiries of
October 20 and December 6, in
confirmation of the Information
given to you by Mr. Cummings of
the Sales Tax Division of this office
when he saw you earlier this month.
-Under subsection 16 of section
true with respect to sales to the
college, there is no corresponding
exemption with respect to sales by
the college or by any of the student





THE BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Professor A. P. Dargctt, Mr. James P. Granger, Pete Maurer,
Lorry Weinatein, Peter Blankman, Dare Bottomy.
Published weekly when elaiaea are held during the Fall and Spring Semester by
the itudenU of Bowdoin College. Addresi news communication* to the Editor and sob-
seription communications to the Business Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing Com-
pany at the ORIENT Office in Moulton Union, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine.
Entered as second class postage paid at the post office at Brunswick, Maine. The
subscription rate for one year is Fire ($5) dollars.
120 MAINE STREET
1760 of the Sales and Use Tax Law,
PARKVIEW
CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK




"Circle the country that beat fills
the blank in the following quotation
from a story in the New York Times:
'Miaa Sarabhai, a spinster in her
early fifties, was arrested Wednea-
day evening under the Defense of
Rulea. The Rules give the
government authority to detain per-
sons indefinitely without trial dar-
ing times of emergency' (South Af-
rica, Spain, India), Correct answer:
India. All other
answers win two I ^or a *• C0Pf •f *"•
weeksontheFor; «"•>» ui.uo of NA-
eignNewsdesk" W^™™'^to Dept. CP-9, 150 E.
35 SU N. Y. 16, N. Y.
=^—Musicaf imtraments^^
Pianos & Organs r
Sheet Music
Records - Players
FIELD'S RADIO & TELEVISION CO^
147 MAINE STREETBRUNSWICKPHONE 725-5141
^5 FREE
PIZZAS THIS WEEK
The Following May Present This Ad For Free
Pizzas During the Week Jan. 7-14
JOE DANE — DON DAY









NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
• Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Onion Rinfs
Des»ert* — Bemages
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure!
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juice, Vegetable, Salad, Rolls & Beverage
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. — 725-5543
JOHN VANARSDALE
ITALIAN FOOD SHOP
- PIZZA KING -













Brt Lancaster — Lee Remkk
NOTE —j&oly one evening show
at 7:30 owing to length of picture
STUDENT
SUMMER JOBS






Test/ Cartas — Jerry Lewis
APPLICATION FORMS AND BROCHURES
MAY BE OBTAINED AT THE PLACEMENT
OFFICE, BANISTER HALL.
On Wednesday, January 12, at 1:30 p.m., Mr.
James F. Barry, Lufthansa German Airlines, and
Mr. Bruce C. Crouch, H. B. Stowe Travel Agen-
cy, will be at Conference Room A, the Moulton
Union, to talk with Students relative to the sum-






This Program is designed to develop young men
for careers in life insurance sales and sales man-
agement. It provides an initial training period of 3
months (including 2 weeks at a Home Office School)
before the men move into full sales work.
Those trainees who are interested in and who are
found qualified for management responsibility are
assured of ample opportunity to move on to such
work in either our field offices or in the Home Office
after an initial period in sales.
The Connecticut Mutual is a 119
-year -old com-
pany with 580,000 policyholder
-members and over
six billion dollars of life insurance in force. Ag-
gressive expansion plans provide unusual oppor-
tunities for the men accepted.
Arrange with the placement office for an inter-
view with:





INSURANCE COMPANY • HARTFORD
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I, T- — -i-
Let us help- you plan;jour printing
,
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds oFprirrtrng for Bowdom meTTwirslwwlrou short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS
• POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FCRMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
3?. JE25Z V,Sv^"VkIS J,HE MILITAEY ~ «<*-"* Or.) »t the December 14 Forum onThe Student Vis-a-Vis the Military" are: Mr. Richard B. Lyman; Mrs. Helen C. Bean, clerk ofthe local Selective Service Board; Major Richard Fleming the forum moderator; Dr. Daniel F.
a#"!** PeteF Sm,th ' Arn,y Recruiter for Northern New England; and Charles H. King '64.At the Forum which encouraged student questions on their military obligation, Mrs. Bean stated





BOWDOIN STATIONERY 69c-$l 00




THANK YOU — NOTE 59c
Meet a group of young Boston
bankers. They are executives of The
First National Bank of Boston, New
England's oldest and largest. They're
men on the move
. . . sharp, talented,
aggressive and making a good place in
the business.
A short time ago they were doing
some soul-searching, too. "Gradua-
tion, and then what?"
Quite honestly many of these men
never thought about banking. One of
them majored in Spanish — he's now
a credit man with our South American
operation where the language comes in
handy. Another studied Geography
and Geology; today, he's an Opera-
tions Officer in our highly specialized
electronic data processing complex.
At The FIRST, we look for diverse
educational backgrounds. Specifically,
we want men of flexibility who can
meet the demands of unusual and chal-
lenging situations.
If you are* looking toward a career in
a growth business, take a good hard
look at The FIRST. We have the op-
portunities
. . . we'll even make a posi-
tion for the right man.
One of our Personnel Officers will
be on campus Friday, Jan. 14th. We
suggest that you contact your Place-
ment Bureau to set up an interview. If
you'd like to get a headstart, write to
our Mr. Emory Mower, The First Na-
tional Bank of Boston, 67 Milk. Street,
Boston. He'll be glad to send you a
special booklet about working at The
FIRST.
DR. MARCUS BLOCH, L-Hy
President
Central School of Hypnotism
P.O. Box I 1 8
New York 9, N. Y.
OPPORTUNITY
For a future with a well
known Midwest Manufactur-
ing Firm. We are now offer-
ing exclusive distributorships
for a patented product. No
competition. Factory trained
personnel will assist you in
setting up a tried and proven
advertising and merchandis-





All replies confidential. For
information write Director of
Marketing, P.O. Box 1 4049,
St. Louis, Missouri 63 1 78.
United Marketing Company
6286 Bartmer Avenue
St. Louis, Mo. 63130
NOES
Hardware & Appliances]






for static-free FM plus
long distanceAM radio
—indoors or out!
NOW!! "U" Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's
Delicious Foods & Save $$$
NOW ON SALE
BATH
. T BRUNSWICKROAD ** 1 Tel. 726-754*
DISCOUNT COUPON BOOKS
A « H Value for $2.7*
"C Save Me
A SS.M VaJue for S4JS
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS




HocjkeyTeam Tops Middtefcury; B-Ball Wins
<Take$ Second In RPI Tourney.
One,
In the first home contest of the
young season the Bowdoln skaters
downed Middlebury despite a last-
minute surge by the Vermont club,
3-2. Before a festive crowd soon-to-
be homeward bound students, the
Bears outhustled the visitors
repeatedly with goalie Dick Leger
garnering 39 saves, kicking away
several fine shots. Steve Wales,
Andy Cornelia, and Doug Brown
were the scorers for the locals.
1st period — No scoring. Penalties —
(B) Brown - 2
2nd period — (B) Wales (Smith)'
(B) Cornelia (Tracy, Smith)
3rd period — (B) Brown (Allen)
(M) Treska (Hallowell)
(M) Dunn (Hallowell)
Penalties — (M) Ireland - 2,
(B) Brooks - 2, (B) Soule - 2,
(M) Ireland - 2, (M) Hallowell
- 2, (B) Brown - 2, (B) Chap-
man - 2
Saves — (B) Leger — 39
(M) Brown. — 28
Journeying to the R.P.I. Christmas
tournament, the Polar Bears man-
aged to defeat the hosts in the open-
ing game, 5-3. Pete Chapman tallied
White icemen man-
(O) Bonney — 10
(O) Patterson — 10
In a game to decide second place
in the tournament behind unbeaten
Western Ontario, the Bowdoin
hockey club came through admir-
ably to defeat a strong Middlebury
sextet, 4-2. Dick Leger totaled 40
saves in the winners* nets in a game
saving performance. At the end of
play, Leger had amassed 101 saves
and had 14 goals against in nine
periods of play. He was the leading
contender for the all-star spot.
1st period — (B) Fitzgerald (Allen,
Brown)
(B) Allen (Brown, Yule)
Penalties — <U) Hall - 2, (B)
Brooks - 2, (M) Watts - 2, (M)
Kirkpatrick - 2, (B) Coupe - 2
2nd period — No scoring.
Penalties — (M) Ireland ,- 2, (M)
Dunn - 2, (M) Ireland - 2
3rd period — (M) Dunn (Watts,
Dougherty)
(M) Hall (Donovan)
(B) Soule (Salmela, Cornelia)
Penalties — (M) Ireland - 2, (M)
Donovan - 2, (M) Ireland - 2
Saves — (B) Leger — 40
(M) Brown — 31 '
Drops Two sfv,
by Earl Cutter
Coach. Ray Bicknell's Bowdoin
cagers gave a good account of
themselves in the recent AIC Holi-
day tournament at Springfield,
Massachusetts on December 28, 29,
and 30. The locals set a tournament
and Butova Oym record in scoring
106 points in their win over the
Coast Guard Academy and put up
respectable battles in their losses
to highly-touted Trinity and
UMaine.
The Bears drew undefeated
Trinity (7-0) for the initial clash
and were downed, 97-83. However,
due to great shooting from each of
the five starters, they grabbed an
early 15-5 lead and ran it to 41-27
before Trinity chopped the margin
to 46-43 at the half.
Neither team excelled greatly in
the early going of the second half,
but Trinity, sparked by a 14 re-
bound — 15 point .output from a
6'5" sophomore reserve, went on to
take over the lead at 72-70 and
wasn't headed thereafter, Pease and
Patterson led the offensive attack
for the Bicknell forces.
dif'Wednesday, the foul-plagued
Coast Guard men took it squarely
on the Jaw from the White, Bowdoin
nursed" an early five-point advantage
to a 42-34 halftimetfrge.- Opening
the second round „with* the. five
starters
(
and finishing with sub-
stitutes,' the Bears amassed 64-
points en route to their 107-76 record
triumph. Five Bowdoin hoopsters
hit double- digits
On Thursday, Bowdoin faced the
Black Bears of Maine, who had
previously topped Colby in double
overtime and lost to Springfield.
Although visibly outclassed in the
first half, the locals managed to
hang in contention due to efficient
rebounding by Branny Leishman
and Howie Pease. Maine led, 39-27,
at the respite.
Bowdoin cut away at the Maine
lead and went ahead, 52-50, about
midway through the final chapter.
It was nip-and-tuck the rest of the
way until Maine managed a six-
point margin by stalling and caus-
ing Bowdoin to foul. Second half
standouts for Bowdoin were Patter-
son and Pease, while Bruce Locke
and Larry Reid stood out in the
first frame. Maine wound up a 69-63
winner. AIC was the overall tourna-
ment champion, downing Springfield
74-73 in the final.
aged' to hold off the Techmen after
they had tied the score in the third
period. The porous defense of the
locals allowed 34 Bowdoin shots on
the goalie. Doug Brown, Tim Brooks,
and Frank Yule scored the other
markers.
1st period — (B) Brown (Fitzgerald)
(B) Chapman (unassisted)
2nd period — No scoring.







Saves — (B) Leger — 22
(R) 29
Advancing in the tourney from
the first-round victory over R.P.I.,
the pucksters moved on to tackle
Western Ontario, a Canadian outfit
which included a former Ail-Amer-
ican. Under the liberal interpreta-
tion used north of the border, grad-
uates of American universities are
eligible for Canadian intercollegiate
play. The foreigners proved too much
for the plucky Brunswick club,
whipping them handily 9-5. Dick
Leger was outstanding in the nets
for the losers, turning aside 39 shots.
The White shooters gave the rather
inept Ontario goaltenders a scare,
firing five of 25 shots on goal into
the cords.
1st period — (B) Tracy (Salmela)
(O) Dent (Lessen, Babcock)
(B) Fitzgerald (Yale)
2nd period — (O) Lightley (Hos-
podar)
(O) Moore (Hicks, Heslop)
(O) Cournyea (Moszcelt, Hos-
podar)
(O) Lightley (Clark, , Hospodar)
Penalties — (B) Allen - 2, (B)
Salmela - 2, (O) Moszcelt - 2, (B)
Salmela - 2
3rd period — (O) Hospodar (Mos-
zcelt, Cournyea)
(O) Hicks (Heslop, Moore)
(B) Coupe (Chapman, Tracy)
(O) Leesen (Hicks, Cournyea)
(B» Wales (unassisted)
Penalties — (O) LUeureux - 2,
(O) Heslop - 2
Saves — (B) Leger — 39
Weekend
Preview
Coach Frank Sabasteanski's Bow-
doin trackmen meet Colby in the
cage at Hyde Athletic Building at
1 p.m! Saturday, and Coach Ray
Bickneirs^hoopsters take on.the Wil-
liams College Ephmen at 4 p.m. in
Bowdoin's new gymnasium.
The Polar Bears will be trying
for their first win in track after
dropping dual meets in December to
M.I.T. and Holy Cross.
The Colby meet shapes up as a
close one with some exciting in-
dividual battles on tap. Bowdoin's
Ail-American Alex Schulten has
thrown the 35-pound weight 59 feet
twice for the longest collegiate
throws in the nation so far this
season. The shot put could be the
battle of the day with Polar Bear
sophomore sensation Charlie Hews
competing against Colby's Bruce
Barker, last year's state champion,
and Bob Whitsun, who placed third
in the event in the State Meet.
Bowdoin's hockey and swimming
teams will be competing out of state
on the same day. Coach Sid Watson's
ice squad will be at Providence Col-
lege Saturday night after competi-
tion at Amherst Friday evening.
Coach Charlie Butt's swimmers take
on Trinity at Hartford, Conn., Sat-
urday afternoon.
A sophomore standout, forward
Bob Patterson will be one of the
key figures in Bowdoin's attempt
to better a 2-6 hoop record in the
Williams game.
Patterson, the team's leading
scorer, is averaging over 17 points
a game including Bowdoin's first two
contests in which he made only
brief appearances while nursing a
sprained ankle.
Williams is 3-4 on the season




Howie Pease rebounds against dark as Dan Tolpln (3)
and Brace Locke (23) look on.
with wins over Upsala, Union, and
Harvard. Bowdoin's victories have












Between 10 a.m--Z p.m.
4 pjn--7 pan.
THE SPUDNUT SHOP

















LEAVE YOUR SHOES AT
THE J. J. NEWBERRY
SHOE DEPARTMENT
Smiths Photo Shop











LODGING. DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 7, 1966
Salmela
Honored ,
Sandy .SaJmela, a halfback on
Bowdoin's state championship soccer
squad, has been named to first team
All-New England honors. He is the
first Bear soccer player ever tg
achieve such ai\ honor. A Junior
and co-captain -elect of next year's
Polar squad, Salmela was picked by
a vote of New England soccer
coaches and referees as part of the
All-American Selection Committee
of the National Soccer Coaches
Assn. He is now a candidate for
the All-American team, which will
be announced soon.
SANDY SALMELA
Salmela, who was named to the
All-Maine team in November, is
the only Maine soccer player to
make either of the first two All-
New England teams. Coach Charlie
Butt praised Salmela's work on the
1965 championship team, and said
the rugged government major was
particularly outstanding on defense.
Bowdoin was scored on only five
times in six State Series contests,
and only 12 times in all its games.
The Polar Bears took the cham-
pionship with a 4-0-2 record and
stood 6-2-2 overall with wins over
such soccer powers as Wesleyan and
Williams. %
Salmela scored two goals during
the season and was "one of Bow-
doin's leaders on the field," coach
Butt noted. Butt said he was
pleased with the prospects of having
Salmela back next season and added
that he will be one of the key






"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-
lationship with the community."
Brunswick, Maine
Dial 729-3422
Open Daily 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
3,000 ft. and 2,000 ft. T-
bar lifts. 5 trails. Ski In-
struction daily 10-12 a.m.,





Route 15, Greenville, Me.
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"War QnlwenTGoxM Have J^fiwfi^-JAlumni Council T<r Hold
Career Conf., Feb. 20, 21Effects On Politics" — Donovan
Professor John C. Donovan said
Monday night the federal govern-
ment's requirements for "maximum
feasible participation" of the poor
in the nation's war on poverty
could produce drastic changes in
American politics.
Neighborhood participation in the
program by the poor "has already
encouraged some people to under-
take the task of organizing the poor
politically in order to give them
power as a group," Professor Dono-
van said.
Professor Donovan's comments
came in his inaugural lecture as
Bowdoin's DeAlva Stanwood Alex-
ander Professor of Government.
Dr. Donovan, who will became
Chairman of the Department of
Government Feb. 1, was introduced
by President James S. Coles.
"Professor onovan, whu was tlw
nation's first full-time Manpower
Administrator before his appoint-
ment to the Bowdoin faculty a
year ago, told an audience in Went-
worth Hall at the Senior Center
that "maximum feasible participa-
tion" by the poor has created a
serious policy problem.
The problem, he said, involves
two factors — the meaning of the
phrase itself and the degree to
which Sargent Shriver's Office of
Economic Opportunity 1 (OEO) is
prepared to push the concept "in
the face of widespread resistance
on the part of the nation's mayors,
particularly the big-city mayors."
Many mayors are not anxious to
have neighborhood poor involved
in policy planning, Dr. Donovan
declared. "The mayors evidently see
a threat power bases and to their
political security if the poor develop
into articulate, militant lobbies at
City Hall," he added.
"The evidence, while not con-
clusive, suggests that Mr. Shriver's
office has been less than consistent
in determining what 'maximum
feasible participation' requires,"
Professor Donovan asserted.
"The OEO has been firm in Port-
land, Maine, where there is no
Mayor, in insisting that poor people
sit on the board; they have not
been pushing Mayor Daley in
Chicago very hard. They have been
firm and tough in San Francisco,
where a strong Democratic Mayor
was most reluctant to make room
for the poor as policy-making par-




Putney Reading has been selected
to offer a special five-week reading
course. According to the directors
cf Putney Reading, one of the chief
goals of the course is
to show the student how to make
more efficient use of his study
time, enabling him to gain a
more thorough grasp of assigned
materials in a shorter time.
The techniques of "speed" read-
ing, while not stressed, are
taught, and students can bene-
fit from them. However, the
primary purpose of the course
is not speed but thoroughness
in reading.
The course will begin oh February
14 and end on March 18. After an
initial period of testing and inter-
viewing, students will meet five
The College Alumni Council an-
nounced this week that it will spon-
sor its fifth annual Campus Career
Conference for undergraduates Feb.
20 and 21.
The Conference, arranged by the
Alumni Council in cooperation with
Bowdoin's - Placement Bureau and
the College's Alumni Office, will
give undergraduates of all four
classes opportunities to discuss pos-
sible future careers with alumni
who are successfully engaged in dif-
ferent professions, industries, and
commerce.
George T. Davidson, Jr. "38 of
Conway, N.H., President of the
Alumni Council, will preside over
the Conference, which will be di-
vided into organizational and plan-
ning sessions Feb. 20 and panel
a fine program appears to be under-
way but with "neighborhood poor'
conspicuous by their absence."
Referring to a report that the
Bureau of the Budget told the OEO
it would prefer less emphasis on
policy-making by the poor in plan-
ning community projects, and Mr.
Shriver's subsequent denial that the
Bureau's reported position was sup-
ported by- the White House, Profes-
sor Donoyan said:
"The net result is a fair amount
of confusion in the mind of any
reasonably conscientious local
official who is trying to understand
what maximum feasible participa-
tion by the poor means in his com-
(Continued on page 3)
Circular File
Seniors who have not completed application forms for the senior in-
terview program should do so as soon as possible for the recruiting ac-
tivity is now in full swing and only those with information on file at
the office of the Placement Bureau can be considered for interviews.
The Placement Bureau would appreciate hearing from juniors who
might like to explore the possibilities of a career evaluation program
with one of the major insurance firms. This program offers an across-the-
board opportunity for summer work to learn the insurance industry from
all sides. The pay scale is excellent, the opportunity unlimited, and it is
requested that any junior who would like to discuss this opportunity
with the representative should come to the Placement Bureau immediate-
ly to learn further about this program, to read the literature, and to
make a definite appointment date.
S. A. Ladd, Jr., Director of Placement
The Masque and Gown's annual meeting for election of officers will
be held in Room 107, Memorial Hall, at 7:30 p.m. on Monday, January
17, followed by BUGLE photographs of the membership. All students
who have worked with the Masque and Gown are welcome at this meet-
ing. •
.
times a week in small groups of
eight to ten students. The sched-
uling of c'ass meetings will be flex-
ible, and there will be no assign-
ments which extend beyond the
time of the class meetings. Because
the classes are small and the tech-
niques of instruction highly indi-
vidualized, much of the instruction
will be based on material the stu-
dents are covering in their present
courses.
The charge for enrolling in the
program is $75.00. Financial aid in
the form of loans and scholarships
will be made available by the Col-
lege, and no student should feel
himself excluded from the course
because of financial need. Request
f: r financial assistance should be
ma'e by any interested student to
Mr. Wilder as soon as possible.
Parents oi Freshmen, Sophomores,
and Juniors have received notice
of this course and should notify
Dean Greason by mail before Feb-
ruary 7 if you intend to enroll. If
you have questions about the course,
please stop in at Dean Greason's
Office in the next few days.
iiseussions in nine major d ivisions is -expected that students investi
Peter C. Barnard '50, Alumni Secre-
tary; Robert C. Porter 34 of Sum-
mit, N.J., Chairman of the Alumni
Council's Placement Committee;
and other members of that com-
mittee.
Mr. Davidson, who has ser^gd as
minister of the Freedom, N.H.,
Community Church and as Moder-
ator of the Conway Congregational
Church, will be the speaker at a
Bowdoin Chapel Service Feb. 20 at
5 p.m.
Mr. Porter, a Member at Large
of the Council, will speak to under-
graduates at a Forum in the Chapel
Feb. 21 at 10:10 a.m.
Like last year's Conference, the
program this year will extend over
two ^ays to allow more time for
undergraduates to participate. It
the next day.
There will be four series of con-
current panel discussions, begin-
ning at 10 30 a.m. and ending at 4
p.m. Topics to be covered by the
panels will be medicine, law, educa-
tion, finance, military service, gov-
ernment . service, marketing, scien-
tific research, and radio, television,
newspapers, and magazines.
Arrangements for the Conference
are being made by Mr. Davidson;
Samuel A. Ladd, Jr. '29, Director
of the Bowdoin Placement Bureau;
gating careers, as well as those
seeking more information about al-
ready-chosen professions, will at-
tend.
One of the highlights of the two-
day program will be a public lec-
ture by Major General Robert N.
Smith "38. Director of Plans for the
Air Force and an Overseer of the
College. General Smith will speak
at 8:30 p.m. Feb. 21 in Pickard
Theater, Memorial Hall. His lec-









President James S. Coles announced this week that the Du Pont
Company of Wilmington, Del., has awarded $5,000 to the College to help
maintain and improve the excellence of its teaching.
The grant, which includes $2,500 for chemistry and $2,500 for other
subjects important in the education of scientists and engineers, is part
of Du Pont's $2.2 million program to aid education, in the past 13 years,
the company has awarded grants totaling $47,000 to Bowdoin under these
annual programs.
The latest grant is similar to those in recent years in that the funds
will be used by the College in ways it feels will most effectively advance
its instruction of the subjects involved.
jProfessor Samuel E. Kamerling, Chairman of the Chemistry Depart-
ment, said a portion of last year's grant was used to help purchase two
instruments for spectroscopic work. Other uses of the 1965 grant included
support for faculty and undergraduate research
(Continued oa page 2)
The Bowdoin Publishing Com-
pany announces the election of John
P. Ranahan as the new Editor-
in-Chief of the Bowdoin Orient
Ranahan '67, is a member of Alpha
Rho Upsilon and is the President
cf the Fraternity. He has worked on
the Orient since his freshmen year,
serving as Assistant News Editor
for one semester and as Associate
Editor for the past two semesters.
John is from Lakewood, Ohio. He
has been a member of the Varsity
Swimming team. He is active in
the Young Republicans, and was
instrumental in forming the Big
Brother Program this year. Rana-
(Continued on page 2)
5:00 pm. Chapel
5:45- 6:30 p.m. Registration, coffee, and social hour for Alumni Mod-
erators and Panelists at the Alumni House.
7:00 p.m. Dinner for Alumni Participants at the Moulton Union.
8:30 p.m. Organization Meeting for Alumni Participants in the
Alumni Council Room at the Alumni House.
9:15-10:30 p.m. Individual Planning Sessions for Panel Groups at the





8:00- 9:00 a.m. Informal Breakfast for Alumni Participants — Moul-
ton Union.
10:00 a.m. Forum — Mr. Porter, Placement Committee Chairman
(in the Chapel J
10:30 am. First Panel Sessions: Medicine
Law




12:45 p.m. Luncheon — Alumni Participants to be assigned to
each fraternity house.
1:30 p.m. Third Panel Sessions: Government Service
Radio, Television, Newspapers,
and Magazines.
3:00 p.m. Fourth Panel Sessions: Marketing (Sales & Research)
* Scientific Research (including
EDP.)
Coffee Hour for Undergraduates and Alumni partici-
pants at the Alumni House. (Plenty of opportunity
for questions, answers, and further discussion!)
Informal dinner at the Senior Center with Alumni
Participants as guests of the Seniors.
Public Lecture in Pickard Theater in Memorial Hall,
sponsored by the Alumni Council. Major General
Robert N. Smith, USAF '38, will speak. He is Direc-





The Monday Sessions, are open to undergraduates of all four classes.
Those who are investigatingrcareets — as well as those who have already
made up their minds but ,who seek further information — are cordially
invited.
There will be excused cuts from classes for those who sign the official
attendance sheets.
The format will be Informal; questions, answers, and discussion are en-
couraged.
A list of moderators and panelists will be published as early in 1966 as
possible. Further information may be obtained from the Alumni Secre-
tary or from Mr Robert C. Porter *34, Chairman of the Council's Place-
ment Committee.
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The S5. BowdolfPVictory, a veteran of two wars', Is back on active fhOrsday evening, January -27, fn the Waiker Art Building at the
'*
**
The Officers and Directors of the Pejepscot Historical Society of
Brunswick cordially invite all who are interested to attendee annual
Business meeting and a lecture, open to the_ public WitbQUt^aphftr^e^on




was one of three "constructed during World War.n bearing a Bowdoin. President Emerson W. Zeitler announces that the business meeting
College name- President James S. Coles has been»«ottned of the ship's* wiu 4^gin promptly at 7:30 pm. It will include reporjts by various
reactivation by* Nicholas Johnson, head of the Maritime Administration^
<>ff},*„^nd annual electionsAthe lecture, scheduled fof ff;00 pjn., wiUbe.
for the U. S. Department of Commerce. jMfr. Johnson told President glven b^ MiMTin js. sidik, Director "and borate* of the Museum, of
Coles that the Bowdoin Victory is one Of 25 victory ships being reactivated a^ ^ su^t wini* "The Colonial and Federal Portraits at Bowdoin."
from the reserve fleet "because of the Increasing requirements of our com- The meeting will be held in the Bowdoin Gallery* at the Museum,
mitment in Southeast Asia." where some of Bowdoin's fine portrait collection is exhibited. Refresh-
Mr. Johnson also cited the ship's distinguished past, recalling that ments will be served in the main lobby immediately following the
it served the country's military needs in both World War II and the lecture, and the Museum will be open during the evening so that
Korean War, as well as serving vital civilian needs by transporting visitors may inspect the current exhibits.
American foreign aid cargoes in 1945-49 and 1956-58. ••»»••
The ship is part of the National Defense Reserve Fleet,^comprised Are you tired of overcooked dinners and undercooked lectures?
mainly of World War D-built Liberty and Victory ships. These vessels Mixers? Papers? All-night bridge and Rah Rah weekends? The answer
are preserved to prevent any shortage of shipping capacity that might is CONNQUEST: the latest thing in inter-collegiate weekends. Matter
hamper American military operations in any part of the world. at hand: "Can imagination Survive in an Over-Mechanized Society?"
The other two ships bearing Bowdoin names and built during World Speaking: B. F. Skinner of Harvard; Arthur J. Vidich, The New School;
War II were Liberty ships. They were the S.S. James Bowdoin and the Yale's Henry Margenau. — Intellectual stimulus: colloquim — brunch —
SS. William DeWitt Hyde, both constructed at «outh Portland, Maine. entertainment — Not so intellectual stimulus: banquet — Intrigue:
» » • , , ,
intercollegiate student panel. COME: Connecticut College, New London,
February 26 and 27. Why fight it?
For further information contact:
Danielle Dana
Box 405 Connecticut College
New London, Connecticut
'
* * * • • *
The Masque and Gown will present Eugene O'Neill's "Long Day's
NEW EDITOR
(Continued from page 1)
ban's Fall Activgy is participating
in the marching Band and writing
defenses for this organization. He
is a'so active as an adviser to the
High- School PUgrlrtr Fellowship
group at the First Pariah"church?
Further announcements will be
made concerning other Editorial
positions.
Lt. Col. William F. Vassar, head of the Reserve Officers Training
Corps, announced this week that four year Army ROTC scholarships
will be available again this year at Bowdoin.
The Army scholarship program is in its second year and provides
tuition, books, laboratory fees, and $50 a month allowance. Students en-
roll in their selected fields of study but also take military training. They
are draft exempt and on graduation are commissioned officers in the Journey into Night" in February, Professor George H. Quinby, Director
Army.
Bowdoin's current freshman class includes eleven holders of the new
ROTC scholarships.
Information about the scholarship program can be obtained from
the Bowdoin ROTC department. Application forms can be obtained by
writing to ROTC Scholarships, First U.S. Army, Fort Meade, Maryland
of Dramatics, announced this week.
Professor Quinby said the play will be staged Feb. 12 and Feb. 14 in
Pickard Theater, Memorial Hall, as a highlight of the annual Winter
Houseparty Weekend.
The production is the third in a series of O'Neill's autobiographical
plays being offered by the College during the current season. "Bound
20755. The deadline for submission of completed applications is March East for Cardiff" was presented in September and "Ah, Wilderness!" in
1,1966.
Richard A. Smith, Jr. '67, has been elected President of Psi Upsilon
November. "The Straw" will complete the cycle in May.
TO SING — Sally Bailey, mezzo-
contralto from Farmington, Maine,
will present a concert Monday,
Jan. 17, at 8:15 p.m. in Went-
worth Hall of the Senior Center.
Tickets for the concert at $150
are available in advance from the
Office of (he Executive Secretary
at Bowdoin, and may also be pur-
chased at the door.






Other newly elected officers of Psi U include: Vice President, Joseph
D. Titlow '67; Secretary, W. David Kubiak, Jr. '66; Treasurer, William A.
Wieners '67; House Manager, Peter L. Hanson '67; Steward, Peter B.
Chapman '67; Rushing Chairmen, Robert L Bell, Jr. '68 and Robert D.
Macallister '68.
« • * • • •
John P. Ranahan '67 has been elected President of Alpha Rho Upsilon
Fraternity.
The fraternity also announced election of these other new officers:
Vice President, Mark P. Harmon '67; Treasurer, Neal G. Bornstein '68;
Student Couhcff Representative, Daniel A Quincy '68; Corresponding Sec-
retary, Geoffrey C. Holimann '67; -and Recording Secretary, Robert R.
Geddes '67.
FOR THE BEST IN CH6ICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIVERNOIS IGA




Between 10 a.m.-2 pm.
4 PJU.-7 pan.
THE SPUDNUT SHOP





STUDENT SUMMER JOBS IN GERMANY —
No applications can be accepted after February 28, 1966 for
students planning to travel to Germany INDEPENDENTLY. No
applications can be accepted after January 31, 1966, for students
who intend to travel as part of a Bowdoin group on a Group Fare
BOWDOIN BERMUDA WEEK —
A deposit of $25.00 must be made to the Bowdoin escort,
Charlie Stone '67, by February 1. This year the group is limited
to only IS persons!
ICELANDIC AIRLINES RESERVATIONS —
Reservations should be made NOW for June reservations to
Europe via Icelandic Airlines or Student Steamship sailings.
H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
9 Pleasant Street, Brunswick
"Serving Bowdoin Men for 15 Years"
725-5573






720 Sabattus Street, Lewiston
PIZZAS THIS WEEK
The Following May Present This Ad For Free
Pizzas During the Week January 15-22
HARVEY DAVIS — KEN HORSBURGH
PETE MANOLAKOS— PERCY MELZIG
BEN SOULE
ITALIAN FOOD SHOP
- PIZZA KING -
psP' OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN MEN
42 Maine Street, Brunswick




Reduced for clearance — jackets and car coats in cor-
duroy, poplin, and woolens, imported and domestic Odd
lots, but all current stock. Shop now for real savings in
warm outerwear.
CORDUROY SLACKS
Olive and Antelope^- Regularly 5.98
N«w 4.78
#
A. H. BENOIT & COMPANY
120 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
^
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\ (Continued from page 1)
munity, if his community is to be
eligible for federal funds." t '.
,
Noting that the late President
Kennedy received 49.7 per cent ofc
the tCv«) vote to Richard Nixon's*
49.7 per c-rnt in the 1960 presidential
election. Professor Donovan also
pointed out that although 68 mil-
lion Americans voted, some 40 mil-
lion adult Americans did not bother.
"And this is normal. Our increas-
ingly great body of empirical data
about American voting and Ameri-
can participation in politics indi-
cates that political apathy, non-
participation and non-involvement
has its greatest incidence, as you
might expect, among the lower In-
come groups and among the people
of low economic and social status.
"It is quite clear, then, that a set
of programs which might stimulate
a sense of political concern, political
involvement and political effect
among the poor of our urban
blighted neighborhoods could have
f the most profound implications for
the future of American politics.
"There is a school of thought in
American political science, for ex-
ample, which suggests that the great
stability, the great sense of con-
cord, in- our American political
system rests essentially on the fact
that millions of Americans are
politically apathetic and not drawn
into the political process in any
Professor Donovan said lus con-
clusion, -*both tentative and
troubled* is that the anti-poverty
program arrived too easily and has
not been accompanied by "a pas-
sion for fundamental reform," a
sense of "moral Indignation," or
widespread public understanding of
the probi . i.
"Our rioumlng economy has made
it possible to have a massive tax
cut and the declaration of a war on
poverty in the same year," he said.
"This tends to come through, then,
a little as if the cure for cancer
were to eat more steak dinners
and drink more whiskey.
Professor Donovan said "a vast
part of the American poverty prob-
lem is rural poverty, but there is
no rural poverty program worthy
of the name. The most desperately
poor are the aged, but we not only
don't have a program — we don't
even have Ideas!"
"It Is difficult," said Dr. Donovan,
"to have a public policy without
an attentive public. It is impossible
to cure cancer with aspirin tablets.
It is dangerous to let publicity
predominate over sound administra-
tion of complex new programs. It is
questionable whether fundamental
reform of long established institu-
tions can take place without some
degree of conflict and struggle and
tension.
"Public administration requires
great technical competence; public
leadership requires commitment and
es Peace Corps In India
contentious or unsettling way." courage.'
Carl Ruggles, contemporary Amer-
ican composer and one of the in-
novators of 20th century music,
will be the subject of the 21st
Biennial Institute Jan., 23-34. It
wyi be "A Carl Ruggles Festival."
Mr. Ruggles, who will be 90 in
March, has also achieved recogni-
tion as a painter. His works are
owned by some of the major mu-
seums in the country. He now
makes his home in Arlington, Vt.
Professor Robert K. Beckwith,
Chairman of the Department of
Music, said the program for the
Institute will include the perfor-
mance of most of Ruggles' major
works, an exhibition of his paint-
ings at the Museum of Art, lectures,
discussions, and a forum on Rug-
gles' music, involving some of the
leading critics and composers in the
country. The public Is cordially
invited to attend .all the campus
events of the weekend Institute
without charge.
In addition, the College will spon-
sor the American premiere of Rug-
gles' major work, "Sun-Treader,"
by the Boston Symphony Orchestra
Jan. 24 at 8:15 p.m. in Portland
City Hall Auditorium in conjunc-
tion wltlr-tbe^tnstitute:-Itrwilh-be-
MOULTQN UNION BOOKSTORE
NEW and RECOMMENDED at the
M0ULT0N UNION BOOKSTORE:
CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, JR
by Edward Chase Kirkland
THE PEACEMAKERS






THE BIT BETWEEN MY TEETH
by Edmund Wilson
the first appearance of the famed
musical organization in Portland
since 1943. The concert will also in-
clude works by Mendelssohn and
Richard Strauss.
Bowdoin has held Biennial In-
stitutes on a wide variety of subjects
since 1923. The Institute held two
years ago was entitled "Hawthorne
and_ the American Novel." B- con-
sisted of a series of five lectures
commemorating the 100th anniver-
sary of the death of the literary
giant, who was a member of the
celebrated Bowdoin Class of 1825.
Peter S. Larkin '05 is now serving
as a Peace Corps Volunteer in In-
dia. He completed 12 weeks of
training at St. John's College, An-
napolis, Marylan'd, before leaving
for India in mid-September.
Volunteers in Pete's group are in-
volved in poultry extension and
community development work, sup-
plementing Peace Corps efforts in
these fields. They were assigned to
agricultural extension and develop-,
ment centers in the northern and
central parts of the country, includ-
FRATERNITY
HOUSES
Now is the time to fix up the
House for the freezing weather.
Come in and see us for help
in all your repair needs.
Eaton
Hardware Co.
58 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
• Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Onion Binga
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure I
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juice, Vegetable, Salad, Rous & Beverage
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. 725-5543
ing areas where the Peace Corps has
not previously served. Community
development work evolves from the
needs of an individual community.
The community developer helps his
neighbors collectively define their
common problems and work togeth-
er toward solutions.
With the addition of this group
of volunteers there are nearly 600
Peace Corps Volunteers in India
working in agricultural extension,
poultry production, small industries
and as mechanics and secondary
school teachers.
During training the Volunteers
studied Hindi, the national language
of India, the culture of India, com-
pared the social problems of India
and America, and read and dis-
cussed in seminars great books of
the Western and the Indian tradi-
tions.
Pete joined over 10,000 other
Peace Corps Volunteers now work-
ing in 46 nations of Asia, Africa,
and Latin America. Despite these
numbers, many more Volunteers* are
needed. Persons interested in start-
ing a two-year Peace Corps assign-
ment this year should complete and
submit a Peace Corps application
as soon as possible and take the
placement test, which Is given
throughout the country the second
Saturday of each month. All perti-
nent information can be obtained
at post offices or by writing the
Peace Corps, Washington, D.C. 20625.
Come to Friendly Squaw Mountain
On Beautiful Moosehead Lake
Open Daily) 9 am. to 4 p.m.
3,000 ft. and 2,000 ft. T-bar lifts.
5 trails. Ski Instruction dally
10-12 ajn., 2-4 pjn. Base Lodge.
Ski Shop. .
Come for the Fun of It or Just
for the Health of it
Snow Reports: Phone 695-2S56
SQUAW MOUNTAIN

















Tlie local chapter of Young a
Americans for Freedom, Inc. <YAF>
Es3t> Foundation Gives
.$5:000* Grant To College
President James S,, Gales ftfc-
annoiinced after Us, recent meeting:
that the* local group is to be known
as the Douglas-A. MacArthur Chap-
ter of YAF. Young Americans For
Freedom ]s the nation's largest con-
servative "youTrTffoup.
A membership drive to stir local
interest in the group and the
principles it espouses was also an-
nounced by Michael Harmon, Vice-
Chairman of the local chapter. In
making the announcement, Harmon
also noted the ' successful com-
pletion of a worldwide series of
demonstrations of- support for the
.United States' position In Vietnam
on the weekend of January 7 and
8. Rallies were held in Korea. For-
mosa, the Philippines, and India, as
well as several European cities. In
the United States, demonstrations
were held in Washington, D. C,
Boston, Cleveland, St. Louis, Hous-
ton Salt Lake City, and Los- Angeles
under the auspices of the Interna-
tional Youth Crusade for Freedom
in Viet Nam. an ad hoc committee
established "by national YAF.
Harmon reaffirmed the local
chapter's firm support for President
nounced today that the Esee-EdUi
cation Foundation has awarded
.Bowdoin a*$5,000 grant.* He said the
grant will be used to complete the
purchase and construction of a mi-
crowave spectrometer for the Col-
lege's Department of Chemistry;
The check was presented to Dean
Nathaniel C. Kendrick by Robert & Refining Company, Esso Research
J. Robinson of Portland, who is and Engineering Company, Esso
Maine Sales Supervisor for Humble Production Research Company and
This brings to almost
A
$195 mil-
lton the amount t"he Foundation will
have 'contributed to'some 500* ihsti-*
tut ions of higher education during
its first 11 years. The Foundation
is supported by Standard Oil Com-
pany (New Jersey) and several of
its affiliates, including "Humble Oil
Oil & Refining Company. Mr. Rob-
inson said the Esso Education Foun-
dation is distributing grants total-
ing $2,348,000 during the current
academic year to more than 300 col-
leges, universities and related edu-
cational institutions and organiza-
tions throughout the nation.
Humble Pipe Line Company.
In a letter to M. L. Haider, Chair-
man of the Esso Education Foun-
dation, President Coles said "Each
year brings with it increased chal-
lenges and a grant such as this one
is of immeasurable assistance in
(Continued on page 8)
*
BAKES SCHOLARS — Winners of first three George F. Baker
Scholarships at the College are (1. to r.) freshmen Harvey M.
Prager, Dwight G. Havey, and Robert B. Woodman. The new
Bowdoin scholarships were made possible by a $50,000 grant from
The George F. Baker Trust of New York. Program is aimed at
early identification and encouragement of able young men who
give promise of leadership and capacity for growth and develop-




Southeast Asia, as exemplified in
our commitment to the people of
South Viet Nam. In line with thd
national organization's policy of
challenging representatives of the
extremely liberal Students for a
Democratic Society to a debate on
the' merit of our involvement in
Viet Nam. Harmon issued a chal-
lenge to any local students who
•advocate surrender or, withdrawal
from the thrust of the Communist
forces in Southeast Asia to a public
debate "YAF," he said, "recognizes
that the .majority of - the American
people support the war in Viet Nam
and realize the extent of our obliga-
tion there."
'
Plans to seek Student Council
recognition as an official on-eampus






"Appreciates Bowdom's close re-










Tony Curtis — Jerry Lewis
Sat.-Sun. Jan. 15-16
MATINEE FOR THE KIDDIES
SNOW WHITE
All New, All Live, Not A














Doris Day — Rod Taylor
/'
JS&
Wanted: someone who can
skip rope, catch a ball^
climb a tree, swim
and play hide-and-seek.
Someone like you.^
Imagine, if you can, children who don't
know—and may never know-
how to play.
There are such children.
Thousands Of them. They're mentally
retarded. And unless you help them,
they will miss all the joys of games,
sports and other activities
on which youngsters thrive.
Anyone can help—whether you're
a college student, a housewife
or someone who's retired.
All it takes are patience and a few hours
of your time each week.
And what could be more rewarding
than helping shy, unsure,
unhappy children become friendlier,
healthier—even brighter
—
because you taught them to play?
For information on how
tostart a program, write to the
President's Council on Physical Fitness,
441 G Street, Washington, D. C.
To learn about other needs
of the six million Americans
who are retarded—
and how you can help them—
write for a free booklet. Address:
The President's Committee on




"This Message is brought to you through the wholehearted support of the publk spirited firms listed below'
J & J CLEANERS
69-73 Maine Street
729-3431 — 729-3471 — 729-3522










Over I 00 Yej.r, in Cfoe Fami
,
%$ HARRY C. CROOKER
™»<«S&— & SONS INC
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
OLD BATH ROAD, EAST BRUNSWICK
PHONE 7M-2131













inters To Eeature * Ronifettes, Beau Brummels
* . ».
The Beau Brummels
Bobby Comstock and the Counts,
the Beau Brummels, and the Ron-
ettes will entertain the student body
at the Cargeant Gymnasium, Feb-
ruary 12, in a concert-danre high-
light of Bowdoin's- annual Winter
House Party.
The Student Union sponsored af-
they came into their own with their
first hit record "Be My Baby". They
are appearing in the TAMI .-how
which is now touring the country
The. Beau Brummels, originally, a
group formed only for the simmer
pioneered and founded the new
facet of popular music named folk-
creating new trends in his society,
Today's Beau Brummels have
kicked over the traces of rock and
roil by ad4ihg an exciting beautiful




l'o date Uiev have apjx»ared in
two motion picture In add,' ttermt.».'s S< .




jearanee via caricatures and voices ter the theme ot the iont<
fair will 'begin at 8.30 p.m. and
continue until midnight,.-
The Ronettes have been sihging
together for about four years but
it was not until two years ago that
pop. They have lived up to the
leritage of , the name they bear.
The Beau Brummel of yesteryear
was a leader among his contempo-
raries; introducing new ideas and
on the "FM.ntstones" cartoon TV
shew, 'niey have also beer. ^IH.'M.s




I^et us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE




Friday's snow sculpture contest
will be judged in the afternoon,
when a panel of judges will choose
the best of the usually spectacular
the last two years which have be»-n
Mnci'led for lack of snow
Tlie House Party Queen wi.l be
crowned during intermission cere-
monies .it the concert -dance and
will reign of .Saturday's activities.
She will be selected from among
the individual fraternity, Senior
Center, and Independent Queen
candidates.




BATH ROAD 1 !3-3<)21
OPEN ALL YEAR
LODGING. DINING AND COCKTAII.LOUNGE







Phils Men s Store
PARKVIEW
CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
"FREE ALTERATIONS"
"STORAGE FACILITIES"
Three Bowdoin students will
spend next semester at Morehouse
CToilflge in Atlanta; Georgia, They
are Steven Rai.d 67 Robert Scibel
't;8. and Reed Winston '6'8. Rand
is a member of Theta Delta Chi
Fraternity, a Dean's List student
and a James Bowdoin Scholar,
stive participated in the Masque
and Gown's Christmas Play and is
011 the Student Council Committee
on Curric ilum
Seibel is also a member * rheta
Delta Cm He pa tii ipated in
Freshmen F oil ..: in .... received
Lacrosse numerals Bob has been
member
Continued on paee 121
78 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Smith's Photo Shop






There are other areas
with ski schools.
And other areas with learn-to-ski weeks.
And other areas with
well-known ski instructors.
But only Sufiarbush has
Stein Eriksen.
(THAT'S SUGARBUSH FOR YOU. ALWAYS SOMETHING TO STAY AHWP« TMI
SUGARBUSH
the ski resort with something for everyone
Every week a Stein Eriksen "I i ki Week


















People ggl worked up over thedarndestthings* This week's
Hfiiij.swick Record, f(>C-ex%pl^-caa^inH,^,iflter«stipg 'letter
,
'to the editor Which etnnmeirts on the.recent-page one pieture^f
some teen-ager.-* at the Recreation' Center wejcomirig the' New
Year with the
-traditional* kiss. The letter states that. "We' as
adults have the moral responsibility to set the example and to
hold up to our young people the type'of behavior which we ex-
pect them to follow. ... I don't know any of these youngsters,
-^tkM smeerely hope 1 do not offend any of therm f do not mean
to imply they are immoral for a New Year's kiss. I want only
to tell the Record to get with it. there's a place and time for
everything
- page one of yerur newspaper certainly was not
the place for that picture."
^
This week's Time magazine also contains some enjoyable
letters dealing with' a similar situation, that is, the publication
ot a "scandalous, immoral, embarrassing^" article or picture.
The letters in Time refer to the story reporting the study made
on reactions of the body during sexual excitement, and, very
simply, they did not think that the magazine was the proper
place for such "trash." Playboy yes. Time no, apparently.
y Our first impulse upon reading these outraged and self-
righteous protests was to sneer at the narrow-mindedness of the
readers. The report was news, it was important, and after all,
it was put in the medical section rather than that devoted to'
modern living. Is all reference, direct and implied, to that nasty
little three letter word, sex, to be smothered simply because the
Puritans founded this country and we've never been. able, to
shake the idea (supposedly inherited from them) that sex is bad?
But before we begin to sound like Hugh Hefner advocating
tree love, we should return to the letters of protest and try togam some understanding of the reasons behind the writing.
Surely something can be learned.
Well, we thought about it, and the more we thought, the
m.yo ridiculsUE the whol e thing apea red. Here, in the n'ews-
paper, is a picture of some teen-agers kissing; over there, in
Time, we have an article on a scientific study. And evervwhere
we have stories and pictures of soldiers being killed, of childre'n
starving, of Xegr< es being denied the right to vote, of women
being attacked mi the streets, of. Hell's Angels terrorizing
1
-ifornia the list is nearly endless. So what do. people pro-
Ruggles Tribute 3?o Start Jan. 22; '
Frankenstein, ThonjsQn .To Speak
.
* r 4
When'Hhe College ppens its .Bi-
ennial, Institute on Carl Ruggles
Jan. 22, the grand old man of
American music will be seen not
only as a pioneer in modern com-
P -.alien, but as a visionary whose
expansive art needed more than
cne medium to find its expression.
The second art that Ruggles chose
was painting, and into his painting
has tumbled the music that has
been a vital part of his life for so
irany years.
An exhibition of his paintings
will open at the Museum of Art at
4 p.m. on the first day of the In-
stitute. There will be a reception
at the opening for Institute par-
ticipants, Museum Associates, and
those attending the Institute.
Other events of the weekend In-
stitute include two concerts of Rug-
gles' music, plus lectures, discus-
sions, and forums on the composer
and his work by some of the lead-
ing experts in the field of music
today. The public is cordially . in-
vited to attend all the campus
events of the Institute.
In addition, the College will
sponsor the American premiere of
Ruggles' major work, "Sun-Tread-
ki•", by the Boston"Symphony Or-
chestra Jan. 24 at 8:15 p.m. in
Portland, Maine, City Hall Audi-
W
torium in conjunction with the In-
stitute. Individual tickets for the
^ncert, which will also include
w-rks by Mendelssohn and Strauss
are priced at $5 and $4 for orcnes- exhibits - in Chicago, Brooklyn, De- pieces,
IN RUGGLES SHOW — This oil, entitled "Storm Rhythms," was
painted by Carl Ruggles, one of the most important composers
(n the history of modern American music.





" tliv theory that occurred to us was the old "dis-
Trnrce equals , ;; fet
:
/' idea, that is. the" further removed from




h " became* The items mentioned above in-'
Volre on[
l » .fraction of the population and thus are not likely
to arouse the same white-hot outrage that an article on sex






sllPP»>e. is that children must be protectedtnm ;h * fu ts ,,f IifeT JJuf murder and bombingsand prejudice
ar®/acts uf We also, and not many persons complain that these
subjects are not fit to be written about or pictured. It's a
strange system.
-
It is a long jump from the above to Bowdoin, but we do see
a connection between the two worlds. Just as those adults earn-
ing a Irving have a somewhat peculiar notion about what is im-
portant and what isn't, the Bowdoin student also seems.to be
slightly mixed-up. Why should there be such a to-do about
s " clal ruIes wht' n :it the same time we are losing half our fac-
ulty and spending money faster than we are taking it in''
Granted, the social rules were archaic and needed changing but
doesn't it seem just a little bit odd that students can get fired
up over this issue (as much as a Bowdoin student could fire up
about anything, wherr there
aare so many other larger questions"
A easejn point was the Orient poll on professors and courses
a poll which was so widely dismissed by the students that we
could not publish the results and claim a fair sampling Per-
haps if we had asked whether the college should go co-ed there
would have been better response, but that is no longer impor-
tant. What is important is the fact that so many issues arebeing ignored by the students. We do not expect a change
nor are we optimistic enough to hope for.one. It sems as though
the so-called unreal
:
world of college is not as far from the
real world as was previously thought.
THE
BOWDOIN 1, ORIENT
tra scats, $6 and $4.50 for first bal
cony, and $4 for second balcony.
Tlw-v are available by mir! or tele-
trcit, and Bennington, Vt.
Museums which have loaned
w )iks to Bowdoin for the show in-
'Angels," "Portals," and
ph'-ne from the Boston Symphony elude the Detroit Art Institute, the
"Lilacs," as well as works by him-
self and Charles Ives.
Mr. Brant, a member of the"
Orchestra, Bowdoin College, Bruns-
wick, Maine 04011: The telephone
number is 725-8731, extension 261.
The exhibition of Ruggles' paint-
ing.; is sche-'uled to remain at the
Mu.-.' -urn tnT6uWTeirT37^e~MTi-~
seum is housed in the Wa'ker Art
Building on the campus and is
open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
weekdays and from 2 to 5 p.m. on
Sundays.
The show includes approximately
40 of Ruggles' works done over a
period of the last 25 years in oil,
watercolor, and charcoal.
Marvin S. Sadik, Director and
Curator of the Museum, describPd
the paintings and drawings as "ex-
prcssionistic, bordering on the ab-
stract", an'i said some are actual
abstractions.
Robert, Hull Fleming Museum at
the Univenity cf Vermont, and the
West Point Museum at the U.S.
Military Academy.
! -
her Pointings and drawings nn rt Letters"grant
\" been borrowed from Professor
and Mrs. John Kirkpatrick of Itha-
ca. N.Y.; Dr. Edgar P. Richardson.
Director of the Henry Francis du
P-'nt Museum at Winterthur, Del.;
find Mr. Ruggles himself.
faculty at Bennington College since
1957, has received numerous awards
for his compositions, including the
Prix Italia, two Guggenheim Fel-
lowships, and an Institute of Arts
Another member of the Benning-
ton faculty, tenor Frank Baker, will
be the soloist for the evening pro-
gram, which will be held in Pick-
ard Theater, Memorial Hall, on the
campus.
The following afternoon at 2:30
in the Senior Center there will be a
recital
-lecture by pianist John
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Mr Sadik, who .organized the ex
ilibit, compared them to the work
c1 Aniiinau painters Albert Pink-
ham Ryder and John Marin "Thin
Mr. Kariik said.





known critic, and Virgil Thomson
nno ^f iv, „„ * x.,
'
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.,
m Kirkpatrick of the Cornell facultye c , music todav. will he ^ .
among the many distinguished "^ T " COntemporary musK '
persons who will help the Co lege T p" T ^^ "* ** ^






Mr. Frankenstein, Art Critic and rfiJSLt °* "™ ^ ^ ^
former Music Critic for thl San f
irkPatrick.—Seated at Prince-
Francisco Chronicle, will modera^ a Z^T^' *** "^ ™ *^
Panel discussion o Rugg^ l0Tk T "^^^ in^ POT
en the second day of the I^tiluL
^ ^ ' P ''hately ^
Jan 23
y me nstltut
*. gave recitals in most of the major
Mr Pranifrnctoi^ ™. cities in the United Statesiw . i nke stem is Chairman of
the jury for the Naumburg Record- 1946 „!! ,




and Mountains" for recording by
Columbia Records. Music and Art
Critic for the Chronicle for 30 years,
Mr. Frankenstein is the author of
various books and hag been the
recipient of a Guggenheim Fellow-
ship.
Mr. Thomson will be at Bowdoin
Jan. 22 to open the Institute with a
2:30 p.m. lecture at the Senior
Center.
Perhaps best known for his operas
and film scores, Mr. Thomson won
the Pulitzer Prize for Music in 1949
with his .More for the film "Louisi-
ana Story" by Robert Flaherty. He
was Music Critic for the New York
Herald-Tribunt
ha been tuies
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O: A(bert*R.Thayer
+—*:
by Nat Harrison Phstos
-.-by Tjaureiice1 Weittsteih
• New * England "Bigot
CONtf'HfcfcEY
A gentleman with lots of Bowdoin
in his personal history Is the Har-
rison King McCann Professor of
Oral Communication, Albert R.
Thayer. Graduating from Bowdoin
in 1922 Professor Thayer became an
Instructor in English at Lafayette,
where one of his students was Her-
bert R. Brown, now Professor of
English at Bowdoin. In 1925, Prof.
Thayer was called back to Bowdoin
to teach Freshman English and
Rhetoric. From 1926 until his return
to Bowdoin in 1939, he was involved
in secondary education and speech
therapy, primarily in the New Yor>
and Boston area. He has been in
charge of speech and debate at
Bowdoin since 1939.
"We have taken debating out
of the funeral parlor."
Bowdoin vs. Lafayette
At Lafayette Professor Thayer
coached the debating team, and
one of his most memorable encoun-
ters concerned a Bowdoin-Lafayette
ebate, in which the Lafayette team
was captained by Herbert R. Brown,
while the men from Bowdoin were
led by one Athern P. Daggett. As to
the outcome, Prof. Thayer refused
to comment.
The Teaching of Speech
The position of speech in college
curricula ranges from one institu-
tion which requires its study for
four years to those that completely
ignore it. Traditionally, however,
Bowdoin has been highly regarded
in the field of speech training. Rec-
ognizing the need for effective oral
communication in business, law, and
nearly every other field dealing with
the public sector, the McCann chair
was established a few years ago.
Prof. Thayer stated that at Bow-
doin the whole emphasis on speech
education has shifted. No longer is
the Department merely concerned
with elocution or interpretive read-
ings, but with presenting to the
student the most efficient method
of relating significant concepts in
public.
English 4
With the subject of English 4,
often a controversial topic among
Bowdoin freshmen, before him.
Prof. Thayer contrasted Bowdoin 's
approach to speech education with
that of other colleges. Many schools
offer speech as a major but have
no required course. At Bowdoin,
however, where there is intensive
work with the whole student body
at the same level, the student brings
to his speech course information
from his liberal arts work and learns
how to articulate it skillfully. Ideal-
ly, therefore, the Bowdoin freshman
is familiar not only with speech
techniques, but has had some ex-
perience in relating these to con-
cepts of science, philosophy, and
history.
In the future Prof. Thayer hopes
to use audio-visual equipment so
that the student can see as well as
hear himself in a public speaking
situation. The use of such machines,
he feels, is more effective than an
instructor's criticism.
Commenting on the relevance of
English 4 to a student's years at
Bowdoin, Prof: Thayer said, "I made
a study last year, and over 80
different Bowdoin undergraduates




— Debating at Bowdoin
In the field of debating, Bowdoin
is also somewhat of a pioneer. By
debating issues surrounding legal
cases, Prof. Thayer believes we have
"taken debating out of the funeral
parlor and humanized it." Mt. Holy-
oke, Smith, and Middlebury are
planning to follow Bowdoin's exam-
ple in this area.
"I think fraternities are being
damned because of weak-
nesses of the past."
Fraternities
Prof. Thayer came to the defense
of fraternities at Bowdoin by not-
ing, "I think the principal need in
society is to have people get along
together. I've seen enough of fra-
ternities to feel that they do serve
a social purpose. Now and then the
boys blunder, but there are a lot
o people who must learn to get
along with others. I think the fra-
ternities are being damned accord-
ing to weaknesses and images of the
past. I hope that the so-called
'transformed' environment can give
rise to the magnificent friendships
which in the past have sprung from
the fraternities."
In 1609 the New World was found-
ed by a small group of Separatists,
or as the English would have called
them, dissenters. From these some-
what obscure beginnings, a tradi-
tion of dissent was cultivated in
America until itsforce had become
so strong that in 1776 it led us to
independence. Again thirteen years
later, our founding fathers, realiz-
ing the need and value of dissent in
a free and democratic society, set
down in the Bill of Rights the
words; "Congress shall make' no
law
. . . abridging the freedom of
speech." Nothing could be more
unequivocal; NO law.
United States policy in Vietnam
is one of the greatest issues of cur
day. The dissenters have been
growing in numbers and organiza-
tion, but their opinions, based more
on morals than on politics, have had
few visible signs of effect. And as
the dissenters have grown more ac-
tive, those on the right have be-
come increasingly desirous of si-
lencing them. The most obvious
example comes from the Selective
Service, which has been re-classify-
ing students who express unpopular
".
. . shall make no law abridging
the freedom of speech."
Perhaps there was something in
Mr. Bond's character (besides his
race; that was peculiarly dangerous
for the Georgia House. Mr. Bond
is 26 years old today; he is an in-
telligent, well dressed, and cultivat-
ed young man. He has been a paci-
fist since he spent four years at a
Quaker school in Pennsylvania. He
is closely associated with the Stu-
dent Nonviolent Co-ordinating
Committee (SNCC) and, like it
feels that compromise is unaccept-
able. In comparison with some of
his present political opponents
many of whom can only be describ-
ed as minature and mis-guided Corn
Pones, Bond's fluency of speech anc
clarity of thought are exceedingly
striking.
-
As to the legality of the Georgia
House action, nothing has beer
settled. To date there has been a
peculiar lack of court decisions re-
lating to the question. Only the
Supreme court could have jurisdic-
tion because the Georgia State
Courts are bound by the Constitu-
tion which created them and coulc
"1 see no casual relationship be-
tween fraternities and student
apathy."
Student Apathy
Next questioned about the charge
that fraternities contribute to stu-
dent apathy. Prof. Thayer replied.
"I can see no casual relationship
between fraternities and student
apathy. This shortcoming (apathy)
pervades society in general. Fur-
thermore, any individual can be-
come so engrossed in the pursuit of
his own objective that he easily can
become indifferent to the problems
•of others and society in general."
Bowdoin's Strong Point
"As far back as I have been here,
the relationship of the undergrad-
uate and the faculty both in and
out of the classroom is something
many colleges might envy," he con-
tinued.
Considering future changes at
Bowdoin, Prof. Thayer said, "We
must stay In our own field and not
dilute our resources. Any direction
we take should not make us lose
sight of the number one necessity
of remaining a topnotch undergrad-
uate liberal arts college."
opinions.
But now the South has Joined the
crusade. Monday night the Geor-
gia House of Representatives voted,
184-12, to bar Julian Bond, a Negro,
as a State Representative because
he had "advocated violating the
draft law and had given aid and
comfort to the enemy." As one of
the representatives put it: "Mr.
Bond said that he was eager and
anxious to encourage people not to
participate in war for- any reason.
I think that's treasonous."
This action on the part of south-
ern legislators is not only revolting
because the allegations against
Bond are incorrect but also because
the very nature of the action is un-
constitutional. What were the
statements made by Bond? He said
that he "felt sympathy for those
unwilling to respond to military
draft." J Bond is a professed paci-
fist. Is an expression of sympathy
equivalent to advocacy? Bond him-
self denied advocating the break-
ing of any laws. Bond's statement
that gave "aid and comfort to the
enemy" was nothing more than a
vicious assault on both the wisdom
and ihe morality of the United
States in its presence in Vietnam.
not declare their own Constitution
unconstitutional. It is a very deli-
cate question, dealing with the sep-
aration of powers and the courts
are not anxious to rule on it.
If, however, it were to come be-
fore the court, what facts would tx
pertinent to the legal issue? Tht
Georgia Constitution provides no
other criteria for exclusion excep.
two-thirds vote. Exclusion is no
restricted to cases where* uhfai
elections of treasonous acts, o
some other explicit reason i
found; all that's necessary is th
opinion of two- thirds of those seat
ed. In this case Bond was ex
eluded from exercising his constitu
tional right of free speech. Witt
such a law a block of legislator
could exclude anyone it pleasec
such as members of the opposition
all dissension could be driven ou
of the law-making body. The fac»
that this only happened once doe-
not make it any less unconstitu
tional.
Bond was elected by 82^ of th-
electorate in his district. These peo-
ple knew him, they knew how tv
felt about Vietnam and war in gen
eral. Should the legislature hav
(Continued on page 8)
The Draft, Continued:
The Need To Study
Security is being an underclass-
man. The seniors in college across
the country are face to face with a
government paid vacation next year
in Southeast Asia. Almost all local
draft boards across the country are
drafting men who are nineteen
years old. Thus the members of the
class of 1966 who do not go on to
graduate school (graduate school is
only a delay, for a person classified
2^S can be inducted until thirty-five
years of age) will most likely be
called to duty immediately after be-
ing reclassified as 1-A
How does the senior find security
without going into graduate studies?
.There are several deferments we
can attain He could be classified
4-D if lie wants to become a
minister Or he could become a
farmer arid receive an Agrii ultural
Deferment (2-C), A last resort would
be to become the black sheep of
the class of '66 by murdering a
policeman, or becoming (or con-
tinuing, if that be the case) an
alcoholic, or a drug "addict These
latter crimes would be classified
under Moral Disqualification De-
ferment (4-F).
Some seniors may apply for an
Occupational Deferment t2-A> This
classification is attained if the-
senior wants to be a blacksmith,
glass blower, precision lens grinder
and polisher, saw smith, or boiler-
maker Also listed under Occupa-
tional Deferments arc those gradu-
ate students desiring to become a
surgeon or physician, professional
engineer, mathematician, or teach-
er Accordin I - the draft b
VOU COUld tW 4 1- :: k'oil •:<
Vice President of the United States.
A most frequent deferment is
medical. The medical deferment can
be anything from flat feet to sex
perversion, severe elephantiasis to
hernia. "Complete blindness" is also
listed under this category, along
with "Death.
"
Actually, the underclassman may
not be safe from the draft. In a
recent, issue of l*S News and World
Keport, General Hershey, the head
of Selective Service, stated, "If calls
f.<r manpower by the Department
of Defense continue at ft relatively
high level, we will have to replenish
the pool of registrants available for
service," Hershey warns the under-
classman to "study if you want to
be .i student be one " Thus all
t he seniors, looK
upon the future
GLEE ( LI B OFFICERS — Th* t ollrgf Glee Club, directed bj
Professor Kobert K. Brckwiih [renter!, is making preparation's
for its annual spring tour. Officers include President Robert G
locks, Jr. "66 right:, and Vice President Rofer R, HlnrhltftV '66
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-' CARL RUGGLES
(Continued from 6)
Mr. Ruggles, and numerous other
" composers.
Other features of the recita^ will
-include the performance of. Mf,
Ruggles' '^Angels" by the Bowdoin
Brass Ensemble, conducted by In-
structor John E. Rogers of the
Bowdoin Music Department; and
^.'"Toys" by soprano Judith Cornell,
accompanied by Mr. Rogers' wife,
Louise Rogers.
Mrs. Cornell, a finalist and prize
winner in Metropolitan Opera audi-
tions, is the wife of Professor
Thomas Cornell of the Department
of Art. Mrs. Rogers, who has per-
formed throughout the East and
South as solo recitalist and fea-
tured soloist with many symphony
orchestras, is a former Assistan
Professor of Music at the Univer-
sity of Georgia.
Following the concert there will
be a discussion of Mr. Ruggles'
work led by Mr. Kirkpatrick and
Mr. Brant. Also participating in the
afternoon program will be Eric
Salzman of the New York Herald-
Tribune. Mr: Salzman, a member of
the Naumburg jury that selected the
Ruggles works for recording, is an
authority on Ruggles' music.
That evening at 8:15 in the Senior
Center, a forum on Mr. Ruggles
WlU^dnoderatedTby Mr. Franken-
'**\...
. 4 .' Z *~*
the power to reject such an over-
whelmingly popular candidate? Has
the minority no rights? ° The South
is once again sustaining Madison's
fears >of t*e tyranny of the majority.
When the electorate can no longer
elect, our democracy will be no more
than a sham.
If Bond's expressions of sympathy
and dissent were in fact treasonous,
it is for the courts to decide under
the Sedition Act. There is a very
delicate but important constitution-
al issue here concerning the extent
of the First Amendment. It is a
mattT of Judicial interpretation. It
should not be decided in a large
and unruly legislature clouded by an
emotional atmosphere of racial and
patriotic tensions.
There are very possibly some Ci-
vil Rights issues at question here.
This4s {he first State election con-
ducted on the basis of the new re-
apportionment decision. As a.re-
sglt. - qf^j this compulsory reappor-
tionment, there were eight Negroes
elected to the House' in the Fall.
Only seven were seated. Whether
there were any racial motives be-
hind the vote or not, civil rights or-
ganizations and especially SNCC,
are going to claim there were. This
will result in a confusion over and
between the separate issues of civil
rights, the right of dissent, and
draft card burning.
The ironic thing is that Bond will
undoubtably become a national
martyr for all three causes; the very
opinions that the state legislature
tried to suppress will thereby grow
in popularity as a direct result of
their suppression.
_«^ ESSO GRANT
^Continued from page 4)
supporting important projects which
otherwise could not be undertaken."
One such -project, Dr.- Coles add-*
jed, is the work fieirig done by the
Chemistry Department* in, -Qie fleM
of microwave spectroscopy. Presi-
dent Coles noted that a $5,000 grant
received by Bowdoin under the Esso
Foundation's 1964-65 program made
possible the purchase and con-
struction of a substantial portion of
the microwave spectrometer. The
latest grant "will mean the comple-
tion of this valuable piece of equip-
ment," he said.
Speaking in behalf of Bowdoin's
Governing Boards and Faculty,
President Coles expressed the Col-
lege's "sincere appreciation for the
important role which the Founda-
tion continues to play In $ie sup-
port -of higher education." »
TTtie Foundation noted in Itj^re-
port that it is- endeavoring J^d per-,
form, an increasingly constructive
role in the underwriting pi.some. of
the' costs of seek^ig solutions to Sev-
eral problems besetting 'higher edu-*
cation. Mr. Haider and J. K. Jamie-
son, Vice Chairman of the Pounda-
.
tion, said success is providing more
"and better education will be a vital
factor in the future of the Amer-
ican society.
"Increased private assistance, In-
cluding corporate support, will also
help to encourage growth in initia-
tive and independence," they said.
"In seeking the most effective use
of its available funds, the Esso
Foundation will continue to study
the changing needs of higher edu-
cation and to adjust the emphasis
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For a future with a well
known Midwest Manufactur-
ing Firm. We are now offer-
ing exclusive distributorships
for a patented product. No
competition, factory trained
personnel will assist you in
setting up a tried and proven
advertising and merchandis-




All replies confidential. For
information write Director of
Marketing, P.O. Box 14049,
St. Louis, Missouri 63 1 78.
United Marketing Company
6286 Bartmer Arenoe
St Louis, Mo. 63139
ALL WEATHER POPLIN
COATS
WITH PILE ZIP-OUT LININGS
hw Reg $19
97
Alt season coats of sturdy
cotton poplin with
SrfS«nn acrylic pile zipout Immgs.
££ Sack or tan; charcoal or loden plaids.
Sizes34to46.
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Of Students And Faculty
^iSfl^-^'i?^ majority "pf ,u,S
college students and their faculty
agree that President Lyndon 3.
Johnson will be re-elected to a sec-
ond term, the students favor a Re-'
publican candidate. This is the find-
ing of the Playboy College Opinion
Survey—covering 200 campuses-
conducted one week after the elec-
tion of John V. Lindsay as Mayor
of New York City.
The Survey shows that as of today
a majority of the students—65 per-
cent—would vote for a Republican
candidate in 1968. On the other
hand, 66 percent of the faculty
would prefer a Democratic candi-
date.
Despite their preference, however,
91 percent of the students agree
that a Democratic candidate would
win the election. Eighty-six percent
concede the election to Mr. John-
son while 5 percent think Sen. Rob-
ert Kennedy of New Yoik might
win.
Among the faculty sample polled,
95 percent believe that the Demo-
cratic party will again be victorious,
and only 1 percent of these believe
it will be someone other than Mr.
Johnson.
The Playboy College Opinion Sur-
vey also asked,. "Since American
-males-are -eligible for the draft at
favorite; 9 percent, Mr. Humphrey;
and 6 perceqt,bSen. Kennedy*
g
* Nine percent of the Republican-
Oriented faculty members chose
^Jov. Romney; 7 percent. Gov.
.Scranton * 6 percent, GpldwaWr; 5
the age of 18 and ar£ Serving their"*^erceqt ' Ni«0,l»f4 Percent,- Lindsay




be lowered to 18 years in alfstates?
Only 56 percent of both the students
and faculty agreed that this should
become law. The principal reason
offered by the Survey's respondents
against the lowering of the voting
age was that intellectual maturity
is more important than physical
maturity.
Of those students who chose Re-
publican candidates, 11 percent
cast their ballots for Barry Gold-
water, 10 percent for New York
Mayor-elect Lindsay, 9 percent for
Gov. William Scranton of Pennsyl-
vania, 8 percent for Michigan Gov-
ernor George Romney, 8 percent for
former Vice President Richard M.
Nixon, 4 percent for Gov. Mark Hat-
field, of Oregon, and 4 percent for
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller of New
York.
Among the students who prefer
the Democratic party in 1968, 29
percent chose Mr. Johnson as their
favorite candidate; 12 percent, Sen.
Kennedy; 2 percent, Vice President
Hubert H, Humphrey; and 1 per-
cent, Gov. George Wallace of Ala-
bama.
Among faculty members who pre-
fer a Democratic candidate, 48 per
'Qharles dressier and Elliott Sch-
wartz shared the honors ,of Satur-
day's %hamter:, music concetf in
1 percent, Gov. Hatfield; and 1 per- Pickajd Theater. This fourth con-
cent, Gov. Rockefeller.
Out of the 9 percent of students
who believe a Republican candidate
might emerge victorious, Governors
Romney and Scranton, Goldwater
and Lindsay—each are conceded a
2 percent chance. Two percent of
the faculty thought Nixon might be
a winning candidate, while 1 per-
cent said Gov. Romney had a
chance.
The Survey determined that 76
percent of the student respondents
will be eligible to vote for the first
time in the next Presidential elec-
tion. It is significant to note that -98
percent of all those eligible students
say that they will vote in 1968.
The Playboy College Opinion Sur-
vey is based on responses from a
representative sample of approxi-
mately 1000 students from all
classes, ages and backgrounds who
serve as a permanent "sounding
board" on questions of current in-
terest. Another permanent panel of
200 faculty members—one represen-
tative of each campus, comprising
a wide variety of educational fields
—have been polled. The survey also
reflects opinions from campuses on
a regional basis—in the East, Mid-
west, South, Southwest and West
ceni^lected^Mi". Johnson as their a^i.^ of returns on a regional ern .nstructon,
cert in the Curtis-Zimbalist series
was one of the best of the season;
for Bowdoin concert goers an aus-
picious beginning to the new year.
But the concert suffered badly
from an oppressive, undisciplined,
slipshod, and on the whole Insincere
rendering of the Mozart Piano
Quartet in E-flat Major, K. 493.
This second and last piano quartet
—really a new species of chamber
basis shows that among students
who chose the Democratic party,
Eastern colleges gave their vote to
Mr. Johnson by 39 percent, while in
the South the President pulled only
18 percent. Among the Democratic
faculty, the South went for Mr.
Johnson by 58 percent; the East, 49
percent; and the West, 41 percent.
Gov Scranton received 12 percent
of the Republican student vote in
both the East and West, while Gold-
water pulled 21 percent' in the South
and 6 percent in the Midwest. Re-
publican faculty members in the
East preferred Gov. Scranton by 22
percent, while the Pennsylvania
Governor received 9 percent in the
West. Goldwater received 12 percent
of the Midwestern Republican facul-
ty vote and 3 percent of the Kntit.h.
music fo?
v
Mozart — 'Was published
in April; ^1786,. nine months after
the*- famous Cf minor ,(K. 478). M6-'
?art was, compelled to abandon this
new quartet form accused of being
artificial and unreasonably difficult.
The E-flat major has a gentle
dreaminess about its character,
especially evident in a larghetto of
maximum tenderness. Structurally
it was modeled after the G. minor;
there are three movements: the
development in the first extends
through the recapitulation; the
larghetto is in 3-8, the Rondo
gavotte-like in rhythm (allegretto
2-2).
The quartet began ominously with
a regrettably thin tone from the
keyboard, evidence of an unfamili-
arity with our Steinway so* aptly
described by M. Veryon-Lacroix as
"trop dur." As a result, most of the
opening scale work was very impre-
cise and indistinct, also hindered by
an over use of pedal. And the
violinist seemed to convey an in-
transigence to play Mozart, almost
that this was a duty and nothing
else. The second movement of so-
called tenderness came off with
that type of sincere aimlessness
that many impute to the later
'
Sibelius. This movement was surely
the nadir* of the evening as a cellist
became more uninterested, a violin-
ist more sullen, and~-»a pianist more
the newest Detroit sound
- comes from a combo ^
y
_y_
pedal mad. The Mozart lacked
clarity, sincerity, and depth; a
serious, but still cursory interpreta-
tion coupled with a crucial lack of
rapport and enthusiasm among the
players deadened the middle of the
concert.
There was a very competent per-
formance of Elliott Schwartz's
Quartet for oboe and strings (1962s
wH-i-Ph hAl/Wl-OfC kjX Tirhar tha t r;-ir.r,- «»
believes an erstwhile era- Written
•in the spirit of a Bartok or early
Schoenberg. it is not at what
the composer considers avaiu garde.
And the audimce had no , anxiety




nothing of difficulty to listeners at
all familiar with the music of the
present day; the Schwartz bears the
influence both in harmonic traits
and melodic quality of a Strauss
(Richard) or Bartok. Some passages
of the first movement seem prolix,
but undeniably Intense; the opening
sectrs**- is deeply poetical, fresh and
effulgent in color, reflective in mood












Up-tempo all the way. With a 400-cube V-8 and 4-barrel carb to carry
the lead. Heavy-duty front and rear suspension to smooth the beat.
Acoustically tuned twin pipes to modulate the sound. And red-line
tires to keep the whole score on track. That's 4-4-2. Try about four bars
today. It's your kind of music! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!
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CITY HALL AUDITORIUM, PORTLAND
JEAN MARTINON, Guest Conductor




Symphony No. i "Italian*'
Sun Treader (American Premiere)
Ein Hcldenleben
ORCH. $5, $4— 1st BAL. $4.50— 2nd BAL. $3
All Seats Reserved
Notice: $6.00 Seats and $4.00 Seats in the Second Balcony are SOLD OUT
Tickets IN PORTLAND at Cressey A Allen and Benoit's
Mall: Boston Symphony Orchestra, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine 04011
Please Enclose Self-addressed, Stamped Envelope
Telephone: Brunswick 725-8731, Ext. 261
Bowdoin students and faculty tickets available until January 20 only at reduced prices at
the College Information Center, Moulton Union.
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Professor Lubin Honored
In his fourth year orf'tlle^ Bogota
facility, has been- notified of his
appointment to the Institute for
Advanced Study at Princeton, NJ.?
jfcby Dr. Robert Oppenheimer, Direc-
tor of the institute. The one-year
appointment will start next summer.
The Institute Is a research center
primarily for eminent scholars do-
ing advanced work In their fields
of specialization. In recent years
there have been approximately 40
long-term members of the Institute
and as many as 100 temporary mem-
bers in residence for terms of one
or two years. One of the most fam-
ous of the Institute's long-term
members was the late Dr. Albert
Einstein. Although the Institute re-
Professor Jonathan D. Lubin "* heavUy on the facUltles Of
Princeton University, it is a com-
Professor Jonathan D. Lubin of pletely separate organization. No





Plan your spring vacation with the experience of Gaiter's Travel
of Boston. Accommodations right on Elbow Beach. Parties
cruises, entertainment. Entire Cost $165.
Contact: FRED FRIEDMAN
SENIOR CENTER 7-B, EXT. 476
REVIEW
(Continued from pa*e 9)
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The second movement sings a lyri-
cism, a sentimentality, even an al-
most cloying, sweetness. It has
conspicuous beauties and seems
truly sincere. There are measures of
passionate eloquence; its great in-
tensity engenders a real and long-
sustained imaginative power. And
his repeated note patterns are a
marvelous subtlety of unity.
The Six Blake Songs (1968) of
Ralph Vaughan-Williams, written
for the motion picture Vision of
Win. Blake, underrated as they are,
give us an astonishing display of
melodic gift of sensitivity to words,
narily members have the highest
degrees in their respective fields.
Professor Lubin received his AB.
degree with highest honors at Co-
lumbia College and his A.M. and
PhD. at Harvard University, where
he was a Teaching Fellow before
coming to Bowdoln. A member of
Phi Beta Kappa, he held a Nation-
al Science Foundation Predoctoral
Fellowship during 1957-59 and an
NSF Cooperative Fellowship in
1959-61.
for the music was Indeed fused with
the language. Soma seem too admir-
ing of the Terse, not enough so of
the music. The same misgiving ex-
tends to that Cantata of texts by
American Hugh Altken vand the




In the Telemann Cantata "Die
Kinder der Hochstensind rufende
Stimmen," Bressler at once con-
fronted accompianists too Insistent,
but he tempered them well and soon
by virtue of the tour de force of the
first aria which can (as says the
text) "Trotzen alien Gegenhalt."
The great pleasure of the piece lay,
however. In Bressler's German sung
so lucidly, enunciated so perfectly,
a pleasure so often denied us by
lesser singers of translated texts.
The only difficulty came with the
German 'lch' which plagues even
the ablest natives. The beauty in
the sound of the German affords
the tenor a far more fruitful medi-
um in which he may saturate him-
self. One could feel an almost
empathetic rendering by Bressler as
he seemed to sing suppliantly "So
fleh' ich, heil 'ger Geist," to breath
humility with "Bis ich nlcht mehr
reden kann!" or to make that
exquisite tremolo on "Hen" throb
Just as the beat of a heart.
.Such singing as Bressler gave
Saturday was a great and highly-
felt enjoyment to the discriminating
listeners with which the hill was
fined. And it showed what finished
art, a comprehensive understanding
of style, fine technical acquirements,
persistence in pursuit of high
artistic ideals can accomplish. Bres-
seler's performance was an un-
ceasing delight from beginning to
end, not only on account of the
Interest and variety of the songs on
his program; but as well on account
of the beauty, the perfection of his
performance. An Impeccable vocal
production, the skillful use of
diverse tonal qualities and colors,
the. beauty in phrasing, and the
finished enunciation that marked
Mr. Bresslers' singing were a charm
to his listeners. They and the in-
tensely musical quality of his sing-






"Predictions for '66: Nelson
and Winthrop Rockefeller, try-
ing to find out if New York and
Arkansas add up to more than
Texas, wilt be brushed aside by
Robert and Edward Kennedy,
who will have proved at least
that New York and Massa-
chusetts add up to more than
New York | For o f™« copy rf the
and Arkan- eurrtnt issuo of NA-
TIONAL REVIEW, writ*
to Dopt. CP-3, ISO a
U Stv N. Y. 16, N. Y.
•«».
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A S5.M Value for S4JB
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OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS
Hurry! Get Yours Today
If communications were good enough
you could stay in the sack all day
Moving your body around
is highly inefficient.
If communications were perfect,
you would never have to.
Of course, you would still
have to get exercise.
But that's your problem.
We want to make it easier for you
to contact people, learn,
get information, attend lectures,
and hold meetings.
We developed Picturephone*
service so you can see as well as talk
when you call. And be seen, too.
We introduced Tele- Lecture service
(two-way amplified phone calls)
to let you hear lecturers
in distant locations. And so you
could ask them questions
no matter how far away they were.
Right now, many students can dial
from their dormitories to a
language lab. Soon a student
will be able to dial into a
computer thousands of miles away
to get information for his courses.
Depending on the nature
of the information, he might get
his answer back audibly,
printed on a teletypewriter,
as a video image,
or a facsimile print.
Some of these services
are available now.
Others are being tested.
For the next week or so,
» better get a move on.
Service mtrk of tho Ml Syitem
® Bell SystemAmerican Telephone a Telegraphand Associated Companies
|iiru.i.i




The millions of Americans who'
buy U. S. Savings Bonds know
security is a two-way street.
You and your family are only
as secure as the country you live
in. When you start saving with
U. S. Bonds you insure your own
future and help keep your coun-
try strong at the same time.
Bonds give you a guaranteed
rate of interest—344% when
held to maturity—ao you don't
have to worry about the ups and
downs of market trends.
And Savings Bonds aren't sub-
ject to state or local income
taxes, either. If you like, you can
defer the federal income tax until
you cash your Bonds.
When you buy your Bonds
you can't help feeling a little
proud. You're doing your part in
strengthening the cause of free-
dom.
And that's the best security in
the work).
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Patterson High With 30 But Bears * Mules .Stanroede Bears, 6-1
Lose To Ephmen In Overtime
*
Leger Stop




The Bowdoin College hoopsters
closed fast to wipe out a 10-point
Williams lead and tie the score at
the end of regulation playing time
last Saturday afternoon, but lost a
79-77 heartbreaker to the Ephmen
in overtime.
Battling efficiently against the
much taller Williams quintet in the
first half, the Bears found them-
selves on the losing end of a 42-33
count when the midgame buzzer
sounded. Frontcourtmen Bill Unter-
eker (6*6") and Wally Vllson m")
gave the visitors backboard control
throughout the first half and
through the early minutes of the
second frame.
The White began to whittle away
at the Williams lead soon after the
respite, however, and outscored the
invaders, 43-33, in the second half
to knot the score at 75-all by the
end of regulation time.
After high-point man Bob Pat-
terson and Williams' Jay Healy
had traded buckets in the OT pe-
riod, visitor John Kelleher netted
his only scores of the game, a
Jumper with 40 seconds to go. Time
caught up with the stalling Bears,
who were trying for one good shot,
as Patterson missed a Jumper with
eight seconds remaining.
Williams outrebounded Bowdoin,
61-38, with Vilson and Untereker
accounting for Si Bowdoin was 38
for 59 from the floor and Williams
went 32 of 75.
High scorer was Bob Patterson,
with 30; Larry Reid and Howie
Pease had 15 and 13, respectively.
Blond, Vilson, Untereker, and Mc-




On Wednesday night, the visiting
Bicknell crew fell victim to U
Maine's defending champion Black
Bears, 75-63, In the opening tilt of
State Series competition.
Despite poor shooting from the
floor (34%), the Maine men won by
potency off the backboards and
sophomore-accented depth. The
hosts amassed a 76-43 rebound ad-
vantage.
Bowdoin, down at halftime by 37-
30, managed to fight back to tie it up
at 58-58 in the second half, only to
fall short by 12 at the end of the
game. The loss dipped the locals to
a 2-8 mark.
Bowdoln's Patterson again wound
up atop the scoring heap with 22
points, while Pease netted 14 and
Bruce Locke 13. Reserve Bob Parker
did an effective rebounding job.
Maine's Terry Oarr led his team
with 19 markers, two more than
mate Guy Strang, who also came
through with 36 'bounds. Dale Mc-
Nelly of Bath had 11.
Good Luck
Colby roared through the startled
2q Bowdoin defense* last night and
-O ^hen the smoke had cleared, the
Mules had soundly defeated the
"sleepy-looking Bears, 6-1. In an ob-
vious flred-up effort to depose Bow-
doin from the Number Two position
In the BCAO small college rank-
ings, the visitors out-skated, outr
shot, and out-hustled the harried
locals. Pete Frizzell and Charles Mc-
Lennan each picked a pair of mark-
ers for Colby and Barry Smith took
a pass from Andy Cornelia for the
only Bowdoin score. Leland Potter
managed to record 13 saves while
his counterpart, Dick Leger, swept
aside 42 shots. In contrast to the
varsity game, the freshmen crushed
the Colby yearlings, 7-2, with Ken
Martin picking up the hat brick
with three goals. Bob Petrle tallied
two while Pete Hardy and Tim Sul-
livan one apiece.
1st period—(C) Frizzell (Allison);
PenaltieJH-(B) Tracy—2; (B) Pflef-
fer—2; (C) Mukai-3, (C) McLen-
nan—5.
tod period—(C) Snow (Henrich,
TUlingast); (C) McLennan (Lax,
Self) ; (C) Frizzell (Mukal, Waldin-
ger); (C) McLennan (Pitcher, Lax)
;
Penalties—(B) Chapman—2, (O




Rick Smith, 40. drives for a basket against Clark.
\
Wales—2.
3rd period—(C) Henrich (unassis-
ted); (B) Smith (Cornelia); Penal-
ties—(B) Yule—2; (C) Wlstanley—
2; (B) Tracy—2; (B) Allen-3; (C)
Allison—2.
Saves—(B) Leger—42; (C) Potter
-13.
From the Editor's Desk
sonable that those participants
be given more than such a lim-
_
ited opportunity to skate as of-
New Arena Schedule fered before
The newly-announeed line-
Bowling Standings
The new Arena student hock-
ey and skating time schedule
released by Director Daniel
MacFayden is a welcome re-
placement to the old one, which
seemed bent on making as much
money as possible by renting
the rink to outside groups. The
complaints from students came hockey will be
fast and furious, but until now more added if
no change was affected. Often rants. Perhaps
it was impossible, if one had will trude over
morning classes (and nearly all fully-laden with
ups change all that. Not only
will there be time during the
exam period in the morning to
play, but the entire schedule
for next semester is being
weighed much more heavily in
favor of the student. New time































of us do), to practice hockey at skates, etc., and have to settle
any time during the week, for watching the Brunswick
Granted, the interfraternity Ladies' Aid Society cavort in
league is not the fastest time to the "Merry Widow




Hush Pups S8 points
Sandals 84 points
High average, G. Young — 90.45
CONGRESS SPORTSWEAR
Tonmsters 64 points
Quilt Jaca 54 points
Ski Trail 62 paints
Golf Pro 20 points
High average. G. Payson — 98.8
NATIONAL GUARD
Black Jack 50 22
Club 21 41 81
5 Aces 88 89
Low Holes 20 52
High average, D. Emmons — 100.15
On Final
Exams* To All
Deng Brown slaps a goal against his namesake goalie, Pete Brown of Middlebory. The fame,
played at home, was before a huge holiday-bound crowd. Middlebory closed fast with two goals
in the final period, but the Bears hong on to win, 3-2.
Brown Scores Tl
The Polar Bears managed to
swamp Amherst in the Jeffs' home
rink by a score of 11-4. Doug Brown
tallied three goals for the hat trick,
while seven other Bears also had a
hand in the scoring. Brown had
three assists also as Co-Captains
Bill Allen and Pitzie popped in two
goals and as many assists. Benjie
Soule, Tom Sides, Prank Yule, and
Steve Wales notched one apiece.
Dick Leger and Dave MacComber
combined for 11 saves in an easy
night. The Bear offense peppered
the two Amherst with 59 shots on
goal.
1st period—(B) Allen (Brown);
(B) Soule (unassisted); (B) Brown
(Fitzgerald); (B) Sides (Brooks);
Penalties—(A) Willius—2.
tod period—(B) Yule (Soule); (B)
Allen (Brown, Yule); (B) Fitzger-




3rd period— (A) Hawthorne (Sher-
man); (B) Wales (unassisted); (A)
Buehler (Butler, Billesdon) ; (A)
Sherman (Butler, Hawthorne); (B)
Brown (Allen) ; , (B) Brown (Fitz-
gerald, Allen); (A) Potter (Butler,
Sherman); No penalties.
Saves—(B) Leger, 6; (B) Mac-
Comber, 6; (A) Johnson, 26; (A).
Teasdale, 23.
Friars Dump Tired
B's, 42 for Leger
Providence showed depth last Sat-
urday night as its entire got Into
the scoring act as the Friars
whipped Bowdoin, 7-1. The Bears
got off only 26 shots on goal against
the perennial powerhouse. Steve
Wales tallied the only Bowdoin
counter, combining with Pete Chap-
man and Phil Coupe for the mark-
er. Dick Leger had a busy night in
the nets, turning aside 42 shots.
1st period—(P) Doherty (Lamle-
rello, G. Menard); (P) Umile (M.
Menard, Zifcak); (P) Sullivan (But-
ler, Branchaud); Penalties—(P) M,,
Menard—2; (B) Tracy—2.
tod period— (B) Wales (Chapman,
Coupe); (P) Umile (Zifcak); (P)
M. Menard (Umile, Tremblay); (P)
Zifcak (Umile, Tremblay); Penal-
ties—(B) Tracy—2; (P) Zifcak—2;
(P) Branchaud—2.
3rd period— (P) Sullivan (Butler,
Branchaud); Penalties—(B) Allen.
Saves— (B) Leger—42; (P) Camp-
bell—23; (P) Buonaccorsl—2.
MOREHOUSE EXCHANGE
(Continued from page 5)
two years, this year being Adver-
tising Manager. He is a Dean List
Student and has participated in the
Big Brother Program.
Reed Winston is a member of
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, where
he is now the Librarian. Reed has
received Football and Baseball nu-
merals. He is a member of Kasque
and Gown, and is the Secretary of
the Bowdoin Undergraduate Civil
Rights Organization.
Mr. Charles Toomajian, a former
Morehouse Exchange Student him-
self, and now assistant to the Dean
of Men, made this announcement
today. He also said that two stu-
dents from Morehouse would attend
Bowdoin the second semester. They
are Adrian Boone '66 from Alabama,
and Freddie J. Cook '68 from Atlan-
ta, Georgia,
yNew Peans - Greason, Store
i t ' "',
BOIN
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Other Administrative Appointments;
Wolcott Hokanson: E. Leroy Knight
The new semester greeted return-
ing students to Bowdoin with the
announcement of several major
changes in the administration of the
College. Upon the retirement of
Nathaniel C. Kendrick, Dean since
1945, A. LeRoy Greason, Dean of
Students, will assume the position
of Dean of the College. Appointed
to the newly created post of Dean
of the Faculty will be Professor
James A. Storer, of the Economics
Department. Succeeding Dean Grea-
son as Dean of Students will be
Assistant Professor of Religion Jer-
ry W. Brown. These changes will be
effective July 1.
Winter Week End Takes Off:
Wild Ones; Ronettes; Bobby
Comstock Provide Entertainment
Dean Storer
Also announced by President
James S. Coles was the appoint-
ment of Wolcott A. Hokanson as
Vice President for Administration *
the
*
reat concern ^pressed for
the problems and affairs of the fac-
Dean Greason
ministration of the curriculum and
all undergraduate affairs. When
askedJo comment upon the signifi-
cance of expanding the administra-
tion to include three deans, he re-
p'ied, "First of all, each of the
deans will have a teaching load and
major work to handle, which will
cut into time devoted to purely ad-
ministrative functions."
"Also, the problems surrounding
the recruitment and the handling
of faculty-administration relations
have become increasingly competi-
tive and complex. Having two deans
directly concerned with these prob-
lems will promote the effective fur-
thering of faculty concerns."
He added, "You might say that
this move was partially in reaction
The Wild Ones, four unique young
men, burst into the limelight as a
group in early May with the open-
ing of Sybil Burton's discotheque
"Arthur". The wave of publicity on
the club" and its musical house
group, The- Wild Ones, helped to
establish them both almost over-
night to become the talk of New
York.
The Bowdoin College Student
Union Committee, .was fortunate to
Isecure ^tne— talents of- these^ foar^
gentlemen after the Beau Brum-
mels were forced to cancel their
scheduled appearance when one of
their members was drafted into the
armed services.
The group acts as well as sings
in their first movie "The Fat Spy"
which stars Jack E. Leonard, Phyl-
lis Diller and Jane Mansfield.
Their first album, ""The Arthur
Sound", was released late last year,
and was greeted with unanimous
trade reaction. Variety chose it
"Top LP." along with Billboard,
Cash Box, and Record World. They
have also finished a TV documen-
tary showing them working and in
their freewheeling moments.
The Wild Ones' members are Ed-
die Wright, one of the singers and
the bass guitarist. He also arranges THE WILD ONES
and Finance. E. Leroy Knight will
succeed Mr. Hokanson as Executive
Secretary, effective February 1.
Dean Greason, a member of the
English Department since 1952, and
Dean of Students since 1962, will be
responsible to the President for ad-
ulty
the music for them. Chuck Alden
the other singer plays lead guitar and are commencing a rather bril-
and also writes some of their songs, 'iant road trip which will take them
Two songs written by him appear t0 The White House in Washing-
in their album and in the movie, ton, DC. precisely one week after
The drummer for the combo is their visit to Bowdoin for a per-
Tommy Trick, one of the few really formance at a private party which
by students in the Orient outstandin& drummers within the
President Johnson Ls giving
rock 'n roll context. He formerly Carol Channing.
studied at the Gene Krupa-Cozy
Sharing billing at the 8:30 p.m.
event at the Sargent Gymnasium
will be the Ronettes, three young
girls all related. The first hit record
of this trio which was discovered
for and managed by recording genius
and other media during the past
year
Phil Spector was "Be My Baby".
Front page national news came The New York City residents fol-
(Continued on page 2)
Bowdoin Defies New NCAA
Eligibility, Scholarship Ruling
On the other side. Dean Greason Cole Dru?1 Scn°ol- The youngest of to rest on The Wild Ones not too lowed this with "Baby I Love You,"
emphasized that the new setup tne SrouP at 19 and the organ play- many months ago, when one of "Breakin' Up," "Do I Love You," and
er, Tommy Graves keeps busy by their irembers, Gordon Christopher 'Walking In The Rain."
taking classes part time at N.Y.U. married Sybil Burton. Christopher Bobby Comstock and the Counts
working a major in psychology. is currently in Hollywood working will be backing up the Ronettes for
The Wild Ones are rather unique on seme forthcoming films. this and several other of the girls'
m the annals of rock *n roll in that The Wild Ones have been de- performances. This band comes
their first acceptance was before scribed as, "Four young men in from the Upper New York area and
an almost totally adult audience at black mohair suits, high, starched recently has had several hit rec-
"Arthur
",
an audience that includ- collars, suede boots, incredibly good ords in that region,
ed many of New York's sophisti- to look at, marvelous to listen to. During intermission the campus
cates. quick, intelligent, funny, friendly queen will be announced as well as
The Wild Ones just concluded a and exploding with ideas and talent, the winner of the snow sculpture
contest.
Bowdoin College will continue to institutions to give up memberships
determine Its admissions policies they have held for years."
and financial aid programs to best President Coles disclosed that he lengthv stand there ln mid-January They 'cook'. They have soul."
serve the interests of Bowdoin stu- notified the NCAA that the college
dents, and thus cannot comply with cannot fi'e the required certificate
the new rule of the National Col- of compliance with the regulation,
legiate Athletic Association. The NCAA says that member in-
The NCAA regulation, effective stitutions failing to submit such
last Jan. 1, forbids NCAA member certificates by Feb. 15 will not be
institutions to grant scholarship eligible to enter teams or individual
aid or athletic eligibility to so- competitors in NCAA-sponsored
called "student-athletes" except in events.
accordance with a formula devised in a letter to NCAA President
by the NCAA. This formula ex- Everett D. Barnes, President Coles
eludes "student-athletes" with a said:
grade point average less than 1.6. "So far as we can understand,
"Bowdoin College does not dif- this applies to 'student-athletes',
ferentiate between 'student-ath- their admission to college and the
letes' and other students," President matter of scholarships. Bowdoin
Coles noted. "Financial aid deter- College does not differentiate be-
mined on the basis of need is tween 'student-athletes' and other
available to all students making students and consequently believes
normal progress toward graduation." that the form involved has no ap-
Malcolm E. Morrell, Director of plication to us.
Athletics, described the NCAA ac- "All our students are admitted
tion as "unbelievable" and said the by our own policies and procedures
Hansen, Schweppe Join
History, German Departments
President James S. Coles an-
nounced that Dr. Woodrow J. Han-
sen and Walter Schweppe have been
appointed to the faculty for the
second semester of the current aca-
demic year.
Dr. Hansen, former Chairman of
the Division of Social Sciences at
Chabot College, Hayward, Calif., is
a Visiting Lecturer. in History.
Mr. Schweppe, a graduate student
at the University of Mainz in Ger-
many and a former Teaching Fel-
low at Bowdoin, is an. Instructor in
German.
Ph.D. degrees at Brown University.
He is the author of a book, "The
Search for Authority in California,
1822-1849,'' published in 1960. He has
also written "Men of the Constitu-
tional Convention," published by the
Conference of California Historical
Societies in 1956; and "Robert Sem-
ple. Pioneer, Promoter, Politician,"
published in the Halifornia Histor-
ical Society Quarterly in 1962. He
was a Teacher on English in Ham-
burg, Germany, under a Fulbright
grant in 1958-59.
From 1946 to 1948 he was an In-
Dr, Hansen is a graduate of the
new by-law of the NCAA "could and the awards of scholarship aid University of California at Berkeley,
cause many of its high standard (Continued on pare 2) and was awarded his M.A. and
Language Arts at San Francisco
State College from 1951 to 1954 and
Visiting Professor of History there
during the fall semester in 1960.
Dr. Hansen was an Instructor
-in
History at Napa College in Califor-
nia from 1954 to 1958 and in 1959-
60. He served as Chairman of the
Division of Social Sciences at Cha-
bot College from 1961 to 1965, and
was a member of the State Bor.rd
of Directors of the California Ju-
nior College Association from 1963
to 1965.
Mr. Schweppe. a native of Ger-
many, was a Teaching Fellow during
the 1962-63 academic year. He is a
student of German and English at
the University of Mainz, where he
has been studying to become a
teacher. In 1958-59 he was an ex-
structor in English at Champlain change student at the high school
Ccllege. Associated Colleges of Up- in Roscommon, Mich.





(Continued from page 1)
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He exp ined that the basic rea-
sons for the creation of. this new
post center-on problems engendered
by -slae of the faculty compared to
a few years ago. "The complexity of
problems Involved with administer-
Dean Brown
would free President Coles of some
day-to-day responsibilities and allow
him to concentrate more on long-
range policy problems and the de-
velopment of the College.
Concerning his relation with the
undergraduates, Dean Oreason
hoped that he would not be com-
pletely divorced from student af-
fairs, and be able to maintain con-
tact, while the bulk of undergradu-
ate concerns would be handled by
the Dean of Students.
Professor Storer, currently with
the U.S. Department of Interior as
Assistant to the Director for Eco-
nomics in the Bureau of Commer-
cial Fisheries, as Dean of the Fac-
ulty will be responsible for faculty
affairs, including appointments and
reappointments, promotions, and
curricular and other matters of di-
rect concern to members of the fac-
ulty.
Hokanson
ing" such programs as the Senior
Center, major programs, the Com-
puting Center, the Library etc. are
quite magnified, particularly when
I consider what the situation was
when I joined the faculty in 1948.
I think this sort of expansion of
the administration i6 amply Justi-
fied. Bowdoin has probably been
fairly conservative in this regard.
The so-called 'proliferation of
deans* has taken place at other
schools much earlier than here."
Dr. Storer emphasized strongly
that competition for the hiring of
faculty requires constant attention
by the College; "The problems as-
sociated with' the recruitment of
faculty are not going to get easier;
they will probably get harder."
"We are not looking to any great
increase^Jn the £ize of the faculty
.4n.4he near future. However, it will
behoove the College to cencentrate
on the quality of the* faculty, to
promote more effective teaching,
rather than particularly on. the
quantity of -people involved. This
is *hot something feat 'Just hap-*
pens*. The needs of a 'sophisticated
complex group of 100 people cannot
be treated casually."
"Bowdoin has much to offer in
its smallness, its light teaching
loads, etc., but so do other schools,
so the problems of the faculty must
be considered carefully."
In closing, Dr. Storer remarked
that Dean Oreason, Dean Brown
and myself are people of different
attitudes and talents. I am looking
forward, and hoping that we will be
able to work as a well-balanced
team to serve the College."
A member of the Department of
Religion since 1964, Professor Brown
will be directly responsible for stu-
dent affairs. He foresaw no major
changes in policy as Dean of Stu-
dents. "Only the personnel will
change. The office of Dean of Stu-
dents, and its responsibilities will be
basically unchanged."
"In the long run, however, this
administrative change could be one
of the most important changes to
take place at the College, I think.
Colleges, though, are traditional in-
stitutionsrand any change&rthat-do^
come will not take place overnight,
but rather gradually."
The other major administration
change, the appointment of Vice
President Hokanson, is also in-
volved with improving the adminis-
trative efficiency of the College. As
Vice President, Mr. Hokanson will
be responsible to President and Col-
lege Treasurer for all activities pres-
ently encompassed by the Bursar's
Office and the Office of Executive
Secretary, and functions delegated
by the Treasurer. Mr. Knight as
Executive Secretary will be respon-
sible for public relations, alumni
relations and development.
Knight
"We are trying to streamline ad-
ministrative organization in order
to carry out the affairs of the Col-
lege in a somewhat more efficient
manner," commented Mr. Hokanson.
"This is taking place In three
areas. In the purely administrative
area, with the position of Vice
President; in undergraduate mat-
ters, the Dean of the College and
the-Dean of Students, and in faculty
affairs, with the Dean of the Fac-
-tftyr"
"We are looking fo relieving the
President of some of his present
tasks. With problems created by in-
creased enrollment, budget matters
and competition in the hiring of
faculty, more personnel in these
areas is essential. We have some
catching up to do, in the sense that
meet colleges are probably under-
administered."
NCAA
(Continued from page 1)
are determined by us on^the baUs
of need and performance. W%have
no intention of altering this proce-
dure and certainly no intention of
1-jbecoming Involved "in the processes
described in the Procedure Mariial."
Mr. Mt>rrelf said in a statement:
"It seems unbelievable that the
NCAA Council would promote legis-
lation that could cause many of its
high standard institutions to give
up memberships they have held for
years.
"These institutions have their own
strict regulations for governing the
progress of a student toward a de-
gree. Failure to make this progress
means a student is dropped and
cannot return.
"Under these conditions most of
the institutions of this kind believe
that any undergraduate making
satisfactory progress toward a de-
gree should be eligible for participa-
tion in all college programs.
"This kind of institution conducts
its total physical education pro-
1
gram, including intercollegiate ath-
letics, largely with funds appropri-
j
ated by the Governing Boards of the
College and not on gate receipts
and guarantees. Colleges appropri-
ate large sums for physical educa-
tion programs in the belief that
they are of benefit to all under-
graduates."
As the situation now stands, Bow-
doin would, be barred from entering
its athletes in the NCAA indoor
track championships to be held in
Detroit in March, the NCAA Col-
lege Division swimming champion-
ships in Illinois in March, and the
NCAA Eastern College Division and
national University Division outdoor
tr-^k and field championships in
June.
Levine To Give Peace Corps
Wiscasset Talk
i *




THURS, FEB.17 thru MONDAY, FEB.21
(Closed Tuesday, February 22— Washington's Birthday)
• OUR FAMOUS LABEL SHIRTS — STRIPED BUTTON
DOWN AND SNAP TAB COLLARS — Regularly $5.00
$2.98
• SLIGHT IRREGULARS IN FINE SWEATERS OF 100%
ALPACA, AND IN RICH LAMBS WOOL.
GREATLY REDUCED
• SAVE ON SUITS, SPORTCOATS, SLACKS.
20% off
ALL WINTER WEAR 1/3 OFF
A K BENOIT & COMPANY
120 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
A lecture by Professor Daniel Ir-
vine of the History Department,
postponed because of a snowstorm
Jan. 30, has been rescheduled for
Sunday (Feb. 13) at the Old Brick
Schoolhouse on Warren Street in
Wiscasset, Maine.
The address, which will begin at
2:30 p.m., is entitled "The United
States as a World Power," sponsored
by the Lincoln County Cultural and
Historical Association and the Wis-
casset Public Library.
Professor Levine, a native of New
York City, received his bachelor's
degree from Antioch College and
his master's and doctoral degrees
from Northwestern University. In
1964-55 he studied at Edinburgh
University in Scotland. He held a
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship in 1956-
57 and was a Fellow of the Social
Science Research Council in 1959-60.
He is the author of a book, "Var-
ieties of Reform Thought," a study
of the social assumptions of Ameri-
can reformers from 1890 to 1912, the
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Evenings 7:30 One Show
Test
February 17
Students will have an opportunity
to take the Peace Corps Placement
Test on Feb. 17. It will be given in
Smith 17 at 7:00 p.m.
The Peace Corps needs 10,500 new
Volunteers to enter training be-
tween now and next fall for service
in 46 developing nations of Latin
America, Africa, and Asia. The
Placement Test is designed to help
the Peace Corps match applicants'
special abilities with the 300 dif-
ferent kinds of Jobs to be filled
If the test indicates a limited lan-
guage-learning ability, for example,
the Peace Corps tries to place th<
applicant in an English-speaking
country.
The application form (Volunteei
Questionnaire), rather than thi
Placement Test, is the most impor
tant factor in the selection of Vol
unteers. Students or others avail
able for service or advance trainini
within the next year must nil ou
a Volunteer Questionnaire befon
taking the test. The Questionnain
which is submitted to the teste;
can be obtained in advance fron
Charles Toomajian, the Peace Corp
Liaison on campus, or from Peac
Corps, Washington, D.C. 20625
The Placement Test takes aboi
an hour and a half. An option:
French or Spanish achievement tes
requires another hour. Both test










150 Maine Street, Brunswick
725-7082
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unday , Febraary M:
TENTATIVE«Fiu>GBAM
Four students have been selected a« finalist* tn the CoHeg«% annual
Bradbury Praw Debate, announced Professor Albert R. Thayer.
Professor Thayer, Harrison King MeCann Professor of Oral Commu-
nication, said Che four will compete Feb. tl for $146 in prtaes, awarded
from the income of a fund riven by the Honorable James Ware Brad-
bury, LL.D., Class of 1825.
Named to the affirmative team were Brian C. Hawkins '«7 and David
F. Huntington '67.
Negative team members will be James E. Gfllen '67 and John H.
LaChaaesf*.
John Rogers, composer and mem-
ber of the faculty of the Music De-
partment will have a concert of his
works presented at the Donnell Li-
brary Auditorium, 20 West 53rd St.,
New York City, Feb. 19 at 8:30 pm.
This concert is one of the seven
given each year by the Composers'
Forum, an organization active since
1935 in the propagation of new mu-
sic, and presently co-sponsored by
the New York Public Library and
Columbia University. Each Forum
concert features performance and
discussion of the works of two com-
posers, usually of quite different
musical persuasions. Mr. Rogers
will share his Forum with Harold
Seletsky, composer and clarinetist
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Registration, coffee, and social hour for Alumni Mod-
erators, and Panellists at the Alumni House.
Dinner for Alumni Participants at the Moulton Union.
Organisation Meeting for Alumni Participants In the
Alumni Council Room at the Alumni House.
Individual Planning Sessions for Panel Groups at the
Alumni House and at Sills Hall in rooms to be as-
signed.
Monday, February 21:
8:00- 9:00 ajn. Informal Breakfast for Alumni Participants — Moul-
ton Union.
10:00 am. Forum — Mr. Porter, Placement Committee Chairman
(in the Chapel)
10:30 am. First Panel Sessions: Medidne
Law





Luncheon — Alumni Participants to be assigned to
each fraternity house.








Richard S. Pike '67, has been re-elected President of Phi Delta Psi
Fraternity at Bowdoin College. The fraternity also announced the elec-
tion of the following other officers: Vice President, Edward S. Partridge
•67; Secretary, Robert M. Saunders '67; Alumni Secretary, Kenneth E.
BaUinger, Jr., '69; Usher, Dennis J. Perkins '69; Sentinel, Richard B.
Spear '68 and Treasurer, David F. Huntington '67.
* * • » * •
Michael A. Wartman *67, has beeq elected President of Alpha Delta
Phi Fraternity. The fraternity also elected these other new officers: Vice
President, John R. Lawson '63; Treasurer and Junior Member at Large,
Peter H. Holmes '68; Corresponding Secretary, Lawrence R. Hibbard '67;
Steward, Thomas W. ROulston '68; Recording Secretary, William J. Hel-
frecht, Jr. '65; Senior Member at Large, Nathaniel B. Harrison '68; So-




Marketing (Sales A Research)
Scientific Research (including
EDP.)
Coffee Hour for Undergraduates and Alumni partici-
pants at the Alumni House. (Plenty of opportunity
for questions, answers, and further discussion 1)
Informal dinner at the Senior Center with Alumni
Participants as guests of the Seniors.
Public Lecture in Pickard Theater in Memorial Hall,
sponsorecFby the Alumni Council. Major General
Robert N. Smith, USAF "38, will speak. He is Direc-
tor of Plans for the Air Force and an Overseer of the
College.
The Monday Sessions are open to undergraduates of all four classes.
Those who are investigating careers — as well as those who have already
made up their minds but who seek further information — are cordially
invited.
There will be excused cuts from classes for those who sign the official
attendance sheets.
The format will be informal: questions, answers, and discussion are. en-
couraged.
A list of moderators and panelists will be published as early in 1966 as
possible. Further information may be obtained from the Alumni Secre-




Professor A. Myrick Freeman, m,
of the Economics Department, has
been awarded a PhD. degree by the
University of Washington in Seattle,
Wash.
The title of Dr. Freeman's disser-
tation, supported by a Resources
for the Future Doctoral Disserta-
tion Fellowship, is "The Federal
Reclamation Program and the Dis-
tribution of Income."
Professor Freeman, who Joined
the faculty last September, holds
an AB. degree from Cornell Uni-
versity and an MA from the Uni-
versity of Washington. He prepared
for college at Marple-Newtown High
School, Larchmont, Pa
Following his 1957 graduation
from Cornell, Dr. Freeman was
commissioned an officer in the Uni-
ted States Navy, in which he served
until 1963. From 1960 to 1963 he was
Assistant Professor of Naval Science
at the University of Washington,
and during the 1963-64 year he was
a Predoctoral Associate there.
OPPORTUNITY
For a future with a well
known Midwest Manufactur-
ing Firm. We are now offer-
ing exclusive distributorships
for a patented product. No
competiUcmTTaclor^treiihed
personnel will assist you in
setting up a tried and proven
advertising and merchandis-




All replies confidential. For
information write Director of
Marketing, P.O. Box 14049,
St. Louis, Missouri 63 T 76.
United Marketing Company
6286 Bartmer Avenue
St. Louis, Mo. 63130
Paul M. Fergus '67 has been elected President of Alpha Kappa Sigma
Fraternity. Other officers elected by the fraternity include: Vice Presi-
dent, Roger W. Raffetto '68; Secretary, Gordon A. Flint *68; Continuing
as Treasurer will be Paul W. Newman '67.
• ••••
Five students have achieved distinction as straight "A" scholars dur-
ing the first semester of the 1965-66 academic year. They are: David E.
Brewster '66, John L. Esposito '66, Jonathan S Fine '66, Stuart A. Law-
rence '66 and John R. Lawson '63.******
Donald P. Carlin '67, has been elected President of Delta Sigma Fra-
ternity. Students elected to other posts In the fraternity Include: Vice
President, Marc B. Freedman '66; Recording Secretary, Erland A. Cutter
'69; Treasurer, Gerald E. Jellison, Jr. '68; House Manager, Virgil H. Gum-
ming '67; Steward, Lincoln L. Hayes '67; Re-elected Corresponding Sec-
retary was Dennis E. McCowan '68.
• • • • « • •
David E. Gamper '67 has been elected President of Masque and Gown,
Bowdoin College dramatic society. Elected Secretary was Douglas P.
Dlonne '67; Others elected include: Senior Member-at-Large, David T.
Farrell '67; Production Manager, Jonathan L. St. Mary '67; Business
Manager, George R Nicholis '68; Publicity Manager, Charles N. Head '68.
Junior Member-at-Large, Thomas W. Roulston '68.
• * • • • •
The Delta Psi Chapter of Sigma Nu Fraternity has elected new of-
ficers. Those voted to new posts include: White Key Representative,
William S Botwick '68; Student Union Representative, Gregory E. Muzzy
'67; Student Council Representative, Alan M. Fink '68; Rushing Chair-
man, Donald C. Ferro '68; House Manager, Richard B. Lilly, Jr. '67; As-
sistant Treasurer, Hylan T. Hubbard m '69; Assistant Steward, Charles
E. Whltten '69; Social Committee Chairman, Daniel S. Walker '67; Orien-
tation Chairman, David P. Edgecomb '68.
• ••••*.
Following the examination period the Placement Bureau will resume
interviews for seniors with the following companies during the month of
February:
14. Union Mutual Life Insurance Company
The National Shawmut Bank of Boston
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co.
15. The Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co.
J. J. Newberry Company
16. Hotel Corporation of America
The Merrill Trust Co.
W. T. Grant Company
17. Oxford Paper Company
Pennsalt Chemicals Corporation
Owens- Illinois
18. ICI (Organles) Inc.
Connecticut General Life Insurance Company
William Fiiene's Co.
21. State Mutual of America
Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc.
Norton Company
£5. Wilton Public Schools




' PIZZAS THIS WEEK
The Following May Present This Ad For Free
Pizzas During the Week February 12-19
STEVE NORRIS — SAM HARTMAN
FRANK TONGE — ROGER MICHENER
KEN BALLINGER
ITALIAN FOOD SHOP
- PIZZA KING -
42 Maine Street, Brunswick 725-6824
WATCH BOWDOPJ ORIENT EACH WFEK FOR NEW WINNERS
Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery to Rockland













Dr. Leland M. Goodrich '20
Elected* To Board Of Trustees
rlr
"«Vf-, in l)o.v<i.n-'G'.-'-i$nAsr*' /
'; Lftjit N^nday ' Evening, in '.>he
Mitchelr Lounge of ' the Senior
Center, Robert Sward presented the
second in this year's series of read-
ings by contemporary poets. .The
audience for this reading was,
happily enough, predominantly stu-
dents, and it gave Mr. Sward the
most enthusiastic response given
any of the visiting poets in at least
two and a half years. Certainly
some of Mr. Sward's success must be
attributed to the showmanship,
however subdued, with which he
read. He spoke \bout specific poems,
poetry in general, and his own ex-
periences as a ,>oet in his introduc-
tory remarks. When he felt that a
poem was too dense or too difficult
to be understood quickly, he chose
to reread the poem rather than to
leave the audience with a half-im-
pression or a scrap of response. He
read with considerable feeling, with reduced the natural gap which we
a heightened sense of rhythms, and too often aUow ^ separate us from
Or. Leland M. Goodrich, a
languished* educator, author
thedis- organization 'and activities of
and U.N. Secretariat. •*' k <
..political 'scientist wko^helped draw
.'-'
"A.native of IJewtston/Maine.'Pro-
iip the Unfted Nations charter, lias fessor (ioodrich prepared fqr Bow^
beerTelected to the Board of Trus- doi^ at Maine .Central Institute in
tees.
Dr. Goodrich, a summa cum laude
and Phi Beta Kappa member of
the Class of 1920, had b^*1 a mem-
ber of the Board of Overseers since
1961. X
One of the nation's foremost au-
thorities on international organiza-
tion, Dr. Goodrich for the past 15
Pittsfield, which he has served as a
Trustee. After receiving his A3,
he attended Harvard University,
where he was awarded his A.M. in
1921 and his Ph.D. in 1925. Bowdoin
awarded Professor Goodrich an hon-
orary Sc.D. degree in 1962.
He joined the Brown faculty as
an Instructor in Political Science in
Robert Sward
with the same wry humor which
permeates many of his poems. And
Mr." Sward's lack of pretension
and his ostensible ease substantially
poets.
Showmanship, however, can only
carry a poet so for, and Mr. Sward
went considerably farther. His
New York
Three undergraduate colleges. offer students 1
-4fem^Hpa rts-ef the^ou rrtry an opportunity'
to broaden their educational experience
by spending their
junior Year in New York
New York University is Sn integral part of
the exciting metropolitan community of
New York City—the business, cultural,
artistic, and financial center of the nation.
The city's extraordinary resources greatly
enrich both the academic program and the
experience of living at New York University
with the most cosmopolitan student body in
the world.
This program is open to students
recommended by the deans of the colleges
to which they will return for their degrees.
Courses may be taken in the
School of Commerce
School of Education
\yashington Square College of' Arts
and Science
Write for brochure to Director, Junior
in New York
NEW YORK UNIVERSJTV
New York, N.Y. 10003
Voear
DEADLINES FOR:
BOWDOIN BERMUDA WEEK — HIMIII
A deposit of $25.00 must be made to the Bowdoin $mtftS&
escort, Charlie Stone '67, by February 25. This ^pT
year the group is limited to only 15 persons!
'^WMiS^
ICELANDIC AIRLINES RESERVATIONS —
Reservations should be made NOW for June reservations to Eur-
ope via Icelandic Airlines or Student Steamship sailings.
BOWDOIN CRUISE TO NASSAU —
A deposit of S1S.50 with reservation required for March U cruise
of the SS Bahama Star, for Bowdoin Group to Nassau. Call In at
the Stowe Travel office or call us for details. Coat is $75.00
round trip from Miami. See Bill Beach '66 for itt*J*
STUDENT SUMMER JOBS IN GERMANY -
No applications can be accepted after February 2g, 1966 for stu-dents planning to travel to Germany INDEPENDENTLY.
H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
9 Pleasant Street, Brunswick 725-5573
"Serving Bowdoin Men for 15 Years"
ft
President James S. Coles congratulates Professor Leland M. Good-
rich of Columbia University on his election to the Board of Trus-
tees.
years has been Professor of Inter-
national Organization and Ad-
1922. resigning the following year to
accept one of the coveted fellow-
poems,* insofar as his^flrst 'book*
Kissing the Dancer 'and 'Oilier
Poems, is typical, are distinguished
from most of the poetry one reads
today. His subject matter is
strangely limited, his metrics are
difficult and. obscure, and his tone
is quite different. Yet the poems are
effective when heard and no less
enjoyable when read'.
Mr. Sward's subjects involve such
disparate entities as leaves, dogs,
photographs from a psychology
textbook, a moron, stones, and can-
nibal tribes as depicted in the Na-
tional Geographic. And himself.
Some of the subjects recur con-
stantly, others return occasionally,
but almost all of the poems attempt
to verbalize some intensely personal
experience. It is this focus on self
that limits the subject matter, for
Sward treats dogs, stones, and can-
nibals in a privately personal way.
What rescues the poetry from be-
ing only therapy is Sward's ability
to select those personal experiences
and personal responses which are
either part of everyone's lives or at
least imaginable by a wide audi-
_
ence. So, while few of us have ad-
mired the dog who rides with the
garbage man, all of us can visualize
sympathy with the dog. While few
of us are poets, we can all sympa-
thize with Sward when we read:
All day I have written words;
My subject has been that. Words.
I bum
Three pages of them. Words.
It may be pretentious—but it may
also be true—to suggest that the
ability to make a personal experi-
ence meaningful to Qtner ]>6<}ple is ministration in the Columbia TJnl- ships of the Commission for Relief
the ability which distinguishes a versity School of International Af- in Belgium. The fellowship made
poet from a versifier. fairs . He has also taught at La- possible two years' study abroad,
Mr. Sward's metrics are, indeed,
,„.,
., „„.._ „ TT , _ _
.._. „. . . ... ..
*
. .
fayette College, Brown Univer- enabling Dr. Goodrich to continue
difficult, but neither the topic of
metrics nor Mr. Sward's particular sity ' tne ^^her School of Law his research in international law at
use of metrics is at all dull. Strongly and Diplomacy, and Harvard Unl- the University of Brussels, and in
affected by music, Mr. Sward has versity. Paris and The Hague,
read his poems to the background During world War n he was on After receiving his doctoral* he
music of jazz groups. The physical
,
m«„„^„„f« „,u u o , ., leave from Brown as Director of was an Instructor in Governmentmovements which Sward makes be-
fore beginning to read are a mani- the World Peace Foundation in Bos- and Law at Lafayette during the
festation of his attempt,
.1 think, ton He was Secretary of the Com- 1925-26 academic year,' then re-
to establish a kind of ground mittee on the Peaceful Settlement turned to Brown as an Assistant
rhythm, a basis against which to of International Disputes in the Professor He was promoted to As-
read the rhythms of the poems, secretariat which drew up the UN ^_ , ™, u
He knows the work of Jo Jones and charter at San Francisco in 194s'
S°C,ate Pr°feSS°r m 1931
'
beC&me *
Max Roach, two of the germinal He also served as a member of a
ful1 Profe8SOr ln 1946
-
and was ap"
drummers in the modern jazz special Secretary General's Com- P°inted Chairman of Brown's De-
movemcnt, and his poems seem to mittee created by the late Dag partment of Political Science in
(Continued on page 8! Hammarskjold ln 1961 to review the 1949.
For two years preceding his 1950
appointment to the Columbia fa-
culty, he was c, Visiting Professor at'
the University's School of Interna-
tional Affairs. An Army veteran of
World War I, Professor Goodrich
has also been a Lecturer on Ameri-
can Foreign Policy at the Nava)
War College in Newport, R.I.
During his teaching careers at
Brown and Columbia Professor
Goodrich has taken time out for
several foreign trips and special
studies in the field of international
relations. He has been active in
several organizations dealing with
foreign relations, and is the author
of numerous, books, articles, book
chapters and book reviews on the
subject.
Dr. Goodrich Is the author of
'New Trends in Narcotics Control.'
published as the November, 1960,
issue of "International Conciliation"
by the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace.
He has been a director of the
Belgian-American Educational
Foundation and a member of the
Foreign Policy Association, the
American Political Science Associa-
tion, the Academy of Political Sci-
ence, the Institute of Near Eastern
Relations, the Executive Council of
the American Society of Interna-
tional Law, the Universities' Com-
mittee on
, Postwar International
Problems, and Psi Upsllon Frater-
nity.
I^et us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and
TICKETS' • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
save you money.
THE RECORD OFFICE
COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK
PHONE 729-9896
&,%.
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THE BOWDOIN ORIENT PAGE FIVE
'Lons; Day's Journey"
,
' »** •^' •*'* ; V—: ' -. .•/•• ,i- i ' •' ... ' V r.^mt**;^-;%
"-'• ^'\ "..---» -- t»s * «'
Cultural Entertainmenl
'long 'as you have this Iqnd .of sen-" the table druimninp O'Nti]
k
\_., The Masque and Gown:an<i Prof,
George Quinby 'We' done them-,
selves proud in offering to the Bow-
doin community this, latest oppor-
tunity to reassess Eugene O'Neill as
a dramatist. The idea of planning
the year's productions around O'Neill
was a bold one in any case. The
choice of Long Day's Journey Into
Night for Winter's was especially
daring. They have, I think, brought
it off. Your date will walk away
from the final curtain impressed by
the fact that maybe Bowdoin isn't
a cultural wasteland after all.
Long Day's Journey is a difficult
play. The dress rehearsal perfor-
mance that forms the basis of this
review was still a bit rough but
clearly most of the basic problems
of doing justice to O'Neill's play
have been faced and licked. There
are only five characters. Two of
the five roles must press close onto
an hour's speaking time. None of
the parts is minor. Every character
is required at one point or another'
to hold the stage alone, either liter-
ally in being the only character on
stage or figuratively in being for trie
moment the pivot character on
whom the play turns. The cast
consists of Constance Aldrich as
Mary Tyrone and Brent Corson '68
:t
as Manxes Tyrone; Douglas
'67 and Andrew Seager '66 as the
Tyrone's elder son James, Jr. and
younger son Edmund respectively,
and Nancy McKeen who plays the
maid Cathleen. All hold their ends
of the play up. It is a production
well worth seeing.
Before proceeding with further
criticism of the presentation of the
play I should perhaps reveal my
prejudices concerning what It Is
about. First of all I would re-
mark that the label "autobiograph-
ical," while not wrong, (the Gelbs
in their biography of O'Neill point
out the many parallels to O'Neill's
own life> is ultimately beside the
point. At best this aspect of the
play has become in the retrospective
look at O'Neill that we are offered
this year an incidental grace as,
say, Shakespeare's self portrayal of
his retirement from the stage in
The Tempest. Interesting enough
perhaps, but certainly not an ade-
quate starting point for 100*1-? at
what happens in the play itself
taken as itself. At worst, the auto-
biographical focus can lead to a
destructive and silly preoccupation
with details at the expense of the
real matter of the play.
The foregoing heresy -concerning
the irrelevance of the autobiograph-
ical focus of Long Day's Journey
leads me, for Uistance, to minimize
as essential to the play the im-
portance of the 1912 details that
William Moody has created in his
excellent setting. The right-look-
ing wallpaper, the period furniture,
(and that screen door that looks
just right and slams just right),
and even'- Polly Quinby 's and Laura
Thomas's authentic and lovingly
correct costuming are to my mind
added graces rather than what the
play is about. I don't mean to
sound peevish. The technical side
is very well done — as indeed we
have come to expect under Billy
Moody's guiding hand that it will
be in all Bowdoin productions.
I can make my point best if I
tell a tale-out-of-school. It's unfair
of me to report on what I was
privileged to overhear by being
present at the dress rehearsal but
it is too instructive for me to for-
bare passing it on. It concerns the
trivial point — or not so trivial
point if your perspective differs
from mine — of whether some dried
flowers ought be replaced by some
real ones more appropriate to the
August season. Moody's reply was
that he guessed so — If they weren't
too obtrusive. He .gather liked the
dry flowers himself because they
weren't so assertive. Obviously as
But
sitivity at >ork it doesn't da any, \vas -wrong. What's, goin'g "on -wlfeh
.




hands, bift* in her head. And the
The autobiographical focus is po- language that does justice to what
tentiallv blinding in another way goes on in tne nead is not tne lan
"
If we worry too much about how gUage °f eestUre ' but of the sp0ken
rrz:
.„ ,.
word. The stops, the starts, the
ONeill ahas Edmund is reacting
endl end]ess tltlon tel , us
to hr father moth*, brother, we
al , we need t0 know .
the dress . rehearsal Edmund (An-
drew Seager i sometimes looked a
lit'lc Hxj.ill,
:




that really -matters <e rationally
I, lost "what, he was' saying because
he had his head down too far.
Mind:--y/>u-'-*hat'in lots of plays *%
wIkW language is gesture .-* tijis
,*iiss the point. Whetherq
Ol-
son ,j.s mother's son, his brother's
brother, is a problem for the psy-
chologists, perhaps — and an in-
teresting one even. O'Neill deserves
Words will do it better than ges-
i emotionally his father's
ture because u can be ted
with endless variety. On the stage
gesture can score this point or that.
For instance, the matter of being
drunk is not easy to convey on the
is right. In Long Day's Journey it's
wrong. "Seager got up. out of a sick
bed from the infirmary to attend
the dress rehearsal and he was a
bit uneven. When he was sure of
the language, he ^Ud"Tull justice to
it, however. And he has some great
poetry to recite. (How is this for
culture: a poetry reading in the
midst of a play?) His elder broth-
er Jamie (Douglas Dionne) brings
off the mast consistently strong role
in the current production I in a
k
JitUejjjuzzled- Ui I --' •'.'„ .aiv.-
pii my cenfrai fS»i?SqppWifiih be-
4Mrse excemifnr'/-tri^"t<ju>ffi: '>*e? hil***'
lines do" not have -the verbal "magic
of the others of the Tyrone tarn- '
-ily: I may' be overly, 'itifiiience'd"by*''1^ r -
''some' of the. facMhai W^-is never ".j* 1
better than when he is reciting
Shakespeare back at his father.
Amiversions aside, the point is this
is a great play. O'Neill finally let
himself be a poet in writing it. He
let the words "do^rr^and^thejT do.
Professor Quinby and his cast have
put us all in his debt for giving it
to us straight and uncut and sensi-
tive to letting it speak for itself.
Go see it.
better, however, than that we eo . it. \ „ - t «
*
, '
c K stage and the cast pulls it off every
see this play on the level, say of , mi. \. u
...
. \ ' '• time. The one character whose
taking in Arthur Miller's After the
Fall. We ought be after what the
play is about, not what causes the*
playwright himself to tick. This .
ov,~„i,j u ' u „ ter than in her calling down toshould be an obvious point. Con-- ,. _, , ., , _ .
language was gesture, Cathleen
(Nancy McKeen » kept changing,
kept making points — no where bet-
cerning O'Neill it isn't, as witness
Walter Kerr's review of the original
productions: "He seems to be ask-
ing forgiveness for his own failure
to know his father, mother," and
brother well enough at a time when
the need for understanding was like
an upstairs' cry in the night; and to
be reassuring their ghosts, wherever
they may be, that he knows every-
thing awful they have done, and
loves them." The trouble is, of
course, that if you go at Long Day's
ourney this way, you can get your-
self all tied up in knots over the
process of how the father, the moth-
er, the brother are affecting the
young poet
Mr. Tyrone from the porch. But
gesture can't score the same point
only a little differently again and
again. The spoken word can, and
it ought to be left to be its magic.
Mostly, Mrs Aldrich lets it do its
work — nowhere more effectively
than in the very superior perfor-
mance in the fourth act. James Ty-
rone (Brent Corson) also suffers
from O'Neill's own lack of confi-
dence in the word. He tries a little
tao hard to look old. (The opening
scene
—is—a—Httie—reminiscent—©f-
Whistler's Father and Mother —
had he painted it.) The things he
says and says again and again will
reveal that he is old and close to
And. this- leads- me to my real being defeated by himself and llfe
heresy. What O'Neill is portray-
ing is not a process of change in
the various characters — nor even,
I think, a change in the Tyrone
family as a whole. But what the
play is about something much more




lain walked. As he gets caught up
in the play, he doesn't.
The two brothers are less troubled
by a feeling that they haw to act
NOW!! "U" Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's





static that can only be revealed in
older or different than they are - In
poetry — the memory of a home
never had, a family never whole.
There is no change, no progress,
only deepening. Superficially it
seems otherwise. After all, the three
male Tyrones go from ((compara-
tive) sober to soused; Mrs. Tyrone
from nervous twitching to nerveless
absorbing in dope. If you are deaf
to poetry, this is the play you will
see. And if all you do is see, be-
cause you do not hear, you will
wonder why O'Neill didn't speed it
up a little. It is a long play and
after all it's Winters and let's get
where the action is.
There isn't much action in the
play. As with the setting, what ac-
tion there is strikes me as an inci-
dental grace — occasionally even
an incidental distraction. I found,
for instance, Mrs. Tyrone's (Con-
stance Aldrich's) fingers' drumming
on the table whenever it occurred
in the first few minutes of the play
especially distracting. Director
Quinby has played it straight here.
O'Neill's .stage directions call for
Smith's Photo Shop









A $3.00 Value for $2.70
"U" Save 30c
or
A $5.00 Value for $4.25
— Plus —
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"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-
lationship with the community."
Brunswick, Maine
Dial 729-3422
Open Daily 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
3,000 ft. and 2,000 ft. T-
bar lifts. 5 trails. Ski In-
struction daily 10-12 a.ra.,





Route 15, Greenville, Me.
leaning a scene from Eugene O'Neill's "Long Day's Journey
m Night," to be staged Feb. 12 and 14, are (I. to r.) Andrew J.
Seager, Douglas P. Dionne, Nancy McKeen, Brunswick; Constance
Aldrich, Brunswick; Brent A. Corson. Play will be presented in
Pickard Theater at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 12 and 8:15 p.m. Feb. 14. Tick-
ets, at $1.50, are available at Information Center in Moulton Union.








212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
"FREE ALTERATIONS"
"STORAGE FACILITIES*
Recipe for Skiing Supreme:
Take the world's most exciting ski area.
Add two new daredevil runs.
Season with a generous amount of
lifts (6) and lodges (countless*.
Then top off with Stein Eriksen (in person
Voila!
(THA1SSUGARBUSH F OR YOU' ALWAYS SOMETHING TQ WHIT A SK'i R S APf{ ' T t
SUGARBUSH
the ski resort with something for everyone
[ tec 20*24 Dec * '. Qftd Fet »>1"25.
PAOE SIX THE BOWDOIN ORIENT FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1966
THE
ORIENT
Welcome all you Orierit faithfuls, to "a semesters journey of
long editorials, advertisements, jiews- releases, and whattoer
,
else' we cVn find to fill up space. With this issue, the Orient
inmates a new, though somewha.t Experienced staff. In £he com-
-
ing weeks there are many issues, Both campus and national,
that will be covered in this Editorial column. Some of these
will be compulsory chapel attendance, the possibilities of co-
education, dormitory parietal hours, the Draft and its effects of
students at small New England colleges, a trimester plan, and
any important developments that happen between now and this
May.
* » * *
In this issue of the Orient there is an article about the new
Deans of the college. One wonders why there are now going to
be three Deans. If the college has been under-administered for
such a long ti:ne, why didn't the change occur sooner? What
is happening? Another irksome thing is that WBOR is now
under new man igement, and the new leaders don't seem to be
taking their jots too seriously. We certainly hope that after
the rebuilding job done by Mr. Margolin that the station does
not slip back into the non-existant stage that it occupied just
last year. One sacred cow that must soon be slaughtered is the
'yes-man' nature of our Student Council. In one of its more im-
portant decisions of the year the group voted down the National
Student Association, which, incidentally, was one of its wisest
decisions in years. However, it would certainly be heartening
to see some original ideas come out of this body. After so much Sir:
discussion earlier this academic year on the question of Fraterni-
ties, once again nothing has been done, or is likely to be done.
If nothing is going to be changed in the present system, let us
honestly step forward and say that nothing is going to be done.
Letters To The Editor
lege today? It might spend more
Yale's new President, Kingman time discovering and encouraging
Brewster, seems almost to have the type of teacher it needs—the
Bowdoin in mind as he discusses patient, dedicated teacher who ex-
haw an academic institution should eels in the classroom and who is
treat proposed innovations: "Their committed to his field, the teacher
fW nf thn tv,™+ ~-„ „• * • ,, affirmation or rejection would and who is excited and who transmits
now IZvlt7 Fr • • ? IT* T tHe C°Uege man rlght Jhculd deP*nd on the *«** «*- excitement. To find this type and









vxu- |wu —ia; ax p Turn PU UUUl um Dejokes circulating about the draft and the war, but suddenly the ticular institution; not just its ac- undramatic work-hardly as splen-
atmosphere has changed and there is now the possibility some tual and patential tangible re- did as throwing up a graduate
of our comrades will be battling on new fronts before long. A s urces, but its location, its inherit- school. But it is, I believe, Bow-
few weeks ago the Selective Service told students that their ed strengths and weaknesses, its doins sole meaningful alternative,
muscle power is more needed than their brain power. By next senso of its own mission defined by if President Brewster's criteria
Sep(ember college students will be battling for a lease on their its orlgin and its ev°:vine tradi- are vaid, it may well be that Bow-
lives
Throughout our history, the young men of America have
tions." doin's chances for development ex-
If Brewster's criteria %re valid, ist wit'iin and not beyond its pres-
given up their lives to fight "for the^r country's honor "and™riehtV
thCy raiSe SCVeral questions con- ent frame*ork. Before Bowdoin
but in their fight they have always held to the ideal that thev
cernins recent s^tions that Bow- Plun^s ahead, it might do well to
were fitrhtin* tn ™a tL ;«. „•* * A ? , , * y doin may scon incorporate a grad- pause and see where it has been.
^^^^Ti^LlTl L CT-5? hkG m°St -te^choc.. It is possible that plans The backward glance may definecountries in the world does not seem to have the ability to escape f ,r a graduate school are being de- the direction of its movement to-tnis foolishness, but for the first time in many generations the vjloped at a level beyond the view
cry "my country right or wrong" has not smothered the debate cf most of us and will be announced
over the morality of the war or numbed us to the cruelty and whe"' completed. By then, chance
-suffering to which the United States is a part in Viet Nam.
There .are few students who are willing to die for some in-
definite ideals which even our allies hesitate to support. The
government is saying that it wants us to die, and it wants us to
kill, but is giving us the most hollow* justification for our deaths.
If we are sent, and it seems more evident every day that we
f
-;r debate will be gone. It would be
a mirtake, I believe, not to hold a
full discussion of an issue so basic
t > Bowdoin's future.
Some feel, apparently, that Bow- gjr:
d in has neither the faculty, nor
the library, nor the location to sus- Letters
wards the future.
Yours sincerely,
Herbert R. Coursen, Jr.
Assistant Professor
of English
Abroad invites you towill hp son*- «,« ,„iii „„ w mi* Li , .„ i "'-«*' """ o wwse D a
H, iv tr H f A'
g Y
6 W1 %ht klU and diC f°r jt is 0Ur Wn graduate studies. These doubt- "hare in an exciting experience for
m V a I* ^ C0Untry* We Wili murder and we will be e-s might be convinced by the ex- the cost of stamps only. Our volun-muraertd. but at least we will protest. When we are pulled out change of views and information tary, non-governmental organiza-
of school, and injected into the military machine in Viet Nam, whi?h debate would bring. They will tion °ffers pen -friendship with a
decency and humanity will cease to be parts of our lives. And probably not be convinced by the college-age contemporary abroad of
when we die, there will be nothing at all glorious in our deaths. sudden announcement of grandiose similar interests, a service we have
jpjj plans and promulgation of expen- rendered 750,000 persons in 145 na-
* * # » sive blueprints. m
,
tions since 1952.
Recently, the College announced its intention not to comnlv
More fundamental than the lues- There is no b*tter wa? for younK
with a ruling by the National Collegiate Athletic Association ™
ti0n °f it5 feasibilltv is that of the Amencans in thls age of interna-
quiring a grade point averatre of at loa*f 1 fi f„ aJL a, " , desirability of graduate education
tional tensions to bring about an
arships to "student athletes » 4h l ru u ?* SCho1 " at Bowdoin - No one <«*» the need understandln« « mutual problems,
admissions nohc^fand fi! a . , / *** m\ C°ntinUe ltS for m ">re «raduat« education today, to eradicate misconceptions and
intTr^£ «f n a 1 a
,MI
; » P
ro^ams to best serve the Thb ne.d. however, may obliterate Prejudices, and to build a firm foun-
nterests of Bowdoin students. We wholeheartedly agree with another point; we also need what da«cn for world peace. We ask allims rejection of *CAA interference in academic affairs and feel the sma'l liberal arts college offers, stu 'ents who are interested to write
that the whole situation of the College vis-a-vis the NCAA war- Under the pressure of "getting dlrectly to:
rants close reevaluation. Comment on this will be forthcoming mnre bcvs int<> K^ school," Bow- Letters Abroad
in the ORIENT.
^jpR dMn may become merely a training 18 East 60 Street
school. This possibility is inherent New York, NY. 10022
in the idea of making Bowdoin it- Pving their name, address, age,
felf a graduate center. Tradition- occupation, hobbies and any foreign
a'ly, and unlike graduate schoob, anguage facility, and enclosing a
a liberal arts college provides more se^-addressed, Gtamped envelope.
than training. This something more Letters Abroad is grateful to your
justifies its existence. Training is Publication for its help in continu-
involve-', of course; a student must ta8 tnis wor* on behalf of world
know the mechanics of composition friendship among young adults.




The Student Council's action last
Monday night on the question of
affiliation with the United States
National Student Association (us-
NSA) deserves fthe applause and
thanks of the student body. By a
tally of 17-4 the student council
"
voted to reject membership in the^
USNSA.
The idea of affiliation with the
USNSA was introduced by Marc
Oarnlck '68 DS as a means of help-
ing to solve some of the student
council's problems. The USNSA is
a confederation of student govern-
ments of various 'colleges and uni-
versities. Its original purpose was to
help student governments solve their
problems by exchange of informa-
tion. The USNSA also represents
its member schools in various UN
and international student organiza-
tions. Although not overly active in
the civil rights field, USNSA has
passed some resolutions concerning
civil rights and has done some
lobbying (in violation of its tax
exempt educational association sta-
tus and its own constitution) in
Congress in this field. For this rea^"
son the Bowdoin Undergraduate
Civil Rights Organization supported
the move to affiliate. The upcoming
,
BUCRO project for the Spring
semester—the workshop for higher
education—may be presented before
the USNSA convention.
Due to the statement of USNSA
president D. Dennis Shaul that
'Young Republicans are outside the
consensus of students," and
that "moderate Republicans are
disorganized and inarticulate," the
Bowdoin YR's debated whether to
oppose affiliation or not. They final-
ly ''ecided to take no 6tand. Oppo-
s'tion to Bowdoin's affiliation came
from the newly formed Douglas
MacArthur chapter of the Young
Americans for Freedom. Opposition
was based on three main points:
1) the 'political nature and partic-
ular ideology (left-wing) of the
USNSA—the USNSA asks that the
U.S. "government immediately cease
the bombing of the North and all
other offensive military action in
the South"^; 2jMhe purported un-
democratic nature of the organiza-
tion—non-student observers from or-
ganizations cited by the FBI and
the HUAC draft and push legislation
behind the scenes; hi the past as
much as 66^ of the major resolu-
tions of the convention were re-
ferre J to the 31 man National Exec-
utive Committee and were some-
times passed by as few as 10 mem-
bers—these resolutions began with
the words "We, the students of the
United States of America .
.
."; and
3) the USNSA spends too much
time politicing and too little help-
ing ti resolve the problems of stu-
dent governments — Jim Grosse,
President of the Ohio State stu-
dent government says his adminis-
tration received "little information
of vaue" from USNSA and past
presidents of the student govern
-
(Continued on page 8)
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gradua e center—it would have
abandoned its basic role, it would
have denied its deepest meaning.
What might Bowdoin do to meet
the challenges facing the small col-
PDP
AD
The Orient lost a friend last
week. Robert Dale Greenler, 28,
who had been a linotypist at the
Brunswick Publishing Company
for the past four years, died
suddenly.
Bob Greenier had become deaf
at the age of 14 as the result of
an accident on an Aroostook
farm. He did not surrender to
his handicap, but went on to
Gallaudet College in Washing-
ton, D. C. He came to Bruns-
wick several years ago and be-
gan to work for the Record.
Bob worked the night shift at
the newspaper and we remember
walking in on him several times
each Thursday night, waving
copy and feeling slightly abashed
that so much of our material
seemed to be left for him to set.
He just grinned, however, and
asked when we would be back to
pick up the galleys. His cheerful-
ness made the long night organ-
izing the Orient go by with few-
er headaches than it sometimes
deserves. We will miss him.
•3**





*' Photos by Lauren* Weinstein *'
In 1917, midway through his se-
nior year In high school, a young
man from Rochester, New York left
the US. to become an ambulance
driver with the American Field Ser-
vice In France during World War I.
Returning to America after the Ar-
mistice, he entered the University
of Rochester, graduated in 1921, and
began graduate work In history at
Harvard. Specializing in diplomatic
history, he spent several years
studying in London, Paris, and Vi-
enna. It was in 1926 that Nathaniel
C. Kendrick came to Bowdoin to
teach history, planning to stay for
only a year.
<
"The problems of drinking and moral
stands are fairly universal."
Dean of the College
1945 saw the retirement of Dean
Nixon and the appointment of Mr.
Kendrick as Dean. At the time Bow-
doin had only one Dean, and it was
not 'until 1962 that Mr. Kendrick
assumed the post of Dean of the
College. Asked about the specifics
of this Job as Dean of the College,
he replied: "As Dean of the College
I took on more dealings with the fac-
ulty, especially recruiting, and had
to my regret somewhat less direct
contact with the students." Dean
Kendrick, however, did not relin-
quish completely his academic con-
tact, as he is currently Frank Mun-
sey Professor of History and has
continued to teach though not in
his special fields.
. Social life
Although he has transferred his
efforts to the administrative field,
he said, with a smile, that his most
bothersome problems through the
years have been with "the social
life—discipline, fraternity rules,
etc." However, with some knowledge
of the social situation at Amherst
and Williams, Dean Kendrick com-
mented: "There are broad similari-
ties among social problems. The
problems of drinking and moral
standards are fairly universal. I
would agree that when you get a
social life unsoftened by the fem-
inine touch, drinking becomes more
noisy." Dean Kendrick is aware of
the various generalizations sur-
rounding Bowdoin's social life, but
suggested that perhaps some of
Bowdoin's social "problems" are not
as singular as they are often made
out to be.
The Trimester Plan
Asked for his opinion of the tri-
mester plan, the Dean replied: "It's
one of those things that goes back
and forth when people aren't satis-
fied with whatjthey have. I don't
think it's any cure-all—it upsets
the normal progress of the college
more frequently. There is also the
problem of scheduling athletic
events with schools not on the tri-
mester system."
Reading Period
Responding to the familiar com-
plaint that final exams at Bowdoin
come about too suddenly, Dean
Kendrick replied that Bowdoin at
one time did have a reading period,
"but it degenerated into a review
, *» • • -*--
i
*
"I wouldn't be astounded to see a
movement toward a reading period."
period." He then distinguished a
reading period from a review per-
iod by saying that the former "took
on new reading beyond what was
sprescribed in the course"—essen-
tially independent study. Consider-
ing the possibility of a revitaliza-
tion of such a program at Bowdoin,
Dean Kendrick replied: "1 wouldn't
be astounded to see a movement
toward a reading period, since the
trend toward independent study is
stronger than it used to be. We've
gone in that direction with Senior
Seminars and the Honors Projects
within the course structure, some-
times carried on over several semes-
ters. A reading period is not incon-
sistent with the emphasis on inde-
pendent study."
Faculty Turnover
"I don't regard our turnover /ate
as being unusually high. A 'fair
amount of turnover is healthy, since
only a certain percentage of the fac-
ulty can have tenure. Otherwise
you block the way for new men.
We don't want a 'frozen faculty' ".
Faculty salaries "rank well, but
are not as high as they could be.
We're experiencing competition now
from many places which formerly
gave us no competition at all."
Publish or Perish
"There is more emphasis now
upon publication and research un-
der the present administration. The
Bowdoin approach is designed to in-
terest the men themselves, to en-
courage them to meet ttreTncreas-~
ing pressures of publication and re-
search in their own fields. However,
members of the faculty are not
compelled to publish by any con-
tract, and there isn't a hard and
fast rule concerning research." Bow-
doin, furthermore, recognizes the
fact that some men are good re-
seardhers and some good teachers.
Changes—Past and Future
Dean Kendrick sees the present
courses at Bowdoin as being more
advanced, demanding more effort
With this in mind he cited the
relatively small drop-out rate as
evidence that the academic caliber
of Bowdoin students is also on the
increase. He noted that the ques-
tion of developing a graduate pro-
gram has reached the level of dis-
cussion, and that the establishment
of a college for women, although
still a matter of speculation, it not
completely opposed by the adminis-
tration.
Personal Plans
Dean Kendrick, who will retire
after this year, said his personal
plans are still pretty much indefl-
ami >£££
"I've found the students invariably
pleasant to deal with."
nite. He did, however, make these
concluding remarks: "I've enjoyed
my time here very much. I've found
the students invariably pleasant to
deal with, but since I've been Dean
I haven't given as much attention




To celebrate the new semester,
the board of directors of the NE.B.
would like to announce the opening
of a subsidiary. As the reader may
or may not recall, the offer of the
Bigot was to give the student a
peephole into the real world. But
after examining that world through
our sensitive sources, we have come
to the conclusion Jiat the world Is,
with the developments in Oxford,
Vietnam, and the Moon, so fright-
ening that an excursion into it
would be unjustifiable. We would
not like to upset the pervasive at-
mosphere of quiet ignorance that
blankets the majority of our readers.
The "Goal of the Subsidiary" will
not be, therefore, to associate the
reader with the real world but
rather to prepare him for that terr-
ifying shock of entering it. Our
ways and means of doing this will
be to satisfy a crying need of the
Bowdoin College student.
The need is security. We of the
N.EB. feel that insecurity, by deflnl-
tion, is bad—to be trampled down.
There are two causes of insecurity:
(1) the lack of Love; and (2) the
propensity to think. The college has
successfully stamped out the latter
and the NEB will now stamp out
the former.
But how are we to approach our
goal? A look at the "Offer of the
College" will give us our answer.
Bowdoin's aim is to ensure that
every graduate will never know
Poverty, that every graduate will
return after ten years of selling
insurance to park his Cadillac on
the mall by the infirmary. Poverty
-is the lack of wealth. Loneliness
is the lack of Love. The College
assures wealth. The NEB will now
assure Love.
To appeal to the sensitive, mater-
ialistic, College feelings, the NEB
will perform this miracle on the
economic model. We think that the
way to overcome campus loneliness
is to incorporate a campus Love
Bank. That's right, a Love Bank.
There are Blood Banks, Eye Banks,
and Book Banks. Why not a Love
Bank? The readers' first reaction
will undoubtably be skepticism but
we shall soon prove our point.
First we must consider what Love
is. Millions of words in millions of
languages have unsuccessfully de-
voted themselves to this question.
Words can explain the apparent
phenomena but words can never
capture the essence. For our pur-
poses, therefore, we will define Love
simply as a giving. One gives one's
self to another and obtains the re-
wards of Love. In this case one
would give one's self to a Bank.
Everyone knows that the more you
give the more you get. When you
Love you are investing yourself in
the lqved one. The depositer will
'
therefore invest his Love in the
Bank, and will receive periodic
dividends. The more he invests the
greater will be his dividends.
In order to assure the regularity
of the dividends, the NEB will es-
tablish a Chain of Love Banks at
various women's colleges (and men's
colleges if demanded) throughout
the East. Various types of colleges
and junior colleges will be selected
in order to satisfy the various kinds
of accounts the local students
choose. Secret affairs will be possible
because there will be no tellers.
The NEB will appoint a Board of
Directors (composed of campus ex-
perts) to observe the market
throughout the Chain and deter-
mine the investment rate on the
basis of supply and demand.
But the NEB faces certain prob-
lems with their new creation. The
greatest of these is the expected
over demand. In order to keep our
Bank personalized, that is to pre-
vent it from growing too large with
too many depositors', there will
have to be a Board of Admissions
to select the most qualified candi-
dates. Only the coolest, all Ameri-
can, solid citizen type will be ac-
cepted.
Other determining qualities will
be the applicant's desire to Love,
his ability to Love, the nature and
extent of his outside interests, etc.
To help determine to what degree
each applicant possesses such quali-
ties, the NEB will set up a Love
Testing Service that will give Love
Boards, consisting of both Aptitude
and Achievement Tests. Recommen-
dations will also be required from
those qualified to judge the appli-
cant's relevant qualities.
At the outset, the Love Bank
Chain will be limited to New Eng-
land but soon missionaries will be
sent West of the Appalachians
(possibly as far West as Illinois) to
'convert the heathens and create
the atmosphere necessary for the
success of the Love Bank.
When the Love Bank Cham ex-
pands to encompass all of America,
the nation will have a new index.
The materialistic indices of GNP,
GM sales, and highway death rate
leave, in the opinion of the NEB, a
need for a more meaningful and
intrinsically satisfying index. The
National Love Index (NLI) will
reflect the development of the na-
tional heart.
We hope that our Banks will ex-
pand to the far ends of the Earth,
permeating every society, enriching
every man. This subtle combination
of capitalism and community ideal-
ism is, we think, the solution to the
Communist conspiracy.
All those interested write to:
Bowdoin College Love Bank




A small $10 application^ee is re-
quired. Stamps are unacceptable.
The Spectator
by Marc Freedman
President Johnson's recent meet-
ing with the heads of the South
Vietnamese government has helped
to clarify one of our major prob-
lems in that troubled country. It
seems that in order to win the war
there we must not only defeat the
North Vietnamese and the Viet
Cong, but also the ruling classes
within South Vietnam itself. On
many Issues the stand of official
South Vietnam has been the oppo-
site of our own. The rulers of South
Vietnam have said repeatedly that
they do not want any negotiations
at all, and that the only way to
win the war was through outright
military victory. The Saigon regime
have refused to recognize the Viet
Cong, and place the blame for the
war completely on the shoulders of
the North Vietnamese and the Chi-
nese. It is similar to Tories in the
United States in 1777 refusing to
talk to George Washington, and in-
sisting that France was the cause
of our Revolutionary War.
But these are only manifestations
of the real problem. After the Ge-
neva accord in 1954 extensive land
and other social reforms were be-
gun in South Vietnam. Then, after
Diem became firmly in control,
through our support, these reforms
were either reversed or discontin-
ued. Now in one of South Vietnam's
most fertile provinces, Long An,
more than 85% of the peasant pop-
ulation are tenants. About 3000
wealthy families appear to own
most of the farmland in the coun-
try. Support of this policy does not
make friends in a land conscious
peasantry such as live in Vietnam.
In addition, that country's educa-
tional system, by insuring "preser-
vation of privilege" is making the
intelligent youth decide between the
rice paddy and the Viet Cong. He
is allowed no other choice.
Our Declaration of Independence
says in part: Whenever any form of
government becomes destructive of
these ends (life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness) it is the right
of the people to alter or abolish it,
and to institute new government
. .
."
No government that the Vietnamese
people have known during the
twentieth century has given them
either real liberty or the pursuit of
happiness, and, in order to obtain
these ends, they are now trying to
change the government in power.
Our support of the Diem and the
Ky regirrfes has not helped our
image in their eyes.
American officials in Vietnam are
expressing concern over the impos-
sibility of winning the war without
winning the people. Yet in order to
really win the large masses of peo-
ple, we are going to have to alien-
ate the wealthy land-owning class
through social and political reforms.
The Saigon regime does not want to
negotiate because they fear that in
negotiations they will lose some of
their privileged status. They enjoy
being the moneyed elite and know
that any change in the status quo
will be to their detriment.
The United States is therefore in
somewhat of a bind. In order to win
the war we are going to have to
institute land and social reforms.
Yet the government we are sup-
porting there Is solidly ap imst these
reforms; and also, in on io bring
an end to the war th;
, we are
going to have to n??otie and un-
doubtedly with the Viet - ,ng. Both
are against the express^
-\shed of
the Saigon regime.
The war in Vietnan •, being
fought as hard as ever l: things
go as planned, we will n >>, almost
as many pounds of be vos there
this year as we did m the whole
Korean war. Yet we arc now no
closer to victory than we were a year
ago. Johnson 4s planning to in-
crease' the number of American
( Continued on page 1 1
)




11) What company published the
series?
12) \5g*at was "the Napoli"?
'tf
Dr. Wsod tw J.
Walter Schweppe
Ed- Note: Weekly in about this
same place there will Appear an
'"''imp^sdble'quuTfd'r everyone' except
those who produced it. It is our
hope, however, that you will attempt
to solve it. Any reply, signed and
dated, that we receive before the
Wednesday following publication,
and that answers 80% of the ques-
tions correctly will be rewarded by
a year's free subscription to the
Orient
Finally it has happened! Bowdoin
has its own personal cult! You all
remember those immortal heroes
of our long lost boyhood—the Hardy
Boys! The writers of this humble
tribute to that genius of American
letters, Franklin W. Dixon, the
creator of this marvelous series,
have discovered a strong under-
ground movement on the Bowdoin
campus—the Hardy Boy Trivia
Sect. Basically what we arc con-
cerned with is astute critical analy-
sis, mainly through close textual
investigation and the commitment
to memory of totally useless infor-
mation, *of Dixon's great novels-
forty of them! It is our goal to put
the Hardy Boys in their proper
place in American Action. Before
this can be done, however, the facts
must be stated; hence the following
quiz. If you cannot answer these
simple questions, * then your child -
hodo" was a complete waste offline.
i) What were the Hardy boys'
first names (and describe
them if you can)?
2) What town did they live in?
3) What was their mother's
name and their aunt's name?
4) What was the name of their
boat?
5) What river flowed into the
bay, and what was the bay's
name?
6) What road circled the bay,
and in which novel does this
road play a key role?
7) Who was Fenton Hardy's as-
sistant?
8) Name as many of the chums
as you can and their posi-
tions on the high school foot-
ball team.
9) What made the cross in The
Criss-Cross Shadow?
10)XWho were the Hardy boys*
honeys? :
island in The Missing Chums?
the newest Detroit sound
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be playing metrical "rhythm against
metrical rhythm ^Just as modern
13). Name the first thirteen books Jazz.drummers may set up a double
. .*. *f «— . . X ) , * Set of musical rhythms. Thus some
'
in tHe series, in ordefr <*< »->.* - ,-
. lt ... - •,* -•mif.
.
- of Sward's, short „,lines of po^pr
A
** * • must be filled out with pauses, rests
14) What did the .pigeons carry
Jf we continue ^e analogy to muv
in the Hooded Hawk Mystery? si Ci ^a then become as substantial"
as the lines which are filled with
15) What was the "sinister sign- words. In this regard one gains a
post"? great deal by hearing Sward read
the poems aloud, especially when
16) What was the name of the one *» ***** ^ tnem ta tne
privacy of the study.
Sward's intensity belies his essen-
tially comic attitude. One poem ex-
17) Was Chet queer? (Back up plores tne absurdlty „f a personal
your answer with references ad in the Saturday Review, which
to the works!) extolls the virtues of rosewood re-
corders. Another poem shows a full
awareness, too, of his own comic
18) What was' the secret of the fallibility. He describes an incident
old mill? in his own teaching career:
The fluorescent lights are ghouls,
I tell them.
Never smile beneath them. They
eat teeth.
And last week I brought a body
into class,
And nailed it to the blackboard—
with three-inch
Lengths of chalk. Standing, then,
in front of it,
I managed to murder their atten-
tion.
This kind of self-awareness, this
doin Orient, Moulton Union. Tell ability to include himself in the ab-
your friends . ;— surdities he portrays, gives Sward's
—
poems an unaggressive self-confi-
dence, a refreshing sureness.
Mr. Sward's presentation did not
arouse uniformly uncritical praise
from those listeners to whom I
have since talked. But nobody there
would, I suspect, deny that Mr.
Sward is a very able and a very
interesting young poet, and one well
worth inviting back to Bowdoin.
19) Who was Applegate?
20) Is Franklin W. Dixon alive?
Answers to be published next issue.
Contributions, questions, answers or
any other obscure perts which you
can dig up should be sent to:
The Hardy Boys, care of the Bow-
comes from a combo
LETTERS CONTINUED
called 4-3"2
ments of such schools as Indiana
U. and Harvard have said much the
same thing.
Because of any one or combina-
tion of these points over 76 of the
400 members of the USNSA have
disaffiliated in recent years (among
the dropouts—Bates, Yale, Dart-
mouth, Amherst, Wesleyan, and
Bennington). Here is material for
a New England confederation of
schools of the same general type as
Bowdoin and hopefully with more
similar types of problems of stu-
dent governments. This Idea of a
New England association was ad-
vanced in an editorial in The Dart-
mouth at the time Dartmouth de-
cided to drop out, but the move to
form a committee to investigate the
possibility was voted down. I think
the decision of the student council
to reject USNSA affiliation was a
wise one, but I also hope that they
will form an active committee to
investigate the possibility of a New
England organization of student
governments. Perhaps where Dart-
* Chester R. Freeman
68 ARU
Up-tempo all the way. With a 400-cube V-8 and 4-harrel carb to carry
the lead. Heavy-duty front and rear suspension to smooth the beat.
Acoustically tuned twin pipes to modulate the sound. And red-line
tires to keep the whole score on track. That's 4-4-2. Try about four bars









Haley Mills — Dean Jones
Admission This Engagement
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Note Admission This Engagement
$1.56







Susan Pfeshettc — Dean Jones





"This Message la brought to you
through the wholehearted support
of the public spirited Arms listed
below"
Bob Saporitl '69, will be doing the rounds of the fraternity houses Satur-
day night with his already familiar brand of folk music. He is also one
of numerous individuals and groups participating in the Harpswell Hoot-
enanny February 23 and 24, sponsored by the Harpswell Physical Educa-
tion Association.




See the autumn leaves fall two
weeks early
Enjoy winter two months longer
Visit the rocky shores
We give complimentary college
banners
We offer free fraternity pins
We promise plush rooming and
meals
We suggest protective services for
each others dates.
You can return to your college with
a "B" sweater and, when your
friends say they didn't know
Brown had black sweaters, you'll
be one up on them.
Can add another college to your
list, and be unique among your
A big day of snowmobile racing
at the Topsham Fairgrounds will
kick off the Brunswick area's first
Winter Carnival this Sunday.
Race Chairman Paul Hosmer says
plans are shaping up well for the
first affair of its type to be held
here by the Brunswick Kiwanis
Club.
Hosmer, who recently joined the
snowmobile boom by purchasing a
machine of his own, says he and
several others from the area in-
terested in learning more about the
racing aspects of the fast-growing
new sport have visited a number of
races in various sections of Maine.
Among those they visited was the
one sponsored by the Bath Area
Chamber of Commerce on New Mea-
dows River; and on Jan. 30 several
got caught in the big blizzard while
attending the Moosehead Lake Win-
ter Carnival at Greenville.
But Hosmer feels the trips will
pay off in experience and will help
the Topsham group avoid some of
the errors and poor planning they
have witnessed at other meets.
A high point of the day for many
wili be the appearance during the
afternoon of Gov. John Reed, who
is to award some of the trophy cups
to winners.
Several cups will be awarded—in-
cluding a special trophy for the
stock machine from the local area
which amasses the greatest number
of points through the day. This is
the Alvah C. Luce Trophy.
Hosmer says special pains will be
taken in assigning the races to
segregate the machines by horse-
power and to prevent modified "hot
rods" from racing against stock
machines.
Several snowmobile dealers from
the area will have demonstration
machines for giving rides at a
roped-off area.
DR. MARCUS BLOCH. L-Hy
President
Central School of Hypnotism
P.O. Box 118
New York 9, N. Y.
The grandstand will be open, and
a public address system is to be
donated for the day by Northern
Eectric Company. The Emblem
Club will have a coffee and sand-
wich concession under the grand-
stand.'
There will be parking space
plowed out in the midway and park-
ing lot areas, and parking will be
free. Admission fee will be $1 per
person. The day's activities will start
at 10:30 a.m. with an endurance race
by classes. Through the day, on a
rather flexible schedule, will follow
slaloms: a balloon race in which
balloons are fastened along a
course and a passenger on each
machine must puncture them with
a pointed stick; and a powder puff
derby and other special races as
time permits.
"Predictions for '66: Nelson
and Winthrop Rockefeller, try-
ing to find out itNew York and
Arkansas add up to more than
Texas, will be brushed aside by
Robert and Edward Kennedy,
who will have proved at least
that New York and Massa-
chusetts add up to more than




Can avoid the trouble of bring-
ing heels.
Can enjoy free and unusual shows
at fraternities.
Can return to your college with
a mysterious smile.
Can enjoy the varied entertain-
ment sponsored by the Student
Union. Committee,
And all of us will have enjoyable
tales of our dates to tell during
the long weekends.
All of us will have made multiple
friendships.
None of us will have had traumatic
experiences.
All of us will be utterly satisfied.
So get with it! Find new roads!
Come to Bowdoin, an unusual
place, for the best dates. Satisfac-
tion, refunds, substitutions, guar-
anteed.
current itiu* of NA-
TIONAL REVIEW, wrlti
to Dtpf. CP-3, ISO E.
3J St, N. r. 14, N. Y.
m <SUita J\z{otd









W. T. GRANT CO.
offers men an Interesting and
challenging opportunity in its
MANAGEMENT TRAINING
PROGRAM to prepare for Store
Management and later executive
positions in a rapidly expanding
company. Unusually high in-
come potential, good starting sa-
lary.
Interviews February 16. Reg-
ister at your Placement Office —
School of Business — and request
























$500 lo $12,000 Seemed By Fast Moving Inventory
To set up and service new accounts in exclusive ter-
ritory with amazing plastic coating used on all types
of surfaces interior or exterior. Eliminates all waxing
when applied to any type of floor.
-Eliminates all
painting when applied to wood, metal or concrete
surfaces. You step right into a brand new, multi-
million dollar virgin market. Don't Hesitate!
For complete information write or call collect:
Area Code 314-AX-1- 1500
PENGUIN PLASTICS CORP.
DEPT. 006, POST OFFICE BOX 66






78 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
• Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Onion Ring*
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure I
In- Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including soup or Juice, Vegetable, Salad, Roll* *
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. _ HUMS
JJL
V




























FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11, I960
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SPECTATOR
<ConUnoed" from wee "ft ^
troops In active participation in the
war to* over -300,000, and. we have
now again begun to bomb the North.
If the war continues .as it has dur-
ing the past year or so, thousands
of Americans and Vietnamese will
die for no reason. •
Vietnam has become a testing-
ground. It is there that President
Johnson has chosen to show the
value of the western way of life.
But we must show the people of the
THB BOWDOW ORTJBIT PAGE
world that the United States cares
about ptgple- as'wetf a* Tm^ltary
might and,«oney. We must illus-
trate that we are not adverse to
land reforms and '•social change.
The result might also be a-qui&er
end*o the war. in Vietnam.
Before we can win the war in the
North, we must win it In the South.
This means showing the peasants
that we support sweeping political
and social reforms, the first of
which might be to Install a truly
representative government in South




LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
institute the land and social re-
forms neoBssaiy to &hdw?the*Viet-'
ri&mese people that we are not
merely Western Imperialists, but
are truly eoncernecLwilh their free-
dom and well being. Maybe then
the rate of desertion from the Viet-
namesa army might decrease and
the people might be more willing to
fight against the Viet Cong. This
would be a ftrist and fundamental
step towards victory.
We also can no longer afford to
let the developing nations of the
world equate the Chinese with na-
tionalism and the United States
with Imperialism. If this continues
to be the case, it will not be long
before there are many more Viet-
nams all over the world. Through
our immediate support of social and
political reforms in Vietnam, we can
surprise the world by showing all
people that we support their na-
tionalism and back them in their
"pursuit of happiness."
Ghess Idlub
r r % *
"''J/'
/ "" -' • " ' - w
The Bowdoin CheSs Club met the
Bates Chess Club in a five-board
home match last Saturday. After a
six how,» contest i the two" teams
fought their way to a 2%-2tf tie.
Steve Rand defeated John Gage of
Bates for one point, while Dennis
McCowan scored a victory over Paul
Mosher for the other Bowdoin win.
Nat Page fought Duane Brown to a
stalemate for the final % point.
Bates victories were scored by Dick
Bennett over Paul Golder and by
Duncan May over John LaChance.
This was the Bowdoin club's second
meet of the year, having been de-
feated by Norwich University last
December. Future matches are
planned against Bates and Colby
later in the year. Any student In-
terested in joining the club should
contact either Dennis McCowan at
Delta Sigma Fraternity or Mr. Har-
well, the club's advisor.
All those studente interested
in participating in the student-
written one aet plays "to be' pro?
digged on March 18, 1966, please
contact either 'Dave Gamper
(A.D.), Bafry Chandler*? A.R.U.);






Between 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
4 pjn.-7 pjn.
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
Even administrators of the draft
admit its inequities and imperfec-
tions. Many question its fairness.
A special section in the February
ATLANTIC considers all sides two
college men view the draft in
Taking a McNamara Fellowship
and How to be Patriotic and Live
With Yourself. A third article.
Who Should Serve?, probes the
dilemma and explores improve-
ments and alternatives.
Also in this issue: In Defense of
the Negro Colleges and Art and
Anti-Art in Painting and Books.
Meaaare l> br»aght to ye
J & J CLEANERS
89-73 Maine Street
729-3431 — 729-3471 — 7293522
Free Pick-op and Delivery
Write: The Peace Corps. Washington. D. C. 20525







































i e * Take Over First In
Pfeiffer And Fitzgerald Star




Named New Head B-Ball and Swim
•
•','. by Ira J. Gordon*
Alter much bickering, passing the
buck and an exceedingly lot of hot
air it is gratifying to see Bowdoin
with a lacrosse coach once again.
When Nels Corey announced his
retirement a year ago last Decem-
ber the college was rather stow in
finding a replacement for him, as
a matter of fact it wasn't until this
week that we came up with one.
During the past year the Student
Council put quite a bit of work into
the procurement of a coach, but al-
ways met with procrastination on
the part of the administration. As
it turns out however it seems as if
the administration made a wise
decision in getting coach Watson
to take the post, based on the hoc-
key team's present standing at least.
In any event I'd like to wish Coach
Watson and the team lots of luck.
I also hope that we never again get
this close to a sports season without
a coach!
Jumping to another subject, and
gripe. After much student dissatis-
faction and complaint to the White
Key, Mr. Morrell, and to the ad-
ministration^ Bowdoin - decided ;tO"
open the hallowed halls of the A i rp \H/f>o]ct>nti Charlie Gordon tied the score on a
New Gymnasium to Bowdoin stu- JLacrOSSe LjOaCll POl W €€K€flU pass from the rough defenseman
dents on Saturday evenings . . . Jim Roe.
but on a two week trial basis. Know- Malcolm E. Morrell, Director of College basketball and swimming Just before the close of the see-
ing how Bowdoin College operates Athletics announced that varsity fans wil1 get" their first chance in onci per^ pfeiffer brought the
the reader may well assume, and nockey coach sidney J Watson will a
month to "* the College teamS Puck down the ice &nd w&ble to
correctly I may add
;
that the two
coach ^ lacrosse *
action
^^•JJ " ** ^J"?*. ^/^
trial weekends were January 22 and Part of a ful1 schedule oi atnietic goalie with a twenty footer which
January 29. As some Bowdoin stu- this *Prin«- events at the College Saturday. drove tne crowd ^d. The Bears
dents may recall (although we like Watson, who has been assistant Coach Ray Bicknell's basketball ]eft the ice w[th a 2-i lead,
"to put these things""out of our coach of lacrosse, succeeds C. Nel- «Quad hoste MIT. in the gymnasium About a"qliaftermorW way
minds; these weekends were dead in ^ Corey, now a coach and 'mem- whUe Coach Charlie BUtt
'
S SWim"
the middle of exams. Off hand I . _ nf a . . „]tv . ' „„. h
mers take on Williams in Curtis
cant think of too many guys who **
°f the ^m &t ^ HOtC " Pool as the first home competition
would fire up to play ball in the
kiss Sch0°l m ^^e, Conn. for the two teams since Jan. 15.
middle of exams, or at least not In addition to his hockey and Both contests are scheduled for
those who are still with us! If lacrosse duties, Watson, a former 2 p.m.
Bowdoin doesn't schedule varsity Northeastern University sports Other home action for the Polar
ball games during exams it would standout, is coach of the freshman Bears Saturday includes a hockey
seem to me pretty poor policy to ex- football squad. game at 4 pm. in the Arena and
pect non-jocks to play ball at this A native of Andover, Mass., Sid a track meet at 1 pjn. in the Ath-
time. This writer tips his hat and attended Punchard High School letic Building, both against squads
offers the administration a Kudos there. He was awarded a BB. de- from the University of Massachu-
for "Worst Sense of Timing During gree at Northeastern in 1956 after setts. The four contests will be
First Semester." a distinguished undergraduate ath- among the highlights of the annual
For the forty-fourth time in as letic career. He was selected to the Winter House Party Weekend,
many years it looks as though the All-New England hockey team as a After a three-week lay-over for
combined power of the Varsity and defenseman and the All-New Eng- final examinations, Bowdoin's bas-
Freshman Track Teams will dom- land football team as a halfback, ketball and swimming teams took
mate the annual Winter Track and also was a member of the var- to the road last weekend for con-
Carnival. Also for the forty-fourth sity basketball team. tests in Connecticut. The Polar
time in as many years the White A former professional football Bear hoopsters broke even, downing
Key has asked to have Varsity and player, Sid joined the staff as head Coast Guard Academy and losing
Freshman Trackmen barred from coach of hockey in 1959 after four to Wesleyan, while the mermen
the meet. The White Key has gotten seasons as a halfback in the Na- also lost to the Cardinals to a dual
its usual reply from the Atnietic tional Football League with the meet.
Department in the person of Frank Pittsburgh Steelers and Washington The basketball team now stands
Sabasteanski. The Atheltic Depart- Redskins. In recent years his hock- M on the season, and the Polar
ment is perfectly willing to let the ey teams have been ranked among Bear swimmers are 1-3 in dual meet
White Key run the affair but with the top small college teams in the competition,
just about negative help from the East.
Athletic Department. Bowdoin is 1 INTERFRATERNITY BOWLING
usually thirty years in the past but INTERFRATERNITY HOCKEY Standings — thru Feb. 8, 1066
forty-four is just ridiculous I It's Standings thro Feb. 7 6 matches to be made op
about time we had an intramural won Lost Tie Ft* STANDINGS:
track meet for non-team members Beta
. . . after all what does intramural AD.
mean anyway Coach? DB.
Hurry up and get sober by Mon- AKB.
day night because that's when the TD.
intramural squash schedule starts! zete
The program, under the direction of s.N.
the White Key, will 6tart with Chi Psi
matches at seven, eight and nine DKE
o'clock on Monday evening. Plre-up Psi u
and grab your brew stained sweat- ARU
shirt and get over to the gym. P.D.P.
*
- by Elliot Hacker half ot 0* ™* brother team got
into the scoring column with an un-
Mild-mannered Bob Pfeiffer
^g^^ goal wltn Bowdoin one man
turned in one of his best efforts of down. The teams kept exchanging
the year last Saturday both defen- possession of the puck until co-
sively and offensively when he captain Fitzgerald broke lose and
„ . . „r„i a WTmiv Pfeiffer hit him with a beautiful
helped defeat Williams and knock _, „ _. , , ..^u pass. Fitzy showed one of the rea-
them from their number one posi- sons ne WftS cnosen a^^ ^
ticn in Division II of the E.C.A.C. he gQt the goalle to commit hlmself
hockey league. As a result we have and mcked in m pwJk fQr ^
taken over the number one spot winning goal . Wlth about two min-
with a 6-1 record against league utes left Williams pulled their
competition and 7-5 overall.
, goalie but after a face off was
It is hard to single out anyone called at mld ke he came back &
in this game since almost every- with a regular hockey stick. Leger
thing seemed to go right for the surviyed the barrage unscathed and
Bears. Goalie Dick Leger showed saved the win
why he is regarded as one of the The roughest p^ of the ^^j.
best in the circuit with his amazing ule ]ies ahead ^ games against
saves on some of the Williams shots. Colbyi ^jj (2)> and Merrlmack(
In all Leger made 29 saves as op- M m the top four in fcne ECAC
posed to his counterpart who standings.
blocked 25.
The first Bowdoin goal was scored Scoring: .
by Andy Cornelia in front of the Bowdoin
goal with the assist going to Steve Williams
Wales . Later -in—the first—period
1
through the next period the other
Goals:
Cornelia B. (1) 2:42 assist Wales
Gordon W. (1) 8:30 assist J. Roe
Pfeiffer B. (2) 19:47
Roe W. (2) 4:48
Fitzgerald B. (3) 8:38 assist Pfeif-
fer
Saves:
Leger B. —7—10 12 28
StablefordW. 11 6 25
Sailing Elects New Officers
Richard B. Lilly, Jr., "67, has been Rear Commodore, David C. Bitt-
elected Commodore of the College enbender '68.
7 14 Team Won Lost Percent
7 1 14 1—ARU 20 4 .833
5 2 1 11 2—BETA 11 6 .687
5 1 10 3—ZETE 13 7 .650
6 3 10 4—AKS 12 8 .600
4 2 1 9 5—AX>. 9 7 562
4 4 8 6—TX>. 10 10 .500
4 4 ' 8 7—PDF. 9 11 .450
2 6 4 8—DEKE 7 9 .438
2 7 4 9—CHI PSI 10 14 .416








Other officers elected by mem-
bers of the team include:




than J. Shouklmas *67.,
Junior Member-at-large, W. Russ-
ell Hatch '68. *
PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS
Sullivan goes in for the score in the Freshman game against
Exeter. The Cubs won handily 7-3.
Bowdoin Now Rated First In
ECAC After Weekend Victories
Bowdoin's hockey team has moved Mass., senior has an average of
into first place to the latest Eastern 3 61 goals per g^,. agamst all
College Athletic Conference (ECAC) _ . .
, , Ann
,, „
competition. He has a total of 420
small college standings.
SS.VGS
The Polar Bears topped Norwich w c
Friday and last week's leader Wil- The spotlight falls on the team
Hams Saturday to move into the as one in squad scoring statistics,
sunspot with a 6-1 record in the Five men have hit double figures
14-team Division II. m the scoring to date, and three of
Williams had led throughout the them are tied at 14 points each. Co-
season until last weekend when the captains Ed Fitzgerald and Bill
Ephmen lost to Colby and Bowdoin Allen have tallied 14, Fitzgerald on
and dropped to third place in the nine goals and five assists and Allen
division with an 8-3 record. New on five goals and nine • assists.
Hampshire has moved into' second Junior wing Pete Chapman has
place at 7-2, while Colby (6-3) and eight goals and six assists.
Merrimack (4-2) are tied for fourth Right behind the three leaders
place. is sophomore wing Doug Brown
Bowdoin is seventh in the East in with
6
six goals and seven assists,
combined standings, with an 8-5 Steve Wales has five goals and sev-
record overall. en assists.
Goalie Dick Leger is ranked sec- The team resumes its schedule
ond among net-tenders to the East Saturday with a 4 pm. game against
in Division n statistics. The Lynn, Massachusetts at the Arena.
* ' THE
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Career Conference Hosts Alumni Administration Announces
Maj. Gen. Smith, '38 To Speak Monday Faculty Promotions
Conferences Feature Discussions
In Nine Different Areas
More than 40 alumni, prominent
in the business and professional
worlds, will return to the campus
Monday to help point out to under-
graduates the advantages and dis-
advantages of possible future ca-
reers.
The men will meet face-to-face
with members of all four classes at
the College during a day-long ses-
sion as the main part of the fifth
annual. Campus Career Conference.
The Conference is sponsored by the
Alumni Council in cooperation with
the College Placement Bureau and
the Alumni Office.
The alumni will participate as
panelists and moderators in a series
of discussions covering nine differ-
ent fields from 10:30 a.m. to 4 pm.
Panels are scheduled on medicine,
law, education, finance, military
service, government service, com-
munications, marketing, and scien-
tific research.
Alumni Secretary Peter C. Barn-
ard '50 said provisions have been
made to excuse interested students
from conflicting classes during pa-
nel sessions they wish to attend.
Students investigating careers, as
well as those seeking further infor-
mation about already-chosen ca-
reers, are invited to attend.
The conference is timed to be as,
convenient as possible to both stu-
dents and alumni, following by a
day the conclusion of the annual
three-day midwinter meeting of the
Alumni Council, the Alumni Asso-
ciation's governing body. ,
Participants in the program will
describe the pros and cons of their
fields briefly at the beginning of
each panel session, and the re-
mainder of the sessions will be open
to informal discussion, questions,
and answers.
The Conference has been ar-
ranged by George T. Davidson, Jr.
"38, President of the Council; Rob-
ert C. Porter "34, Chairman of the
Council's Placement Committee;
Samuel A. Ladd, Jr. "29, Director
(Continued on page 1)
BOWDOIN HOUSE PARTY QUEEN—Sally Butterworth, 19, a
sophomore at the University of Maine in Portland.
Blue-Eyed Blond, Concert, Sports
Eugene O'NeillHighlight Weekend
Sally Butterworth, 10, of Cumber-
land, Maine, a sophomore at the
University of Maine in Portland, is
the Queen of the 1966 Winter House
Party.
She reigned over the weekend
after she was selected by judges
and crowned at the annual Winter
House Party Concert-Dance in Sar-
gent Gymnasium. She was chosen
from a field of 14 candidates.
Miss Butterworth, a blue-eyed
blonde, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Dale J. Butterworth of (Mid-
dle Rd.) Cumberland. She was pre-
sented with a silver bowl by Pro-
fessor Nathan Dane II, Chairman
(Continued on page 7)
Major General Robert N. Smith,
an Overseer of the College and Di-
rector of Plans for the Air Force,
will present a public lecture at the
College Monday. General Smith,
who recently returned from a trip
to Southeast Asia, will speak at
8:30 p.m. in Pickard Theater.
A member of the Class of 1938,
General Smith was for ten years
Director of Intelligence for the
Strategic Air Command before be-
coming Director of Plans for the
Air Force last summer.
A native of Burlington, Mass., he
entered military service in April,
1941, and received his pilot wings
and commission as a second lieu-
tenant in December of the same
year. During World War n he
served in the Southwest Pacific, fly-
ing 51 combat missions as a B-26
pilot and later as Assistant Direc-
tor of Operations with the Ffth
Bomber Command.
Upon his return from overseas,
General Smith served at Headquar-
ters of the 3rd Air Force in Tampa,
Fla., until March of 1946, when he
was assigned to the Directorate of
Intelligence at Air Force Headquar-
ters. From May, 1949, to July, 1952,
he was assigned as Chief, USAF
Mission to Haiti in the Caribbean
Air Command.
In October, 1952, General Smith
was made Deputy Chief, Target
Analysis Division, Directorate of In-
telligence, Headquarters SAC. He
was appointed Chief of the same
division the following year, and two
years later became Director of In-
telligence of the SAC, with head-
quarters at Offutt "Air Force Base,
Nebraska.
In 1958 he was named Air Force
Coordinator for the Technical Ad-
visory Groups on Safeguards
Against Surprise Attack. At a con-
ference in Geneva he worked with
experts preparing technical papers
dealing with the problem of sur-
prise attack and served as Chair-
man of several five-power commit-
tees.
His decorations include the Dis-
tinguished Service Medal, the Dis-
tinguished Flying Cross, the Sol-
dier's Medal, the Air Medal, the
Air Force Commendation Medal,
the Army Commendation Ribbon,
the Distinguished Unit Citation, the
Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal, the
American Defense Service Medal,
the World War n Victory Medal,
and the National Defense Service
Medal.
As an undergraduate at Bowdoin,
General Smith was a starting quar-
terback on three Maine state cham-
pionship football teams. A Govern-
ment major, he was a member of
the varsity track squad for three
years, an officer of his class, a
dormitory proctor, and President of
his fraternity, Beta Theta Pi.
General Smith's Monday evening
lecture will follow a day-long Cam-
pus Career Conference, sponsored
annually by the Alumni Association
for the benefit of all undergradu-
ates. General Smith will also serve
as Moderator of the Military Panel,
one. of nine career areas to be ex-
plored during the Conference,
Faculty appointments for the 1966-
1967 academic year include the pro-
motion of four Associate Professors
to the rank of full Professor, and of
five Assistant Professors to Associ-
ate Professor, as announced this
week by President Coles, effective
July 1.
The new Professors will be Paul
V. Hazelton, Ed.M., Chairman of the
Department of Education; A. LeRoy
Greason, Jr., PhD., Dean of Stu-
dents and a* member of the English
Department; William B. Whiteside,
Ph.D., Director of the Senior Cen-
ter, of the History Department; and
William D. Geoghegan, PhD., Chair-
man of the Department of Religion.
Professor Hazelton received a
B.S. degree at Bowdoin in the class
of 1942, and his Ed.M. at Harvard,
served us Assistant Director of
Admissions from 1948 to 1949, and
as an Instructor in English from
/
Professor William D. Geoghegan
1949 to 1957. An Assistant Professor
in 1957 and Associate Professor to
1960, he has headed the Department
of Education since 1967.
Professor Greason, who will be
Dean of the College as of July 1,
received his A3, from Wesleyan,
and his A.M. and PhD. from Har-
vard. Joining the Bowdoin faculty
as Instructor in English in 1953, he
was appointed Associate Professor
and Dean of Students in 1962.
Director of the Senior Center
since its inception in 1962, Professor
Whiteside holds an A.B. from Am-
herst and A.M. and Ph.D. degrees
from Harvard. He joined the faculty
in 1953, was named Associate Pro-
fessor in 1960.
Professor Geoghegan received an
Professor Paul V. Haxetton
A.B. from Yale, a BD. from Drew
Theological Seminary and his PhD.
from Columbia-Union Theological
Seminary. An Assistant Professor in
1954, he was promoted to Associate
Professor in 1962.
The five new Assistant Professors
are Arthur M. Hussey n, PhD.,
Chairman of the Department of
Geology; Alfred H. Fuchs, PhD.,
Chairman of the Department of
Psychology; Daniel Levine, PhD.,
of the Department of History; John
C. Rensenbrink, PhD., of the De-
partment of Government; and Rog-
er Howell, D. Phil., Department of
History.
Professor Hussey received his B£.
from Pennsylvania State University
and his PhD. at Illinois. A Visiting
Assistant Professor of Geology in
1961, he has headed his department
since 1962.
Professor Fuchs holds an A3.
from Rutgers, an AM. from Ohio
University and his PhD. from Ohio
State University. He Joined the fac-
ulty in 1962 as Assistant Professor.
Professor Levine received his AJB.
from Antioch and his A.M. and
PhD. from Northwestern. He has
been an Assistant Professor since
1963.
Receiving his AB. from Calvin
College, his AM. from the Univer-
sity of Michigan, and his PhD. from
Chicago, Professor Rensenbrink was
Assistant Professor at Bowdoin in
1961-62. He served three years as
Chief Education Advisor for the
(Continued on page 3)





The Portland Players will bring
their production of Lillian Hell-
man's "The Little Foxes" to the
campus Feb. 25 for a single perfor-
mance at 8:15 pjn. in Pickard Thea-
ter.
Tickets for the performance are
$1, and may be obtained in advance
at the Information Desk at Moulton
Union on the campus or by calling
725-8731, ext. 375.
Sponsored by the Masque and
Gown, the Players' performance will
permit a Brunswick audience to see
the work of Director Jedediah Hor-
ner and a cast of Portland's finest
amateur actors. Masque ani i*mvn
will take its production of Eugene
O'Neill's "Long Day's Journey into
Night" to Portland this evening as
part of the exchange which makes
the Players' appearance in Bruns-
wick possible.
Mr. Horner, who directed last
summer for Victoria Crandall's
Brunswick Summer Playhouse, is the
first full-time professional director
to serve the Portland Players.
Professor George H. Quinby, Di-
rector of Dramatics, noted that Mr.
Horner's productions of "The Dis-
enchanted" and "Never Too Late"
last fall for the Players were warm-
ly received. "The excellent cast for
'The Little Foxes,' one of the best
plays by America's leading woman
dramatist, promises a delightful
evening's entertainment," Professor
Quinby said.
Playing leading roles in the pro-
duction will be Jc*elyn Lavin Pol-
lard ant1 fp- i* t> of
» pa**. 4)





Professor Alton H. Gustafson, Chairman of the Department of Biology,
spent last Monday and Tuesday (Feb. 14- 15) in Washington, D.C., as a
member of an advisory panel for the National Science Foundation (NSF).
With a group of other scientists from across the country, he read and
evaluated proposals for the Foundation's Undergraduate Equipment
Program.
The panels met at the request of NSF and offer their services to help
continue its vast program designed to improve the teaching of science
and mathematics throughout the nation.
• •••»*•
The Masque and Gown announced that four student-written one-act
plays have been accepted for production In the College's annual one-aet
play contest March 18.
A panel of Judges selected two plays by Charles N. Head and single
plays by Thomas W. Roulston, and Daniel A Quincy. All three are.
sophomores at Bowdoin.
Judges for the preliminary contest were Mrs. Mary Mellow, wife of
Associate Admissions Director Robert C. Mellow; Mr. Richard Harwell, the
College librarian; and Professor Donald G. Adam of the Department of
English.
Bowdoin College announced today that 227 students — more than
one fourth of the current undergraduate enrollment — have been named
to the Dean's List for the second semester of the 1965-66 academic year.
Professor A. LeRoy Greason, Jr., Dean of Students, said the list
Includes 96 seniors, 54 juniors, 43 sophomores, and 40 freshmen. ,
• • • • • * •
Schooner Bowdoin In back of small sail beat. She was built and used often by Admiral MacMillan,
One can easily see why Donald* before. Mac's harrowing nighttime mer camp at Casco Bay, MacMillan
B MacMillan, '98 was described in climb displayed a courageous atti- accomplished the rescue of three
a recent Reader's Digest article as tude which has characterized his women and three men from a cap-,
"the most unforgettable character entire life, especially his fifty trips sized sailboat. His daring work was
I've met." The anecdotes and notes to the Arctic region of the North to-be quickly repeated, for three
on MacMillan's career which abound Pole. His classmates wrote of Mac days later, as he walked home late
in the annals of the Hawthorne- in their class history: "We know if in the evening, he heard faint cries
there had been in those days a rope for help coming from the dark
tied to the moon, Mac would have waters beyond Jiis camps. He seized
climbed if the challenge had been a small boat and rowed with the
direct." At Bowdoin, MacMillan strength of a Titan in the direction
studied with the hopes of becoming whence came the cries. Presently he
a teacher, and after graduating, he found another capsized boat, this
many odd jobs to earn money for a
college education at Bowdoin. Mac-
Alex Schtriten demonstrates his ability with the 35-pound weight
in this photograph taken during the Polar Bears' indoor track
meet with Massachusetts last Saturday (Feb. 12). Schulten, Cap-
tain of Coach Frank Sabasteanski's squad, hurled the ball 60 ft.,
3/4 in. for a new Bowdoin cage and. meet record. At right is Field
Judge H. Laton Jackson. Bowdoin plays host to Tufts in dual









Registration, coffee, and social hour for Alumni Mod-
erators and Panelists at the Alumni House.
Dinner for Alumni Participants at the Moulton Union.
Organisation Meeting for Alumni PmrtidpanU in the
Alumni Council Room at the Alumni House.
Individual Planning Sessions for Panel Groups at the
Alumni House and at Sills Hall In rooms to be as-
signed.
Monday, February 21:
8:00- 9:00 am. Informal Breakfast for Alumni Participants — Moul-
ton Union.
10:00 ajn. Forum — Mr. Porter, Placement Committee Chairman
(in the Chapel)
10:30 am. First Panel Sessions: Medicine
Law
11.30 am. Second Panel Sessions: Education
12:45 pm.
Longfellow Library support this title
of "unforgettable."
Donald MacMillan was born in
Provincetown, where he now lives
at the age of ninety-two. When his
parents passed away, he moved to
L ... . ,. , - fVl Ki _ became a principal of a high school time with two women and one man.
Freeport, Maine, to live with his J~ .. . _, ..... ,
,
,
_. . „,„,„,, ,, at North Gorham, Maine Thus within the space of a few
older sister. There he worked at - *
Mac had always been interested days did MacMillan save nine hu-
in sailing and navigation, for when man lives."
personality was a youngster he had traveled on the Hearing stories of MacMillan's
evident in his college years. When seas with his father. Mac's reputa- courage, Robert E. Peary, a Bowdoin
a sophomore, "Mac" climbed the tion soon earned him a chance to graduate of '77, asked Mac to ac-
chapel steeple and placed a pen- explore the Arctic. The late Dr. company him on the famous ex-
nant of the class of '98 on the Gilbert Grosvenor, past President pedition of 1908. But this was only
lightening rod, replacing a pennant of the National Geographic Society, the start. Donald MacMillan's love
of the freshman class which had related this story in a tribute to of exploring the Arctic was insati-
been secured to the rod the night MacMillan in 1927: "Near his sum- able, and he was to set sail over
fifty times to the North, covering
over 250,000 miles on the ship Bow-
doin. The Bowdoin, launched in
March, 1921, made its voyages with
a crew unfamiliar to the ways of the
sea—teachers, students, and scien-
tists. The ship, the only schooner
in America designed and built es-
pecially for Arctic work, was to re-
port discoveries and photographs to
thousands of people through arti-
cles in National Geographic and lec-
tures by Donald MacMillan. It was
a ship of learning, excitement, and
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Luncheon — Alumni participants to be assigned to
each fraternity house.
Third Panel Sessions: Government Serrk*
.Fourth Panel Sessions: ^Marketing (Sates *
Scientific Research (Including
KDP.)
Coffee Hour for Undergraduates and Alumni partici-
pants at the Alumni House. (Plenty of opportunity
for questions, answers, and further discussion I)
Informal dinner at the Senior Center with Alumni
Participants as guest* of the Seniors.
Public Lecture in Plckard Theater in Memorial ffap
sponsored by the Alumni Council. Major General
Robert N. Smith, TJ8AF -38, will speak. He is Dlrec-
' »'•
: for the Air Force and an Overseer of the






720 Spbattus Street, Lewiston
Open Daily 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
3,000 ft. and 2.000 ft. T-
bar lifts. S trails. Ski In-
struction daily 10-12 a.m.,





Route 15, Greenville, Me.
sari - ^_ .mi ———
*
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Colorado State Reports
JCoss Of : Youth's Fieedpifl
(ACP) — For all practical pur-
poses, the members of the US.
population under 21 have lost their
freedom, says .the Colorado State
College Mirror, Greeley.
The Mirror, defines freedom as
Salado De Madariage denned it:
"He is free who knows how to keep
in his own hands the power to de-
cide at each step, the course of his
life and who lives in a society which
does not block the exercise of that
power."
Are the U.S. government and the
mass media, inspired by the chau-
vinistic tensions of the American
people, sacrificing the freedom of. a
huge portion of the younger genera-
tion? We think so.
Last year the Berkeley protestors
(Free Speech Movement) were giv-
en fines and sentences for exercising
civil disobedience.
The peace march on Washington
in December, made up mostly of
students, was labeled by the mass
media, carte blanche, as "fringe
radicals" and "pinkos."
The burning of draft cards, a
symhniir gesture of disagreement.
A young Texas airman was sen-
tenced to two years at hard labor
by a military tribunal for partici-
pating in a peace march, even
though he was off duty and in
civilian clothes.
Reader's Digest, Look and life
magazines have efficiently assured
the American patriot that the whole
Vietnam protest movement is con-
trolled by Communist agents.
The whole American ideal con-
firmed the right of the individual
to speak his mind and pursue his
own reality, as long as he' was not
threatening someone else's right to
do the same. What has happened
to the ideal?
We are free as long as we keep
our mouths shut, stay in step and
join a few clubs.
IN FREEPORT CONCERT — The Meddlebempsters of Howdoin College, augmented double quar-
tet, will be in Freeport February 23 for s, concert at S p.m. in the h-sh school auditorium, sponsored
by the town's First Parish Church. Tickets are svaUaaia in advance from church members and at
the school on the night of tne concert. Organized in 1,3'J, Lie singing group took its name from
the town of Meddybemps, prominent in the news at that time as the first tawn in BSatna to pay
a Federal tax. This year's Meddies are Jeff Ru the ford and Kent Mohnkern, first tenors; Bob Cocks
and Frank Tonge, second tenors; Cy Hoover and Roger 'Hinchliffe, baritones; Jot Ross, Dana
Blanchard and Bill Harrison, basses. (Pierce Studio)
with the administration's policy in
Vietnam, can now be punished by
five years in prison and a $10,000
fine.
The teach-in movement was effec-
tively r.tifled by government charges











(Continued from page I)
Agency for International Develop-
ment, and rejoined the faculty last
September.
A Rhodes Scholar, Professor How-
ell received B.A., MA., and D. Phil,
degrees from St. John's College, Ox-
ford, after graduating a member
of Bowdoin's class of 1958. He has
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WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOE BOWDOIN FACULTY
flew Cars At Very Low
Prices, with Very Low Pay-
meats, at Very Low Interest










"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-
lationship with the community."
Brunswick, Maine
Dial 729-3422
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIVERNOIS IGA
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 725-7122
5 FREE
PIZZAS THIS WEEK
The Following May Present This Ad For Free
Pizzas During the Week February 19-26
STAN CUTTER — CHARLIE KING
JOE PIERCE — "WHIP" WHIPPLE
AL JANJ1GIAN
ITALIAN FOOD SHOP
- PIZZA KING -
42 Maine Street, Brunswick 725-6824





PRICES IT and UP
M0ULT0N UNION BOOKSTORE
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
• Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 5Qc
Beef Stew 95c etc
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Oaten
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure I
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juice, Vegetable, Sated, Rods *
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. 72S-55-43
i. I » I - ! '




The faculty promotions announced this past week are* a
welcome sight to students as well as" faculty members. Pre-
sumably this marks an increase in attention to our Profs. There
is, however, one question that must be raised. If the college
has been running in the red for the past few years, and gives
every indication of doing so again this year, where is all the
extra money going to appear from that will cover nine sizeable
increases in faculty wages? We are sure that the money will
be found, but hopefully not at the expense of the college's en-
dowment fund.
Hats off to Sid Watson's hockey squad for their excellent'
playing this past week, and over the entire season. It could be
an interesting, development if we should happen to finish first
in the E. C. A. C. and then be unable to participate in the cham-
pionship competition.
Another tip of the hat must go to Marvin Sadik, Director
and Curator of the Museum of Art. ,Mr. Sadik gets little thanks
from the student body for the tremendous iob he does in con-
stantly presenting excellent displays of paintings, medals, etc.
Last year's- collection of Negro Painting and the present Carl
Ruggles exhibition are two good examples of the quality of
works displayed at the Museum. Thank you Mr. Sadik.
Hew Full and Associate Profs.
Professor Roger Howell, Jr.
Professor A. LeRoy Greason, Jr. Professor Daniel Levine
1
Last r riday's concert that featured three Rock groups at-
tracted. slightly more than half the student body. It is a safe
bet that the Student Union Committee would not have lost about
$600 if there had been some variety offered. We hope they have
learned from their mistake this time and will change the pro-
gram a little for Homecoming next Fall. This week the Student
Council arranged a bus trip to Colby on February 24 for the
hockey game, announced it would sponsor Mr. Craig Spence
as a speaker next month, continued its look at a self study pro-
gram, and heard about a conference on South Africa. All of
:tfris~T3TFFy nice, but we wouJcTsfTrnikelFaee some worthwhile
results from the Council. The self study committee seems to be
a step in the right direction and we strongly support this idea
if it gets- out of the idea stage.
Professor John C. Rensenbrink
Professor Arthur ML Hussey, II
This 'year the average fraternity man was greeted with a
new set of social rules, which are a vast improvement over the
old, archaic set we had. However, Victorianism still reigns
over much of the Bowdoin social atmosphere. Ideally, the ad-
ministration should have no control at all over the social ac-
tivities of: the students, but only a fool ever expects this to hap-
pen. What is possible, though, is an extention of the Honor
System to cover the entire life of the undergraduate.
All talk about social life at this college is actually a waste
of time because of the lack of any women to be social with. We
can have all sorts of nice rules, but without dates they do us no
good. \\ hat we propose now is that the Student Council, the
Fraternity Presidents, the Orient, and all interested undergradu-
ates work together to bring the idea of a co-ordinated women's
college to the Bowdoin vicinity. Not only would we learn how
to behave in the presence of the fairer sex, but we would also
have the advantage of having the woman's viewpoint in our
classroom activities. Let us not all sit back and think that
someone else is going to do things for us, because no one is go-
ing to. We must get things m,,,ing now if we want a co-ordin-
ated school.
Professor Alfred H. Fuchs
A final note. If any of the more literate readers of this
paper have recently read a book, article, etc. that he might like
to write about, please contact us.
THE
BOWDOIN 1 ORIENT
Volume XCV Friday, February 18, 1966 Number 24
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
ASSOCIATE EDITORS ***-: .-w, . John P. lUnmhan
- Michael F. Rice
Nat Harrinon
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THE BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Profewor A. P. Daggett. Mr. Jane* P. Granger. Ptt, Maorer,
Lorrr Weinat*in, Peur Blankman, Dave Bottom*. John Ranahan.
Semester by
tor and asb-
tk. rtade^a^f"^ ""rl^1""" J"' he,d iarin* "» F«" »•>«« Serin,
Re: The ''Smart Set" Quiz.
We are forced to write thi3 letter
in response to the amateurish ef-
forts of the author who wrote the
Hardy Boy Quiz published in last
week's Orient. The questions
-were
ridiculeusly easy, portraying an ex-
treme lack of literary sophistica-
tirn. We will deal.with these trifles
forthwith, and then pose more as-
tute questions of our own.
The obvious answers are:
1. Any idiot knows the Hardy
Boys' names were Frank and Joe.
Frank was tall, dark and quiet,
while Joe. one year younger, was
short, light and impulsive.
2. While we feel that to answer
this question is beneath our dignity,
the answer is Bayport.
3. Their mother's first name was
Laura, and their unforgettable spin-
ster aunt was the tyrannical but
good-hearted Aunt Gertrude.
4. The name of that worthy craft
which carried Frank and Joe thru
so many perilous adventures was the
Sleuth.
5 It was the mighty Willow River
which flowed into unpredictable
Barmet Bay.
6 Dolts! It was the Shore Road
and figured in the Shore Road Mys-
tery
7 Fenton Hardy's trusted assis-
tant was that precision Instrument,
Sam Radley.
8. The list is endless, but we will
name a few of the more important
chums. Frank—quarterback, Joe-
halfback. Chet Morton—center, Tony
Pietro—end, and Biff Hooper— full-
back.
9 By the light of the moon, a
teepee top made the crisscross sha-
dow at midnight.
10. While we disapprove of the
term "honeys', Frank's vivacious
girlfriend was Callie Shaw, and
Joe's girlfriend was the volatile Iola
Morton.
11. Grasset and Dunlop published
the series.
12. The'Napoli was Tony Pietro's
boat.
13. The first thirteen books, in
order, are: The Tower Treasure,
The House on the Cliff, Secret of
the Old Mill, The Missing Chums,
Hunting for Hidden Gold, The
Shore Road Mystery-, The Secret of
the Caves, Mystery of Cabin Island,
The Great Airport Mystery, What
Happened at Midnight, While the
Clock Ticked, Footprints Under the
Window, The Mark on the Door.
14. The pigeons carried r ibiee in
the Hooded Hawk Mystery.
15. The "sinister sign post" was
a huge synthetic hand, which
glowed red and pointed to intruders.
16..The missing chums were on
Blacksnake island.
17. We feel the question whether
Chet was queer was in poor taste
Franklin W. Dixon was not con-
cerned with the hard realities of
adult life. He rather created an iri-
-sulated world, containing adventure
and excitement, perfectly suited to
the imagination of a young boy.
18. Counterfeiting was going on
in the old mill.
19. Applegate was the dirty old
man in the Tower Treasure.
20. Franklin W Dixon, that im-
mortal dean of American
'letters,
is, sad to say, no longer with us.
Here are three questions which
we would like to put forth for ex-
perts only;
1. How many bricks up in the
fireplace did the key message lie
in The Mystery of Cabin Island,
and how was the code of the mes-
sage broken?
2. Who made the footprints under
the window?
3. How much reward did Frank
and Jot get for solving The Mys-
tery of the Tower Treasure, und
what did they spend it on?
Sincerely,
The English Department
Ed. Note: The Bowdoin Hardy
Boys were duly informed of the
challenge put forth by the English
Department, and retorted that the
three questions asked could be
answered by any third grade with
a passing acquaintance with the
Hardy Boys. The Bowdoin men al-
so noted that the, wizards missed H
of question three. The mother's
name was Mildred. In order to
show their "literary sophistication"
the undergrads came up with six
more questions which follow their
answers to the English Department.
Answers to the English Dept.
1—13 bricks up; the alphabet back-
•wards
2—A Chinaman




—What street did they live on and
what number was their house?
2 What exclamation did the Har-
dy Boys always use?
Name two towns near Bayport?
What color was Biff Hoopers
car ?
Where was "the twisted clav,?
Who did Fenton Hardy work'for
before he became a detective?

















M "^ "ln^tor who is I Another American foreign policy and land reforms that were so much •
on the Bowdoin campus. Devoting
^^ KOe"n °f the 9efman **' thiQk Bowdoin ls now ****** M blunder is again in the news. This a part of Kennedy's Alliance for
or perhaps we should say diverting!
partment and Pressor Beckwith of an institution that is doing some- is the Dominican Republic. For a Progress, seem to have been com-
his energy to the Senior Center of
tne Music Department have done thing worth watching." litUe less than one year now, pletely forgotten by' the present
which he is the Director, as well as with Richard Wagner. Or one man Social Problems American troops ^ been sta . adrninistration. ^ developments
Lf^ mmTyB^7m^e H T** ***** *" ** °™ ^ absence °f w°men t0gether tioned in 8ant0 Doming0 " ite cap' !n Brazil *™ t0 P°int that out
brings to his administrative duties M&£hjTn iTLZmtoTon ^ "" 1S°latl°n ^^ *" "^ '^ to hClp ""'^ 1&W &nd 0I" "^ en°Ugh ' to that C0Untry eVe"
a classroom experience, so necessary philosophy in Contemporary Litera-
cultural center are at the heart of der. Recent outbreaks of violence, basic civil liberties have been lost,
for the formulation of effective edu- ture." Bowdoin's social problems according however, show that they have not such as the freedom of speech and
cational policy. Considering the Senior Center's
to Professor Whiteside. Tt's\m;pos-
Professor Whiteside, who grew up effect on the fraternities Whiteside




in Evanston, Illinois, graduated from said: "Our objective wasn't to break
the pattern of stag Parties reflects
been totally effective. A little back- the press. Buth their inflation has /
Amherst in 1943, spent three years down fraternities. We were instead
in military service, and received his breaking down barriers between
Bowdom wdl be J°ined b? a sister
Ph.D. in history from Harvard in students." Before the Center was
C°Uege WltWn the nCXt decade 0r a sma11 8rouP in the Dominican
1952. He was an Instructor at Am- established, "seniors wer» not h«.„. g0 co
*ed '" With a twinkle in his
"I miss getting
e av
herst from 1951 until 1953, when he ing much opportunity to learn from T he continuedjoined the Bowdoin faculty on what each other." Withjhe Senior Cen-
was expected to be a temporary ap- ter the educational experience out-
pointment during the sabbatical side the classroom was made more
leave of Professor Edward C. Kirk- effective.
Developments With The Center
"I am very much heartened by
the whole program. We've got
something here that makes sense
educationally. Bowdoin, I believe,
lecturers rarely have time to take
full advantage of the guest suites
at the Center. The idea behind the
suites was to allow prominent in-
dividuals to spend a week or so
Bowdoin is better off because of the meeting and talking with under
-
Senior Center. graduates. However, Whiteside
feels that the turnout at the Senior
land. Since then he has taught Center lecture series has been en-
courses in American History. Be-
ginning in. 1960, he was one of the
faculty members of Professor Dag-
gett's committee which planned the
Senior Center.
The Administrator-Teacher
Asked to comment on his role as
an administrator-teacher since his
appointment as director of the Se-
nior Center, Whiteside expressed his
belief that administration and
teaching are closely connected. "But
it's very difficult," he observed, "to
combine teaching and research in-
terests with administrative duties."
Making reference to President The rM"v critical issues facing Ameri
to the problem might give slowed down slightly. Massive
this. It's for this reason that I hope us a nint as to why. American aid very we'll might be a
The. troops were first sent when factor in this. However land reform,
a necessity in almost all of Latin
military rebelled against the mili- America, doesn't seem to have be-
tary junta that had taken power gun. The split between the large
from President Juan Bosch. This number of very poor and the small
group wanted to restore President number of very rich Ls not getting
Bosch to his rightful place at the any smaller.
head of the Dominican government. Experience has shown us that
The American Ambassador to the when a person is satisfied with what
tendance at lectures and other Dominican Republic, strongly in- he has, he is very suspicious of
College-sponsored cultural events, fluenced by American military ad- change. If the peasants could have
is better off because of the Senior
Commentine on aPathy at Bowdoin, visors ^o present in that c0UntrVi food, clothing, and shelter "along
P,nt„„ Whiteside made these remarks: "I . , . . ,...,. ._
Althon.h wvt ,h m wish we had more **> and polit-
Seemmgly had Uttle problem m get - Wlth a degree of ^"^ we wcuId
.nv *n«, ?k, ?, ical activ^. The really critical
Ung Washington to agree to send find. I am sure, that there would be
a y insurmountable problem he , . . - , . u ^
Jwca icsict Ihe'iact en vis t
^ 1 Rfi" fiS flinin ff Ampriwm-snr taty aro troops to back the military junta little support among them for com-
the feminine point of view in lots
of discussions, particularly in the
areas of aesthetic judgment and so-
cial values."
Apathy
Student apathy can be disappoint-
ing, especially when it affects at-
not being talked about and debated The first reason given "for the munism. Now they must struggle
very seriously by undergraduates. To American presence, was to protect fpr food ' their shelter and clothin«
the extent that this is Bowdoin's ., are barely adequate, and they have
, .. , . U1 , .. American lives but this front was , \. r • jfailure, I think it is a community ' almost no security. Is it any wonder
failure, rather than that of the stu- so6n cnaneed. It seems that some then that tney are convinced easily
dents alone. Faculty members need key "ien in the State Department that communism would better their
to set a more impressive example feared that" Bosch had reached an condition? In fact
t
they could be no
of concern for public issues." understanding with the commu- worsts off under any economic sys-
Professor Whiteside discounted nists, although Bosch himself is not tern. The only direction they can go
the isolation of the College as a a Communist, and, indeed, it took is up.
cause of student apathy. 'T donT
—




think this is a factor. In an age .Department to find communists in makers don't seem to realize this
of television, radio, plus a tremen- the country. But it is undeniable They are still intent on supporting
dous variety of available newspapers to all, that the military was more the upper classes in their exploita-
and journals, Bowdoin is no more anti-communist than was Juan -tion of the poor, rather than try-
isolated from the world of ideas Bosch. Thus for some reason our ing to raise the standard of living
than is Columbia. I think small- policy makers did not desire his of the poor. The peasants want land
ness is more of a deterrent than be- return to power, although he was of their own. For them it is securi-
ing far away from a large city." He the legally elected representative of ty. Through the land they can grow
noted that if a lecturer came here the people. food, and sell what they don't need
and spoke to 1% of the student American foreign policy seems to for their other necessities of life.
body, he would have an audience of be run on the idea of" fanatical By an active and vocal support of,
9 people, whereas at Ohio State 1% anti-communism. Nothing else ap- and indeed . insistance upon, land
would constitute an audience of pears to matter. The more anti- reform, we will be making an enor-
more than 200 students. "A large communist a government shows it- mous step towards winning the good
group can more readily generate en- self to be, the more we back it. We will of the peasant, and thereby win-
Coles's years of teaching in the «™ *>>««)' «" not being talked about ihxxsi&sm and convey ,t to others „ nave lost all senSc Qf proportion jn mng our battle ^&inst our „,.„_
But this factor should not be al- dealing with communism, and as a enemy communism,
lowed to justify apathy. "Plenty of result it is becoming very likely We must realize that the support
small colleges put us to shame that we will in the not too far of the conservative military is only
through the interest and commit- future, lose the battle. More and a temporary solution. Eventually the
ment of their students and teachers more we nave been turning away peasants will, in the tradition of
from the needs of the masses, from Marx and Mao, rise up against those
Kendrick's position in the History graduate.*.
Department, he stated: "Bowdoin
has a tradition that administrators couraging and that there is gen-
teach. I feel very strongly that col- erally active participation,
lege administrators whose duties in- Possible Changes
volve educational policy should have "Any change in the Senior Pro-
the experience of teaching in the gram is within the realm of pos-
classroom." sibility. The Program was set up
The Growing Edge with the expectation of constant
Whiteside outlined Three objec- critical review and frequent modifl-
tives which fostered the creation cation." Whiteside said that the
of the Senior Center: "To preserve Senior Center Faculty Council is
and redefine the values of a small now outlining a comprehensive re-
residential college; to introduce an view of the Senior Program to be
element of flexibility within Bow- conducted during the present se-
doin's conservative, traditional cur- mester. "Some professors would
riculum;and to break down barriers like to introduce letter grades for
between students." seminars, which at present call
Speaking specifically of these ob- simply for grades of pass, fail, or
jectives, he referred to the desire distinction," he noted. "Others
"to keep the flavor of a small col- would make the Seminars optional
lege by providing a more effective rather than required." But no im-
the desires of the peasants, and are that are, indeed, exploiting them;
doing our best to placate the mon- and since we. are backing the ex-
eyed class. In doing this we alien- ploiters, the peasants will rise also
ate the large majority of the peo- against us. In our policy of extreme
pie, the people who one day might anti-communism, we must once
cause our ruin. again look at our means and re-
in our desire for the attainment evaluate them in terms of the facts
of our ends, the only one I can of the day Military might is neither
see being to- destroy all vestages of right nor is it' the ultimate power,
communisn^ we have completely The power is with the people, and
lost sight of means, and it is these the sooner we learn that, the soon-
means that we are now using that er we can be free from worry about
will return to haunt us. The social communism. ,
I'm very unenthusiasiic about our
activities in Vietnam.
rate, as examples of limiting fac-
tors which should be considered be-
fore a decision is made.
The History Department
residential unit." The Center, he mediate change is likely. "I feel, in matters of political and social
noted, is "an educational unit, not and I think most of the Faculty concern." Fraternity discussions, he
a dormitory." There was also a members feel, that the program de- feels, can provide an excellent fol-
quantitative problem posed by the serves a fair test before drastic low-up to lectures,
decision to admit larger freshman changes are introduced. We are, ' Graduate Study
classes. Rather than increase the after all, only in the second year. Professor Whiteside, while "not
size of the fraternities, it was de- We are still learning how to use the dogmatically opposed to offering
cided that the entire senior class Center. We are still ironing out the graduate instruction in carefully se-
should be housed in a single unit, many wrinkles which are inevitable lected fields," believes that the ini- in various periods of history. He
With this quantitative decision, in any new program. .1 personally nation of such a program calls for termed the new pattern- of courses
educational objectives were includ- hope that the seminar type of in- "pretty clear thinking about the as "by far the most exciting change
ed. Whiteside recalled that in the struction will find its way into other cost and, even fnore important, in the History Department in the
discussions leading to the Senior parts of the College program, es- about whether such a program last ten years."
Center Professor Hazelton had ex- pecially the freshman year. Har- makes sense for Bowdoin. American Viet Nam
pressed a need for "a growing edge vard and Stanford are having ex- education needs strong undergrade* "I'm very unenthusiastic about
for Bowdoin." The Senior Seminars cellent results from freshman semi- ate colleges "of Bowdoin's quality, our activities in Viet Nam. I feel
were a response to this idea. "They nars." Bowdoin must take care not to be- that as a citizen I'm not receiving
change from year to year. They Publicity come just another mediocre small very clear reports about the Viet
allow us to try new things. Pro- Regarding the publicity that the university.' Whiteside jhen cited Nam situation from the policymak
fessors can give seminars outside Senior Center has brought to the the very great expense involved with ers in Washington." Perhaps the,
their normal discipline, as Professor College, Professor Whiteside said: providing graduate facilities, and most disturbing element of the cri-
Root is doing with Pre-Columbian "Almost every week I get a letter the lack of a number of neighbor- sis m Whiteside's eyes is the fact
civilization. People of different de- from a faculty member or an ad- ing schools with which to collabo- that "our situation is becoming one
in which our future commitment
will be determined by our oppo-
nents, not by our own objectives."
"Repeatedly over a period of three
"We have tried to de-emphasize generations we have had students
the survey course with increased going to Bowdoin with the prospect
emphasis on courses of somewhat of military service before them. Du*- -
restricted scope but with greater ing World War II — the prospect of
depth." He mentioned the inclusion fiehting and the danger of dying,
of "problems" courses, specializing while hardly welcomed, were accept-
ed because the endeavor n if sense.
*--d menToday, however, the inU
whom I respect most hi| are by
and large unconvinee,: hat we




tervlew by noting the ict of
Viet Nam on the S 'The
feeling In the Cer,:>
.
-v dif-
terent this year." he Tt
is more subdued u is ota-
vious tension over the pr ns of
planning a future &. as this
awkward situ al les "
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The Smart
Set Quiz




3—Mildred and Aunt Gertrude
4—the Sleuth
5—Willow River, Barmet Bay




ter, Biff Hooper-fullback, Jerry
Logan-halfback, Tony Pietro-
end.






13—The Tower Treasure, The House
on the Cliff, The Secret of the
Old Mill, The Missing Chums,
Hunting For Hidden Gold,
Shore Road Mystery, Secret of
the Caves, Mystery of Cabin
Island, The Great Airport Mys-
tery, What Happened at Mid-
night, While the Clock Ticked,
Footprints Under the Window,
and The Mark on the Door.
14
—Rubies and secret messages
15
—A big, red hand.
16—Blacksnake Island
17—No—he had a girlfriend
18-^Counterfeiting
19—He owned the tower in The
Tower Treasure
20—No
This is in response to the "Smart
Set Quiz" in the February llth edi-
tion of the Orient. I trust that you
are giving partial credit!?
1—The boys' names are Frank and
Joe. Frank is 18, tall and dark;
and Joe is 17, blond hair, blue
eyed and shorter than Frank.
2—They lived in Bayport.
THEATRE
-SPEECH MAJORS
MADE SUMMER PLANS YET?
You can combine a summer vacation in scenic Maine
with a college program in theatre at the
Emerson College Center for the Performing Arts
Deertrees Theatre, Harrison, Maine
• Up to 8 hours of college-level credit
• Theatre performance and production ex-
perience
• Live dramatic arts 24 hours a day
• Swimming, boating, water skiing
Enjoy excellent student-faculty relationships from many
campuses while relaxing on the lodge's giant porch or in
front of its cheery "northwoods" fireplace.
3—Mrs. Hardy's first name is Laura,




4VThe^ name of their boat is the
--. Sleuth. % . t *. >
5—The name of the bay is Barmet
Bay. The name of the river is
probably something like Royal
because Dixon was fond of us-
ing double letters when fabri-
cating names for places and
titles.
6—The road that circled the bay
is Shore Road and the name
of the book is the Shore Road
Mystery.
7—Fenton Hardy had several as-
sistants—his two sons, the
Chief of Police in Bayport
(Chief Collig), and Pretzel Pete
are a few of them.
8—Some of the boys' chums are
Chet Morton, Tony Printo, Biff
Hooper and Phil Cohen. With
the exception of Chet, all of
the boys played first string var-
sity football. You must be crazy
to think I would know the
exact positions.
9—1 never read the Criss-Cross
Shadow but the cross was prob-
acy caused by a very common,
but ingeniously devised object
that appeared much larger than
its standard size, such as sew-
ing needles.
10—The names of the Hardy boys'
girlfriends are Iola and Callie.
11—Crosset and Dunlap published-
-the-series:
^
' 12. Footprints Under the
Window
13. The Mark on the Door .
14—The ' pigeons carried valuable
0 '• <- .
merchandise for a gang of dirty
crooks who infringed up on Che
rights of innocent people.
15—The "sinister signpost" was the
name of the fifteenth novel in
the series and I am surprised
at Bowdoin students for forget-
ting to capitalize the name of a
book. It was also a signal trig-
gered by an electric eye that
warned the race horse crooks
when someone was coming near
their hideout..
16—This one I don't know because
I did not read the Missing
Chums.
17—1 rather doubt that Chet was
queer, basically because he is a
friend of Frank and Joe and
they would not associate with
such a person. Just because he
spent most of his time with the
guys, rarely went out, liked to
eat, had a jalopy, went through
certain phases (not too ex-
centric), liked money and
avoided danger when possible
does not signify that he is
queer. I know some Bowdoin-
PHtaPAY, FEBRUARY 49, 1M9
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12—The Napoli was the name of
Tony Printo's boat.
13—The names of the first thirteen
books are:
1. Tower Treasure
2. The House on the Cliff
3. Secret of the Old Mill
4. Missing Chums
5. Hunting for Hidden Gold
6. The Shore Road Mystery
7. The Secret Vave Mystery
8. Cabin Island Mystery
9. Airport Mystery
10. What Happened at Midnight
11. While the Clock Ticked
18
guys that have many of these
qualities and they are not queer.
The secret of the Old Mill was
that it was headquarters for a
gang that made counterfeit
money.
19—Applegate was the excentric old
man in the Tower Treasure.
20—Yes, Dixon is still living, unless
someone is writing books and




ulty receive a, ffeAsybscrlption, the
-Orient will award the English De-
partment with a citation commend-
ing it fot furthering the literary hori-
• zons of ,Bd^doin undergraduates for
its near perfect score on last week's
quiz. Here is this week's:
(1) "Who," says Sir Thomas
Browne, "knows the fate of his
bones, or how often he is to be
buried? Who hath the oracle of
his ashes, or whither they are to be
scattered?"
(2) I would have a woman as true
as death. At the first real lie which
works from the heart outward she
should be tenderly chloroformed in-
to a better world, where she can
have an angel for a governess, and
feed on strange fruits which will
make her all over again, even to
her bones and marrow.
(3). I shall never forget the fine-
ness of the sight. It was a clear and
rather a chilly night; the stars
were twinkling with an intense
brightness, and as far as the eye
could reach there was not a cloud
to be seen. The horizon met the
sea in a defined line. A painter
could not have painted so clear a
sky. There was not a speck upon it.
(4) I find it wholesome to be alone
the greater part of the time. To be
in company, even with the best, is
soon wearisome and dissipating. I
love to be- alone,
(5) In the midst of this practical
confusion he suddenly died. It was
then discovered, as a crowning proof
of his absurdity, that he had left
i will, bequeathing his entire effects
to a freckle-faced maid-servant at
the Rockville Hotel.
Please submit answers by noon,
next Thursday.
-^—PORTLAND PLAYEI
NEED ANY HOCKEY EQUIPMENT?
Then take advantage of the Brunswick
Winter Carnival of Values, Feb. 17-21.








For a future with a well
known Midwest Manufactur-
ing Firm. We are now offer-
ing exclusive distributorships
for a patented product. No
competition. Factory trained
personnel will assist you in
setting up a tried and proven
advertising and merchandis-




All replies confidential. For
information write Director of
Marketing. P.O. Box 14049.
St. Louis, Missouri 63 1 78.
United Marketing Company
GEM Bartncr Avenae
St. Louis, Mo. <3U»
Well, after the tremendous re-
sponse to the Hardy Boys Smart
Set Quiz, another attempt to stump
those mighty wonders of Sills Hall
must be made. This week's quiz
deals with quotations from famous
Americans of yesteryear. What we
want in the way of answers is, who
said it and in what work was it
said. There are only five questions
this week, and a response of four
correct answers will win a free
subscription to the Orient. Inciden-












whom have had much experience
in summer stock as well as with the
Players. Mrs. Pollard has played in
"Anastasia" and "Anne of a Thou-
sand Days" in Portland. She holds
a B.S. in Drama from Skidmore Col-
lege and has done graduate work at
the University of Wisconsin.
Mr. Davis, a graduate of the
American Academy of Dramatic
Arts, has appeared in a score of
notable parts for the Players since
1934. He has been a director and
actor with the Barnstormers at




Of particular interest to Bowdoin
and Brunswick play-goers will be
supporting actor Prank J. Parring-
ton of Bowdoin's Class of 1953. Mr.
Parrington acted in both town and





Between 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
4 pan.-? pjn.
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
ttt Maine St., Brunswick
LAW SCHOOL PLACEMENT SERVICE
P. O. Box 2062
West Hartford, Connecticut
u.pt.^Ar'SS.*s£^5^K S-Klt-Wut- toA unique new organization, Law School Placement X^,. A «»S? - in
natio^'top^al^c'h^l^tU.""^ the, """>* °f more than 90 of the
torT.nd profe^on.Ur^anUa'ti^.tiTe^ '^ ^ *' endo™«"^ °' •*»»-
^T^ ^Z^!d^/:X'u ^vtehe^ea^cantonha?h b^n *;pre.t.ge or word of mouth, only to wa." applicatfoffela " **" *"" ° f
of
-SSBS^lii^^&'K remat^rt * £ "^ ^ »™**<
••babyboom" and th , AmeriMn dJr."A?"
-
'
MrJ* «"**"t but the pet-war
admiaaion. office, with appltcaUon.
***""« education are flooding
entree*. Sement. M^^LT?** \?*S *ith d"U *»* their
undergraduate average, | nte fZity'^J,""""'"-"PWUd LSAT ecore. and
flnandal re.trict^n i
i
\„d T^nhtl1' W^ 1 ' "V.K" hi« P™f~ « to
the rtudent to appropriate Si. k^' "- **** wi" "i'ntinclly guide
-ent Serrfee. B^»£f&*££-&*»** «•' L" School P,.«.
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DONALD B. MacMlLLAN
(Continued from pare. 3) „
good will, in which Mac left his
toarlPon the Arctic! He and ftjs/iri/e
Miriam established ?the MacMfllarf-
Moravian Eskimo School in 1929 at
Nain, Labrador, a school which cared
for seventy Eskimo children. Mac
wrote seven books and Miriam two
on their findings in the North.
Donald MacMillan's hard work
and discoveries were not unreward-
ed. On April 6, 1954, he was award-
ed the Bowdoln Prize. He also re-
ceived the National Geographic So-
ciety Hubbard Gold Medal, the Eli-
sha Kent Kane Gold Medal "for
daring exploration and scientific re-
search", a Special Congressional
Medal of Honor in 1944 for his work
on the Polar Sea, and was commis-
sioned an honorary Rear Admiral
by The MacMillan Bill of Congress
in 1950. A memo from the office of
a Bowdoin administrator adds .color
to the latter honor: "The MacMillan
Bill, according to a phone call this
morn, was signed this morning by
the Speaker of The House and Vice
President Nixon. A call to Eisen-
hower's office indicated that the
President was available and ready to
sign the Bill. In fact, he said to
hurry it over as he was talking with
Churchill and thought he would be
interested in hearing about an old
American 'sea dog'. The Bill was
taken to-the President immediately,
and he signed it in Churchill's*
presence, after which Churchill
asked quite a bit about Mac." "
MacMillan was reportedly the last
of the foot-slogging Par North ex-
plorers who had to rely on Eskimos,
Eskimo dogs, and sledges. He cov-
ered thousands of miles by dog
team, exploring Labrador, Ungava
Bay, Poxe Basin,. Buffin Island,
Ellesmore Land, Greenland, Hudson
Bay, and the Polar Sea. In the
1950's, Mac wrote an Eskimo diction-
ary and worked for the Navy on
ending quest *to learn 8 best exehi
plifled'by Reinhard^L. Korgen,* a
Arctic flghtmg^jjlans And the selec- -
^_
— ..>**
tion of sites for eventuaj. Navy bases, PoS^- tjffice Exam's
Donald B MacMillan W truly a j^,. Summer Joh<*legend in his own time. His never. OUHlIUer ODS
A nationwide competitive exami-
nation has Jut been announced for
—-—
-
— * 4 ...
'
former Professor at Bowdoin in a temP°rary summer employment in
speech in Chapel on November 3, a number of larger post offices
1954: "We were approaching Durban fcnrou8hout the country, it was
Island, on the east coast of Baffin stated jointly by Postmaster Gen-
Land. MacMillan wanted to put in eral Jj&imrence P. O'Brien and Civil
there, but time was short and we
Service Commission Chairman John
hart tn «™c« „„ m. .. w - Macy- Jr - The new examinationnafl to press on. TTiere is a. hpauH.h mer Deautl- was deveioped „ p^ of the pre.
ful harbor here,' said Mac. 'No one viously announced plan to assure
sees it nowadays. And studies ought that selections for summer Jobs are
to be made of the minerals in this made on the basis of merit,
locality.' As he spoke, I thought The examination will be used to
of the times I had heard him lecture, select the best quaufied applicants
when just before something special for employment as seasonal assis-
shows up on his film he has given an tants between May 1 and Septem-
excited,
-Look! Look!* His excitement ber 30, 1966. Applications for the
was genuine and he communicated positions, which pay $2.37 an hour,
it. He went on and on, extolling the will be accepted through February
features of this nook in Baffin Land, 24. A written test taking less than
the eagerness of his face as he one hour will be held in March in
talked to me belying his eighty over 1,000 cities,
years. Suddenly he stopped and Applicants must be at least 18
looked at me with a sigh, 'And yet years old at time of appointment;
people wonder why I keep coming however, this minimum age is
up here,' he said. 'And yet people waived for high school graduates
wonder why I keep coming up here!' who will be at least 16 years old at
An interview in the New York the time they enter on duty.
Times of June 19, 1963, gives a fur- Copies of the examination an-
ther illustration of the character nouncement and application forms
of "Captain Mac": "If Admiral Mac- (Form 5000AB) may be obtained
Millan had his life to live over, he from offices of the US. Civil Ser-
would be an explorer again. But the vice Commission and at many
next time, he says^ir wouid^lke-|xrl3oards of civil service exammers^anr
explore outer space." post offices.
WINTER'S WEEKEND
(Continued from page 1)
of.Bowdoin's Classics Department.
Miss Butterworth *is* a* gt&duate of
Greely Institute in Cumberland.
Her escort, was" Nicholas S. Mc-
Connell '68, a member of Alpha
Delta Phi Fraternity, which she
represented in .the contest.
Winners of the fraternity snow
sculpturing contest were also an-
nounced at the concert-dance. First
place in the snow sculpture compe-
tition went to Chi Psi Fraternity
and second prize was awarded to
Delta Kappa Fpsilon Fraternity.
Bowdoin men and their dates
were welcomed to the 1966 House
Party by Roy P. HIbyan '67, Presi-
dent of the Student Union Commit-
tee, who introduced the queen can-
didates.
The Saturday program included
an Open House and Coffee for stu-
dents and their guests at the Walk-
er Art Building, where the Museum
of Art has an exhibition of paint-
ings and drawings by American
artist-composer Carl Ruggles.
During the afternoon students
and their guests attended a variety
of sports events, including track and
hockey matches against teams from
the University of Massachusetts, a
basketball game against M.I.T., and
a swimming meet with Williams.
The Saturday evening program
wa^s highlighted by the Winter
reuse »arty~Piay, Eugene O'Neill's
"Long Day's Journey into Night,"
4 ~ PAGE, SEVEN
stagejfl in Pickard Theater by the
Masque and Gown.
* The judges in the Queen Contest
were Professor Alfred, H. Fuchs,
Chairman of the Psychology De-
partment; Professor Jerry W.
Brown, Religion Department; Pro-
fessor Dane; Harry K. Warren, As-
sistant Director of the Moulton
Union; and Mr. Lancaster.
GENERAL PORTER
(Continued from page 1)
of the Placement Bureau; and Mr.
Barnard.
Moderators and panelists will reg-
ister for the Conference at the
Alumni House starting at 3 pjn. on
Sunday (Feb. 20). Mr. Davidson
will speak at Bowdoin's Sunday
Chapel Service at 5 pjn.
President Coles will welcome the
panelists and moderators at dinner
in the Union Sunday at 7 pan.
Organizational and planning ses-
sions for the Conference will be
held Sunday night.
Mr. Porter will open Monday's
program with a Forum talk in the
Chapel at 10 a.m. After the panels
there will be a "Coffee and Con-
versation" session for undergrad-
uates and alumni participants at
the Alumni House. The alumni will
be guests of Bowdoin's Senior Class
'1





Delicious Foods A. Save $$$
NOW ON SALE
BATH AT BRUNSWICKROAD A * Tel. 726-7548
DISCOUNT COUPON BOOKS
A S3.M Value for |2.70
"IT Save 30c
or
A S5.M Value for S4J5
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS
Hurry! Get Yours Today
With this one exception,




U.S.A. and Canada. A New
Product which will sell It-
self. Our line Is a complete
business within itself, no
sideline Investment necessary.
Space-age advance. Used by




ing by Company. Users may
order for $13.95 per gallon
delivered prepaid.
Exclusive Franchise. In-
vestment secured by fast
moving Inventory with a
guarantee sell agreement.




Area Code 314-PE. 9-0125
Franchise Sales Division 0-2
3024 North Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Ann, Missouri 63074
GT&E makes no effort to compete
with nature's awesome forces. But
we do the next best thing. We take
the reason for lightning and har-
ness it to everyday tasks.
In that way, we've helped to
make the lowly electron mighty.
And our own capabilities more ex-
tensive. *
In fact, we've made electronics
an important force in our business.
And branched into virtually all
directions electronics would take
us . . . communications, radio, TV,
stereo phonographs, automatic
supervision and control, and ad-
vanced military systems.
m
GT&E member companies, such
as Automatic Electric, Lenkurt
Electric and Sylvania, either man-
ufacture the complete equipment
or the electronic components from
which they're built. And at the
same time serve as major suppliers
to other electronic manufacturers
and the communications industry.
You might say that, because of
electronics, GT&E's possibilities
are endless. That's the way it looks
from where we sit.
If you're interested in getting a
complete picture of GT&E as it is
today, ask your Placement Direc-
tor for a copy of the booklet that
tells the story. Or write General
Telephone& Electronics, 730Third
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
&
GENERALTELEPHONE& ELECTRONICS




Packmen Romp OverJJ. Mass.,
y» . :. iiy .Elliot Hacker
Despite a slow start with sloppy took a pass from Cornelia and faked
wheatonTmom Bears 6-1-1 In EGAC After-
t«p™ syndironhed
.44 Tie #ith Meiriinack
k





tain Dave Pollard's two goak. For
As has been the case in- many ft S1 minute period the Bears were
The' Wheaton College Tritons, games this year, Sid Watson's Polar -„-...*--*- *-,,.*-»„• w„ „
pasting *nd the inability to take out two men for a 15-footer. The j^tt girls' synchronised swim- Bears got up for the big one. This Hhadvantage of several scoring op- g,^ pasged sporadically through- ming team, will perform March 6 time, however, a classy and deter- Smlth-
^T^^^TwaSaL hoT out the «*"» » tonnk the end at 7 pan. In the Curtis Pool. mined Merrimack team managed Wales again tied the score at 958inrougn inis winters wee a noc-
^^ game we really looked sharp Charles J. Butt, swimming coach to stave off the furious overtime for Bowdoin with a hard shot from
kacTZ'StmSTS. " •» «•m »* p^ to ?ir^ o'mrrisLth: r^^^r,^ 4bi wei1 -* to* *
"
nd *> ««»
The Redmen opened the scoring and he centered it to Doug Brown doln ^vers and p^ record-break- like shooting and one of the best score the payoff goal- The ** Po"
early in the first period when Ed standing 10 feet in front of the ing attempts by varsity and fresh- netminding jobs we have seen this tar Bear threat m ^e regulation
Graney pushed the puck between g0ftUe man swimmers. Cost of admission year by Merrimacks Ron Smith in period was thwarted when Doug
JT? SiatitSUaw Macomber WI*"* *-* *"* fa $L the """^ d6ath °Vertlme- Br0Wn> *^8 BOio down *» ice-had cleared it out from In front of * Coach Butt sald the show will be After McCarthy flicked in the umM _.f wM .... ,_ fmnf A. ..
the mouth of the goal. Steve Wales seven minutes of action remaining. ^ ^ Qf ^ typft fe come ^ ^ Merrlmack goal at 2;56( g^. « * well out in front of the
countered this with an assist from The senior goalie was credited with Maine in a number of years. Syn- doin warmed up and took control. net by Smlth ' who Cammed «»
Leo Tracy and Pete Chapman when 32 saves. chronized swimming has been per- Steve Wales equalized the score Puck away- Bowdoin dominated the
he flipped the puck over the out-
stretched goalie.
With Bowdoin one man down
Pitzy took a perfect centering pass
from Allen directly in front of the
goal and drilled it passed the sur-
prised goalie.
Bill Allen took the puck at the
blue line and skated up to the
Just before he entered the game formed only for show purposes. In breaking away down the ice and 10 minute overtime, and for two
Pitzy and Brown /combinjd with past years - he *&» but to raP1(Uy ^"S * Puck P** Merrimack's minutes was a man up. They lashed
Pitzy getting credit for <£ goal. beo"B !n,f * ™**T J™**™™ Smith At 12:27 Sandy Salmela put rocket^ at Smith, who stoppeds 6C B WCMiv iU4 h »»« sport fQr girls The sport was dem_ Bowdoln ahead only Merrimack's vv^
The last goal for\?owd6in came onstrated at the last Olympics in Jim Curly tied the score once more. them *"• He had u wm m &e
with a little less than six minuses Tokyo, and Is being considered as With the period nearly over, Cap- overtime, most of them brilliant,
remaining. Once again one of our an event ln future /Olympic games, tain Bill Allen, assisted by Pitzger- *** overtime ended as it began, In
men got free in front of the goal
The * gWs wno make up tne ald and Brown
-
pu5hed tne puck a 4"4 tle
'
Wnu« a fnistratlng game
and with a nass from Wales all
teWn tT°m ^I****™ will perform past the Merrimack goalie for a 3-2 to Bowdoin fans, it was a fine effort,
crease before flicking it into the
°"u " "
y ao i u B,KSS *" duets, foursomes, and group num- lead that was good for the rest of individually the Bear's Cantain sw
Fitzgerald, wing Steve Wales and
defenseman Tim Brooks looked
good as our record went to 6-1-1 ln
rimack sextet took the lead on Cap-
opposite corner of the nets with Chapman had to do was guide it in. bers to music with special lighting the period. Fighting back, the Mer
only 40 seconds having gone by in The team from TJMie land blocked effects,
the second period. U. Mass then the junior goalie and scored with a
screened Leger's view and scored on ^ fQQt ^
a ten-footer from the left hand
side making it 3-2. A few minutes Through the entire game, both
later Salmela scored when he put Pfeiffer and Allen were-some rough
in a blocked shot of Ben Soule. checks reminiscent of last year's
About a third of the way through crowd-pleasing defenseman Bill






the period the passing started to Matthews.
click and Wales sunk his second of
the day, a twenty-footer from Tim-
my Brooks and Andy Cornelia. The
next Mass. goal was an unfortunate
one as it was an intended pass
which bounced off one of our de- Mass.
fensemen's skates and passed be-"
ger. The last goal of the period with
only thirty seconds left showed
what hustling can do for you as Leger
Brooks scored after several good
saves by their goalie.
Once again captain Allen was Sanborn
the first to score in the period
when he brought in the puck and
made the goalie commit himself
thereby leaving an open net and an
________
easy goal after 19 seconds had
elapsed. Leger was once again de-
fenseless when the Redmen got
their fourth goal. This time he made
a great save but was pounced upon Bowdoin
by a U. Mass. player as the puck Merrimack
lay in front of the goal. All it
needed was a little assist to get in
and that is all it got as It dribbled
by the helpless goalie.
Leger










1. (M) McCarthy (Broderick); 2.
Led by Howie Pease who cut man took over the scoring and Bow- (B) Wales; 3. (B) Salmela (Soule,
Maine's tall Guy Strang down to doin scored 17 of the final 20 points Pfeiffer) ; 4. (M) Kirley ; 6. (B) Al-
size in the rebounding department, going ahead to stay on Locke's two len (Brown, Fitzgerald); 6. (M)
the Basketball squad' took its first foul shots. Pollard (Walker); 7. (M) Pollard
win in the State of Maine series. Ray Blcknell's team played close (McCarthy) ; 8. (B) Wales (Brooks
Bruce Locke's foul shot put Bowf defense and controlled the ball on Chapman).
'
doin ahead 10-9 early in the game! _ _ ,, _
This lead increased to 26-19 until °
ffenSe
'
geUing the ^^ ** **•
Maine's-sub-, Bob Woodburg put on Malne coach ' Brlan McCaU aP~
a scoring burst, popping 13 of the peared frustrated at his team's in- -.
last 15 Black Bear points of the ability to gather In rebounds despite


















The Maine quintet appeared to be
,
„. .. !_T" . TT . inability to get the ball to their
pulling away as they Increased their
lead to 36-29 at the beginning of ^^ top scorer - Terry Carr. wno
the second half. But a layup by was held to 6 P "11*- mttin8 double
Capt. Howie Pease, an outside shot flgures for Bo™10"1 were Patterson,
and a pair of free throws by Noel Pease ' Locke ' and Le^hm^- Maine's
Leishman moved Bowdoin to within Bob Woodbury was top scorer with
one point. Baskets were traded for ffl . foUowed °y Patterson's 17.




OT Total 5i_5o. Maine then moved ahead by Scoring —
4
4






LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE





































Where Will You Go?
BERMUDA
From
see: Charlie Stone 67
AT THE BETA HOUSE
H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
FLY TWA - % FARE
Special Discounts for students under 22 on TWA flights
in the U. S. Get your I.D. card at any TWA office or
call for application — COpley 7-7200. (BOSTON)
2w
A group of Bowdoin wrestlers will
compete in two informal matches,
— one at home and one away, In the
near future.
T The first match is scheduled to-
68 night against a group of wrestlers
from Amherst College at the Am-
herst Gymnasium at 8 pjn.
The informal home match will
take place Feb. 26 against wrestlers
from MXT. in Sargent Gymnasium
12 at 4 p.m.
6 An Informal team of 12 wrestlers
will travel to Amherst for the Pri-
6 day match. U. A, W. Tate of the
23 Brunswick Naval Air Station, who
has been helping with the wrestling
program at Bowdoin, will accom-
8 pany the group to Amherst as an
adviser.
Since the construction of the new
gymnasium, Sargent Gymnasium has
been remodeled to include a prac-
tice wrestling room and other facil-
ities for the sport. The college has
also purchased a championship
wrestling mat to be used during all
home competition.
£3t£iia <J\l[oteL
9 Pleasant Street, Brunswick 726-5573
"Serving Bowdoin Men for 15 Yean"
There are other areas
with ski schools.
And other areas with leam-to-ski weeks.
And other areas with
well-known ski instructors.
But only Suaarbush has
Stein Eriksen.
OHArS SUGARBUSH FOR YOU. ALWAYS SOMETHING TO STAY AHEAD OF THE PACK.)





tke ski resort with omething for everyone
Every week a Stein Eriksen "Learn to Ski Week"
Dec, 20-24, Dec. 27-31 and Feb. 21-25. For further information
write Sugarbush Valley, Warren 20, Vt
"Predictions for '66: Nelson
and Wmthrop Rockefeller, try-
ing to find out UNew York and
Arkansas add up to more than
Texas, will be brushed aside by
Robert and Edward Kennedy,
who will have proved at least
that New York inrf Mmm,*.
chusetts add up to more than I
ifif York Fw o h— copy af ri»
snd Arkan- |<*rr.«i Imu. .f NA<
TIONAl REVIEW, writ,
to D*pt. CM, 150 E.
M Se, N. Y. 16, N. Y.
saa:
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Hawthorne -Longfellow Library
To Be Dedicated Saturday
Dr. Allan Nevins To Be Hawthorne,
- Longfellow
Exhibit
Viet Cong Cannot Win
Says Gen. Smith
Principal Speaker
Dr. Allan Nevins, Pulitzer Prize-
winning historian and recently
elected President of the American
Academy of Arts and Letters will be
the principal speaker at the dedi-
catory exercises of the Hawthorne-
Longfellow Library Saturday at
10:45 in Pickard Theater. Dr. Nev-
ins will speak on "The Changing
Place of Mass Media in American
Civilization."
»
Other speakers highlighting the
ceremonies for the $2.5 million Li-
brary named for the two illustrious
members of the Class of 1825, will be
President James S. Coles, John C.
Pickard '22, a Trustee and Chair-
man of the Library Committee of the
Governing Boards, and Librarian
Richard Harwell.
Following the public activities will
be a luncheon for out-of-town guests
at the Senior Center, where the
guest speaker will be David H. Clift,
Executive Director of the American
Library Association. His subject will
be "Can We Afford To Learn; or,
Can We Learn .What We Must
Learn?"
Presiding over the luncheon will
be Professor Herbert R. Brown,
while Professor Louis O. Coxe,
Chairman of the Faculty Library
Committee will read a poem written
for the occasion, "Verdict". The
Meddiebempsters will sing selections
with music set to the words of Long-
fellow's poems.
In conjunction with the dedica-
tion will be the opening of a com-
prehensive exhibition of over 300
items, including letters, first edi-
tions, manuscripts, pictures, college
records and other materials con-
cerning Hawthorne and Longfellow.
Running through three floors of the
Library, the exhibit will be on dis-
play through April 30.
As part of the activities commem-
orating the dedication of Bowdoin's
recently completed Hawthorne-
Longfellow Library, three items, a
pamphlet keepsake, a guide to the
library; and a guide to an exhibit
of paraphenalia of Henry Wads-
worth Longfellow and Nathaniel
Hawthorne, will be issue February
26.
Librarian Richard Harwell, said
that the keepsake will contain a
facsimile of a letter from Longfel-
low to Hawthorne belonging to the
Library thanking Hawthorne for the
use of the idea of "Evangeline." In
an introductory account of the let-
ter, C. E. Frazer Clark, Jr., of De-
troit, writes "In it a few paragraphs,
one of the greatest associations of
American literary history is con-
firmed . . ."
The other publications include
a guide to the Library and its uses,
and a guide to the extensive exhibit
of letters, manuscripts, first edi-
tions, and other items that details
the lives of these two illustrious
members of the class of 1825. The
exhibit will open February 26 in
conjunction with the dedication ex-
ercises.
The letter reproduced as a keep-
sake was given to the College Library
by Roscoe H. Hupper '07, an Over-
seer Emeritus. It is part of the
broad collection of materials relat-
ing to Hawthorne and Longfellow
in the Library's special collections.
Faculty Coffee Hour
Alpha Rho Upsilon Fraternity will
sponsor a faculty coffee hour this
coming Tuesday morning from 10-
11 a.m. All members of the faculty
are invited to drop in for a cup of
coffee and donuts. This will become
a regular weekly event at ARU. It
is hoped that other fraternities will
also institute such a coffee hour
during the week.
Noted Newscaster Speaks
March 6 On Vietnam War
On March 6, Theta Delta Chi Fra-
ternity and the Student Council are
sponsoring Craig J. Spense, who will
speak on Vietnam and the Gueril-
la Gap. Spence is the New England
News Editor and special correspon-
dent for the Mutual Broadcasting
System and has recently returned
from Vietnam where he interviewed
leaders, flew on missions, and ac-
companied troops into combat as a
feature reporter for Mutual.
In eight years of news reporting
and interviewing, Mr. Spence has
been expelled from Cuba and has
filed from Bombay, Calcutta, Kara-"
chi, Athens, and Saigon. He was
also radio-television press secretary
to former Governor Endicott Pea-
body of Massachusetts and serves as
press secretary to the speaker of the
House of Representatives of Massa-
chusetts.
As with events in Cuba, many con-
flicting stories have been written
about the war in Vietnam. Mr.
Spence evaluates how the "story"
has been reported and contrasts it
with a reporter's knowledge of the
day-to-day drama in that troubled
land. His speech next Sunday eve-
ning will deal with what is called
the Guerilla Gap. It was the Mis-
sile Gap in the last decade—-*pw it
is the Guerrilla Gap. All of Ameri-
ca's sophisticated weaponry seems
impotent when faced by a highly
trained and deeply motivated guer-
rilla force in Vietnam. The weird
war in Southeast Asia is discussed
and evaluated from first-hand
knowledge.
Nathaniel Hawthorne, one of the
greatest novelists in the history of
American literature, often exhibit-
ed as an undergraduate at Bowdoin
College the intense energy that he
later channeled into his works of
fiction.
-Hawthorne's enthusiasm some-
times led him into typical under-
graduate rebellion against authority
during his four years at Bowdoin,
and the results were more often
than not costly when his term bill
was calculated.
An extensive exhibition of mater-
ials opening Saturday relating to
Hawthorne and his equally famous
classmate, Henry Wadsworth Long-
fellow, shows that Hawthorne had
a rather lengthy record of fines for
misbehavior, running the gamut
from such things as "walking un-
necessarily on the Sabbath" and
"neglect of declamation" to "play-
ing cards for money." His term
bill was increased as much as $2
for single pranks, and was added
to even more for cost of repairs to
his room, including replacement of
broken window panes.
As Hawthorne himself said in a
letter to his friend and classmate,
Commodore Horatio Bridge, recall-
ing their undergraduate days: "two
idle lads, in short (as we need not
fear to acknowledge now), doing a
hundred things that the Faculty
never heard of, or else it had been
the worse for us."
By contrast, Longfellow appears
to have been a model student, al-
though he too was once assessed a
fine of 20 cents for "special ab-
sence from recitation" and, with
his brother Stephen, was Jointly
charged for a broken window pane.
The record of fines is Just a small
part of the fascinating exhibit that
will open in connection with the
dedication of Bowdoin's $2.5 million
Nathaniel Hawthorne-Henry Wads-
worth Longfellow Library the same
day.
The two men were so totally dif-
ferent as undergraduate classmates
maintained a close life-long rela-
tionship, as is shown by the exhibit
which contains over 300 items, in-
cluding letters, first editions, manu-
scripts, portraits, college records,
and other material.
The exhibit will be on display
throughout the library in some 200
feet of display cases and is sched-
uled to run through April 30.
Richard Harwell, the college Li-
brarian, is the author of an exten-
sive illustrated guide for the dis-
play. He said the exhibit Is the
first one of its kind ever to combine
such a large number of items about
the lives and careers of Hawthorne
and Longfellow, both members of
the Class of 1825.
The exhibit will be arranged more
or less chronologically on the sec-
ond and third flobrs~oFthe~TjIbrary
after two introductory cases about
the two authors on the first floor.
The items will trace Hawthorne and
Longfellow through their early yean
(Continued on page 6)
Major General Robert N. Smith,
Director of Plans for the UB. Air
Force, told a Bowdoin College au-
dience Monday night (Feb. 21) "It
is my belief that the Viet Cong and
their North Vietnamese allies can-
not win the war."
"There is a new confidence among
the people of South Vietnam," Gen-
eral -Smith declared. "They know
that ultimate Communist victory
has now become militarily improb-
able. This feeling has been matched
by a noticeable decline in Viet Cong
morale. Desertions from the ranks
of insurgency, which were rare a
year ago, are increasing significant-
ly."
General Smith, -a-member of the
Class of 1938 and an Overseer of
the College, delivered a public lec-
ture which concluded his alma
mater's fifth annual Campus Career
Conference. The general served as
moderator of a panel on military
service, one of nine career areas
explored during the day-long con-
ference. - , _j
Noting President Johnson's
pledge that the United States will
"stay" in South Vietnam as long as
necessary, General Smith said "I
think it should be clear to everyone
that we can deny victory to the ene-
my. Together with several allies and
the Republic of South Vietnam, we
are making it very costly for the
enemy to continue his aggression.''
General Smith, who recently re-
turned from an inspection trip to
South Vietnam, said "Our delicately
balanced military-diplomatic policy
of 'strategic persuasion' is calculat-
ed to make continuation of the war
unprofitable to Ho Chi Minh and his
associates."
"It is our hope," General Smith
added, "that Hanoi will be more
receptive to the message that the
President has been trying to convey
by sending his most trusted emis-
saries to key contact points around
the globe."
The United States has both a
psychological and a physical com-
mitment to support South Vietnam's
fight for freedom, General Smith
asserted. "Our aim there is not to
destroy North Vietnam or to chal-
lenge its right of self-determination.
Neither is it to enforce a particular
form of government on the regime
in Saigon.
"Rather, it is to continue the
policy first formulated under Presi-
dent Truman, and supported by
subsequent administrations, of help-
ing free nations to fight aggression
from within or from without." '
General Smith, former Director of
Intelligence for the Strategic Air
Command, said the simple U.S. ob-
jective is "a termination of hostili-
ties under conditions that would
give the people of South Vietnam a
fair chance at self-determination.
Unconditional surrender of the ene-
my in South Vietnam has never been
our objective, nor should it be."
The national security, General
Smith said, "is closely bound up in
the ability of the United States Air
Force to carry out its mission. In
Vietnam, airpower is being used
with deftness, precision and re-
straint. To meet the objectives set
forth by the President, our Air
Force has been employed as a flex-
ible instrument of national will and
policy.
"This, to my thinking, is the vital
role that airpower plays. Its objec-
tive is to help contain wars at the
lowest possible level ef< violence."
Hornby, Dramatic Director;
Friend, To Join Faculty
Joining the English department
this September will be Richard
Hornby, as Assistant Professor of
English and Director of Dramatics,
and Robert Friend, in, as Instruc-
tor in English.
Succeeding retiring George H.
Quinby as Director of Dramatics,
Mr. Hornby is currently completing
requirements for his PhJD. at Tulane
University, and has performed over
53 major roles at four universities
and in professional summer stock.
He has directed plays by Albee,
Brecht, Williams and Odets.
A graduate student at Tulane
since 1963, he received his M.A. in
1965. He has also studied at Stan-
ford University. A native of New
Jersey, he received his BS. from
lsrtTr1rrl96i L
He is presently Book Editor of
the Tulane Drama Review and has
contributed articles on books and
the theatre. His special fields of
interest are Elizabethan drama,
modern drama, acting and directing.
As an undergraduate at M.I.T. he
was a member of the Dramashop
and director of the Tech Show, an
original musical. He is a member
of the American Educational Thea-
tre Assn., the Speech Assn. of
America, and the Actor's Equity
Assn.
Mr. Friend, who is now complet-
ing the dissertation for his PhJJ.
at the University of North Caro-
lina, where he received his MA. in
1963. He received his A3, with
honors from Dartmouth in 1968.
Mr. Friend's main interests are
the works of James Joyce and Wil-
liam Faulkner. His dissertation is to
establish the background for a new
edition of "Ulysses"; he has also
planned an article on William
Dean Howelte' novel,-—A—Modern
Instance" and a book on Joyce's
"Dubliners".
He is member of the Modern
Language Assn. and the Yeats So-
ciety.
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Late last fall President Coles re- ment program of* the country
their double quartet. The new Bachelors, who will replace seniors gradu-
ceived this letter from Rev
atlng In June, are Eugene Perraro '68, Roger N. Austin '69, and Charles E. Zwaenepoel of Saint Lotris Urdver-
Parker,m '69. sity in the Philippine Islands re-
members of the group who plan to continue through the 1966-67 Questing any used textbooks that
academic year are Richard P. Caliri '67, Theodore M. Davis '67, David E. the ColleBe mi8fit have; preferably
Camper '67, CarV N. Mack '67, and Dan% R. Wilson '68. J^f** 'T ^T rSO*turned this letter over to the Chem-
• * • • • • istry Department where a number
of books have been collected from
students and members of the de-
partment. Textbooks of any descrip-
tion (they need not be Chemistry
texts) that you would be willing to
donate would be greatly appreciated
and would be of great value to this
University.
There are three students at Bow-
doin who have lived in the Philip-
pines for short periods of time and
have all attended school there.
(Doug Bates '66, John Ranahan '67,
' Hank Adams '68.) Any of these
An exhibition of paintings by Edythe Laws, prominent Brunswick s*ud?
n*s T?dJ?U ?°U .°f "!e g"at
artist, is now on display in the Gallery Lounge of the Moulton Union.
The show will continue until March 24. The 12 oils on exhibit include
paintings of the Curtis String Quartet, which has appeared at Bowdoin
annually for many years, and the Bowdoin Chapel.
Howie Pease, captain of the basketball team, haa been named to the
weekly Eastern College Athletic Conference All-East College Division team.
Howie was Instrumental in our upset of the University of Maine last
Wednesday, pulling down 14 rebounds and scoring 14 points. He finished
the week with 52 points, 43 rebounds, 8 assists, and 11 steals in three
games. He has scored 272 total points and has been credited with more
than 200 rebounds in 18 games so far this season.
Basketball coach Ray Bkknell said Pease is "inch for inch the beat
rebounder Bowdoin has ever had." He added that Pease's keen competi-
tive spirit has made him the team's leader throughout the season.
Professor Thomas A. Riley, Chairman of Bowdoin 's Department of
German, will be on sabbatic leave during the second semester of the cur-
rent academic year.
Professor Fritz C. A. Koeiln, George Taylor files Professor of Modern
Languages, has been appointed to succeed Professor Riley as Chairman
of the Department.
Professor Koeiln, who has taught at Bowdoin since 1929, was Chair-
man of the German Department from 1954 to 1963. He holds a Ph.D.
from Hamburg University In Germany.
Professor Riley plans to use his leave to travel to Germany, where
he will complete work on a German text to be published by Charles Scrib-
ner's Sons next fall. A similar text which Professor Riley edited was
published a year ago by D. C. Heath and Co. The text was an edition
of German author Thomas Mann's novel, "Buddenbrooks."
shortage of textbooks that the Fili-
pino students experience. Books
that we consider to be outdated are
far in advance of many they are
using. Books taken to the Islands
by American teachers shortly after
the war are still in use in some
cases.
Books that yourwould be wflltng -
to donate can be left with Dr.
Sheats in the Chemistry Depart-
ment or with any of the above men-
tioned students.
Paul Through the College of Liberal Arts,
the Saint Louis University supplies
leaders and chemists needed in the
stepped-up rural and community
development program of the country
which is bolstered by the US. Peace
Corps.
Like other private universities in
the country, our University depends
for support and maintenance solely
on our student's tuition fees. With
our limited financial resources, we
find it difficult to provide our stu-
dents with all the books greatly
needed for their education.
On this score, we respectfully ap-
peal to your College for donations
of books and equipment on chemis-
try and others. Your second hand
books and equipment will go a long
way in satisfying the educational
needs of our students and in
strengthening and keeping alive the
traditional friendship between our
two countries, a friendship that is
one of the best assets of the free
world and one of the strongest
bulwarks of democracy in the Far
East.












Saint Louis University is the only
PS. All books and equipment could
be sent to our representative in the
United States who will take care
of the shipment to the Philippines.
Expenses for crating and shipment




University in Northern Philippines. to our U,S' rePresentative will be
It was founded to create equal op- reimbursed -
The Meddiebempsters announced the selection of five new members
The objectives, policies and proj-
ects of the University are synchro-
nized with the economic develop-c
120 MAINE STREET
portunities for college and graduate
education for one fifth of the coun-
try's population, especially for the
for their augmented double quartet. New members, chosen to replace
cultural ^^^^ of tne Mountaln
seniors who will graduate in June, are Thomas B. Beaman '68, Kenneth pr0Vince
E. Ballinger. Jr. '69, Stephen I. Bartlett '69, Timothy G. Rogers '69, and
John C. Rutherford '69.
Meddiebempsters who will continue with the group for the 1966-67
academic year are Dana L. Blanchard, Jr. '67, Frank J. Tonge '67, Kent
W. Mohnkern '68, and Jonathan W. Ross '68.
Officers elected in Theta Delta Chi for spring semester are: Max
Willscher, President; Wayne Abbott, Vice-President; Chip Newali, Treas-
urer; Dana Wilson, Recording Secretary; Chris Hanks, Corresponding
Secretary; Bill Dunlaevy, Alumni Secretary; Gene Ferraro, Herald; and
Doug Biklen, Official Ciockwinder and Librarian.
Professor John C. Rensenbrink, who recently spent three years super-
vising the development of educational programs for East African nations,
will return to Africa Thursday for a six-week book publishing survey
sponsored by the VS. Government.
Professor Rensenbrink will head a research team In Tanzania for
three weeks and will also spend two weeks in Zambia before returning
to the campus April 4. Other countries to be included In the survey,
conducted by Franklin Book Programs, Inc., are Ugunda and Kenya.
ATTENTION SENIORS!!!
Representatives of the companies listed below will visit the Placement
Bureau during the month of March:
March 1. The Andover Companies
The Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York
State Street Bank and Trust Company
2. The Atlantic Refining Company
Liberty Mutual Insurance Companies
3. John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company
National Commercial Bank & Trust Company
4. The Chase Manhattan Bank
New England Mutual Life Insurance Company
General Electric Company — Financial Management
Program
8. Monarch Life Insurance Company
Price Waterhouse St Company
Prentice-Hall Publishing Company
9. The Hartford Insurance Group
Hamden, Connecticut Public Schools
Bell Telephone Companies
10. New England Merchants National Bank
Commercial Union Insurance Group
New Britain, Connecticut Public Schools
11. General Foods Corporation
General Electric Company — Advertising Division
16. Boston Insurance Group
Worcester Telegram and Gasette
Phil s
Men's Store
78 Maine St. Brunswick
PHIL ROSS "43
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"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-
lationship with the community."
Brunswick, Maine
Dial 729-3422
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES — FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
UYERNOIS IGA
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 725-7122
Open Daily 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
3,000 ft. and 2,000 ft T-
bar lifts. 5 trail*. Sid In-
struction daily 10-12 a.m.,





Route 15, Greenville, Me.
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
• Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 5Qc
Beef Stew 95c etc
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 56c up
French Fries — Onion Map
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure I
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including soup or Juice, Vegetable, Salad. Rolls ft Beverage
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
83 FEDERAL ST. — 7284843
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rman
«*
by John Ranahan .
In a special interview held during
last week's Mid-Winter Alumni
Council Meeting, Richard A. Wiley
'49, gave one of the most serious
presentations on fraternities yet





:The *,p?S60iiHy >of 0#&nlzing. a
gioup study tad participation pro-'
gram
t
in the field of experimental
films was discussed on Monday
evening, February 21 in the Moulton
Union, and plans were then made
to enlarge upon, what had up until
then been a purely individual enter-
prise. Hoping to attract a wider seg-
ment of the college community,
with the thought in mind that if
enough interest were evinced, a col-
lege recognized and perhaps partial-
ly supported club might be estab-
lished, semi-specific plans were handing of the fraternities might mg
"~"^]oE5y*^KrteTto
made. These include the ^rental of be extended to Brunswick. It is new supervise contracting of bids on re-
various "shorts". t.h* niiJTw«« rJ tnis year, but really is an offshoot noire n»H«i «•«,» «ie« ~«„«~ i ..
capital fund raising for improve-
ment and renovation purposes. The
consensus appears to be that annual
alumni 'dues' on a regular basis
may prove a more fruitful source
of funds than major 'campaigns.'
Alumni Council's Special Committee Another interesting idea mentioned
on Fraternities, began the session
with a statement about the Com-
mittee itself. He said, "It had its
genesis because of concern in^var-
ious parts of. the Bowdoin family
that the Williams and Amherst
in our discussions on the physical
aspects of the fraternities dealt
with the possibility of establishing
more cooperative action between the
houses when it comes to buying fuel-,
services, etc. The possibility of hav-
, he purpose of
which would, be to acquaint prospec-
tive members with the style and
h
of the Council's Undergraduate Liai-
son Committee, in which the ques-
tion of fraternities played a large
pairs needed was also mentioned.'
Turning now to the question of
national affiliation, he commented,
'the attitude varies substantiallymm» * *a •*» «. *. ^ duIta8 lhe^S^ „e fi— ™.^™
hope that individuals might be sti-
mulated into thoughts of producing
their own works. The possibility of
actually making 2 to 3 minute films
was discussed and considered feas-
ible as the procurement of an 8mm.
camera and projector appears as-
sured. As the opportunity on this
apathetic Bowdoin campus for gen-
uiTOindivMual expression Is TrlghT-
fully limited, those interested are
urged to attend an organizational
meeting on Monday evening, Feb.





Between 10 a,m.-2 p.m.
4 pon.-7 p.m.
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
212 Maine St., Brunswick
function of the Committee this year
is mainly exploratory, with an eye
to continued cosideration of what-
ever topics of interest are devel-
oped."
Asked what he felt the Commit-
tee had accomplished in its first year
of existence, he replied, "We met
this past Fall with six or seven un-
dergraduate fraternity presidents,
then discussed certain problems
amongst ourselves. Then on Febru-
ary 17 we met with the alumni
treasurers of the various fraternity
house corporations. There were five
principal areas that we discussed:
1) physical facilities, 2) the question
of national affiliation, 3) furthering
they are receiving a lot of good
from their national, while others do
not. The only advantage mentioned
with any regularity was that the
national affiliation developed more
of an appeal for freshmen from the
mid-West and the South."
On the problem of Alumni-Fra-
ternity relations, Mr. Wiley said,
"there is a general feeling that the
occupied with dates, etc. in the
evenings."
In addition to this Alumni Week-
end, Mr. Wiley feels that the houses
should do more in attracting neigh-
boring alumni to the college by
sponsoring what he calls 'Junior
Career Conferences.' He said, "You
ought to invite alumni up for sup-
per and then discuss their occupa-
tions afterwards. This would cer-
tainly stimulate more regular con-
tact with alumni, and would be a
great service to the undergraduates."
Speaking next of Orientation, he
stated that "there appears to be
some dissatisfaction among under-
graduates, the College, and ' the
Alumni about the program, but the
College is wisely essentially leaving
the whole problem up to the stu-
dents. Training in College and fra-
ternity history and tradition is es-
sential, but if you really want some-
thing to pull the freshman group
together during the first semester, it
might better be of a creative na-
ture. Pledge groups working on
house projects, community service
projects, and the like serve not only
'asonr-and—undergraduates should focus more to hclP pul1 the greup-tegetherr-but
also are creative and worthwhile.
The fraternities need more affirma-
Faculty Members,
: Wives, Friencts
•* , ' "'
r To Give Recital
Works by ten composers will be
performed by faculty members and
their wives at a Faculty Recital
Sunday at 8:15 pjti. in Wentworth
Hall.
Tickets at $150 "will be available
at the door.
The program for the concert in-
cludes performances by six faculty
members, four faculty wives, and a
guest, Bette Doughty, a high school
student from Falmouth Foreside,
Maine, who is a flutist in the Port-
land Symphony Orchestra.
Miss Doughty will be part of a
trio performing the first movement
from Bach's "Trio Sonata in C
Minor." Other members of the trio
will be Alison Johnson, violin, wife
of Professor Robert W. Johnson of
Bowdoin's Department of Mathema-
tics; and Louise Rogers, piano, wife
of John E. Rogers, Instructor in
Music at the College.
The program will open with
Haydn's "Sonata in G Major, No.
11" by Professor Fritz C. A. Koelln,
Chairman of the Department of
German, at the piano. Professor
Koelln is George Taylor Files Pro-
fessor of Modern Languages at Bow-
doin ;
attention on the alumni. They
should have a good committee,
headed by an able man, which
would keep the alumni v regularly
notified on what is happening
throughout the year. There would be
more appealing four or five up to
date small newsletters instead of
tive thinking in this area."
This led to a discussion of the
accusation that the fraternities are
'anti-intellectual' in nature. Mr.
Wiley interjected that "no one
really feels that the fraternities
alumm-fraternity relations, such as one blg one Aiumni weekend is the are at cross purposes with the col-
through junior career conferences,
4)Orientation, and 5) whether there
is any substance to the allegation
of the anti-intellectual nature of
"fraternities."
Mr. Wiley then commented sep-
arately on the above five areas.
"Concerning the physical facilities,
one sees a disparity between much of
the rooming offered by the dormi-
tories and that offered by the fra-
ternities. The Committee has ex-
plored, tentatively, techniques of
' Professor Thomas Cornell of the
Department of Art, a tenor, will
.sing "Nina" by Pergolesi and two
selections from Mozart's "Don Gio-
vanni." He will be accompanied by
Mrs. Rogers.
Professor Cornell's wife, Judith
Cornel], a soprano, will sing "Der
(Continued on page 5)
one big chance for the houses to
attract alumni. We think that there
should be two Weekends in "the
Fall instead of the combined Alum-
ni Homecoming—"Fall Houseparty"-
Weekend which has developed. On
Alumni Day, the fraternities could
hold morning open houses and cof-
fee hours. This would allow more
alumni to have personal contact





LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
lege, but the students should remem-
ber that the houses began as literary
and debating societies. What would
be a good step would be the possible
continuation of the summer reading
discussion groups so that they would
meet once every two months, or
something along this line. The
houses could supply creative tools
for painting, sculpturing, and other





A Theatre of Courtesy and Good Entertainment
NOW PLAYING UNTIL MARCH 8th
MOULTON UNION BOOKSTORE
WE STOCK ALL THE NATIONAL BEST SELLERS
IN FICTION AND NON-FICTION
This includes the top best seller in fiction: THE SOURCE,
by J. A. Michener and the top seller in any category: IN COLD
BLOOD by Truman Capote.
We also have many of the New York Times new and recom-
mended books, such as THE LAST 100 DAYS by John Toland
and CHARLES FRANCIS ADAMS, JR by Edward Chase Kirkland,'
emeritus, Frank Munsey Professor of American History at Bowdoin
College.
HERE COMES THE S3 BIGGEST BOND Of ALL!
PERT: Miss Maine
Operation Match will
be at Moulton Union,
Sat, Feb. 26, 2-4
p.m.
ALfi8?T R BfiOCCOU —
mmt„
THUNDERBALL
*~jei Hcuui mm ran ~znm
ADMISSION THIS ENGAGEMENT
Child 75c — Adults $1.50
Matinee 2:00 PJH. — Evenings 6:30-6:45 P.M.
Da MARCUS BLOCH, L-Hy
President
Central School «f Hypnotism
P.O. Box 118
New York 9, N. Y.
Smith's Photo Shop








$500 to $12,000 Secured By Fast Moving Inventory
To set up and service new accounts in exclusive ter-
ritory with amazing plastic coating used oh all types
of surfaces interior or exterior. Eliminates all waxing
when applied to any type of floor. Eliminates all
painting when applied to wood, metal or concrete
surfaces. . You step right into a brand new, multi-
million dollar virgin market. Don't Hesitate I
For complete information write or call collect.
Area Code 314-AX-l-lgOO
PENGUIN PLASTICS CORP.
DEFT. 666, POST OFFICE BOX 66


















"Serving Bowdoin Men for
16 Years"
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Thla Monday evening could mark the beginning of a new era for
fraternities at Bowdoln. The Fraternity Presidents are meeting with all
Hushing Chairmen in order to discuss the possibility of creating a com-
mon Rushing booklet. If the various houses agree to work together on
this project, other similar projects for Alumni Relations, Orientation
tight be in the wings. The time is right for some changes in the ays-
tem as we know it The fraternities are no longer held together by a
mystic bond, but by a common living experience. The object of each
house should be to create suitable living conditions for a student. By
working together the houses can do a great deal for the three under
classes. Money can be saved and the Jobs done more efficiently if done
together. What we would like to see done are; a reworked Orientation
program that does away with all the pettiness of the present system,
yet retains the elements that pull a freshman class together; a better
organised Rushing program; co-operative action among the fraternities
when it comes to buying fuel and other services; a fraternity committee
for Alumni relations; faculty coffee hours sponsored weekly by the
houses; more Informal debates and discussions among students and fac-
ulty; and other such activities. The time Is right and if we show the
initiative, the CoUege will not be forced to intervene.
A note to the Student Council, if yOU'd like the information on the
Haverford Plan' that you have been waiting for since December, please
look at the February 5 issue of SCHOOL AND SOCIETY. You will
find an article by William E. Cadbury, Jr., Dean of Haverford College,
called "Self-Scheduled Examinations Under an Honor System." It is
in the library.
This past Fall saw the formation of a campus wide Big Brothers
Program aimed at the elementary and Junior high levels. Now there Is
an opportunity for additional undergraduates who are interested
volunteer work of this nature. As Phase Two of the Big Brother Pro-
gram the chance of working at the Brunswick Recreation Center is being
offered. Next Monday afternoon at 2:30 there will be an organizational
meeting in Conference B of the Union. The Orient strongly supports
this activity as it provides a creative outlet for the abilities of Bowdoln
students. A letter was received from Mr. Leaver, director of activities
at the Center, saying that there are opportunities for helping to organize
pool and ping-pong games, to supervise a weight lifting room, to work
with pre-school youngsters, or to help with basketball games.' As with
the Big Brother Program, the Rec Center only demands one hour per
week from each student. Additional time may be spent, but this is left





Sin -., * • - ;-/*'""* ' ''"' *- " :
In reference to your "nnal note"
In last week's editorial column, I
"have recently read a book, article,
etc" which I would like to write
about; specifically, the "Orient
Editorial."
In your first paragraph, you hailed
the faculty promotions as an over-
due "increase in attention to our
Profs." But, drawing scarcely a
breath after your "campaign" to-
ward this end, you went on to say
that "there is . . . one question that
must be raised," namely, the ques-
tion of where the money is coming,
from. I am curious to know just
why this question must be raised
and, more particularly, why it must
be raised by a student newspaper. I
fully share your expressed convic-
tion that "the money will be found"
and your pious hope that it will
not be at the expense of endowment
capital. But I also believe that the
administration can figure out where
to get the money without my help,
or yours. In fact, I will go so far
as to say that the promotions would
probably not have been made if
there were not already some sound
provision for paying for them. So
unless you have some concrete sug-
gestion to make (which you did
not), I suggest that you not commit
your random thoughts to print.
Your criticism of the Student
a college is to supply dates, ifftle
headway is going to be made. Many
of us have been able to find dates
without a nearby women's college,
and most members of the adminis-
tration (from whom, whether we
admit it or not, the real initiative
must eventually come) are married,
and are thus presumably not in
need of dates. Even "having the
woman's viewpoint in our class-
room activities" is likely to prove
a dubious, "advantage" in the light
of some of its consequences. Gone
would be a lot of the informality we
now enjoy, and, if the "co-ordinate
college" is to be big enough to sup-
ply us all with dates, gone would
be our small classes. If we are to
found a women's college, let's do it
on a separate but equal basis. Let
them use our library and labs at
first, but a men's college is a very
different thing from a co-ed col-





After reading this letter with a ^^
This week's tip of the Orient hat goes to Mike Bothner, who is work-
ing on a Senior Dinner-Dance to be held later this Spring. This type
of semi-formal dance is sorely needed here. What a pleasant escape from
the normal' entertainment found around campus, both at the fraterni-
ties and at Student Union activities. We congratulate Mike and those
working with him and would like to see this type of activity offered to
all undergraduates. If there are any men Interested in organizing such
a an activity, please contact the Orient
Speaking of entertainment, why has the Campus Chest Committee
scheduled the Barbarians, another Rock group, for the March Weekend
after the Student Union Committee just lost nearly $600 on the Winters
Concert, which featured not one Rock group, but two?? It would appear
that the undergraduates are somewhat unwilling to attend this type of
concert. "^
The 1965 Bugle has created for this publication a very unhealthy
reputation. We understand that Bob
(
Doran and his 8taff are progress-
ing rapidly with the '66 Yearbook, but are sorely understaffed. While
w T*tJ?!*aMI' famiUar' " to nec«s»0' to Inform the studentsthat the Bugle needs help, or else we may not have a Bugle too much
longer. This message is directed at the two lower classes - the Year-book is not exclusively a Junior project. Underclassmen are urged to
Join the staff and work up through the ranks. By the way, the above
message also holds true for the Orient. Bowdoln student publications
need help. A very small number of students are now carrying' all of
the burden, and if this trend continues too long, there will be no under-
graduate publications.
BOWDOIN4 ORIENT
Volume XCV Friday, February W, 1966 Number 25
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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»-• *• Gw»«*r. Fat. Maaror,
Lorry Wtinatota. Pour Blankman, Da*» Bottoiar, Jafcm a—i—
M»n»rer of fee Bowdoln PiMiaain* Corn-
Council also seemed to me a bit un
warranted. Even the Congress of
the United States does not spend its
every working hour in consideration
of some earth-shaking legislation. I
am not entirely convinced that our
Student Council, with a somewhat
smaller constituency, and hence few-
er problems, of perhaps less magni-
tude than those which concern
Congress, can be expected to turn
out an impressive list of achieve-
ments each week or, for that mat-
ter, each year. I was also interested
to see that, as concerns the Coun-
cil's self study committee, you have
decided to "strongly support this
idea if it gets out of the idea stage."
Do I correctly take this to mean
that you think the idea is a good
one and hope that it will become
an effective program? Or do you
really mean what you said, that as
soon as the idea becomes a program,
The Orient will support the idea,
presumably leaving the program to
find its own support.
The editorial criticism of the pres-
ent social rules as in many ways
still "Victorian" seems hardly in ac-
cordance with the facts. And to
suggest that the college "should
have no control at all over the so-
cial activities of the students" is at
the outset ridiculous. I trust that
even the editors of The Orient would
not be in favor of making it possible
for a student to keep a mistress in
the college dorms. This might, after
all, prove somewhat inconvenient or
embarrassing, not to say distracting,
to other residents of the dorm! As
for extending the Honor System to
the social rules, I am cynical enough
to think that there might well be a
great many students opposed to
this. Under the present system, a
student, if he disagrees with a rule
(or, more likely, finds it inconven-
ient), is free to break it as long as
he is willing to accept the conse-
quences if he is caught. Under the
Honor System, he would also have
to contend with his sense of honor
and his signed statement that he
would obey the rule. So I doubt
that the response to that idea will
be completely enthusiastic.
If "all talk about social life at this
college is actually a waste of time
because of the lack of any women
to be social with" ("with whom to
socialize," I think you meant), I am
surprised that there has been so
much talk about it and that talk of
a co-ordinate women's college only
criptten eoMuJeatioaa
at "tfc* OBIRNT TtmZ. i m ""— "aaaio r tt a laaiu ea
now comes to the fore. Without dis-
missing the idea altogether, I would
like to point out that if the editor's
chief reason for establishing such
sufficiently contrite heart and re
reading last week's Editorial. I can
honestly say that the only comment
ma^e that I regret was the only
thing that Mr. Wilson felt was
either passable, or not worthy of his
literary genius. It was about the
hockey team. This is not to take
any praise away from the fine Job
it has done this season, but to say
in connection with the post-season
tournament, that the primary pur-
pose for our being here is to get an
education., Post-season games have
al! the trappings of honor, etc., but
do present an additional, unneces-
sary hinderance to the purpose for
which we are here.
This purpose is to get an educa-
tion from our professors and from
the college experience in general.
My "campaign" for better faculty
wages, as Mr. Wilson so aptly calls
it, was received from a man who
ranks quite high in the administra-
tion of the college (and therefore
remains anonymous). It appears,
at this time in fiscal year, that the
college is running considerably more
in debt than in past years. I feel it
is my right and obligation (a nasty
word) to think about the future of
the college. It is about time that
something is done as it has been,
about the faculty, but it seems to
me to be a dangerous precedent to
r'ip into the endowment fund to pay
eff debts. It is entirely possible and
quite probable that the college is
not g~ing to do this, but just the
possibility that it might bothers me,
and should bother responsible Bow-
d;in students.
My criticism of the Student Coun-
cil Is entirely warranted. While I
admit that it is unnecessary for the
Council to turn out impressive lists
of its weekly or yearly activities, it
is necessary that it does more than
sit around and talk about confer-
ences one of its members attended.
Mr. WUson pedantiquibbles about my
rhetoric concerning the self study
program. This type of program is
sorely needed around here, and I
fee! that it should be the responsi-
bility cf the Council to get some-
thing going. The Orient urges them
to work on getting some action go-
ing, and to satisfy Mr. Wilson, we
will strongly support any intelligent,
worthwhile program the Council
adepts.
I would prefer a Social Honor
System as I feel that most students
are old enough to handle them-
selves; some may need regulations
tJ break Tn closing I'd like to say
Sir: , •[ S
It seems from what we read in
the newspapers the paramount issue
before the American people is:4
"Does this Vietnam war in Asia,
13,030 miles from home, make any
sense?" It is a burning and divisive
issue.
We quote Walter Lippmann in
his column of February 3, 1966 as
follows: "For the Country is deeply
and dangerously divided about the
war in Vietnam, and in the trying
days to come this division will grow
deeper if the President rejects the
enly method by which a free nation
can heal such a division—respon-
sible and informed debate."
We wish to take part in that de-
bate as one who is free to talk from
the grass roots, representing the
average citizen who has children.
This illegal, unconstitutional, un-
declared and aggressive war in Viet-
nam does not make sense. We have
no business in Asia. We should
mind our own business. We cannot
win a war 10,000 miles from home on
the land mass of Asia. Asia is for
the Asiatics. North America for the
North Americans. We are over-ex-
tending ourselves all over the
World. Napoleon and Hitler extend-
ed themselves too far from home;
know what-,happened 4o-you
them. Napoleon had his Elba,
Waterloo and St. Helena following
his retreat from Moscow, licked by
the infantry of the snow and artil-
lery of the wind. Hitler took his
life, rather than meet the ordeal
of Mussolini, as he heard the can-
nonading from approaching Rus-
sians.
With all this foolishness of John-
son's Administration, It is dividing
the American people. We are being
driven back to Isolationism. Wash-
ington was so right in his Farewell
Address.
China is entitled to a Monroe
Doctrine of her own in Asia. The
yellow and brown people do not
want the white people in Asia. The
British and the French found that
out; and we poor suckers went into
Korea and Vietnam. The Johnson
Government is going to get a big
surprise in the November Elections.
Wayne Morse has been correct
right along concerning this foreign
entanglement in an illegal way. So
are the Alaskan Senators. Johnson
should be a Statesman and should
look 50 years ahead. His vision is
only the nearest election. My wife
and two grown up children will vote
against this undeclared war, 10,000
miles from home, when the Govern-
ment at Washington has not the
guts to take care of Castro, 90 miles
from Florida.
President Johnson, in order to get
moral support for this immoral war
and war of aggression will have to
send his two daughters as nurses'
,
aides and his prospective son-in-law
to the Continent of Asia. But he will
not do it. Where he leads me in
this unwarranted and senseless war,
I will not follow. Vice-President
Humphrey calls it "our struggle",
not using the word war. Who is he
fooling? It is an American war of
aggression. The Asiatics are not
attacking Seattle, Washington or
Bangor, Maine. Overwhelming ma-
jority of American mothers say: "I
did not raise my boy to be a soldier
in an American war of aggression





There has come to my attention
a deplorable situation on campus
which I wish to bring to the atten-
tion of the faculty and governing
boards in the earnest hope that it
that as Editor of the Orient, I re-
serve the right to commit my "ran-
dom thoughts" to print.
The Editor
may be rectified forthwith.
Frankly stated, it is that the
y-ung grey squirrels at Bowdoin
(an institution chartered In the late
(Continued on page 6)
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Relaxing in his office In the base- bers of the college community at- "attacks" on the viewer are ac-
ment of Memorial Hall one after- tending productions as we would dually emotional shocks. For ex-
noon last week, amidst theatrical like to have." Dramatics at Bow-
ample, in one such play the audience
sees a film taken from the bottom
memorabilia from the world over, doin, unlike many schools, he noted,
George H. Qulnby, Professor of is an extracurricular affair. There
Dramatics, unfolded the details of are no courses in acting, directing, of a toilet with men and women
a career that revealed a sincere or designing, and students who wish defacating or urinating into it.
and indefatigable dedication to to work for the theater must carry
nearly every aspect of the theater, an academic load besides. Conse-
Of more relevance,' perhaps, to quently, "it's tough to get people
Orient readers, have been his in- to act when rehearsals have to give
valuable efforts to strengthen and way to courses."
enrich dramatics at Bowdoln, for
the Masque and Gown has occu- Pickard Theater
Mr. Quinby sees such plays, and
those by Genet, Ionesco, and Beck-
ett as products of a new philosophy,
one which maintains that life is
essentially meaningless and insig-
nificant. With this attitude many
For the past twenty years the If we combine this attitude Of the
status of Berlin and of Germany Russians with the actions of the
in general has been a chief con- United States in West Germany, a
cern of American foreign policy, clearer look at the true situation
Originally both the capital city, and should resolve Itself. ^Almost imme-
the rest of the country, were dlvid- diately after the war the United
ed into four zones: one each for the States pumped billions of dollars
conquering allies, Russia, England, into West Germany to order to
France, and the United States. Now, revitalize their economy. We truly
however, the four parts have been made them the showplace of all
partially united, and made Into two Europe, and they now enjoy one of
separate countries: the German the highest standards of living in
pied 31 years of his life since his "* suppose the biggest job Tve new playwrights are preoccupied Democratic Republic (East Ger- the world. This alone might have
graduation from the College In 1923. done here *"» **** research in col- with personality and sexual abnor- many) and the German Federal been enough for the Russians to
What follows is at best a super- iege architecture. In 1944 I took malitie|| all designed to shock the Republic (West Germany) distrust us, for it seems that we
flcial summary of Mr Qutoby's con- * s°™*£ f Jj «£ • *«** spectator. In the past, art was often Not ^ m governments of have given the victory to those whotributions to the academic theater 40 theaters at 30 colleges and unl- considered to be selection and ar- jo
and his ideas concerning the drama, versities across the country." With ranglent for significance. Today, the tWo countries dlfferent ' but the WCTe cont»uered But we « not stop
President of Masque and Gown this background he helped the ar- however> playwrights are "selecting post-war development of the coun- at building up their economy. We
In his undergraduate days Mr. chitects draw up the plan to re- tfte mos
'
t shocking things they can tries has proceeded upon entirely insisted upon building up their mili-
Quinby was President of the Masque model Bowdota's original audita- ^ They apply no form or focus. different lines The Russians in tary power..
5
East Germany, have treated the peo- Indeed, Russia has many troops,
pie under their control as those who and their are many German troops
have lost a major war. Due to both in East Germany, but these are al-
a lack of Russian capitol after the most completely armed with Rus-
war. and a desire to punish the Sjan arms. There is no thriving arms
orial Hall. The qld auditorium was lack of deflnite form ^ a manifes-
inadequately equipped, had bad tetion of ^ new phuosophy of
sight lines and was a flretrap. In hopelessness and despair.
1952 the late Frederick W. Pickard Prof. Quinby cites Eugene O'Neill
rehearsals have to give way to courses.'
•94 left $250,000 for a theater. Rather u an author who reCognized the
than construct an entirely new misery that can ^ associated with Germans, Russia has held back the industry in East Germany as there
building, it was decided to build a w but wno nevertheless placed industrialization and rebuilding of r._,n.
new theater on the ground floor of man ^thin
"
a noble perspective. In East Germany. We. in the United
1S in the West
'
In WeSt ^""^v
Memorial Halt -Mft-Qutoby recafr-oTN^-T^n-jg fighting against States, however, have proceeded to the arms industry has grown so
ed: "The architects hated the ex- tough social and economic condi- make Germany a show place, large that they are now beginning
terior and didn't want to put a tions and can only live by ui^ion. Throughout the country we have t0 exp0rt guns to the United States.
theater to it." However, by 1955 Nevertheless, man is a magnificent financed the building of hundreds Wesfc Gemaay now has the largest
when the project was completed, creature because he goes on fight- of new plants and factories, and
and most powerful army in conti-
nental Europe, and the Bonn gov-
ernment has lately been working
with the United States in the at-
they felt that "the contrast be- ing » We g^ identify and fall to have to a large extent helped to
"Ift tough to get people to act when tween the exterior and the mterlor iove with O'Neill's characters be- rebuild the many cities that were
appropriate."
The Shakespeare Tradition
Since 1912 the Masque and Gown
and Gown in 1922- "23, Captain of
the fencing team, and a football let-
terman.
,
He played Antonio in The has been producing Shakespeare at
Merchant of Venice, Petruchio in
The Taming of the Shrew, and Mal-
volio in Twelfth Night. In his senior
year, on the illness of the regular
director, he directed The Merry
Wives of Windsor, with a cast that
included Athem Daggett, Phil Wil-
der as Falstaff, and Glenn Mclntire
as one of the merry wives. Graduat-
ing in 1923 he taught English for
two years at Lafayette. Following
a year at sea with the merchant
marine, he entered Yale Drama
School, where he studied under
George Pierce Baker and was assis-
tant to both Baker and Karl Young, "f am discouraged at the moment try
After Yale he spent two years as the fact that theater seems to be mov-
director of the Town Theater in Sa- ing away from any definite form or
vannah, Georgia, plus four years to significance."
New York as a stage manager and
actor, first with Grand Hotel and commencement. The only excep-
tion with Double Door. President tions came during the two years of
Sills called him back to Bowdoto to World War I, plus a few plays by
1934. "I left the professional thea- Shakespeare's' contemporaries and
ter to come back to Bowdoto for one Greek tragedy. A total of 20
two reasons. First of all, you cant plays have been produced, many
direct Shakespeare every year to more than once, with Twelfth Night
New York, and secondly, the stu- being the most popular. Before
dents, the year before, had started 1955 tne commencement plays were
the One-Act Play Contest." He felt given on the steps of the Walker
he could be of the greatest^ use to Art Buiidtog
(
with some productions
the theater by helping young play- beneath the trees to the middle of
wrights. the campus. It was the pride that
Dramatics At Bowdoin Prof QUmby stated: "I know of no
The Masque and Gown has pub- other place th&t has had a 50-year
lished a number of pamphlets de-
reCord of producing Shakespeare
scribing the history of dramatics at annually."
Bowdoin, but Mr. Quinby offered a
Trends In Contemporary Drama
was quite dramatic, and therefore cause they are so human, but "much destroyed during the war.
of modern drama lacks human sym- During the major part of the last
pathy." Commenting further on the twenty years, since Germany has tempt to obtain nuclear war-heads,
human element in the theater, Mr. been divided, both we and the Ger- There was even a plan, put forth
Quinby observed that Dionysus, the mans have been trying to obtain by the West German military, to
Greek god of the theater, was also some kind of treaty with the Rus- install nuclear land mines all along
the god of procreation and wine — sians leading to German re-uniflcar the German border,
a god of life, not of death. tion. Unfortunately, we are prone to To put it mildly, the Russians are
"Having been associated with blame the Russians xompletely for scared of the Germans. Twenty
Shakespeare, it is hard for me to the failure of these attempts. Be- million people is a lot of people to
feel that the avante-garde Is lead- fore we do this, however, I suggest lose, and the Russians don't want
tog us anywhere except into a blind we look more closely into Russian to have another war with Germany,
alley." motives and emotions. Russia does not trust the Germans
Perhaps the most important thing nor does she trust what we are do-
Foreign Travel
that we should stress, is that Rus- ing there. If, at the end of the war,
Mr. Qutoby's connection with the sia was invaded twice by Germany: we had gotten rid of all of the
theater has brought him many op- in the first world war and again Nazis, and not allowed any former
portunities for travel abroad. From m the second. And during the Nazis to hold either political of
1956 to 1957 and from 1962 to 1963 course of the second world war, the military positions; if we had dis-
he taught at the University of Teh- German Army killed over twenty armed Germany and not allowed her
eran to Iran. In the spring of 1963 mi'lion, yes twenty million, Rus- to rebuild her armaments industry,
he produced Long Day's Journey sians, most of these civilians. There then there might have been a
Into Night to Teheran in two Ian- is hardly a Russian alive who did chance for the reunification of Ger-
guages. 1958 found him to Afghan- not have at least one relative many. In our desire to reunify Ger-
istan assisting the national theater killed by the Germans in the Sec- many, we have completely forgotten
there. He spent last spring to Eur- ond World War. I cannot blame the enormous Russian loss during
ope, much of the Mae studying In them for disliking and not trusting the Second World War, and subse-
cur faithful allies in Western Eu- quent fear the Russians have of
rope. Russia therefore, did not feel Germany. It is now too late to
that the Germans deserved to be change our policy on the subject,
treated well when the war was and it is unreasonable to expect
finally over; moreover they did not Russia to change hers, at least dux-
feel that the German people should ing the present generation. It now
have a higher standard of living seems fairly certain that we will
than the people whom they con- have to wait at least one more
quered and whose lands they de- generation before there is again a
stroyed. united Germany.
into the main library. The Collec-
tion was given by Cedric Crowell,
who was President of the Masque
RECITAL *
(Continued from page 3)
and Gown when we started doing Rirt auf dem Felsen" by Schubert,
"Unless the Crowell Collection is more Shakespeare. He left a considerable with Professor Gerald Kamber Of
lary of progress witl *^«« »«•
w«»wii|iwiwj ""»" widely used than at present, there is collection of books on the condition the Romance Languages Depart-
these remarks: "The Bowdoto Dra- "I am discouraged at the moment a danger of its being absorbed into that it be housed to the theatre." ment as clarinetist and Professor
matics Club was founded in 1904. by the fact that theater, like most the main library." The Collection contains books on gujott s. Schwartz of the Music
For the first 15 years it produced arts, seems to be moving away from the production acpects of the thea- Department at the piano,
two plays a year." The organiza- any deflnite form or significance. I supposed to be drawn in to the Hap- ier>^ il would be weU wortn any" Mrs. Cornell will also sing four
tion became known as the Masque have done a number of avant-garde pentog and become part of it." The one
'
s wWle to d^P "* from 3:3° to songs for soprano and piano written
and Gown in 1910. "From 1919 un- plays here and have enjoyed them. Qreece. His work in Greece was "a 5:3°. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Dy Mr Rogers. Mrs. Rogers will ac-
til 1934 it produced three house- But the philosophy of hopelessness continuation of a study he started or FTi6&y afternoons in the base- COmpany her.
party shows a year and did a great 1s something I don't feel can be ln 1955 on ancient Greek theaters. ment of Memorial Hall. Works by Purcell, Telemann, and
deal of touring, before the advent satisfactory to a true artist. An It >s tied to with a theory that A Tribute Staeps will be performed on sopra-
of sound movies. It expanded to artist wants to take life and give it Greek theaters were laid out geo- This year Mr. Quinby will retire no, alto, and bass recorders by Pro-
flve or six shows per year and has significant form." He said with dis- graphically to face the prevailing as Director of Dramatics, but will feasor and Mrs. William B. White-
stayed on that schedule ever since, may that the Happenings School of Wjnds so that the actor's voices continue to teach playwrittog an- side. Professor Whiteside is Direc-
As a result of the One-Act Play playwrittog is "getting serious at- couid be blown from the stage to nually. Needless to say, the Masque tor of the Bowdoto Senior Center.
Contest, a course in playwrittog was tention from the supposed intellec- the audience." and Gown will be losing its greatest The final piece on the program
established to 1948." tual leaders of the theater." asset. He summed up his career will be Brahms' "Variations on a
Asked about Bowdoto's response to The Happenings School is an out- Crowell
Collection with these words: "I've been a lucky Theme by Haydn" for two pianos
dramatics, Mr. Quinby said: "It has growth of the pmnral, illngiRal ap- Mr. Quinby expressed rti.snnnotnt- man to serve the arl I love^t-mjMjy-Professor RlchanTL. Chittun of
seemed to me that we have had a proach to music and painting that ment with the fact that the Crowell alma mater. Since it's a cooperative the Mathematics Department and
healthy number of students eager has recently acquired stature. A Collection is so poorly utilized. "Un- art, I could have done nothing with- Professor Schwarta.
to work to the theater over the 31 Happening is "a presentation of less the Crowell Collection is more out many talented associates. I a reception will be held imme-
years I've been here. However, I strongly emotional attacks upon the widely used than at present, there hope they remember me as happily diately after the recital in the 8e-
don't think we get as many mem- ordinary spectator. The audience is is a danger of its being absorbed and gratefully as I do them." nicr Center.
*'i
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Hawthorne-Longfellow Library




and their college days and go on to ^a^wthorne^aad/JilsV.classic novel»
•detail eariy*publicatl6ns and their "The Scarlet Letter." ' *
later careers, including Longfellow's
return as Bowdoin's fourth Librarian
and first Professor of Modern Lan-
guages, and their success as authors.
The portrait, said to be the, finest
one done of Longfellow; will hang
behind a case containing letters
about it by such prominent literary
Two introductory cases on the figures of the 19th Century as Oliver
first floor will show material about
G.P.A. Healy's portrait of Longfel-
low and material pertaining to
LETTERS
(Continued from page 4)
18th century to "educate the youth
of the Province") are not getting
enough physical exercise and so are
becoming locse and flabby. The
cause of this singular disaster are
manifest—these pampered creatures
are too intellectually curious! They
fritter away long hours peering at
the history passing by and meditat-
ing on cosmic reality. These
thoughtless thinkers distain the
more worthwhile pursuits (from tree
to tree) that will improve their
stamina and render them more suc-
cessful in a life where physical fit-
ness is all-important for survival.
It is clear that Bowdoin College is
obligated to take drastic measures
to save these fluffy philosophers
from themselves.
Therefore, I submit that for the
benefit of these underprivileged
youth the physical education pro-
gram (sic) be extended and ren-
dered "compulsory for all males
(without discrimination as to spe-
cies) under the age of twenty dur-
ing their first two years of resi-
dence on the Bowdoin campus."
(After that, who cares?)
I foresee problems in such a step
but none of these is insurmountable
to the genius of a zealot. The Ath-
letic -©wpartment will have to be
enlarged but an institution which-
can spend millions on a magnifi-
cent brick.shrine to physical educa-
tion can hardly ignore this blatant
muscle-tone crisis at its very por-
tals. (Yesterday, I saw. a young
squirrel puring and wheezing as he
staggered up the incline toward the
south door of C!eaveland Hall, paus-
ing for breath, he turned and (to
my horror) executed a most disre-
spectful gesture in the direction of
the granite effigy of the Prophet
poised below him.)
The time for action is now! I am
certain that those dedicated men
who daily face rank on rank of cor-
pulent, greasy, alcoholic, nicotine-
stained semi-invalids can amend the
lives of the cheeky rodents. The im-
portance of this need cannot be
understressed and all of those con-
cerned can comprehend the full im-
port of such a program. All that is
required is half a gross of exten-
sion-ladders, half a league of fine-
meshed netting, and a locker-room
full of fine-screened cages. A less
expensive alternative will become
available as soon as I can devise
a method of fining a squirrel twenty-
five ($25.00) dollars (for exceeding
tils four cuts (or withholding his
diploma because he did not pay
strict enough attention to this most





Wendell Holmes, William Dean
Howells, and James Russell Low-
ell. Also in the case will be a pho-
tograph of the Healy portrait of
Hawthorne, commissioned by Presi-
dent Franklin Pierce, a graduate of
the Class of 1824 and life-long
friend of Hawthorne. The original
portrait will be exhibited on the
third floor.
In the other case will be items
concerning Hawthorne's years as a
government official in the Custom
House in Salem, Mass., such as his
dispatch case and official stencil, a
receipt for his salary there, and
several letters written by him about
this period of his life, one of which
mentions "The Scarlet Letter." A
portrait of Hawthorne by Alexander
Johnston will hang on the
hind the case.
An especially valuable item in the
exhibit is the silhouette of Haw-
thorne. There are also several sil-
houettes of Longfellow cut for ex-
change among members of his class,
4»ut-4he one of Hawthorne-is-the
only one known to be in existence.
Among the numerous letters in
the exhibit is the correspondence
about Longfellow's return to Bow-
doin as a teacher. The letters show
that he first turned the job down
when he was offered an instructor-
ship and later accepted it as a pro-
fessor. •
There are also a number of valu-
able letters showing the relationship
hetween Hawthorne and Bridge. It
was Bridge who underwrote the first
printing of "Twice-Told Tales," con-
sidered by Hawthorne as his first
real book. The guarantee was kept
a secret to Hawthorne until pro-
ceeds from sale of the book made
up for it.
Other correspondence with Bridge
shows Hawthorne's orelation to
Pierce, Hawthorne's descriptions of
the college after his return for a
semi-centennial celebration in 1852,
and many other important facts
about his life. Many of the letters
have never been printed in full.
There is a review by Edgar Allen
Poe of the first issue of "Twice-
Told Tales," glowing with praise for
Hawthorns* and extremely, impor-
tant because it gives Poe's definition
of a short story.
Among the manuscripts are many
of Longfellow's poems, and among
the first editions are "The Scarlet
Letter" and a number of other
books by the two men. Robert L.
Volz, Special Collections Librarian,
who helped put the exhibit together,
said there are 120 letters and other
manuscripts, along with 155 books,
and 35 pictures and major pieces of
memorabilia.
Over 80 per cent of the material
in the exhibit is from our collec-
tion on Longfellow and Hawthorne.
Major lenders of other materials
are the University of Virginia, the
Maine Historical Society, C. E. Fra-
zer Clark, Jr. of Detroit, the Grolier
Club of New York City, the New
Hampshire Historical Society, and
Yale University.
wan be- Campus Lhest
Coming Soon
The Brunswick United Fund, the
International Students Service, and
the Pineland Hospital will be the
recipients of the earnings of this
year's Campus Chest Weekend,
March 11-13. With Walt Rowson '67,
at the helm, the Campus Chest
Committee has organized a number
of activities that point to a profit-
able and enjoyable weekend.
On Saturday afternoon there will
be fraternity hockey championship
game;, followed by house auctions
and social hours. In the evening, the
Barbarians will present a concert
in the gym, during which the raffle
will be held. First prize this year
is a Honda motorcycle, and there
will also be plenty of other valu-
able merchandise supplied by
Brunswick area merchants. See your
Campus Chest representative for
raffle tickets.
ALUMNUS RETURNS IN PLAY TONIGHT — Frank J. Farrlng-
ton '63 (above) of Portland will be in cast of "The Little Foxes,"
to be presented by Portland Players in Pickard Theater at 8:15
tonight. Mr. Farrington acted in both town and College produc-














WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOB BOWDOIN FACULTY
Npw Can at Very Low
Price*, with Very Low Par-
ts, at Very Low Interest









The Following May Present This Ad For Free
Pizzas During the Week February 26-March 5
JOHN WILLIAMS — JOHN KEATING
CHRIS KENT— KEN MARTIN
TOM ALLEN
ITALIAN FOOD SHOP
- PIZZA KING -
42 Maine Street, Brunswick 725-6824
WATCH BOWDOIN ORIENT EACH WEEK FOB NEW WINNERS
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy .
. .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THaTREOORD office
Pmai K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery to Rockland
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(Continued from page 3)
such creative activities. The initia-
tive should spring from the<ihdlvid
-
yal fraternities." -.-.-•'*&*•
Closing with some general state-
ments, Mr. Wiley sale!, "neither the
College nor the alumni are out to
'do in' the fraternities. The idea of
a 'fraternity' in the 'symbolic broth-
erhood' sense obviously has less cur-
rent appeal. What holds you togeth-
er is the common sharing of the
College experience: society neces-
sarily functions in small groups, and
the experience of living in, and
working with, such a small group is
an indispensable part of each man's
college career. The real problem
faced by the fraternities is to fill
the intellectual void between the
freshman year and the Senior Cen-
ter. Smaller, informal meetings of
an unrarifled type in which you
knock heads and match wits with
other people is actually the^best
preparation for getting "people to
think»8nd to talk. This, is extremely
valuable in later life and- Is an
answer W many 'prOblenis of com-
munication between peoples Try in-
viting advisors and other faculty
members, for dinner and after-din-
ner discussions on Vietnam policy,
the future of the Republican Party,
the role of scientists in government,
and the like.
There are two key areas where the
undergraduates should take the ini-
tiative: 1) alumni relations, and 2)
the intellectual activities of the fra-
ternities. The entire matter of the
future of fraternities has been ap-
proached elsewhere in too negative
terms, and I think it. is time to look
at the system In a more positive
way. A great deal of good can and





212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery r
"FREE ALTERATIONS"
"STORAGE FACILITIES"
Chapman, Brooks, and Coupe of the Polar Bears shut off Colby's McLennan. This was a familiar
sight in last night's 6-4 victory over the Mules in Waterville.




The Peruvian American Council
for Educational Exchange (PACE)
is calling for volunteers to partic-
ipate in its service program in Peru
for the summer of 1966. The ex-
panded PACE program this year
will include projects in the area of
education, community development,
and social service. The PACE vol-
unteer lives with a Peruvian fam-
ily and works with Peruvians on
his project.
The volunteer must be 18 years
of age, and a minimum knowledge
of Spanish is required, Tue total
cost of the PACE program (in-
cludes rouna-trip air transporta-
tion) is $335. For further informa-
tion and application forms write
to: PACE, Box 203, Wesleyan
University, Middletown, Conn.
OPPORTUNITY
For a future with a well
known Midwest Manufactur-
ing Firm. We are now offer-
ing exclusive distributorships
for a patented product. No
competitioa. Factory trained
personnel will assist you in
setting up a tried and proven
advertising and merchandis-




All replies confidential. For
information write Director of
Marketing, P.O. Box 1 4049.
St. Louis. Missouri 63 1 78.
United Marketing Company
CIM BartBMr Avenue
81 Louts, Me. M1M
A lot of people believe that someday
computers will do all their thinking
for them.
Well, a funny thing is going to
happen on the way to the future:
You're going to have to think
harder and longer than ever.
Computers can't dream up things
like Picturephone service, Telstar"
satellite, and some of the other
advances in communications we
have made. Of course, we depended
on computers to solve some of the
problems connected with their
development. But computers need
absolutely clear and thorough
instructions, which means a new and
tougher discipline on the
human intelligence.
And it will take more than a computer
to create a pocket phone the size
of a matchbook, let's say... or find
a practical^vay to lock a door or turn
off an oven by remote telephone
control, or to make possible some of
the other things we'll have someday.
It takes individuals
. . . perhaps you
could be one . . . launching new
ideas, proposing innovations
and dreaming dreams.
And someday, we're going to have to
find a way to dial locations in space.
Makes you think.
System
American Telephone & Telegraph
and Associated Companies
NOW!! "U" Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's
Delicious Foods & Save $$$
NOW ON SALE
BATH A m BRUNSWICK
ROAD AT Tel. 726-7548
DISCOUNT COUPON BOOKS
A $3,00 Value for $2.70
"U" Save 30c
or
A |5.M Value for SM5
— Pins —
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS
Hurry 1 Get Yoon Today




In Upset Over Mules
In one of the most highly spirited
games of the season, the Bowdoin
College hockey team, calling upon
•olid defensive play and aggressive
checking, came up with a crucial
win last night over Colby's Mules,
6-4. The victory, before a near-
capacity crowd in Waterville, gives
the Polar Bears the number one
pot in Division n of the Eastern
College Athletic Conference.
After a rather inauspicious begin-
ning, which saw the Bowdoin de-
fense continually being pressed by
a hard skating Colby attack, the
Bears came alive. After ten minutes
of high pressured play, following a
Colby goal by Tillinghost at 2:25 of
the first period, Ben Soule tied the
game with an impressive backhand
shot at 12:35.
With Prank Yule back in action
and Leo Tracy, Bob Pfeiffer, and
Tun Brooks at their best, the Bow-
doin defense came into its own in
the latter half of the period. At
one point, with two men in the
Wales, outmaneuvered the Colby
defense to boost the score to 6-1.
Amidst chants of "We're Number 1"
from an exuberant contingent of
Bowdoin fans, the Bears kept up
their attack, resulting in a Fitzger-
ald score at 11:59.
In the closing minutes of the
game, with the Bears ahead by an
insurmountable lead, the defense
relaxed a little. The Colby fans
finally got a chance to do some
cheering as Cronin, Lemieux, and
Picher all slipped the puck by
Leger. However, the Mules scoring
spurt came much too late, and with
not enough punch to knock over the
firel-up Bears.
Goalie Dick Leger, who turned in
another brilliant performance, was
called upon to make 28 saves, while
his counterpart, Potter, had 17
stops. However, the Colby net-mind-










Registration for the Student
Union Committee Billiard Tourna-
ment has now begun. The entry fee
for this event is seventy-five cents
which will help to defray the ex-
penses for the prizes and for the
table time which is free to partic-
ipants. In order to register one
should sign a registration slip
available from the Game Room
Supervisor and give him the regis-
tration fee. Registration closes
Thursday, March 3rd at 5:00 p.m.
The tournament : will be a single
game elimination with 50 points
comprising a game in all matches
ECAC Standings
With a week left of Eastern Col-
lege Athletic Conference - hockey
competition in Division n, the
standings show that the small col-
lege championship is still up for
grabs, even though last night's win
by Bowdoin over Colby puts the
Bears solidly in first place, v
STANDINGS DIVISION 11
TO DATE
W li T PCT
BOWDOIN 9 1 1 .860
New Hampshire 9 4 .692
A.I.C. 9 4 .692
Williams 9 4 .692
Colby 8 4 .667
in the small college rankings. Se-
nior wing Dude Thorn is third in
the East with 30 goals and 17 assists
and senior defenseman Brad Hous-
ton is seventh with 11 goals and 22
assists. Sophomore Mike Self of
Colby Is sixth with 18 goals and 17
assists.
Leading the Bowdoin scoring is
senior co-captain Ed Fitzgerald with
15 goals and 17 assists for 23 total
points. Right behind is senior co-
captain BUI Allen with 11 goals and
12 assists.
The ECAC figures ties as one-half
win, one-half loss. These standings
are for the top five teams.
The championship will apparently
be decided in Bowdoin's two pair-
ings with New Hampshire next
week. Only two losses could dump
the Bears out of first place, while
a split or a sweep, would sew up the
belcw the semi-finals. The semi-
finals and finals will consist of sev-
enty-five point games with first
place receiving a $3.50 certificate
good for merchandise at the Col-
lege Book Store. The runner up will
receive a $150 certificate. A trophy
which stays in the Union will be
engraved with the champion's name.
The competition will begin Mon-
day, March 7th and is open to all
Bowdoin undergraduates.
championship. Colby was eliminated
in its loss to Bowdoin 6-2 last night
in the Mules final Division n com-
petition, erasing the Bears earlier
loss 6-1 to the Colby puckmen, its
single loss of the season.
The White continues its rugged
schedule at New Hampshire Satur-
day, and closes the season hosting
the Wildcats Friday, March 4. UNH
has no soft touch either; facing
A.I.C. March 1, besides its two
games with Bowdoin.
UNH has two of the top scorers
Squash Against
Harvard, MIT
A group of College squash players
will compete in two Informal
matches next week, one at home and
one away. The home match is
scheduled for 4 p.m. Wednesday
CMarch 2) at the new gymnasium
against a group from Harvard. The
away contest will be against a group
at M.I.T. March 5 at 2 p.m.
An informal team of 12 squash
players will travel to M.I.T. for the
match. Professor Herbert R. Cour-
sen, Jr., of Bowdoin's Department
of English will accompany the team
to M.I.T. as an adviser. Professor
Coursen, a varsity squash player as
an undergraduate at Amherst Col-
lege, has been assisting with the
squash program this year.
Synchronized Wheaton Tritons
To Splash March 5
Visible faces from left to right: F. Yule, Leger, Soule, Tracy (No.
17), Saltnela (No. 14) and Allison (No. 11 of Colby). This picture
was taken during last night's action. The Polar Bears put a
damper on the beginning of Colby's Winters Weekend with a 6-4
victory.
penalty box, Ed Fitzgerald, Brooks
and Yule, with the near-invincible
Dick Leger in the nets, held off a
persistent Colby drive with appa-
rent ease.
Thirty-five seconds into the sec-
ond period Ed Fitzgerald broke
away, and with a perfectly placed
shot from twenty feet out, threaded
the needle to put the Bears ahead
2-1. Bill Allen, soon afterwards,
capitalizing on a pair of Colby pen-
alties, stretched the Polar Bear's
lead to 3-1. At 11:40, Phil Coupe,
pleasing the crowd with his fine
stick handling, fired the puck into
the Colby net, pushing the score to
4-1. It was a rough-and-tumble
brand of hockey that characterized
the second period, as tempers flared
and elbows flew. Time and again
the boards resounded with the dull
thump of a rousing check, but
through it all Brooks, Pfeiffer,
Traty, Yule and Leger were able to
hold the Mules scoreless.
In the final period, Doug Brown,
Steve Wales, Andy Cornelia, Sandy
Salmela, Ed Fitzgerald, Pete Chap-
man Soule, and Coupe kept the
Colby goalie dancing, often In
desperation In one break-away si-
tuation, the likes of which Coach
Watson must dream about, Chap-
man, «-*tLmg help 1mm Tracy and
G, Leger; rd, Tracy; Id, Yule; c,
Allen; rw, Fitzgerald; lw, Brown;
spares — Macomber, Brookes, Pfif-
fer, Wales, Chapman, Coupe, Mor-
|an, Salmela, Cornelia, Soule, Sides.
Colby (4)
G, Potter; rd, Mukai; Id, Self; c,
Snow; rw, Cronin; lw, Frizzell;
spares — Wihstanley, Tillinghast,
Picher, McLennan, Lax, Allison,
Henrich, Walldinger, Lemieux.
1st; 1. Tillinghast (McLennan)
iC) 2:25; 2. B. Soule (Salmela)
12:35; Penalties — Coupe (B) inter-
ference 3. 10; Pfiffer <B> holding,
14:35; Allen (B) tripping 15:36.
2nd: 3. Fitzgerald (B) (Allen)
0:35; 4. Allen (B) 3:00; 5. Coupe
(B) (Wales) 11:40; penalties — Friz-
zell (C) interference 1:10; Brown
(B) intereference 1:10; McLen-
nan (C) hooking, 2:55; Allen (B)
charging 4:05; Tillinghast (C) board
check, 6:45; Cronin (C) delay of
game 7:40; Henrich (C) tripping'
^O:^; Salmela (B) elbow, 12:14..
3rd: 6. C. Cronin (Mukai) 7:44;
7. Chapman (B) (Wales and Coupe)
8:49; 8. Fitzgerald (Brown and Al-
len) (B) 11:59; 9 Lemieux (C)
(Snow, Cronin ) 18:55; Pkher (C)
(McLennan, Lax) 9:20; penalties —
Tillinghast (C) tripping, 11:10,
Wales (B) high stick, 14:32; Saves
— Leger 10-10-6-28, Potter 6-4-7-17.
These 20 young ladles are the Wheaton College Tritons, synchronized swimming team, who will
perform at Curtis Pool March 5 at 7 p.m.
The Tritons, all-girl synchronized
swimming team from Wheaton Col-
lege will perform in Curtis Pool
March 5 at 7 p.m.
Charles J. Butt, Director cf the
PojI and swimming coach, said a
variel aquatic show has been
planned for the evening, including
three-meter high diving perfor-
mances by Bowdoin divers and pool
record-breaking attempts by varsity
and freshman swimmers. Cost of
admission to the show will be $1.
The 20 girls who make up the
Tritons and their apprentice group.
Both th.ee-nieter diving and syn-
chronized swimming are unique for
the area. Coach Butt said the show
-will be the first of its type to come
tj Maine ia a numbar of years. Syn-
chronized swimming is quickly be-
c ming a popu'ar competitive sport
for girls, l.e ad Jed. It has been per-
formed only for show purposes in
past years, but was demonstrated
on a comp.litian level at the 1964
Olmypics in Tokyo, and is being
considered as an event in future
Olympic games. .*
the Critonettes, will swim precision
d'l.et.., 1 lursomes, uni group num-
bers to music with special lighting
effects.
The Tritons are one of the oldest
synchs m'M tf swimming clubs in
tlus country. Established in the
early 1940s, they in 1955 founded
the Association of Synchronized
Swimming for College Women.
Their performances have been
televised in the Boston and Provi-
dence, R.I., areas and at the dedica-
tion of the Dartmouth College
swimming pool. They have also
swum in Florida and Nassau during
Wheaton's spring vacation for a
number of years.
Tickets for the March 5 perfor-
mances are now available. Mail re-
questc ;—accompanied by- payment
,
should be addressed to Coach
Charles J. Butt, Curtis Pool, Bow-
doin College, Brunswick, Maine
04011.
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Nevins Calls For Mass Media Changes Barbarians; Prizes; Raffles,
t t'.i k i. x . r> i For Campus Chest Weekend
In Library Dedication Kemarks r
Campus Chest 1966, to be held on Arrangements for the concert have
the weekend of March 11-13, offers
Bowdoin students the opportunity
to help out three legitimate charit-
able organizations and to have fun
while doing it. This year, for the
first time, the weekend will feature
a concert-dance on Saturday eve-
ning in Sargent Gym.
The Brunswick United Fund which
supports a multitude of worthwhile
organizations within the town will
receive 50'
, of the proceeds from the
weekend. 25', ks delegated to -the
International Student Service which
gives financial assistance to foreign
students studying in the United
States and which provides fluids to
meet the housing and transportation
expenses of Bowdoin Plan students
when they first arrive in this coun-
try. The Pineland Hospital in Pow-
nal, Maine, a state supported hos-
been made, for the most part, by
the Campus Chest Committee, under
the general chairmanship of Walt
Rowson '67. The Committee, how-
ever, is most grateful to the Student
Union for their contribution of $300
to help with the expenses ' of the
concert.
Because there will be opportuni-
ties; to dance during the concert,
the gym floor will have a thin coat-
ing of oily sawdust for protection,
and students wishing to sit should
use the bleachers only to avoid the
staining of- clothing. Students are
also requested to respect the no*
smoking, no-drinking rule while in
» the gym.
The concert will really, be a fol-
low-up to an aiternoon of house
"Deplorable but not hopeless" was
the state of American mass media
as described by Doctor Allan Nevins
in an address highlighting the
dedication of 'the Hawthorne-Long-
fellow Library February 26. The
President of the American Academy
of Arts and Letters stated that
"mass media, "the servant of demo-
cracy, the servant of the arts, and
the servant of the economy," has
much power in this era of increased
leisure and the growth of educa-
tion."
Following ceremonies in which
Librarian Richard B. Harwell
thanked all those connected with the
planning and construction of the
$2.5 million structure and commented
that "there were so many commit-
tees working on the Library it could
be likened to the proverbial camel.
And as one can see from the Senior.
Center of the Library's two humps,
it's either a camel or the only dou-
ble-breasted library around," Dr.
Nevins made his address on "The
Changing Place of Mass Media in
American Society.
President James S. Coles presided,
sharing the program with Dr. Nev-
ins, and Mr. Harwell. John C. Pick-
ard, a Trustee of the College and
Chairman of the Library Committee
of the Governing Boards was unable
to attend because of the heavy snow-
storm the previous night, although
Dr. Nevins thanked the College for
providing true New England weather
to which he was looking forward.
At the luncheon in conjunction
with the ceremonies, David H. Clift,
Executive Director of the American
Library Association, suggested that
now is the time for a National
Commission or a White House Con-
ference to plan an "integrated and
comprehensive library service for the
benefit of the whole of the country."
The actual dedication in Pickard
(Continued on page 5)
Koelln, Schwartz, and Chittim
Highlight Faculty Recital
by Thomas Kosmo
Brahms' Variations on a Theme
of Haydn, and a Schubert trio
brought the house down last Sun-
day evening as the Bowdoin College
Concert Series presented the first
faculty recital in Wentworth Hall.
The room was filled to capacity,
and enthusiasm was high even be-
fore the house lights dimmed. In
fact, there was even such a warm
spirit between audience and per-
formers as to void the presence of
a critic.
There i re works by Purcell, Tele-
mann, and Staeps (a contemporary
German composer) in music for all
range recorders. Mr. and Mrs.
Whiteside shared with us their in-
terest for the unusual fifes in a
brief history of the instruments,
and represented Renaissance and
early-Baroque music in their charm-
ing performance of various short
recorder pieces.
Bach was also oh the program,
presented by Alison Johnson (vio-
linist wife of mathematics teacher
Robert Johnson);—Bette^ doughty
(flutist from the Portland Sym-
phony i. and the omnipresent Mrs
Louise Rogers (wife of Music De-
partment's John Rogers), in the
Largo from the Trio Sonata in C
minor. Mrs. Johnson's violin, with a
tone of remarkable beauty and pur-
ity, is always welcome to our re-
citals. Miss Doughty's flute sounded
of a truly smooth and round tone
and of good technique. Mrs. Rogers'
praise comes fittingly at the end of
her many accompanying commit-
ments.
Tenor Thomas Cornell of the Art
department, again accompanied by
Mrs. Rogers, sang Pergolesi's "Nina"
and, from Don Giovanni, the two
.celebrated arias "Dalla sua pace"
and "II mio tesoro." Mr. Cornell's
Italian was good, his voice of ex-
ce'lent quality and resonance,
though he showed occasional ten-
dencies to force it. The Pergolesi
showed Cornell's good control over
the difficult rising lines, always
*i«,h5ut artifi tally, despite the hard
coming of some pianos.
Mr. Cornell completely abandons
any dramatic role of Don Ottavio
in his Mozart—rightly so in such a
concert. He sang these two arias
with firm intelligence, discrimina-
tion, not without distinction of style.
Appearance on the program of the
fa.auiar "U mio tesoro" aroused
skepticism; but Mr. Cornell did not
attempt a stage appearance in this
aria; so that if we listen to it and
"Dalla sua pace" as great Mozart
out of dramatic context, we can ful-
ly savor Mr. Cornell's straight-for-
ward and energetic style, his ability
to express without elaborate means.
Professor Fritz Koelln of the Ger-
man Department began the concert
with a scrupulous rhythmic ap-
proach to the eleventh piano son-
ata of Haydn, which he rendered
with clarity, delicacy, and body of
tone. If one could not always agree
with Mr. Koelln's phrasing, one
must praise the devotion to the
melodic whole which he never sac-
rificed for any part of the line. I
could not help comparing our Ger-
man professor at the keyboard to
the famous photograph of Brahms:
here the grand old master of the
piano, giving absolute attention to
business, with an unaffected, almost
immobile posture, producing a per-
fection of pianistic tone unexcelled
by any other.
The beautifully familiar voice of
Judith Cornell delighted the au-
dience with her sincere, unswerving
devotion to the interpretation of her
songs. The first, fresh from her
New York concert, were four by
John Rogers: "After a Long Si-
lence," (Yeats), "A Fish-Scale Sun-
rise," (Stevens), "Rain Has ^Fallen
All the Day," (Joyce), and "Of
Mere Being," (Stevens). Mrs. Cor-
( Continued on page 7)
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pital and training center primarily
for mentally retarded children, will
also received 25',;. Pineland is cur-
rently trying to raise funds for the
construction of an All Faiths Cha-
pel, and its administration has ex-
pressed deep appreciation for its
inclusion in Campus Chest 1966.
Looked at another way, the Week-
end presents Bowdoin students with
an opportunity to win valuable and
useful merchandise supplied by a
number of Brunswick area mer-
chants. Dick Malone has contributed
a Honda 50 motorcycle as first prize.
Phil's Men's Store has given a clothes
valet valued at $25, while Read's
Ski Shop has donated a $45 ski
sweater. A sport coat, worth $50, is
coming from Benoit's.
The concert-dance on Saturday
evening represents a new aspect to
the Campus Chest tradition, and it
is hoped that all Bowdoin men and
their dates will attend the concert
in this its initial year. Entertain-
ment will be provided by the Bar-
barians, a group that has met with
much success in the Boston area and
whose talents are certain to please
a Bowdoin audience. Perhaps the
most significant part of the concert,
however, will be the raffle for the
prizes mentioned above. The affair,
which costs $3 per couple, will get
underway promptly at 8 pm. and
will end at 10. Fraternity bands may
start at 9:30.
athletic and social events. Saturday
afternoon will see lots of activity
in the arena, as the fraternity hoc-
key finals will be held, as well as a
tentative game between the house
all stars and members of the faculty.
Both events should prove to be ex-
citing and colorful affairs.
Following the hockey action, fra-
ternity social hours and the all-
important auctions will begin, both
of which should be equally as color-
ful as the hockey games. If Campus
Chest- is to be a financial success
it is essential that each and every
house organize energetic and profit-
able auctions.
Folk music connoisseurs will be
able to hear Tom and Anne (Tom
Beaman '68), who will be at the
ARU house right after the concert.
It almost goes without saying that
the effectiveness of Campus Chest
depends, from both a charitable and
social standpoint, on the attitude of
the undergraduate body. The Cam-
pus Chest Committee, working with
the Student Union and the Admin-
istration, has set up the framework
for a successful weekend. The agen-
cies to be supported are sound and
extremely vital organizations, and
It is hard to think of a more effi-
cient and enjoyable method of help-
~ing them than by participating in
the scheduled activities. In every
respect Campus Chest 1966 is a red-
letter weekend 'in't miss It!
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and get that new equip-
ment you've been think-
ing about.
Young Poets Series
<, J by Doaald G. Adam
Ed. Note: Beginning with* this tea.- want 'a -poet to .fit* he must be un-
ture
-yticfe by Professor* Adam, the interested ihVwo|j01y -goods, sensj-
1
Orient ViM present regnlarly a serHive. to* the natural world, yet pa.-:
ries' on young, living" poets. Each tient with the- creations of . man,
week a member of the English De- sympathetic to the misery in which
partment wffl write on one poet. Any man often finds himself yet con-
comments
come.
or suggestions are wel-
According to Mark Twain Adam
asked Eve why she had named a
specific creature a Dodo bird. Eve's
unarguable reply was that it looked
like a Dodo bird. Like Eve we all
seem to have an image which we
Icelandic To Europe?
Join the Bowdoin Group enjoying the lowest fares of
any scheduled airline to Europe next summer. DEPOSITS
OF $60.00 must be made for all reservations before Wed-
nesday, March 9 or arrangements must be made with us if
deposit is to be made later than March 9.
THE BOWDOIN GROUP NOW INCLUDES:
Ted Boal — June 14
Ralph Hobart — June 14
Thomas Allen — June 14
William Rounds — June 14
Thomas Rounds — June 14
Edwin Miller — June 5 (Wt: June 7-15)
Stephen Hopkins — June 5 (Wt: June 7-15)
James Cogswell — June 15
Robert Parker — June 15
Only $389.50, round trip, New York City to Luxembourg
ttTBr^TOWrTOVflr^lTCY
9 Pleasant Street Brunswick, Maine
Bruce H. M. White '22 725-5573
"Serving Bowdoin Men for 1 5 Years"
vinced of man's innate dignity.
There are certainly other attributes
which we attribute to our image of
the poet, but these will do to start.
Galway Kinnell seems to have these
attributes, and a number of others,
in both his readings from his works
and in the works themselves. Be-
fore large audiences of young peo-
ple Kinnell reads his poems and
talks about his travels, communi-
cating to the audience a sense of
his own romantic experiences. The
range of these experiences and of
Kinnel's sympathies give his poetry
its broad range.
Kinnell's first book, What A King-
dom It Was, I960, gives a striking
example of the variety of matters
which interest Kinnell. The first
poem in the book, "First Song,"
renders the tired happiness of a
farm boy:
Soon their sound was pleasant
for a boy
Listening in the smoky dusk and
the nightfall
Of Illinois, and from the fields
two small
Boys came bearing cornstalk vio-
The topic for this year's Horace Lor* Piper. Prise competition will be
%eihocracy and f^onomie'Devetopntettt.
1
' PaperVriUgfet deal with de-
veloping nations and their problems, foreign-*^ United Nations activi-
ties, etc. The competition for a prise of $90 is open to all members of
the Sophomore class. Papers should be turned in to faculty members of
the Departments of Government or History before May 15.
Philippe Egginton, a Teaching Fellow in French has been elected
President of the International Club. Egginton is from Amiens, France.
Other newly elected officers include Vice President, Michael S. Eth-
ridge '67; Treasurer, Maarten Jan Brolsma, a Bowdoin Plan student from
Schoonhoven, HoUand; Recording Secretary, Thomas E. W. Gunnarsson,
Bowdoin Plan from Malmo, Sweden; Corresponding Secretary, Mwindaace
N. Siamwtoa '69, an African Scholarship Program of American Universities
(ASPAU) student from Choma, Zambia; and Chairman of the Radio Pro-
gram Committee, Johan W. R Nortler, a Bowdoin Plan student from
Alblasserdam, The Netherlands.
The International Club, open to American as well as foreign stu-
dents, sponsors a varied program designed to promote greater understand-
ing among nations and increase the effectiveness of contacts made pos-







President Coles announced Wednesday that Peter L. Hanson '67, Is the
first recipient of a scholarship from the newly established William Bing-
ham, 2nd, Scholarship Fund. Also receiving support from the Bingham
Scholarship Fund is Michael G. Walker of Fryeburg, a senior.
The Bingham Scholarships will be available annually, with preference
given to students from Bethel or other towns In Oxford County, Maine.
These scholarships have been made possible by a $25,000 gift to the Col-
lege by trustees of a Betterment Fund created by the will of the late
William Bingham, 2nd, of Bethel.
Ponderosa Shirts
, Tfie popular western style shirt with
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lins
And they rubbed the cornstalk
bows with resins
And the three sat there scraping
of their Joy.
In this brief vignette Kinnell has
seized upon the cornstalks as an
image symbolic both of the Autumn
and of the simple activities of the
boys. The simplicity carries over
to the setting with the smoky dusk
and the pleasant sound of pond
frogs. Kinnell reinforces the sim-
plicity of the scene and the activi-
ties with a simple verse form, a
regular rhyme scheme and reliable
metric patterns. The characteristic
attitude of this poem is the sym-
pathy Kinnell shows for the simple
joys which the boys enjoy.
In another poem Kinnell follows
the boy to church for his "First
Communion." The poem begins with
a regular quatrain and an ordinary
trip to church. Just as the boy
erperiences the disillusion with the
Communion, the regularity of the
verse breaks down. Finally the
boy, semi-dreams:
Jesus, a boy thinks as his room
goes out,
Jesus, it is a disappointing shed
Where they hang your picture
And drink juice, and conjure
(Continued on page 6)
Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery to Rockland









MEMBER f O I C
- The Rev. John Macquarrie , Pro-
fessor of Systematic Theology at
Union Theological Seminary in New
York City, will deliver a public lec-
ture March 9 at 8:15 pm. The lec-
ture, sponsored by the Department
of Religion, will be held in Went-
worth Hall of the Senior Center.
The topic of Professor Macquar-
rie's talk will be "The Earlier and
Later Thought of Heidegger Com-
pared." Professor Macquarrie is the
joint translator with E. S. Robinson
of Heidegger's "Being and Time."
He has written four other books,
"An Existentialist Theology," "The
Scope of Demythologizing," "Twen-
tieth-Century Religious Thought,"
and "Studies in Christian Existen-
tialism."
The Rev. John Macquarrie
As of the original March 1 deadline, 11 Sophomores have enrolled
in the new Two-year Sophomore ROTC Program. Because response has
been so favorable, Lt. Col. Vassar, Professor of Military Science, has
extended the application deadline to April 6 to allow other interested
Sophomores a chance to discuss the program with their parents over
Spring Vacation.
The two-year ROTC Program is designed to replace the two-year
ROTC Basic Course with a six-week summer encampment at the end of
Sophomore year. Upon completion of the encampment, the enrollee is
then free to enroll in the regular ROTC Advanced Course with the regular
four-year Cadets.
The Sophomores who have already been accepted and enrolled are:
Robert L. Bell, Warren A. Sinsheimer, George R. Nicholas, Jeffrey M.
Winnick, Richard F. Loughran, James W. Georgitis, Thomas M. Watson,
Daniel A. Quincy, Eugene Perraro, James R. LeBlanc, John E. Geary,
and Howard L. Kennedy.
Lt. Col. Vassar has also invited anyone interested in finding out about
Summer Camp to visit the ROTC Office at any time to see a special film
on the subject.
The Franklin Pierce Memorial Film Forum will present on Wednesday
evening, March 9, a program of Ave shorts in the experimental vein at
Banister Hall at 8:15. Two of these films will be works by the renowned
Norman Mclaren entitled "Neighbors" and "Two Bagatelles." The former
short earned for Mclaren an Academy Award. "My Own Yard To Play
In" by Lerner will also be presented. Rounding out the program will be
two Alms by Mr. McKee of the French Dept., "Musements" and 'Tie
Powder Days." After the showing, those interested In the possibility of
producing their own 2 to 3 minute films in the light, perhaps, of the works
they have just viewed, are invited to stay and join in a forum-type discus-
sion. It to the intent of the members of this enterprise to embark on
just such a course within the next two weeks. All Interested are urged
to attend! The slight charge of 25c will be charged at the door to help
defray the rental charges for these films.
Campus Chest Is Coming
Don't Miss Out On The Fun
Buy- Yom—Tickeis-^FoThrr
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New England Bigot
Aji>Conn Hictjjy
evident and doubly serious. In the
eighteenth and nineteenth centu-
ries our small nation produced many
great leaders. But today, even with
a much larger population andA more
sophisticated educational : -system,
leaders possessing ' OVER-ALL VI-
* . - SION are rare J f not extinct. Cer-
"The Leadership Vacuum" -• anything^ about
-them? Our &a£- tainly" the^alent is' here. Why are
*. TheOaJ-negie cSrporation of New merited"leadership fails to deal, * leaders not being .developed? The
• X°rk rec-eflth*. made a careful 'study fectively witlt these transcendent feasorts are both numerous and ob-
of. the leadership situation in Ameri- questions. " Instead we fumble scure.
cm. The report, written by the presi- through the treacherous passage of The size and complexity of our
dent of the Corporation, John W. decades with only Adam Smith's modern society gives the young per-
Gardner (Mr. Gardner is presently "invisible hand" of self-interest to 30n the feeling that he is only an
Secretary of Health, Education, and guide us. Everyone seeking his own anonymous member of a mass so-
Welfare), points out two basic dan- self-interest will prevent any wrong Ciety, an individual lost among
gers In the existing situation: The .turns. Self-interest, as expressed in millions of others. The processes by
lack of communication between and a free enterprise economy, adroitly which leadership is exercised are
the poor quality of national leaders, replaces the need for coordination not visible to the young person, and
Our economy, and therefore our and planning and is therefore the he is bound to believe that they are
life pattern, is built on the theory only answer necessary for such Big exceedingly intricate. Very little in
of efficient specialization. If every- Questions. What are some accom- his experience encourages him to
one works with single-minded pur- plishments of this "invisible hand?" think that some day he might exer-
pose in his best area, all the areas, Some of the more prominent are Cise a role of leadership
that is, the whole nation, will be as ugly, unplanned, sprawling cities, Another and fw mQre emdemn_
efficient as possible^If all the parts pollution of air and water, needless ^ reason for our lack of competent
are efficient then the whole is effi- waste of natural resources, and Mar-
cient. It is natural, therefore, that tin Gross. In the past we were so
our national leaders are almost al- big, so rich, and so lucky that our
ways leaders in only one specific nation has done all this with rela-
field. The nation's leadership then tive impunity. Changes could come
is dispersed among a great many slowly because the problems facing
groups in our society. Except for the society took shape at a stately pace.
President fragmentation is the rule. We could afford to be slow in rec-
As a result, our society, nationally ognizing them, slow in coping with
speaking, has no coherent power them. But today problems of enor-
ciearer
group, no Power Elite, or Establish- mous import hit us swiftly and we ^ intellectuals are , versed
ment. The patriot will answer that can no longer afford to cope with in tne problems with which
this a democracy and therefore a them in a leisurely manner.
,eader deals because they haye
,
Power Elite is not desirable. This The private sector, because of its READ ABOUT these problems The
sounds very good but if we examine apparent disinterest in such Big intellectuals' chief role in our society
some of the problems that this Questions, is ironically being weak- ls to criticize and hypothesize They
-powei vacuum ueateb-thftrtradlthm-- ene^W-q^lTonTMTcanm'^e-p^nT^it errors the leaderTs^axT
al argument loses some of its vi- dealt with by any of the special- ing and present "ideal" solutions to
tality ' leadership groups—that is, any ques- complex problems. The technical
In America we have leaders in tion that cuts across special fields— experts are a little different. They
business and leaders in government, usually is dealt with by the govern- also have studied the problems the
military leaders and educational ment. A vacuum always attracts,
leaders, leaders in science, in the and if the private sector is not will-
world of art, and in many other ing to fill the vacuum, the federal
special fields. As a rule, leaders in government must. Americans have
any one of these fields do not always valued the role played by
recognize the authority of leaders nongovernmental leadership in this
from a neighboring field. Often they country. Do they wish to continue
do not even know one another, nor it? Under the present conditions it
do they particularly want to. Mutual will not long endure. The solution
suspicion or condescension is about is not to do away with specializa-
as common as mutual respect. Con- tion or fragmentation of leadership,
sequently communication is very but rather to create better channels
small and trust even smaller. Neith- of communication and to pay closer
er is there any group (except for the attention to the whole picture,
federal government) that oversees The other problemi the poor
the interworking of these several quality of our leaders, is equally
fields of specialization. No one has
leaders is that leadership per se
has acquired a bad image in the
Institutions where tomorrow's po-
tential leaders must be found. At
first this indictment of our univer-
sities sounds absurd, but if we draw
a clear distinction between the terms
"leader," "intellectual," and "tech-
nical expert," the point becomes





"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-




Consequently coordination and co-
operation between and among the
various areas of specialization in
national life is at best haphazard.
This has two ill-effects. The first
is that there is a great deal of
over-lapping and interference. The
former is inefficient; the latter is
destructive.
The second harmful effect, and
definitely the pore serious one, ls
that no one is concerned with the
all-important Big Questions that
face our society. Where are we head-
ed? Where do we want to Head?
What are the major trends deter-




LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
NOW!! "U" Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's






A $3.00 Value for $2.70
*U" Save 90c
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To the man who appreciates the Tra-
ditional in apparel — our beautifully
tailored Natural Shoulder Blazer?
strike a responsive chord. We suggest
that you drop in and see them — in
interesting new colc«
$4500
A. H. Benoit & Co.
Brunswick
of criticizing the leader after he
has acted, the experts advise the
leader before he acts. Neither of
these groups, however, <ls willing to
take upon its shoulders !the lonely*'
and terrifying responsibility of mak-
ing decisions that are binding. Both
are taikers but rarely doers. They
are opt patient enough to leam,
•through experience i much of which
is necessarily painful), about trfe
society their ideas must be executed
in. They will not dirty their .hands
with the social machinery necessary
for applying their theories to reali-
ty. Plans are built on words; action
is built on society and the individual
conflicts that make up society. In
order for ideas to be incorporated
into social machinery, compromise
is mandatory. As Gardner says in
his report: "The image of the cor-
poration president, politician, or col-
lege president that is current among
most intellectuals and professionals
today has some decidedly unattrac-
tive features. It is said that such
men compromise their convictions
almost daily, if not hourly. It is
said that they have tasted^the cor-
rupting experience of power. They
must be status seekers, the argu-
ment goes, or they would not be
where they are." One can only
DR MARCUS BLOCK, L-Hy
President
Central School of Hypnotism
P.O. Box 118
New York 9, N. Y.
hope that such an attitude is not
merely a way of rationalizing away
an absence of courage.
When bright talent enters coyege,
it is subtly"laugh t^fch'at leadership
<i#. action; is bad. V^ft Ls the
most attacked group in any college
community? The administrators,
men who. are courageous and con-
fident enough to take the respon-
sibility o.f making decisions for the
community. The intellectuals, fac-
ulty and students alike, are always
eager to criticize but rarely willing
to act, to take the time and patience
that is necessary to develop func-
tional solutions. Witty criticisms
and quick, easy, perfect solutions
(Continued on page 7)
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THE To The Editor
** *
The increasing cost of acoHege edufeation,is being discussed
today by ' educators, politicians, students, and- by' our jga/ents.
Next year at-Bowdoin there will be another increase in the tui-
tion to $1900. This is a necessary increase, because of the rising
costs of faculty salaries, rooming, etc. Ways must be found to
ease the growing burden of tuition and fees. New sources of
scholarship funds must be created. These objectives must be
attained with a minimum of senseless controls and without a
tremendous increase in 'administrative costs. This can be done
through the tuition tax credit proposal that soon will come to





aWhen*" Bill Margolfrr came to
Bowdoin last fall, he found WBOR
in a completely disorganized state,
but tftfougH a great deal, of"hard
work.ithfe* station became something
of which he was very proud. Most
of WBOR's efficiency was directly
involved with Bill however, and un-
fortunately, after his departure com-
plete chaos set in.
As a result of several organiza-
tional meetings, we are pleased to
announce that a new administration
has been created, and that a full
operating schedule is now in ef-
The Associate's Corner
' l ** h Michael Rice ' *
According to William Morganv announced that they will not corn-
Assistant to the Director of s Ath- p)y, while ninety-one other $chooto
ietics, Bowdoin will resolve jts dif- ,«have not i»e^n iieard from and are
ferences witlrHhe National Collegiate presumed to be^in npncompliance,
Under the tuition tax credit concept, each taxpayer will be feet. We are operating Sunday
allowed to subtract from his tax bill a specified share of the
amount he spends for tuition and fees. Since taxpayers will be
through Friday from 1:00 pjn. until
12:30 a.m., and Saturday from 9:00
permitted to pay tuitions for any student and receive credits, am - until 12:30; am
new sources of funds for scholarships will be created.
As explained in the Ribicoff-Dominick bill, the maximum
tuition tax credit would be $325. Through tuition tax credits,
parents and students will definitely be aided. They will have WBOR will remain an organization
more freedom to choose from among the country's better public which will continue to serve Bow-
and private colleges. This proposal needs our support as college doin and Brunswick as efficiently
students, and the best way for us to show support is to drop a as possible,
In response to your editorial of
February 11, we assure you that
we are not letting Bill's hard work
pass into nothingness, and that
Athletic Association by following
whatever pattern is worked out by
the Ivy League. These differences,
concerning a recent NCAA t ng
that member schools would h: u>
certify that no "athletic scholar-
ships" would be granted to students
with less than 1.6 grade-point aver-
ages, involved the* contention of
NCAA interference in academic af-
fairs.
As of last week, the Ivy League,
according to NCAA executive direc-
tor Walter Byers.
The appearance oT""Williams on
this list is significant. Bowdoin,
granted, is even a smaller school
athletically than it is numerically,
both in emphasis and in influence
on the policy level of intercollegiate
athletics. Yet, comparable Williams
has chosen to definitely buck the
NCAA pressure; while their motives
have not been completely revealed,
line to our senators. For the staff,
Edwin L. Miller, Station Manager
Robert S. Bell, Business Manager
In last week's Editorial there was mention of the possibility
of more fraternity co-operation, beginning with a common Rush-
ing Booklet. It appears that a few of the National Houses on r, , r* tt U
campus are dragging their feet in connection with this idea. rJlCUliy VjOliee flOUT
Just the convenience to the incoming freshmen that such a book-
let would provide justifies the fraternities working together on Alpha Rho Upsllon Fraternity will
it. It is about time that some of the fraternities on campus sponsor a faculty coffee hour this
broke some of their 'traditional' ties that are- preventing bene- conui* Tnesday inorning from W-
ficial activities among the houses. u *» m members * th* faOT,ty
are invited to drop in for a cap of
*
• •
* * * *
. coffee and donnts. This will become
The fraternity presidents are now working on the possible * reguUu- weekly event at ARU. It
repeal of the 'Traditional $10 Fine' for missing the last class b h°Ped that other fraternities wffl
before a vacation and the first class after. Not only is the time abo tost,tat« ««* » «»*«* awn-
ripe for action by the fraternities, but it is also time for some durin*" the week*
administrative changes. The $10 fine must be done away with; '
it is a vestage of the past that belongs there. If a student is Band Tuba Missitla
allowed a certain number of cuts per semester, there should be t?
no extra penalty levied upon him if he decides to cut the last < -
class or the first class around the vacation period. The College. somV p^aJT o/persons has bor-
permits unexcused cutting, to some extent, and should drop this rowed or taken the College Band's
rule. Tuba. As this is a very expensive
* * * * * instrument its return is absolutely
The Student Council is still looking into a possible mixer necessi,y' Any lnfo™»tlon <*">-
with Westbrook. We suggest that they get in touch with the ^^St"££ *•££.
Newman Club, which held an extremely successful mixer with either Prof. Rogers at the Music
St. Joseph's earlier this year. This might lead to some helpful 'Department, or William Norton at
information, and some action. Theta Delta Chi Fraternity.
which has led the resistance to the they may be presumed to depend at
NCAA action, had apparently agreed least partially on the issue of out-
to produce evidence that, in fact the side determination of the school's
Ivies' own standards were in line academic standards. While Bow-
with the NCAA demands, but with- doin
'
s compliance with the Ivy com-
out actually stating flatly that they promise would not, in actual fact
accept NCAA standards for stu- (one hopes) affect who would get
dent-athletes". This compromise was 6Cftolarships, it would still constitute
acceptable to the NCAA, according
to a report in the New York Times.
However, the agreement has gone
awry. Either through misunder-
standing of the conditions, or out-
right disagreement, Penn and Yale
have indicated that they will not
file the necessary data, and Penn,
nominal, and we think, an overbear-
ing, influence of an athletic organi-
zation on academic matters, poten-
tially controlling Just which students
in need who might Just happen to
be varsity athletes would receive
scholarship aid. Even if in fact this
leading the Ivy League basketball patential -was not exercised, the
circuit would not participate in the
National Collegiate' championship
tournament, according to an NCAA
official. Thus, Bowdoin is faced
with the problem of which Ivy
League course to follow, unless some
further compromise is worked out.
This of course is entirely likely, and
at last report, President Robert
Goheen of Princeton stated that:
"The directors of athletics at Yale
and Penn apparently sent telegrams
to the NCAA without a complete
understanding of the agreement I
had reached on behalf of the Ivy
Group Policy Committee with Ev-
erett Barnes, President of the
NCAA."
principle of the independence of the
college as an academic institution,
is Jeopardized. We do not contend
that the best practical solution
would not be the Ivy compromise,
but merely that the issue of inde-
pendence must be considered before
arriving at such a decision. Bowdoin
alone cannot alter NCAA policy, but
in concert with other high standard
schools, among whom there appears
to be considerable feeling along this
line, a "clear restatement of policy
by the NCAA might be achieved,
Particularly at a time when the ad-
ministration is reevaluating Bow-
doin's policy toward post-season
ECAC tournaments, this matter
This, unfortunately or not is not should be considered. As Mr. Mor-
the end of the story. Four other gan said, "I think they (the NCAA)
schools, Johns Hopkins, Muhlenberg, bit off more than they could chew."
Thiel, and Williams have specifically This, we think, is entirely possible.
Discussion about a co-ordinated women's college is picking
up a little steam among the students and faculty. There are
rumors to the effect that the college is thinking of passing over
this idea in favor of a graduate school. We feel that this would
be an incorrect step for the school to make as it would be done
at the expense of the undergraduate level. Graduate schools
cost a great deal of money to establish, and the value of it seems
rather dubious. The students must show the initiative now if
anything is to be done.
A final note for this week. The Orient has placed a sugges-
tion box at the Information Desk in the Union. Periodically
we will print a number of the suggestions that we get. Look
for some in next week's paper.
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A P1*! concert comblninf gome 130 voices from the College Glee Club and Skidmore College Chorus, willbe held in Pickard Theater tomorrow at 8:30 p.m. Single tickets for the concert at $1.50 will be available at
the door.
^
The Skidmore Chorus will be directed by Professor Virginia Walker Waner of the Skidmore Music De-partment Mrs. Waiter, who hag been a member of the Skidmore music faculty since 1945, holds a B. Mus.degree from Skidmore and is a graduate of the Institute of Musical Art of the JuiUiard School of Music.
Under her direction the Skidmore Chorus will sing songs from the 16th Century, songs by Brahms, songs
,I*
m
. ^L ma !i'„ an.d «,ntemP°rary «on** A small group called the Wee Waners, directed by Betsy Stuart66 of Skidmore, will also be a part of the program.
The chorus will combine with the Glee Club to sinr "Carmina Burana" by Carl Orff The 65-member
Glee Club, under Professor Beckwith's direction, and the Meddiebempsters, an augmented double Quartet di-
rected by Jeffrey K^jhithjtrfwlJ^M^ejd^ton^MMS^ wi ll sing Sel ections uf goim-frohrihelr current pro-
grama. w r
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Art Building in 1893, there h%s been
no expansiqn, with the result that'
"there is a real lack- right now -in
studio space, as well as an efficient
audio-visual lecture hall. We have
no space at all for painting or basic
design." A further result of this
lack of adequate facilities, and per-
haps the most disturbing one, is re-
vealed by the fact that Bowdoin has
produced hardly any architects. He
believes there are a number of stu-
dents interested in architecture as




;Two weekends- ago thi»*olumniat
:
elusions. He. used #Mtbury> a*nd the
had the good fortune .to be present s^fey f Boston as an example In
at a civU rights conterence at Vas- tnat clty '^ offices are voted for
s*r College, sponsored by the Vas- ' ^ therefore impos6ible
sar Faculty-Student Committee for "**
Civil Rights and the Vassar Students to get a Negro elected to the
city
for a Democratic Society. This con- council or the school committee,
ference, on "The Movement as an This is especially true of Boston, he
Agent of Change," began with an pointed outi as shown by the fact
unspiring speech by Professor How-
tha( . ^^ Hicks ^ by far
ard Zinn of Boston University on
"The Politics of Protest," in which the highest number of
votes in her
he outlined many of the basic ten-
ents of the New Left.
However, the next day, Saturday,
to receive adequate training at Bow-
'Bowdoin I think has taken the right things began to liven up. The morn-
'As tbe tempo of our lives bos in" doin -
"Wnat l would like to see is tteP. in 5Pli
'J'"&
the factions of the ing session was devoted to possible
creased, the study of contemporary art not only a greater emphasis given teaching staff and curatorial staff. economic action. One of the speak-
has become very complex." to basic design, but also to the pos-
rushing, whereby the student does
reelection to the school committee.
This, he explained, creates two
problems. First, since Negro candi-
dates have no chance of winning,
they don't even bother to run and
ers was Garrison Ellis, Director of waste the money. Secondly, because
sibilities of interdepartmental work." »«-««., -* - Public Affairs for the Northeast of the supposed hopelessness of thelr
A young man possessing a realis- He suggested that the Art Depart- not become a* member of a frater- Regi(m Qf the Qffice of Economic cauge fa elections man Negroes
tic comprehension of possible future ment, in conjunction with the Eco- nity until his sophomore year. This opportunity the government organi-
developments within the Bowdoin n0mics, Government, and Sociology
system wnich was a burden timer zation in charge of the poverty pro-
dont even bother t0 VOte
-
h
community is Brooks Stoddard, In- Departments, organize a coordinated
wjfie c
'
ontributed to a stratification gram. His discussion centered around
Bushing's suggestion was that our
structor in Art. Mr. Stoddard's undergraduate curriculum leading Qf tne fraternities in that weak government action to relieve poverty whole political system be revamped,
ideas concerning fraternities and to graduate work in city planning.
nouses got weaker and the str0ng and the effects of poverty. One of that it work from the bottom up,
curriculum changes represent a re- Mr. Stoddard sees the develop- Qnes stronger . Its advantages lay the most important programs, to ratner tnan from the t down
freshingly optimistic, yet feasible ment and training of creative people m the one year waiting period, dur- hfe way of thinking was the Head .
approach to some of Bowdoin's as an essential function of the lib- . wnich members of fraternities start program, which tries to
Wnat he means ,s that mstead OI
perennial difficulties. eral arts college. To more efficiently
c0Uld eventually become familiar give a helpful push to preschool J
ust electin& a sma» number of clt?
Background meet this function, Bowdoin he feels witn the freshman, especially those aged children. Other things brought touncilmen. that each neighborhood
It was in the fall of 1963 that must improve its facilities to attract quantles which were not apparent up by other speakers were problems elect its own representatives to
Bowdoin acquired the services Of more artistic students. "Beginning ftt ^.^ sight The new policy at of ,ow wages paid to Negroes in the handle its own neighborhood busi-
Mr. Stoddard, who at the time was with the Admissions Department, wiiiiam5 adopted in 1963, growing south, and the problem and conse-
studying at the University of Poi- the creative side of the student body out of tne Angevin report drawn up quences of the fact that Negroes are
tiers, France, on a Fulbright Grant, should be emphasized. I think that ny ^^j^^-^H^^n y a , „ ) uiimm i M c. |q iiy 'thp la st p^p'" h<"»rt and the
aating-froin WuTlains"m"l9W"^fKSETiSi^^ scan awav a lot of trustees destroys the selectivity of first ones fired,
he began his graduate work, spe- potentially creative students are the tne rushing process while attempt- Another aspect of the Civil Rights
ne.cs. In other words, while the city-
wide school cuiiiuUllee might haVe
control over some matters, each
neighborhood would control much
cf the policy-making for its own
cializing in Romanesque and Gothic comparatively more numerous dis- mg ^ preserve the atmosphere of Movement was also brought out, and
nools In general much of the re-
a _* _t fi,„ r..tit,,t. n> T7u„„ A-tr. «# f.rihiit.inn rpnnirpmpnt.s Wp have « u 1.1.1 ..—it- ., : _ ,_ «._ ,:„„ _« j..«..;.,„ tv.„ "Art, at the Institute of Fine Arts of tribution equ rement we small residential units.
New York University, where he re-
ceived his Fulbright Scholarship.
here." The faculty he said have rec-
ognized this need and are consider-
ing the possibilities of allowing the
student more option and more
sponsibility would be taken from the
city, and given to the neighborhoods.
For instance, he feels that police
A Growing Field
An interest in art history within ^^^ methods of fulfilling
his environment, reinforced by the distribution requirements. An exam-
fact that "Wiuiams has a strong
of & more flexible approach te
undergraduate curriculum in the ^ fMt^ Aft ^ ^ now open to
arts, with much emphasis given to Inshmen wno have had art or art
studio art, art history, and design",
were the influential factors in his
choice of art as a career.
"I think it is a field that is ex-
panding all across the country. Un-
this is the question of defining the
"I think Williams should be problem. According to one of the
watched and admired for their cour- panelists, Ralph Featherstone, a
age in facing the situation and in civil rights worker from Washington, protecUon couldV handled much
its attempt to bring its social sys- D.C.. money is only a small part of
tern up to date." the problem. He explained that the
Speaking of the present situation Negro wanted to be accepted as a
at "Bowdoin, Mr. Stoddard said: part of the community; he wanted
"Fraternities tend to orient the stu- full • citizenship and the full rights
dents away from the business of and responsibilities of full citizen-
the College. It's possible that by ship. This led right into the discus
better by the neighborhoods than by
the city as a whole.
Another benefit of this plan is
that, it would get many more people
interested in politics. It would br
one's neighbors who were running
for office; the people and problems
history in their secondary schools
The Museum placing a premium on being 'cool', sion slated for that afternoon on mvojve
"j"
would ^ ;iose7ft everyone
Paying tribute to the curator of they are not conductive to individu- "Independent Politics." m ^ neighborhood and everyone
the Bowdoin College Art Museum, aiity- m this respect, "they are The afternoon session was un- m .gM involved in trying to solve
dergraduate art departments' have **
Stoddard stated: "^ work of not in keeping with the best drives doubtedly the most interesting and ^ mafcmg tnejr ^ ^ much
tripled in recent years and art his- Mr Sadik has been dramatic in of a liberal-arts college." He also informative part of the conference. ^^
tory is being taught more and more
terms of national recoKnition " Un ' referred to the hardship placed on The core of this interest was the othcr ^^ pregent gt ^ ^
in secondary schools. Certain pre-
fortunately- the Art Museum is ap- an incoming freshman who is un- open Ccbate over method between fwnee showed thrmgh numerou8
conceptions about art are falling P
arentlv neither appreciated enough famiiiar with the system, plus the Congressman Joseph Resnick from cxamples how ineffective legislation
down with the result that it is nor fUlly utilized
by the Student unfairness of the selective rushing the Poughkeepsie (NY.) area, and by^ . g They ^ ^
becoming a much wider open field body -
The muSeUm P06868568 three Procedure as shortcomings in the Byron Rushing (among others) who ^ (ftws were onJy worthwnile if
with many more opportunities." One
collections of 8reat importance: the fraternity situation at Bowdoin. The is director of the Community Voter tney were enforml ^ ^^ many






- Senior Center, as well as represent- Registration Program in the Rox-
,awg espccially ,n tne fields of hous.
being recognized and considered by
ing COlonlal P°rtraitS plUS the °ld- ^ a" architectural breakthrough, bury section of Boston. Massachu- ^ cJvU eyen after ^^
involvine
est collectlon of drawings in the has been extremely beneficial in setts. Congressman Resnick very
educational
country; tne Anclent Art Collection, helping to re-orient fraternities and forcefully explained that he be-
given by Edmund Perry Walker in as further continuation of this proc- lieved the only way for any real and
the early 1920's and specializing in esS) it would help if all fraternities lanting change to come about in the
Greek Art; and the Hamlin Collec- Were local. United States was through political
tion of works by John Sloan. In "i think more should have been action. He felt that the Negro corn-
addition the catalogs on Leonard done in the designing of the Moul- munity should work through exist-
Baskin, the Negro in American Art, ton Union for those who do not ing political organizations by means
and most recently the Salton Collec- want to join a fraternity. The of increased political action. His
tion of Renaissance Metals have College should have felt obligated attitude was that the only legiti-
^ghts movement i
been of great significance. to do more for the Independents in mate function of the civil rights
Modern Art the new Union." organizations was to increase the
"As the tempo of our lives has in- Graduate Study Vs. Sister College pn'itiral awareness of the American
demic. He did, however, make these creased, the study of contemporary Mr. Stoddard felt that Bowdoin public and convince them that they
observations concerning the rela- art has become very complex. It's should actively concern itself with should vote for people supporting
tionship between the museum and almost impossible to keep track of the possibility of a sister college, the movement. He also felt that Theater was marked by
Mr. Har-
the classroom: "Bowdoin I think has^ what .s happening without being on Bowdoin sooner or later will prob- leader* of the Civil Rights move- well's acceptance of a key. one which
taken the right step in splitting the' the West coast, or New York. As abiy face a question of expansion, ment should take a more active role was the key to Longfellow's
home
functions of the teaching staff and far as contemporary trends in art either into graduate work or the in politics, this being the only way when he was librarian and Professor
the curatorial staff. The two should g0 some are definitely much whim- establishment of a sister college, to get anything accomplished. at Bowdoin.
be as closely allied as possible, but slca i trite." With the exception of the sciences, Mr. Rushing, however, disagreed Dr. Nevins, who has done much
there should be a distinction, and Referring to the pop-art move- he sees the inclusion of full scale with Congressman Resnicks con- work' in radio and
telev
Bowdoin has made that distinction." ment he said: "There is, however, graduate work as not realistically
The fact that Bowdoin is able to something to be gleaned from study- within Bowdoin's capacity, especial- very nea
provide aspects of both fields is a jng Any Warhol, Chamberlain, Ol- iy with regards to library facilities
big asset to art instruction. denburg, Segal and Marisol." Much The establishment of a sister col
students is museum work, g
curatorial positions,
posts, and museum administration.
"One impetus to this movement has
been the Ford Foundation Grants
which have had the effect of. raising
the salaries of assistant curators to
a level competitive with academic
instructors in art history."
The Necessary Distinction
Mr. Stoddard's position in the
Art Department is primarily aca-
pansed, had accomplished either very
little or nothing.
Congressman Resnick made a val-
iant effort to defend his point of
view, but the large majority of the
people attending the conference dis-
agreed with him_ thus helping to
illustrate how politics is one of the
many problems facing the Civil
LIBRARY DEDICATION
(Continued from page 1)
'Most watchers of television agree
ited dur-
ing the last five years'' d
casional flashes of bra"
.^aid .terrific competitior
evening viewing hours "'Outing Club
"I think one thing that should be vision programs, trust








and Yale are other institutions pres-
ently thinking of creating sister
d Bowdoin College of pop-art is designed to
"break us iege on the other hand, would not
counterparts.
The position given to art within from our Visual lethargy."
Like some nly meet a need in northern New
the Bowdoin curriculum is for the modern drama
it assaults our eyes England for a high quality girls'
n=* r,B rt ^f-nrp The daneer exists and ears witn the intention of pro- ccnege, but is perhaps more readily developed further at Bowdoin
is a
most part secu e^ in
* ' ducing shock Students should at witnin our resources. The lack of greater emphasis on Outing Club lates the tendency tow.however. «^™ng » w^ow ^ ^ ^ ^^ Qf ^ m&ny &nd ^^ ^^ concerning tnis ^ activities. " Here again the College garization of programs.
h I w wii established but conflicting tendencies in art and SUe surprises him. Mr. Stoddard is not doing all that it could to
take A former New York
grounaworx is eu-e «
' architecture of the 1960's. mentioned Hamilton College, which advantage of its unique location, e itor, Dr. Nevins said
! pTeJTis toZ^ made. "Bowdoin Fraternities: Bowdoin, Williams successfully promoted funds to set For all too many students, the im- economic vigor of the P
or aTng me has luTd a splendid Calling upon his experience as a up a sister college, as an institution pression
of the Maine coast-line necessarily connected v
£^oHtttioi^but Wiethe possible member of amember of a fraternity for Bowdoin to watch. Hamilton by results from four Ivy Weekends,
provement in ts quality. There is
S 2£. that t has bin taken at Williams Mr Stoddard observed 1968 will have its own sister college blurred by .salt spray, etc. Perhaps not enough "fearless, lively, andt£S^t£^™ irBowd^d Williams were si- near its campus in Clinton, N.Y. some day a position could be en- thoughtful competition," he said, in
along by itself," There is a need, mllar in their fraternity setups in,
'





Such a development at Bowdoin is dowed for a person to run all the either television or Journalism. He
,r. arrnrriinglv pns^'r- °" rf """" *» "^"'itirr fnr thf fl ii tliut Club, ill S tud th fttuidy W dUes ih the UiiilwT
Since 1945 Williams realized along with limited graduate eluding off-shore sailing, hunting
States have competing daily news-
fctaff and more space rrnjements.
Since the construction of Walker has followed a policy of delayed
work in certain areas, within the and the coaching of the ski team, papers
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YOUNG POETS
(Continued from page 2)
Your person Into Inferior bread—
ifwould speak of injustice
. . .




V */ Just as the verse form breaks'down
as confusion and hurt come over'
• the- boy, the regularity returns when
the boy makes a, Mai. affirmation of
the, inflniteSess * of Gfod and" ' the
flnile poverty of the church and
the Mass. Once again Kinnell is sym-
pathizing with the boy as he en-
dures disillusion and personal sad-
ness. Nowhere is there the maw-
kish sentimentality so often appar-
ent as poets speak of their own
churches and their own religions.
And nowhere is there the condes-
cension one might have felt for the
half-apprehended religious ideals of
the boy. (Is this why young people
And much of Kinnell's poetry so
satisfying?)
Kinnell addresses himself to other
topics ranging from lilacs and leap-
ing falls to William Carlos Williams
«ndj:he so-called Lost Generation.
But the real achievement of this
**rst volume is Part IV, given over
entirely to a poem entitled "The
Avenue Bearing The Initial Of
Christ Into The New World." It is pie in the neighborhood. And there sees clearly the sympathy Kinnell
a great distance from the poor are the people, among them the shows in so many of his poems and
farms of Illinois to New York City, woman who appears each evening the pride Kinnell had in knowing
but Kinnell's treatment of the one outside Hy's Luncheonette:
,„,, and being, in his calling, like Frost.
is no less sympathetic than the
other. * This^microcosnv of the melt-
ing-pot quality of New York in-
cludes all 'rqpes; all national Is ties,
all species of animals. There he
finds:.
A pigeon coasts 5th Street ia
shadows, ' * -
Looks'* for altitude, surmounts the
rims of buildings,
And turns white.
And in the flat racks of the market:
The smelts draped on each other,
fat and roe, *
The marble cod hacked into
chunks on the counter,
Butterflies mouths still open, still
trying to eat,
The.crqne <,who sells the News Recalling^ the day of John F. Ken-
and ~tne -Mirror,1 - ' nedjr's inauguration .Kinnell writes:
The oldestjUying thinf on Ave- And the managers of the event
nue C,
«, ,
Outdating much of its/bricks and
*.. mortar. " * '.-'.*, p





And squints leng at the nickel
in her hand
Said, Boys this is it,
This Sonofabitch poet ,
Is gonna, croak, » *»
Putting taje paper aside ,*> ' f
You drew forth '*
From your great faithful heart
The poem. ,*
Despising it, perhaps,' for being a The reader who finds this too sen-
nicke1, timental may go on in the poem to
And stuffs it in her apron pocket see Frost trudging through the snow
And sucks her lips.
, or talking the ear off a visitor.
There is the rabbi with his entou- Tne Dook contains a poem oblique- .
rage of little boys, the woman plac- lv commentine on Doetrv and the »w» f !? his response
in* flnwer nn* „n th„ ™n„™Lii V_ g p y
n
to RDbert ^^ readlng at ^ ta.
Gazing with black, shined canni-
ness
At mine like large agates in a
billboard.
• • • • M
Qn .a street crossed-. by fading
songs ^
n
I held you in ,my arms
Until you slept, in these arms,
In sags, in the , pain :o^ a little
.
^h, ; - *. .
t /
There is, ' of course, the appeal of
the youth of the child, the inno-
cense undeserving of the poverty in-
to which it was born. There Is the
purity of the child set against, the
implicit callousedness of the father
who deserted it. Kinnell's response
to this Indian waif, however, is sub
GETTING ANXIOUS?
Operation Match WILL Be Held
This Time. Honest! Informa-
tion And Applications Available
From Miss Operation Match of
Maine at Moulton in ion, Satur-
day, March 5, 2-4 pjn.
Z cmirlZZ Tt^r' P°et Half ta ^ and ^ in a^ion, to the vender on Avenue
Porgies with receding Jaws hinged S miflren ^"ng Are to ashbar- prose the poem ^gins and ends Q ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ fc
apart.,. . .
B> ana
' with verses which render the poet's I1Unois In a„ these p^ there te
Kinnell arranges verse from a cata- -°n 5th Street Bunko Certified Em- acceptance of the natural world and a dignity whlch transcends the pov-
balmer Catholic the mystery of growth; he suggests erty or mlsery or dlfficulty in whlch
Leans m his doorway drawing on that there is a "green worm" in we flnd tnem and tnat ^^ te a
a Natural Bloom Cigar. every man, which grows into a crea- great part of Klnnell .s "message."He looks up the street. Even the ture capable of identifying with the In Klnneirs two books a total of
Puerto Ricans are Jews beauty of the night and the earth. sixty poems> there ta R range of sub.And the Chinese Laundry closes Between these verses is a laconic ject which can M measured geo.
on Saturday. prose-poetry passage in the form graphicanyi for Kinnen seems to
This was the kingdom in which Kin- of a diary. The diary details a day's respond to placQ t0 ^ ^
nell lived, and "what a kingdom it trek through the woods and the geography of whatever is his im-
was!
'
elory ot bein& lost- of havlnB no mediate environment. The range
Kinnell's second book, Flower connection with the civilized world. of attitude is narrow, however, and
Herding on Mount Monadnock, 1964, Kinnell's travels took him to In- it ,s constantly one of affirmation.
Rubinstein the Hatter Mens Boys is not so much a new book as it is dia, among other places, and his lat-
Hats Caps Furnishings a continuation of the same themes est book includes a poem "To A
Child In Calcutta."
logue of the names on the stores of
the street.
The Downtown Talmud Torah
Blosztein's Cutrate Bakery
Areceba Panataria Hispano
Peanuts Dried Fruit Nuts & Can-
ned Goods
Productos Tropicales
Appetizing Herring Candies Nuts
Nathan Kugler Chicken Store
Fresh Killed Daily
Little Rose Restaurant
The list goes on, evoking all the and attitudes in different settings,
peoples, all the products, all the The elegy "For Robert Frost" is not
products, all the energy of the peo- one of the best poems, but in it one
Dark child in my arms, eyes
6 million mentally retarded
enough problems
The verse is usually free, but almost
never so involuted or metrically
loose as to be difficult. The images
Kinnell selects are forceful and
The whites of them just like mine memorable. One does not necessar-
ily measure the success or failure
of a poet by the recognition he re-
ceives. Still What A Kingdon It Was
received many enthusiastic reviews,
and Flower Herding On Mount Mo-
nadnock was nominated for the Na-
tional Book Award. Kinnell is a
modern poet whose modernity does
not impede his direct, traditional,
and' moving communication with
common human sympathy.
Now, you're probably saying
to yourself, "Why blame me?
I didn't do anything."
That's the problem.
"This Message is brought to yon through the wholehearted support of
the public spirited firms listed below"
Do something.
J & J CLEANERS
69-73 Maine Street
729-3431 — 729-3471 — 729-3522














Old Bath Road, East Brunswick
Phone 725-2131








1. Encourage your schools to have spe-
cial teachers and special classes to iden-
tify and help mentally retarded children
early in their lives.
2. Urge your community to set up work-
shops to train retardates who are capable
of employment.
3. Persuade employers to hire the men-
tally retarded and help those who cannot
find work by themselves.
4. Accept the mentally retarded as fellow
human beings who can become assets to
their families and communities, rather
than burdens on society.
5. Write for the free booklet from the
President's Committee on Mental
Retardation, Washington, D.C.
"You'd think the Viet-
cong would have re-
alized by now that
their actions are just
helping to prolong
Fulbright." .
For a free copy ef th»
current issue of NA-
TIONAL REVIEW, writ*
to Dept. CP-7, 130 E.
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FACC^iTY MEMBERS PERFORM
* (Continued from page 1)
neU is one of the few sopranos
*#&orn f have heard who has a real
;flair-~like Bsthaay^Beardslee who,
inddentaQr, is due here March 23rd
-^for contemporary American music.,
; Consider" the evidence pf her Rug-
a gles "Toys,V % and - Sunday^ Varied
Rogers', experiments which- are
characterized, it seems, by sincerity,
conspicuous beauties, and some ad-
venturous melodies and musical
rarities, e.g., the punctuated line on
"Bo-di-ly de-crep-i-tude," or "ig-
nor-or-rant-t."
To the indefatiguable accompa-
nist Mrs. Rogers must go our deep
gratitude, so long delayed for this
excellent keyboard artist who ap-
pears virtually everywhere in Bruns-
wick, always in self-imposed obscur-
ity. The part of a good accompanist
is too often dismissed as facile; this
is 6imply false. Mrs. Rogers always
plays with skill and taste; she
is a singularly musical and discreet
accompanist and a fine artist to
whom Brunswick music lovers are
thankful.
Mrs. Cornell also sang the lovely
Schubert Trio with piano (Elliott
Schwartz) and clarinet, "Der Hirt
auf dem Pelsen." She sang with the
generous warmth and fervor of
delivery and the intensity of a
dramatic accent that often take her
listeners captive. How sure we were
that Spring was nigh with the pow-
er and richness of her single line
"Der Fruhling wird kommen!"
And this great Schubert also gave
us the beautiful musical expressive-
ness of Mr. Kambers clarinet. Dif-
ficult scale and arpeggio passages
simply flowed from the bell; and Mr.
Kamber's singular ardor was un-
equalled. The whole result of their
Schubert was a delightful perfor-
mance, pleasing, exceedingly spirit-
ed, finished and elegant, superb in
tone and rapport among the recital-
ists.
The last piece of the concert was
Brahms' Variations on a Theme by
Haydn (St. Antoni Chorale) struc-
tured of a powerful chorale germ,
two gentle and melancholy varia-
tions, two of brilliant and energetic
character, the seventh (Grazioso) a
gracious and lyric expression, and a
passacaglla-like finale. jjm.
What greater joy is there than to
BOSTON: 6-ROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT
available for summer (June
1-Sept 1). Near B.U. and
M.T.A. See Charles Blu-
menthal, AK£
WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOR BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars at Very Low
Pnces, with Very Low Pay-
its, at Very Low Interest








$500 to $12,000 Secured By
Fast Moving Inventory
To set up and service new ac-
counts in exclusive territory with
amazing plastic coating used on
all types of surfaces Interior or
exterior. Eliminates all waxing
when applied to any type of floor.
Eliminates all painting when ap-
plied to wood, metal or concrete
surfaces. You step right into a
brand new, multimillion dollar
virgin market. Don't Hesitate!
For complete information write
or call collect:
Area Code 314-AX- 1-1500
PENGUIN
PLASTICS CORP.
Dept. 006, Post Office Box 66
St. Ann, Missouri 63074
NEW ENGLAND BIGOT
(Continued from page 3)
PAOE SEVEN
interest of the mature collejl man .4, facts are in, the leader must makf
Is it possible to do away with
decision making by gathering all the
in**matT6h available oh a problem;
a leap to his decision. Men lacking
this confidenc^and unwilling tc
talMafche necessary Hsfe fqtilely turn
*







r1 „ l^ZZl c1WomH setting ,up an equation, and solving to. their-computers for «Uef. Mar.,think of a .student whips, considered t •#% vV M , • • , » B * \; *\'** , ,- , J,*vT A '\^^ for the unknown
p
making solutions must face the risk involved In deci-
a^campus leader?
^
matter of, computation instead of slon and build the* confidence nece^-
Cqmequentry we ar& all in^cctrin-.^jH^nient? Those who profess?-'this jj sttrV' to make it.
selves in .the^naklng of graa*, music?
£uch was the high-spirited bravura
of^thft Chittim - Schwartz duet,
Schwartsi* creates
„ a soft vervet-
edgea- tone;', with low "wrist thrust
to achieve the slightly greater as-
sertiveness. Chittim of the Mathe-
matics Department, like his friend
from the Music Department, is a
perfectionist. With careful attention
to details, with unaffected, sincere
reading and gestures, Mr. Chittim's
keyboard deportment is that of the
scholar-pianist, with a Rubinstein-
like love of making good music, al-
ways with a sober application to the
fine art of piano playing.
Schwartz is a true musician whose
many talents include flne pianism,
idealized always with an eager imag-
ination, but a great abhorrence of
sensation. Schwartz and Chittim
both in liquid (if sometimes unsyn-
chronized) passagework, in the un-
broken melodic line, and in fine
pianisdmos, prepared a masterful
reading of this difficult Brahms.
The memory still green of the
great success of our Carl Ruggles
Institute, in the midst of a truly
excellent concert series, and this
impeccably polished concert, were
on Sunday evening all at once fused
into a single feeling of real pride in
the College. To the Music Depart-
ment and its faithful friends, arci-
bravo!
ated with the undeSirabflit'y of lead-
ership. All -the bright students go to
graduate school or one of the older
and more prestigious professional
schools and learn more- about lead-
ership from more intellectual intel-
lectuals. Leadership is never ex-
plicitly condemned but throughout, one who accomplishes anything of
belief, the so-called * tjpchnicrats
claTm that the more information
that is gathered the more unknowns
will become known and the lesser
will be the possibility for miscalcu-
lation. Eventually error will be im-
possible. History indicates that any-
our higher educational development
we are almost totally influenced by
men who have given up action in
favor of learning. Thus the student
r'evelops a set of attitudes appro-
priate to scholars, scientists, and
professional men. The only kind of
leadership encouraged is that which
follows from performing purely
professional tasks in a superior
manner. As a result the academic
world appears to be approaching a
point at which everyone will want
to educate the technical expert who
advises the leader, or the intellec-
tual who stands off and criticizes
the leader, but no one will want to
educate the leader himself.
Are leaders necessary? Could
Bowdoin, for example, do without
the administration? Not without
falling into chaos. Someone must
direct common action. One can
imagine the result if the only guid-
ing force in the college community
were the "invisible hand" of self-
significance must have more con-
fidence that the facts would Justify.
This confidence is something that
all outstanding leaders must pos-
sess, whether they be presidents,
generals, executives, or artists.
Facts are important. But after the
Wfae,n leaders fall into Che kind ot
ion disrepute that they liave today, wher
they lose their'" credibility of the!'
moral authority, a vicioug"\circle i
created. Few really bright people gt
into leadership. Most prefer the
more secure and honorable path ol
specialization. Those who fail ir
their fields of concentration are at
tracted to the exercise of leadership
Leaders, therefore, are often seconc
rate scholars. Consequently tht
leaders are incompetent and fall
deeper into disrepute. The circle
continues.
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy . . .
Our 'long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
-
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
The "in" thing to do














OU I1CrC* V^dLCll You're now a candidate for an Olds 88, one of the
most formidable machines ever to touch rubber to road! Delta, Dynamic and Jetstar 88—eleven
Toronado-inspired models in all—ready to rocket you into spring. Each comes on with standard
safety items like windshield washers, back-up lights, more ! So buckle up (seat belts are stand-
ard, tool and take the cure! At your Oldsmobile Dealer's! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!
,(tep OUT FRONT
..in a Rocket Action ( or.'
TOKONADO • NINETY EIGHT • DELTA •• . DYNAMIC •• • ItlSIH SI . CUTLASS • MS . VISTA CHUISEH • STAHFtlK -442
Si OLDSMOBILE I
C«AT TIMC TO CO WHEIE THI ACTION IS SI[ VOUH LOCAL AUTHORIZED OlDSMOIIl t QUALITY DIALER TODAY'
pAoa kioht THE BOWDOIN ORIENT FRIDAY, MARCH 4, 1966
Spence, War Reporter,
JTo ,Speak Here Sunday
Zetes Take Interfraternity
Track fifeet) Kagpq Sjgs Second
lit'tlieijkt Annual Iifterfraternrty Bfccus—laB^'*
Track Meet, Zeta Psl Fraternity
Look top honors with a total of 65
points., paul 'Soule- won the High
Pointy Trophy with 25 points. Fol-























A New Meet Record


































A New Meet Record *
Pole Vault-irW>M
Smith (DS) . •
A NewMed Record


























Craig J. Spence, a war correspon-
dent who recently returned from
Vietnam will speak this Sunday
< March 6) at 8:00 p.m. in Pickard
Theate* Memorial Hall.
Mr. ^>ence toured all of South
Vietnam
. . .
from the .-teaming rice
The Wheaton College Tritons run through a number similar to
the ones they will perform at Curtis Pool tomorrow night. The
popular girls' synchronized swimming team will be the main at-
traction at an aquatic Show scheduled to begin an pjm.
.
paddies cf the Mekong Delta to the
norm-swept South China Sea along
the 17th parallel with the VS. Coast
Guard while filing feature reports
for Mutual News, He has covered
every major combat operation
. . ,
setting up ambush traps with the
Australians in War Zone "D"
. . .
traveling with U.S. Marines on oper-
ations in Da Nang and spending
nights with special forces at be-
sieged Due Co. Furthermore, he
flew on Forward Air Control Mis-
sions and B-57 bombing and strafing
raids under Viet Cong fire. He joined
the Rangers on their Intrepid Eagle
flights into the Viet Cong-held vil-
lages.
Mr. Spence has lectured all over
the country. He has been a popular
speaker at Duke, Chicago, and. Bos-
ton University, and has recently
been invited by Secretary of State
Dean Rir-k to speak for the program




d by several .southern colleges
and universities. At Southern Illi-
n is University, Craig Spence -was
termed "the best public speaker pf
the season."
He; iivture will be sponsored joint-
ly by Theta Delta Chi Fraternity
and the Student Council. The pub-
lic Li invited to attend the talk and
a reception for Mr. Spence imme-
diately afterward in the Theta Delta




Pr. Marcus Bloch, L-HY., Pres-
ident of Central School of Hyp-
notism, P.O. Box 118, New York
9, N. Y., has been honored with
Honorary membership in the
Egyptian School of Hypnotism,
by Dr. Aziz Hassan, President of
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LEAVE YOUR SHOES AT







June 26-August 20, 1966
OPEN AUDITIONS FOR
STRINGS




The New England Conservatory
Contacted by:
ROBERT KOFF




Send for audition appointment at
once to: Summer School Office, The
New England Ooneervatory. 290 Hun-
tington Ave., Boston, kfaai. 02116.
Tel. 617-6SS-8660.
The Campus Chest Committee Wishes
Itself The Best Of Luck and Extends Its














Between 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
4 pj&.-7 p.m.
THE SPUDNUT SHOP




























Bob Drake, Psl V.
Don Ferro, S.N.
Max Willscher, TD.
Raffle and concert tickets may be purchased from members of the
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Brewster Awarded Wilson Fellowship;
Boal Given Honorable Mention
Bowdoin Receives Ford Grant
To Hold Summer Conference
The Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation announced
Thursday that one Bowdoin senior
has been awarded a National Fel-
lowship and another has received
honorable mention.
Philip S. Wilder, campus repre-
sentative for the Foundation, said
the winner is David E. Brewster.
Honorable mention went to Ellis B.
Boal.
The Foundation announced win-
ners of $5.7 million, in graduate fel-
lowships designed to attract new
college teachers. Recipients of
Woodrow Wilson Fellowships re-
ceive one academic year of graduate
education with tuition and fees paid
by the Foundation and a living sti-
pend of $2,000. The graduate school
they choose to attend receives an
additional grant from the Founda-
tion. Using funds provided by the
Ford Foundation, the fellowship fnpmhpr^ of their far
foundation encourages and supports pete for the 1966-67 grants, and" U08~
potential college teachers. . were chosen.
Sir Hugh Taylor, President of the The Foundation also awarded hon-
DAVID BREWSTER
ternate awards from other sources.
Brewster is a history major and
a member of Theta Delta Chi Fra-
ternity. He has been a straight "A"
student and is an Undergraduate
Research Fellow under a program
designed to give special training to
gifted students. Brewster is a mem-
ber of the editorial board of "The
Quill," and a trombonist in the
Bowdoin Brass Ensemble. Last year
he participated in the 17th annual
Student Conference on United States
Affairs at West Point.
Boal, a mathematics major, is
also a member of Theta Delta Chi
Fraternity. He has been a Dean's
List student and is a participant in
an Undergraduate Research Partici-
pation Program supported by the
National Science Foundation. Boal
has been active in Masque and
and also has been a member of the
Bowdoin Glee Club and the college
freshman lacrosse numeral, and var-
sity cross country and track letters.
The Ford Foundation has awarded
Bowdoin a $36,500 grant to support
a conference at which some 25 lead-
ing American and European think-
ers will attempt to relate the knowl-
edge achieved in the diverse fields of
art, biological sciences, and social
sciences.
netics and of language, and artists
and men of letters.
Among the participants were such
leaders as Nobel Prize-winning phy-
sicist Eugene P. Wigner, novelist
Herbert Gold, poetess and critic Eliz-
abeth Sewell, psychologist Henry A.
Murray, philosopher. Newton P.
The conference, to be held August stallknecht. and Stephen R. Grau-
21-27, will have as its topic "Levels
of Understanding." It will be an out-
growth of a similar conference held
here last summer, also with the sup-
port of the Ford Foundation, t
The common focus of this year's





emerged the conviction as stated by
the participants "that a deep-seated
philosophical reform is needed —
one that would radically alter pre-
vailing conceptions not only of the
meeting, will be a philosophy that nature of knowledge and of creative
opposes reductionism, a currently
popular attempt to reduce all knowl-
edge to terms appropriate only in
physics or chemistry. Positively
stated, the scholars at the August
conference, as they did last year,




achievement in general, but of the
human agent who inquires and cre-
ates, and of the entire fabric of the
culture formed by such activities."
Professor C. Douglas McGee of the
Philosophy Department, who is tem-
porarily coordinating work on the
conference at Bowdoin while Pro-
*
Foundation, said more than 11,000 orable mention to 1,599, many of
college seniors were nominated by whom are expected to receive al-
Masque and Gown To Sponsor
Annual One-Act Contest-
the sciences and an elevation of the
concept of man to more than a
mere talking- machine.
The forthcoming conference, will
Masque and Gown will hold its
31st annual student-written one-act
play contest March 18 in Pickard
Theater at 8:15 p.m.
Four original plays by under-
graduates have been selected for the
final competition, and in a unique
twist, one of the playwrights and
one of the directors will act in com-
peting plays. Tickets, at $1, may be
purchased in advance at the Infor-
mation Desk of the Moulton Union,
and will also be available at the
door.
Professor George H. Quinby said
Judges for the contest will be Mrs.
Brooks W. Stoddard, whose husband
is an Instructor In Art and Profes-
sors James M. Moulton and Herbert
R. Coursen Jr..
The competing playwrights will be
Thomas W. Roulston *68, Daniel A.
Qulncy '68, and Charles N. Head '68.
Head is the author of two plays se-
lected for the contest.
Roulston will be acting in "Home-
coming," one of Head's plays. The
. director for the play, John L. Isaacs
'68, will be acting in Roulston's play,
"From an Idle Mind." Head's other
play is called "In the Gulf." Quln-
cy 's play is a dramatization, of Jo-
seph Conrad's short story, "The Se-
cret Sharer."
Directing Roulston's play will be
David E. Gamper '67. Besides Isaacs,
the cast will include Bradley A.
Bernstein '69, Mark J. Esposito '69,
Nathaniel B. Harrison '68, and Peter
H. Holmes '68. Roulston is design-
ing the scenery for his play.
Directing Quincy's play is Barry
D. Chandler '69. The cast includes
Fred L. DeCicco '69, Michael D. Har-
mon '67, David M. Pagar '69, Steph-
en L. Reed '69, and Esposito. Quincy
will also design his own scenery.
Appearing in Head's "Homecom-
ing" will be Mrs. Mary Mellow, wife
of Associate Admissions Director
Robert C. Mellow; Richard S. Pike
'67. and Roulston. Jonathan L. St.
Mary '67 will design the sets for
both of Head's plays.
Directing the second play, "In the
Gulf." will be Stephen R. Crosby
'67. The cast will include Brent A.
Corson '68, Virgil H. Logan, Jr. '69,
Bruce G. Blaisdell '69, and William
K. Norton '67. ~
Cash prizes of $25 and $15 will
be presented to the winning play-
wright and the runner-up, respec-
tively. Prizes of $10 each will be
awarded to the best actor, director,
and designer.
Mrs. Harold T. Pulsifer will pre-
sent the Masque and Gown "Oscar,"
a woodcarving of a medieval actor,
to the author of the best play. This
statuette has been held by various
distinguished alumni since it was
donated in 1938 by her late hus-
band, a poet and editor.
Professor Quinby said the plays
will be the 105th through 108th one-
acts produced in the 31 years of the
contest. The productions will be
under tl.e general supervision of




With the showing of Ave experi-
mental him shorts last Wednesday
evening, March 9, Bowdoin's newest
campus organization got under way.
The Franklin Pierce Memorial Film
Forum sponsored the showing in or-
der to study cinema technique with
the hope of soon producing some
films shot by students.
Organized under the direction of
Mr. John McKee, French instruc-
tor, the Film Forum is most inter-
ested in making films, not just in
viewing those of others. The orig-
inal Ave members, who sponsored
the first showing, are Jim Salem,
Jim Roy, Ken Slosberg, Fred Kukiel,
and Ronald Mikulak, but after the
presentation several members of the
audience showed interest in the
forum and remained for a discus-
sion of club projects. Jim Salem
has an idea for his own film and
hopes to shoot it during spring va-
(Contlnued on page 3)
Euterpe Ensemble
Hene Monday
The Euterpe Ensemble, a dis-
tinguished chamber music group
from Portland. Maine, will present
a cencert Monday (March 14) at
8:15 p.m. in Wentworth Hall.
The Ensemble is made up of
o
violinist, flutist, cellist, and harpsi-
chordist, and will present a varied
program of works for these instru-
ments. Tickets for the concert at
$1.50 will be available at the door.
The group includes three members
of the Portland Symphony Orches-
tra, violinist Rebecca Garland, flut-
ist Frances Drinker, and cellist
Denise Howorth.
The fourth member is Margaret
Mason, a harpsichordist who in 19C4
received an honorary doctorate from
the New England Conservatory,
where she taught for over 25 years.
Mrs. Garland has been a member
of the first string -section of the
Portland Symphony for many years.
She has also been a member of the
Vermont Symphony.
A pupil of George Laurent, former
first flutist for the Boston Sym-
phony, Mrs. Drinker is first flutist
with the Portland Symphony. She
has soloed with the orchestra and
has also played solo works with the
Boston Pops, Louisville Philharmon-
is, -Cambridge Collegium Musicum
and the Stradivarius String Quartet.
Mrs. Howorth is a cellist with the
Portland Symphony. She has been
assistant principal cellist for the
Tampa Philharmonic and assistant
to the principal cellist of the Char-
lotte, N.C., Symphony.
The evening's program will in-
clude Trio Sonata in C Minor by
J. J. Quantz for flute
p
violin, harp-
sichord, and continuo; Sonata in
G Major by Antonio Lotti for flute,
cello, and harpsichord; Sonatas in
D Major and E Major for harpsi-
chord by J. Scarlatti; Trio Sonata
in D Major by J. M. Leclair for
flute, cello, and harpsichord; and
Sonata in A Minor by Telemann
for flute, violin, harpsichord, and
continuo.
fessor Pols is on sabbatic leave, said
the session will be devoted to a con-
tirraatiomjf"the ideas^discussed last^
year. Some members of last year's
have as participants leading scholars
from the United States and Europe
who will live and hold their discus-
sions in the Senior Center. Through-
out the week, participants will pre-
sent 12 papers, which will be the
basis for the discussions.
Organizing the conference
Professor Michael Polanyi of
Center for Advanced Studies at Wes-
leyan University Professor Edward
Pols of the Department of Philoso-
phy, ' and Professor Marjorie Grene
of the University of California at
Davis.
The three also organized last
year's conference, which had as
participants distinguished philoso-
phers, mathematicians, biologists,
theoli gians, sociologists, physicists,
psychologists, students of cyber-
conference have been invited to re-
turn to help carry over the ideas
that arose then, while new partici-
pants have been invited to help
bring fresh ideas into the discus-
sions.
Participants in last year's confer-
are ence said they were strengthened In
the their awareness of the need for a
reform of concepts that might free
the sciences, humanities and arts
from the inadequacies of reduction-
ism.
Professor McGee said many of the
participants were encouraged to find
other people in radically diverse
fields who shared their philosophic
convictions. He said the partici-
pants and organizers of the con-
ferences hope the sessions will be
continued beyond next August.
Ambrose, Nvhus To Join
Faculty In September
President Coles has announced
the appointment of two new faculty
members. In September Dr. John W.
Ambrose^ Jr. will join the Bowdoin
community as Assistant Professor
of C'assics, and Paul L. Nyhus will
become an Instructor in History.
Mr. Nyhus, who is currently work-
ing toward his Ph.D. at the Harvard
University Graduate School of Arts
and Sciences, received a Bachelor
of Sacred Theology degree from the
Harvard Divinity School in 1961.
His doctoral field is Medieval Church
History,
Mr. Nyhus translated selections
of 14th and 15th Century thought
and wrote critical notes for a forth-
coming book of readings in late
medieval thought.
A native of Williston, N.D., he re-
ceived an A.B. degree summa cum
laude at Augsburg College in Min-
neapolis in 1957. Before starting his
graduate work at Harvard he spent
the 1957-58 academic year at the
University of Heidelberg in Ger-
many as a Fulbright Scholar.
He has been a Senior Resident at
Radcliffe College, a Teaching Fellow
at Harvard Divinity School, and a
Teaching Fellow in General Educa-
tion at Harvard.
Dr. Ambrose has been Chairman
of the Department of Classics at
The Taft School in Watertown,
Conn., since 1964. He was a teacher
at Roxbury Latin School, West Rox-
bury, Mass., from 1956 to 1961 with
the exception of the 1959-60 aca-
demic year, when he was a Teaching
Assistant at Brown University. From
1961 to 1964 he was a teacher at
Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass.
Dr. Ambrose will teach courses In
Greek and Latin at Bowdoin. Dur-
ing the coming summer he plans to
work on a Latin I-II series for pub-
lication.
A native of Worcester. Mass., he
attended Brown, where he was a
Francis Wayland Scholar and a
member of the Sphinx Club, an hon-
or society, as an undergraduate. He
received his A.B. degree in 1952
cum laude, with High Honors in
Classics.
Brown awarded him an MA. in
1959 and his PhD. in 1962. Profes-
sor
t
Ambrose has also done graduate
work at Princeton University, the
University of Chicago and the
American Academy in Rome, Italy.
His main fields of interest within
his general area of study are Rom-
an lyric poetry, notably Horace, and
Greek lyric poetry. Dr. Ambrose is
the author of an article on "The
Ironic Meaning of the Lollius Ode,"
written for publication in "Transac-
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year, and If May Swenson, say,
should happen to win the Lamont
Prize for 1966, well we have all
heard of Poetic Justice t -
, A poem • called "The Academic
Poet" will indicafe si well aseany"





all—let alone*aloud, and to the «». W. S.,Merwto, W. D. Snod- which Is, predictably, debauched by
- * V: ^,T,7Ii*—
_i. »im,«t m a™88 <w- D- Who?), or the taeff- the formlessness which passes theseTws
,
Junior,L from JKain. have won ^^ * ttejln* ot the Qrtent, of aU plftces^ ataort .to.
.
^^ ^ ^^-^^ "freedom' with aU who
^
B^bary Prtee Debate. The, are Brian C, Hkwk^and DavM * evttably, to think about Marianne may^ ^impwfrlito ,** of ^ou^d essay the Prise-Winning
-
smtlngton. ^t was the second year in a rew that Hawkins won a first mood's somewhat soiled but still poe^. Not at aU. These are Modern Modern style.
in the debate. The two winners shared a top prise of $90, while the ^^ tatroductlon ^ ^ 8ub. Poets who ^ prl8e8 .
Take Henri Coulette, whose Theter-np prise of $5« was divided between the two other participant,
E. Gillen '67 and John H. LaChance '68. The four finalists were
selected hi preliminary trials last January.
Ject, ^% too, dislike it: there are
My office partner dozes
at his desk, whimpering now
as he dreams his suicide.
The November light kisses
the scar of his last attempt.
I open my mall: a plea
things that are important beyond *? * *• •"* «£* ^
Other Poems won the Lamont Po-
all this fiddle." Who reads Modern
efcry^ fa lw Inytakehlm.
* * • • • Poetry? Who reads Poetry Maga- perhaps you will find It a little
sine? Who reads the hundreds of difficult to. I know I do. Still, he for~the starving Indian
Bowdoto College debaters will compete to three debates to the next
sllm volumes of Modern Poetry that did get the prtae, and If three of chaaren of North Dakota;
two weekends, including the debate division of the annual speech festival get published, God knows how or the five judges were James Dickey, a sneciai ffer from xime,
sponsored by the New England Speech Association. Bowdoto will also why, in America each year? I don't W. D. Snodgrass, and May Swenson, Ufei ^^ Fortune; a letter
participate to the oral interpretation and oratory divisions of the speech ™*" Yeate- ^^^ Stevens, I for one see nothing sinister to from a ^year-old
f-«tiv»i on mr.rnh ii «nH i9 *„,... A*.t^ ^ii n«rti«.nof «„ - ^.^o Ransom, Thomas, nor even Robert that. Its a small world (made cun- former 8tudenti suggestinges al March 11 and 12, four debaters will participate to a tourna- „ * ~ ' 4W_ ninsiv t*m\ Ann if roulette an- , ?\*. *.Lowell—the etherized ones, the ningly too). d u o ieu p a gland transplant that wiU make
ment at Brooklyn College. The Bowdoto team will include Gary B. Rob- a^s^n Moderns! I mean Henri pears on the panel of judges next ft^ of me: lt fturts^
to hear what they are sayingerts '68, Jonathan D. Parsons '69, George N, Bowden '68, and James E.
Gillen '67. Billy W. Reed, Instructor in Speech at Bowdoto, will accompany
the team as a critic Judge. The speech festival will be held the same
weekend at Middlebury College. Representing Bowdoto in the debate divi-
sion will be Brian C. Hawkins '67, James E. Blanford '66, and LaChance.
Representing Bowdoto in the oral interpretation division of the festival








Casting auditions for the two final dramatic productions of the aca-
demic year wiU be held to the basement of Pickard Theater, Memorial
Hall, next Friday, Monday, and Tuesday (March 11, 14, 15) from 7:36 to
t p.m. Professor George H Qutoby said the two plays to be presented are
jV-^The^Straw^-wUh performances May 11 and 14, and
William Shakespeare's "Measure for Measure," scheduled for performance
June 10. Books containing the two plays are available for prospective
actors, stage managers, or designers at the desk of Hawthorne-Longfellow
Library. Each requires a large cast with a great variety of personalities.
Professor Quinby said the two plays are being auditioned simultaneously
to an effort to avoid needless overlapping to the casts, since it will be
necessary to overlap a number of rehearsals to April and May. He also
said those people reading should make their preferences known as to
plays and parts. Anyone unable to read at the times indicated may ar-
range a special reading by calling Professor Quinby at 725-8731, ext. Ml.
DORMITORY NOTICE
SPRING VACATION
College Dormitories wfll be closed from 8:00 pjn., Friday, March 26
until 8:00 am., Monday, April 4. College regulations do not permit under-
graduates to occupy dormitory rooms during any part of the vacation
period.
NOTE: During vacation the Department of Grounds and Buildings will
supply a student with a key for entering his dormitory for any special
purpose approved first by the Deans' Office.
Saturday, March 12—Campus Chest Weekend.
Sunday, March 13—7:15 p.m—Father John Davis, Chaplain at St. Joseph's
College will give a short talk to be followed by a discussion in the
Mitchell Room. Open to the college community.
*
Monday, March 14—8:15 pjn.—The Chamber Ensemble of the Portland
Symphony Orchestra will perform in the main lounge. Open to the
college community.
Friday, March 18—3:00 pjn.—Dr. Mervto B. Freedman will lecture in the
main lounge.
Saturday, March 19—6:15 and 8.15 p.m.—student Union films in Smith
Auditorium. "Hud" with Paul Newman and a ten minute short.
Sunday, March 20—7:00 pjn.—Recital by Phil Reynolds in the main
lounge.
Monday, March 21—7:00 p.m.—"The Sins of Rose Bernd '—a German film
with complete English subtitles to be shown in the main lounge.
Monday, March 21—8:15 pjn.—Professor Christie will give a mathematics
lecture entitled "A Biased Sample of One," in the main lounge of the
Moulton Union.
SPRING VACATION NOTICE
Friday, March 26, 1066
Classes normally meeting at 10:30 and 11:30 will meet at 10:00 and
11:00.
Chapel will be omitted.
The traditional ten dollar fine will apply to the last class of each
student before vacation and the first class after vacation, which ends at
8:00 ajn. on Tuesday, April 5, 1966. Except to the case of an emergency,
excuses will be granted only to advance.
Underckusmen who wish to remain at the College for any part of
the Spring Vacation must have permission of the Deans' Office. Seniors
should sign at the Reception Desk to the Senior Center.
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
UVERNOIS' IGA
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 728-7122
«•*
about me behind my back.
Jit hurts me to hear what they
are saying to my face, pal.
I circle two misspelled words
and write, "Help, I am being
held captive at Mickey Mouse
State College," across the top,
wondering, is this the one,
or the fat woman, perhaps,
with the post-menopause craze
for strict forms. "The sesttaa—
can you use any six words?"
Well, yea, but they should define
a circle, which is the shape
I describe, chasing my tail
from class to class, the straight line
disguised, degree by degree.
i
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
• Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc'
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Onion Bings
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure I
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juice, Vegetable, Salad, Rolls & Beverage
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. ?—
' 725-5543
I shan't comment on the poem
except tcTsay that though I like it,
ts desperate modernity—its igno-
ance of rhythm and contempt for
hyme, its- sentimental "toughness,''
its self-indulgent intimacy—will not,
I think, to the long run satisfy
readers of poetry if there are any.
Coulette himself quotes, with appa-
rent approval, Frost's oracular ob-
servation that "Poetry is what dis-
appears to translation," but the
Prlw-Wlnntog-Moderns will get
little aid and comfort from that
quarter. Indeed, their poems almost
always suggest the flatness of trans-
lation. "A more than usual state of
emotion, with a more than usual
order"—Coulette sacrifices the more
than usual order, and that is every-
thing.
I take it that what one wants to
Modern Poetry is what one wants
in Old-Fashioned Poetry (if that is
the right term): tough reasonable-
ness and lyric grace. That this is a
reasonable, hut, and unbiased ex-
pectation, it goes without saying.
But the Prise-Wlnnlng-Moderns
have no conception of these things.
Now, as always, readers of poetry
will have to find good poems where
(Continued on page 3)
Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery to Rockland
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YOUNG POETS
(Continued from page 2)
^they can. For good poetry, still gete
written. One bo% 6f poems i» rea<l
in 19§5 <ti/jp\ as, iar as I know,rflrtn •
any'prhfts; and the poet, 1 think,
wasn't on-^any poefry-prlze panels
of judges. <jpne ef the poepis In* the
book was xalled ""song'
-Bircl% and
might have been called, perhaps,
"The Academic Poet":
The vireo in the elm warbles all
summer
Invisible and high in a bubble of
song,
A liquid boredom and longing with-
out humor
Like the summer disquiets and
transports of the young.
Unable to help itself and throat wide
open,
Whatever's supposed to flow flows
to its-end:
Pure behavior, vireo by pattern,
He chortles his sole abstraction of
a sound.
There are other and odder birds at
lower stages
Who buzz, titter, and shriek to
speak their piece:
None of it means a thing except
that the wages
Of song is death and singing has no
price.
I take it that songs such as this will
still be heard when the buzzers, the
titters, and the shriekers are silent
as medals.
FILM SOCIETY
(Continued from page 1)
cation if 'he can gather, tqgetSjr
trie necessary equipment.- ,-
The' Ave films shown^ covered a
range of subject matter arid "style.
The^flrst film was a documentary of
children *t play in the -«lty streets,
enticed '-'My Own Yard So. Play In."
It was followed by two films by Mr:
McKee, one a documentary using
nature as a subject and the other
an experiment In abstraction. "Pie
Powder Days" was an attempt by
Mr. McKee to use extreme close-
t- i .
ups and selective focus of his sub-4
jects.^and "Musements!,' was an pt*






• "• • '.
*
^Rounding out the program - were
two films by the well-knc-wn Cana-
dian film-maker, Norman McLaren,




LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
FACULTY APPOINTMENTS




^iQrj^garid Proceedings of the Aneri-
«an Philological Association."
Dr. Ambrose i^a member of the
American Philological Association*,
the Classical 'Association of New
England, and the Teachers of Olas-
sics in New England. Prom January,
1964, to January, 1956 he served in






? V«..\.c.V •:.*-*• r*rfoe>. .
"Appreciate^, Bowdoin's close re-







212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK













WILL BE HERE TO HELP YOU
FOR SALE
1965 MUSTANG
Automatic V-8 with console.
Low mileage. Selling due to own-
er being in the service. Inquire
at Vaillancourt Bros. Body Shop,




Mar. 26 Thru Apr. 2 Every Book
In My Store Will Be Cut 50%.
20,000 Titles: Americana, Arts,
Sciences, Literature. All Other
Categories. Many fine Sets.
Open Daily 9 to 5
LEON TEBBETTS BOOK SHOP






Saturday and Sunday Only
Evenings 6:30-8:45










Want to be a leader and double your chances for success in life ? You can, by earning
both a degree and an Army officer's commission at the same time . . . even though you may
not have taken ROTC training in your first two years!
Through a new program, you can be commissioned as a Second Lieutenant after
taking two years of Army ROTC training while you complete your studies for a college
degree. You can qualify for this program by attending a special six-week summer training
camp after your sophomore year and then completing the ROTC Advanced Course in
your junior and senior years of college.
Here's what ROTC training and an officer's commission will do for you:
• It will qualify you to fulfill your military obligation as an officer.
• You will learn to organize, motivate, and lead others.
• You will develop leadership qualities that many college men miss— self-discipline,
physical stamina, poise, bearing, the acceptance of responsibility and other qualities
that contribute to success in either a civilian or militaryicareer.
• You will receive $40 per month during your junior and senior years, plus pay and mile-
age for summer training.
The training and experience you will receive through Army ROTC will payoff for the
rest of your life. A decision to take advantage of this new program could be one of the
most important you will ever make.
You owe it to yourself to investigate this new important opportunity.
For complete information on the new Two- Year Army ROTC Program see the Professor
of Military Science on campus.
ARMY ROTC
IF YOU ARE GOOD EM0UQH TO BE A LEADER, DOM SETTLE FOR LESS!
PAGE POUR




Av MirHABL RlCB ^ -by chael ice
In 1869, the majority otcolle*ges in the tfnitcd-'gtttfM drop-
ped any regulations that they had concerning mandatory chapel
attendance. There 'were a few that didn't, but even the vast




controversy between the N«W noH-coraplian*, amd* this' number
The doors on the libe are really a
Joke
JJJ!2^EKS^S^tlonal^oliegli^e Athletic Association ma/lncrease.verbaUam from the Orient Union - * Rowrlnin's nnsifionin i-hic au.1*.*
Suggestion „£ and the Ivy League over the '1.6' fowdo n P061" " ln thls ^PUtewill In essence be that of the ivy
rule took a new turn over the past League According to Dean Ken,
weekend, and may yet affect Bow- drick, Wh is handling this matter
Bowdoin is one of the very few non-sec- Drafty ** Hell > and one even broke, doin's position in this Issue. What for the College, it seems that a
tarian colleges in the United States thai reamr™ artpnrinn Youd th4nk ** tne cost - tney
'd d0 devel°Ped was that Penn > leadln8 stalemate has been reached, where
at religion I tu-
4"'res ue ua ce
at least one thing weU the Ivy basketbaU competition was a compromise is now unlikely. Hel us services, inis alone is not an indictment of the Alas, no such luck-they don't even denied a berth in the NCAA tourna- feels that the NCAA will have to
college, but the simple fact that it still feels that it can impose swing wel1- * ment because lt had reiused *° com- back down - and whHe its intentions
religion on students is absolutely ridiculous It i, »r «™„ „;„„
-Nathaniel and Henry ply with a recent NCAA ruling that may have been good when applied
t h Hff u
u t i s. i is at times nice
"scholar-athletes" maintain a 1.6 to schools who actively attract ath-o De different, but a foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of
,
* (C-) average in order to continue letes with offers of scholarship aid
little minds." To believe that any institution can impose religi ^
S Ple&Se gCt S°me Sr°°d *"***' to recelve scholarship aid, while the this should not pertain to schools'
ous ideas upon unwilling minds is foolish. It can not be done. ^Ti «S ^eeTnds "le^e"T^ 2 T*"S ""** * ^f^ "*** "? atWetiC
If rn,; a ; a x_1]a x, „ . , , ,
* T~™ c,aj we Kena ieave for Yale, apparently reached a com- policy. In consequence, stated Deantnis is true then our present chapel regulations are foolish much to be des"-ed. Is improvement promise m which a statement of ex. Kendrick, Alex Schulten (last year's
and unwisp Just nnn i«rO- •«u< i><i „ i-i i . .. not possible? i_*i _x .__j. •.. —,„ *._ t^x. ,_i.x x, =_isting standards would suffice for IC4A weight-throwing champion)
compliance. However, when the has not been entered in upcoming
NCAA took action against Penn, the NCAA championships, in direct con-
remaining schools closed ranks and currence with policy to be followed
announced that they would not par- by the Ivies,
ticipate in any NCAA championship "When we first received this corn-
events, but would remain in the munication from the NCAA, we
Association in order to effect a thought of sending it back with 'not
se. one look around a normal chapel or forum audi-
0 P055^ 7
ence is usually enough to disgust any speaker. He sees students ....
sleeping, talking among themselves, reading mail, doing home- A formal dance tor the whole
work, cramming for a test; in other words, doing about every- f
Ch
°°L °L °^
**/*?* class " <**"
thino- h„r H.*x-wi* x x, , m, ting tired of run-of-the-mill ani-hmg but listening to the speaker. The obvious reason for this mal weekends.
inattention is the disinterest of the students for the subject, or ....
for the speaker The students are required to be there, but can The Student Union Committee is dear'Tescinding ~of"the' NCAA deT apphcable' '£££ onl
not De required to listen. Recently the Dean's Office sent around dead - They don't know talent and mand. now that we didn't"; he added that
a little notice to the attendance takers asking them to dress neat- Care t0° much about money - If the Tnus' the stron& opposition to de he believed there was strong enough
ly so as to set/a*n example for the other undenrraHnatP* tmd
tW° biggeSt names-Kin8smen «»d facto N^AA influence in academic sentiment among member colleges
is still another inrfSnofi™ k i. *i. * u
*r* dau es
-
* "» Judy Collins-were most expensive affairs and the definition of "schol- to eventually bring about a reversalindication about the feelings of the Bowdoin stu- but drew in the black, why not get ar-athletes" which we last week sug- of the ruling,
dent for the chapel-forum programs. The idea of having a top talent again? gested mlght eventually cause the We again must express our sup-
chapel service each Sunday is noble and good but it should be * *
NCAA to back down
'
has come *° a P°rt for the College's position, as we
on a completely voluntary basis of afr«irf,„L ti, n
"ow about having entertainment head, and given time, will either re- have previously, and must admit
cm M hr ^
v D 81S0 ttendance. The college this year that equals or surpasses suit in complete cancellation of this to a great deal of surprise at theoma obtain the services of a full-time chaplain who would pre- the entercainment Bowdoin"had last rule (at least In the case of high- rapidity with which concerted op-
sent a..weekly-Sunday afternoon service, whiclrwouTd be on a
year °^tnetn,'ee bie week«nds? • Quality institutions) or in a serious position to the ruling has"mani-
voluntary basis. In this way those students who desire to havp ^V* * J** "T
"high'claSB" 7**^L* the NCAA * " ta- feSted ltself- " NCAA certalnly
a mOQ n,«^f i • •/ ' ° a 0 n e entertainment on Ivies Weekend. tercollegiate organizer of athletics, seems, as was noted last week to
onnnrt" nf T"* ST^ ^"^^ W°uld haVe the * * # * " °f ^ *«* SOme 1W> «*»*»> hav« >itten7ff more tntTt couSupponunity, ana would not be bothered by a large number of Put concrete walks on the MaU—- had more or less adopted a stand of chew.
coerced, uncomfortable students. Religion is a very personal enoueh dates have swum across
S*?!!:.?."?™
6 ? is meanin*less . t0 others it means a great deal. already - | The Bradbury, Debate
—A. P. PullerIf a student desires to attend chapel this is fine, but if the stu-dent does not want to be involved in, or be placed in contact
with a religious speech, the college should not force him to do
so. The present system will excuse students for "religious"
reasons, but only after a great deal of trouble and effort on the
part of the student and his parents. The student must write
tr
e
nl°nTmmy an ^ daddy and have them w"te a note asking How about some vending machineshe Dea to excuse their son for his personal religious views, in the dorms?tome off it, we are old enough now to understand our own re-
ligious views - a helping hand is not needed. Avoid this kin-
dergarten "note pinned on chest program," make the program
voluntary. By also making the forums work on a voluntary sys-
tem, the college could do away with all the petty-announcement
forums that the students have had to suffer through this past
year. The college could hold forums whenever they had a re-
quest on the part of some person interested in giving a speech.The college could schedule fewer, but more interesting and in-
formative chapels that would be well attended for these two
reasons. The present forums are, on the whole, uninteresting





* forum t»ll« ^ng enough. If some street and 12 Rod Roadp ofesso desires to give a speech, fine, but to force him (excuse
me
- to ask him) to give one or two talks per year is ridiculous.
With a few exceptions, the forum program this year has beenbad We strongly urge that each fraternity discuss this topic
at the next house meeting, take some kind of vote on it, and get
With this question as an open- function during the summer months,
ing key, one hoped to find at the This, according to the women's col-
Bradbury debate Monday some ell*- lege side > would be a system In
cidation of the non-financial Issues
It's abcut time we get some side-
walks across the Mall.
Hew about some decent paths
across the Mall? The present ones
are just Pitches better avoided.
* * • •
I suggest that the college, in co-
operation with the town of Bruns-
which "by the time you got your,
PhD. you'd be dead." Talk about
publish or perish 1
As the debate worked itself out,
we had the definite feeling that the
actual arguments for a sister col-
diced as we are in its favor, we real-
ized that the reasons to start a sis-
ter school are so plain, so necessary,
so aching to be fulfilled, that noth-
ing original needed to be said. The
sooner the administration makes
public what exactly, if anything, is
Please pave walks on the campus
mal!.
—Skip Puller's date
surrounding the possibility of es-
tablishment of either a women's
college or graduate school by Bow-
doin. One's hopes were partially re-
alized, although the problem was
—D.L.P. '60 perhaps delved into rather shallowly. le8e were curiously unexciting, ob-
, The sister college notion was sup- vious • and unorlKhial- Then, preju
ported by three basic arguments by
'
the affirmative speakers. Bowdoin
should establish a sister school be-
cause 1.) the social values to be en-
hanced; 2.) the intellectual and cul-
tural atmosphere would Improve and
3.) Northern New England needs a
wick, construct a few paved walks high quality women's school. In bein* done in tnls *•*• the happier
Maine elaborating on these points, the de- we can ^ assured, the students will
baters went so far as to ask for a be '
t t t
show of hands of students in the ** for raising the original" en-
_.
*
audience who would have liked a dowment, the College might take aSince Bowdoin College pays a date over the week cue from Hamilton, which is re-
large amount of taxes to the town ^^ or couldn ,t whiJe p*^ to nave an ad fa tne
of Brunswick, and in addition al- mtm nad the gaU ^ J J» WaU Street Journal asking for funds
that is urgently needed is a system dates, "Bowdoin is changing," or ceived a bequest of eight millionof paved walks across the Mall that "We have a social vacuum created dollars with the stipulation that thewould save Bowdom students the by the new social rules" and cited entire *™ be devoted either to theindignities^ of the ever-present mud. from recent isSUes f the Orient, establishing of a sister college to be
DAn7\r\r\T\ T iwvi /^vn mx t^t-. * •'- editorials and interviews with Pro- located within fifteen miles of thehUW 1 JI )| fN V ( )k H r\J SerV1Ce m the Uni°n luncnroom lessor Whiteside calling for the es- Bowdoin Campus or to the set-*^ ^^ v t J^ ^Ai i i|\gp, V/1V1L/1 >| JL (or whatver it Is) Is abominable, tablishment of such a neighboring tin8 "P on the Bowdoin Campus or
Orders are wrong, and there are institution. nearby of one or more graduate
not enough people working In the The int*ii«*„a i ,.„,, -.,h,.__, ._ schools In one or more areas
rule done away with. Let's get busy.
THE
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Nnmhep ,,
""* «'»«H,n P i sm i I ellectu l and cultural ar-
SC 00 m ^^ otbCr " nght P'ace-get Wally out of the gummis centered around
" learning related to the undergrad-
pool room and back behind the r«„„j ..x,._ ... y nat* nrwrim ot u»njni. t* i»
counter. New Union more beautiful,
but old one more efficient.
—J. W. Tarbell, 66
P.S. Why no sodas, ice cream-
too tricky?
found revelations that I.) It might
U e program at Bowdoin. It is
be nice to have female roles in
further stipulated In the will that
Masque and Gown productions that
if ^ bequest te not accepted, sub-
were not played by a.) townies b) ^ect to the terma °'the will, within
faculty wives c.) Bowdoin men and
°ne year the total beVie8i shail 8°
II ) the Glee Club might like some te
a speciflc Medical Center."
alto voices, even as hard as some
"The Governing Boards of Bow-
doin College have voted to accept
the bequest, but there Is a division
of opinion as to the choice of pro-
gram it should elect. Shortly it
meets for final action on the mat-
ter."
Published weeklr when elaaaea are held daring the Fall and Spring Semester by
Usf stadents of Bowdoin College. Addreei news commonirations to the Editor and sab-
acription fommoRjcsuom to the Busineaa Manager of the Bowdoin Publishing Com-
et the ORIENT Office in Moulton Union, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. M«m«.
aaeood daaa paatagr paid at the pest office at Brunswick, Maine. The
rats far m rear ia Five (fS) dollars.
—
-w»« u %+~J VWI
smce the bookstore claims that
of our male memoers try to fill in.
one of its mottos is to serve the stu-
In retaliation to these cogent ar-
dents. why don't they sell cartons guments , the graduate program ad-
of cigarettes? This would undoubt- vocates . ***& they wished to create
edly be of some profit to them and a community of scholars, apparently
would concur with their policy. something Bowdoin lacks now, and
.... would not havewith a sister college., EESOLUTION
„*. »* W ^_ w- u-, Lrx-*jr£sz izzrzzr: rr tagers m the game room. It should cornmunlng as lone a* r««iKi. "qTC™u* *^M"U *o me me ot
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FOCUS;. William^ D. Ship
by Lmhwncb-Weinstbin
man







'jjL by Marc Friedman
J*"
Ml Associate pftftM«sor William Ship- The firft' group w^fo ^present**
-m$in of the, economics department
.nntMin„i .«rti.,L, m , -„ at,




University of Washington in 1940, a
high selectlvity P°Ucies with most
master's degree in economics at the of the men c°mhig from suburban
University of California in 1950, and communities. With space for only
a doctorate degree in 1980 from Co- 450 of these men, we could expect
lumbia. Prior to his arrival at Bow- applicants to equal m^^
doin in 1957, Professor Shipman was
a price economist for the Office of
comPUshment th«* now applying
Price Stabilization in Seattle and an to Amherst or Harvard. The second
investment analyst for a Wall Street naif of the class would be composed
bank, of men who are economically dis-
When asked about the Senior advantaged and we would make a
Center program, Professor Shipman Holiu^.„ f„ _,.






am not entirely happy with the crult these students. Present scholar-
results of the seminars; many of sniP funds would be reserved for the
the studenta^never become really 'middle class' students and the dis-
advantaged men might be financed
with substantial government grants.
"In this way, both groups would
not only receive a rewarding aca-
demic experience, they would also
7 consider admissions policy to be
possibly llie must crucial problem
facing tbe college."
#
It would be, I think, near unanit .groups,. On >he one hand we have
mifus opinion that the Civil Rights, the corfeervatlv? NAACP and- on«
movement is faced with many dif- *L- *t Tv. „i* V- • « iJ 2
«„„» ,„ki t «T^ the other, the Uberal, even left-wing-flcult problems; but- most observers • » '
would say that the large majority SNCC PerhaPs *« following, ex-
of these problems concern the rela- ample will explain the approaches a
tlonship of the White to the Negro, little more fully,
and the Negro's obtaining of his In Meridian, Mississippi, V
freedom and equality. Very few MFDP (Mississippi Freedom Demo-
people consider the large internal cratic Party) started a picket line
problem within the Negro commu- and called for a boycotte of a chain
nity. I think that a good indica- of four grocery stores. Two of these
tlon of this problem is manifest in - stores were in the Negro ghetto, and
the many separate roads the dif- the MFDP wanted a number of Ne-
ferent Civil Rights Organizations groes to be hired to work in the
ore following. stores. They set the number at 17,
This problem was clearly pointed some to be baggers, some in the
out to me during a trip to Missis- stockroom, and some to be cashiers,
sippi this past fall. From what I spread around all four of the stores.
can gather, there are two impor- The owners of the stores began
tant organizations in Mississippi negotiations with the NAACP who
concerned with Civil Rights. These agreed to lower the number of Negro
are the Mississippi Freedom Demo- employees to eight. The stores ac-
cratic Party, backed to a large ex- tually hired two Negroes (total),
tent by SNCC, the Student Non- both working in the stock room, and
violent Coordinating Committee; the NAACP called for an end to the
and the NAACP — National Asso- boycotte. The MFDP was incensed.
gain from the exchange of differing ries bears on the general reputation
ciation for the Advancement of ^ had called £ ^ and
ideas, values, and goals of their « the institution and the institu- Colored People . These" two groups demanded 17 Negroes be hired. And
distinctly different backgrounds. To
J
lon s standing among otners of its have completely different approaches then the management of the stores
alleviate the problem of the better 2J' SnN? bound? TlZZ l° "* Pr°Wem °f CivU RightS " ** had 6°ne t0 the NAACP ' who had
eduratPd «,.hnrha r, CH,H-nf •, I, , „ "fuT NAACP is for tne most Part an ex" compromised, and then had calledc e subu b n students easily and follow up the inquiry with Dub- * . .





P tremely conservative organization, for an end to the boycotte even
outdistancing their academically bated articles, if the publishers are They feel that the best way to after their compromise had not been
more poorly prepared fellow stu- careless as to the data they have progress is to go slowly. 'Compro- met. MFDP called for a continua-
dents, .we could do away with out ™"ated 4nd P n^t this material, then mLse . seem5 to be one of their key tion of the boycotte and the picket-
grading system.'
While on the subject of changing
they are obviously overextemdmg^
^g;
themselves."
7 am not entirely happy with the
results of the seminars."
They want to avoid step-' ing until their demands were met.
ping on peoples toes if it is at all The last thing that I have heard
"There was some question a!r to
--possible: • - is that they are still picketing.
Bowdoin's student body, we asked how the capital campaign monies Many of the leaders of the NAACP Which approach is better is hard
about the possibility of establishing were spent. I would like to make it come from the Negro middle class, to say, especially by a white observ-
a sister school nearby. "I think it's clear tnat a Port'011 °f these funds people who, because they are Ne- er. Many people feel that the slow
a great idea. I'm surprised it hasn't
WaS pr°Perly all°cated to the fac- groes feel that they have some re- progress made by the NAACP is bet-
come about alren/iv h*™,*~ th»™.
Ulty
'
bUt primarily to new 'acuity sponsibility in trying to solve the ter than the complete lack of result
•engaged' with their subject, and it cauy "^"se mere rather than to raises for existing problem, but still people wh~o are obtained bv SNCC and the MFDP.
is hard to say just what causes this would &• no problem attracting faculty. There was also some men- making a good living, and, under- Others, however, feel that the slow,
lack of interest. President Coles has qualified applicants to the sister tion last year about Colby College standably, don't want to do any- compromising path followed by the
organized a faculty committee to school. I also expect to see a formal, receiving the same grade by the thing that might jeopardize their NAACP is putting freedpm and
evaluate the senior program and
selective graduate school at Bowdoin ^^ M did Bawdoin - II must be position. equality very far in the future. They
perhaps -they will come up with
witnin tn
.
remembered there are variatipns The attitude of SNCC, however, feel that the Negroes have already
some solution to this problem." ten years ' rhe cost within each rank; both colleges may goes to the other extreme. The best waited over 100 years since the end
"There are other aspects to the mU ta nigh and obtaining highly have the same grade but Bowdoin slogan I know of to explain SNCC's of the Civil War, and they want
senior year which are rarely men- qualified faculty and students will instructors, assistant professors, and position is "Freedom Now." Most 'freedom now." This they don't
tioned but deserve comment. For take a few years, but I see no in- Professors receive, on the average, of the SNCC people are young and feel can be obtained by compromis-
example, as part of the Senior Cen- surmountable obstacles."
higher compensation than do their energetic. They think nothing of ing.
ter curriculum, the faculty planned
J& J(
. Bowdoin .s d t to .
Co,by counterparts." walking in picket lines for days on The problem is not a new one.
and carried through a self-evalua- y socle y The last question presented to end getting spat upon by members The Americans in 1776 and the
tlon of each department in order to exPand its present faculties to grad- Professor Shipman concerned sab- °* the KKK. They are out to do Russians in 1917 decided that they
strengthen the major programs. uate students or to females? "Yes, batica s. "I think the sabbaticals everything that they possibly can did not want to wait a long time
Also, it was hoped the environment but only If we can maintain the are an important part of each in- to obtain freedom and equality as for changes that they thought
of the Center would open up more highest standards in the process of structor's academic experience. These soon as Possible. As a result, they should be immediate, and thus did
opportunities for discussions and
expansjon otherwise m answer is
absences are offered by the college are not willing to compromise, and what they could to speed up the
contact between the students and M • once every six or seven years and if tney feel il wil1 nelp their cause, process. The left-wing elements of
faculty and this has occurred." n0- allow the faculty the opportunity B° around or even outside the law. the Civil Rights movement don't
We asked whether the faculty in Is there much chance of Bowdoin for pursuing their research and the Tnev dont feel . for tne most part, want anything as radical as a Revo-
general was aware that 98% of the going on a tri-semester plan? "That chance for a change of scenery. If tnat tnev can work completely with- lution, but, doing their best to stay
Bpwdoin men now in attendance i can't answer but what I would a teacher remains up here for any in the white man's society as set within the laws set up by society,
come from the top 2% of the coun- Uke tQ see b ft quarter system which len^th of time without seeing what "P
in Mississippi. they are attempting to change the
is going on outside of Bowdoin then ^ we can see . , there is a basic prospects for the present as well astry's economic middle class. "The
faculty is most definitely aware of
would run the year round. It seems he begins to look like one of the philosophical difference between the the future for this country's many
a shame to close the college to our trees. He turns into a campus fix- attitudes and actions of these two millions of Negroes
regular undergraduates every sum- ture and loses a proper perspective
mer. Extra faculty would be needed if he chooses to Pass "P these excel-
but the mechanical problems in- £* °PP°rutunities - <* course, one
, J does not have to wait six years;
volved could be easily solved."
,eaves of absence may allow one to
How do you feel about eliminat- leave the campus once every four
Ing Saturday classes? "I'd be glad years if this is desired. The differ-
to see them eliminated. But there ence between the sabbatical and the
Is one advantage to teaching on Sat-
leave of absence is that the college
pays the faculty member full salary
urday and that is you don't have for one semester or half salary for
classes on Monday. This makes Sun- two semesters when on sabbatical,
day a completely free day." but there are no salary commitments
Under the auspices of the Honor made under a leave of absence."
System, do you think it is feasible
PTotessor ^man expects to take
... ...
a sabbatical in Cambridge, England,
for the students to take final exams beginning m September. The year
in their rooms and set up their own will be spent studying the transpor-
exam schedule? "It is feasible, but tation systems of England and those
7 also expect to see a formal, selective tnere would be mechanical problems.
of the Continent.
graduate school at Bowdoin within I think the students here can be
trusted to adhere to the Honor Faculty Coffee Hour
the next ten years."
the students' high Income back-
grounds. I consider admissions pol-
Code. The evaluation of the system
by the Student Judiciary Board and Alpha Rho Upsilon Fraternity will
icy to be'po^lbiTthe mreVTnTclal
the Student Council should prove **<»«<* * '**»* «** hour this
problem facing the college. I would to ** wel1 wortn the effort Put ^^ e*"**** Tuesdoy morning from 10-
like to see a major shift made on it, and I am anxious to read the con- !1 a-m- Ml members of the faculty
the part of the policies of the Ad- elusions they reach." * lnvlted to droP w ,0' * ^P •*
missions Office to lessen the eco- Does student pubUcation have ^^^^T ™[ T^"«
nomic homogeneity of the student
,
,
* ******** weekly event at ARU. It
body.
tbe Privilege to inquire about fac- fa hoped that other fraternities will
"One conceivable plan would be ult >' salaries and report their find- also institute such a coffee hour
to split the students into two groups, ings? "If the topic of faculty sala- durin* the week.
Win A Honda 50 Motorcycle
/
or5 A S25 Clothes Valet
or, A $45 Ski Sweater
or, A $50 Sport Coat
All You Do Is Buy A
Raffle Ticket (or two) From
Your Campus Chest Comm.
Representative. There Is
Still Plenty Of Time. Do -
It Now-While You Are At It.
Buy a Ticket for the Concert
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x*Alumni Battle
Varsity To 4^4 Tie
An impressive Alumni team scor-
ed twice in the first two minutes of
the last period to gain a 4 to, 4,
standoff against the Bowdoin' var-
sity • hockey team to complete' an
Alumni doubleheader Saturday af-
ternoon. Earlier Bay Bicknell's var-
sity basketball squad ran away from
a spirited, but outclassed Alumni
team, 00 to S3 in the first annual
Alumni basketball game.
It was the Class of '62 that did
all the damage for the -Alumni in
a- hard-fought, eveitfy-playeduebn-
test. The line of Don Jelly, Newt
Stowell, and Ken Bacon, all from
the Class of '62, accounted for all
t^e Alumni scoring, and Jae£ Ad-
ams '62 played a ' strong defensive
game. ' Jelly and Stowell had two
goals and two assists each, while
Bacon added a pair of assists.
Ed Fitzgerald countered this per-
formance with two goals of his own.






720 Sabattus Street, Lewiston
Steve Wales and Benny Soule tal-
lied once each in the middle stanza,
which the varsity dominated. Dick
Jaeger left the nets with seven min-
, utes femalning In the second period,
as j;eseyye goalie Dave Macomber
played the. rest of .the way Jn the
Bowdoin nets. Leger played center
on a line bejween Billy Allen* and
^"Fitzy" in the third period.
.
'
' Big Dave Mechem '64 played a
rugged defensive contest, trading
body checks with Steve Wales. Oth-
er familiar faces playing for the
Alumni were goalie Dave Coupe '65,
Dr. Jim Fife '51, Ingy Arnold *39,
and varsity coach Sid Watson.
In its first year the Alumni bas-
ketball game attracted more than 25
graduate players. Unfortunately
there were not enough recent gradu-
ates to keep the Alumni in the con-
test, but the interest of all present
was impressive. Brud Sover '58 was
the leading scorer for the Alumni
with 13 points, while Pete Finn '63
and Ed Callahan '62 contributed
eight and six points, respectively.
Captain Howie Pease, playing his
usual aggressive ball game, topped
all scorers with 16 points. Soph-
omore guard John Ramistella tallied
12, while seniors "Branny" Leishman




As a student who has never, read
the Hardy boys 1 have felVconsid-
erably slighted Jn the^ast two weeks
by the- more Intellectual element
a*mong the students at Bowdoin, and
feel that I must gain face in any
way possible. Thus I have compiled
a quiz on The Subject which has
absorbed every moment of my wak-
ing life for the past two years, and
which I am sure is very close to
everyone who reads this paper:
Bowdoin College. It is a simple quiz,
but designed to test the resources
of all who attempt to complete it.
So, here we go!
A. 1. How much sleep does the











Pass this quiz and
EasfemwilTFIyyou to
Florida or 79 other places
for half fare,izzzzznz^
Any 12 year-old can pass it.
1
.
I am 1 2, 13, 1 4, 1 5, 1 6, 1 7, 1 8, 1 9, 20, 2 1 years old. (Circle one.)
2. I would like to spend $3 for an Identification Card entitling me
to fly at half fare when a seat is available on Eastern Airlines
Coach flights to 96 destinations. D True False
3.Mynameis'PLEASEPR1NT >
4. My home address is < STREET >
(CITY) (STATE) (ZIP CODE!
5. 1 was born nn (month) idayj l year)
6. To prove the answer to Question 5, I will submit a photo-copy
of my:
Birth certificate Driver's license Q Draft card
Q QthftH plEASE EXPtAIN) _ _____
7. 1 am a male/ female. (Cross out one.)
8. 1 am a student qHschcxxname)
9. My residence address there &!*!*?.!!>
ICITY) I STATE) (ZIP CODE)
10. Eastern Airlines should mail my ID Card to:
D Home address School address
I attest that all answers above are true. |
(SIGNATURE)
Now, mail the quiz, proof of age and a $3 check or money order
(payable to Eastern Airlines) to: Eastern Airlines, lnc.,Dept.350, Ten
Rockefeller Plaza, New York, NY. 10020. Or take same to any of
our ticket offices.
If you're 12 through 21 and qualify, you'll soon get your ID
card. It entitles you to an Eastern Coach seat at half fare, on a
space-available basis. Except on April 7 and certain days during
the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays, you can fly to any of
Eastern's destinations within the continental U.S.
Including Florida.
NUMBER ONE TO THE SUN
f) all of the above
3. The Bowdoin Orient is
,„
a) interesting- but unihjfQima-**
-.'."'





c) operating with only half of
a minimum staff
d) all of the above
4. The Bowdoin Student is
a) all things to all men
b) nothing to all men
c) all things to no one
d) nothing to anyone




c) 10 books of Green Stamps
d) none of the above
6. Students attend Bowdoin Cha-
pel service because
a) they are very religious , •
b) the speakers are excellent
c) they have nothing else to
do for half an hour
d) they have to
7. The Bookstore doesn't sell car-
ton cigarettes anymore
a) because it is immoral
b) because machines bring in
a large profit
c) for the same reason it
doesn't sell books
d) all of the above




c) the League of Nations
d) Maine
9. The Bowdoin Honor System is
a) thorough and working
b) the very best honor system
in the world
c) excellent in reflecting the
limits to which a Bowdoin
student may be trusted
d) nonexistent
10. The hard-working staff of the





d) an amount equal to the
ONP of the world
e) an amount equal to the
total deficit of Bowdoin
College
B. Essay: In 200 words or less write
on one (1) of the following topics.
1. "Why I like the Bowdoin
Ph.D. or Perish Rule."
or
2. What is the difference be-
tween an AM. from Har-
vard and an A.B. from
Princeton?
Answers to the above may be de-
posited at the Union Information
Desk, in a seal envelope if you wish
only the author of this quiz to read
your answer. Address envelope SGE,
Bowdoin Quiz. Winners will be no-
tified by the SGE within a week of
receiving answers.
Smith's Photo Shop






"You'd think the Viet-
cong would have re-
alized by now that
their actions are just
helping to prolong
Fulbright"
For a frtt copy of lh»
current iuuo of NA>
TIONAL REVIEW, writ*
to Otpt. CP-7, 130 E.
33 St., N. Y. 14, N. Y.
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Squash Team Loses To Harvard, MIT
«
For the first time in its history dican of a part-time coaoh, we have
Bowdoin last week p&yed intercol- ria^gocKl program this waiter. The
legiate squash. ' On Wednesday, Bowdoln students have taken to the
Bowdoin lost to the Harvard Fresh- game enthusiastically and deserve
men 3-2, end pa Saturday, to the i a full <ime<oach next year.* As yet .«PWff^FP*n»
;





Taking firsts in alt but two events Downing was third in the' butterfly
iw as, a a on tsaiuraa
.th . t ^ ~"Jp.«'"B:»""* ; «-uc w.y» * w *** a swa "i ui i i aa -.. gl^ • •"7 ™~ yA . ££
MIT, Varsity 8-1 AgainstHarvard, I have seen no evidence that such J^rd freestyle races, the diving and team,*Jim Willey-was third in the ^'Z^ ***?%!!*'J? j? y!fd
Oe*ge Collier and Ed RusseU de- a man is beta* sou*ht:» both relay* th* Rwwmn» t*«™ inn „."rH fr««,twi«, n*« ™ „ „.™ ana Ed Ptasuver in theErg sell ing g ?'
feated Connorton and McCarthy re- Summaries:
spectively to three straight games. harvard match
Both Rich Segal and Ed Moore took 8cott - H - d« f - Mather t-t
Srkea. H. def. Secat J-l
Gray and Peterson as an example
of improvement as they copped 1st
and 3rd respectively in the 200 yard
breaststroke.
, His -final relay was
composed entirely of seniors.
~
The only double ^winner in the
meet was Mike Ridgeway who took
both sprints. Other first places were
won by Harvey .Wheejer in the div-
- Stackpole in the 200 ar
."•.:
a game from their opponents before Murphy, h. def. ftoora s-i
losing. Dave Mather lost to Bob fek&M&r^M
Scott in an exciting three game w Mir match
match. The only winner at MIT *!£!$kr&%S&r **
Lakin at number nine. S^'L^-i" 1*: **iT.<ief. Moer. w
s e s imming team 100 yard freestyle, Carl Peterson
trounced Tufts 71-23 to finish off third in the backstroke and Bill
their dual meet season last Satur- Beach anchored both relays,
day. According to Coach Butt the se-
The seven seniors swimming their nlor "n**8* * h*» no outstanding
i„.* m— *~ w m . t ,._ 8tars bufc every man fr°m wn*t was
'222Z r*?»»?»*? *«—«* a «* Mi mm
400 yard freestyle.
was Bob
Dave Mather lost a hard fought five
game match at number one. The
rest of the team, Segal, Moore, Col-
lier, Bob Mitchell, Russell, Dudley
Welch, and Tom Thompson lost in
three games.
Professor Coursen, the team's ad-
visor, had these comments after the
matches. "I am proud of the team's
play and of the players' conduct.
They were fine representatives of
Bowdoin College. As they discov-
ered, tournament conditions differ
vastly from those of a friendly
game. It takes plenty of experience
before a player can produce his best
squash under the pressure of out-
side competition. Despite the han-
Hurlcr. MIT def. Collier *-•
Carton, MIT def. Mitchell It
Ware, MIT def. RHieell *-e
Heiuhaw. MIT def. Welch l-»
Swanton, MIT def. Thompaon 3-0
Lakin, B. def. Flor J-l
considerably in this victory. Cap-
tain Karl Aschenbach and Al Hale
took the top places to the two hun-
dred ward freestyle, Mike Bothner
placed second in the diving, Davis
developed into a consistent scorer.








DR. MARCUS BLOCH, L-Hy
President
Central School of Hypnotism
P.O. Box 118







LEAVE YOUR SHOES AT
THE J. J. NEWBEBKY
SHOE DEPARTMENT
NOW!! "U" Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's






A »3.0Q Value for $2.70
"U" Save 30c
er
A 05.00 Value for U»
— Plus —
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS
Horry! Get Yours Today
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
. . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
- THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED
$500 to $12,000 Secured By Fast Moving Inventory
To set up and service new accounts in exclusive ter-
ritory with amazing plastic coating used on all types
of surfaces interior or exterior. Eliminates all waxing
when applied to any type of floor. Eliminates all
painting when applied to wood, metal or concrete
surfaces. You step right into a brand new, multi-
million dollar virgin market. Don't Hesitate!
For complete information write or call collect:
"-
' Area Code 314-AX- 1- 1500
., PENGUIN PLASTICS CORP.
DEPT. 006, POST OFFICE BOX 66





Between 10 a.m.-B p.m.
4 PA.-7 pjn.
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
21* Maine St., Brunswick
With this one exception,
GT&E is committed to national defense
We leave it to youth to secure the
nation against little people from
space. In all other respects, GT&E
has the advantage.
It started at the turn of the cen-
tury, when one of our member
companies equipped U.S. naval
ships with telephone switchboards.
Today, GT&E is a major factor
in military electronic systems de-
signed for defense.
Among our contributions to na-
tional security are hardened com-
munications for missile bases;
ground stations for Syncom relay
satellites; two big new radar track-
ing systems for space vehicles; and
the AUTOVON Automatic Voice
Network, a worldwide communi-
cation system that can complete
military calls between continents
in less than 10 seconds.
Our unique capabilities in mili-
tary electronics are the result of a
high degree of teamwork practiced
byCT&E's family of member com-
panies.
If you're interested in GT&E's
activities in communications and
electronics at home and abroad,
ask your Placement Director for a
copy of the booklet that tells the
story. Or write General Telephone
& Electronics, 730 Third Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10017.
<r GEE
GENERALTELEPHONE& ELECTRONICS
730 THIRD AV{ NY 10017 -,(HS£ SUBSlDlARIfS Geneni Telephone OoeuwHl Cos m 33 sutes 'GTSE Libowoties • GTM lniecn»tion»l General Telephone Oitectory Co • Amount* {letint • leirtun Hertnt Sytnna Ebxirir





Nipped By , UNH, 5-4,
.
"'Finish Third In ECAC
->
by Ron SIdman
The now infamous pentagonal
tage in a post-season, tournament in
which Bowdoin is prohibited from
agreement against post-season ath- Playing. The knowledge thaf even if
letic events has become one of the the Bears had finished on top in the
most talked about Bowdoin sports standings, they would still have to
stories since last year's sudden .... . .
,
' *
, , .. „ take a back seat in -hockey suprem-
resignation of former head football
and lacrosse coach Nels Corey. Ad- * to the tournament victor, cer-
ministration officials (who have tainly did not bolster team morale
hesitated to publicly discuss the for those final crucial games,
matter) maintain that the follow- Undoubtedly the greatest loss,
ing are the reasons this fifteen year however, is in the area of publicity.
old agreement was formulated: Bowdoin College, a small men's lib-
1. Post-season athletic events era! arts college, in bustling Bruns-
would unduly lengthen the sports wick, Maine, is generally unknown
season and put an unfair added southwest of Cos Cob Connecticut,
academic strain upon participants, except to college admissions officers
2. Prolonging the season may force and former Bowdoin students, and
a participant to continue playing in fact largely a mystery to the
a sport longer that he may want to. average American south of Santoro's
3. Prolonging the season in one Submarine Shop. This may be a bit
sport interferes with the initial exaggerated, but the publicity thai
training periods of subsequent sports, participation in a major sports
There are a number of fallacies in tournament brings could go a long
this line of reasoning. First, how way towards spreading the reputa-
often does a college like Bowdoin tion of this school and increasing
have a chance to participate in a the number of applicants. This col-
championship athletic competition? lege should be, and I think is, well
Not very often. Certainly, not enough aware of the beneficial effects of
to have so much detrimental sig- publicity. The successful showing
nificance. Second, exactly how much by the college team on the GJ3.
would the season be extended? The College Bowl television program
ECAC Hockey Tournament would stands today as many WVmericans'
have entailed an extra-home game only ^xposure-to-'Bowdoln, and it
less than a week after the close of would be difficult to prove that
regular season play. Most other publicity in connection with the
tournaments are similar. One or Senior Center program did not play
even two extra weeks would cause a major role in the 26.9 percent in-
little if any undo strain, academic crease in applicants last year. Bow-
or otherwise, to boys who may well doin maintains an excellent news
have been practicing and struggling service under the able direction of
for three or more months to have a Mr. Joseph Kamin. -yhis department
.successful season. In fact, a chance does a fine job circulating sports
to play in a tournament is the only news and all other college news to
suitable reward for such achieve- local newspapers and other news
ment. The rare times that the op- media throughout the country. Re-
portunity does arise—if this year's ports of everything from being ap-
soccer and hockey teams are any pointed official clock-winder and li-
example—no members of the team brarian of your fraternity to being
are anything but enthusiastically in selected to the All-New England
favor. Third, while it is true that football team are sent in detail to
tournament play may overlap into your local newspaper. Ironically
a subsequent sports season, it cuts though, while maintaining this de-
off only the initial training period partment, the college is preventing
which is largely devoted to simple news events that would arouse some
physical conditioning. Athletes ac- of the greatest public interest from
tive in a previous sport will already ever occurring. I would like to see
be in condition. - the day when the response to tell-
In any event, while the Student ing someone from outside of Maine
Council is looking further into this that you go to Bowdoin is no long-
matter, the ill effects are becoming er, "Bowdoin, oh yes, that's up in
more apparent every day. This fall's Maine, isn't it (knowledgeable
state champion Bowdoin Soccer smile)? You must get a lot of snow
Team was invited to play in a up there."
small college championship tourna- Take a look at the schools in this
ment at R.P.I. The invitation was pentagonal agreement: Dartmouth,
politely declined. Bowdoin's high- Amherst, Williams, Wesleyan, Bow-
spirited hockey team, after being doin—an Ivy League college, the
number one on the ECAC charts Little Three, and Bowdoin. Be hon-
for the latter part of the season, est. Which, more than any of the
lost two games to a team which was others, needs to have its name
fighting not only for the number one spread far and wide in any way
spot but also the home ice advan- possible?
The.Bowdoin College hockey team
lost a heartbreaker to a h)»rd-hitting
University of New Hampshire squad
last Friday night, 5 to 4, when UNH
sophomore Joe Bartlett stole the
puck from defenseman Frank Yule
and fired it home with only 2:24
remaining in the game. It was es-
pecially disappointing since the
Polar Bears had rallied valiantly
from a 4-0 deficit to tie the score on
Pete Chapman's goal with less than
six minutes to go.
By defeating Bowdoin for the
second time in a week, UNH knocked
the Polar Bears out of first place In
the ECAC Division II standings.
The loss dropped Bowdoin's ECAC
record to 9-3-1. Williams and Ameri-
can International College nosed out
Bowdoin in the small college standi
ings which are decided on a precent-
i^-e basis. Over the entire collegiate
season, Sid Watson's fine squad had
11 wins, eight losses, and a single
tie.
Barry Jones got New Hampshire
off to a roaring start by beating
goalie Deck Leger after only one
minute had elapsed. Although the
remainder of the first period was
scoreless, it certainly did not lack
action. Eighteen seconds before the
end of 6ie' session, left-winger-Doug-
Brown was sent crashing info .the
boards by UNH captain Brad Hous-
ton.* Although he was revived and
left the ice under his own power,
Brown was unable to return to ac-
tion.
New Hampshire continued to con-
trol the play in the second period
with Bill Rothwell cashing in at
3:11 while Bowdoin co-captain Billy
Allen was in the penalty box. Colin
Sutherland and Dude Thorne in-
creased the lead to 4-0 with two
quick goals in 29 seconds shortly
after the halfway point of the per-
iod. At this point Bowdoin fortunes
were at their lowest ebb. It seemed
that only a complete reversal of the
pattern of the game would give the
•Polar Bears any chance of pulling
out a victory.
The Polar Bears, who seem to
play their best hockey when they
are trailing, then came alive as
Barry Smith rammed home a 30-
footer at 14:01 to put the home squad
on the scoreboard. Before the period
was over, Bowdoin had closed the
margin to 4-3 on unassisted goals
by Billy Allen and Frank Yule.
Yule's tally came on one of his
patented blazing slap shots from
outside the blue line while both
teams had % man- in tile penalty
box$ ^Jwwstef
"
in the third period the home sex-
tet continued its barrage on UNH
goalie Colin Clark. Clark, however,
was magnificent as he foiled two
tip-in bids by Pete Chapman before
the plucky junior was able to light
the lamp at 14:40 to knot the score
at 4-4. This marker climaxed a
tremendously inspired comeback by
the determined Bowdoin squad. The
game seemed to be a replay of last
year's thriller when the Polar Bears
had to go into overtime to beat
the Wildcats 5-4. However, this year
was to be different. Although the
Polar Bears forced the play and had
several scoring opportunities, it was
TJNH's Joe Bartlett who decided the
outcome with a beautiful shot from
ten feet to the right of the cage.
Bowdoin goalie Dick Leger made
28 saves, half of them in the opening
period when New Hampshire had a
decided advantage in play but could
score only one goal. Clark made 22
stops for the winners including sev-
eral on shots from close range. He
was bothered, however, by long
range shots, as three of the four




Beta Theta Pi will meet Alpha
Kappa Sigma for the interfraternity
hockey championship tonight at
eight o'clock at the Bowdoin Arena.
Delta Sigma will battle Alpha Delta
Phi in the consolation game at nine,
as Campus Chest weekend gets off
to a fast start.
Beta, undefeated for the second
straight year, reached the finals by
defeating Delta Sigma, 5 to 2, in a
hard-fought contest in a semifinal
game Monday night. Kappa Sigma
withstood a late rally by A.D. to
gain a 4 to 2 victory in the other
half of the Monday doubleheader.
In the interfraternity basketball
league, Zeta Psi and Alpha Kappa
Sigma finished in a first place tie
with identical 10-1 records. Theta
Delta Chi nailed down the third
position with a fine 9-2 slate. Delta
Kappa Epsilon and Beta Theta Pi
were deadlocked in their battle for
the last playoff position with 7-4
marks. In the extremely close race
Chi Psi and A.D. just missed the
postseason competition as each team
won six of its eleven games.
FINAL HOCKEY STANDINGS
Won Loit Tie PU
Captains Named, Awards
Given At Sports Banquet
Award winners at Wednesday's winter sports banquet were Alex
Schulten '06, Howie Pease '66, Diek Leger '66, and Charlie Hews '68.
Newly elected captains for next year's winter sports teams include
Neal Bornstein 168, rifle team; Tim Brooks '67 and Steve Wales
'67, hockey; and Larry Reid '67, basketball.
Faculty-Student Hockey Game
Saturday At 2:00 p.m.
1. Beta 11 22
2. A.K.S. 9 2 18
s. D.S. 8 2 1 17
4. A.D. 8 3 1ft
6. Zete 6 4 1 13
6. Chi Psi 6 5 12
6. T.D. 6 I 12
K. S.N. 4 6 1 9
9. Deke 3 7 1 7
Id. Psi U. 2 9 4








3. T.D. 9 2 .818
4. Beta 7 4 .636
4. Deke 7 4 .636
fi. A.D. 6 5 .R4S
fi. Chi Psi 6 5 646
8. A.R.U. 4 7 .364
9. Psi U. 3 8 .273
10. P.D.P. 2 9 .183








1. A.R.U. 30 6 .833
2. P.D.P. 26 11 694
3. Zete 21 11 fififi
4. A.K.S. 18 10 «42
5. A.D. 21 IS .683
6. S.N. 16 12 .671
7. T.D. 17 IE .631
n. Deke 11 17 .892
9. Chi Psi 14 22 389
10. Beta 12 24 .333
!!. Psi U. 7 25 .219
12 D.S. 24 .000
Alex Schulten, captain of Bow-
doin's varsity track squad, was
awarded the Elmer L. Hutchinson
Cup for the second consecutive
year to highlight the annual winter
•.;ports banquet Wednesday night.
Dick Leger, Howie Pease, and
Charlie Hews also received awards
as the outstanding performers in
their respective sports.
Schulten, who holds the school
record in the 35-lb. weight throw,
is also an Ail-American hammer
thrower and captain of last spring's
track team. He has held the nation-
al collegiate title in the hammer
throw and the IC4A crown in the




received the Leslie A. Claff Track
Trophy last spring.
Charlie Hews, also a varsity foot-
ball letterman, received the John
J. Magee Trophy as the outstand-
ing individual performer in last
week's interfraternity track meet.
Only a sophomore, Hews set a new
meet shot put record with a heave
tf 51 feet, five inches. Magee, a for-
mer Bowdoin track coach, made the
presentation.
The Hugh Munro, Jr., Memorial
Hockey Trophy was presented to
senior Dick Leger, Bowdoin's stand-
out goalie. It is given to that mem-
ber of the Bowdoin varsity hockey
team who best exemplifies the qual-
ities of loyalty and courage which
characterized the life of the late
Hugh Munro, Jr.
Howie Pease, varsity basketball
captain, was the deserving recipient
of the Paul Nixon Basketball Tro-
phy which is awarded to the man
who has made the most valuable
contribution to the basketball team
through his qualities of leadership
and sportsmanship.
Three ofthe six teams announced
their captains for the 1966-67 sea-
son. Juniors Timmy Brooks and
Steve Wales were named co-captains
of hockey, while Larry Reid was
chcsen to lead next year's basket*
ball squad. Sophomore Neal Born-
stein will be captain of the rifle
team.
Coaches Charlie Butt and Prank
Sabasteanski announced that cap-
tains of the swimming and track
teams will be elected after the close
of the current season. The same
is true of the skiing team.
THE
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Watson Selected New England
Hockey Coach Of The Year
Hockey coach Sid Watson, who
guided a team composed entirely of
New England athletes to a tremen-
dous season, has been chosen Unit-
ed Press International's eastern
small college hockey coach of the
year.
Watson, a former National Foot-
ball League halfback, directed the
Polar Bears to an overall record of
11 wins, eight losses, and one tie
and a highly-impressive mark of
nine victories against only three set-
backs and the lone tie in ECAC
Division n competition. His squad
had been on top of the ratings for
most of the year and was offered a
bid to the ECAC post-season play-
Barnard Resigns; To
Take Westbrook Post
Peter C. Barnard, the College's the yearbook. After six years he re-
Alumni Secretary since 1959, is re- signed to accept appointment at
winning seasons in four of his seven
signing) effective June 30> t0 retum BawAolUt
years here, had his best Bowdoin
record in the 1960-61 season when
to the teaching field. He will become As the College's Alumni Secre-
Chairman of the Department of tary, Mr. Barnard has been instru-
his squad posted a 15-5 mark. After Language and Literature at West- mental in expanding alumni club
two successive losing seasons, Bow-
doin had a 13-8 slate in 1963-64 and
split even in 20 games a year ago.
In addition to being*head hockey
coach, Watson serves as freshman
Coach Sidney J. Watson
brook Junior College in Portland. activities, the number of clubs-hav-
President Coles said in a state- ing risen from 37 to 49 in the past
merit: nine years. He has also been re-
"Mr. Barnard has been an able sP°nsible for the increased activity
and faithful officer of the College. and effectiveness of Alumni Council
He has made many contributions to committees, the Bowdoin Teachers'
football coach and recently took on Bowdoin during the nine years he c,ub and the va"ous Class Reunion
the duties as varsity lacrosse men- has been a member of the staff, and commit^es -
tor with the retirement of Nels will bring many talents to his new During his term in office the Bow-
Corey from the Bowdoin coaching position. do*n Alumni House and the Alumni
staff. "Of course the Bowdoin family Council's annual Campus Career
Holt, who became Colby hockey will miss him, but we are please to Conferences were established. He has
coach in 1962, directed the Mules know that his new work will pro- served as an associate editor of "The
to their first winning seasonjn four vide an opportunity of great interest Alumnus," the alumni magazine, and
years. Colby had a 13-12-1 overall to him. and will give him a chance nas written an article, scheduled for
offs. Only a college policy against the squad into first place in the mark and a fine 10
~4 record against to teach once again. He has all of publication by the American Alumni
siicH' competition kept the Polar
Division II standings.
When Colby challenged the PolarBears from participating in the
small college tournament.
-werMlked Bowdoin' mentor Bears
'
right
received 11 votes in the balloting by Sid Watson's charges deflated the
collegiate coaches throughout New Mules hopes with a crushing defeat
England. His closest competitor &t Waterville. Only two upset vicr
for the coveted honor was Charley t . . t . , . „ ..
„ „™T " *j
™ ^l«"icjr
torles m thg las(; week of the season
Holt of arch-rival Colby Collegejvho
small college competition. our best wishes." Council this year, on alumni award
The UPI coach of the year plague Mr. Barnard, a member of Bow- programs for small colleges and
will be presented to Watson at a doin's Class of 1950, joined the schools.
iate to be
- announced later .— Alumni Office 1 as an administrative Mr. Barnard has been a member
The plaque will be presented at assistant in 1957, was promoted to °f various faculty committees, in-
Monday's Forum by Dick Dew, New Actine Alumni Secretary in 1959, eluding the Student Life Commit-
England Sports Editor of UPI. Dean and became Alumni Secretary the tee and the Committee on Teaching
he will discuss Bowdoin
'
s athletic
garnered five first-place ballots. BUI ^ a hard-skating, University of New poU(jy
McCormick of Williams College fin-
ished in third position with three
Kendrick will be the speaker and following year.
Mr. Barnard did graduate work
vote*.
Netting two each were New
Hampshire's Rube BJorkman, Ver-
mont's Jim Cross, Middlebury's
Faculty Coffee Hour
Alpha Rho TJpsilon Fraternity will
sponsor a faculty coffee hour this
Hampshire club prevented the Polar
Bear| from winning the ECAC
championship.
Watson graduated in 1955 from
Northeastern University, where he
Wendy Forbes, Merrimack's Thorn achieved distinction in both football coming Tuesday morning from_ io-
Lawlor, and Bill Turner of Ameri- and hockey. He was an All-New £1 a.m. All members of the faculty
can International College. England halfback and outstanding are invited to drop in for a cup of
Watson was cited for producing defenseman on the hockey team, coffee and donuts. This will become
an extremely determined hockey Watson then was drafted by the a regular weekly event at ARC It
club which came home a winner Pittsburgh Steelers of the National is hoped that other fraternities will
despite the lack of a single Cana- Football League and spent three aIso institute such a coffee hour
dian import. With only six seniors seasons with them. Traded to the during the week.
on the squad, the Polar Bears im- Washington Redskins, he played one
proved rapidly after splitting the year more before turning down fur-
first four games with some- of the ther professional contracts to as-
East's hockey powers. Their thrill- sume the post pf varsity hockey
ing 3-2 victory over top-ranked Wil- coach at Bowdoin in 1959.
Hams College in mid-season lifted Watson, who now has turned in
in history and English at Western
Reserve University for a year and
studied at Middlebury College's
Bread Loaf School of English for
three summers, receiving a Master
of Arts degree at Middlebury in
1954. He also studied at the initial
Shakespeare Institute At Yale Uni-
versity in 1955 and at Harvard Uni-
versity in 1956.
In 1951 he joined the faculty of
as a Career. He has been Secretary
of the Alumni Council and Alumni
Association.
A member of Delta Kappa Epsi-
lon Fraternity, Mr. Barnard served
as Secretary of that group's North-
ern Ohio Alumni Association. From
1955 to 1957 he was Secretary-Trea-
surer and Alumni Council" Rem*e-
sentative for the Bowdoin Club of
Cleveland. •
He has been a faculty adviser to
the undergraduates of the Theta
the University School for Boys in chapter of his fraternity, and from
Shaker Heights. Ohio, where he 1959 to 1961 served as Secretary-
taught English, was a dormitory Treasurer of the Theta Alumni As-
mastcr and was faculty adviser to sociation.
Pursue War To Victory"— Parsons;
International Politics Not Game" - Davis
Morehouse Student Speaks
About Bowdoin Experience
Adrian Boon, one of two ex-
change students from Morehouse
College here this semester is a na-
tive of North Carolina and now lives
in Tuskeegee, Alabama, and is in
his senior year. He is an English
major, primarily interested in speech
and drama, and in explaining his
reasons for coming to Bowdoin for
a semester, said "I'm fed up with
Morehouse, particularly because it
doesn't satisfy my academic needs.
. . .
The atmosphere there was stif-
ling. The attitude of the administra-
tion and faculty is paternalistic.
They feel they are giving you knowl-
edge, or the road to knowledge as
the truth. It's naive to believe that
any Negro school in the South is as
good as the catalogue says it is."
But, Adrian added, with a smile,
things are not really that different
here, in terms of academic atmos-
phere, and he said that he had con-
cluded he was looking for an ideal
university which could not be found.
However, Just the change in envi-
ronment can be useful.
On a more practical level, Adrian
admitted that he liked cold weather
and Maine winters. "This is the
first winter I've spent in the North,
and I like it. I used to really burn
up in those summers in Alabama."
His one reservation about Maine,
Adrian Boon
was nonetheless a typical one: "In
Atlanta, we have a pretty fair cul-
tural life, symphony, theatre, etc.
Here, such activities are concen-
trated in Boston and it takes a
while to And out wIwr things are
going on to get to them."
When asked to compare his im-
pressions of the level of extracurri-
fContinued on page 3)
Wednesday night the Young
Americans for Freedom sponsored
a debate over the Vietnam crisis.
John Parsons, '69 spoke for the pro-
administration forces and Hal Da-
vis, '66 represented the anti-admin-
istration ideas. The debate consist-
ed of two fifteen minute presenta-
tions by the two men concerning
their ideas.
Mr. Parsons, Chairman of the
YAF group at Bowdoin, spoke first.
He emphasized the fact that neither
the United States nor South Viet-
nam signed the Geneva Accord of
1954. Then he proceeded to show
how the four major arguments of
the anti-Vietnam group were falla-
cious. The four arguments are, the
war in Vietnam is a Civil War, that
the South Vietnamese government
is a dictatorship, that it is the
United States who is intervening in
the war, and that North Vietnam
and China are not actually involved
in the war. Parsons read from nu-
merous papers and stated that the
State Department has published two
White Papers showing the extent
of North Vietnamese aggression. The
key leaders are trained in the
North, and much of the equipment
also comes from the Communists.
Parsons used this evidence to show
that the war was not a Civil War,
but one caused by outside inter-
vention on the part of North Viet-
nam. He then Justified the fact
that the South Vietnamese govern-
ment is a dictatorship by stating
that the United States has realized
John Parsons speaking on Vietnam.
that it was wrong in deposing Pres-
ident Diem in 1963. He said that
"a strong authoritarian hand is
necessary in governing these people.
The United States has commitments
to South East Asia that also Jus-
tify our presence in that part of the
world. As for China and North
Vietnam not being involved in the
battle. Parsons felt this such a ridic-
ulous statement that he failed to
comment upon it.
He did give the chpices available
to the United States. We can have
unconditional victory, defeat, or a
military collapse in North Vietnam.
He rejected the first alternative be-
cause it would Involve us in a mass-
ive land war on the Asian con-
tinent. The second he felt ranged
anywhere from a withdrawal of
American forces to any type of
coalition government. He felt that
our victory would be to cut off the
Viet Cong and cause a military
collapse in the North. Parsons
closed by saying that he offers "no
pat solution, no pet program. We
can do nothing but to pursue the
war to some kind of victory. We
must leave the decisions up to our
leaders. We must support the ad-
ministration."
Mr. Davis opened his comments
(Continued en page 7)




John Cary '68, of B^ngfleld; Maine, has recently heett elected captain
ofthe 1966-67 varsity1 ski team-. A mentberof Delta Kappa Epsllon> frater-
nity, John has been a "member of the Bowdofh ski team for two years.
Four student-written one-act plays will be presented tonight at 8:15
p.m. in Plckard Theater In the finals of the annual play writing contest
sponsored by Masque and Gown.
On Sunday a critique of the productions will be held at 2 p.m. in the
Green Room of Plckard Theater.
The Portland Players will present "See How They Run" by Philip
King in Pickard Theater April 5 at 8:15 pjn. Professor Quinby said the
play would complete an exchange of performances between the Players
and the College's dramatic society, Masque and Gown. Tickets for the
performance are $1, and may be obtained in advance at the Information
Desk at Moulton Union on the campus or by calling 725-8731, ext. 375.
Tickets will also be available at the box office before the play.
Professor Quinby said the new play for Bowdoin, "See How They
Run," is a fast-moving and funny, English farce. The show has had
considerable success in London and New York. The Bowdoin performance
Is scheduled for the day after students return from spring vacation.
A student recital featuring clarinetist Philip Reynolds '66 of Scotia,
N.Y., will be held at the Bowdoin CoUege Senior Center Sunday (March
H). The recital win begin at 7 pan, at the Senior Center. Accompanying
Reynolds at the piano on two of the five works he will perform will be
Mrs. Louise Rogers, wife of Instructor John E. Rogers of the Bowdoin
Musk Department. Reynolds will also perform one work with another
•sarinetist, sophomore Alan A. Pollock. Reynolds and Pollock will play
Tour Studies for Two Clarinets" by Professor Elliott S. Schwarts of the
Bowdoin Music Department
Philip C. Bradley '66, Is the first recipient of the Bowdoin Club of
Boston Scholarship. The scholarship, established last year by Bowdoln's
largest alumni club, will go annually to an upperclassman from the Boston
area. Bradley is a graduate of Thayer Academy in Braintree, Mass. A
Dean's List student, he is majoring in French. He is a member of Beta
Theta PI Fraternity and captain-elect of this spring's varsity tennis team.
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41. Chapels help a student become a
better ;




•45. Second closest point" of civiliza-




1. What the new dean is
7. Inopportune Relaxation
10. Saga
11. What the old dean u
13. Favorite weekend expletive
14 Opposite of heading
16. What four years at Bowdoin will
teach you
^-Exclamation —— —
23. South American Brookie
25. Goes with Herzegovnia
27. Bureaucratic word
28. Sound made by a hair-lip crow
30. The chapel is being considered
the site of a new
31. Rocker Rumble mates
33. Extinct Existentialist



















An amazingly long -period of time
Sound made by a good, pure
student who was just assigned
the third paper due the day af-
ter a lecture he wanted to hear
An exciting major I
What every blind date at Bow-
doin gets
An extremely relaxing position





A lover of Nengs
Rocks on your head
Person who feels that college
doesn't get in the way of educa-
tion
Form of pseudo-Art
The Gnostic Garden of Eden
Something placed in a rubber
38V4 gallons in Hamburg
Really obscure Vietnamese vil-
lage




19. A series of vowels
20. Tiny charged particles
21. Bradley
22. As in Ice or Eck
Bowdoin campus
37. Same as 20A, but lonely
39. Chinese expression meaning par-
don (Aaswers oa page 8)
for student from Senior class
40. First part of a rubber in Bridge
42. Roman Exclamation of Joy
44. Printers measure
Christie Gives Inaugural Address
The Student Union pocket billiard tournament will have its finale
next Tuesday at 3:«0 pun., when Bob Carvin will meet Bob Smyth for the
championship in a 1X5 ball match.
On hi* way to the finals Smyth breezed through his preliminary
matches with Dave Kubutk (S8-8) and Mike Suvalle (58-18) but found
some rough going in the semi-finals with the competition being supplied
by Phil Ramsay (78-61).
Carvin also won his matches easily but not as convincingly, defeating
Neil Caruso 50-JO, Ken Rowe &*-z6 and running away from Judd Bobbins
75-85.
An interesting sidelight to the tournament is that seven of- the sixteen
participants were frosh and all but two of the uppercUssmen were elimi-
nated after the first round. Both Carvin and Smyth are members of the
freshman class.
Two freshmen have taken top honors in the annual New England
Forensic Competition held this year at Middlebury College. Timothy G.
Rogers of Morristown, NJ., won first prize by unanimous decision in the
oratory division of the contest. Virgil H. Logan, Jr., of Dayton, Ohio,
was second in the oral interpretation of literature division.
The following sophomores have been elected by the Student Council
to serve as dormitory proctors during the 1986-1967 academic year:
Charles F. Adams, in, Thomas B. Beaman, Charles E. Bdanger, Jr., Rob-
ert L. Bell, Jr., John F. Dyer, James S. Gessner, Bruce Locke, Robert D.
Macalttrter, William C. Miles, Robert B. Patterson, Daniel A. Qulncy,
George F. T. Yancey, Jr.
Chi Fit's recently elected officers; Bert Kendall, President; Fred
Page, Vice-President; Jim Goldfarb, Secretary; Mark Pettlt, Treasurer;
Steve Barttett, Assistant Treasurer. Also appointed: John BattUana,
Serjeant-at-Arms; R. J. Markel, Alpha Editor; and Peter Merry, Choragus.
Andrew J. Seager, a senior from Bechuanaland in South Africa, will
represent Bowdoin at the eighth annual "Cultural Affairs and Foreign
Policy" conference March 30 to April 2 at the Air Force Academy in Colo-
rado. Seager will be one of about 200 undergraduates from selected col-
leges and universities throughout the country participating in the con-
ference. He is studying at Bowdoin under a scholarship provided by the
African Scholarship Program of American Universities (ASPAU).
Professor Dan E. Christie, Chair-
man of the Department of Mathe-
matics, will give his Inaugural Lec-
ture as Wing Professor of Mathe-
matics Monday at 8:15 pm. in the
Main Lounge of the Moulton Union.
Professor Christie will speak on "A
Biased Sample of 1."
The fourth Bowdoin Professor to
hold the Wing Professorship which
was established in 1906, Professor
Christie was appointed to the Chair
last summer. The professorship was
endowed by Col. Isaac H. Wing, a
.member of BowdouYs Class of 1856.
Professor Christie has been a
member of the Bowdoin Faculty
since 1942. He is a summa cum
laude and Phi Beta Kappa member
of the Class of 1937 at Bowdoin, and
received his A.M. and PhD degrees
from Princeton University. During
the 1937-38 academic year he was a
Henry Fellow at St. John's College
of Cambridge University. ,
An Instructor in Physics and
Mathematics at Bowdoin from 1942
to 1946, he became an Assistant
Professor in 1946, and an Associate
Professor in 1949. He was promoted
to full Professor in 1955 and be-
came Chairman of the Mathematics
Department in 1984.
Professor Christie is an editor of
mathematical books and the author
of a textbook, "Intermediate College
Mechanics," published in 1952 for
students in physics, engineering, and
applied mathematics. The book has
been used in colleges throughout the
nation and his revised volume, "Vec-






"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-
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Young Poets Serife
*-. by Ri L HANNAJORB- * '•"
"It's not the sort of thing that
•Boy. Scouts *go in * for"*— you
know. . ."." His voice trailed .off as
my friend let gesture say what
words could not. He then went on
quickly to assure he would not hold
my interest in poetry against me
but that "I'd better keep it quiet.
. . . Most people might not under-
stand."
He was right, of course. Poets
are not "trustworthy, loyal, etc."
Especially they are not "honest" and
"reverent." They are forever adopt-
ing poses under whose cover they
snipe at the things we believe in
and cherish. For this reason, we
remember, Plato proposed to ban
them from his ideal state. Our
ever-improving world has nearly
brought Plato's objectivies to frui-
tion. Today, as Prof. Redwine ob-
served last week in this series, poet-
ry is only read by other poets.
But perhaps it has always been
that way. Even Socrates was harm-
less enough until sons fools made
the mistake of condemning him to
death. That gave him a biographer
and an audience that stretches
throughout Western thought. Those
you let alone don't do much harm.
Occasionally the young get the dis-
ease but it doesn't last long. In-
struction in poetry in school and
college usually cures it. The price
of orthodoxy is eternal vigilence and
we teachers work hard. We show
our students how to see through
poetry. Poets, after we finish with
them, turn out to be clay like us
— reducible to neat little explana-
tions (Just consult Hymarx's Oat-
lines or Cliff's Notes).
However — they are still at it.
Maybe not getting better at it, but
their strategy has changed. Some re-
cent poets are making it hard for
those of us who would shepherd the
young safely past their alluring
world. These poets I refer to be-
long to lots of different "schools."
Some, I think, write good poetry,
some write bad. What gives them
all the "contemporary" stamp is
their self-consciousness about the
poses they take in attacking our
orthodoxies.
It's easy to instruct a student to
pour contempt on visionary bards.
And we all know about long hair and
esthetes with green carnations in the
buttonholes of their velvet Jackets.
The SHOUTED OBSCENITIES orig-
inating from San Francisco don't
worry us much either. But we have
a Job on our hands with, say, Thorn
Ounn. He is onto our favorite stra-
tegy which is to tear off the poet's
mask. (Thus we render even
Shakespeare harmless by showing
him to be only a "triangle" or "lad-
der" on the blackboard.) Ounn tears
off his own mask.
One of his early poems called
"Carnal Knowledge" (In the volume
called Fighting Terms published in
1964) starts off
Even in bed I pose: desire may
grow
More, circumstantial and less clr-
'."* cumspect '•'
Each night,- but an acute girl
would suspect
My thoughts might not be, like
' .»my body, bare.
I wonder if you know, or, knowing,
care?
You know I know you know I
know you know.
Not long after publishing this poem
Ounn, who was born in Gravesend,
England, educated at Cambridge
where he got a First in Eng. Lit.,
came to America to study under
Yvor Winters at Stanford. Like
W. H. Auden earlier, he has elected
to stay on in America and now
teaches at Berkeley. One strategy
for preventing Thorn Ounn from in-
fluencing the young would be to
point out that he has thus revealed
himself as belong to that tame
breed, the poet-in-residence. But
last time I tried that someone knew
W. W. Snodgrass's poem on the good
life of the campus poet entitled
"April Inventory" and stole my
thunder. He pointed to Snodgrass's
(with a name like that you have to
have something going for you) lines




Between 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
4 pm.-7 p-m.
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
lit Maine St., Brunswick
DR. MARCUS BLOCH, L-My
President
Central School of Hypootim
P.O. Box II
8
New York 9, N. Y.
fake uniform off to reveal the Ed-
wardian decadence implied bysthat
Cambridge First that lies beneath
It, 1 find it's not so easy because
Ounn gets there before rrie. Con-
"sider his poem "Black Jackets" (in
his third and most, recent book of
poems, My Sad Captains, published
in 1961). I*qubt£ the last two* stan-
zas only:
If it was only loss he wore,
He wore It to assert, with fierce
devotion,
Complicity and nothing more.
He recollected his initiation,
And one especially of the rites.
For on his shoulders they had put
tattoos:
The group's name on the left,
The Knights,
And on the right the slogan Born
To Lose.
Lines like these make it hard for me
to show that Ounn is unaware that
he is posing. He knows that I know
that he knows, etc,
What is more I find that he knows
some things I don't. One day last
fall I was lecturing on Gunn's pro-
sody — metrics and all that — and
I said in my most competent critic-
al voice "Of course Gunn's ayllabic
lines don't allow for the possibility
of rhyme." All went well for a mo-
ment as pencils scribbled in student
notebooks: "8yllabic verse with its
absence of fixed metrical stress pre-
cludes rhyme." Then Prof. Lubin
MOREHOUSE STUDENT SPEAKS
(Continued from page 1)
The trees have more than I to who was auditing the course shot
spare./The sleek, expensive girls I up his hand to ask "What do you
teach,/Younger and pinker every call what is happening at the ends
year,/Bloom gradually out of reach, of the lines?" The emperor hur-
It's not playing fair when a poet is riedly put on his clothes and went
allowed to slip out from under his round to see the Pierce Professor
persona that easily by showing that of English and they both said
his sense of the irony of his post- things like "Gracious me" and "Did
tion is equal to the picture my su-
perior critical stance can paint.
Besides it wouldn't work on Gunn
anyway. Gunn is bright. If the
muse should fail, he could always
teach Eng. Lit. And besides he has
another pose. Gunn masquerades
in Western Levis and a Black Leath-
er jacket and rides a motorcycle.
When, however, I try to strip that
you ever" as they looked at "My
Sad Captains,'' the last poem in the
book of the same title referred to
earlier: .
One by one they appear in
the darkness: a few friends, and
a few with historical
names. How late they start to
shine!
.
(Continued on page 6)
cular activtem' at Bowdoln and rangajriew, hf*i& looking to grado-
Morehouse, he said, "In that respect, ate Mpl and work in "the human-




"This is not as broad as it may
tive as BOwdoin, meaning conserva-
^^^ Though*t is not completely
tive in the sense that', the riumb% defined It" is basically work in an"
of students
^
who actively "espouse" interdepartmental discipline, as his-
and support any particular political torv arid. music, with emphasis on
,
, „ „ the history of ideas and intellectual
position is relatively small.' development."
Adrian has also found some other concerning general impressions of
aspects in which Bowdoin resembles the Exchange Program as a whole;
Morehouse. Among these are re- "I think the experience is altogether
quired. Like Bowdoin, Morehouse &°°d- I K*1 il ***** **&* myths
„ ww «-ii^j and preconceptions of students here
was originally a church-affilited m * , "T „ .. - . - ...6
of life in the South and at Negro
(Methodist) institution, but now ^^ and helped Morehou» in
professes non-sectarianism. They al- the same way."
so have had required chapel atten- "I found that the Bowdoin stu-
dance, but with continued student dents who came to Atlanta wers
agitation, the number of required <*&* '"* ««<» unhibited in being
Sunday afternoon services has been critical of things they saw there.
steadily decreased, until this year, This is a good thing, but I at first
they were eliminated. thought it was a characteristic of
He also noted that, probably be- the school they attended in the
cause of the greater percentage North. Yet, coming here I see this
Joining fraternities here, students is not so, that I find myself in some-
here seem less "cliquish" and asso- what their position, when it comes
ciations seem more prone to cross to being able to be critical of what
fraternities lines. At Morehouse, * see here
"
with a much smaller fraternity seg- "Anybody who stays at home or in
ment, well-defined cliques are very °ne part of the country tends to get
much in evidence. "When I came a naT°w view of his environment,
to Morehouse. I had decided, that. P«>Ple ^ovl^ move around more-
as an individual, I didn't need to "«* I think the exchange program
Join such a system, besides consider- has been useful in this respect."
ations of the physical nature of has- Nwrt fasue: Freddie Cook.
ing and initiation that goes on. See-
^
ing Bowdoin's system, however, I
think I might be more prone to Join PATRONIZE
a fraternity here."
^^
To complete some requirements
outside his major field, Adrian will
spend another semester at More-







WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOE BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars al Very Low
Prices, with Very Low Pay-
menu, at Very Low Interest






"Nksumam Spent $30 million* oi his
country'* money on conference
hall, with a banqueting room to hold
3,000 people, while the price ol
cocoa tlumped by more than halt-
So the peasant tightened his belt
and most imported goods disappeared
horn the stores. That was why the
market mammies, who had once car-
ried shoulder-high the great Osa-
gyelo, cheered even more lustily when




far a i'»* copy of tl>«
currant lnu« of NA-
TIONAL REVIEW, writ*
to Dtpt. CP-8, U0 E.




LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK
PHONE 729-9896
720 Sabattus Street, Lewiston J
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
• Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Frlm — Onlen
For Your Evening' Dining Pleasure I
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juke, Vegetable, Salad, Rolls *
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House






History and headlines will come alive as you explore in depth 12
of East Europe's most exciting and intriguing cities.
Doctor Bernard Flicker, noted his;onan and educator, will be your
guide to Moscow, Leningrad, Riga, Erevan/Tbilisi, Kiev, Warsaw,
Cracow, Wroclaw, Prague, Karlsbad and Berlin You will see all that
is best of the old and new, attend opera, plays and concerts: meet
and talk with students -exchanging views and ideas. A not-to-be-
missed adventure, this 44 day tour leaves New York June 24 and
costs $1,423 in Economy Class For details mail the coupon.
| LUFTHANSA GERMAN AIRLINES-Tour Dept . UX 122
410 Park Avenue. New York. N Y 10022
I Gentlemen Please send information on your Student Seminar under the
.













MOB POUR THE BOWDOIN ORIENT FRIDAY, MARCH 18, 1966
Dear Sir:
»
"Molality IT * ^
There are many changes that students would like to see at
Bowdoin, but none rate higher than the changing of the College's
name to a more suitable appellation; namely, the school should
from this year until the end of time be known as Morality Uni-
versity. The noble purposes of this institution of higher edu-
cation must be applauded by all members of its society. That
it is willing to sacrifice a student here or there in order to en-
force the time-honored codes of conduct is to be highly com-
mended. Modernity is to be feared for it brings too many new
ideas that cause dissent among the members of any group. And
dissent is something that must be stamped out if there is going
to be anything of value transmitted at this college. No sensible
person really wants to change the status quo because we have
the best of all possible worlds here at Bowdoin. What else could
any student desire? Here we have a small, quiet school, in-
timate faculty-student relations, cultivation and improvement of
our mental powers, a close-knit community, intellectual poise,
disinterested opinion, and above all, a regulated morality. It
seems to me that it is a great thing to have concerned adminis-
trators, so much so that they are willing to check our rooms,
suspend those suspect of breaking our rigid system of rules,
pass over our feeble judgment when it is obvious that we are
mistaken, and one so interested in the maturity of our mind
and character. Yes, our administrators PndPaVnr in H„.a tP UB
in knowledge and in virtue and in piety. We all owe to them
a deep feeling of gratitude and thankfulness for their constant
state of alertness to the problems facing Bowdoin students.
After all, we know that there are only questions of homework,
quizzes, hour exams, and finals that are important to our lives!
We also realize that females are very detrimental to our lives
here, and that we should avoid as much contact withHhe oppo-
site sex as humanly possible. Because of these realizations we
must fully support the actions taken recently concerning the
actions (mis-deeds) of certain, students at the college. We stu-
dents do not want any temptations thrown in our pathway to the
golden light. Yes, get rid of these terrible elements of our so-
ciety, punish them to the fullest extent of our rules and regu-
lations.
But I have wandered far afield from my original sugges-
tion, that is, that we should change the name of the college to
Morality University. This will serve two vital functions: 1) it
will only draw the very best students, that is, the students with
the highest moral standards, and 2) it will solve the problem
of changing the name of the school in a few years, at which time
the graduate school will be added, thus making the college a
university. Although this might reek of looking ahead or keep-ing up with the times, it would seem to be a reasonable proposalSpeaking of the graduate school, this is still one more favorable
sign that the college officials are actually looking out for the
welfare of the undergraduates. Instead of introducing a co-
ordinated women's college, with all of its accompanying evilsthey are going to provide us with the finest of graduate facilities
so we can further our education in this paradise of higher learn-ing" Truly, we must all be thankful for such far-sighted men.To them we al bow down in gratitude, and to them I suggest theabove proposal that we now rename Bowdoin College (a Hberal
arts college) and call it Morality University (a truly inspira-
tional institution of 'higher' education).
To the editor:
I noticed in this week's issue of
the Orient (March 11) that many
Bowdoin students, and at least one
;!| date, are intjrested in obtaining bet.
ter paths between Maine Street and
Twelve^ Rod Road.^ Most of thesef
people .desire concrete,or hot top
sidewalks. Polks you're all wet —
this may be for the simple reason
that you have traversed these cow
JAKARTA!
J*» :**,: TOKYO?
This week a-Bowooin student was t^j^ '- ' j*
suspended until Spring vacation and* HUNGARY I '
put on social .probation for the .re- BERKLEY!
mainder of the year. The facts of BOWDOIN ? ? ? ? ?
the case are as follows: the student This is a' time of troubles through- paths once too often. The building
admitted sleeping with a girl in an out the academic world as students season in Maine — on out-of-doors
off-campus apartment unaware that
,n university after university assert construction such as roads and side-
there were any social rules pertain- themselves as individuals in all walks — is in the summer. Sum-
ing to off-campus living quarters. types of affairs from international mer came on July 31 this past year
The Student Judiciary Board ruled j^gg t0 the issues concerning per- and was enjoyed by all while it last-
that the case was void, feeling that gonai freedom in an age of over- ed — it lasted until August 1. So
the social rules were too vague to population and numbered men. it is evident that even if Bowdoin
be applicable to a case involving off- j^n at this citadel of the 19th College or wonder of wonders,
campus living quarters. The Dean, century, students are finally becom- Brunswick town itself desired to
who seemed to feel that this was an jng aware that they themselves Pave these mud holes they could
open and shut case, took the matter ARE ^ ^ nQt merely pup_ not do so until said quagmires dry
r.n t.h*> ArlminiKt.rnt.ivo Cnmmittep of nn — an or rnrrpnrp wh-irh hormoneto the dmi st a ive o e up ccu e ce ic happensjj uLL iiciiLC iuuu JltLULTCUS
pets and semi-citizens in a bureau-
at ^ tJme wnen ^ ,&st BowdQinthe Faculty and recommended that «n, uic ww m un moi ou uo
the student be suspended for the cratlc desert of administration faD- student departs from Brunswick for
remainder of the semester. For- out - Unfortunately, Bowdoin's ad- hjs summer vacation,
tunately the Faculty Committee was minlstrative caretakers have repeat- T would like to see action taken
a bit more prudent and prescribed ed t0 themselves "We are the col- NOW while the problem exists! Re-
a less outrageous sentence. ]e&" ^ often - that they n0 longer alizing that these rice patties can't
The punishment meted out by the 8rasP that the college was founded be paved tomorrow I would offer
Faculty Committee may have been for the students, not as an old age this suggestion. Some brain in the
less severe than that which the farm for i*a graduates and guest Grounds and Building department
Dean had hoped for and yet even administrators. has already found a solution: to wit
it seems absurd in light of the cir- ^ recent times Bowdoin has _ there exists in front of Gibson
cumstances of the case. Whether sought to teach the students a, Hall a wooden structure resembling
college social rules should be ap- standard of morality as out of touch a raised sidewalk which allows fac-
plicable to off-campus living quar- with reality as the college itself is ulty, students and others to traverse
ters is a debatable question to which Jj°
m the world of the student. I am the small lake that has sprung up
most American colleges have already NOT 'advocating" that ' Bowdoin in that vicinity without Incurring
given a negative answer; but in this sh°uld leap into the 20th century wet feet or even worse muddy knees,
case it is somewhat irrelevant. What overnight, but I am advocating that If perhaps several more of these
is important is that the social rules the students should have a real and foot-bridges could be built — and
say nothing distinct about off-cam- not merely a token voice in affairs it would seem that they could be
pus apartments; and if the Dean relating to Social Rules, Academic built without Bowdoin going into
felt that this nolirv wa^ 4*nnrif»r- Affairs ftnrl fVwprniricr nf t-Hoir rvtim corinuc flnnn/tioi j»u» nM **.j^w«...4.
stood" by the student body, it is his
naivete and not the suspended stu-
dent's behavior which is at fault!
Affairs, a d Governing of their own serious financial debt or without
lives. seriously over-working the Grounds
Does the college really believe and Buildings personnel — and plac-
that it must sneak into dorm rooms ed on the several paths leading from
This, then, was not a violation of with a Passkey to see if there are Maine Street to Twelve Rod Road
the social rules for it is impossible women in any of these rooms? Does the problem could be solved until
to break a rule which does not exist. ifc reaUy believe that a student in Bowdoin could hire a survey crew,
And if the student was punished tne sexless, state of Maine must not a road construction firm and a land-
merely because his sense of morality ** alone with any woman after scape artist to build more formal
was not as rigid as the Dean's, then midnight, in a world which is alive paved sidewalks. If this action i.e.
at least ninety percent of the stu- unti l 4 in the morning? Does the wooden foot-bridges, is not taken
dent body should have been pun- c°Hege really respect the views of immediately Bowdoin may loose
ished similarly. the student "judiciary" board when some of its students for reasons
This year's Student Judiciary il overrules it on every decision with other than academic, financial or
Beard, which is composed of five of wnich it doesn't agree? Are the stu- social; they may sink out of sight!
the most honest and well respected dent reaUv so asleep in this college
men on campus, has never hesitated that tnev can even imagine that
to hand out punishments when they tnev are developing into respon-
seemed fitting, and the Dean has sible citizens? A man does not learn
always been happy to accept these to be a mature adult when he has
judgments. But when the Judiciary n0 Power of deciding his own right
Board reaches a decision which does or wrong- Maturity comes with free-
not please the Dean_ he has the dom and trust, neither or which are
pbwer to bypass them and take the reaUy abundant on this campus! It's
case to the Administrative Com- coming, give it time is the clarion
mittee of the Faculty. Unwittingly caH of the cowed student who faces




" ^ffe*" ™ *•** vef-
tool of the Dean. It is given the blackball if he questions too loudly
batim from the °rient Su«est,on
i-ocnr,neiKiiif„ „« i.i : »„* th» miittAiHnw. nr „u t Box in the Moulton Union.
D. F. Scott '67
From The
Suggestion Box
Why doesn't the administration
THE
BOWDOIN £ ORIENT important decisions?* • •










-... John P. Ranahan
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responsibility of making important the mutterings of old-too-soon
verdicts, but when its sense of jus- y°"nK administrators who pursue
tice conflicts with the Dean's its the ldeal of Jane Austin morality
judgment is suddenly disregarded. in a W0I"ld ln which half of the make known to the students the
The damage has already been done Papulation is under 25. "The deep- progress being made towards the
and nothing that the Administration est abyss of romance" is found in declsion M to tne pfMlimtf of adoes now can repair it. But we our own " Brunswick, Maine, where
should take steps to make certain «« isolation has abstracted the
gradUate SCh001 °r & SiSter C°Heg€?
that this travesty of justice and college population from the spirit WiU tne administration one day
this administrative hypocrisy is ot tne times to such an extent that mere!y announce its decision; or
never again allowed to make a no one Questions, no one acts, and would it invite the active participa-
mockery of student freedom and «"> 'Dne dares add his name to any tlon of students on tnese rather
responsibility. of his beliefs.
James R. Goldfarb *68 Tne Student Council asks itself
"What is wrong with Bowdoin":
Let them ask the student who have Why not nave more faculty talks
To the editor: left! ^t tnem ask the students who on their particular fields or spe-
When the Orient «r .„» «,m« 2 t0 ^T &R* ^ wlthout a cialtles ' W1U« three functions:wn n or any similar government paid tour to Vietnam
voice of opinion offers a "Sugges- Bowdoin lets tradition assume pri-
ticn Box" such as in the Moulton ority over students, lets administra-
Union, it is inevitable to find the tion think that they are the essence
querulous notions of some carping, of the college. Until this campus
once-wronged "authority." Such gives the students a true voice in
ciscredit was unjustly given the their own vital affairs they willUnion dining service in your last possess a student body which sleeps
°^Tlt,l 'or. four years, which accepts be-The kitchen staff is a hard-work- fore it will question, and which
tng, efficient but always polite and mimics rather than creates TheE^^Si cf°2derof spar t r; e^ but may * °utz zzzzTSSfg x::i:zt*z^ the r whereby the students have to
serve three good meals daily to a va,ue creaUvtty" Let traLL *Z T T* A "**^ "" T
large number of independents tand damnedTd damned alnf u tn ^ * °*
W gym l
° ** ^
recently for a week to an entire fra- JS "h Sflt T 1°°™ ^ ^^ *
.„ M-t . . .
stents win benefit. asking for fingerprints and mug(ConUiined on ™9 6> Bob Jones '68 shots.
1. Might even be interesting
2. Give students some exposure to
different fields outside their
area of concentration.
3. Will better acquaint them with
Bowdoin's faculty and its
achievements.
• * • •
Let's see an end to the archaic
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.«» Sadik Mopes Display
Will Jar The Apathetic
e
Vacationland ? M^Kec's Photographs
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"As Maine Goes,** an exhibition
of photographs of the Maine coast,
will open at the Museum of Art
March 25.
Marvin S. Sadik, Director of the
Museum, said the exhibit "will doc-
ument the fact that the Maine coast,
although in part still intact, is
rapidly being despoiled as the re-
sult of rampant commercialism, real
estate speculation and negligence."
Mr. Sadik said the exhibit will also
show "the exceptional beauty of un-
available for public use and en-
joyment," Mr. Sadik said.
"Photographs of some of the more
blatant examples of the situation —
sewage, refuse heaps, gaudy com-
mercial establishments, shoddy cot-
tage developments — are contrasted
in this exhibition with studies pho-
tographed in color along as yet un-
ravaged stretches of the coast,** Mr.
Sadik said.
He continued, "By providing evi-




John, McKee, instructor In Romance
Languages, have a diversity about
them that is truly admirable. Not
content to merely teach French, he
has devoted a good deal of his time
to the Outing Club and is faculty
advisor to the newly formed Frank-
lin Pierce Film Forum.
Mr. McKee is also a highly com-
petent amateur film-maker and
photographer. The photos appearing
elsewhere on this page belong to an
entire series, taken by Mr. McKee,
depicting the spoilage of the Maine
coast. The series will be open to the
public at Walker Art Building on
Friday, March 25,
A 1958 graduate of Dartmouth,
Mr. McKee has done research in
Brussels on 15th Century Music and
received his Master's Degree at
Princeton. The following remarks
are taken from his catalogue ac-
companying the display.
"Dawn, Popham Beach"
spoiled stretches of the Maine
coast" and point up the fact that
the public has access to only 34
miles of the state's 2,600 miles of
recreation coastline.
The 57 photographs, 12 of them
in full color, were taken by John
McKee, a faculty member and a
photographer who won a first prize
in the 1962 San Francisco Interna-
tional Film Festival.
A private preview of the show
will be held March 24 for Museum
Associates, press-radio-television
representatives, conservation lead-
ers and other Invited guests. The
exhibit will be opened to the gen-
eral public the next day and will
continue through May 8.
An illustrated 64-page catalogue
published for the exhibition includes
an introduction by Justice William
O. Douglas of the United States Su-
preme Court, a foreword by Mr. Sa-
dik, and an article and commen-
taries on the photographs by Mr.
McKee. The catalogue, which will
be available at $250 per copy
(
con-
tains reproductions of 32 of the 45
black-and-white photographs in the
show and 6 of the 12 color photos.
Mr. Sadik, who originated the idea
for the exhibition, said Mr. McKee
traveled more than 5,400 miles up
and down the Maine coast between
July and October of 1965. Of the
several hundred pictures he took
during that period, Mr. Sadik said,
the 57 best ones were selected for
the exhibit on the basis of their
quality and pertinence.
of the promotion man and to jar
the apathetic citizen, we hope to
help arouse interest in coastal pres-
ervation measures: the establish-
ment of parks and preserves by va-
rious governmental and privately-
endowed agencies (including perhaps
the integration of some of these in-
to the proposed Maine Coastal Parks
System), the implementation of ef-
fective pollution controls, and the
institution of some form of control
of commercial and residential de-
velopment along the coast, perhaps
by state zoning ordinances.
"The inclusion of the color pho-
tographs of unspoiled coastline will
not simply round out the view of
the coast; it "will make evident the
fact that Maine has much that is
unique and irreplaceable and that
will be an asset only if preserved."
Supreme Court Justice Douglas,
in his introduction to the catalogue,
said the Bowdoin exhibition "is
photographic evidence of the way in
which we are despoiling the earth."
Justice Douglas said the pictures
by Mr. McKee "are Maine photo-
graphs but they represent condi-
tions in Virginia, California, my own
State of Washington, and every
other State of the Union."
"We need new standards of citi-
zsnship defining man's relation to
Outdoors," Justice Douglas said.
"New laws are necessary, but edu-
cation starting with the kindergar-
ten is even more Important."
Among the areas photographed
were Rockport, Boothbay, Old Or-
chard Beach, Ellsworth, Scarbo-
rough, Belfast, Bar Harbor, Rock-
land, Harrington, Machias, Sebas-
co, Rumford, Mexico, Sorrento,
Prout's Neck, Georgetown, Surry,
Friendship, Kennebunkport, South
Addison, South Cushing, Phippsburg,
Bethel Point, Steuben, Freeport and
Biddeford Pool.
"Anyone traveling along the Maine
coast today will be appalled by find-
ing it so often wantonly despoiled
and. moreover, finding so little of it
Acknowledging that the subject
matter of the show is unusual, Mr.
Sadik said "As to whether it is the
proper business of an art museum
to involve itself In an issue such as
this one, it could be argued that the
preservation of the natural beauty
of the Maine coast, so long an in-
spiration to so many artists, ought
to be of real concern to such an
institution. But the question is of
course much larger."
"A museum dedicated to the en-
richment of man's perception of
the world in which he lives would
be remiss to ignore such a blatant
example of the despoilment of that
world."
Maine's Travel Promotion Direc-
tor, counting tourists like traveler's
checks, crows about the booming
tourist year, but some people are
concerned that Vacationland may
soon become another seaside slum.
No one who has seen U.S. 1 on a
summer day will deny that there
are plenty of people. Indeed it's a
safe guess that if the Promotion
Director keepsbusy, every American
from east of the Mississippi will have
.spent one vacation in Maine. Wheth-
er many will come back, and wheth-
er there will be anything special for
them to come back to, is another
matter.
Maine calls its coastline unique.
Maine is doing its best to make it
just as dreary, just as run-down,
just as commercial and picturesque
and suburban—and, in places, just
as exclusive—as anyone's seashore
anywhere. A vista of .surf breaking
over rows of sewage pipes cannot be
called scenic, and if Maine still has
some untouched stretches of coast-
line, there is always a promoter with
a bulldozer and a couple of loads of
ready-mix ready to fix that, and
who is there to object?
Maine now has acquired all the
marks of civilization. If there is
litter like never before, though, it is
not simply because there are more
people or more careless people. State
and local agencies are allied in an
all-out attack on litter; at the same
time, merchandisers are loading us
with more and more packages and
wrappings, all designed to catch the
Marvin S. Sadik could be called
the "man nobody knows". Few stu-
dents and alumni are aware of the
tremendous work done by Mr. Sadik
since his joining the staff of the
Bowdoin Art Museum in 1961 as
Curator.
Appointed Director in 1964, Mr.
Sadik has been responsible for many
outstanding shows at the Museum
including the 1962 exhibit of the
works of the now celebrated sculptor
Leonard Baskin, a show on Baroque
Painting of the Seventeenth Cen-
tury in 1963, and the widely ac-
claimed "Portrayal of the Negro in
American Painting" in 1964. In ad-
dition to researching and collecting
the various exhibits for the shows,
he has also collaborated in the de-
signing and publication of the
award-winning catalogues issued in
conjunction with the exhibits.
A magna cum laude graduate of
Harvard, Mr. Sadik also received a
Master's Derree from his alma mater
and is the author of numerous arti-
cles on Art and painting.
eye and protect the product, many
of them labeled disposable but none
of them, of course, labeled chemical-
ly inert. If the old tin can was slow
to rust, the improved aluminum one
will last as long as the disposable
quart bottle or the plastic six-pack.
So it is good news that Maine beer
wholesalers are combatting the road-
side beer can; they are putting anti-
litter decals on their delivery vans.
And one of the nation's leading can
manufacturers has donated comic
bocks putting across an anti -litter
message—ten thousand comic books
for distribution in Maine. But this
is fluff compared to all the gaudy
disposables crammed on the shelves
or brought right to the front seat
by the courteous car-hop. And while
the litter bag may be a good idea,
it will probably never get a fair test
until the American car has a con-
venient place to keep it, and until
the American gas station has a con-
venient place to get rid of it.
The car hulks strewn over the
state have been declared nuisances;
the persons responsible may be taxed
highway system is turned to private
gain with scarcely an objection. The
taxpayer must drive amidst a pano-
rama of billboards—distractions by
design, and therefore hazards; cer-
tainly clumsy intrusions on the
landscape of Vacationland. He who
pays the piper gets the advertising.
One wonders why other parts of the
landscape, some of them made
equally valuable through expendi-
ture of public funds, have not yet
been developed by the advertiser. Is
Quoddy Head Light somehow less
suitable for a sales pitch than the
road leading to it?
Fewer than thirty towns in the
state of Maine treat any of their
sewage. Many of the others continue
to pour their wastes into the waters.
There are, of course, laws about pol-
lution, and now there are federal
and state funds available to munic-
ipalities for construction of sewage
treatment plants. The number of
such plants is expected to increase '
rapidly. But perhaps some funds
should also be put into research on
small-scale treatment. _ snmpthir
^
"Along Route 90, Rockport"
or obliged to put them somewhere
cut of sight—but the ton of metal
remains, whether dragged to a re-
mote corner of town or not. It is
towns, the remote corners may soon
be the most valuable ones. So we
must find some real way of ridding
ourselves of these derelects. There
is the sick joke to be seen on the
billboards: help conserve our natu-
ral resources, buy car X. We might
seriously ask the conservation-
minded manufacturer to go so far
as to take back and melt down our
worn-out purchases. The paper
companies have developed a mobile
tree harvester—from standing tree
to limbed log in less than sixty
seconds. Would a scrap steel harvest-
er be less profitable? From rusting
hulk to reusable steel in less than
sixty seconds.
Turning the public school system
into an advertising medium is no
also a consideration that, for many
doubt unthinkable, but the public
less expensive than a septic-tank
system and more adaptable to the"
ledgy terrain of the , coast.
Perhaps too, some kind of loan or
of research aid should be made
available to private industry, since
chemical pollution is no less appal-
ling than is sewage. Suggestions that
a mill treat its effluent conjure up
the spectre of the company's closing
down, moving out to where gross
water pollution is permitted—this
at a time when the paper companies,
for one, are reporting record sales
and record profits. In the opinion of
many, there should be no place
where this senseless contamination
is allowed; indeed, with the passage
of federal anti-pollution legislation,
this ideal may now be within reach
The National Association of Manu
facturers itself is studying the lacl
of uniform pollution regulations
from state to state, with an eye to
equalizing the competitive positiom
of the states
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(Continued -from pare 4)
temitp, and the c€«ultle^8dentiofis
such as Town-College Club banquets,
faculty luncheons, apres concert re-
ceptions, and alumni meetings, one
musJfefratefully commend the oveY-
all success of the new Union Dining
Service. One or two simple errors
committed to an individual should
not be allowed to debase such a fine
reputation.
And ice cream cones appear to be
more "Ulcfcy " than the simple facts




Suffers From Lack Of 'Vitality
by Thomas Kosmo
•A. large number of Bowdoin con-
cert-goers heard the Portland
Euterpe Ensemble Monday evening
in Wentworth Hall. These excellent
chamber players performed five
pieces of the Baroque period, of
sufficient variety to provide a short
and enjoyable concert of good cham-
ber music. Although Wentworth
Hall was not designed with the mu-
sician in mind, the room well affords
the intimacy and charm that are
lists played hef\.part well, bu^ the
group failed to make the, Quanta a
blissful .piece
v
of music. Lack of
brilliance in the allegro and the
vivace, and some rhythmic break-
downs in the larghetto darkened the
concert that early in the evening.
The same shortcoming afflicted
the second ensemble piece, the An-
tonio Lotti (d. 1740) Sonata in G
major for Flute, 'Cello, and Harpsi-
chord. Again we heard the highly
talented ability of Mrs. Howorth's
fine fingerwork and Mrs. Drinker's
vital to the performing of chamber tone of remarkable clarity and beau-
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORJVIS
.
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
*lf you do, don't settle for less.
If you will complete your first two years of college this spring
and have not had ROTC training, you now have a special
opportunity to earn an Army officer's commission in the next
two years. You can qualify to fulfill your military obligation as
an officer while you study for a college degree in a field of
your choice.
Through a new two-year Army ROTC program you will
receive leadership training and experience that will be valu-
able assets for the rest of your life, in either a military or a
civilian career. You will receive an allowance of $40 each
month during your Junior and Senior years. If you desire, you
music.
The ensemble consists of Frances
Drinker, Flutist, Denise Howorth,
Cellist, Margaret Mason, Harpsi-
chordist, and Muriel Ellis, Violinist.
Mrs. Ellis saw the music for the
first time on Monday morning, when
the Ensemble's Violinist Mrs. Rebec-
ca Garland became suddenly indis-
posed. Mrs. Ellis did justice to the
Quantz and the difficult Telemann.
The concert began with a too
heavy rendition of C minor Trio
Sonata for Flute, Violin, Harpsi-
chord, and Continuo, of Johann Joa-
chim Quantz (d.1773), Prussian
friend of Frederick the Great. The
sonata surely seemed technically
competent, but never to get any-





manual instrument, did not fall to
recreate some of the most delight-
ful moments of these, sonatas. If
one overlooked some unfortunate
unevenness of tempi, one could fully
savor the virtues of Mrs. Mason's
Scarlatti of freshness and buoyan-
cy, of delicate sensibility which .pre-
cluded sentimental exaggerations.
^aShe played the D major w4th Arm
conviction, but occasionally, hot-
ably in the quasi-guitar sequences,
made it over-impressive. The E
major or "Cortege" Sonata is a bril-
liant piece, of superb power and
passionate expression, and was ex-
(Continued on page 7)
YOUNG POETS
(Continued from page 3)
but before they fade they stand
perfectly embodied, all
the past lapping them like a
cloak of chaos. They were men
who, I thought, lived only to
renew the Vasteful force they
spent with each hot convulsion.
They remind me, distant now.
True, they are not at rest yet,
but now that they are indeed
apart, winnowed from failures,
they withdraw to an orbit
and turn with disinterested
hard energy, like the stars.
Gunn's half-rhymes based on con-
piece is endowed with poetry, unity, sonant repetition, is, they decided,
and the inspiration of a most ima- an ambitious and on the whole suc-
ginative composer. Mrs. Mason is cessful attempt to discipline syllabic
a singularly talented harpsichordist, verse form. "It's a pose, of course,"
who, acknowledging the peril of at- I assured my class the next week




of Levis and an interest in F. Scott
Fitzgerald and motorcycles and the
American poetic idiom of William
Carlos Williams."
To leave by the same door I en-
tered, I would suggest that maybe
the posing of many contemporary
poets including Gunn is a kind of
1 honesty and even a reverence for
the muse. It's not the orthodoxy
_____
1Kt exPected °r a poetry we feel
comfortable with, but we find our-
.
,
selves better readers of poetry In
all periods for having been ex-
posed to it. In his second volume
of poetry The Sense of Movement
published in 1957, Gunn puts it
this way in the last stanza of the
poem entitled "Elvis Presley"(l)
Whether he poses or is real, no
cat
Bothers to say: the pose held is<
a stance,
Which, generation of the very
chance
It wars on, may be posture for
combat.
ty. But the spirit of enjoying the
music was wholly absent, so that
all we heard were three excellent
musicians disliking a Lotti Sonata.
The ensemble's performance In the
second half of the concert was far
more auspicious; it seemed that the
greater pieces of Leclair and Tele-
man were the more worthy of this
ensemble.
There also appeared on the pro-
gram two Scarlatti harpsichord so-
natas, the "Guitar" in D major and
the "Cortege" in E major. Each
Vi Price
BOOK SALE
Mar. 26 Thru Apr. 2 Every Book
In My Store Will Be Cut 50%.
20,000 Titles: Americana, Arts,
Sciences, Literature. All Other
Categories. Many Fine Sets.
Open Daily 9 to 5
LEON TEBBETTS BOOK SHOP
164 Water Street, HallowelL Me.
may request postponement of your military service while you
complete your studies for a graduate degree.
Most large business and industrial firms prefer the college
graduate who has been trained and commissioned as an
officer—who has the ability to organize, motivate and lead
others—and who has had experience in accepting responsi-
bilities beyond his years.
You owe it to yourself to investigate this important op-
portunity.
For complete information on the new two-year Army ROTC




1500 to $12,000 Secured By
Fast Moving Inventory
To set up and service new ac-
counts in exclusive territory with
amazing plastic coating used on
all types of surfaces interior or
exterior. Eliminates all waxing
when applied to any type of floor.
Eliminates all painting when ap-
plied to wood, metal or concrete
surfaces. You step right into a
brand new, multlmilllon dollar
virgin market. Don't Hesitate!
t
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CONCERT REVIEW
(Continued from page 6)
.jecu^ed with exquisite finish anil d£-
tair
Leclair- and* Teteman t constituted
a far more fortunate latter half #
4>e concert. The Leclair Trio Sona-
ta in S major (fof'flyte/'cello, and
harpsichord) demands. ^swifV "and
faultless fingers, for
-Leclair was a
musical, eccentric who devised many
needless tricks for his performers,
once even requiring a - violinist's
note to be stopped with the thumb.
Again Mrs. Mason's keyboard • dis-
crimination and Mrs. Howorth's su-
perb vibrato and impeccable articu-
lation were apparent. But now
there was a vitalizing spirit in the
performance throughout; there were
strength and power along with grace
and tenderness. There was only an
occasional lack of greater distinc-
tion, as in the adagio of the Leclair.
The A minor Sonata of Georg
Philipp Teleman (for flute, violin,
harpsichord, and continuo) also bore
this spirit of sincere musical feeling.
TIere was evidence of intelligence,
of, penetration 'into the soul of great
music. Thenntonation and precision
of the ensemble were excellent.
While the quality o'f tone was Hot
always all that mighj; £e desired and •
'there was (Sometimes "a failure to
fuse the tone *nong the four In-
struments, they did seek wide ranges
of dynamic effects and cultivated
a delicate pianissimo.
The concert was another in the
College's highly successful concert
season of 1965-66, just as "charm-
ing" as the natne of the muse Eu-
terpe implies. Next week happens
the most important concert of the
season, when Bethany Beardslee
presents in Pickard Theater a pro-
gram of Schubert lieder, Debussy
Prose Lyriques, and Milton Babbitt's
exciting Philomel for soprano, re-
corded soprano, and synthesized
sound.
VIETNAM DEBATE
(Continued from page 1)
^^^^^^^^— ' " '—f^^^^^^,^^Mfa
by 'stating "The Urfijed States is in
Vietnam to contain China, just as
we contained Rjissia in" European
the late forties and early fifties.
However, the administration is
overlooking^ the -basic difference^ In
the two situations The Russian
challenge was military, while the
Chinese problem is more political.
It is ridiculous to believe that Chi-
na's influence in Asia can be con-
tained." He then went on to say
that it makes much more sense to
attack China directly than to fight
on the perimeter of her influence.
He feels that by attempting to con-
tain China we have gotten into a
Civil War, a civil war that stemmed
from South Vietnam's refusal to
follow the terms of the Geneva Ac-
cord of 1954. He said, "by 1952, the
Diem regime had become a dictator-
ship." The promised elections were
not held.
"The jBusical-chair governments,"
Davis said "were on the brink of
falling in the South before the
United States stepped in with heavy
additional forces." The effects* or
our increased involvement *1are :' be-
ing felt throughout the world. Oth-
er areas,of American Foreign Poli-
cy are suffering.^ wjtjat, ftbput .the,
•question of German reunification, or
nuclear proliferation? He feels that
we are forcing Moscow to compete
with Peking to gain influence in
the under-developed countries in
the world. Russia is moving to All
the "gap as the peace-maker left
open when the United States be-
came highly involved in Vietnam.
The recent Tashkent Agreement was
mentioned as an example.
Davis closed his remarks by say-
ing "the American public does have
the right to question a policy that
is also questioned by men such as
U Thant and the Pope. There are
five things that we must do now:
recognize the political and cultural
dominance of China on the Asian
continent, help under-developed
countries in other ways, than
through nrffriry force, recognize the.'
different^ between >• the * various
Commuriist governments throughout
the World, permanently stop -bpmb*
jng ,of, North.{Vietnam, anA. recog-
nize the Vie**Cong as a partner in
the negotiations, Interhatiohal
politics is not a game in which
someone always wins and someone
always loses."
A rather long question-answer
period followed Some of the nrob-
lems discussed were; desertion rates
on both sides, the morality of the
war and MacArthur's stand on con-
taining China. A fairly good sized
audience turned out for the debate
and participated vigorously in the
question period. Although the
YAF's seemed to get the short end
of the stick in the debate, they did
gain some respect in various circles
for sponsoring his debate.
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If communications were good enough
you could stay in the sack all day
Moving your body around
is highly inefficient.
If communications were perfect,
you would never have to.
Of course, you would still
have to get exercise.
But that's your problem.
We want to make it easier for you
to contact people, learn,
get information, attend lectures,
and hold meetings.
We developed Picturephone*
service so you can see as well as talk
when you call. And be seen, too.
We introduced Tele Lecture service
(two-way amplified phone calls)
to let you hear lecturers
in distant locations. And so you
could ask them questions
no matter how far away they were.
Right now, many students can dial
from their dormitories to a
language lab. Soon a student
will be able to dial into a v
computer thousands of miles away
to get information for his courses.
Depending on the nature
of the information, he might get
his answer back audibly,
printed on a teletypewriter,
as a video image,
or a facsimile print.
Some of these services
are available now. '
Others are being tested.
For the next week or so,
better get a move on.
* Service mark of the BeM System
S\ Bell System
American Telephone & Telegraph
and Associated Companies






Track §quad Trips, B. U., 57-56;




near-championship hockey team, several record-breaking per-
formances by members of both the swimming and track squads, and a
hustling, improving basketball quintet highlighted the 1965-66 winter
• sports season. The Polar Bears had their ups and downs in all sports,




Coach Sid Watson's hockey team came within one victory of the
EC AC Division II championship on the' strength of a dynamic offense
and a spirited defense. Seniors Ed Fitzgerald and Billy Allen,, juniors
jPtte Chapman and Steve Wales, and sophomore Doug Brown were the
main cogs in the attack. "Pitzy" came through in the clutch time after
time with breakaway goals to spark the team.
Goalie Dick Leger, the Munro Trophy winner, kept the Polar Bears
in many contests against superior squads. His performances against
Army" at West Point and the Ontario club in the Christmas Tournament
at RPI almost pulled out victories for the visiting Polar Bears. Frank
Yule. Leo Tracy. Tim Brooks, and Bob PfeifTer provided Leger with good,
and at times brilliant defensive help. Frank Morgan, who rilled in when
Tracy was injured, needs only experience to become an outstanding de-
fenseman.-
Despite the fact that the team is losing six key performers through
graduation, there is still the nucltuyfor another fine squad In addition,
.the freshman hockey team was one of the best in the school's history,
finishing with a 12-5 record Ken Martin led the Cubs in scoring with 25
goals and 17 assists or 42 points, while Bob Petrie totaled 32 points on 19
goals and 13 assists. Bob McGuirk, Steve Abbott, and Tim Sullivan will
alo ,%-u.re m Coach Watson's plans Jim Hosmer and Dick Parmentcr
should fill the gap at defense. Goalie .Joe Dane will also have a shot at a
ting ;>ost next year At the moment it appears that finding a replace-
ment for Dick Leger will be the most difficult task.
The Polar Bear track team finish-
ed its inVj6dp«SeAs1>ri lasf Saturday
against Boston .University with Its
second victory in eight meets, 57-56.
This was one of the finest meets
between these two teams with eight
of the twelve meet records being
either broken or tied. The only
Bowdoin College mark that,, was
broken was that of the pole vuut as
Skip Smith practically flew over the
crossbar clearing 13' 14".
Without the* services of captain
Al°x Schulten, who was suffering
from a pulled muscle, Bowdoin had
to be satisfied with the runner-up
positions in the 35 lb. weight event
taken by Charlie Hews and Dave
Stocking. Double winner Dick Far-
ley of B.U. took first in the broad
jump followed by Doug Macdonald
and Bob Randall,
Andy Seager started the record
breaking of the day clearing 6' Hi"
in the high jump. Completing the
sweep of the event for the Polar
Mermen Sixth In N. E.
The Bowdoin College swimming
team finished sixth in the New Eng-
land Intercollegiate meet at Storrs,
Connecticut this past weekend.
Coach Charley Butt's squad totaled
16' j points for their efforts at the
Bears was Macdonald and John
barbell.- ** ' '".- > - " *> -f
\ In winning- the dash for B.U, Carl-
Johns'ori ,tied 'the meet record, but
Macdonald and Ray Bird helped,
even the score with their points for
2nd and 3rd.
George Starkus accomplished the
first of his two record-breaking ef-
forts in the mile as B.U. swept what
is one of Bowdoin's perennial weak-
nesses. His other meet record oc-
curred in the other sore spot, the
two mile, as the Terriers also swept
that eventwith a fine time of 9:50.3,
Still another meet record was tied
as B.U.'s Dick Farley won the 600 in
1:14.5. Tom Allen finished a close
second. Our second of three sweeps
was won by Macdonald as he, John
Tarbell, and Kent Mohnkern shut
out B.U. in the high hurdles. Mac-
donald again led the attack with
Bird and Tarbell as he tied the
meet mark for the low hurdles with
a clocking of 5.6 seconds.
Another Terrier to tie a record
was Butch Donahue who was fol-
ory
lowed by Alien in the 1000 yard run.,
As usual Charlie He"ws"tocl*t\fsf
if? the shot put irnile' Stocking
copped third place.' The winning
heave was 52,3".
Our relay team was defeated but
it was too late for the Terriers as
the necessary points were already
chalked up and the meet ended with
Bowdoin on top 57-56.
The summary:
35-lb, Weight !. LnvnnWe (RIM; 2
Hews ill); 3. Stocking (B)1 55'
Broad .lump 1. Farley (IHJ); t, Maf-




Hitrh Jump 1. Sealer (B); 2. Ma -
Donald ill) ; 3. Tarbell (B) 6' lty"
Mile Run 1 Starkus iBU); 2. Strh*
iBU): 3, Ueceflo (BU), 4:27.8
Hash — 1.- Johnson (BU): 2, MaeDonsid
(B) ; 3, Bird iH). 4.7
BOO Yard Run — 1. Farlev (BU); 2. Al-
len iB) : ,'i. Johnson (BU). 1 ; 1 1 .
5
ilii-'h Hurdles I. Mar-Donald (B) * 2
Tarbell (B): 3. Mohnkern (B). fi.l
Two Mile Run I. Starkus (BU); 2
Stripe (BU); 3. Uceello (BU), 9; 50.3
1060 Yard Run — I. Butch Donahue (BU):
2. Allen (B); 3. Starkus (BU). 2:2/1.1
Low Hurdles 1. MaeDonald (B); 2.
Bird (B); 3. Tarbell (B). 5.6
Mile Relay — 1. Boston University (Dona
hue, Herman, Johnson, Farley), 3:35
Shot Put - 1. Charlie Hews (B); 2. La
van^ie (BU); 3. Stocking (B). 52' 3"
Pole Vault 1. Smith <B)
; 2. Blntt
(BU); 3, Mohnkern iB). 13' 14"
' ach Charley Eu7fs~varsTty swimming team showed improvement
throughout the season, winning three of its last -four meets and finishing
with a 4-5 record. All seven seniors. Captain Karl Aschenbach, Bill Beach,
Dave Downing. Charlie Gray, Al Hale, Carl Peterson, and Mike Bothner,
exhibited peak performances by the end of the season. The most promis-
aspeet of this team, however, is the large number of talented juniors
ai - ? ophomores who will be back again next year.
.:;ior Pete Stackpole, who had no previous swimming experience
oefore coming to Bowdoin, has established College records in the 100 and
2 . < .
-
v t { d b utterfiy. Another record-breaker is junior M ike Ridgcway who
smashed the 50-yard freestyle rnafk recently. Harvey Wheeler is" a con-
-•: ' performer in the diving competition. As a matter of fact'. Harvey'
held the College diving mark before sophomore Jim LeBlanc surpassed it
'•'• asoh. Jim later boasted his own mark to 74.93 in a meet agalnt
freshman team led b\ Paul MacArthur John Ryan, and Dick
•
.
hould add more depth and talent to the varsity. 'Other fine
.
rrr.ers on the frosh squad include Scott Staples, John Schultz, John
. ; a Mark Williams Both, the freestyle and individual medley
: ?cords were shattered under the onslaught-
Cm; cr.Mly 01 Connecticut pool :
—
Pete Stackpole, a junior from
Melrose. Mass., was Bowdoin's top
performer in the meet as he gained
second place in the 200-yard but-
terfly and 'tied for fourth in the
100-yard butterfly. His time of
2 0G.4 in the 200 set a Bowdoin
College record.
Mike Ridgcway took fifth place In
the 200-yard freestyle with his best
lime of the year. I'.52 9 Harvey
Wheeler,' the- third member of the
class. of 1967 to place in the meet,
ranked third in the one-meter div-
ing competition and sixth from the
•hree-meter board. The freestyle re-
lay team placed sixth to close out
the Polar Bear's .scoring.
pite having >ne of Americas best
•'.ruined Its season with only
ev«
pex
35-lb weight men. Bowdoin's
:wj whis in eight dual meets
• again the Polar Bears showed considerable strength in the field
nts, but were unable to hold off their opponents^ m running and es-
:ially distance events. Captain Alex Schulten Charlie Hews, and Skip
-•: were consistent winners m the weight throw, shot put, and pole
11 respectively. Sophomore Doug Mac-Donald improved considerably
i -i-as a consistent : int^gettei in the hurdles. Sprinter Ray Bird and
2dle-distahce-man Torrunj Allen were always in the thick of the race
Baseball Scheduli




is some e : i the way, however *>n -the form of members of
freshman ;q .ad Fran* Stabasteanski, Jr is an excellent broad
bowed with his 22' 2" performance against Breton Uni-
,
addition hurdler Ken Ballinger. pole vaulter Dave Pagar,
Dave Goodof and distance men Chuck Parwell and Claude
li give the varsity more all-round depth and consistency.
Coach Bicknell's varsit) basketball squad was handicapped by a de-
risive lack of height and experience over the past season, but did its
Best to compensate fur this with a scrappy defense and hustling offense.
Eta record of five Wins in 21 games does not indicate the closeness of most
the contest"! Captain Howie Pease, the Nixon Trophy winner led
team in rebounds with 207 and displayed great qualities of leaderslup
throughout the season
Sophomore Bob Patterson was the team's leading scorer with 380
points and an 18.1 average. He led the team In free throw shooting
with an .834 percentage For his part in the Polar Bears' upset win over
Maine and close contests against Bates and Colby* the sharp-shooter
from Medford, Mass. was named to the All-Maine basketball squad. Bruce
Locke, another sophomore, showed signs of developing into a fine ball-
player with several terrific late-season games. He finished third in both
scoring and rebounding Junior Larry Reid, next year's captain, was the
playmaker and fourth leading scorer.
The basketball team also will be aided by a brilliant, high-scoring
frosh team which averaged 99.9 points per game enroute to an 8-2 season's
mark "Bo" McFarland was the team's leader and top scorer with a 20.1
average Andy Neher and Mike Princi were close behind with 19.3 and
17 4 averages, respectively. All three can run and shoot as well as any-
one we've seen this year.
Coach Bicknell is hoping that 8' 5" John MacKenzie will provide the
rebounding strength so sorely missing from this year's squad. John is
ragged under the boards and can also drop the ball through the hoop as
his 13 1 average attests
It seems that all four varsity teams should be noticeably improved
next season with the addition of this fine freshman talent Hopefully,
nex season there will be four winning records in the books instead of
just one In any event, It should be a very interesting sports season.
The Bowdoin College varsity base-
ball team will play 18 games this
season, according to Director of
Athletics Malcolm E. Morrell.
Coach Danny MacFayden's club
will open its season with a five-
game southern tour
The complete schedule:
March 28 at Villanova, 29 at Lo-
yola '.Baltimore) 30 at Baltimore,
3i at Opsala
April 1 at Up.sala 15 .Williams, 18
Wesleyan, 23 Amherst, 27 Maine, 29
at Trinity, 30 at M.I.T.
May 3 Bates, ,5 at Colby, 7 at
Northeastern, 10 at New Hampshire.
17 at Bates. 18 Co' by 20 at Maine.
The 1936 schedule fur Coach Pete
Kosty's Bowdoin -freshman baseball
Uam
April 23 Deering of Portland, 27
Maine, 30 Exeter.
May 4 at MCI.. 5 at Colby, 10
Bndgton. 17 at New Hampshire, 18
Colby, 23 at Maine.
Tennis Slate
The Bowdoin College varsity ten-
nis team will compete in nine
matches plus the State Tournament
this year. Coach Ray Bicknell's
varsity squad will play six of these
matches away from home.
The schedule for the varsity
squad:
April 16 at MIT, 22 at Spring-
field, 23 at Amherst, 26 at Bates, 30
at Colby.
May 4 Bates, 7 Colby, 10 Maine, 17
A 18 State Tournament at Colby,
20 at Maine.
The 1966 Bowdoin freshman ten-
nis schedule":
April 23 Hebron, 27 Brunswick
May 3 South Portland, 5 Colby
11 at Maine, 18 at Exeter
Skip Smith showing his record-breaking pole vault form against B.U.
In a med Highlighted by record-
breaking efforts, the Bowdoin fresh-
man track squad swamped the frosh
from Boston; University, 82-29. The
victory included sweeps in the mile,
two mile, the high and low hurdles,
and the pole vault.
Roger Best and Jim Talbot saw
to it that the team more than held
its own in the 35-lb. weight. Jim
Vest also secured second place in
the shot put. Meanwhile in the
jumping pits, Frank Sabasteanski,
Jr. and Dave Pagar took firsts for
Bowdoin Frank smashed the frosh
record for the broad jump with a
leap of 22' 2" besides his high jump
victory. Dave broke the frosh in-
door record in the pole vault by
reaching a height of 13' IV,
The running events proved just as
fruitful with Dave Goodof taking
first in the mile followed by Dave
Emus and Bruce Griffin for a Bow-
doin sweep. Bill Currier then took
a first for B.U. in the 40-yard dash,
followed by Bowdoin's Jim Vest and
Al Luster. The Terrier frosh came
in 1-2 in the 600-yard run with Lou
DeAngelis setting a meet record of
1 14 8
Ken Ballinger tnok both the high
and low hurdles and each tune was
followed by Lusfer and John Pierce
for Bowdoin sweeps. Chuck Farwell
then set the college indoor record
for the two-mile with a sizzling
9:432 in the 1000-yard run Dave
Goodof bowed to a meet record per-
formance by B.U.'s Jim Moran, The
exciting finale for the meet was still
another record as the Bowdoin
freshman mile relay team was clock-
ed in 3:35.9.
In all, six records were broken in
the final outing for an impressive
Bowdoin freshman track squad.
The summary:
35.1b, Weight — 1. Best (B): 2. O'Brien
(BU); 3. Talbot (B). 42' Hi"
Broad Jump 1. Sabasteanski (B); 2
rratt (B); 3. Currier (BU). 22' 2"
Hiifh Jump - I. Sabasteanski (B) : 2.
Currier (BU) and Pierce (B) (tie.) 5' 4"
Mile Run l. Goodof (B); 2. Emus (B):
3. Griffin (B). 4:50.8
Hash 1. Currier (BU); 2. Vwt (B).
3. tuster (B), 4.8
800-Yard Run 1. DeAnKalis (BU) ; 2.
Hosa (BU); 3. Rutherford (B). 1:14.8
M.xh Hnrdles 1. Ballinger (B). 2
Luster iB). 3 Fierc* <B) 68
Tw„ Mile Run 1. KanwJI (B): 2. Cas-
well (B). 9:43.2
lOOu-Yanl Run 1. Moran (BU) ; 2
Goodof (B). 2:26.3
Low llimliis i Ballinger iB); 2. Lus-
Ur (II). 3. Pierre (B). 5,9
Mile Relay 1. Bowduin, Z. Boston I'm
versily. 3:35 4
Shot Put 1 O'Brien lit) i V#«t (B)
.1 Best IB) 43' 9V
Pole Vault 1 Panar iB): 2. F«nlmor«
(B)
, 3 IM'ncu iB) 13' 14"
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Prof. Little Retires After 47 Years:
Nationally Recognized Physicist
Small But Excellent Graft!Program;
Committee Formed To Consider
For the last 47 years Bowdoin
College has been honored by the ef-
forts and accomplishments of Pro-
fessor Noel C. Little of the Depart-
ment of Physics. A scientist of na-
tional and international recognition.
Professor Little has been intimately
involved with the academic progress
In 1919 he received his A.M. degree
in mathematics from Harvard and
became an Instructor in Physics
at Bowdoin. He -took hit; Ph. D. in
physics from Harvard in 1923. He
became the Josiah Little Professor
of Natural Science in 1954, the chair
he presently holds.
From 1941 to 1946, Professor Little
served in the U.S. Navy again, at-
taining the rank or commander
He was in charge of the Navy's Ra-
dar School at Bowdoin for five years.
Among his many honors have been
a Fellowship by the Guggenheim
Memorial Foundation, awarded in
1923 for experiments to determine
the thermal -magnetic properties of
gaseous molecules. Professor Little
conducted these studies in Tubingen,
Germany.
In 1937 he studied at the Univer-
sity of Geneva, Switzerland, and
in 19511 he was invited by the De-
Norl C. Little
of Bowdoin and has done much to
make its physics courses worthy of
a solid reputation
A native of Brunswick, he pre-
pared for Bowdoin, Class of 1917,
at Brunswick High School. Gradu-
ating from Bowdoin, .Phi, Beta Kap-
pa with a summa cunr'laude major
in mathematics he served two years
in the Navv during World War I.
partment of Electronics of the
Royal Institute of Technology in
Stockholm, Sweden, to conduct
experiments in the general held of
magneto- hydrodynamic phenomena.
He had previously done work in this
area of study with a Naval Ord-
nance experimental unit
Professor Little is the author of
two textbooks, "College Physics,"
publishc ri in 192 8. and "Physics,''
published in 1953. He is also- the
author of numerous scientific articles:
and reviews published in a varietj of
fcurnals m 'his country and abroad.
In 1964 he was one of the first
Bowdoin professor., to conduct a
Senior Seminar In the College's
Watts - "Who Started Ltr
'Who's Going To Clean ll Up?"
pioneering Senior Center Program.
Professor Littles seminar was en-
titled "The Special Theory of 'Rela-
tivity ."
During several summers he has
directed Bowdoin College Institutes
for secondary school teachers, in-
cluding one on radiation biology
supported jointly by the Atomic
Energy Commission and the Na-
tional Science Foundation.
• He has also been a member of the
Science ' Advisory ""Committee for
"Nine O'clock Scholar," a television
science program, and in 1964,was a
member of an advisory committee to
the National Science Foundation
Program to improve teaching of
science and mathematics
Dr, Little was recently reappoint-
ed as- Maine Co-ordinator of Atomic
Development Activities and has been
Deputy Director in charge of ra-
chologioal defence—with—the- -Maine
State Civil Defense organization. He
was also one of lour astronomers
who served on the Eclipse Advisory
Committee to the Maine Depart-
ment of Economic Development in
connection with the 1963 eclipse of
t lie sun
For many years Professor Little
has played a leading role in contin-
uing efforts to establish closer work-
iiili relationships between secondary"




Results ol Fr»tefnitj Scholastic
Standings for the 1st Semester,
PBesideht James S. Coles announced
last week the appointment of a
special Faculty . Study Committee
to stu H y the feasibility and desira-
bility of establishing "a small but
excellent' graduate program at the
Ph. I) level in arts and sciences
The Study Committee. Dr Co!e
-aid. will make a thorough investi-
gation ol all aspects of the prob-
lem, including availability or po-
ttntial availability of funds to sup-
port the necessary fellow.-hips.
quality of laboratory and libran
resources, estimates of- costs in-
vrlved, and estimates of time and
effort winch might be required
"Projection- of national needs in-
dicate then should be a 'doubling
of the punibei of opportunities for
graduate education at the Ph D
level bv 1!>7f>.' President Coiep said
"Those who have been concerned
with the matter recommend -that
graduate schools established, 'here-
by creating new "centers of »*xi el-
lence' in area.;, or state; where ex-
cellent graduate program do not
a' ready exist
Dr Coles, as; Pn jet tii n ol :on-'
cems for the undergraduate ;,>ro-
gi am uch as enric hrhent of t ours*
i fferini ! rei ruitment "*. new fa» ilty
•us:, retention ol faculty suggest
that Bowdoin College should give
careful consideration W Citg. p si-,
bility ' f ( •u... hing s. mail but
ex; client Ph . t) program v< ; the
next decade "
Appoihtmi ;,: of the six-member
i mmittee the Stud\ ' imrriittee on -
Graduate Programs, w.-. announced
at the Faculty meetina March 14
Professor 'Dili: E Chn ' .• Chair-
man o£._lne Depart nienj of Mathe- ,
matics and Winn Professor of
Mathematics will serve a.- Chair- -•
'his do u bl i ng should take place rrtri
merely by the enlargement in eiT
rollment oi present graduate schools,
but rather there should be new
.;i-ar", c! Mi l
—
( "mmi? ' 'e i—
:
—
Other members include Professor
Edward J Geary, Chairman of 'he
'.(Continued on Page 7)
C. 1
"Who started it?"
"Are we going to make it?
"Where are we going to put it?'
-\vho"s >ji itig to clean up?"
With this intriguing set of ques-
tions. Dr Alan W Watts, the Annie
Talbot Cole lecturer, began a talk
which seemed .to make no pretext
of sacking to the announced topic.
Th< World -t. Play Drama Music
and Dancing as the Symbols of the
Nature in Religions of the East and
West".
Dr Waits, described as "on< of
the most unconventional philos-
'ciphers of our time, appended his
first set of quene.- with two more
"Is it serious?" and "Is existence
serious?"
Thus opened , a lecture, often
punctuated with a wit which rftade
•he audience in Pickard Theater
often overlook that they were re-
ceiving a quite painless, yet serious
discourse fin philosophy The au-
thor of over IS books Dr Watts-
centered his di • u - on on lh< three
important myt ii! oi ' jftiage - that
make en e oj the w*or!d"\ which, he
called the Ceramic, thi Dramatic.
and the organic myths
The Judaeo-Christian world. said
Di Watts represent? the Ceramic
Myth, or a mechanistic-. World-as-
Ar'iiii't philosophy, in winch play
„ ; o, d foi you. Ihough completely
-,,cli 1 rrrs he "a- ked « rt-h ref-
,
.-,.., >. I •:,. -i -vei.'h ^\.i'- oil
lie
in - fon-i
compelled one rt) do something that
was good for one. that is, useless
activhy or play but yet contended
that it was only good if one dm n
voluntarily "ihus one was "damned
if you do. damned il you don't
8
'tins is a resull ol the mechanis-
tic, fabricated world philosophj
which sees no meaning to the uniy
verse except the universe itself.
Tin., Dr Watts rejected as .a viable
"myi h ' tor existence
The world as Drama as pre', tilers
myth ameng Indian and Hindi re-
ligions, visualizes the Universe as
dream in the mind of a deity, act-
ing out "His thoughts while period-
ically the dream ceases and the
universe reverts to tin eonscio
ness, sort oi p'a.MiiL hide and
:eik" with his drama-world To
help visualize tins myth., Dr Watt.*
asked the a Sis Is e 111 pit !il;e that
"If v
i
j 1 1 were God, and could dream
anything, then forget that you were
dreaming, this wou'd be a clear pic-
ture of what the universe, is hi the
Hindi a dream m the rtutid of a
deity- This "world ol imagination"
has a weakness however in being
iii-t that
"All parts serve each, other' tin;
sue hieth states -Dr W ttl inter-
pretation o| the Organic dc i - ipttffh
oi reality A- expounded b) the Par
K i ti > ti ti-a. hm part icularh ol
Zen line!.!!., m ,il .1 ! ... : Even
thing is un - xpie i< ' ll mtei
.. at;' d I >] W ' - III ' ewd !a :' las
I iinlinui d cm page 6)
1963-1966
M pmbers
\lpha Kho I pMsin 2.112 71
Phi Delta Psi 2.400 til
Independents 2.3B2
Sigma \u 2.377 51
Delta Kappa Epsilon • " 1
Alpha Kappa Sigma 2.327 71
(hi l'si 2.291 63
Delta Sigma 2.217 67








Psj I'psilon 2.10*1 68
876
,\l| Fraternity Average 2.275
\ll Co le::e Average 2.279
Results <>f the Freshman Fratern











Delta Kappa r'psilon 2.279 17
Alpha Kim I psilon 2.263 Sit
Delta Sigma ' 2.042 24
\lpha Kappa Sigma 2 l>2H IS
I'm I psilon 1 !*H1 26
H t la Hula I'l I l(7« 19
\lpha De.la IMii I !>-l 19
Sigma Nil 1 ''.".7 12
1 h l.i Delia (In I 950 20
246
\ll Fraternitj I resimi.m %verage
2 I M
. \ll Co lege I'reshmaii \\eragc
MS7
Dr. Livingston D'w> Suddcnlx:
Former French Dcpi. H«*ad




DrCwHiiatiTt. danger, a distinguished his^frian, *U|' speaiT Tuesday *
(April 19) at 8:15' p.m. in*Pickard Theater. The lecture is sponsored by
the History Dept. . -
Dr. Langer, who is Coolidge Professor of History, Emeritus, at Harvard
< Tolly MdtlltOn Reports: Memphis: An Experiment
Under the* auspices (and ilnancM plorrtf* Only orte credit of mathe"- the oppftrtunity' f6 v speak to his
assistant) W the Bowdoin Under- nwrtios, wlt^i eim be simple arithx congrefatt0ft>5Off ^Sunday morning.
• graduate Civil Rights Organisation metlc taken over a« t*in > and onl>' The "discussions alter the s^rviee
' (BUCRO) Dava Penlmore '69 and °ne Cfedlt °f SCienC? ' whiCh *** be helpe<1 me lmmenselv - by acquaint*
'
< ^A general , science, are heeded "to ,lrtg me with the local 'situatfoP in
I spent Ave da>s of our spring re- qualifM(Sr k dipioma . what lncen. Memphis and .spotting the specific
,
cess in Memphis, Tennesa*. To tive is tJ>ere to take mQre diflicult emphasis we would need in our
• clear up some misconceptions and
courses? .In one instance, wcspoke talks,
questions about the project, I shall to & fftther- whose ^ was Mtually Qur first regularly > sche^d
try to briefly outline the trip.
advised by his counselor to take meeting, on Monday evening, was University, is an authority on recent diplomatic history. He will speak on
I'll try not to make this a tirade only the mining mathematics—
a
disappointingly attended. Conse- "Europe's Overpopulation in the Early Nineteenth Century."
agaliat discrimination even though
supposedly college-bound youth. quently, Rev. McDaniel made sev- At 4:00 p.m. on the 19th, Dr. Langer will meet with the History
bore yo? ^thThe^taT ofthe J™ *"
COntrlbUting fattor t0 eral telephone calls on ™«^ Majors in the Senior Center and discuss preparation for graduate school,o u wit tne de ails f y^ lack of coUege preparation was morning. The results: a newspaper ' - >
actual trip (which was very in- pressuie from parent who fe]t fi. interview in the morning, a chance
terestlng for us, but an account of nanciaily incapable of sending their to speak witlf about one hundred
which might prove dull for the children to school. They ignorant freshmen and sophomores at Man-
reader). Instead, 111 try to stick to of the vast scholarship opportuni- assas High School and a radio in-
those aspects of the trip which di- ties that exist, encouraged their terview on WLOK. The attendance
rectly pertained to our goal. children to take more "practical" at the last three evening
Perhaps it is necessary to first courses which would train them for showed a definite increase
clarify exactly (or as nearly as pos- a trade. In addition, other opportunities
sible) what this aim was. As many por these reasons, we decided to to speak presented themselves. One
of you know, the past two years direct the program to a lower age of the students who attended our
Project 65 has made tours of many group even to junior high schoo, Tuesday workshop was the daugh-
cities in the Midwest, South, and stUdents, and to parents. Our hope: ter of a disc Jockey at another ra-
Middle Atlantic States, actively en- to encourage the younger students dio station (Rufus King, who, inci-
couraging qualified Negro men to to start planning a high school cur- dentally, recorded "Do the Dog")
(Continued On Page 3)
tion of the program has been shift-
Jacques Massenet, Consul General of France in Boston, will speak
tonight under the auspices of the International Club.
The topic of Mr. Massenet's address, one of the highlights of the club's
meetings second annual International Weekend, will be "France, Western Europe
and the Common Market." He will be introduced by Philippe Egginton,
a Teaching Fellow in French at Bowdoin and newly elected President of
the International Club.
The public is cordially invited to attend the lecture, which will be
given in the Moultoh Union at 8 p.m.
t
If:
apply to Bowdoin. However, this ricu!urn which would" enable them
to pursue a greater number of pos-
sibilities; to make parents aware of
ed. Not changed, but broadened. the funds available for scholarships
Last year we spoke primarily with To reach both groups, we originally
juniors and seniors in high school, planned to work through the Urban
Unfortunately, many of them had League rather than the schools,
just decided that they would like The Memphis Urban League was
to attend college. For some it was tremendously cooperative and per-
too late—they had not started plan- haps even more important eiicour-
ning early enough-and lacked the aging. The executive director Rev
proper prerequisites. The" result: James A. McDaniel (with whom we
disappointed youths.
In Tennessee, this problem is a
manifestation of the minimal re-
quirements for a high school di-
stayed), termed the program a
"worthwhile and needed" one.
To start things off, Rev. McDaniel,






lationship with the community."
Brunswick, Maine
Dial 729-3422
Bowdoin College students raised for- charity in the recent annual
Campus Chest Weekend a total of $1,541.93. ,
Walter Rowson III '67 and Paul E. Morrissey '66 were co-chairmen of
the event.
Rowson said half the amount raised will be presented to the Bruns-
wick Area United Fund, and the other half will be divided equally between
the International Student Service and the Pineland Hospital in Pownal,
Maine.
£-.






Nikon Student Dealer, and
one of the world's largest
The Nikon Medical Microscope is guaran-
teed for 25 years. (So please don't
wait until the last day before classes
to buy yours.)
Be compulsive and write us now for our
brochure. You'll learn what to look





Bruce L. Bushey '67 has been elected President of the Young Demo-
crats Club.
Elected Vice President of the organization was junior William D.
Mone.
Sophomore Alan P. Neuren of Augusta, Ga., was elected Secretary-
Treasurer. —
from Kittery




o/VoRTLAND MfMBE* r .0.I.C
ZetaPsi. Fraternity announced the election of Robert M. Teeter '67
as President.
„ .
Other newly announced Zeta Psi officers include:
Vice President, Charles H. Powell '67.
Corresponding Secretary, Drew Spalding *67.
Rushing Chairmen, David B. Soule, Jr. '68 and Ellsworth T. Rundlett.
Reelected Recording Secretary was Jean P. Mason '68.
DORMITORY ROOM APPLICATIONS
Room application forms are now available in the campus housing:
office in the Placement Bureau, Banister Hall, for dormitory reservations
for next fall. Please obtain these forms, complete and return to this office
as soon as possible. No assignments will be made to men without room-
mates.
It is requested that married students or those planning to be married
before next fall and students who will be living at home report their
addresses to this office.
The College has made special arrangements to administer the Selec-
tive Service College Qualification Test to all interested Bowdoin men on
May 21.
The College recommends that all students who plan to be in college or
graduate school next year take the test.
Application blanks for the test are available at the Information Desk
of the Moulton Union.
When you fill out the application form, indicate Bowdoin as the de-
sired test center for the May 21 exam date only. Leave the spaces for the
May 14 and June 3 dates blank. Mail the completed form to Chicago before
April 23.
If you have already filed your application and indicated your avail-
ability for all 3 test dates, no harm has been done. The testing company
will automatically assign you for the May 21 administration at Bowdoin.•*•••
A Bowdoin Music Club recital featuring pianists Louise Rogers and
Elliott Schwartz will be held at the Senior Center Sunday at 8:15.
Both Mrs. Rogers and Professor Schwartz are well known to Bowdoin
audiences. Mrs. Rogers is the wife of John E. Rogers, an Instructor in the
Music Department.
The program will include both solo performances and duets and will
range from a work by Mozart to one by modern composer Morton Subot-
nick. Other composers represented in the recital will be Stravinsky, Bar-
tok, Beethoven, Chopin, and Schubert.
The Southern Christian Leadership Conference's PROJECT SCOPE
voter registration drive in the South will be run this summer primarily
by volunteer college students whose room, board, and expenses are to be
paid by members of the specific student's college community. BUCRO is
Interested in sponsoring at least one student's participation, and would
like any student Interested In working in this summer project to contact
one of the following Ed Bell, Tony Moulton, or Fred Haynes.
FRIDAY, APRIL 15, 1966 THE BOWDOIN ORIENT PAOE THREE
S TONY MOULTON
(Continued from pace Z)
«who permitted ust to speak on his
program ,iwice. On the ajternoon
program, Tie estimated we were
reaching at least a quarter of a
million people. We also got a chance
to speak at two more high schools
and two junior high' schools. "
L At one of these high schools,
Mount Pisgah in the county, we
participated in a career day pro-
gram, in which Rev. McDaniel was
the featured "inspirational speaker."
After speaking for five or ten min-
utes, he let me speak to the eight
hundred or so students assembled
there. He hoped that the fact that
I was also a student would make
the message more meaningful to
them. (This, I might add, is one
of the major reasons I am so op-
timistic about the usefulness of our
visits.)
In our visits to the schools, we had
a chance to view a still segregated
system. The buildings are, for the
most part, either new or in excellent
condition—hardly what I had
imagined as the stereotyped deprived
Negro schools of the South, But in-
side these buildings: students who
have used the same textbooks for
two and even three qfnsecutive
years; overloaded and poorly quali-
fied teachers (who were,, until, a few
years, ago, actively recruited after
only two years of college). And
Rev. McDaniel informed us that
there are only three qualified guid-
ance counselors (i.e. those with
training as counselors) in the en-
tire city school system (I presume
he was speaking only of the Negro
schools). Pressure from groups like
the Urban League have helped al-
leviate the situation, but the avail-
able curricula still need strengthen-
ing.
One of the most active men in
bringing about this reform is Rev.
McDaniel. At the risk of seeming a
sentimentalist, I would like to note
that meeting him was one of the
greatest benefits I derived from the
trip. By, his dedication, his drive, he
is one of those rare people who fir
Hruly Inspiririg«^€ven to the legend-
ary apathetic Bowdoin agnostic. Not
a man^g mince words, he is a re-
alistic idealist. If these two terms
.seem mutually exclusive, iet me call
him a realist with hope. To empha-
size this, let me quote one of his
remarks to his congregation.
"Just because you've been deprived
so long, don't think that the heav-
ens are going to open up and shower
Octet
oncert
Seven popular college singing
groups—Some **60 male and ferrtale
voices—w*ll gather. April 23 to pre-
sent "Sing Fever '66," a varied pro-
junaires from Dartmouth College,
and the Ephlats from Williams CoW^
lege. Each of the groups is an octet *
or larger.
The Cofbyettes are ten young »
women from Colby College. They
sing
,
close harmony with from one :
*tc* seven, parts and have toured
the East from Bangor, Maine, $p
'
New York City. The V-8's are angram of singing and close harmony.
The song-fest will start at 8 p.m. octet from Mt. Holyoke College that
in Pickard Theater. Individual tick- nas appeared on campuses through-
ets at $1 may be purchased in ad- ^ New mg]aMt^ ^^ m
vance at the Information Center
„ ., ... „ , . j. "" a. . . pitched four or five notes lower
at Moulton Union or from your stu- *"*"*"
prosperity on you. All we ask is op- dent union representative. Tickets than most other women's groups,
portunity.
. .
but we must be quail- soW at the door wiU be priced at creating a richness and. depth of
fled to take advantage of that op
portunity. We can ask no more."
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
• Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c— Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Onion Blurs
For Your Evening' Dining Pleasure!
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
including Soup or Juice, Vegetable, Salad, RoOt *
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. —* 725-5543
$1.50. The concert is sponsored by tone. Both groups have recorded
the College's Student Union Com- .««_,:
We will never know exactly what
mittee
aiDums.
we accomplished in Memphis. The Groups performing in the pro- Formed 15 years *°> the Cnat
"
results will be less immediate and gram will be the Meddiebempsters tertocks are a group of girls from
less measurable than were those of and Bachelors, the Chattertocks Pembroke College. They have ap-
Project 65. Of course many of the from pembroke' College, the Colby- peared throughout New York and
students with whom we spoke were „..__ frnm rn \hv rnUeep the V-8's « ~_ , _,
,
. . f . . , ,, . .
eues I o L/01°y uou &e. me v » New Eng iand and nclude among





perhaps we strengthened their re- their honors ^^ Pnze in the New
solve to follow that path. More hope- started these students and parents England Folk Festival. They have
fully (and I trust, not too unrealis- thinking about the opportunities of also recorded an album,
tically) we may have influenced education, and the road to take to
some student to attend college who be qualified to take advantage of
might not have done so otherwise, the opportunities. We can ask no





Now taking applications for positions in
Washington, Hancock, Waldo, Knox, and
Kennebec Counties. Salaries commen-
surate with experience, responsibility,
and training.
Contact: ARTHUR S. TAYLOR
Personnel Officer
Health and Welfare Department
State House
Augusta, Maine
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
PROGRESSIVE BANKING SEEKS






Sound like an exciting, challenging career opportunity?
IT IS!
' Yes! Progressive banking is exciting and challenging— and there are unlimited opportunities
for advancement in this fast-growing service industry.
Banking— through its many diversified specialties— offers some of today's brightest career
opportunities. Positions in branch management, investments, -credit, marketing, trusts, installment fi-
nancing, automated systems, and other functions are undergoing evolutionary change — requiring the
knowledge, creativity, and initiative of well-trained, forward-thinking people.
If you've ever thought of a banking career— here's your chance to become familiar with
banking before you graduate.
Depositors Trust Company — Maine's largest commercial bank— now offers a unique
"APPLIED BANKING" summer employment plan for college students. "APPLIED BANKING" gives
you the opportunity to work in a bank while you're still in college thus enabling you to better evalu-
ate your interest in banking as a career.
If you're interested in "APPLIED BANKING" as your summer employment, just clip the cou-
pon and mail it to us. .
I MAIL TO:





'The Bank That is Busy Building Maine"
I am interested in
ment opportunity.
'APPLIED BANKING" at • tummar employ-
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The Injunaires from Dartmouth
have won such prizes as the 1964
Intercollegiate Song Competition
and the 1964 Intercollegiate Jam-
boree. They have appeared at en-
gagements throughout the country
from New England to Florida and
from New York ,to California. They














$560 to $12,000 Seemed By
Feet Moving Inventory
To set up and service new ac-
counts in exclusive territory with
amazing plastic coating used on
all types of surfaces interior or
exterior. Eliminates all waxing
when applied to any type of floor.
Eliminates all painting when ap-
plied to wood, metal or concrete
surfaces. You step right into a
brand new, multimillion dollar
virgin market. Don't Hesitate I





Dept. 006, post Office Bex 66
St. Ann, Missouri 69074
NOW!! "U" Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's
Delicious Foods & Save $$$
NOW ON SALE
BATH A T BRUNSWICK
ROAD A l Tel. 726-7546
DISCOUNT COUPON BOOKS
A $3.00 Value for $2.70
"U* Save Btc
or
A $5.00 Vara* -for $4J6
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS
Hurt f 1 Go* Yottn Today—
<*m
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
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In the, past few weplcs, an interesting prpp^^iasponie^rorn
the desk of Professor Hannaford of the English Department. In it
he proposes' that weight faculty members "be assigned to one dormi-
tory as its advisors. Further, that they commit themselves to a
program of learning and teaching in that dormitory. It would be
something like this. There are 64 students in a dorm. Each faculty
member would be assigned eight students with whom he would
meet as a group once every two weeks. In those meeting one stu-
dent would read a prepared paper on almost any subject. This
would work* out to about one paper per semester per student. The
papers would be in the form of "some ways of looking at literature,
or biology, etc." The topic would conform to the student's interest.
The 'seminars' would be held in the dormitory room of the student
giving the paper. Most of the students would be freshmen, though
upperclassmen would be invited to attend voluntarily. He also pro-
poses that the eight faculty advisors would also meet once every
two weeks to discuss the program.
This is the basic outline of the proposal. The idea is in itself
noteworthy because it suggests that something must be done $5
improve the "intellectual" atmosphere t)f this college. However,
this program also has many points of merit that should be pointed
out at this time. First of all, it will definitely be stimulating to
those students taking part;, they might, in fact, have a valuable
intellectual experience during their four years at Bowdoin. Second,
it will give at least eight professors some real contact with at least
64 students. The classroom seldom (English 7-8 being a notable
exception) affords any opportunity for any actual exchange of
learning, knowledge, or personal relationships. It is, on the con-
trary, a'small' atmosphere where students loyally copy down what
the profs want back on hour exams, in a myriad of papers, and on
finals. The opportunities for any real thought processes occurring
are slim, if not non-existent. Third, Professor Hannaford's proposal
-doco provkle the type of faculty-student relations that the college
has so long bragged about (little white lies don't hurt) in its an-
nual publications.
"These are the most obvious advantages ; there are others. The
fraternities would almost be forced into establishing similar 'sem-
inars' at the upperclass levels, or else a number of them will lose a
portion, or majority, of their memberships. The chance for even
limited opportunities in the actual learning process will draw a
number of upp^-classmen into the. new dorm, if the idea is accept-
ed. The' proposal will also create interest among sub-freshmen of
high academic promise in applying to Bowdoin. It might be just a
start in a total revamping of the curriculum, which is sorely long
overdue. It might make this college a liberal arts school. It might
do many things ; it might even fail.
The possibility of it failing is due to the fact that if the first
year of any such program is successful, it will be immediately
snatched up by our administrative forces, twisted out of shape,
formalized, destroyed, mauled, be made a requirement; in short,
become another of those long-standing traditions, about which
most of the students here are too painfully aware. This type of
program will function excellently if it is kept completely informal,
to a point; the only formality would be that one student writes
one paper a semester. As soon as Big Brother steps in and says,
"you must go to the freshmen seven times a semester, or else you
will be unable to re-register for next semester," the idea is dead,
buried, and unworthy of continued life. Besides being informal in
nature, the program must be made completely voluntary. No stu-
dent should be forced to enter into it if he does not want to. Pro-
fessor Hannaford emphasizes this, but once again, if the program
is as successful as we feel it might be, the administration will feel
obliged to spread this success to all Bowdoin men. This also will
destroy any possible intellectual worth in the idea. It will then
become another 'stupid' requirement.
We feel that Professor Hannaford's idea is excellent. If
put into a workable program, which can be worked out easily
enough, it will be of infinite value to .a certain number of willing
students. However, we see a dark shadow on the horizon in the
figure of the Western end of the new library. If college regimen-
tation can be avoided, if the idea can be left informal and on a
voluntary basis, it should definitely be put into effect. Something
must be done about the academic atmosphere here at Bowdoin.
The answer does not lie in doing away with the fraternities, as
some people have suggested, because the fraternities are mere re-
flections of the nature ofthe college. When the college chances, so
the fraternities will change in a like manner. This proposal merits
serious consideration by both faculty and students and administra-
tion, as it is a start in making Bowdoin a place where students can
spend the best four years of their lives.
1KB „
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,
InavV noticeti .that there. ate very
few letters to *he editor which are
directed to the question of Viet-
nam. This problem seems to be the
most-crueiar problem facing every-
one today. It is necessary to form
an opinion concerning this conflict
on the basis of as wide a range of
information as possible.
An objective assessment of this
undeclared war is difficult for people
who are emotionally involved with
the way. No one can deny that the
ccurse of the war will influence his
life. If the war is escalated further,
some* of the students reading this
letter will have to be drafted. I
think it is the right of every citi-
zen here to know why there is a
war.
The traditional reason for fight-
ing a war is that the other party
threatens one's vital interests and
our allies. Mr. Johnson states that
the U. S. must contain communism
in Asia and prevent China from ex-
tending her influence upon her
small and weak neighbors.
This explanation, it seems to me,
is only half an explanation. In
Southeast Asia there is a definite
conflict of interest.? between China
and the United States. Both na-
tions- regard the ether as a t
to its' interests. Both nations ' are
trying to influence the small na-
tions surrounding China to a'ly
themselves with one side or the
other. Southeast Asia is the battle-
ground of a power struggle between
two giants. All the peoples of South-
east Asia are threatened to become
the victims of a conflict between two
powerful nations.
The argument about containing
communism is not valil when we
see this power struggle between
China, and the United States. If
China was ruled by Fascists, there
would still be a struggle for power
and influence.
We must always remember that
there is a social, economic and po-
litical revolution in Southeast Asia.
The peop'e want to raise their living
standards and enjoy the material
comforts of the western countries.
Also there is a strong sense of na-
tionalism among these people. Un-
fortunately the nationalism of these
Asians is emerging almost a hun-
dred years after the emergence of
European nationalism.
Asian nationalism is a complex
phenomenon which include? such
variables as culture, tradition, re-
ligion and race. The unfortunate
fact about Asian nationalism is
that many genuine nationalistic
movements are infiltrated by for-
eign elements (Chinese, Russian
and American). Thus Asian nation-
a'ism has many aspects. Some na-
tionalistic groups are pro-Peking,
others are pro-Moscow, and still
others are pro-Washingtcn. The
tragedy of being a small and weak
country is independence and integ-
rity can never be guaranteed, and
that its fate is usually determined
by overwhelming external forces.
What can small insignificant
countries like Cambodia and Burma
do if the two opposing blocs did
not decide to leave them alone and
allow them to pursue their policy
of non-alignment? The world situ-
ation is not too gloomy because this
East-West confrontation will con-
tinue for quite a while. During this
time the practical thing for small
nations to do is to mind their own
business, concentrate on their do-
mestic problems, and pursue a for-
eign policy of non-alignment. This
Is the only "salvation" for weak
nations, because once they ally
themselves with either side they
bring upon themselves all types of
direct and indirect foreign inter-
ference. Take a look at these miser-
able countries that are allied with
either side—North Korea and South
To the editor:
During the past few months, the
war in Vietnam has caused many




Korea have no real independence f^ther-s^capjtal. Having to .arrange
they are merely puppets of the big
meetings in^Warsaw should be made
powers behind them--Chiha and unnecessary.
America. The same can be said for When some of these conditions
North Vietnam and South Vietnam. ' are fulfilled, I believe that relations
Given these facts it is ridiculous between these two countries will
to say that a big nation is giving
definitely improve. Then there will
aid to a small so-called independ- be a better
chance of resolving the
ent nation. It is only a facade for Vietnamese conflict,
maintaining the status quo and for Sincerely yours,
prolonging Ha influence in the af- Sang II Tong
'67
fairs of the puppet state.
Within this context the Vietna-
mese struggle must be viewed. The
United States is supporting a mili-
tary regime which does not repre-
sent the majority, of the people. Atj j
.
t have long been neglected. Among
the same time LBJ maintains that "«
c «*
America is helping defend democ- these questions are some basic ones
racy and" freedom. What free
Jom that concern civil rights, and it is
and what democracy is there to de- vi importance to all Americans to !
fend in Vietnam? realize the significance of these
The main question is how Xo re- problems In my mind at the mo-
.-nivp the conflict The only solution
•oolve ni in ^ Ucular iss but its
is through negotiations and not
firough escalation. The precondi- consequences
may be generalized.
tions for a negotiating atmosphere I contend that this country has
include: cessation of the bombing no mora i right to require members
of North Vietnam, stopping the in- ^ minority groups wn0 are discrim-
trcduction of new troops and ma-
.^^ fc ^ ^^ ^^
terif-l on both sides, recognition of
the National Liberation Front as a
to fight in Vietnam. In fact, we
belligerant and as a full participant cannot coerce Negroes (as typical
at the conference table. f such a minority group) to fight
and when the belligerants come m the name of freedom anywhere
to the conference table, the main untu they enj0y the benefits f
question will be: the status of the ^^ themsdves _ nere in their
NLF an-? the Saigon government in
South Vietnam, neutralization of
home country. Negroes are denied
South Vietnam which includes the J"**»
in «"**« man/ ar«f
s °
f
remeval of all foreign troops and
the nation, and are often denied
bases, and an international treaty
*e ^gal protection normally af-
.. int£urritv a„A iri forded to American citizens. Ne-guaranteeing the integrity and in-
•.
, A„„ fu Vietnam groes are continually denied thedependence of South Vietnam. 6 J .
These agreements can provide a bas-
njt to vote and are stripped of
is for an eventual unification of the
their "inalienable rights." And < in
.„. . . _ the supreme criminal irony) while
two-Vietnams.
) Negroes fight and die in Vietnam,
The turmoil in this Southeast they &re ^^ ^ bfutal befttings
Ariapccu/try will not end until ^ lynchings here at nome ^^
the tW^ones are united into one^ mfm ^ there ^ fQT a
independent and neutral Vietnam. famUy than ^ haye Qne SQn med
Also the conflict of interests m in Vietnam while another is lynched
Southeast Asia will not end until
&&y Misslssippl?
China and the United States reach Then ^ AmericaM must ^
some kind of understanding. There themselves if |fc fe not their moral
must be a rapprochement between duty ^ ^^ frQm flghUng Jn
the two nations. Vietnam until freedom is a reality
China and the United States hold in the United States. I could not
the key to peace in Southeast Asia. flght m vietnarn knowing that dis-
The present course they are pur- criminati n is v a subtle reality in
suing may lead to a direct military my own home town and an overt
confrontation. Everything must be fact in other parts of the country.
dene to stop this trend towards And yet my justification has even
military action in the Asian main- deeper roots what is our purpose
land. in Vietnam? It is a myth to say
There are several things to be that we are fighting for the free-
d-ne to bring a friendlier atmos- dom of the Vietnamese people, and
phere between the two countries, herein lies the problem. As a world
First, China should be admitted to power the United States has an ob-
the United Nations. A truly interna- iigation to the people of any nation
tional organization cannot operate to nelp tnem acqUire and preserve
effectively an1 solve international freedom or even democracy. In
disputes when one of the parties Vietnam I do not believe that the
are ab:ent. Chinese communist ideo- peopie want democracy (nor am I
logy is not a matter for the U.N. firrn iy convinced that it would be
to discuss. The question is whether the best form of g0Vernment for that
Red China is a sovereign state and country) and they may interpret
is willing to assume the respensi- the mere presence Qf westerners as
bilities of a U.N. member.
Second, travel to China should
an infringement of their freedom.
Because of the immorality of the
be allowed so that journa'ists, pro- discrimination that exists in this
fessors, scientists and ordinary country, and because of the immor
tourists can freely see China ality cf the war in Vietnam: I be-
Third, the U.S. Government iieve it to be equally immoral for
rlruld 1ft her ban on trade with the government of the United States
China. International trade is not to REQUIRE members of minority
a rne-way street. Trade helps both gr0ups to serve in wars in foreign
countries. Other western countries lands if they don't enjoy complete
have managed to divorce politics freedom here. I say also that every
from economics and are trading American (and humanitarian)
with China. should consider carefully the Viet-
Lastly. the U.S. should offer full nam situation before committing his
diplomatic recognition to the Pe- ijfe to that cause. The United
king regime as the de facto gov- states must continue to perpetuate
crnment in China. Recognition does the cause of universal freedom by
net imply consent; recognition is peaceful means whenever possible,
merely & statement that a political but in so doing we must remember
ent jt" is .'overeign and possesses h.w freedom is defined and there-
the ability to enter into internation- fore we must be careful not to use
al reations. This bilateral agree- a flght for freedom as a guise for
ment is the best means of communi- imposing our own will on others,
eating with each other. Presently
.
Robert Seibel
it is impossible for Chinese and Morehouse College
American diplomats to meet in each Atlanta, Georgia
. *
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• The close of the current academic ^ "The reputation of 'the College W^hat people- don't realize is that
year will see the retirement of one irt the sciences is as good as it is ir^ the fraternity experience is an al-
pf Bowdoin's most distinguished liberal arts. Except for specialized truistic cne—a boy is expected to
individuals. A Phi Beta Kappa fields, we can compete with any- g iVe something of himself to the
graduate of Bowdoin with the Class body." Prof. Little said that the house." Prof. Little feels that the
counterpart in the sciences to the fraternity problems at Amherst and
Hawthorne-Longfellow combination Williams do not really apply to
Bowdoin.
of 1917, Professor Noel C. Little
currently the Josiah Little Profes
sor of Natural Science, he has served in liberal arts is a man named Hall,
the faculty of his alma mater for f the Class of 1875, whose name
47 years, longer than any other ac- "appears almost as often as Ein-
tive member. In announcing Prof, stein's in current scientific jour- ,
Little's retirement, President Coles nals," The Hall Effect is the result efforts in too many directions." He
said: "Few men have been so com- f Mr. Hall's labors.
pletely a part of Bowdoin College prof . Little expressed disappoint
He has sympathy for the Bow-
doin students of today, whom he
feels are "forced to spread their
would like to see a reduction in the
number of courses and campus
as has Noel Little.
. .
he has played ment with the fact that laboratory events so that wider and more sig
an active part in every phase of
Bowdoin's growth and develop
work is not possible with the Senior nificant participation in campus
Seminar program. "A more balanced affairs would be possible. Such a
picture could be achieved if some
Seminars were given experimental
work."
Science For Non- Scientists
Reacting to the familiar com-
plaints that non-scientifically in-
clined students voice when com-
pelled to take laboratory courses,
Prof. Little replied: "It would be a
mistake to emasculate the sciences
by taking out the laboratory re-
quirement. A well-rounded man
should take it in his stride.'' In
this respect, he feels that the as-
tronomy course at Bowdoin, which
will be continued next year under
ctions
• * .. by David BrkwsTkr ' ,y •
Bowdoin has improved- a, -gre^t A ..sfminar is Jiat a ,.sacred° thing;
deal over the* past four years. To qeither is an advanced course. Why
'take the rftbst dbvloiis example, the not let freshmen and sophomores
college's physical plant has been try them? Stir a bit of interest in
changed beyond the greatest expec- the first two years of college and
tations of the freshmen who en- dividends will be paid off in the
tered in 1962. More important, the second two.
calibre of both faculty and students Even a few comments on general
—at least those with whom I have Bowdoin policy should include a re-
come in contact—has improved very mark or two on social regulations,
much. The details of the disciplinary ac-
Nevertheless, an invitation to tion taken against two students be-
write a piece like this is an open fore spring vacation are fairly well
request to offer a few criticisms, known, and there is no point in
and I am too human to pass up the g°ing over them again. It does seem
opportunity. unjust, however, that the Dean (ad-
There is a good but little known mittedly under, very difficult cir-
song whose title expresses a uni- cumstances) should have bypassed
versal attitude around Bowdoin — the student judiciary board in order
"Things Ain't What They Used To to proceed against two men who
Be." Times change and a school were following their own activities,
must change with them. The ad- on their own time, off school prop-
ministration has made its response erty. The justification, as I under-
to the demands of change along stand it, was that the students re-
two lines: general improvement of fleeted on the college. If this is the
the college's physical appearance; case, what I fail to understand is
and limited curriculum revisions in why an official eyebrow is never
the senior year. By themselves, these raise °" over the activities of our fac-
two policies are admirable, but when ulty. A student spends four years
'
put in the context of what appear here, during which he reflects on
to me to be Bowdoin's needs, they the college. A faculty member in
are lacking, and possibly even a bit many cases spends his life here. He
misdirected. Physical improvements reflects too, at least until the spark
are external and gratifying signs of dims,
advance. Thev are something that. I_de_noJLlhink^the college should
# *
move, by making it possible for stu-
the direction of a professional as-
tronomer, is an ideal onportunity
for the non-scientist to fulfill his
laboratory requirement.
The American Space Program
Speaking realistically of the cur-
rent space "race", Prof. Little stated on feww
Jhat it is impossible to get Congress,^ pe &
to appropriate the money presently ^^^JL&*k. which
Prof. Little feels is regrettably ab-
sent at Bowdoin. The tendency to
take it easy would not be so preva-
lent.
Prof. Little would like to see a
return to the informality character-
istic of the Sills era. The "new Bow-
doin" he feels is too complex, bur-
ment academic and otherwise, for
more than half a century."
A Brunswick Boy going to our competition with the
Following his graduation from Russians for earth-bound problems.
Brunswick High School, Prof. Little Asked how he would conduct our
entered Bowdoin, where his father space program, Prof. Little stated:
Dr. George Thomas Little, of the "if i had the money to spend I'd
Class of 1877, was Librarian. A d jt differently—concentrate heavily
member of Delta Kappa Epsilon, he on university research. You wouldn't
was an ensign in the UJS. Navy dur- get to the moon but the scientific
ing World War I. 1919 found him results would be more worthwhile." minor ru,es




n v^ A t*ora 1 1c
matics from Harvard and begin- than technology,
ni'ng his teaching career at Bow-
doin. He was awarded his Ph. D. in Fraternity
Structure, ETC.
physics in 1923. In 1928 he was given Shifting his attention from the career at Bowdoin
will end this year,
a Guggenheim Fellowship to study cosmos to Bowdoin, Prof. Little he plans to continue his
profession
in Germany and during World War made these remarks: ~"I think the elsewhere. Not wishing to be
spe-
ll he was in charge of the Navy's fraternity system at Bowdoin is riflo, he indicated
that he would
Radar School at Bowdoin. excellent. I feel it's unfortunate to help out a small
Southern school m




Althcugh Prof. Little's teaching
can be pointed to with pride. It is dictate the morals of its members.
a little harder to point at a stu- But at the very least,
some firm
dent's head and say "look at the policy should be established regard-
improvements we have made here." ing social life in off-campus quar-
Yet this is the improvement that ters. The current practice breeds
should be sought before all others, mistrust between students and the
I would have been much happier to administration, and there is enough
have seen faculty salaries increased of that already,
before money was spent on land- Not only the administration has to
scaping and a new Union, and I put its house in order. The faculty
would like to see more frequent could stand to do a bit of remodel-
and larger salary increases than are ing itself. There seems to be the
now being made. In a day when feeling among some .teachers . that
Ph.D.'s are in increasing demand. Bowdoin is a second-rate institu-
a college can attract and hold out- tion attracting second-rate students,
standing faculty only by paying Those who feel this way often teach
them on a high scale. accordingly. They also complain.
Another area that needs serious
Students, they say, are concerned
attention on the administrative level
onl>' with ™tm* down everything
, j , t * t said in lectures and giving it back
is the general educational patter of
Mi 1CWV * » «
*«_;;..
t j .. t ,„„« u„o tv, on exams. Professors with this com-
a students four years here. The
. ,
, „;„„ „ f plaint could stand to compare past
wheels of curriculum revision at v " v™ ~» *T r~~
« ^ ... (u„ „,w^ic „, rw,A lectures with the questions they haveBowdoin, like the wheels of God, M
... r^-ho^c asked on past exams and see if they
grind exceedingly slowly. Perhaps u
u * *
?.
, , * u„ come up with any relationships. An-
there is some satisfaction to be •*£" v " •'. .. ..„ .
^ t tv,ic „„™ ri™ hnt t other thing the faculty artillery isgained from this comparison, but i .„.-, . \^
^ u .w , a,. ^ »„„* „,>«,, ,h« sometimes levelled against is thedon t think so. As it stands now, the
first two years are extremely dull, (Please turn to page 7)
THE TORCH OF FREEDOM
Tom Allen, a junior "who combines
in large portions the qualities of
scholarship, leadership, and ath-
letic ability," was named the 1966 re-
cipient of the Franklin Delano
Roosevelt Cup at Forum on Wednes-
day, April 6.
Dean of the College Kendrick pre-
sented the award to Allen in a
special ceremony less than a week
before the twenty-first anniversary
of the death of President Roosevelt.
The award, established in 1945 by
Alpha Delta Phi, is given annually
to "that member of the three lower
classes whose vision, humanity anad
courage most contribute to making
Bowdoin a better college." A com-
mittee composed of the President of
the the College Dean of the Col-
lege, and the Presidents of the Stu-
dent Council and AD decide upon
the recipient of the award. Their
decision stresses the interpretation
of Roosevelt as a social reformer
and humanitarian whose goals were
for the betterment of mankind.
Thus, the winner of the Cup is not
just a conspicuous man on campus,
but a sturent with a zeal to reform
to maintain his personal ideals.
Allen's leadership as President of
Alpha Rho Chapter of Kappa Sig-
ma at Bowdoin, when last fall the
undergraduate members voted to
resign fro mthe national fraternity
"because of unwritten racial mem-
ber.- hip restrictions", is indicative
of his qualifications for receiving
the Roosevelt Cup.
is dedicated to the "tired Americans"
of today. It is dedicvated to those
who are weary of seeing America re-
viled sit home and abroad by
mobs in the street and intellec-
tuals" in the universities, by hu-
manities professors at teachc - ins
who are overnight experts in
foreign policy and counter-insur-
gency, while all the while our ene-
mies—freedom's enemies—gloat in
the security of their sanctuaries, un-
troubled by the terror and atrocity
they have spread to a freer nation.
It is dedicated to individuals like
the elderly Negro in Georgia who
tore an American flag away from
activists who were ripping it, saying
"I fought under this flag, and
you're not going to tear it up!" It
is also dedicated to disgruntled men
like V. William Montalto, of West
Haven, Conn., who wrote to his
local newspaper, "During the 1984
election campaign, my fearful
friends kept warning me that if I
vcted for Barry Goldwater, we would
be at war in Viet Nam taxes and
prices would go up, and things
would»go from bad to worse. Well, I
voted for Goldwater, and they were
right!"
The enemies of freedom are le-
gion. They are not all hooded big-
ots riding the nights in the anony-
mity of a bedsheet/ or' jackbooted
troopers parading their warped
hatreds to a shocked world which
by Michael Harmon
thought that this sort ot thing was
settled twenty years ago. Some are
found in the streets, shouting "po-
lice brutality" every time they at-
tack a cop and are caught, or
marching down the road with our
enemy's flag on display. Some stand
behind respectability, and shout to
the heavens that all they want is
"peace," but the price they would
have us pay, which is the loss of
honor and the darkening of a small
flicker of the light of freedom, pale,
but with a chance to grow if it is
not smothered, is far too dear to
pay for a temporary lapse of Com-
munist aggression, which passes for
"peace" in our time.
Other enemies of freedom exist all
across cur land, unconscious of the
carnage they do. Some of these re-
fuse to concern themselves with
politics, and lose even the capability
of deciding our country's fate, by
defau't. Others accept uncritically
front-page distortions by a large
metropolitan "newspaper" whose
mctto should be. "All the views that
fit we print." Only the views that
agree with their particular leftward
slant seem to find acceptance there.
What have we left? Strange to
say, for all the noise they make,
freedom's enemies are still the mi-
nority, and a rather scarce one at
that. There are still to be found
all across our land, uncounted
thousands, even millions, of "silent"
Americans, who quietly go their
way, paying their taxes on
time, doing their jobs well, raising
their children to have definite val-
ues and a solid faith in God, and
putting up with welfare recipients
who call city hall and say, "Please
mail my check—I don't want to
walk down three blocks and get it."
you can tell these people on sight.
'
They're clean! Also they obey laws."
even ones they don't agree with.
Maybe this is why police aren't
"brutal" to them.
We need more Americans like
this, men tolerant of differences in
color or religion, who judge others
by what they are and what they do,
as men, and not by superficialities.
We need men who believe in free-
dom enough to fight for it, and if
need be, die for it, so that their
families and all men's families will
not be slaves. But also we need
men who will live for freedom and
practice its principles, realizing that
all men are created equal and that
all should have the same chance to
excel in whatever each one wishes,
without the penalities attached to
hard work and excellence today.
We have men like this, men who
consider it an honor to wear their
country's uniform, men who treat
those who jeer at them with the
contempt those critics deserve.




(Continued from pice 1)
be thought of as a mechanism of
interacting entitles, nor a drama,
but- an "organic whole". The'
problem of Identity of what Is
I", disintegrates Into a realization,
1* achieve* of -trie ^mplete unity
of all things, that, the identity of
an individual or even a social unit
is merely a product of the conven-
tions of that unit masking the true
whole. Each attempt to conceive of
an Individual whole unto itself Is,
according to Dr. Watts a "game" or
"playing around" referred to in the
"The World as ?lay".
A reception at the Deke house
followed the lecture.
Among Dr. Watt's works are his
first book, "The Spirit of Zen,"
written at 20 while active in London
in the organization of the World
Congress of Faiths. Since then he
has written more than 15 books,
among which are "Beyond The-
ology," "Psychotherapy East &
West," "Nature, Man <fc Woman,"
and "The Way of Zen." **




has .'ed to lectures before many pro-
fessional groups, including the C.
G. Jung Institute in Zurich, and'
t* frequent consultant service to
mental hospitals. - * «,.*
.
*
The Annie Talbot Cole Lecture-
ship at Bowdoin was established
in 1906 by Mrs. Calista S. Mayhew
of South Orange, N.J., in memory
of her niece, Mrs. Samuel Valen-
tine Cole. Mrs. Cole's husband, a
graduate of Bowdoin in the Class
of 1874, was for many years Presi-
dent of Wheaton College.
Mrs. Mayhew stipulated that the
lectureship must "exhibit and en-
deavor to make attractive the high-
est idea's of character and conduct,
and also, insofar as possible, fester
an appreciation of the beautiful as
revealed through nature, poetry, and
fine arts."
PROFESSOR LIVINGSTON
(Continued from page 1)
fessbr Livingston spent three^ears
of study in Paris at the %orbohne,
College de Pranc% Ecole des Hautes
Eludes, and £co?e des Chartes.
"He #at*kppointe*d "Professor of
Modern f Languages at Bowdoin in
1921, became Professor of Romance
Languages the following year, and
in 1945 was appointed te the chair
pamed in memory of Henry Wads-
worth Longfellow of Bowdoin's
Class of 1825.
The funeral service, was held
Tuesday in tlie Chapel. Professor
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of the College, and PrjH^ssor
William D. Geoghegan, Ghairman
of Bcwdoin's Department of Relig-
ion, ^pt)ke at the"services * '.*,.
Honorary bearers , included Presi-
dent Coles and the following mem-
bers of the Bowdoin Faculty: Pro-




Athern P. . Daggett, Dr. Daniel * F*.
Hanley, Professor Cecil T. Holmes,
Professor Samuel E. Kamerling,
Professor Eaton Leith, Malcolm E.
Morreh Professor George H. Quin-
by, Frank F. Sabasteanski, and Pro-
fessor William D. Shipman. %
Other honorary bearers included
two of Professor Livingston's for-
mer Bowdoin students — Professor
Jeffrey J. Carre of Amherst College,
formerly a member of the Bowdoin
faculty; and Professor Louis J. Hu-
don of the University of New Hamp-
shire.
^^ Suika JHotd






Pr. Marcus Bloch, L-HY., Pres-
ident of Central School of Hyp-
notism, P.O. Box 118, New York
9, N. Y., has been honored with
Honorary membership in the
Egyptian School of Hypnotism,
by Dr. Aziz Hassan, President of




Welcome bark to Brunswick following
your spring vacation. It is our gen-
uine pleasure to serve you at Stowe
Travel, and we are most appreciative
for your fine patronage. Remember, we
are here to assist you in every way
possible to ensure you always of a well
planned, well executed trip.





9 Pleasant St. — 725-5573
"Je suis appalled at Charles de
Gaulle; I do not dig la gloire
at all./I think the force de
frappe's a fraud — /La Russie's
hardly over-awed./I worry
when he mentions 'moi': /The
overtones suggest 'le roi.'/How-
ever, though de Gaulle's de trap
/(They say he'll move to
Fontainebleau!)/I'd like to
borrow his
esprit / to I For a free copy of the
stiffen les «»"•"» ••»«• of na-
TT*of„ TT„:. » I TIONAl REVIEW, writ.itats-Unis. ,oD.p,. cp. 9# not
I
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GRADUATE SCHOOL
(Continued from page 1)
REFLECTIONS
(Continued from page 5)
' bepartmeirt-oTRfflnancPt^riguagPs;
-.lack "of in[depfcfcnt intellectual
F'rolessor Danar W. Mayo Chemis-' fJfe»*' it "-' ""
t - n„„ * r, .
^"™" teTTW among their students, such
try pepartment; Professor Roger .
,
Howell, Jr., • History* Department- ^ J
certalnjy lacking in many




Department;' and Professor- Jame^ -$S&MWk A professor, intent upon
A. stor& M the' Economics De- C°Vering * giVe" set information,
. .
.„
assigns the work accordingly — apartment, who will become Dean week on this, two weeks here a
of the Faculty July 1. week there. A student who stops' to
President Coles said it is hoped explore an idea along the way often
that the Study Committee will be flnds himself caught short at the
end of the course. Despite this probable to report some time in 1967 lem, some men do try to follow and
both to the Bowdoin Faculty and develop their own ideas. The dis-
to the Governing Boards' Commit- couraging thing is that often it is
tee on Educational Policy. these who are labeled as having
COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK
PHONE 729-9896
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
good minds, but lacking the proper
discipline They suffer accordingly.
These criticism- cannot- be, levelled
^ith^equa! justice, agairjst the whole
faculty. There are' a number of pro-
fessors here whoare very much m-
Jeresied jn the.student and'dedicatr-
ed tq. teaching him, who are
#
"willing,;
to work .with sjudentj, and give
thenrileeway to study, their special
interests, and who finally have a
faith in Bowdoin students that
seems to be able to withstand almost
anything. Men like this are the fin-
est thing Bowdoin or any college
has to offer, and we can be proud
of them.
The administration and faculty
have their problems, but the student
body can match anything they of-
fer. A few years ago there was much
talk about student apathy; it \y
still occasionally mentioned. Apathy
is too nice a word for it. Step on
a student's toes and you will get an
indignant response, but ask him to
contribute to the college—beyond
the suggestion stage—and you get
precious little reaction. A good many
of us students are sitting on our
tails waiting for the millenium. This
is not universally the case. As I
PAGE SEVEN
mentioned earlier, there is some In-
tellectual concern; and .there Is
some scoml^c^hcem^wftness^UT.
the Maine to, Mississipj^Driye 4 and
Project '65 as evidence.. But the
problem of deadweight among the
students is general enough t» fiause
serious, cqneern. * .*,' .".- '**'"
Lectures may be dull and profes-
sors insipfd, and it is foolish* to ask
us to take five courses sophomores
year. But who can give outstanding
lectures to a room only a quarter
full; who can be excited about his
teaching when he knows most of
the students are interested in get-
ting by with as little work as pos-
sible? Some of our professors man-
age to do it, but I don't see how.
And last of all, why shouldn't they
give us that extra course when it
looks like the only way to get re-
sults is to push us to the limit? As
for concern with the world outside
the Brunswick-Boston axis, it is
slight with a great many undergrad-
uates. Too many of Bowdoin's stu-
dents have gone through a mental
menopause at eighteen.
If the college's attitudes—academ-
ic and otherwise—are going to im-
prove, the initiative will most effec-
tively come from the students, and
it- will have to some in some other
form than a negative rumbling that
complains .against Urn efforts of
others. The "theory is that we came
here tq.be educated Education de-
mands
i. {nWi^st^anti work on the
part of those involved It may be a
game; but maW;y *6f''Yhe 's*tud*em%
here* do not play it by the rules.
The administration can help by
generally loosening the reins a bit
and by taking another look at its
admissions policy in an effort to at-
tract a more creative and imagina-
tive kind of student than the well
rounded paragons who come to the
campus every fall The faculty can
also help by trying still harder to
show the pleasures as well as the
drudgery of education. But in the
end, changes will take place only
when the students reevaluate and
change themselves, and it is with
the students that the bulk of re-
sponsibility for Bowdoin's improve-
ment lies.
David Brewster
720 SaMtus Street, Lewiston I




SIX — BARBERS— SIX
With this one exception,
GT&E holds the lead in remote control
We leave it up to the dexterity of
youth to manipulate slot cars. But
concede nothing to anyone in the
matter of making machines act as
they should without human inter-
vention... even if they're sepa-
rated by hundreds of miles.
The lead is supplied by two of
GT&E's family of companies.
Automatic Electric manufactures
the control systems, and Lenkurt
Electric the equipment to trans-
mit the control signals over wire
lines or microwave radio. In com-
bination, the systems are used to
automate gas and oil pipelines,
electric utility complexes, and the
operations of railroads.
The Conitel™ 2000 supervis-
ory and control system—new from
Automatic Electric — can report
the status of 180 devices in as lit-
tle as .290 seconds.
Lenkurt's new Journal Data
Transmission transmits "hotbox"
information instantly so railroad
controllers may stop trains before
costly accidents occur.
Automatic remote control is just
one of many ways GT&E is serv-
ing the national interest. Our total
activities are covered in a booklet
you can obtain from your place-
ment office, or by writing General
Telephone& Electronics, 730 Third





WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOE BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Can at Verjrtow
Price*, with Very Low Pay-
ments, at Very Low Interest
See 8HEP LEE at
ADVANCE AUTO SALES
INC.
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Between 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
4 pm.-7 p.m.
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Baseball Team To 4-1 Record
Once again a Bowdoln sports team Is beset with the same chronic
problem, a lack of ball players. This time it is the baseball team which is
plagued by a lack of depth. Coach Danny MacFayden had only 15 base-
ball players to take on the Southern trip. The squad was further depleted
when two men decided to forego the rest of the season's activity. At that
time Bowdoin had a baseball squad of just thirteen men Only thirteen
of the 625 upperclassmen at Bowdoin desired to play what used to be
America's favorite sport. Since then four men have been recruited to give
the Polar Bears a little depth, but the situation is still critical.
One doesn't have to strain his memory to think of other such situa-
tions. Surely the 27-man football squad in 1964 was a contributing factor
in Nels Corey's departure from the athletic scene. He disliked being forced
to use injured ball players in game action week after week.
Since then the administration has been more cooperative with the
coaches in seeking more so-called "student-athletes." Certainly the out-
standing records of all of this past winter's freshman teams attests to that.
We are inclined not to blame the administration in this case. Rather we
feel the student is primarily at fault.
Of course, in a discussion of this sort, some people immediately point
to the great work load of the Bowdoin student, others simply pass it off
as another example of "Bowdoin apathy." Under close examination the
first reason does not hold up. Amherst College has 32 candidates for its
varsity baseball squad, while Williams College has over thirty hopefuls.
Surely the work load of the Bowdoin student is not that much tougher
than that at these two institutions. In fact, a student at Williams must
take five courses every semester, a problem most Bowdoin students face
for only the sophomore year.
That leaves us with the rather ambiguous term of apathy. Perhaps
this is the reason. However, we are not convinced it should be passed off
as a condition of Bowdoin life. Too many people on this campus practice
the slogan, "Let George do it." Surely there are more than 17 people on
the Bowdoin campus qualified to play varsity baseball. Someone like Dick
Condos, this year's co-captain, would love to be out on the diamond this
weekend against Williams and Wesleyan, but he is sidelined, perhaps for
the whole season, recovering from a knee operation There are others who
are physically unable to play, but where are the rest of the baseball play-
ers on the Bowdoin campus? Are they content to play just five iriterfra-
ternity Softball games? ': v -
This year's squad has some great potential, as shown by their fine
record on the Southern trip. The pitching has been excellent (1.02 earned
run average), and the defense has come up with seven double plays in
the first five games. Despite the loss of Condos, last year's leading hitter,
the offense should improve as the season progresses. When sluggers like
co-captain Bob Butkus, second baseman Pete Pappas, and sophomore
Charlie Belanger round into top form, the Polar Bears will be an explosive
club also.
However, the brand of competition in New England will be much
better than the Bears faced on their trip. In addition, thirteen games
will be crowded into the short five-week season. If the team falters near
the end of the sason as it did last year, don't place the full blame on the
players on the field. More than likely, it will be a lack of depth which will
tell the tale.
Bears Top Amherst, 88-52.
Four Records Smashed
by Pete Pappas *' -
The Bowdoin baseball team,
bcasting a 4-1 Southern record,
will host the Little Three powers
Williams and Wesleyan on Friday
and Saturday of this weekend. As-
suming that the Polar Bears con-
tinue this year's pattern of play,
the weekend series should provide
two well-pitched, low-scoring games.
The Polar Bears will re!y on a tight
defense (.980 pet.) and the com-
bined 1.02 earned run average of
pitchers Butkus, MacClean, and
Withe to counterbalance a flimsy
.202 team batting average. However
one might note that the pitchers
reach peak form quicker than the
batters in the Spring and it is
hoped the Bowdoin bats will be
booming this weekend.
Had it not been for the first inn-
ing of the first game against Villa-
nova when two unearned runs
scared on a throwing error, the
small thirteen man squad, could
very easily be undefeated. After the
highly touted Wildcats were staked
to a 3 lead, sophomore short-stop-
Charlie Belanger hit a long 350
foot home run over the left field
fence against a 20 mile-an-hour
wind to make the score 3-1 at the
end^ofthesecondMnntng. The rest of
the game was a virtual stalemate
as the 40 degree weather and gale
winds prohibited the usual spirited
play. Co-captain Bob Butkus, classy
southpaw flinger, was directly re-
sponsible for stifling the Villanova
offense on five hits and one earned
run over his six inning stint. Of
interest was the fact that Butkus
wa'ked the first batter to face him
an then proceeded to strike out
18 men in his next 16 innings with-
out walking another batter. But
the Villanover hurler Creamer was
impressive in his own right limit-
ing the Polar Bears to Paul Mulloy's
two doubles and a single after Bel-
anger's secend inning circuit blast.
Thus the Bowdoin club left. Phila-
delphia »wJt^ a- 0-1 record after the
3-2 loss.
The next day in chilly Baltimore
the opposition was Loyola College
Wh3 had defeated the Polar Bears
last year in a 12-10 slugfest. This
year however with junior Bruce
MacLean making his varsity pitch-
ing debut in impressive fashion by
limiting the locals to two runs on
nine strikeouts and but two walks,
there was little doubt that Bowdoin
need only score a few runs to win
the tilt. And the bats responded
with ten hits including three
doubles to score once in the sixth,
twice in the seventh, and a lone
tally in the eighth to clinch a 4-2
vict ry. In the Jxth, a Buster Mills
double drove in soph Rich Benne-
detto who had led off the inning
with a single. In the seventh, a
base.s leaded walk to Dave McNabb
and a single by Pete Pappas gave
the Polar Bears the margin of vic-
tory.
Wednesday the Bowdoin nine got
their second victory against Balti-
- more University behind the strong
three-hit pitching of junior lefty
Jeff Withe. Withe hurled shutout
ball for the first seven innings and
yielded but three hits as Baltimore
•finally scored^-in^the eighth onnr
single, stolen base, and an error.
That made the score 1-1 going
into the top of the ninth when
s: phonic re catcher Bob Giard led
off wjth a single. Then two walks,
;.ne an intentional pass to center-
fielder MacLean loaded the bases
for leftfltlder Butkus. Qob humbled
the Baltimore strategy by rifling a
triple- to deep left-centerfleld. Clean-
up batter Pappas singled in Butkus
for the 5-1 final score. The steady
Polar Bear infield clicked off its
fourth and fifth double plays of the
trip, a total which exceeds last
year's sum by two. By Friday the
team had made seven double plays
with only four errors in one hun-
dred and ninety-eight chances.
Upsala College hosted Bowdoin
on Thursday and Friday at East
Orange, New Jersey. "On neither
c"ay could Upsala solve the slants of
pitchers Butkus and MacLean. But-
kus, who has had a college career
of close games, was the third Bow-
doin pitcher in three days to go
the fu'l nine innings as he yielded
five singles, no earned runs and
struck out nine without a walk as
only two Upsala men advanced as
far as third base. Yet, Bowdoin
could only manage a Belanger
single and bunt hits by Benedetto
and Pappas to earn their third vic-
tory, 2-1. In the third inning Buster
Mills' long sacrifice fly brought
home Bob Giard and a bases-loaded
walk to Pappas brought in the de-
ciding run. Friday the Polar Bears
finally put a game out of reach
early and coasted to a convincing
6 win. Strong-armed MacLean,
with only two days rest, again went
the distance. This time he hurled
Bowdoin's first shutout victory
sines 1SS1 when Ned d'Entremont
whitewashed Amherst 1-0. MacLean
gave up four singles, two of them
Texas leaguers, to lower his ERA to
1.00 and a 2-0 record. The batters
mustered a respectable offense for
the first time, scoring twice in the
second on a long home run by Den-
nis McNabb after a Mills single,
then tallying four more times in
the fourth on two Upsala errors,
singles by Butkus and Pappas, and
three stolen bases.
Fully expecting that the calibre
cf the opposition will improve this
weekend, Coaoh MacFayden hopes
that the Bowdoin bats will come
alive and combine with the pitch-
ing and tough defense against their
Little Three opponents. The Polar
Bears, who were 8-2 out-of-state
last year, are trying for an unprec-
edented third straight victory over
both Williams and Wesleyan. A
Little Three baseball team hasn't
beaten Bowdoin since 1963.
Lacrosse Squad pmse R&xim mM Gmm
Drops Five
Coach Frank Sabasteanski's Var-
sity track team started the season
in great style by whipping Amherst
College, 88-52, in a meet highlight-
ed by four record-breaking efforts
by the Polar Bears.
Sophomore Charlie Hews was the
big star as he set a Maine collegiate
shot put record with a heave of 54
feet 2% inches. The old mark of 53
feet 1 inch was held by Bruce Frost,
a Polar Bear track man of the Class
of 1963. Because Whittier Field was
too muddy for the field events,
Hews set his mark within the friend-
ly confines of the Hyde Athletic
Building.
Captain Alex Schulten took firsts
in the hammer throw and discus as
one of Bowdoin's three double win-
ners. Also capturing two events were
Andy Seager and Tommy Allen. Sea-
ger was victorious in both the high
and triple jumps, while Allen took
the 440 and 880-yard runs.
Schulten's hammer toss broke a
meet record as did Seager's high
jump effort. Skip Smith -eclipbta
the pole vault mark with a vault
of 12' 6". Seager also tied a record
with his outstanding performance
in the triple Jump.
The Polar Bears finished one-two
in the shot put, 40-yard dash, 45-
yard high hurdles, and discus. The
mile relay team then garnered Bow-
doin's tenth victory in 14 events, as
Amherst managed to capture only
the mile, two mile, long jump, and
javelin.
The victory was an impressive
start for the Bear's 1966 track sea-
son. They travel to Vermont Satur-
day in quest of their second win of
the campaign.
The summary:
Hammer throw—1. Schulten (B), 2. Stock-
ing (B), 3. Wilischer (B) 173*6" (meet
record)
Shot Put— 1. Hews (B). 2. Stocking <B),
3. Rokoszak (A* 54' 2*K" (meet record).
Lone Jump— 1. Keener (A), 2. Leishman
(B). 3. Randall (B) 20* 1%"
Pole Vault— 1. Smith (B). 2. Leishman
(B), 3. Mohnkern (B) 12'6" (meet rec-
ord).
High Jump— 1. Sealer (B). 2. Drurv iAi.
3. Strang (A) %'\W (meet record).*
One Mile— I. Johnson (A). 2. Cushinir (A).
3. Kurland (A) 4:59.5.
440-yard Run— 1. Allen (B). 2. Pnstore
(A). 3. Jamieson (A) 55.
40-yard Daih— 1. Burton (B). >. Bird (Hi.
3. Keener (A) 4.6.
45-yard High Hurdles— 1. Mohnkern (B).
2. Bird (B). S. Dmry (A).
*80-y*rd Run— 1. Allen- (B). 2. Kayp (A).
'3. CushinK (A) 2:01.7.
45-« ard 1>» Hurdle*— 1. Bird (B). 2.
Ke«ner (A). 3. Mohnkern (B> 5S.0.
Two Mile— 1 Kaye 'A). 2. Johnson (B).
3. Rne (B) 10:28.8.
Mile Relay—Won by Bowdoin 3:42.2.
Discus— 1. S-hulten (Bl. 2. Hews (B). 3.
Rokoszak (At 1'4'Vj".
Triple Jump— '. Seairer (Bl, 2. Keener
<*.». 3 Leishman (B) 42*10"' (tied meet
record).
Jatelin— 1. Drury (A). 2. Roehripr (A)
8. StockinK (B) ISO" 5V4".
Hampered by the fact that they
were playing outdoors for the first
time this season, the lacrosse team
was unable to cope with superior
teams on Long Island and in New
Jersey on their spring vacation tour.
in the season opener the Polar
Bears faced their stiffest competi-
tion meeting Hofstra Although the
11-2 loss does not look good on paper
this was probably the best played
game of the trip, at least for the
first half when the Polar Bears
played them fairly even. This
seemed to be the case in all five
games as they would usually start
strong and finish weak, losing their
drive after the first or second per-
iod.
The Stevens game is a case in
point as they threw away many
chances to score in the first half
but still held the lead. When the
second half began one could see
the sluggishness setting in and from
then on it was all downhill. This
was probably the best game for
goalie Bob Dakin and his defense-
men Bob Pfeiffer, Dan Ralston, Dick
Forte, and Jim Day.
Against C. W. Post, Bowdoin fared
pretty well considering that two of
the opponents' attackmen were
among the nation's leading scorers.
In fact one of them had been tied
with a former teammate for most
goals in the nation last year.
The next day, in what was then
becoming the home town. Garden
City, the Bears met Adelphi and
this time the attack looked good
bu t could not coordinate with the
Howard F. Pease of New Milford,
Conn., senior captain of Bowdoin
College's 1965-66 basketball team,
has been awarded a $1,000 National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NC-
AA) Scholarship for post-graduate
study.
Pease, one of only small college
basketball players across the coun-
try to win the coveted award, is a
Dem's List student at Bowdoin and
was the leading rebounder and sec-
end scorer on this winter's basket-
ball team.
Pease is the second Bowdoin stu-
dent to win one of the scholarships
in their two-year history." Last year
Steven^. K. Ingram of Rehoboth,
Mass., was one of 11 small college
fcotball players to receive one of
the initial awards.
To be eligible for the awards a
student must distinguish himself
both academically and athletically,
and signify his intention to continue
academic work beyond an under-
With injured Dick Loughran on
the sidelines subs Charlie Gianaris
and Ted Sandstrom combined with
the regular attackmen Bill Allen
and Drew Spaulding and midfielder
Bob Mitchell to help fire up the
team.
The combination of a cold, windy
day and the idea that they were
gouig back home seemed to make
the team look lackadaisical and as
a result they lost to a team that
they \ generally defeat on the tour.
This Saturday the lacrosse team
will open its home season against
the University of New Hampshire,
looking much improved affc> several
graduate degree. Pease said he plans
to atLend the Duke University Med-
ical School.
A chemistry major at Bowdoin,
he acoounted for 207 rebounds this
season and scored 307 points for a
14.6 average. Basketball coach Ray
Howard Pease
Bicknell has called the 6 ft., 1 in.,
Pease "inch for inch the best re-
bounder Bowdoin has ever had."
His accomplishments for this sea-
son include being named to an East-
ern College Athletic Conference
• ECACi All-East College Division
weekly team as a forward, being
chosen for second team all-Maine
seasonal honors, and winning Bow-
rioin',s Paul Nixon Basketball Tro--
defense so they fell by a 10-6 score, weeks practicing outdoors. Phy.
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"Bowdoin-Pops" Tickets Now Available;
Yearly Event Heralds Start of Ivy's
Tickets are now available for stu-
dents, alumni and friends of the
College for "Bowdoin Night at the
Pops," which will be held in Sym-
phony Hall, Boston, on Thursday
evening. May 12. The affair is the
traditional spring musical high-
light of the Bowdoin Club of Bos-
ton which supports the College's
scholarship program.
Students may purchase tickets in
Gibson Hall on the campus until
May
The entire main floor and choice
first balcony seats have been re-
served for the college. Floor tickets
are available at Gibson Hall. Bal-
cony tickets may be purchased from
Mr. Nicholson.
Prices are $5.25 (tables with five
seats, $26.25); $4.75 (tables for five,
$23.75); and $3.75 (tables for five,
$18.75). Balcony seats are $4.25
each.
imni should send reservations
and requests for information to Mr.
Nicholson before May 2. The reser-
vations will be allocated on a first -
come, first-served basis and tickets
will be mailed after May 3. 1
Hundreds of Bowdoin alumni, un-
dergraduates, their families and
friends are expected to attend
"Bowdoin Night at the Pops." This
years concert, which will begin at
The Glee Club will be directed by the U. S. Army who died in a plane
Professor Robert K. Beckwith, and crash in South America last August,
the Meddies by Jeffrey Rutherford Mr. Barr, who received a posthu-
'66. mous. promotion to the rank of
The Glee Club will sing "Rise
Sons of Bowdoin"; "In Taberna
Quando Sumus (Carmina Bura-
na>", by Carl Orff; "Alleluia" (from
the Brazilian Psalm), by Jean Ber-
ger, arranged by Fenno Heath;
"Entrance and March of the Peers"
from "Iolanthe" by Arthur Sulli-
van; and a Cole Porter medley en-
titled "Night and Day
by Stephen E. Hays '61.
Accompanists will
Tonge '67 and Brent Corson '68
EDITORIAL
A Better Student Council
Numerous time this past semester we" of the Orient have been
highly critical of Student Council policy and about the Student
Council in general. The continual ineffectiveness of this organiza-
tion disturbs us, and now, instead of just saying that we feel some-
thing must be done, we are proposing specific changes in the struc-
ture of the Student Council; changes which will make it a more
viable and effective voice for student opinion.
The major problem of the Student Council is its unwieldly
size. A group of thirty men, crippled by Parliamentary Procedure,
is unable to respond adequately to student sentiment concerning
social and academic problems. Consequently, action and implemen-
tation have been held to a minimum under the present structure. A
more efficient Student Council could be realized by a reduction in
membership.
We propose that the present student government be reformed
through the creation of a twelve man council. A group of this size
is neither too small to represent student opinion, nor too large to
become strangled by its own procedure. It would, on the other
hand, permit quick, decisive action on issues that directly affect
Captain, was a President of the undergraduate life. We would no longer have to wait for weeks,
8:30 p.m., will mark the 19th ap-
pearance of the Glee Club with the
Boston Symphony "Pops" Orches-
tra under the baton of conductor.
Arthur Fiedler.
Appearing with the Glee Club gram will be dedicated to William
Hgain will be the Meddiebempsters. S. Barr '61, a First Lieutenant in
Glee Club and sang with the Med-
diebempsters.
The Meddies will offer several of
their popular selections, including
"Mountain Greenery," arranged by
T. Douglas Stenberg '56 and a med-
ley arranged by Mr. Hays. The
Medlc\ will include "This is the
' arranged Time of the Evening,;. "Danny
Boy." and "Sunshine Girl."
be Frank The concert will conclude
or even months for action on programs such as the Haverford Plan,
the- self-study program, improved social regulations, curricular
changes, or seven such menial things as the bus service to West-
brook. Responsibility will not be passed from one" man to another
so that nothing is done.
Campus-wide elections would -replace the present system of
election by house. Four representatives would be chosen by each
class; nominations would be by petition. This would assure the
election of cotHtt-il members sincerely interested in student govern-
with ment, and not merely fulfilling a perfunctory obligation. We feel
the "College Medley," sung by the that -the present method of election sends into office many persons
The Cole Porter medley and the Glee Club accompanied by the no ( interested in the "work of student government. A moment's
Meddiebempsters section of the pro- "Pops" Orchestra.
Morehouse Student Realizes
Desire To Come To Bowdoin
Freddie J. Cooke, a Morehouse ex-
change student here this semester
would probably say it was an un-
derstatement to state that coming
to Bowdoin has created an unusual
situation for him.
Unlike some other Morehouse
students, Freddie first became ac-
quainted with Bowdoin his junior
year in high school, because of the
Spring Project visits of Steve Kay
and Charlie Toomajian in Atlanta.
He decided to try to enter Bowdoin
under early admissions after his
junior year, but, failing to accom-
plish this, went to Morehouse un-
der a similar plan. Thus, coming
to Bowdoin this semester is at least
partially a fulfillment of past de-
sires. Yet, this has resulted in sev-
eral Procrustean-like problems
which have given Freddie mixed
feelings of the benefits of the ex-
change program.
"The main problem is inconsis-
tencies," Freddie animatedly states.
"There are inconsistencies in trans-
ferring grades on a 4.0 point sys-
thought about the attitude evidenced in the election of student
council representatives, under the present system, will demonstrate
our point.
WHILE THIS PROPOSAL WILL TAKK THE ELECTION
OF COUNCIL .MEMBERS OCT OF THE HANDS OF THE
FRATERNITIES. IT WILL DEFINITELY STRENGTHEN THE
POWER OF OCR STl'DENT GOVERNMENT TO THE POINT
THAT STCDENT OPINION WILL HE CLEARLY EXPRESSED.
It is evident that the vast majority of students on campus^supports
the fraternity system; an active and responsive student council
will reflect this sentiment much more forcefully than the present
system. Yet, the proposal would not preclude the opportunity of an
Independent running for office.
Fraternities at Bowdoin are essentially social organizations.
The Student Council deals with every aspect of student life (or it
should). The recent changes in the social rules were brought about
by the Fraternity Presidents Council, and not by the Student Coun-
cil. This is one clear example of how a small, inspired body can
deal effectively with the college administration. The Presidents
Council represents the fraternities as fraternities. The Student
Council represents the students as students. An individual's opin-
Freddie Cook
can take courses at Spelman, ITC
Clark, while here the rather P°sed,
is very likely."
The Dean cited several
an:
rigid course programs prevented me
.. ,V1 which engendered these proposedfrom taking courses m math (his n n cubci.ucicu
. . i rhanpes- "The senior seminars,
tern and a 100 system. A 70 to 79 major i, psychology, economics and cn g .
here is only a 2.0 at Morehouse, religion which would have been which are outside the
major field,
A student on the honor roll at available in Atlanta." This has not DUt do not count for distribution;
Bowdcin wouldn't necessarily make hurt him so much here as the in- the displacement of work done here
the honor roll a* Morehouse, yet flexibility of policy on course re-
advanced piacement courses in
the administration down there quirements at Morehouse has. He
won't make allowances for this, and ha, been told by officials there that secondary
schools, and the
as a result, although I'm making he will have to make up courses trend
at other schools toward a
decent grades here, I'm in danger that were unavailable to him here loosening
of distribution require-
of losing my scholarship from at summer school. "I told them ment
Morehouse." emphatically 'No!', that I would
The sophomore from Atlanta has not be penalized for coming to Bow-
faced other administrative difficul- doin on an exchange program and
ties particularly involving course getting involved with a course-situ-
scheduling. "Morehouse Is part of ation that is basically not
a university system; a student there (Continued on page 7)
BECAUSE OF THE SELEC-
TIVE SERVICE COLLEGE
QUALIFICATION TEST, TO
BE GIVEN ON THE CAMPUS
ON SATURDAY, MAY 2L
LAST CLASSES OF THE





ions about academic affairs are not governed by his fraternity
Proposals to greatly liberalize membership, nor is it vital that his representation on the Student
course distribution requirements. Council be determined by his fraternity membership. What is far
possibly to the point of eliminating
' more important is that he is represented by someone actually in-
all specific requirements except for terested in creating a better undergraduate life,
language and literature, were This resolution will be presented in
detailed form at the next
Student Council meeting. We sincerely hope that this body will
find itself able to act upon the proposal.
Honor Study Completed,
Report To Be Made Public
After receiving and analyzing the success of the System. This re-
results of questionnaires sent to por t is the first of biennial re-
faculty members and studente con- vie%,3 desipned t0 show the lmpact
cerning the Honor System at Bow-&
_ and results of such a code. When
dcin, the Honor System Review
Committee has completed its first wading the report, therefore, this
in-depth review of the System. The factor should be kept firmly in
questionnaires were sent randomly mind.
to students and faculty members, Based upon the results of this
and contained several direct ques- questionnaire, we can conclude that
tiens relating to the System, along the Honor System has been very
with rcom fcr comments. successful in most areas, but ap-
brought before the faculty this
week. According to Dean Kendrick,
"a general trend toward laxening
of requirements, though probably
not as much as the changes pro-
reasons
my
'The main problem in consider-
ing any such changes is a desire to
prevent extreme specialization at
the undergraduate level. Even if it is still early, with the Honor pears to be lacking strength in oth-
we placed a ceiling en the number system enly in its infancy, to make er important areas. Examples of the
(Continued on page 6) too many conclusions about the (Continued on page 6)
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i Young Poets Series
by -Herbert r. Coursen, Jlf*
*V»-- , On a*foggy day in Kalamffiaoo, a
shag-i^aired youne man—too yjoung
to grow 'a beard, he explained—ap- :
peared before the editor of the Pin-
hole Press clutching several ragged
notebooks. Later, in the lounge of
the Sheraton-Kalamazoo, the editor,
the late Hadyn Kimbora, leafed
through the notebooks while the un-
kempt stranger wolfed away at a
chafing dish of Vienna sausages.
Kimbora's eyes widened as he read.
Finally he put the notebooks down,
nodded, and ordered champagne.
Not since William Faulkner had ar-
rived at Bennett Cerf's door holding
a suitcase containing a bent tooth-
brush, a jar of red mud from rich
Mississippi bottom-land, and seven
completed novels, had there been
such a discovery. As almost every
one now knows, the beardless young
man was Leonard Gunzlemann.
a Two slender volumes were destined
to> appear-1-"Th& Day the Sky Fell
•In, and other • Catastrophes," and
"Atom and . Jive at Elsinore." A
third was being planned late in
1964 when, while turning to wave
to some friends at Random House,
Gunzlemann stepped into an open
elevator snan and plunged from
sight. He died at the Keatsian age
of 26.
But the poetry remains, and ra-
ther than speculate on what might
have been, let us turn to that.
Like many artists, Gunzlemann
knew self-doubt. Perhaps it is best
to start there, then to demonstrate
his continual triumph over the feel-
ing of meaninglessness, the fear of
silence. Here, for example, is the




Convenient Local "Pick Up" All Tickets.
One Stop Service; Air - Bus - Hotels - Flight Reservations and
Tickets to Europe
-Rent-A-Car - Planned Honeymoons, etc.
Information on World-Wide Schedules.
Immediate Confirmation (We have direct lines to Boston andNew York City).
Experienced travel advice.
5. Personal interest in your satisfaction.
>. No waiting - A Pleasant Place to Talk Travel.
H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
9 PLEASANT STREET — 725-5573
"Serving Bowdoin's Interest for 15 Years"
ing sprawl concealing intricate pat-
terning of rhyme and meter:
Leonard G be you poet?
Voice one caws its*"* J> ..
...
Know it all,.stow it ail "A*it!"
But then cries faint Number Two,
"You might, as you, probe the.nlght,
As you teuch the starred, seafed,
' sc|§red*, .-\ - ** „; ..--.*.... v- .-.
Dark. You might," said Two
'
(Breathless, stark) "push through
To deeper voice. Have you choice?"
Leonard G. be you one?
"Write!" says Three. Debate is done.
Debate indeed is silenced before
Gunzlemann's achievement. Consid-
er the haunting echo effect he often
employs:
Atom and Eve strolled out one day
Beneath a civil sky.
The sun-soaked earth before them
lay,
Yet soon they were to die, to die,
Yet soon they were to die.
Titanic white shoulders converged
Squeezing all blue away,
Crushed in darkening scars of cloud,
Neanderthal haid at their edge.
Curtains of rain swept towards us.
What could be hiding behind?
I turned to her, unready for storm,
"The fire inside is warm," I said.
Her fair eyes were ready and fire
was warm.
Eyes ancf fire were warm.
Consider his unsentimental com-
passion, as in these lines where he is
at once moved and moving
:
Two by two in ancient shoes,
.The oldJacUes paiiRp
Circular Fjle
To nowhere and back. While jets
Grind abrasively against a sky








THE J. J, NEWBERRY
SHOE DEPARTMENT
AT
Donald W. Kufe has been awarded a SI 500 fellowship grant by the
Chi Psi Educational Trust. He plans a career in medicine and medical
research at the University of Rochester School of Medicine.
Kufe has served his fraternity as president this year. Previously he
was Pledge Trainer and Orientation Chairman. On campus, Don was
Vice President of the Student Union Committee and he participated
in interfraternity sports. In the Brunswick community, he has been
active in a program to assist disadvantaged junior high school students.
This marks the fourth consecutive year a Bowdoin man has been
selected by the trustees to win a graduate fellowship in the eleven year
history of the Educational Trust program. Last year's winner was Donald
Krogstad, preceded by Charles Metz in 1964 and Charles Micoleau in
1963.
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie and the
Government Department announc-
ed selection of senior John Cart-
land, III, to serve as a Congression-
al intern in Washington, D. C, dur-
ing the coming summer.
Professor John C. Donovan,
Chairman of the Department, said
Cartland will be assigned to a re-
search project with the Senate Sub-
committee on Intergovernmental
Relations. This subcommittee, un-
der the chairmanship of Sen. Mus-
kie, since 1962 has been making a
continuing study of the interrela-
tionships among Federal, State and
rnments in the Sdminis-
tration of domestic programs.
Sen. Muskie said he is gratified
o take part in the internship pro-
gram. He said it gives interns
meaningful, practical experience to
-augment their academic training.Jack Cartland
ATTENTION CLASSES 1967 AND 1968 — Registration for dormitory
rooms for next fall is now in progress. Be sure to return these forms as




Between 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
4 pjn.-7 p.m.
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
112 Maine St., Brunswick
Working Partner with Maine People
to Rockland
208 1/2 A IIO MAINE STREET
IN BRUNSWICK
MAIN STREET, TOPSHAM
b) Ron Miki lak
The Franklin Pierce Film Forum met last Monday to do what the
club was organized for: to experiment with the making of- motion pictures.
Jim Salem was the pioneer of the club, with the first roll of film shot.
Jim offered his first cinema efforts to the club to experiment with the new
editing machine the Forum recently purchased. The meeting consisted of
showing Jim's film, and then discussing and editing it.
The first film was mostly shots Jim and Pred Kuikel had taken at
Mere Point and Bailey Island, with one segment of a flame burning in
the dark, made to test lighting technique. After discussion by the members,
the film was edited, with segments being eliminated or spliced in at other
places. *
Mr. John McKee, an accomplished film maker himself, is advising the
club with technical matters. There are many elementary techniques to
be mastered, such as lighting, focus, and exposure, before more ambitious
film projects can be undertaken.
This weekend Ken Slosberg, Kuikel. and Salem are going to shoot
some more footage so other members of the Forum can get practice in
editing and learning proper camera handling. The club has ambitions of
making documentary films next year, and then it might purchase more
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for the streams and lakes?
Equipment for YOUR BAR
MINNIE BALLS
for everywhere
ADD BOUNCE TO YOUR SPRING
NOES HARDWARE
140 MAINE STREET — BRUNSWICK
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Rounds, T. C. <Math.i
St. Mary, J, L. "67
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Karlsson, P. H. (Fr.)
Lyon, J. W. H.
Pettit, M, R. T, Jr.
Rudmin, F. W.
Ryder, J. D.a
Shepard. W. H., Jr.
Stockwell, P. C. '67
Wilkinson, D. T. 67
FRENCH (3)
Janjigian, A. S.





























Miles, W. C. *
Milligan, T. J., IV








Sandstrom, E. O., Jr.
Sinsheimer, W. A., Ill
Soule, D. B. Jr.
i







































Hayes, R. E., Jr. *
Kimport, D. L.
McCowan, D. E.





Rounds, T. C. (Chem.)




Butt, I. D. M.
Buxton, A. W.
,
Deupree, J. R., Jr.
Fortune, R.. R.
Head, C.'N.
Jones, R. D., Jr.
Quinn, R. H.
(Continued on page 7)
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COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK
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720 Sabattiig Street, Lewiston
PARKVIEW
CLEANERS
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MOZART — EINE KLEINE NACHT MUSIK
<FRAXCK — SYMPHONY IN D MINOR
BEETHOVEN — FIDELIO





NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
• Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger
Beef Stew 95c etc.
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Onion Kino
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure!
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juke, Vegetable, Salad, Rous *
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. — 725-5543
GEORGE WEIN presents
The Newport Festivals
The Newport Jazz Festival
July 1, 2, 3. 4, 1966
Four evening concerts. Friday. Saturday Sunday. Monday Three afternoon
concerts Saturday Sunday. Monday Featuring: Count Basie. Ruby Braff,
Dave Brubeck John Coltrane Miles Davis. Duke Ellington. Ella Fitzgerald.
Burl Freeman Stan Getz Dizzy Gillespie Woody Herman. Herbie Mann.
Thclomous Monk. Jimmy Smith. Joe Williams and many others
Evenings S3 50 4.50. 5 50 Afternoons: $3 00
The Newport Opera Festival
July 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 1966
Presenting the Metropolitan Opera Company of New York. Major stars.
Chorus, and Orchestra in four operas in concert performance and five
afternoons of musical workshops, panels, and lectures.
Tuesday. LA BOHEME Wednesday. CARMEN Thursday, (rain date)
Friday. LUCIA j)l LAMMERMOOR Saturday. AIDA (Sunday, rain date)
Evenings: $3 50. 5 50. 7 50 Afternoons: $2.00
The Newport Folk Festival
July 21, 22, 23, 24, 1966
Four evening concerts: Thursday. Friday. Saturday. Sunday Three All-Day
Workshops; Friday. Saturday, Sunday.
Featuring: Theo Bikel. Oscar Brand, Brownie McGee and Sonny Terry, Judy
Collins. Bob Dylan. Jack Elliott. Mimi and Dick Farina. Flatt and Scruggs
Carolyn Hester. Bessie Jones. Phil Ochs. The Pennywhistlers. Jean Ritchie
Grant Rogers. Bully Samte-Mane Howling Wolf, and others
Evenings: $3.50. 4.50. 5.50 All Day Workshops: $2.00
SPECIAL DISCOUNT: deduct 20% from the list price of tickets for all
concerts if purchased by mail before May 15th.
For information, write Newport Jazz. Opera, or Folk Festival. For tickets
specify dates and Festival. Make checks payable to the specific festival you
plan to attend.
For accommodations, write the Newport Chamber of Commerce. Newport.
Rhode Island 02S40.
If you re age 12 through 21, you can fly to the Newport Festivals for half
fare on American Airlines, creator of the American Youth Plan, via
Providence. R. I. To become eligible, just send $3.00 with tha coupon below
and receive your Youth Plan ID. plus a free copy of AA's Go Go American
with $50 worth of discount coupons
American Airlines Youth Plan
633 Third Avenue
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2- Year Experiment With
Rural High Schoolers




Fifty boys and girls from rural
areas in Maine will come here this
summer for the start of a two-year
venture designed to give them a
taste for college life and whet
their appetite for more.
The students, all of whom will
have completed the 10th grade in
Bowdoin has planned a two-year
program for the students. Funds
for the first year will provide a six-
week residential academic and cul-
tural program on the campus from
July 3 to August 13 this summer
and an academic year follow-up
when the students return ti
high school, will spend six weeks
on campus as the beginning of "Up-
ward Bound,'' a program that is
part of the government's War on
Poverty. The program is geared
to create a more positive response
toward higher educational aspira-
tions than the student may now
have.
We are one of 200 institutions
participating in the program, on
which the Office of Economic Op-
portunity will spend $20 million
this year. Bowdoin's grant for the
50 students is $84,693.
"Upward Bound" is aimed at stu-
dents of average performance who
come from low-income families.
Students chosen for the program
will be those who have promise of
doing good academic work, but who
have not yet done so.
The program will draw students
from Aroostook, Franklin, Somerset,
Piscataquis, and Washington coun-
ties. Students eligible will be those
who are completing 10th grade in
public, parochial or private schools
in those counties. Neighborhood
Youth Corps or high school drop-
outs who have completed the 10th
grade and who wish to reenter high
school will also be eligible.
Director of the program will be
Robert C. Mellow, Associate Direc-
tor of Admissions and Instructor in,
English. Mr. Mellow will devote
full-time to the summer program
and half-time to the academic year
program.
Mr. Mellow emphasized that "Up-
ward Bound" is not a reward for
outstanding students who are al-
ready planning to go on to higher
education. "We are looking for the
student who has the spark, in some-
one's judgment, but who will not
make it as things presently stand.
We are going to lean heavily on
the intuition of school people, min-
isters, and neighbors to get us the
right students who can respond to
our programs.
"We're asking everyone to look at
the 10th graders they know — the
boy next door, their baby sitter, the
fellow that cuts the lawn, their own
sons and daughters."
11th grade at their respective high
schools.
The program for the following
year will include another six-week
summer session on the campus for
the same students. The 12th grade
academic year follow-up will also
include assistance toward placement
in higher education.
The academic year follow-up for
1966-67 will consist of visits to the
students' schools and with them in
their homes in the fall, a mid-win-
ter meeting of all students and
program personnel, and spring
visits with the students again in
their home towns. Instructors from
the summer program will retain
their students through the academic
year. Educational television pro-
gramming will possibly be used to
supplement the academic year fol-
low-up activities.
Enrolled students will receive
travel costs, room and board, books
and materials, a stipend of $100,
and pocket money during the sum-
mer residential sessions. They will
also receive remedial medical and
dental care throughout the program
if necessary.
Mr. Mellow said the summer pro-
gram will be particularly important
to the success of the project. The
1935 curriculum will deal with
mathematics, the humanities, and
developmental reading, but will not
anticipate or supplement typical
high school courses. Classes of ap-
proximately 12 students with an in-
structor will use special materials
developed by Bowdoin and Educa-
tional Services, Inc. of Watertown,
Maus., consisting of mimeographed
units, paperback books, films, rec-
ords, and other material. The in-
tent of the course work will be to
give the students a sense of their
own capacity to respond to intellec-
tual materials.
Ten program assistants will be
drawn from the Bowdoin student
body for the boys and the Univer-
sity of Maine for the girls. There
will also be four full-time instruc-
tors in the program, two in the
humanities and two in mathema-
tics.
THE
Recently, in connection with my ' I've had it. Really.this is it. I've
seminar project, I have had* the re- had "it up to here with the hollow
freshing opportunity to attend two negativism which one encounters
intercollegiate conferences on ur- too often on this campus, and
ban problems. I wish to mention which was encapsulated so annoy-
particularly the Urban Challenge ingly in your editorial last week
Conference sponsored last week by commenting, upon Professor Han-
M.I.T. This exciting and timely naford's proposal whereby eight
conference drew delegates from col- faculty members would be assigned
leges all over the country and from to a dormitory^n_«iej^le_^f_ad-_
all academic disciplines. A spectrum visors.
of speakers ranged from the Under
Secretary of the new U.S. Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban De-
velopment, to actual residents in
You say that Mr. Hannaford's
idea might fail, and you continue
thus: "The possibility of it falling
is due to the fact that if the first
slum renewal areas. Six Bowdoin year f any such program is suc-
delegates attended the conference, CCssful, it will be immediately
subsidized by the college under the snatched up by our administrative
sponsorship of Professors White- forces, twisted out of shape, for-
side, Darling, Fischer and Stoddard. maiized, destroyed, mauled be made
The Urban Challenge Conference a requirement; in short become
served two direct purposes. It pre- another of those longstanding tra-
sented huge contemporary problems ditions abcut which most of the
of our urban generation that have ^^^ ^ ^ sq ^fully
been totally omitted from our often
complacent Bowdoin curriculum.
aware -
Secondly, it gave us a chance to ex-
change ideas with students of oth-
It appears that you wrote this
sentence in a fit of rage, or some




fit to the whole process was that mere progression of your adjectives
the delegates advertised the exis- suggests this, for how can some-
tence of such a place called Bow- trimg De at the same time "twisted
doin. I think we all found that out of shape „ and ..formalized - ;
College Bowl fame is fading and
our college is once again slipping
On Wednesday night of this weel.
the College was host to a three-
man State Department delegation
which was touring Maine attempt-
ing to clarify for American citizens
the foreign policy of their govern-
ment. For those who attended in
anticipation of a "challenging and
enlightening discussion of the com-
plexities of American foreign rela^
tiens, the exchange proved extreme-
ly discouraging.
The tone of the evening was es-
tablished rather immediately by the
noncommittal remarks of the
speakers, remarks framed in the3
time-worn cliches so, characteristic
of America's governmental bureau-
cracy. Their comments dealt with
the direction of American foreign
policy, the U.S. concern in post-war
European developments, and the
purposes of foreign aid. While the
gentlemen were visibly fatigued by
the pace of their day's activities,
and while the audience could not
reasonably expect them to speak
authorita tivply on all mattery nor
how can something be "destroyed"
and as if that weren't enough,
into a flush of anonymity.
I think the conference was a very "mauled?" However, these cOntra-
valuable academic exercise. Might it dictions are of secondary impor-




pecially for subsidizing stue'ent tra-
vel and registration fees to such What I dislike so much is the
events? Students could apply for tone cf your statement, which is
partial or complete support and undeniably negative. In the four
thus be encouraged to attend con- that I haye^^ ^
ferentes on contemporary problems.
Under such a plan the two seniors not recaU a Proposal either by a
who attended the Rutgers confer- student or a teacher which has
ence on ethics and morals, at their been as maliciously tampered with
own expense, would have been able ^ you would have us brieve, j do
to apply for a subsidy. In short, „ .. ., , ..ww j
recall that at the urging of the
the conference provides an expen-
.. . •_ .
„ „ „,„j„„»j ;„ administration an honor system
ence that cannot be reproduced in > '
cur Bowdoin curriculum. However, was proposed, voted into existence,
the shortcomings of the Bowdoin and formalized to the point that
curriculum are most apparent in an entering student is now asked
the neglect of studying urban prob- to sign a pledge saying that &e
lems. Some seminars have touched
on the subject but it still remains
largely in neglect.
I am sure every delegate was im-
pressed by the incredible complexi-
abides by the system. I also re-
tall that the administration worked
with the students, albeit not to
everyone's satisfaction, in revising
Has it become shameful and em-
BOWDOIN ! ORIENT
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ties that face our urban dwelling the out-dated social code. I recall,
generation. The problems will be t00 that the faculty and students
solved only by men who can grasp „_1__j „,„ , . -. ,* / revised the requirements concern-
the nature of society. Is it possible
for a Bowdoin student to study for iW"endance at Chapel. There is,
four years in a rural environment M» a word - no Justification for your
and have any academic under- negativism,
standing of the society he will live
in? The challenge of the rural
school is to stay alert to the changes barrassing to admit that Bowdoin
around it. I think Bowdoin's ne- is a fine college? Is it hypocritical
gleet of such problems is a symbol to believe that Bowdoin has a con-
of academic closed circuitry. It is
structive administration? And te it
ironical that we sit upon a 10 mil-
lion dollar improvement in our
^ionable to imagine that the ad-
buildings and look not to the east ministration and the students are
to our own little slum of Moody- helplessly linked in a death grip?
ville. Is it any wonder that we look These are the implications of your
not to the south to the problems statement. Implications such as
cf the growing cities? these suggest that no discernible
In order not to be accused of Pro^ess has been made at Bow-
criticism without construction I will d
" in
-
whe»"eas actually progress and
make the simple recommendation growth at this college can be seen
that Bowdoin institute an interdis- and felt ln many areas
ciplinary course in urban economics, r do not want to write a paean
government, architecture and so- cf praise t0 the College, for it
ciology. To segment the disciplines W0Uld produce an image of unre-
would be better than no urban liable as the one you created last
course, but it would tend to distort week in your editorial. There is
the problems. I repeat: our obliga- plenty of room for constructive dis-
tiens as a rural school is to stay sent at Bowdoin, but for the type
alert to the changes of our society of insipid criticism you published
and not wait until megalopolis en- last week there is no room,
gulfs Brunswick. Yours sincerely.
Sincerely yours, William G. Heath, Jr.
Andy Piatt '66 Class of 1966
theless we found their propensity
for dissimulation disappointing.
However, the inadequacies of
these gentlemen and their reluc-
tance to say anything of substance
were most glaringly revealed during
the question and answer period.
Time and again the gentlemen dis-
played a distressing lack of infor-
a*
mation concerning pertinent areas
and issues. Continually they con-
tented themselves with bland an-
swers to the mast fundamental and
urgent of questions, or when hard-
pressed withdrew to inappropriate
flag-waving. Their refusal to deal
with problems requiring a measure
of foresight, problems which they
termed "hypothetical" but which
many would deem highly germane,
tends to lend credence to those who
charge that American foreign policy
in recent years has been merely a
series of reflex reactions to pressure
points of crisis. Further, it seems
to us that the gentlemen's theoreti-
cal understanding of the Vietna-
mese problem was inaccurate in
that it emphasized the Communism
vs. Capitalism aspect of the Viet-
namese war, while totally ignoring
the more basic problem of the con-
flicting national interests of China
and America. In short, these gen-
tlemen seemed to have come, in
their view, to inform, to instruct,
and to pass down the Word, but
not to engage in an intellectual
give-and-take with a presumably
intelligent audience.
Their presentation could not help
but leave us with the question: "If
these gentlemen's attempt is char-
acteristic of State Department ef-
forts to instill even a token degree
of confidence in its decisions into
an American audience, with its pre-
disposition to agreement, how much
trust can questioning foreigners,
lacking such a predisposition, be
expected to place in American apol-
ogists overseas?"
Whatever one thinks of our poli-
ties around the world, it is certain
that they deserved a more sophisti-
cated and convincing defense than
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ctions
* by Laurence Weinstein
I don't think you count- for; And ft wasn't too long ago
very much around here. You when you heard the cry, "On to
study a lot, or maybe you just the Cumberland*" We never
think you do ; you try to act cool made it down there and it seems
shake their heads sadly, and de- tus as a vital, alive faith to the Poral aspects of religion, preaching wjth the oppog j te sex because a shame a tradition was broken,
claim: "We were never like that in level of any literature course, mak- man's bodily welfare while forget- after a jj a Bowdoin man has a but the spark is still there and
Morality, these days, seems' to be attitudes of both faculty and, ad- worrd than tp God. Ih agisting
-
a topic of" great dfccussioh and^ hiinistration .toward
^^
religion ('*Re- for their Utopias here and now.'
dissention. Members of. the older 4gion -? $*• ?e*K Prof. Smith$£aches if and I hear it's. a gut!"),
the^ de-emphasize the more im-
generations look at their children, downgradlng ,eliglon from ltg sta
.' portant non-worldly and non-tern
reputation to uphold; and you the Brunswick people may still
go over to the gym as often as get a chance to hear our battle
possible to keep up your "jock screams.
rating." Social rules may still be in a
It's a great life. People all state of flux with no definite
around you^mattmjr-derrfsforfs, end in Sight for student satis-
working for a living, doing some- faction (translation: when are
our day!" The peculiar thing ing it something that can easily ting his soul. "The Kingdom of
about this phenomenon is that it be slipped in between sociology and God is not of this world," and all
now appears as if they are right, in American lit, or just as easily left the secularists, the people who
certain respects, at least. The out altogether. Religion should be would have their church "relate to
younger generations are abandon- studied for what it is, a potent the world," ignore relating to God,
ing the "old morality" in ever force in the understanding of the the Author of religion,
greater numbers, or so it would world we find ourselves^ in and as _J"here are hopeful sign^ thus,-in
-
—seem- from reading the daily news-"having great potential to transcend our society, that moral rot and secu-
papers. Crime rates, drug addic- and illuminate that world. It is larism have not spread as far as thing productive. And you don't we going to get the regulations
tions. cheating in school — all definitely not merely "literature" might first be assumed. But these have to do a thing except exist we deserve?), but we had our
these are in an ever-increasing up- and "comparative study." forces do exist, and they threaten an(j maximize pleasure despite march on Mass Hall and it sure
ward spiral, with no apparent end Another hopeful sign in our times religion today as it has rarely been ^e j n( .onVenience of having to felt good to stand up and be
in sight. But the tendency to make is the fact that more people at- threatened before. Perhaps the pro-
s^jdv wn j ch admittedly ruins a counted.
simplistic judgments about this tend church than eYer have before, feasors at Emory had' best remem- ' " ^ ^^ Qnce jn a whi ,e We even proclaimed a holiday
trend must be ignored; the trend over sixty per cent of the popula- ber that "God is not mocked." and ^ ^ fm. oum|ve8 ,ast year •„
itself is a result of many factors turn being registered as belonging that moral decay leads inevitably to ' * . •
~i«i ,„,i^„ T * „.„„
working within today's society, and to and attending the church or destruction, that the wcrld can lead ^.ed up about someth.ng.
The test oer the social iules. It was
I hope to touch upon some of them synagogue of their choice. But us away from God as easily as the »ew issue of Playboy is out (as important to us the facu y re-
within this column. what do these attendance figures flesh or the devil, and that God ex- a sid • note, May's issue is a alized we counted, after all, who
First, the hopeful signs. Things indicate? Some people belong to pects us to relate to Him; He will whole week old) and the Play- likes to lecture to four walls for
are not as bad as they seem at first churches for their social position; not change to suit our fancy or the mate of the Year looks great fifty minutes? The administra-
glance. In a recent survey of teen- others are merely registered as be- "space-age." Yes, Virginia, there f>om any angle. Or you can take tion got our hint, too.
agers in a typical American small longing and attend an absolute mi- are eternal verities, and we ignore ., f(iw ver |)a | swipes at the ad- Somebody noticed us. All we
town, it was discovered that an as- nimum number of services. Seeing them at our peril. The time has
tonishing ninety-five per cent of this, attendance-prone clerics are comje to take a long look down the
them believed in God. Obviously, up in arms, claiming that their re- road we are walking — and turn
these young people are getting good legion is no longer "relevant to the back. As C. S. Lewis states in
basic instruction from their parents, times." demanding sweeping Mere Christianity, in reply to those
And yet. among college students, changes in doctrine ,.of which the who say that it is impossible to «™Hi|! from your refined, witty
the pcrportion of believers is no- •God is dead" movement is only turn back the clock of progress:
^ where near as high. What causes the most recent example) to make "Would you think I was joking if
this? Is there some secularizing their religion more "relevant to the I said that you can put a clock
force present in higher education space-age." What these people fail back, and that if the clock is wrong
today that tends to destroy belief to realize is that all they are sue- it is often a very sensible thing to
in traditional moral concepts? I ceeding in- doing is secularizing do? . . . there is nothing progres-
believe so. and I believe that force their churches to a greater extent, sive about being pigheaded and re-
is a compound one. formed by the turning them moi£ toward the fusing to admit a mistake."
ministration because it's always had to do was group together
;rood for a laugh and everyone and act together and somebody
in earshot will probably agree saw us. They couldn't miss it.
with- all of the droll comments Planned, properly directed action
I
SundavV Concert
Music Review: Bowdoin Music Club
l>\ Thomas Kosmo
Last Sunday evening the Bow- the life ana bigness of idea that Mo- notably in the staccato passages in
doin Music Club presented its two zart managed to confine within the tne dqfting measures. Overplaying
tongue. Yes, it's a great life. For If you aren't happy within
the first three years. Howdoin's towers don't just
Then all of a sudden the world mope around crying to yourself
expects you to show a little bit that nothing can get done. Noth-
more maturity it is your se- ing will ever get done unless you
nior year and graduate school, change your attitude. What have
the army, or a career seems not you got? Money? Power? Pres-
too far off. Fraternity brothers tige? Not on your life. But you





you. but man. you know how it
is with jhc ('lass of '(K!. They
got THINGS on their minds.
Kit; THINGS.
Are there any true revelations
which arise from this new life
i>i being involved with thinking wants to change things but they
you use it ccfrrectly.
Do you feel ignored? Group
together and express yourselves!
The (Jove rning Boards complain
about lack of communication
with the students. The faculty
well-known pianists in a recital of
music from Mozart to Subotnick.
Mrs. Louise Rogers and Elliott
Schwartz performed both solo and
duet pieces of several composers.
The Stravinsky Trois Pieces Facile
1 1916? » for piano, four hands, open-
ed the concert with a stirring
marche, an halting Valse. and a
subtle polka. Admitting to have
made the "left hand easier.' Stra-
vinsky wrote these pieces while
working o nhis chamber opera Re-
nard. This is then unimposing, but
charming Stravinsky which was
rendered in the true spirit of the
20th century composer. Mrs. Rogers'
tempi were, always perfect, her pen-
etration to the heart of the piece
most moving. Notwithstanding the
relative simplicity of the secundo-
Mr. Schwartz's meetk tone, particu-
larly in the Valse, threatened to
rhythmically ruin the duet at sev-
eral points: but the two pianists
managed to make the Stravinsky
good opening -stock.
It was Mozart's Fantasia in C
of the Fantasia ended the recital
wryly, nevertheless brilliantly.
To Mrs
Chopin ballade must go Polymnia's
laurel. Mrs. Rogers played the
mighty F minor Ballade with the
aristocratic grace that one imputes
to Chopin's artistry. The Ballade is
of two beautiful themes.rra^ t
F minor and B flat, the firest re-
worked in a canon and, then color-
atura, the second in a passionate
melody.
Mrs. Rogers is a true interpreter
and makes her interpretations deep-
ly engrossing through their finesse,
intensity, and glowing warmth. Even
means at his disposal. It is such a
excellent little four part piece, fus-
iiv> irth the levity cf a real fantasia
and the depth cf the sonato whose
spirit it most resembles. The per-
formance of the Mozart had both
a quality of freshness and buoyancy,
a di-creet sensibility forbidding ex-
aggeration of sentiment or passion,
although true sentiment and passion the
are not lacking from his playing.
But serious musicians appreciate
a sincere humoresque now and then,
so Schwartz included the Subotnick
ib. i"31 Prelude Number 3 for piano
and tape. From two undervolumed
speakers came divers bleats and
cood-natured twangs accompanied
on an embattled Steinway by Mr.
Schwarf. There were, however, some
evident, beauties in the piano score
when unobscured by the electric
sounds. And it must be said that
Schwartz is master of the claw-
fisted coda and the fore-arm for-
tissimo.
Mrs. Rogers played some splendid
Bartok Improvisations on Hunga-
rian Peasant Songs <1920> and
minor. K. 475 tfrom the book of j ;ncci Mr. Schwartz in a Beethoven admire. There was always an aristo-
Sonatasi that drew from Elliott an£ a Schubert duet. The Beethoven cratic distinction in all her playing,
Schwartz his finest pianistic talents. Scna ta m D major -i op. 6> for piano together with gusto ithe Bartok*
He is a pianist of highest and mc.^t fcur hands is a dismal" work of and a power to assume many dif-
serious aims, wholly unassuming in pseudo-Mozart mishap. The Schu- ferent styles <e.g. the Stravinsky i.
his attitude before the public and bert. on tne other hand, brought setting forth each piece in its own
wholly occupied with the music he tne concert to a brilliant finish,
has at hand. He is equipped with The Fantasia in F minor was writ-
the modern's technique that bears ten m ^pril 1828 just a few months
him through almost any difficulty, before Schubert's death. It is an
He is a young man. and is not elegiac piece in four parts: a Cho-
deeply emotional or profoundly po- pn-.e^que exposition, a largo, a lively
etic in his playing scherzo, and a moving fugato. The
Mozart's C minor Fantasia Schubm was anything but under-
Schwartz played with a certain cir- played. Mrs. Rogers defended her ing the music she plays. Mrs. Rog-
cumspection and grave and decorous part well against an occasionally ers's calibre as an artist is such
feeling for its formal beauty, with over-assertive Schwartz, aad both that she ought to be heard from
warmth of tone and refinement of were too often guilty of banging again and again. She will continue
style. Nor did Schwartz overlook rather than going with the keys, to delight pi usic lovers.
of something BIG? Are the se-
niors entering into some new
high plateau of knowledge un-
attainable by any other class?
Probably not; however, if there
is one token revelation which we
Rogers's playing of the may be allowed to say we did
have, it would be stated like
ihis; "we counted."
Yea, we. as students, did
something. Someone noticed us.
We were counted and stood to
Im counted.
cannot unless thev have facts
and figures behind them. How
many students still want nation-
al fraternities? How many men
want divisional requirements
abolished? Anyone in favor of
ending Saturday classes?
The only way to have your
voice heard is to initiate group
action. You will continue to
study, shoot pool, and read PUnj-
boy. After reading the Orient,
nothing will have 'changed and
Remember the packing of the everything will appear the same
Ghapel? It was so cramped in old normal way.
there you couldn't tell which way-
was up, but you knew how to
clap your hands until it hurt
just so the Dean couldn't say
anything. They knew we were
there and we were not to be
But remember, when the time
comes, you CAN count. You DO
count. Let them know how you
feel and I promise they won't
ignore you. This revelation took
nearly four years to shape and
her technique does not shine, be-
cause it is wholly devoted to the W»i*d. It isn't easy to ignore appear, but it was worth every
true uses of a technique as a means <:<>() men who wished to be minute of the delay if you get
ot interpretation. Her tone is pure, counted on that day, the message.
and delicate; her touch has variety
power, and force. She tossed off that
stretto with vigor the envy of an
Arrau or a Rubinstein.
For in rhythmic power and in
the point and finish of her phras-
ing there is much in her playing to
spirit. Her Chopin was of such
poetical tenderness, such deft bal-
ance in moods of the Ballade. It was
a memorable and exquisite perfor-
mance.
Mrs. Rogers is a strongly individ-
ual, reposeful pianist; she is one
who is devoted wholly to expound-
The Mt. Holyoke V-8's, who perform tomorrow night.
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COURSE REQUIREMENTS
(Continued from page 1)
YOUNG POETS
(Continued from page 2)
of courses which could be taken In , Empty then—where thetr% thoughts
the major' field, only*^laving a gen- are- * „
*
^i^r requirement for at1 least a" giV- "Taen the loss ofasfflli^tartic—
en number of courses outside the
,
Was disaster enough. They
field, a difficulty.,arises in areas Co^ld not assimilate
where courses outside the major de-




sciences. One possibility is a stron-
ger advisory system, in which ad-
vice from a faculty member, rather
than printed specifications would
serve as guidelines for course se-
lections. In the final analysis, how-
ever, such advice could not be bind-
ing."
The Dean made clear that he did
not feel he was in a position to re-
veal the actual details of the pro-
posal before the faculty while it
was still in the consideration stage.
"I would be surprised, if there were
a total veto of any changes in re-
quirements, though this remains to
be seen. The general feeling is that
switz, Belseri, Buchtfnwald*
"frtey remember the news;
Screeching wirelessly towards New
York.
Vague—"It can't be"—the lists,
Cold, confirmatory—
"It is."
That was their shock. Now jets
Grind where once the sun shone
Nelly, on this green earth,
She was fair and young and young
Lovers, curled, stiff-collared,
But men, sang in old New York
And 'neath the southern moon.
Two by two in ancient shoes,
The old ladies pause in their walk.
Auden or of th^iast poems of Or-
-iando. McCord.
Gunzlemann belongs on that se-
lect list of great American nature
poets—Frost, of course, Raul Hip-
per, and possibly Pablo* Bonniface.
These poeft begin with the natural
fact, and suddenly thai fact t ex-
plodes intb a multiplicity 61 mean-
ings, as in these examples from
Gunzlemann:
A dragon's ^ail of tornado
Slashed the plain, swung towards
him
Across the level landscape of a
dream.
The fog probed the doorway,
Seeking refuge from its ghost-like
self.
Not defile. Perhaps this
Time," says the snow,
Shushing past. . _•'
The rainbow's curve plunged behind
the hill. «
On that hill, cattlQ stood as they had
before, - * * " \ ' ";
Pasted on a green wall, as in a
child's room.
But now, Jove's herd, rainbow
colours
Streaming and mingling through
their unheeding graze.
What might have been? Who
knows. Gunzlemann might have
gone on to write unread poems as senior Andrew J. Seager.









Casting for Eugene ONeill's play.
'The Straw," to be performed by
the Masque and Gown May 11 and
14. has been completed.
In the leading male role, which
chews O'Neill when he first began
writing Plays, is the same actor
who portrayed him in "Long Day's
Jcurney into Night" last February.
A wisp curled in as I swung the
door.
One wishes he could comment Curled and disappeared. Memory is
more fully on lines like these, on Briefly bright and gone. In me
the subtle interplay of assumptions, curled
on the use of time past and present, The memory of you, to whom I
on the awareness the poet forces on speak
us, heedless in our race, that these Anri rannnr <;npnir tk» fr>„ „hc„„».
tlsrr' rermen" ancient "— uvm °n« "* ,oved - £_ft-5__s.__"is necessa y at this point." Suffice it that we have here the sen- then.
timent we have come to expect from
Roethke or Jakob Rangoon combined The sky held the land under a'tight
with the modernity of the early rain.







hadkly, the Sperfy Top-Sider canvas oxford
is the most expensive you can buy. But it's
worth every penny. The famous, exclusive
anti-slip safety sole has made it the only
shoe for men and women who knows boats,
(Great tennis favorite, joo ) And the rest of
the shoe makes it perfect for all casual
wear: The non-chafe loose lining, that re-
laxes your foot. The double-deep heel cush-
ion. The tailored looks. In Classic White,
Navy. Breton Red, wide or slim widths. So why
pay less, when you
could wear fashion's • mm
famous Sperry Top- / fQp. C/DEQ
Sider canvas ox-
ford for
"Je suis appalled at Charles de
Gaulle; I do not dig !a gloire
at all./i think the force de
frappe's a fraud — /La Russie's
hardly over-awed./I worry
when he mentions 'moi': /The
overtones suggest 'le roi.'/How-
eyir, though de Gaulle's de trop
/(They say he'll move to
Fontainebleau!)/Td like to
borrow his
esprit I to I For a free copy of the
Stiffen les le>"ren' !»« of NA-
TIONAL REVIEW, write
lo Dept. CP-9, 150 E.
35 St., N..Y. 16, N. r.
Snow brushing the window
Saying, "shush, shush," as winds
Push past. "Shush, world
Let me quiet you, cover you
With what perhaps this time
You will not stain, will
Etats-Unis."
_5Wa JHotd




years. What he left will be read and
will allow him to stand, I believe,
with the early-doomed geniuses—
Chatterton, Keats, Wilfred Owen,
and, of course, St. George Awl.
HONOR SYSTEM
(Continued from page 1)
1 -—-____>__—---i^__-___-- i ' ii i
latter are with regard to homework
a rs'gnments and library fhaterials.
The report suggests some remedies
Izv the problems in addition to
c'rawing basic conclusions about the
System's success.
Early next week several copies of
Lhe report will be distributed to each





SIX — BARBERS— SIX
ter, and the Union. Also, eaai fac-
ulty member will receive a copy.




The action in "The Straw'' is laid
Ttt—the tuberculosis sanatorium
where O'Neill recovered his health
in the year following the tragic
events of "Long Day's Journey."
Largely responsible for his rise
from the depths of depression was
a girl at the sanatorium, who en-
c.uraged him to write. This role,
the central one in the play, will be
playe^ by Linda Murawski. She
was recently seen as a dancer in
the Cancer Crusade revue, "Show-
time U.S.A." in Brunswick. She has
also appeared in Masque and Gown
productions of "Teahouse of the
August Moon" and "Romeo and
Juliet" in the early 1960's, and has
played with the Brunswick Sum-
mer Playhouse.
Other female ro!es will bring back
to Pickard Theater a number of lo-




Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
.
. .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
For All Your
Dairy Product Needs
"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-
lationship with the community."
Brunswick, Maine
Dial 729-3422
er. Ellen Duncan, and Carol Dol-
loff. Other actresses from the
community to appear will be Jean
Duncan, Pandora and Patricia
Gold, Karen Holt, and Eini John-
.soh.
Several former actors from the
student body have been cast. They
are John L. Isaacs '68. Thomas W.
Roulston '68,- Ronald L. Davis '67.
William C. Bechtold '68, Bradley A
Bernstein '69, Ronald J. Mikulak
'69, and Kenneth F. Milici '68
Appearing for the first time will
be John E. Tomellini '68, Frederick
B. Stocking '69, James A. Pierce. Jr.
'69, and Ralph H. Quinn '68,
Two young performers. Nancy
Chittim and Fred Koerber. Jr..







Enjoy lhe grand-old. brand-new
Boston Staller Hilton
with its fresh $5,000,000 facelift!*
And refreshing faculty-student room rates!
Beautiful new facilities! Historic tours!
Special Arrangements for




Pr. Marcus Bloch, L-HY., Pres-
ident of Central School of Hyp-
notism, P.O. Box 118, New York
9, N. Y., has been honored with
Honorary membership in the
Egyptian School of Hypnotism,
by Or. Aziz Hassan, President of
Egyptian School of Hypnotism
in Alexandria, Egypt.
Smiths Photo Shop















BATH ROAD 443 or™
OPEN ALL YEAR
*«-««x
LODGING. DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE




Gentlemen: Please send me full information about I
your special facilities and prices for Students and I









$500 to $12,000 Secured By Fast Moving Inventory
To set up and service new accounts in exclusive ter-
ritory with amazing plastic coating used on all types
of surfaces interior or exterior. Eliminates all waxing
when applied to any type of floor. Eliminates all
painting when applied to wood, metal or concrete
sur aces You step right into a brand new, multi-
million dollar virgin market. Don't Hesitate!
For complete Information mite or call collect -
Area Code 314-AX- 1- ISO*
PENGUIN PLASTICS CORP.
DEPT. ««6, r08T OFFICE BOX M
ST. ANN, MISSOURI 63S74
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-^more cliquish, highly exclusive and
engaging in hazing ^th'an at Bow-
PAGE SEVEN
'^ault
doin. This difference he has, found
This intransigence of the. beneficial experience.
Mcre'hcuse adminls'tration has upset To make the* surprlse^to gowdoin






Belanger. C.' E., Jr
Bittenbender. D, C
Cameron, D. R.
Caruso. C. W?, Jr.






















Webb R. D. S,
phatieally that faculty-student re
latiOns are much closer here than*
at Morehouse, a reflection, again, of





^Pr^ient'Golesk oa down have, ex-
pressed strong- sympathies with his
pissit'ib'n, -\ know tKey> can't tell
Morehouse what to do on matters
of policy." he says."
Consequently, unless Morehouse also was that B°wdoin's organiza-
becomes more flexible in transfer- tion . botn administrative and stu-
ring his credits, Freddie hopes to dent is
"ugntly knit" and "efficient"
obtain a scholarship here and con- compared to Morehouse,
tinue as a student at Bowdoin. Asked to comment on the ex-
This he says, is not so much a de- change program as a whole, Fred-
sire to stay at Bowdoin as a re- d
'
e concluded that even the expo-
luctance to return to Morehouse's sure of Morehouse students to Bow-
rigid academic requirements. doin's more flexible liberal atmos-
"I realize Morehouse is handicap- phere has resulted in little" or no
ped; it is understaffed and has a discernible changes there, even
meagre endowment, but neverthe- though he felt personally that he
less this has nothing to do with had received a generally more lib-
* matters of policy," he added, par- eial outlook here.
ticularly when it hurts the indi- After college, Freddie hopes to
vidual student. go on to law school and eventually
On a more positive note, Freddie work in the Federal Reserve Sys-
admits to feeling honored on being tem
i
and he says, "I'm thankful
selected to come to Bowdoin. The for the benefits I've received from
change in environment, he feels, is being at Bowdoin, but I have to
always beneficial. Also, surprising say that they are seemingly out-
as this may sound to Bowdoin ears, weighed and overshadowed by the
Freddie says that compared with problems encountered in course re-
Bowdoin, Morehouse's social life quirements. If this rigid policy at
lags, particularly because of rigid Morehouse persists, I fee! the ex-
social and drinking regulations, change program should be ended,
even with a girls' school across the because it only results in the stu-
street Spelman. Fraternities at dents from Morehouse being penal-
Morehouse, Freddie finds, are much ized."
NetmenSow.To MIT
«^In Fimt Match
The feowdoin tennis team suf-
Teretf a defeat in its'first rrrtgch, les-*
ingHp TvU,T. 8 16 1. The Stone vic-
tory Saturday • was achieved T« first
doubles by Spence Smith and Phil
Bradley. Bowdoin could take some
solace in the fact that MIT had al-
ready played nine preseason
matches.
The mainstays of Coach Ray Bick-
nell's squad are Captain Phil Brad-
ley, senior Roger Hjnchliffe, and
junior Spence Smith .
—
Although it
is still too early in the season to
assign the top six positions, strong
varsity candidates include seniors
Rich Segal and Cy Allen, juniors
Tim Brooks, Mike Wartman. Tom
Cranshaw, and Bert Kendall, and
s:phomcre Jeff Miller.
Tcday the team is on its southern
t:ur (Western Mass.). After an af-
ternoon match with Springfield, the
team moves on to Amherst Satur-
day. Amherst conquered MIT 9-0,
not, very heartening news for the
Bowdoin netmen. Help is on the
way, however. By the time the
first home match rolls around. May
4 vs. Bates, junior Sandy Salmela





The 1SH56 Bowdoin golf .t§an> start-
ed its season by splitting a'jlouble
match with Williams and Union* at*
wTtyarfts' : laconic Goif Club ,Sa$?--
urtlay^'.rhe. always powerful Wil-».
liams- seven won six matches, three
of which were close until the last
few holes. Sam Rettman was the
lone winner against the Ephmen.
Union proved to be a weak oppo-
nent for both teams, losing to Wil-
liams, 7-0, and Bowdoin. 6-1.
A bright note was the depth
shown by the Bears, who lost four
men from last year's state cham-
pionship club. However, there are
four promising newcomers, Bob Le-
vasseur, Sam Rettman, Tom Rounds,
and Bob Yaw. Brian McCall's pre-
diction of a championship for Maine
seems to have renewed the competi-
tive determination of Coach Coombs'
and Captain Bill Wieners' club. Next
week the- team travels to Hew Eng-
land College for a single match
















Jensen. E. P.. Jr.
Macdonald. D. E.
Mills, w. A. '67.
Patterson, R. B. jr.
Raffetto. R. W.
Ross, E. L.







We set out to ruin





WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
FOE BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars »t Very Low
Price*, with Very Low Pay-
meats, at Very Low Interest






NOW!! "U" Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's








A $3.00 Value for $2.70
"U" Save 30c
or
A |5.M Value for $4.25
— Plus —
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS
Horry! Get Yours Today
The Bell System has many small, automatic
telephone offices around the
country. The equipment in them
could operate unattended for
ten years or so, but for a problem
The many electric motors in those offices
needed lubrication at least once a year. Heat
from the motors dried up the bearing oils,
thus entailing costly annual maintenance.
To stamp out this problem, many tests
were conducted at Bell Telephone
Laboratories. Lubricant engi-
neer George H. Kitchen decided
to do a basic experiment that
would provide a motor with ttve
worst possible conditions. He deliberately set
out to ruin some ball bearings
by smearing them with an
icky guck called molybdenum
disulfide (MoS2 ).
Swock! This solid lubricant, used a certain
way, actually increased the life expectancy
of the ball bearings by a factor
of ten! Now the motors can run
for at least a decade without
lubrication.
We've learned from our
"failures." Our aim: investigate
everything.
The only experiment that can
really be said to "fail" is the
one that is never tried.
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Bears iams*
Edge Out Wesieyap, 2-1
Coach Danny MacFayden's small
but talented baseball team extend-
ed its winning streak to six games
by sweeping a pair of weekend
games from Little Three opponents,
Williams and Wesleyan. The Polar
Bears overwhelmed Williams 16 to
3, then came back Saturday to edge
a fine Wesleyan nine, 2 to 1, with
a run in the eighth inning. Little
Three teams have now lost eight
consecutive games to Bowdoin.
Pitching again was the. decisive
factor as co-captain Bob Butkus
and righthander Bruce MacLean
continued to stifle enemy batters
with a fine assortment of pitches
and excellent control. The pitch-
ing staff as a whole has yielded
only nine earned runs this season,
while compiling ail impressive 131
earned run average. They have held
the opposition to a lowly .193 bat-
ting mark.
Bob Butkus was the big star for
Bowdoin Friday against Williams
as the Polar Bear hitters showed
signs of breaking out of their team
slump. Butkus pounded two doubles
and a brace of singles to lead the
14-hit attack against three Williams
hurlers. In addition, he picked up








OFF TO A GREAT START — Baseball coach Danny MacFayden
(center) Is flanked by his co-captains, Dick Condos (1.) of Lynn,
Mass., and Bob Butkus of Dorchester, Mass. Last year's leading
hitter, Condos is now recovering from a serious knee operation.
Butkus has a 2-1 pitching mark and is the second leading hitter
on the team with a .320 average.
The hustling junior promptly stole Hicks to loft a fly to left for
seccnd base. After one out, third the second out and then struck out
baseman Paul Mulloy sent Pappas Dick Stabnick for the final out.
to third when he beat out a high MacLean scattered eight hits,
bounder over the pitcher's head for walked three, and struck out sev-
the first Bowdoin hit. Dave Mc- en for Bowdoin. Andrus allowed
his second victory in three starts,
tnen bro
-
ght ^ tying runcniy four singles -and three-masses.
1
across with another scratch hit just He did not strike out a batter,
out of Andrus's reach. Wesleyan actually had several
Then in the eighth MacLean mere sxoring opportunities than did
rifled a shot off the third base- the Bowdoin nine, but Coach Mac-
man's glove for his second hit of
the game and advanced to second
on Butkus's sacrifice. Then came
ihe key play in the ball game.
While pitching to Pappas, Andrus
committed a balk, sending MacLean
to third. Pappas came through in
the clutch with a long fly ball to
centerfield, allowing MacLean to tag
up and score easily after the catch
with what proved to be the win-
ning run.
Wesleyan came fighting back in
the ninth and almost pulled it
cut. Catcher John Carta singled to
left with one out. Chester kept the
ra!iy gcinj by drawing a base on
balls. However, MacLean forced Jeff
eight hits, while striking out nine.
The Bears opened up quickly
against Williams' starter, Steve
Watson. The first five Bowdoin
hitters reached base and four of
them scored. Bruce MacLean be-
gan the "rally with a walk which
was followed by successive singles
by Richie Benedetto, Butkus, Pete
Pappas, and Charlie Belanger. In
the third frame Paul Mulloy singled
' 4n Butkus who had just collected
the first of his doubles.
Williams cut the lead to 5-2 in
the fourth on Ned Williams' single,
Kevin Sheehan's double, a walk,
and a single by .Watson. Williams
then decided to pinch hit for Wat-
son in the seventh and this chang-
ed the complexion of the game
completely. The Polar Bears im-
mediately jumped on his successor
Larry Ashby for seven runs. Bob
Davis allowed one more before he
could put the fire out in the sev-
enth. Charlie Belanger's double and
a Pete Pappas single were the key
blows in the big uprising. Three
walks and Paul Newman's third
single produced three more tallies
in the eighth. Kevin Sheehan,
Williams' three sport star, drove in
the final run for the Ephmen.
Saturday's game with Wesleyan
was quite another story. This was
a tight pitchers' duel that kept the
fans on the edge of their seats.
Bruce MacLean was Bowdoin s
standout player in every respect. He
Fayden's changes came through
with men in scoring position. The
Polar Bears also fielded excellent-
ly, handling 19 chances in the in-
field without a miscue.
Saturday it will probably be Bob-
by Butkus on the mound facing
"Amherst College in a 2:00 game at
Pickard Feld. The Jeffs were the
last Little Three team to beat Bow-
doin, doing so by a score of 13-0
en April 18, 1963. Although they
have a losing mark at the moment,
Amherst has shown great potential
in defeating Holy Cross earlier in
the season. The Polar Bears will
be attempting to extend their vic-
tory skein to seven.
It has come to our attention that the golf team does not receive any
money whatsoever from the College for a spring vacation trip to the
South. Any member who wants to sharpen his game in suitable climates
must pay all the expenses himself. This seems ridiculous since these
golfers must compete with others throughout the season who have had
the benefit of competition and practice in the South.
Since he College offers no aid to the aspiring golfer as it does to the
members of the baseball and lacrosse squads, only three Bowdoin students
and Coach Coombs were able to afford the trip to Duke University. These
four playerT38holes^)f golf per day while in Norths GareUntuThe total
cost to each of them was about $90. This is quite a bit for a student to
spend on his own getting ready for a college sport season.
Amherst College, for example, sent a 10-man team to Coral Gables,
Florida where these men got valuable practice and experience in a 28-
tam Invitational tournament. They then traveled to Key Largo for a
triangular event with Miami and Columbia. MIT also provides $1100 for
its golf team to use on a Southern tour. Although Wesleyan does not
provide such financial assistance, a Wesleyan coach recently told us that
this aid is forthcoming in the future.
Alth:ugh we do not expect the College to dish out $1000 for the golf
team, we d ) suggest that perhaps some agreement could be worked out by
wh'.ch the College would pay transportation costs for the team. This came
to less than $20 per man on last year's trip. We are quite sure that such
assistance would enable several more prospective members of the golf
squad to take the Southern journey next year. After all, the College Is
sronsorirtg a golf team and any honors which it may win, such as the
Maine State Series, reflect upon the name of the College. Surely the
transportation cost for a team as small as the golf team would not be
that excessive. *<
Already some of the members of the team are making plans to raise
money for next year's trip. Many other colleges use this method to defray
direct sponsorship of Southern trips. Wesleyan does not pay directly TuF
the baseball team's trip to Florida, but it does provide concessions jobs
as well as others for the baseball team members. The team earned the
entire $2800 for its trip in these ways.
With direct help in the way of transportation and indirect assistance
by providing such jobs to members of the golf team as well as to mem-
bers of the football, baseball, and hockey squads, the College could greatly
aid the development of this often-overlooked sport.
SPORT SHORTS — Tommy Allen, co-captain-elect of next year's
football team and President of the Class of 1967, has been elected captain
of the indoor track squad . . . Claude Caswell, co-holder of the indoor
two-mile record, has been chosen honorary captain of the past" season's
freshman indoor team. He was also honored in the same manner by the
frosh cross country squad last fall . . . Mike Ridgeway and Peter Stock-
pole have been elected co-captains of next winter's swimming team.
Ridgeway recently established a new Bowdoin 50-yard freestyle record of
22.9 seconds. Stackpole placed second in the 200-yard butterfly and fourth
in the 100 butterfly in the New Englands, establishing Bowdoin records
in both events.
Lacrosse Slams Brandeis, 14-1
After 10-7 Loss To UNH
Trackmen Lose To Vt, 89-60,
Frosh Win, .Set Relax Record
b\ Steve Rekd
In the first home games of 1966.
Bowdcin's varsity lacrosse team
took the measure of Bif.ndeis, 14-1,
after bowing to the University of
New Hampshire, 10-7.
UNH took advantage of a poor
Polar Bear start and led at half-
time, 4-0. The second half was a
cf goals as did Pete Quigley. Bob
Teeter scored once and assisted
once while Bill Allen had two as-
sists to go with his goal. Singleton
goals were scored by Bob Mitchell
and Charlie Gianaris. Helping the
cause with assists were Drew
Spaulding and Dan Ralston. The
notched his third consecutive com- diflerent story as.Pete Quigley and strong
defense was not called upon
plete game victory, produced two of
the team's four hits, scored the win-
ning run, and also handled nine
chances in the field flawlessly.
Sharing the honors with MacLean
Bill Allen led the* Bears back with much in this effort, nor were Bob
two goals apiece. With 4:45 gone Dakin and Mike Leonard who split
in the fourth period, the Bears the netminding duties and garnered
closed the gap to 8-6, but Bob 14 saves between them.
Dca'.icty, starring for UNH, threw The Polar Bears, now 1-6, travel
was second baseman Pappas who in two of his tour goals to decide to
Wesleyan Saturday in quest of
scored the first run and drove in
the winner. He maintained his
position as Bowdoin's leading stick-
er with a .348 average.
Both clubs scored single runs in
the fourth inning to break a score-
less deadlock. Left fielder Jeff
Hopkins, quarterback of the Car-
dinals' fine football squad, sliced a
double just inside the third base
line to open the inning.. After Mac-
Lean had retired the next two bat-
the game. victory number two.
Besides Allen and Quigley, the
'
Bowdoin scorers were Dick Van
Antwerp, Pete Chapman, and Bill __ w7 , a . »»
Baxtsr. Bcb Dakin and Mike V W1I1S SWim Meet
Leonard combined for 14 saves for
B:wdoin, while Al Decarlo stopped
20 for UNH.
Juit thres days later, however,
the team reversed its form com-
pletely as the Bears crushed visit-
ing Brandeis. With four goals in
ters on infield grounders, shortstop the first period and six in the sec
Bob Chester belted a long drive to
deep right-centerfleld which just
eluded the grasp of Richie Bene-
detto who made a great diving ef-
fort. Chester wound up on third
with a triple and the visitors had
an early 1-0 lead.
In the bottom of the same frame
Wesleyan hurler John Andrus
knicked Pappas with an inside pitch
to put the leadoff man on first.
end, the Bowdoin squad was in
complete control all the way with
no mere than eight minutes of the
game played in Bowdoin defensive
territory. Bowdoin scored three
mere times before the Judges got
their first tally at 8:05 of the fourth
period.
Pete Chapman led Bowdoin scor-
ing with three goals and three as-
sists. Don Murinson netted a pair
Winning five out of seven events
Theta Delta Chi swept the inter-
fraternity swimming meet held at
Curtis pool last Wednesday night.
Beta Theta Pi, Zeta Psl
(
and Delta
Sigma finished in the next three
positions. The meet was a good one:
eight "fraternities, entered swimmers
and f=ur meet records were broken.

















B-.v;doin's track squad suffered its
first defeat of the season Saturday
when the University of Vermont
swept three events to win easily.
C3-60. Vermont took advantage of
1-jlav Bear weaknesses in the jave-
lin, mile, and twe-mile to run up
en ir.surmountab'e lead. In addi-
tion, the home forces had victories
in the pale vault, long jump, 440,
i:C-yard high hurdles, and the mile
relay.
On the brighter side for Bowdoin
wcjc fine performances by AU-
American Alex Schulten, jumper
Andy Seager, and speedster Ray
Bird. Schulten won the hammer
threw, his specialty, with a throw
cf 1E1 feet, 4 inches to lead a Bow-
d:in sweep in that event. The
Bcwdcin Captain also took first
place in the discus.
Bird provided the Polar Bears
with unexpected strength in the
dc h. - by winning the 100 and 220-
yard dashes. Seager was also a
d:uble winner with victories in the
li gh jump and hop .step, and jump.
Junior Tom Allen and sophomore
Charlie Hews triumphed in the ha'f
mile and shot put events, respec-
tively.
The summary:
Hammer Throw — 1. Schulten (B); 2.
Willschcr (K): .!. Hr»( (B): IS4'4".
Pol* Vault — 1. Mnylnnd (V); 2. Fyles
IVJ; 3. Smith (B) l,'i'6".
Javelin — 1. MrLcad (V); 2. Giardi (V) :
;s. rhi ids (V) isr ft'-.".
Shot Pot — I. Hewn (B); 2. Ardell (V):
3. Sli kney (V) 51' »%",
Disru* — I. Schulten (B): 2. Keiderling;
i V): 3. Ardell (V) 149'3't- '.
High Jump — 1. Seager (B): 2. Childs
ChiMs (V): 3. Kerry (B) I*1H".
I oiif Jump — 1. Nolan (V); 2. Karley
tV> ; .'!. Bnndall (li) M'S".
Mile — 1. Stowed (V) and Jones (V)
(tie); 3. Kyan (V) 4:43.
44» _ |. |)edman (V): 2. Alo.s Allen I V I
:
.'!. Horton (V) 5(1.7.
100-Yard Dash — I. Bird (B); 2. Burton
IB): %, Colan (V) 1(1.5.
120-Yard High Hurdles — Bahivnburg
(V): 2. Economou (V): 3. Berry (Bl
15.7.
880 — I. Allen (HI: 2. Stowell (B): 3.
liomhnl (V) 2:07.4.
Two-Mile — 1. Howard (V): 2. Jones I V) :
3. Chnintreui! IV) lOrHO.X.
220 — 1. Bird (B): 2. Bedmanj (V): 3.
Burton (B) 22.5.
14') — 1. BecasHris (V): 2. Bird (B): 3.
Allen (B) 55.!).
Mile Relay — Won hy Vermont 3:3>.6.
Hop, Step and Jump — 1. Stager IB): 2
Karley (V): 3. Noland (V) 41'll".
The Bowdoin Freshman track
team made up somewhat for the
varsity's defeat by swamping the
Vermont fresh 83-65. On the way
to this outstanding victory, the
freshmen smashed a team record
in the mile relay. The quarter of
Steve Reed, Dick Paulding, Dave
Goodof, and Pete Hardy established
a new mark of 3.35.5.
The summary:
Hammer Throw — 1. Best <B)? 2. Eisen
hauer (B) ; 3. Bisttrove (B) 123".
Pole Vault — 1. Pngar (B): 2. Civilb
(V): 3. Cabal (V) 12'6".
Javelin — 1. Edelman (V): 2. Hardy (B)
3. Beat (B) 164'.
Shot Put — I. Best (B) ; 2. Gauron (B)
3. Seaman (V) 43'5".
Discus — I. Whittier (V); 2. Betts (V)
3. Gauron (B) 112'.
High Jump — 1. Cate (V) : 2. Civilla (V)
3. Zottyloli <B) 5'4"
Long Jump — I. Pratt (B): 2. Pierc
)B) ; 3. Cnhnt (V) 19'9".
Mile — 1. Karwell (B): 2. Tulonen )B)
3. Coleman (V) i;*"\.>.
440 — I. Hardy (B): 2. Goodof (B) : I
Catron IV) 51.9.
100-Yard Da^h — 1. Cahat (V): 2. Vr-
(B) • 3. Pngar (B) 10.4.
High Hurdles — 1. Cate fV): 2. Pien
(V) 17.2.
N80 — 1. Paulding (B): 2. Crown (V
3. C.oodof (B) 2:02.2.
Two-Mile — I. Farwel! (B) : 2. Tulont
>W); 3. Col« man (V) l«:06.fi.
220 — 1. Cabat (V); I, Hardy iBI:
Rted (B) 81.1
440 — 1. Pierce (ft) : 2, Cate (V):
Sewall (B) SH.8.
Mile Relay — Won hy Bowdoin i Ree
Paulding. Goodof, Hardv) 3:35.5.
Hop, Step, and Jump — I. Pratt (B):
PitH-re IB); S. Cale (V) 3!)'10".
rht»
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Circular File
Alumni Teachers Brewster Gets Marshall;
To Be On Campus rrn g 1 ti r> 1 •
p - f
v lne Second ror Bowdoin
ror Lonterence
Tickets are still available for students, alumni and friends of the Col-
lege for "Bowdoin Night at the Pops" in Symphony Hall, Boston, May 12.
Students may purchase tickets in Gibson Hail until Monday or may
order them from Norman C. Nicholson, Jr. '56 of 25 Wessex Dr., West-
wood, Mass. 00090, telephone 326-5643. Mr. Nicholson is in charge of tick-
ets for alumni.
The entire main floor and choice first balcony seats have been re-
served for Bowdoin. Floor tickets are available at Gibson HalL Balcony
tickets may be purchased from Mr. Nicholson.
Prices are $5.25 tables with five seats, $26.25) ; $4.75 (tables for five,
$23.75); and $3.75 tables for five, $18.75). Balcony seats are $425 each.
Alumni should send reservations and requests for information to Mr.
Nicholson. Tickets will be mailed after Tuesday on a first-come, first-
served basis.
Richard P. Berry, Jr. '68/has been elected President of Beta Theta Pi
Fraternity. Elected, Vice Pr&ident and Rushing Chairman was Kent W.
Mohnkern '68. The fraternity also elected these officers: Secretary, Noel
E. Bailey '68; Treasurer, Donald S. Murinson '68; Social Chairman, Henry
W. Newman '68; Steward, Myles S. Schiller '68; House Manager, M. Terry
Webb '69.
• * « « »
William Eves, a distinguished pianist from Topsham, Maine, will give
~^thr 1965-66 series of Area-Artist Concerts May 6.
The concert will be performed at 8:15 pjn. in Wentworth Hall. Tick-
ets for the performance, at $1.50 each, will be available at the door.
Mr. Eves' special interest has been French piano music and he has
won critical acclaim for numerous concert performances, including a
Debussy-Ravel concert in 1952.
• • • •
The International Nickel Company, Inc., has made an unrestricted
grant of $2,000 to Bowdoin.
The grant is one of a series made to leading liberal arts institutions
as part of Inco's broad program of continuing aid to higher education in
the United States.
President Coles said the grant, which supplements other gifts to Bow-
doin by the company in the past ten years, will be used in the Department
of Geology.
Bruce L. Bushey *67 has been elected President of the Association of
Business and Economic Students, an affiliate of the International Asso-
ciation of Students in Economics and Commerce (AIESEC).
Other newly-elected officers include Vice President, Douglas P. Biklen
'67 and Secretary-Treasurer, Roy P. Hibyan '67.
• • * * «
Don E. Cope, a former staff member of the Camp Atterbury, Indiana,
Job Corps Camp, will speak May 5 at 8:15 p.m. in the Main Lounge of
the Moulton Union.
His address, sponsored by the Political Forum, will be open to the
public and will speak on the Job Corps.*****
The works of six composers will be featured in a student recital Sun-
day (May 1) at 7 p.m. in the Main Lounge of the Moulton Union.
Works by Schumann, Purcell, Weber, Goddard, Mozart, and Norman
Cazden will be performed by three sophomore soloists and the Brass
Ensemble, directed by Instructor John E. Rogers of the Department of
Music. *****
Lt. Col. William F. Vassar, Professor of Military Science, announced
today that Gary Roberts has been granted a 2-year ROTC Scholarship.
The scholarship, awarded on a competitive basis to qualified ROTC stu-
dents enrolled in the Senior Program, covers tuition, book costs and lab-
oratory fees, along with a $50 a month stipend.
Runner-up in the scholarship competition was John M. Rector.*****
"The New Student Radicalism" will be the topic of a speech to be
given this Wednesday in Wentworth Hall. Professor Howard Zinn of
Boston College, will begin his talk at 8:15 p.m.
• * * * *
The Alumni Office today announced that it has sent out copies of
the Commencement Program to Alumni and Parents. The following are
some of the highlights of the 1966 Commencement Week proceedings:
The Bowdoin College Teachers'
Club win^hold Its- annual meeting
on the College campus April 30.
Hundreds of alumni, active in all
areas of education, are expected to
attend the meeting. Any alumnus
now in education who would like
to attend is invited to do so. a
Professor Vincent Nowlis of the
Department of Psychology at the
University of Rochester will be the
keynote speaker for the day-long
event. He will address the educa-
tors at 10 a.m. in Smith Audito-
rium, Sills Hall, on "Student Atti-
tudes," the theme of this year's
conference.
A summa cum laude and Phi Beta
Kappa graduate in the Class of
BREWSTER WINS MARSHALL SCHOLARSHIP — President
Coles congratulates David E. Brewster '66 who has been awarded
a Marshall Scholarship for graduate study in Britain. Looking
on at right is Brewster's faculty adviser, Professor Roger Howell,
Jr.'
1935, Professor Nowlis received his
Ph.D. from Yale University in 1939.
Before going to Rochester in 1951,
he taught at Yale, Connecticut, In-
diana, Iowa, and Harvard.
Sir Patrick Dean, G.OM.G., Bri- ing for a student studying at a Bri-
tish Ambassador to the United tish university is considerably lower
States, announced that David E. than for a student studying at a
Brewster '66 has been awarded a college or university in the United
Marshall Scholarship for graduate States. »
Dr. Nowlis has written numerous study in Britain. Preference for the scholarships fc
articles in scientific periodicals and President Coles was informed that given to "candidates who combine
several books on different aspects
BreWSter iS °ne °f only M MarshaU high acatJemlc ability with the ca-
.
Scholars selected from colleges and pacity to play an active part in the
ot psychology. Some o{ bis pres-
umversities throughout the United life of the United Kingdom univer-
ent research interests are in the states this year. Brewster is the sity to which they go."
psychology of higher education, of Second Bowdoin student to win one Professor Roger Howell, Jr., of
mood, and of gender role. He is a of tne coveted Marshall Scholar- the History Department, Brewster's
ships in the history of the awards, adviser for the Marshall Scholar-
The Marshall Scholarship pro- ship said that Brewster will take
member of the American, Eastern
and New England Psychological As-
SUNDAY, JUNE 5
4:00 p.m.
The Baccalaureate Service. The First Parish Church.




The Annual Meeting of Phi Beta Kappa in the Dean
Nixon Room at the new Hawthorne-Longfellow Library.
1 1 :00 a.m.
The Commissioning Exercises for ROTC Graduates
The Terrace of the Walker Art Building. (In Pickard
Theater if the weather is inclement.) Address by Cap
tain David L. Tamminen, USA, '56, recently Military
Adviser to the Vietnamese Military Forces, "No tickets
required.
gram was established in 1953 by the up residence at the University of
sociations, and is on the editorial united Kingdom Government as an Newcastle upon Tyne, where he
board of the "Journal of Personality expression of British gratitude for will study for an honors B.A. In
and Social Behavior." aid under the Marshall Plan. Its modern history with a concentra-
The meeting will begin with reg- P
urP°se is t0 enable citizens of the tion on 19th Century England.
.... _ United States, both men and women Brewster will be the first Marshallistration and coffee from 9 to 10 who are^^ of United states g^^ at m Universitv of New.
a.m. at the Alumni House. Follow- colleges and universities, to study castle.
ing Dr. Nowlis' speech, there will be for a c'egree at a British university Professor Howell, a member of
a panel discussion in Smith Audi- for a period of at least two years, the Class of 1958, studied at Oxford
torium on "Student Attitudes- The The avera&e yearlv ^"ant b about University in England as a Rhodes
Views of some Alumni Educators." J
00
f™**'
™ ™&\ f*». JjW Scholar and has conducted researchto the student in Britain. This at the University of Newcastle for
Moderator for the panel will be amount is greater than a direct his book, "Newcastle upon Tyne and
John F. Jaques '43, Acting Dean of translation ol pounds into dollars tho Puritan Revolution."
Men at the University of Maine in at the current rate of $2.80 to one Brewster, a history major, has
Portland. Panelists will include P°und suggests since the cost of liv- (Continued on page 3)
Milton A. MacDonald '49, Psycho-
logical Counselor at the Kilmer Job
Corps Center in Edison, N. J.; W.
Bruce MacDonald '60, a teacher of
English at Lexington (Mass.) High
School; and B. David Wetherell '45,
a guidance counselor at Brunswick
(Maine) High School. The discus-
sion will be followed by a question
and answer period.
An afternoon session will be held
at 2:15 pm. in Smith Auditorium.
Dr. Daniel F. Hanley '39, College
Physician, will moderate a panel on
"Student Attitudes at Bowdoin."
Members of the panel will be
Charles R. Toomajian Jr. '65, Ad-
ministrative Assistant to the Dean
of Students; and three undergradu-
ate representatives.
Student Council Reports
Due to shipping difficulties,
• he Franklin Pierce Memorial
Film Forum's Showing of stu-
dent films from the 1965 Na-
tional Student Film Festival
scheduled for tonight has been
cancelled.
(Continued on page 3)
1. There will be a Faculty Self Study next year. Arrangements will be
made to have some student participation in the project.
2. A Rushing Committee report with tentative quotas will be released
next week.
3. The Chapel-Forum Committee report to the Faculty includes a recom-
mendation for the elimination of the compulsory Sunday Vespers re-
quirement. Suggestions are invited for any alternatives to the present
religious program at the College.
4. The Curriculum Committee investigated the problem of large classes,
particularly in certain English courses. They were told that it was
primarily a problem of manpower; and solutions to the problem, for
the present, might include freeing Professors by waiving the freshman
English requirement for more men, and running courses with one
major lecture and smaller conferences.
5. President Ray Bird reported on the meeting which he attended be-
tween the Governing Boards and several students. Topics included the
athletic problem of small teams; Bowdoin's social atmosphere; the
desire more for a girls' coordinate college rather than a graduate
school; the need for the revision of division requirements, and other
curricular needs; and the problem of required Chapel.
6. John Ranahan, Editor of the Orient presented the Orient's proposal
for Student Council reform. After his presentation, the Council dis-
cussed the problem, and agreed that the structural and procedural
reforms enumerated were neither necessary nor desirable. Deficiencies
within the Council, it was decided, could best be dealt with within thi
present structure. A motion was passed to write a reply to the Orient*!
editorial explaining the Council's position in this matter.
7. A motion was passed to have the Student Council Minutes printed In
the Orient each issue.
8. Election of officers will be May 2, 1966.
"
9. There will be a meeting of the Committee on Social Rules to discuss
possible revisions.
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•EDITORIAL
*m
Reii.rtterto Editor from Student Council President.
To the Editor: i»h tween 'Bowdoin arid Westbrook. handle- responsibility
,J
don't assume
Last week's Orient contained sev- Even after much hard work by the it. WBOR, The Orient, The Quill,
Recent criticisms of its colu few thines • f 1 > ft "*S* °f imP°rt t0 the StUdent chairman ot the Student Ufe Com- and our n°n-«istent Bugle all limp
solne people are reading it (Re- other letter concerning las SE I** *"* ™ "* 6XCeUent mitt(*' She Sti" C°Uld n0t * C°n" lamdy alon^ The colle^ Puts UP
m*mV*V>Mn»t n ml ,
ning t proposal - even the Orient editors vinced of the wisdom of the plan, at least adequate funds and facili-weens Editorial), (2) some people are misreading it, and (3> it have a positive attitude at times - Would you have us run a bus ser- ties. So who's at fault? The ad-is causing some reactions about campus. The most important that the Student Council should be vice anyway, even if the girls were ministration, the few students whogroup of misreaders is the Student Council. If commenting upon elected by the whole student body, not allowed to use it? ^ run these organizations, or the gen-
(mud-slinging) such matters as the academic environment, the We would like to re-echo the editor's The specific proposal you-advanc- eral student body. It couldn't be
unfairness of the social ru-les, the lack of a healthy social atmos- point of view - that the Student ed unfortunately proposes the the student body. Hah, them it
phere, the Big Brother's program, the unclear financial condi- CouncU ^ not effective as it is, so wrong solution for the wrong prob- could never be
tions surrounding faculty pay raises, the need for three deans
let
'
s change iL We can 't lose any_ lem and backs [t UP ^^ the w1"011* Tom Roulstbn
the Vietnam CrisisT-th^Sunda^€hape l Services, and last, but —"*'
and perhaps SOme election "
-«**Bns-
S>
not least thp short Mminm nt «„.. o+..^«„4- n -i • ~\,~ " eering might even shake loose some, m« snort-comings of our Student Council is mindless
of Bowdoin
I )am perfectly willing to admit To the Editor:
s 'apathy.' that
v
the Council has had problems
The fact that there had to be a this year, but its structure was noto" he c^ileee exn/rZllll 17 IT'* " theu SPeCtrUm ^ W. lb « Wednesday in a courageous
hLn^ a
Xpe"en" that can be touched uP°n Wlth0»t being demonstration in chapel to liberal- the cause. As a matter of fact, the venture . Dr Carnathan . a™"g Sun-branded a perpetrator of yellow journalism'. & the chapel ru!es, and that there present size of the Council and its dry other things ' blasted away at
had to be a march on Mass. hall to makeup provide us with the needed the °rient and in dramat»c *****
change the social rules shows that manpower for our committees and
We feel that the accomplishments of David Brewster must many students at B^ "1 "e c°n - a wide enough base to get a good
be recognized by the Orient, and by the College. Winning -
Cemed With °ert&in asp6CtS °f thelr £amp 'e of the more than m stu*
like
college life. It also shows how- dent opinions which exist at this
school. Certainly a twelve man
queried: "Why isn't someone
Bill Heath on the Orient?"
I would like to counter by asking:
"Why Isn't someone like Bill Heath
(and the rest of the "UndergraduateiTs^sThoTa'rshifr^ •"^ 2 h0n0r • V*^^ a ever ' that existin* channel," of" stu
can onlv blt2 P \bU l W,nmng ,b°th 1S a" achleve™"t that dent expression are not sufficient. Council would nave less trouble Bowdoin Booster Club'" whom **•y e spoken about in superlative terms. Dave's awards Why not do something now while agreeing on what it wants to say in Carnathan sPok* of in s"<* &™-have brought honor to himself and to Bowdoin.
..we still remember these few occa-
sions of student concern.
At the risk of being called "illiterate chowder-heads'
The serious lack of student re- therefore, from what you seem to
by presentation is shown in the pres- say, would be ideal; but one man
a public statement. A one man
in
*
terms) on the °rient?" If *"<*
Council would have no dissent and are supposedly so positive, and the
Orient so negative, why haven't
they given some of their keen in-
paper over the years?
It's fine to sit back and write
grammatical treatises and pompous
diatribes to the "Letters to the
Editor" column, but when two or
«omo momKoro „t +w ii •. - . i»«reHimw w oiiuw ui wic jjico g ia D la i o t.s e members of the college community, we feel that another ent move to liberalize distribution would hardly represent what you sight to thelr ',alma mater
'
s" news
term must be added to the Bowdoin vocabulary; faculty apathy, requirements. Surely this should be blithely generalize as "student opin-
"
i°
r a"y number of years members of the faculty have com- an extremely important issuev for icn ." The main problem this year
plained bitterly that the fraternities are intellectually unstimu- every student on campus, yet it has has been a lack ef continuity which
latin g, falUo^engender-the spirit of the coll ege", and fail to helrr^ * *—* doftated at all, Are we fagmeant that a good deal of e»
communication between students and faculty. However this past ParticiPatin& m a 'liberal arts' edu- fort has had to go into the rela-
Winter one of the houses decided to initiate an experimental cation? Surely the best way to be" tively unproductive pursuit of try-
three **01l
>}
e are burdened **h the
informal coffee hour to be hett once a week and open "to all fac fll? V* 1 * efff" *. to make up for a lack of ex- £* (££"«*^l«£- the voice of the perience. Continuity is a vital fac- mg an elgm page paper Dy M,em
tor for any government body, and ***• often worWng at the *****
Ibukun Akinduro its lack after our reorganization was of thelr studies int0 the wee hours
ne dronnprf i
Andy Sea«er something we could do nothing of the mornin8. a »» of the criticismtendi g pped to a grand total of one; there have been three about your proposal would not handed to the Orient flies right back
regular faculty members who attend. The question we ask is, To the Editor: only turn council elections into into the faces of those who are so
wnere are all those who have been criticizing thp frntvrniHool I've had it. too ah war the i„.i*., --»*—*. «,„- ^—i^-i free in handing it out. If Mr.













to just sit and chat with a good number of faculty members
opened up. But after just a few weeks the number of those at-
C -
: ng e fraternities? . AH year p:pularity contests thus depriving l tM eAre they too proud to enter one of those dens of iniquity? Every °rient has been -indulging in mind- the Council of some of its most ef- Heat nand some of the other arm-
" to
positive
many of the complaints now leveled
against the Orient would soon sub-
side.
A Former Editor
faculty member cannot be expected from attending every one Iess criticism ot almost every re- fective members, but would also as- chair-editors would be willing
of the weekly affairs; this is really not even desirable, but after





"^"J3'; J *" C
all the complaining that has been done recently, why is that only
'
one, two, or three of our professors take the advantage of talk
ing informally with some of the students? Or why have they not
taken advantage of the free coffee and donuts?
last week you achieved a new low Your editorial caused a good deal
in your mud-slinging at the Stu- cf comment in the Student Coun-
dent Council. The editorial you cil meeting last Monday. We gen-
wrote last week displayed an ob- erally felt that the structure of the
vious ignorance of the business of council is not seriously hampering•*'*#
.«




an appalling lack of research conrse< is only as good ^ the menin last weeks brunswick Record there was a letter from a and thought in its writing. who ^p on it> and the ultimate
woman in Portland concerning the Vietnam conflict that stated: In the tat Place, the Student responsibility for the quality of its
Technically, this war is not our war. Morally, it is. It is the °
ouncil nas never been given to members depends on the several
f everyone who believes in and imiet !«.,.„ ni.W*Hn „if„' isationalism; and just because fraternities who elect them.
I have no desire to engage in
polemics with the Orient, and I do
ll prac ices Christian ty"
The thoughts that pop quickly into ones mind are "Thou shalt
the °°UnCiJ d°eS "0t pr0Ceed at a
not kill; turn your other cheek: the meek shall inherit the earth"- fT^ "* °f 38°° rPm 'S <reS°"
the ToZ alt f 1 "Danyth;nPrt thp iltt,tl,de evidenced in helming majority of the work of
Th nT.r °m ReCOrd ,S °ne °f iinti -Ch "«tianity. the Student Council, as any gov-ine united Mates is supposedly a Christian nation, but does not erning body, consists^ behind-the-
practice what it preaches. We have made the war in Vietnam our ***"* committee work. There
war; it is not our Christian moral .duty to prosecute this sense- seems to be a general impression on
less killing. It has become the duty of saving face that keeps tnis camPus tnat the social rules
To the Editor:
In your issue ot April 22, Andy
Piatt '66 pleaded strongly for cur-
riculum changes that would give
Bowdoin students a better under-
standing of urban problems.
The Department of Sociology,
with better than "instant - action,"
not want to bandy charges with
recommended to the Faculty on
you. I would only suggest that you March 14 tha a new course _ The
spend less time criticizing, and Urban Commuil ity _ be offered by
more time actively supporting,
the Department . The offering of
what some people are trying to do this course was appr0Ved by the
t-> improve the College. While this Faculty at its regular meeting on
us from ending this needless killing. To preach love, brother- and chapel re&ulations w*re chang- the Bowdoin community,
hood, and peace with one hand, and to kill and destroy with the
ed beCause of
is mere difficult, I feel that it would Monday> Apri i i8 and is now a part
better fulfill your responsibility to
of the curriculum .
the demonstrations




own short-sightedness, and find ourselves unable to withdraw T* . drMiat,ied the Pr°blems - ™
z: rjSL?ca kinbd tot? ?to^ ™s is the^ -^r^'S arr*X£&\£^^ '" Chr 'Stia»^ -^ " is vincing the Faculty and the Ad







Volutin- XCV Friday, April 29, 1966
o the Editor: From The Suggestion Box:
A W*ek agO
(
on Thursday, at 5:30 All iUmi taken v*rbatum from »uKe»tion»
ministration that the changes were the voice of Bowdoin College went received in the Orient Snriettion Box in
long overdue. Believe it or not, ignobly off the air. I finished my the Union -
the Faculty, Administration, and show as usual at five o'clock. How- Would someone please wash the
Governing Board run this school, ever the fellow who was scheduled headsets in the language lab some-
not the Student Council; and the to broadcast for the next two hours day-! They are filthy. Anyone know
Council cannot make certain didn't show up. Foolishly I left for the address of the Board of Health,
changes just by willing them. We supper with an lp playing. What Make some improvements in the
all realize that no one is more ca- stupidity, what folly! As I was quality of personnel on WBOR. At
—;
pable of running the College than dressing for dinner (Thursday nite least find some DJ's who know what
Number 31 its students, but these other groups is guest nite), I heard the lp end decent music is. Your programming
have yet to see the light. and WBOR go off the air to the i& obviously directed at a small mi-
John p. iunah.ii Specifically, you charged us with rasp of the needle playing the label. nority of students.
"tteateita. inactlon 0°. such things as the Ha- I called the information desk and Unlimited cuts-we're running a
Alan Laa.Ua verford Plan and "even such menial had the student remove the arm. kindergarten! ! !
:''..
D'r
Bob Jo^. thin^ " tne bus service to West- At 7:30 I get a ca'l from the in- A better method should be de-
. Da»rwiikin£n
brcck " Did ll ever occur to you f-rmation desk that queer noises vised for receiving long-distance
Lorry Weinatcin that there might be valid reasons were emanating from our ten watt calls than sending them throughNews Stan": Ken Green, Jack CarUand, Dick Mersercaa, Stere Thompaon, B. J. Market, for a lack Of taneible rMlllK on slant of thp Northeast T wsnt hurt .,. . .««•..«».«*
sieve Rand. Kip Horabarrh. Ronald Mikniak, Dare suiiiv.n. Alan Laaaiia. Karl
ii g Di esuus giam qi me iNorm t. i went back the heating plant after 12:00. In
c»u*r. these proposals? For example, the and re-opened the station. I called the inefficient shuffle calls are de-
circulation staff st«ve Barron. Jamea ScaUae Haverford Plan needs as a founda- this second delinquent disc jockey iayed pr lost.
tion a strong, viable Honor System; and found he had deciCed to make Although it's obviously too late
and there have been serious doubts up all his semesters work and had now, why are they replacing the
that Bowdoin has such a system, g-ne to the lib. Obviously his in- windows in Appleton Hall with
so we have waited for the results Ullectual endeavors precluded call- wooden frames etc. By having
of the review by the Honor System ing Ed Miller for a replacement, used aluminum frames or some
Review Committer Are you Warn- The pcint of this gripe note? This other metal windows they could
In'fgMor this? Another example: j-e;ms indicative of Bowdoin or stu- avoid the Cold-Air Seive type of
the Dean\ or Westbrook was not in dent apathy and Jack of responsi- windows, « in Hyde Hovel, 50 years
rati for •>• JSril wui (H) MkrV *""•"»«*.









THE BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
>r A. P. Danctt, Mr. Jaaea P. Granccr, Pete Mairer,
Lorry Wetnatain, PoUr Blankman. Dare Bottom?, John Ranahan.
woefciy whan elaaaaa are held dorinc the Fall and Sprint Semester by
ta of Bowdoin < oiler*, Addrcaa nowa eoaaaaaniealiona to the Editor and Mh-
ramiaaiucatjoni U tha Boaineoa Manarer of tha Bowdoin Pabliahinc Coaa-
«ho ORIENT 0«co in Monltm Union, Bowdoin CoUawc, Branawick, Maine.
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CIRCULAR FILE
(Continued Trom page 1)
"<•$>
2:00p.m. ~' i ** --
.
% . ,
The Commencement Lecture. "Bowdoin's Art and Ar-
chitecture",-, by Brooks W. Stoddaril, A.^., of the Art
,






-i." - •* *" => m- *? *A
4:00p.m. ,»
Dedication of the Dean Nixon ROom at the New
Hawthorne-Longfellow Library.
4:15 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Reception by President and Mrs. James S. Coles.
The Moulton Union.
8:45 p.m.
The Commencement Play. Presentation of Measure for
Measure (William Shakespeare) by the Masque and
Gown. Pickard Theater in Memorial Hall. Tickets
(S2.00 each) at the Information Desk of the Moulton
Union (Telephone "'25-8731; Extension 3^5 ) until
5:00 p.m. on Friday. Mail orders held at the Informa-




The Commencement Procession Will Form at the
Senior Center. (Alumni will fall in and join the
Procession at the Chapel.) The Marshal: William A
Dougherty '46.
10:00 a.m.
The Commencement Exercises. The New Gymnasium.
Tickets are required, and must be presented before the
Procession enters.
10:30 and 11 :30 a.m.
Special Tours of Library. Sponsored by the Alumni
Council and conducted by members of the Staff.
1 1 :00 a.m.
Special Tour of the Senior Center. Sponsored by
the Alumni Council and conducted by members of the
Staff.
12:00 Noon
The .Commencement Dinner. The Hyde Athletic
Building. Immediately following the Commencement
.Exerciscs^^Almnni,. Members nf rhy finwrfnin -ftirhPTV
Association, and Graduating Seniors and their Fathers
are admitted without charge. All should show Com-
mencement Badges, available at the Registration Desk
at the Moulton Union throughout the weekend. Tickets
for other male guests are S4.00.
12:00 Noon
A Buffet Luncheon for Ladies. The Sargent Gym-
nasium. Immediately following the Commencement Ex-
ercises. Sponsored by the Society of Bowdoin Women.
The Mothers and Wives of the Graduating Seniors are
guests of the Society. All others may purchase tickets
($3.00) at the Moulton Union, at Gibson Hall, or at
the door. r— —.
EXHIBITS: Hawrhorne-Lonj-fellow Library: Hawthorne
and Longfellow". Walker Art Building: "Contemporary
American Paintings", the Gift of Walter K. Gutman '24.




Pr. Marcus Bloch, L-HY., Pres-
ident of Central School of Hyp-
notism, P.O. Box 118, New York
8, N. Y., has been honored with
Honorary membership in the
Egyptian School of Hypnotism,
by Dr. Aziz Hassan, President of





Between 10 ajn.-B p.m.
4 pjBL-7 pan.
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
m Maine St., Branmrlek
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
# Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c— Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
Golfers Trail UM
«^Jn State Series
40 degree weather and a stiff wind
I* "* *
^entr,. scores.
. skyrocketing as Maine
(22) points 'took the first round le^d
in State Series play at Brunswick
yesterday. Bowdoin trails the Black
Bears by 6 points going into second
round action at Martindale (Bates)
on Tuesday. Bates and Colby fell
off the pace with 8 and 6 points
respectively. In State Series ' play,
a man from each team (7 men per
team) makes up a foursome in which
,
he plays an 18-hole match with each
playing partner. Medal scores are
also kept. One point is awarded
for each match play victory. The
team with the lowest medal score
gets 6 extra points. Second, third
and fourth team scores are worth
4, 2 and no points respectively. Yes-
terday Maine gained its lead on the
strength of sweeps in match play by
four men, and the lowest team
score. Co-medalists were Warren
(M), Simpson (Ba) and Dick
Smith (B) with 80's.
Results: Maine 16 match play, 6
team score = 22; Bowdoin 12 match
play, 4 team score - 16; Bates 6
match play, 2 team score = 8;
Colby 6 match play. team score
i Shipman To Co
4a Cambridge
Professor William D. Shipman pf_
yie, Economics Departaient
-has
been inyite'd by the University of
Cambridge to spend the 1966-67
acade'mic year in England.
Professor Shipman, who will be
on sabbatic leave, will spend the
year doing research under a Dis-
tinguished Foreign Visitor Plan in
the Department of Applied Econo-
mics at Cambridge. He will study
the British and continental trans-
portatlon systems, and will be par-
ticularly concerned with the subject
of rail-motor competition.
The 'invitation by Cambridge was
extended to Professor Shipman to
enable him to devote full-time to
transportation research. He will
have an office at Cambridge and
use of the Department's facilities,
including an extensive library.
BREWSTER
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been, a bean's List and straight '
student and is an Undergradu
Research Fellow under a pragrt
designed to engage gifted studei
directly and responsibly in serlc
£ttempts
o
to extend man's knfv
edge. He has also been designat
a James Bowdoin Scholar in re
o^nition of his academic achiev
ments. Earlier this year he w.
selected for the award of a Woot
row Wilson National Fellowship f
graduate study.
Brewster is a member of the edi
orial board of the "Quill," a tron
bonist^m the Bowdoin Brass Er
semble, and a member of Thet
Delta Chi Fraternity. Last year h
participated in the 17th annual Stu
dent Conference on United State
Affairs at West Point.
The only other Bowdoin studen
tc win a Marshall Scholarship wa





LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining: until 11:00 p.m.
6.
Bowdoin results (matches wont
Wieners (2); Dave Smith (2); Dick
Smith (3); Yaw (0); Suvalle (2);











"Appreciates Bowdoin's close re-
lationship with the community."
Brunswick, Maine
Dial 729-3422
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES - FRUIT AND VEGETABLE
SHOP AT ^
LIVERNOIS IGA
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 725-7122








LEAVE YOUR SHOES AT






720 Sabattug Street, Lewiston
For Your Evening 1 Dining Pleasure
I
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER. MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75






Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery to Rockland
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Bears Nipped By Maine, 6-5,
er Blanking Amherst, 3-0
Trackmen Go To JThe Wire
4£'W Take* Belr% 7&71
Two unearned puns in the ninth hits, passed four and struck oft 12 man with his second straight





of Maine baseball team a 6 to ' kus came in to fan the only man
he faced.
In* a meet decided by tha finer the gear's^ undoing however, as the
evfht the University of New Hamp- WiFJcats took, first in the 440, 880,
shire downed Bowdoin 78-11. The mile, two mile and the mile relay,
meet included eight record-breaking The efforts of Ray Bird and Bruce
MacLean pitched well in the mid-
effort5 _ ft remarkable effort con- Burton in tne m 220 and 440 hur-
dle innings, getting out of Jams sidering the athletes faced stiff
Bowdoin Wednesday in the first Danny MacPayden's "home club with crucial strikeouts. However, winds and chilly temperatures.
State Series game ^of the season. When leftflelder Norm Tardiff led off tw0 walks ^d nits by Tardiff and The weight events were as usual
The defeat snapped the Polar Wjtn a single to right field. After Ferguson produced one run for the Bowdoin's main point gatherers.
Bears* winning streak which had two outs and a walk to sophomore B'ack Bears in the seventh frame Charlie Hews captured the shot put victory as they were dowh two with
been extended to seven games Sat- George Ferguson, Brunswick native t0 close *he score to 5-4. meet record with a toss of 50 ft. 10 flve points to gain. But the New
over Things started badly for Coach dies could not compensate for the
overall U.N.H. running speed.
The final event required a Bear
urday when co-captain Bob Butkus carl Merrill lashed an opposite-field Then came the fateful ninth in. He also placed in the javelin, Hampsnire team iced the victory
blanked Amherst on six hits, 3 to 0. single to left. Butkus charged the which Bowdoin fans have come to discus and hammer. The latter two with a—record-breaking effort of
Hammer — I. Schulten (B), 2. Burns
(NH), 3. Hews (B). D— 174.5.
Pole Vault —
man (B), 3.
The Polar Bear defense, which ball and threw a perfect strike to dread in State Series games the last events were won by Alex Schulten
had been air-tight all season, fin- the plate just in time to nail Tar- few years. Ferguson opened the The javelin throw was taken by
3:28 -5 m.the mile relay
ally faltered against the hard-hit- diff. However, the hustling Maine inning with a slow bounder to third Dave Stocking. Andy Seager set a
ting Maine club. The infield was star knocked the ball from catcher which Paul Mulloy fielded but threw meet record in the high jump and
charged with seven errors in the Bob Giard's grasp and scored the wide of the bag for an error. Ron a Polar Bear record in the triple
game after having committed only first run of the game. Steve Sones Lanza moved Ferguson to second jump.
eight in the previous eight ball then followed with a tremendous with a well-placed sacrifice. Then The longer running events were
Sames - blast to right-center field that de- Merrill singled up the middle to
The victim of the poor support fleeted off Richie Benedetto's glove drive across the tying run.
was junior Bruce MacLean who al- fcr a triple, scoring both base run- It looked as if MacLean was go-
ners, ing to escape from the inning with-
Bowdoin fought right back for out any further damage when he
two runs in their own half of the whiffed Sones, but Jim Farrell
first when sophomore righthander singled to keep the rally alive. Mac-
Dave Seabury walked the first two Lean then induced pinch hitter Ralph
batters. After Butkus had moved Bonna to hit a bounder to shortstop
the runners over with a perfect Belanger for what looked like the
sacrifice bunt, Benedetto scored on third out. However, the ball glanc-
a passed ball and Pete Pappas loop- ed off Belanger's glove and bounced
1. Tucker (NH), 2. Leish-
Mohnkera (B). H— 12.
lowed only one earned run in the
loosely
-played contest. In losing
his first game of the season after
notching three victories in as many
outings, MacLean allowed ten base
Higrh Jump — 1. Sealer (B), 2. Leishman
(B), 3. Doherty (NH). H—6T\ (MR)
Shot Put — 1. Hews (B), 2. Franks (NH),
3. Stocking (B). U -50'10" (MR)
Discus — I. Schulten (B).
3. Burns (NH)
Hews (B).





ed a single over the drawn-in in-
field to score MacLean.
Bears then- tied the 6Corc
and knocked Seabury from the
mound in the fourth. Pappas led
off with his second hit, was sacri-
ficed to second by Charlie Belanger,
advanced to third on Paul Mulloy's
hit, and scored on an error by third
baseman George Ferguson.
MacLean put his club ahead in
the fifth when he reached on a
single
i
again was sacrificed by But-
kus, and tallied on a passed ball
and a wild pitch. The Bears took
into center field as the winning run
came across the plate.
-Joe- JKerris,—the—most- valua
player in the NCAA 'championships
two season's ago, pitched to just six
batters in the final -two frames and
picked up the victory.
Last Saturday's Amherst game
was much more pleasing from a
Bowdoin standpoint'. The Polar
Bears scored single runs in the first,
... . ., sacrifice fly and two walks in addi-
third, and fourth innings, while
Butkus handled the Lord Jeff bat-
ters easily. He allowed a Sabrina
player to reach third base only once
base with a terrific peg. Paul New-
man made a fine play on the other
end, coming up with the low throw
and making the tag in one motion.
Butkus scattered six hits, walked
only two, and struck out five in re-
cording his third win against a sin-
gle defeat this season. He also low-
ered his ERA to a glittering 1.05.
The Bears managed only four hits
themselves but put them to good
use. Giard was the leading sticker
with a double off the centerfield
fence and a single in three trips.
Butkus and Benedetto had the oth-
er base knocks. "Benny" had a
perfect day at the plate with a
Long Jump — I. Doherty (NH), 2. Co-
meau (B), 3. Leishman (B). 21'6%".
(B),
The only Amherst threat came in
the fifth when the Jeffs loaded the
baces with only one out. Catcher
Bob Giard helped Bobby out of this
hole bv picking Jim Brent Off first Mile — 1. Estahrook (NH). 2. MacDouirall
(NH). 3. R. Estahrook (NH). T—4:22.5.
440 — 1. Wear (NH). 2. Bird (U), 3.
Allen (B).
100 — 1. Burton (B), 2. Bird
Doherty (NH). T— 10.3. (MR)
120 High Hurdles — 1. Doherty (NH), 2.
. Townsend (NH). :i. Mohnkern (B). T—
15.3.
880 — 1. Dunn (NH), 2. YounK (NH),
3. Allen (B). T—2:01.6.
220 — 1. Burton (B). 2. Wear (NH), 3.
Tucker (NH).
Two Mile — 1. G. Estahroek (NH), 2.
MadDeugaH ( NH), 4T-R.- Eutabr.ioli (NH)
T»—9:45.7.. (MR)
.
Mile Relay — 1. NH. T- 3:26.5. (MR)
Triple Jump — 1. Seager (B), 2. Sean
(NH), 3. Leishman (B). D—44 , li,4".
(MR)
Javelin — 1. Stocking (B), 2. Franks
(NH), 3. Hews (B). D— 166'7".
(MR — Meet Record)
tion to his hit. He batted in two
runs and scored the other himself. PATRONIZE
a 5-3 lead the following inning in the fast one hour,- forty minute
when MacLean drove in Paul New- contest.
PARKVIEW
CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
"FREE ALTERATIONS"
"STORAGE FACILITIES"
It was the ninth consecutive vic-
tory for the Bears over Little Three
competition.
The team travels to Trinity and
MIT this weekend in an attempt to
improve upon their 7-2 record. The
next Polar Bear home game will be
Tuesday against Bates at 2:30.
OUR ADVERTISERS
Fiankly, the Sperry Top-Sider canvas oxford
is the most expensive you can buy. But it's
worth every penny. The famous, exclusive
anti-slip safety sole has made it the only
shoe for men and women who knows boats.
(Great tennis favorite, too! And the rest of
the shoe makes it perfect for all casual
wear: The non-chafe loose lining, that re-
laxes your foot. The double-deep heel cush-
ion. The tailored looks. In Classic White,
Navy, Breton Red, wide or slim widths. So why
pay less, when you
could wear fashion's
famous Sperry Top- / fQn. £//>££
Sider canvas ox-
ford for
Let us help you plan your printing
»
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
Our long experience in producing the following and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you short
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
"IT IS GENERALLY KNOWN, or it ought
to be, that Arnold Toynbee's few
original ideas are Oswald Spengler's.
Yet Toynbee, tot tather inexplicable
reasons, still enjoys a viable rep-
utation in the declining West, while
Spengler remains exiled in the deten-
tion camp the Anglo-Saxon Zeitgeist
so strictly keeps lor intellectuals
of German extraction. But the
Nazis were indeed wrong— there
is no race ol
Untermenschen, I For a free copy ef tho
not even the I current !««• of NA«
Germans." | TIONAL REVIEW, writ*
lo Dept. CP-2, 150 E.
35 St., N. Y. 16, N. Y.
Su±ta Jiiotd








$500 to $12,000 Secured By Fast Moving Inventory
To set up and service new accounts in exclusive ter-
ritory with amazing plastic coating used on all types
of surfaces interior or exterior. Eliminates all waxing
when applied to any type of floor. Eliminates all
painting when applied to wood, metal or concrete
surfaces. You step right into a brand new, multi-
million dollar virgin market. Don't Hesitate!
For complete Information write or call collect:
Area Code 314-AX-1-16S0
PENGUIN PLASTICS CORP.
DEFT. 0M, POST OFFICE BOX M
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NOTE — Only one evening show
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«i»?,_To Go -Foik-Rock" DEAR PRESIDENT COLES:
M&GToDo Another O'Neill
Peter and Gordon
An air of anticipation hangs over Tickets can now be purchased
We appreciate your growing concern for the future Of Coraon; R. Lilly; 8. Lawrence; D. Ferro;
quality education at Bowdoin. This was certainly reflected in L^^^^Tkt^^Z
your appointment of a blue-ribbon faculty committee to consider £ c*rvi": '• Tomeiiini; h. shumw.y;
i*. luuzzey ; u. bag'ecomb; H. Kendall; I,
a graduate school at Bowdoin. ?"ukVohJn">n:,,P oM*no,2ko! : w * Rt£" ly; H, Munday; F. Page; E. J enson; ftf
.
Brirttman; T. K«efe; S. ButterBeld; K.






t»v«™«; jr. Berry; d. Dou»-k-
ty, Jr.; J. Gunter; P. Keleher; J. Skll-









ment by becoming a coeducational institution or by the estab- }£"£"; fr'aaUe^"*/. webb^D*'^
li«hmpnf nf a aiator nnlloo-o more; D. Welch; P. Ganron; M. Schillertsn e t 01 SISter College. K . Anderson; J. Bishop; R. Wright: C.
Stone; Fal de Saint Phalle; K. Martin; S.
In our minds, both the graduate program and the coeduca- ^mmU^'r^Ii**'"^'. Swih"!'"!
tional concept are serious ideas that deserve careful study and ^^."G^Y.n^; D^BiincLd^w!
comparison. We would like all aspects of both programs care- t^USi XWi^ofe^ Miffi
i.,ll „ • -j j m, , j, ,, . .J- Bettor; N. Harrison; T. Eberhardt; T.iully considered. Then a clear course for the improvement of Rouuton; p. Driscoii; s. Norris; g. on-
r> , • , . ,
man; M. Kaposi to; R. Jones; H. Chen;
POWdOin Can be Charted. E. Bush: D. Costello; D. Macomber; N.
McDonnell; W. McMullen; C. Gianaris; D.
Mf- i il i l Li- 1. j> ij .. . Bislow; W. William!); G. Bowden; T.We ask that you establish a faculty committee to study the Brooks,- r. whitehurst,- j. Mog-abab; d.
„»
-u-i-i. j j • l M-i ». * i i r. , . Hindson; L. Hayes; J. McCullough; H.feasibility and desirability of coeducational at Bowdoin. There "avis; a. Richter; r. True; m. Friedman;
,
. , "
, ... . , .
J. ^awfarr-Jy-^GrwrnTenrS- WalM " T -
are many forms through whicn this could be achieved, and we Rinnan; j. Geary; r. b*ii. jr.; r. Mac-
alluter: P. Chapman: S. Kaplan; J. Wil-
would want the committee to evaluate them. This should be liams! J - L>on: c - Cramer; d. Kubiak;
h. Jonas; K. Erikson; R. Hayes; W.
done in conjunction with the student body. ?riSK" R; TI?',|or: ,R - smith; j. Titiow;J J. Fuller; J. Dane; R. Drake; L. Dowse;
i
T. Eurenius; B. Merchant; R. Ives; A.
You are being officially informed of this request in the Grace; m. Block; r. Blackwood; j. Har-
rison; L. Harrison; Larry Crimmins;
Orient and we request a written reply in the Orient. („lark £" reiV £• Cr,m« r ; »• Schuiu; d.
- Rust; S. Read; B. Ruffin, III; W. Austin;
T. Goodnow; H. Kennedy; J. Gillen; J.
_ _ ._ „ _ „.. ,. „ ,
*
.
Scholefield; D. Milliken; M. Smith; W.
D. Downing; R. Condos; E. Fitzgerald; R. Lapine; A. Loeb; K. Aschenbach; 6. Abbott; S. Newell; C. Caruso Jr • C.
E. Schmidt; J. White; A. Ayer; W. Tor- McCarthy; J. Tarbell ; J. Lemkin; P. Fenton; N Kenton; B Sanford- G Be-
pey; P. Mclntire; D. Tolpin; J. Cogginss- Muiloy; D. Lanes; W. Baxter; D. Ellis; reika; D. Scharer; T. Sides; E. Ferraro;
L. Weinstein; A. Kress; J. Bishop; J. W. Beach; S. Rand; R. Libbey; J. Can- K. Sabasteanski, Jr.; R. Dowries, Jr.- M.
Bleyle; K. Mason; M. Bothner; C. Hop- tor; J. MacAIIen; R. Mitchell; J. WaV-" Hlsgrove - j Over- I) VanVarirk- H
kins; R. Reed; R. Branting; R. Johnson; haupler; C. Hickey; J. Day; A. White; Prager; H. Maker; J. Delano; C Parker,
L. DeMuro; P. Good; D. Bates"; R. Segal; H. Davis; W. Stetson; S. Kay; N. Roby; 111; T. Watson; E. Ross: M Wean; G.
J. Willey; P. Reynolds; P. riradley; F. S. Birkford; D. Perkins; W. Shepard, Jr.: Yancey; D: .Forsherg; R fulanen- R
Toll; J. Esposito; W. Beedle; B. Timson; M. Rice; P. Ross: C. Blumenthal; M. Corey; E. Hacker: J. Kanahan; J. Pierce;
Viens; P. Sack; M. Monroe; H. Fisher; S. Weld, Jr.; R. (ieddes; ('. Freeman; M.
J. Whipple; J. Whipple; J. Fowler: D. Harmon; It. Hoen ; D. Quirtcy; M. Gui-
Macdonald; P. Newman: H. RafTetto; J. gnard; F. Haynes; F. Rudmin; (V Rod-
Hosmer; W. Hall; A. Kink; I). Walter: crick; N. Corson; A. Neuren; S. Ki-taV
I). r'arrell; I). Millay; H. Barnhart; H. neck; J. Cantor; K. Bright; <;. Nirholis;
Hubbard; W. Varhon; R. Wehmann; B. J. Winnirk; C, Speh ; S. Rov; G. Kollman.
J. Raleigh; F. Fagone; A. (lark; D.
Kohl; J. Patterson; P. Karofsky; K. Mc-
Osker: R. Pirie; C. Hoover; P. Blank-
man; E. Bell; V. Cogswell; D. Brewster;
M. Cass; P. Small; M. Walker; R. Boyd;
A. Piatt; D. Hotchkiss; T. Brady; S.
Gutkowski; W. Dngan; R. Beaupre; P.
Maurer; P. Feyling; E. McAbee; R. Bird;
J. French; R. Alexander; R. HinchclifT;
C. Kent; D. Kufe; T. Wilson; J. Hagger:
the campus as Bowdoin men make from members of the Ivy Committee d. Babson; w. Fish; n. i.eishman; r.
their last minute preparations for lL , , „ , „ l"ec: K - ^"^'""J R I B""' : ^"r'v* -"""ukc ^.ciwaiawuiu, iu.
^ ^ ^ mformatlOB Desk at the Nelson; D. Murphy; J. Fine; H. Applin;
the big social event of the year, Ivy R - Hires; d. Newcomb; j. Espovich; p.
ar^b^A TO.- v.l~vo<..v,» «# tv,o MOUltOn Union. The price is $4 per Hirschman; P. Morrisey; R. Rollins; D.Weekend. The highlight Of the ^ »- i- *• Hathaway; F. Rorque; W. Burton: J.
weekend this year will be a two- couple if purchased in advance or Coffin; R. i.eger; C. King; w. Parent;
hour concert Friday night starting $5 at the door. During intermission
at 8:30 and featuring two groups the Ivy Queen will be crowned and ' THE RIENT IS MAKING
from England now on tour in the the winner of the Wooden Spoon, AVAILABLE A COPY OF
United States, Peter and Gordon, the most popular member of the BARRON'S HOW TO PRE-
and The King Bees. Peter and junior class, will be announced. PARE FOR THE STUDENT
Gordon are a well-known folk- other activities scheduled for the DRAFT DEFERMENT TEST Class of '70 enters. years.
rock group whose current hit, weekend include two performances FOR STUDENTS' USE. BE- Out of a total of 1140 applications, Mr. Shaw revealed that the prob-
"Woman," is slowly mounting the of the Ivy Play, Eugene O'Neill's GINNING THIS MORNING IT 445 men from 26 states, the DLstrict Jems of admissions are usually the
spiral staircase to waxwork immor- "The Straw," the 19th annual "Bow- ic ON PI OSE RF^FRVE AT , ^ i w ^ ^ ' ^ .u
\m„ wi„v,f o» *t,« o^e- »v. *
lljUhb KftBKKVfi a I of Columbia, Canada, and three for- same. To get a good class, one thatTHF I IIIRARV A\iV STIIinn i,m>iv.\ivi
.
rtim oiu-
ejgn coun tries were admitted. Of wln contribute to the college com-DENTS INTERESTED IN GET- .. M 9„ mm . „ . .
no n
TING AN IDEA ABOUT VO-
252. en from 23 states, munity in studies and in extra-cur-
CABULARY SENTENCE COM- Wasnington and Canada accepted, r jCular areas, admissions cannot re-
PLETION, WORD RELATION- slighlly more than the ^^^ figure iy n any one set of criteria, such
SHIP, AND THE MATHEMA- of m * were early admisslons. as grades or board scores. Rather,
TICS REQUIRED SHOULD a11 of whom accepted. a total picture of the individual
TAKE A LOOK AT THIS This figure is a noticeable decrease must be seen. He went on to say
BOOK.
tality. The King Bees have Just doin Night at the Pops," the tra
released a new RCA Victor album, ditional planting of the ivy Saturday
"Rhythm and Blues," which is ris- morning, beach parties, and various




Admissions Expects 252 Frosh
A freshman class much like the from all the New England states al-
Class of '69, for better or worse, is so dropped from 70 r ; to 65 r;,.a re-




Nine members of the Faculty will
from the 1419 applications received that one reason for having the State
last year. Mr. Hubert Shaw, Di- oi Maine scholarship exams here is
rector of Admissions, explained this to allow the admissions office to
with the fact that the class of 1968 get a more complete and intimate
had the largest secondary school en- picture of a student, a facet which
rollment ever. For the next several has been of invaluable help with
years the figures will probably run choosing this class.
at about this year's level. Commenting on Project '65, the
"In general," Mr. Shaw comment- program to encourage qualified but
ed, "the character of the Class of underprivileged Southern students
'70 will be similar to the other to apply to Bowdoin, Mr. Shaw said
classes. There is no marked dlf- that there was less response than
ference in grades college board was hoped. The major problem with
Has the average Bowdoin man It would indeed be a terrible shame
turned into a DRONE, or are there to see one of the most worthwhile
some SWINES left among our num- traditions of this college go 'down
bers? This question is being asked the drain.'
of all Bowdoin men today. What Is college life becoming too seri-
do these initials stand for? The ous? Shouldn't there be some
first, DRONE, means, Don't Regard things that are fun, though utterly
Obvious Nonsense as Enjoyable, nonsensical? Must the pursuit of ** on leave during the 1966-67 aca-
The second, SWINE; Students Wild- the "life of the mind" preclude demic year '
• •, j. - - — --— , 0° sabbatic leave for the fulllylndigant about Nearly Everything, pleasant memories? Obviously not; year wiU ^ Profeasor william D
A number of students are passing there are some students on campus shipman of the Department of
around a circular about the more who enjoy a good prank now and Economics, On sabbatic leave for scores, or other factors. Small dlf- such a program is mostly sociologi-
fun things (the most remembered) then. The Green Hornet Construe- the first semester will be Professor ferences, such as 5 points on col- cal. Many such students are reluc-
of college life. The good old days tion Company is an example of Alton H. Gustafson, Chairman of >ege boards are evident, but do not tant to apply to distant schools be-
might possibly have something that such a group (it builds pyramids the Biology Department. On sabbatic show ^y noticeable effect except cause they are unsure of academic
is lacking today — spirit. every Spring for those of you who leave for the second semester will be over a period of 10 or 20 years." pressures and wary of how they
With the reconstruction of most missed this year's creation outside Professor Philip C. Beam, Chair- One large difference is seen with might adjust to a much different
of the old dorms the possibility of of Gibson Hall). Thi6 is harmless man of the Art Department; Pro- alumni's sons. This year 44 applied, environment. A co-ordinated effort
the continuation oi the notorious fun
p
as are water fights, "rope pulls, lessor Burton W. Taylor, Chairman compared with 76 last year. Of the by a number of northern schools,
Hyde-Appleton water fights has al- the Chapel cramming. of the Sociology Department; and 44, 29 (64'% were admitted) and 24 and several years time, is needed
most been destroyed; although cer- "The last question to be asked here Professor James M. Moulton of the (85^ of those admitted^ have en- before tangible results can be seen
tain members of Hyde and Coleman is; Could you rally for a MUSTER Biology Department. rol!e:l. Another decrease is found from an idea such as Project '65.
started a rather Jolly tradition of Day exercise (Meaningless Under- Granted leaves of absence for the in the number of students from Also new next year will be a Latin
water fights last Spring, which it is graduate Sortie to Express Re- full year were Professor Jonathan Maine; 45 will enter next year as American Scholarship Plan for
hoped will be continued by those monstrance)? If so, make it spon- D. Lubin of the Mathematics De- compared with 60 in the Class of American Universities similar to the
students living in the two dorms, taneous! (Continued on page 7) '69. The percentage of the students ASPAU program now in effect.






Donald O. *terro has been elected President of Sigma Nu Fraternity
at Bowdoin College. Other newl^elected officer*, include; Vit& President,
R. James Russell, m '68; Treasurer, Thomas B^ Beaman '68; Secretary,
Alan Mi Pink '68; White Key Representative, Hylan T. Hubbard, III
'69; Student Union Committee, Jay W. Simmons n *69; Social Chairman,
David C. Bittenbender '68 and House Manager, Prank B. Lowell *69,
• • • • • • - •
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity will hold Ha annual tea May 10 from 3 to
S p.m. in the chapter home at 14 McKeen St
Henry W. Newman «8, the fraternity's social chairman, said the
tea wlU be attended by members of the faculty and staff and residents
of the Brunswick area. He said area residents who wish to attend but
hare not received an invitation should call or write him at the beta House
so that they may be sent invitations.
• • • • • • •
"Hawthorne and Longfellow," a unique exhibit tracing the lives of
Bowdoin College's two Immortals of American literature, will remain on
display until June ll in the new Library named in their honor.
The popular exhibition, which opened in conjunction with the dedica-
tion of the Nathaniel Hawthorae-Henry Wadsworth Longfellow Library
had been scheduled to close April 30.
It is the first show of its kind to combine such a large number of
Items about the lives and careers of Hawthorne and Longfellow, both
members of the famed Class of 18%.
• • • • • , «
Officers elected for the fall semester, 1866, Theta chapter of Delta
Kappa Epsilon: President, Robert Lakin -68; Vice-president, Lloyd Thomp-
son "68; Recording Secretary, Charles Adams W; Corresponding Secre-
tory, Michael Osborn «8; Alumni Secretary, Bruce MacDermid '68; Treas-
urer, Michael Leonard "68; House Manager, John Brandenburg TO and
Social Chairman, Edgar Reed '69.
• • * * • • •
John Hoke '68 has beep elected president of Phi Delta Psi for the Fail
"66 semester. Also elected were Hank Baldwin '68, vice-president; Dennis
Perkins '69, secretary; Marty Olazer '68, treasurer; Paul MacArthur '69
usher; Owen Oilman '69, sentinel; Ron Mikulak '69, alumni secretary;'
Ken Brown '69, Student Union; Jim Gessner '68, Pete McCroskery '69
Student Council.
The Union now has on exhibition 16 watereoiors by Maurice (Jake)
Day of Damariscotta, Maine, a widely known artist, photographer and lec-
turer. Donovan D. Lancaster said the paintings will hang in the Gallery




• • • •
Delta Sigma has won the Wilmot Brookings Mitchell Interfraternity
Debating Tournament by defeating Psi Upsilon in the finals. Delta Sigma
was last year's runner-up.
Representing the winners were sophomore John H. LaChance and
freshman Richard W. Smith. Delta Sigma was awarded the Wilmot
Brookings Mitchell Trophy, made possible by an anonymous donor in 1953
in honor of Professor Emeritus Mitchell.
Four sophomores have been elected to the four top offices of the
Student Union Committee.
Harry K. Warren, Assistant Director of the Union, announced the
election of Elliot Hacker as President; Robert P. Drake, Vice President-
John A. Whipple, Secretary; and Howard E. Munday, Treasurer.
The Art Museum will hold its current exhibition of Maine coastal
Photographs over until June 12 due to widespread public interest in the
now.
The exhibit, titled "As Maine Goes - The Maine Coast and Its De-
spoilment,'' opened March 26 and was originally scheduled to dose May 8
Marvin S. Sadik, Director of the Museum, announced the extension*He said several thousand persons have already seen the exhibition and
many others have urged the Museum to keep the photos on display until
after Commencement.
•• • •• ...
The College has received several gifts to establish a book fund in
memory of the late Professor Charles H. Livingston. Dr Livingston a
widely known teacher and author, was the College's Henry WadsworthLongfellow Professor of Romance Languages, Emeritus. He died unex-
pectedly at his Brunswick home April 9. Professor Livingston was formany years the Chairman of the Bowdoin Faculty Library Committee.During this time he was instrumental in establishing* the Library's out-
standing collection of French books and other materials.
State Senator James E. Erwin from York, Maine, a Republican can-didate for Governor of Maine will speak in the Main Lounge of the Moul-ton Union at 8:15 pm. Tuesday, May 10th. The event is sponsored bythe Bowdoin Young Republicans. The public is cordially invited to attend
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy
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Paul K. Nivea Robert W.
O'Neill wrote his publisher in 1819,
earnestly requesting him to read the
enclose*! 'hhw, as 'it was the "best
and truest tiling", he had -yet done.
The play is best explained by the
Gelbs in their O'Neill:
"Eugene's impression of Gaylord
have been accurately recorded in his
play, The Straw, written in 1918 and
1919. The play, most of whose action
is laid in the Hill Farm Tuberculosis
Sanitarium, had as its hero a tuber-
culous young newspaper reporter
named Stephen Murray, who closely
resembles the Eugene of 1912. Like
Eugene, Murray begins writing ser-
iously at the "san" during his en-
forced period of physical inactivity
. . Once he realized that he was




Betwteu 10 a.m.-z p.m.
4 pJB-7 pan.
THE SPUDNUT SHOP
Bit Mama St., Brunswick
l! A report by the chairman 67 the Orientation Committee, Doug
Biklen, was presented to the Council. It called for a more mature atti-
tude toward orientation, and specifically suggested that the rules against
signs and beanies be followed. The "Council tabled the report, desiring
to'get house opinion on its recommendations before taking any concrete
action.
2. A re-evaluation of the social rules will be started soon. Members
of the Council's Committee on Social Rules will visit the various frater-
nity houses to explain the purpose of their study, and hand out ques-
tionnaires on student opinion.
3. Bob Bell '68 and Spencer Butterfleld '68 will work together to
formulate the Student Employment Service.
4. The Student Life Committee suggested the possibility of having
College-sponsored mixers with various girls' schools in New England. The
Administration's help was felt necessary in making such a program work;
and the Council voted to have the proposal brought before the Adminis-
tration.
5. The Council voted, unanimously, to recommend the abolishment
oT the compulsory requirement for the Sunday Vespers service.
6. It is hoped that all people asked to fill out the questionnaire on
student life will remember to do so.
7. A vote of appreciation for this year's Executive Board was passed.
8. The Council elected officers for next year. Those elected were:
Doug Biklen '67, President; Ed Russell '67, Vice-President; and Bill Hoar
'67, Secretary-Treasurer.
9. The official Student Council Cup was presented to Alpha Rho













Enjoy the grand-old. brand-new
Boston Statler Hilton
with its fresh $5,000,000 face-lift!*
And refreshing faculty-student room rates!
Beautiful new facilities! Historic tours!
Special Arrangements for




Pr. Marcus Bloch, L-HY., Pres-
ident of Central School of Hyp-
notism, P.O. Box 118, New York
9, N. Y., has been honored with
Honorary membership in the
Egyptian School of Hypnotism,
by Dr. Aziz Hassan, President of














Gentlemen: Please send me full information about I
your special facilities and prices for Students and I

















Working Partner with Maine People
from Kittery to Rockland




Of PORTLAND MEMBtB F DIC
FRIDAY, MAY 6, 1M6 THE BOWDOIN ORIKNT paoethJuoc
Young Poets Series
by James E. Fisher , «t
« Some of the .world's best curses
* pt-itx the .Bible. Here's one out of
Isaiah: "make the heart of this
people fat, and make* their ears
heavy, and shut their eyes." No
kidding there; take a look at some
of your neighbors. Thankfully, some
wouldn't stand still for it — poets,
among others. Perhaps, like Shaw,
Six boys havejslung > coffin, by the
(
ropes - * ' /
Xbove the dog-eye-colored land
And town of San Jose >
Of hot dog-fur and tin.
And they, and all of it, are grow-
ing inward, in the motion of
the sun
In Buckdancer's Choice, his most
recent book (1966), he watches a
trigonometry teacher, dazed by a
sudden brain stroke, who sticks to
hlT bTaekBoaftl
-tad" nU| it with
"crazy proofs/' expressing
thos* things that, once *.
Established, cannot "be changed by-"
A
'angels, ! ^ **
Devil*/ lightning, ice, or indiffer-
ence:
Identities! Identities!
Again an early poem reflects a
concern frequent in later ones. In
"Walking on Water," a boy balances
on a plank, poling it about a sea-
bay all morning. The boy's fascina-
tion with his power to walk on water
ROTC Holds Fuial
Beview-This Monday
The Bowdoin Department of Mtll- for Laotian students at Fort Ben-
Sgt. LeBlanc will
Cadet
Battalion will be- held at 3.00 p.m., In addition to the two retiring
Monday. May 9, at Pickard Field, cadre, the Bowdoin Instructor Group
is an annual will be losing the services of S/MaJ.
tary Science" has announced that the ning, Georgia, , {
Pinal Review* of*the ROTC retire on May 30.
^-
>
Unbearably shimmering to uncoil,
they didn't like to see dead men His poems often are set in the stab-
walking the streets: it is unnatural. Ding intensity of sunlight - a light
So the Elioteers protested. They impacted with energy, never ener-
hit the hollow man when he was vatlng. In this poem, fllled with is intensified by his peril, for a shark
down. Perfectly natural, of course that energy, he sees the dust danc- foIlows Wm But his miracle seems
=~one set of emotional albinos per- Ing In the Maw of the sun aslt re- to enthrall the shark too. The boy
forming autopsies on another. The incarnation of the man in the cof- «**** the shark; the shark ob-
result was some of the best unln- fin. sesses the *»*• Between man and
spired poetry our language has ever That energy is not only the sun's. nature te a constant P"11 of relation,
had. It throbs through all of Dickey's ***** of the poems treating this
Still, one man's dearth is anoth- world. He feels it as the roar of *****
inv°lve th* nunter «"» the
er man's poison. When all the co- ™* engines relieve the emptiness of hunted - A nlmble - hound«i. «d
ronbdng was over, a good deal about siting for night combat; or as a
fox naunts several V*™- "The
man and his world remained to be V*™* stud, in a Jaunty, comic poem "*« °f Animals" explains#
wny
said. Perhaps it was possibly to do about making love in a junkyard, *» Uvin* «»*««
a" P"* oI * re"
better by him. Some recent poets, toaves his girl for his motorcycle 8
enCTative ^ Bv no meanf-
seeing men as more potentially hal- »nd "wrings the handlebar for
however, does trds vision of natures
lowed than hollow have done so. *Peed." He feels it pulsing into him Power to
restore itself deny the hor-
They show men, for all their griefs as he walks through waving salt
ribl
f
&»*? °« human death. But,
and failings, as still very much alive, marsh grass. ££2? Ti V^ t ,
They are poets in the tradition of Frequently, the movement from
the mother of ****** »•* «?"
life-force: the later Yeats, Hart quiet to excitement in his poems
ebrates mans caP«iky to Join the
Crane. Dylan Thomas. More re- marks a leap into vision, a shudder
sway and danf °' nature all the












intone; he is a singer. Like Thorn- a form as well as pressure. They &?
_
BurlaI and P"™" from






^J^? ™*T Iphoncally embody the coldness and
current themes of love, death, man trance poems which come out of the
and nature. Much beyond that, mother lode or mainline of San
comparison falters; for Dickey has Francisco. Dickey's hallucinations
a voice and stance all his own.
That voice is a ranging one. His
poems often begin with quiet direc-
ness. "The Performance" is about
a fellow pilot shot down in the Pa-
cific:
The last time I saw Donald Arm-
strong
He was staggering oddly off into
the sun,
Going down, off the Philippine Is-
lands.
I let my shovel fall, and put that
hand
Above my eyes, and moved some
way to one side
That his body might pass through
the sun. . . .
do not mark breakdown, but break-
through. They are full of relevant
and realized detail; and he usually
force of death: in one, a dead
southerner is buried in a hole in
northern ice; in the other, a killer
whale follows the shadow of his vic-
tim on an ice pack, waiting to
works these details into simple, un- smash tnrough at him ' For a mo
rhymed, stanzas. In "The Owl
King," from his second book
(Drowning With Others, 1962), a
blind child speaks:
A leaf falls on me,
It must be a leaf I hear it
Be thin against me. . . .
The poem is an implicit allegory
about the nature of poetry. The
blind child learns from the Owl
King "how beings and sounds go to-
gether." The stethoscopic ear of the
blind child denies the curse of the
prophet.
Like the man at the well, the
Another poem from the same first Dlind cnlld mmes to awareness at
volume, Into the Stone <1960>, be- ..the siU of ODlivlon/ .
gins,
I lay at the edge of a well,




ments, in such situations, sensitivity
is on the stretch. In his third book
(Helmets, 1964), Dickey watches
men harvesting wheat. They are
Under the thorn, where the leaf,
surprised by rain> surrounde£| by
lightning flashes. The sense of
danger heightens his response to the
scene. They are
Three men in the air
At the sill of oblivion safe
Put forth its instant green
In a flow from underground,
and then moves unobtrusively into
a vision in which he identifies his
reflection in the water with his dead
brother. The anapests and light,
singing vowels of those opening lines
prepare for the poem's glad mem-
ory. A third early poem is "Min-
doro, 1944":
Taking long, limber swings, cut-
ting water.
"IT IS GKNERALLY KNOWN, Or it OUgllt
to be, that Arnold Toynbce's few
original ideas ate Oswald Spcnglct's.
Yet Tuynbee, for rather inexplicable
reasons, stilt enjoys a viable rep-
utation in the declining West, while
Spengler remains exiled in the deten-
tion camp the Anglo-Saxon Zeitgeist
so strictly keeps lor intellectuals
of German extraction. But the
Nazis were indeed wrong — there
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Now taking applications for positions in
Washington, Hancock, Waldo, Knox, and
Kennebec Counties. Salaries commen-
surate with experience, responsibility,
and training.
Contact: ARTHUR S. TAYLOR
Personnel Officer
Health and Welfare Department
State House
Augusta, Maine
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
The Pinal Review
event honoring the outstanding
ROTC Cadets.
Highlighting this year's review
will be an address by President
James Stacy Coles and the presen-
tation of awards to the cadets. Re-
viewing the final parade of cadets
will be retiring H- Col. William F.
Vassar and SFC. Leon N. LeBlanc.
Music for the occasion will be fur-
nished by the 18th U.S. Army Band
from Fort Devens, Massachusetts.
Lt. Col. Vassar, who has com-
manded the Bowdoin ROTC Instruc-
tor Group since 1963, is an ROTC
graduate of the University of Ver-
mont. A former educator, he saw
active duty in World War II and
Korea; and in 1952, he served with
the Department of Military Science
at the City College of New York.
Col. Vassar is planning to retire on
June 30.
SFC. LeBlanc, a Maine native and
a church organist in the Lewiston
area, has been in the Service since
1948 and has served as an instruc-
tor at the NCO Academy in Ger-
many and as a French interpreter
King W. Carter and MSOT. John D.
Muise who are being transferred to
duty in Vietnam.
Sargent-Major Carter, who will
be Joining the First Cavalry Divi-
sion, has been at Bowdoin since
1964 and has been in charge of the
Bowdoin Rangers, an extra-curricu-
lar ROTC training group. Sgt.
Muise, who helped to start the Bow-
doin Rangers, has been at the Col-
lege since 1962 and has served as
hear coach of the Freshmen and
Varsity Rifle Teams.
WE DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
WO*, BOWDOIN FACULTY
New Cars at Vary Low
with Vary Low Pay-
at Very Low Interest






ment, Dickey is appalled by imag-
ining the smell of death in the
whale's mouth. But death seldom
cows him, and never for long.
Sometimes, in the face of death,
Dickey is a daredevil. In "The
Driver," he swims down to sit in the
seat of a sunken landing craft; he
desperately holds his breath until
the last possible moment, feeling as
the drowned soldier-driver must
have; then he lunges away from ob-
livion to the light:
(Continued on page 6)






720 Sabattus Street, Lewiston
EXCITING SUMMER
ABROAD • • .
The many Bowdoin College undergraduates who are traveling
to Europe this summer will find that travel is not just a matter
of changing one's location. For although an unfamiliar setting
contributes to the excitement, even this is only a part of the
enticement to travel.
A first-hand acquaintance with a country, with its customs,
plus (he joy of discovering the beauty of its art and culture are
the most thrilling aspects of any trip abroad.
FOR THE LATEST INFORMATION ON TRAVEL
TO EUROPE THIS SUMMER, SEE US TODAY!
FOR INFORMATION ON
H. B. ST0WE TRAVEL AGENCY
9 PLEASANT ST. 725-5573
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by the two proceeding
.*
.--., -$- .,--..- j . , > »
as this
.
is typical of the Council's was done
penny-wlse-pound-foolish approach Councils.
to Campus problems. K Mr/ Bird
'
s litanV ot excuses
is the best that the Council can
T.wq weeks aso-the Honor System
-Review Committie pub- "Excuses^ ExcusesJ ' . a>
lished its first review of the BowdohTHonor System. The report To the Editor:
was the obvious results of a great deal of time and effort put » *8 Impossible for me to say
into it by the committee, and indicates that after two vears our how disappointed and how angered . ,. . . . . . ' . /*" produce, it is about time that the
Honor System is working reasonably well in most respects Th I was at Student Council President ZT*'™*"* TT f^^^' te ^en up as use-




'" i s, l e
_
that "an overwhelming majority of less. The Council has lost its viaonly glanng fault remains in the Library and student misuse of *"
BMS
°
mcM reply to " the work of the Student Council bility; and. if the only ling £these facilities. There was some question as to whether home- ^^ editorlal of April a caUin* ' consists of behind-the-scenes the Council to able to produce are
work came under the auspices of the Svstem «nH what ov *i
*°r
* revamPinS of the Student committee work." As anyone who excuses and cries of indignance, the
could be called rhpati™ « • '
exactly council. As far as I am concern- has ever served on a Student Coun- student body could get similar re-
* concerning cooperative work on assign- ed, the Student Council has once cil committee well knows, the com- suits from a continuous tape pay-
ments. Working together on homework in a manner in which again Proven its inability to respond mittees of the Student Council, ing over and over: "i love me, I
both members contribute to the assignment without mere co
t0 the students or
-
at least to act ""which especially tend to proliferate think I'm grand!"
ing occurring is one of the most valuahl. »«na„* * *v, J '" * &
entlemanly n*™* when fac- around electlon tlme - m the biK" The Council has to all mtents
tion 1 u
b e aspects of the educa- ed with constructive criticism. Kest boondoggle and obstacle course and purposes severed its contactai process. It should be allowed to continue under the Honor *•>* <* all, the general tone of to positive action on the entire with the students; and, rather than
System. What must be done, to clear up this problem is a clear the letter ~ *" attemPt> {t v*™* CamPus- l am further amused by take steps to regain its' prestige and
statement from each faculty member at the beginning of the
t0 mC
' ^ "^ionalize the Student the Council's failure to mention the usefulness, it has retreated behind
school year to each of his classes stating whether or not coonera
Councll,s obvious Ineptness and fact that most of the recent signi- a barrage of vituperation and with
tive work may be done. We feel that the Honnr <Wom v. " faUure t0 prodnce anything of sig- rlcant changes on Campus. Le., re- increased fervor and deterrrun'ation
worked well for the past two years and if we ar , t„ HZZ T ""^ taportance ~ ****** ot 25 °f Chapel regulatlons ^ lnsists upon throwing up a wall of
Report published the amount of arr^l.lT/t I \
* mWing ln the <hreCtl0n °f an *** *** Rule8, m not come M """righteousness about itself and
^!^^m^lM^%^^^^J~^ est soul-searching and a o^termlned through the direct action of the withdrawing still farther from the
two veara that th q I t L '
]t has been only commitment to rectify the Council* Student Council, but through the demands of the students. A sacro-
showr. I l a I
m m °Peration > bu * ^ has weaknesses, assumes an attitude of action of the Presidents' Council sanct and aloof Student Council iswn signs already of working well enough for expansion into defiance and of personal Injury in- and, in the case of Chapel, by unl- precisely what the 'already frag-other fields of College life, notably the social life and the exam- mcted by a forthright attempt on lateral action taken by the A.R.U. mented and particularistic Bowdoinination schedules. the part of the Orient to stir the house. At best, the Student Ooun- Campus does not need. Unless the




observer, especially in the case of defenses and confronts"!!* opponents
This past weelrfhe Student Council held its annual election „,*?"?T J"tending to d0 * f' °* ^^ Rule80 with m open minA - ** Camcil •«*
of officers. Some excellent, hard-working men *2 fjifZ TT J*"!^ ^ *"-** '* for ** "^ "* that It was »ii ,t trappings and pretenses to be-
the question remains whether they wiH I ableJ n^tl' ^ TtT\*V?,^fST ? * """* °f ^ COmmunlca- ** the sP°kesman «* ^e student,
lethargic CaunciTinto realizing m„,V, »f
°*-*f*-*>^ove the ell as 1t, now exlstg^s-a do-nothtof tions^nay I remind the CouncU ought to be scrapped and student
College has e ]el ! I « *rZ a i J aC*Ual P°Wer- The ***• SlnCe the °^ ""** Mtl0n that never 0B" "* »» ™ *» allegiance transferreTto an organ!,
ernment but f„J * « I
P°Wer * the 8tude"t g0V' **** by *• C0UnCU *" to *" aCtl°n taken by the Council to
- -«« which will speak for and wS,e
'
D lor some unknown reason it has failed to use this mand- not ask. that the often-ttines cure the presence of a representa- the studentspower as an effective voice for the students. Two weeks ago we skeIetal minutes of the CouncU be tive of either the Orient or WBOR Sincerelyproposed a Chance in thp atnmtniu «* *u_ ci..j^i ^ .. DUblished in the Orient Arfinn snrh nt tko r™,nMP 1,1 1 _. * - -««•-= .,'




c g e structure of the Student Council
which it felt was an Unnecessary action. The Council stated
that it can work its problems out in the present setup. If this
can be done, we say fine, but we, doubt that such a change willtake place because of the amount* of dead weight on the Council
pu nt. ct o such at the Council's weekly sessions, as
Quinby Praised
To the Editor:
devoted to the "Liberal Arts" —
those undefined, unspecified, un-
, "<^i 1 1"» n u n. I understand that this is Pat taught, unloved objects of student
L Vh i f IT
Pr
u
ob,ems that face the Council can be attributed Quinby's last year as Director of misconception. Yet students are
whv H»r.
C
nJ i. ^ ^M
tr>'ing^ but haVe met a brick wal1 ' Dramatics at Bpwdoin, stran^ wiUir* to subject them
ter busmess. Bowdoin claims to be deep gratitude to Dr. Donald G.
Adam and the members of his
English B class for their invaluable
assistance in preparing the Spring,
1966, issue of the Qiujl.
We would also like to express our
rinMn 't m« r„ -i r\ »»"?"•«« uncK n, dohv ; ™""hw •»"»« «- » bj^ ui -
l»«r „ ? tv. i , I '
°r S°me lght member of the group I have always admired and re- "** to agony and UBle*Jr to the'
till T\S°a J , Sny communication, or even information spected Professor Quinby as an en- bitter and bankrupt end. AU here r^ts that "Doc" Adam is leaving
!fu ^°
Wn from the CounciI t0 the Student Body is appall- thusiastic, knowledgeable and con- m JSt
tateUect,*al P*"1*"86 ~ this Bowdom. We do, however; wish him
Z' J iL°
UnCil Say8 Chang6S are
°n the Wfly: w« hope so,
.
almost anything would be better.
*!**** II X y J*™ 611 ' °f the unmar"ed undergraduatessigned a petition this past week; the petition appears on thefront page The student body has banded together in an im-pressive show of unity concerning the future of a coordinatewoman s college and a graduate school connected with the col-
T'J S k eXfCted that there are a numb^ o' ^udentswho would be unwilling to take the time to sign a petition, but
rhTna V . T!; 34° SOt t0g6ther t0 demand action on some- ,, ft i g which will definitely affect the future of Bowdoin College lhe InteHect
is important. v,un
him was always stimulating and en
lightening. He has always been a
willing advisor and a generous host.
I hope Professor Quinby will con-
tinue to teach drama at Bowdoin
after Ms retirement as Director of
Dramatics.
Sincerely,
John W. Halperin "63
A committee of faculty members who belong to the Ameri-
can Association of University Professors published a reporthis week concerning the fraternities and student life in general
at Bowdoin. They recommended that the fraternities have noPledge period and therefore no initiation beyond the initial
acceptance into the fraternity. While we agree with these profee-
T^V"Thmfl S definite,y Wrong with ^e Present system
uuiinaiui uivmnigc uic tuiu wu - uuuuuui tyc uu liuwcv , n n
scientious man. He works hard and best of ffl PP^ble academic worlds the best of luck and happmess at
smiles, which ia lwlef working with "~ ***** UtUe sense of purpose, less Chatham College next year (per-
sence of direction, no reason, naps lt would not be innappropri-
Why do we all do what we do? ate to add that many of us desire
Why do competent instructors little more than to be with him,
torture themselves to produce me- and, of course, the young ladies
dleval academic entertainment? he will be teaching).
Why do students bother to study Finally, if Henry Fielding were
misplaced garbage? alive today, he might have said
Why does the Registrar bother upon this occassion: "It is a trite
to obtain 10 place accuracy in stu- but true observation, that examples
dent grade averaging? work more facibly on the mind than
Why are we all here? This precepts: and if this be Just, then
Mecca? we must commend it. Donald G.
Rise sons of Bowdoin and lift the Adam for his outstanding example
sun of reason from behind clouds to so many of us here. The provi-
of unquestioned academic formal- sion which he hath made in his
ism!
' teaching is no other than that of
Our first standard must be the human nature, and I am sure .we
intellect — the intellect — the in- are all full of that. We are grateful
tenect! that he hath let it run its course,
James Edward Gillen and not, as have so many other
false wits and poets, diverted its
The Intellect
My dear Sir:
-R- seems that from time to time
certain individuals are wont to ex-
press their personal commentaries
on lhe college in correspondence to
the Orient. Although a bit hesitant
to add my name to the ardent ad-
dics of inane tripe who continually
flood these pages with volumes of
Kudos for "Doc" Adam
To the Editor:
The editor and the editorial board






we feel that the solution does not lie in a de facto rf
i wu "1CSC tlBe Wlin um r **"= """« *»"Q m m ori i o u
of fraternities. The Student Counril AUou^a ?u-
P
^L?
06 uniRtelligent nonsense and humbug cf the Quill would like to take this
last Monday and said that the fraternities should not'l? ^^ ' "* th&i ^ " & ^^ * ^^^ "^ their
change because sorr,*™* „,* i ^
di
« ot merely genuine need for responsible view-
should wort tocorZtrh . *
g Ter th6ir Sh0Ulder' but P ^ t0 * Presented to the col-
Kreat Zt if Zi a * * ° ° Ur fraternitie«- This sounds lege community by sincere students _ _
fhei n\ lftheh0USf d0 not change, the faculty will change and for this reason I shall endeavor ROAXTT^/^TKT 31 ^VTI TPVTT
2vL H T?* SS the AAUP memberS ° f the fatulty are to set forth briefly a few trident OUW DVJIIN BL OR ENgi ingthe fraternities a chance to do away with the "mickey- P "^- •"** V^AVAJ-^J. ^ X
mouse activities that take place during the so-called 'orienta- Bowdoin to a smaU . respected, volume XCVtion period. Someone powerful is looking over the shoulder of venerable Iiberal arts college for .the fraternities, but is giving them an opportunity to become
men l0Cated in the con8enial sur"
a more creative part of the college community.
JPR
Friday, May 6, 1966 Number 32
roundings of Brunswick, Maine
Bowdoin is Administered by a gar-
gantuan staff of computer-oriented
* * * college-servants who salary them-
OriP nf +>,<> ™„ D * -c . 5elves to hire and maintain a faculty
itv „f hk r T
"/miAcant quest.ons raised by the possibil- of above-average competence tol y o liberalization of divisional requirements is that of how teach 800 students in stiff competi-
to provide opportunities for worthwhile courses for non-majors "on among themselves who so cu-
in a field. We feel that unless the curriculum is revised to in-
clude courses in, for instance, Biology for the non-major, orperhaps interdisciplinary offerings in social science, elimina-
tion of distribution requirements would merely usher in greater
overspecialization and defeat the purpose of the liberal arte col-
ege. The humanities major must interested in science as a




riously cannot wait to spend ap-
proximately $30 per day for class-
room entertainment. IS THIS
REALLY WORTHWHILE? Bow-
doin has established the rigorous
training of intellect as a first pur-
pose; and so now builds a gymna-
sium and distributes a booklet en-
titled "Athletics at Bowdoin" as bet-
John P. Rsnahui
...„ Michael F. Rice
SPORTS EDITOR jSLFffSSBUSINESS MANAGER
,
"
* h™ B»SSmIADVERTISING MANAGER •-— - D,\,5^
pho™^^ MANAGER ^^: :::::.::::::::::: :: • a* * B™PHOTOGRAPHY
_ „BT, wilkIl-OB
v c. . „ Lorry Welmtein
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THE BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Profeawr A. P, D»ri»tt. Mr. Jmei P. Gr«n(er, Pete M.orer.
L»rry Weinsteia, Peter Blanknu, Dare Bottomy, John Ranahan.
KriaUon «-»=!!?^i ^ f l\V ^<W,r"* "Z" eommaairation. to the Editor and «h-
Kteru aT~^4.L2 JL '" UoVJ"a Luni0B ' Bow '*oin ( °"««*- Branawick, Main..
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jg. "Hi! My name is Sally. What's into his living room and then the





coIle«e V^ MU« Johnson and. my ^ olQVnftniuddenlv appeared
• One of the most popular and dy- oriented,^ the emphasis being on a enough* scope for free intellectual sixth grade class yesterday, We saw* • ,
. ,
hamic member of the faculty this competitive, academic curriculum", endeavor, unencumbered b/the prep l<)ts of interesting""things and *did {
year has been John C. Rensenbrink, It is,; however, through a renovation school atmosphere."
Assistant Professor of Government, of this curriculum that officials in
Not content to be exclusively a Tanzania hope to introduce and
"textbook" political scientist, Prof, perpetuate the growth of African
Rensenbrink, having spent three Socialism. Ujamaa, meaning "fa-
Vtet Nam
"Up to the resumption of bomb-
ing, I was pro-Johnsonian in my
estimate of our foreign policy on
years with AID in Tanzania, brings mihness' is the watchword for the yM Nam ^ j^ .^ grad _
to his courses in Comparative Gov- movement, as it connotes the fun
ernment and Political Philosophy a damental ideas of unity and cooper
realistic awareness of the U.S. ation.
policy-making process. Government Service
Part Of The Stevenson Crowd «l don't think that at the present^ rigfe ^^ tnaf john^n's p^
A 1950^ graduate of Calvin College, time the Bowdoin curriculum pro- cy has been proven inadequate.
Prof. Rensenbrink received his MA., vides a sufficient background for im- We need a change." An overall
about girls not being allowed in the
a big, tall bedrooms so some other older men
ual disenchantment with American
foreign policy since that time.
He is primarily critical of John-
son's persistance. "The recent
all sorts of things. '
"First we went to
building made up all of brick. We came and took away the nice boy
were told all the seniors lived in whose room we had been in.
that place and really liked it just "Miss Johnson had been worried
like I enjoy doing my homework, at our absence because she thought
But it wa& Friday afternoon and we had stepped into the ugly, pink
they were all going someplace so old building where they keep all
we didn't get to talk to any of them, the stuffed animals. She warned
How could they be so happy if they us never to go into that building
were leaving that pretty, tall build- a'.one because ghosts were known
ingTof^two whole days? to haunt that place long after
"Then we went to the library, everyone expected the ghosts to re-
from the University of Michigan, mediate entrance to foreign service. ranDrochement between the United
That W&S fun
'
BUt h°W C°me *" Ure a"d B° t0 the HaPPy HUnUnB
From 1951 to 1952 he was in Am- a much greater inclusion of non- stateS anf^d ChTna which to "* ^^ StMs *** kn°W L"ld8 ^ *" g°°d °ld gh°StS
6terdam on a Fulbright Scholarship, western studies into the curricu- %& L^t££b^dub^ at this TT * ^ ^^ ""* ™ "^ "- "S"
where, coming into intellectual con- him is necessary." All too often. f^e" reTe nts one pts Se l°°^ f°F? T*ey *" Seemed t0 * "S°m! * "* b°yS accidenta,n*
tact with many Indonesian students, he feels, people not having ade- *?£ S"oX T^% -T*^ "" *l? went into U,e admm^tration bu;ld-
his interest in underdeveloped coun-' ouately mvestigated the non-West- f7a auarar!tin7on the local vS ?" &* * they f had beenK "faT^BJ mg and Wff they were there thls
tr<oc «roe «H«,,,iotoH nat„m ir,-, f„ tJ * * i Q ntine me iei for something for days but hadn't man gave them lollipops and said iftries was stimulated. Returning to em world are prone to irrational Nam situation - Its insulation from f,und it vet thev were eood bovs he would eive
the UJB. and finding the Republican prejudgments. For this reason he the wUte unresolved issues _ and »£, Tt a . w «Li T Z\ 7 , ™ fU
Pttrtw nn^nmfnrtohi,, i«„/vi»o»» .„ m. j j L ,. tu iaer, u i a
bi>u 5 im »We aii nad iuncn ve^ at tnis them better social rules. They toldParty uncomfortably Involved in the recommends graduate study or the for the nn.«Kibilitv nf flndinir a face- . •. ,, *•_!... *.,«.• .. •.«. /~u.Porfh„ nnf„-1„u ww- , « » i— . poss Duny oi n amg i r iace where all the students go if the kind man they were not Bow-McCarthy controversy, he became Peace Corps for prospective foreign Rav \ntr modus vivendi Perharis thp lt tl.- ,. ,* ^ ,_ t 1 , * ^
„_oW f .. _. . m . J^ K
*^ s vmg a ai. r m p ine they want something to eat or if doin students but he let them keep
part oi the Stevenson crowd. He service officers. Buddhist movement offers an oppor- they want to play pool or some- the lollipops anyway because they
Prof. Rensenbrink, who "was look- tunity to arrive at such a situation, thing. Miss Johnson got very mad had already put the lollipops in
tag for useful and interesting gov- which would nevertheless be very at us because we were hungry and their mouths but that didn't mat-
ernment service," happened upon tenuous."
AID in 1962, and, as a result of his
-experience, feels it is an excellent
choice for Bowdoin graduates. Oth-
er agencies to be considered are the
Bureau of the -Budget, in which an
individual has a fairly comprehen-
sive role to play among many gov-
ernmental organizations; the Edu-
cation Department, part of the De-
partment of Health, Education, and
Welfare; and the Anti-Poverty Pro-
gram. State Department service, he
feels, is too restrictive and tends to
reduce, sometimes very severely, that
"scope for one's vital powers so es-
sential to effective action."
The Bowdoin Scene
"The big problem with fraterni-
ties at Bowdoin is that they seem
to put a damper on intellectuality
instead of giving it scope. In the
sity of Chicago in 1955 and began U.S. today the youth are showing
teaching at Coe College. In 1961 every sign of being very much alive,
he came to Bowdoin from Williams and it is too bad, if a certain in-
for what he described as "a won- stitution stands in the way." He is
derful year," during which the Se- not, however, totally pessimistic
nior Center and consequent curricu- about the situation, as he feels
lum changes were the chief topics "there is a need for independent





received his PhD. from the Univer-
"I was pro-Johnsonian"
restless after waiting an hour for ter as the boys said they saw lots
our order of fifteen hamburgers to more lollipops on his desk,
get cooked. And when we got fif- "When Miss Johnson was able
teen frankfurters instead, she was to find all of us again and get us
so annoyed she nearly hit Johnny in one place, we saw these four
Singer cause he was grabbing students crossing thp mmpm sing ."
Mary's hair but then we were all ing some song and naturally we
so hungry we ate the hot dogs any- wanted to sing it along with them
way cause no one felt like waiting so we all ran over to where they
for another hour for the hambur- were but I couldn't understand some
gers. of the words and I asked Miss
"Someone thought of going into Johnson about them. She said the
one of. the dorms to see what they songs were all part of a" liberal edu-
were like so we ran into one of the cation and we would know what
dbrms without Miss Johnson know- she meant when we went to col-
ing about it. We knocked on one of lege.
the doors and this boy came and "We were aIT~very sad to leave
opened the door and we asked him the college but Miss Johnson prom-
if we could please see what his ised us shj^. would take us again
room looked like as this was the during the summer when there
first tim£ we had ever been in a wouldn't be any students to distract
college dormitory. He said he would us from seeing what the college was
be glad to show us around; we went really like.
CLABTO: The Universal Solution
by Floyd Rudmin
Rhodesia i
"Wilson, as a result of the elec- "Rape, pillage, and burn! Kill, and free enterprise will fulfill, its
tion, now has the necessary political maim', and destroy!" These are the obligations, not tolerate communist
Another Hat tellectual diversity." Such a need, flexibility to take decisive action. Passwords of today, the passwords aggression, and not be thwarted by
1962-1965 found Prof. Rensenbrink he believes, can be met through the But unless he can effectively quar- of that cirty ' sma11 war
in Vietnam an
* 1*"* Asian nation (6 > Show
in a new role, that of chief educa- fraternity system. As for improve-
antine Rhodesia from South Africa
that is so big and complex that no the world that China and com-
tion advisor for AID (Agency for ments Prof. Rensenbrink would like resolution appears in the immediate, munism will fulfill its obligation,
international Development) in to see a reorganization of the ad- and
Mozambl1ue
.
he cann°t succeed near, or distant future. Yet all not tolerate American imperialism.
Dares Salaam, Tanzania. As such visory system, because at present at aU " Prof - Rensenbrink does, America and the rest of the world and not be thwarted by any power
he assisted in the planning of Tan- there is no real connection between therefore, favor land intervention demand a conclusion. On this one hungry Caucasian nation. (7) End
zania's educational development, students and their advisors. to prevent oil shipments from reach-
p0int final settlement
'
»^tists and the waste, of $2.4 million, day in
Tanzania is presently in the midst The Academic Atmosphere in_ am,th^I BOVPrnmpnt ..A„ ^
r: entists
-
Allies and enemy- **Pui>- mm * r* and ^°n°mic aid to South
of a Five-Year-Plan, much of which i find teaching at Bowdoin to ™T, g " ™T ,. f licans and Democrats, war-mongers Vietnam. i8. Increase economic aid
sible measures should be applied to and pacifists, youth and aged, bigots to Vietnam - North and South. i9>
the Rhodesian regime not excluding and humanitarians, Catholics and Increase economic aid to parte of
the possibility of torce^— 1^ Protestants, Navy and Air Fore* are the United States.- —tttrr-Alleviate
in agreement. Thus far, the nurner- (lie economic problems of the Ad-
A Parting Word oui policy proposals have been re- ministration (i.e. 2\ inflation). (11)
"What is intellectuality? -It seems jected because of (1> impracticality. Create economic problems for the
(2) bias or (3) the creation of co- Administration (i.e. recession). <12>
is aimed at educational improve- be challenging but not sufficiently
ment at all levels. As an educa- challenging. This is not due to a
tional planner, he "tried to develop lack of potential, but rather to cer-
targets for each level of education, tain habits characteristic of the
We attempted to make these tar- academic atmosphere." The atmos-
gets consistent with man-power phere, in his opinion, "suggests too
needs, with the amount of money much the prep school," in which
available, and with the political situ- 'the Gentleman C scholar that ata-
ation. Planning therefore became a Vism which seems to linger beyond
matter of strategic priorities. We its time, has been joined by students
would have to balance off one too anxious about grades and other
against the other." In this regard, externalities on the learning process.
to me at least these thing*: .first, a
resolute refusal to be satisfied with
ready-made answers — that is, a
critical delight in forcing these an-
swers to reveal their backsides; sec-
ond a movement of the mind to-he was concerned with allocating i would like to find more students
the available resources with respect who are aware of why they come to wards wider, more integrative un-
to primary,, secondary, university, class, or why they read books, or derstanding; and third, an inner
and "technical education. Speaking why they spend time and money on movement between 'yourself and
of the curriculum, he said: "The academic kinds of behavior. Such
,knowledge so that even while you
incidental problems. The many in- In general, prevent the war in Viet-
ternational efforts by the U.S. and nam from becoming an issue in the
other countries have obviously fail- coming national elections,
ed. I, however, have studied the At first glance, these conflicts in
problem thoroughly and objectively motives for settlement make a set-
— free of "riy personal involve- tlement appear impossible. This
ment. I sincerely believe I have a view seems confirmed when it is
universal solution to the war in realized that <1) We have ruled out
Vietnam. military victory on principle, and
Even though I am proposing ( 2i we have ruled out negotiated
CLABTO as an American policy, I victory on principle. However, thereMinistry of Education is seeking to self-clarification would generate
alter the nature of the curriculum some, very interesting questions I are
acquiring or growing into more naVe nad t0 thoughtfully consider is a deceptively simple solution that
in two ways. It is trying to make am sure and should result in new knowledge, that knowledge also pos- the motive* of all parties involved.
it more practical, and at the same demands — on us the faculty, and sesses you . . . and becomes you." These include the derires to
time it is trying to infuse into the on themselves."
curriculum concepts of nation- Commenting upon the often-cited
building and economic development." lack of social and political activism facility CoffcG HoilT
Prof. Rensenbrick sees education, at Bowdoin, he said: "The middle- J
and specifically the creation of an class gentleman needs a fundamen-
adequate supply of indigenous, high- tal re-thinking of the placid as-
Alpha Rho UpsUon Fraternity will
(1) deed, we have used this method so
End the dying and suffering of many times to solve our domestic
American boys. (There have been problems both at home and abroad,
2,642 deaths so far, and thousands that it truly surprises me that our
more injured.) Also many Vietna- venerable far-sighted -leaders and
mese — communist, republican, and near-sighted leaders have not seen
civilian — have died. (2) Justify it. My proposed solution is best ex-
ly motivated teacher, as a pivotal sumptions of his past. The problem -P"™" *L*™
Ity
"*! T* ™" and" sanctify these American dead pressed in the traditional American
'
r s*nmin*r TUMillv mArnlfir From III- ..... .. , n-n ..n.-Vs "DU„l. t^« ;* t \r ..
issue in the drive for political in- of course is how to arouse middle-
tegration in Tanzania. Although class people to be concerned about
the political philosophy in Tanzania political affairs." One solution lies
today rebels against the Western in "the ad hoc confrontation be-
brand of individualism, the senti- tween members of the faculty, De-
ment for liberty and participant tween students and faculty mem-
democracy is strong. Furthermore
the educational cy6tem is British dents
bers and between students and stu
i .v,„„„ ;,. <«^* durinr the week.
it is there is not ^
coming Tuesday o ning f 10
11 ajn. All members of the faculty
arc invited to drop in for a cup of
coffee and donuts. This will become
a regular weekly event at ARU. It
Is hoped that other fraternities will
also institute such a coffee horn-
As
by guaranteeing that they died not proverb: "Black-top it!" You may
in vain. (3) Justify and sanctify scoff at first, but such a simple
the communist dead by guarantee- operation has extensive, beneficiary
ing that they died not in vain. (4) repercussions.
Have it recorded in the notebooks Perhaps I should first outline the
of History that French troops are tentative details of my proposal,
not the only ones to die in ,*ain, American and South Vietnamese
(5) Show thp world that America (Continued on page 7)
r
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Zinn Speaks On Student Radicals
Gkes Suspicion Of Politics% *.
"Students have traditionally filled anti-expansionist. Thus the New
a vacuum in radical mov^mente in Left has plenty of sharp questions,
American hlstAy." Thus, Howard" while the old radicalism had all the
, Zinn, of Boston University, who answers.
professed no unbiasedness in de- m a similar veln> tne New Lelt jg
scribing his views of the "New . . ., ._.
'
_ .. .... ,
^*
. ,. . _, inherently suspicious of the political
Radicalism" from the inside began ' ^
his analysis of the newcleft Wed- W**01 uxA seldom runs candidates,
nesday night. while the old movement tended
"No one can realy speak with to use the political system it dis-
precise authority what the 'New owned to support its candidates. As
Student Radicalism' is", but Dr. a result, political efforts of the New
Zinn, a veteran of civil rights cam- Left are concentrated at grass roots
paigns in the South, characterizeirrevei;im^generally 7eel"tHil~revo^
the move by comparing it to radi- lutions, as advocated by the old
cal thought in. the past in the UJS. order of radicalism, usually don't
"The Left of the 30's was definitely turn out as expected, and a general
Marxists, an outgrowth of the ear- feeling of revulsion against violence,
lier IWW^and Socialist Party. The perhaps symptomatic of the fear of
New Left is less ideological, dog- nuclear war is evident. For these
matic, more moody, almost 'rads- reasons, the New Radicalism's tac-
tentialist' in flavor. ~ tic depends heavily on acts of civil
However, he proceeded to outline disobedience. In expressing with ob-
carefully the resemblance between vious great commitedness, Dr. Zinn
the old and new movements, in- contended emphatically that the na-
cluding a common concern for mi- tional government as in effect said
nority groups, particularly the Ne- "Peace at one level is paramount",
gro; the concern for economic re- Thus, national peace or security
form; protection of civil liberties, subordinates both inner, individual
and as Dr. Zinn was quick to point peace and peace at the internation-
out, often specifically the civil liber- al level. Thus the New Radicalism
ties of the radical groups as op- does not see Vietnam as a case of
posed to other radical groups; and good Communists agains evil im-
lastly, in foreign policy, which was., perialists, but a relative case of
'-deseribedr in differentiating be- greater ~ aggressiveness-of the ' V.S.
tween^libefaF and "radical", as disturbing international peace on"
that of internally reform, externally North Vietnamese and Chinese
aggressive and radical policy as aggression.
IVY'S PLAY
^Continued from page 2)
rfiaking progress Eugene allowed
httmseli to relax mentally and ev&i
enjoy his surroundings. He made
friends with -several staff members,
with whom he discussed his ambi-
tion to be a writer.
The people who at thjs point in
his life—and for the next year or
two—took an interest in Eugene's
writing earned his undying admlra-
tin and gratitude. For Eugene had
found what was to be more than
his lifework—a reason for life it-
self, or more precisely, his reason
for having suffered and searched
and struggled—his justification for
having been born. . . .
O'Neill came to regard his re-
covery from illness at Gaylord and
his simultaneous discovery that he
was a dramatist as a kind of re-
birth, and counted his stay at Gay-
lord as "the most pleasant of mem-
ories" . . . The firsthand knowledge
of tuberculosis gained . . . was ap-
plied in a number of his plays, but
nowhere more graphically than in
The Straw, whose heroine, Eileen
Carmoldy, was modeled on a fellow
patient named Caterine Mackay . . .
An unworldly girl and an emotional
one, she responded to Eugene with
more fervor than he had anticipat-
ed and with far more than was
healthy for her. . . . There were,
technically, two things for which a
patient could be asked to leave Gay-
YOUNG POETS
(Continued from page 3)
— by white gentility. He stalks off In
the moonlight to a slave woman,
fr. but peVer Acknowledges^ only owns,
Now
Worked in silver their work lies
all
Around me the fields dissolving
Into the sea and not on a
horse
I stoop to the soil working
Gathering moving to the
rhythm of a music
That has crossed the ocean in
chains
And to leap at last for the sky ^the mulatto son who comes to face
Very neajAy'too late, where another* him. Dickeys strength lies ifr^om-
Leapt and could not break into munlcatlng the precise feel of the
His breath,,where it lay, in battle experiences in his poems. HeWs
As in peace,*availabie, secret, *r?6w he does it in this poem:
"' Dateling and huge, filled with Sun-
light,
For thousands of miles on the
water.
Sunlightsagain! But in his latest
book, shadows swap place with light
more frequently, urgently than be-
fore. The first poem, "The . Fire-
bombing," shows Dickey grappling
with conscience and the memory of
a napalm bombing raid on a quiet,
moonlit village. With startling de-
tachment, he describes the mingled
beauty and horror of the scene:
One is cool and enthralled in the
cockpit,
,4
Turned blue by the power of
beauty,
In a pale treasure-hole of soft
light
Deep in aesthetic contemplation,
Seeing the ponds catch fire
And cast it through ring after
ring
Of land.
The last poem of the same book,
"Slave Quarters," describes a coast-
al slave owner who feels cramped
In the grass the
void of slave
great singing
lord. One was a love affair and the
other was drinking. Eugene broke




O'Neill left Gaylord on June 3.
He said bood-bye to Kitty without
a qualm. She was discharged six
months later and returned to the
tedium of her life in Waterbury.
She never saw Eugene again. A
little over a year after leaving Gay-
lord she was dead. . . ."
Labor about me the moonlight
bringing i
Sweat out of my back as though
the sun
Changed skins upon me some
other
Man moving near me on horse-
back whom I look in the eyes
Once a day.
Those lines work well. They im-
press upon us the slave master's
particular pattern of thought and
feeling. Here, as always, Dickey's
appeal is to the reader's instinctive
vicaria. He revives again and again
faith in the old notion that you
don't have to save six notches on









150 Maine Street, Brunswick
725-7082
At 43, James Dickesrls^ast tnicH-
dle aging, but he5s young as a poet.
Prospecting for poems or a pub-
lisher, he didn't get out his first
book of poems until 1960. Since
then, he's published three more,
and another is on the way. What's
better, he's good at writing, as
well as prolific. A month ago,
Buckdai*cer's Choice won him the
most respected prize around, the
National Book Award for Poetry.
'






Florida swings in the spring - but it really swings in the summer.
Lower off-season room rates are in effect. And Eastern will take you to
Daytona or Ft. Lauderdale or even Miami fot-half-fare.
So take a detour and enjoy it on your way ho\ne. Or go home first and down
to Florida later.
.
Just use your Eastern Youth ID card, or similar card from another
airline. It
you don't have such a card, it's a snap to get one -provided you're under 22
and can prove it. For the specifics, stop by a Travel Agent or any Eastern ticket
office. ~ , .,
Once you have your card, you can get an Eastern Jet Coach seat tor halt-
fare. You can't make an advance reservation. But if there's a seat available at




$500 to $12,000 Secured By Fast Moving Inventory.
To set up and service new accounts in exclusive ter-
ritory with amazing plastic coating used on all types
of surfaces interior or exterior. Eliminates all waxing
when applied to any type of floor. Eliminates all
painting when applied to wood, metal or concrete
surfaces. You step right into a brand new, multi-
million dollar virgin market. Don't Hesitate I
For complete Information write or call collect:
Area Code 314-AX-1- 1500
PENGUIN PLASTICS CORP.
DEPT. 006, POST OFFICE BOX M
ST. ANN, MISSOURI 63074
*3 EASTERN NUMBER ONE TO THE FUN
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
# Instant Service #
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 96c etc
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
For Your Evening Dining Pleasure I
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Indudtat 8oup or Juk», Vegetable. Sated, BoDo *
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. — 72&4S43
FRIDAY, MAY 6, 1966
NINE ON LEAVE ^
(Continued from page 1)
Profegsor James L.
THE BOWDOIN ORIENT
this methyl, 4he principle of self-
CLABTO *
jContlnued from page 5) * . determinati«n would be enforced.)
":





—:. : ... <£~All swamplands wdulci be 4llled be-
PAOE
partment,
_£»„«£«_. «^ i* upoops, under the -guidahee ,of- . an t-fore^ losing, -black-topped, which
Hodge of the German Department, independent, competitively contract- might, unfortunately, cause^ hostili-
-Professor Thema^B., Cornell ofr the fd us asphaU company^ would be- ties from -the farmer* in" the .Delta




Lawrence Parkus of the Govern
ment Department.
topping operations (CLABTO) at
the 38th parallel and work .south.
Professor Shipman will spend the Accounting for the already corn-
year doing research under a Dis-
tinguished Foreign Visitor Plan in
the Department of Applied Econom-
p'eted CLABTO on U.S. bases in
CLABTO* would be a sure, relative-i,
ly passive means of ending the war
in Vietnam.
My proposal would truly be a
South Vietnam. I estimate that in- universal solution, for it would
tensive CLABTO could cover about provide a favorable answer to many
1 mile /day. 'At such a rate, the en- of America's problems: <1> American
-ic& at the University of Cambridge, tire 700 mile length of South Viet- prestige would reach a record high
nam would be black-topped in 2 because (a» communist aggression
was defeated, (b) CLABTO was
managed by a free and independent
enterprise: capitalism, (c) as pass-
England.
Professor Gustafson will take up vears - &ranting » w«* leave at
. . . . „ . Christmas and Easter of each year.
studies to update himself in new _ ,. . .. . . --
.,,. ,
I estimate the cost at $2 million/
^evelepmente-in^ biology. He will ^ depreciating^Tfie Thltial capital ive and as humanitarian means a
be particularly concerned with spe- investment over the 2 years of possible were used, (d) self-deter-
cial work in genetics and will study. CLABTO. Many troops would still mination was upheld, (e) malaria
either at Harvard or at the Univer- De needed to defeat Viet Cong re- and other tropical diseases were
itv of California at Davis
sistance as CLABTO advanced. But eradicated, (f) Vietnamese were per-
only a few armed helicopters would mitted to enjoy an unknown stan-
Professor Beam, whose latest be needed to defend a region once lt dard of Hvmg (g) Asians were na .
book, "Winslow Homer at Proufs has been secured. Also, such, an turalized as U.S. citizens on equal
Neck," was recently published, will advance would tend to demoralize footing with Caucasians, and (h)
continue with further research in tne Vietnamese, and thusly destroy the world would realize the toe-




should be made to capture, not kill, foreign policy and American tech-
memorabilia,
all persons encountered in CLABTO. nology. (2) American military
Professor Taylor also plans »to ah South Vietnamese — civilian, strength would reach a record high
travel in Europe. During his last republican, and communist — would because: (a) communists would have
leave, he studied European prisons, °e transported to the U.S. All North a hew respect for American military
and during this leave he may study Vietnamese. Koreans, Australians, power, (b) troops would be freed
and other foreigners would be given from a long ground war for deploy-
the prisons of Scandinavia. There- ^ cnQlce Qf returning to their ment else where, (c) military minds
search is in connection with his homelands or going to the U.S. (By would open to originality and crea-
long-time interest in criminology
and is in conjunction with one-of
tivity in devising strategy, and (d)
the U.S.fwpuld have an extei^lve
Ij^se in South; ^fetrmm* f§F further
black- top, operations ^4n Southeast
Asia. «3) The American
o
economy
would reach a record high Ijecause:
• ai.militsfty. spending could be.de*
creased enough * to avoid inflation,
Uh) Vietnamese-Americans , wbulcf
provide a pool of labor for further
expansion of the economy, <c) wheat
exports would have to be expanded
to replace the rice production of
the MeCong Delta and (d) asphalt
stockpiling would provide the econo-
my with a large, expanding industry.
(4) American * political stability
would reach a record high because:
(a) Americans will be patriotically
proud that they have defeated an
arrogant Asian nation, (b) Amer-
icans will be spiritually satisfied that
they have been humanitarian in
saving the Vietnamese, (c) the Viet-
namese war would not be a cam-
paign issue, (d) point No. 1, (e)
point No. 2, (f) point l$p. 3, and
*{jf*Mdy Bird woutd nave 'enough
blacMep to bjj|etify Jo .keto her
occupied for at least four* years.
My purpose in proposing CLABTO
in South Vietnam gs to. provide a
definite*, humanitarian '..solution to
the War and its many coincident
problems. Even though there are a
few problems with CLABTO (i.e. de-
creasing domestic black-topping for
the two year period, getting a South
Vietnamese government that would
grant us permission, etc.), I think
that it could become operational. In-
deed, if it were successful in South
Vietnam, we couTd open the pro-
gram for participation by North
Vietnam as well. CLABTO could
even become a permanent part of
our foreign policy. But that is too
far in the future. My immediate
desire is the adoption of CLABTO
to end the war in Vietnam.
PARKVIEW
CLEANERS
212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
"FREE ALTERATIONS"
"STORAGE FACILITIES'*
the courses he teaches at Bowdoin,
Professor Moulton plans to travel
to Scotland to study at the Institute
of Animal Genetics at the University
of Edinburgh. His work there will be
especially concerned with embryo-
logical studies under Professor C. H.
Waddington, a noted embryologist
at the University.
Professor Lubin will use his leave
to accept one of the highest honors
in his field, an appointment to The
Institute for Advanced Study at
Princeton, N. J. The Institute is
a research center, primarily for
eminent scholars doing advanced
work in their fields of specialization.
Professor Hodge plans to live in
Europe for the year. He will spend
several months studying in Vienna
and the rest of the time in Ger-
many.
Professor Cornell will also live
and study in Europe. The empha-
sis of his studies will be in Florence,
Italy.
Mr. Parkug will continue in the
second year of his leave teaching
American Government and Com-











NOTE — Owing to length of
show, there will be only one eve-












NOTE — One one evening show
at 7:30 p.m. owing to length of
show.
How to make a snap course
out of a tough one!
Obviously, Olds 4-4-2 crammed for its finals. It masters miles with a 400-cubic-ineh V-8,
4-barrel carb and a rumbling pair of pipes. Cools corners with heavy-duty suspension
and fr.ont and rear stabilizers. Goes to the head of its class with the sportiest configuration
ever to top four red-line tires. All this, and straight A's in economics, too...
like matching its modest price to your pocket! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW!
m
Step out front
...in a RochetAction Car!
TORONAOO NINETY EIGHT • STARFIRE EIGHTY flCHTS • CUTLASS F IS . VISTA-CRUISER 4-1-7
DLDSMDBILE
GREAT TIMC TO CO WHERE THE ACTION IS , . . SIE VOUR NEARBY OLDSMOIILE QUALITY DEALER NOW!
GM
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.Bears Win
To Cblbv In Eleventh, 5-4
The Maine State Series annually produces some of the best baseball
competition in New England. Usually Maine baseball teams are better
than average in ability and put on an extra display of hustle and drive
in the Series. There are usually many cliff-hangers and more than the
normal number of upsets. This year has been no different.
Already we have seen our own Bowdoin Polar Bears lose to Maine,
•-5, on two runs in the ninth and then drop another hard-fought contest
to Colby on a home run in the eleventh inning, 5-4. In addition, Bates,
which appeared to be uninspired and rusty again the Polar Bears, rose up
the next day to knock off John Winkin's high-flying Colby Mules, 9-7.
Thus, early in the race Maine is on top with a 1-0 record followed by
Colby and Bates with even l-l marks, while Bowdoin is in last place with
a 1-2 State Series slate. Actually it is still a wide-open race with no one
definitely out of the fight.
In our opinion it will be Colby and Maine battling for the State
Series championship. It would seem that Maine has the superior depth
at all positions. For example, Jack Butterfield has seven reliable hurlers
he can call upon. In addition, it is a veteran ball club with many good
hitters. Shortstop Dick Devarney is one of the most highly regarded
players in the state. Carl Merrill, Steve Sones, and Norm Tardiff are
Just three of the experienced, topflight hitters on the squad. Moreover,
sophomore thirdbaseman George Ferguson is one of the best-looking
young ballplayers seen in Maine in many years.
Colby appears to have the edge in hitting all the way through
the order. The Mules have the benefit of one of the hardest-working
coaches in the business in John Winkin. However, they appear to lack
the pitching depth that Maine possesses. Really there is little to choose
between the two teams. Perhaps the most important factor in our se-
lection of Colby as the eventual champion is that Maine's first concern
Is winning the Yankee Conference title and getting into the NCAA
Championships. ColBjT on the other hand, has set.its sights pn the State
Series crown.
The Polar Bears lack consistent hitting throughout the lineup and
have no semblance of bench strength at all. Coach MacFayden has hesi-
tated to change his starting lineup at all. The same nine that started has
finished eight of Bowdoin's 13 games. Injuries forced substitutions in two
of them. In addition, not a single pinchhitter has been called upon all
change his starting lineup at all. The same nine that started has finish-
ed eight of Bowdoin's 13 games. Injuries forced substitutions in two of
them. In addition, not a single pinchhitter has been called upon all
season long. The Bears' forte is pitching and tight defense. These two
things together will win many a ball game, but consistent hitting is
needed also in order to have a championship club. Nevertheless, Bowdoin
will give the two leaders a run for the money in every game.
We do not mean to dismiss Bates' chances entirely, especially in
light of their upset victory over Colby, but the Bobcats do not seem to
have the experience or the pitching to be title contenders. Yet the scrap-
py club from Lewiston is likely to improve quite rapidly now that school
is over and baseball.is their main concern (?).
Overall it looks like another interesting State Series race. If our
prediction of Colby as the champion does not turn out to be correct, it
won't be the first time. We chose Baltimore to beat St. Louis in the
NBA semifinal playoffs, and we predicted (quite daringly) that the New
York Yankees and Cincinnati Reds would be the pennant winners in their
respective leagues. At any rate, there is plenty of fine baseball still to be
played.
A home run 'by Colby thirdbase-
man Jim Thomas In the eleventh
inning yesterday off reliever Bobby
Butkus gave the Mules a hard-
fought 5 to 4 decision over Bowdoin
in an important State Series game.
The defeat spoiled an otherwise suc-
cessful week of action for the Polar
Bears. Coach Danny MayFayden's
club had been triumphant over Tri-
nity, MIT, and Bates in previous
games, allowing a total of only one
earned run in the three encounters.
The overtime loss dropped Bowdoin's
record to 10-3 including two defeats
in three State Series games.
Ed Phillips, Colby's ace right-
hander, pitched strongly in a route-
going effort for the Mules, striking
out 13 and granting just one base
on balls. He was combed for seven
hits and three runs in the first four
innings, but allowed just two extra
base blows by Pete Pappas thereaf-
ter. In addition, Phillips was the
victim of some shoddy fielding as
three of the Polar Bear runs were
tainted.
Squally impressive was the Colby
hitting attack. The Mules managed
thirteen hits off Bowdoin's top two
pitchers, Bruce MacLean and But-
kus. MacLean especially was hit
hit a high. popup which appeared
headed for deep shortstop. However,
the strong wind blowing In from
the outfield carried the ball back
towards the plate, eluding the fran-
tic efforts of shortsop Sal Manforte.
The ball fell safely for a base hit
and the second Bowdoin run of the
inning.
Singles by switchhitter Bob Kim-
ball, Ken Ldlley , and Pete HaJgis,
a walk to Manforte, and Thomas's
sacrifice fly accounted for two Colby
tallies in the bottom of the fifth to
tie he score, 3-3.
The Bears go a break in the sev-
enth when Bob Butkus reached on
Thomas's second error with two out.
Then cleanup hitter Pete Pappas
unloaded a tremendous blast to
right-centerfleld for a run-Scoring
triple. Although Pappas was picked
off base by Phillips seconds later, it
appeared that this one run might
stand up.
However MacLean ran into a wild
streak in the bottom of the seventh,
walking four batters and forcing
across the tying run. Butkus re-
placed MacLean on the mound in
FIVE INCHES FROM YICTOBY — Alex Schulten, captain of
the Track team, and All-American hammer thrower, placed sec-
ond in his specialty last Friday in the 72nd Penn Belays in Phila-
delphia. Accompanied by his coach, Frank Sabasteanski, Schulten
made his best throw of the current season, 191 '9W\ but it was
not quite good enongh. John Flore of Boston College won the
event with a throw of 192 "2 4".
Trackmen Nip MIT, 78-71
State Meet Here Saturday
Alex Schulten, Andy Seager, and winning the high jump at a height
Ray Bird paced the Bowdoin track of six feet. Andy also trilumphed
team to a close 78 to 71 victory over in the triple jump with a winning
MIT Saturday hi a dual meet at
Whit tier Field, All three were dou-
ble winners as the Polar Bears
prepped for this weekends Maine
State Meet to be held at Bowdoin.
Schulten, who placed second In
the Penn Relays Friday, returned
distance of 43 feet 5^ inches.
Ray Bird, another of Coach Sa-
basteanskl's dependable seniors,
took firsts in the 100-yard dash and
the 440-yard intermediate hurdles.
Charley Hews in the shot put, Skip
Smith in the pole vault, "Branny"
In time to win the hammer throws Leishman in the long Jump, Dave
with a mark of 190* 11" and also Stocking in the Javelin, and Kent
capture the discus. Mohnkern in the high hurdles were
Seager tied a meet record while the other Bowdoin winners.
hard for the first time this season,
as he surrendered eleven singles and
six walks for four runs in eight
innings. He was constantly in
trouble, retiring the side in order
only once.
Bowdoin jumped off to a 1-0 lead
in the third when Dave McNabb
beat out a dribbler for an infield
hit, moved to second on an Ed
Moore sacrifice, and scored on Paul
Newman's line single to left field.
Colby came right back to load the
bases with none out. MacLean es-
caped from a big inning when he
forced Bill Snow to rap into a dou-
ble play with the tying run scoring.
The Bears opened a two-run lead
with a two-out rally in the fourth
inning. After Charlie Belanger
and Paul Mulloy had been retired
on hard line drives, Doug Brown
followed with a third straight 6hot,
this one falling into left for a
single. Brown then stole second
and came all the way home when
thirdbaseman Thomas made a two-
base throwing error on McNabb's
slow roller. Catcher Ed Moore then
Golfers Second
In State Series
Bowdoin and Maine fought it out
again in the second round of the
State Series played at Martindale
Tuesday. Maine collected 19 points,
Bowdoin 18, Bates 13 and Colby
four. The standings after two rounds
are Maine 41, Bowdoin 34, Bates 23
and Colby 10. In individual matches
Tuesday .Bowdoin won one more
than Maine, but lost the battle for
low team score by four strokes.
Scores were high as many golfers
had trouble putting on the first nine
and hitting the narrow fairways on
the back nine. Bill Wieners came
in with the day's second lowest
score, a 79, which included a triple
bogey 7.
Results: Maine 13 match 6 team
score = 19, Total 41; Bowdoin 14
match 4 team score = 18, Total 34;
Bates 11 match 2 team score - 13,
Total 23; Colby 4 match team score
= 4, Total 10.
Bowdoin individual (matches
won) Wieners 3, Dave Smith 3, Dick
Smith 1, Mike Suvalle 3, Bob Le-
vasseur 1, Bob Yaw 2, Tom Rounds
1.
Wednesday the team traveled to
the Portsmouth CC to play host
UNH and MIT. For the first time
since the Williams match Bowdoin
was decisively defeated, losing 2-5
to UNH and 3-4 to MIT.
^he ninth and the stalemate con-
tinued. Then the thirty-mile-per-
hour winds stopped in the tenth
frame and this act of nature may
have decided the ball game. When
Thomas tied into Butkus's first
pitch to him in theeleventh, there
was no wind to impede the long
drive. It easily cleared the fence in
left-centerfield for the game-win-
ning home run, <-
Paul Newman had a triple and a
single to knock in two "runs, and,
Butkus also added two singles to
the 10-hlt attack.
The next day at MIT Jeff Withe,
another southpaw, blanked the En-
gineers on eight hits, 2-0, to gain
his second victory in as many out-
ings. The junior has yet to allow
an earned run in eighteen innings
of pitching. Charlie Belanger ac-
counted for one run all by himself
when he split the outfielders with
a drive and raced around the bases
for his second four-bagger of the
season. Firstbaseman Paul New-
man again added a pair of hits to
the eight-hit assault. Opposing
pitcher Rick Papenhausen led all
hitters with three singles.
The defense was outstanding in
this low-scoring contest as the two
teams combined to pull off five
double plays. Particularly outstand-
ing for the Polar Bears was the de-
fensive play of secondhaseman Pete
Pappas. With runners pn second
and third with two out in the fourth
frame, Pete made an unbelievable
leaping, diving catch of a ball that
was labeled for extra bases. He also
handled several difficult wind-blown
popups among his ten chances.
Bowdoin finally broke into the
victory column in the Maine State
Series Tuesday with a 5-1 triumph
over Bates College. Bob Butkus
pitched seven shutout innings to
pick up his fifth victory before
yielding to Bruce MacLean who al-
lowed a single run in the final two
frames. Butkus was shar pagain,
Secondbaseman Pete Pappas led
the Bowdoin attack with a triple
and a double in addition to a long
blast into the teeth of the wind in
the third that just went for a long
out. Butkus and Newman each con-
tributed a pair of singles. Bill Snow
led
,
the Colby attack with three
singles, while Kimball and Haigis
«ach had two.
The other three games present a
somewhat happier outcome with
pitching once again the dominant
theme of the victories. Southpaw
Bob Butkus won his fourth game by
beating Trinity, 5-1, at Hartford
last Friday. Butkus allowed Just
three hits and four walks, while
striking out three. The only Trini-
ty run was unearned. Offensively,
yielding only three hits. This game
extended his streak of innings with-
out yielding an earned run to 26.
Bates was still showing the ef-
fects of its late start because of
final exams. Since they are on the
trimester plan, they have already
finished their academic year. They
were guilty of three errors, three
passed balls, and a wild pitch. Four
of the five Polar Bear tallies were
unearned.
The Polar Bears journey to Bean-
town again this weekend to oppose
the Greater Boston circuit leader,
Northeastern University Saturday.
Then the Bears will move on next
Tuesday to battle the Huskies' con-
querors, the University of New
Hampshire nine.
Dickie Downes Wins Fifth;
Frosh Down Exeter, 12-4
Last Saturday, right-hander Dickie
Downes continued to be the bulwark
of the Bowdoin Frosh's baseball
team, as he went 7 and two-thirds
innings in fine style to beat Exeter
Academy, 12-4. While Downes gave
up eight hits and four runs to the
Preppers, his teammates were
pounding out 12 rung on 13 hits off
three Exeter pitchers. The Cubs led
throughout the game, the closest
score being in the second when the
visitors scored twice to pull within
one run, 3-2, but a four run out-
burst in the third gave the black
and white the necessary boost they
needed for the victory. The big
bats of Ned Beyer (4 for 4, 3 RBI's),
Dick Wormell (3 for 4, 1 RBI), and
Kenny Martin (2 for 3, 3 RBI's),
provided the impetus for the team.
Wednesday the Cubs traveled to
MCI and won handily, 10-3, on a
windswept field on a rainy and cold
afternoon. Steve Eurenius started
the game for the frosh and pitched
four scoreless Innings. Downes came
on and gave up two runs in two
innings, but got credit for his fourth
victory in as many games for the
freshmen. Martin finished up for
Downes, as he has done in each of
the four victories, and yielded one
more run. The trio yielded Just five
hits, and their mates needed just six
hits off Dale Mills to score ten runs.
Martin was the only man with two
hits, a triple and a single, while
Gary Campagna checked in with
the games only other extra base
knock with a booming triple.
The following day Downes and the
frosh moved to Waterville for an
important tilt with the Colby Frosh.
This time Downes was able to go
the complete route on a very windy
day, to post his fifth victory, 3-1.
Downes' control was superb as he
did not walk a batter, while allow-
ing only three hits, two of the
ground ball variety. Again the Cubs
were held to six safeties, as the wind
held up several lined drives. In the
fourth, Martin reached on a field-
er's choice, and took second on an
infield hit by Kenny Rowe. Both
runners moved up on a balk and
both scored on a perfect suicide
squeeze bunt by Bob Petrie. Qolby
tallied their lone run in the seventh,
as they bunched two of their three
tuts into the Inning. But the Cubs
added an insurance run in the
eighth on a triple by Bo McFar-
land and Wormelli sacrifice fly, and
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Rho Rho Rho house decided not to elect officers this year, as the-
college administration seems to be functioning inefficiently enough to take
over this phase of student life also.
* * * • •
../ •
Three students have won the I. M. Anark trophy for turning the most
information over to the deans this year. They also received the Nark
brass-engraved ring on the trophy for turning in information which led
to a conviction of Union Probation. Their bodies were found in the Chapel
on Wednesday.*•*••
The Union will hold a "reduced-to-retail" sale on the new book "I
was a Teen-aged Indentured Slave m Old Savannah: or James Bowdoln
I was Scotched Bourbon" by his nephew, James Bowdoin the III. The old






John Doe '68, has been elected to all the offices of the Politic Forum,
Young Republicans, and Young Democrats. The reason for this unusual
event is that no one else in these groups was even vaguely capable of
fulfilling any office at all.
Strangers When We Meet -Or,
How To Avoid Monsters At Night
Generations- of^Bowdotrr rneir
have, of an Ivies night walk, suf-
fered the inevitable question of
the inevitably starry-eyed date:
"What's
-that building over
there?", or the variations there-
of concerning date of construc-
tion, style of architecture and
purpose. The following is an
attempt to ease the answer.
It is probable that the Bow-
doin college campus contains
more architectural diverifica-
tion than any area of compar-
able size in all of Brunswick.
Although many completely defy
classification, most can be herd-
ed into five groupings.
No one was elected to any offices in the YAF this week, because
everyone voted for himself.
* • * * ,
Professor Hussey of the Geology Department has announced that
the Geology 2 Field Trip scheduled for last Sunday and postponed because
of snow will leave from the parking lot behind Cleaveland Hall at 7:30
Sunday morning. All Geology 2 students are expected to attend.•••*.«
The Moscow Art Critics League has awarded the architectural firm
of Stelnmann and Cain, designers of the new, magnificent Bowdoin Li-
brary, this years Comrade Bittertitoff Award for Outstanding Design.
The Critics' League in making the award praised the firm for its "exciting
contribution to the world of architecture in the form of the lapis lazuli




The College today* announced the purchase of the Monson Slate
Quarry for an undisclosed figure. In signing the transfer papers Presi-
dent Colds, accompanied by Walker Cain of the firm of Steinmann and
Cain, said that the College was making the purchase to ensure a continued
supply of slate for desk and counter tops for the various College offices
Donovan D. Lancaster, Director of the Moulton Union, today an-
nounced that, in keeping with the original decor of the new Union Din-
ing Room, the cafeteria will now stock 28 flavors of ice cream. In addition
fried clams and Wednesday Fish Fries will be added to the menu.
Massachusetts Hall (not the
one behind the library), Adams
Hall, and all the dormitories
except Moore and Coleman fall
under the heading of Early
Gauche. As best typified by
Maine Hall (which was named
after a street running through
Brunswick), Early Gauche can
be identified by creeping Ivy,
dripping tradition, and chipped
bricks.
There are two buildings on
campus which are in a style




Chapel, or Banister Hall (so-
called because the young son
of a former professor liked to
slide down the staircases in the
building) was the first to be
built in this style. Later, Me-
morial Hall was erected, thus
completing Bowdoin College's
attempt to bring Gothic, ruins
to life in America. Most Rev-
erent Cathedral buildings are
designed to take years to build;
Memorial Hall, however was an
exception. It was built in three
weeks in 1868 by forced labor
left over from the underground
railroad.
The European-influenced Rev-
erent Cathedral building al-
ways seemed out of place in
their conservative New Eng-
land surroundings until around
the turn of the century, the
college decided to complement
its mistakes by erecting some
buildings in a style known as
Your - Friendly - Neighbor-
hood-Medieval-Castle (YFNMC).
Thus, in 1894, the Mary Frances
Searles Science building was
built, and joined in 1903 by
Hubbard Hall (named after
James Bowdoin Ill's favorite
(Continued on page 5)
sti*kw Laugh Student Council Reports
ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
Will the person who stole Prof. Brown's Phi Beta Kappa key during
Wednesday's Chapel please return it before 10:30 Tuesday morning.••*•«.
There will be an organizational meeting for all interested students
in Conference C of the Moltin' Union at 3:00 ajn.••••»-»
The Artsy-Craftsy Film Society of Brunswick announces its schedule
of Happenings for 1966-67:
"A Touch of Mink"
"Rat Fink"
"The Monster That Devoured Cleaveland Hall"
"Candy"
The Bowdoin Club of San Salvador has announced that Jose Jimenez
has been awarded its annual $1.87 scholarship grant. This award is spe-
cifically earmarked for the member of the freshman class who has been
a resident of San Salvador for not less than four and not more than four
and a half years, born between the hours of 12:27 and 1:03 ajn. on alter-
nate leap year days.
•
• • » .
. .
The Placement Bureau wishes to remind students that applications
to live at 10 Boody St, next fall must be in by May 19.
The Campus Chest Committee has announced that this year's drive
has been entirely successful. The Town of Brunswick has come up with
$1,541.93 in support of a study of how to move Bowdoin College to Ma-
dawaska. The town feels the College makes the community too '•cos-
mopolitan".




For the last few weeks, the Rho Rho Rho House has sponsored a
number of faculty coffee hours. When queried about his lack of atten-
dance, a high-ranking member of the Gov. Department is reported to
have sajd: "I couldn't strap it on."
Speaking of The Scarlet Letter, Hester, how's your A?
There will be a general meeting of all NARKS in the Dean's Office
Friday at 2 pm.
There will be a general meeting of all NARK-watchers outside the





It has been reported by reliable sources rNARK to be exact) that
TWO STUDENTS HAVE BEEN FOUND LIVING OFF-CAMPUS!
(Continued on page 3)
The Bowdoin administration turn
ed out in its entirety today, pack-
ing the Chapel to capacity in a
dramatic protest against student
disregard of its "sincere and honest"
interpretation of Western Culture.
The protest was staged spontan-
eously by the Deans in reaction to
the protest by three students yes-
terday against the Colleges Rule
against immoral and indiscrete
thoughts.
The main speaker must remain
anonymous, but his remarks should
make all of the students ashamed
of their own protest against the
Thought Code. "We believe that
any student here clearly and irre-
vocably reflects on this institution
in All of his life, and no one can
maintain that thoughts are not the
most essential part of life."
A student should be pure in word,
deed, and Thought," emphasized the
second speaker, a noted liberal
among the clan at Longhorn Hall,
"and although we appreciate and in-
tend to consider the position of
academic freedom on Bowdoin's
campus, we must remember the re-
sponsibility of the College to the
outside world We are not as fully
isolated as some of the more imma-
ture of our student body seem to
'call in the wind." This raised a
hearty chuckle among the assembled
Host, as they like to call themselves.
The protest continued through
the night, but the other speakers
said nothing essentially or even su-
perncally different. One impartial
observer noted that they all used
the same notes for their speeches,
but the inflection of each speaker
was different, indicating that there
is a possible split in the administra-
tions ranks This will remain to be
seen.
1. President Colds announced to
the Council the appointment of Mr.
Walter Disney as Visiting Adviser
to the President. Mr. Disney will
concentrate on developing a Bow-
doinland, which is to feature dif-
ferent "Funlands for the liberal-
minded young man." Mr. Disney's
appointment is an example of the
Administration's role in creating a
new image of the College, one which
will attract fun-loving intellectuals
to "an academic, yet colorful, play-
ground." Disney's first idea is to
change the Bowdoin polar bear to a
mouse. He also plans to innovate
changes in the class of 1970's bean-
ies.
2. A representative from the
Moulton Union Bookstore reported
to the Council a sale, entitled "The
Best of Bowdoin's Bookstore," will
be held next week. Offered for sav-
ings up to 50'; will be such works
as Winnie Ille Pu, The Story of
Babar the Little Elephant, Help!
I'm a Prisoner in a Chinese Bakery
The I Hate to Housekeep Book, and
Winslow Homer at Prout's Neck.
3. President Colds announced the
appointment of Dr. Howard Leary
as the Alice Dee Visiting Professor
of Social Behavior.
4. The Chapel-Lectureship Com-
mittee has contracted the following
speakers for 1966-'«7:
George Lincoln Rockwell — "The
Importance of Chapel Forums
in Today's Society"
Dean Brown - "The Importance




5. Charlie Toomajian, President of
TOOL, announced the appointment
of L?nny Bruce as Sinecure Pro-
lessor of the Art of Linguistics,
6. The Student Union Committee
announced the entertainment for
Homecoming: Ned Nebulous and
The Unknowns, with their only hit
and song, "We Come for Nothing."
7. The Council representative
from the Independents announced
that there will be a social mixer on
May 21, at 4:00 In the afternoon, in
the men's room of the Moulton
Union.
8. A Bowdoin Sophomore was ex-
pelled for the remainder of the se-
mester for a violation of the social
rules. The report from the Ad-
ministration stated "the accused
acted in a manner unbecoming to
a Bowdoin student." As a result,
the Dean's office issued a modifica-
tion of the social rules: No Bowdoin
student shall caress a member of
the opposite sex between the hours
of 10:00 and 12:00 PM. on week-
days and 1:00 and 2:00 AM. Satur-
days within a boundary determined
by Cleaveland, Searles, and Hubbard
Halls on the east, west, and south,
respectively, and the Bowdoin Pines
on the north, with the exception of
those Pines which in, fullest bloom
hang over College Street, unless ac-
companied by chaperones -over 21
years of age, approved by this office
at least one week and no more than
ten days before said event.
9 A tip of the Student Council
hat to:
Dean Greason, author of Applied
Mob Tactics and the Unruly
Student Crowd
The Architect who designed the
Senior Center, which will hold
almost % of the class of '69
The Bowdoin Mail Delivery Ser-
vice, which last week hit a new
high by delivering 85'; of its
mail to the correct address.
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/ ire J)n I he %$tony
Road l,o Mount Tenure
at the i university. And thf^v never
to get hjjn alone^nd one couldn't
take uu^such matters before the
^\0/b
j^idergraduates. The .vision &tstft- t
dient etiitoftaLs and demons; rat tons
iiistanflf turned Stony even ,3
shades Jighlrr. .At first the pres-^
'rtfee* df "all" Mio.se undergraduates
prompted Stony ' to. consider charges
J>% Of Student B^v WajHs
FaciuhvSludnvt Relations
stopped coming. , He seemed, to have oi .moral . turpitude; .all those stu-
Recent a«tivitie,s of
squad has revealed a
the Nark' , Included in the repout was,.& seiies
disturbing, of -personal pommehts by .student 1-
The.: 'trouble w«s thfyhe was-..dif-
ferent. JThey all knew it fromjhe
very 'first. They had all heard that an intimate knowledge of every- dents must be doing something over wave on Bowdoin's- tranqu;l sea of and .faculty:
he was brilliant, but they were still thing from who Albert Camus real- thcre ' Everyone imew, however, complacent apathy. According to A student;
willing to meet him half way bo to ly was to the latest use of DNA as that stonvs scho° 1 alwav 's enforced thp Ialpst examination of student spreads. Where am I going "to sleep
speak. The night of Old Stony * a possible lubricant for ICBMs. Prom n^h moral standards. Could the actlvities nerp a sma] , but growlng witn alJ those guy,. studving jn the
34th President's Annual Faculty the depths of the stocks to the top alumni stand such a disillusion- number of students have admitted libe?"
Get Acquainted Dinner however, of the observatory he rushed from mpnl? Stony thought not. Many
'Stop it before it
that their main interest in coming A second student "If I really
it became clear. It wasn't that he one place to another. The president of ,he facult -v members privately t0 coUege WM thp development of lnink
"
about ,t nard enou„h r can
showed up late, after the full pro- kept track of his progress at the re- thought, after a few drinks of some tneir intellectual capacities and po- convince
fessors and even the dept. heads, quest of the other faculty members. cneaP whiskey, that these students tentia | in a (rue conimunity of
it was how. He came on a motor- It was easy enough. When he had were writinB h's articles. When scholars.
cyclejjt wasn't eyen one Qf those nothing to do. Old Stony would sober, however, they realized that no Qne student who wishes to re-
little Hondas that most of the stu- look out his window and see where student was capable of writing any- main un-named, said that this "in-
dents drive, but a big huge Harley- the motorcycle was parked. He did thin€ worth Publishing, especially tellectual sub-culture as it were"
Davidson something or other. They this about 20 or 30 times daily and that bunch of free thinkers. Then
all heard it four blocks away, roar- daily he grew more pale. Every de- stony saw some n°Pe - The faculty-
ing out at lights, backfiring at cars, partment head complained at least alumni luncheon came and went,
and clunking into gear. Someone once a day of his presence in his E^Pt for the distant roar of a
muttered something to the effect of building. After all the Chemistry motorcycle all went well. The alum-
"Crazy kids." The carnival of noise, library was there for the chem dept. ni left behind gobs of money and
has in the past few months begun"
to attract many students away from
the fun-life of drinking, punting
and letching.
myself that swallowing
perts for exams is fun." .
Yet another scholar: "What do
you-with • a -faculty member with of-
fice hours Friday and Sunday 7:30-
7:45 a.m.?"
And still another: "Boy. did I
pert out that quiz!"
A professor: 'If he really wants
to learn the stuff he can sit down
however, kept getting closer and to not the English department. Stony Stony got his new football team. repoit, a rather detailed and lengthy
everyone's surprise seemed to stop was worried. Alumni Day drew Soon > however, things returned to wory.
*jn front of Stony's imitation 18th nearer and Stony had to get this normal or rather abnormal. The Among the conclusions of the re-
These^nditions confirmed in the and read it The text explains a
latest Student Council committee helluva ,ot better than T do •
centthw mansion. One skinny, nut off campus. Stony was build-
stringyshaired, intellectual wife, who ing a new gym and a new football
had never really gone to college, team and he needed alumni money,
passed out in what proved to be the' Suppose this vagabond showed up
start of her 4th nervous breakdown, on his motorcycle at the alumni
On the back of the thing he had luncheon?
what turned.out to be a girl of in- The trouble was that he had ten-
determinate age with her arms ure,
around his waist. The only way stony had been able
The trouble- was that he kept to lure him awgtv from Harvard fras.
department heads were still calling port were that at jeast 5 , . of the
and Stony kept watching. The stUdent body feels deep concern
books and articles kept coming and ovpr tne lack of a mature
_
worth-
Stony had his 5th attack of gall- while faculty-student interchange,
stones. The English Department Thus, it apears that the old tradi-
head retired in a storm of protest ticnai attitude that education be-
when someone tried to blame him gjns and end~ in the lecture hall,
for hiring the nut. The physics an idea which has seemed to serve
chairman's wife had her 3rd child so many generations of Bowdoin
and her fourth nervous breakdown. !r.en so well faces a reappraisal
An instructor: The student must
realize that the reason I can t spend
much time with him out of class is
that I'm waking very hard on my
Ph.D thesis so I can become a bet^
ter teacher.
An assistant professor : "Did
.
you
know that my classes started to
grasp better the real nature of this .
field when I stopped having them
do fiddlev work?"
The trouble ^wannr-once" could"'
get him off campus or stop him
from writing articles about things,
he wasn't supposed to know any-
thing about. The faculty decided
to take stern action. They snubbed
him .socially. They didn't invite
him to get drunk and talk, dirty
"and sing old songs from the 3Q's ture courses and Of the quantiflca-
Also discovered was a- certain dis-
may anion- practically the same
5-. that a -"civil zed social life con-
sists rf more than weekend drunk.-,
-vxful but . sociailess dates- and a
game of pool at the Union" In
addition, a serious quest ionning of
the impersonal nature of large lec-
him at conceits and no one asked was also a characteristic of the sub-
him to.be a guest lecturer though culture
all their fields, t didn't work. The
trouble was that for some reason
he didn't care. So they all gave up.
Cobitnan —
Momsis Mourn
h) | : RI 1)1)11 I. ( OOK
CIRCULAR FILE
i Continued from page
driving the damned thing. He drove to offer it to him Apparently at
it everywhere. While the rest of Harvard and in Cambridge he was
the English dept. rode their English a nut who happened to be a pro-
bikes puffing on their pipes, wear- fessor; here in a small college com-
ing their tweed jackets with the munlty/he was a professor who hap-
leather patches on the elbows, car- pened to be a nut, A subtle but
rying their bookbags on the back important distinction. So Stony was
and feeling very English, he rode stuck with this nut. The trustees
his motorcycle. It seemed he was could hold only the President re-
everywhere on the campus at once, sponsible. Four weeks of intense with tnem Thev didnt sPeak t0 " u of achievement through grades
Behind him there rose a cloud of thought had failed to produce an
papers^ dust, bologna sandwiches adequate method of blaming it all
and 3 week-old blue books. In front on the new dean of faculty or the tnev a11 knew he was an exPert_on
of him students, skinny intellectual head of the English Department,
wives and even faculty members The dean of faculty never did any-
ran for their lives. He'd race high thing so he never could be blamed
school students downtown at all the for anything: a remarkable accom-
stop lights and take girls of inde- plishment which Stony often ad-
termirtate ages or even student for mired. The head of the English
rides at all hours of the night. The Department had never wanted him
townspeople began to laugh; first anyway and had said so for four
quietly than openly. Faculty mem- hours at a faculty meeting in the
bers couldn't even go to the liquor best of rhetoric. Stony was scared,
store or the little store that sold He must ask him to resign,
dirty magazines without some The trouble was that it was dif-
"townie" making a wisecrack. It ficult to locate him. He never stay-




qi;:ne"'esse;.a'e is very contagious.










part • of the
:ace :
The Almighty God. maker of
Heavt n and Earth, noted philosopher
and the department head called and creative, genius, was pronounced
The trouble was that he was bril- Stony then he was off spreading dead today,
liant. His arrival on campus seem- terror in some other corner of the versity Prof, ot Theology. Dr. T J.
ed to coincide with the publication campus. Stony tried his apartment. Altizer, pronounced The Death to
of innumerable articles bearing his His apartment however, was the throngs of loyal and disheartened
name. Not only in English but in Mecca, so to speak, of all the col- admirers. A remarkably popular
every journal of every major field lege intellectuals. It was impossible fellow, God's death was accorded
many and varied reactions. "It's
unfortunate that His death occurcd
at such a crucial moment in our na-
tion's, history." the President said
"But His passing will certainly serve
as a great inspirational factor to our
forces in Viet Nam
(assius Clay — "Tough iuejj You
gotta go sometime. Ole God was
a great fichter, though. » He knock-
ed the Devil clear to Hell) But now
the world must acclaim me the
Greatest."
The John Birch Society "We have
no regrets: a lot of His doings
were Communist inspired, any-
way."
x- .#*,.; "
Final l{OT( Drill: Cadets pictured above
i lie rno.si mitM aiaiiiiL iecti
lere next week Saturday, M.n
io'a ii avoid the Drafl Tesl T





Kiiiimr has it that Professor Paul Hazelstone will he appointed Dean
of Health. Kdueation, and Welfare.
The German Yakfu/z is dying qui this year because of a lack of yak.
* ¥ *
Tomorrow will be the day after today.
*"
• < _- *
Tryouts for ringer of the chapel bells will be held next. Tuesday night
at 11:00. All interested-men should contact Quasimoto in the tower.
Martin Luther King 'He lived a On Wednesday, May 18 there will be a riot in downtown Brunswick,
truly blessed .life. But I'm still The cause of the riot- will be 427 Bowdoin students marching down the
not certain whether God was middle of the street. The students will be met by four policemen and
Ii your date's bite worse than her bark? Has she decided to leaf
you? Don't pine. You knew it wood happen. Curl up with a copy
of the Orient. It will provoak you! It will help you to beech! In
fact, it might even make you sycamore!
The Orient Staff Welcomes




black, white, no color, or a com-
bination of al! colors. Even so. I
feel certain He'll go to Heaven/'
Bill Russell, Celtic star — "Man, I'm
gonna miss the Ole Rascal. But
that's the way the ball bounces,"
T. A. God is survived by a son.
Mr. J. Christ, and a host of descen-
dants.
Funeral services will be held in
Paradis Pope John XXn will de-
liver the eulogy. Eight members of
His club. The Christians, (led by
the Righteous Brothers) will act as
pallbearers.
three police dogs averaging 123 pounds. The confrontation will last exactly
18 seconds, at which time the three police dogs will turn on their tails
and run away i having been frightened by the barking of one of the stu-
dents),
0- * e • • •
The athletic department has announced that next year the school
will have a full time scrabble coach. This addition should revive this
dying sport to the status it deserves. If the as yet annamed coach is of
national reknown many talented varsity scrabble players could be attract-
ed to Bowdoin from tf^e various high schools and prep schools throughout
the country.
• • • » »
There will be a Monday through Friday next week!
!
• • • • • •
All students wishing to re-enroll at Bowdoin next fall should eat and
breathe this summer.
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A Better Orient
At last Monday's Student Council Meeting, one of the usual-
ly inactive members presented a proposal for sweeping changes
in the structure of the Bowdoin Orient. He felt that because of
the numerous times this pasr semester that the Editor had in-
dulged in mindless and ignorant criticism of the Council, epit-
omized by the Editorial proposing a new setup for the Council,
that the group should take definite action to revamp the paper.
It was his opinion that tha present Orient is much too small to
represent "student opinion" with .any degree of -accuracy, and
that to make the paper a more viable and effect voice for the
students that it should have an increased number of Editors,
all of whom would have an equal say in what went into the paper
(especially the Editorial column). The number he suggested was
twenty-four, two from each fraternity ; with the men to be elect-
ed after all other house offices were filled. The anonymous mem-
ber of the Council felt that campus-wide elections could follow
in a few years, but that the Council had to act quickly in order
to prevent the Orient from becoming too un-representative of
campus opinion. He also stated that his proposal would have the
additional benefit of increasing the staff of the paper so that it
could more competently handle the business of publishing a
paper each week. Other benefits would be that it would also give
the fraternities more say on campus ; that such a large Editorial
board would undoubtedly have some trouble coming to any deci-
sions of great import, thus assuring a quiet, trouble-free student
paper. He ended by saying that what he was now proposing was
only a preliminary report, that hia oommi&»4-ter-&*- h^upr&nr
ment of4he Bowdoin^Orienrwas mill considering a detailed pro-
gram, and that he hoped to have something worked out shortly.
Just Horrible
We vigorously protest against the actions taken recently
by the administration of the college concerning the most impor-
tant issue facing the student body. This unwarranted and illegal
move on the part of President Colds and Dean Greenfinger is
obviously a blatant move to increase their already dictatorial
powers over the helpless .student body. When, in the course of a
college's history, such an unconstitutional act is perpetrated by
those who rule over the lives of powerless peons, which is totally
wicked in intent and in deed,.those peons must rise to take battle
with the power-hungry administrative forces. We feel that this
immoral, indecent take-over of power held by the oppressed
undergraduates is only one step in the establishment of a col-
lege aimed at the furthering of the atheistic designs of the
present power structure. Good- Christians unite to destroy this
threat to our inalienable rights. If we let such a ruthless move
go unnoticed it will mark the end of our ideals.
Negativism
Down with negativism, up with constructive criticism.
Coupled with the simply horrible actions of the administration
last week, there is also another general feeling that is over-
whelming our isolated campus-negativism. This foul doctrine has
no place on our complacent campus; it causes too much trouble.
The only thing that ever comes from this type of philosophy is
unwarranted action; taken in heats of anger. We must stamp
out negativism and replace it with thoughtful criticism that is
reflective of all that is good at Bowdoin. So there
!
Good-Bye
The Presidents' Council, with full approval of all twelve
fraternities, voted unanimously last Monday to abolish the ad-
ministration. The Chairman took the initiative when we learned
of the foul actions of the administration last week. We congra-
tulate the entire Council for its quick and perceptive action.
However, the battle is only begun. Last night, in an emergency
meeting, the President and the numerous Deans voted to abolish
the Presidents' Council, the fraternities, the student body, Bruns-
wick, and the State of Maine. It has been whispered to our ears
that a large number of Maniacs support the administration. The





What sha^l I do? I seem like a
nice guy, at least I got Into Bow-
doin, but everytime I have a date,
something strange happens. We
get along fine. I take her for rides
in my Lotus, let her drink my
French Champagnes, buy her expen-
sive dinners and luncheons in Bos-
ton, dance, etc. Then, everytime,
about 9 o'clock that night, her eyes
get glassy and she tells me that she
would like to go to bed. So I drive
her to the motel. I always get so
hurt that she wants to be alone that
I drive off as soon as she gets out
of the car and never go back. I'm
getting an Inferiority complex that
these girls don't want to have fun,




We suggest that you transfer to
Bates.
Dear Oriental Advisor:
I have recently inherited 9 quin-
tillion dollars. What shall I -do with
it? It appears that it is all In-
vested in Sandoze Industries, and
the Federal Government is always
sending me questionnaires on how
I feel about drugs. They suggest
that I move the entire operation
to some obscure, small liberal loca-
tion where no one will ever find out
about it. Any suggestions?
Ellis Dee XXV
Dear Ellis:
You ask, we tell. The place you are
looking for is in Brunswick, Maine.
We forget the name of the school, but
they are interested in getting out of the
undergraduate education business. As
.a chemical company, you may be fust
what the president there is looking for.
by JOB and Lie Fu Yu \ *
Dear Oriental Advisor:
At our last fraternity bash, one of
the brothers was passing around a
bottle of an unusual and exhilarting
liquor called Fix. Can you tell me





Fix is a brew distilled from an extract
of the bark of a rare bush native to
BosniaHerzegotnia, the , escherechia
rhizopus internis. The mash is refluxed
for 30 minutes- in clay spitoon-shaped
tats. Then- the top layer is skimmed off,
washed with 10% NaOH in a separatory
funnel, filtered through Barium Sulfate,
then distilled in 12$ ml. flasks. The
fraction coming off at 103" C. is col-
lected. Typical yields run to 25-30%.
The original process was developed by
the natives of the village of Fieserhof,
and perfected by the brewmaster of
Kamerlfngia.
Dear Oriental Advisor:
I've been shot down for Ivy's by
girls from Smith, Mt. Holyoke,
Wellesley, Vassar, Conn College,
RadclifTe, B.U., Simmons, Wheelock,
Skidmore, Barnard, Sarah Lawrence,
Bennington, UMass, Wheaton, Bryn
Mawr, Sweet Briar. . . . What
should I do? They all laughed when









I am the mother of fourteen-year
old girls named Linda and Luci. They
have recently been invited to Bow-
doin College for the Ivy Weekend
there. I am not sure that my little
girls are ready for such an experi-
ence because they are not too world-
ly. Since you are the expert on
social life at Bow'oin I am asking
your advice. Are girls when they
^visit Bowdoin, exposed to the seerrr^
ier side of life? Or is a Bowdoin
houseparty like a PTA tea? Please
help out a perplexed mother!
Perplexed Mother
Dear P. At:
Your fears are unwarranted. There
is nothing finer than a Bowdoin gentle
man. Your girls will be well taken
care of. However, it is incorrect to
compare a houseparty to a tea. It is
more like a family reunion.
Dear Oriental Advisor:
I have many problems, but re-
cently one in particular has really
been bugging me. That problem is
your weekly column. It really
stinks. The advice you give out is
totally wrong, and only worsens the
problems of those gullible persons
who believe in you. Just recenfJyZ
you told a couple that had nothing
in common, fought constantly, had
each others relatives, despised chil-
dren, and didn't want any sex not
to get married. This is ridiculous;
my wife and myself have been mar-
ried for 18 years, and all of the
above apply to us. It has worked
out for us, and I feel you are all
washed up; turn in our stupid pen.
































Kan Green, Jack Cartiand, Dick Menereaa, Stere Thorapatm. B. J. Markcl,
Stare Rand, Kip Horiburrh. Ronald Mikul.k, Dara Sallivan. Alan Laaeila, Earl
Cotter.
CIRCULATION STAPP i star. Barron. Jama. Scalte.
THE BOWDOIN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Profeaeor A. P. Danett, Mr. Jenee P. Grander, Pete Maurer.
Lorry Weineteia, Peter Blanknten, Dare Bottom*, John Ranahan.
To the Editor:
I've had it too, too!! Once again
this year the members of ZZstZ
built our monument to our Deity
on May 3rd; as you recall, this is
the birthday of the great statesman,
Claude G. Steinkeitlichburg, and it
is a'so the annual celebration of the
foundation of ZZstZ. This year
we held our annual rites, and once
again the Green Hornet Construc-
tion Company desecrated our monu-
ment. Jjast year we asked Dean
Greason to take action to discover
who those students were who per-
formed this sacreligious deed. To
our great surprize and mortification,
he told us that nothing cou!d be
done, and not to worry because it
was only a little "spring fun." Well,
we fumed, but decided not to push
the issue. However, it has happened
again this year and we demand that
the Dean, or the President take im-
mediate action. Once again this
year, the monument was defaced by
a sign from the G. H. C. C. and had
another type of torch upon it. If
the Dean does not take action at
this time, we will make a public re-
lease concerning the incident, and
the College's refusal to support a
truly meaningful religious ceremony.
Ivan K. Kasanosky
Editor's Reply:
You win some, you lose some.
********
"r* 1' wttm *'••«• •" held daring the Fall and Kprin* Semester br
•o etaaent* or Bowdoin toiler*- Addreea newe eommaniearJorui to toe Editor and »ao-
oa-lptJorT reojraamcatioru te the Baiineea Manarer of the Bowdoin Publiehlnr Corn-May at the ORIENT Office in Moalton Union. Bowdoin Collet*. Brunawick. Maine.blared *i eoreeid dee* powtaft paid at the poet office at Breaewleh, Mala*. The
- rate for e*e rear la Plea H dealer*.
To the Editor:
Congratulations on your insight,
and on your perceptive Editorials.
I have followed them for the en-
tire semester of your reign. You
candidately speak out on the major
issues that.are confronting the young
men at Bowdoin. What this country
needs are more active young men
like yourself. I certainly hope that
you will continue as Editor for the





I have been an avid reader of
ycur paper for nearly twenty years
now, but the Editorial policy that
you have followed for the past few
* months has completely revolted me.
When I graduated from Bowdoin in
1950, I knew, as I still know, that
Bowdoin is the best place in the
world to gain an higher form of
knowle J ge. I look back with con-
sistently pleasant memories over my
four years in Maine. Your unwar-
ranted and malicious attacks on
nearly every responsible organization
on campus has so turned my stom-
ach that I am cancelling my sub-
scription to the Orient. When I





You win some, and you lose some.
Jim Drummond, Willian Dia-
mend, and Don Atkinson comprise
the Sports Staff of the Gorham State
College Observer.
Doc Ar"am has a new muffler that
saves 15<7f on gas; new points and
plugs that save 25s on gas; a new
transmission thai saves 30'; on gae.
D ><• Adam l- now selling £a.s
There should exist, at Bow-
doin, a better relationship be-
tween males and females. For,
as Confuscius said, "A girl is a
girl; as long as she's not in
over two hours." Amen! A-men!
Bar secretaries from Honda
raffles.
Fire H. J. Sterling.
# # #
Change the name of the
Orient to "The Chicago Sun-
Times."
# * *
To have body weekend.
# # *
Do away with absurd sugges-
tion boxes ! ,
Where the Hell is the '65
Bugle ! ! !
"Hall is dead."
—Nietschze
Turn Hubbard Hall into a
house of ill-repute!
Bon^ Fingerhood was born on
April 19, 1887.
_, \
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by,.NaT Harrison
'*
-Without a doubt, one' of the great-
est assets to Bowdoin in the last few
years has been Professor M. A. Ros-
seforp in the Department of Eng-
lish. Combining energetic scholar-
ship with a sincere interest in his
students, Prof. Rosseforp, affection-
ately known as "Forpie," is one of
Bowdoin's most distinguished peda-
gogues. It, will be a sad day indeed
when Forpie bids farewell to his be-
lqved pines. '-
In an interview last week, Prof.
Rosseforp expre^ed a variety of
fresh and penetrating insights into
the nature of some of Bowdoin's
persistently painful problems.
ORIENT: Prof. Rosseforp. Would
you briefly describe your aca-
demic and intellectual back-
ground?
Prof. Rossef.: Yes I would.
ORIENT: Well . . .?
Prof. Rossef. : I was born many years
ago in a little tiny town, hidden
deep within the valley among the
pine trees . . .
ORIENT: Thank you. What is
your special field of literature?
Prof. Rossef.: Nancy Drew.
ORIENT: Pardon me?
Prof. Rossef.: It wasn't until my Ju-
nlor year at the University—of-
M.*«&: Rosseforp
» «
Photos, by Laur^ncA yjfetnstein •*.-.,









Labrador that rediscovered where
my real literary interest lay. You ORIENT: What possessed you to
see, in high school I was intensely come to Bowdoin?
concerned with the structure of p,.of Rossef.: Lies! lies! All lies!
of. Rosseforp at bis well disguised still.
ORIENT: Oh come now
Prof. Rossef.: After Harvard I spent ORIENT: What about fraternities?
three fascinating years on the ad-
visory staff of Barron's Educa-
tional Notes. Your President felt
there was a distinct need at Bow-
doin for scholarly work in the ear-
ly Nancy Drew short romantic
mystery novels. When I
here, however, I found that this
particular area was already filled
by another member of the De-
partment.
ORIENT: What are your future
the sonnet from Petrarch to
Shakespeare, but at Labrador I
discovered that Nancy Drew re-
presents the culmination of cul-
ture, the apotheosis of man's in-
tellectual inquiries. At Harvard,
where- •I continued my academic
endeavors, I delved more deeply
into the complexities of the Nancy
Drew mystique. My Master's
thesis, scheduled for publication
this fall, was entitled: "The In-
cidence of Occurrence of the Rela-
tional Corelative in Periodic Pass-
ages in Selected Epilogues of the plans?
Early Nancy Drew Short Roman- prof, Rossef.: I'm afraid this will
tic Mystery Novels." be my last year at Bowdoin. I
Faculty Coffee Hour •* £%£,"* "°m "*-
ORIENT: Professor Rossef.: What
Alpha Rho Upsilon Fraternity will \s your opinion of student life at
sponsor a faculty coffee hour this Bowdoin?
coming Tuesday morning from 10- prof. Rossef.: Bowdoin students are ORIENT: Professor Rosseforp: Last
11 a,m. All members of the faculty basically apathetic. Yes, apathy week the Orient published the re-
is perhaps our biggest problem.
Just the other night I was walk-
ing towards Mass. Hall when I
saw a cluster of students pushing
what looked like a small sports
car through the doors of the chap-
are invited to drop in for a cup of
coffee and donuts. This will become
a regular weekly event at ARU. It
is hoped that other fraternities will
also institute such a ooffee hour
during the week.
All Yours For The Weekend
suits of a poll in which 40'; of
the student body requested that
the possibilities of coeducational
Bowdoin be investigated. What is
your comment?
Prof. Rossef.: Don't talk about it!
ORIENT: Then what do you think
of student opinion?
Prof. Rossef.: As a former President
of the College once said: "Student






AGAIN ! ! ! !
The administration earlier
this week announced that, the
blanket tax will be higher again
next year. The tax on a regular
blanket will be raised to \\%
per blanket, and on the large
size Indian blankets 14 c < . The
reason for the increase was not
explained but the .grapevine has
it that the administration is out
to decrease the demand of blan-
kets. With Spring in the air,
Ivy's around the corner, and a
concert Friday night the demand
for blankets is expected to hit
an all time high. It was also an-
nounced that the revenue derived
from this-4ax will go into a spe-
cial fund which will be ear-
marked for bringing one of the
guest villains >n Bai to Bow-
doin as a \ isiting <1>
Awarded for:
Orient Supporter of the Year
Dr. Carnathan
"Chowder-Head" of the Year
Dr. Carnathan
"Animals" of the Year
Alpha Delta Psi
(nominated by Phi Delta Psi)
Shoot-Down of the Year
Dr. Donald Adam
Star-Gazer of the Year
Nooky Little
Most Beautiful Structure of the Year
Green Hornet Construction Co.
Breeziest Classroom of the Year
ProfrPaul Hazelton
el. Do you realize that nearly
a dozen students strolled by and
not one called the Dean! Apathy!
Apathy!
Prof. Rossef.: I'm afraid fraterni-
ties at Bowdoin have become es-
sentially non-academic organiza-
tions. Their only concerns seem
to Be eating, sleeping, drinking,
dancing-, etc.
came ORIENT: What is your opinion of
establishing a graduate school at
Bowdoin?
Prof. Rossef.: A small but excellent
graduate program is just what
Bowdoin needs. . All of the Col-
lege's social and academic prob-
lems could be solved immediately.
Furthermore, we have facilities
which are more than adequate for
such a program. Yes, graduate
-
level education should, without
question, be Bowdoin's mast
pressing goal.
Winner of:
The Best Dressed Faculty
Member and Wife:
Professor Hannaford and Wife:
Pictured Above In Their Country Homo
On The Durham Road v.
MONSTERS
(Continued from page 2)
Mother Goose character.) In-
cidentally, much speculation
has arisen on about just exact-
ly what is contained in the two
towers at each end of Searles
Hall. Several students have re-
ported to us while we were re-
searching this paper that they
have heard screams emanating
from there on nights on Biology
major meetings. However, no
evidence is extant which might
confirm the natural suspicions
which arise from this sort of
thin,".
The fourth major architec-
tural group on our lovely tree-
lined campus ("Oh [squeal],
it's just like I pictured a col-
lege campus!" i, is Contempo-
rary boredom, as captured in
Sills. Cieaveland, Gibson. Cole-
man and Moore Halls. These
buildings arc specifically de-
signed to arouse as little inter-
est as possible. They consist of
rifrht angles, clean red brick,
antiseptic anteriors, and little
nn'ii wearing blue blazers who
push w n the hallwaj s.
Now that some of the more
picturesque professors have re-
tired, the most striking feature
of the campus is the Senior
Center, an architectural experi-
ment in the style, Modern
Truncated Phallic. Although
this is indeed a modern build-
ing in most aspects, it does
borrow from the past. An influ-
ence from the monasteries of
old can be found in the con-
struction of the suites' individ-
ual rooms.
We hope to have contributed
something to the peace of your
weekend. Unfortunately, there
are some buildings which we
find impossible to classify.
These include Hawthorne-Long-
fellow Library, the heating
plant, the William Alexander
Gardner Memorial Bench, and
Dean Greason. At a later date,
perhaps, someone will write a
more comprehensive paper on
this subject and classify the




'ill contribute to the \ a
ctural diversitv which






212 MAINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery •
^r«$E ALTERATIONS"
"STORAGE FACILITIES"
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
# Instant Service #
Clam Chowder 25c — Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc
Mak-A-Sandwich Plates 50c up
French Fries — Oaten
For Your Evening* Dining Pleasure!
In Addition To Our Traditional
DINNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
Including Soup or Juice, Vegetable, Salad, RoUa * Beverage
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House









NOW is the time to make those airline reservations for
your summer flights home. For information and reserva-
tions call, visit or write ...
H. B. STOWE TRAVEL AGENCY
9 Pleasant Street Brunswick, Maine
Bruce H. M. White '22 725-5573
"Serving Bowdoin Men for 15 Years"
FRIDAY, MAY 13, 1966
"THS NO. 1 COMMUNIST in Illinois
is a tlumlord and is a We^ro. Hoj/gs
4hat iiy . colliding id^es '*#ptes?'~
Claude M. Lightloot. a Cymmumst
Barty member /or 36 years, has been
.
hit with 14 building code violations,
among them overcfgwding and dis're-
pair plus 'evidence f>i rats and
roaches.' Coincidenfaliy, Light/pot's
^eraiinous property standiin the same
'
city, Chicago, where Martin Luther
Kingrecently be-
gan his 'End the
Slums' nuisance
campaign."
. or a fro copy of tht
current iiiu* of NA-
TIONAL REVIEW, writ,
to Dtpt. CP 3, 150 E.
I
35 St., N. Y. l«, N. Y.






720 Saba,ttus Street, Lewiston
NOW!! "U" Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's







A $3.00 Value for $2.70
-U" Save 30c
or
A $5.00 Value for $4.25
— Plus —
OTHER VALUABLE COUPONS




We have an opening for
someone who likes to deal
with the public, play antique
musical boxes on guided
tours, etc. The Musical Won-
der House in nearby Wis-
casset might be your answer
to a gay summer. Call 882-
7011 or visit us at 18 High
St., Wiscasset.
We set out to ruin











NOTE—Owing to length of show















The Bell System has many small, automatic
telephone offices around the
country.The equipment in them
could operate unattended for
ten years or so, but for a problem
The many electric motors in those offices
needed lubrication at least once a year. Heat
from the motors dried up the bearing oils,
thus entailing costly annual maintenance.
To stamp out this problem, many tests
were conducted at Bell Telephone
Laboratories. Lubricant engi-
neer George H. Kitchen decided
to do a basic experiment that
would provide a motor with the
worst possible conditions. He deliberately set
out to ruin some bail bearings
by smearing them with an
icky guck called molybdenum
disulfide (MoS2 ).
Swock ! This solid lubricant, used a certain
way, actually increased the life expectancy
of the ball bearings by a factor
of ten! Now the motors can run
for at least a decade without
lubrication.
We've learned from our
"failures." Our aim: investigate
everything.
The only experiment that can
really be said to "fail" is the
one that is never tried.
Bell System (fa
American Telephone a Telegraph tnd Associated Compinies \^ ^y




Between 10 ft.rn.-t p.m.
4 pjb.-7 p.m.
THE SPUDNUT SHOP





Pr. Marcos Blc«h,.L-HY., Pres-
ident of OentraTSchool- at Hyp-
notism, P.O. Box II85, New YOrk
8, N. Y.,* has been hohored^Vith
Honorary membership in the
Egyptian School of Hypnotism,
by Dr. Aziz Hassan, President of






! and RUBBER HEELS'
$1.69
LEAVE YOUR SHOES- AT
THE J. J NEWBERRY ,
SHOE DEPARTMENT
•
66 BUGLES HERE TOMORROW ! !
K;
Students can pick up
Their 1966 Bugle at
The Student Activities 'Room
, Tomorrow from noon
to one o'clock
And all day Monday at
The Information Desk.
>"
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
— TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
LIVERNOIS IGA
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 725-7122











o/VoRTLAND MfMBlH I OK
OUTFITTERS TO BOWDOIN MEN
SALE
Our famous maker's slightly irregular
White Dinner Jackets
• Classic shawl collar styling
• Not all sizes— but including some shorts, regulars,
longs and extra longs
• If perfect would sell at $45
21.95





A. H. BENOIT & COMPANY
BRUNSWICK MAINE
gS9 Suita JHotd

















"Appreciates Bowdoln's .close re-

















LODGING. DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy . .
.
Our long experience in producing the following
and other
kinds of printing for Bowdoin men can show you
*hort
cuts in time and save you money.
TICKETS • POSTERS • STATIONERY
ALUMNI LETTERS • FRATERNITY FORMS
THE RECORD OFFICE
Paul K. Niven Robert W. Bannister
DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED
$500 to $12,000 Secured By Fast Moving Inventory
To set up and service new accounts in exclusive ter-
ritory with amazing plastic coating used on all types
of surfaces interior or exterior. Eliminates all waxing
when applied to any type of floor. Eliminates all
painting when applied to wood, metal or concrete
surfaces. You step right into a brand new, multi-
million dollar virgin market. Don't Hesitate!
For complete Information write or call caUeet;,
Area Code 314-AX- 1-16**
PENGUIN- PLASTICS CORP.
DEFT. ••«, r08T OFFICE BOX M
ST. ANN, MISSOURI 69t14
PAO* HOHT THE BOWDOIN ORTJENT FRIDAY, MAT IS, 1966
W^: ' ^ ' '
Ungrateful
The classic battle between youth
and age was fought again Tuesday
afternoon at Pickard Field and, if
you have any sentimentality at all,
tears would have welled in your eyes.
Taking the weary, battle-scarred,
once-great warriors' role were the
rapidly aging members of the var-
sity lacrosse team. Their rising,
slightly cocky, and youthful chal-
lengers were the freshman Cute.
The graying Polar Bears had little
going for them except experience,
determination, and the strategy of
the Alonzo Stagg of the lacrosse
world, Sid Watson. Captain Bill
Allen, his left leg keeping the ban-
dage companies in business, led his
aging and wounded charges onto the
field. Nostalgia swelled In the hearts
of the onlookers as middle-aged
once-greats like Bob Pfeiffer, Ed
Fitzgerald, and "Bucky" Teeter took
the field to try to prove they were
still in their prime. The young up-
start*, tod by boyish Sandy Ervin
Fabulous Friskie Frosh
Frolic For Fine Feats «<*
The Black
Key
The Bowdoin College Athletic Department this week announced plans
for next year's physical education program. The new program contains
many such needed improvements and innovations that should satisfy
both the aims of the students and of the physical education policy of the
college. The Athletic Department feels that next year's program will be
the ultimate in physieal training technique at the same time solving many
practical problems such as large classes, limited staff, scheduling difficul-
ties, and limited facilities.
In line with these aims, only one sport will be offered in physical
education classes next year. Known as "500 man squamish", it requires
the speed and agility of an iguana and all the stamina of an orangutan
on LSD. The game will be played by the entire freshman and sophomore
classes three times a week—Friday night, Saturday night, and Sunday
morning. This will serve the added function of eliminating the social life
problem by eliminating the social life. Only 113 students actually play at
one time. The other 387 run as rapidly as possible between the field house
and Pickard field with buckets of water which are dumped onto the field.
This is to keep the water level at the official squamish height of three
feet. The role of these boys should not be underrated since the drainage
on the field is quite good, and it takes some pretty fancy bucket handling
to maintain the proper depth.
, The play of the game is as follows. The participants hit a shot put
across the floor of the flooded field with a squamish stick or "shaft". The
purpose of the water is to slow down the play of the game and to make
hitting the ball more difficult because of the refraction of the light waves
(physics 11-12 is a. prerequisite). Drowning and unnecessary making of
waves with the hand or other parts of the body are illegal. The idea of.
the game is for the team with fifty-seven players' to either roll the shot
put with their sticks three times around the squamish field or to malm
or seriously injure a majority of the opposing team's fifty-six players.
Each student Is allowed four cuts per semester, but serious lacerations
are frowned upon since they tend to cloud the water and hamper a clear
view of shot put-shaft play.
One problem is that height is definitely a factor since a player less
than three feet tall may suffer-serious brain damage within a few minutes
if not proficient at treading water For the sake of fairness, every seven-
teen seconds a new set of 113 men will enter the game while the previous
' players head for the buckets before the field drains.
,
Supervision isn't necessary. The extra player on the fifty-seven man
-. team, known as the "center tool", starts the game by dropping the shot
• put into the water from an overhead position after reciting a short prayer
—something to the effect of "God, I hope this f ball doesn't land
on my toe." This is done in the center of the field with the 112 other
players crowded in a tight circular pack or "mob" around him. When the
ominous kerplunk of the ball hitting the water is heard, the nearest eight
players on each team called "muckrakers" dive down to loosen the heavy
ball from the mud. The remaining players assume the starting position
known as "taking the shaft", and after a short shuffle step designed to
cloud the water and obscure the opponents' view of the ball, begin swing-
ing wildly or in some cases spastically at the ball, the water, the center
tool, other players and anything else in the immediate vicinity. Mean-
while the center tool swims like crazy to avoid getting hit or impaled
upon the whirling sticks of the other players.
The twenty-five dollar fine for missing too many classes will not be
in effect next year. Rather, anyone who misses a squamish match is
appointed center tool for a period of one week or until he is pummeled
beyond recognition—whichever comes first. This ingenious game is not
only physically challenging but also serves to develop the keen sense of,
aggressiveness and fair play that we at Bowdoin feel is necessary to
survive in the bitter competition of later life.
One of the most colorful spots in
the usually black and white Bow-
doin athletic picturei this year has
been filled by Coach Dick McGee's
fabulous fresh lacrosse team. Only
tomorrow's game with St. Paul's
Regional High School stands be-
tween the baby bears and a perfect
season, since the squad recently
voted unanimously to disregard the
ludicrous tilt with New Hampshire
which took place earlier in the sea-
son. At any rate, such traditional
giants in the world of lacrosse as
Hinckley, MIT, and Tufts have
bowed to this, the finest team in
Bowdoin lax history. Credit for its
success may be attributed to Coach
McGee's 30 years (give or take 29 )
as a player and coach of lacrosse,
the new form-fitting equipment gra-
ciously provided by the one and
only Peanut, and the ex'stence of a
few guys who had been within five
feet of a lacrosse stick before ar-
riving "beneath the pines."
Although the Cubs have been
heavily penalized for occasional out-
bursts of boyish enthusiasm (with
intent to kill), the combination of
penalty-killing Embryo Williams and
the defense of John "Here's your
help" Cooper with his three little
flrehyGrants (Sprucer Sherwood,
Rog Bryson, and Bob Blackwood)
has prevented most opposition tal-
lies. In fact, the effective work of
the defehse in limiting the physical
and rhenifal Well-being of*anyone on
the same field has caused them to be'
affectionately dubbed "Murder, Inc."
by Bowdoin opponents. Irrelevantly
backing up the defense are goalies
Prink Princi and "Garbage-Mouth"
Grace, while making sure that we
score more times than thiey do is a
wickedly good offense led by Basic
Hugogo Fisher at the creased at-
tack position. Behind big Hugh at
center middie is this year's winner
of the Linkovich Award for Witty
Remarks, Sandy "Once more and
you die, kid" Ervin, who is assist-
ed on the outside by our version
of the Bobsey Twins, Bobby and
Billy (Ives and Dreyer).
Since- the season is near comple-
tion, the McGee Trophy for Cease-
less and Authentic Displays of Ani-
malism has already been presented
to attackman Richie "the Shoulder"
Parmenter. In addition, low-scor-
ing honors appear to be safely se-
cured in the fumbling fingers of at-
tack Tom Johnson with 1 goal and
middie Tom Ne!son who has 2 as-
sists.
As a whole, th§/Cubs have racked
up 61 goals in 6 games (seriously)
and are eagerly looking forward to
their June 20 meeting with the
Naval Academy yearlings for the
national freshman championship. At























are No. 1 in New England with
Harvard and Brown somewhere
close behind. A great many out-
standing individual efforts, of
course, have contributed to the
squad's success, but in closing, we
feel it imperative to note that, in
the true Bowdoin tradition, the best
score of the season occurred off
the field. After trampling MIT 11-
4 on their Spring Weekend, we un-
derstand that Cub stars Jordan
Jock and Cam Bell added insult to
injury by bird-dogging the dates
of Tech captains D. Bagg and J- J-
Wimp and proceeding to break
through the defense in one-on-one
situations.
Fritz Zwicky please come home to




and coached by fast-rising, ambitious
mentor John McGee, sprinted past
their limping opponents on to the
field.
The old timers opened the scor-
ing and for a second it appeared
they might do it. However, the
Cubs soon took control and the lead.
The final efforts of the fast-fading
ancients were heart-breakingly fu-
tile as even Dame Fortune thumbed
her nose and shots bounded off the
posts. When Mike Princi dared
the varsity with an open cage, shots
were wide, high, and even short.
Finally, in order to spare his vet-
erans, coach Watson called a halt
to the slaughter. The beaten war-
riors staggered off the field with
full hearts. Some freshmen could
be seen chuckling. Oh, when will
athletes learn to retire before their
class is gone? When will youth
learn respect for ti - elderly? It




Polar Bear Season is Over
switch to the warm weather scene
at
Reads Mens Shop
185 Park Row Brunswick
in the element this spring
aligator sport shirts
madras and plain sport jackets
summer slacks
madras and plain shorts
bathing suits
french sailor shirts
Sero dress and sport shirts
et ad infinitum




It's time to put your skis away. Store them for the summer











Faculty lakes Action TV
President Coles has refused to
answer publicly the Petition con-
cerning coeducation which appear-
ed in the Orient two weeks ago.
There were no reasons given for the
refusal, although the President did
present a challenge to the Orient
and to the Student Council to be-
gin public discussion on the issue.
Doug Biklen, President of the
Council, and the Orient have decid-
ed to take up this challenge and
sponsor debates among the Faculty,
Administration, and the Student
Body next Fall. The Student Life
Committee of the Council, chaired
by Dan Quincy, will handle the dis-
cussions, which are now being plan-
ned. Quincy expressed concern
over the President's refusal, but
hoped that the debate next Fall
would lead to the establishment of
a Faculty Committee to study the
possibilities of some form of coedu-
cation at Bowdoin.
The Orient will work with the
Council in publicizing the debates
and in keeping the issue in the
minds of the college community.
The Town of Brunswick has already
expressed interest in the future es-
tablishment of a Women's College,
or a Coeducational institution at
Bowdoin. In this week's Record
there is an editorial comment which
appears on page 5 of this Orient
along with a cartoon. Many other
men's schools, Hamilton, Wesleyan,
and Williams, to name a few, are
either in the process of building
Sister Colleges, or are seriously con-
sidering the possibilities of estab-
lishing a sister school.
lOllowlng is a reprint from the
Wesleyan Arras, their college paper,
concerning the most recent action
by Wesleyan on the question of es-
tablishing a sister school.
According to The Hartford Cou-
RANT, Wesleyan has purchased, in one
of the tdrgeTtTand^ffansactions in~ytdrs~,
a 60acre tract of land off South Main
Street for a reported $240$00.
The deeds for the ttansaction, which
involved the most money spent on land
here in recent years, were filed with the
town clerk Friday afternoon.
Howard B. Matthews. Wesleyan's vice
president and treasurer, stated in the
COURANT that the purchase was "a
hedge aeainst the future." Wesleyan now
owns 4 reportetfryiO acres in the Long
Hill area of Middletown. the newly
acquired tract is open-land which has
been used for a hay lot for many years.
The COURANT further stated that
"University trustees now are consider-
ing the possibility of a girls' school and
the Long Hill has been given unofficial
mention as one of the possible sites.
ie girls' school plan is 'still in the
study stage.''
Liberalize Requirements
This Is The Last ORIENT
Of The Year
See You In September
Dory New Ivy's Queen;




DO YOU AGREE WITH THE
OBJECTIONS RAISED IN THIS
ARTICLE OR DO YOU HAVE OB-.
JECTIONS OF"" YOUR OWN?
BRING THEM TO A MEETING
TO PLAN A PROTEST AGAINST
THIS TEST ON FRIDAY, MAY 20
AT 7:30 IN PHI DELTA PSI
LOUNGE.
.In what appeared to be an unusu-
ally rapid action, the Faculty last
week voted to greatly loosen the
College's course requirements for
graduation. The primary effect of
the move is in the area of distribu-
tion. The former requirement of
four courses in each of the Humani-
ties, Social Science, and Natural Sci-
ence divisions has been eliminated.
Specific English, Literature, Foreign
Language and Laboratory Science
requirements, though also liberaliz-
ed, remain.
English 1-2 and 4 are normally
required, but exemption may be ob-
tained through demonstration of
required competence in written and
oral exams. Basically unchanged is
the requirement of two semesters
of literature in the original lan-
guage, while the foreign language
stipulation may be completed by
taking two years of French, Ger-
man, Spanish, Russian, Greek, or
Latin, by a year of literature at' the
third year level in any of these
languages, or by a year at the ad-
vanced oral composition level in
French, German, or Spanish. In
addition, this requirement may be
waived, by demonstration of com-
petence aF the third-year level
through the appropriate examina-
tion.
Two semesters in Biology, Chem-
istry, Geology or Physics, must be
taken, though students with excep-
tionally strong backgrounds in the
sciences may apply, for waiver of
one semester of this requirement.
Mathematics study continues to fol-
low the present rules.
Several procedural and structural
changes are also being contemplated
as a result of the new require-
ments. The present advisers sys-
tem is under study; with an eye to
encouraging distribution on a vol-
untary basis, Dean Greason said
that "possibly the adviser within
the fraternity system needs revis-
ing. > Perhaps it won't. Study of
this will continue over the sum-
mer."
Also being considered is the prob-
lem of science courses for the non-
major, particularly the second se-
mester, but the Dean forsaw some
question about the reconcilement of
a "philosophy of science" course
with laboratory work required.
As a final move of liberalization,
general honors at graduation will
be based on averages of the last
four, three, or two years, which-
ever is highest. For cum laude
honors, an 85.0 average is required.
For magna cum laude, a 90.0 and
for summa cum laude a 93.0. Re-
quirements for departmental hon-
ors for the two upper honors have
been dropped.
IVY WEEKEND QUEEN _ Dorothy Gates, 18. Queen of Ivy Weekend.
As the King Bees finished their
dance provoking first-half enter-
tainment of the Ivies concert, ten-
sion permeated the air of Sargent
Gymnasium, for the awarding of
the 92nd anual Wooden Spoon and
the selection of an Ivies* Queen
would highlight the intermission
period.
Bob Preiffer received the Wood-
en Spoon, presented annually since
1875 to the most popular and re-
spected Bowdoin junior, chosen by
an election among his classmates.
Peiff," a member of Chi Psi, was
one of twelve candidates nominated
for the award. He is co-captain of
next fall's football squad, and is a
standout on the varsity hockey and
lacrosse teams. He is the chairman-
elect of the Student Judiciary
Board and a Dormitory .Procter.
Dorothy Gates, a senior at
Brunswick High School, was pre-
sented a silved bowl and a dozen
red roses after being selected
Queen by a board of judges from
the Bowdoin faculty. Dorothy's es-
cort was Mark Esposito, a member
of Alpha Delta Phi.
Reprint from The New Republic,
March 5, 1966
THE SELECTIVE SERVICE SYS-
TEM has developed an elaborate
scheme for helping local draft
boards decide which college students
to tap. The plan is to draft from
among those in the lower halves of
their college classes, and to allow
such students the option of taking
a test. If they pass the test, they
are to be deferred, even if they are
at the bottom of their classes."
All educational achievement tests,
such as the kind being readied for
Selective Service use, show lower
average scores for those from poor-
er and educationally disadvantaged
backgrounds. Students from the af-
fluent middle class already have the
family, money and social support
for going to college. Even without
higher education, they have a bet-
ter chance than students from less
privileged homes to establish ca-
reers. Yet these students, who can
better tolerate an interruption or
cessation of their education, are the
ones who would get the lino's share
of deferments.
Classroom rank works no better
than tests. Students from education-
ally disadvantaged backgrounds tend
to fall at the low end of the dis-
tribution of college grades; just as
they do on tests. The use of class-
room standing, beyond simple abil-
ity to maintain passing grades, will
(Please turn to pare 6)
Alpha Rim Upsilon To Add
840,000 Additions'/Tits Summer
FRATERNITY GROUND-BREAKING — Faculty adriwrs, eaUcge
officials and undergraduate members of Alpha Rho Upsllon Fra-
ternity participated in ground-breaking exercises for an estimat-
ed $40,000 addition to the chapter house. iL. to r.: Instructor Ken-
neth P. Freeman, Asst. Supt. of Grounds and Buildings Andre R.
Warren, Assistant College Treasurer Glenn R. Mclntire, Frater-
nity Treasurer Neal G. Bornstein '68, Professor John L. McEn-
taffer, Professor Samuel E. Kamerling, Fraternity President John
P. Ranahan "67, Professor Fritx C. A. Koefln Dean of Students A.
LeRoy Greason, Jr., Vice President for' Administration and
Finance Wolcott A. Hokanson, Jr., and Robert R. Geddes W, -
Chairman of House Improvement Committee.
IN MEMORIAM
PETER R. BROUNER *67
IAN D. M, BUTT 68
WILLIAM A. MILLS '67
Last week, Alpha Rho Upsilon
Fraternity broke ground for a plan-
ned $40,000 addition to the rear
of the present house. After a year
and a half of planning, the project
is now underway. Bob Geddes, head
of the House Improvements Com-
mittee, and the man most instru-
mental in project, said yesterday
that construction will begin on the
new wing the third week in June,
while the remodeling of the present
first and second floors will start as
soon as the brothers move out after
finals.
The new wing of the house will
provide four two-man rooms, two
study rooms, and toilet facilities.
The extension will be a split-level
structure and was designed by
Andre Warren, Assistant Superin-
tendent of Grounds and Buildings.
The present dining room will also
be extended and the kitchen re-
modeled.
The $40,000 was made possible by
a thirty-year loan from the Col-
lege. The new house will provide
room for thirty-two brothers, al-
though it is hoped that this num-
ber can be reduced after a portion
of the loan is payed-off.
Two new rooms will be built on-
the present second floor, and the
rest of that floor and the first floor
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The Bowdoin Quiz II
In response to a thundering de- 3,
mand, here it is. The Bowdoin quiz *
Is on its way to'becoming an institu-
tion, with one exception: as yet I 4
have not been offered any mqpey
from the Blanket- 'tax "committee.
Th institution will continue long
after att Bowdoin men are. allowed
to become real .men; which I hope
'oriTbew. itoo long.
1. What Bowdoin needs is
a) a coordinate women's college
b) a larger faculty
c) a new president
d) more cal instructors
e) mandatory ROTC
f) a bookstore
g) a good psychiatrist
h) a kick in the ass
i) nothing
j) less than nothing
k) a small but excellent graduate
school
Arrange the above in order of im-
portance and priority.
2. What does the Bowdoin Man do
after graduation?
a) attend a small but excellent
graduate school
b ' enlist for the submarine service
c i become an administrative assis-
tant .
d.i sell insurance
e.) go to college
i< commit suicide
gi enter another monastery
h> same as they do here—nothinp
Most people come to Bowdoin be-
cause of
a) Lies! Lies' Lies! *
Bowdoirt's reputation ijkthat of
a ) a good business
b> a fair prep school
c) a second choice
.
d) a small but excellent Disriey-
laftd .. ; % .
e) a large but . ... administrative
Trainingland
f) a respectable kindergarten
g) . . . Where? What? Isn't that
in Boston somewhere?
Bowdoin abounds with











parts, just like that of every other sure," which is laid in Vienna and
week. (This makes it easier to cor- iS to use Empire period oostuming,
rect, since I employ two correctors derives from the arcnitecture at the
who give me an objective way of Schoenbrunn Palace .
categorizing the respondents.)
A, Describe all the incidents of
Professor Quinby said this back-
ground for the complex action of
cheating, adultery, murder, and tne play which sWfts from pa,ace tQ
malice which you have incited
street to monasterv t0 prisorii per.
in the past three days.
B. Compare and contrast your re-
Prom the Criticisms made against change will hopefully xome as a
the sfudeM Council ihthe Qrlenrirloiht stadent~-raculty
;
effort, in
editorials-a*hd letters.it.,i* clear that j Qonoection,, wiih this second. fnac«
rofessor Qeorge H. student government must prove it- tion of the Student Council officers,
Much of the it is also our purpose to establish
Committee- and Council work* done many informal contacts ^with the
on a week to' week- -'basis receives faculty on thpse issues. -
little attention for it, is often very Third, the officers will met regu-
unspectacular. But in the coming larly with the Deans and the Presi-
1966-67 school year the Student dent of the College in order to bet^
Council Will study and make pro- ter understand the Administration's
posals toward changes in many feelings on Council action,
areas, including orientation, eurricu- The several questionnaires vf the
lum, advisor system, social rules, last two weeks, and the recent Rush-
chapel requirements, student life, ing and Orientation reports are ex-
and rushing, that will interest the emplary of the type of concrete
students more than the weekly busi- work our committees will be doing
ness matters. next year. There is no doubt but
The Xouncil officers will have a that significant changes should be
three fold purpose next year. First made at Bowdoin and it is essen-
they will assume responsibility for tial that students initiate move-
pushing the committees toward con- ment toward the changes. In con-
stant research so that they can nection with this desire to place
make sound and provocative pro- the Student Council in a provocative
leadership position I have asked the
The 53rd annual Commencement
Play will|be Shjkespeare's "Measure
for Measure*
Quinby, Director of bramatics, an-"
-self in the next year
nounced today. • ,
_.
* The play will be performed in
Pickard "theater on Friday evening,
June 10, by a cast of students and
townspeople who have already be-
gun rehearsals. "Measure for Mea-
sure" will be produced by the Masque
and Gown, which instituted the cus-
tom of a Shakespearean production
as a part of the graduation cele-
bration in 1912.
The setting for "Measure for Mea-
sponses to the questionnaires
handed out by the Student
Council, the Student Life Com-
mittee, the Draft Board, The
United Nations, the United
Mothers of America, the Viet
Cong, AIESEC, USA, LSD,
PhD. QED. and ETC.
Muste Rj •Jiman
rrtits the rapid movement required
by a Shakespearean performance
while emphasizing the mood of ur-
ban decadence: He noted that the
choice of "Measure for Measure,"
often referred to as a problem com-
edy, resulted from the suggestion of
an undergraduate and the fact that
its portrayal of a story of moral
decay and crime has contemporary
significance. In updating the cos-
tuming and setting, this production
will help to (indicate its universal
meaning.
by Tom Kosmo Pachman. These were disappoint-
For many of the very few people usually turns to music composed in inS in tneir pedantic, austere evolve-
attending the concert last night in the < so-called) pre-classical period, ment alth<>ugh the intense Fugue is
Pickard Theater. Maurice Pachman as well as to contemporary works." . obviously a most sincere piece,
was likely their first introduction Such extremes were apparently Eusene Bozza's Fantasie,- full of
to a Bassoon recital and bassoon necessary to Mr. Pachman for his Danal Ravel major seventh chords,
music. This is a pity, for although choices.
. Although the concerti con- Pachman played exactly in accor-
Mr. Pachman is a skilled bassoonist, sist principally of Vivaldi, I recall dance with its singular virtues of
his program provided little of in- Sherman Walts Boston performance a dul1 Paris Conservatory exercise
terest or excitement. of the Viola <d. 1798 in Barcelona) work -
t
,
The bassoon appears in some which was a dismal piece of "distinct The Baint-Saens Sonata is among
chamber music of Mozart and Bee- originality." tne greatest of bassoon music, and
thoven and ven in them achieved There was, -however, no such orig- Mr - Pachman rendered it with ac-
meager success. It is such a re- inality in the Galliard (an Hanover- curate technique and pleasing re-
stricted and rare instrument for ian oboist, composer, d. 1749) Sonata pose - Uncertain breathing in a few
two good and justifiable reasons. No. 6 which opened the program. Phages destroyed some phrasings,
First, the technique of the solo in- it consists of a canon like larghetto, and an occasional thin tone detract-
strument is difficult. Since it bor- an over-charming minuet, a trite ed from otherwise articulate and
ders on the side of burlesque, a saraband, and a pseudo-Vivaldi Drill'ant cadenzas. And Saint-
competent bassoonist must be a alia breve. Pachman's articulation Saens burlesque allegro was a fitting
skilled performer. Only then does m scale work was fine, his tone amen to the bassoon recital,
the tone approach the romantic pure, but his dynamics were very Jacob Maxin was the excellent
quality of its parent oboe, but even nearly indistinct. accompanist who played always with
then fails to obscure its buffoon The Hindemith Sonata (1938) is taste and Pr°Per restraint; except
Doug Blklen
Editor of the Orient to report on all
of the Council meetings and to help
in publicity of the Council propo-
sals.
The most important task we have
now is to establish a working re-
lationship between student and fac-
ulty committees so that our pro-
posals will not be ineffectual, and
so that we can dispense with many
needless antagonisms that now ex-
ist.
Also." there has recently been
some discussion of the Studen;
Coltnei^stmeturevIn-facHhe Grit
proposed a change of the Council
structure. The problem does noi
He in the structure but rather in
individuals, their willingness to
work
)
and campus support. The
Sopjhomores elected this year and
the Juniors held over from last year
are well qualified and are good work-
ers, and because of all the unfavor-
able publicity about the Council
N
»
lately, the Council members feel a
need to prove themselves. This is a
posals that the student body will
find interesting enough to actively
support. This will also mean that
the Council officers will direct the
attention of Committees into certain
key areas.
One of the major difficulties this good spirlt
past year was that the Committees In SePtemb^ each -Committee
did not make enough proposals and wiU choose several Problems to re
"
therefore what work they did do search in the expectation that they
will be able to make solid proposals.
The officers believe this will be a
year for many changes and we will
was wasted.
Second, the officers of the Coun-
cil will work to see that the Coun-
cil Committees meet with their try t0 do our Part in forxning an
faculty counterparts frequently
enough so that whatever action
taken in the way of significant
extremely active Student Council.
Douglas Biklen
Student Council President
for total indiscretion of pedal and
the single breakdown in the Galli-
ard,, Mr. Maxin provided perfect ac-
Thp Bowdoin community can look
character. Its greatest facility lies a splendid piece of music. Its leicht
in the lower register where Mr. bewegt in six-eight recalled an Eliza-
Pachman elicits a fine, resonant oethan cantata
i
its langsam was syl-
tone. In the difficult higher regis- van, and its Marsch highly spirited companiment
ter Mr. Pachman tossed off the most and at the same time stately. There
difficult passages with consummate followed a delightful Trio of brilliant forward to the announced 1966-1967
skill. conception in structure and detail series in &lad anticipation of the
My second reason for the mishap and the pastorale-ruhig of beautiful Curtis-Zimbahst concerts. These
of this concert is the dearth of iyr ic quality. wil1 include tne Curtis String Quar-
pieces in the bassoon repertoire. As Pachman also played a Sonata tet . tnc clarion Wind Quintet, Bev-
Mr. Sol Schoenbach (Director of
, 1963) by Lloyd Ultan and Four erid8e Webster, pianist, and Paul
the Settlement School of Music in inventions and Fugue by M. William Zukofsky and Gilbert Kalish, vio-
Philadelphiai asserts, "bassoonists Karlins, both composed for Mr. nnisl and Pianist.
are always searching for solo com-
FOR THE BEST IN CHOICE
TABLERITE STEER BEEF
GROCERIES - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
SHOP AT
UYERNOIS IGA
51 HARPSWELL STREET DIAL 725-7122
positions to enlarge the meager re-
pert oire for the bassoon, and search
^^ £u±ta JKo&L






Nsw Car* at Vary Low





"Tm NO. 1 COMMUNIST in Illinois
it m atumlord and it a Negro. How's
that lor colliding idee* r*;ues?
Claude M. Lightloot, a Communist
Party member lor 36 yean, hat been
hit with 14 building code violations,
among them overcrowding and dive-
pair plua 'evidence of rata and
roaches.' Coincidental'!}; Lighttoofs
verminous property standi in the same
dty, Chicago, where Martin Luther
'.recentlybe-
or a fr*« copy of !h»
current isiw* of NA-
TIONAL7 REVIEW, writ*
to Dopt. CP 3, ISO E.





Appreciates Bowdoin's close iv




212 AMINE STREET BRUNSWICK
Pick Up & Delivery
"FREE ALTERATIONS"
"STORAGE FACILITIES"
NEW DINING ROOM LUNCHEON GRILL
# Instant Service •
Clam Chowder 25c— Hamburger 50c
Beef Stew 95c etc
Mak-A
-Sandwich Plates 50c up
For Your Evening Dining Pleaaural
In Addition To Oar Traditional
WNNER MENU — POPULAR PRICED
ENTREES FROM $1.75
oup or Juice, Vajetable, Salad, Bob *
» COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Stowe House
63 FEDERAL ST. —?
.-'
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An accurate and competent yearbook has traditionally been produced,
by staff of several group co-ordinators and a number of interested con-
tributors, the 1967 Bugle hopes 4o follow' *this jiear> step towards re*
storing- "the Bugle's respect,, as a true representation of the college year.
To achieve all our goals we need and certainly welcome the participation
of all interested students, especially those in the class of 1969. There are
several important posts still vacant, and all those interested should con-




• In one or "the most interesting Meyer matefiined to be really the
lectures on the campus *hSrytgr-Mr. same program as^European social*
Frank S. Meyer, an editor of the ists are following, does not.
National* Review s'poke'on the state 4. Conservatism feels that the
of „ conservatism -in ; the « U.S. today: govefnmefi>t should^** limited/ whiqh
He stated* that the conservative liberals do wot, * * .a , "*-_
movement' in the United States to- 3. Gonservatism is opposed to state
Editor-in-Chief ....: Douglas Green "68
Co-Managing Editors : Bill Dunlaevy '68
Bob Erikson '68
Sports Editor Steve Kaplan '68
Activities Editor ". Allan Currie '69
Social Editor : ...". Jeff Winnick '68
Seniors Editor Dave Anthony '69
Faculty Editor Gary Fredericks '68***** *
David A. Hindson has been elected President of Alpha Delta Phi Fra-
ternity at Bowdoin College. *
Other officers of the fraternity include: Vice President, Peter H.
Holmes '68; Recording Secretary, Mark J. Esposito '69; Corresponding
Secretary, Nathaniel B. Harrison '68; Student Council Representative,
David L. Bulow '69; Senior Member at Large, Stephen M. Pulsifer '68; and
Junior Member at Large, James B. Harris '67.
Professor James L. Hodge of the
German Department has been
awarded a Fulbright Fellowship for
study in Vienna, Austria.
The grant was made by the State
Department under the terms of the
Fulbright-Hays Act.
Professor Hodge will travel to
ima with his famfrjrtn early
September. He plans to work in
the libraries- of that city doing re-
search on the plays of Ludwlg
Anzengruber and their relationship
to the history of the theater in
Vienna.
He will be in Vienna until at
least June. While in Europe he
also plans to travel to Germany.
day was a delayed reaction to the
change in American governmental
policy which occurred with the elec-
tion of F. D. R., and the consequent
New Deal. Mr. Meyer said that the
movement was youthful, being in
high schools and on campus to va-
rious degrees. He also asserted that
the nomination of Senator Gold-
water for president in 1964 was
merely the first peak of its expres-
sion
p
his defeat leaving American
conservatism far from dead.
Mr. Meyer cited seven basic dif-
ferences between conservatism and
liberalism:
1. Conservatism believes in an
•objective moral order"' with a
•philosophical basis.'' He said that
control of the economy.
6. Conservatism is for a return to
interpreting the Constitution of the
United States as it was "originally
conceivedr
7, Conservatism views Communism
as dangerous to the United States,
and feels the defense and welfare
of the United States to be the pri-
mary concern of UJS. dealings with
other countries.
„After Mr. Meyer's reassertion that
the conservative movement^ in the
United States was both young and
viable hot debate began, to continue
for about an hour and a half. Top-
ics ranged from Cicero to Yugoslav-
ian Communism as Mr. Meyer de-
fended his stand against such out-
this basis was derived from t heist ic spoken people as Professor Kamber
tradition. There would thus be one and Sang Tong, who tend to have
objective criterion/for correct hu- different points of view.
man behavior. "The liberal's world
is a world of problems to be solved."
Mr. Meyer >aid, in which the gov-
ernment moves stolidly from one to
the next: a more relative position.
2. Conservatism is for the indi-
vidual, any individual, whereas lib-
eralism deals with groups such as
"minorities, the people, etc."
Time passed unnoticed until ten
thirty at which point tempers grew
,*hort and people began to speak
loudly and air at once. When Mr.
Meyer mentioned, as one basic flaw
among too many people in the
United States, the general failure
to realize that we are quite literally
at war with Communism, and that
3.
-Conservatism rejects hi-.mani- perhaps a hot. non-nuclear-
tarian planning, the "Utopian De- would solve many problems, this
sign." whereas liberalism, which Mr. i Continued on page 4)
Exams Over?
Turn Books In
From the Northern ^Philippines
there has come a call tor college*
textbooks and generafc,study materi- -
als. Saint Louis University in
Baguio City, a scientifically orient-
ed "center of culture an^tunclton^
,al research" *is in "especial need of
chemistry texts, hut' would* welcome
contributions (paperbacks and
bound volumes alike) of books from
any academic field.
Bowdoin, under the direction of
Professor Sheats of the Chemistry-
Department, sponsored a similar
drive at the close of last semester.
Needless to say the efforts of Pro-
fessor Sheats and those students
who worked With him were warmly
received. It is hoped that the pres-
ent drive will be met with as much
enthusiasm and as many actual
contributions as the previous one.
ANY STUDENT WISHING TO
DONATE TEXTS OF ANY SQRT
MAY BRING THEM TO PROFES-
SOR SHEATS' OFFICE ON THE
TOP FLOOR OF CLEAVELAND
HALL.
Bowdoins involvement and com-
mitment to Saint Louis University
stems from the following letter sent






Saint Louis University is the only
university in Northern Philippines.
It was founded to create equal op-
Brewster, Lupine. Kay Davis
Commencement Speakers
particularly to visit the cities of
Cologne and Dusseld^rf.
Prof. James Hodge
Two juniors are among 30 college and university students throughout
the country who have won fellowships to the Columbia University Sum-
mer Institute in Space Science and Engineering.
.
Professor Myron A. Jeppesen said that Robert E. Starrett and Judd
jtiobbins will attend the institute, which is sponsored by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration iNASAi and will run from July 5
'0 Aug. 12.
Starrett and Rottbins. both physics majors, won their awards m a
nationwide competition among students majoring in engineering and
'applied science.
lit * H * « IP
James W. Georgitis has been elected President of Zeta Psi Fraternity.
Other newly elected officers of the fraternity include: Vice President.
David B. Soule. Jr. '68: Treasurer. Geoffrey A. Miller '68: Corresponding
Secretary, Robert E. Nash '69; Steward, Anthony W. Buxton '68: Historian,
E. Brown Carson '69. Re-elected Recording Secretary was Jean F. Mason
'68.
* * * * " * *
Mr. David Macomber, a member of the Class of 1967, is one of 44
college juniors selected in a nation-wide competition to attend the NDEA
Summer Language Institute in French to be held at Tufts ^University,
Medford, Massachusetts, from June 20 to August 6.***** *
Bruce L. Bushey of Bingham Maine, has been elected President of the
Political Forum for 1966-67. Elected Vice President was Neal C. Corson
'69. Secretary-Treasurer is John P. Ranahan '67.
* * * * h *
John A. Whipple '68, of Marblehead, Mass., has been elected President
of Alpha Kappa Sigma. Other newly elected officers of the fraternity are:
Vice President, John W. Pierce '69; Secretary, Thomas C. Rounds '68:
Treasurer, Bruce R. Douglas '68; Student Council Representative, Hugh
A. G. Fisher '69; Student Union Committee Representative, James M.
Barney '69.
* * * * * *
Gary B. Roberts '68, of Levittown, Pa., has been elected President of
the Debate Council for the 1966-67 academic year. Ele.cted Manager of the
Council was John H. LaChance '68. The Council's Fuculty Adviser is Pro-
fessor Albert R. Thayer, Bowdoin's Harrison King McCann Professor of
Oral Communication.
* * * * * *
John M. Ramistella '68 has been elected President of Delta Sigma
Fraternity. Other newly elected officers of the fraternity include: Vice
President, John H. LaChance '68; Corresponding Secretary, James L
Novick '69; House Manager, Dennis E. McCowan '68. Reelected to offices
in the fraternity were: Treasurer, Gerald E. Jellison, Jr. '68; and Recording
Secretary, Erland A. Cutter '69.
* *>>*« *
Peter Stockwell '67 has been elected President of Chi Psi Fraternity.
Other officers elected are Fred Page '68, Vice President; James Goldfarb
'68, Secretary; Stephen Bart let t '69, Treasurer; B. J. Mark el '69, Student
Council Representative; Jack Despres '68, and Mark Brightman '69, Co-
ciientaticn Chairmen; Richard Mersereau '69, White Key Representative;
and George Martin '69, Choragus.
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS — Four seniors, shown here with
their faculty adviser, have been selected to deliver traditional stu-
dent Commencement speeches at College's 161st graduation exer-
cises June 11. L. to r., David E. Brewster, Raymond E. Lapine.
Steven A. Kay. Harold R. Davis, Professor Albert R. Thayer.
David Brewster, Harold Davis,
Steven Kay and Raymond Lapine
have been chosen by the Faculty
Committee on Student Awards to
deliver the traditional Commence-
ment addresses at Bowdoin's 161st
graduation. Samuel Hartman has
been selected as an alternate.
Selection for the Commencement
Parts is a top honor for Bowdoin
senior.^. Bowdoin is one of the few
colleges in the country which does
not have an outside speaker at Com-
mencement. The speakers will com-
pete for the Goodwin Commence-
ment Prize, now totaling $200, given
to the author of the best part. The
prize was established by the Rev.
Daniel R. Goodwin, D.D., of the
Class of 1832.
Brewster, a history major, has
been a straight "A" student and a
James Bowdoin Scholar. Recently
he was awarded a Marshall Schol-
arship by the British Government
and will study next year at the
University of Newcastle upon Tyne
in England. He was also selected
for the award of a Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship.
Davis is also a history major and
has participated in a history honors
project. He has been active in
Masque and Gown, the Young Dem-
ocrats, Political Forum, and Beta
Theta Pi.
Kay, a philosophy major, has
been President of Zeta Psi and
a member of the Student Coun-
cil, and was one of a group of stu-
dents who participated in the first
Bowdoin exchange program with
Morehouse College in Atlanta, Ga.
A psychology major, Lapine has
been a James Bowdoin Scholar for
the past two years. He has been
active in debating and prize speak-
ing, winning the Alexander Prize
Speaking Contest in 1962 and 1963.
He has been Program Director of
WBOR, has been active in Masque
and Gown, and is a past President
of Alpha Rho Upsilon.
The Faculty Committee on Stu-
dent Awards Includes Professor Al-
bert R. Thayer, Chairman; and Pro-
fessors Edward Geary, William
Geoghegan, Roger Howell, Jr.,
Charles Huntington, and Arthur
Hussey, II.
portunities for college and graduate
education for one fifth of the coun-
try's population, especially for the





ects of the University are synchro-
nized with the economic develop-
ment program of the country.
Through the College of Liberal Arts,
Saint Louis - University supplies
leaders and chemists needed in the
stepped-up rural and community de-
velopment program of the country
which is bolstered by the U.S. Peace
Corps.
Like Kher private universities in
the country, our University depends
for support and maintenance sole-
ly on our student's tuition fees. With
our limited financial resources, we
find it difficult to provide our stu-
dents with all the books greatly
needed for their education.
On this score, we respectfully ap-
peal to your College for donations
of books and equipment on chemis-
try and others. Your second hand
books and equipment will go a long
way in satisfying the educational
needs of our students and in
strengthening and keeping alive the
traditional friendship between our
two countries, a friendship that is
one of the best assets of the free
world and one of the strongest bul-
warks of democracy in the Far East.
Very Truly Yours,
Rev. Paul Zwaenepoel
NOW!! "U" Can Enjoy
ALL of Mario's
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We]l,.our Semester's jqiirney through long'editorials,' adver-
tisements-,- anS news releaser has come tbTn end. Looking back
over the semester, and the year one can say that some signifi-
cant changes have occurred. The recent vote by the Faculty to
liberalize the distribution requirements and to lower the require-
ments for general honors at graduation are two of the more
progressive steps seen this year. There was an obvious need for
change along these lines, and the. Faculty is to be commended for
its prompt action.
Another encouraging sign that the college has taken a step
forward is the 1966 Bugle. Bob Doran, Bill McAllister, Sid Frank,
and the entire '66 staff have produced a fine Yearbook. Con-
gratulations to these men. „ - —
After an entire semester of criticism the Student Council
appears to have taken on a new spirit of getting something done.
Next year promises to be one of many changes here at Bowdoin.
The Council can be a vital part in creating a new atmosphere
and seems to be quite willing to take on this responsibility. Its
recent questionnaire about social life is just one step in the
^
right direction. The student body is almost entirely in favor of
a more liberal system; the Council can take effective action if it
utilizes this feeling. Another step already taken by the Council
is in the field of mixers with women's colleges in the East. The
Student Life Committee has written to Wheaton College, and
Dean Greason has been in touch with their Dean. The Adminis-
tration has stated that it would like to see about six mixers next
semester. If this is true, the Council should be able to arrange
- them with some degree of ease.
The College's stand on the National Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation ruling requiring a grade point average of at least 1.6
in awarding scholarships to "student-athletes" was commendable
.
and indicates the College's concern for its stnrlpntg
- However, there are a numbei of disturbing things that have
happened recently. The most immediate has been President Coles*
refusal to answer the Petition on coeducation that appeared in
the Orient. We feel that there is no possible reason for his not
-
making some kind of statement^even one saying why he refused
to answer the request of 343 students. We feel that the Petition
was well worded and quite clear. A Graduate School is all well
and good, but it is apparent that a large number of students
soon to be Alumni, are opposed to the idea if it is to take prece-
dence over the establishment of some form of coeducation at
Bowdoin. There are few who deny that the atmosphere here is
unhealthy and not particularly conducive to intellectual achieve-
ments The need for a more healthy atmosphere will not be cor-
rected by the establishment of a small graduate program, but
can be greatly enhanced by the presence of a women's college
College society is separated from the rest of our society; it ishke the traditional Ivory Tower. To further separate the Bow-
doin society from a normal existence is foolish. We are certain
that President Coles has given the idea a great deal of thoughtbut we wish that he would share some of these thoughts with the
college community. We realize that he is an extremely busy manhas great responsibilities, and has already committed himself to
a study of a graduate program, but we feel that the most press-ing need facing Bowdoin is the creation of a more healthy, aca-demic atmosphere. The first step is that of creating coeducation.
Another disturbing thing is the cards that were passed arounddunn* registration. Not only will these cards have the inevitable
result of fostenng a destructive form of academic competition, butthey are also extremely unfair and indicative of the anti-democratic
act,ons of -the Select.ve Service. Why should one student be pre-ferred over another, or for that matter, why should college stu-dents be preferred
-over others? We strongly urge the College not










We would ,ike t0 recognizee fine job done this year by the Music Department and the
colleg
SeUm m ^ numerous excelle»t programs to the
k- To The Editor -and 343 Interested Students
To, the
-Editor and 343* Interested
„* 'Students:
President Doles has not yet re-
plied to our request for the forma-
seriously,* arid - that he could then
initiate action or issue a reply. \
Severs*] student groups are already
initiating action on this issue. How-
tion of a group to study the aspects ever, we feel that for the question
of coeducation and coordinate edu- to be investigated thoroughly, we
cation for Bowdoin. need appropriate administration and
We realize that the month before faculty participation,
commencement is a very difficult The major issue is: can Bowdoin
time for any college president. He College ignore 343 undergraduates
has immediate concerns about oper- with the initiative to formulate a
atiohs of the college. We would hope serious request. Is the college made
that by next fall he will have had up of an administration, a faculty,
adequate time to consider the issue and a student body, all of whom
have a voice- ii^ the affairs of- the
college? Or Is our "Great Society"
simply legislated from above with
most of the community having no
real voice in its affairs? J
The student body has shown it-
self to be concerned. It wants this
issue discussed openly by thr whole
college community. One often hears
of lack of student involvement; let
us hope that we do not also hear
complaints when we have student
activity.
Davis A. Downing '66
Teacher Exchange?
Open Letter to President Coles:
The exchange program with More-
house College last year proved to
be an extremely educational experi-
ence in terms of The Negro College
and the problems which it faces in
the light of responsibility to the
Negroes of the United States. It is
my belief that we at Bowdoin can
do more to improve Morehouse and
educational opportunities for Ne-
groes in general. I should like to
make two proposals.
The first proposal is that of a
faculty exchange program with
Morehouse or some other Negro
school on the following lines: that
there should be an opportunity for
Morehouse faculty members to
come to Bowdoin for a year to teach
a normal course load and' to carry
on any research or personal inter-
est:; in the academic line while at
Bowdoin; and that Bowdoin faculty
members should teach a normal
course load at Morehouse and pur-
sue their interests as well. All this
would be subject to the respective
resources, of course. I should like
to suggest that money for such a
worthwhile program could come
from a nationally supported grant.
The second proposal is one which
would make Bowdoin better prepar-
ed to accept, as an incoming fresh-
man, a high school senior who has
the potential of being successful in
college, hut who has not had the.
opportunity of a satisfactory nign
school training. This would consist
of basic remedial reading courses
for those below the normal level in
reading skilte and an elementary
mathematics course for those who
are deficient in this area. Perhaps
it would be possible to have a spe-
cial five-year program for students
who come from underprivileged
schools.
I hope that these proposals will
be considered seriously and will be
incorporated into an overall pro-
gram to be submitted to the federal
government for consideration. If
I can be of any help, I will be most
willing.






The use of drugs — from mari-
juana and amphetamines to LSD,
DMT and peyote — is now a major
controversy. Psychedelic or "con-
sciousness-expanding" drugs can
provide experiences so impressive
and profound that more and more
people are looking to them as the
most immediate and effective way
to deepen personal insight and ex-
pand awareness. That these ex-
periences are impressive is a well-
established fact with us; we have
actively followed drug research from
its earliest roots and are thorough-
ly familiar with the enchantments
of almost every facet of psychedelic
indulgence. Searching for lasting
positive value, however, we conclud-
ed that drugs constitute only a
subtle escape from the conscious
effort that eventually must be made.
Although drug enthusiasts fre-
quently turn to Eastern philosophers
'and spiritual teachings for meta-
phors to describe and Justify their
psychedelic experiences, no authen-
tic teachings or guides have ever
sanctioned the use of drugs in the
quest of increased awareness and
enlightenment. Here the statements
of Avatar Meher Baba are perti-
nent. Baba is a non-sectarian spi-
ritual Master — living now in In-
dia — who is acknowledged East and
West as the authority on higher
states of consciousness. (For one,
U.S. psychedelic spokesman Dr.
Richard Alpert recognizes Baba's
mastery in this field.)
When consulted about psychede-
lics, Baba replied: "The experiences
which drugs induce are as far re-
moved from Reality as is a mirage
from water. No matter how much
you pursue the mirage you will nev-
er quench your thirst, and the
search for Truth through drugs
must end in disillusionment. Many
people in India smoke hashish, and
The Little Four?
gunja — they see colors, forms and
lights and it makes them elated.
But this elation is only temporary.
It gives only experience of illusion,
and serves to take one farther away
from reality. The feeling of having
had a glimpse of higher states of
consciousness may only lull one in-
to a false security. Although LSD
is not a physically addicting drug,
one can become attached to the ex-
periences arising from its use, and
one gets tempted, to use it in in-
creased doses, again and again, in
the hope of deeper and deeper ex-
periences. But this can only lead
to madness."
Our experience corroborates Ba-
ba's statement: drugs of any kind
inevitably become a blind alley for
self-fulfillment. To rely on ex-
ternal means is to ignore one's in-
herent capacity to realize his own
greatest potential.
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*'• »—• P. Gr.n..r, Pet. Maora,Lrr, W.inateta, Patw Blan-man. D.r. Better, John Ran-iuu,
To the Editor:
Amherst, Williams and Wesleyan
— the Little Three that Bowdoin
would like to make the Little FV>ur.
But if this Is what Bowdoin wants
its methods of accomplishment seem
somewhat backward. If Bowdoin
wishes to gain a reputation equal
to that of the Little Three then
constructive improvements must be
made in a manner of completeness
rather than half-way as things are
done now. What good is an Honor
System that exists only in name
and has the single advantage of al-
lowing the instructor to take a cof-
fee break during an - exam?
-if
Bowdoin wishes to increase its en-
rollment why not build a Senior
Center that can hold a class of that
size? If improvements are to be
made in social rules why not make
them comparable to those of the
Little Three instead of only making
minor improvements? If parking
facilities are to be improved why
not allow students to use them?
This half-way method, as I call
it, is not a means of increasing sta-
tus for Bowdoin: nor is trying to
create a Graduate School the an-
swer. I cannot help but agree with
Professor Corsen when he says that
rronev nhrv!& he spent to increase
(!..-
_J.\,d in touching staff ani give
the students the small classes and
individual attention they expect to
receive upon enrollment.
The present situation has certain-
ly not enhanced Bowdoin's image
and, if anything, has led to a de-
grading of the school. This leaves
us far behind the Little Three in







We wish to express our deepest
appreciation for the many kind-
nesses extended by the student
body and members of the faculty
and staff during Bobby Yanok's re-
cent hospitalization.
The Yanok Family
All suggestions taken verbatim from
the ORIENT Suggestion Box in the
Moulton Union.
Make love, not war! Boycott the
draft board test, May 21st.
What this school needs is a good
psychiatrist.
MEYER STIRS DEBATE
(Continued from page 3)
"Fodere quam vites melius est
scriber libros."
proved to be too much for many
people. One excited student deliv-
ered an intense series of insults to
Mr. Meyer and left, at which point
a general adjourn was called. Mr.
Meyer commented to a smaller cir-
cle hanging on that the evening
had b»en fun. It was that. It was
---- \c j instiuctive, regardless of
cne's political views.
I have noticed that many girls'
colleges sell, in their bookstores.
Playboy Magazine. (Visit Conn.
College if you dort't believe me).
Why not Bowdoin? fe the College
trying to protect us from some-
-ng?
FRIDAY, MAY 20, 1966
^r*
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FOCUS: Donald 9- Ad<™ From The Brunswick Record
ku nJJ jjarrison Ph^tos^y Laurence Welnsteln
one teaches as well. If one adopts needn't spend four years trying to'
this duality of dedication as a meas- assert his virility Too many un
Marvelous Fun
ure of teaching success, one would dergraduates see sensitivity as a
A
' "* &thlete at Bowdoin can
be hard pressed to find a morgue curse 4nnm environment wliich is
****'
"Doc" Ada^ * one of. the
cessful teacher at Bowdoin than dedicated to the proof of virility,"
m0St enthusiastlc supporters of
Donald O. Adam, Assistant Profes- The speculation that perhaps the Bowdom teams. He described in-
sor of English. It is perhaps this
l
*?k °f women creates a good deal volvement in Bowdoins athletics as
Identification with the College in tLSllL^S * fowdoill ^ "marvelous fun." "The studentsm*tmm*M* »«i^SUT^.^^SSiZ here - not expected to «»i*t.
a male I'd be tense too."
mth natlonal standards of excel-
*^t ^ . l „
lence
- and when one does it is pleas-Awkward But Not HelDless „„*
"I applaud the College's ^mpt 1 *' ^ ***** *«*
to bring in the cZ?i^?K ** ***** "» abUity °f the men
city. I'm afraid, however, that the
°r teams to play the &ames well
concerts and lectures are necessarily or to compete in terribly exciting
inorganic and somewhat awkward. ean*es with other teams whose per-
But an awkward situation is better formance need not meet nationalthan a hopeless one." Prof. Adam standards
sees the art museum as a cultural
attraction that belongs to and is A "Philosophy of Education-
perpetuated by Bowdoin itself. For "I am not an information-giver
'ssizszzsz wre a^ m °< -* »ty of the undergraduates. Pe form that function. I guess that
the other side, the affirmative side
Du^TTee*jTat Bow- %*"' * ^ ' * »
l*™7™
t™Ztf7^kh " §itiIity &nd ^v^ual^^Ljure that rtudgmj^ leavereach incoming class a much greater courses thinking in the same nar- Bowdoi »- He shouldn't have to wait too long, because the topic is
made "Doc" Adam one of the best- ISS^ST'W^V^^^ ""* "^ * gWS& l try t0 ** hon - "^ * "** °'1e ' *"** '* WaS President Co,es hi,nself who commented
liked men on the Faculty. ture begins to change ' fratemitiet ^
°* h0MSt " P°SSible
'
S° that °n '* *^ °r S° 3g°'





demand that a st^nt like
Prof Adam fared •
Change toa rd recommend lots evervthing equally well. There are lh,s newspaper is interested, not only because we like coeds,
rw nf ,0^ f!"
C HarVard 's more sPeciflc changes if I thought P°ets whose work I don't especially but because the addition of another major educational level to this
,0,"
'cr/r^c* rjstLs: r and ' am sure that there wm rommu " i,y woul " e,,hi,nte * Aeain ' as ?nM^ c»im -" <-
*
into his undergraduate career how- ^
wh0Ge work my students major address to Portland Rotarians last year, the business of edu-
don't especially like; they may or ratio
4w
.ffetf
We hope Bowdoin College President James S. Coles does not
overlook replying to the 343 students who so earnestly asked him
to establish a committee to study the feasibility of a coeducational
The move toward coeducation is part of the times, and many
colleges are considering it; some have made the change. Any com-
mittee President Coles would appoint would have a wealth of in-
formation to work with. We don't think their time would be wasted
;
and whatvere the final decision, Bowdoin should benefit from it.
It's a matter of major importance, and the fact that the re-
ever, a concern for people's souls
rather than their incomes led him
to change his major from economics
to English. After leaving Harvard
he spent a summer at the Bread
Loaf School of English at Middle-
bury before doing graduate work at
the University of Rochester. He
received his Ph.D. in 1963, after
completing his thesis on John Dry-
den's prose, and came to Bowdoin
in the fall of that year.
' Student Attitudes
Asked first about student apathy,
Prof. Adam replied: "It certainly is
prevalent. All of the things that
excite people elsewhere — civil
rights, war, writing _ have no Wbtn the enttre texture begins to
marked effect on people here. Once change, fraternities, like every other in-
you've said that there is apathy, stitution will change too.
however, you really haven't answer-
ed the question. It's descriptive, not fraternities have "provided extreme- IT~I Z ^^7*"' "* ^^
analytical. Are we saying some- ly useful vehicles for me to make
constant challenge which the therefore discriminate against stu-
thing about students or about a contact with the students." teaching profession involves. "Stu- dents whd come to college from in-
whole complex of elements. I rath- dents give me a great deal of trou- adequate lower schools. Is it right
L th^k/?K the. latter - rm n0t Faculty Involvement blCi when they are . fi ^^ tna t the burden of sacrifice should
SJSf'£LSTl »w "" ,r°f - T111 ^ ff y0Un! ^r tr°Uble - Wh6n they do the Stu*d fa» more heavily on them and theirmamecuy different from what we ulty members cannot be expected to things which voune dcodIp must hv . ...
might expect given the whole con- become heavily involved with the definition do when^hev become ^ *"* """^ ""*
"*
text of the College. It seems to me life of the College because of the for a moment, terribly mature and P
°°r harder
'
DecauSe fewer of them
that the whole fabric of the system insecurity of their position. "If challenge my ideas. But they also have been able to take advantage





; T^f d°in ' " 1S difflCUlt ^ idenUfy WUh l0VC teaching and which kee** Ine compound the sacrifices of lower- the Korean War show that studentsnat t is indifference is slowly lift- the College. Furthermore, the eco- from going back to unloading frpi^ht , •, »
ing. "I see the whole pattern nomic security of a man and his «arS » * ^ mC0me famihes even more if those m en^neering and the sciences
-d-and growing busiheaa. Nut only can it ha a money
may not be the same poets. Fin- makel, but the presece of edut,ltiona , fidM* in any community
ally I try to show the students what i a .,',".
w
^uaen n make that communitv a better t ,. attractive to themy passions are, hoping that they'll , • ,
, t
- . , .
catch on with a few passions of —
>' '^ m °''e attractivt' to "Slfenja ^o have
their own. My life is bound up in/^ t0 COntribute to thdl> tow »'«^ Wng.
books and pictures, so I try to show
students how wonderful books and
pictures are."
If jhere is one word that charac-
terizes Prof. Adam's reaction to
Bowdoin and its students, it is con-
fidence, confidence in future im-
provements* or adaptations which
he feels will eventually come from quest has conie from the students doesn't make it any less so.
within the student body.
He enjoys the unpredictability of
small classes and real, recognizable
students in his classes. He enjoys
PROTEST
(Continued from page 1)
ter chance of achieving a high class
rand, and a deferment.
Under the proposed plan, more-
over, students will tend to gravitate
to the easier courses, it would be a
rare biology student who would risk
losing his deferment by taking an
Asian history course, where he would
be up against history majors.
Results of a Selective Service de-
cars."
changing. I know the faculty is family require him to devote his
engaged morally and philosophically time to his special field."
in problems of civil rights and the Prof. Adam feels that there is
war in Vietnam. I see small re- already an adequate mechanism for
flections of this in certain students." communication between faculty and
24 Hour Viril't *
students and between the faculty
and the administration. Undis-A question about the Quill's bi- turbed by the adduion of a tWrd
annual problem of generating stu- dean> ne feelg that the appointment
dent contributions, prompted him may compiete the tria ,e offeri
to make several remarks concerning the students more effective access
the undergraduate atmosphere. to the administration. '
writing is largely a matter of sen-
sitivity. There is built up in the The Next Step
college consciousness too great a "I'm not in favor of a graduate
conflict between sensitivity and school. I don't think the humani-
.virility." Too many students, he ties will be able to offer graduate
feels, fail to realize that sensi- work without tremendous expendi-




ploring the possibilities of a gradu-
Part of this misconception on be- ate schorl, we might also explore My*Uft is ha«„d up in hooks and p,chalf of Bowdoin men can be at- the possibilities of coeducation or a t#m, so I try to shou students hot,tnbuted to the absence of women, co-ordinate college, and then de- uonJerful hooks and pictures are
few who have been able t« enter scored higher on the whole than
higher education are again dispro- those in the liberal arts and social
portionately drated. sciences. Apparently the tests were
Offering deferments on the basis weighted toward engineering and
of class rank and test scores has technology. If the new tests are like
other unpleasant implications. It them, they too will discriminate
would put more pressure, already among choices of study. Given the
great in a society which prizes the practical impossibility of construct
-
symbols of grades and test scores, inS a test of educational attainment
on students to enter the less chal- 'hat will be equally fair to students
lenging colleges, rather than risk in all fields of higher education, a
competition at universities which at- disturbing possibility arises that a
tract the more intellectually able, policy of bias against certain types
The same process would encourage of scholarship ' may be implicit in
exceptionally able students from .the tests, put there by test con-
educationally disadvantaged back- structors with no legitimate right
grounds who are able to get into ' to make public policy and based on
colleges of established excellence to an imperfect technology that makes
l;o instead to less demanding col- It. easier to measure some kinds of
leges, where they would have a bet- learning on a test than others.
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Col. Vassar To Retire;
ROTC To Viet Nam
ROM BOWDOIN TO VIETNAM — President Cotes pictured with
M/Srt. John D. Mnlse (left) and Sergeant-Major King W. Carter,
Jr., ROTC staff members who have been assigned to duty in Vietnam.
ROTC announced that Lt. Col.
William F. Vassar, head of the unit,
will retire from the Army June 30.
In addition to Col. Vassar, the
unit will be losing the services of
three non-commissioned officers.
Sgt./lC Leon N. LeBlanc will retire
from the Army May 30, and Ser-
geant-Major King W. Carter, Jr.
and M/Sgt. John D. Muise will both
be transferred to Vietnam to the 1st
Cavalry anc* 1st Infantry Divisions,
respectively.
Colonel Vassar, a veteran of 21
years of Army service, including
World War II and the Korean War,
joined the Bowdoin staff as Profes-
sor of Military Science and head of
the unit in September, 1963. He said
he has no immediate plans for his
retirement and will continue to live
in the Brunswick area.
Colonel Vassar entered the Army
as a Second Lieutenant in 1940, be-
fore the attack on Pearl Harbor, and
participated in the rugged island
fighting in the Pacific Area during
World War II. Attached to the 77th
Division, he took part -in the battles
of Guam, Leyte, Ie Shima, and Oki-
nawa, as well as in the Occupation
of Japan at Hokaido. He holds nu-
New Meadows fair
merous Battle Stars and the Bronze
Star.
Sergeant LeBlanc, a veteran of 20
years In the armed services, Is a
native of Brunswick. He is currently
living in Auburn, Maine, and has
tentative plans to do civil service
wirk after his retirement. *
Sergeant
. LeBlanc enured the
'Army in 1948, after serving during
World War II in the Sea-Bees, of
the Naval Reserve with duty in -the
United States, Hawaii, anfl Saipan.
During his' Army career he has
served overseas in Germany twice
and in Korea. He has also served
as a French interpreter for the
Army for Laotian troops stationed
at Port Benning, Ga. Prior to com-
ing to Bowdoin last May he was
an Instructor at the NCO Academy
in Kitzingen, Germany. His decora-
tions include Asiatic Pacific, Ameri-
can Theater, Occupation of Ger-
many, and the Good Conduct Medal
with four clusters.
Sergeant Carter is a native of
Washington, D.C., and a 20-year
veteran of Army service. He was a
member of the ROTC staff at the
University of Alaska from 1958 to
1960, and a First Sergeant at Fort
Dix, NJ., from 1960 to 1963. He came
to Bowdoin in December, 1964, after
a year of duty in Korea, and has
been in charge of the Bowdoin
Rangers, a specialized ROTC train-
ing unit.
Sergeant Carter holds a Letter of
Commendation for his service at
swearing-in ceremonies for the late
President John F. Kennedy. His dec-
orations include the Army Com-
mendation Medal, World War II
Victory Medal, five awards of the
Good Conduct Medal, and National
Defense Medal. He also holds Occu-
Reflections
by John Bleyle
Coming* from "fne metropolis that
'
is Ho-Ho'Ktig, New Jersey, I would
pot seem to have any right to/
criticize ^Brunswick, Maine". Sojjl will
limn? my cMirnents to the* college;
proper. .- - • >
' Looking back over the past four
years, I have a very favorable gen-
eral impression. The quality of in-
struction and course material has
varied greatly, but on the whole
both instructors and courses have
been good. This is not the place to
review each and every course with
which, and instructor with whom, I
have come into contact. Rather I
want to consider certain general
trends at the college which deserve
reflection and criticism, favorable or
adverse.
In regard to the curriculum, there
appears to be current a general re-
thinking, not only at Bowdoin but
also at many other schools, about
what students should study and how
they should study it. Specifically, in
Bowdoin's context, I refer to re-
evaluation of distribution require-
ments and installation of a mass in-
dependent-study program for all se-
niors. About the former I am en-
couraged; about the latter I with-
hold my enthusiasm.
A student presumably enters Bow-
doin as a well-rounded individual,
or, at least, that is how the ad-
ministration likes to think of each
of us. Sohuld the student leave Bow-
doin as an individual still well-
rounded, not by -choice but-by-co*
quired to* study, sr»uld be subject to
periodic review. Further Hberalija**
tion would apt be unwise.
The Senior seminar program " is
* Bowdoin's response to the* pressure^
in* colleges across the y&'untry for
independent-study programs. My
-criticism of it is twofold. First 'as the
specific distribution requirements
now stand in regard to seminars,
the whole program is a perfect ex-
ample of education in breadth and
not in depth. Why should not an
economics major *"be permitted to
take a" seminar in economics? If in-
dependent work is so beneficial in-
tellectually, why not let the student
benefit directly in his major subject,
—
And, certainly, taking a seminar in
one's major should increase the stu-
dent's interest in the seminar, which
is so sorely lacking in far too many
instances under the present system.
Second, the mass, compulsory char-
acter of an independent-study pro-
gram represents ah advance neither
in teaching techniques nor in intel-
lectual training. The student should
not be forced to do independent
work. Too often independent study
is an invitation to little study —
and, believe me, this is no holier-
than-thou attitude. Independent
study for students seriously interest-
ed in it is fine and that is why
there are the "200" and '300" courses,
but independent study forced upon
"all borders on the absurd. A final
comment about independent study:
For a student of any calibre, there
BATH ROAD 443-3921
OPEN ALL YEAR
LODGING, DINING AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Dining until 11:00 p.m.
COOK'S CORNER, Route 24, BRUNSWICK
PHONE 729-9896
•MP mDMV<-iNHSTAURANT
pation Medals for his service in
Germany and Japan.
A native of Boston, Sergeant
Muise entered the Army in 1949. He
is a combat veteran oT the Korean
War in which he served with the
24th Infantry Division during 1950-
51. His decorations include the
Bronze Star, Unit Citation, Korean
Unit Citation, United Nations Medal,
and four awards of the Good Con-
duct Medal. His overseas assign-
ments include tours of duty in
Korea, Okinawa, Japan, and Ger-
many.
n&Z
720 8t|gfej| Street, Lewiston
Smith's Photo Shop






crcion? No — that is not what a
college education is all about, or
should be all about. The student
should be given free-rein to explore
the curriculum where, and at the
pace, he chooses. It should not be
Bowdoin's goal to force a smatter-
ing of knowledge on her students;
Bowdoin should encourage educa-
tion in depth, not in breadth. If the
effect of such education m depth is
separate groups of students who
cannot communicate with each
other, 1 so what? There are other
human beings outside of Bowdoin
with whom they will be able to
communicate. Therefore, the recent
liberalization of distribution require-
ments is an encouraging step, and
let us hope not a final one. This
matter of what students are re-
is nb substitute for excellent instruc-
tion three hours a week in the class-
room.
I intended also to reflect about
the trends in regard to fraternities
and the social rules, but the editor's
deadline is close at hand. Let me
say briefly: if Bowdoin's fraternities
are indeed dying, so be it. I will not
expend great energy trying to save
them. And Bowdoinis freshmen
should enjoy the same social privr
ileges as do her seniors. The archi-
tectural argument against women in
the dorms is weak at best. At the
same time I like to think that social
maturity is not a^gift from heaven
received by Bowdoin students during
the summer before their senior year.
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THE TORCH OF FREEDOM
1 Slightly less than two years ago,,
,
this country saw -#hat appeared to
be*a radical revolution in American
politics come out of the 1964 elec-
tions. "The Republican parly is
whipped," -the Democrats were
claiming. "Nothing sow stood * In
the way of the adoption of the
"Great Society" under* the auspices
of "good ol' Big Daddy," who sat
safely in his office in the White
House, after having finally won an
election in his own right. Paced
with what they considered to be a
"mandate from the people," the
Democrats commenced to radically
alter American political tradition
(and, incidentally, the Constitution)
along welfare-statist lines, as well
as increasing America's military
might in Viet Nam. (It is notable
that this last maneuver was allowed
to wait until after the last vote was
cast — some people might have re-
considered their "mandate.")
After having successfully misled
enough people so that he was elect-
ed, the President's political dreams
of grandeur enjoyed their brief time
in the sunlight. And, like most rot-
ten things, when exposed to sun-
light, they died. After passing
many bills through Congress (leav-
ing them there only long enough
for the ink to dry from the rubber
stamp i, the President, in a fit of
gratitude, decided to repay a long-
standing election debt to organized
labor.
.
The effect; was comparable
to a Volkswagen colliding with a
"Trrick wall at ninetyTnyft^T?wry=~
tlyng just sort of fell apart imme-
diately afterwards.
In the current session of Con-
gress, it appears that the President's
vaunted "consensus" has sadly dis-
appeared, as many freshmen con-
gressmen discovered that they were
on the wrong side, as far as public
by Michael Harmon
^qpinion was^ concern^ during, trj'e
TlfchT-to-work fight/ They are try-
frif to rfiakenip* lostground with
their constituents, by doing, for, a
welcome change, what^e, J^oplel
want.^Tt pains me 1- indeed to. say-
that, 'as^ of now, it seems as though
some forty to fifty \>f them in the
House, and perhaps five to ten Sen-
ators, will not be able to patch
over public mistrust by the time
November rolls around. The Presi-
dent's wishy-washy approach to the
Viet Nam situation, plus rising dis-
satisfaction at home, concerning the
ill-planned and worse-managed
"poverty" program and rising costs
of food and other basic necessities,
make things very difficult for the
Democrats in their bids for re-
election.
This trend is heightened by a
rising tide of enthusiasm and hope
among Republicans. Reports of
their demise do seem to be highly
exaggerated, and even this column-
ist has seen, with his limited ex-
>
perience with party politics in the
State of Maine alone, a new senti-
ment among Republicans that per-
haps they can put ideological dif-
ferences aside long enough to win
in November. The scent of victory
is in their nostrils, and spirit among
Republicans of all shades of opin-




which bind the party together, have
not been so neatly disposed of as
tbe^ ^ore, Liberal Democrats -seem
to think.. Rising critfcjsm of *tthe
Democrats from the man. on the
street proves this. . --. *
This criticism, however, is not to
be confused with the leftist-intel-
lectual Lippman-type abandonment
of LBJ because of the Viet Nam
conflict. These people are a minor-
ity anyway, and it was expected
they .would abandon Lyndon the
moment he showed any awareness
at all of the situation in the world
beyond our borders. It is not this
support I claim, but the support of
the large majority, who feel that
LBJ, in trying to keep Liberal sup-
port by not prosecuting the war as
vigorously as he might, is. letting
down our fighting men by permitting
them to die in the jungles and even
*i their billets in Saigon while the
enemy does hold sanctuaries in the
north, and strategic targets store
oil and unload ships while our planes
bomb roads and, bridges. It is these
people who will support the Repub-
licans in November, and vote down
dictatorial Defense Department rule
and Presidential mismanagement in
'our government. -
Schulten. Hews Star
As the 1966 outdoor track season
draws to a close, Cdach Prank Sa-
basteanski may^ review the, team's
performance with pridV Though'
the squad was sraallj .individual ?el-
fcrts were outstanding and new
Col'ege records are abundant. The
Polar 'Bears Wtere^f? in dual com-
petition and *spme j)f their 'stars,
contributed, to, fine showings in th*
Maine State Meet and, the E.C-A.C.
Meet held last Saturday at Meriden,
Ccnn.
Only two members of the squad
made the trip ^ut between them
they garnered 24 points. Big Char-
lie Hews took a first in the shot
and a fcurth in the hammer and
set a new College record of 156'3 V^
"
while taking a second in the iis-
cus. Alex Schulten took his usual
first in the hammer along with a
fifth in the discus. The 24 points
^rere enough to place Bowdoin
.
eighth among N.E. small colleges.
BLOCH HONORED
BY EGYPTIANS
Pr. Marcus Bloch, L-HY.^ Pres-
ident of Central School of Hyp-
notism, P.O. Box 118, New York
9, N. Y., has been honored with
Honorary membership in the
Egyptian School of Hypnotism,
by Dr. Aziz Hassan, President of
Egyptian School of Hypnotism
in Alexandria, Egypt.
Let us help you plan your printing
as well as produce it with rigid accuracy . . .
Our long experience in producing the following and other
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*My name is Messeret Debebe. My home is Ethiopia
I am a tour guide at the UN"
4My name is Leela Rao. My home is India.
I am a tour jiuide at the UN"
"My name is Karen Lundborg. My home is West "My name is Sheila Nath. My home is Burma.
Hartford, Connecticut. I am a tour guide at the UN" I am a tour guide at the UN"
CometothelXN.
21,000 visitors come to United Nations Headquarters every students, last one hour, and will fill many letters home,
week. Guided tours start every 10 minutes 9: 1 Sam to 4:45pm. For a free UN Tour Booklet and Visitor's Burton, write to:
7 days a week. Tours cost $1.25 for adults. 50^ for children and UN Association of the United States, New York 10017.
Contributed by ihif newspaper as a public tervice in cooperation with The Advertising Council. >* *t*%
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Bears Defeat Bates, Colby;
Play For Tie ln_State Today
MacLean held* the hard-hitting:
line to just three hite and
,
while whiffing six Mule
He paced himself ttery
w^ft throughout, the g%me\; being
just as strong in the final inning as
he was in the first. He changed
speeds effectively tqjtake advantage
of his main weapon, a hard fastball.
He was helped immensely at times
by the size of Pickard Field. At
' The Polar Bears baseball Team frames, whtfe Bates tallied once in
tfavelS to' the tJfcversity of Maine the eighth Tor the fmal verdTc^ of Colby ni
today in quest of a*- share of the 11-2. 4 ** • *,
Maine State Championship after The Bears hitting attack was the Jj 25iS5j£55
.overwhelming Bates, 11-2, and up- best of «tti£ season as it combed four swto$ers
setting tournam«nt-bound Colby Bobcat hurlers for 15 hits. First-
Wednesday, 5-1, behind Ae superb baseman Paul Newman led the as-
pitching of co-captain Bobby But- sault with a double and three singles,
kus and junior Bruce MacLean. Bruce MacLean had a two-base hit
Colby is assured of a tie for the and a pair of singles, while Giard
title with a 4-2 State, Series record, and Pappas chipped in with a couple
Bowdoin and Maine are in a battle of hits apiece,
for the rest of the championship, Meanwhile Butkus hurled his sixth
both having 3-2 records, while Bates victory against two defeats, giving least three of the Mu!es long drives
is out of contention with only one up eight hits, striking out five, and would have been over the fence at
win in 6ix outings. not walking a batter. Although he Colby. Jim Thomas, who had beat-
The Polar Bears two most recent was behind the hitters quite often, en the Bears up at Waterville with
victories increased their present he recovered well. -^ a home run in the eleventh, hit a
winning streak to four games and The Polar Bears were really "fired blast that Doug Brown finally ran
made their season's record a spark- up" for the Mules Wednesday at, down about 430 feet from the plate,
ling 14 wins against only three de- Pickard Field. With a light rain The left field fence at Pickard is
feats, one of the best records in New falling and the prospects of getting 502 feet distant.
England. This victory total is also in a complete game looking dim, The Bears also turned in a fine
Bowdoin's highest in Coach Danny Bowdoin took the lead in the first defensive performance to aid Mac- *
MacFayden's 20 years here. The inning once again. Paul Newman Lean. Pete Pappas in particular c;3in seems assured of a tie in State .




previous teams compiled records of Colby hurler Joe Jabar advanced He robbed Dick Jude of a seemingly Bears and Mules split their two home court advanta&e was enough
12-3 in 1949 and 12-4 in 1951. On* to second on Jabar's errant pickoff sure base hit by spearing his liner encounters — Colby winning 5-4 in to win a hard fought 6-0 and 6-3
must go all the way back to the throw, and scored on shortstop Sal near the second base bag, then scur- waterville and Bowdoin winning 7-2 victory. These two will probably meet
1920s to find a Bowdoin baseball Manforte's throwing error on a Pete ried into short right field to grab at Pickard Field. Bowdoin would again for the title next year.
FIGHTING FOR A TIE — The varsity tennis squid after a fln« sea-
son, plays Maine today in an attempt to tie Colby for the State Series
crown. Front row, 1. to r., Bert Kendall, Tom Cranshaw, Mike Wartman,
Tim Brooks, Spencer Smith. Back row, Coach Ray BIcknell, Richie
Segal, Cy Allen, Roger Hinchliffe, and Capt. Phil Bradley.
Netmen Near Championship
Bradley, Smith Win Doubles
by BERT KENDALL Series play. Spence Smith was run-
With one match remaining, Bow- ner up to Colby's Ken Ingram for
squad with more victories in a sin- Pappas grounder,
gle season. Charlie Belanger singled through
Tuesday at Lewiston the Polar the hole to start the two-run fourth.
Bears took full advantage of Bates' After Paul Mulloy's perfect sacrifice
early fielding lapses to take an in- bunt, Bob Giard doubled to left
a pair of twisting popups in the certainly be favored in a playoff but Consistent wins by the top half *
fourth. He also was the middle unfortunately there are no such of the team, such as displayed by
man on Bowdoin's 18th double play provisions for any State Series Smith and Bradley in the champion-
this season, a Bowdoin record. sports. Judging from the 8-1 defeat ships, and greater depth than our
Regardless of how the Polar of Maine on May 10, Bowdoin should three rivals have made the differ- -
surmountable 9-0 lead by the fourth center to score Belanger. Giard Bears fare at Orono, it has been a win in Orono today. Coach Ray ence this spring. Next year's suc-
inning. The Bears picked up five came across a minute later when terrifically successful season. Coach Bicknell's squad currently has a 5-3 cess or failure revolves around the
runs in the first inning on doubles Manforte booted Dave McNabb's MacFayden has made the best use record overall, 4-1 in-4he important six junior members of the team -
by leadoff man Bruce MacLean and grounder, then threw wildly past of the limited number of players State Series categoi^Tlte-r^^
Siard, a single by Pete first base. Butkus and Pappas pro- he has at his disposal. In addi- have defeated Springfield, Maine, . Wartman, and Kendall. This is al-
tion, not enough can be said about Colby, and Bates twice while losing most the identical group that played
the brilliant hurling threesome of to M.I.T., Amherst, and Colby, in together freshman year.
Butkus, MacLean, and junior Jeff his three years as varsity tennis Downeast weather and limited
Withe. An often overlooked asset coach, Bicknell has shared the State facilities greatly handicap Bowdoin
Pappas, and four Bates errors. The duced run-scoring hits in the sev-
visitors stretched the margin to nine enth to give the Bears some breath-
by erupting for four more tallies in ing room,
the fourth on four singles, two of Colby's lone tally came .in the
the infield variety, a base on balls, sixth. Bob Field ended righthander is the fine pair of receivers, Bob title with Bates, Maine, and Colby tennis. With no provision for a
and another pair of costly miscues MacLean's no-hit bid with a bloop Giard and Ed Moore, who have done respectively. Filling the six singles' spring trip, the netmen are handi-
by the Bates infield. single just out of.the reach of sec- a great deal to help the pitching s'ots against Maine are Spence capped by a late start every season.
The Bobcat hitters finally reach- ond baseman Pappas with one out. staff throughout the season. What Smith, Phil Bradley, Rog Hinch- Perhaps the M.IT. and Colby losses
ed southpaw Butkus in the fourth Manforte followed with a solid single looked like just a .500 ball club be- hffe, Sandy Salmela, Tom Cran- could have been avoided with more
when John Alden doubled to left to right, sending Fie!d around
and scored, on Howie .Alexander's
single. The Polar Bears scored ba
- single runs in the seventh and ninth ky^
to fore the season began is now one shaw, and Rich Segal. Tim Brooks, preseason practice. There is a des-
The. run scored as third of the best in New England. Much Cy Allen, Mike Wartman, and Bert perate need for more all-weather
pan Mulloy threw out Ken Lil- credit should
m a slow hopper. players, i
go to all the ball- Kendall figure in the doubles. courts at Pickard Field. The under-
Captain Pihl Bradley at number graduates must sneak on the courts
Laxmen Win Final Three
Finish With A 5-9 Record
Cubs Boast
8-0 Record
two and junior Spence Smith at
number one teamed up to win the
Maine Intercollegiate Athletic Asso-
ciation Doubles Title. Bradley and
Smith defeated Maine's number one
between freshman and varsity prac-
tice. Greater attention to the tennis
program at Bowdoin by the admin-
istration and athletic department
might dispell this "tennis apathy"
****, i«ci^ *u • « The Bowdoin freshman baseballAfter losing their first six games game, being the big stick scoring team continued their mastery of all
the lacrosse team finished up with three times ^ Quigley and ^^
a 5-9 record, but with a couple of ~ L ,_,
breaks we could have broken even.
Chapman eaCh Chipped in two
Quigley also got an assist.Against Stevens the laxmen were
leading 4-3 going into the fourth Goalie Mike Leonard had an easy
period but let down their guard as game as he was only called on to
Stevens scored three quick ones and make 7 saves, six in the first half
we were unable to recover and as „,„,
result lost 6-5. The other heart-
Hlgh SCOrer f0r the year "Wild "
as they extended their
win streak to eight games and a per-
fect season so far, with the final
contest this afternoon against Maine
at Orono.
A week ago, Dickie Downes went
the full nine-inning, route for the
second time this year, and the Cubs
breaker was against heavily favor-
BiI1 Allen showed why ne was when pounded three Bridgton pitchers
ed Tufts. Once again we had the he firect three K°als Past the Nich-
lead in the final frame but were ols goalie while also chalking up
outscored 3-1. ^ g^^ r^g wag proDably j^^.
The stickmen ended off the season ard's best game as he blocked 22
with a rush winning their last three shots, many of them being spectacu-
games. In the WP.I. game the lar saves,
visitors scored two quick goals to
for a dozen hits in the 12-1 victory.
Tuesday, it was Downes again
who pitched the Cubs to a 4-0 win
over UNH at Durham. It was the
best performance for the promising
righthander, as he gave up just
three scattered hits while registering
open things up and the Bears had ,
Cann0t f°rget to mention the de' his seventh strai*ht win -
to battle all the way as the lead
fensemwi who **"* after game re- The following day it was Kenny J
changed hands four times Lough- Tl °° menti°n bUt d0 more than Martin 's turn for mount» «»<»* *»
ran replaced Leonard in the goal ^ * °*
bh)cltm
* shotB and he coasted to a ^ victory over the
have kept many of the opposition Colby frosh. As in games past it
leading scorers below their average was the big bats of Dick Wormell,
as was thexase in the Nichols game Ned Beyer, "Bobo" McFarland, and
holding Pelligrini to one point, three Martin that supplied most of the
below his average. With the gradu- offensive punch.
for his longest assignment in the
cage and came up with many good
saves. He seemed to provide the
needed impetus as the laxmen
started clicking on their clears
which seemed to be one of their
major weaknesses all season.
Allen, Tarbell, and Rowson each
netted a pair of goals while co-
captain Allen also got credit for an
assist.
ation of Forte, Day,, and Ralston




For the season Capt. Bill Allen Gianarfe
fense. The only returning starter
at that position will be standout
Bob Pfeiffer.
led all scorers with 19 goals and 9 Sandstrom
In our next tilt the Polar Bears assists. Bucky Teeter was next with Michelmore
stomped all over the two-year-old 18 points followed by Chapman and Rowson
Colby club. The stickmen compiled Quigley with 16 and 15 respectively. Van Antwerp
a 5-0 lead at which time Coach Chapman probably would have been Loughran
Watson played his subs for most up higher but did not make the
of the remainder of the game, spring tour.
Twelve men made the scoring col-
umn with co-captain Mitchell, play- Allen
ing for the first time since he in- Teeter





































team of Hauckk and Erikson 6-1 and and produce more spectators for the
6-4 to remain undefeated in State freshman and varsity matches.
Wieners Wins State Golf Title
by Dick Smith
It marked one of the few times
anyone has won back-to-back titles,
and the first time it has been done
by a junior. Another win next year
would establish a record impossible
to break. This year's win was simi-
lar to last year's when Bill made
up eight sVrokes on Bates' Lasher .in
the last 12 holes.
Bowdoin fared worse in the third
State Series match played Monday
at Colby. They lost another 6 points
to the strong Maine team who wid-
ened their second place margins
over Bates and Colby. Again, Wien-
ers led the field. Both he and Fleury
of Bates had 76s.
The individual match Tuesday
brought an end to a successful 10-
7 season. The Bears lost one to
Williams, MIT and UNH, and four
to Maine. Victories were over
Union, New England, Bates (4) and
Colby (4), In the New Englands at
the Portland Country Club, the
Bears finished 13th out of 38 and
brought in a total score 10 strokes
lower than the nearest Maine col-
lege. Individual Scores in Maine
STATE CHAMPION AGAIN —
Junior Bill Wieners won the
state Individual golf title for
the second consecutive year
Tuesday at Augusta Country
Club.
Bill Wieners shot a second round
74, the lowest competitive round by
a State Series golfer thia spring, to
defend successfully his State indi-
vidual title at the Augusta Country
Club Tuesday. Hampered by bad
putting and stray approaches, he
shot a morning round 85 which put
him six shots behind the leader.
His fine afternoon round included Championship. Wieners,
85-74- 159;
two birdies and a blazing finish of
pa.-j.;_x-par t; edge cut Martin
and Warren of Maine.
Martin (Maine) 79-81
r;n (Maim* C3 T3 -
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Bears Defeat Bates, Colby;
Play For Tie hi State Today
FIGHTING FOR A TIE — The varsity tennis squad after a fine sea-
son, plays Maine today in an attempt to tie Colby for the State Series
crown. Front row, I. to r., Bert Kendall, Tom Cranshaw, Mike Wartman,
Tim Brooks, Spencer Smith. Back row, Coach Ray Bicknell, Richie
Segal, Cy Allen, Roger Hinchliffe, and Capt. Phil Bradley.
Netmen Near Championship
Bradley, Smith Win Doubles
Polar Bears baseball team frames, while Bates tallied 6hce in MacLean heIcV fhe
s
hard-hitting
travels to the University or Maine the eighth for the final verdict of
' Cott# - nine, to just three hits and
_ today, in quest of a share of .the llo2. . . . .. . U-j . .
*Maine State Championship ' alter The Bears hitting attack was the S°^ "^ whH. jrWniBg-w-Mjil*-
"overwhelming Bates, ll-2,« anflnipj- best of the seasfth as It1 combed fdur f^SSBSdk ,He^ paced .-himself very
setting tournament-bound Colby Bobcat hurlers for 15 hits. First- wel1 throughout the game, being
Wednesday, 5-1, behind the superb baseman Paul Newman led the as- "just as strong in the final inning as
pitching of co-captain Bobby But- sault with a double and three singles, he was in the first. He changed
kus and junior Bruce MacLean. Bruce MacLean had a two-base hit M ^ « * , 1 ,
_, ,. . , 7, . ? , speeds effectively to take advantageColby is assured of a tie for the and a pair of singles, while Giard;
title with a 4-2 State Series record, and Pappas chipped in with a couple of nis main weaP°n - a hard fastbaH.
Bowdoin and Maine are in a battle of hits apiece. > He was helped immensely at times
for the rest of the championship, Meanwhile Butkus hurled his sixth by the size of Pickard Field. At
both having 3-2 records, while Bates victory against two defeats, giving least three of the Mules long drives
is out of contention with only one up eight hits, striking out five, and would have been over the fence at
win in 6ix outings. not walking a batter. Although he Colby. Jim Thomas, who had beat-
The Polar Bears two most recent was behind the hitters quite often, en the Bears up at Waterville with
victories increased their present he recovered well. a home run in the eleventh, hit a
winning streak to four games and The Polar Bears were really 'fired blast that Doug Brown finally ran
made their season's record a spark- up" for the Mules Wednesday at down about 430- feet from the plate,
ling 14 wins against only three de- Pickard Field. With a light rain The left field fence at Pickard is
feats, one of the best records in New falling and the prospects of getting 502 feet distant.
England. This victory total is also in a complete game looking dim, The Bears also turned in a fine
Bowdoin 's highest in Coach Danny Bowdoin took the lead in the first defensive performance to aid Mac-
MacFayden's 20 years here. The inning once again. Paul Newman Lean. Pete Pappas in particular
former major league pitcher's best drew the only walk of the game off excelled in his second base position,
previous teams compiled records of Colby hurler Joe Jabar advanced He robbed Dick Jude of a seemingly
12-3 in 1949 and 12-4 in 1951. One to second on Jabar's errant pickoff sure base hit by spearing his liner encounters — Colby win ; 5-4 i
must go all the way back to the throw, and scored on shortstop Sal near the second base bag, then scur- waterville and Bowdoin winning 7-2 victory. These two will probably meet
1920s to find a Bowdoin baseball Manforte's throwing error on a Pete ried into short right field to grab at Pickard Field. Bowdoin would again for the title next year,
squad with more victories in a sin- Pappas grounder. a pair of twisting popups in the certainly be favored in a playoff but Consistent wins by the top half
gle season. Charlie Belanger, singled through fourth. He also was the middle unfortunately there are no such of the team, such as displayed by
Tuesday at Lewiston the Polar the hole to start the two-run fourth, man on Bowdoin's 18th double play
Bears took full advantage of Bates' After Paul Mulloy's perfect sacrifice this season, a Bowdoin record,
early fielding lapses to take an in- bunt, Bob Giard doubled to left Regardless of how the Polar
surmountable 9-0 lead by the fourth center to score Belanger. Giard Bears fare at Orono, it has been a
inning. The Bears picked up five came across a minute later when terrifically successful season. Coach Bicknell's squad currently has a 5-3 cess or failure revolves around the
runs in the first inning on doubles Manforte booted Dave McNabb's MacFayden has made the best use record overall, 4-1 in the important six junior members of the team
—
by leadoff man Bruce MacLean and grounder, then threw wildly past of the limited number of players State Series category. The netmen Smith, Salmela, Brooks, Cranshaw.
catcher Bob Giard, a single by Pete first base. Butkus and Pappas pro- he has at his disposal. In addi- have defeated Springfield, Maine,
Pappas, and four Bates errors. The duced run-scoring hits in the sev- tion, not enough can be said about COlby, and Bates twice while losing
visitors stretched the margin to nine enth to give the Bears some breath- the brilliant hurling threesome of to M.I.T., Amherst, and Colby. In
by erupting for four more tallies in ing room. Butkus, MacLean, and junior Jeff his three years as varsity tennis
the fourth on four singles, two of Colby's lone tally came .in the Withe. An often overlooked asset coach, Bicknell has shared the State facilities greatly handicap Bowdoin
the infield variety, a base on balls, sixth. Bob Field ended righthander is the fine pair of receivers. Bob title with Bates, Maine, and Colby tennis. With no provision for' a
and another pair of costly, miscues MacLean's no-hit bid with a bloop Giard and Ed Moore, who have dpne respectively. Filling the six singles' spring trip, the netmen are handi-
by the Bates infield. single just out of the reach of sec- a great deal to help the pitchmg slots against Maine are Spence capped by a late start every season.
The Bobcat hitters finally reach- ond baseman Pappas with one out. staff throughout the season. What Smith, Phil Bradley, Rog Hinch- Perhaps the M.I.T. and Colby losses
ed, southpaw Butkus in the fourtrT Manforte followed with a solid single looked like just a .500 ball club be- liffe, Sandy Salmela, Tom Cran- could have been avoided with more
when .John Alden doubled to left 'to right, sending Fie!d around to fore the season began is now one shaw, and Rich Segal. Tim Brooks, preseason practice. There is a des-
and scored on Howie Alexander's third. The run scored as third of the best in New England, Much Cy Allen, Mike Wartman, and Bert perate need for more all-weather
single. The Polar Bears scored baseman Mulloy threw out Ken Lil- credit should go to all the ball- Kendall figure in Jhe doubles. courts at Pickard Field. The under-
single run6 in the seventh and ninth ley on a slow hopper. players. Captain Pihl Bradley at number graduates must sneak on the courts
by Bert Kendall
With one match remaining, Bow-
doin seems assured of a tie in State
Series tennis with Colby. The Polar
Bears and Mules split their two
Series play. Spence Smith was run-
ner up to Colby's Ken Ingram for
the M.I.A.A. Singles Title. Ingram's
home court advantage was enough
to win a hard fought 6-0 and 6-3
provisions for any State Series Smith and Bradley "in the champion-
sports. Judging from the 8-1 defeat ships, and greater depth than our
of Maine on'May 10, Bowdoin should three rivals have made the differ-
win in Orono today. Coach Ray ence this spring. Next year's suc-
Wartman, and Kendall. This is al-
most the identical group that played
together freshman year.
Downeast weather and limited
Laxmen Win Final Three
Finish With A 5-9 Record
After losing their first six games game
the lacrosse team finished up with three
a 5-9 record, but with a couple of
breaks we could have broken even.
Against Stevens the laxmen were
leading 4-3 going into the fourth
being the big stick scoring
times while Quigley and
Chapman each chipped in two.
Quigley also got an assist.
Goalie Mike Leonard had an easy
period but let down their guard as game as he was only called on to
Stevens scored three quick ones and make 7 saves, six in the first half.
find 3iS High scorer for the year "Wild"
we were unable to recover
a result lost 6-5. The other heart-
Cubs Boast
8-0 Record
The Bowdoin freshman baseball
team continued their mastery of all
cpposition, as they extended their
win streak to eight games and a per-
fect season so far, with the final
content this afternoon against Maine
at Orono.
A week ago, Dickie Dowries went
the full nine-inning route for the
two and junior Spence Smith at
number one teamed up to win the
Maine Intercollegiate Athletic Asso-
ciation Doubles Title. Bradley and
Smith defeated Maine's number one
between freshman and varsity prac-
tice. Greater attention to the tennis
program at Bowdoin by the admin-
istration and athletic department
might dispell this "tennis apathy"
second time this year, and the Cubs
breaker was against heavily favor-
Bil1 Allen showed why he was when pounded three Bridgton pitchers
ed Tufts. Once again we had the ne fired tnree S°als Past the Nlch-
lead in the final frame but were ols goalie while also chalking up
outscored 3-1. an m&i&L This wag probably Leon .
The stickmen ended off the season ard's best game as he blocked 22
with a rush winning their last three shots, many of them being spectacu-
games. In the W.P.I. game the iar saves.
visitors scored two quick goals to
for a dozen hit.s in the 12-1 victory.
Tuesday, it was Downes again
who pitched the Cubs to a 4-0 win
over UNH at Durham. It was the
best performance for the promising
righthander, as he gave up just
three scattered hits while registering
open things up and the Bears had
to battle all the way as the lead
changed hands four times. Lough-
ran replaced Leonard in the goal
for his longest assignment in the
cage and came up with many good
saves. He seemed to provide the
needed impetus as the laxmen
started clicking on their clears
which seemed to be one of their
major weaknesses all season.
Allen, Tarbell, and Rowson each
netted a pair of goals while co-
captain Allen also got credit for an
assist.
I cannot forget to mention the de- his seventh straight win
fensemen who game after game re- The following day it was Kenny
ceive no mention but do more than Martins turn for mound glory as
their share of blocking shots and he coasted to a 9-1 victory over the
have kept many of the opposition Colby frosh. As in games past it
leading scorers below their average was the big bats of Dick WormeU,
as was the case in the Nichols game Ned Beyer, "Bobo" McFarland, and
holding Pelligrini to one jwint, three Martin that supplied most of the
below his average. With the gradu,- offensive punch.
ation of Porte, Day,, and Ralston -
there will be a big gap in the de-
fense. The only returning starter






For the season Capt. Bill Allen Gianaris
led all scorers with 19 goak and 9 Sandstrom
In our next tilt the Polar Bears assists. Bucky Teeter was next with Michelmore
stomped all over the two-year-old 18 points followed by Chapman and Rowson
Colby club. The stickmen compiled Quigley with 16 and 15 respectively. Van Antwerp
a 5-0 lead at which time Coach Chapman probably would have been Loughran
Watson played his subs for most up higher but did not make the Murinson
of the remainder of the game, spring tour.
Twelve men made the scoring col-
umn with co-captain Mitchell
%
play- Allen
ing for the first time since he in- Teeter




























team of Hauckk and Erikson 6-1 and and produce more spectators for the
6-4 to remain undefeated in State freshman and varsity matches.
Wieners Wins State Golf Title
by Dick Smith
It marked one of the few times
anyone has won back-to-back titles.
and the first time it has been done
by a junior. Another win next year
would establish a record impossible
to break. This year's win was simi-
lar to last year's when Bill made
up eight strokes on Bates' Lasher.in
the last 12 holes.
~
Bowdoin fared worse in the third
State Series match played Monday
at Colby. They lost another 6 points
to the strong Maine team who wid-
ened their second place margins
over Bates and Colby. Again, Wien-
ers led the field- Both he and Fleury
of Bates had 76s.
The individual match Tuesday
brought an end to a successful 10-
7 season. The Bears lost one to
Williams, MIT and UNH, and four
to Maine. Victories were over
Union, New England, Bates (4) and
Colby (4). In the New Englands at
the Portland Country Club, the
Bears finished 13th out of 38 and
brought in a total score 10 strokes
lower than the nearest Maine col-
lege. Individual Scores in Maine
STATE CHAMPION AGAIN —
Junior BUI Wieners won the
state individual golf title for
the second consecutive year
Tuesday at Augusta Country
Club.
Bill Wieners shot a second round
74, the lowest competitive round by
a State Series golfer this spring, to
defend successfully his State indi-
vidual title at the Augusta Country
Club Tuesday. Hampered by bad
putting and stray approaches, he
shot a morning round 85 which put
him six shots behind the leader.
His fine afternoon round included Championship: Wieners, 85-74 -
159;
two birdies and a blazing finish of
r.a.*-'v..\l.c-p-r t; edge cut Martin
and Warren of Maine.
Martin (Maine) 79-81
r::i l.MsfclJi 83 73 -
(Bates' L2-82 — 164.
- 160; War-
181; Fleury
